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Packard Greets Arts with a
Few Cracks

The recently completed Packard Arts Center is open for classes despite
some superficial cracks on tfie West wall.

The Catalyst

Flanagan Fills Dorms
By Anne ReHinberg

Jay's Motel was again profiting last

week from ttie seeming disarray of

Colorado College's liousing situation.

However, this year's roomless students
numbered only 14 wliile the mix-up of

1 975 left 30 at the inn on Nevada for one
month. The school's new housing
director, William Flanagan, plans to

improve even further upon the program
that predecessor Lance Haddon intro-

duced. "He Initiated It and therefore felt

comfortable with it," Flanagan thinks,

"but It doesn't always work."

Now that the students have aban-
doned Jay's with private phone and bath

for the comfort of the dorms, the
director promisoe that rooidonts nofv ir\

Study lounges and other simulated

lodgings are not permanently located

there. Some students are not given

rooms at first because of the

unpredictable: sudden leaves of ab-

sences or decisions to quite school.

"From now on we'd like to have some
accurate statistics to work with,"

Flanagan hopes. "There has to be a

better way." Apparently that better way
would include holding room draw one
month earlier, "so we can have August
to sort out the odds and ends," and
changing the off campus application

system. Of course Flanagan plans on
meeting with the CCCA Housing
Committee in the near future to discuss

his Ideas.

Contrary to certain rumors heard on
campus, no students once given

off-campus living permission have been
recalled to dorm life, nor has the

administration threatened fraternity

men with de - pledging If they refuse to

live in their frat house. Flanagan says
he "morally cannot" ask a student

already in an apartment to move into an
unoccupied room, though there are
cases of women paying CC for dorm
space while they live elsewhere.
As for the Greek situation, the

college deans and IFC have agreed to

let their contract be flexible until the
semester; though the fraternities are
responsible for filling their houses, no
non-members will be sent to fill the
eight empty slots In the Phi Gam, Beta,
and Phi Delt houses, until the men
attempt to solve the problem by
themselves.

Residential housing at CC is

continually a headache for both
students and the man who is

heads. "We've made no bones about the

fact that we're a residential college,"

says Flanagan. "The dorms are already

built, so people know they'll have to be
in them the majority of their time here."

The fact that these buildings are

designed to be self sustaining may
alleviate some confusion; the fee paid

for nine months in a room is deposited
into a separate fund charged with

paying the bond on the dorms, fuel,

maintenance, staff, and renovation. If

too few students occupy campus
housing, needed dollars may have to be
taken from the general fund, which in

the end leaves that much less for school
programs.

"The only students I ever see in my
office are those who have complaints,"

the director complains, "and they

number at the most 20. Does that mean
that for the rest the system is okay? The
majority must be fairly happy, but I'd

like to hear from them too. We'd
appreciate suggestions."

By Cindy Meyer
Sperry S. and Packard Hall of Music

and Art, the latest addition to the
Colorado College campus is complete,
open and holding block one classes
despite summer setbacks such as
cracks in the walls and ceiling leaks.

The 3.5 million dollar fine arts center,

designed by New York architect Edward
Larrabee Barnes in 1974, replaces the
inadequate teaching, practice and
studio facilities for both the Music and
Art departments. Barnes, chosen by the
college's Board of Trustees from a pre -

selected group of architects, submitted
the lowest bid for the project. The
general contractor, Gerald Phipps Co.,
is a Denver based company who also

built Armstrong Hall.

Due to a series of strikes, the
completion date for Packard Hall,

originally scheduled for December
1975, was postponed until this fall. The
Summer Session's Photography Insti-

tute was able to use the darkroom
during the summer construction. "We
weren't concerned (about the strikes)

because we knew we couldn't use it

(Packard) until September," stated
James Crossey, director of the Physical
Plant.

Since completion of the building,
rumors on campus have been circulat-

ing that Packard Hall Is falling apart.

This summer, cracks appeared on the
exterior walls mainly on the west facade
(the yellow wall). "This is not unusual,"
according to engineer Crossey, "We
didn't expect as much movement in the
building." In reference to the amount of

expansion and contraction usually
allowed for in construction. Crossey

Boettcher Popular

^'Block-Breaker'' Hits CC Early
Are you tired of passing out In the

middle of class? Are you sick of

throwing up into your roommate's
trashcan? Are you feeling up to par?

Don't worry, you're not alone.

From Sunday September 5 through
Tuesday September 7, 231 students
visited Boettcher Health Center; 187 for

illnesses. The peak influx occurred on
Tuesday when 87 students reported to

the Health Center. A high estimate of a
daily average number of patients for the
'75-'76 school year was about 40
patients per day, according to Recep-
tionist Mrs. Frindt.

Most students reporting the "Block -

Breaker" virus have complained of such
sumptoms As fainting, dehydration,
diarrhea and vomiting; which last

approximately twenty-four hours. "This
is not the flu, it is a virus," said Mrs.
Esch, R.N. "It's a short-term illness."

Denying campus rumors, she ex-

plained that the full in-patient bed

capacity is 20 and that the most that

Boettcher has had at one time this year

is 12. She also said that students were

calling in asking If It was true that

Boettcher was not admitting any more

patients. This is not correct. Boettcher

is not full and their doors are open 24

hours a day.

When asked if this virus had any

signs of becoming an epidemic, Mrs.

Frindt replied, "I would say no, but,

epidemic is a scary word." There have

been cases of the virus reported

throughout the city of Colorado

Springs. According to Nurse Easch, "A

student who came In the other day to

see Dr. Rodman who had taken a friend

down to the Emergency Room at

Penrose Hospital (who was very ill with

the same virus) said that there were five

other people in the Emergency Room at

that time with the same symptoms."

Housing Director, Bill Flanagan

felt enough expansion wasn't allowed
for which caused the walls to crack.

This past week supplementary
expansion joints were inserted to
compensate for the additional move-
ment. Crossey suggested that perhaps
people from the East don't understand
the more radical western climate and for
that reason the amount of movement
accounted for in the planning stages
wasn't enough.

During the late summer rainstorms,
leaks through the plexigaiss skylight
over the art gallery, which connects the
east and west wings, posed more
problems. The skylight has now been
completely re-caulked and is now
hopefully waterproof. Crossey said that
It Is not unusual for skylights to leak.
He pointed out that the same type of
leakage occured in Tutt Library some
years ago.

Color Theory
On seeing Packard Hall (south of

Rastall), one might wonder about the
choice of blue, yellow and black and
white walls. Art Professor Bernard
Arnest who attended planning and
progress meetings for the center since
its Inception suggests that the building
is of the International Style, In which
the structure tends to dominate the
site. "It cannot be overlooked or
misplaced," he concluded. As for the
colors, he speculates that the architect
wanted the yellow to, "flood the area
with warmth year round; whereas the
blue was meant to keep the sky in its

place."

Another theory according to Art

Professor Roger Aikin is that, "one
should experience the structure through
time and space and that it should be a

continuum externally as well as
internally," which he gives as the

reason for the repetition of color inside.

He also suggested that the black and
white tile was chosen to have

something interesting happening on the

surface of the building as well as
Inside. Some say the tiles represent the

aammistrator saidlhat they re alrattic

hazard.

Recognition should be given to

Packard Hall and its potential resources

as a learning center for music and art

and it should be emphasized that

students do take full advantage of the

new arts facilities. As Professor Aikin

stated, "It takes creativity to use a

building as well as to make one."

Cutler Board Holds Elections to

Replace Yearbook Editor
Cutler Publications Board held its

first meeting last Monday to discuss

appointing a new Editor for the campus
yearbook, Tlie Nugget, and to hold an

election for an at-large member for the

Board.

The Board, which oversees all three

of the campus publications, The
Catalyst (newspaper). The Leviathan

(literary and political magazine) and the

yearbook, needs to choose a new Editor

for the yearbook as the original Editor

had to resign. Lisa Radetsky, the

resigning editor, cited unexpected

personal and academic reasons for her

decision to resign. "It had nothing to do

with the job itself," she said.

The member - at - large, who is

elected by the student body, sits with

the editors of the publications, a

student chairman, and two faculty

advisors on the Board to make
decisions which affect the campus
publications; e.g. such as choosing

new editors each year.

Both positions need to be filled

within three weeks of vacancies

Charlotte Lohrenz, the original member
- at - large, did not return to CC this

year. Board Chairman, Jim Byers

suggested at the meeting that the

member - at - large election be included

with the upcoming CCCA election.

According to the Board's discussion,

The Nugget has been a problem in the

past due to the inconsistent work of

Editors in the past. The Board

considered the need for yearbook

guidelines to insure that the yearbook

be published on lime and with quality

work.

The yearbook for the 75-76 school

year, edited by Peter Bansen, will not

be coming out till November this year

due to complications Bansen encount-

ered in not organizing his staff properly.

The yearbook usually comes out in early

September. The Board hopes to avoid

such complications in the future.

Applications for the Editor of The

Nugget will be available at Rastall Desk

and are due September 15, Wednesday.

Interviews will be that Friday at noon.

Applications for fvlember - at - large will

also be available at Rastall Desk and are

due September 17, Friday.

The Board discussed the publications

during the meeting. Catalyst Editor, Jay

Hartwell said that the newspaper is well

staffed this Fall, and even though it is

the weakest financially of the three

publications (due to rising financial

costs) Hartwell expects to prevent any

deficits with a large advertising staff.

The Leviathan is on schedule and is

currently holding poetry workshops

around campus and they expect first

publication sometime in October.

Any student desiring information

about the Nugget editorship or the

member- at - large vacancy are urged to

contact Cutler Chairman Jim Byers at

635-7152.
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Neophyte Fun Facts
By Linda Rlgler

Some 553 freshmen and transfer

students begin their first blocl< at

Colorado College this year. Richard

Wood, the College's Director of

Admissions, spoke with the Catalyst

last week about the incoming students

who have received high marks from

upperclass men and women alike.

This Spring the Admissions office

received almost 2200 applications for

the class of 1980. Of that number, 46%

were offered admission, and out of that

1000 offers came 553 acceptances that

make up this year's freshmen class.

Despite the seemingly healthy

amount of applications coming in.

Wood indicated that the number of

applications decreased by 300 from last

year. "We're coming out of a very peak

time; we've had four years of going

down. I guess the senior class that will

graduate (this year) ... applied at the

very peak. We had a sharp rise in

applications over just several years and

we admitted one out of four then,"

explained Wood.
He cited a couple of factors

contributing to the decline of applica-

tions to CC and to colleges in general.

In addtion to a slight decline in the

number of college-age students avail-

able Wood believes that out of those

students eligible to go to college today,

only a smaller percentage actually

chooses to attend.

However, CC leads all other colleges

in the Associated Colleges of the

Midwest in number of applications

received and percentage of students

offered admission. Wood remarked,

"Relative to other colleges, we're fat

city.''

What is this year's eshman class

like? Well, about 69 sun ler starts will

be returning to CC i, the spring

semester, while 483 are e, -oiled now.

The male-female ratio approaches the

50-50 mark each year; this year being

52-48

The average freshman Is r,,.ely to have

come from any one of 42 states or

perhaps a foreign country. As usual the

largest number, 38%, come from

Colorado. It's likely that he or she was

educated in a public high school, since

only one out of four students came from

private or parochial schools this year.

The average freshman scored 549 on

verbal and 582 in math on the SAT, and

it he or she took the ACT, the average

was 25. That same average freshman

ranked at least in the top 16% of his or

her class, with one-fourth of all the

freshmen in the top 5%.

This year's freshman class shares

many of the characteristics given to

some previous classes, but it also has

its own unique character. Wood
claimed, "They're conscious of what
they're going to be doing after they're

through here, more than their prede-

cessors. They're more willing to partake

of organized things than their older

brothers and sisters were, in a revival of

campus activity. They are more
conscious of grades by far than their

predecessors."

Not to be neglected by any account

are the transfer students. Wood
calculated that out of 400 transfer

applications, CC extended offers of

admission to 100, and 70 transfers are

here now.

Frolicking freshmen give an impromptu can-can to prove that there is

some kick to the incoming class of 1980.

Out of this year's freshman class

including the summer starts, 204

students come from Colorado. The next

six states producing the largest number

of CC students are as follows: Illinois,

36; California, 31; New York, 26;

Minnesota, 22; Texas, 16; New Mexico,
15.

CC Offers Watson "Wanderjahr"

By Kim King

Colorado College will nominate four

candidates for the Thomas J. Watson
h.eiiowsnip during me first two diocks

of this school year. The College is one
of fifty participating institutions in the

fellowship program. Each year, the

Watson Foundation grants 70 fellow-

ships of $7,000 for single students or

$9,500 for married students, who are

graduating seniors.

The purpose of the fellowship is to

provide opportunities for a focused and
disciplined "Wanderjahrl," a year of

creative exploration of the student's

own devising which supplies variation

from the prescribed educational or

career patterns. The conditions of the

grant are that the year be spent abroad

and that it will not involve extended

study at a university.

In the past six years, fifteen out of

twenty - four nominated CC students
have won Watsons. Last year three out

of four of CC's nominees received

Watsons. Anne Berkeley received a

grant to study experimental theatre in I

France, Michael Nava went to Mexicol

City and to Buenos Aires to research!

the life and to translate the poetry of

Darlo, and Peter OffenDecher went to|-

Scotland to study the Scottish system^
for dealing with juvenile crime. ?

During the first block of this year, thel

College is benefitting for the first time^^

from the knowledge of a former CC|-

recipient of the Watson. Rosa Scott hasi
returned to share her talents in a mime[|

class being taught this block. %
Each of the 50 colleges nominatess^^

four students for the Watson Fellow-^^i

ship, and from the 200 nominees, 70 are;|

chosen to be Watson fellows. l|

The procedure for application nom-i
ination is that the applicant must write

|

a proposal of how he plans to spend his|

year abroad and submit it to Professor'

John Riker of the philosophy depart-

ment no later than Monday, Octoberj

4th. If any senior is interested in the!|

fellowship, he should contact either''

Riker, Susan Ashley, or Keith Kester as

soon as possible.

Shakespeare Comes to CC
The Co-Curricular Committee of the Leisure Time Program brings the Young

Vic's production of Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew on Sept. 29 at 8:15 in

Armstrong Hall. The Young Vic, originally a part of the National Theater of

Britain, is making their first American tour. CC. is very fortunate to have a

Shakespearean theater group of such high caliber and reputation.

The following guidelines have been set up for picking up tickets: 1 . CC. I.D.

holders may pick up their free ticket from Monday, September 13 until they run

out at Rastall Desk. 2. On Thursday, September 16, ticket sales will be opened to

the public, if there are any left. Tickets will be $5. Demand is expected to be high,

so pick up your tickets early.

Tickets are general admission. You are assured a seat until 8:10, the evening of

the performance. At this time, empty seats will be filled. Unless you are planning

a trip to London in the future, this may be your only chance to see Shakespeare at

its finest.

Performance Series: 1976-77

Sept. 29: The National Theatre of Britain: The Young Vic: Shakespeare's

"Taming of the Shrew".
Nov. 6: The Fires of London. This major European contemporary music group

is led by Peter Maxwell - Davies, a leading British composer.
Nov. 8: Randy Weston. Mr. Weston is an American jazz pianist who now lives

in Europe.
Jan. 11: The Cleveland Quartet. Returning after a very successful concert here

three years ago.

Mar. 7: Charles Rosen: William Demarest Lloyd lecture, Packard Hall, 8:15 pm.
Mr. Rosen is the author of The Ciasslcal Style, which won a National Book Award
in 1973,

Mar. 8: Charles Rosen: Piano Recital.

All events free with CC I.D. Armstrong Hall, 8:15, except Mar. 7.
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Homecoming Happenings
By Colin Crawford

It used to be called Homecoming.
That is, until a few years ago. Now, to

students, alumni, and parents alike at

CC it's l<nown as the Alumni / Parent

Weel<end. This year, the celebration will

fall on the 29th and 30th of October.
While students attend to their

studies, the Alumni and Development
Offices are also busily at work planning

and coordinating activities for the

Weekend. Among the most difficult

tasks they have encountered has been
the organization of class reunions. As a
result of their efforts, however, classes

to be represented at the reunions will

include those of 1936, 1946, 1951, 1956,

and 1966. In addition, a general reunion

is planned for students having

graduated from CC in the 1970's.

Among other activities happening
over the weekend are the traditional

football game Saturday morning,
followed by an all college picnic In

Cutler Courtyard. In addition, parents

and alums will have a chance to tour

fraternity houses and dormitories that

afternoon.

Professor Glenn Gray will once again

be the moderator of a much anticipated

event of the parent / alumni Weekend,

the President's Forum. The President's

Forum, an annual occurance for several

years now, stems from the Freedom

and Authority class of Professor Gray's.

In recent years, the Forum has also

served as a reunion for former students

of that class. This year, the panel

discussion will feature student partici-

pants, in addition to alumni and faculty.

In order that the campus be given a

chance to celebrate the victory of the

football team that morning, one of the
|

weekend's highlights will be a dance for I

the entire Colorado College community I

Saturday. The dance is to be held at the
|

Broadmoor Hotel's International Cen-

ter.

Clearly, this Halloween weekend]
promises to be an exciting one.

Development Director Jay IVIaloney |

stated: "We're trying to plan activities
f

to please a broad base of alumni,

parents, and students." If that's ther

case, Mr. (i/laloney need not worry.J

Evidently, they've done )ust that.
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—Editorial - •

The CC Success Keys

A few months ago, Benjamin Stein wrote an article in The Wall Street

Journal about becoming a success in this world. He said that there are

number of things you have to possess to reach life's top rung. He wrote,

"A modicum of ability helps, but what really counts is persistence, lucl<,

the willingness to take risks, and an enormous desire to become rich and

famous." But at Colorado College, the key to success isn't always risk

taking, or a desire to be rich (as many of us are fairly comfortable in that

respect) or famous. The key to success doesn't necessarily lie in getting

straight A's either. In fact, there is no one key, but rather several which

can make your four years at CC fulfilling, as well as successful, ones.

The first key lies in the desire to get a complete education. There are

those at CC who would bury themselves in chemical abstracts behind the

doors of Olin Hall or in pre-law books in Palmer. A complete education at

this school does not entail meeting the minimum requirements outside

your major. A complete education lies In exposing your mind to studies of

thought outside your immediate realm. A physics major should try to

learn to think like a political scientist, just as an art major should attempt

to tangle with the intricacies of biology. This is not to say that after four

years you should know how to think in many different ways about many

different things and all very poorly, but that you have at least exposed

yourself to and have an understanding of the way other people might

approach a problem.

A second key lies outside of the Immediate academic realm. We do not

pay close to $6000 a year for the sole privilege of hearing a professor

expound upon the virtues of Spinoza. The Colorado College experience is

outside of the classroom as well, and it comes from interacting with

others, getting involved in extracurricular activities, going hiking, skiing

and more. Colorado College has never really been a college of

bookworms, and the total college experience will not be found by those

that live in Tutt. Intramurals, student organizations and the mountains are

all here for a good reason. Take advantage of them.

The third and final key to success at CC is to be able to graduate with

some firm idea of what you want to do with your life. Four years may seem

like a long time, but it goes by very quickly. College is the time to start

thinking about what you want to do and how you want to contribute to this

world. Those that graduate with a firm grasp on what they want out of life

will be way ahead of the bunch.

Who am I to be saying all of this? Well, I am a student who after two

yoars of nestiing at the foot of the Rocky fvlountains has decided to take

hold of those keys to success and make something out of his last two

years here. There may be other keys, or other ideas on what those keys

ought to be, but a firm grasp on these three should make your experience

at CC both a richer and more successful one.

In the past, Catalyst commentaries have been dominated by a handful

of self-appointed experts, who each week pass judgement on the world. It

is my hope this year to have guest commentaries from the entire college

community on topics of general interest and importance. We ask that

Interested writers submit their pieces to us a week before publication, but

we will accept them until the Tuesday night before publication. Our policy

for commentaries is the same for letters. Letters must be typed and

double spaced. The Catalyst may edit for length, grammar, obscenity,

and /or extreme repetition. The Catalyst prints letters on a space available

basis, selecting when there are more letters than space, those letters

which the editors feel are of greater interest to the campus community. All

letters and commentaries will become the property of The Catalyst.

Letters and commentaries may be submitted at The Catalyst office,

Monday through Thursday, 1-4 pm or at our box at Rastall Desk.
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The following speech was given by

Dean Richard Bradley at last Tuesday's

Convocation. Due to space limitations,

we were unable to print the entire

speech. Though this abridged version

does not do true justice to a very line

speech, we feel that it captures both the

spirit and intent of Dean Bradley.

Let me start right off by answering

the question which is foremost in your

minds: "the most important thing" Is to

have a good faculty and student body

(and administration) - and of course we
do have the best in all categories.

1 take it as a given that our task here ~

those of us who work here - is to help

you students become thoughtful.

Intelligent, reasonable, decent, honest,

wise and compassionate human be-

ings. We are doing this partly for your

own enrichment, partly to pass on the

cultural heritage which we ourselves

have received, and most especially

because In the years to come ~ and

much sooner than all of us realize - You
will be out there in positions of

leadership, and will need as much of all

of these qualities as you can get.

In this regard it is worth noting, and

perhaps you already know this, that the

people who met in 1787 to draft the

United States Constitution came from

diverse backgrounds and professions,

but a remarkably large number of them

"We should teach our students

... as though we had certain

knowledge that they would die

on graduation day."

had been educated in institutions like

this one, and they were all well read and

well versed in human affairs, in other

words well educated. So that is the role

we envisage for you; to go out In the

world and do something superlative.

This may not happen immediately, of

course.

I recall my own first experience.

There I was, bristling with a shiny new
B.A. degree, and the first thing that

happened to me was that I was thrown

In with a bunch of engineers. I was the

most inept person in the lit, and I

couldn't help feeling sorry for myself,

wishing that I too had gotten an

engineering degree, for as I looked

around me it seemed to me that the

engineers were the people of the world

who, fresh from college, could step

right up with an assurance born of

knowledge, and do things. I might add

that from my present perspective, many
jobs and many years later, and sadder

but wiser, I have a completely different

view of things. I now believe that

engineers, because they have such

immense power to modify our physical

environment, should learn their trade in

graduate school ~ like doctors and
lawyers ~ after first having had a full

four years of liberal education in a

college like this one, studying things

like ecology, the history of civilization,

and social systems.

So ~ what can we do to help you
become wise and thoughtful human
beings, and what can you do for

yourself, and finally what can you hope
to do for us — meaning society?

First, what can (or should) we be
doing for you?
The Faculty recently had a meeting to

discuss how we, as teachers, could do
our Job better. And while there was
considerable disagreement on the best

way to teach things, the Faculty did all

agree that part of what we do — and
should do — Involves process, and part

involves substance, and the two are

Inseparable from each other. It Is

Important to know things (that Is the

substance), and It Is important to be

able to integrate these things, analyze

them, and generalize upon them (and

that is the process). Facts are

important, even necessary, but they do
not of themselves, provide wisdom.
And interestirig example taken from

an actual classroom experience was
discussed. The class was on European
History and the Professor (Susan

Ashley) posed the question: "What waj

the ultimate cause of World War I?"

order to try to answer this, the students

had to know all the possible causes!

(the substance), and had to weigh thei

relative Importance (the process).

No answer was provided, either by th^i

teacher or by the text ~ and this o!

course is the "real world" situation ~ s(^

the students, on their own, had to d(^

the best they could to acquire thu

wisdom needed to answer the question'^

given only the facts. My guess is the|i

acquired considerably more wlsdoiri

than they realized -- not only about thil

specific problem, but about wars iri

general, about the nature of historica'!)

evidence, the complexity of sociii
'

Issues, and their own strengths anii '

weaknesses as rational beings. I

Scientific reasoning Is considerablj

simpler. It Is simpler because most o

the things that are studied in scienq.,

are more subject to control, and tesli|

can be devised to settle differences oj

opinion, something that could not bi-i

done in Professor Ashley's class

Unlike World War I, scientific expert

ments can be repeated over and ove

under similar conditions, in whiclr

various factors are added or subtractei*

one at a time to see what effect thes;*

factors may have. And if thi-

phenomenon is particularly simple, ai'

is often the case in physics, very exac:

mathematical relationships may emergi-,

among the factors. Galileo learned 3'^

centuries ago that a simple algebraii

.

equation very accurately describes thi«

motion of falling bodies, and deduc

tlons based on this equation an^

astonishingly reliable ~ which of coursii '

Is why engineering problems are simplli

in comparison to social ones: they ari.

founded on reliable laws.

The biological sciences are of coursL ^

more complex, and the process o'l
*

doing these sciences reflects that faclj '

One can still seek and find reiationl

ships, but in general they are not exac*-]

mathematical ones. For example, ther^J

is no law of growing trees comparabi*
]

to the law of falling bodies. Neverthe

|

less, the evidence of the senses and thj*
|

results of experiments are still the fin£i

arbiters in these sciences as well a!

physics.

Then there is the political procesii
,

something we devote consideratjll

attention to at Colorado College. It irj

exceedingly complex and tricky, Involi*

ing - besides occasional scientific logi*
,

- such imponderables as huma-
emotions, chemistry, expedienc)

tradeoffs, luck, chance, violence I

everything imaginable. But as Professl|

Fuller said the other evening, it is i

fundamental importance In the ImpeJ
feet world in which we live. We m^
hate politics, we may deplore It, but ilj

the only way we have to make gotj(

things happen. The political process p

an expression, a manifestation, of oi^

o*n unfulfilled hopes and dreams. ^

As a process the scientific metha
appears to have only limited relevanti

in the world of human affairs aa?

politics, but there is one feature aboiW

the scientific method which Is H

"Throw away your TV set anf

buy some boolts, a musicf*

instrument, and some hii(ir>

shoes."

universal Importance, or should be, st\

that is, in the words of BronowskI In hj

Ascent of Man series, the "Habit '

Truth," this is not to say that sclentlsl

are never scoundrels like other peoplj

or that other people always prevaricali-

But It Is to say that the process (

science (which all agree Is successful

depends for Its success on peopi

telling the truth. It's very democrati

Any, great or small, may speak h

piece, but he must be able to deferi

and substantiate his work. That llf

habit of truth Is not yet universal
;

human affairs was demonstrated in

most chilling manner by the prevloi

White House, where, "truth" wi

regarded as merely one among ma'

options.
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Use Education, Find Truth Man Bites Dog: Taylor's Tale

I've talked a little about some of the

processes of inquiry we hope you will

acquire at Colorado College; how about
the substance? Do we tell you the

important things about our disciplines?

Three years ago John Silber (the

President of Boston University) made a
suggestion that appealed to me very

much.
We should teach our students, he

said, as though we had certain

knowledge that they would die on
graduation day. This would be their

only chance to learn the wonders, the

"If each of us can do Just a
little bit, in whatever way
presents itself, toward achieving

global stability - or any other
common goal - the effect could
be overwhelming."

mysteries, about our special subjects.
What would we tell them?

Here I think the Physics Department
would be monolithic. There are certain

things in the history of physics that

clearly stand out above the others.

Would any of us dare to pass over old

Sir Isaac, that towering intellect of the

17th Century who stood on the
shoulders of giants (as he said),

peering into the murk and seeing that

which other people were unable to see.

His synthesis of heaven and earth,

mathematics and natural philosophy,
theory and experiment was one of the
greatest intellectual achievements of all

time, with consequences so profound
in all fields of thought we still can not
fully assess them. To deprive our
students of some Inkling at least of

Newton's extraordinary accomplish-
ment would be to deprive them of a big

chunk of their rightful heritage and rob

them of a chance to understand the 20th

Century. We would be sued!
Yet I have heard that students can

receive a bachelor of arts degree from at

least one prestigious Eastern university

without ever having read a line of Plato,

The Bible, Shakespeare, Marx, or

Einstein. I suspect the list could be
lengthened to include seeing a painting

by Rembrandt or knowing what the

Magna Carta was, or who Adam Smith
was. And I suspect the same claim
could be made about many liberal arts

colleges, or at least could have been
made a few years ago.

This, of course, was a consequence
of the upheavals of the '60's, where the

sceptics convinced a lot of people that

much that we were teaching had no
relevance or importance, and that in

human affairs anything was about as
good as anything else. Thus, there

occurred a great leveling, not only in the

subject matter of our courses but in the

evaluation of our students.
We are seeing now a swing back the

other way, a movement toward plugging
up the loopholes in college curricula

everywhere, including here, to prevent

students from escaping without at least

some exposure to their rightful cultural

heritage. We see that in a few of the
courses that are now being offered

here, e.g., Perspectives, or the

Renaissance Semester, or Conversa-
tions of Mankind. None of these is

required yet -- we still have very few
requirements ~ but they do constitute a
serious effort to bring the things that

we consider important back to the
center of the curriculum.

I've talked about some of the things
we can and should be doing for you.
What things can you be doing for

yourself. There are many things on my
laundry list, but I will mention six.

First, of course, listen to what your
teachers and advisors have to say. I

have already told you we have a good
faculty here.

Second, throw away your TV set and
buy some books, a musical instrument,
and some hiking shoes. You will be
happier, healthier, and wiser. I'm being
partly facetious, of course. There are

some good things on TV, but you know
what 1 mean: the usual fare is a dreary
succession of vacuous commercials
which at once insult your intelligence
and murder the English language,
punctuated at intervals by inane
programs that glorify the worst rather

than the best in human behavior. I know
of no other instrument for which the
disparity between potential and perfor-
mance is greater.

Thirdly, climb Pikes Peak. I always
tell this to freshmen when I am
welcoming them, and they always
laugh, thinking I'm kidding. But I'm not.
Many students leave here without ever
bothering to see what wonderful
country we have back up there. John
Muir, that pioneer conservationist -

naturalist who did more than anyone
perhaps to establish our national park
system, said it best: "Climb the
mountains and get their good tidings.

Nature's peace will flow into you as
sunshine flows into trees. The winds
will blow their own freshness into you
and the stormg their energy, while cares
will drop off like autumn leaves."

Fourth, learn about computers. You
will be having affairs with computers for

the rest of your life, and some of them
win be adversary (parking tickets, pink
slips from the bank, etc.). You would do
well to know what they can and can't do
so that you will not be intimidated by
them.

Filth, learn what an "exponential" is.

It is a mathematical relationship that
will have utmost importance for you in

the years ahead. A 7% annual growth of
something, for example, whether it be
city population size or inflation rate,

may not sound very dangerous, but
spun out into the future implies a
doubling every ten years, and a
thousandfold increase in a century.
That's what exponentials can do!

And, lastly, practice your writing. It's

all very well to write a poem which is

cryptic — like these lines taken from a
sonnet I think from T.S. Eliot:

"We live extenuating circumstance
and husk our hearts in chowders of

the night.

The blade of morning shears
ambivalence

and circumcises seams of citrous
light."

But for most things you will write,

memos or whatever, you will mean to be
understood - especially if you go into

law, as many of you plan to. So practice

your writing. It won't come easily. As
Dr. Johnson said long ago: "What is

written without effort is in general read

without pleasure." Heed the warning in

the little book by Strunk and White:

sympathize with your reader; most
readers are in trouble about half the

time.

I come now to my third and last

question: what can you do for the

society which nurtured you?
There is a rather moving piece in the

"Talk of the Town" section of a recent

New Yorker, in which the writer laments

the loosening of the bonds that hold

together the fabric of society, this

loosening, he says, Is caused by the

prevailing trend toward "emancipation"

and "self-fulfillment."

Now no one could object to

emancipation and self-fulfillment per

se: in fact they are to be applauded -
but within the context of everything

else. If self - fulfillment means always
putting "self" ahead of "institution",

whatever that institution may be -
family, city, state ~ if it means
withdrawing from society in the face of

common perils and opportunities, then

I doubt that civilization can survive.

We've made it to here. That is true. But

as the French monarchy learned in the

18th Century, there's no law that says

any particular state of affairs is

necessarily and automatically perma-

nent. There are many important and
really urgent things that need to be

done and soon, things that we all could

agree need doing. For example,

achieving some degree of social

stability on spaceship earth is surely an

objective worth struggling toward,

especially as new perils like energy

shortages and unclear proliferation

confront us.

If each of us, while living our very

diverse lives, can do just a little bit, in

whatever way presents itself, toward

achieving global stability - or any other

common goal - the effect could be

overwhelming.
And that, truly, would be the most

important thing.

By Norv Brasch
Few events have riled this campus up

in recent years., but when Dean of
Students Maxwell Taylor had his
unfortunate incident with "Levi", a
rather snuggty retriever, all the college
came alive. Claiming he had been
viciously attacked on his way to the
Deanery, Max suddenly found himself
in the eye of an unexpected storm.
Worse yet, it was clear that campus
sentiment was running strongly against
our fearless dean and in favor of the
diminutive dog. "Levi wouldn't do that,"
was the hub-bub at the Hub, and In no
time at all Levi was a martyrized mutt.

Always attempting to reach the heart
of such meaty issues, I invited the
parties of the controversy to an informal
discussion of the incident to be
broadcasted live on KRCC. Levi politely

refused (through his representative),
but Max Taylor accepted, anxious to
demonstrate his lack of personal
prejudice in the case, {some of my best
friends are dogs.) Foregoing the

exchange of pleasantries that generally
preceed sucii provocative interviews, I

asked the question that all the campus
wanted to know: "Max," I queried in my

bicentennial commemmoratives.
Luckily for you dog lovers, Max's

masterpiece Is not as legally airtight as
It is aesthetically elegant. Actually,
"Changes in the College's Policy
Governing Dogs on Campus" is quite
full of holes. To Illustrate my point, I

have chosen to cite representative
clauses (with annotations and some
appropriate questions.)
"Each dog Is Issued a Colorado College
identification lag with number to be
worn at all times tha animal Is on
campus."

This provision is so highly ambigu-
ous that one must wonder if it wasn't
written to be intentionally so. Although
It is clearly the dogs' responsibility to
obtain the ID tag. it is not the least bit

clear who is supposed to wear it. In

fact, considering the disparaging
remarks about "some" dog owners
made just prior to the above statement,
it seems logical that the "animals" Max
refers to are the owners themselves.
This may account for the appearance of
those odd looking chokers in recent
days.
"Between 8:30 A.M. and 4:30 P.M.
dally, no dogs, leashed or othenvise.

best Lawrence Spivak, "did you really
bite that dog?"
Dean Taylor assured me he had not.

That was almost a year ago. For a
short time, the issue was at the top of

the CCCA agenda and on the tip of

everyone's tongue. Then, as befits

controversies of such import, the case
of Max and the dog bite suddenly fell

out of favor. Soon KRCC was again
reduced to interviewing Dean Turner on
the size of his wardrobe which, by the

way, had grown by a factor of ten since

the last inquiry.

Imagine my delight, then, when I

found in my mailbox a three page
memorandum from Max Taylor on the

new dog policy. In what certainly ranks
as the "magnum opus" of his illustrious

career, Max has spelled out the latest

dogmas on the topic in a prosy piece of

unconventional wisdom. Never before

has anyone so adeptly expounded on a

subject so intrinsically dull. Employing
a perfect "argumentum ad miseracor-

diam", Max manages to enlist the

reader's full sympathies when he
speaks of the unfortunate dogs
"hopelessly entangled in unwiedly
leashes." (Take notes, you rising

rhetoricians!) It is, all in all, a beautiful

document; a sort of "canine constitu-

tion" true to the spirit of the very best

will be allowed on campus."
This requirement is obviously incon-

sistent with the current Wage and Hour
laws. Dogs prevented from working
normal hours and forced to stay

overtime are surely entitled to 'time and
a half" for their vigilance. Max has
chosen to ignore this basic humanitar-
ian (caninitarian?) precept.

"Colorado College requires that all dog
owners ... be photographed with their

dogs for Identification purposes."

Although this proposal has a great

deal of charm (wouldn't you love to see

the album of master and dog
snapshots?), it clearly stands as an

invasion to the privacy of owner as well

as dog. In addition, the FBI has

concluded that photographs are an

inconclusive form of identification.

Mightn't the dean consider dental

plates or a paw print in lieu of an owner
/ ownee picture?

In revealing these technical weak-

nesses. I don't mean to imply that the

new policy is to be taken lightly. Surely

when the dean realizes these pitfalls, he

will bring in a foremost expert in the

field of canine jurisprudence to correct

the mistakes. With Max Taylor at the

hilt, the dogs are destined to get their

due.

Next Week: ~"

The Head of Tutt Library, Dr. George Fagan, recently announced that

certain members of the student body would be randomly chosen from

those that freeze while studying in the CC library. According to Fagan, the

bodies will be stored for future research purposes. While, The Catalyst

will not be around to report what latter-day anthropologists will conclude

from the unique bicentennial specimens, we do plan to be here next week

with news of the Packard synthisizers, scoping and soccer. All this and

more in the next issue of The Catalyst.
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"CC studenis, especiatly freshmen, are oHen at a loss ol what to say when

they encounter an okJ college acquaintance. To help alleviate the

stammering and stumbling we all know so well, TTie Catalyst has, after

several years of research, come up with the five ullimate questions with

which you can carry on a conversation outsWe of the classroom. Months

of testing have shovm that these questions can get you ttirough ttw entire

school year with no problem. Good luckt

1

.

How was your summer?
2. What are you taking this block?

3. Where are you going for block break?

4. How was your block break?

5. How's your block?

TTie enterprising and often more popular CC student can expand upon

these five key questions by substituting vacatkm lor summer [Christmas

and Spring] , or next Wock for block, or Aspen or Vail for block break, [lor

questtons 3 and 4], or prof, for block In question 5. Presented as a public

service by Ttw Catalyst.
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Fall Fashions: Vague Threads in Vogue
With Fall soon to be upon the world,

the Jet Set are reaching for the latest

issues of Esquire and Cosmopolitan for

the latest look in fashions for the well

dressed man or woman. But out here in

the hicks of Colorado, CC students
often find it difficult to keep up with

America's trend setters. Nevertheless
The Look has arrived on campus for the
Fall. Here is our Fashion Editor, lUlatt

Olsen's report on what's new for CC this

Fall.

BylVlattOlsen
Well, The Look this Fall can definietly

be put in one word, sophisticated. Gone
forever are the days of deninn work
shirts and G.I. pants from Salvation
Army. In fact, The Look is awfully leggy
this year, mostly calves actually, with
the wraparound skirt, the prime favorite

among campus ladies. Complimented
with the muscle-man sleeved shirts, the
ladies continue to plop around campus
with their favorite Dr. Scholl shoes or
on top platforms of cork or wood.

Supplmenting the muscle shirt is,

what they call in New York, the non -

functional sweater look; for the girl who
hasn't learned how to put a sweater on
yet. and drapes it over her shoulders.
Quite a few girls are also wearing full

dress outfits. It should be a good year
for Sorority Rush.
Women are also moving out of the

Physical Education look. Gym shorts, a
biggie among all ladies this summer,
are being forced into closets by the
cooler weather, as are the tank and
halter tops for girls - an obvious favorite
of campus men who can be heard
cursing the cold weather.

Modified neck scarves are also a
current rage. Despite a nasty rumor
' arted by the fraternities that the
scarves were there to hide hickeys, the
women just seem to like them. Dreams
of Isadora Duncan, I suppose.
Though painter's pants and overalls

were favorite among both sexes last

year, the women seem to have gone

back to the hugger look with more tight

fitting slacks, which can be an eye -

opener or an eye - sore.

For the men, the preppie look is

without question The Look this Fall.

Chemise LaCoste Alligator shirts,

despite the rain and clouds, are still

abounding in variety of colors. What
with red gators, green gators, blue and
pink gators, you'd think Colorado
Springs was the Everglades, but the
men seem to like them.
The Gator shirts supplement the

button down collar dress shirts, which
are often worn over the gator shirts for

that East Coast Prep look. Brooks
Brothers, Van Heusen and Arrow seem
to be the Fall biggies. Blue, yellow,
white and pink are the colors this

season, and despite the fact that the
shirts are all long sleeve, they invariably

are worn with the sleeves rolled up.

Something to do with proving that

you're not a junkie.

Flappy lapels and no lapel fvlexican

shirts are still in evidence, but are

generally scorned by the CC trend

setter. One Physics Major and Brooks
Brother wearer said that the flappy

lapels just add wind resistance to the

wearer and thus are very un-D.

Pants, not considered important

during the Denim decade, are an
important addition to the well dressed
CC male. The flair has been replaced

slowly in the last few years with the

return of the straight leg; and if you are

truly cool, the straight legged - cuffed

pants. While the Easterners seem to be

the only ones who can get ahold of

straight legged corduroys, the khaki

pant is very, very big for the general

student, as are the straight legged jean

with rolled up cuffs exposing the

undyed (gaucheness) portion of the

pants. Ttie jean look is also not faded
this Fall, but new; an important

distinction for the concerned.

And of course, we must not forget the

Eastern Cowboy style, still quite a rage.

Stetsons, Frye boots and John Denver

type cowboy shirts are occasionally
seen on some of CC's Fashion Elite.

How to tell the difference between an

Eastern and Western Cowboy? Well,

Western cowboys rope cows and
Eastern cowboys smoke rope.

Campus jocks seem to have

abandoned, for the Fall at least, the

cut-off/boxer shorts look, as well as the

macho-tough guy t-shirts. Double knits

and print shirts are being donned in

favor of their warmth.
All students are sharing similar

footwear this Fall. Topsiders {has yet to

go out of style), Deckers (replacing

flaps), Adidas type tennies, Penny
loafers and Wallabies are all over

campus. Hair is getting shorter as many
girls are sporting Dorothy Hamill cuts

(very outdated in the East dearies), and
the guys locks are now exposing ear

lobes and foreheads.

Students concerned with looking

right this Fall should not worry
themselves with those whose clothes

are out of style. Unfortunately, there

still exists a die-hard group of the "I'm

so poor, even though my father is a Wall

Street lawyer" look, who seem to insist

on wearing ragged clothing all year

long. Don't try to explain the

importance of a Gator/khaki combina-
tion, they are a lost cause.
Th^ Look Sharp - Be Sharp - Feel

Sharp - Look this bicentennial year

seems to be sweeping the country. In

the weeks ahead, CC's best and
trendiest should look for down vests

and jackets. Though the weather will

not be cold enough for them, late

September seems to be dov/ii season.
Duck hunting season as well. Ohhh,
and need I say it, daypacks are still

very, very in. Don't be caught without

one, even in the John. They can make a

good outfit great. Well, until the Winter

Fall Fashions arrive, remember that you
are only as good as your credit card and
your tailor.
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"^/^ Qiirnmpr ^PCCir^n . Myriad Reasons For Low
^%^ ^UllllllCi OC5MUI1. Enrollment Revealed; Institutes Remain Popular

"News*^—

By Cathy McCall

For many, the summer was not a time
frolic on the beach, counsel at a day

lamp or relax with a julep in hand, but

further their education. From June

4 to August 6, almost 700 people

Ittended the 1976 Colorado College

tummer Session. However, low enroll-

hent for both graduate and undergrad-

late studies forced the Session to work

ifjth a restricted budget.

Enrollment in the Master of Arts in

eaching programs dropped from 387 In

975 to 347 this summer. A sharper

lecrease was seen on the undergradu-

ite level with only 172 Colorado College

itudents enrolled this summer as

lompared to 247 in 1975. Total

indergraduate enrollment for the

(ummer Session of 1976 was 357

itudents. However, the most important

igures are those of the total number of

iraduate and undergraduate credit

lOurs. This summer there were a total

)f 1 ,588 graduate hours credited as

lompared to 1 ,975V2 credit hours in

975. Undergraduate credit hours

otaled only 2,799 in 1976 compared to

;,699 credit hours during the 1975

iummer Session indicating a drop of

ixactly 900 credit hours.

Professor Elmer Peterson, succeed-

ng Dean Gilbert Johns as Dean of the

lUmmer Session, was asked about the

lecrease in enrollment. A lack of

publicity could not be cited as a
problem, he said, because brochures
and catalogs were sent out, display
cases were set up on campus last

spring and advertisements were placed
in newspapers of colleges in the

Claremont and Great Lake groups.
The nation - wide economic crunch

and the fact that 1 976 was the
bicentennial year were offered as other
possible reasons for a smaller
enrollment figure. The biggest single
draw for the graduate studies program
were the teachers of the Colorado
Springs area, said Laurel f^/lcLeod, new
Assistant Dean of the Summer Session.
These same teachers were hard - hit by
the School District 11 teacher's strike

during which the teachers lost an
average of $700.00 to $1 ,000.00.

The nine undergraduate institutes

were virtually filled to capacity and
varied in the degree of popularity and
effectiveness. "Ecosystems of the

Pike's Peak Region: Plains - Montane
Geology - Ecology Field Studies", a
traditionally popular course, maintain-

ed its reputation as "one of the best."

Professor William Fischer of the
Geology department taught the first

half of the course before turning his

class over to Professor Richard
Beidleman. Fischer said he had "more
than enough students" and was not
affected by the lower enrollment

figures. In fact, they "didn't begin to
use up" the funds allotted the course.
An institute offered by the Political

Science department, "The United States

as a Developing Nation," was also very

well received. Other institutes inspired
satisfied reactions. However, few
praises were voiced for Professors
Cramer and Pickle's offering entitled

"Myth and Western Culture." Two
students remarked that the course was
presented with "no structure" and gave
the students little challenge or
motivation.

One complaint issued against the
Summer Session in general was that the

classes weren't difficult enough and
seemed to misrepresent the demanding
standards of the CC curriculum. There
were few gripes from the summer
starts, but resident advisor Lisa Royer
said the students "got the wrong
impression of CC."
The major problem, exemplified by a

prevading sense of boredom, was the

limitation of funds. Since the Summer
Session's budget is dependent entirely

upon tuition, the low enrollment left the

administrators with less money with

which to work. The dorms were allotted

only $250.00 for social functions. The
Exlra-Curricular Committee ended up
the 1 975-76 school year with an $800.00
deficit and Outdoor Rec was $400.00 in

the red.

Leisure Time helped to finance the
transportation for John Kessel's popu-
lar hiking trips to the mountains but
those funds quickly ran out. Some
unmotivated students expressed their
frustration by spraying fire extinguish-
ers, tearing down a bulletin board, and
pulling a phone out of the wail.
On the other hand, constructive

recreation was present on campus also.
The Colorado Opera Festival, in its

sixth season, was presented as well as
movies, concerts, a trivia bowl, and
exhibitions from visiting artists. "The
motivated students kept themselves
busy and those that needed a push
suffered," said Bill Flanagan. Mr.
Flanagan was not only residence hall

director for the Summer Session, but
was also assuming the position vacated
by Lance Haddon as housing director.
He attributed the vandalism and student
boredom to the impossibility of giving
sufficient time to both of his jobs and
the limited budget of the Session.

CC Costs up Again in 77-78

Youth Values Change
In this month's issue of Playboy,

jollege students and their opinions

vere featured in an article entitled,

'What's Really Happening on Campus."
Despite their usual and understandable
)reoccupation with sexual questions,

dayboy managed to provide some
nteresting insights into college stu-

lents as a whole.

An independent research organiza-

ion was hired by the magazine to poll

Itudents from 20 colleges and
iniversities. According to the article,

J700 students responded to the study.

Questions were asked about sexual
antasies, marijuana, and this country's

)ressing issues.

The study found that 19% of those
)olled never drank, 19% drank once
(very two weeks, 25% drank once a

veek and 31 % drank two to three times
iweek. The study also found that 70%
>f the students polled had tried

narijuana, but only half of that group
vas using dope now. Harder drugs,

tuch as amphetamines, mescaline,

>arbituates, LSD, cocaine were only

lurrently being used by 4% of the
' Itudents questioned, but that about

\

5% had tried these drugs at one time
ir another.

Playboy also found that many of the
' Itudents favored harsher laws and
lenalties for drug offenders. Between a

luarter and third of the students polled
' elt that harsher laws should be
' inacted. Others, about 22%, favored a

nultiple approach to drug offenders,
lombining jail and therapy, and only a

_ew (less than 10%) felt there should be

Jig penalties, or have regulated sale,

,
or drugs like LSD, cocaine, as well as
ippers and downers.
From a sexual standpoint, the

preponderance of questions dealt in

this area. Playboy found that there are

more male virgins now (26%) than in

1970 (18%) when they took their last

poll. On the other hand, 26% of the

women polled said they were virgins, as

compared with 49% in 1970. 89% of all

students said that they accepted
premarital sex. Yet 60% of the students
were against extramarital sex, and 57%
indicated that they were strongly

interested in getting married.

From a political standpoint, college
students for the most part said that

government was too big, but despite
that, they wanted more government
intervention in almost every area of life.

90% favored stricter enforcement of air

and water pollution laws, and 70%
wanted handgun control, while half

wanted to restore the death penalty.

The environment was the most
important issue for 1 9% of the students
polled, followed by inflation with 14%,
unemployment with 12%, and crime
against persons with 9%. Poverty,

women's rights, the energy crisis, racial

conflict and changing sex roles

concerned less than 5% of those
polled.

Women's issues nevertheless were
important as 94% of all students
believed in equal economic and political

rights for women, and 79% supported
abortion. Interestingly, 67% of the

Catholic students interviewed also

opposed the so-called right - to - life

amendment.
Perhaps the most distressing thing to

come out of the poll is that only 58% of

the 3700 students were optimistic about
the future of our country. The complete
poll can be found in the October issue

of Playboy.

By Ed Goldstein
Parents of new and returning

students were notified this summer by
President Worner of something to be
implimented next year called a "tuition

adjustment." That euphemism referred

of course to the impending $500 dollar

tuition hike for the 1977-78 academic
year. The Catalyst asked Administration
officials to provide further clarification

about the matter. The following is what
we found out.

There are no guarantees that there

will be similar hikes next year. All

planning concerning tuition will be
dependent on the state of the American
economy, i.e. the rate of inflation. The
current hike is geared to these
economic realities. Accordingly, no
new, far reaching programs to improve
the college will be financed through this

increase in the college budget.
However, according to Dean Bradley
endowment money is being sought for

several improvements including the

possible addition of a new wing on to

Olin Hall (Natural Science) to relieve

overcrowding in either the Chemistry or

Biology departments. There are also

plans in the works to facilitate further

rennovation of Palmer (Social Sciences)

and to remodel Armstrong Hall

(Humanities).
It is interesting to note that the

College tries to limit any tuition hikes to

every other year. Besides giving those
people who finance a student education
enough time to plan for the eventuality,
the timing also gives college planners a
good idea of what they can and cannot
do the next two years. College Vice
President Robert Broughton mentions
that this type of financing is more
beneficial to the student who stays here
four years because by then the cost of

going here levels out.

In order to prepare for the strain that

will be certain to come down upon
those who do finance a student's

education, the school is attempting to

make sure that student aid sen/ices

keep pace with the increased cost of

going to CC. School officials are
working hard to get more endowment
from ex-alumni and other benefactors.

There is also on the horizon hope for

a brand new method of helping

students adjust to the high cost of

higher education. There is a bill

pending in the Colorado State Legisla-

ture providing for the state to give

scholarships to Colorado natives who
want to go to an in-state private school,

on the basis of financial need. CC
General Secretary W.R. Grossman is

working with other Colorado private

colleges and universities to determine

what action they should take in support

of the bill.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS

THOUSANDS ON FILE

Send $1.00 tor your up-to-date,

192-page, mail order catalog.

11926 Santa Monica Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90025

SKI SALE
Sept. 16th, 17th & 18th

Still with quality and service.

Ski reps
here to help
with all the
fittings .

JiL.0MX3^^ famous

Aavlfflfil brand

l^^wfn^K^ names

405N.Tejon
475-9922

SALES -RENTAL -REPAIRS
"Skiing is our business"

Cripple Creel< Inn presents

Country Rock Boogie

'Rainbow Jones Band'
9:30 -2:00 a.m.

Friday - Saturday - Sunday

115 E. Bennett

689-7774

50% OFF 30 - 50% OFF

Le Bounce Ltd.

Sportswear Sale
Loubella

Gant
Pant-her

College Town of Boston

Scro shirts

Stewart Lane shirts

Halter top S3.95

Sale 30 -50% off

Le Bounce Ltd.
508 No. Tcjon 473-0150

30 - 50% OFF 30 - 50% OFF
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Man Who Fell to Earth
By Leslie Jonas

If you consider yourself an open -

minded person who enjoys science

fiction, arty films, excellent humor,

emotional power, and / or great music,

go see The Man Who Fell to Earth. In

spite of a few Irritating flaws, this movie

is powerful and good. Its images,

messages, and beautiful irony will

haunt you for days and remain in your

memory for a long time. Yep, I probably

sound a little hysterical, but then, I have

just been exposed to an exceptional

film.

The Man Who Fell to Earth is the

story of a space traveller's adventures

and misadventures on Earth. At the

center of it glows David Bowie as

Newton, the traveller, and Candy Clarke

as his companion on our planet. Also in

a starring role is a carefully prepared

and executed script filling us with

deliciously colorful images, some food

for thought, and several what - the - hell

- throw - 'em - in sex scenes before we
even really get into the meaty plot.

The Man is not a comedy, yet time

and time again wonderfully dry humor
pops up. Newton's ping - pong room

features wallpaper with trees big as life

on it and real leaves scattered over the

floor. The Planets supply background

music for a technological firm president

deep in thought. Suddenly, he turns

and asks that someone "turn that music

down."
The soundtrack itself Is richly varied

and beautiful. Surprisingly, none of It Is

Bowie's - John Phillips deserves credit

for most of the music.

One of The Man Who Fell to Earth's

biggest assets is Candy Clarke, who we
first saw as the "bad" girl with a heart of

gold in American Graffitli. She plays

the long - suffering "Mary-Lou" to the

hilt, slightly stupid and hopelessly in

love with Newton. Aging Mary-Lou and

folding her In decadence, Ms. Clarke

reminded me of Ann-Margret in Tommy.
I only hope that taking off her clothes

and rolling around in bed with David

Bowie won't ruin her career.

Bowie himself Is excellent as the

bewildered and unhappy Newton. Even

those who loathe Bowie will have to

admit that he does very well In this, his

first movie. He is pitiful when he needs

to be, convincing when in pain or

doubt, and even lovable when he grins.

His subtle underacting and quiet

English voice contrast effectively with

the vivid and very American Mary-Lou.

David Bowie controls Newton and the

audience with ease. Half-way through

the story, in fact, we are so in his grasp

that Newton appears to be the only sane

and normal one. Yes, the audience

identifies with David Bowie.

A couple of scenes fall short of great

and a bit of the material is useless and

even rather disgusting. Yet, The Man
Who Fell to Earth is a good film. It's

worth seeing two or three times If, of

course, you consider yourself to be an

open-minded person hungry for a movie

that is a lot more than something to

watch while you eat popcorn.

The Man Who Fell to Earth is

currently playing at Cooper 1 .
Ad-

mission is $2.50.

Privacy Amendment Precludes Info Release

The Colorado College is subject to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy

Act of 1974, as amended, popularly known as the Buckley Amendment.
Under the Educational Rights and Privacy Act a student has the following

rights:

1

.

To be provided a list of the types of personally identifiable educational

records maintained by the Colorado College.

2. To inspect and review the contents of such records and to obtain copies of

such records at the student's expense,
3. To an explanation and interpretation of such records and a hearing to

challenge the contents of such records, and to correct material which Is

inaccurate, misleading, or in violation of the Act, (This does not Include the
privilege to contest a grade or evaluation of performance In a course).

4. To prevent the release of Directory information upon written notice to the

Registrar.

5. To file complaints regarding violations of rights with The Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act Office (FERPA), Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, 330 independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20201.

Requests to review student records and questions concerning student rights

under the Act should be directed to the Office of the Dean of Students. The office

has available the proper forms to be used and will assist students in their use.

Copies of the details and procedures of the Colorado College policy to enforce
the Act, the final regulations published by Department of Healtfi, Education and
Welfare, June 17, 1976, and the Act as amended are available for'examination in

the Office of the Dean of Students, the Registrar's Office, and the Colorado
College Library.
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Fear and Loathing with the Cosmos S

Fear and Loathing with the Cosmos is a new, and not always understandable '

look at The Colorado College. In the tradition of Hunter Thompson's Fear ar(|oi

Loathing In Las Vegas, reporter Kuhlman hopes to provide a weekly insight inijjef

GO'S counter-culture. Fear and Loathing with the Cosmos definitely does nqpe

represent the views of The Colorado College. |ro

ne

By John Kuhlman thi

.mi

Siddown darling, nah, the good chair, let me tell you the story about the glBhi

who led down her mudguards and want to talk about the moon. Let me tell yo,f
e

about the ether party 1 went to last weekend and you can sit and quake a little an;,

wonder if this Moral Bankruptcy is what your parents warned you about. pe

Now the bad things about an ether party and you know what that is (ask yoij^Bi

roommate) is that your mouth tastes like a lizard crawling back upon the dai^ipc

throat parts whispering with a coarse felt tongue "what chew doo?" rei

So I woke up in the light part my mouth full of the reptile smoke, chewing tljj^P

fat memories in that gray drugstore, the American Morning wondering why I h^je

even answered Bill's crudely lettered Invitation to an "all night ether binge." tvi

mean first of all I got a choice here, go to the damn thing and sacrifice tli;,di

tin box of self respect I got mustered, because who's going to swallow tyde

fat jelly about Justice Holmes (ask your roommate) who soaked his mattress wlitth

It oh no, not really, in these troubled times where pulling the wool over Tit..

Modern College Student is no longer a matter of time and a Hint of Authority, tl|^dc

hot water nozzle is on the right kids, little farther can't miss it, or 1 can stay |fo

home and play musical chairs with the Runners up in the Mr. Big Boy Contest (itri

Southern California, who seem overly anxious to share their novel views on Hl#l

fidelity and its place in the Study Habits of Judicially Extinct Animals, thank y^ilo

boys, while they posture menancingly outside my door making their glan(,^al

^OK I went sue me. And was it worth it, this here is no picnic no dang pastor, in

folks or were you there. 1 met my host at the door who made a noise then began gi

right hand wrung like a washcloth. He waved a sliver bottle under my nose ar Pi

showed my old friend. The Motor Solvent Fumes who did not knock it reek ai, tti

am damn bad. Bill he say, "Stand up and be counted!", he make noise like, Tl

cocker spaniel and he fall down. Ah the Joie de Vether I quipped watching my m ni

limp across the room and splatter against the wall leaving a dark spot. 'c

But where was Darlene In this soporific weed patch. Could she be here undoli, oi

her lobes with volatile hydrocarbons? (Have you seen what the stuff did to sixtei a

carefully chose rat brains?) Me, I say I do need some Moscow of some fine corn

and take some journalistic notes.
®'

But the crowd, Darlene that swell and make motion and 1 don't need this, II

thirty bobbing heads with the waxen demeanor, really stink boy, that chalk
i

b;

crew pulling on the jag, eating cigarettes, flapping their gills to the bland stai ai

oozing from the ham set. They be geese and dissolve their odor In the gas bottle «

But the crowd, Darlene that swell and make motion and I don't need this, \'

'''

thirty bobbing heads with the waxen demeanor, really stink boy, that chalk '

°

crew pulling on the jag, eating cigarettes, flapping their gills to the bland sta,
^

oozing from the ham set. They be geese and dissolve their odor In the gas bottle
•"

making a choir of their dirge, chanting motor vapor, "We want the gaaas, we we "

the gaaaas!" and on and on until they suckled on that bloated whore, the spono

and fall among themselves whispering among themselves that this is the lite

Damn Darlene, was you there, and I follow her to the Indian Madras bedspre

where she hold loud court of marxism and tractors, Darlene maybe not her nar "

her nose deep in the solvents, craking wise through her half lids and 1 say,
, ,

breaker, "ain't life Grand." This girl, 1 thought, has a lot of innate protein vali '

she as fresh as dat homemade. Ready I was and turned them the moss eyes

Svengall, casting a good corner blast, of orange and kind boxes me with ii

tapping foot and she see the papers the next day and quack microphone, '"G;

me room for my legs gentlemen, and oooh that fella he lit my cigarette with flas

mistakes, he give that antique eye fella and I fall like the brazen woman, maklni

big noise, oooh I done been subllminated with that coca cola eye." Ah it coi ,

have happened but she keep clack has a nose bleed like an American flag an '

leave seen enough and better too. For Ledows Biology students interestedi

what happened to the Rats; Bill using them for chip dip. ,

There was a Beta Party last Friday night, or did you smell the Tabu, that g(

caught in your eyes and asks why should I shell over one iron man so 1 can sv,

near beer and fritos with half conscious freshmen. Right, 1 didn't go In, but i

^
excitement of the porch was contagious. George Jackson, alumni and good spi

said the affair was "tasty." Ed Hermann, local transistor salesman and larj

person said, "I'm having fun." Amy Whitmer stayed until dark. Some folks w('

^
dancing but they look rather anemic. There was lots of beer.

Speaking of fish, anyone hear about the genial coed who discreetly asked I

wenches at Rastall If she would have to eat "fish privates." Oooh, you're bou

for glory kid.

Raphael Sanpedro wants me to tell everyone he's an American citizen.

Next week - Ellen Sassano's orgone accumulator, kid, the ladles choice

neckwear and an angry letter from BUI.

Having a binge of no small note? Want this reporter to poke around y(

personal affairs and then lying like a bitch If you come up clean? Sure you e

Address all invitations In care of this paper, or drop by his award winning she

trap In the heights of Loomis.

Physical Education Activity Classes

Block I
- Swim Improvement - 'English & Western Riding - Beginning Padi

Ball - Beginning, Intermediate & Advanced Tennis & Beginning Golf.

Block ii - Advanced LIfesaving- "English & Western Riding - Beginning Padd

Ball - Beginning, intermediate & Advanced Tennis.

Block 111 - Swim Improvement - 'English & Western Riding - Beginning Pade

Ball - Conditioning - Beginning & Intermediate Squash - Figure Skating.

Block IV - Swim Improvement & Water Safety Instructor (WSl) Review,

Beginning Paddle Ball - Conditioning - Beginning Tennis - Beginning ai.

Intermediate Squash - Figure Skating.

Block V - Swim Improvement - Beginning & Advanced Paddle Ball - Skllntl

Beginning Tennis - Beginning, Intermediate & Advanced Squash - Figure Skatli«

Block VI - Swim Improvement - Beginning & Advanced Paddle Ball - SkiinM

Beginning Tennis - Beginning, Intermediate & Advanced Squash - Figure Skatinj

Block Vii - Advanced LIfesaving - Intermediate Tennis - Tennis Teaching TIpsB

blocks) - Beginning Golf. J
Block Viii - WSl (2 blocks) - Intermediate & Advanced Tennis - Tennis Teachi"

Tips, conft. - 'English & Western Riding - Intermediate Golf.

Block iX - WSl, con't. - Boxing & Conditioning - Beginning, Intermediate

Advanced Tennis - •English & Western Riding.
,

if

' Fee Courses it

There will be no preregistration for these classes, instead, registration willF

held on the second afternoon of each new block at 3:30 P.M. in the El Pon»

Sports Center.



Students Renege on Loans
*Nbws^

(CPS)— If things really get bad tor

former students who can't afford to

repay their educational debts, they can

declare bankruptcy. Bankruptcy means

po more debtors breathing down their

recks, clean slates and zero credit. As

the job market continues to slump,

more students are taking advantage of

the bankruptcy laws to relieve them-

selves of debts they are unable to repay.

So, apparently, have many other

people who have accumulated debts.

But the administration and the

Commission on Bankruptcy Laws^have

recently urged Congress to crack down
specifically on student bankruptcy. In

response, Congress has come up with

tvi/o bills which prohibit students from

discharging educational loans by

declaring bankruptcy for five years after

their first loan payments are due.

Statistics of the Office of Education

do show that the bankruptcy rate of

former students is increasing rapidly,

from 1 ,342 in fiscal year 1972 to 2,194 in

fiscal year 1974. But as student

lobbyists point out, times are tough for

all debtors and the rate of bankruptcy

for the general population has

Increased too. Furthermore, college

graduates are no longer assured of

professional jobs or any jobs at all after

they've paid dearly for their diplomas.

The picture, student advocates say, is

not one of wile and guile on the part of

former students taking the easy way
out, but one of poor Job opportunities in

a depressed economy.
Proponents of the bill ehvision just

such "clever" students getting loans,

getting out of school, declaring

bankruptcy when they have no assets

anyway and then finding jobs. An aide

to Sen. Claiborne Pell (D-Rl) who has

introduced one of the bills limiting

bankruptcies by former students
admitted that this "may not be a

widespread occurrence" but "it has

happened a number of times. Bank-

ruptcy is potentially a very expensive

thing," the aide argued.

Defenders of the bankruptcy limita-

tions for former students can point to a

number of specific cases in which
former students tried to cheat their

ways out of educational debts. The
cases include the Arkansas lawyer who
owed the government $18,000 In

student loans and declared bankruptcy

even though he earned $1 1 ,000

annually. The lawyer was later indicted

for fraud.

Such cases, student lobbyists

contend, are the exception rather than

the rule. There will always be a few bad
debtors attempting to sidestep loan

payments. But nowhere is there

substantial evidence of students being

any more guilty of occasional bouts of

cheating than any other single class of

debtors. There are many "horror

stories," a National Student Associa-
tion lobbyist argued, but no exact

statistics.

Some observers believe that the

bankruptcy bills single out students as

a class of debtors different from every

other kind of debtor. "There is no
evidence that students are any worse
debtors than anyone else," a congres-
sional aide claimed.

The House bill, now In hearings

before the Postsecondary Education
Subcommittee, does include a clause

which would allow former students to

plead "undue hardship" and be
discharged from their debts. But the

hardship provision is vague, lobbyists

claim, and the decision on whether a

student was in real hardship would be
left to the discretion of the bankruptcy
judge or referee.

The Pell bill in the Senate contains no
hardship provision but would, if

passed, allow students to defer loan

payments for any one Of the five years

after the loan payments were due. This
moratorium would only be permitted for

students who were unemployed for the

year. The concession was made in

recognition of the "rotten Job market,"

the Pell aide explained.

But there are no assurances that the

job market is going to improve in the

next decade and college graduates have

been warned not to expect professional

positions in their fields for awhile. In

the meantime, students will be denied"

their opportunity for a fresh start.

Convocation

The College marked the opening of its'

103 academic year Tuesday with an
impressive procession of faculty

members bedecked in flowing robes.

The ocassion was hillghted by Dean
Bradleys convocation address (see

page 5) and many beautiful selections

from traditional classical music.

Reverse Discrimination Plagues Colleges

Reverse discrimination— generally

understood as discrimination against

white males as a result of programs
geared for minorities — is constitution-

al under "proper circumstances," the

New York State Court of Appeals ruled

recently.

The New York ruling came in a suit

filed by Martin C. Alevy, an honor

student at Brooklyn College who was
denied admission tos the Downstate
Medical Center of the State University

of NeviA York. Alevy claimed that his

right to equal protection guaranteed

under the 14th Amendment of the

Constitution had been denied because

of special preference given to minority

applicants. Alevy is white.

Reverse discrimination became a

public issue as the number of

affirmative action programs for minority

groups increased. With competition for

jobs and professional school slots

growing cutthroat, the issue mush-
roomed into an emotional and as yet

unsettled controversy. A growing
number of white males have com-
plained that their constitutional rights

were being denied when programs in

hiring and education gave preference to

minority groups. Suits charging reverse

discrimination have been filed against

universities and professional schools

around the country.

"It would be ironic," said the New
York court in outlining its stand, "were

the equal protection clause used to

strike down measures designed to

achieve real equality for persons whom
it was intended to aid."

But in acknowledging the constitu-

tionality of reverse discrimination, the

court emphasized that "it must be

shown that a substantial interest

underlies the policy and practice," and

that no "less objectionable racial

classification" would serve the same
purpose.

The court also pointed out that It was

not sanctioning the blanket use of such

"benign discrimination" policies: "If

such practices really work, the period

and extend of their use should be

temporary and limited, for as goals are

achieved, their utilization should be

diminished."

Other cases dealing with reverse

discrimination are pending in several

states. A suit filed by an unsuccessful

white applicant to the medical school at

the University of California at Davis is

awaiting decision by the California

Supreme Court. A University attorney

speculated that whoever lost In the

California Supreme Court would appeal

to the U.S. Supreme Court.

The nation's highest court has
already faced the question of reverse

discrimination once, in the celebrated

Defunis case, when a white male sued

the University of Washington Law
School for discriminating against him

because he was white. But the Supreme
Court side-stepped the issue by ruling

that the case was moot, since Defunis

was allowed to at end the school
pending a decision, and was on the

verge of graduating by the time his case

reached the high court.

Niether side was pleased withs that

decision. But the Supreme Court will

undoubtedly have a second chance to

hear this complex social question.

BRlLLlAaTkLOaK

^
Foxpnnt sharper!

COLOR SNAPSHOTS BRIGHTER!
COUPON

'

! ^1.00 off

;

Kodacolor Film
' PROCESSING '

' SAVE (1.00 WITH THIS COUPON when you bring

your roll of Kodacolor lilm for developing and

' OFFER FypiHF'; 30 DWtS I

I I

I
BORDERLESS COLOR SNAPSHOTS _

111 Murco Druq Co.
"

PHONE 634-4861 832 NORTH TEJON ST.

,"^^1 COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 80902

Annual Backpacking

RENTAL SALE
SAVE 30% to 70 %

Saturday Sept. 11th - 9:00 A.M.

First Come - First Served
Cash - Check

Major Bank Cards

Accepted

(No Phone Orders Accepted) 1776 WCSt Uintah
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^^Sports ,,,

CC Tigers Seek Revenge on Nebraska Plainsmen

I

}
By Ed Goldstein

Tomorrow will mark the inauguration

ot the 1976 CC Tiger gridiron season,

Our first opponents, the Plainsmen of

Nebraska Wesleyan, are facing a CC
team ihat recorded a great season last

year, finishing -with a 7-1-1 record. The

fall months were capped off with our

first appearance in Post Season NCAA
championship play. Unfortunately, the

glory was short lived when fvlillsaps

College squeaked past us in a truly

exciting game. Coach Jerry Carle has

ranked the playoffs as his greatest thrill

in his long association with football,

CC or otherwise.

The only other time we were

vanquished last year was in an opening

season 1 5-1 loss to the same team that

we face tomorrow. Unanxious to suffer

another early defeat that could destroy

momentum, the coaching staff and

team have been working long hours in

preparation for the game that could lead

us on the road to another shot at the

Division Three title.

Preparations for the 'big game'

continued on into this week with the

development of a game plan. Last week
however, the team got a chance to play

a relaxed match against a patchwork

collection of recent alumni. The varsity

won 28-21 . It was clear that the

coaching staff was looking beyond that

one to the main event. In order to

confuse any Wesleyan spies who might

have been in attendance, the players

switched jerseys, the offense used only

basic plays and formations, and a new
offensive discovery, strong armed
passer Kevin Easton, did not play.

Least all this talk about winning the

opener give the wrong impression, it

can be said that football at CC is not

played just for the benefit of those

people who suit up and play on the

field. In the relaxed sporting atmos-

phere of CC, students enjoy coming

down to Washburn field where they can

sit in the sun, chat with friends, take in

a beer or fwc ,
and perhaps concentrate

on the football. The jovial Saturday

afternoon scene often rubs off on loyal

townspeople who like to watch our

brand of college football.

College football in Colorado Springs

is unique in many ways for what it does

not offer. A CC spectator will not see

the trappings of a big time football

weekend such as the pep rally, tailgate

picnic, huge marching band and

cheerleading section, and perhaps most
importantly, high finance. We make up

for it with the ocassional appearance of

a ragtag group of musicians and
cheerleaders. The small college atmos-

phere is also reflected in the make up of

the team; our athletes are primarily

scholars who do not receive any

financial support from the school for

playing football.

But play football they do, and they

are quite good at it. The Tigers operate

from one of the most exciting

formations in the sport, the single

wing. In it, the ball is hiked to a back

who is five yards behind the center in

the s.'iotgun position. From that point

we can direct a running attack at an

opponent, using swift blocking

strength, or employ deceptive reverses.
^

Coach Carle plans to use more razzle

dazzle action then he showed in the

alumni game, expecting to see the

Plainsmen defense go helter skelter.

And previously mentioned Kevin

Easton, a transfer from Univ. of

Southern Colorado, is expected to open

up the passing attack.

If for any reason the offensive attack

Defensemen practice facelifting techniques they will use on Saturday.!* a'

9' ^

sputters we can still hope to garner

several points off the extremely

accurate toes of placekicker Ted Swan.
Swan, who kicks the unusual soccer

style, is a legitimate pro prospect. This

year he is aiming to set a Division Three

field goal scoring record; he is currently

11 shy.

Our defense faces the difficult task of

stopping the fierce throwing of

Wesleyans' left handed quarterback Daftss

Klaus. Klaus has 1 ,347 passing yards tc||®t

his credit. The defense remains an aresgft'

of concern because of the squad'jf tl

relative inexperience. The team counlieor

on several freshmen to fill the voids ieljrpe

by key graduates. It is felt that thOSC

performance of the defense will be tti||ls

key to victory in our first gridiron war,^h(

The game is tomorrow at 1:30 or|J

Washburn Field. L'

Super Sale

Le Bounce Ltd.

Tennis Shop

Men's and Women's
Tennis Clothing

15-70% off

Men's Tretorn Shoes

$15

24 hour racquet

stringing service

Southern Colorado's

Largest Tennis Shop

Le Bounce
Ltd.

508 No. Tcjon

473-0150

'

CENTER

Dreameet ot owning & operating

vouf very own ladies boutique?

r program includes fixtures,

training, grand opening, conlinu-

ing assistance & beginning inven-

tory, NO EXPERIENCE NECES-

SARY. All this for as little as

$12,500. Call SOUTHERN BELLE
FASHIONS TODAY TOLL FREE

,

1-800-874-4780 ext. 320.

SOCIAL WORKERS - As staff

members of a health clinic in a

rural community in Costa

Rica. Peace Corps volunteers

/ill assist families with health

problems, drug or alcohol

problems, abondoned or a-

bused children. Work will

involve home visits, counsel-

ing, and developing programs
and resources to help people

Mth problems. Begin winter.

Living allowances, transporta-

tion, vacation. For informa-

tion, interview contact Reps.,
' Rastall Center, 9/15-17.

HEALTH EDUCATORS - Cam-
eroon requests Peace Corps

volunteers to participate in a

multi-donor project directed

by the fvlinistry of Health

designed to develop a practi-

cal training system of basic

health education. Begin wint-

er. Living allowance, transpor-

tation, vacation, medical and

bonus provided. Two years

college or high school French

required. For information,

interview contact Reps., Ras-

tall Center, 9/15-17.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRAg,,,
TORS/ACCOUNTANTS- Miriqim

istry of Foreign Trade, Induswho

try and Labour in the Solomor?^|
Islands requests Peace CorpLgoui

volunteers to give manage :.

ment assistance in the deve :

opment of indigenous bus^"
nesses in the private secto.

and to assist in the managed"
ment of an expanding cooper,

ative society, either at th- f

wholesale or retail level. Fo' .

information, interview contac

Reps., Rastall Center, 9/15

17.

"Shampoo'
European

Hair Design

Specialized

Latest Hair Deisgns & Cuts

Men & Women

1768 Uintah

Uintah Garden

By Appointment

POEMS WANTED
The COLORADO SOCIETY OF POETS is compUing a

book of poems. If you have written a poem and would

lilie our selection committee to consider it for

pubhcation, send your poem and a self-addressed

stamped envelope to:

COLORADO SOCIETY OF POETS
200 Hilton Office Bldg.

Denver, Colorado 80202

Jfoi

Full Ser vice

Photographic

Headquarters

Cameras,

accessories

darkroom s ipplies.

(quality

photo fin ishing.

repairs

SHEWMAKERS
CAMERA
SHOP

m IN. Tejon 6.^6-1696

QUEEN LIQUOR
Only 3 minutes from campus

19th & Uintah - next to King Sooper
j

Low Prices -Wide Selection

We welcome CC students

10'» SeptembenO, 1976 • The Cata/ys*

Head for the Peace Corps/Vista
Booth next weel< and see how far

your degree can take you!

Rastall Center
9/15-17



Uckers Prepare for Rigorous Season
ts—

By MIkeSlade

nthe 1976 edition of the Colorado

l)ilege soccer team is showing every

dication that last year's trip to the

PAA playoffs was only the beginning.

3Spite inconsistent play in this weel^'s

imes, the Tigers have started off on

e right track, defeating Westmont
allege (California) 2-1 last Thursday

^ trouncing University of Texas at

Htin 6-2 on Sunday.

hursday's opener, for the most part,

fJH a lackluster affair. Westmont
^mpletely outplayed CC in the first

ilf, as CC goalie Ron Edmondson
itched three Westmont shots hit the

ist . CC managed to break the

oreless tie early in the second half on
ihn Monteiro's penalty kick. The game
ion resumed its old track, with

estmont trying hard to hit the

lemin^ly shrunken CC^oal.

they finally tied it up with about eight

Inutes to go on a beautiful header.

jl CC's "Tuna Boat" f^^onteiro

ifnediately came to the rescue, as he

ok a perfect pass from hometown
jshman Eddie Dietz and rifled a

Irty-yarder past the helpless West-

ont keeper. CC held on to win the

ime 2-1

.

^Sunday's match with Texas, although

~"it an artistic triumph, was at least a

p win. Air Force had defeated Texas

I the previous afternoon, so the

afBssure was on to duplicate the rival

l(dets' showing.

ejAfter a slow start, the Tigers finally

j'!t their scoring machine In perhaps

ilicond or third gear. Junior Sam
sfjrper, who saw little action last

hiason due to an injury, grabbed two

hials, Montiero grabbed his third,

r.iphomore sensation Kornel "Connie"

Simons added one, and freshmen Jeff

Beckley and Eddie Dietz rounded out
the scoring. While CC sliil appeared
inconsistent, the big win had to soothe
Coach Horst Richardson's worries a
little.

Big things could lie ahead for CC
soccer. Richardson has added five

talented freshmen to a team that returns

eight starters. These frosh have already

made significant contributions to the

cause. Rich Director, from Portland,
Oregon, has nailed down the sweeper
spot vacated by George Jackson. The
aforementioned Dietz has proved an
enthusiastic and powerful addition to
the front line, as has Beckley, the
"sleeper" from preseason training. New
Yorker Chris Lehrecke, a front-line at

heart, has aided the defense and John
Shook (75 co-captain Bob Shock's
younger brother) shows excellent

potential.

With returners like Simons, Montiero,
Edmundson, Bill Scott, Tom Lee, Bruce
Petterson, and Don Clark, the potential
is virtually unlimited. Coach Richard-
son is still trying to get this gallery of

stars to play together as a team.
This season's challenges will certain-

ly be there. This weekend CC meets
Brigham Young and North Texas State
in the Pikes Peak Classic. Both Friday's
and Saturday's games start at 4:00 on
Stewart field. Santa Clara, always
powerful, visits here Tuesday and CC
hosts Benedictine College next Friday.

All four games figure to be tough, and
perhaps at the end of the busy week, we
will be able to discover a considerable
amount more about our potentially

excellent Tigers.

Women's soccer will open the fall

season with its first game on Saturday,

WOMEN'S FALL SPORTS WRAP-UP
September 11 al CU in Boulder. Coach
Steve Paul is very optimistic about ttiis

year's team due to ttie tremendous
amount of involvement and enttiusiasm
already stiov»n. Ttiere has been a major
increase in participation with 57 women
coming out this year, 20 of whom are
freshmen. An average of forty girls have
been coming to practices regularly.

-This year's team is unique in that a lot
of the girls have previously played
soccer; those who have not are learning
very quicl<ly.

Coach Paul would like to express his
thanks to all the people who are
working hard to make this year's team
one of the best CC has ever had and
would like to encourage all spectators
to come and watch the home games.

" Sales Rep - male or female student reliable. We seek a permanent representative on

in campus. Sell the world's finest hand-knitted ski cap . watch cap. Hand-knitted in official

jc school colors, or any other choice of colors. 23 dirrerent designs. 118 colors and yams. 15%

„, commission. Sorry, only one rep per campus. Sell fraternities, sororities, alumni assoe..

local stores, athletic groups, etc. Write to; Samarkand to Katmandu, Inc. 9023 West Pico

P!-Boulevard, Los Angeles. California 90035.

Women athletes stiape-up in antici-

pation of tough competition.

Dicli Butkis-Eat Your Heart Out
The women's field hockey and

volleyball teams started practice last
Thursday, September 2, with 18
students out tor volleyball and 25 out
for field hockey. Coach Golden holds
volleyball practice at 3:30 p.m. daily,
except Saturdays and Sundays, and
their first match is tentatively schedul-
ed for September 28.

Coach Handley and the field hockey
team practice at 7:30 a.m., 1:00 p.m., or
3:00 p.m., depending upon the
availability of the field space. They
open their season September 20 with an
away game at Colorado Women's
College. Their first home game is

September 22 against Denver Univer-
sity. The entire schedules of both teams
will be given at a later date.
The women's cross country team has

also gotten underway, with Coach
Sterne holding practice with the team
from 3:30 to5;30 p.m., (vionday through
Friday. Their first meet is away, against
the first women's team at the Air Force
Academy on September 18.

Classified: Reward lor the return of
black and white Siberian Husky, tiflale,

one year old. Answers to "Bear." He has
no collar or tags. Please call 475-8028.

Greetings CC!!

_You do know that we are next door just

Waiting to provide you with ail manner of

^travel arrangements...

Now is the time to be making plans for

Thanksgiving and winter vacations.

"Don't be disappointed - come see usUI

818 N. Tejon Street

Benjamin's Basement, CC's only 3.2 bar, would like to take

tills opportunity to welcome everyone to Paradise. We will try

to make your life in Academia even more pleasant.

H Colorado College is going to maintain a Paradise status,

we have to abide by state laws. Unfortunately, there is a state

law that requires us to tiave all beer off our tables by 12:00

pm. So, we are asking our patrons to cooperate with our

employees as they enforce this law. This may mean that you

will lose a glass of beer, sorry, but we will be closed down if

we ignore this law.

We would also like to gracefully request that our patrons

refrain from taking beer mugs out of Benny's. They are nice

mugs, but they cost us quite a bit. If we lose any more, we will

have to raise our beer prices. We have ordered more mugs,

until then Paradise will have to come in a plastic cup.

Thank you for your cooperation

Sam Harper and Tom Lee - Managers

It's The
Annual Fall Sale

at the

Starts Thursday, Sept. 16th at 9:30 A.M.

New, Used, Discontinued

Savings of 10% to 50%
*KELTY PACKS "GERRY TENTS

*N0RTH FACE SLEEPING BAGS
*GERRY SLEEPING BAGS

'DOWN CLOTHING - VESTS and JACKETS
•BOOTS -BROKEN SIZES

*X-C SKIS and ACCESSORIES
LOTS OF ODDS N' ENDS

MOUNTAIN CHALET
226 N. Tejon

633-0732

Store Hours:

Mon - Friday - 9:30-6:00

Sat9:00-5:30

Closed Sundays

The Catalyst • September 10, 1976 • 11
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...Held Eteckers' Retreat

CCCA Government Opens Year

CC Musicologist Steve Scott shows off tfie new Synttii 100.

Synthesizer Puts CC "In the Moog"
Since World War II, music has under-

gone an upheaval In concept and
performance. Beginning in Western
Europe and spreading to America, the
trend for electronic music has deve-
loped at a rapid speed. In response to

the trend, Colorado College's Packard
Hall houses an electronic music studio.

The latest addition to the studio is a
synthesizer. Purchased by the James
Pearson memorial fund, the Synthi 100

Is one of four in the country, according

to Professor Steve Scott.

Essentially the synthesizer is an
electronic Instrument that generates
and processes sounds by means of

sound sources or oscillators. By

changing the voltage and frequency, the
synthesizer shapes and controls the

pitch, volume, timbre, and duration of

the sounds. In addition to the

synthesizer, Colorado College's studio
is also equipped with recording
equipment, used to manipulate recor-

ded sounds.
Because of the complexity of the

system, students must have training in

electronic music before having access
to the studio and the synthesizer.

Colorado College students have shown
a great interest in the electronic music
courses offered. Currently, a one
semesteradjunct course Is being taught
and another course will be offered block
nine for interested students.

Frats to Clean up their Act
After many years of Inactivity, the

Colorado College Interfratemlty Council

(IFC) has shaken the dust from its coat

and decided to tacl^le many of the

problems that currently affect the frater-

nities, the Greek system, and the

campus as a whole. In a recent series of

meetings, the Council has adopted,
what one member called a "get invol-

ved" motto for the 76-77 school year.

In the past, fraternities have been
twset by several problems, the most
distressing being their party image on
campus. One fraternity member said,

"People only see our parties. They never
see our individual public service

proiects for the community. Also, as
Individual Greeks we do a lot for this

campus." But he admitted that there are

other problems on campus that the
Greeks could work on.

"President Worner has talked to us
about doing something about the
problems with the crowds at CC hockey
games. Until now we haven't talked
much about It, but we have plans that

we are going to discuss with him and
the Deans," he said. "We also have
some campus and community public
service ideas In mind that we hope will

Involve the sororities, fraternities, and
the campus."
Rush has also been a problem for the

houses. Poorly organized rushes have
led to some small pledge classes In the
past year. According to IFC Rush
Committee Chairman Lee Abrams, "We
are thinking of revamping rush all

together. Though we have the power
according to our Constitution to change
It ourselves, we are going to talk to
Dean Taylor about It first and get
approval from the Individual houses.
We are trying to take some of the party
sting out of It."

Interfratemlty rivalry has also been a
problem between the five CC houses.
IFC Is planning to put some teeth back
Into their Judicial Committee, which
will be responsible for taking care of
problems that might arise between the
houses. According to IFC Judicial
Committee Chairman Scott Van, "In the
past, if there have been problems, they
have always ended up in the Dean's
hands. We are going to try to take care
of our own problems from now on."
Van also said that he and IFC have

received pledges from each fraternity

President to stop a lot of the

unnecessary rivalry which goes on.

The new situation for the Council and
the fraternities was probably best

summed up by one Greek who said,

"We are trying to deal with some pretty

difficult problems which have been
around for some time. We hope some
people, who have been down on frater-

nities In the past, are willing to look at

us in our new light."

By Carol Garten
A retreat in Deckers was held last

weekend to increase communication
between the Colorado College Campus
Assoication, chartered organizations,
and the Leisure Program. The roles of
students and residence hails were also
explored.

CCCA Financial Vice-President Dave
Herrick explained, "Before the retreat

there was a hell of a lot of ignorance
between these groups."

Formal and informal meetings were
held to discuss how the CCCA and
chartered organizations fit into the
college. How the CCCA and chartered
organizations may work together was
also investigated.

"The main beneficiary of the
coordination will be the students,"
stated CCCA President Bill Berkley.
Berkley also emphasized the impor-
tance of communication between
students and the CCCA. "The authority
and power of the CCCA comes from the
students, in the past, no one has gone
to the students and It's time that that

happened."
Pragmatic situations were also

discussed. Herrick stated that students
wanting funds should not have to go to
"fourteen places." He pressed the need
for a "coherent policy" in financial

cooperation between the CCCA and the
Leisure Program.

Presently students may need to go to

at least two organizations for money.
Experimental Student Grants and
Venture Grants represent one form of
multiple funding.

Dave Phillips, of Outdoor Recreation,
also called for clear communication
between the groups. As one improve-
ment, he cited the appointment of Jeff

Wengrovlus, Chairman of the Leisure
Policy Committee, as an ex-offlcio

member of CCCA.

The Women's Commission, Enact,
and Leisure Time are also coordinating
a presentation on national and local
ballot elections.

Berkley stated that the CCCA should
"assume more of a Common Cause
attitude and tackle a smaller number of
problems in a more in-depth manner."
The housing situation will be

investigated. The CCCA will look Into
room-draw procedure and determina-
tion ol of(-campus housing. Also,
questions of financial aid students
taking room and board money off-

campus will be approached.
Brenda Rau, Director of Mathlas,

recommended that the CCCA rotate
their meetings In the halls, and that the
CCCA "serve as a communication
device for the halls." She also cited the
need for Improvements In dorm environ-
ment and space.

Financing for club sports, such as
sailing, men's soccer, rugby, and
hockey, will also be queried. Presently
there are no policies governing club
allocations.

After the retreat, Berkley said "I came
away with a very, very good feeling
about the whole thing."

Herrick agreed, countering slightly,

"Success can only be measured by what
happens next."

The CCCA met this Wednesday to
discuss the coming election, the
housing situation. Residential Advisor
(RA) selection, study areas at night,

and the faculty-course evaluation.

On October 4th, an election will be
held for the CCCA Executive Vice
President, a referendum to the CCCA's
constitution, and for a Member-at-Large
for Cutler Board.

At the meeting, council member Dave
Margrave and Financial VP Dave Herrick

thanked Doub Obietz, Executive VP

Cont. on page 3

Spanish Professor Ayala Fired in Summer
By Linda RIgler

Shortly after CC's class of 1976
received their diplomas this spring,

Colorado College revealed that one of

the college's professors, Juan Ayala of

the Romance Language department was
dismissed on the grounds of falsifying

credentials.

On June 9, 1376, the College

submitted the following statement to

the local press concerning the event:

"The College has requested and
received the resignation of Juan Ayala

of the Romance Language Department
after ascertaining that he did not hold a
doctoral degree which he had professed

to have earned."

Dean of the College Richard Bradley

was able to elaborate on the previous

statement in order to clarify the circum-

stances surrounding this unusual

occurrence.
The College's normal process of

selecting new faculty members Involves

Inten/iewing the applicant and reques-

ting transcripts from the applicant's

school verifying the fact that the

applicant had attended and/or obtained

a degree from that institution. Ayala
first Joined the CC faculty in 1964 as a

part-time Lecturer in Spanish and In

three years became an assistant

professor. He was also granted tenure

in 1969.

During that time, Ayala had claimed

to have earned a Ph.D. from the

University of Mexico In 1968. The 1976

investigation found that Ayala had not

even attended the University, and, in

accordance with the College's policy

citing falsification of credentials as the

-- the SUN - Thurs. 6A0^6 y , . m* •

CC teacher propx •ndsm firing

only grounds for dismissal, was fired.

Dean Bradley refused to comment on
the situation prompting the examina-

tion of Ayala's credentials, nor would

he say who v;as responsible for

discovering the misrepresentation, but

declared that no legal action was taken

against Ayala and that the issue would

not be pursued further.

Bradley said that he thought that the

transition of Ayala from a part-time to

full-time faculty member may have been

the reason his record was not checked

earlier. He also said that the late

discovery was very embarassing to the

College and remarked, "I guess you
would say the administration had egg

on its face."

Bradley continued on to say that as a

result of this "unfortunate and sad"

incident the College will be more
careful in order to prevent the same
thing from happening again. He
admitted, "We tend to be trusting but

sometimes we get burned."

The Catalyst was unable to determine

how Ayala was found out. Faculty

members and Dean Bradley declined to

comment on how the false accreditation

was learned of. Rumors circulating on

campus were to the effect that Ayala

had "rubbed people the wrong way"
within the Romance Language's Depart-

ment, and that one wrongly rubbed

person checked Into his credentials.

The Catalyst was unable to substantiate

this, but was Informed by one member
of the Romance Language's Depart-

ment, who declined to be identified,

that he had had some run-Ins with

Ayala.

Alicia Raymond will replace Ayala in

teaching his courses, but when her

one-year contract expires, the College

will be searching for a full-time teacher

to fill the opening. Credits eamed while

taking any of Ayala's courses will still

stand.
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Cheerleaders Come to CC

CC's new Cheerleaders get "knee-deep" Into practice. Photo by Steve Dym

By Colin Crawford
Some of you campus sports fans may

have been disheartened upon coming to

CC to learn that those spunlty young
men and women who spurred your high
school athletic teams on to victory, the
cheerleaders, were not a part of campus
life. Alas, no longer were you to be
greeted at athSetIc events by those
energetic enthusiasts of school spirit,

no longer were you to be helped along
in your efforts to cheer on the team.
But, there's no need for fear this year
fans! Luciclly for you, the Colorado
College playing fields will finally be
decorated by a squad of real live,

honest to goodness cheerleaders!

The cheerleading group, under the
capable and energetic leadership of two
freshmen, Veronica Lin and Mary
Slayton, Is made up of eight

experienced and cheer-talented co-eds,

and four able-bodied and equally cheer-

talented men. The squad Is currently

dedicating itself to an Intense schedule
of training and practice. Practices are

planned five to six times weekly, with
each practice expected to last upwards
of two hours. Indeed, there Is no doubt
but that this year's teams will be given
an added incentive to win with the
support of such a devoted group of
individuals!

Veronica Lin Indicated that for the
present, the squad plans to devote its

energies and talents In rooting for the
"biggie" sports on campus. Among
those she listed were football, soccer,
women's basketball, and, of course,
hockey.
As for uniforms, the group, which

has not yet received a promise from the
school for a donation of funds to be
used in the purchase of uniforms, plans
to wear yellow and black t-shlrts. In

addition, the ladies will sport black

skirts, with the men wearing black

trousers.

In the words of Ms. Lin, "The purpose

of the cheerleaders Is mostly to help
school spirit along, after all, we can
always have more."

Springs' Symphony to Offer a Season of Variety
The 1976-77 series of concerts by the

Colorado Springs Symphony will give

Colorado Springs audiences an unusual

opportunity. During the one year

absence of resident conductor Charles

Ansbacher, each concert will be
performed under the baton of a guest

conductor.
The season opens in October with

Ronald Ondrejka, conductor and Paul

Schenly, pianist. Ondrejka is currently

entering his tenth year as conductor of

the Santa Barbara Symphony. Schenly,

1 976 winner of the Avery Fisher Prize, is

a pianist who has been widely
acclaimed for his performances.

In November, Harold Farberman,

former conductor of the Colorado

Springs Symphony during the period

1967 to 1970, and now conductor of the

Oakland Symphony, returns to the
podfum not only as conductor of the
orchestra but as the composer of a work
which will receive its world premiere at

the November concert. In collaboration

with Nancy Wood, author and poet,

Farberman has created a song cycle

based upon American Indian philoso-

phies. Ms. Wood's poetry formed the
libretto for the work titled "War Cry on a
Prayer Feather." The composition,
written for orchestra and two solo

voices, was commissioned in 1975 with
a grant from the Colorado Council on
the Arts and Humanities, matched by
the Colorado Springs Symphony and
the Colorado Centennial Bicentennial
Commission.

Walter Eisenberg was the guiding
force behind the Colorado Springs
Symphony from 1954 to 1967. As its

conductor, he initiated most of the on-
going programs which are popular
today. Summer symphony, study
groups, youth concerts, were started
under his aegis. Appearing with him for

the January concert Is the great star,

Eugene Fodor. The young Colorado
violinist has been winning musical

honors since childhood, and was the

first American violinist to win the Tchai-

kovsky International Music Competition
which launched pianist Van Cliburn on
his career. The previous appearances of

Fodor in 1972 and 1974 with the
Colorado Springs Symphony resulted in

sold-out houses.

Also in January, the Denver Sym-
phony returns to Colorado Springs with

a program under the conductor Brian

Priestman.
Willis Page's career, which encom-

passes years of conducting experience
in America and Europe, is considered
by many as mature and assured. He was
for a number of years professor of

conducting at the Eastman School of

Music. Page, now conductor of the

Jacksonville Symphony, and his con-
certs here in February will be combined
with the first appearance in Colorado
Springs of one of the world's leasing

bassists, Gary Karr. Gary Karr's ability

on the double bass has led him to be
regarded as one of only four virtuoso

bass players in the past 250 years.

The first woman conductor to lead

the Colorado Springs Symphony comes
to Colorado from her post as conductor
of the Opera Orchestra of New York.
She has appeared with orchestras such
as the Philadelphia Philharmonic, the
Montreal Symphony, the New Phithar-

monic in London, and the Paris Radio
Orchestra. She will conduct the March
concert of the Colorado Springs
Symphony, joined by guest painist

Misha Dichter. Last year Dichter's

concert tours included Amsterdam,
Madrid, Paris and Vienna, and a debut
with the Berlin Philharmonic.
The concert season ends with an all

orchestral program under conductor
John Covelil. Presently associate
conductor of the Milwaukee Symphony,
Covelil combines this position with an

Misha Dichter is a pianist who will appear

March.

appointment as Exxon Arts Endowment
Conductor—one of six young conduct-
tors to receive this distinction. Among
his numerous engagements. Maestro
Covelil has been guest conductor of the

Houston, St. Louis, Fort Worth and
Hartford symphonies. In the ballet

world he has conducted the National

Ballet of Washington, D.C., and toured

as guest conductor with tiie Harkness
Ballet of New York. He was also

conductor and pianist with the Seventh
Army Symphony in Europe.

The Colorado Springs Symphony

^Next Week:
Scoping
Got your eyes on something other than
books? Do your glasses fog up even in

warm weather? You are not the only
one. Read the Catalyst next week and
find out how Dean Turner does 'it'. Also
in the issue will be an article on
skateboarding, an interview with John
Bartholomew of KKFM, as well as the

scoop on the Packard Arts Center. Be
there or be octagonal.

Photo by Jim Berglund

concert season consists of a series of

three performances of each concert:

Series One at 8:00 pm Thursday
evening, Series Two at 7:30 Friday

evening, and Series Three on Sunday
afternoon at 3:00. Tickets are pricec

from $12.00 to $34.00 for the seasor

and can be ordered by calling the

Colorado Springs Symphony office at

633-461 4, or you may write for

information to P.O. Box 1692, Colorado
Springs, CO 80901. Brochures giving

full details of the concerts and ticket

information are also available at your,

bank.

SKI SALE
Sept. 16th, 17th & 18th

Still with quality and service.

Ski reps
here to help
with all the
fittings.

uBSI^K. famous

/UCilTlH brand
jRHmn^H\ names

405N.Tejon
475-9922

SALES - RENTAL - REPAIRS
"Skiing is our business"

THE NINE PATCH
QUILT SHOP

QUILTING SUPPLIES-CLASSES
Over200 Bolts of 100%

Cottar) Fabric

725 N. Tejon 632-9997

Custom Crafted Leather

Garments and Accessories

Leather Craft Supplies

Coioxado Jls-aikvi ^oocii.

731 N. Tejon, Colorado Springs, CO 80902

473-9312

AUDIO
CAN MAKE
MONEY
FOR YOU!

Sell audio equipniGiil al your

college No investmeni; ex-

perienced sales help and

aiidiophile lines. Audio Outlet

Wholesalers. 325 Pascack

Ave.. Wasliinglon Townsiiip.

N.J 07675 (ZU1) 666-8868

Atlenlion' Arlene Miizyka.
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"Here Comes Rocky!"

CC Fans Focus on Crazy Canines
By Anne Relfenberg

The Ascot it's not, but then the Rocky
Mountain Kennet Ciub doesn't pretend

to desire that sort of clienteie. "The
dogs," as the racing, betting, and
fraternizing that go on at ttie traci< are

fondly calied, instead provide an
apparently much needed service to

those who enjoy the game of chance,
without the restrictions of an unbear-

ably ciassy atmosphere. Unfortunately,

the chance Is that a tracl< patron will

limp away with an empty wallet—but
seldom voicing the vow never to return.

The racing greyhounds hold a mysteri-

ous attraction, and lure the sadder but

wiser back to follow their footsteps

every night.

Post time Is at eight, and don't be
surprised to observe Colorado College
students sneaking through the gate.

Just the other night, Junior Ellen Gold-
schmidt paid the fifty cent admission
charge to experience "cultural shock",

as she so aptly put It. Usherette Eva
Senders hinted that unsavory types do
frequent the race course, but that most
folks are too busy losing, winning, and
then losing again to notice. One
suspect group caught In the vlcibus

circle Friday night Included four CC
seniors, who insist that their purpose at

the track was to "add to the cultural

diversity^' of the crowd. Obviously so,

since Mike Gerlach and Greg Harpel
stood In the midst of betting slips

enhanced with the numbers of losing
dogs scattered on the ground. Their two
unlucky buddies, Stu Rifkin and Joe
Muggins, spent the evening scheming
to open a rival dog track after
graduation. The catch? "Use chimpan-
zees as jockeys," Stu grins.

Entering the greyhound business is

not such a fatuous idea. No fewer than
5,065 people attended the races
Saturday night, and $418,751.00 was
handled at the betting windows alone.
This sum does not include whatever
was spent by the hungry and the thirsty,

who paid 60 cents for a soggy hotdog,
or $1 .10 for a rum and coke with lots of
ice. A more glamorous menu Is offered
in the Cloud Nine Room, where a
smiling maitre d' in full dress will

charge his guest $2.00 simply to sit at a
table in the terraced dining room (the
track Is visible from every seat In the
joint). More flamboyant betting would
be expected upstairs, but the tuxedoed
host cannot be positive. When a big win
is suspected, he says sternly, "You
don't ask how much."
A customer won't be gambling if he

orders steak from the Cloud Nine menu,
since the cuts come from the same
cattle that stock the Three Thieves'
kitchens (steak and crab goes for

$8.95). It is no coincidence; the general
manager of the Rocky Mogntain Kennel
Club owns the famous restaurant,
which has caused many to stop

CCCA (continued from page one)

Select, for his "dedication and profes-

sionalism." Obtetz plans to appear on
the October ballot for the position of

VP. The Council also discussed making
the CCCA more available to students.

Future meetings may be held in the

Rastall WES room, with the first half

hour devoted to open discussion.
Bill Flanagan, Director of Residential

Programs and Housing, stated the need
for a re-adjustment in the room-draw
program. Lottery not by seniority was
one alternative suggested. Assistant
Dean of the College, Max Taylor, spoke
against the present system of seniority

preference. "The argument of 'my day
will come' doesn't hold much water,"
Taylor said. Room draw may be held in

March in the future for greater equity,

more planned study space, and earlier

notification of those who must live in

Jay's Motel.

Taylor also wants to look carefully at

the whole off-campus policy to see if

CC can do things more equitably. A

lottery was suggested as one way to
deterniine who would live off campus.

Later in the meeting, faculty council
member Harbey Rabbin questioned the
"equity" of RA "distribution and
choice." Flanagan listed the considera-
tion of matching staff strengths,
personalities, and working capabilities.

Rabbin stated after the meeting that
there are no "minority student RA's,"
and that there is "nothing to prevent
cliques and nothing to encourage
minority RA's." But during the meeting.
Rabbin did not expound on what he
meant. He stated he did not have any
facts on the situation during the
meeting. He also stated after the
meeting that some organizations and
special interest groups could comprise
a substantial part of the RA's. He
commented that this situation does not
presently exist. He positted that RA's
should be "representative of the
campus community."

wondering why his prices are so low.
He is one of 12 members of the
greyhounds' board of directors.

The dogs themselves are not the type
littiesister would pick for a pet— in fact

they look exactly like the one adorning
the side of a Greyhound bus. Their
intelligence, too, has often been
questioned; 63 nights a year, in

Colorado Springs alone, they chase
mechanized Rocky Rabbit around in

circles, never catching him. Which Is

undoubtedly frustrating, though health-
ier in the end.

Repeatedly, the bettors work harder
than the dogs themselves. When the
racers are in the gate, and the
loudspeaker sings out the familiar

"Here comes RockyI", fans are on their

feet, clutching the possible winning
slip, cheering on the favored four
legger. At this point, Intra-human
conversation halts, as all communica-
tion is between man and dog. Just as
the crowd hopes, the runners are

spurred on by the uproar, which
probably scares them Into a faster pace.

Only the first three greyhounds bask
in the final glory, while the other five

slink back to the kennel with tails

between legs. Similar postures are

assumed by a majority of the wagerers,
as they discard the losing tickets In a
colorful variety of methods. The most
popular includes a slight flip of the
wrist, and optimistic "it was only two
bucks," and a quick return to the official

program for a look at the possibilities In

the next race.

June Inmon, most bften seen behind

the counter in Rastall Center, sported a

"Let's do it tonight" T-shirt Saturday

night. It set her back $5.00, but sees her

through the front gate of the race track

at no charge for the entire season. Why
does she do it? "I'm crazy," she

suggested. That about says it all.

The dogs are viewed by the bettors before
"Rocky" is released.

Photos by Paul Pescatello

"/'// rjever bet again/

gBENCHCRAFTEDi

I
BOOTS '

Everyone likes really first class service,

and that's why Chinook Is one of America's

finest full-service personal bookstores.

Largest stock in the

Rocky Mountain West

We gift wrap free and

mail anywhere

Complete special ordering service

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
^ ^ 210 NORTH TEJON STREET • COLORADO SPRINGS 80902

^1^ PHONE 635-1 195

Full Service

Photographic

Headquarters

Cameras,

accessories.

darkroom supplies,

quality

photo finishing,

repairs

SHEWMAKERS
CAMERA
SHOP

30 N. Tejon 636-1696

I College Shoe Shop ^
i 831 N. Tejon I

^ 632-6161 P

TYPING ERRORS
ERROR-FREE TYPIN6

li'ii!-li'ltiJIIH,llll-li
"

CORIECTION RIBBON

ERRORITC CAIVIPUS STORE

- OUT OF SIGHT!
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The Block Plan : An Interview with Glenn Brooks
In tha fall ol 196S Colorado College

undeflook a self-study to examine Its

value as a lllwral arts college. Student
and faculty committees were appointed
to suggest possible Improvements
regarding the various aspects of the

school as an educational Institution.

Professor Glenn Brooks, who has been
a member of the faculty for seventeen
years, sened as a faculty assistant

during this study. It was he and his

colleagues who proposed that the Block
Plan replace the traditional semester
system at CC. The Plan was approved
by faculty vote and went into effect in

the fail of 1969. Since then, the Block
Plan has been a peipetuai source of

controversy. Obviously, Brooks speaks
out fervently In support of the Plan.

By Gall Bradney
Q. What did the committees find to be

idea that we ought to have some kind

of intensive system where a group
of students and a facuity member
couid work together without a iot of

interference and not compete with

each other's time.

Q. You speak of chopplness In the

traditional system, ftowever, that is a

maior point of opposition against the

Block Plan.

A. I think most of us would agree that

that remains a problem. In some
ways we have traded one kind of

choppiness for another. The problem
which stands now is that we went too

far in the direction of one-bioqk
courses, perhaps overly-speciaiized

courses. As Professor Fox once said,

in the one-block courses during a

year it is like playing nine sudden
death piay-offs! What we are trying to

develop are longer, packaged courses
like the Renaissance Culture course

the major disadvantage of the tradi-

tional semester system?

A. Fairly quickly people started talking

about a problem of jumping too much
from one thing to another, not being

able to get deeply enough into one
course to really connect with the

ideas in the traditional semester
system. Almost at the same time
people in the faculty and student

committees started suggesting the

Perspectives on the Western Tradi-

tion where students work over a

longer period of time with a group of

professors rather than just one.

Q. How much knowledge can a student

absorb in three-and-a-half weeks?
Can he. In fact, learn enough about a

given subject In such a short period

of time?
A. That can be a problem, expecially

for a student who thinks that learning

^Editoriali

The recent news of a cheerleading squad being formed on campus has

raised some eyebrows around campus. People seem to be asking: "Why

here?" But a better question to be asked is: "Why not?" Granted , CC has

not been a rah-rah school in recent years, but it is good to see the

beginnings of a constructive answer to many of CC's more juvenile

attempts at spirit. Chickens on the ice at hockey games, obscene

remarks to soccer players and refs, and more are not exactly indicative of

a college that prides itself in upholding high academic honor and

athletic standards. While the answer to the spirit problem might not lie

in pleated skirts and megaphoned gymnasts, it certainly may be part of

the solution that this school seems to need.

Cover: CC's new cheerleaders practice behind Cutler Hail. Photo by Steve
Dymond.
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stops at the end of the course.
Whereas, If a person looks at a
course as simply an initiation into the

rites ol a particular body of learning,

then I would hope that the things that

are begun at that Initiation can carry

on In the individual's studies after the

course ends. It Is the student's res-

ponsibility to keep on going by
several means. One Is by working out

sequences of courses that will pro-

vide some cumulative effect in his

own education. A student has to

stand back from the single course
and look at the whole year, even at all

four years.

O. There is a common joke among pre-

med students: I haven't seen you all

block! Where have you been?" "I've

been In organic." Many students

complain that some courses at CC
are too Intense— mentally and physi-

cally. What are your views on the pro-

-blem of this sort of pressure?

A. Is that a problem or an asset? It

seems to me that it Is not necessarily

a bad thing for a student to develop

the capacity to work intensely, even

to disappear into the bowels of Oiin

Hail, and then come back out into the

sunlight and change pace by taking a

literature class or a field class, for

instance. I have talked to a number of

students who find this variation in

their pacing to be refreshing. For

some people it is a substantial bene-

fit, for others it is a problem.

0. Does a student actually learn the

equivalent of one semester's worth In

a single block?

a. What a student can get in a block Is a

sense of what it is actually to be in-

volved in the way of thinking,

involved In thediscipiineof that parti-

cular subject. The mathematician,

the scientist, the political scientist,

by working more intensely, has the

ability to really put himself In the

position of the person engaged in

that enterprise, much better than the

person who gives it fifty minutes for

three days a week. That is certainly

one of the things we had hoped for.

O. What are the chief advantages of the

Plan?

A. The major advantages that we have
realized so far are, first, from the

point of view of the institution, the

capacity for further change and adap-

tation; the fact that we have blocks

that we can put together in different

ways—make short courses, long

courses, jointly-taught courses,

package courses, field courses. The
notion of a block as a building block

is a fairly good one. Secondly, from
the point of view of the educational

merits of the program, that the evi-

dence at this point suggests that It

really does help the student to deve-

lop skills and disciplines of concen-
tration, real involvement, In a subject

to a degree which was not possible In

a traditional system.
Q. It has been said that the Block Plan

adversely affects CC's social life In

the sense that students only become
acquainted with each other when it is

lime to change courses. Do you see
evidence of social breakdown caused
by the plan?

A. The social life of the students In a
serious sense of the wdrd is

extremely important. And I have cer-

tainly seen evidence that students are

restricted in their social contacts in

class as a result of the Block System
But the academic program should noi

be asked to bear the burden of the \

social life of the student.

Q. From a teacher's point of view, what

is it like to teach under the Block

Plan?
A. It is much more enjoyable, but it is

not easier, it Is more Intense. It invoJ.

ves a kind of involvement' with one'sj

own subject which requires a profes-

sor to be on top of his material,

(Under the Semester System) you can ,

walk in and get away with three can-r

ned lectures a week; you do not haveT

to review your own reading materials, \
if I assign one-hundred-fifty pages fof
the next day, the students will read i

and they will be prepared to dlscuss||

it. And I damn well better be pref

pared to discuss it, too! I find that Isi^

simply a more satisfactory inteilec""'^

tuai and academic process for me. , I

O. What Improvements would you llk i

to see made in the Plan for thi

future?

A. What I see down the road is an Im-
;

provement In getting some of the

:

bugs out of the procedures (the cho(>

piness, the fragmentation, the stop-

and-start problem, some of the prot^

lems of pressures on the facuity, oi

problems of certain courses or de
partments that need more latitude,

|

problems concerning the social live:
j

of the students). But I would place j

greater emphasis on addressing our-
^

selves to the substance of the curri:' \

culum Instead of just to the proce i

dures, asking WHAT should we bf }

teaching Instead of HOW should w(
'

be teaching.

Q. Is the Block Plan here to stay?

A. At the end of five years the facuit) .

voted It in more or less as a perman
ent fixture. But that only means tha'

the plan Is one which is the frame
work within which we operate and we S

have got to keep making Improve; i

ments.

Privacy Amendment Precludes Info Release

The Colorado College is subject to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy!

'

Act of 1974, as amended, popularly known as the Buckley Amendment.
Under the Educational Rights and Privacy Act a student has the following;

rights:

1

.

To be provided a list of the types of personally identifiable educational!

records maintained by the Colorado College.

2. To inspect and review the contents of such records and to obtain copies ol

such records at the student's expense,
3. To an explanation and interpretation of such records and a hearing to

challenge the contents of such records, and to correct material which is

inaccurate, misleading, or in violation of the Act, (This does not include the

privilege to contest a grade or evaluation of performance in a course).

4. To prevent the release of Directory Information upon written notice to the

Registrar.

5. To file complaints regarding violations of rights with The Family Educationa!

Rights and Privacy Act Office (FERPA), Department of Health, Education and

Weilare, 330 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20201.

Requests to review student records and questions concerning student rights

under the Act should be directed to the Office of the Dean of Students. The office

has available the proper forms to be used and will assist students in their use.
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Fear and Loathing with the Cosmos
^Feature aas

ne Will to
By John Kuhlman

1 Dave K. was at the ice cream social-open house last week and he told this
feporter that he saw the big man there, the antichrist who come from Texas Town
(here carrying a big gun. He showed it around, he making sure everybody
remembers it and It's dollars to doughnuts were going to remember it folks if he
starts telling tales that Wllhelm Reich (ex of Mrs. "Mountain Grown" Olson, and
she's on the list too) could cure cancer with a wooden box. Poke yourselves.
More oarthandled manure from the Republican Party, nossir. We've got a

problem here and It It turns out there's one of these here orgone accumulator I'm
simply not going to sleep tonight with my usual horizontal abandon aren't you?

Let's take a casual gander at this sweetmeat, citizens. I got a hot tip one young
lady built it in her basement, one of them boxes and you can't buy them fiUends,
pill box of blue Jelly, make ya goosy boxes. Yeah, but don't write me. Tell it to the
man in Washington, He's listening and he's got the Will To Live.

Also at the Ice Cream Social was my old friend Dave "I Can Get It For Ya
Wholesale" Fonza, erstwhile "poetry editor" for the Leviathan and if he writes like

le talks (he does) the stacks of unread Leviathans this year will need hinges in

he middle to let the clouds by. David, whose only real annoying habit Is flashing
lis diploma from the Famous Writers Correspondence School, drawing particular
^[ttention to the "authentic signatures" of Rod Serling and Bennett Cerf (two
gentlemen who have written very little recently; yeah they're dead) replaces that
fancy pants Nlcl< "I've Got My Own Stuff to Print" Antonopoulous who is

reportedly smuggling automobile parts into South America this year.
Parked next to Dave was prim Connie "You Bore Me" McCombs, Leviathan's

pumpkin fresh art editor. A puzzling creature this one, but nice you know, nice.
While I was Seriously Interviewing Dave about this year's chances for my own
poetic efforts, Connie listed to one side and told me "David prefers women." You
tell me.
This girl was obviously begging to get her name in the paper so I acquiesed

with some reluctance and asked her her job. She smiled with some animation and

Live
told me confidentially that the magazine this year would contain a lot of "good art
work." I fielded the smile and with typical lournalistic piety told her that if she
printed another photograph of a tree or a drawing of a house odds were I would
become violently ill on her stylish three piece tweed suit, lined with Canton
crepe, with matching periwinkle hat, trimmed with artificial cherries.

Yet by this time some fleeting aesthetic object had captured Miss McCombs
attention and her vacuous gaze convinced me I would be keeping her from her
And she was at the ice cream social and my ice cream cone cost a nickle and

had a fish head in it. It's the End Of The Free Ride, kids, unless you've got The
Will To Live.

Robert H., having a little trouble with the opposite sex since the Women's
Commission films, was seen last Friday leaving Loomls with the avowed
intention of burning down a "lesbian bar" if he "could find one." Chin up though,
because Mark Lovell thinks things are going to get better before they get worse
More dramatic parallels. He's got a copy of Mein KampI in hidden sequence on

his desk...This story coming in on the famous fast radio and you say, "Up to here
with it." I know what you mean. The helicopter's still out there out, there's smoke
coming out of the radio, ringing some Teutonic Maxwell House commercial, and
the boys in the front row, the people you went to high school with, that's right
Fritz H., recent transfer from the Bavarian provinces, that's right boy I'm talking
about you, they're going crazy in khakis let me tell you...
Wait a moment citizens, there's a store here somewhere if I can just get my

hands around it. It's a real story friends, and it's got a Will To Live. Was that the
name of the official film about the 1 936 Olympics? Yeah, I'm slow, but last week
he bought a hat and he's been to Cabaret three times this week. Bet on it Citizens,
believe that our National Constitution is being threatened by the Trans-Lux
Limited Real Estate Company, and I know you bought your house from these
people, it's on South Gary Street, six blocks west of your state capitol forming a
straight line from the marble walls of Berlin's Reichstag Subway Station, goose-
stepping into the pocket books of Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public. You're damn right
I'm tired. You're tired. It's time we all stood up and looked at one another and
asked for a square deal., and if you're reading then you know I must be tired.

Speaking of breathing heavily if the lowerclass mammal sitting next to you at
dinner is making voice noises with his/her mouth; it's called breathing kids, and
so far it's legal. But when you feel the breeze and still see the pipes contract it

does give you pause, don't it, or am I barking up the wrong tree? She got a glass
eye and she do her washing in a fish head and her leg shakes with liquor.
Who's on top and a tumbler full of secret, next Issue honest.

Next Week: A PCP Weekend.

SUNDAY SUPPER AT COLLEGE
HOUSE

For the second time, a light supper
will be served for students this Sunday,
September 19 at 6 pm at the College
House, 601 N. Tejon St. All are invited

by Fr. Richard E. Trutter, O.P., Catholic

campus minister.

GERMAN CORRECTION
The lecture by Herbert Lederer,

"Theatre Behind the Curtain," originally

scheduled for September 16th, Arm-
strong Hall Theatre, 8:30 pm has been
moved to Friday, September 17th, at

2:00 pm In Packard Auditorium of the
new Music and Arts Building.
SHOVE CHAPEL WORSHIP
On Sunday, September 19, there will

be an Open Eucharist, Episcopal rite at

9:30 am in Shove, and at 11:00 am,
there will be an Ecumenical Worship
Service with Minister Kenneth W.F.
Burton presiding. All students and
community are Invited.

GETA HANDLE
CWSHAKEVS

What goes better with pizza than beer? Pizza and
beer is like popcorn at the movies, watermelon on
picnics, and fun at Shakey's. If you're eighteen or
over enjoy a big, frothy, foamy beer at Shakey's . .

.

served in big, ice cold mugs and pitchers. Light or
dark, beer goes good with the World's Greatest
Pizza at Shakey's.

lllurlfti ijmiteiit \mzi\.

Colorado Springs;
1840 N. Academy Blvd. • 2925 W. Colorado Ave.

408 E. Fillmore • 2810 E. Fountain Blvd.

c.c. »«^#
FOLK JilZ2
COMMITTEE presents

IN CONCERT

AFTER HOURS

In connection with a music department program, a

performance of original materiais and arrangements.

Sunday, September 19at8:15p.m. in Armstrong Hall.

Admission is free

30 - 50% OFF 30 - 50% OFF

Le Bounce Ltd.

Sportswear Sale
Loubella

Gant
Pant-her

College Town of Boston

Sero shirts

Stewart Lane shirts

Halter top $3.95

Sale 30 -50% off

Le Bounce Ltd.
508 No. Tejon 473-0150

m 30 - 50% OFF 30 - 50% OFF
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Easton-Moore Combo Shines in Bengal Romp
By Ed Goldslsin

It was Easton to Moore and a lot more

last Saturday as the CC Tigers were

triumphant In their first outing of the

year, marching over the Nebraska

Wesleyan Plainsmen 37-13.

The game was a very emotional

contest with the spirit of our bench

revolving between grim fatalism and

joyous exultation. Once the outcome of

the game was established, the elation

was manifest in booming war cries and

a great amount of bacl< slapping. The

coaches used the opportunity to

motivate their men by tall<lng about

Improving the teams performance every

week. But minds were not yet on future

battles, as the team took time to savor a

well fought victory.

Credit for the triumph has to begin

with mention of the defense which

frustrated the Wesleyan offense

throughout the afternoon. They hit

Wesleyan runners and receivers with

brutal intensity, and were always

around to pounce on the Plainsmen's

most crucial mistakes. Our first score

came as a result of this defensive

pressure. On their first play from

scrimmage, several of CC's linesmen

rendezvoused around Nebraska's full-

back and forced him to cough up the

ball. After the offense made a few

probes into the Plainsmen line we
called on the trusty toe of Ted Swan to

put us on the board with a 32 yard field

goal.

Swan was perfect for the day,

smacking his other two field goal

attempts of 40 and 24 yards through the

uprights, and hitting on all his extra

point opportunities. After one of Swan's
successful boots, a Wesleyan coach

regretfully remarked that his squad
would have to concede the tiger's

points whenever we got within 50 yards

of the goalposts. Swan was also a great

defensive weapon. His deep kick offs

conslstantly pinned the Wesleyan team
back In their own territory.

The offense wasn't about to stand

dormant though, and they were quick to

add some fireworks of their own. All

they needed to do was unleash the

throwing arm of Kevin Easton. Easton,

who is a classic drop back passer,

stood tall In the saddle In the face of

some fierce rushes throughout the

afternoon. IHe started off with a 32 yard

strike to a wide open Steve Dye, who
was left uncovered by the Plainsmen
defense. After that, Paul Admundson
scored from two yards out on one of the

Bengal's patented misdirection off

tackle plays.

From then on the going was rough.

The hard hitting Wesleyan defense
thwarted the Tiger offense all day, never

allowing our running game to get on
track. , In the third quarter, after

Wesleyan capitalized on a poorly

thrown pitchout making the score

16-13, CC failed to respond with any
credible threat for IS minutes.
When the fourth quarter began,

Wesleyan mounted a drive that could

have given them the lead and enough
momentum to take the contest. But the

Bengal defense rose to the occasslon
with John Shonk and Jon Lavole

throwing Wesleyan backs for key

Bengal OB Kevin Easton runs for daylight while a Nebraska defender wipes out a hotly

pursueing teammate. pfiotns by Steve Zerobnick

It was now time for the potent

Easton-Moore combination to put the

game in the CC bag. Wasting little time,

Easton dropped back to pass and was
dropped on his back, but not before he
hurled a perfect pass to sophomore
Curtis Moore. The ball found the fleet-

footed Moore, who was crossing deep
over the middle, right over his

shoulders. Moore ran untouched into

the end zone completing a 68 yard play.

A few minutes later, Coach Carle

called the same pass play from up In the

press-box. Moore was as wide open as

a Nebraska corn field In May, and
humiliated the Plainsmen again, this

time for a 39 yard score.

After that it was up to the roommate
combination of Dave Hodges and Terry

"Opie" Swenson to wrap the game up.

Hodges stepped In front of an errant

Wesleyan pass for an interception.

Swenson soon followed with a 15 yard

A wide open Curtis Moore
second big TD reception of the day.

dart up the middle to score.
^j^

Today the Tigers travel by busL^f^
Grand Junction In advance of tl itei

game with Mesa College tomorr^gp
Mesa, which Is a Division II team, tfigg

several scholarship players and far t^p
ranks us In the size department. Ij,

f.

week they defeated Eastern MonlJ|,|g
34-7.

Jhor

BRIGHTEN THOSE
DRAB DOflM WALLS...
COME GET YOUR FREE
TRAVEL POSTERSIIII

Taylor Travel

^^t^t^f^ BIB N. Tejon Street

'Shampoo
European Hair

Design

Specialized

Latest Hair Deisgns & Cuts

Men & Women

1768 Uintah

Uintah Garden

By Appointment

TEACHERS/PRE-SCHOOL
Nicaragua requests Peace
Corps volunteers to change ex-

panding day-care centers to

pre-school education settings.

Work on teacher training,

curriculum development, create

audiovisual aids, toys and
games for poor children. Begin
winter. Living allowance, trans-

portation, vacation. For Infor-

mation, interview contact reps,

Rastall Center, today only!

Super Sale

Le Bounce Ltd.

Tennis Shop

Men's and Women's
Tennis Clothing

15-70% off

Men's Tretorn Shoes

$15

24 hour racquet

stringing service

Southern Colorado's

Largest Tennis Shop

Le Bounce
Ltd.

508 No. Tejon

473-0150

In order to beat Mesa, we will havi,j|f|

show speed, finese, and ball conlL^jg

The squad has been concentratingtfQn
the ball control angle this Wikt^
working on shoring up our pb^
protection and running attack. If^( \
these elements jell, the Tigers shojjy

t
face Austin College next week^^^
Washburn field in a very str(jt,rl

position.
pia,

k ea
tine

arty

ualf

flel

• lyfl

2 min
r-lmAX OJVITATIO^

A UNIQUE ESTABLISHMENT HAS ARRIVED IN COLORADO ( th

SPRINGS IT HAS A PLUSH LOUNGE, YOUR FAVORITE dioc

BEVERAGES, AND OVER TWENTY PROFESSIONAL SIZE Irwa

TABLES FOR POOL, BILLIARDS OR SNOOKER. Cl

WE'RE THE CORNER POCKET BILLIARD LOUNGE OF ,

COLORADO SPRINGS - CATERING TO THOSE WHO WISH
j

TO ENJOY THEMSELVES IN A PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE,
^ J

AND YOU'RE INVITED - PLEASE USE THE ATTACHED

CARD AND VISIT US - YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID!

HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY-FRIDAY

5:00 to 6:00

TEQUILLA NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY

ALL TEQUILLA DRINKS
75i

LADIES NIGHT
EVERY WEDNESDAY
DRINKS SPOOL

Vz price

ACADEWY ft.VO.

cn

f

T.G.I.F.

$1.00 pitchers

3:00 to 7:00

GOOD FOR

ONE FREE HOUR
(You must be at least 21 years old.)

Corner Pocket Billiord Lounge
of Colorado Springs

3780 East Boulder Phono SSO-WOO

4Vix9 PROFESSIONAL SIZE POOL TABLE

GOOD FOR ONE PERSON ONLY

Authorized by
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7C Booters Raise Record

SportSi^

By Mike Slade

The CC Tiger soccer team upped its

3ord to 4-0 iast weel<end, defeating

iQham Young 4-0 on Friday and
ging North Texas State 2-1 on Satur-

The Saturday game was ttie

pionstiip game of the Pilies Peal<

isic, matching the winners of

lay's games at CC and at the Air

e Academy. North Texas State's

rise 6-3 conquest of the Cadets on
[ay had set up the championship
h.

e two games CC played formed a

rast in style. Friday's win which
similar to their first two victories

an unartlstic triumph. BYU was
riy outmatched, and both teams
V it. There were four goals, two
I by Eddie Dietz and John Monteiro.

the spectator left the game with the
'ession that there should have been
y more. The real excitement came
the rough play employed by the
defense, resulting In some

esting shoving matches.
ilurday's game against North Texas
a completely different tone to It.

i two top players from last year,

'Inteiro and Konnle Simons, were
Ih out with Injuries. Simons strained

old knee Injury Friday and was
^9ure how long he'll be out.

"intelro's leg was ailing him also, so
^^ entered Into the fray with two
ikes. Coach Horst Richardson chose
•employ his new talent to replace the
^ fallen stars, as freshmen Jeff

'bkley and Chris Lehrecke and
}homore Randy Stein all saw
'^siderable front-line duty, as did the
^rded wonder, Mike Dennis.
i'rom the start It became apparent
^t the visitors from the south were
•igh. CC was on the defensive for
'ist of the first half, and appeared
"ky to escape with a 0-0 standoff at

ftlme. Goalkeeper Ron Edmondson
"S brilliant in the nets; the highlight of
play was the clutch stop of a penalty
k early in the first half, perhaps the
\ indication that luck was on the side
1h"e black and gold.

:arly in the second half, Beckley
ually loped down the right side of
field and crossed a line drive that

ly floated right onto the head of a
mingly unaware Sam Harper. The
r-improving junior Harper nodded it

I the back of the net, and the
diock was broken. But immediately
irwards, the play shifted back into

CC defensive end. Numerous

attacks finally yielded the equalizer on a
beautiful twenty-yard rockefThat goalie
Edmondson had no chance of saving.
The winner came on what some

people refer to as a "cheap goal". The
alWays-hustling Brad Turner spotted
the ball as it squirted out of the North
Texas State goalkeeper's hands and
opportunistically put It in the back of
the net. The ensuing 15 minutes were
essentially a battle for the Tigers to stay
alive. As Sam Harper put it, "We were
ail dying out there. Just waiting for the
game to end." The relentless pressure
of the opposition combined with the hot
weather burned out most of the Tigers.

In retrospect, this victory was very
significant for the squad. It was the first

time CC had played on heart instead of
skill. The defense, under constant
pressure for the first time in this young
season, responded to the task in a
resourceful, if sometimes confused
fashion. The return of still-injured Don
Clark will help. So will time. Time to
play together. Clearly It will take time
for fullbacks Tom Lee and Rich Director
to really get to know each other on the
field. Director utilizes finesse In the
sweeper position, as opposed to
graduated fullback allstar George
Jackson's free-wheeling style of play.

But the Indications are certainly
promising.
The CC Tigers scored a convincing

victory over the highly touted Santa
Clara University last Tuesday, thrashing
the Broncos 4-1 . The Broncos, who had
come here after a narrow 3-2 defeat to
the professional San Jose Earthquakes,
were waylayed by three goals in the first

half, despite outplaying the Tigers on
the field.

The Tigers took full control over the
Broncos in the second half. Sam Harper
popped in two goals, while Konnle
Simons and Brad Turner added one
each. The win seemed to reinforce

many of the team members' feelings,

which were summed up by fullback Tom
Lee before the game, "I probably
shouldn't say this, but if we can get by
Santa Clara, I don't think anyone can
beat us."

And get by they did, as the win raised
CC's season mark to 5-0.

CC concludes its seven game home
stand with matches against Benedictine
College (Kansas City) on Friday and
against Regis on Sunday. Friday's 4:00
match should be a real challange for the
Tigers, as Benedictine is always strong.
Sunday's game is scheduled for 2:00 on
Stewart Field.

Tiger goalie and Most Valuable Player Ron Edmondson prepares to make one more
save as fullback Dave DIelel defends. oh„,„ k „ = , ..w— rfioto by Jim BerQlund

Harriers Run for Their LivesThie uuoolranH mill m'^p.t, *l— _ _ . ,
T*/tJ

team strength and depth. Coach
Clarence Sterne is very optimistic about

This weekend will mark the opening
01 the men's and women's Cross
Country season with a meet against Air
Force. The men will run 10,000 meters
and the women, competing against the
first class of women at the Academy
will run 5,000 meters.

Following the Air Force meet, the
runners will travel to Vail for block break
competition in the open class of the
Vail Fest. CC did well in this meet last
syear, with Amoy Look and Robin
Ivlaynard finishing high in the stan-
dings.

New members Karen Howe and Jane
Haggerty, as well as returners Look,
Maynard, and Beth Breaker gave the

his women runners, as he is about the
men. Among the men are senior Jack
Pottle, freshman Brian Feeney, and
sophomore Rip Langford. Sterne is also
"Expecting other freshmen runners to
develop."

The team is currently working two to
three hours per day, at least six days a
week. This means they run an average
of 40 to 50 miles each week. Workouts
are hard work and can be "lonely and
painful," says Coach Sterne. "But it can
be beautiful if you run in the right
areas." Frank Shorter, would you
agree?

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

What moves with class
and burns no gas? A new

lO-speed from

Criterium Bike Shop
829 N.Tejon, 475-0149

Vz block south of campus

Nothing Good On?
why not pick up a book at

Poor Richards Used Paperbacks
(

We buy, sell, and trade

College textbooks and Good Reading

NewHoun- 10:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

5 1 9 N. Tejon • Colorado Springs

ERILLlAnjaaDK

NISCDUNr

Foxpnnt sharper!
COLOR SNAPSHOTS BRIGHTER!
•--- COUPON - - -

'1.00 off
Kodacolor Film
PROCESSING

SAVE tl.OO WITH THIS COUPON wlien you bring
/our roll o( Kodacolor filrTi for developing and
printing.

OFFER FXPIBF5; 30 DAj/S

BORDER LESS COLOR SNAPSHOTS

^ * " " n^saPBi^P ^
|s| Murco Druq Co.

n PHONE £34-4861 • 832 NORTH TEJON ST.

r'^^r COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO. 80902
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Spirited Squad Short of Support and Subsidies
By Linda Rigler

Last week The Catalyst reported the

emergence of a newly-formed cheer-

leading squad. Less than a week old,

the fledgling team already faces

possible extinction due to strong

student opposition, problems in obtain-

ing funds, and a yet-undeveloped

system for organization.

Despite these odds, however, the

central persons involved in this

undertaking remain optimistic, yet hold

a realistic outlook in keeping with the

largely negative attitudes about cheer-

leaders on this campus.
Veronica Lin, freshman spokes-

woman for the cheerleader group,

explained why she felt CC would benefit

from having a cheerleading team. "I

started this thing because I missed it a

lot." She said that auditions were held

and that students with previous

cheerleading experience were judged on
their ability and then selected.

The person responsible for teaching

the cheerleaders new cheers and stunt

will be Brett Ledbetter, a freshman who
for the past two years has instructed

cheerleaders in the National Cheerlead-

ing Association in Texas.

Ledbetter believes that CC has plenty

of individual spirit but not a lot of group
participation, and that cheerleading

would contribute to a uniform college

spirit.

Ledbetter added that the cheerleaders

will make an "all out effort" in order to

consolidate spirit and become effective

cheerleaders, but remarked that the

success of cheerleaders at CC will

mainly depend on student support.

As of now, progress in organizing the

squad had been In the transition stage,

so even a temporary list of cheerleaders

is unavailable. What had originally been
planned as a squad of eight girls was
changed to six girls and four boys, but

as conflicts in time schedules arose,

the boys and some girls dropped out.

The present list stands at approximately
six girls, but even this list is subject to

change as people leave and others fill

h^d hppn 1 ' K^
*"^®- ^'^" '* ^^^'^ ®"P'^'" *h« proposition at the funding

rhinffn T^ '"°"®y *° 9ive the meeting; and Leisure Time's polic;

folf.nH ?hi^ ^K
"^

""^'L^
^^ '^'^^*^"* ^'^*^^ 'h^^ '' ^^y °"'y f^nd programs

hr^l
*^«"^' because he wasn't sure that would be applicable to the entire

^t^ 'TdPn .^
Cheerleaders would be campus. Wright explained that sTcl

prograrw':u!d'lasr
''^ '°"^ '''

TreV^ the^"'^"'"
^°""'"^^ ^°"^*^

Coach Carle explained that unlike big
universities, which have organized
seating at games that lend themselves
to cheerleading, CC's small size,
informal atmosphere, and casual
seating encourages students not to get
involved in structured cheering.

Carle expressed a "wait-and-see"
attitude towards the situation, saying,
"I would like to see the product
exploited further," but added that the
cheerleading squad must prove to the
Athletic Department that it is more than
a short-lived, small special-interest
group before receiving school funds. He
cited as a successful example the
women's soccer team, which because
of continued interest and support, will
probably get funds within the next year
or two.
A proposal submitted by the

cheerleaders requesting $60 for uni-
forms has also been turned down by the

their places. Extracurricular Committee of (he
Concernmg the type of cheers the CC Leisure Time program. Co-chairman

audience can expect to see, Lin said, Loren Wright said that the proposal was
"We're not the cheerleaders you'd see at rejected for two reasons- there was no
high school games, you know, we're cheerleader representative present to
trying to come to a middle point." She
elaborated by saying that the new
approach to cheerleading would be half

serious and half "ironical", consisting
of a combination of standard cheers
and some off-beat ideas to get the
crowd going. In other words, the cheers
will be specially tailored to fit the
idiosyncracles and character of the CC
student body.

It looks as if funds to supply the
cheerleaders will have to come out qf

their own pockets. With the Athletic

Department struggling to cut Its budget
by $12,000 this year. Director Jerry
Carle said, "There's no way the Athletic

cheerleaders a closed
organization, it was not eligible for
funding.

Growing student opposition of the
cheerleaders has provided another
obstacle in the path of the cheerleader's
road to assimilation into the CC
community. A petition against the
cheerleaders was submitted to the
Catalyst.

The petition stated that the students
would not want any of their money
spent to cover cheerleader expenses. It

also claimed that the presence of
structured cheering would detract from
the "low-key, fun loving atmosphere of
CC sports." A signer of the letter. Sue
Stacey, said that the letter was simply
to express the students' opinion and to
indicate that "the cheerleaders should
know what they're getting into." She
also claimed that the Women's
Commission had nothing to do
whatsoever with organizing, writing,
circulating, or submitting the letter.

If all goes well, CC's cheerleading
squad will make their debut at the home
football game the first couple of weeks
in October.
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Security: Whistles, Escorts, and SA CS
By Cathy McCall

Donna Dwigans is at it again
Department can consider funding enthusiastically protecting women's

virtue on the CC campus with all kinds
of ideas for a bigger and better security

system. Together with Campus Security

and the Colorado Springs Police

Department, plans are being made for a
continuation of the escort system,
another Self-Defense program, a police

computer system to trace stolen goods,
a CCCA commission on Security and a

Plagiarise it Again, Sam
By Liz Collier turned in by the faculty.

The annual Honor Council report was Some discussion of the penalties for
presented at the faculty meeting last breaking the honor code followed
Monday by Honor Council President Norris' report. CC President Lloyd
and CC student Mark Norris. Norris Worner noted that no student has ever „ „ >,„,,„,
discussed the increase in cases brought been expelled for solely breaking the shipment of
before the Honor Council last year and Honor Code. Although a student was whistles
mentioned the issue of "self-piagiar- expelled for a misconduct violation in

Ism." Also briefly discussed at the addition to an honor code violation,
meeting was the new waiver form, and Norris stated that when a student is

theeliglbility of women for the Rhodes convicted of his first offense; the
Scholarship. professor has the right of flunking the

According to Norris, there has been student if the case warrants this action,
some question regarding the issue of _. ,

,

self-plagiarism; that is student re-sub-
^.^he new geiieral release waiver was

mitting parts or entire papers they have discussed briefly by Professor Mertz. It

written for previous classes, although y^^ mentioned that on the class ists

for second block, a notation will be
made as to whether a student's waiver

has been received.

new and improved

no such cases has been officially

brought before the Honor Council. The
major area of concern seems to be
students quoting themselves without
any documentation.

According to Norris, it Is necessary
to acknowledge that one is quoting
oneself. Norris also pointed out that It

is not a violation to fail to sign the
honor pledge on a paper or test,
because students are still bound by it.

Norris noted the increase in cases
brought before the council and stated
that last year about half of the 1 2 cases
were plagiarism, violations. Many
students seem to have writing
problems, Norris speculated. In addi-
tion to an increase in cases last year,
there was also an increase in cases

George Drake, of the History

department, made several remarks
about the upcoming Rhodes Scholar-

ship competition. For the first time ever

the Rhodes Scholarship will be open to

women. Drake explained that the most
difficult problem was how to treat the

athletic requirement. He felt that the

athletic qualifications, although help-

ful, were not necessary. An observation

was made that CC had not had any
Rhodes' winners in recent years,

The format of the escort system will

be similar to last year. Approximately
the same number of men have

volunteered to usher women from place

to place with 76% willing to escort off -

campus. A cheaper, louder, improved

whistle has been devised and is

stamped with the numbers of Campus
Security and the C.S.P.D.

In further cooperation with the police,

area pawn shops are required to report

the serial numbers of all pawned
merchandise. The serial numbers are

fed into a computer system and are

compared to those of reportedly stolen

goods. CC has also been offered the

use of SACS (Special Anti-Crime
Squad). Free of charge, the Springs
police will inspect a student's apart-

ment or home and offer security and
safety suggestions.

Plans are also in the making for a

repeat of Lt. Smith's Self-Defense
program. Tentatively scheduled for

early November, the program will offer
although several CC graduates have classes of limited enrollment. Almost
received the Watson Fellowship.

The meeting adjourned after an hour
and a half.

Wilkins Picked as Nugget Editor
limited to a $9,000 budget this year.At their Friday meeting, Cutler

^Publications, Inc. interviewed and
selected sophomore Sid Wilkins to be
the 76-77 Nugget yearbook editor.
Wilkins will replace resigning Editor
Lisa Radetsky.

Wilkins was Editor of the Cherry
Creek High School yearbook for two
years before coming to CC last year.
The Cherry Creek yearbook, which had
an annual budget of close to $25,000
When Wilkins edited it, will be quite a
change from the CC yearbook, which is editor position

60% of the techniques taught during

last year's successful course were to be

used by a woman to defend herself

while on a date. Dwigans is also

working on a bicycle information sheet

which will give the victims of a bike

- - theft some alternatives such as safe
Wilkins IS considering applying for locks, checking into their Homeowner's
more funds from the Colorado College insurance, and the times and locations
Campus Association (CCCA). of area bicycle auctions.

Presently, Wilkins Is looking for a j^e only major problems of security
staff to supplement the skeleton crew on campus so far this year have been
that she inherited from retiring (he vandalism of the lamp bulbs in front
Radetsky. Those experienced in layout, of Packard Hall, five reported bike
photography, advertising and more are thefts, obscene phone calls and the
urged to contact Ms. Wilkins at abuseof the whistle program. Lee Parks
extension 292 or at the yearbook office of Campus Security warned against the
in the basement of Cutler Hall. many false alarms of blown whistles.

Wilkins wasthe sole applicant for the jhe police and security force concen-

trate on the area from which the whistle

was heard, leaving other areas

vulnerable.

The rate of reported obscene phone
calls received off-campus has risen,

Dwigans said. If the caller threatens a
life, the phone company will change the

patron's number free of charge.

Otherwise, there is a $13.00 fee.

Vandalism has been light except for

the theft of the mercury vapor light

bulbs that adorned the quad in front of

Packard Hall. They will be replaced by
Chinese coolie hat-like lamps, Dwigans
said. Campus Security has had no
reports of outright vandalism yet this

year. One of the biggest jobs was
getting the irrigation pipes out of the

trees one morning after pranksters tried

to water the branches.
The CCCA Commission on Security

is now interviewing for a chair person.

The Commission will set up a task force

operation allowing for participation by

those interested in only one aspect of

campus security. Meetings will begin

on Friday, October l, at 12 o'clock

noon.
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Pleasures on a Concrete Ocean
By Jake Kllmarx

So you think only geologists notice

the cracks in the sidewalks on campus?

Well, so do those fanatics who whip

about on fibreglass boards fitted with

those funny little things called trucks,

hermetically sealed, silicone greased

bearing systems. Yes, for you east

coasters who haven't figured it out,

more folks are screamin' on skate-

boards than ever before.

Our local CC pro, Dave Banks, noted

gleefully an increase in popularity

among CC students. Maybe it's that big

tournament money they're practicing

for: $60,000 a year for the signed league

competitors. Nothing's organized for

campus zealots yet, save a potential

beer slalom, but there are some 'fun

spots' for stoked nuts.

The Taylor sidewalk 'chute', the

Armstrong mail incline, and the Tutt

on-ramp all have pedestrians scramb-

ling to the side. Of course, who could

ever forget the legendary 'Pomar Wave',

the blacktop ridge with the hairy

stopping facilities. Dave Banks and

"that weirdo from L.S.," Greg King, see

potential at the Packard Fine Arts

Center, "virgin territory," strictly in

skateboard terms only.

Hit a little rock, a butt, or one of

those notorious IV2" "killer sidewalk

cracks", and it's Bump City. Unless

you're lucky enough to know where

there's an empty pool or a $100,000

skateboard park, with $1 an hour 15'

banked walls, you've got to settle for

CC's surprisingly diverse terrain.

There's still no place in the Springs to

really go wild.

Wheelies, zephyr power slides, 360s,

handstands, and gorilla hops are a few

of the dandy tricks possible on a

skateboard. Not to mention gliding off

curbs, leaping over Porsches, or

winding through slaloms. The youngest

enthusiast we've heard of is five years

old ... little fellers can really get it on in

sewer pipes! Hooray for centrifugal

force!

And none of this would have been

possible without the remarkable evolu-

tion in skateboard efficiency. From the

days of rollerskate wheels and two by

fours, there are now transparent

machines 'WitTi built-in camber, or

laminated wood ones (decals and
custom paint job extra), with or without

ean*ts demonstrates a variation on ttie California style heac/stanks

with a Rocky Mountain High ' twist to it

a kicktail, that loveable hot doggers'

instrument. Wheels have come from
crunching clay no-grips to the newly
patented urethane slicks that cling

tenaciously to any CQncrete sudace.
And with names like the 'Bruce Logan
Earth Ski', skateboards are sure to

boom at CC.
But such innovations don't come

cheap, 'f^ember the good ole days when
the top of the line was 25 bucks? Now, a

decent one's $30 plus, with treaded

mags; $80. There're pro models, the

special long ones, which go for $130 or

so. rvlotorized versions, complete with

throttle and kick start, open the way for

easy interstate travel. A 220 pounder
can break speed records on a standard

long 'stick'; an aerodynamic 54 m.p.h.
' But who would want to be going fast

when 'the deadly wobs' hit. You start

. wobbling a bit, even in the . racing

crouch, then you wobble a bit more,
then YAAARGGHI! Hamburgers on
both knees and you've just eaten it, into

a mailbox, a curb, or, if you're unlucky,

a speeding laundry van.

Board Lingo; From Butts to Wobs

CC Senior and skateboarder extraordinaire Dave 6an/fs

demonstrates the technique of "going for it" on the stairs beside
El Pomar. According to Banks. "You have to be declared legally

insane to do It."
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Trucks: These are those little devils

full of ball bearings. The wheels and the

efficient gadgets that attach the wheels

to the board; you roll on them.
Butt: Paper cylinders about an inch

long, covered with tan paper. They fit

well on the end of a cigarette, but when
they're hit at high speeds, they squish
and wipe you out. We all know white
ones crunch - brutal.

Kicktail: Built-in extension on the

rear of the board's platform. Since it's at

a 45° angle to the ground, the foot may
be braced against it. Also, you can flip

the board into your hands by tapping on
it. Now that's cool.

Wheelies: Up on two wheels, leaning

back, rear foot set well In the kicktail.

What do you call it when you're leaning

forward?
Zephyr Power Slide: This number is a

tough 90° turn. While grabbing the

outside of the board with one hand, you
hike out precariously to the inside,

sliding the wheels around, and
presumably get back up.

360s: Thanx to wheelies an^J gyrating

hips, a full circle can be made while in

one spot, on two wheels of course.
Gorilla Hop: When you've launched

yourself into the air in one way or

another after hooking those long, foxy

toes of yours under the board. Presto!

you're in mid air, still hanging on by the

toes. Not so hot on landings - lots of

mangled feet.

Treaded Mags: These are what you've

heard so much about! Save 'em, collect

'em, trade 'em! They're big knobby
wheels for off-road recreation. The
original ATV.

"Wobs": 1. Horrifying affliction at

high speeds. The idea is that the board
sways back and forth till you drop. And

there's nothing you can do. 2. Just pop

them in the oven till they're golden

brown - deeelicious!

Hamburgers: Huge red bare spots

that abound on knees and elbows.

Considered beautiful, we're always

proud to be able to sport a couple of raw

ones.



Attrition Rate Holds Steady Over Years
=News^

By Cathy McCall Dean Bill Turner discussed some of

I

Attrition is a potential scare to the ttie reasons why students withdraw
administration of a small liberal arts The financial strain of attending a
college, posing problems for the private college is often too great for a
admissions office, the registrar, and the student or his family. Other students do
finance office. At Colorado College, not want to be in school at all and take a
however, the number of students that year or more off to define his or her

For others, the block plan is not what
they want. Some cannot absorb all the
material, while others simply want to
try another system. Frequently, a
student may have the opportunity to
take advantage of a career-oriented
internship, and the deadline for a leaveHdo no. return each year has remained at Educational goals.'IaTgerschoois

I ^^ of "bS^ce' har^assed" Sometimer
3^fPf°r:lt^ r^/'"'?!:r^ r"i -"I.l'"r"'lA-V 'or socla, and ^tudtfs^^i.H^^aw'^^aire'r a'^^ale^of'

this relatively stable rate is taken into educational reasons. The small size of
account by the administrators. Stu- the CC community socially stifles some
dents leave for diverse reasons, both people. Similarly, larger schools can
voluntary and unavoidable, even though offer a greater variety of courses and
CC offers flexible alternatives. majors in more specialized areas.

School Requires General Waiver
By Rowan Sage complex waiver is employed. This gives

To avoid a problem of increasing the same protection to the school as the
concern CC students were asked, general waiver; plus it gives the adviser
along with their parents, to place their the authority to do such things as put a
signatures on a liability waiver form student in the hospital in the event of
during the month before the start of sickness, get him or her out of jail, let
block one. the student go home separately from

Last year, when each club, class, or the group, plus removing responsibility
CC organization went on a trip, be it to from the College in the event of lost

absence during which they discover
that their goals cannot be reached at
CC.

However, the College has a liberal
policy regarding leaves of absence, and
it is often practiced to accomodate
students who are temporarily dissatis-
fied. Opportunities are available to
study abroad, to pick up other courses
through the ACIvI programs and to take
courses for a major that are not offered
at CC through a special request
submitted to the Dean's Advisory
Committee.
The Liberal Arts and Sciences Major

adjusts to the individual needs of the

student. The flexibility of this major,
however, depends on the respective
department. A committee for pre-
architecture, similiar to the pre-law and
pre-med committees, is in the planning
stages this year to accomodate those
interested. Some other popular sub-
jects that often send students to other
schools include journalism, engineer-
ing, oceanography, agronomy, speech
and drama.

Interestingly, the tuition hike for the
1977-78 school year is expected to raise
the attrition rate about 1-2% this year.
The lowest attrition rate since 1970 was
11 '/2% during the first year the block
plan was implemented. The following
year the attrition rate of 15%% was the
highest. This was attributed, not to dis-
satisfaction with the block plan, but to
the idea that all those students with
plans for a leave of absence or
withdrawal had postponed their plans
to experience learning under the block
system.

CC organization went on a trip, be it to from the College In the event of lost APM 'Pmnr-ym i« r"«o<-« TH r\Texas for two weeks, or to the hut on luggage (the responsibility lies with the
^^^"1 rrOgram 111 L-OSta KlCB Upenillff- the top o Pikes Peak, students had to transportation companies, unless the Th= «=™,=..h ^„m , .u.

^ ^
,, .,,.. , , panies, unless the

sign a liability waiver form which student or adviser is at fault)
waived responsibility from CC for the
duration of the trip. "We had forms
coming in from everywhere," said J.D.
Mertz, legal consultant to the Colorado
College, "I have an entire file filled

with temporary waivers dating back to
1972."

The purpose of the general waiver of
1976 Is to save all involved— students,
faculty, advisers, and administration—
the extra work caused by the many
temporary waivers by signing one
general waiver which will cover all field

trips taken during the year. The adviser

The Associated Colleges of the
Midwest offers two programs in Costa

In the event of negligence by the ^"^^ '°' undergraduate students. The
school or an agent of the school (any 'irst, during the period February to May
one employed by CC is considered an ^^'^^ V^ar, is strongly oriented toward
agent of the College) in the planning or 'ield studies in the social and natural
execution of an oft campus journey, CC sciences.
is directly responsible and open to The fall program, September to mid-
lawsuit in the event of a mishap. For December, is more oriented toward
instance, if a professor gets drunk and Spanish language and literature within
piles his car filled with CC students "^^ contemporary costa Rican scene,
into the Eiffel Tower, then the Colorado and to the study of comtemporary
College is directly respon- Costa Rican society within broader
sible. Just as if a professor forgets one L^''" American context. While students

..,^_ a ,.,„ ,™, ,,,oau,,oci °' ^'^ students backpacks in a during the fall are placed on

siiTipiy cheVks 'a' computer'°p°rnt'out
Canadian railway station. The general mini-research projects to put them into

which indicates if a student has signed 3"'' °"-<=3mpus study waivers are good contact with the various segments of For additional and up-to-date informa-

the general waiver form; if not he gives
i" a" instances except those involving contemporary society, there is no. tion on curriculum projections and

' ' -.=/niin,i„„„ strong research emphasis such as is independent research opportunities
carried out during the winter-spring over the next academic year, or for

cooperation with local students and
scholars. Additional opportunities in

anthropology/archaeology are available
through the National Museum during
the period June-August when the ACM
program is not in operation.

For technical details (tuition costs,
travel costs, medical requirements,
etc.) for the winter-spring and fall ACM
programs, interested students or
faculty should contact their campus
ACM representative, or the ACM Costa
Rican Program Associate, Associated
Colleges of the Midwest, 60 West
Walton Street, Chicago, Illinois 60610.

the student an opportunity to sign a
temporary waiver which will waive
responsibility for the duration of the
*,fip-

The general waiver does, not waive
nrtedicai insurance and is effective for
journeys anywhere in the United States
for less than one block. One must be 18
to sign it without parents' consent, but
considering that any problem is

probably the parents problem also, the
parents' signature is strongly requested
for the pre-21 year old students.

In the event the student goes on a
foreign journey or a journey of greater
duration than one block, then a more

negligence.

Liability worries also led to the recent
banning of dogs. One reason for the
puppy suspension is CC's vulnerability

to lawsuit arising from a dogbite, injury

caused while being knocked down by a
dog, or an injury caused from slipping
on a dog substance, being that the
campus is private property, with public
access, a person who decided to

shortcut across the campus and is

bitten or knocked down by one of man's
best friends, could conceivably sue the
College. Thus partly as a preventative
measure, dogs are banned from the CC
campus from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM.

period. information on opportunities during the
The Anthropology/ Archaeology com- June-August period, write directly to

ponents of the ACM program are carried Dr. Frederick W. Lange, Museo
out in cooperation with the National Nacional de Costa Rica, Apartado 749,
Muse.um of Costa Rica, and involve San Jose, Costa Rica.

For Sale. 1968 Rambler Ambassador.
2-door hardtop, V-8, Air Conditioning,
Power Steering and Brakes. Very good
condition. Reasonable price. Call Fred
Sondermann at Ext. 322 or 633-4058.

SUPERTRANSIT by BMW - Choice 1970
2002, Orange, Sunroof, Radio, ZX,
Konis. Meticulously maintained. 471-

3178.

-^aP
esV^^^

Men.—Sat.

11-5
'>S*

Down to Earth

230 N.Tejon 632-3250

Complete line of

Paraphernalia

e'z-c

See Your Face on the Barroom Floor

at the

Oldest Operating Bar in the Goldcamp

CRIPPLE CREEK INN
Presenting

The West Texas

Nite Hawks
And Their Dust Bowl Roll

< Friday & Saturday
Sept. 24th & 25th at 9:30-2:00 am

"If you miss Cripple Creek during Aspen season and a
weekend night and the CCI, you've missed it all."

115 E. Bennett (west end of town)

689-7744

What moves with class
and burns no gas? A new

lO-speed from

Criterium Bike Stiop

829 N.Tejon, 475-0149
Vz block south of campus

NISCXXJNr

f
1
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Antidisestablishmentarianism Update
As pan ol our continuing allempt to keep CC students up on what is

tiappenina around campus and the world, Tho Catalyst has initiated a new

coiumn which will contain interesting tidbits ot information, not long enough

lor articles Ijul nevertheless important. II you have heard anything of interest,

please drop us a note in our "Deep Throat" boxes at each of the dining halls or at

Rastall Desk.

Deep Throat

The (iDhl which almost broke out after Fridays soccer game against

Benedictine apparently was a result of CC players' frustrations throughout the

game. In addition to the nigger-slyle soccer and poor referee ng that

characterized the second half, the Benedictine team added insult to iniury by

throwing racial slurs at CC forward John Grenaido. This proved to be too much

for Captain Bill Scoll who duked-ll out with the Benedictine goalie, and for

forward John "Tuna" Monleiro who also exchanged a few lists with the other

'^The new CC Catalog for 76 and 77 has just come out. Supplementing the

information are photographs of a catatonic student in front of Rastall on page

five a banned canine in front of Palmer Hall on page 19, the back of somebody s

head on page eight, an unidentified history professor on page 49, as well as

numerous pictures of buildings on campus, which managed to show trees and

people, but no buildings, all on top of a picture which does not identify who

Theodore Soiensen is in a picture with tour people, all of whom look like CC

students on page 54.

The cold front which has been in Tuft Library for a month, and which has

claimed several students' lives, has annexed itself to the new, but yet to be

finished, Packard Arts Center. According to one numb and frostbitten visitor to

CD's newest eyesore, "If it lakes them as long to fix the temperature, as it has to

finish the building, CC may have a new ice-age on its hands."

Last Saturday, Bandy Zech broke a world record by spinning around In a dryer

for 61 revolutions, surpassing the previous record by 20 spins. The Monument,

Colorado native achieved stardom at the Ye Old Wash House, coming out of the

spectacle with only a few bruises and 50t less from his pocket. Trainer and

promoter, IMike Mllier, expects big things from the champ in the future.

Last year it was abortion, sexism, and SAGA lettuce, but this year has started

off with a kick with the latest controversy over cheerleaders and CC. With dinner

table discussion about little else but the new rockeltes, it is worth wondering

what wilt happen when something important, like the Presidential election,

comes into focus. It should be noted that CC had cheerleaders only eight years

ago.

Disco dancing, after finally being accepted by CC students, has proved to be

quite popular at Benny's Basement. According to one Benny's frequenter, "The

latest trend (in disco) seems to be dancing cheok-lo-cheek." The frequenter was

not talking about the face, nor the out-of-date Bump. Sounds like the work of

Dave "Buns Up" Banks.

The pressures of the block plan finally took their tod last Tuesday, when some
students took out their frustration on Armstrong Hail. The entire building was
toilet papered sometime Tuesday night. Security had no ideas who did it, but

speculated that it was probably somebody taking Organic Chemistry.

The sculpture in front of Rastall Center has been vandalized in a bizarre sort of

way in recent weeks. Each Sunday, a new article of clothing finds itself on the

sculpture's person. Last Sunday, it was a pair of boxer shorts, the week before a

scarf. What next Sunday holds forth is hard to say, but the bets in the Hub are

on a down vast.

Analysis: Norv Brasch I

Three Strikes and You're Out at Convention Center
City Editor Norv Brasch recently

looked into the defeat of the Colorado
Springs' Convention Center proposal by
the local electorate on September 14.

Brasch was able to unearth some facts

about the defeat that were not reported

in the local papers. In particular is the

difficulty that might o&cur Ijetwebn

the Urban Renewal Effort [CURE] and
the Federal government which financed
the downtown effort.

.
. 9y Norv Brasch.

It must have been a morbid sight. A
melanchojy. Mayor, still bedecked in

formal- wear from an event of earlier

evening, his crying wife, and an
entourage of despondent supporters,

the self-proclaimed "People Who Care."

Across the street lay the source of their

dismay; tvwo square blocks of "prime"

downtown land, still apparently without

a use. For a third time, the voters of

Colorado Springs had turned down a

Convention Center proposal.

While federally supported renewal
efforts have been a great boon in other

core cities, it has been a veritable

disaster for downtown Colorado
Springs. A two block parcel just south

of the Antlers Hotel was cleared by the

Colorado Springs Urban Renewal Effort

(CURE) for use as an all-purpose civic

center; sports arena, theater and
convention complex. The project was to

have been the "anchor^' for a
comprehensive revitalization of the
central area. Now, after the third voter

defeat of a substantially watered - down
version, CURE is the unfortunate owner
of an unproductive eyesore.

The recent defeat of the Convention
Center proposal was a surprise to its

supporters, including the city council
and the Mayor. A special "bed and bar"

tax on all restaurant, beverage, hotel

and rental car bills was proposed to

finance the center. Such a tax, it was
reasoned, would most directly assess
the beneficiaries for the construction.
However equitable, the proposal was
turned down by a vote of 14,426 to

13,122, a difference of 1,304 votes.

As if unwilling toadmit the electorate
had spoken its mind, Colorado Springs
Mayor Larry Ochs blamed the defeat on
a public miscomprehension of the
financing arrangements. "We didn't

explain it well to John Q. Public." Ochs
told The Catalyst. The Convention
Center and downtown revitalization

have long been a pet project of the
Mayor's.
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The defeat is even more surprising in

light of the efforts made in the

proposal's behalf. An organization

called "The People Who Care" collected

some $27,000, - pr'iniarily from local

business interests. The funds were

spent in the usual campaign fashion;

btllfeoaaJs, buttons.and media advertis-

ing.

Ironically, there was no organized

opposition. One former member of the

planning commission, Tom Fischer,

became theonty vocal opponent with a

series of letters to the local newspap-'
ers. Fischer objected principally to the

priority the Convention Center was
gettinsT against a backdrop of more
basic municipal needs. "You can't

create wealth by destroying buildings

and raising taxes," Fischer said in a

telephone interview. "A sound school

system is still more basic to a city than

a convention center.

In analyzing this latest rejection of

the convention center, it is wise to

remember the closeness of the vote and
the difficulty in passing any kind of tax

proposal. .Profe,ssor Bob Loevy oj the

CC Political Science Department notes

that in recent years only the

improvements at Peterson Field havi

been approved by the naturall

conservative Colorado Springs eleclo;

ate. Says Loevy in explanatior;

f'.Everyonp.Tecogn.izes the peed for i»

good airport to get out of town fast."|
'

Many, particularly around Colorado

College, mentioned the removal of the

performing arts center from the latest

plan as reason for their opposition. Still

others perceived the proposal as taxing

the general public for the benefit of a

few business interests. A ' recent

internal scandal at CURE also did little

to aid the center's prospects for

passage.

Meanwhile, the destiny of the cleared

property remains in some doubt. Mayor
Ochs in his disappointment immediate-
ly following the loss, spoke of the land

lying useless for "five to ten years."

Later he mentioned the possibility of

another plebiscite on the Center or of

outright purchase of the property by the

City. "Maybe (build) a city hall," Ochs
said in passing, though the city has
already tentatively selected another site

for future expansion.

To complicate the situation, there are

also some potential difficulties between

CURE and the Federal government

which up to now has financed the entire

downtown effort. The money to buy the

land came in the form of loans which

come due in 1978. Such debts are

usually repaid with the proceeds from

the sale of the property, but as a source

near to the situation so eloquently put

it, "If the land ain't sold, there ain't no

proceeds." Another source suggested

that funds may be tapped from more
successful CURE projects to pay off the

loans, a right which the "Feds"

maintain.

This area bordering Colorado and Cascade was condemned and razed in anticipatic

of the Convention Center that was defeated in the recent bond election
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Fear andLoathing with the Cosmos
The Three Year Man

ByJohnKuhlman
The Three Year Man moves his hands very slowly across the

switchboard of his immense education, he am slow and possesses little

lively sense of automation. And I know your wet little minds are bursting
with the important questions, and should we even bother. The answer is

probably no, the Three Year Man has tittle time for questions, and the odds
are that he probably doesn't like you anyway. If he is social and passes a
weak smile in yourdirection, do not poke him or poke him in ribsi or you're
liable to induce emotional anxiety, and you wouldn't want that even If you
knew what it meant.

But the word has come down from the Big House, and Cm talking about
the upper part of your bodies for a change soldiers, the time's come
for a Little Straight Tallt. The Three Year Situation, and uh he said some
funny things about the president, and uh where does he stand on the
American Plan? I mean what's the uh typical movement here is he uh
nervous?
Sure he's nervous. You cocky little zeros who have feet as dry as toast,

are you having a good time, don't tell me I can guess. Under the soggy tide

of the new morality, you don't give a fiddler's damn about the sombre
miscalculations of a tired upperclassman looking into the big eye of a
smile and a handshake, the big eye of American Transportation and
Production.
No faith in the American sense of predetermined social

misunderstanding, ha, down boy, don't you wish. No faith in Einstein
around the corner, who thinks riding in elevators is decadent. No faith in a
Chemicai Holiday to Sulpiiur Beach down streaming water rivers with a girl

gargling bleach. And don't tell me I didn't see it or George Eastman and
the Three Year Man can make you eat your superstition.

And can the upperclassman see through buildings? Likely, very likely.

Brush him off on the warm winter evenings, stoke his eye with the fast

science of Biological Goggles and prepare your papers citizens, he'll move
among us like a quiet breeze among dead animals, he'll touch the
unprepared, the illegal citizen with antique paper excuses, and you'll wish
you had alcohol boys, 20,000 degrees fahrenheit and not a single drop of

water.

So maybe the Three Year Man is not the ideal party guest, apt to
vaporize members of your immediate family in two-four time, legally of

course, and his table manners are not the finest, but you may still ask,
"What about Girls." Right, girls. GIris. The leery Three Year Man am
human, does grow relax, and he's looking for a girl of international caliber,

a girl who knows her rowboat from her haricots, and if it keeps raining like

it has been we're going to need Abort.

And you? You're still trying to get past Having A Good Time, while I ask
myself with obvious journalistic maliciousness, "Gosh, Cosmo, how can
you maintain a respectable grade point average under the scholastic

pressure of the Block Plan and at the same time, churn out a weekly
column of Scientific Wonder." Piece of Pie, kids, I get the cheerfeaders to

do my bookreports.
Ask me where I was last night. Feeding on the fuels of academic

ambition with a hard gemlike flame? Not even close; casually inspected
Citizen, take it from a guy who knew about Oswald when he went to the
Academy, there's the sweet smell of American success in the air, when a
couple of smart fellas sit down and produce the counterculture fetish of

the 1970's. Yeah I'm kidding sport, don't you wish, cause when you
immediate drug using neighbor at the next sordid soiree you attend, sticks

a razor blade in you hungry paw you're not exactly going to know what to
do are you? Shut up.
Now, you folks out there who got your hair trimmed around a shoebox

this summer, and traded in you ammunition belts for an electric carving
knife with the president's name on it, you might not remember roach clips.

But I bet you'll recognize an industrial strength double blade number
staring your lip in the face no matter what kind of dead animal is hanging
from it. Sure, but you kids will buy wontcha? Sure you will.

I don't want to tell tales out of school, but young Dave M., the fella

selling subscriptions to Chopper Magazine, an "artistic journal" Dave calls

it, well he's no longer welcome in certain social circles, including most of

the country west of Mississippi. Good things us college folks know the
score, wear gloves to the Aquarium, do not eat corn, which got the

economic ability to buy that new freezer, out of the window paying cash
breathe breathe.

But you can give my ambiguous kudos to the unfortunate
underclassmen who are finding the nixious publication in their slots every
month, and are yelling, 000 I am an angry legal citizen.

Update: Dave Fenza, famous good sport still stewing while I go on to

reiterate, "Cheerleaders, Jesus."
Next week: The long awaited incohereent PCP And Me, plus the

iowdown on standing up.

=Opinion=

Getting high on some-
thing other than life

lately? Well, you're not
Iheonly ones. Get high
with The Catalyst next

week with our articles

on frisbee, an interview

wilh KKFMs John
Banholomew, and how
to

[ and
I after-dir

Takeieller to SAGA.
The Catalysl's

crash course on napkin

dissertations and tood

poems. Be there or be
there.

^Letters

=

Dear Mr. Editor,

Last year the trampoline was placed
in Cositt, restricted hours of usage were
scheduled, and student proctors were
hired to promote safety. The program
was a flop because Cossitt was a poor
location for the tramp, its locker room
facilities were lacking, the jumping
hours were inconvenient, and the
spontaneity of trampollning was lost.

Is our athletic department banning all

trampoline use this year as a response
to last year's problems? I strongly
suggest that the trampoline be moved
back to El Pomar and be made
accessible to the general student body.

Thank you,

Peggy Lubchenco

Dear Editor:

I have always felt that one of CC's
most delightful features was its

charming lack of cheerleaders. It seems
that CC's halcyon days are over. I

wouldn't go so far as to suggest that

cheerleaders be banned from campus,
but when cheerleaders outnumber the

dogs on this campus, it's time for us to

re-examine our pep (excuse me, I mean
pet) policy. Of course, I'm just an
old-fashioned btue-jean country queen
with a flaming case of baton envy and
pompom paralysis,^bu1"surely there ate
others around here who would like to

see thfe cheerleaders go back \.o the

closet. Better latent than blatant, in this

case. ' '

, „ , .

Love& kisses

Kat Johnston

The following letter/petition was
received by The Catalyst with 189

signatures of Colorado College stu-

dents. Following the letter are remarks

that were with some signatures.

Letter to the Editor:

Concerning the issue of cheerleaders

at The Colorado College: We do not

want our money spent for any uniforms,

equipment, or other expenses incurred

by the cheerleading squad.
In addition, we have enjoyed the

low-key, fun loving atmosphere of CC
sports. We believe that structured

cheering would detract from this

atmosphere.
189Colorado College students

(Names available at The Catalyst office)

P.S. Comments from the letter

included: "Hire a full-time placement

person instead." "What a dumb idea!"

"When music students must pay for

practice rooms?" "What in the world is

this cheerleading - a sport It is not.

Cheerleading entails neither energy
expenditure, nor does it involve the
matrix of sport itself: winning and
defeat." "We also feel that any extra

funds should be directed toward
women's sports, rather than additional
fills for men's sports." "When all men's
JV sports are cancelled, and they must
wash their own uniforms-can't get a
jock, etc. ..no $100 a piece cheerlead-

ers."

Dear Editor,

Your article in the opening edition of

The Catalyst was a fairly accurate
picture of our situation at the present
time. The only issue that I take with the

article is the way my predecessor,
Lance Haddon, was portrayed.

The quotes that I made on the

housing situation spanned nearly 45
minutes to an hour. I think what might
have happened is that a few quotes
were pulled together, that occurred at

different times in the interview.

The present system was set up by

Lance and,t|iQ CCCA, a few years agov.

Being in on the ground level

establishment made it much easier for

Lance to administer, because he knew
ali £>( -.the. problems and all of the
peculiarities that went along with the

program. For myself, however, I will

have to learn those through trial and
error. And, that is why we need to

change; not because the old system
under Lance was so bad.

Lance has developed a solid

foundation here, on which to build a

real good residence hall system. I

admired him for that and am glad that I

was able to proceed with his work.

Before Lance left, we discussed many
possible changes that would enhance
residential living at CC. Now I look to

the CCCA Housing Committee and all

other interested students to help us

make those changes.

_ Sincerely,

William J. Flanagan
Director of Residential

Programs and Housing

X:<>J3l5<>5IS<>3<ft< >!»< >»S< X-WC >»«

Ibenchcraftedi

QUEEN LIQUOR
Only 3 minutes from campus |

19th & Uintah - next to King Sooper
j

Low Prices - Wide Selection

We welcome CC students

Xerox Specials^ Xerox Copies and Printing Special

Per Copy students/Teachers Saturday

SPECIAL. Present this coupon to

Copies. Ltd.. 107 E. Bijou

on Saturdays only for the

following price schedule:

1 14 copies 5C (per one original)

15 copies 60i;

20 copies IQt

25 copies 75t

50 copies J 1.00

100 copies $1.70

Expires Jan. 1, 1977

FREE collating & sorting

-COUPON -

? College Shoe Shop

i^ 831N.Tejon

^ 632-6161
V:>aK,;«iK>Wiv ^Ks >3«<. >9Ks:
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=Sports:

Mesa Ties Down Tigers
By Ed Goldstein

The CC Tigers had a dismal road trip

lo Grand Junction last weekend, where

they played very poorly against the

Mesa College Mavericks. Yet they

managed to escape from the west slope

with a 14-14 tie. Tomorrow, they hope

to get back on the right track, as they

take on Austin College on our home turf

at 1:30 p.m.

Although they would like to forget

last week's action, the players had to sit

through the torture of game films this

week. They saw an offense that could

not tally a first down in the first half,

and a defense that produced all of our

scoring. Assistant Coach Frank Flood

thinks that the offense had a bad outing

because the unit, "played with little

intensity."

That problem did not plague the

defense. According to the coaching

staff, they really played a tough game.
Towards the end of the contest, they

stopped a last ditch Maverics drive.

'ing the offense one last opportunity

to try and pull the game out of the fire.

At this point, the entire unit "put their

heads together." in the words of Coach
Flood, and embarked upon a perfect

drive that used up little time, and placed

us in a position to score a winning field

goal with one second left. Unfortunate-

ly Ted Swan's kick was blocked. Our
game films show that the player who
blocked the kick was clearly offsides.

We might not have been in a position

to win the game at the last instant, were

it not for the superior peformance-of

free safety Terry Hoadley. Hoadley, who
was playing before many of his friends

and neighbors from his west slope

home town of Olathe, Colorado,

blocked two punts and intercepted a

fvlesa pass. In lieu of his contribution to

the entire team effort, he was honored
as the "Terrible Tiger'. That title is the

distinction granted to the offensive

player of the week. Hoadley is the first

defensive player in CC history to be so
honored.

10(tha

^y aft

'riday

ferent

ind tt-

1
the

Phi Delis and Kappa Sigs show flag version of CC football as I M competition Oegjch ni

last week. ?ving.

gharr

Tomorrow the Tigers will be relying

on 'Terrible Terry', and the rest of our
very capable defense to stop a well

coached Austin team, tt Is also high

time for our offense to recover its

potential strength, and unleash an

attack against the Texas foes. In

history of the CC-Austin rivalry,

have never beaten them. If there
was a time that the team needed!
bolster their confidence with a big

tomorrow is the day.

Meg Nelson: a Feminine Touch for Football Bruises
by VIcki Overhotser

Colorado College football has a new
twist this year, a woman athletic

trainer. Meg Nelson, who is a part of a

team of three trainers is involved in

what one coach defined as the job of

"being a paramedic for the athlete." An
athletic trainer plays a very important

role in the prevention and treatment of

injuries. The trainer has a dual

responsibility: one to athletics and one
to medicine. A trainer must administer

first aid, follow up treatment of injuries,

and help prepare a program for

prevention. This usually consists of

warm ups and muscle conditioning. The
trainer works - directly, under .the

supervision of the team physician of

head trainer.

Meg is from Amarillo, Texas.

Throughout her high Lschool. career
there, Meg was active in many different

sports. Her training experience comes
from being in the training room with

various injuries of her own and working
there in her spare time. This is Meg's
first experience as an actual trainer, but

according to players and head trainer

Bruce Kola, she knows what she is

doing.

Meg was visiting the campus in April

when she heard about the job, but as
Meg says, "I never thought about
working with a men's team. I went and
talked to one of the coaches about
training for a women's team, and he
said they'd been looking for someone to

work on the men's football team. So,

jcor(

iCC
lest,

i - tl

lys d

;tive

jnten

iWn a

[biats

% timi

well is her personal outlook, mw m
because of the make-up of the te^r. 1

"They are intelligent and open mindp in 1

When they saw that I could do my j(Mses
was accepted as a trainer," she saich regt

Meg has received high marks filfter

the players and coaches themselibrisin

According to Bruce Kola, trainer l^gami

coach, "Meg is doing an exceptional^'CC.

for a freshman. She's done a super^-inl
for me so far. I had no reservati^d, th

about having a woman as a trainejtrol o

having her in the locker room." |ibizai

Harry Moscow, team captain, prk
much summed up all the play!

Meg devotes a considerable amount feelings by saying, "Meg is a wiOM
of time to the job, she watches all the person, and she gets along well v||g ^^
plays at practice and at the games to everybody. She's very knowledgeajjfst

\

observe how the injuries happen. "I and has a great attitude towa^jiy
,

think about it being like a patient learning. She handles the training rojjjgy-g

waTkmg into d doctor's office. ,You're situation well. There's a mutual resflg^y^

game that the Tigers play. Meg feels

that their style of football allows them
to play more competitively, because
they know that they can play at least

evenly with, and probably better, than
any team they will meet.

But more than an interest in football

motivates Meg, she wants to be an
orthopedic surgeon. As a trainer, she
has observed surgery and worked with
several local doctors. Experience as a
trainer will apparently give her a good
background in rehabilitation after an
injury. The experience is also teaching
her quick thinking and objectivity.

Meg Nelson

here I am." Meg is the first woman ever
to do this at CC.
Meg arrived on campus two weeks

before school started, in that length of

time she has gotten to know the team in

a way that no one ever will. She has
seen the intricacies of the operation of

the single wing offense, and the mind

not glad it happened, but it's a new
challenge. You can use the knowledge
you gain for future reference."

With all the time involved, Meg finds

herself, becorriing one of the team; so
much so that the guys invited her to

take part in the annual "Rookie Night'

that makes everybody's job easier. I i

shocked when I first found out thalggtiQ^
were really going to have a worryj|f^j|

trainer, and a little apprehenst^ gn
Things that go on the locker rcj^'

jj,

aren't always ideal for a girl. But, 9j|ent
doubts that I had were dispelled aftajg

sf-

at the beginning of the season. Meg ^^ff^^T ""h^"
'

f"^ ^t"^!
s^®,'^"«^a garr

said, "It was a blast. Everybody had to

get up and tell what their team was, tell

who their girlfriend was, who their head
cheerleader was, and sing their school
song. I just skipped the girlfriend part. I

was red the whole night. But it was
great."

Part of the reason that Meg fits in so

stuff. Meg has a lot of class.*
he CC

Does Meg plan to keep doing Ugd ^
"Sure, I enjoy it." It is easy to see i|{jfig

;

she does just by watching her at a g%en's
or talking to her afterward, ''ftefor

enthusiasm Is contagious. ItUtsh
impossible to keep away from it, org

be caught up in It.

Cadets Give CC Air Force Blues
The CC men and women's cross -

country team opened their season
against the Air Force Academy
Saturday, September 18. This being the
Academy's first co-educational year,
the freshmen women made a good
showing, taking the first four places.
CC Freshman Jane Haggerty placed

Full Service

Photographic

Headquarters

Cameras,

accessories,

darkroom supplies,

quality

photo finishing,

repairs

SHEWMAKERS
CAMERA
SHOP

30 N. Tejon 636-1696

fifth in the three mile race, with a time
of 24:23. In the men's division, CC
senior Jack Pottle finished sixth in the

four mile race, with a time of 23:28. The
team will travel to Vail this block break
for competition in the Vail Fest meet,

the women running 5,000 meters and
the men competing at 10,000 meters.

mm^m^mmGlbson, Guild, Alvarez Guitars m

20% discount on strings &accossories

Original Foliciore Center

330 N . Tejon

634-2228
Expert repairs on all stringed instrunnents

Colorado 's largest selection of used instruments^
CC 's Rugby Club ga ve a little blood and a lot of guts in last wej
action against CU to get their fall season under way.

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

A prudent student would be
making block break and
Thanksgiving travel plans

now...come see us!!!!

Taylor Travel

'^^^^^ 818 N. Tejon Street
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\C Booters Hope to Hit Jackpot in Vegas
iSportSaa

)
By Mike Slade

was the best of times. It was the

t of times." It is only fitting that

les Dickens could accurately sum
school like CC's soccer weekend.

[r being stunned by talented -but-

playing Benedictine (Kansas)
r npge 1-0 Friday, the Tigers took out
kyiTfrustrations on hapless Regis and
P shell-shocked goalie to a tune of

:o (that's right, 17-0) on last Sunday's
i-1\y afternoon.

Friday's match was really two
ferent games in one. The first half

ind the visitors completely outplay-

I

the Tigers, and doing so without
gjch need for pushing, tripping, or
3Ving. The Tigers managed to escape

-1 harrowing- period unscathed, and
(Score was knotted at 0-0 at the half.

' ds CC gradually gained control of the
' ^test, the Kansans began to resort to

's - than - honorable tactics. The
jays dangerous Konnie Simons was
^'Bctively contained by the means of

Interesting, innovative new tactic

)wn as "the outstretched leg." The
Iciais watched this tripping occur
r times, before they handed out a
jow warning card to a Benedictine
eyer. They handed out two yellow
Kills in the whole match, while flagrant

iojnses on the visitors' side occured
ii(h regularity.

Ififter Benedictine scored on a
jhprisingly infraction-free goal late in

i game; things quickly deteriorated
al, CC. Despite the impassioned
?r)rs-influenced pleas of the partisan
liiwd, the referees appeared not to take
leitrol of the game. The game ended

i bizarre note as CC was awarded an

^OMEN'S SPORTS
'he CC women's soccer team posted
-^(rst victory of the season with a
"tly contested win over CSU.
™iday's game at Fort Collins was a

Jte-but satisfying 3 to 2 victoiv fbr the
'^en. CC goals came on a lucky
^'ection by winger Nancy Nettleton, a
'"trtlful break-away shot' by Debbie
'*(S, and a well placed shot amongst
"\\c- by Beth Zeeman. Cited for
' allent play by coach Steve Paul was
"lie Sharon M Inzer, who played a
^d game, making several key saves.

he CC women's (ieid hockey team
3ned its fall season on Monday by
'ning a close game against Colo.

3'nen's College. The lone goal came
' before the close of the first half, on
Bat shot by Lisa Ukman, assisted by
'^Helm. The women played a tough,

ive second half to hold onto their

ind win the game. Goalie Cathy
irtz played an excellent game,
g up five good saves.

indirect free kick in the cramped goalie
box.

Konnie Simons had little to aim at, as
no less than 15 players, including Ihs
entire Benedictine team crowded into
the goal. Simons' shot was deflected,
as time ran out, effectively sealing CC's
fate and handing them their first defeat
of the season.

In retrospect, the ramifications of
Friday's shoddy officiating are consid-
erable. CC's efforts in the second half
could have produced some of their
finest soccer playing to date. But their
efforts were marred by the rough play

by the visitors.

On Sunday all of CC's frustrated
potential surfaced. A small crowd
watched CC's Randy Stein apparently
break out of a season-long slump and
set the tone for the slaughter, by
popping in two opportunistic goals in
the first five minutes. When the mud
had cleared, ten different Tigers had
embarassed the inept Regis goalkeeper.
Freshman Eddie Dietz led the way with
four goals, Sam Harper added three,
and captain Bill Scott matched Stein's
two. Concerted efforts on behalf of
fullbacks Rich Director and Tom Lee

netted them a goal each, and four other
players added goals.
The Tigers journey to Las Vegas for

block break matches with Cal-State
Fullerton and University of Nevada at
Las Vegas. Both games of the Las
Vegas Invitational figure to be challen-
ges. The rematch against Fullerton, the
team that squeaked by the Tigers in the
NCAA playoffs last year, should be full
of emotion. This will also mark the first
time CC leaves the friendly confines of
Stewart Field and Coach Richardson
will be anxious to see how his Tigers
pertorm on the road.

on our
TPexa//

iMulti-Vitamins with
!Minerals...

BUY 2 AND SAVE $8.91
2 bottles ol 144 In

Twin-Pack
$19.90 Value only $10.

BUY 2 AND SAVE $1.61

2 bottles of 36 rn

Twin-Pack
$5.90 Value only $4.29

BUY 2 AND SAVE $4.81

2 bodies ol 72 In

Twin-Pack
$11.30 Value only $6.49

HI Murco Druq Co.
J^ PHONE 634-4861 . 832 NORTH TEION ST.

"""' COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 80902

A^ IIII^VlTATlOiy !
A UNIQUE ESTABLISHMENT HAS ARRIVED IN COLORADO'

SPRINGS. IT HAS A PLUSH LOUNGE. YOUR FAVORITE

BEVERAGES, AND OVER TWENTY PROFESSIONAL SIZE

TABLES FOR POOL. BILLIARDS OR SNOOKER,
'

WE'RE THE CORNER POCKET BILLIARD LOUNGE OF

COLORADO SPRINGS ~ CATERING TO THOSE WHO WISH

TO ENJOY THEMSELVES IN A PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE

AND YOURE INVITED - PLEASE USE THE ATTACHED

CARD AND VISIT US - YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID!

HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY-FRIDAY

5:00 to 6:00

TEQUILLA NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY

ALLTEQUILLA DRINKS
nt

LADIES NIGHT
EVERY WEDNESDAY

D|?INKS SPOOL
Vz price

T.G.I.F.

$1.00 pitchers

3:00 to 7:00

S
J ^ AcAotw^ a.vo.

MNNYXQ cn

GOOD FOR

ONE FREE HOUR
(You must be at least 21 years old.)

Corner Pocket Billiard Lounge

of Cclorado Springs

3780 East Boulder Pliaac 596-9600

4'^x9 PROFESSIONAL SIZE POOL TABLE

GOOD FOR ONF PERSON ONLY

^y^^
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UofP Editor Prostitutes Self Out Of Job
By Russ Smith school's Image." /

(CPS)-lt never stops. But not everyone tikes the same view
Take a conservative town, a nearby of Tolberfs plight] Rhonda Brown

college, an ironclad student govern- president of Pacific's Associated
ment, an administration that scares the Students, said that Tblbert would have
pants off the school newspaper, and a been fired anyway, mainly because he

This Sunday at Armstrong Hall, Robert Edwards, a former student of Max Lanner of

CC and now Cfiairman of Keyboard Studies at Kansas State University, wili be
performing four piano pieces at 3:00 pm. Tfiough admission is free. tici<ets will be
necessary to gain admittance. These can be obtained at Rastaif Desi< with a CC ID.

Dr. Aiison G. Olson, currently a Professor of History at the University of tvfaryland. mil

speak on "American Revolution and the British Empire" at 8:00 pm this coming
fvlonday at the atrium of Tuft Library. Olson is a Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar.

Colby Washes CIA Image
Clean at Academy

By Jay Hartwell

With visions of political assassina-

tions, secret spy guns, and government
overthrows still In the public's mind, It

was not surprising to see a full house
turn out a week and a half ago to hear
William E. Colby, former director of the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA),

speak at the Air Force Academy.
The main pitch of Colby's speech,

entitled "Intelligence out of the
Shadows", was to ask Americans to

accept the CIA and the necessity for an
intelligence gathering organization.
Colby warmed up to the primarily

Cadet audience of 1,000 people with a
few jokes, and then proceeded to make
his pitch. He felt that Americans had
only a partial image of what the CIA was
all about, and that there was still some
concern among Americans that the
Agency was operating somewhere on
the edge of the law.

According to the former Director, the
CIA realized in 1973 that Amerfcans
were against the Agency "playing fast

and loose with our laws." Before this

time, the American consehsus was that
"intelligence Is a very special thing. It's

distasteful, but a vital necessity." But
the changing American mood prompted
by Watergate and Vietnam, motivated
the CIA to clean up their house.

Colby said, "We felt we had done the

Job (cleaning house). Intelligence

would operate under the law and under
the Constitution, and be more public."

But subsequent "sensational stories,

exposure and Investigation" came after

the house cleaning, according to Colby,
and damaged the agency's credibility,

here and abroad.
He said that there were those that

still believed that alt this "intelligence

stuff is not necessary." That this

country was no longer threatened by
Communism or war. But Colby said that

these people must look beyond the
Immediate future to the 1980's.

At that time, he asked, "Where are

the Soviets going?" They will face a
succession crisis, Colby argued, which
could leave that country with a party

leadership of bureaucrats who are
willing to negotiate or radical Ideolo-

gues with "their own Ideas of salvation"

or the armed forces, who might step In

and become power hungry.
He argued that unless we know what

will happen, and we can know with an
Intelligence community, this country
will leave itself open to the same vulner-
able situation that put us into World
War II.

Colby further argued that the greatest

threat to this country In the future

comes from the three-fourths of the

world, known as the Third World. He
felt that these people, with a growing
population and declining food supply,

will become more and more desperate.

He went on to say that, "Big power can

now be handled In the hands of small

countries. This world is not yet safe for

democracy. We are (through intelli-

gence) prepared to defend ourselves."

Ignorance was not bliss for the former
Director, who ended his speech by
saying that "Intelligence through
knowledge can lead us to peace."

Because Colby's audience was
generally sympathetic, he could speak
of "fighting and struggling for

objectives which are compatible with

what this country believes in." But
when Colby was asked during a
question and answer period if the CIA
always works with governments which
are compatible, democracy wise, with

what this country believes in; he
responded by saying no.

He said, "I think the private groups
that we support are. We are fundamen-
tally aimed at supporting democratic

groups." He said the only time that the

CIA attempted to block or work against

democracy, was under a Presidential

order from Richard Nixon who directed

the CIA against Salvador Allende and
the socialist Chilean government.
He did say that American policy has

supported right and left wing dictator-

ships, because political and economic
situations demanded it. "But when
given a choice," he said, "We have tried

to support democratically oriented

governments."
When asked about the CIA and

assassinations, he admitted what was
already a matter of public record. "Yes,

we tried in that case (Castro assassina-

tion attempts), and we failed ob-

viously." He said that the CIA
attempted 5 or 6 times to kill "Mi.

Castro." But he went on to say that the

CIA "never really assassinated any-

body." The assassinations that people

speak of were "not directly by the CIA,"

but by groups that the Agency may have

had contact with.

Other questions directed at Colby
dealt with the recent recelval of the MiG
25 in Japan; "Will we learn anything

new from the Soviet let?" "How does
the CIA recruit its people?" "Should the

CIA Director come from outside of the

intelligence community?" "What should
the U.S. expect from Eastern Europe?"

campus prostitution ring. What've you
got? One more student scapegoat
waiting to be skewered for hanging on
to his principles.

Ned Tolbert could tell you all about it.

Tolbert is currently facing charges
that could lead to his explusion from
the University of the Pacific, a small
school in Stockton, California.

What could he have done to raise

such a ruckus at this expensive private

school?
Well, last spring, a couple weeks

after he became editor of the Paclflcan,

Tolbert decided to run a story that

uncovered a campus prostitution ring,

allegedly operated by several women
who needed money to pledge sororities.

The reporter, who refused to take a
byline, claimed two confirmed sources
would verify the accusations. The
ex-editor, faculty advisor and editorial

board of the PacMlcan all agreed that

the story should be printed. And so Ned
Tolbert did run the damning article, and
the natives tried to chase him out of

town.

He was immediately fired by the

Student Senate and notified by the

administration that his status at the

school was suddenly uncertain. The
Senate then appointed an Interim

editorial board and unwittingly chose
the writer of the explosive story as

editor. That person soon resigned.

Tolbert cried censorship. "An upper
administrator told me that the story

shouldn't have been printed, even if it

was 100 percent true," Tolbert

explained. "He said that our newspaper
doesn't run those kind of articles."

Another student maintained that the

substance of the story was never denied

by the administration. "No one's really

looked into it. They have no reason to

because it would just damage the

wouldn't comply with budget regula-
tions. "The story changed maybe one
vote," she recalled.

Another source close to the contro-
versy said that while there were budget
troubles, it was more a combination of
factors that did Ned in. "Ned was badly
misguided by the outgoing editor, he
was on the way out anyway," revealed
the source.

Tolbert acknowledges other tensions,
but stands firm In his belief that the
prostitution story, was the catalyst for
his firing. "It was politically expedient
for Rhonda Brown to give other reasons
for the firing. It's pretty ridiculous, but
everyone seems to know what really

happened," he commented.
Tolbert stresses, however, that his

dismissal from the Paclflcan Is not the
important issue. "There's more at stake
here than throwing an editor off a
campus, there's the whole First Amend-
ment to think about."

Because of the strong-arm tactics by
the school officials, Tolbert fears that

the Paclflcan will be reduced to a mere
social calendar, devoid of any substan-
tive material. "Jeez, they've got a rock

group on the front page this week."
In a few weeks. Tolbert will stand

before Pacific's Joint University Judi-

ciary Committee to face charges
ranging from "irresponsible use of the

student newspaper" to "acting contrary

to the best interest of the school."

Vowing legal action against the

University if he is expelled, Tolbert feels

that the administrators "might want to

let the case drift by the wayside."

Even if he's let off the hook, Ned
Tolbert won't forget his crazy bout with
small minds and petty politics. But then
again, he also knows that these kind of

shenanigans never stop.

CCCA Debates Faculty Evaluation
By Carol Garten

Following a move across Cascade
from the Armstrong Boardroom to the

upstairs of Rastail, the Colorado
College Campus Association (CCCA)
held their second meeting of the Fall

Semester last Wednesday afternoon. At

that meeting, Council discussed the

faculty-course evaluation, late night

study areas, Peer Group Counseling,

Swine Flu Inoculations at Boettcher,

and other issues.

Perhaps of most important note was
the upcoming CCCA election to be held

this Wednesday, October 6. At that

time, a new CCCA Vice President will

be elected. Presently Doug Obletz Is

Interim Vice President. Obletz Is

running against two other candidates

for the permanent seat. They are Robin
Meili, a former CCCA council member,
and Brad Frye, who is a Junior.

Also on the election ballot will be a

Cutler Board Mem ber-at-Large vacancy

and a CCCA Constitutional Amend-
ment. Christie Balka Is the sole

candidate for the Cutler Board seat and
is expected to be a shoo-in. Polling

booths will be open all day in each of

the dining areas.

During open discussion at the

meeting, the faculty-course evaluation

was discussed. The evaluation, which

was Initiated last year, has come under

criticism from faculty members be-

cause it has not been continued

through this year as of yet.

Professors and CCCA members. Jack

Carter and Harvey Rabbin, maintained

that faculty-course evaluations should

not be available If the service is not

going to be continued. Carter ques-

tioned, "Will the evaluations continue,

or will it become an 'albatross' hanging

around for years?" Carter speculated

that the quality of the teacher or course

could change, but it would not be

reflected in an outdated evaluation.

Rabbin concurred, stating, "I'm not in

favor of the course evaluation at all." He
objected to the evaluation, comparing it

to "Yesterdays newspaper", which

doesn't tell the whole story today. Dean
fulax Taylor stated that the "chances of

getting faculty support are virtually nil,"

if the evaluation is not continued.

The evaluation, which is statistical,

rather than discursive, will be reviewed

at the next CCCA meeting.

Areas for late night study were also

discussed. Currently students may
either study in the dorms or else remain
in Palmer, if they ensconse themsefves
within the Hall earlier in the evening.

Last year, Palmer was open until

midnight for studying. It was popular

with students who enjoyed the privacy,

access to computer terminals, and the

chalkboards. Palmer Is apparently

being shut down as a study area due to

costs of keeping the building open at

night.

Security and cost will determine

whether rooms in Rastail, Cossitt,

Taylor Dining Hall, or the basement of

McGregor will be used for study areas.

Improvements will be made in the

dorms to improve study areas. Study

carrels will be installed in the houses of

Mathias. Rooms in Loomis, Slocum,

and Mathias will also be converted from

sleeping rooms to study areas.

Other things discussed by Council

included the Peer Group Counseling

which will be held this Monday and

Tuesday from 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm in

Mathias and Loomis Halls respectively.

Swine Flu innoculations will be given

out at Boettcher next month, 2nd the

Blood Bank will be taking donors on

Wednesday, October 13.

On a financial standpoint, the CCCA
approved funding to Chavarim in order

to show the film "Exodus." The film will

appear in Armstrong on October 28 at

8:00 pm. Tfie Catalyst also received

funding for two more special, four page

issues for the Fall.

Four new council members joined the

CCCA at the last meeting. They were

Neal Morgenstem, Scott Gelman, Jim

Lewis, and Kelly Shaw.
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White House
Fellowships
The White House Fellowship program

is designed to give rising leaders ohe
year of firsthand, high-level experience
with the workings of the Federal

Government and to increase their sense
of participation in national affairs. The
program is open to U.S. citizens from
all fields who are not less than 23 and
not more than 35 years of age.

Employees of the Federal' Government
are not eligible, with the exception of

career armed services personnel. The
Fellowship is designed to be a one-year
sabbatical in public service. Fellows are

expected to return to their professional

careers at the end of their experience in

government, with their perspectives of

national issues broadened and their

qualifications for significant service in

their chosen careers and to their

communities permanently enriched.

Requests for applications for next

year's program must be postmarked not

later than November 1, 1976. Applica-
tion forms and additional information
can be obtained by sending a postal

card to the President's Commission on
White House Fellowships, Washington,
D.C. 20415.

Danforth-Grad

Fellowships
Students interested in the Danforth

Graduate Fellowships are now being
sought by Professor Dennis Showalter
in Palmer Hall. The Fellowships, which
are designed for college seniors or
graduate students, are aimed at

students who are committed to careers
in college and university teaching.
According to Professor Showalter,

the College is only able to nominate two
CC seniors. Following nomination, the

Danforth Foundation sends application

materials to the nominees. Nomina-
tions for the program close on
November 15.

The program offers approximately
100 fellowships each year, with 65% of

these going to graduating seniors. The
Fellowship is for one year, and the
maximum stipend provided for a single
person is $2275.
The stipend is expected to be used in

graduate study at an accredited
university in the United States for one
year and is renewable. Applicants must
present GRE scores in Verbal and
Quantitative abilities.

Students interested in applying for
the Danforth are urged to contact
Professor Showalter at Palmer 211 or at

extension 320.

Fulbright-Hays
Scholarships
The 1977-78 competition for grants

for graduate study abroad offered under
the Mutual Educational Exchange
Program (Fulbright-Hays) and by
foreign governments, universities and
private donors will close shortly. Only a-

few weeks remain in which qualified

graduate students may apply for one of

the 550 awards which are available to 54
countries.

Most of the grants offered provide

round-trip transportation, tuition and
maintenance for one academic year; a
few provide international travel only or a

stipend intended as a partial grant - in -

aid.

Candidates must be U.S. citizens at

the time of application, hold a
bachelor's degree or its equivalent by
the beginning date of the grant, have
language ability commensurate with the
demands of the proposed study
projects, and good health.

Application forms may be obtained
from German Professor Dirk Baay. Baay
can be found in Armstrong Hall, Room
351. The deadline is October 15th.

Asian Studies
The Henry Luce Foundation has

invited Colorado College to nominate
two seniors or recent graduates for a
program of experience in Asia. No
knowledge of an Asian language is

required, nor any courses in Asian
studies. The Foundation hopes to find

potential leaders of American life and
opinion who, knowing little about Asia
and having no plan to become Asian
specialists, would like to learn at first

hand something of Asian conditions
and attitudes.

While some of the successful
candidates may do research at

educational institutions in Asia, other
will work in industrial, commerical, or
other enterprises related to the
candidate's own vocational interests.

Nominees must be United States

citizens, between the ages of 21 and 30,

in good physical and emotional health,

and with a strong and clear vocational
interest. Spouses may accompany
successful applicants to Asia and an
additional financial allowance is made
for them.

Interested Colorado College seniors
may obtain further information and
application forms from Professor
Douglas Fox at his office, Armstrong
Hall #140, between 2 and 3 pm any
Monday or Thursday. Application
deadline will be the beginning of
November.

ACM Program in Bombay h>
As a student enrolled at Colorado

College, which is a member of the
Associated Colleges of the Midwest,
you have the opportunity to study, "the
conflux of traditional and modern
forces that characterize India today," in

the city of Poona, on the ACM India

Studies Program.
In conjunction with Carleton College

students spend their first ten weeks in

Spring at the Carleton campus for an
-orientation program in which they
participate in an intensive Marithi

language training program as well as
take courses related to Indian Civiliza-

tion, religion, politics, art and music.
The second part of the program,

which begins June 20, allows students
to study at the University of Poona.
"The University's Certificate Program in

Maharashtra Culture and Language
offers a variety of courses on India with
special reference to Maharashtra
economics, fine arts, history, literature.

political science and sociology." Ir^X
addition, students also devote approxi-^^
mately one-third of their time to ar

independent study project, which wa; _
initially started during the orrentatiot„ TP'
program at Carleton. '^''^

I cei

Tuition for the India Studies prograirlj^^'

is $1376, which mcludes round-trip aij^"^

fare between Chicago and Poona anM'*^'
room and partial board. This fee doej'l^'^

not include the room and board while a' .i^
f

Carleton which is $505. Of coursi*^*^
'

neither of these figures will, financj^^"^
block break vacations. You're on youfP /
own, although there is time allotted fo^^''*

travel in India. ^lauc

lindo

Interested students should contacipldc
campus advisor Jane Cauvel in ttif.Ba

Philosophy department for informatiorboloi

and applications as soon as possibistatic

since the deadline is November 15 aniljide

enrollment is limited to 20 students. Woo(

Peer Group Counseling Next Week
The peer group academic counseling

program, sponsored by the CCCA, is

scheduled for October 5 and 6. The
annual program, primarily for freshmen
and transfer students, Is designed to

provide an opportunity for students to

talk with upperclassmen about specific

classes and professors before registra-

tion deadline. Both sessions will be
held from 6:30 - 9:00; Tuesday night in

Mathias Lounge and Wednesday night

in Loomis Lounge.
Douglas Obletz, interim executive

vice president of the CCCA, stated that

representatives will be present frorii

twenty-two different majors in all thre |

divisions of the' college. Obletz addetf
"This differs from previous years whe' ^

each division of the school held ii'i

session separately. We are hoping i|

get more people Involved by having al|

the representatives together whe|f
students can talk to them in a relaxes

one-to-one manner." All Interestel

students are encouraged to tan

advantage of the program, especlal|
since pre-registration deadline
Friday, Oct. 9.

A career in law-
without law school.

What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an

undergraduate education and a challenging, respon-
sible career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you

the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers. You
choose one of the seven courses offered—choose
the city in which you want to work.

Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training
has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms,
banks, and corporations in over 75 cities.

If you are a senior of high academic standing and
are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant,
we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.'

We will visit your campus on

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
235 South 17th Street, Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19103

(215) 732-6600
Opefaled by Para-Legal, Inc.

Budget Tapes
& Records

Constant everyday

discount prices

also

paraphernalia

& cleaning accessories

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

10-7 Mon. thru Thursday

10-e Friday

10-6 Saturday

12-5 Sunday

Budget Tapes & Records

204 N. Tejon 471-4419

STUDENT INTRODUCTORY

i<

lO

GOOD ONLY WITH THIS COUPON

Colorado College
STUDENT

10% DISCOUNT
On Anything in the Holubar
Colorado Springs Store Only

Good from Oct. 1 st thru Oct. 8th

GOOD ONLY WITH THIS COUPON

SEVEN WEEK SKI TOURING CLINIC
TUESDAY, OCT. 5th, 7:15 PM

634-5279 (NoPhone orders Accepted) 1 7 7 6 WCSt Ullltah
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Happy Anniversary!
^Features

KRCC Celebrates 25 Years of Broadcasting
By Anne Reifenberg

^^' Tomorrow the "voice of the Colorado

"^'joliege campus" will be one quarter of

I

century young, and still growing,

"hose unfamiliar with that voice may
Md on and be enlightened— it is

,%PCC-FM, 91.5 on your radio dial or

iom 200 in Rastall Center.

1 A proud station manager, Jim Byers,
'

^ad this to say about the memorable

1Vent: "It took 25 generations of diligent

D^X students to make October 2 a

(
ealrty." The entire community ap-

plauds those years of dedication, and
jndoubtedly looks forward to the

acjolden anniversary in the year 2001.

th! Back in 1951, KRCC hit the wires as

ioColorado's first non-commercial radio

bistation with merely 250 watts of power.

inUnder the direction of professor "Chief"

/Voodson Tyree it flourished, finally

becoming a completely student run

organization after his retirement
1968. Since then, KRCC has obtained
stereo status and a total of 1100
powerful watts.

"We have great community support,"
reports Karen Conway, director of
tunes. "But it comes more from outside
the CC area, which is upsetting." None-
theless, the College does supply the
station with $5,420 each school year
{Byers is pushing for a needed $650
increase). KRCC is not chartered by the
Colorado College Campus Association,
but is instead considered a separate
and independent CC department.

Dave Cowen, who "makes sure that

things get done besides deciding what
those things will be" as program
director, guesses that KRCC has well

over 10,000 records on hand this year.

Conway will add to that considerably by
spending the $400 budgeted to her for

replacements, jazz and classical LPs,
and will also communicate with
companies in an effort to receive
promotional albums.

At least 24 hours out of the 85 that
KRCC broadcasts during the week are
spent on classical programs. The
audience for Bach, Beethoven and
friends is large, since KRCC stands
alone in Coloradb Springs as a regular
classical programmer (with Norv Brasch
at the helm). In fact, CC's station is also
the only consistent jazz broadcaster in

the area as well.

The anniversary will be celebrated by
24 hours of continuous KRCC on
Saturday, featuring special requests, a
football game, and a variety of music.

Happy Birthday KRCC!

KRCC Schedule
KRCC GENERAL SCHEDULE

WEEKDAYS
3 pm - 6 pm Classical
6 pm - 9 pm Freeform Music
9 pm-11 pm Special Programs

1 1 pm - 2 am Jazz
Saturday

10am-1 pm Classical
1 pm-4pm JazzorFootbair76
4 pm -7 pm Soul Variations
7 pm-7 Freeform

Sunday
1 pm-2pm Gospel Rock
2 pm -3 pm German American Hour
3 pm -6 pm Classical

6 pm -8 pm New Album Preview
8pm-? Freeform

Counterclockwise: Disc jockey Dave Banks spins some
platters during his free form sfiow. The KRCC Power Elite

composed of Dave Cowen. Norv Brasch. Karen Conway, and
Jim Byers. And another one of those crazy D.J. 's grabbing a
listener's favorite selection for a show.

GETAHANEft£
CWSHAKEVS

Colorado Springs:
1840 N. Academy Blvd. • 2925 W. Colorado Ave.

40S E. Fillmore • 2810 E. Fountain Blvd.

THE STILL AT THEHUNGRY
FARMERPRESENTS:

CALEDCNIA
Swing at it's best, fri., sat., sun.

AFTER HOURS
(Oct. 6-101

Progreaslve jazz cornea to the Springa

DON'T MISS THESE
TWO CAMPUS FAVORITES

SALES

•iYP
LJa

RENTALS

YPEWRITER
SUPPLY CO.y

REPAIRS

1 05 North Tejon St

Phone 634-0102

Friday night ESCAPE TO THE

CARIBBEAN
REGGAE

will move your soul...

calypso/limbo dance
contest and on

Saturday night hear
the many saunas of

AFTER HOURS
9-1
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^Opinion;

John Riker on Grades: An "A" Versus Understandini
Most of us know bv now whether or broadened understandlna. What (ol- What does it mean when vnn npt a nii77lft innnthor tn not ihoir "A" onF

i.

Most of us know by now whether or

not our first block was a good one. Our
evaluation comes from that notice

outside of the professor's door, which
tells us If we got an A, or B, or, it the

impossible should happen, a C.

Students at Colorado College are

infatuated with these magical letters.

The competitive pressures from home,
friends, and graduate school possibi-

lities lead all of us to ask at the end of

the block, "What did you get?" But as

Semanticist and Philosophy Professor

John Riker feels, we should not be
evaluating ourselves in terms of a letter

grade, but rather in terms of a

broadened understanding. What fol-

lows is the text of a talk that Professor
Riker gives to each of his classes on the
subject of grades.

What I wish to talk about Is what I

consider to be the two ways in which a

person's work in a course, and the

course itself, ought to be evaluated. I

give this talk one, because It is true,

and secondly, I find that there seems to

be a prevailing attitude against the kind

of evaluation which I think is most
important.

Cleaning Up the Lettuce
It's that time of year again, the time of shoes and ships and SAGA

lettuce. Within the last four years, two student reterendums have been

held at CC to determine if students would boycott Teamster lettuce in

favor of the United Farm Workers.

When the referendum was first held, students overwhelmingly voiced

their support tor the UFW. Last year, when the second referendum was

held, the voices were still strong, but not as unanimous. 500 students

voted in favor of the UFW and 300 in favor of the Teamsters.

What has happened of course is that while many students may
support the UFW, they only grudgingly accept the lettuce which comes

with that support. Unfortunately what the referendums have resulted in

is a tyranny of the majority situation. Students have to eat "that" lettuce.

Not very democratic is it.

Is there a solution to the problem? Well many schools offer two bowls

of lettuce. One bowl contains lettuce picked by the Teamsters, and the

other bowl contains lettuce either picked by the UFW or by neither

union. This double bowl solution gives the student the opportunity to

make his own choice. If students who support the UFW still want to eat

Teamster lettuce and be hypocritical, well that's their business.

An even greater problem on campus is that a good deal of students

couldn't care less about politics, much less the UFW and the Teamsters.

They only want so called "good" lettuce. Whether that attitude is right or

wrong makes no difference. Their feelings are that for $1400 a year for

SAGA food, they should be getting the best lettuce that that money can

buy. And that's perfectly legitimate, even if it may be a little short

sighted.

What can be done? As far as can be determined another referendum

would have to beheld. In order to have another one, the COCA has to be

petitioned by students interested in changing the situation. But the

referendum question should be stated in the petition, otherwise the

politically conscious CCCA may once again try to make it a difference of

UFW or Teamster lettuce, when it should be UFW and Teamster lettuce.

In a recent Budget Committee Hearing before the CCCA, The Catalyst

was told that many students were dissatisfied with the "quality" of the

newspaper. While it stings a bit to get criticized, it certainly does not

hurt in the long run. But in order to get better, we need something a bit

more constructive and concrete to work for other than a rather nebulous
"quality" paper.

To this end, we invite criticism of the paper, whether through letters,

phone calls, or visits to the office. We are open from 1-4, Ivlonday

through Wednesday in the basement of Cutler Hall. If you prefer the less

direct approach, our extension is 326. And you can always leave us a
note at our Rastall Box at Rastall Desk.
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What does it mean when you get a
grade from a teacher on a paper, or for a
course? What It means, at least in this

course, Is that It evaluates the extend to

which the student has fulfilled the
requirements for this level of philo-
sophy. That is to say, there is a certain
criteria for competence which I would
expect at various levels. When I give a

"Don't accept my evaluation as

the most important. My 'A'

means very little."

puzzle together to get their "A"
having nothing happen. Then again, j'

have had people get very low marks
i(' j^^

my classes, who I am sure becamugntei
more educated, or profound people -^j a
than cnmo r\f m\t "A" odiHantethan some of my "A" students.

for thi

Perhaps the way to think about this
i presic

to imagine yourself at the age of foriVfpore
five or forty, reminiscing about yougpang
college education, and going to oiUfj^jqi
records and scrapbooks, and flndinj . f^Q,
your transcript and looking at it. ^oi^Q^^r
•'"" you feel, if all you can say is, "Looj2;onc
at all those A's. It must have been

{fas f

grade it tells you to what degree you
have met those criteria at that level.

What my grades do not mean is that

you have learned something imporlant

or that your thinking has changed and
become better. Or that you have seen
things that you have never seen before.

All I can do is look at what you hand
into me, or what you say in class, and
grade it according to certain criteria for

competence. There is, however, another
form of evaluation which I can not
make, because I do not know your back-
grounds well enough. I can't get into

your minds well enough. I can't see
what has happened to you well enough.

This is a form of evaluation which
only the student can make. The student
should ask himself these questions, "In

doing this paper, or studying for this

exam, or in taking this course, did I

broaden my understanding of the
world? Did 1 gain a deeper perspective
of myself and the world in which I live?

Did I learn to think In a clear and more
thoughtful way? Did I enhance my
ability to talk and interact with others?
Did I become more able to live a full and
rich human live?"

If these kinds of things happened, if

one can answer these questions
positively, then his education is worth-

while, no matter what grade he receives
in the class. And if these kinds of

things are not. happening in the class,

then what is your education worth? Is it

nothing but a transcript, which you
hope to be a passport into middle class
living?

living? What kind of living will go on
there, if you have not developed
yourself and yourabilities to live well as
a human being?
My grade, the teacher's grade, does

not answer those questions. I am sure
that I have given out many A's to people
who did not grow, who did not broaden
their perspectives, who didn't enhance
their sensitivities. They were brilliant

students, and the course was mere
technical work; putting pieces of the

worthwiie education. It must have beenLpeet
if I did that well," as opposed to 'ookini^ygral
at your transcripts and saying lUisapi
yourself, "That (s where I gained neijimrn
perspectives, dispositions, and sensigenm
tivities to live well as a full humai

-

being."
So my evaluation Is Imporlant to

in that you are concerned
becoming a professional philosopher o

professional biologist or professions qqx
historian or what have you. But most o debat
you will not become professions presic
philosophers or biologists. You will gijjeen
on to some other kind of profession gggre
But one thing that you will always be \[^^q jp
a human being. And that's why I thintgpj g

didn't

with,

'

even
minut

this second form of evaluation is "the a

heede
answE

^Letters i
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Dear Editor:

In answer to Kat D. Jotinston's per-
ceptive and thorougti analysis of cheer-
leading, you debutantes are all the
same.

Affectionately and with humble awe,
Bill Griffith

Dear Editor,

We are looking for fellow vegetarian
worl<ers. If you are or would lil<e to be
involved in some sort of vegetarian
action on your campus would you let us
l<now.

This fall there will be a network of
UNTURKEY or vegetarian Thanksgiving
public dinners around the country.
Vegetarian Thanksgivings save grain for
some of the 50 million hungry, save
animals from going terrorized to an
unjust death, save humans from the
food poisoning, intestinal cancer,
kidney disease, and other hazards of
animal flesh.

We are animal liberationists, world
hunger activists, and disease fighters.
All can be accomplished through
'vegetarian work, either on campus or
with us. We work for $5 a week and
room and board. Come on aboard. Write
American Vegetarians at Box 32323,
Washington, D.C. 20007. Sincerely,

Don Wilson, Nellie Shriver,

Billy Ivlick, Emma Wood
Dear Mr. Editor,

If you insist on publishing an
interview with John Bartholomew, then
I must insist on equal time to present

most Important kind of evaluation thajdepc
has to be made. ^jg jq

Don't accept my evaluation as th((,e w<
most important. My "A" means veri

little. It only means that you have me
the criteria for a professional phlloso jq
pher at this level. The most importaiQaf^g,
evaluation is the one you have to make goffer
The one you have to make abou verbal
yourself as a growing, develops: porjj
vibrant human being, and the relation often
ship of your education to that task, ^gnai

two c

seemi
*'l have given out many *A*s' K^ g^p

people who did not grow, whdhan '

did not broaden their perspec ^®
^^^^

tives." Cartel— comfc

Just think what you are asking whe s" '""^

you get out of a class and say, "Wh; stood

did you get?" The expected answer i;
remai

An A, or B or I was taking it Pass/ Fail, ^irnes

But say something like, "I got an abilil ^riuch

to think more clearly than before." Of^^P®^
"My sensitivity to myself as a historic; ^^^

person was enhanced." Or, "M ^V ^^

abilities to talk and think and listen i.Elizafc

people in a large group about things g^'"®-

ideas was greatly improved." Or, Street

wasn't able to perceive beauty in ttii:®"^*^

kind of way before, but now I can." Thi asked

is perhaps the most important kind ooonce

thing that one can get in a course, noting,

"A's," "B's" or "C's." pay f<

quest!

.Other

%telli

goven
exteni

Whi
quite

neith£

them,
quest!

tired (

the other side of the coin. To
Batlholomew's rather quest ionabl

journalistic character, which manifesl
itself in his blatant plagiarism of th

work of other, more respectabli

writers.

I became aware of this, when during'

much needed humor break in the mids

of Physics, I decided to listen t;

KKFfvl's rather feeble attempt at radi;

for a short while. It was then I heaf'

Bartholomew read a story involving'

man who raised and sold canne
dandelion greens. This story was won
for word the same story I had read in th

Denver Post a few days earlie!

Needless to say, no credit was given I

the original source. Outraged, I calle

the offices of KKFf^ and spoke to tli

receptionist (I assume) who answered,
asked who wrote Bartholomew;
stories, and she replied that he die

When I told her what I had heard, sH

said something along the lines of, "Oft

has he been doing that again

{Emphasis mine). They keep warniri

him to stop, and he keeps doing it.",

told her that I didn't believe plagiarisfi

was a good thing for a radio station thJ

wanted a continued existence. She sai

that she, as a journalism majoi

understood, and that she woul,

mention It to him.
I have no respect for Bartholomew':

tacky attempt at journalism, I believ

that apologies are in order.

Steve Olshanks

r
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Ford Versus Carter: An Exercise in Impotence
By Jamie Butler

and Jay Harlwell
' The setting was unique enough; a bi-

I centennial event in a bicentennial town

^and an incumbent President debating

for the first time. But the liist of three

Presidential debates last Thursday was
'rnore of a sputtering fuse than a star-

'spangled explosion of ideologies,

icritique and attack.

I Moderated by NBC reporter Edwin
' Newman , the debate, which focused on
economic issues and domestic policy

heard before. Carter sought to portray
Ford as an ineffectual leader who
headed a Republican Party that wanted
to take taxes from the rich and give
them to the poor. On numerous
occassions, Carter alluded to the Ford
administration as "government by
stalemate" saying that even Eisenhower
and Nixon got along with Congress. He
also called for restoration of "the faith

and the trust of the American people in

their government."
Ford chose to attack Carter and his

from the electorate w,ll have the definite Following his comments. Loevy tookedge .n this election. The debate was an informal poll of those present and
effective m offermg a revealmg view oj found about 30% .favoring Ford before

'" ""''
the debate. What proved to be more

how each candidate looks, sounds and
handles himself.

From a visual standpoint, both
candidates were impressive. Despite
Ford's obvious height advantage over
Carter, this proved not to be a factor.
Ford wore his "I am the President" three
piece suit, and Carter was adorned in a
simple, "I'm just a good 'ole country

interesting is that of those uncommit-
ted before coming to the debate, more
than three-fourths were leaning toward
Ford following the debate.

The immediate analysis of the debate
was split along parly lines. Jimmy
Carter and his campaign workers felt

that he had won the debate, while
was held in the 167 year old Walnut ties to the "big government" programs boy" two piece suit. Unfortunately the President Ford and his supporters
'Street Theater in Philadelphia. The
ioverall debate was a portrait of

disappointments: disappointing that

Jimmy Carter didn't wow 'em like Jack

'Kennedy, disappointing that Jerry Ford

'didn't have anything better to close

with, than a "me and Betty" remark, and
'even more disappointing than the 27

'minute audio break wasn't longer.

Both Carter and Ford entered the

debates with a definite strategy.

President Ford's major problem has

been In creating the image of an
aggressive leader. He needed to create

the image of being informed, decisive

and experienced. Governor Carter, on
ithe other hand, has been criticized in

the past for being unclear on the issues.

His job was to convince the public that

he was qualified to be President. He
'needed to give specific, informed
answers.
To this end, it was surprising to see

Carter, in the first half of the debate,
suffering from the bumbling, stumbling
verbality that has often characterized

Ford. He spoke in a flat monotone,
often picking words carelessly and
managing to place the depression a full

two decades after it happened. Ford

seemed to speak with relative ease, and
a somewhat subdued aggressiveness,

than what had characterized his Con-
vention acceptance speech.

During the second half of the debate,
Carter became more aggressive, more
comfortable with the idea of debating
an incumbent President. His new style

stood in contrast to Ford, who
remained as he had earlier, steady, at

times aggressive, but nevertheless
much smoother than what many people
expected.
The candidates were asked questions

by Frank Reynolds of ABC News,
Elizabeth Drew of New Yorker Maga-
zine, and James Gannon of The Wall
Street Journal. Twelve basic questions
and ten follow up questions were
asked. There were two questions each
concerning jobs, taxes, federal spen-
ding, and how the candidates would
pay for their proposed programs, one
question on the Federal Reserve Board.
Other questions dealt with amnesty,
intelligence agencies, the energy crisis,

government reorganization and the
extent of the anti-Washington feeling.

While the questions themselves were
quite good, it was disappointing that

neither candidate chose to answer
them. Instead, the candidates used the
questions to expand upon the same
tired campaign speeches that we have

of the 1976 Democratic Platform. He
spoke frequently of the ineffectual, big

spending Congress, which is controlled

by the Democrats. Also earlier in the
debate. Ford attacked Carter's fuzzi-

ness in a rebutal saying, "I don't believe

that Mr. Carter has been any more
specific than he has in the past."

While both candidates bombarded
the viewers with facts about this and
facts about that, leaving the view some-

camera work was poor, which resulted 'convinced they had won an overwhel-
in limiting some of the forcefulness of
the arguments. The shots were frozen
on a head and shoulders frame. This cut
out the candidates use of hands. As a
result the gesticulations were more of
visual nuisance than a strength to the
candidate's arguments.

Perhaps the most Interesting part of
the debate, at least at Colorado

what confused, there still was a clear
distinction between the two on three
key issues. These were taxation,
inflation, and government spending.

Ford seems to want to cut taxes and
plow the money back into the private

sector, while Carter wishes to reorga-

nize the tax structure and eliminate

"unfair taxes." On government spen-
ding. Carter represents the classic big

spender image of the Democrats,
seeking right to work laws; while Ford
believes more In letting the private

sector take care of things. Jobs seemed
to be Carter's big issue; while inflation

seems to be Ford's biggest worry.

What was important in this debate
was, of course, how well each
candidate looked. Many voters do not

vote on the statistics and concrete
proposals, but rather on some
undefined gut feeling. The candidate
who can draw out that feeling of. trust

College, was the analysis that was
provided by Professors John Riker and
Bob Loevy in Loomis Lounge.

Riker spoke from a semantical view-

point, questioning the candidates use
of words, "How can anybody be against
unfairtaxes? What are unfairtaxes?" He
also thought that the candidates were
giving answers to questions that were
not asked. This was all in addition to a
lot of unnecessary vagueness.

Professor Loevy spoke from a

political interpretation and told the

audience, "You were not watching a

debate, you were watching a ritual.

Newsmen love to ask questions that

they know are not going to be

answered." Loevy went on to say,

"What is said is not as important as

how the candidate sounds, that's why it

is impossible for an intelligent person

to figure out who won the debate."

ming victory. Ford was ecstatic,
remarking, "We have a turning point in

this campaign. ..The momentum is on
our side." Indeed, the Harris/ABC poll

seemed to bear out the optimism. In a
poll taken within forty-eight hours of
the debate. Ford narrowed the margin
between he and Carter from thirteen
points to nine points. The margin now
stands at fifty percent for Carter and
forty-one percent for Ford.

However the poll also showed that
Carter's support had solidified as a
result of the debate. This has grave
implications for the Ford campaign.
Ford has been behind in all the national
polls since the Republican convention.
He must change the minds of the voters
who are now committed to Governor
Carter. This firming up of Carter's
support is most important in the long
run. However, if President Ford can
gain momentum in the upcoming
debates he could change this situation.
Many Carter supporters feel that Ford
cannot win in November unless Carter
makes a major mistake and gives him
the election. In that respect, they were
very happy with Carter's showing which
they consider at worst, to be a draw.

While the first debate offered no great

excitement, the satellite audience of

approximately 300 million (80-100

million Americans) was the largest

television audience since HeW Arm-
strong stepped toot on the moon. There
are three more debates scheduled
before the election. The second debate
which will deal with foreign policy and
national security is scheduled for

October 8 in San Francisco. The third

debate will be held on October 22 and
has no limitation on subject matter. A
fourth debate between Vice Presidential

candidates Walter Mondale and Robert
Dole will occur during the week of

October 11.

The campaign, which seemed to be

marking time until the debates, now
gets into full swing. No great change is

expected in either-campaign as a result

of the debate. President Ford will

continue to remain In Washington for

the most part, venturing out of the

White House only to campaign in the

target states such as New York and
California which he feels will be crucial

to his success In November. Jimmy
Carter plans to cut down his

appearances somewhat in an effort to

keep rested and remain sharp. He will,

however, continue to campaign hard.

Antidisestablishmentarianism Update
For some CC students, the block didn't begin last Monday. For ttiose with

designs on a medical profession, the block began, of all places, on block

break. Apparently, in order to keep up with the block's assignments, students
had to begin early. One psychology major who started early had this to say,

"Rats!"

Deep Throat
The 444th Underground Mess Kit Repair Battalion held their second

anniversary last Saturday at the Hub. The 444th was organized in the early

70's by a group of CC veterans. Founded by Guy Lagaide, a mercenary in the

Belgian Congo and also a French Foreign Legionnaire. The 444th was also
made up by Mark Mathewson, Russ Folwell, Ed Leek, Owen Kendrick, Kip
Norcross, Phil Brady, Paul Liggit, J.D. Neal, Jerry Wyncoup, and Jay
Maloney.
While most of the graduated vets have been around the world: on Gran Prix

circuits, bush piloting in Alaska, opening pornographic book stores, and
more; Maioney, whose vet nickname was "Frost Fanney" presently works In

CC's Development Office.

The reunion conversation pretty much stuck to the old days, with talk

about the bad days without VA checks and making tomato soup from hot
water and ketchup. They spoke often of their war days, referring to their

soldiering as tBtroactive birth controi. All felt they were suffering from the

Legionnaire's Disease, though all admitted never being to Philadelphia.

Being what it was, there still was some retrospection for the battle

hardened veterans. One veteran pointed to his buddies and smiled, "Look at

where we are now. We are still in the Hub." Who says the Army doesn't give

you career opportunities?

Sorority Rush started yesterday evening with over a 175 girls going through

the food filled welcome to the women's side of the Greek System. The Rush

continues through the weekend with all the houses expecting large pledge

classes this year.

Apparently there are still problems with CC's new dog policy. This week a

student was walking with his animal across campus during the 8:30-4:00 ban

period. When questioned why he had his pooch on campus, he replied, "This

is not a dog, it is a puppy." Dean Taylor, beware of puppies lacking paper

training!

John Kuhlman of Fear and Loathing with the Cosmos fame does not

appear in this week's Catalyst. According to one staff member. We were

getting a lot of flack about his column, so we decided to can it. But

apparently a hard core group of Kuhiman fanatics, led by transfer Tom Mawn,

is trying to organize a petition to keep the column in the campus newspaper.

Says Mawn, "It's one of the only creative things in the paper.
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Theater and Art Calender for Fine Arts CenterTh
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By Sally Turner
The Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center has begun a

promising year with an exhibition of Navajo weaving
which wiii be on display until October 31 . Like ail exhibits

open to the public, the weaving exhibit is free of charge,
in addition to various exhibits and events scheduled for

the coming year, CC students may wish to take advantage
of the Fine Arts Center Library which has a large selection

of material relating to fine arts and anthropology,
particularly that of the American Southwest. The Library

hours correlate with those of the Fine Arts Center:

Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday, 10 am-5 pm; Tuesday
and Thursday, 10 am-9 pm; and Sunday, 1:30-5 p.m. and
closed on fvlonday.

Student tickets for special events are $4.75 for reserved
seats and may be purchased at the box office. Film series
tickets are $1 .00 at the box office or at the door.
The following calendar includes exhibits and events

which may be of particular interest to CC. students. A
full calendar of events may be obtained from the Fine Arts
Center.

SPECIAL EVENTS
Nov. 22, 1976: The National Players: Much Ado About

Nothing, 8:15 p.m.
Feb. 8, 1977: William Windom Plays Thurber, 8:15 p.m.
Feb. 21, 1977: Ivlummenschanz (IVIime Troupe), 8:15

p.m.
May 10, 1977: The New Shakespeare Company of San

Francisco: "The Threepenny Opera," 8:15 p.m.
March 30, 1977: Francisco Espinoza (Spanish Guitarist)

8:15 p.m.
EXHIBITS

Dec. 5-Dec. 31, 1976: Contemporary Realism in

Colorado Springs.

Dec. 15-Jan. 15, 1977: William Hogarth Engravings.
Jan. 5-Feb. 27, 1976: Hispanic Colorado: Photographs

by Robert Adams and Myron Wood.
Feb. 15-Maivh 13, 1977: American Ballet Theatre:

Thirty-six Years of Scenic and Costume Design (Featuring
Baskt, Berman, Mielziner, and Picasso).

FILM SERIES

SHAKESPEARE:
Oct. 19, 1976, 8:15: Henry V.

Oct. 26, 8:15: A IMidsummer Nights Dream.
Nov. 2, 8:15: Macbeth.
Nov. 16, 8:15: King Lear.

Nov. 23, 8:15: Hamlet.
Nov. 30, 8:15: Romeo and Juliet.

Dec. 14, 8:15: The Great Dictator.

Dec. 15, 8:15: City Lights.

Dec. 16, 8:15: The Kid & The Idle Class.
Dec. 17, 8:15: Limelight.

The National Players present their production of
Shakespeare's rollicking comedy of the sexes, Much Ado
About Nothing, The brilliant wit and high humour of this
masterpiece have made it an audience favorite since it

first launched the National Players twenty-eight seasons
ago. This new production of Shakespeare's Much Ado will
have a first-rate cast, handsome new settings and
costumes, and a lighthearted, comedic and sparkling
direction by Father Gilbert V Hartke, the founder of the
National Players.

William Windom Plays Thurber. Best known for his
Emmy Award winning leading role in TV's My World And
Welcome To II, based on the writings of the foremost
American humorist James Thurber, Mr. Windom now
brings these and other stories and tables to the Colorado
Springs Fine Arts Center in a delightful look into
Thurber's enchanted world.

Mummenschanz. In classical mime the performer uses
facial expression as well as gestureis and movement to
convey meaning. But that's not the case in the unique
form of mime praclced by Mummenschanz, the group
from Switzerland in its performance at the Colorado
Springs Fine Arts Center. These talented young
performers have substituted masks, highly original in

design, for the white-face which is the trademark of most
mime artists. Movement is an important part of their art

but it may be the struggling movement of "forms" rather
than associated with human beings. The Mummenschanz
have created a unique masked mime show which has been
deemed a sensation in Paris, Prague, London, Berlin, and
New York.

The New Shakespeare Company of San Francisco will

present their production of Kur Weill and Bertold Brecht's
The Threepenny Opera. Famous for such songs as "Mack
the Knife" and "The Ballad of Sexual Dependency," this
cynical musical will be directed by Margit Roma, an
original member of Herr Brecht's company in the Germany
of the late 1920's and early 1930's. A new and earthy
production. Threepenny will close the first season of
professional theatre at the Fine Arts Center.

Francisco Esplnosa, Spanish Guitarist, will perform the
intricate and colourful rhythms of Spain. Famous for his
vast musical repertoire and for his phenomenal renditions
of Spain's most dazzling Flamenco, foikioric and classical
guitar masterworks. Espinosa has won widespread
acclaim and standing ovations throughout the world. He
has made numerous international recordings and recently
was awarded the Grand Prix du Disque, France's
equivalent of the American "Gold Record." Senor
Espinosa's performance will emphasize the Flamenco and
foikioric facets of his repertoire, bringing forth
fandangos, tangos, buierias, jotas, aiegrias and
zapateados in breathtaking profusion for the duration of
his two-hour performance.
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rhis is John Bartholemew for KKFM
Ru Anna RalfnnhAm Rorthninmm.i i—n />i_i

iFeaturesss

By Anne ReKenberg

Jesus!" laughs Rick Baker, manager
KKFM. "Colorado College actually

ens to him?" Yes, John Bartholo-

M is unavoidable If a person chooses
tune to one of the few FM rock

lions In town. However, It can be

9ly assumed that students Infre-

intly dial 96.5 for the sole purpose of

cMng a Bartholomew commentary.

;ven so, Bartholomew Is not entirely

tasteful, as manager Baker willingly

nits. "Hiring him Is the best thing

ve done. He's a catalyst—you're no
iin good unless you say something,"
manager praises. "You know, some-
es he's a put on; he'll mispronounce

t) Dylan's name on purpose. But

in has some taste—he never does
sonal attacks or character assassl-

ions."

n the other hand, Baker supposes
t news director Bartholomew is,

idoubtedly a racist." At any rate, the

n with "the voice" Is an intriguing

iiBCter.

ohn Bartholomew will not allow
iself to be tagged a "conservative."

Stereotype is one you accept— it's

easy to pigeon hole people," he
s. "Perhaps I have a tendancy to
resent old values. ..Just call me a
Fesslonal talker."

ideed he Is. Of course, he worked
way up to this occupation; first as
son of Bethlehem Steel's Vice

sident (when he had the opportunity
travel to 70 foreign countries with

Idy and on his own) and then as a
dent at Lawrence University.

ihlcago was the scene of his major
lo experience, before and after jobs
i war correspondent In 1943 and '44.

!k then he only reported the news,
ause, as he says, when you're young
don't comment, "you shut up and

Bartholomew left Chicago radio
personality Paul Han/ey and friends In
the windy city to free himself of high
blood pressure and six lane, 60 mile an
hour freeway traffic. "It's a horrendous
city," he shudders. "Covering stories
we'd have at least two big crack-ups a
year. I fainted once trying to get to the
other side of town."

Calm Colorado Springs and KKTV
welcomed the seasoned reporter as a
commentator in the early sixties. He
stayed for ten years, until the station
was sold. "The owner never had to
worry," Bartholomew says. "I was never
sued for libel."

But after the station changed hands a
new manager was engaged. This
gentleman, according to Bartholomew,
was just "five feet, six Inches tall and
timid", and that had everything to do
with his being fired. No such problem
arises at KKFIVI. Manager Baker played
football for Notre Dame, and lets his
news director fill 20 minutes a week
with anything and everything.

"We saw William Randolph Hearst
make billions, filling his papers with
murder, unhapplness, violence, des-
truction—that's yellow journalism,"
Bartholomew complains. "American
journalists break their asses to bring

you horror. That's crap. Modern kids are
too smart for that. At KK, you never
hear stories about the glorification of

criminals. We try to report a story that
adds to your knowledge. Young people
today are sophisticated—they're bored
with stories about minorities fighting

each other and everyone else."

Probably because Bartholomew does
take the opportunity to discuss
anything and everything in his
broadcasts, CC students have com-
plained about his Inconsistency. "I'm
no more inconsistent than anyone who
talks a lot," he explains. "I'm not a god
or a teacher."

'andidates Need Volunteer Help

le following candidates and polltl-

jarty organizations have expressed
rest In putting Colorado College
lents to work during the 197 6
ildentlal election. Call the appro-
le number listed if you would like to
nteer.

sinllz for County Cominlssloner,
locratic. Beverly Is the first woman
ilstory to receive a major party
ilnatlon for El Paso County
Knissioner.

»ll Maxine Davenport at 636-2087
r 6 pm or call Relnltz headquarters
71-4882.

•mocratic Headquarters, Democra-
This Is Carter-Mondale Headquar-
ter El Paso County. Help wanted
rassing unaffiliated voters by tele-
ne.

all Pat Cross a) 576-1916. Head-
rters located in the Janltell Building
r the Four Seasons Motor Inn).

nery lor State House of Represen-
1«, Democratic. Flanery is running
re-election to his seat in the
rado State House of Representa-
In Denver. His District includes all

irea North and West of Colorado
ige.

«M Bill at 598-3389 or call his
paign manager at 634-4676.

rtley for Stale House of Represen-
Bs, Republican. Hefley is trying to
lat Flanery and return the district to
ormal Republican voting behavior,
nee Joel directs the Community
ninaand Research Office In Palmer
.
call him at Colorado College ext.

or 473-3215. Or go In and see him
anally in Palmer Hall 118 (second

Republican Headquarters, Republi-
can. A detailed telephone canvass is

being conducted around the clock at
Armstrong for Congress headquarters,
corner of Pikes Peak Avenue and Tejon
Street (above Baker Shoes Store).
Volunteers needed from 9 in the
morning until 9 at night (three shifts—
9 tol, 1 to 5, and 5 to 9).

Call 475-8270 for assignments and
additional information.

ACLU Seminar
A series of Friday afternoon

discussion group/seminars on Civil

liberties topics has been scheduled for

this fall by Patrick Lilly, President of the
Pikes Peak chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union. The discussions
will focus on the importance of civil

libertarian ideas as libertarian ideas in a
Constitutional society.

The seminars will be co-ordinated
with selected programs from the TV
series "The Rights of Americans",
produced by the ACLU's national

offices, which will be broadcast by
KTSC-TV, Pueblo, beginning Septem-
ber 24th.

The dates and topics are:

1 . Sept. 24, The Evolution of the Bill of

Rights; 2. Oct. 15, The Right of

Privacy; 3. Oct. 22, The Rights of

Women; 4. Nov. 5, Rights of Free
Speech and Association; 5. Nov. 19,

The Rights of Mental Patients; 6. Dec.

3, The Rights of Military Personnel; and
7. Dec. 17, The Rights of Gay People.

Speakers active in the fields

discussed will keynote each session.

Each session will begin at noon and last

two or three hours. Coffee will be
served and all interested persons are

invited to participate. Pre-registration Is

requested. For registration or more
information, call Patrick Lilly at

599-7593.

John Bartholomew

But he is a man with certain opinions,
often hinted at during the commen-
taries. "The sadness that administra-
tors impose on us...That socialist
Hubert Humphrey Is oppressive," says
Bartholomew while discussing the
American political system. "He wants
to take care of you from the cradle to
grave. That's crap— it would take a god
to find the proper way to redistribute
our wealth. It's nature's rule that some
will fall by the wayside. I always say,
never give a man an ear of com, teach
him how to grow one."

And, if the man hasn't enough money
to purchase the seed, queries this
reporter? "Almost everyone can find a
job. There are jobs, but let's be honest;
I have Initiative and can find one. If

there's no initiative, and no talent?

That's a hell of a mess. Do we shoot
them or what? They're so licked, so
beat, so down...they can only save
themselves."

Juxtaposed to this Is an optimistic
view of today's youth. "My vibes are
terrific abou\ CC. A larger school loses
control," he says. "This is the age of
humanity— is that the right word?— you
students out there have to worry about a
Chicano having enough to eat. Out of

all the hell you're going through will

come a much superior human being."
John Bartholomew is an honest

journalist, fighting for human indepen-
dence and a free press. KKFM allows
him the liberty to express his views
without retribution, though his listeners

often provide that. Does he vex his

audiences purposely? Could be. Call

him and let him know how you feel.

Jim Collins poses with the bike that got him to Aspen and back on last Block Break's

Annual Aspen Bike Ride. According to one biker, the trip was fairly uneventful, until

the cyclists reached Independence Pass and were greeted by rain while bicycling Into

Aspen. Collins was the only cyclist to go both ways.

Tired of watching test patterns on TV and being told you're viewing the Presidential

Debates? Well, you and 100 million other Americans are not alone. Even If the test

patterns are more interesting, take some time off next week and tune Into The

Catalyst. Articles planned Include: a look at the Faculty-Course Evaluation problem.

late night study space on campus, a feature on CC's only commercial artist and her

battle against the Art Department, our telephone operators, and if all goes well, the

hows and whys of the new Packard Hall.
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School Sponsors Sought from CC
By Carol Garten

"Most people want to help, but they

don't really know how. This is such a

great opportunity," says Marlys

Gengler,
Gengler is referring to the possibility

of CC students raising between $1000

and $1500 to sponsor a project in a

developing country. Schools, medical

clinics, water purification plants,

irrigation systems, silos, and grain

dryers are ail needed.
The School Partnership Program,

.idministered through the Peace Corps
and Action, coordinates U.S. funds

with needs and resources in developing

countries. Areas such as Africa, Asia,

Latin America, and the Caribbean must
provide the land, manual labor, and
25% of the material costs toward the

project.

"None of it (the money we raise) goes

to administrative costs. AN of that Is

borne by Action, which is Federally

the Partnership Program is sent directly

overseas to buy materials for an

essential construction project in a

developing country."

CC students may choose to support

any area, but Vuelta Larga needs
immediate attention. The predomi-

nately agricultural community in

Ecuador needs a one-room school

house for 120 first grade children. The
project was planned and scheduled to

start in mid-August, but is still In need
of a sponsor. Maps, plans, and an
itemized budget have been drawn up.

Vuelta Larga will provide 66.2% of the

necessary resources. They also have
employed a teacher.

The school costs $1235.78. Gengler
believes CC students are capable of

raising the necessary capital. She
encourages all groups, such as dorm
wings
The school costs $1235.78. Gengler

believes CC students are capable of

raising the necessary capital. Shefinanced," emphasized Gengler. The
School Partnership Program confirms encourages ail groups, such as dorm

that, "100% of every dollar donated to wings, entire dorms, fraternities

sororities, sports teams, classes, and
groups of friends to raise money to

support the project. She
sponsoring marathons, parties which

charge admission, bake sales, garage

sales, recycling projects, talent shows,

or "anything that the group is interested

in doing."
The sponsorship program will be

more fully explained in the film

"Partners for Tomorrow", which will be

shown Xt\\s Tuesday at 7:30 pm, in

Rastall Center in room 212. Marlys

Gengler is also available for questions,

or further information at her home
phone: 635-9356.

Gengler concluded by commenting,

"We can build a school over there for

less than the cost of one semester's

tuition at CC. When you compare it that

way, it is hard to say 'no',; they ask for

such a little bit. We can build a school if

everyone gives only 756, the price of

three cokes, or one-third of what it

costs to go to a movie."

'Quality at Reasonable Prices

f^eaf&taus
THE NEW SUPER

SWEATER & JEANS PLACE AT
327 N. TEJON

IS 473-7881 Mi

NOW SHOWING
SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!

The
Stanley Kubrick
Film Festival

The Aft of Stanley Kubrick

STR^w^at
People Pleasing Pizza

• Spaghetti - Salads • Films Extrodinair

• Sandwiches - Beer • Meeting Rooms
Special Doubles Dinner - $4«90

On Presentation of this Ad - ipOciln

Any Medium Size Pizza 2 Soft Drinks 2 Salads

"TWI-LITE HOUR" MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
9M 5:00 to 6:00 PM

AFTER 6:00 PM $2.50
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Brad Frye

—

By Brad Frye

There are six main Issues you should

onslder today:

1. It is important to review the

=CCCA & Cutler Board Statements=

lobin Meili

Doug Obletz
By Douglas L. Obletz

The upcoming election to select an
;ecutive Vice-President for the Colo-
do College Campus Association
mes during the remaining four
anths of an incumbent adminlstra-
m.
rhe factor of greatest Importance is

lecting an Executive Vice-President

problem of pedestrian safety on
Cascade Avenue. This street presents a
danger to the hundreds of students who
cross it daily. The danger is only
exacerbated at night, when decreased
visibility coupled with over-the-speed-
limit drivers turn picturesque Cascade
Avenue into a life size version of
Russian roulette. Speed bumps are one
alternative to consider.

2. It is obvious to anyone who
pursues an on-campus social life that
Benjamin's Basement is too small to
accomodate its growing student clien-

tele. There is not only the factor of
comfort but also the factor of safety.
Any evacuation plan will surety be more
difficult to execute with the crowded
conditions that are becoming common
as Benjy's becomes more popular. It is

a very real need to plan for this in-

evitable expansion and for the CCCA
to aid the management in any and all

ways possible.

3, Minority recruitment on campus
suffers for two reasons. First, the cost
of a CC education. Second, the fact that

outstanding minority students are not
actively recruited from low income
areas. The policy of recruiting must be
pursued more vigorously across the
board.

4. The "dogs on campus" problem
represents poorly executed policy. 1

cannot understand how a policy that Is
so blantantly reactionary in Its overcor-
rection of the problem can be tolerated.
I believe that dogs should be allowed on
campus when they are restrained on a
leash and under constant supervision
by their owners.

5. If you are a faithful reader of The
Catalyst, you must have read Professor
Brooks' opinion that the block plan is
not exactly conducive to a student's
social life. I agree. But, something can
be done. I believe that it is feasible for
the CCCA to support more all-campus
get togethers. Not only financially, but
with an improved general attitude.

6. Finally, consider how the "incum-
bent," Mr. Obletz, got his job. He was
appointed by the CCCA. A body such as
the CCCA is not inclined to make their

lot any more difficult than it already Is.

From that, you can be sure that he
represents no radical departure from
present policy. When you consider the
issues above, remember, these Issues
are not presently being pursued with
any vigor by the campus association.
The new member of the "team," Mr.
Obletz, will not see fit to rock the boat
by pushing these issues.

I invite anyone to call me at any time
to discuss their ideas, represented
herein or not. My phone number is

633-7621
,

I would also like to extend an
invitation to the other candidates to get
together for some sort of forum. In this
way, all views may be heard and
regardless of who wins, they will have
some concept of the pressing ideas and
innovations of the day.

In closing, I hope you will consider
my candidacy and find It within your
power to give me your vote. Thanks.

By Robin Meili

Colorado College is similar to many
other college campuses in that the role

of student government has been
debated time and time again. The
Colorado College Campus Association
has had its share of ups and downs. It's

been often cnticized and seldom
praised. Granted there is validity in

some of the criticism, but I don't believe
that enough credit is given where credit

is due.

One of the major reasons I am
running for the vice-presidency of the
CCCA is that I believe in the council and
its potentials. I have been involved in

one form of student government or
another for the past 5 years and I have
seen what a student run organization
can accomplish. But, in order to

achieve these accomplishments the co-
operation of the council members,
faculty and student body must be
present.

In combination with CCCA President
Bill Berkeley's platform of last

year— that he wishes to unite the
council and the student body— I am
hoping to make the council a more
respected organization on campus. By
uniting the students with the CCCA,
more awareness will result and the
accomplishments of the council will be
appreciated.

Having served on the council for a
portion of spring semester 1976, I

understand the council and how it

functions. I also know the people on it.

These are some adjustments that a

newcomer to council would have to
make in the short time that is left in this
term, whereas I have that experience
behind me.

The Colorado College Campus
Association does not exist for status
but rather for a purpose: to be a path for

student interests to become realities.

But, with an apathetic student body
offering merely criticism rather than
helpful suggestions any organization,
especially a student representative one,
can not function to its best capacity.

The feasibility of a strong and
influential student government attracts

me to the challenge of the vice-presi-

dency of the CCCA. It is this goal that I

will strive for In my brief term on the
council.

that will most efficiently fill this
position and work closely with the
President of the CCCA for the
remainder of the. term.

I am presently the Interim Executive
Vice-President, having assumed the
post in September at the request of the
President. I have been an active partici-

pant in the policy formulation and
administration of the CCCA during this

time. I have come to understand the
inner workings of the council, the
duties inherent in this position, and
have established an excellent working
relationship with the council. Already
several important tasks have been
accomplished with others such as Peer
Group Counseling undenway.
The critical policy decisions for this

period have been established, and I

have been a part of their formulation.
What remains is a task of competent
administration, and leadership that is

attune to the needs of the students.
Furthermore, I am satisfied that the

leadership of the CCCA, after a critical

look inward, has readjusted its outlook
with a positive focus after the uncertain
policy actions of last year. In other

areas, significant strides have been
taken with regard to communications
between the CCCA, other campus
organizations and students. As a result,

the CCCA is likely to be in better
harmony with student desires than
before.

The first month of this semester has
been devoted to the setting of a number
of realistic goals by the CCCA
leadership for its remaining months in

office.

As a matter of policy, we have chosen
to attack a smaller number of critical

areas of concern. This more selective

list includes: improvement of CCCA-
student body relations; evaluation of

club sports; increased communications
between the CCCA and the Leisure

program; further security measures;
improvement of Boettcher Health
Center services (in conjunction with the
already established Boettcher Health

Care Commission); and evaluation of

Saga services.

Another major priority will be to

establish the means by which a greater

degree of continuity may be realized

between succeeding administrations of

the CCCA. This prevents the necessity
for each administration to begin anew.

I possess a realistic outlook on the

CCCA, its functions and limitations.

There is little doubt that the CCCA has
not realized its full potential In

representing the students in past years.

There are several structural roadblocks
that have prevented a more dynamic
approach to student problems. I have
begun to understand these constraints.

This will enable me to move toward
realistic goals, rather than the false

Ideals as demonstrated by councils of

the past.

The present administration must
undertake the laying of a sound
groundwork for evaluation In order that

future administrations may overcome
these problems. The emphasis must be
placed on efficiency, competency and
experience for the present, which
provides the basis for a more
successful future. I have demonstrated
these skills during my interim period in

office, and I will work toward combining
them with skillful leadership in the

months to come.

Christie Balka: Cutler Board Candidate
By Christie Balka

-olorado College has at present three
dent-run publications; The Catalyst,

> Leviathan and the Nugget. Under
I auspices of Cutler Board, the
wspaper, the journal of politics and
I arts, and the yearbook serve
dents in more than one capacity.
ise publications provide the campus
nmunlty with vita) informational
vices. They exist to provide students
h outlets for various energies and
mts. Practical experience in writing,
ting and managing, as well as
losure. Is gained by students
rking on Cutler Publications. The
lalyst, the Leviathan and the Nugget
St as examples of good publications,
ihemselves.

Cutler Board is comprised of the

editors of each of these publications,

plus members who are elected at large,

from the student body. It is the

responsibility of the board to maintain
the quality of each issue of The
Catalyst, the Leviathan and the Nugget.
As a governing body Cutler Board must
also assure the financial solvency of It's

publications.

The Board should additionally over-

see efforts to increase student
involvement in each of it's publications.

For an Institution of It's size and
caliber, Colorado College has dispro-

portionately few opportunities for the
creative student, the one who wishes to

acquire certain skills through practical

expertence, or for the student who

seeks the challenge' derived from

working in any or all aspects of

publication.

Concerns are expressed frequently

from students who cite a lack of these

opportunities available within the

academic program. Complaints regar-

ding student apathy in these areas are

also numerous. Cutler Board should

endeavor to narrow the gap between
those who feel the college does not

offer enough in the areas mentioned,

and those who feel students are

apathetic.

In short the role of Cutler Board can

and should be one which goes beyond
maintenance, to eryich campus life and

the academic p;ogram to the greatest

extent possible. Having had direct and

indirect experience with all three

publications, I am a candidate for a
position on Cutler Board, to be elected

at large. I have worked in various

capacities for The Catalyst, participated

in Leviathan Poetry Workshops and
closely witnessed organizational diffi-

culties with the coming issues of the

Nugget. Because my involvement has

not been confined to any one
publication, my contributions to Cutler

Board may be varied and objective, as

well as uncommon.
If you have any suggestions or

reactions to my assessment of the role

of Cutler Board, please feel free to

discuss them with me. Elections are

scheduled to be held on Wednesday,
October 6. I may be reached before that

time, at extension 488.
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Easton - The Quarterback, The Field, and CC
U.

By Ed Goldstein

In years gone by, it used to be that

the most identifiable person on any
college campus was the quarterback 0/

the football team. Times change, and
our school quarterback or tailback

basks in relative anonymity. His name
is Kevin Easton, and he is a transfer

student from the University of Southern

Colorado. Even though he is not as well

known as he may have been in the past,

Easton is a public personality of some
stature, and has some very interesting

things to say about school, sport, and
social conditions at CC. Kevin Easton,

quarterback, is still worth a paragraph

or two.
Any understanding of this Intense

young man from Pueblo must begin

with an examination of something that

is very important to him, the game of

football. Like many CC players, Easton

does not have overwhelming physical

prowess. One could not see him
becoming a bouncer in a bar in later

years. Easton compensates for physical

size with performance.

He is a highly skiiled athlete who has
worked hard to improve his command of

the game since the 8th grade. His
tremendous potential has been amply
displayed all over the confines of

Washburn field, where he has gunned
down two opponents with an impres-

sive display of saturation bombing.
Easton, a classic dropback pocket

passer, has shown that he can
withstand a fierce rush and hurl the

brown ellipsoid in a perfect spiral to his

receivers, no matter how deep they are.

According to his best estimates, if

pressed he could possibly throw the

Kevin Easton

ball upwards to 70 yards. On a practical

level Easton has amassed a very

impressive record. So far he has
completed 19 out of 38 passes for 332
yards and four touchdowns, while only

suffering two interceptions.

All this lock talk Is well and good, but

what realiy matters is Easton's personal

outlook. As Kevin relates it, he is

playing for Colorado Coliege for several

reasons. One is that he was
incompatible with the previous school

he was attending. At USC he was
unhappy with the academic program (he

is a business major), the football

program, and the coach. Understand-
ably, he also wanted to go to school
outside his home town.

However, he stayed at USC because
he was granted an athletic scholarship.

Although he was hurt (torn ligaments in

the knee) and out for the year, Easton

explains that he was not happy with his

scholarship arrangement while he was
practicing with the team. He stated, "If

you go to a big school, and you are on a
scholarship, you better produce or
you're out. Its always hanging over your
head."
Such is not the case at CC, where

there are no scholarships with strings

attached, which are offered to prospec-
tive players. In talking about CC,
Easton had several impressions about
the people he works with. On Coach
Carle he offered these accolades. "He's
a great guy - knows a hell of alot about
football. He will set you straight when
you are wrong, but he treats you like a
man. I work 100% for them (the
coaches), and that's what they expect."
Carle has returned the favor by giving

Easton the status that all football

players cherish. He has earned a
nickname. It is "Baby Doll."

As to the others on the team, Easton
has serious praise for every participant.

He is very team oriented and lists his

personal goals thusly; "We will go
undefeated and get a playoff berth." I

asked him if as quarterback, or

throwing back, he needs to exert

leadership and inspire the team. He
apparently does not accept that role,

and defers huddle leadership to team-
mate Dave Hall. But beyond that, he
gave a very interesting reason for the
teams general non rah-rah approach,
"You show more leadership by how you
play, than what you say."

Apart from individual performances,
Easton believes that the team's greatest

asset is their closeness and, "totally

unified effort." That closeness also

Sports Wrap Up: Football and Cross Country
ByStuRlfkIn

The CC football team Increased Its

record to 2-0-1 this past Saturday as
they handily defeated Austin College by
a score of 31-14. The win was the first

for a CC team against Austin in four

tries.

Perhaps even more importantly, the
Tigers were able to establish them-
selves offensively after a lackluster

previous effort against Mesa College in

which the offense did not score any
points. The Bengals did so In grand
style, exploding for 454 yards of total

offense.

Sophomore fullback Paul Amundsen
had his best day ever as a Tiger, as he

bulled for 156 yards in 22 carries. Tail-

back Kevin Easton added another 98
yards on the ground and wlngback Terry

Swenson rushed for 63 yards including

a 20 yard touchdown run. The key to

CC's potent running attack was, of

course, the unheralded offensive

linemen who controlled the play up
front throughout the game.
The defense, a big question mark at

the beginning of the season, once again
performed very admirably holding
Austin to 14 points. With only one
senior, Mike Hopkins, starting on a
defensive unit that was devastated kby
graduation, the coaches have suc-
ceeded in molding together a unit that

so far has risen to the occasion in every

game.
CC led the entire way In the Austin

game after scoring 1 7 points In the first

quarter on a 10 yard run by Amundsom,
a 23 yard pass from Easton to flanker

Steve Dye, and a 31 yard Ted Swan field

goal.

Cross Country
Six Colorado College men and three

CC women ran in the Annual Vail Fest

Cross Country Run last Saturday at

8,332 feet. The overall performance of

the team improved greatly over two
weeks ago in the team's opening duel

against the USAFA men and women.

manifests itself in off-the-fleld actl
ties.

Kevin was very open when he tail

about how the more public aspectsl
football relate to the school andf
feilow students. On the subject of

ii

other students relate to the team ;

the players, he was most provocal
He is not concerned that people do
come out in droves to see the Tig
play. He says his goal in athletics i

to achieve glory. Rather, he wants
play because he is having a great dea
fun participating in the sport.

When I asked him about th(

members of the campus commui
who consider football players to

"mindless bores," I received a toti

unexpected answer. Earlier he 1

talked about how everybody on
team, "have got their minds togeths
But in this case, he did not bring

intellects and academics. He called

anti-football attitude "ridiculousp^^^*^

'

showing those peoples' stupidity." JoldHoc,

He believes that some people do^'^^; ^^.

realize what is the object of the ^pW^'^'
Easton defended his main objeciiE'^'^"''^

and that is to pursue individually, t"^^"^^
through a group, a standard p^ '^ ^

excellence that has not yet b^;

reached. He believes that the higu-
motivated structure of football allo|r ^»i
for a degree of personal and so* "*^
achievement and success, and iL'

could not be achieved easily 6lsewh^-_-_.,
Kevin Easton has articulated^ v^

^
philosophy that can be applied to" .

more universal level. His thoughts?;
well worth pondering. As I said earl||®''' ^9

Kevin Easton, quarterback, is worttP^^* °^
paragraph or two. mpu. 1

|ailed pr

I

It mov
coming

Jack Pottle, CC's senior harrl'^y*^^"

'

finished 27th in a national field of|
runners. He posted a time of 36:ol
the six mile run. The winning time {
31:37. Other CC men, Steve Sornslnl
Rip Bangford, finished 107th and IS
respectively, posting times of 42:11 ^
42:54. Tony Wall came in 149th at

^

'

flat, and Orville Sechllle came In iff

at 45:06.

Three women runners also posS

good marks. Freshmen Jane Haggi
and Muffy Tate finished 33rd and ;

with times of 24:01 and 2|
respectively. Senior and third

competitor Beth Baker finished

with a time of 27:00.

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

Go where the grass is

greener...We can

send you to Mexico over

Winter Brealt for very

few pesos. ..But plan

now!!

818 N. Tejon Street Taylor Travcl

POEMS
WANTED

The COLORADO SOCIETY OF POETS is compiling a

book of poems. If you have written a poem and would
like our selection committee to consider it for

publication, send your poem and a self-addressed

stamped envelope to:

COLORADO SOCIETY OF POETS
200 Hilton Office Bldg.

Denver, Colorado 80202

SUPER SALE

Men's and
Women's

Tennis Clothin!

15-70% off

Men's Tretorr

Shoes
$15

24 fiour racque

stringing servic

Southern
Colorado's

Largest
Tennis Shop

Le Bounce
Ltd.

508No.Tejoi

473-0150
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ports^

issed up in uniforms that resembie Scottish quilts, members of the CC Women's
Id Hocltey team take on a tough Denver University team. We tied that one by a 1-1

ire, while we had earlier bested a squad from Colorado Womens College by a 1-0

rgin. Field Hockey Is very popular in South Asia, where India and Pakistan
Ktantly vie for gold medals at the Olympics. Our team and several other schools
i trying to popularize the sport throughout the Flocky ftlountain area. Their next
ne is against CSU next Friday, here at 4:00.

'omen's Sports Shorts

omen's sports fans your time is up -

weel< it witi all come down!
len's field hockey, volleyball,

ler, and cross country will be the

Bct of The Catalyst feature sport

ion. The feature wi 1 1 provide a

lied preview of the women's season

t moves into full swing in the
»ming weeks. What's up? - The
lyball team will host this season's

regional toruney in mid-November.
Soccer, the only women's club sport,
has a tough season ahead. Cross
country - the lonely (literally) runners,
or how three CC women face the miles
and the men in competition. Finally,

field hockey, the story of our women In

kilts, the problems of playing and practi

cing at obscure hours In the morning.
Check it out - the women's sport
section in next weeks issue.

30-40-50-60-70% OFF
Le Bounce Ltd.

Sportswear Sale

Great selection
I

of pants,

shirts & sweaters

Sale 30-50% off

Le Bounce Ltd.
508No.Tejon 473-0150

30-40-50-60-70% OFF

COLOR ENLARGEMENTS

F
Price Breakthrough

SPECIAL OFFER
i"x 20". $12.95

X 30
". $14.953

lant size Super Quality eniargements from your
vorite Kodacoior negative, print or siides.*

lese beautiful, large color prints are the latest

icorator items for your wall, at reasonable
Ices.

^dd $1 .50 for copy negative from prints or slides.

^g^ Murco Druq Co.
PHONE 634-4861 • 832 NORTH TEION ST.

COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO. 80902

Booters 'Crap Out' in Vegas
By MIk* Slad*

The CC soccer team has to be asking
themselves "what next?" right now. It

seems as if the squad's fortunes
become more blzaae each week, as the
Tigers bravely try to overcome large
obstacles In their bid to return to the
NCAA Division I soccer playoffs.

After an unsuccessful (financially)
day of Casino-cruising, the Tigers met
the University of Nevada, Las Legas
Rebels Friday night. Amidst a festive
atmosphere of bright lights, 400
partisan fans, pre-game introductions,
and the national anthem on an off-key
trumpet, the game began. The Rebels
surprised CC with their quickness, and
jumped off to a 1-0 lead early on a
beautiful header, which goalie Ron
Edmonson never saw. The outplayed
Tigers managed to tie it up on a
beautiful twisting low liner by Konnie
Simons following a field-length dribble
by the German wizard.
The Tigers regained their composure

and asserted themselves In the second
half. A fine shot by Eddie DIetz off Jeff
Beckiey's corner kick, and John
Monterio's effortless penalty kick past
the Las Vegas goalie rounded out the
scoring. Las Vegas, their frustration
evident, began to resort to a more
physical style of play In their efforts to
overcome the deficit.

Unlike the Benedictine game of two
weeks ago, referees in Vegas chose to
overreact and quickly handed out three
red cards in ten minutes.
The next night, after another

frustrating day at the slots, CC met up
with Cal-State Fullerton. Fullerton was
currently 1-0 in the season, ranked 2nd
In the West, and was the team that
knocked CC out of the NCAA playoffs
last year. The Tigers were hampered by
the absence of four players who had
contracted stomach ailments over the
night; including starters Sam Harper
and John Monterio.
The squad palyed a relatively poor

first half, spiced by two Fullerton goals.
The first was on a questionable penalty
kick call on Eddie DIetz, and the second
was the result of a defensive pnixup on a
Fullerton corner kick. Down 2-0 at half-

time, disorganized, fighting among
themselves, and completely depressed,
the Tigers were severely chewed out by
Coach Horst Richardson and took the

field for the last 45 minutes with a
renewed sense of purpose.
The first 20 minutes of the half

produced the finest soccer CC has
shown to date. Everything worked They
completely dominated play, and soon
the game was tied 2-2. Konnie Simons'
beautiful line drive off a direct free kick
and Eddie Dletz's nice half-volley off an
awry header by Tom Lee tied the score.

At this point, two totally unforeseen
things occurred. Not only did our Tigers
fold temporarily and relinquish control
of the game, but the "gutless" referees,
as fullback Tom Lee termed them, also
lost control of the match. After a
defensive lapse gave Fullerton a 3-2
lead, a large incident of shoving and
tripping was observed by the Tigers on
Fullerton.

One Fullerton fullback saw fit to
blatantly elbow the emotionally drained
Eddie Dietz completely away from a
play. This and other offenses appar-
ently went unnoticed by the referees.
From there, things deteriorated quickly.
By that time, Fullerton's Juan Carlllo's

second penalty kick had run the score
to 5-2. A crazy almost eerie tone had
fallen over the field.

The combination of Fullerton's
well-concealed dirty play and the
alleged incompetence of the referees
(who the Las Vegas coach apparently
refused lo pay after the game) resulted
In a game that teetered on the brink of
an all-out free-for-all for the last 16
minutes. 'Vet In the wake of this unset-
tling and shocking loss, a ray of hope
appears. Perhaps these ugly Incidents
will finally bring this talented group of
Individuals together. If the Tigers hope
to return to the NCAA playoffs and
realize their almost unlimited potential
they will have to start playing as a team
and cease their on-the-field bickering.
Cliques and prima donnas destroy
soccer teams like a cancer.

Cal-State Fullerton was upset by Las
Vegas 2-0 Sunday, dropping them Into a
tie for 5lh in the Far West rankings with
CC. Richardson's talented booters, now
7-2 on the season and at the halfway
point, can not afford any more losses.

They meet Utah State Friday at 4:00 pm
on Stewart Field, and then have a week
off before they travel to Metro State
Saturday, Oct. 9.

DEPT. COURSEPHILOSOPHY
CHANGES

Professor Rabbin will be leaching the

courses originally scheduled for Profes-
sor Clegg In the second semester. The
somewhat modified courses will be:

Block 5, Phil. 303 - Philosophy and
Theater, Block 6, Phil. 323 - Vlttgen-

stetn and Phenomenology, Block 7,

Phil. 323 - Hegel, Blocks 8 and 9, Phil.

205 - Recent American and European
Philosophy. Questions will be ans-

wered on extension 240.

TNI

There will be a meeting of the
Student's International Ivledilatlon

Society, SIMS, on Wednesday, October
6 In Rastali 209 at 7:30 pm. An advanced
lecture Is on the agenda as well as a
group meditation.

PARTY FOR NEW PROFS
Everyone is invited to a gala reception

In honor of all new women professors
and staff at The Colorado College -

given by The Women's Commission at

Bemis Hall from 7-9 pm on Sunday,
October 10. Light refreshments and
entertainment will be provided.

FOR ALL COLORADO COLLEGE STUDENTS:
FREE CHECKING ACCOUNTS FROM

3ToDoNiceT^'"«^

„,.eBanKT-J„^rpV"

Central Bank
of Colorado Springs

2308 E. Pikes Peak Avenue
MEMBER; F.D.I.C.
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areer Counselor Chosen
By Cathy McCall

hat is the best grad school tor my
How can I get the kind of job I

I Who do I talk to? What things do

I to ask or tell about myself?" All

questions about career and life

Ing can finally be answered by
Leavenworth, CC's newly -

nted Career Counselor,

the past, the Career Placement

im at the College has been
eterlzed b/ little organization or

Caro/ Leavenworth
lasis, and even less student

iness. A large number of students
riewed knew nothing about the

am. In an attempt to fill the void

1 a department of vital importance
jry student, a committee on career

iment looked for a skilled and
potent professional to assume
I of (former assistant Dean) Don
Vs duties. Just such a person was
J and Carol Leavenworth began her

ts part-time career counselor on
jer 4.

Leavenworth graduated from the

rslty of Wisconsin in 1974 with a

rs degree In Guidance and

Counseling with an emphasis on
student personnel. Soon after, she
moved to Colorado Springs and has
been the director and career counselor
at the Virginia Neal Women's Center for
the last two years.

Working with the office of the Dean of
Students and with Rastall Director Ellle

Mllroy, Ms. Leavenworth plans to
continue to bring on campus recruiters
and Intltlate new programs she found
successful at the Center. One such
program Is group counseling with
emphasis on self-awareness. She
hopes to plan evening sessions during
which students may learn where to find
the resources about careers and exactly
what kinds of questions to ask.

fi/ls. Leavenworth stresses counseling
as her number one priority. The process
of career exploration begins with an
identification of a student's needs,
skills and potentials. This Includes the
kind of work environment desired, the
financial needs wanted, and the
satisfaction derived from a Job. Once
this realization process of the student's
own abilities and qualifications has
been completed, several broad fields
are chosen from some 25,000 job
possibtiiiies.

To help with this enormous responsi-
bility, the residence hall directors will

be contributing to the program.
Especially qualified in life planning is

Jim Volz, residence director of Slocum
Hall, who is anxious to aid In career
counseling. Jean Kocel will serve as a
secretarial assistant to fvts. Leaven-
worth. Ms. Kocel's former duties In the
area of student employment have been
combined with those of the personnel
director.

Although both professional and
secretarial duties are part-time, the
women's schedules should coincide to

accommodate the student body. Dean
Sutherland, chairman of the Career
Placement Committee, said that they
initially budgeted for a part-time
counselor rather than one working
full-time because most students have
classes In the morning anyway, and a
part-time professional "would ade-
quately meet the needs of the
students." The Center is open from 11

a.m. to 5 p.m., five days a week.

The Catalyst
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CC Blood Bank Going for the Jugular
Blood if''s^rlJ'etMno^that people i?2?„„!"''„"!!<'"?„ ^T. TT' ^"^

" c -K'" campus needed a blood bank, because
students could only make Individual
contributions. Instead of helping the
entire CC community. Also, some of

don't think about that much, but blood
Is the essence of life, " stated l\1ark

Norrls, chairman of the CC Blood Bank.
To that end, students and faculty are T'''! „hr,„«.H.dh\„„^ „:,,,. ,

°'

being asked to register for the Blood h"'! hni nfi?«r. hih „„. h°
'

, T
Bank this Wednesday, October 1 3, from '

fh'^hB r^l. h^L 1» 1^S7>,'"*k''2
noon to 5;00 p.m. at the Boetcher

"'"i '''e f!o»".'>lood type and thus had

Health Center's west entrance. Stu- LffiA"'"' """ °' "'""^ "»''

dents will not be asked to donate blood b".,,!1 „. .k =, ^ = u
at that time

Because of the Blood Bank,

Penrose Hoanlial iRrhnlriana u/iii
students, faculty, staff members (such

take S[o°od samX'lo es toMy"pe a fJ'^l^^'l^^^^T'- ^TluT^
health. Information cards must also be frp^'^T '*Lrt'",?rA,1= *"^""! }°
completed. During the year, registered ™°?rhJ^rtM„n , tk? '

*'"=?'" '?'

donors will be asked to contribute »JLL. 1m"h
*' ^'^^ "fJ?''" '?

blood twice. Donors may either wa^ o T'^Sin' »? d»„'J?",™"hr"'*'
'"'=''

be called, or may call when they wish to "
V,'!*"

"""*"'* *™ •'°™ °' °"

donate. Blood will be donated at
'^'^^'o"'

Penrose and then credited to CC.
Donors must be at least 18 years old

Last year, 217 members of the CC
community registered In five hours, two

andTel h aTleast'no'pound'r'Also, ^rilTx'ird'rhi?!"'^ ^'ir^""'

z.zroZ^Jz:i:j::z t.
-- -'Mnire^dn; neS >'b:^^

hepatltus or convulsions. Donors must i^, y^^r. He anticipates a more
favorable response from the professors
this year.

Th= ol..^^H n=„L Ko„o- i„ <Q-7i;' ..T>,« ^^^ Blood Bank currently has 104

r«J,nn ,h« hi^^H h=M, . ^ K 1 ,
"e^lts, whIch entitles members of CC

reason the blood bank came about Is

the campus' need for It, and the town's
need for It," said Norrls. Last year,

not have been to the dentist in the last

three days, or have had malaria, or been
In a malarial area In the last three years.

Penrose Hospital had a donor list of

to that many units of blood. The object
of the donor registration is to keep the
credits constant or to Increase that

number.

Oblets Wins by 4 Votes
Doug Obletz, present Interim

Executive Vice-President to the
CCCA, was elected to that position
for the remainder of the Fall term by
a margin of four votes last

Wednesday. Obletz, who was
appointed to the Interim position In

September to replace transferring

John fvlurphy, defeated two other
candidates. Brad Frye and Robin
Meili.

In what was probably the
smallest election turnout ever; a
total of 246 students chose to cast
their respective ballots. Obletz
received 95 votes; Frye received 91

;

Meili received 51; and there were
three abstentions. According to

Election Committee Chairman Bet-

sy Broder, there were three

recounts In order to Insure a correct

tally.

Frye, who has never directly

participated In CCCA government
before, challenged Oblelz's team
player Image, and the CCCA's
"inability" to deal with what he
termed, pressing campus prob-

lems.

Also on the ballot was a CCCA

Continued on page 11

umber Please: The CC Switchboard Story
By Klrsty Peterson

small room on the ground floor of

s rests Colorado College's

unlcatlon link to the outside
Amidst the insistent buzz of

our trunklines, two operators
vely seek to keep the campus' 550
ones and the 3000 people who
em happy. Stopping for neither
nor lunch break, they eat at the

I while dealing with the 11,000
calls which pass through the

9ach day.

ctuallty, the situation is not as
lie as It sounds, but few people
iailze the responsibility and
ire which rests upon the campus
ors, and In particular. Lea
n, chief operator. Mrs. Henson is

lordinator of the entire campus
system. She orders all equlp-
and Is in charge of the eleven
nt operators who work on the
I. She has devoted nineteen years

;
It Is largely to her credit that

Its enjoy the phone privileges that
0.

1 Mrs. Henson, "Until I won the
three years ago, students were
Ited from making long distance
'om campus phones regardless of

sr they were third party billing or
calls. Originally, even local calls
be made from pay phones."

' there are relatively few restric-

Students may call any time from
-1 a.m. Calls after 1 a.m. are
led to emergencies. Also, calls to
atlon must be made from a pay
> Mrs. Henson explains, "Each

call to Information costs the campus
twenty cents. The pay phone will return

your dime anyway."
The sheer number of calls handled on

the boards Is impressive. According to

the meters which record the number of

calls, the operators speak with more
than 300 people an hour. The number of

calls they connect Is far higher. Sunday
and Monday nights are usually the

busiest.

Ail the operators received their

training from the Bell Company. In

addition, they receive forty hours of

training from the CC operators, once
they have been hired. No more than two
operators are ever on duty at one time.

On weekends the number Is reduced to

one.

The office sees its share of

excitement too. Reports of sickness,

overdoses and rape have come to the

operators. The chief operator assured

that no names are released but a

student in trouble can always find aid

by dialing "O". "We can always find the

proper people to help out."

A small stove and refrigerator along

the wall of the office provide some
opportunity for refreshment, but on
really busy days even eating on the

boards Is impossible. "One day I heated

a cup of soup five times. I finally had to

throw It out," laughed Mrs. Henson.
She continued, "We have a very, very

few crank calls. The people we talk with

are usually great. The rude are In the

minority. If you need a campus number,
feel free to call and ask, but please write

It down so It Isn't necessary to call

again In five minutes for the same operators do, her requests seem
number. And above ail, please be reasonable,

patient." In light of the job the

INSIDE THE CATALYST
"No" ChcH on Pago 3

Paekaid Probloms on Pago S

Brnnch Roviows on Pago 8

Weaion'i Ipotts on Pago 9
^
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Legacy of Camelot Returns to the Armstrong Theatre Stage
By Palsy Hauck

Knights of the Round Table,

sorcerers and ladies in waiting are

transfornning Colorado College's Arm-

strong Theatre into a medieval stage.

The Colorado College players are

presenting Camelot, a Lerner and

Loewe production of T,H. White's

novel. The Once and Future King from

October 14-16.

Lerner and Loewe have combined a

romantic, comic, magical and human
quality in Camelot, creating a musical

where "the characters are, as we all are,

victims of events," says Director Joe
f^^attys, Assistant Professor of Drama at

Colorado College. Opening on Broad-

way in 1960, Camelol tells the story of

King Arthur of England.

As the play opens, Arthur, played by

Teri Kaelber, is awaiting the arrival of

his bride, Guenevere, played by Karen
McLachlan. Arthur, anxious to find out

about his future with Guenevere, seeks

the magical powers of Merlin, played by

Jim Volz. Romance is added to the plot

when Guenevere and Arthur meet in the

forest and naturally, fall deeply in love.

The plot becomes complicated with

the arrival of Lancelot du Lac, cast by

Bryan Carr. A knight of "incredibly

pure" character, he is anxious to be a

part of Arthur's noble Round Table. His
purity, however, enrages the court and
he duals with a fellow knight and kills

him. This is not an obstacle for the
noble Lancelot, however, for he
succeeds in bringing the knight back to

life. Guenevere, realizing his true virtue

falls in love with Lancelot.

Matters get worse when Arthur's

illegitimate son Mordred, played by
Rives Collins, comes to Camelot in

search of his inheritance. He succeeds
in exposing Guenevere's affair and with

the news The Round Table begins its

deterioration. As the curtain falls,

Arthur leaves the legacy of Camelot to a

young page.
Tryouts for Camelot were in the last

week of August and cast members have
been practicing nearly every day since.

Made up principally of Colorado
College students, the cast also includes

one Colorado College staff member, a

CC faculty spouse and some interested

people from the community.
The play is being directed by Joe

Mattys and his assistant, Mallory
Moore. Lighting and stage sets were
made by the stage production class,

under the direction of Dick Kendricks.
Members of the class are working on
the crew as a part of their class grade.

Don P. Jenkins, Professor of Music is

musical director and is assisted by
Susan Mohnson, instructor in piano.
Norman S. Cornick, associate Profes-
sor of Dance is in charge of the
choreography while D. Polly Kendrick,
theatre costumer, is the costume
designer.

Camelot opens on October 14 at

by Ben SchneidE

Armstrong Theatre and plays th

October 16. Tickets are now on s

Rastall Center and are also availa

the door. General admission is

and $1 .00 with a CC I.D. Group ra

more than fifteen are also availa

contacting Professor Mattys in

strong Hall. Curtain time is 8:15

New Darkroom Setup Expensive hut Worthwhile
By Tom Steele

The new darkroom in the Packard Hall

basement is now "open for business" to

both novice and experienced CC
shutterbugs. However, there have been
some complaints lodged concerning
the present set-up. Specifically, the fee

of ten-dollars per block (not per
semester as reported) did not go over

too well. Furthermore, some believed

that the allotted darkroom hours of 6 to

10 p.m., three nights a week, was

insufficient for in-depth work.
It was learned that 12 hours a week

will probably be plenty of time for the
average photographer. This is due to

the fact that color work is not being
done as part of this program, because
there are no color enlarger heads or
color processing drums this year.

As to the question of costs, the $10
fee goes primarily for chemicals
(students need only to provide their

own paper) and the salary of Mark

Johnstone, the darkroom instructor -

supervisor. As a teacher, Johnston has
experience instructing in the CC
summer Photography institute, and as a
technician, he knows most darkroom
equipment well enough to repair and
adjust.

Both the Art Department and the
Leisure-Time Committee feel that there
are no students who could have both
the spare time and qualifications
necessary to assist Johnstone, or to run

the darkroom on weekends. Th
Department is also apparently
about opening these facilities bi

of the expensive equipment us(
stored there.

The two main problems will

darkroom's budget are that not ei

students are involved, and that th

no darkroom budget this year froi

Leisure Program. (The entire

^MAKE YOUR XMAS BREAK RESERVATIONS NOWll
I WE HAVE GROUP FLIGHTS TO THE EAST COAST

|j

II
FANTASTIC RATES TO OTHER DESTINATIONS!!!
FREEDOM FARES ARE ALMOST SOLD OUT, SO H

ACT FAST! !

!

Nothing Good On?
why not pick up a book at

Poor Richards Used Paperbacks
(

We buy, sell, and trade

College textbooks and Good Reading
Now Hour* • 10:30a.m.-8:O0p.m.

519 N. Tejen • Colorado Springs

THE MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF FOREIGN STUDIES

CAREER PLANNING?
CONSIDERING WORLD AFFAIRS?
Come to

ARABIC . ASIAN STUDIES • CHir

GERMAN - GREEK- . HEBREW
ECONOMICS • INTERNATIONAL M^
ITALIAN* . JAPANESE LATIN
STUDIES • POLITICAL SCIENCE
STUDIES • SPANISH . TRANSLAT
PEAN STUDIES • TRAINING FOR

lESE . EDUCATION . E5L - FRENCH .

' • INDONESIAN- . INTERNATIONAL
NAGEMENT . INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
AMERICAN STUDIES . NEAR EASTERN

. PORTUGUESE' . RUSSIAN • SOVIET
ION a INTERPRETATION • WEST EURO
SERVICE ABROAD • SUMMER SESSION

An independent college and graduate school granting the B.A., M.A. degrees; Teaching
Credentials; Cerlilicates in Traslation, Interpretation, Conlerence Interpretation Short-
term language training, 130 miles south o1 San Francisco. Accredited by the Western
Association of Schools SColleges. Cahlomia State Board o( Education. Veteran's Approved.
For further inlormation. visit with George W. Williams, Dean ol Admissions, on Monday,
October 11, 1:00-5:00 p.m. Appointments may be made through the Placement Ottice ext.

303.

FOR ALL COLORADO COLLEGE STUDENTS:
FREE CHECKING ACCOUNTS FROM

'The
Bank T"%?plJ^e^°

Mice
fhinQS

Central BanI
of Colorado Springs

2308 E. Pikes Peak Avenue
MEMBER: F.D.I.C.
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sBs Editorial ^^^s^^^^^^^^^^ss^sssss

Evaluation: Stagnation Solver
The current debate within the CCCA, the Faculty, the Administration,

and the Student Body over continuing the Faculty-Course Evaluation is

healthy, but nevertheless surprising for Colorado Coiiege. Currently,
many colleges across the country employ subjective and statistical type
evaluations. While this in itself Is not reason enough for CC to continue
such an evaluation, it is surprising that a coiiege, which has assumed
"the role of educational leadership in the Rocl<y Mountain West" and
operates under one of the most progressive and flexible academic plans
in the country, would consider dropping it.

This coiiege has currently tenured over 70% of its faculty. There are
those who have charged that stagnation has set into some departments
which are almost completely tenured. II would seem that a college,
which quite possibly faces serious future stagnation, would need some
kind of formalized checit on its professors and classes. Othenwise, the
progressiveness this coiiege supposedly represents might be lost as
professors increasingly settle into the quagmire of their classes.
The suggested alternatives to the evaluation are not feasible.

Unfortunately, Colorado College is not that small a school, so the
interpersonal communication [that Professor Harvey Rabbin taiits about]
in classes will freely tai<e place. Outside of the classroom, student
conversation rarely focuses on a course or professor. Peer Group
Counseling, while a help, is not the complete answer, as the sessions
are not always well attended.

What Professor Rabbin and others seem to be objecting to is putting
Tnto print what students are often already telling each other. "Oh that

class sucits," or "Hey, he's a great prof" are often the only means by
which a student has of presently judging a class or professor. While it

may be more personal, it certainly doesn't tell you much.
Professor Rabbin's recent analogy [The Catalyst, October 1, 1976],

comparing the Faculty-Course evaluation to "yesterday's newspaper"
with news that is not helpful to today, is faulty. It is faulty, because in

order for one to understand what Is happening today, one must also be
able to place that in some itind of past perspective. Otherwise, what
happens today is completely meaningless.
A final question to be asited in this evaluation discussion: if not the

present faculty-course evaluation, then what else? The Catalyst is not so
sure there is any other feasible solution.

The recent efforts of iVIark Norris in organizing the Colorado College
Blood Bank are to be applauded. The Catalyst urges all students to
participate in the upcoming program. In terms of looking to the future,
giving a pint of blood is very little, relative to the life it may save
tomorrow. Give a little, help a lot, donate to the CC Blood Bank this
October 13 at the Boettcher Health Center.

^Letters^^s^^^s
CPS in Error
Dear Editor,

The occasion is rare indeed when I

have felt desirous of setting a story
straight in The Catalyst, because it

either doesn't matter one damned bit, or
because I didn't feel totally sure I could
effectively criticize the herculean efforts

of your highly proficient reportorlal

staff. First, I am pretty sure "(CPS)" is

not part of this staff, and would be
forever indebted to you for explaining
exactly what the hell it is. Second, on
your story about prostitution at the
University of the Pacific, U.O.P., not "U
of P", I can claim a more complete view
of that, since my sister attended her
freshman year there last year.

The editor of the Paclfican, was
opening himself up for a great deal
more than criticisms of substance
about the issue of prostitution among
students, by publishing the story. The
story itself was a journalistic sham,
citing no evidence, proof, names,
specific incidents or other corrobora-
tion for his allegations. Needless to

say, he should have presented nothing
short of proof that could have withstood
judicial review, to withstand the
hurricane of discontent that followed
publishing it, which was inevitable

anyway.
Whoever Russ Smith is, he too,

managed to simplify his story about
student prostitution at U.O.P. The
facts, as imparted to me by my sister,

whose veracity on this I have no reason
to doubt, are that most of the football

team was involved in the purchase of

"services." Many of the players on the
school's team were purchasing these
services allegedly, with a "little

spending money" received from the
school's coaching staff or athletic

department. This fact was totally

ignored in The Catalyst ("CPS") article,

and whenever and wherever possible

r

Swine Flu Controversy Analysed
By Dr. H.H. Rodman

Much has been written, pro and con,
regarding the New Jersey A Influenza
(swine flu) immunization program.
Reliable authorities disagree on whe-
ther or not this program is necessary,
effective or wise. No lesser authorities
that Dr. Salk and Dr. Sabin, who were
very active in the development of the
polio vaccine, disagree completely on
this issue. It would be difficult to
disagree with either of these doctors.
This is written only to help each
individual student decide whether or
not to receive the swine-flu vaccine.
Apparently there has not been

another case of swine flu reported,
anywhere in the world, since the cases
at Fort DIx, New Jersey, last winter.
This does not seem to support the
belief that there will be an epidemic of
disease caused by this virus this
coming winter. However, if there is an
outbreak of swIne-flu, it will then be too

late to get protection from vaccination.
There have been conflicting reports

as to the effectiveness of the vaccine,
ranging in some tests from 20% to
others at 80-85%. With modern
technology, as based on the results
with other virus vaccines, we should
expect that the effectiveness would be
80-85%.
What about reactions to the vaccine

itself? The reports indicate that a small
percentage of those that receive the
vaccine have some fever. Probably a
fairly large number of persons would
experience some aching and mild flu

symptoms for a day or two after
receiving the shot. There should be no
more severe reactions than to the usual
"annual" flu shot. However, as with the
usual flu vaccination, anyone who is

allergic to eggs, feathers or chickens
should not receive the vaccine.
The flu in 1918 was most severe in

children. Yet, children are not being
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included in this program because the
proper dosage of vaccine has, as yet,

not been determined. Therefore, only
chronically ill children will be eligible to
receive this vaccine. This is hard to
understand.

How, then, does one decide whether
or not to get in line for the swine-flu
vaccine? What risks are you willing to
accept? The vaccine is "free" to the
individual at the time it is given, even
though much tax money has gone into
development of this program.Therefore,
it is not actually free.

For a minimal amount of discomfort,
you may have (more or less), peace of
mind. If there Is an epidemic of this

potentially "Idller flu" this winter, you
will have protected yourself as much as
you possibly can, if you have received
the vaccine.

Note: Word was received from the
City-County Health Department on
September 29, that the swine flu

immunization program planned at
Boettcher Health Center early in

November has been cancelled. The
sites for receiving these immunizations
will be announced in the community
press at a later date.

glossed over by the U.O.P. admin Ci
tion. f^

It was the implication of the ^
article that only a few ladiesH, -

involved in this activity last year. J
*

to differ, thanks to my siS*'

assessments. Rather than a few, ij?^^
more like a slew, of freshman i^"®
largely, involved in an admittedl^^
lucrative business, their clia^lj
composed of largely, but not excl«'

^

ly, U.O.P. football players. Hf!;,
liberal-minded liberal arts stuj[°'
were involved, both as purveyor?°
purchasers. "'

^

Whatever, I just felt that this on^^
t should indulge myself in correcp
highly simplistic account, whatev
actual source. God knows th]

comparable to a letter about the
'

of Upper Voltans, but isn't diversi,

watchword of The Colorado Col

Sure it is.

David

ikard

be
Editor's Note: "CPS" stands fof''*,^

College Press Seivice. It is a syndiL
news service to which The Ca^P^
subscribes. f^*'*^

)ne '

dent:

iutsi

Packi

Boycott Needed Jen
ting

Dear Editor, ticuli

In writing a response to your inly '

editorial on "Cleaning up the Leiry si

(The Catalyst, October 1, ig76),blled

resist the temptation to transcript oi

history of the United Farm wkrtm
(UFW) and the boycott of Teaj Is t

products. I will also assume thajn i

comments about "a tyranny o'eme
majority situation" and students lis the

to eat UFW lettuce being "noli.

democratic", coming from the ed|
The Catalyst, are facetious. I wj
respond to the main point

editorial.

You contend that a great

students, whether they suppoi
UFW or not, feel that they shoi

getting the best lettuce that mom
buy, translated: "good" head lei

You imply that it is unfair to make
students eat UFW lettuce, if they

want to. You suggest that SI

offering two bowls of lettuce migl

solution to the problem, but
so, you ignore the very concep
boycott. To boycott is to

disapproval by withholding econo
social support. In this case, it

refrain from purchasing Te;

products and at the same tir

support the UFW by buying
products. The effect of the boyi

negated by allowing students to

between UFW and Teamster letli

the dining halls. SAGA will have
purchased the lettuce, and sti

who choose to boycott will be effi

SAGA'S budget, not the Team[
The question is not just

individual students want "good" Ij

or "bad", but whether Co(__

College, as an institution, wis^
withhold support from the Teaif^
and thus give support to the UFV|

^

Sharon WW
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Next week marks the return of CC s famous drug cult }ournallst John Kuhlman. C- f'obe

outside John is a mild mannered, self-made chemistry kit. "Yohimbe bark Kuhlr^^^^'
as his dealers and detractors call him. appeals to all portions of the reading p.'®cke(

Word has It that he even uses UFW Lettuce Opium. But deep down inside John 3S^^
to continue on the television evangelistic work done by his distant relative, Kall'^ ^ *'

Kuhlman. Also in The Catalyst next week will be articles about the Nitty Grift)*" o' <

Band. Intramural sports, tenure, and more. K



Opinion ,

"Packard Hall: Ready for Immediate Occupancy
J Compiled by The Catalyst

^
Referring to the map, you are at point We realize that thP riic=riniin.c .^ .: ...

^t's a brand new building, housing

sic equipment (that a Colorado

^'tlege in the East just might be
'|ous of) and offers darkroom, studio,

4 practice facilities that no college of

")s size in the country could boast.

I'^,
why haven't more than a handful of

''ients even ventured over to Packard

il to see what such a creative exterior

^i to offer from within? To come up
^% some logical answers as to why
CO community has left the music

^^ arts building virtually untouched,

'^S Catalyst has performed a semi-in-

Sth analysis with regard to the hows,

\b, and why nots of the new Packard

(l.

''^e Catalyst has decided to take the

^den upon Itself to educate readers as

Ihe localities of the Art and Music
Sartments, so that when you're in

skard next week and a frustrated

ulty member approaches you, you
j|i be of general assistance and
jhaps point them in the right

jction.

)ne of the prime reasons we feel

dents aren't overly enthusiastic

lut spending time at or congregating
»ackard, is the fact that unless they

in a class or the choir (in the

icert Halt), they run the risk of

ling quite lost when looking for a
ticular person or room. This is

ilnly due to the fact that although
iry single door in the building is

,
3lled , someone has forgotten to

tnt out the general vicinity of the
/jartments. The one exception to this

at is that upon entering through the
iin entrance, unless you are
o'emely myopic, you cannot possibly
[iS the Concert Hall directly ahead of

having just walked through UTo anrmTslclhoulVnot'te'res^riL",! t =°";^"^'"9. «^P«cially a good drainage
angular sets of doors and are directly in tinTe but om P^rrVhLI ^ ^^ ^>'^'^"' otherwise the three trees
front of the Concert Hall. If you've made o^nd onUlockTn ,h» hi MHi„n"'.°"''

"'""'"'' ""^^ "^^ 9^'«^ «i" -^'^ "o"^
it this far, then you've taken the bin h» h«^i,!,f .k i

bulging, its in over-hydration,

step, inside, tha^ is.' n'ow," rL'ate"! lKo''n?L°',;l^."?.°r'?l°!."f,t^d' '^ Speaking of rain, we'd
quarter turn to the right. Generally, the
tilusic Department is to your left, and
Art to your right. Say it a few times-
music left, art right. Simple.
To your right, on the main floor is the

Gallery exhibition hall (B) which is at
present, uncomfortably empty, but full
of light and unusual shadows. It is still

but our researchers have only
found one clock in the building; it's In
the back of the Resource Center. It is
also quite ironic that the building is
locked at 10 p.m. and that no one is
allowed to enter after that hour. In
particular, many senior studio majors
are protesting.

According to one Art major, "Art
cannot be produced from nine-to-
five like in other classes, Ihe building
should be flexible so that an artist can

MU5IC
B

GALLfRY

ART

1

4
%
c

I —

.

PACKARD
HALL

1 t

—
VVWV

ike to tell

you why you'd probably never ttiink of
visiting the senior's art studios on the
third floor tier. It's a dangerous trip,
especially if it happens to be raining or
nighttime. Since the water doesn't
drain, huge puddles of water form on
the landings and drip onto the area
below. It will be interesting to see what
happens when it freezes.

Also, there is not a single light
anywhere near the stairs, which
compounded with the water would deter
practically anyone from venturing up
four flights. Matter of tact, we're
wondering how the seniors manage
without any lighting on the stairs.
Maybe they use flashlights.

On the more positive side, from now
on CC will be producing artists who are

This is the house that Paclord built. This the map of the house that Packard built

These are the photos of the gallery and steps in the houe that Packard built. This is the

story that expains the steps that explain the map that explains the house that caused
the flap that Packard built:

beyond us as to why students seem to
avoid this area like the plague, since it

is the only space joining the two
departments. "Its too austere, too
grey," according to one sophomore
visitor. It's always empty.

Continuing through the Gallery, on
your left is the slide library and faculty
offices and to the right are the art
studios, except for the sculpture
studio, which is still in the old Fine Arts
Center. At the opposite end of the
Gallery are the music offices. Down-
stairs are the music and art classrooms.
Reference Center, the synthesizer,
graphics, darkroom, and the music
(piano) practice rooms. Other practice
rooms are still being used in Armstrong
Hall.

Downstairs there is also a hall full of

blue lockers, only no one has been able
to determine how, or for whom or for

what they are supposed to be used. We
speculate that when the architect
realized he had forgotten to include
closets or coat hooks in the building, he
installed the basement blue compart-
ments as a substitute. At least they
aren't grey, although we'd like to know
why you need a lifesize locker to store
your flute?

have access to his studio at any time.
They can't regulate your art by ttie

clock."

Even though the building is locked at

ten, those art students who are in the
studios before the building and gates
are "locked", can stay. But in order to

get out, they must pass through the
locked gate by slipping through the
side. If they can get out without any
problems, then other people can surely
get in the same way? Why then lock the
gate? Remember: music left, art right.

Above the class studios on the main
floor are the art professors' offices,

which may be reached either by the

inside staircase or the spiral staircase

outside-if you're short. Either way, to

reach an art professor's studio/office,

one must go outside. So don't be
surprised when you approach the

second floor doorentitled "Art Studios"
and you open it and find yourself

outside overlooking the top of the

Gallery skylight. Keep going. You're on
the right track.

There isn't any waiting area to see
your professor, so if he's busy, sit down
on the balcony and maybe watch what
goes on in the empty courtyard. Maybe
think of some way to fill it. It needs

physically fit and have strong bladders,
since the closest bathrooms to the
studios are on the main floor. Music

Art (fill In the
blanks).

The Idea behind this review Is not to
keep students from coming Into
Packard Hall, but simply try to figure
out why people aren't taking advantage
of their $3.5 million dollar arts center.
Once students are in the building, why
are they nowhere to be seen? In

particular, the use of the Gallery as a
connector between art and music
should facilitate student mingling.
Instead the gallery seems to polarize
people.

According to a music student, who
declined to be identified, "The sheer
starkness of the building precludes the
possibility of comfort." What can be
done to alter this attitude? Perhaps, it's

the newness and the fact that the
building hasn't been "broken In". Now
it's up to the students to occupy the
building. Tell your friends about the
challenge of Packard Hall-give them a
tour. Remember, music left, art right

and maybe take the map with you just In

case.

Four Saints: Unique Silent Theatre at FAC
By Leslie Jonas

ght floods a stage backed with

(
colorful screens. A lone figure

s to center, entrancing in his
ant costume. He is joined by
Ben others, similarly garbed and
illy lively. To simple music, three
3s chant and sing, and all those on
e move in a beautiful dance-like
Ion, communicating in non-verbal
uage.
lis is Four Saints In Three Acts as
armed by the National Theatre of
Jeaf. Four Saints was presented on
ember 29 at the Fine Arts Center
the company's versions of Anton
tnov's The Harmfulness of Tobacco
Children's Letters to God.
s program opened with Chekhov's
Robert Blumenfeld, portraying the
rman, introduced Patrick Graybill's
ecked and unhappy Lecturer.

UJh sign language, Graybiil de-
»d a terrific monologue involving a
w of a spouse and an unsatisfac-

tory life. Blumenfeld, seated to one side

as any good Chairman ought to be,

translated for the hearing in the
audience in an effectively quavering
whine. At several points in the play

Graybiil addressed himself directly to

Blumenfeld. This was beautifully done -

Graybill's motions were so emphatic
that one never realized that it was
Blumenfeld speaking.

Children's Letters to God followed.
Of the three sketches, this was the
weakest. All of the players participated

and did exceptional jobs, but the

blocking simply didn't pull through.
Children's Letters was saved by
interpretations of poetry by Robert
Frost and E.E. Cummings. One actor,

in telling of gathering roses for his

mother, captured and held the house
with his fluid grace and obviously
intense involvement.

Gertrude Stein's Four Saints In Three
Acts convinced me that the mixed
language technique should not be

reserved for only deaf audiences or

actors. The play would fall on its face If

not done imaginatively and vibrantly. It

was written for people who take acting
seriously and have an unerring sense of

creativity.

The National Theatre of the Deaf
brought Four Saints to life. The
dialogue wouldn't mean much on a

page, but the sound of it chanted, sand,
bellowed, and whispered was enchant-
ing. Visual images, however, were the
real strength and treat in Four Saints.

Communicating gently, vastly, joyous-
ly, the actors' hands were never still,

never out of step, never clumsy. The
blocking was not simple stage right.

stage left; it was gorgeous choreogra-
phy.

All of the simple yet vivid costumes
were so well designed that they seemed
more like properties than coverings for

the body. Not once was an actor

hampered by his clothing; rather, it was
a tool used ingeniously over and over

again. Virgil Thomson's music was
used sparingly and performed by the

three hearing actors without distracting

flourishes. Perhaps the most compli-
cated feature of the production was the

set-flats painted with a sweeping
tropical jungle straight from some
pretty picturebook. Nothing, however,

was so complex as to detract from, the

action. Costuming, lighting, and set

aided the company's frolics and never

upstaged them.

The National Theatre of the Deaf's

production was grand and quite unique.

If the deafness of the actors had
anything to do with the beauty of these

sketches, it was not simply in people

reaching beyond their handicap but in

developing an exciting form of theater. I

hope to see more of the company's
work in the future. And I defy anyone to

present Four Saints fn Three Acts with

finer interpretation, color, or more
vitality and shine.
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RUSH* Sororities Grab 110 Women

The Delta Gems received 23 pledges. The

Gamma Phis received 22. The Kappas
received 37 pledges. The Thetas received

28 pledges.

Dormitory Schedule
Using the various student surveys

whlcti were passed around a few weeks
ago, the hall councils In the larger

dorms have come up with some
Interesting Ideas for programs, tvtost of

these will be open to all students and
will be reported on The Catalyst
etcetera page so that students may be
aware of the events In dorms.
The Loomis and fvlathlas people are

working out some group participation

events; such as discussions (as with
the political debates) and seminars on
varied subjects. Slocum's staff has
arranged several programs ranging from
Juggling to Exercises In Sexuality.

Check your hall bulletin board for the

Slocum Schedule.
The first Slocum presentation,

Human Sexuality, was held before a
large group last Sunday, when a
Planned Parenthood worker led the
discussion on birth-control and other
aspects of sexuality. Part two of

Sexuality will be this Sunday at 8:00
p.m. in Slocum. Also, on October 13 at

3 p.m. in Slocum there will be an open
discussion on Colorado College: what's
good and what's not. Everyone Is

Invited to attend.

By Kim King
Some strange things were going on

this past weekend behind Loomis.

Nearly 180 women assembled to

inspect the four sorority houses on the

Colorado College campus: Delta Gam-
ma, Gamma Phi Beta, Kappa Alpha

Theta, and Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Braving cynical retorts such as, "Susie

Sorority", from observers, these women
shared In what must be considered the

unique experience of sorority Rush.

After registering early this Fall,

rushees met with their rush counselors

to be briefed on the events of rush. The

counselors predicted that all rushees

would gain at least 25 pounds during

the four days of parties.

Last Thursday, all rushees were

corralled into the Loomis Lounge,

nervously chatting about nothing, not

knowing what to expect from the first

night of Rush. A name tag was
plastered across each woman's chest

where It would stay for the rest of the

weekend. After a short meeting, all

were off for their debut appearances.

Rushees were greeted with enthusiasm

by the active sorority members, who
commenced to show off their houses.

After a half hour at each house,

everyone returned home, tired and

overwhelmed by the evening's activi-

ties.

Friday night's activities followed the

same format. Rushees tried desperately

to read the name tags beneath jewelry

and scarves of women met the previous

night. By the end of the night all had

exhausted the standard CC questions

as well as their variations. Face

muscles were feeling cramped from

smiling so much. Stomachs som^-.jw
managed to survive, as houses
alternated serving food and drink.

Saturday was a welcome day off, time

lor a rest.

On Sunday afternoon, all rushees

assembled again for a day of skits and
still more food. Every house hoped to

win a heart through a stomach,
providing an array of tantalizing

"yummies" ranging from chocolate

fondue and "sea foam" punch to tea

breads and "Golden Key Light" (apple

elder). Rushees were treated to skits

designed to transport them into the

fantasyland of sorority life. During the

45 minutes spent at each of the four

bouses, each woman tried desperately

to make a favorable last Impression.

Pleasant smiles and animated convers-

ations dominated the atmosphere, as

rushees attempted to "sell" themselves

to the sororities.

Exhausted, rushees returned to the

dorms unaware of the mysterious
processes taking place In each house as

actives tried to decide CC preferences.

Following the weekend, shrieks of

delight and cries of despair echoed
across campus as rushees scurried to

their mailboxes to find out which
houses had Invited them back. By 2

o'clock Monday afternoon, Invitations

had been accepted to at most three

houses.
Far removed from the experiences of

the previous nights, the atmosphere at

the Preferential Dessert was much more
relaxed, as rushees acknowledged their

Interests. Actives revealed the serious

side of sisterhood in ceremonies of

song and candlelight. Many rushees,

especially touched by a particular

ceremony, emerged with tear-fllled eyes

proclaiming that house to be the one.

Important meetings with rush coun-
selors followed the Dessert as the

women were Instructed on how to fill

out their preference cards for pledging.

Many rushees returned to their rooms,
to confer with friends, trying to decide

on their favorite house. By 9 o'clock

Tuesday morning, the cards
|

completed and returned.

Tuesday was spent In arji

waiting for all who made a prefey

until 6 o'clock when rush counul

.

delivered envelopes oontalninj]^
name of the sorority each womai j

to pledge. Again shrieks and
|

resounded throughout the halls.i

men breathed a sigh of relief as' O
returned to diets of SAGA lettud

Diet Pepsi. Rush was over and all
^'''

once again return to their normi
''""

routine. dai

What moves with class
and burns no gas? A new

lO-speedfrom

Criterium Bike Shop
829 N.Tejon, 475-0149

Vz block south of campus
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"Quality at Reasonable Prices

fl^kar&tm
THE NEW SUPER

SWEATER & JEANS PLACE AT

_, 327 N. TEJONg 473-7eB1 jg

Fineit In All

Needlework Supplies

403 N Teiof

633-066:

I!

BUCILLA • MERINO • BERNAT
• BRUNS//ICK • UNGEH YARNS

REYNOLDS • DRITZ
m^'

Gibson, Guild, Alvarez, Martin Gurtarsm

20M dlicount on (tring accaaaarlM b
new Instnimants

Original Follclore Center

330 N.Tejon

634-2228
Expert repairs on all stringed instruments

Colorado's largest selection ofused instruments*



Strep Throat

sFeature^
1

"All the 'news' that isn't fit to print."

What with all the brouhaha In Washington over Jimmy Carter and
Playboy as well as Earl Bull and "coloreds", It was not surprising to learn
from our Armstrong Hall correspondent that one of the Deans had
remarked recently that "All whites at this school want three things: a good
looking chick, a fast BMW, and button-down lapels for their shirts."

Understandably, the Dean's remarks have caused quite a luror among
students on campus who are asking for his resignation. One student was
overheard saying, "I hope he trips over his loose shoes."

(vieanwhile, across campus a ruckus Is arising In Tutt Library over
seating In the atrium. The eight comfortable easy chairs and two sofas
have become the focus of controversy, as students race and scuffle for
chairs that are vacated during the evening. Reliable reports have It that
Head Librarian Dr. Qeorge Fagan Is considering Implementing a "Take-a-
Number" system to solve the problem.
Upon entering the library, students may take a number. When their

number Is flashed on a screen above the atrium, they may occupy a
vacated chair. Fagan was quoted as saying, "It's time the library had a new
gadget." One student complained about the possible new system saying,
"Fighting for a chair Is the best way to stay warm In there."

The National Organization of Students for Ecology [NOSEI circulaiori a
petition last Sunday at SAGA brunch. The petition asked thai The CoMegebe responsible for watering the grass on the north side of Loomis' westwings Efforts by The Catalyst to locate NOSE members proved fruitless

Environmental organljallon, ENACT, denied any responsibility andcampus lokester "Levi the Wonder Dog" also denied Involvement; barking
Couldn t have been me, I do my best to water the soulhslde of Loomis "

Whoever the NOSE people are. It Is doubtful that they are very
environmentally minded, given that they used a non-recyclable petition.

John "Cosmos" Kuhlman had done Itl The author of the now defunct
Fear and Loathing" column In The Catalyst circulated several petitions on
campus and managed to get the needed 180 signatures to have his
"column" reinstated. Presently, staff members of the campus newspaper
are trying to validate the signatures and also Insure that none of the
signatures were obtained under some kind of drug-Induced pressure.

Last week's production of Shakespeare's "The Taming of the Shrew" by
the Young Vic Company proved to be an excellent treat for all who
attended. There were some rumors before hand that CC's Women's
Commission was planning to stage a boycott of the play, given the sexist
nature of the play's content; but whatever boycott plans there were must
have quickly (luled out when It was learned that tennis transexual Dr.
Renee Richards was playing the part of Kate the Shraw.

Darkroom cont'd

budget Is down $93,000 from last year,

when $15 per semester was the

darkroom fee. Apparently cuts were
Imposed this year due to the tightened

'school budget.)

According to darkroom advisor

Johnstone, the new facilities could and
should accommodate 25 people per

|nlghtly session, as opposed to about
Bight persons nightly last year. Larger

groups could cause the darkroom fee to

down. In any case, the average
student Is paying about SOt an hour for

the use of enlargers, chemicals, sinks,

drums and, most Important, an
Instructor.

O 2 ;j
n

Old Fashioned Clothing
Books - Gifts - Antiques

East Pikes Peak
632-4836

^.NVS^

A career in law-
wiihout law school.

What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an

undergraduate education and a challenging, respon-
sible career. The Lawyer's Assistant Is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you

the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers, "you
choose one of the seven courses offered—choose
the city In which you want to work.

Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training
has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms,
banks, and corporations In over 75 cities.

If you are a senior of high academic standing and
are (nterested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant,
we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.

We will visit your campus on

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
235 South 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 1

(215) 732.S600
Operated by Para-Legal, Inc.

Quality Mountain Boot Repair "^
Technical Rock Shoe
Specialists

Vikram and GollWer solu

Reitiching and,

Complete rebuildii^

Rock shoe soles

Toe. andM caps

Leaiher side ponds

Cuatom alterations

9i*wsr^-f-- — III..

It'sA Pleasure

To Serve You.

Help Us Vote "No"
on #8, Nov. 2

Warren
Miller

in person with

Tuesday

Oclobei12

BROADMOOR
INTERNATIONAL
CENTER
8:00 p.m

{fWl'AV4V4»!A!A

QUICKSILVER

TURQUOISE
(Agora Malt^

VAVtWJtMSOOtfi

333 N. Tejon

Suite 5

Nava)o
Hopl

ZunI

Santa Domingo

Silversmith Custom Work Repairs

Ring Sizing
College I.D. up to

50»/o OFF

•AVMMVAWAV.VAV

SUPER SALE

Men's and
Women's

Tennis Clothing
15-70% off

Men's Tretorn

Sfioes

$15

24 hour racquet
stringing service

Southern
Colorado's

Largest
Tennis Shop

Le Bounce
Ltd.

Pull Service

Photographic

Headquarters

Cameras,

accesBories,

darkroom supplies,

quality

photo finishing,

repairs

SHEIK^MAKERS
CAMERA
SHOP

iO IN. Tejon 6.S6-1696
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=^Brunch =

For many CC students, SAGA'S
Sunday brunch Just doesn't make It

after a particularly good weekend,
or even a bad one. The alternative
can be found In various hotels and
restaurants around town which
serve brunch. CC brunch muncher
favorites include the popular and
cheap MacDonald's Egg MacMuffin
brunch to the very exclusive and
expensive Garden of the Gods
Country Club brunch. The Catalyst
has chosen these six brunches as
representative of Colorado Springs'
variety, both In price and quality.

The Sunbird: Eggs Benedict With a View
beautiful. The inlaid wooden tables and In
lushly padded chairs were enhanced by at (

a marvelous split-ievel design. The Sev(
design, unfortunately, centers on the mos
spacious view windows. The view spoi
windows examine such captivating gdm

ByfMikeSlade sea dweller involved a great deal of
The Sunbird Restaurant, high atop a concentration,

peak overlooking one of Colorado The next dish, while suspiciously
Springs' ugliest areas, offers a Sunday resembling spaghetti, was not, my
brunch for $3.95 a person. Their menu, waitress told me. The Sunbird's
white offering excellent food, is cook/chef is German in descent, hence
unfortunately limited in scope and his refusal to call it spaghetti. Whatever vistas as three truck depots and the forc)
selection. Most everything I tried, I it was, it pleased the writer's palate Coor's distributor. It is too bad that tiie facil
ended up enjoying. After two forays immensely. While relatively simple and owners couldn't have selected another fund
through the buffet line, I had exhausted tasty, the un-spaghetti seemed a touch hili, although the view is probably nice men

out of place. at night. |,as£
Following this, came a fine chicken The Sunbird, for a predominantly lude

dish. Although, again, a bit unusual to dinner-type restaurant, has done a fine^ ever
find for brunch, the chicken was crisp jobof staging a Sunday brunch. Despite athl<
on the outside, tender underneath, and their bizarre and limited menu {cooked W
practically grease-free, a delight to eat. bananas), most of what they do offer isi seer

all the possibilities and grew bored with
the whole thing. What they do offer is

sort of a strange melange of breakfast,
lunch, and dinner.

A generous display of fruit dishes
greets you at the start of the line,

The Broadmoor:
Vfi/'/ 1 cli /^/i*//«M«,- ranging from a predominatly red fruit At the end of one's Journey appears well-prepared. They never seem to run fbotlkJiyliofi KjlUllOfiy salad (like strawberries and water- something remotely resembling break- out of their unusual dishes. So, if you ihat

By Jamie Butler

For brunch next Sunday morning
drive south on Interstate 25 and follow

the signs to The Broadmoor, the
Disneyland of Colorado Springs. Upon
your arrival, you wilt be taken in by the
"country club" atmosphere. Names like

Cadillac, Monte Carlo, Porsche, Gucci,
and Brooks Brothers dominate the

scenery. If you can work your way
through the air of social snobbery to the
upstairs dining room, you will be
overcome by a smorgasbord of savory
food. From beginning to end, brunch at

The Broadmoor is a gastronomic
delight.

The country club style buffet begins
with fresh strawberries, pineapple,
peaches, and cantaloupe. Continuing
down the line, you will find scrambled
eggs (eaten more easily through a
straw), crisp tasty bacon and sausage.
It is at this point that you realize your
plate is too small. Left untouched are
the delicious beef hash, creamed
chicken and baked ham. The highlight
of the meal comes when you bite into

the outrageously fluffy, lightly sugared
trench toast. To further tempt you,
there is a spread of deliciousiy light

pastries, breads, and muffins.
In the way of beverages, there is a full

bar which serves Bloody Marys,
Screwdrivers, a milk punch, and all

other mixed drinks for $1.50. Tomato
and orange juice {good, but not fresh),

coffee, hot chocolate, hot tea, iced tea,

and milk are available free of charge.
Although impersonal, the service is

nevertheless prompt and courteous.
The bus boys wear nehru jackets and
the waitresses are dressed in typical
black uniforms with white aprons.
The highlights of the meal are the

fresh fruit, french toast, pastries,
bacon, and baked ham. Of greatest
disappointment are the runny scram-
bled eggs which are only a little better
than SAGA'S.

At $5.00 per person {plus tax and tip),

The Broadmoor brunch is quite
expensive and should be recommended
for serious eaters only. There are three
sittings. They are at 10:00, 11:15, and
1 2:30 every Sunday and reservations are
recommended. There is ample time for
anyone to satisfy his appetite.

In addition to the dishes already
mentioned, there is also rice pudding,
and beef in wine sauce which this writer
was too stuffed to eat. All in all, brunch
at The Broadmoor is a Joy for anyone
who enjoys good food. However, it is

important to remember that the
stomach can only hold so much. And
with unlimited refills, your stomach's
end may come sooner than you think.

melon) to groups of grapes and
individual cantaloupes, some strange
form of cooked bananas and the
everpresent carrots-and-raisins combo.

Moving along, this culinary explorer
encountered a rather curious-looking
arrangement of shrimp, accompanied
by a bowl of horseradish. The shrimp,

fast. The scrambled eggs, while
emanating warmth, appeared to be
floating in water. The sausage,
thankfully, was good.

Service at the Sunbird was good. Our
attentive, almost overly polite, waitress
brought us drinks {I'd never had straight
orange juice in a highball glass before)

can avoid boredom, you should be able with
to extract your money's worth. At $3.95 both
the quality of the food and the their

atmosphere make the Sunbird a good In li

bargain; provided you (1) don't look out succ
the window too often, and (2) don't cerlj

mind a little surprise in the morning/ unac
You can find the Sunbird by taking the on a

while tasty, was marred by the refusal and took away our plates each time we Fillmore exit off 1-25, and driving up the aoDl
of the Sunbird's kitchen wizard
remove the claws and scales of the fish.

Consequently munching on the little

went through the line.

The atmosphere is one of competing
moods. The interior decor is flawlessly

south side of the hill. the I

betw
tlve.

Co
team

Garden of the Gods: Exclusive
"Good morning sir, weicome to The CC students. The service was as good

Club. May I parl< your Lear Jet?" Such as the food. The waiters seem to appear
an introduction to one of America's out of nowhere to insure that your
most exclusive country clubs is not coffee cup is never more than half
unusual, and the brunch that comes empty. Drinks can also be purchased,
with that club is, well, out of this world, and they kick like a mule. Their prices
That club is The Garden of the Gods range from between $1 .50 and $2.50.
Country Club and it is located at 3320
Mesa Road. The total cost of the brunch is $5.50

The quality and variety of the food is Per person and is really quite

probably beyond comparison. The reasonable considering the overall

menu varies from fresh crab legs and quality of the food, atmosphere and
shrimp to prime rib and lamb with the service. But as with all private clubs

usual breakfast standards of eggs, there is a hitch. In order to partake in

sausage, and bacon. Supplementing the Club's brunch, you have to be a
the main plate is fresh fruit, an member or be a guest; which is no big

infinitesimal variety of vegetables, problem if you have a Lear Jet or a
gelatins, and condiments. couple thousand dollars for annual

Dessert is especially good; be it the membership fees. But Club members
four inch deep strawberry pie, the abound on campus, and perhaps you
German Bavarian cream pie, or one of w'" be able to invite yourself to one of

the many other cakes and pastries. But, 'he finest brunches that Colorado
it should be noted, as well as tasted, Springs, if not Colorado, has to offer,

that all of their food is fresh cooked and
baked on the premises. You won't eat
reheated frozen food there.

The atmosphere is very quiet and
relaxed, as well as pleasantly devoid of

/'* Restaurant:

Close and Cheap
By Sally Turner

And now, for something completely: te"

the same: breakfast at J's Restaurant, Hags
Basically, there are two reasons, or "^he c

excuses, for having breakfast at J's:' a"''

one, you are truly fed up with SAGAI ^° '

food and have very little money; and! 9'°^^

two, you really "get into" moteli ^"

restaurants. ' tis, v

J's two most notable assets are its'
°"'

"

convenient location and Its low prices. Oh'V

Near the corner of Cache la Poudre amj, B^^'*'

Nevada, it is easily accessible from °?""'

anywhere on campus. Although the "'''9'

menu is in no way unique. It Is certainly some

adequate. For $1.95 one can have a
^hi

breakfast of ham, bacon, or sausage, P*'"'

two eggs, hash browns, toast, or
*'^^''

biscuits, and coffee. For $1.00 or less, ^?^'

one can have two hotcakes, a waffle, or
*'*^

French Toast. oonsi

The quality of the food is noil
''''""'

exceptional, but as far as motelj 9°'

restaurants go, it Isn't too bad. Thei P'°°''

ham, sausage and hash browns are alP °^' ^

adquate, but nothing to shout about, f"'
^'

The eggs are definitely mediocre. I have; ^^'
tasted better eggs from SAGA. '™
However, the coffee and home-made *""^''

biscuits are good. In particular, the
"""^

waffles and blueberry hotcakes are bolhi
"""Jf

quite edible, and far surpass theiii J"™

'

SAGA counterparts. " '"^^

The service at J's is merely adequate, ^^^ho
Due to limited space and not reputable

The

cuisine, it tends to be a bit crowded on fPons

Sunday morning. Its clientele is r*""^
primarily the same as that of the famed I"^

^'

J's Motel. J's Restaurant is neithei „.f"
elegant nor cozy, but rather completely
lacking in atmosphere. u -

So. ..if you are looking for delicious I^S^'
food in a charming atmosphere, and'J" '

service with a smile. ..ask your lover to .„"
make brunch for you.

™'"'"

havin{

Four Seasons: Informality Plus

Palmer House: ^2.50 Bonansa
By Cindy Meyisr

It ain't the Broadmoor. But you can
get a good, plentiful Colorado breakfast
at the Palmer House Sunday breakfast-
buffet for half the price, and still eat all

the fresh strawberries you can stomach
without having to wait in lines.

Opening at 7 a.m., the Palmer House
buffet doesn't offer too much variety

but will satisfy any hungry student's
appetite, since there are unlimited
refills. The menu Is good and simple:
mixed fruit, cantaloupe and honeydew
melon, fresh strawberries, scrambled
eggs, bacon, biscuits, hash browns,
sausage, sweet rolls, juice and coffee.

By Tom Steele
Last Sunday morning, this reporter

found himself reviewing a full-course
breakfast at the very plush Four

hash browns were not too brown. They Seasons (VIotor Inn. The setting of the
do serve drinks, too. dining room was fairly informal and

relaxed (so relaxed, in fact, that I didn't
The service was fast, the food hot, getany coffee or water until I was nearly

you don't have to make a reservation finished) on the scenic, but typically
(except for large parties), and you don't styled, top floor of the lobby. There

1-^

have to "dress-up." Now, they don't
promise a walk around the lake to walk
off a gluttonous meal, or ducks to play
with, or even carved ice figures like the
Broadmoor. But, if you don't mind the
leisure suit, after church-for-brunch
bunch atmosphere, then try the
breakfast-buffet at the Palmer House.
It's a nice change, good food and you
even have your choice of buying four

were no reservations, no ties, and no
tacky Muzak, all of which added to the
informality.

Upon being seated, we were offered,
what seemed to be excellent cham-
pagne. Champagne was the only
alchoholic beverage served. Declining
the champagne, we then hit Jhe buffet
table (free with meal) for fresh
pineapple, strawberries, parfaits and soThe ood in geiieral was better than one different Sunday papers. Take 1-25 north 'orth. These were very good. Soon, my

^^r.L?'' I
„^. K .''.^"'^ -kTu® '° "i« Fillmore exit, turn left and you two eggs Benedict ($4.50) arrived in

fruit was especially fresh, although the can't miss it. fresh condition and turned out to be
8 • Octobers, 1976 • The Catalvst

quite appetizing, except for the blandj

muffins. My companion's "crepesi

flambe" ($4.00) were prepared before usi

in a skillet with diced meats and||

sauces. Disregarding the cheese sauce,

this entree also was "delicious."

Other items included steak & eggs I

($5.15), omelettes ($4.25) and a fe«

other typical breakfast courses. These

prices seem high, but they do include

all your coffee. Juice and fruits. The lac»

of menu variety was justified by the

food's quality, while the extremely

comfortable dining chairs compensated
for any blatant lack of silverware o' I

candles. More food and a true I

"restaurant" atmosphere could probab-

1

ly be found elsewhere, but probably nol
|

much finer cuisine. All in all,

satisfying $10 jaunt for two with tip i

the Four Seasons. The Four Seasons \^g
-

Motor Inn can be found at 1-25 an«
f- ,^.

Harrison Road.



CC Fields Ablaze With Women's Sports Action
Sports=^

In the past two years, womens' sports

at CC have developed substantially.

Several teams have l^een formulated

mostly due to renewed Interest In

sports and Increased pressure on the
administration. The women's teams are

forced to compete for the use of sports

facilities and fields, as well as for

funds, with the longer established

mens' teams, and this has created

hassles. With changing social atti-

tudes, however, women are moving
ever-closer to equality with men in

athletics.

What most of CC's female athletes

seem to Uke about organized sports

(both intercollegiate and club sports] is

that the level of competition Is intense

without being overly so. They can be
both a competitive and sincere about
their sport, more so than they could be
In intramurais. Yet, the pressure to

succeed is not over-bearing. Success is

certainly celebrated, but defeat is not
unacceptable. Women's sports carries

on an established CC tradition, which
applies to both athletics and academia;
the individuals maintain a fine balance
between being laid back and competi-
tive.

Cross Court try-

By Dave Adams
Colorado College's cross country

team has three female members on the

ten person squad. They are Jane
Haggerty, Muffy Tate and Beth Braker.

The girls have been in three meets so far

and have done well, considering that

two of the three girls are having injury

problems.
Freshmen Haggerty has had tendoni-

tis, while her classmate Tate has been
out with leg trouble of another kind. The
only healthy female runner, senior Beth
Braker, took first place last Sunday in

Denver at a meet sponsored by the Trail

Ridge Runners Club, and Haggerty
somehow managed a second.
The other two meets the girls have

participated in were at the Air Force
Academy and at Vail in the annual Vail
Fest meet. Coach Sterne was pleased
with the girls at Vail, especially
considering the competition they were
running against.

Coach Sterne said, "The biggest
problem is trying to find schools near
our size, which have a women's team,
or at least female runners." CC has to
try and pick up meets with both male
and female competitors, something
i«hich is not easy to do. Iiflost of the
time the girls end up running against
competition which is over their heads,
such as in the women's A.A.U. and Big
J meets, both in Boulder later on in the
season.

Their other solution is to run in club
sponsored meets, such as the one in

Denver last weekend. Despite schedul-
ng problems, everyone seems to really
JB enjoying the season. Coach Sterne
sommented that he certainly likes
laving the ladles around, and Jane
laggerty, as spokesman for the women
•aid, "Running cross country at CC is
un because Its low key and not overly
iompetltlve."

Volleyball
By Nancy O'l^alley

Volleyball is the name and power is

the game which the CC womens' team
plays. Last week the Tiger team proved
their power in this season's first
scrimmage against the Air Force
Academy's new female cadets. The
Tigers took the close match, and
according to one freshman, Susan
"Walker" Smith, "We had an interesting
time playing the Air Force, the
conversation after the match regarding
their positions as cadets made the trip
really worthwhile."

Last weeks' scrimmage is only the
beginning for the volleyball team, which
appears to have, after four short weeks
of practice, to have some great talent.
Laurie Jones and Linda Sasenick, two
of the taller players for the team, are the
major spiking power. Hollis Bright and
Nan Binkley rotate as the setters, while

Field Hockey
By Kathy Needham

The CC women's Field Hockey team
is off and running with one victory
against Colorado Women's College and
one tie against Denver University last
week. A hard core group of fifteen or so
make it for five grueling hours of
practice a week and have a full twible
game season. Coached by Lois Hanley,
the girls are shooting for the regionals

Soccer
By Lauri Jones

"A lot of depth" is how Coach Steve
Paul describes this year's women's
soccer team. With more than eight
returning starters as well as a lot of
freshmen talent, the team is anticipat-
ing a successful season; in spite of the
fact that intercollegiate competition is

expected to be stiffer.

An early loss to CU, followed by
victories over CSU and two local high
school teams, brings CC's record to
(3-1) or (2-2). The high point of the
season will be the 2nd Annual CC
Invitational Tournament (to be held
October 15-17). Last year the CC
women took first place in the tourney:
this year four additional teams have
been invited, bringing the total to eight
teams. It promises to bring some
exiciting action to CC's own Stewart
Field, in keeping with the fine play
exhibited by the men's soccer team.

Co-captains for this year's team are
seniors Laurie Jones and Sue Shittlsey,
and junior Debbie Parks. Other players
expected to turn in fine performances
are goalie Sharon Minzer, fullbacks
Polly Heuson, Nini IVIcNIff, and Vicky
Gigliotti; freshman halfback Nancy
Bristow; and forwards Nancy Nettleton,
Jennifer Murray, and Penny Broden.

Jan Fraser's powerful serves seem to be
knocking the opposition over.

These returning players have brought
back experience to the squad, but the
new players are adding depth and, as
evidenced by their play, promise a good
team tor the future. Susan "Walker"
Smith, MimI Hsu. Ann O'Connor, Susan
Gibbs, and Betty Anderson are the
newcomers. "Walker" has in no lime
become notorious (or her great bumps.
IVIimi Hsu's diving saves have more than
once kept the ball alive for the Tigers.
Ann O'Connor who has good height has
proved herself great at the net for
consistent blocking.
Susan Gibbs probably takes the prize

for the greatest overall improvement
and Betty Anderson, who suffered an
ankle injury early in the year, has
remained out of action, but the team
hopes to see her return to play before

in Tucson In November.
For those who have yet to catch the

team in action, the game is played
down on the football field. The players
are equipped with rounded slicks and
shin guards and attempt to dribble and
drive their way down the field shooting
on a small goal cage, much like
lacrosse.

Forwards Julie Helm and Lisa Ukman

the season is out.

The opposition looks pretty exciting
this year for both the team and
interested spectators. This year's
schedule consists of three home games
and four away. The highlight of the
season, the conference tournament,
will be held here at CC November 12-13.
Everyone's encouraged to attend.

Next week on October 12 will be the
official season opener, as the Tiger
women travel to Golden tor a joint
match against Colorado School of
Mines, Arapahoe Community College,
and use. Let's hope the CC women can
pull out on top o( this joint match;
they've got what It takes. As one of the
players said, "Laura Golden is doing a
great job as coach, she seems able to
bring spirit to the team, which builds a
great atmosphere, balancing competi-
tion and fun."

have been the two scorers thus far this
season. They are backed up by an
amazing defense which has limited the
opposition to one goal. This includes
the two captains, Scotty Searle and
Jean Forbes. In the cage, goalie Kathy
Schwartz has had lo exhibit some
skillful goal lending.

Look tor the learn on home turf today
at 4:00 p.m. lacing C.S.U.

CC Women's Cross Country team poses
with Coach Sterne. From left to right: Jane
Haggerty, Beth Braker, Muffy Tate, and
hAary Fefts.

Pre-Architecture Program Instituted

Vomen Boater's captain Lorl Jones goes
or the ball in last week's game.

By Kim King
This year Colorado College students

interested in studying architecture are
finding direction in the newly -

established pre-Architecture program.
Brought about by the requests of

several students, the program now
involves approximately twenty people.
Begun in response to student interest

last year, a faculty committee met and
drew up a list of suggested courses
with respect to the pre-Architecture

program. The committee tried to

determine what graduate schools
wanted from their applicants. The
course list Includes suggestions of

study in biology, math, physics,
economics, engineering, political sci-

ence, and art. Study in art history, an
ability to draw, and. In some cases, a
portfolio of architectural designs were
found to be especiatly important.

New in CC's curriculum this year is

Art History III, a course specifically

designed to aid those interested in the
pre-Architecture program. Also, offered

during the Summer Session is an
Architecture Institute taught by Chica-
go architect, Erdmann Schmocker. This
summer institute provides CC students
with an opportunity to develop an
architectural portfolio and is the only
actual architecture class offered at the

College.

Professor Roger Aikin, the faculty

adviser for the program, explained the
present surge of interest In the field of

architecture as a result of this field

being "the most humanistic of all

disciplines." Incorporating not )ust the

material, but also, the broader
Intellectual scope, the architect must
deal with and understand thoroughly
the three concepts of firmness,
commodity, and delight.

According to Aikin, "graduate
schools are looking more for potential

than for knowledge." Intelligence and
sensitivity as fostered by a broad liberal

arts education are instrumental In

providing the flexibility needed as an
architect.

Aikin also feels that the purpose of

the program is to help students to

submit the most suitable application for

graduate school. Emphasis Is placed on
preparation. In the future, he hopes to

draw Information on architecture, to

develop communication among all

interested In the program, and to host

lecturers on architecture.

Any students interested in the pre-

Architecture program are encouraged to

talk with Roger Aikin in Packard 129 and
to pick up a list of the suggested course
list.
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Tigers Hope to Strike Gold on West Coast Trip
By Ed Goldstein

With the aid of a second half spurt,

the CC football Tigers upped their

season record to 3-0-1 last Saturday,

trouncing the Hastings College Bron-

cos 42-13.

The Tigers sprinted out of the starting

gate, putting two easy touchdowns on

the scoreboard, but returned the favor

by letting Hastings turn two pass

interceptions into touchdowns.

When the second half began, it was

anyones' guess as to which team could

fire up and take control of the ballgame.

The answer was established immediate-

ly as Hastings' fullback Jim Doty

coughed up the football to CC
defenseman Jon Lavoie.

The Tigers quickly capitalized on the

fumble with a two yard Paul

Admundsen drive up the middle. With
137 yards tor the day for an average of

6.2 per carry, Admundsen was a very

imposing figure. He lived up to his

nickname of "Baby Bull" by often

trampling through five or six defenders

at a time, when he was set free in the

Hastings' secondary.

The cause of Admundsen's romps
and the 311 rushing yards that the

Tigers amassed throughout the after-

noon was our hard charging offensive

line. It consists of tackles Tim Beaton
and Bill Bradley, Center Phil West,
Guards Mike Rawley and Harry

f^loscow, and blocking tailback Dave

Your C. C. ID is worth 10% offon anypipe in stodc

632-1441
IZ7 M, TEJDN'ST,

Custom Crafted Leather

Garments and Accessories

Handcrafted Leather Wallets

ioods.CoHoxado Jlzathsi

731 N. Tejon, Colorado Springs, CO 80902

473-9312

30-40-50-60-70% OFF

Le Bounce Ltd.

Sportswear Sale

'

Great selection

of pants,

shirts & sweaters

Sale 30 - 50% off

Le Bounce Ltd.
508 No. Tejon 473-0150

30-40-50-60-70% OFF

Uintah Gardens

1732 W.Uintah
Rustic Hills North

1715 N. Academy

r\^ Pizza Palace /:

(People Pleasing Pizza

• Spaghetti - Salads • Films Extrodinair

•
• Sandwiches - Beer • Meeting Rooms

Special Doubles Dinner - $4.99(On Presentation of this Ad - 90«a«/
Any Medium Size Pizza 2 Soft Drinks 2 Salads
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Hall. Their tight inside blocking paved
the way for our other rushing scores,

which were tallied by quarterback Kevin

Easton on a one yard plunge in the

second quarter, and Sid Stockdale and
Terry Swenson respectively with two
and six yard drives in the final quarter.

The passing attack also jelled

throughout the afternoon. Kevin Easton

hooked up with Steve Dye on a 41 yard

bomb, and later followed with a four

yard throw to Quin Fox. As usual, the

defense gave a stellar performance,

going for the fourth straight game
without surrending any more than two
touchdowns. The line completely shut

off the Hastings' ground attack, and our

pass defense bent, but did not break.

When asked about the key to the

game, one player responded that CC
won by overcoming their mistakes.

Tomorrow night the Tigers will be in

east Los Angelos, playing nationally

ranked Redlands University. ThiJ

should be the Tigers toughest game oi
the year, and in this one we can't afforf

to make any crucial mistakes. The gaml
will be broadcast live on KRCC-FW||
91 .5, tomorrow night at 8:20 p.m.

INTRAMURAL HOCKEY COMING
Intramural hockey will be startini

soon. Any interested off-campul
student should pick up the rules ana

roster in the Athletic Office. Othel
interested students should see thei|

Resident Advisor for informatiol

concerning our hockey program. Fof

further information, contact Mr. Frasci

at extension 339. Deadline for aS

rosters will be Friday, 5:00 p.mj
October 15.

WHY SHOP HERE?
BECAUSE:

1. LOWEST PRICES

2. TOP NAME BRANDS

3. GREAT SERVICE

4. CONVENIENT FINANCING

"We Service What We Sell"

Dual 1225 119.00'

Dual 1249 249.00'

Dual SP510S 229.00'

Dual SP721S 399.00-

'ALL Dual models come complete with

base, dust cover, & Shure cartridge.

CAR STEREO
SONY TC-24FA

CAPIONEEIT

PL112D -^ S 70.00

PL115D 115.00

SX450 148.00

'With Purchase o1 Cartridge

^^ \ Ybu've got a friend

in-dash cassette *t| MA95
FM/AM RADIO I ITf

OiD PIONEER

in-dash cassette ^m «AfS
FM/AM RADIO

CHECK OUR REALLY LOW

BLOWOUT!
PRICES

Reviewers called ttie HK1000

"the t)est so far. " Go one

better with the new

Harman/Kardon HK2000.

.<^^^ADVENT "--^^

MODEL 300 FM Stereo Receiver

rhis unit realuies Ihe best phono pre-amp
4 FM tuner in its piice range, plus many

r HOWARD SOUND

15995

HEAR PROFESSIONAL

SOUND ON THE NEW
JDL SYSTEMS

SONY.
TWO NEW RECEIVERS



CC Kickers Plow Assies ^,^,^,'^^^*^" controversy cont'd from
*^ OO .^

CCCA President Bill Berkley detends students are e

iSports=^
cover

The CC soccer team cruised

outine. but reassuring, 5-1 victory over

(MtSL foe Utah State last Friday. The

;C offense, relatively free of pressure

rom the relaxed Utah Aggie defense,

ihow/ed Sonne fine passing. Only a

iriliiant perfornnance in goal by Utah

loalie Allan Huestis held the score

lown.
Eddie Dietz started things off 9:36

nto the game with a blistering shot and

lupiicated the feat soon after. John
^onteiro also added two goals, and
ullback Rich Director relived his

younger days on the front line by neatly

ineaking up on a corner kick to pound

lome one.

After the trauma of the last two Tiger

fettles, this game had to seem a

welcome breather. Coach Horst Rich-

irdson, anxious for a turnaround after

he disastrous loss to Cal-State

ullerton, commented: "Hopefully it set

he stage for the second half of the

leason," when asked to appraise the

Jtah State win by a Colorado Springs

iun reporter. Indeed, if the Tiger

MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! American.

Forelsn. No experience required.

Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.

Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for

Information. SEAFAX, Oept. 0-1, Box

2049, Port Angeles, Washington

offense is able to keep working together
in the same manner as they displayed
against the Aggies, then they still might
sweep themselves into the NCAA
playoffs.

The Tigers travel to Metro State
tonight for a battle under the lights and
visit Colorado School of Mines next
Friday night. Two more RMISL wins
could mean a great deal to our "Bad
Bengals", now 3-0 in league play and
8-2 overall.

^^ HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

FRI. AND SAT.

MICKJAGGER
JAMES FOX

NICHOLAS ROEG

performance.

7:00 & 9:00

SUN., MON.&TUES.

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY
LINA WERTMULLER

7:00 & 9:00

WED. ANDTHURS.
INGAMAR BERGMAN'S

%'.{utiimaa 'iit^i

Election cont'd

referendum. The ballot, which
called for placing the Leisure Time
Committee Chairman on the CCCA
as a non-voting member, passed by
a substantial margin. There were
204 votes for it," 14 against, and
three abstentions.

Christie Balka, sole candidate for

the Cutler Board Member-at-
Large vacancy, was also elected to

that position Wednesday with 146
votes cast for her, and none
against.

students are easier on their instructors
than instructors are on themselves "

That aspect of using the evaluations to
provide constructive criticism of the
faculty proves to be a most important
lactcr to Faculty-Course Evaluation
Committee member Jim Collins.

Collins thinks we need a written
evaluation to help upgrade the
periormance of the faculty. As Collins
puts It, "With the present tenure policy,
there is no other way to rate the

... -
.

,

-.use performance of professors. What theprinted material to help students make College needs is a program to oive theinformed choices about taking classes professors general feedback on howcomes from Political Science Professor their classes are progressing
"

Fred Sondermann, a member of the Collins went on to say that beyondAcadeniic Program Committee. He the present evaluation we need somesuggests that the school put together a sort of way to write in the opinions oflooseieaf notebook that can be revised, members of the student body about

the basic concept of the evaluation on
practical grounds. He finds the Peer
Group Counseling is basically a one
shot deal that is primarily aimed at
freshmen and transfer students. He
says that the evaluation would
optimally be used by all students
throughout the year. He stresses that
the CCCA wants feedback on how
freshmen students pick their courses
they plan to take.

One suggestion on

This would give information on the
content and structure of a course along
with the books that are required
reading.

Commenting on another subject,
Sondermann mentioned that from
looking through a copy of the
evaluation he felt that, "It seems that

their classes. Professor Rabbin would
also like lo hear students present
criticism to faculty members, bul
through a direct approach

All these issues and more will be
faced by the CCCA when they meet to
decide the fate of the Faculty-Course
Evaluation next week.

Xerox Special 5< Xerox Copies and Printing Special
P e r C o p y Students/Teachers Saturday

SPECIAL. Present this coupon to

Copies, Ltd., 107 E. Biiou

on Saturdays only tor the

following price schedule:

1 - 14 copies H (per one original)

15 copies eOt;

20 copies 70r;

25 copies 75^

50 copies $1.00

100 copies J1.;0 FREE collating & sorting

Expires Jan. 1,1977 —COUPON—

\rnporteci ^^ Og
\/\/\nes

Weber St. Liquor
71 2 N.Weber ^j^

Open til 12 p.m.

^@evs 475-9533

BmuiAnTkLaDM

COUPON'

FREE 5x7 Color
ENLARGEMENT

for each roll of Kodacolor

film you leave for

developing and printing

OFFER EXPIRES NOV. 1, 1976

ENLARGEMENT MADE
FROM YOUR FAVORITE

COLOR NEGATIVE

WHITE GLOVE QUALITY BY

Murco Druq Co.
PHONE 634.4861 ' 832 NORTH TEION ST.

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 80902

^fV'^'r"'"""' l^i^ MON. THRU

II VAIVWUVIfeJ 11 got-AFTER 6-$2.50

1^ n^ *.."." ^^F SAT. & SUN. $2.50

The
Slonley Kubrick
Film FestivQl

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!

the ultimate trip

STANLEY KUBRICK'S

200I:ASPACE
' ODYSSEY

DAILY AT 5:30 a 8:30

SAT. & SUN. AT 2:30, 5:30 & 8:30

THE ULTIMATE ADVENTURE FILM

starring GRETA RONNINGEN and TOM BABSON Am SOME OF THE WORLD'S FINEST ATHLETES^
^^aHmb; ROGER BWMN and BAMOMT.

PGl PHHaWL tUIMWCE SUSSESIH

I
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.Contract Controversy: Beer and Politics Don't Mix
I

By Jay Harlwell

c Coors Beer is not the only thing

'brewing in Colorado's mountains. A
^contract dispute between the Colorado

ECollege Campus Association (CCCA)

*and GO'S Benjamin's Basement is

^brewing as well.

Last Monday, Tom Lee and Sam
Harper, managers of the College's 3.2

beer bar, informed the CCCA by letter

S that the Board of Directors of Benny's

Shad "decided that the allocation of
*
funds to the CCCA will be discontinued

for the rest of this academic year."
""

The Board of Directors of Benjamin's

Basement also voted to reallocate the

of the profit formerly going to the

;CA, to the general improvement of

e Basement. The remaining will be

vided in two parts; 25% will go to

udent Dividends, and 25% will go to

e College's General Holding Fund.

Over the past two years, Benny's has

;eived money from the CCCA in order

cover administrative costs, pay

aries, and make improvements. In

Fall of 1974, Benny's received

135.40 for salaries and administrative

sts.

Jhe CCCA gave that money to the bar

with the stipulation that "The Coffee

House" (Benny's original name) profits

ftiW be returned each semester to the

3CCA, not to exceed $4135.40 for the
74-75 school year." That last sentence

las led to the dispute between the two
jrou^s.

According to Steve Lewis, Chairman
5f Benjamin's Basement Board of

iirectors, this stipulation meant that

»fter the 1974-75 school year, Benny's

Bs no longer obligated to return their

ifits to the CCCA. Lewis emphasized
it he could not speak for the

ement without approval of the

[ard, but it was his understanding

it this is what the stipulation meant,
n the other hand, Bill Berkley,

isident of the CCCA, interprets this

5 ientence differently. After talks with
_he College's Legal Advisor, J.D. Mertz,

ind Dean Max Taylor, Berkley con-
(luded that the agreement meant that

Jenny's would continue to return their

>rofits to the CCCA at the end of each
lemester, but that the amount to be
eturned could not exceed $4135.40 for

he '74-'75 school year.

Lewis said that Berkley's interpreta-

lon was totally contrary to Benny's
[iterpretation of past years. "Benny's
literpretation was proper and correct,"

le said. In order to Jearn what one
[Iterpretation was at the time the
loney was given to the Basement, The
jalalyst talked to former CCCA

\^A Day on the Green
"

Benny's Chairman of the Board Steve Lewis serves a beer at the College's 3 2 bar.
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President Jay Maloney, who oversaw
the council in the '74-'75 period.

According to Maloney, the money
"was essentially a loan" to be paid back
to the CCCA. Maloney likened it to a
CCCA "capital investment" to Benny's
in order to help them get started. Lewis
contends that was not the under-
standing at that time.

But Maloney said that a new
interpretation of the contract with each
new council was understandable and
probably necessary given the lack of

continuity in change overs in Benny's

management, as well as within the

CCCA.
The situation is further complicated

by an event that took place a year ago.
At that time, the Board of Directors of

Benny's presented a public policy

statement to the CCCA. The statement
said, "One half of (our) net income will

be divided evenly between repayment to

the CCCA and the General Fund of The
Colorado College." The remaining half

of the net income was to be returned to

Benny's for distribution between
improvements and a student dividend
program.

Apparently the CCCA received part of

this net income following last year's

statement

The money that was paid to the CCCA
last year by Benny's was done,
according to Lewis, "solely out of a
goodwill gesture from the Board of
Directors of Benjamin's Basement to
the CCCA. We are not bound and
restricted to do anything with our
profits."

According to Sam Harper, Benny's
co-manager, the reason for last

Monday's letter to the CCCA was
because "we needed the money for
improvements." He err.phasized that
this will only carry throjgh this
academic year, and thr^t next year's
managers might choose to give some of
the profits to the CCCA.
When asked what Improvements were

needed, Harper said that they needed to
replace their cooler for beer, replace all

their mugs which have been stolen,
replace pitchers which have been
cracked or stolen, and to install

ventilation. Harper estimates that these
improvements will cost about $2500.

Given the conflict of Interpretations
over the sentence, CCCA President
Berkley was asked what the council
intends to do. He said, "The CCCA
Intends to clear up exactly what money
is owed where and the responsibility
that that subsequently puts on each of
the parties. This will be done not solely
by the CCCA, but preferably in

cooperation with Benjamin's Basement.
The idea is not to create an antagonistic
atmosphere, but to resolve the financial

and legal discrepancy."

Berkley did not care to elaborate on
how the CCCA saw the responsibility

now, saying "I would rather answer that

question after a meeting with Benny's."
A different kind of conflict dispute

between Benny's and a local band also
occurred last week. Apparently a local

blue grass band, Mountain Bell, was

Continued on back page

Deadheads Truck on Weekend Odyssey
While most of Colorado College

tasked in last weekend's sunny
leather, four CC Juniors took off on a
nree day, transcontinental odyssey to
Ian Francisco, California for a five hour
grateful Dead and Who concert In

)akland.

The four, Raphael Sanpedro, Bill

preen, MikeBerman, and Keith Kenner,
were enjoying a few beers in Benny's
iasement last Thursday night, when
he weekend Oakland concert came into
liscussion. A few too many beers later,
»nd a dare, motivated the adventurers to
pave for Oakland the next day.
According to Berman, "We did it

)ecause nobody thought we would."
So on Friday afternoon, the four

llimbed Into a 1964 Oldsmobile Cutlass
ind took off. Reaching Frisco 27 hours
ater, the group crashed at Stanford
Jniversity for the evening after enjoying
I sunset on a local mountain.

Awaking the next morning, the CC
[len drove to Oakland in search of
Ickets for the event which was billed as
BIN Graham's Day on the Green" at the
rakland Colosseum. They managed to
'Main half priced-scalped tickets for $5
i>f a concert which proved, according
5 Breen, to be "the best."

They took in three hours of The Dead
nd two hours of The Who. Their 27
our drive got them seats 100 feet away
om the stage. According to Breen, "It

was more than just a concert, it was The
Dead." Breen is a self-acknowledged
Deadhead.

Following the concert, the men found
their way back to the car and began
their long drive back to CC. It was
during the trip back that the weekend
experience climaxed in two ways.

According to Berman, "The Old Grey
(the Oldsmobile) turned 100,000 miles

outside of Delta, Utah. Also, we
decided to save mileage by going on
Route 50. There were no all night gas
stations. The towns were eighty miles

apart, and there was nothing but

coyotes in between. Our driver, Keith

Kenner informed us outside of Eureka,

Nevada that we only had a quarter of a

tank left, and it was 90 miles to the next

town. It was 4:00 o'clock in the

morning."
Always the enterprising students, the

four managed to "borrow" some gas
from a parked car and make it to the

next town for gas. Breen said, "We are

still brushing our teeth."

The four arrived in Colorado Springs
around 11:00 pm Monday night.

When asked If they would do It again,

Breen replied, "Give me a week's rest.

We'll see who's playing in New York
next week." Though all paid about $60
apiece for the weekend jaunt across the

desert, all agreed with Breen in saying

that they would do it again.

Gree/fs work their way down a gully in last Sunday's clean up In Cheyenne.

Greeks Clean Up Cheyenne Canyon

Under blue skies and a hot sun,

nearly 150 CC Greeks gathered in North

Cheyenne Canyon last Sunday for a

massive cleanup project. Organized by

CC's Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) and
the Pan-Hellenic Council (Panhell), the

afternoon project involved members of

all of CC's nine Greek houses.

The cleanup was planned in cooper-

ation with local community leaders who
suggested the Canyon as a good place

for the Greeks to kick off their

community service projects this year,

According to IFC ' member Terry

Leyden, "We ended up picking the

Cheyenne Canyon for three reasons:
first, to prove to the College and the

community that Colorado College
Greeks care about something other than
partying; second, that we hoped to set

an example for the community to clean

up after themselves; and third, because

the Canyon obviously needed to be
cleaned."

Unfortunately, the publicity that the

fraternity and sorority members were

hoping for did not materialize. A
reporter from the Colorado Springs' Sur»

who was supposed to attend the event,

did not show. The local television

stations said, according to organizer

Kim Smith, that they could not afford to

cover the event, and the Qazette-

Tefegraph could not be contacted.

"It was kind of disappointing," said

Smith, "We were hoping to demonstrate

a lesson to the community about

cleaning up after themselves. Media

coverage would have helped."

The Greeks picked the Canyon clean,

working their way through gullies,

along roadsides, up hillsides, and
through the creeks. The group collected

nearly a hundred plastic bags worth of

beer cans, paper, glass and clothing

items during the two and a half hours In

the Canyon.

Following the project, the workers

retired behind the Kappa Sig fraternity

house for a barbecue dinner that

according to one participant "went

extremely well."

In retrospect, Leyden felt that the

project proved that the Greeks can get

together for a large scale project, and

do so successfully. Other projects

planned for the future include a Winter

Snow Carnival, provided that there Is

good weather, the annual Spring

Special Olympics for the Handicapped,

and other projects with community
organizations.
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Dirt Band Coming
By Tom Steele

Due to the diligent efforts of the Foll<-

Jazz Committee and Committee Chair-

man Fred Powell, this year's home-
coming weekend festivities will be

topped off by Colorado's own Nitty

Gritty Dirt Band performing on campus.
Two shows will be given Halloween

night {October 31) in the Armstrong
Theater at 7:00 pm and 10:30 pm. Four-

dollar reserved seating tickets are

available at the Rastall desk. Non-
student tickets are $5.50.

The Dirt Band ("Nitty Gritty" has been
officially dropped) started out as a sort

of country group with noticable Elvis

Presley and bluegrass tendencies back

in 1966. Even today with John McUen
and Jeff Hanna {the Cosmic Cowboy
himself) at the helm, Dirt ranks as one
of the most "down to earth" nationally

known bands around. Peasant shirts,

straight teeth, country ham and fiddlin'

—that's the Dirt Band.
Another old-fashioned attitude of the

group, besides refusing to go pop, has

been to shy away from generating hype.

With the exception of their album
Dream promos, their music has become
popular primarily by word-of-mouth.
Even in spite of two acclaimed albums
calls Stars and Stripws Forever and Will

the Circle Be Unbroken (with Earl

Scruggs), not to mention "Mr.

Bojangles", the band is still wavering
between semi-obscurity and stardom in

1976. Nevertheless, the "progressive

country" market is definitely opening
up for the seventies with groups like the

Dirt, Willie Nelson and many others

recently.

Despite Armstrong Hall's obvious
limitations on dancing and generally

propogating rythmical chaos, the
scheduled concerts should be a good
cap for the Halloween weekend.
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A career in law-
without law school.

What can you do witti only a bachelor's degree?

Now there is a way to bridge the gap between arij
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sibie career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to df

vjorW traditionally done by lawyers.
|

Three months of intensive training can give yo|

the sl<iiis—the courses are taught by lawyers. Yoj

choose one of the seven courses offered—choosj

the city in which you want to work. r

Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training
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If you are a senior of high academic standing an|

are interesled in a career as a Lawyer's Assistan|
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Contact your placement office for an interview '

our representative.
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The Institute for

Paralegal Training
235 South 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

"

(215) 732.6600
Operated by Para-Legal, Inc.
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:CCA Debates Darkroom, Security
iNews^

By Liz Collier

There aren't any safe places on

rnpus," observed Doug Obletz after

ling a CC coed was attacked Monday
|ht on the lighted sidewalk north of

tt.
During the CCCA meeting

jdnesday, an informal discussion

s held regarding the incident,

hough the CCCA is not directly

folved in security procedures, the

uncil expressed concern over the

;urity problems. Whistles were

jtributed free to all freshmen women
s year, and Dean Taylor noted that

[ woman who was attacked d id have a

istie, which she blew, and that

ople from both the Kappa Sig house

d Palmer Hall came in response to

r whistle. "This one incident payed

the whole whistle program," said

/lor.

(^ CCCA Security Commission,
by Kathy Voss, has been

formed. This week a comprehensive
survey relating to security was
distributed to students, and results will

-tje available in the near future,
according to Voss. There seems to be
much misinformation on campus with
regard to the frequency of security
problems, particularly attacks and
rapes.

Voss says that the daily security
reports detailing the incidents of the
previous night are confidential, al-

though she and Donna Dwiggins are
considering some form of weekly
release to allow students to assess for

themselves the extent of the security
problem. In addition to the attack on
Monday, the Tutt Library vicinity has
had one other potentially serious
security problem within the last two
weeks. An irate G.I., carrying a
crowbar, chased a freshman male
student into the Library after the G.l.'s

Native American Activist Speaks

it CC, Worries over Press
By Linda Rlgler

What started out as a routine Catalyst

hterview with one of the many guest

Speakers who visit CC, turned into an

ssue focusing on a wel^known and
jontroversial figure wishing that his

jomments not be made public in a

school publication.

Last fvlonday, Professor Rudy de la

Sarza's Minority Politics class had the

Opportunity to hear Vine Deloria speak

dtfi an informal classroom atmosphere,
onpeloria is an internationally recognized

'^iuthor, lawyer, and specialist on the

IJative American movement today.

^°^mong his accomplishments, as a

writer, are the books Custer Died lor

'^Tour Sins, The Trail of Broken 1 reaties,

^,r,iind We Talk, You Listen.

mc During the class, Deloria talked with

;he students on such current issues as

an;he role of the American Indian in

arjociety today, the relationship between
;he Indian and other minority groups, as

^i,«ell as Indian-white relations, problems
jhat Indians face over control of their

ands by the Federal government, and
ihe effectiveness of groups like the

3ureau of Indian Affairs, the National

Congress of American Indians, and the

\merican Indian Movement.
;

Deloria talked most candidly during

lis discussion with the class on the

'utility of creating any sort of effective

ndian coalition today owing to the

lowerful legal control the government
las on Indian affairs: "When you're

malyzing coalitions, you have to

^member that the government can pull

he guts out of an Indian coalition with
jwo pieces of paper."

;

When a student later suggested that

t could possibly come to each race
'ollowing its own interests rather than
initing, Deloria answered, "It is unless
ve do some type of reform situation
vhere I think we not only simplify

lovernment programs but begin to meet
j>asic political institutions to return to
tt least community level."

\ After class, both de la Garza and
beioria vehemently requested that what
)eloria said during the course of tne
iscussion not be printed partly on the
irounds that the discussion took place
h a private classrooni situation, and
nerefore should not be available for the
ubiic to read.

I

Upon further questioning, Deloria
Bvealed why he is so reluctant to grant
pterviews or even to allow press
leverage at his appearance. In the past,

Jeloria feels, the press has misinter-
reted, taken out of context, and in

ome cases exaggerated what he had

Vine Deloria

said in order to "get a good story.*'

He said that lately there has been a

disproportionate amount of coverage

and publicity of him and the Indian

subject in general. As a result, the

public is tired of hearing about it, and
certain individuals have sharply criti-

cized Deloria to the point that he has

gotten "pressure from rednecks" to

control his speeches. These negative

feelings, partly stimulated by press

overexposure, is doing more harm to

his purpose than good. Deloria claimed

that all too often the media plays

according to public opinion and that at

this particular time, people's reaction to

what he is advocating is not favorable.

Although he admits there is no

simple solution to resolving the

problem between him and the press,

Deloria had a few suggestions and

comments. He said that in the past the

press was not "performing its role" in

presenting the issues fairly and tended

to portray him as a radical threat,

attacking the person rather than the

issue. Deloria feels that instead of too

much exposure, the Indian movement
would prefer to "let things die down, let

things change, and then return for more
exposure."

As a final statement, Vine Deloria

mentioned something which he said he

would not mind being printed in the

Catalyst. He said that the American

people would be better off voting for a

third party, most notably Gene
McCarthey, in order to break up the

two-party system in American politics

today.

car had been hit with a snowball on
Cascade. The, G.I. threatened the
student with physical harm , before
campus security arrtvecT.

Also discussed at the meeting was
the darkroom situation in Packard Hall.

and a report was presented by Neal
Morgenstern. "The number of hours are
insufficient for serious work and the
poor choice of evenings open has
caused many students to become
concerned." about the darkroom prob-
lem claimed Morgenstern.

Out of 24 students responding to the

CCCA darkroom questionnaire, one
person was satisfied with the darkroom
hour, while 21 were not, Morgenstern
noted that "typical responses" to the

question, "are you satisfied with the

present darkroom hours?" included

"No, no, no," and "no one gets

anything worthwile done in four hours."

Currently the darkroom is open two
nights a week for four hours. With the

help of Ellie Milroy, Professor Trissel,

and Dean Bradley, Morgenstern hopes
to extend darkroom hours, particularly

on weekends, and reduce the current

$10 per block fee by offering rebates.

A presentation by Chris Dalton,

chairman of the Faculty-Course Evalua-

tion Committee was on the agenda.
Currently the Faculty-Course Evalua-

tion has been distributed to all resident

advisors and head residents and is

available for student use. A copy is also

available at the reference desk in Tutt.

The CCCA must make a decision

regarding the effectiveness of the

evaluation and is considering the merit

of numberical totals over other forms of

evaluation such as written summaries.
or the surveying of seniors who are

majoring in the department being

evaluated.

Brief discussion concerning the value

of peer group counseling versus a

written evaluation took place. Doug
Obletz stated that recent peer group
counseling sessions had been success-

ful in many ways, with an estimated 150

freshmen attending and 70 upperclass

"counselors" participating. Council

member Jim Lewis stated that there

was much confusion with the label

"peer group counseling" and said, "I

have talked with many freshmen who
thought peer group counseling was
something like, how to get along with

your roommate," rather than academic

counseling. No decision was reached

regarding the Faculty-Course Evalua-

tion.

Dave Herrick stated that a request

from MECHA.for $424 to bring

"Miguel," a flamenco guitarist, to play

in the Packard Hall Auditorium on

October 26 had been granted.

The Residential and Housing Com-
mittee is continuing to work on the

problem of late night study space.

Students are currently allowed to study

all night in Palmer if they are in the

building before 11 pm and a security

guard is now on duty there. Additional

study space in Mathias and Loomis will

be available in the near future, although

prospects are not optimistic for^more

study space in Slocum.

The council was also addressed by

Marlys Gengler regarding the School

Partnership Program, which is a part of

the Peace Corps. A program to build a

school in Equador is in the formative

stage and funds are being sought from

the CC community, although a formal

request for funding from the CCCA was

not made at this time.

Elizabeth Shackellord enten^n

tutoring a VA student

Volunteer Action
Volunteer Action (VA), a national

program for tutoring underprivileged

children, has once again returned to

CC's campus. Started last Fall, the
program, though relatively unpubll-

cized, has apparently met with a
tremendous response from students,

Last year, the program had forty

tutors. That number has nearly doubled
to seventy, with twenty more on waiting

lists. Many of the tutors are returnees

from last year.

Last Monday and Thursday, local

school children got off the buses
expecting another dreaded afternoon

field trip. Silence and single file order

characterized the group. However, as
soon as the children perceived that the

VA program Is a lot different from
school and elementary school aca-

demia, noise and general |lbe had no

trouble dominating the air.

Wide eyed, eight year old Derryl

Besslch perhaps best summed It up for

the kids by saying, "She ain't no
teacher, she's a girl!"

The principal of Volunteer Action is

to help children who are having

difficulty In school as a result of

deprived social backgrounds. The
program operates on a one to one ratio

basis. The tutors strive to give their

children confidence not only by

exposing them to new opportunities,

but more Importantly, by finding out

their Individual potential strengths and
developing this potential to the

maximum capacity in the given amount
of time. Concommltently, serious

leadership on the part of each tutor

underlines this Ideology and It is

manifested not by rules and regulations

but by solid organization, consistent

enthusiam and encouragement.
The Volunteer Action board members

are Betsy Bower, (Chairperson); Dottle

Hersteiner, Sandy Pierce, and Elizabeth

Shackelford, (Co-Vice Chairpersons).

All members of Volunteer Action are

working hard to make VA an

outstanding community program In an

area where children are badly starved

for care and attention. Grants are

currently being sought from various

national, state and Colorado College

sources.

VA spokesperson Elizabeth Shackel-

ford would like to express special

thanks to Bill Berkley, the CCCA, and

Social Advocates for Youth for their

tremendous and unfailing cooperation.
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A Day in the Life of a Political Correspondant —Letters

=

Continued from cover

seats, as well as a few state

representative hopefuls.

"This is Jay Hartwell from the

Colorado College newspaper." "Oh yes.

glad to meet you." Pressed flesh and

more pressed flesh, a hand becomes a

greeting tool as the place gradually fills

up with high school groupies and local

politicians all hoping to catch a glimpse

of a celebrity. "He's a lot cuter than

Jack."

A CO student comes In. "What are

you doing here?," I query. "Oh, I work

over at the Republican Phone Bank, and

they wanted us to come over here and

see Steve Ford. Then go back to the

office and look busy when he comes to

visit us." Nice campaign tactic. "What's

a phone bank?"

"Oh, I am not supposed to talk about

it. They don't want any publicity from

the press." When pressed further, she

"The Men with No Eyes"

relents and informs me that as a

volunteer she calls people in El Paso
county and asks them how they are

going to vote, whether they are

registered, as welt as to encourage

them to vote. The results of these

phone calls are tabulated and are given

to local candidates and the national

Republican committee. This way they

know how they are doing in a certain

area.

A few twisted arms later, she informs

me that the Phone Bank is located on

the second floor of Armstrong's

appropriate. Adorned in western style

clothes, Steve shakes hands outside to

the tune of cameras clicking away. Now
comes the chance to ask him some
questions. The questions circulate in

this reporter's mind as Ford enters the

campaign headquarters.

But all the waiting has proved to be

fruitless. A two hour wait results in a

brief flurry of handshakes, swooning

high school girls, and a brief campaign
spiel.

Without prodding he informs every-

body in his simulated candor that he

appreciates their work, that he is

working hard, and that he is off to

Pueblo.

The promised press conference

fizzles after a few autographs, a couple

of warm words to volunteers, and a

request that I take a photograph. "He's

got a good camera. We'll pay you for the

photos." Big deal.

Ford climbs back into the Blazer with

his Secret Service men, "The Men with

No Eyes," and takes off. I throw the list

of questions away and decide to look

into the secret phone bank across the

street.

A quick walk up the flight of stairs

reveals a bland looking office with

workers pouring over computer print

outs and others manning phones. No
guard stops me and so questions follow

introductions and more pressed flesh.

"I was wondering if I could ask a few

questions and take some pictures."

Informed by worker Tony Smitherman

that, "We are not asking for publicity,"

I inform him that only 1800 people get

the paper at CC and none of them read it

anyway, so a few answered questions

and photos shouldn't hurt. Smitherman

agrees. Sucker. A possible scoop to be

had.
According to Smitherman, the

Republican National Committee doesn't

want publicity. "It's a hell of a good idea

that the Republican National Commit-

tee just as soon not advertise." He said

that nothing from the office is leaked to

the press; It is only given to the

candidates and no one else.

A few more questions and photos

later, on top of the realization that there

is no story, much less a scoop gives me
the cue to step out and travel across

town to a press conference for Roger

fvlacBride, Libertarian candidate at 4:30

pm

more questions and political rhetoric:

"quasi-fascist system," "pursuing a
peaceful revolution," and "Freedom is a

seamless web." MacBride is ushered
out of the Press Room to a waiting DC-3
which will prop him to Utah after a few
niceties exchanged with supporters.

As the youngish Sun reporter climbs
into his sports car and the old and
wisened Gazette reporter adjusts his

bulk into his Volkswagen, both cars
white of course, (reporters are the good
guys), this reporter reflects on the day's

events. It was probably best summed
up by a Secret Service man attached to

Steve Ford who said, "I don't know
where we are going." Neither do I.

Roger MatBride. Libertarian Candidate tor President, speaks while cameras click.

campaign headquarters. But she
emphasizes that no reporters are

allowed up there.

It's not surprising that they are trying

to keep it secret. Phone banks have
been criticized in the past, because the

polling results are often leaked to the

press by a candidate in order to bolster

his imageasawinner in the local press.

It's 2:30, no Steve. Have to go feed

the parking meter. Come back and still

no sign of Steve. A phone rings and a
campaign worker tells the assembled
mass that the President's son Is behind
schedule and will be here around 3:30.

The crowd thins with promises to come
back. More chit chat with the CC Phone
Bank volunteer, a visit to the Regiment
Shop to look at belts and ties, feed the

parking meter another dime, back to the
Headquarters. Still no Ford, though the
crowd has stayed outside, bagging the

warm afternoon sunshine.

3:45 pm. He arrives. Having been told

that he is driving across the West In a

Winnebago while on the campaign trail,

it Is surprising to see the 20 year old

son step out of a K-5 Blazer. But It is

More waiting, while introductions are

offered between the assembled horde of

reporters, three of us. The Gazette, the

Sun, and "an interested college

student" as reported in the following

Wednesday's papers were on hand to

interview the man whose ideology
incorporates the liberal left and the

conservative right.

fvlacBride enters the room with his

entourage sporting MacBride buttons
and stickers. Not much different than
the dippy double-knitted dudes at the

Republican headquarters. MacBride
starts off the conference by talking

about the recent Pittsburg deaths
allegedly resulting from the swine flu

vaccine. "A typcial example of

government intrusion into medicine,"
he says, "A dubious, dangerous
product foisted upon the American
people."

MacBride Is tired and obviously

disappointed that there are not
television cameras nor a reporter or two
from UPI or AP. He feels that they, the
Libertarians, will take Alaska and Utah's

electoral votes. After a half-hour of

A phone bank volunteer works on secret

second floor.

Two Ford campaign workers await Steve

Ford's presence.
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fEditor:

Recently, I had the unfortunai

experience of knowing how Georc
McGovern felt in the fall of 1972. I

defeated in the special election for iffi

Vice Presidential seat of the CCCA
Doug Obletz. I have been presenti

with the option of requesting
CCCA's Election Commission to hold

runoff between Doug and I, since that

what the rules call for. I have chosj

not to make that request. Let me bried

explain why.
After speaking limitedly with Bi

Berkley, the President of CCCA, aii|

Dave Herrick, the Financial Vii

President of the CCCA, the problem
short term effectiveness has been mat.,

clear to me. That is, is there enougi

time left in the present administration

for me, should I win, to effectively ta^]

hold of the office? Both Bill and Dai

have indicated to me that they think ttii

there isn't. That is the reason I feel

should leave well enough alone. AIsc

the main point of my campaign was
illuminate some differences in prioriti

and philosophies, that I felt should
brought out. This, I think, I and thoi

who voted for me accomplished. I ho[

now that Doug wilt use his office to ai

on some of the issues that the voter?

however limited they might have been
number, have indicated to be importai

to them.
Let me mention that I do not suppo:

the present policy perspective of

CCCA. As I said, we differ as t

priorities and strategies. I can respe"

Bill Berkeley, Dave Herrick and Dou;

Obletz, but I cannot agree with them,;

I wish to thank everyone who feiti

worthwhile to vote last Wednesday anj

I urge everyone to take an active intert

in student affairs. Not necessaril

student government, but studer

affairs. One way to do this would be

donate blood to the CC blood bank, an|

show Mark Norris that we all still loCi

him for caring.

Thanks, and take it away, Doug
Brad Fri|

Dear Sir:

May I be permitted to use yol

col umns to address a few words to yo|k

young readers who are registered fe
vote in the November election?

They have been accused of being jiH

as apathetic as those of my generaticH

I don't think so, I prefer to think iw

they are merely disillusioned with iH

political scene, including our quadra

nial presidential carnival— especiay

after Watergate. (We had out "Tea[|

Dome Scandal" in our generation.)

So this letter is to suggest that thsj

is room for hope. The hope lies i

initiative - and - referendum gimmichl
in which we take the business f
government out of the hands of i

politicians and "do it ourselves.''

And I want to plead with your readl

to take advantage of this opportunilyl

Colorado and to use their politil

power and energy to make it effecti|

There are two ways to do this,

good. One is, of course, to vote on ll

issues. The other, vastly more effectil

is to light the fires of hope under oti

voters, too.

How they vote is not so importanlj

me as that they do vote—and get Iff

fellow citizens to do likewise-

mind which of the TV characters lf|

want for president. Because that '

we can begin to make this screwed!

system work a little better.

I'm going to vote "YES" on Three (t

nuclear safeguards amendment)
basically the same reason: I want fl

People of the State of Colorado to m
more of a say-so about "how 'safef

'safe'?" in a nuclear power reacto'j

want our own State Legislature to
J

able to say, "After you've convinced !|;

President and 51 % of the Congress i

all the power and electric compani
that Fort St. Vrain is safe enough tof
into operation without polluting

State for the next 500,000 years, tfl

you are going to have to convij

66.6% of us, who are representing c

the People of the State of Coloraf

that it's safe."

1 hope your reader-voters will ndj
disillusioned. I think there is still ^f
and it's up to you to keep that H'^

glowing. l-

JohnH.Davenpg^

l^
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/TIlew it all last week
i on a new parka, pack,
\MV DOWN SUEPINqWS!,

iNews^f

Saga Corporation Proves to be Big Business
By Anne Relfenberg

We are often painfully reminded that

tfie Saga Corporation provides Colorado
College's on-board students witfi meals
seven days a week. While this in itself is

rather close to home and stomach,
there is an interesting sidelight to the
Saga operation.

Saga Enterprises, Inc. operates 262
restaurants, 213 of which are Straw Hat
Pizza Restaurants, 84 food services in

hospital and health care institutions,

285 food services for business firms,

and 394 food services for universities,

colleges and primary/secondary public

school systems.
What these statistics mean in dollars

and cents is a net Saga income of

$6,531,000 during the fiscal year 1976.

Saga Corporation's net revenues were
$417,537,000. Net income as a
percentage of revenues were 1.6%.

Saga's revenues in their Educational

Division were $192.6 million, up 19%
from last year. Saga's accounts had
grown by 14 in the 1976 fiscal year.

According to the Saga corporate profile,

this was due to "the reversal of the

trend toward off-campus living and
dining so strong in the late sixties and
early seventies... Students perceive that

on-campus living and dining save them
time and money."

Unfortunately, the profit from this

division does not filter down to Rastall

Dining Hall in the form of steak and
lobster.

Of course, the College's foodservice

provides a small part of the net income
with an occasional annual profit of its

own. However, John Farrell's replace-

ment as Saga manager, Bill Batey,

refuses to divulge the actual figure.

"This is a competitive business," he

explains. "If I revealed the exact profit,

someone else could come in and
operate just under us."

The information that Is available to

the general public is interesting

nonetheless. Last year. Saga submitted

a 12 month bill to the College, which
amounted to a staggering $793,329.70.

Batey is quick to point out that anyone
equipped with a calculator can divide,

multiply, add and subtract to determine
that CC students are fed for as little as
$3.00 a day.

Even though the College receives a
bill from Saga for approximately
$793,000 for a twelve month period, CC
receives nearly $928,000 from on-board
students for a nine month period. This
figure comes from multiplying the 1 280
students on-board times the $726 that
each student pays for board tor nine
months.
The $135,000 difference, plus what-

ever the College receives from on-board
students during the Summer Session,
Is not net profit for Saga.
CC's Saga force manages the

preparation and service of meals and
provides labor, food, and some
supplies. The College Is billed for these
services once a month. What is left over
($135,000 plus annually) is used by the
College to refurbish the dining halls.

purchase new stoves, or any other
renovations. In fact, CC rents Rastall
Dining Hall from Rastall Center, which
is an auxilliary of the College and is

self-contained. That rental fee costs CC
$20,000 annually.

Each Springs. Saga meets with CC's
Business Manager, Robert Broughton,
to agree on a price "per person per day."
Throughout the year, Broughton says,
he examines the wholesale food price
Index and either Increases or decreases
the cost by one cent per student per
day, as fluctuations indicated.

Broughton says that he works "very
closely" with local Saga officials, and
that the College is pleased with the
food service.

Next week. The Catalyst will take a
look at an aspect of the food service
more relevant to our digestive systems:
can a constant Saga diner really find
true happiness and a balanced diet?

News From Counseling Office
The Career and Placement Center is now open for business. Carol

Leavenworh, director, and Jean Kocel, secretary, can be found in the Center
located in the north wing of Cossitt Hail between the hours of 11 am and 5 pm.
The center houses a variety of information on career fields, graduate and
professional training, and how to go about finding the career for you.

Currently at the Center, free copies of the College Placement Annual, a listing

of major American companies which gives information on academic credentials

required for employment, is available at the Center tor senior students. Other

students are invited to use the permanent office copies for their reference.

New jobs listed forthis week include: Field Auditor with March of Dimes with

travel, including Hawaii, a B.A. in Accounting Is needed.

Information and Recruiting Schedule tor Post-Graduate Opportunities:

Dept. of the Navy - October 18 and 19, 9 am to 4 pm, Rastall lobby.

Mifax Corporation, Mrs. Harrison Painter. Sales representatives needed within

the state of Colorado, good earning potential. October 19, 1 to 5 pm. Please sign

up for interviews at the Career and Placement Center, room 103 Cossitt or call

extention 368 between 11 am and 5 pm.

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP
IN THE STILL AT

THE HUNGRY FARMER
575 Garden of the Gods Rd.

APPEARING THIS WEEK ONL Y
FRIDAY-SUNDAY

THE KIRK DOUGLASS BREWGLASS BAND
"The best in progressive country and bluegrass.

"

"Quality at Reasonable Prices"

Weat&tam
THE NEW SUPER

SWEATER & JEANS PLACE AT

_ 327 N. TEJON
S^ 473-7881 ^

Head for

the

Hills!

MOUNTAIN BELL
is hittin' Benny's

Friday and Saturday
from 9-1

it's riglit-good

Biuegrass for FREE

Please don't be glum, Horace. I'm sorry I ruined the

terrapin, but next block I'm taking Creative

Cookery

And you may buy me some lovely

new cookbooks from Chinook —
they have the most delicious

selection.

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
t ^ 210 NORTH TEJON STREET • COIORAOO SPRINGS 80902

^\A PHONE 636-1196
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IM Soccer Kicks
Intramural soccer season has started

and is enjoying a low profile, yet highly

competitive life. Highly- ranked jn the

league is the Kappa Sigma team with a

4-0 record, which, soundly defeated the

Old Viennas (3-i) and the Sigma Chis

(1-0) in their last two contests. Last

years champions, aptly named "The

Champs," are having a successful

season, boasting a 3-0-1 record. Last

Tuesday was highlighted by a match

between The Champs and last year's

second place team. Old Vienna. This

annual grudge match was fiercely

fought, but ended in a 0-0 tie, even after

sudden death. Both teams were

frustrated by the tie score and are

scheduling a rematch. The deciding

match will most iil<ely be between the

Kappa Sigs and The Champs; the

winner practically guaranteed the title.

IM Open Tennii ed

St Wf

ired

jndle

wer€

on t

alas,

nble

rated

the

doff
In Ji

oor I

fc

ref

The Intramural Soccer seasor) has moved Mo lull swing with the undetealed Kappa

Sigs out front 4-0.

IM Football-Showdown Today, With Fijis and Water

By Mike Rosenthal
and Vince Cordova

The upperclass division of intramural

flag football has provided just about all

the excitement the players and fans

could hope for this year. Almost all of

the games have been competitively

contested with no single team totally

dominating the field.

As the season draws to a close today,

the show down for the championship

pits CC and Water against the Fijis,

Women's Soccer

Tourney Schedule
This weekend, Saturday, October

16 and Sunday, October 17, the

Colorado College Women's soccer

team will host the second annual

Colorado College invitational. Played

last season for the first time, the

tournament will offer area soccer

enthusiasts an opportunity to wit-

ness fop flight women's varsity

soccer.

Presently 3-1, Colorado College

will enter the tourney riding the

momentum of three straight wins.

After dropping their season opener to

the University of Colorado 4-1 the

Tigers have roared back for consecu-

tive wins over Colorado State

University 3-2, University of Northern

Colorado 1-0, and University of

Colorado 2-0. Another edge for

Colorado College would have to be

their performance In last year's

tourney. Playing teams such as CU,
CSU and UNC, the Tiger women stole

their own show as they were
undefeated and unscored upon in the

tourney.

Top scorers for Colorado College

to date have been Nancy Nettleton,

junior forward, two points on two
goals: Penny Broder, freshman
forward, two points on one goal and
one assist.

All games are free of charge and
the public is encouraged to attend.

First round games: University of

Colorado vs. Front Range - 10 am -

Stewart Field. Western State - Bye.

University of Colorado f^fledicai

Center vs. Colorado College - 11:40

am - Stewart Field. Colorado State

University vs. University of Northern

Colorado - 11:40 am - Bear Creek
Field.

(Winners of the games will play

each other at 1:20 and 3 pm Saturday
on Stewart Field; losers will meet at

1 :20 pm and 3 pm on Bear Creek
Field).

both teams sporting 5-0 records. Both

of these teams have risen to the top of

the league by using different styles of

play. Flashy back Garrick Olson has led

CC and Water's powerful running

attack, founded upon the precise

execution of the famed option play.

The Phi Gams, on the other hand,

depend on the arm of Craig Silverman,

the speed of "Slick Rick" Lopez, and the

hands of 6'7" Ed Herman to put their

points on the board. The Fijis are

perhaps noted for their tough interior

line, each of their linemen weighing

over 200 pounds.

The other teams include the Kappa
Sigs, Phi Delts, ILL, Sigma Chi's and
the Fat Boys. All of these teams are

extremely competitive and boast an

even record, except the Phi Delts, who
are having what one might call a

rebuilding year. The Delts have yet to

win a game and lost two of their games
by a combined score of 96-6.

LLL is probably the most entertaining

of the teams to watch, due to their

diminutive backs Howard f^andel and

Dan Guglielmo. Guglieimo and Ivlandel

have spun and juked their way up-field a

countless number of times, relying on

superior speed and exceptional moves

to totally baffle the defense of the other

teams. Mandel has made it so difficult

for defenders to grab his flag, that they

inevitably grab his shorts, causing him

to rely on the protection of the huddle

and a teammate's sweat pants to

escape further embarassment.
Although the teams are out to have

fun in these games, they are also out on

the field to win, as evidenced by the

viciousness of the contests. One game
resulted in the "Boettcherizing" of three

players: One had a slight concussion,

another 5 stitches, and the third had a

swelling over the eye the size of an

oversized golf ball. The championship

game between CC and Water and the season

Over the past three weeks
students have participated in Ten

Coach Clarence Sterne's annual

Carripus . Open Tennis Tourname
Several of the matches in thi

divisions were very tight and

good; with new players emerging

In Women's Singles, Julie CI

defeated Diane Desenberg in three

and meets the winner of Karen La

and Patricia Ward in the finals.

Women's Doubles, the team of Su "^

Smith and Nancy Levitt downed ct

Cowans and DeeDee Carlson In

finals.

The top
,
seeded team of

Schneider arid Randy Stein face Di

Hailey and Cody Kelly in the upcom '

j^'

r/lixed Doubles finals. John Spi

awaits Tim Ellerbe in the tvien's

Singles title match
Freshman Jerry Brendel overcame

loss of the first set to edge 1st see

Randy Stein and capture the Mi

Championship Doubles crown. Co

Sterne and freshman Scott Schoe

both reached the semis before slippi

Blaine Strickland and Randy s

laid claim to the Men's Champion:

Doubles title by besting the tough]

of Jerry Brendell and Dave Mom
mery. The freshmen team of Joel GeLp* ,.

and Paul Hudnut looked very stronftf^(
reaching the semifinals

Coach Sterne was pleased with

turnout and the quality of play,

admits there were difficulties

some matches played due

constant demands on particip:

time.

The championship divisions

primarily for top-level CC tennis pla

and coach Sterne was impressed

the new talent. Several freshmen n

it into the final rounds of play. Si

has high hopes for the upcoming va

since many lettermen

Fijis promises to be as exciting and returning and many newcomers s

brutal as ever. For an afternoon of promise. The Tigers always face

cheap 'fentertainment, drop by the front tough opponents, but hope to woi

of Armstrong today at 3:46 pm, you some additional Division '" '—
won't be disappointed. year.

h
foes

Booters Psych Up After Metro Win, Look to NCAA Invite

BylMlkeSlade

The CC Tiger soccer team cruised to

an easy 6-1 victory over Metro State of

Denver last Friday night. The Tigers

started off slowly, surrendering a

surprise Metro goal in the opening

minutes of play. But Konnle Simons

knotted things up at the fifteen minute

mark, and after that, the Tigers seemed

to take control.

Once CC had established control, the

match became simply another exercise

in polishing the gears of the Tiger

scoring machine. Simons added an-

other, Eddie Dietz chipped in two, the

ever-improving Jeff Beckley popped one
in, and sudden Sam Harper added the

final goal long after the game had been
decided.

The Tigers now begin to pick up the

pace of their season after their

two-we^k "relaxation period." After

.e^
\<^".e*^

Mon.—Sat.

11-5

\'^^ Down to Earth

230 N.Tejon 632-3250

Complete line of

Paraphernalia

Os*
e/-c

visiting Colorado School of

tonight, CC hosts highly-rated

Florida, next Tuesday at 4:00 pm

the block break, the Tigers travel 1

windy city of Chicago for two gatt

the Chicago Invitational, ba

Oakland University and Chicago C

Both games should be tough

Coach Richardson's squad can ei

from these four games unscathed,

should certainly be able to crac

national top twenty. Now 9-2 and

RMISL play, the Tigers were rankf

in the latest Far West poll. It ap

that our squad is now settling dor^

play some tough, consistent sfl

The next two weeks should tell irj

Olll

Yoga - New morning,

evening, and weekend
classes starting October
18-23 in Hatha Yoga,
Meditation, Kundalini,

YOGA TEACHERS
TRAINING AND INTEN-
SIVE WORKSHOPS. For

free brochure call

SCHOOL OF YOGA 633-

3929 (answering service

471-7122).

MILLER'S. DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER
10 EAST COLORADO AVENUE

Located in the Galaxy Shop

Largest Selection Popular, Classic,

Jazz, Soul, & Country

Regular J6.98 Records for $4.98

Weekly Specials for $3.98

Tapes $2.00 OFF Regular Price

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
MILLERS DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER

BRILLlAnJkLDnK

Guaranteed
FILM

DEVELOPINO
H

PHOTOFINISHING

Guarantee
e will print every printable picture you take. You

ust be completely satisfied with your pictures. !f not,

s will reprint them ... or refund your money. Simply

return your pictures, slides or movies with your receipt.

within 30 days.

Murco Druq Co.
PHONE 634-4861 • 832 NORTH TEION ST.

COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO. 80902
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tedlands Spoils Tiger Chances For Vintage Year, by 10-7

sSports^

By Ed Goldstein

,_asi weekend, the CC football team
'jnji-ed into the land of hearty

jndies and full bodied roses.'WhIle

were there, they also planned to

on the Redlands University team,

alas, the script turned out to

nble the Grapes of Wrath, as the

ated Tiger crew returned home
the taste of vinegar in their

hs. Redlands spoiled our chances

in undefeated season, as they

d off a last second 10-7 victory,

in John Steinbeck's classic novel,

oor Plains Staters were victimized

le forces of law and order. The
referees handed the Redlands

the winning touchdown after

jg two crucial and controversial

ties against the CC Tigers,

the first call, with Redlands facing

down and nine yards to go,

sive tackle John Shank came
ling in on the Redlands quarter-

He was called for roughing the

r, even though the game films

that Shonks' momentum carried

into the quarterback just a split

id after he unleashed the ball. It

K>se< >ais<>a»; s3is< >s«< >ai&

:nchcraftedi

BOOTS

appeared to be a clean and legal hit.

-The other penalty was a pass
interference call leveled against safety
Dave Hodges. The film evPdence
indicates that the Redlands receiver
either tripped over Hodges, or they
tripped over each other. Either way,
there was no blatant interference.

Looking at the game films, Coach
Carle and Coach Flood were seen to
flinch as the Incidents were reshown
over and over again. However, each
realized that it was a lot harder for the
referees to make an immediate call on
those plays.

An old maxim in the sport warns a
team not to expect any breaks on road
trips from the officials or other sources.
A team should not get itself In a
position where the outcome of the
game has to be decided in the final

minutes, especially when outside
factors can enter in the play and destroy
the previous 55 minutes work. But in

this case, the closeness of the game
could not be avoided, as both teams
played evenly and took the action to the
other side throughout the evening.
As usual, the CC defense played

consistently well throughout the night.
Although our offense could not get
untracked, we did put together one 80
yard drive that resulted In another
touchdown for Paul Admundsen; this
time from two yards out.
The Tigers will take this week off and

will return to action next week against
Bethany College here at Washburn field
next Saturday. With the season half
over, the Tigers know they will have to
put on a head of steam In the coming
month If they are to get a berth In the
post-season playoffs.

CC Tight End
Blaik eyes one of

several pass recep-

tions from this yea<

that are also cat

ching the attentionl

of pro scouts. Half-

back Quin Fox trails\

the action.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITY
CLASSES

Block III

Swim Improvement, English Riding,

Western Riding, Beginning Paddle Ball,

Conditioning, Beginning Squash, Inter-

mediate Squash, Figure Skating and
Standard First Aid.

DO IT WITH MUSIC

Bad sound ,

IS an unnecessary eyiL

roliciiriiuisic lM-iiulirull>

n^pt'iKluccd is{)tu'i)f life's y:ii'iiU'sI

pIcMsiiivs. liiil its iipirnsuir IIkiI iIic

(X-opli- who lisU'M to iiltii- riidios. ^'inril

cx)ns()|psf)r p<H)il\ desi^incil ;ill-in-i)tn'<(irrip;nl.s ru'vir Iimvc

'rhelrulh is. only real tiiuli fidclit.vcdniiMim'tit.sf^ivt'

you real liigh fidelity sound.

You may be satisfied now willi one <if those otlicf

tliitifj.s. IhiI if you cdnipafe il to a syslcni made up of si-paiale

coMifXtnerit-s— ta[M

deck- turti(al)le.

lecriv.T and
s[M'akei-s —
\oull lii'at"

tliediner.-nrr

inslaiilK.

Kealliifjhlidrlih.anUTe;

e\[MM)siveif youVi- a purist wlindiH-sn'l latc iilioul price,

liut you can alsi)f,'el a (lualilv I MoniHT system for' mil niucli

itioie than a cotiipa<t costs. So had s

unneees-sary. It's unjuslifiahle.

(>)meiti and we'll prove il.

i(lisriotoiil>

CONVENIENT

FINANCING

AVAILABLE
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;CCA-Benny's Contract Dispute at Standoff
ijven time, most things settle down
become somewhat clearer. But the

}nt contract controversy between

ijamin's Basement and the CCCA
become even murkier, as new

rpretations arise each day.

hairman of the Benny's Board of

ictors, Steve Lewis, still stands

ind Benny's original interpretation

he contract clause which states that

"profits will be returned each

lester to the CCCA, not to exceed

35.40 for the 74-75 school year."

contention is that this means

iny's does not owe the CCCA any

noney after that school year.

Benny's bases their interpretation on

last dealings between the CCCA and

he 3.2 beer bar. Paul Salmen, one of

he original directors of the "coffee

se" and a member of the CCCA at

time Benny's was given the $4,000,

ite a letter to current CCCA President

Berkley on May 14, 1976 concerning

contract.

that letter, Salmen wrote, "The

cement we (CCCA and Benny's)

je to was clearly outlined by the

[ding agreement of May, 1974. As

Jed in the contract, the repayment

jeriod was to be only the academic year

|M|75. Never was there any written or

Ht agreement between Jay (Matoney-

Hier CCCA President) or myself that

n repayment schedule would extend

l^ond that academic year."

Salmon's letter seems to square with
Lewis' recollection of what happened in

the past. Lewis believes that the
consensus of the Council in their

February meeting earlier this year was
for the Benny's interpretation. Lewis
also recalls someone saying on the
CCCA Budget Committee that the
contract "was the dumbest contract
that the CCCA ever signed."

Salmon's letter to Berkley was
apparently in response to a memo from
Maloney to former Rastall Director Don
Smith. That memo stated, "As you can
see (from the contract), they were to
send their profits back to the CCCA
untilthey had repaid the $4100. ..When I

was President. (I) certainly intended to
receive the money (back), and gave it

out with that understanding, as noted in

the budget..."

When Maloney was again asked
about the contract recently, he said,

"The money in question was a loan, and
was, therefore, to be returned." Former
CCCA President Mark Norris, who
succeeded Maloney stated, "There was
no question in my mind" that the money
that was given to Benny's would be
payed back to the CCCA. He went on to

say, "A debt is a debt, and they owe it

back."

The College's Legal Advisor, J.D.

Mertz, stated in a recent memo to CCCA
President Berkley, concerning the
contract, that "it appears one can
maintain that the total return of profits

Whe Catalyst
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Seniors to Nominate Officers
Members of the Class of 1977 will

eiect their permanent Class Officers

on Monday, November 8. There are

four positions to be filled—President,

Vice-President, Secretary and Treas-

urer, Any graduate of the Class of '77

is eligible to be on the slate of

candidates. Nominating procedure is

simple: Submit the name of any
senior for one of the offices to

Rastall Center Desk by midnight,

Monday, November 1. You may
nominate yourself.

Names of candidates, positions

sought, and any brief statements
they may wish to submit will be
published in the November 5

Catalyst.

The elected officers will be
responsible for planning year-end

activities for the Senior Class. They
will also serve as a liaison group
between the Class and the College

Alumni Office in future years with

regard for special projects, class

reunions, the Alumni Fund and other

functions. The officers will have a

number of opportunities during the

Winter and Spring monthsto become
acquainted with Alumni programs
through work with the Alumni Office.

An information meeting will be

held at noon, Wednesday, October

27, in Rastall 212. Director of Alumni

Affairs, Barbara Yalich, will be

present to answer questions from

candidates or those who plan to

propose a candidate for one of the

positions.

should not exceed the amount ot the
advance made by the CCCA... the
profits will be returned each semester
until the advance ($4135) requested has
been paid (back)."

According to Benny's Manager Tom
Lee, Legal Advisor Mertz had informed
him and Brian Eustis, former Chairman
of Benny's Board, last May that the
contract was only binding for '74-'75.

Also according to Lee, Benny's
Manager Kenny Baker talked to a local

attorney this week, who is also a trustee

of the College, and the attorney had
said that the contract was not even
legal.

When Mertz was asked about last

year's conversations, he said that he did

not remember it.

Mertz's Interpretation parallels that
given by former faculty council member
Joe Mattys who recalled that, "It was a

CC Senior Now '"

By Jay Harlwell

CC Senior Andrew Norfleet Baker
won't have to be called "Andy" by his

friends anymore. Instead, the 21 year

old student can now be called "Mr.

Mayor." Baker was informed two weeks
ago that he was elected as Mayor of the

township of Baker, Missouri, located in

the southeastern part of that state.

Baker, Missouri's current population

is about 75. Originally incorporated In

the 1950's by Baker's father, who was
involved in state politics then, the town
was originally a farming community of

3,000. But agricultural mechanization

and better housing provided by the

Federal government gradually depleted

the predominantly share-cropper popu-

lation to its present level.

According to Baker, the town's

election ballot is drawn up by a set of

town trustees, who place the names of

different people on the ballot. Not many
people vote, so whoever gets the most
votes usually wins according to

Missouri state law.

Along with the mayorship, which

lasts for two years, goes a municipal

judgeship. Baker has already received

the municipal judge's handbook, which

gives instructions on how to give out

traffic tickets, fines, and more. Baker

can also marry people now.
Baker succeeds his sister. "It's really

oligarchy," says Baker, who will

graduate from CC this December. At

Christmas, Baker intends to have his

first town meeting. When asked how
the townspeople might react to a Mayor
who hasn't spent a full year in the town

since sixth grade. Baker said, "I don't

think the constituents are expecting too

much of me."
The new Mayor's father was also

mayor of the town at one time. "He

gentlemanly agreement that they would
pay back that amount." The final

clause, according to Mattys, was added
to place a ceiling on the amount that
Benny's would pay back lo the CCCA
that school year In case their profit

margin was to exceed the amount
owed. Mattys said, "It was a device to
protect Benji's."

Mattys went on to say that he thought
Benny's has been forced by financial
pressure to escape payment to the
CCCA this semester. This same feeling
was hypothesized by two other former
members of Council who, when
interviewed, declined to be identified.

They felt that possible recent overhead
at Benny's has resulted in Benny's
wishing to pull out of their contract with
the CCCA.

Continued on page 10

Mayor'

Mayor Andrew Norlleet Baker

never really did anything, nor did my
sister," remarked Baker. "My sister

legalized marijuana by official decree,

but It was not really publicized." He
went on to say, "I don't think too many
people smoke marlluana there,"

Despite Baker's somewhat less than

serious attitude toward his new
responsibilities, he does have big plans

for the small Missouri (own. He has
already received Federal funding forms
for small towns, and Baker Intends "to

apply for as much money as I can get."

He is also looking Into state supported

revenue sharing programs, and he has

written the Missouri governor concern-

ing state industry that might want to

"locate out In the middle of no-where."

Does Baker, who Is presently a

council member of the Colorado

College Campus Association (CCCA),

Intend to make a career out of politics?

"I'll have to see If I suceed In this goal,"

he says. But If things go well for Baker,

Missouri's new Mayor, he Intends to be

"emperor of the world." Who says

Colorado College doesn't graduate

students with ambition?

Freshman Class Sacrificed in 1927 Brouhaha Flag Rush

ipper

(nhn

mit!

By Loren Thompson

Lite at CC hasn't always been so
rallow or granola oriented. Why only

years ago, Freshmen were running
round with beanies, being constantly
larassed by upperclassmen. The
loses! tiling to that today Is

ipperclassmen chasing after the
"ihman giris. But be that as It may,

' Catalyst now takes a peek Into the
' to look at one of the College's big
Its of the ig20's, the Flag Rush.

|lnce disappeared with the advent of
reshman Olympics, the Flag Rush
Jlted Freshmen against the uppsr-
iMsmen In a somewhat violent
liiiggle for class superiority.

The year was 1927 and the time, a
ihllly six o'cioci< a.m. The Colorado
ollege is one week into its 53rd year. A
arger than usuai noisy crowd of
lair-skirted iadies and men in iace-up
hoes await the start of the Annuai Flag
lush in front of Cutler Hall.
The Rush was donned as an "evenly

alanced fair fight with no trickery
liowed." The contestants were two
Sams of 35 men, who were selected for
leir physical prowess and courage. All

ontestants were students. One team
'as selected from the sophomore clas

and and the other from the freshman

For the fight, it was the sophomore
team's responsibility to surround and

shield a certain flagpole from the

storming freshman team. The sopho-

mores scrapped to protect their official

class flag at the top of the pole. The

freshmen wete bent on literally tearing

the flag off the pole and somehow
retaining possession of it for the

duration of the fifteen minute contest.

After the fight was over, and if the

freshmen had won, they were required

to wear their degrading freshman caps

only until Christmas-otherwise until

Washington's birthday.

In this particular year, the two teams

were well matched. The freshmen had

more members from which to choose

six feet, 240 pounders from and

consequently had a larger team. The

sophomores, on the other hand, had a

marked strategic advantage, since they

were situated around the pole with one

or two men actually on the pole.

tn an effort to try and curtail some of

the violence that was indigenous to this

competition, as well as to protect life

and limb, explicit rules governed all

phases of the contest.

The use of grease, nails, electric

wires, ropes, and pulleys were strictly

prohibited. In addition, fire hoses,

trucks, and other mechanical contriv-

ances would lead to automatic

disqualification. More seriously, poison

or evil smelling substances could not

be applied to the flag. No unauthorized

upperclassmen participants could en-

gage in the fight lest the freshmen

should get the Idea that the whole

school was against them because they

were freshmen.

It so happened that this time the

freshmen almost won a decisive victory

by capturing the flag. As originally

hoped and intended, the 1927 Flag

Rush undoubtedly "developed class

spirt and a feeling of good-natured

rivalry between the two lower classes."

But, there was no justice in the

world, and the freshmen were disquali-

fied because of a small technicality they

violated. Instead of tearing the flag off

the pole and defending it until the time

ran out, these guys tore down the flag,

jumped into a tviodel T, and took off.

Despite freshmen claims that the

rules said nothing about taking the flag

in the car, the officials ruled in favor of

the sophomores, and the disgruntled

freshmen threw a couple of sopho-

mores in the lake to square things up.

So ended a typical CC day in 1927.

NOTICE
J. No Freshman shall wtat loud or fancy Ut

2. Fitabmm shall not wear drew suits to cla»,

not shall they wcai siiff hats except oo

Sunday.

3.—Fteahmen shall always appear nat and

orderly—no boisterous conduct allowol on

the campus or around the buildings.

4. "No Freshman shall pass out o( chape! In

Iront o( an upper-dassmarL

5. -All iungle privileges reserved lor uppo-

dassmen.

6. -Freshmen giris must not stick gum on

under side of scats; a special gum box is

provided at a nominal price.

7. Freshmen may obtain sterilii«i milk and

other baby foods at Tamm's.

8.— Freshmen, remember you don't own the

College; you are only students here.

A 1927 Notice to Freshmen
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Dusty Deer Heads Litter Museum

By KIrsty Peterson

A look in Palmer 218 reveals stuffed

birds leaning sadly against dusty

stielves. Several deer tieads lie

scattered among boxes of books and

stacks of ctiairs, and an empty six-pack

of Pepsi rests on display betvieen ttie

cast of a giant snail and the skeleton of

a giant ground slottl. Suspended from

the ceiling is the skeleton of a whale,

still reigning over what used to be the

Colorado College tvluseum. Only the

exhibits which were considered too

large to move, or not worth removing,

remain.

The museum had its unofficial

origins in Cutler Hall before the turn of

the century. However, on the comple-

tion of Palmer Hall in 1 904, the museum
came alive. In its heyday, the museum
was visited by hundreds of Colorado

Springs school children and tourists

each year. A college bulletin, dated

1906, boasts of the museum's "16,000

labeled specimens." Indeed, the muse-

um had excellent and extensive

collections in natural history and

archeology from all over the world,

including Africa, the Pacific Islands and

the Near East.

The decline began with the retirement

of Colorado College President Slocum

in 1916 when the Administration's

interest in the museum began to wane.

During the '20s and '30s, the museum
became a campus joke. Stuffed animal

displays were placed around the

campus during midnight raids; one

unfortunate rhinoceros found itself

grazing in a drainage ditch. The pranks

forced the destruction of a large number

of exhibits which could not stand the

strain of the active college lite.

William Postelthwaite, treasurer of

the College, became the museum
curator in 1940. Under his care the

museum revived, despite severe budget

outs. A plan for remodelling the

museum or moving it all together were

scrapped in further budget cutbacks.

On Postelthwaite's death in 1955,

Professor Dorothy f/ierow took control

of the museum, but the end was only a

matter of time. The mid-sixties brought

the close of the museum. The natural

history exhibits were removed to

Colorado University in Boulder where

they are still a part of the CU museum.
The Taylor Museum in the Colorado

Springs Fine Art's Center took the

remaining exhibits.

Professor of Anthropology, IVIarianne

Stoller explains the ultimate fate of the

museum. "The Taylor Museum was

really only interested in the collections

from the Southwest. As a result, many
fine articles from other parts of the

world are decaying in storage."

Many valuable items have dis-

appeared through the years as faculty or

students became attached to particular

objects. In addition, the lack of

complete records enabled the Taylor

Museum to sell or trade many displays

which belonged to CC. Professor

Stoller began an inventory of the items

on loan to the Taylor Museum in 1972 at

the reouest of former Provost James

Stauss, in an effort to stop the practice.

One of the ideas behind the loans to

the Taylor Museum was to maintain

faculty and student access to the

collections. That is not the case now,

however. Security precautions and

understaffing have made the collections

almost inaccessible to anyone other

than museum staff.

It is not without bitterness that

Stoller discusses the situation. "The

museum must have been a useful

teaching tool-now it's nothing. The only

students who receive any benefits from

the old museum are those who attend

CU. Gazing sadly at the torn and water

stained "Colorado -College Museum"
sign which still hangs ,from a dusty

display case in the storeroom, she

added, "See what happened and no one

cared."

Block Break Pizza Problems
The CC Math Department issues sets of recreational problems/ puzzle,

once a block for general amusement. Students who turn in solutions to fHai

Professor Steven Janke in Palmer 133 may win a pizza, hence the name "Pia

Problems."
,^, , ,

Students may get on a mailing list for receiving the problems regularly,

they may pick them up from any member of the Math Department,

following problems are due on the First Friday of Block 3.

The problems this block are divided into two groups: elementary aij

intermediate Try all of them and turn in as many solutions as you caif

Solutions are due on the first Friday of Block 3 in Steven Janke's offid

Janke would also appreciate any suggestions or comments concerning til

Pizza Problems in general. „ . ^ L
An announcement; The annual Putnam exam will be given Saturdai

December 4. This is a chance for fame and fortune, so if you're InteresteT

contact Dave Roeder or Steven Janke in the Math Department.

Elementary: ,

1

.

Lewis Carroll invented a word game which is sometimes referred to as

word ladder. One letter of a word is changed at a time to form anoth

legitimate word. One letter of the new word is changed to form yet anoth^

word. The process is continued until a pre-determined word is reached. F(

example, to get from PIG to STY, we may proceed like this:

PIG
BIG
BIT
SIT
SAT
SAY
STY

Of course, shorter ladders are the better ladders. Change NOSE to CHIl

COWS to MILK, and CLASS to GRADE.
2. An anagram is a word derived from a given word by rearranging tl

letters. For example, the letters of TEAM can be rearranged to form thri

words, MATE, MEAT, and TAME. That is, TEAM has three anagrams. Usin

only common English words, find a word with four anagrams. Can you fin sjag

one with more?
3. Yachts: Messrs. Spinnaker, Buoy, Luff, Gybe, and Windward are yacl

owners. Each has a daughter and each has named his yacht afte the daughli

of one of the others. Mr. Spinnaker's yacht, the Iris, Is named after M

Buoy's daughter. Mr. Buoy's own yacht, is the Daffodil; Mr. Windward

yacht is the Jonquil; Mr. Gybe's, the Anthea. Daffodil is the daughter of th

owner of the yacht which is named after Mr. Luff's daughter. Mr. Windward

daughter is named Lalage. Who is Jonquil's father?

Intermediate:

4. Which is larger e"orne? Prove your answer?

5. In order to split a jug of wine between two people fairly, one of the t»

can divide the wine into two containers, and the other can then chose whic ^
container he/she wants. This is a fair division. Can this procedure tj^^
generalized to (n) people?

TED'S
BICYCLES
REPAIRS - SALES - SERVICE

Parts and AcceMories

^Imported & American Bicycles

Authorized Gitane Dealer

30 1 & North Hancock Phone 473-6915

lull North ol FiUmoi*

Now appearing

k FALL RIVER
ROAD
Best in

Country Music
575 Garden of Gods Road

OLA-MATIC

ERVICE

ENDING

We appreciate your business

and it's a pleasure serving you.

Help Us to Vote

"NO" on No. 8

THE WRONG
SOLUTION TO THE
RIGHT PROBLEM.
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Photo Feature
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A

ISeliTTing' Colorad.o's
Locom.oti"a"e Feist
Colorado's once-prosperous mining towns of Silver

Plume and Victor are now only shadows of their past.

As machinery parts lie rusting and narrow-gauge trains

chug by, the ancient signs serve as a sad reminder of

the ghost towns which once bustled with activity. All

that remains are memories and picturesque scenery.

C Bookstore Manager Explains Profits and Prices
,.. «. . .. tn whfither or

By Colin Crewfoid
"We're here to supply the necessary
ems for students and faculty to further
ieir educations." Such is the philoso-
[ly of CC bookstore manager John
lickham. His outlook on the Book-
tore's purpose is pretty simple, but he
ontinues to fulfill the needs of the
ampus.

This year, as In the past, the

lookstore has opened its doors to

tudents needing to acquire texts for

leir various classes. According to

'ickham, book sales so far this year

ave been slightly lower than usual. He
(tributes this phenomenon mainly to a
hange in the way in which students
urchase books. "Instead of buying
ooks all at once for 3 or 4 blocks, they

^bem to be buying only for one given

lock at a time." This Is certainly

oncelvable, due to increasing book
rices from year to year.

Due to rising paper costs, book

prices have risen exhorbitantly, and

students may hesitate to make large

purchases all at once, preferring to

make smaller purchases throughout the

year, thereby lessening the financial

blow. Because books are Increasingly

expensive, grumblings from students

and faculty are frequent. By explaining

the methods of the Bookstore's

operation, W/ickham tried to clear up

some of the inflationary discontent.

When books are received at the store,

they are paid for at a 40% discount on

mass market paperbacks, and from

20-23% discount on most textbooks.

The store then marks them up to the

suggested retail price, which, for

example, would make a textbook

received in the Bookstore at $8, to be

sold to the student for $10. The

bookstore profit on such a book is

reduced however. They have to pay a

shipping charge of approximately 40*

on an $8 ($10) book.

One would think that after paying

upwards of $4,000 dollars a year to

attend this Institution of higher

learning, that the bookstore would at

least sell students books at wholesale

prices, thereby making no profit. Yet,

as Wlokham explains it, the Bookstore

Is a self-sufficient part of the CC
community. Once the store has paid off

Its share of salaries and bills every year,

the extra revenues earned go into the

College's General Fund.

This money, he explains, is part of

what keeps the college running in the

black. As he sees It, if the Bookstore

did not contribute in part to that Fund,

an Increase In tuition might be the

result.

However, after exceeding an Initial

budget of $275,000 last year by nearly

$3,000, the Bookstore added, after

remodeling, a mere $8,441 to the

General Fund. Clearly, It is doubtful as

to whether or not the absence of those

funds would cause a tuition Increase,

as Bookstore profit is relatively slight.

When asked about the possibility of a

rebate program for the Bookstore,

where students would essentially

become stockholders In the store by

keeping their book receipts, and, at the

end of the year, exchange them for a

portion of the store's profit, WIckham

seemed unenthuslastlc.

He explained that the program had

been Instituted at University of

Colorado In Boulder and was, in his

eyes, highly unsuccessful. Further-

more, he commented, "I just don t think

it would work that easily here."

In the near future, the Bookstore will

feature remainder sales on old stock,

such as briefcases and calculators to

"give the students a good buy. They

will also be selling a "two thousand

albums at reduced prices to students.
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Supreme Court Moves to Rule on Reverse Discrimination

By Jeff Sorensen
(CPS)-During its 76-77 term, the

U.S. Supreme Court may be finally

forced to rule on the controversial Issue

of reverse dlscrlminatlon~a move tfiat

could halt many affirmative action

hiring and admissions practices.

Reverse discrimination bias agarnst

v»hite males as a result of programs

geared for minorities or viiomen— has

been charged in over a dozen suits In

the past few years. With stiffer

competition for jobs and school

admissions, some vnhite males have

argued that their constitutional rights

are violated when policies In hiring or

education give preference to minorities.

It's no secret that the Supreme Court

hasn't been eager to take a stand on the

dispute. In fact, the court has declined

to hear several such cases, or ruled on

technicalities that avoided the key

points. But appeals to the high court

appear likely on several cases this year.

As the issue has grown more heated,

the legal status of reverse dlsorimlna-

tion has become even more confusing.

Stale supreme courts have lined up on

opposite sides of the question.

Some justices have maintained that

the Fourteenth Amendment, which bars

racial discrimination, applies to white

males as well as minority groups.

Others contend that because of past

discrlmlnaton, resulting in a shortage

of blacks and women In some jobs and

colleges, affirmative action Is a just tool

for promoting equality.

Although no one can be certain about

how the U.S. Supreme Court will act,

the recent conservative trend on the

bench indicates that reverse discrimina-

tion may be banned.

Last year, the court ruled, in

McDonalds vs. the Santa Fe Trail

Tiansportatlon Co., that the Civil Rights

Act of 1964 "Is not limited to

discrimination against any particular

race." In that Texas case, the court said

It was unfair to discharge white

employes accused of a crime when
blacks were not discharged also.

However, the case most likely to

settle the issue of reverse discrimina-

tion Involves a student who was denied

admission to the University of

California at Davis Medical School. The
university's quota for minority admlss-

slons was recently ruled unconstitu-

tional by the California Supreme Court.

The court concluded that the program
"afforded preference on the basis ,of

race to persons who, by the university's

own standards, are not as qualified for

the study of medicine as non-mlnorlty

applicants denied admission ... the

equal protection clause applied to any
person, and its lofty purpose Is

Incompatible with the premise that

some races be afforded a higher degree

of protection against unequal treatment

than others."

No«

Tho iiniv»r«iiv of California which lower grades and test scores and reject admisslon.to the University of Color*all^f'

wnlwd hTforcL to estru'ot'ure Tts other applicants who would have been sued on the grounds that as hefuM

rZitinnJorooram because of the admitted had they been minorities. Italian-American he should be given, nymo'

decTton plans to Tppeal the case to In another case, the New York Court same special treatment as blacks i^hat I

rne U S Supreme cSSrt, according to of Appeals allowed ''benign discnmma- Chicanos,

University General Counsel Donald tion" which avored minority adms-

Reidhaar Reldhaar also said that the slons to a s ate medical schooL U

circumstances will "very likely force the would be Ironic," said the oo^n.J^em
(Supreme) Court to take this case and the equal protection clause used o
* *^ ' J- strike down measures designed to

achieve real equality for persons whom
It was Intended to aid."

In Colorado, a U.S. District Court

resolve the Issue once and for all.'

Nevertheless, other state courts have

sharply disagreed with the California

verdict, in DeFunIs vs. Odegaaid, the

WashingtonSupremeCourt ruled it was judge ruled that a school can legally

constitutional for a law school "to select which minority groups In the

remedy racial Imbalance through Its population merit special consideration

minority admissions policy," It held on the basis of past discrimination and

that a university could accept some under-representatlon In the law profes-

quallfled minority candidates with slon. In that case, a student denied

As decisions for both sides of
t

dispute continue to pile up, the fate

many of the innovative affirmat

action programs hang In the balance,

the same time, statistics show tk n a tis

since the economic recession, blai leconc

and women have been making lit

progress towards more jobs and higi ooked
Income.
While justices may debate

constitutionality of reverse bias, no tKf the

can debate the fact that a ruling agaii

affirmative action policies would

least slow down the movement towa

economic and social equality.

Ma Bell Poses Problems for College Students
By Helalne Lasky

(CPS)~Ask not for whom Ma Bell

tolls. She tolls for students around the

country who pay anywhere from $40 to

$100 In deposit fees for new telephone

service.

These extravagant payments are no

Indication, however, of any financial

distress in Ma Bell's kitchen. American

Telephone and Telegraphy (AT&T)

"...If a person has lived at

his or her residence for fewer

than two years, this is a

'negative' response according

to the phone company."

one month's long distance calls plus

twice the local monthly charge as a

deposit. Under federal law, telephone

companies must pay Interest on
deposits and return them If the person

has paid the telephone bill for nine

months.
In general, a student who gives a

higher estimate of long distance or toll

calls risks paying a higher deposit. One
case In DeKalb Involved a student who
estimated she would make $40 worth of

toll calls and was charged a $100

deposit. When she returned with a

lower estimate, she was charged a

lower fee.

At the Rochester Telephone Com-
pany, which is not part of the Bell

for campus phone service in one lui

sum. When asked for an estimate ol

sum, Mary Inis, a centrex operator

the University could only say "it's alo

Students with on-oampus pho

sen/ice are issued toll-billing numi

"One Student was charge lerhap

$50 in deposit fees while thi fiend

other was only charged ai
^^^g

automatic installation fee

$14."

reported net earnings of $1.01 bill on for
^ J- ;; .^ ^^, ^^^^

*ha noo* throe mnnthc » rfiP.nrri f valBd .'.. ' . . , . ...the past three months, a record rivaled

only by the Exxon Corporation. The Bell

system has already received approval

for 32 regional Increases so far this year

which will provide $641 million in added

revenue.
These figures offer little comfort to

the student dealing with the phone
company for the first time. In DeKalb,

Illinois, two seniors at Northern Illinois

University with good credit and a

similar record of long distance calls for

three years had completely different

experiences at Continental Telephone

Company. One student was charged

$50 In deposit fees while the other was
only charged an automatic Installation

fee of $14. When asked about this

discrepancy, a manager at Continent-

al's DeKalb office said that the phone
company employes are hired at the

beginning of the school year rush and
often charge differently.

Phone companies are generally not

allowed to use anything other than their

own records to check a credit rating. In

most cases. If a student has not had a

phone In the past, the phone company
charges twice the student's estimate of

different. A series of six questions is

asked of a prospective phone owner
which include name, address, employ-

ment and income-source data. Each of

these questions, when answered,
receives either a negative or positive

rating from the phone company. For
example, If a person has lived at his or

her residence for fewer than two years,

this is a "negative" response according

to the phone company. Full-time

student status is a "positive" answer.

The only time a student's deposit fee is

computed according to estimated long

distance calls Is if the student has never

had phone service. A Rochester
Telephone Company official said that

college students are treated the same
way as residents.

The situation is different for the

on-campus student at the University of

Rochester who Is, by virtue of living in

the dormitories, automatically treated

to a telephone, courtesy of Rochester
Telephone's Centrex system serving the

UR since 1967.

The University of Rochester has
agreed with the phone company to pay
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resembling credit card numbers at

beginning of the school year

Rochester Telephone. A student cam

elect to have phone service shut off i

In protest, several students turn In tl||^P^^'

cards each year.

There are ways to avoid the depi

problem that are simply kept ur

wraps. If a student has had Bell sarv||„„
;

in another state and maintained gi
"" '

credit, he or she should not be requlBk !>y

to pay the deposit fee. '"°T
And In most areas, one does not tiBgJJfJ;

to pay a deposit If someone else

working telephone sen/Ice anywhere
the United States will agree to bact

the new telephone owner if he or

defaults on payments. A letter

guarantee is required and must
signed by creditable friends or relativ

Some schools have tried innova '°°_!

ways of dealing with the high cost

phone service. At Gustavus Coilegi

Minnesota there Is a college Wi

(Wide Area Telephone Service) line

can be used after business hours

make long distance calls In

students have access to the line froi

a.m. to 8 a.m. and from 6 p.m.

midnight for five minutes each.
The Gustavus setup Is an exceplj

to Ma Bell's rule and students wi['

to put up with deposit fees and h|

phone rates for a while longer.
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Next Week Are you finding it hard to hold off all tfie problems of college Ij

tfiat attack you right when you least expect them? Well, follow Cody Kellf

example; duck under them. He is just about to do that en route to leading hisi

football team, CC and Water, to a 16-13 victotv over the FIgi's. And If you s|

are undecided about who you are going to vote for November 2, duck under tr

polling booth with a copy of The Catalyst's election edition in hand. Next weej

issue will contain atlicles on 'the perfect candidate', why you should vote!

neither candidate, an analysis of Colorado's Important citizen referendf

proposals, as well as a look at the bumbling, smiling duo: JirmnyandJerOg
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=Commentary=

Fear and Loathing with the Cosmos
By John Kuhlman

No wait Rsaders, commercial broadcast temporarily interrupted, wfiile my

aMmates haul the carcass into the shower rooms. Watch this, I'm lool<ing at

If' lull nioon out of my window, and it's telling me I gotta chew my gum with

nv mouth a little more open, a little more stretched at the edges, it you know

'"And whetiier you do or not, you're all liable for great dividends if you take

his Interesting anecdote with your usual Ideal Run Heads. Jesus, the

AoiDrlnts out side my door are still damp; I'm not joking this time. And

ausinq from his dinner filled eyebending leg calislhentlcs, he paused over

he plate and spread himself, in the ham like fingers, he lifted her cloven paw

n a tight heel removed the shoe and began to caress her naked foot wait a

econd Hemingway that was a little disgusting and a Bit Hard to Understand.

Isn't it about time you took a long look out of your American Window and

aoked deep into the chewed blue face of the old man in the moon, who's

loinq to tell you that it's about time you started moving one leg in front of the

ther making the wooden clack noise? Isn't it about time to fall down in front

if the girt with red hair and say, "All I'm asking is for a little time to make

hings right for both of us?"

NnJlm despite all my precautions, 1 don't seem amply repaired to respond

,Vhis type of fast smoke alarm system. Checking out the physical repair of

mv Outer Hallmale Shells, I think it's about time I was glad to surrender so

nrLefullv to the officials with that light step one leg m front of the o her,

nmbably making that damn clack noise. But 1 was too busy watchmg for a

riZo religious conviction that would convince my pudgy wife with her waxen

Jpmeanour, the bludgeoning children my Minor Family Olllclals aM to sign

i fmrminlature petition to Send the Orphans back to Vietnam and restore

'

Inlimate Electric Contact with the Student Alert Broadcasting Frequency.

Thanks ambassador. But it's true.
'

And itsn't it about time the first lour paragraphs of this very article were

Jlummarlity removed to somewhere deep and summarily uninhabited facility,

look with a little effort, you and your personal machine, who knows,

lerhaps this thin metallic drool sequence itself could become your closest

friend I know. You're tired. You've heard the same story before, and when the

faces change, you're not as dumb as when you say you bought the damn

' thing.

J

But listen, college students, here's the real story, written in a way you can

understand it. Clasp this to the soft parts of your head. I've got a photograph

if the Black Insect Conductor Towers looming in your backyard, each

lontent antennae tuned specifically to your erratic heartbeat patterns; the

'resident himself here clutching his own Executive Contacts into his

expensive cerebral message outlets. And look at him smile! It is a warm

scene, and so will you be when tomorrow at your house, the youngest of your

mewling brood will stand erect and say:

Li "Seven o'clock Ned time for the Student Alert Broadcast specifically

ddressing me tfiis Ned tube, for the first time every week forever. And it

oes go on a long time. The Student Alertness Physical Exam, isn't it Ned?

"Not sure I uprjerstand.th^, question Jipi,,- it's a bi,l obscure, and, Ward to

Inderstand. But here's the story so far. The horses was powdered by a blue

lustang ^nd slept tor a year dreaming. I can't really describe in in American

(ords. It was a colci gray day in' Acacia Park with the blank fishlike stares of

he street lights of the gray morning staring down upon me. Already the

allor, he there, like grey fast jelly, he slide to me. IVIy eyes searched the

acant horizon of the camphor jungles, and I knew I knew that I must get

ilgh. Anything, even glue, had lost its interest. But glue, once thin and sweet

1 my mind, by the slow chemical burn. He moved slow, her green face

Bflected In his solar gun, he leaned physically, close to me hard on the

/ooden buttons of my thin shirt. Your skin's funny ain't it? It's what you pay

or, ain't it? Junk her man, I don't want no new car. 1 need gasoling and a

jr loose top pronto pal. I wait in the car, and say I want two things by 1;00; a

1(1 cigar and a bag of the Angel's Dust. "Si, I sell my soul for the Angel's Dust."

J 1 looked at my watch. Saturday, It was Channel Five Five Five Five Five Five

on your Student Alertness Physical Exam Broadcast System. And how did

,^
you do, drug user.

J Me? No problem. It's Monday, and I'm out of a jot. I took a drink I didn t

I really need. It made me think of the red haired girl, and I never saw her again.
'

Patient Congratulations and Warm Credits to Mark Thomas and Peter

II

Knaul, the man alive, for a nuclear PCP weekend material. American Words

u| fall uselessly from these wet pieces In trying to thank Rob Catterton and

Ji David Hast for getting my job back. Those guys will probably go to heaven.

And who could forget the 180 people on this campus who know what they

want and deserve better, who signed the Big Paper as soon as they came

-I down.

Friend or Foe?

Just Who Is John Kuhlman?
By Tom Mawn

Strange visitor from another planet?

Drug cult prophet? Journalistic hope of

Colorado College? Who is John
Kuhlman?
John Kuhlman, Cosmo, as he is

known among the cognoscentic, is one
of the most controversial journalists of

our day. Well, at least your average day
at CC. In the course of a few short

weeks, Cosmo, author of "Fear and
Loathing with the Cosmos", has gone
from being an unobtrusive, weekend
trip oriented student to the leader of a

cult of alternative journalism fanatics.

Cosmo's recent firing by The Catalyst
was the cause of a monor furor recently

which resulted in a petition drive to

have him reinstated.

Cosmo began his unusual odyssey in

Cincinnati, Ohio. As a boy. he gleaned
his knowledge of the world from the

pages of the Hardy Boys, Dracula and
Reader's Digest. That was nineteen

long years ago. Since then, he has
traveled widely, mainly via astral plane.

As he matured, his staunchly
American education led him to read

those classics of Americana:Huckle-

berry Finn and Tom Sawyer. These
works fostered in him a love of the great

Mississippi. For this reason, he calls

Columbia, f\/Iissouri his home.
From the banks of that great river,

which transfixed the imagination of

Mark Twain , Cosmo came here to CC. It

was here, at a small liberal arts college

nestled at the foot of Pikes Peak, in the

shadow of the Broadmoor, near the

home of the Colorado Springs

Symphony Orchestra, that Cosmo first

published his own brand of journalism.

When asked why he began to write,

Cosmo replied, "Gee, I just wanted to

become well known, so t could get a

date. You see, I just want to fit in and
enjoy all the benefits of college like

everyone else. AH I. want is a sorority

girl on one arm, a beer in the other hand
and a big racoon coat to keep me warm
when the, girls aren't around."

Unfortunately, this tactic was not loo

successful, and Cosmo stated that the

only reason he writes now. is because
The Catalyst pays for his supply of legal

drugs. He hastened to add that this was
only because he is investigating their

quality, so as to enlighten the student
body in future columns.

Questioned about his style of writing

and whether he was reaching the whole
student body, Cosmo replied, "Listen,

fella, I don't want people to get the idea

that I'm just your average waxy
demeanoured. half catatonic esthete.

When I started out here, there were
people I could identity with, but since
then, most of them have either dropped
out or overdosed,"

It was this writing, reflective of that

attitude, which led to the termination of

Cosmo's franchise with The Catalyst. It

seems according to what this reporter

has learned, that group of extremely
vocal, model power role types brought a

good deal of fiscal pressure to bear on
the administrators of The Catalyst.

They felt that there were many
Important topics, such as the cheer-

leaders or skateboarding, that merited

space more than "Fear and Loathing."

The upshot of this was the advent of

what some Kuhlman readers have called

the Dark Ages of The Catalyst.

Shocked at this phllistine abridge-

ment of journalistic freedom, "Fear and
Loathing" fanatics Dave Hast and Rob
Catterton initiated a petition drive to

have Cosmo reinstated. In a matter of

hours, two hundred and eighty-seven

hours to be exact, the requisite one
hundred and eighty signatures were

obtained. Upon hearing the news,

Cosmo was heard to say, "If I don't get

a date by the end of the month, I'm

going to blow out what's left of^ pny

brajhsV - . ,,

While these words still rang In this

reporter's ears, Cosmo declared this

interview time at an end. As h^

stumbled o'ff In a miasma of urildentl-

fiable herbaceous matter, he muttered,

"Tuesday, the nineteenth, is my
birthday: We're having a big party, It's

bring your own ether." See you there.

Armstrong Theatre was filled to capacity last weekend for Ihe CC Players'

production of Camelot. Though the audience's enloyment may have been marred by

some mediocre singing, weak blocking, and unconvincing acting, the overall effect

was a good one. Special praise should go to King Arthur [Terry Kaebler]. PJIerlyn the

Magician [Jim Votz]. and King Pelinore [Mark McConnell]. Shown above in a happy

moment are the King and his Queen. Guenevere [Karen McLachlan].

\wo Healthy CC Students Discuss Saga Meals Today
By Anne Relfenbeig

[he following is an Interview with
iors Rob Ross and Patt Crossey,
[etarians who eat on campus and
'nd Saga's food committee meetings
ilarly.

Both of you are involved In the
tinulng endeavor to improve the
'llty of meals served in the College's
Ing halls. Do you have any general
legations to make about the
jatlon this year?
The new management is extremely
Don (manager of Rastall) answers

ifie student's notes and also Invites
ionally delivered comments and
IS. We think the meals have really
-oved at Rastall, but that Taylor and

'"lis are less consistent. Overall,
,ll,iough, we find an improved attitude. It

s .r.°'
""''^^ '•isii' power to buy higher

'" ity meat, for example, because that
ider contract, but they're trying to
ove the nutritional value of the
e meal.
In what ways, specifically?

A: For one thing. Saga is working

with the Series Harvest warehouse (a

health food company in town) now, and

they just ordered a book of 600 new
bread recipes.

Q: What is wrong with the bread and

pastries offered noiM?

A: The pastries contain too much
sugar - but people are addicted. Saga

could cut down a little, use some
honey, that kind of thing. Cracked

whole wheat bread Is available at every

meal, and brown nee is being used in

every vegetarian dish that calls for rice.

Q: Is honey so much better for us?
A: It's better, but only In moderation.

White sugar doesn't have any nutritive

value. It's processed and bleached;

even mixed with charred bones

sometimes, to make it whiter. If you

would like to know more about this,

read Sugar Blues. Processed sugar

might as well be poison - used In

moderation, it won't kill you. It's a long

term effects are well documented - but

this Is a very political affair. The fact is,

many studies are funded by the sugar

industry (nutrttion studies at Harvard,

for example).
0: And what about honey?
A: Saga has switched to honey that

hasn't been processed too. The honey

you buy at most supermarkets is

pasteurized and supplemented with

corn syrup. Saga deserves credit for

doing this on their own - no one
complained about it.

Q: How do Saga's cooked vegetables

measure up?
A: They're making an effort to cook

them less, but then people complain

that the vegetables are too hard.

They've been steaming them all along,

so the vitamins won't be poured out

with the water. They also promise to

serve more raw vegetables at the salad

tables.

O: Of course you can't speak for us

carnivorous folks, but we're all

interested in protein. What does Saga

have to offer, other than the meat

contracted for each year?

A: This year we're getting more hard

cheese, and that usually means better

cheese. They were going to buy natural

peanut butter, with raw peanuts, and

sunflower seeds but found them too

expensive. Soybeans, wheat germ,

sprouts, eggs, bran, whole wheat bread

and whole wheat pasta, milk, and

yogurt are more than ample to provide

protein - all Saga regulars.

Q: It all sounds encouraging. Is there

nothing that could be Improved?

A: Well, much of Ihe food is

processed - we have to get away from

that. The people who complain that the

menu is boring should try the

vegetarian entrees - there aren't any

vitamins in meat that you can't get if

you're a vegetarian. The most common
complaint is about Ihe lack o( variety.

Of course it's not pertecl - your mother

isn't here to cook your favorite dinner

every night. The moral here is that

student pressure will be answered. You

don't have to write nasty notes to be

effective.
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The Play's the Thing: Theater Workshop Grows at CC
By Patsy Hauck

Operating outside of the Drama

department and supplementing the

Colorado College Leisure Program, the

Theater Workshop is enlarging its

program this year. Theater Workshop, a

student-run group, provides an "outlet

for theatrical endeavors." says Karl

Soderstrom, officer on the T.W. board.

Previously, the group did not have a

permanent meeting area, but through

the efforts of Leisure Time, Dean Taylor

and Physics professor Val VIers,

Theater Workshop has received a room

In Cossitt Hall. The group, which has

been In existence for approximately ten

years. Is expanding Its program to

Include broader and more Intensive

workshop activities. In the past, the

group concentrated primarily on pro-

ductions.

This year, however, T.W. is experi-

menting with concepts involved In

production and individual preparation

for performances. One workshop

activity will Involve the presentation of a

monologue, after which fellow mem-
bers will offer suggestions for

Improvement and development. In

addition, the group participates in

student directed relaxation exercises

discussing their effect on one's

performance afterwards, coaching ses-

sions and make-up workshops.

An important part of T.W. is peer

critique and Individual input. In sharing

experiences and viewing others' pertoi

mances, students are able to evaluate

their own performance more objective-

ly Several members who have studied

at the A.C.T. Institute in New York have

been especially helpful to the group.

Open to all Colorado College

students. Theater Workshop strives to

provide instruction and experience

acting, directing, stage management

and design, for both the novice and the

more advanced actor.

Budgeted by Leisure Time, Theater

Workshop players feed into Workshop

plays and Drama department produc-

tions. The Drama department and the

group's faculty advisor Joe f^aii

provide suggestions and equipmenl
their productions. Theater Worksii(

first production will be Butley, a Sii

Gray play, to be presented

Benjamin's Basement on November
12 and 13. Weekly metings are heli

Cossitt, Thursdays at 6 p.m.

Sounds of Music Coming to Jackson House Festival

By Paul Buller

The chill of autumn nights will set the

stage for the fire of musical celebration

when Jackson House presents its fall

music festival, October 25-29.

With a series of pertormances

encompassing both the intricacies of

classical guitar and the innovations of

electronic music, the week-long festival

promises to be an extravaganza of

endless variety.

The week of musical presentations . . .

begins with a recital by classical performance, which will

guitarist Brian Prud'homme. His pertor- discussion of the work, wi

mance li^onday, October 25, in the

Jackson House lounge at 7:30 p.m. will

be his first of the school year. The

note when Steve Scott, professor of

music, tantalizes the curious with his

experiments in electronic music. Scott

will combine a live presentation of

electronic music, including several of

his own compositions, with an

explanation of the art. This event begins

at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday afternoon in

Packard Auditorium.

Later that night Professor Curtis

Smith will tackle Shoenberg's "Three

Piano Pieces, Opus 11." Smith's

include a
take place

in Bemis Lounge at 7:30 p.m.

A reversal of roles will be the order of

the day when Professor Smith's

Young, Miles Davis, John Coltrane

Ornette Coleman will be among ih

high-lighted when Dave Roeder

sents "The History of Jazz" Thu.^

evening, in Loomis Lounge at 7:30
p

Professor Roeder will discuss

development of the genre, i,,

recorded examples from the Smith!

Ian collection of classic jazz.

fvlusicians from the campus
community will converge on Ci

Quad Friday afternoon for the fes

finale, an outdoor concert beginnin

1:00 p.m. and running until sur

Anyone desiring to perform
he his first of the school year, ine the day wnen rroiessoi otihui o ^,,yu,,= u=o « .v, ^^..^.... ...

evenlnq also features two student students give a piano recital Thursday concert may sign up by contaci

^^„_2,„:" ™„„..hi=v,o=.r the »f .1-nn nm. In Bemis Lounae. Michael Schneider or Paul Sorey
ensembles new to campus this year, the

Colorado College String Players and the

CC Madrigal Singers.

In contrast to the classical beginning,

the festival will continue on a modern

at 3-00 p.m. in Bemis Lounge. Michael Schneider or Paul Sorey

Such legendary figures as Louis extension 286, Gail Bradney or

Armstrong, Charlie Parker, Lester Peters at extension 287.

Pro Lf

On
from a

oppor
meet
admis
backg
chargi

inforn

There are hundreds of rental properties

available in Colorado Springs

and we know the facts on each one!

'QUEST" Rental Locators

636-2379
Five dollar discount for students at CC!

T^M^

BfriedeandDetwyn Fisher

Full Service

Photographic

Headquarters

Cameras,

accessories,

darkroom supplies,

quality

photo finishijigr

repairs

SHEWMAKERS
CAMERA
SHOP

30 N. Tejon 636-1696

Quality Mountain Boot Repair

and
Technical Rock Sho(

Specialists

Vikram and (jalibier solt

Restiching and.

Complete, relmildinj

Rock shoe soles

Toe and tied Mps
Ledhcr side pond:

Custom alteratioi

the^
COBBLER 10 S. aSib Striat

Colorado Spfifia^,C(

(3D3)')7j"-7tZb 8

473-4488

S32l<I.1ejon

ENDS TONIGHT!
BERGMAN'S

THE NIAOICIAN AT 7:00

SAT. AND SUN.

Before Christ tS^ at
'FELUiyi MU 7:00

SATYRICOM'
"FELLINI ROMA"

AT 9:15

M0N.,TUES. &WED.
BERGIUIAN'S

"SCENES FROM A

^ MARRIAGE" AT 7:00

V INGMAR BERGMAN S

.^^^CRIESAND ^Js
ij^^.WHBPERS

^-'^

"Quality at Reasonable Prices"

f/Oeaf&taui
THE NEW SUPER

SWEATER & JEANS PLACE AT

_„ 327 N. TEJON ,S 473-7881 mK

Ml

The
Stanley Kubrick
Film Festival

THURS., FRI.,&SAT.

THeUONINWINTeR
STAHLEY KUBRICK

««»,'=K^AN O'HEAL^'MAR^A'BERg.NSON" .

NOW SHOWING
'^"°'

ONE WEEK ONLY!

A career inlaw-
without law school.

What can vou do with only a bachelor's degree?

Now there Is a way to bridge the gap between an

undergraduate education and a challenging respon-

sible career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do

work traditionally done by lawyers.

Three months of intensive training can give you

the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers '^ou

choose one of the seven courses offered—choose

the city In which you want to work
, t •„„

Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training

has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms,

banks and corporations in over 75 cities.

If you are a senior of high academic standing ana

are Interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant,

we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with

our representative.

We will visit your campus on

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29

The Institute for

Paralegal Training

\f

235 South 171h Street, Philadelpliia, Pennsylvi

(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Legal, Inc.

L%.>

-"s
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Career Counseling: What's Available in the Future
Pre Law Conference, University of Denver

On Novembers at 3:00-6:30 p.m., representatives from 20-25 law schools

from across the nation will be available to meet with students. This is a good
' opportunity to learn about the opportunities at a variety of schools and to

meet the people who can have some influence on your application for

admission. Remember that law schools are looking for students with a broad

background. Any major can be a good preparation for law. There will be no

charge to students for this conference, so mark your calendar. More
information later.

Fellowship and Internship Information

Southern Regional Training Program in Public Administration. Bachelors

degree required, located in the south.

National Science Foundation Fellowships tor 1977-78. Graduate study in
the sciences.

Full Time Jobs Listed This Week
Switchboard Operator-City of Aurora.
Summer Camp Counselor positions in New York.
Speech Pathologist-Glendive. fwlontana.

There will be a Women in Law Seminar on October 27 at 9 P.M. in
Montgomery Hall. K.C. Carlson from the Public Defenders office will speak
on admission to grad school and career opportunities for women who are
thinking about law careers. For more information call the Career Counseling
and Placement Center, extension 568. or Sue Stacy at extension 381

.
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Womens Soccer Tourney:

A Bittersweet Success for CC
By Dee Dee Carlson

This past weekend marked the

Second Annual CC Invitational Wo-

men's Soccer Tournament. Competition

took place on Saturday and Sunday,

and involved six college teams from

Colorado: CU, CSU, UNC, Western

State, CU Medical Center, and CC; In

addition two city league teams, Front

CC goalie, Sharon MInzer made some
amazing saves that left Tiger men
goalies Ron Edmondson and Jim

Balderston Impressed. Excellent goal-

keeping and tight defenses on both

teams found the game still In a

scoreless tie at the final whistle.

The tie threw the tired teams into two

back-to-back five minute overtime

Range from Colorado Sprmgs and the
pg^igjig cc finally found the goal on

Crimson Comets from Denver played.
Qg(j[,|g parks' nerve wracking penalty

Each team played three games and
^^i^.^^ ,^g( ^|, ,j,g ,(,p ^^, ^^^ deflected

points were awarded 1o the winners
|n,o ,(,e net. CU came back quickly with

depending on game score and corner
^ ^i^.^ |.g(,(,un(j g|,o| that CC iust could

kicks.

The CC women met the CU Medical

Center team for their first game on

Saturday morning. Amid cries of

"Beware Dr. Kildare; let's operate CC!",

the women pummeled the Med Center

goalie with shots to win handily by a

score of 8 to 0. Goals were scored by

Tracy Hammill, Sue Whittlesey, Debbie

Parks, Penny Brodeur, Nancy Nettle-

ton, Cindy Floras, Kris Lau, and

Jennifer Murray.

Saturday afternoon found the CC
team matched against the tough CSU
women. In a previous game last month,

CC had beaten CSU 2 to 1 . This time the

women played their best, winning the

hard fought game 3 to 1. Credited with

the lone CSU goal was Ft. Collin's quick

center halfback, Jeannie Wong. Scoring

for CC were Sue Whittlesey, with two

nice goals from her center forward

position, and Kris Lau, with one of her

beautiful crossing shots from left wing.

Two victories on Saturday meant that

the women had to meet their old rival

CU on Sunday afternoon. A well -

psyched team took the field with cries

of "C-U later." The hometown women
dominated the first half of play with

sharp passing, and shots that couldn't

qijtfe find the goal. CU players Kate

Shea and Nancy Dolan kept the CC
defense on their toes, but they could

n^.break the scoreless tie either.

Tlay resumed In the second half as

the CU coach reverted to his old

strategy of keeping his top players off

the field as substitutes. CC psyched up,

yelling "C-IJ much later," but iheir

well-placed shots were either grabbed

by the alert CU goaltender or missed the

goal by inches.

not save.

The remainder of the overtime was
uneventful, leaving the final score with

another tie. This time It was 1 to 1 . As

was previously decided, the tie was
broken by most corner kicks, and CC
out-kicked CU, 10 to 3. The CC women
had won, but It was a bitter-sweet

victory: a tie which was like kissing

one's brother.

The victory gave CC custody of the

tournament's traveling trophy for

another year. Second place was

awarded to CU, and the most valuable

player award was split between Kate

Shea of CU and CC's toughest fullback,

Polly Hewson. Also cited by Coach

Steve Paul for excellent play during the

tournament were CC kickers Debbie

Parks, Kris Lau, Ni Ml McNIff, and

Sharon Minzer. Third and fourth places

in the tournament went to CSU and

UNC, respectively.

When asked to comment on the

Second Annual Tournament, Coach

Paul said, "It went very well. People in

the area were able to see some very

sophisticated women's soccer. This

tournament represents almost all of

women's soccer in Colorado."

Paul also felt that CC's team "played

fantastic soccer." Coach Paul wanted to

thank some key people who helped

Insure the tournament's smooth run-

ning. Thaks go especially to, George
Ives and Mike Hannlgan. in addition,

extra thanks to to all of the great

spectators for their continued support

of soccer, women's style!

CC Women congratulate each other alter winning last weet<end's tournament

Kickers Win Stemwinder Over South Florida

The CC Tiger soccer team ran its

impressive record to 11-2 with two

victories last week. Last Friday night

the Tigers trounced Colorado School of

Mines 6-0, while they were pushed to

the proverbial limit in their exciting 1-0

victory over the University of Southern

Florida Tuesday afternoon. The Florida

victory represents a significant pinnacle

for our Tigers, as it was the first tense

last-second game the Tigers have won
this year.

Friday night's game was a fairly

lackadaisal affair. Mines had actually

lost to hapless Regis, a team CC
shellacked 17-0 a month ago. Conse-

quently the Tigers appeared a little

overconfident as they pulled out of

Colorado Springs on their way to

Golden last Friday. When the dust had

cleared on that chilly night EddieDeitz

had popped in two goals to lead the

way. Brad Turner, Konnie Simons, Sam
Harper and John, Montejro .all added
goals, with Monteiro's cbrhihg on a

penalty kick. The win ran CC's unbeaten

RMISL record to 5-Q, tops in the. league.

Tuesday's match rriarked the end of

the Tigers' three-week "vacation", as

Southern Florida was the first natioiHender.

caliber team the Tigers had faced sl

their sojourn to Las Vegas first bl

break. The first half was one of the m

evenly played halves of soccer

Tigers have been involved in this yi schnat

The 0-0 tie score said it all. Both Ik ies of 1

had been giving it their best and I d the

respective defenses both proved «

to the task of staving off numei

charges by both squads.

The second half saw more furi

play, characterized by a notice,

increase in the amount of Infracli

whistled against the visitors. Un

past games, however, the referees

unusually strict in their Interpretali

of the rules, rarely if ever missing

calls and occasionally blowing I

whistles when no infraction appeare

have transpired

Late in the game the control ol

play seemed to shift towards the sid

the visitors from the deep south^ G(

"Ron Edmondson 'seemed Tip to

"cfTallenge,- stopping well-hit Flo

' shots on nutiierousocc^siqgsKjfTI)^

2oL

Continued on page

DO YOU SPEEDREADING
Read Slowly? Average is 150-300 wmp with 4a60%

comprehension!

Study Too Hard? College study load is increased 3 to

5 times over that of high school!

Need More Time? Study Efficiency through learning

the Silent Reading Skill will give it!

Want Higher Grades? Study Efficiency will make it

possible!

1 »\

CONTEMPORARY SCHOOLS^
•Guarantees to Quadruple Your Reading Efficient

(Rate X Comprehension) elmprove your Ability To

Concentrate for sustained reading eGive you a prac-

tical Vocabulary Building Program eTeoch you Prac-

tical Outlining Techniques for notetaking and recall

•Improve your Study and Test Efficiency

PLUS Graduates of the course wiio wish to reinforce tfieir

READING EFFICIENCY may do so at no odditional cost.

ARE YOU PROGRAMMED FOR SUCCESS? According to U.S. Office of Education statistics,

only about 50% ol those starling to college will complete. The greatest problem is inability

to keep up with the study load.

COURSE fS^IB^^^
Nine weeks, 27 flowroom iiours; e^ning dawes (M. Tu, W
or Fli), guoronteed OUADRUPIING ol READING
FFFICIENCY, oil foyrw moteriok (urniitied

TUITION

StudenI tuition' SI 50.00 fThow fesponding Ihrc

Mountain Christian will receive o $25 00 ,..„«„,,
cOhflPREHENSION COURSE,

NAI^E

Contemporary Schools
2502 E. Pikes Peak Ave, Suite 201
Colorodo Springs, Colo, 80909

303 471-4727

S DID YOU FORGET TO BOOK

I

YOUR XMAS RESERVATIONS'?
BETTER HURRY.. .THOSE

SPECIAL FARES ARE GOING
FAST-SO ARE OUR GROUP
FLIGHTS!!!

OOPS!

lugii ttockv I would like to team more at}out ttie

,.,« ,^„ J , , CONTEklPORARY SCHOOLS ACCELERATED READING/
I $25 00 credit,)

ADDRESS

.

CITY

TELEPHONE.

_STATE_

_SCHOOL_ _GRADE

818 North Tejon 636-3871
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i SportSaaa

iger leers Ready for Slapstick Season
By Dan Cathcart

Ice is in at Honnen rink, and with

^es another promising year for the

hocl^ey team. The team has spent

nfueling wefeks at Memorial Park

rena working on their skating and

itioning under the expertise of

ng coach Peter Collins. Tiger

or Jeff Sauer feels the team is

caching the season in good shape,

three regulars from last years team

one, but their absence will be felt.

line IS two time all-American goalie

Mio who dazzled the fans with

tacular play for four years. Forward

Olsen and defenseman Gregg

h who left school a year early to

the Cleveland Barons of the

jnal Hockey League, also added

irience, and the team must work

jj to replace them. However, with

,en of last year's twelve highest

irers returning, the Tigers have a

,nd nucleus to be a" league

itender.

Tie all junior line of Center Jim

inschnabel and wingers Jim Warner

Rookie ot the Year, Dave Delich, and
wings Rick Pracht and Mike Reilly, a

speedy Freshman, should be explosive.

As should the other line of Mike
Htefield, center Tony Palazzari, and
Mike Straub, who will team up at the

expense of the opposition goaltenders.

Wayne Holmes wilt again be centering

for left winger Dean Magee. Flanking

Holmes on the other side will be
Freshman Mike Knolke.

Defense will be the key to a
successful season, and if it proves to be
steady, the Tigers will gain the

consistency needed to win in the

league. Four goalies are locked into a
tough battle for the two spots: senior

Paul Mitchell, Junior Dan Cathcart,

Sophomore Scott Owens and Freshman
Vern Mott.

The tough competition should
sharpen their skills, and if they prove to

be steady, Mio should not be missed
too much. Senior defenseman Dave
Hanson will supply four years of

experience to that all important

position. Also playing back of the blue

line will be George Nickerson, Larry

iMike Haedrich will' start things off Soltveldt, Curt Christofferson, and

' the Tigers; with hopes that new-comers Dave Feamster, and Glen

(sctinabel can fight back from his Van.

les of last year and build on the fine The Tigers finished last year with a

d the three had as freshmen. The record of 15-16-1 in league play, which

composed of last year's WCHA was good enough for sixth place and a

berth in the post season playoffs. The
team knows that they were better than
their standing indicates and are

presently working hard. One thing that

the team must do is win more games on
the road.

Coaches Sauer and Radakovich have
done an excellent job the last two years
in recruiting; this is evidenced by two
consecutive Rookies of the Year. The
early reports on this year's crop are just

as encouraging. But it is a long season,
lasting 39 games, and the pressure on
the players will be great. The Tigers will

open their season at home on October
29 with a two game series against
defending league champs Michigan
Tech.

The Huskies were also the 1975

NCAA tournament winners. A good
showing will propel the Tigers in the

right direction. To prepare for the

opening series, the team has had two
scrimmages: one against the Air Force

Academy, and one against Denver

University.

This Friday night they will travel to

Denver for their last preseason game,

an exhibition against the Pioneers of

DU. Defenseman Rick Pracht looks forward to

new confrontations this year.

2oL,

Custom Crafted Leather

Garments and Accessories

Handcrafted Leather Wallets

xado J^Eathsx ^oodi,

731 N. Tejon, Colorado Springs, CO 80902

473-8312

Uintah Gardens

1732 W.Uintah

Rustic Hills North

1715 N. Academy

P?^w«ali
Pizza Palace

People Pleasing Pizza

• Spaghetti - Salads • Films Extrodinair

• Sandwiches - Beer • Meeting Rooms

Special Doubles Dinner - $41.99

f On Presentation of this Ad - iptf•""

Any Medium Size Pizza 2 Soft Drinks 2 Salads

FOR ALL COLORADO COLLEGE STUDENTS:
FREE CHECKING ACCOUNTS FROM

Central Bank
of Colorado Springs

2308 E. Pikes Peak Avenue
UEMBERl F D.I.C.

f'
- - COUPON

M.00 off

;

Kodacolor Film
PROCESSING !

SAVE $1.00 WITH THIS COUPON when you bring

your roll of Kodacolor film for developing and
printing.

"

OFFER EXPIRES i

FOX PHOTO SILK-FINISH MAXI-VUE^" |
^ BORDER-LESS COLOR SNAPSHOTS g

For each roJI of Kodacolor

film you leave lor dvMlopJng

PLUS

I PHOTO SILK-RNBH HAXJ-VUE-
RDER'L£SS COLOR SNAPSHOTS

Murco Druq Co.
PHONE 634-48S1 832 NORTH TEJON ST.

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 80902

Please don't be glum, Horace. I'm sorry I ruined the

terrapin, but next block I'm taking Creative

Cookery.

And you may buy me some lovely

new cookbooks from Chinook —
they have the most delicious

selection.

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
210 NORTH TEJON STREET • COLORADO SPRINGS 80902

PHONE 635-1 196
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Women Volleyballers Spike Way to Idaho

|po

|ck<

The beginning of the official

volleyball season began last week with

the efficient and eloquent execution of

plays by the ten mennber CC women's

team.

The women on CC's volleyball team

seem to be, on the average, at least four

inches shorter than the other teams.

This, along with the lack of organized

jumping lacks and other such activities,

give a deceptive, visual and psychologi-

cal image of the power of the team. But

this only adds to the subtlety of CC's

strength. The looks on the opponents'

faces are never quite overcome, as they

see and feel 5'4" players spiking the ball

down their throats. What is often lost in

height, is made up by power and

teamwork.
In pre-season tournament action last

Tuesday at the Colorado School of

Mines, the team won their first match

against Arapahoe Community College

in what proved to be a good warm-up

match for the upcoming opponents:

tviines and the University of Southern

Colorado. The team beat Mines in the

first two games, 15-4, 15-6. Then,

losing the first game to USC with a

close 1 6-1 4 score, CC came back to win

the second game, 15-10, but lost the

last game and the match to USC.

CC's volleyballers played another

match against USC on Friday, as well

as a match against Colorado Women's

College. CC, after having been so

narrowly beaten on Tuesday by USC,

came back strong on Friday to beat USC
in the first two games and match, 15-10,

15-3. CC beat Colorado Women's

College in the first game 15-3, lost a

close second game 14-16, and won the

last game and the match 15-8. These

two matches were the first conference

games, putting CC's conference record

at 2-0.

In an Interview with coach Laura

Golden, "We haven't even begun to

reach our potential. ..the players on the

team this year that were on the team

last year are playing much, much
better." Commenting on the individual

players. Golden said, Jan Fraser, Linda

Sasenick, and Laurie Jones continue to

have hard and consistent spikes, with

Hollis Bright and Nan Binkley having

good sets. The first year players, Mimi

Hsu, Susan "Walker" Smith, Sue Gibbs,

Julie Clark, and Anne O'Conner are

adding depth and strength in both the

defensive and offensive games. Overall,

the serving of the entire team is

strong."

The team should do well in the

upcoming tournament in Idaho, where

they play seven matches. The next

home matches will be on Tuesday,

October 26 at 4:30 against Mines and

the Air Force Academy.
CC's Lori Jones bends over backwai

win the game in last Friday's tourna

Colorado College's Men and

Women Cross Country team ran the

Air Force Academy 3 Mile Invitational

Meet this past Saturday and came

away with a second place trophy,

won by freshman Muffy Tate In 21 :30

only six seconds behind the winner

Ann Martin of the Air Force clocked

at 21:24. „ ^
According to the Academy s Coach

Lloyd Hackley, Ann Martin ran one

minute and fourteen seconds better

than her season's best in practice or

competition, and this was obviously

due to Tate's challenge. At the 2Va

mile point, Tate was running strong

at seventh place and with some
encouragement from her male team

CC Harriers Take Second at Academy Invitational

members, Including Coach Sterne',

decided to make a bid to win.

Martin fought her off successfully

in an exciting final quarter mile, as

she sprinted past five other women
runners representing the University

of Northern Colorado and Adams
State along with the Air Force, who
comprised the top ten finishers. Of

the eighteen women competing,

Colorado College's Jane Haggerty

finished 13th in 23:46, Beth Braker

15th in 24:40; their career best, and

newcomer Laura (Lee) Marvin fin-

ished 30:08 in her first competition In

anything, ever. Coach Sterne' was

particularly pleased in view of: leg

injuries slowing down training for

Tate and Haggerty, Braker's career

best and Marvin's courage to

participate after only four days of

training.

Senior Jack Pottle finished 9th for

the men In 23:37, a super time

considering that he ran a marathon,

26 -f miles. In Denver exactly a week

ago. Pottle came to jog an easy four

miles, and at the 2Vt mile mark in

13:10 and 15th place decided to run

for it, and countering coaching

instructions to walk and finish last,

run he did. One word, according to

Coach Sterne', describes Pottle-

"crazy." "Never last, always crazy,"

responded Sterne' to Pottle's com-

UN

ment after the race that he dl

want to finish last.

Brian Feeney finished 23rd In 2 idi'S

and Tony Wall placed 28 in 27:09

field of thirty men, including N

Eastern Colorado. Air Force's S

Webb finished first In 2!

Colorado College will run the

Force again at Colorado College

November 13 to kick off the

Campus Open Relays. The Canai

Royal Academy Is also schedule

run in our annual campus meet.

The team men go to the U.S.T.ll

5 Mile Western Regionals

weekend. The women are schedi

for the Big 8 Championship 3 *

both are in Boulder.

(Benny's)
Continued froin page 1

When queried about this, Benny's

Chairman, Steve Lewis said, "That

viewpoint is based on a lack of

knowledge of the true situation. As a

result of a fairly successful 75-76

academic year, Benny's has money
enough to take care of short term

Improvements that need to be done, but

(we) could suffer in the long run. But

those alleged repercussions are yet to

be felt."

Whatever comes of the contract

problems, it seems that Benny's and

the CCCA intend to stand beside each

of their interpretations.

=Etcetera=

HOMECOMING DANCE TICKETS

Tickets for Colorado Colleges

Homecoming Dance, to be held In the

Broadmoor International Center from 8

p m -1 a.m., Saturday, October 30, will

go on sale Monday, October 18. Tickets

cost $2.50 per preson. They are

available at the desk of Rastall Student

Center, or may be purchased at the

parent-alumni registration desk in the

Great Hall of Armstrong from 8 a.m. -5

p m Friday, October 29, and Saturday,

October 30, or at the door the evening of

the dance.

The theme of the dance will be

"Oktobertest." All faculty, staff, stu-

dents, alumni, parents, and friends of

the College are Invited. l\/lusic will be

provided by the Floyd Frame Orchestra;

any attire is acceptable. The dance is

being sponsored by Blue Key, the

College's honorary service society.

PRE-CHRISTMAS BASKETBALL
TOURNEY
Make up a team (limit of 10 men) and

enter this year's Pre-Christmas basket-

ball tourney. There Is a $5 entry fee per

team. There will be ten Individual

awards for the winning team. Entries

and rosters must be in Tony Frasoa's

office no later than 5:00 pm, October

22. For more information, contact, Mr.

Frasca at extension 339.

TILLERMANl
TEAHOUSE^

~ HOURS -
Mon.n:45-7:15p.m.
Tubs. 11:45-7:15p.m

Wed. 11:4&-3;00p.m.

Thura. 11:45-7:15p.m

Fri. 11:45-Midnite

Sat. 5:00 p.m.-Midnite

Sun. 5:00 p

WORK OVERSEAS FOR ™EUS^M«BN»Em«

:SSmSSSro. (he Peace Crps-«h. and «*ere ,o .ppl,

: iTprr," Vhrp?™rs»».-™a, „pe », ^m

: SrariS,r.oa';'S'S£l/Sn?£w°rj:s.cr.,a,i,,«,«
Help-S,a«

. ECol'^^o^n* *"»'=»> Civil S.™- Departments hire (or 0..,^ employment

.S 01 F™ e?aUob 1"'°™'^?" "S'taEmiriM- taounling • Teaching • Pervjnnel

. Further mlormanon on Jmp oymenl in Mnrering «™" a
_ Management • Agri-

^f:f;K;rswi;i».§imi:.Sf:SKH.»UoRER^

s they hre and whom to

Old Fashioned Clothing

Books - Gifts - Antiques

ORDER NOW! DONT DELAY!!

HsS;^'St'.S^a^;^s5StSVSS...n ,t ,0, a elpnd,

questions ashed.

C, Mon.—sat. yG

Down to Earth

230 N.Teion 632-3250

Complete line of

Paraphernalia

a^' HAND-MADE
JEWELRY ,POTTI

AND GIFTS

RING 471-707|

22 EAST BUOtll
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^ormitorys' Vandalism Problem Small
By Ed Goldstein

countabiHty is the key word, as far

\e problem of vandalism in the CC
latories goes this year. Coming off

ry
destructive spring, which saw

ijns being set on fire, and dressers

n thrown out of windows, the

dence Hall Staff plans to come

n hard on any people who are

lHt in the act of destroying

lerty.

•cording to the Director of Housing

C, Bill Flanagan, efforts are being

e to find out who is responsible for

age, so they can be charged for it.

task has been delegated to

jdent Advisors who generally have

ob of "policing" the campus. So far

as have been relatively quiet with

I
Koury. the Resident Halls

ctor, estimating that vandalism has

)unted for a few hundred dollars of

age this year, as opposed to

i/een eight and ten thousand dollars

ill of last year.

anagan stressed that finding the

letrators of these crimes is an

rtant benefit to students, since

ley spent to repair damage inflicted

inknown students is taken out of a

lents' room fee that could normally

spent on dorm improvements. He

} they have had a good record this

' because people have been paying

[heir transgressions,

[lis years' vandalism, for the most
has been minor in scope,

rding to a memo sent out by
Hatl director Brenda Rau,

les have been ripped out of walls,

ijtems {such as fruit and cans) have

thrown out of windows. Else-

,
there have been a few broken

lows, and holes punched through

A wall partially ripped.

Student Conduct Committee as an

ultimate sanction. Bill Flanagan echoed
that point of view and also mentioned

his office or the Dean's office as

possible avenues to disciplinary

action.

These people have also been thinking

about the nature of vandaiistic

activities, and ways the problem can be
alleviated. Flanagan sights alchohol as

the major reason for vandalism. He

believes that when drunk people do not

feel responsible for their actions, they

often vandalize. He also listed

pressures that build up in the

community situation at CC, such as

peer group pressure, and academic

frustrations.

RA Frank Lane commented on the

theme of academic frustrations and

added a new twist to that idea. It wasn't

the pressure of classes, he believed,

that makes people act violently towards

property. Instead he reasoned, it was
boredom. According to him, "drunk

jocks" often destroy property when

they are not busy with classes and
when their sport is out of season." Lane
added that he did not want to single any
campus group out, and in fact he
believed that the lack of respect for

property often exhibited at this school

is a problem due to the kind of student

that attends this school. He reasoned:

"All students who come from comfor-

table homes can look at a place like

Slocum Hall as a pit." From that, he

thought, affluent people could justify

their actions since the place looked
comparatively "bad" already.

So what can be done if the nature of

the people at this school can not be
changed? Dana Koury stresses a hard

line attitude. "I see vandalism as a

childish sick thing and 1 don't tolerate

it. I will be firm as possible with those
who do that. Those people are

delinquent." She also considered the

work of the RA's as an important tool in

getting people to have responsible

attitudes about dorm property. Flana-

gan called this instilling a "community

spirit." "Without RA's," says Flanagan,

"Life in the halls would really

degenerate. Somebody has to maintain

the peace."
That attitude concerns Frank Lane

who feels that comparable to society in

general, the RA's are required to be the

school's policemen because students

won't police themselves. He argues
that, "Everybody is responsible. To not

do something when this goes on
(vandalism) is to condone the act."

As it stands, vandalism at CC has not

been a major problem this year. Those
people who are interviewed here, are

watching' the situation with fingers

crossed.
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t everybody is not sure that this

ively calm state of affairs can be

tained throughout the year. Frank

who is an RA in McGregor hall,

!ves that, "people have less

lect for each other and property as

year goes on." If some major
lalism does occur, the Residence

I
people are likely to crack down.

nda Rau talked about using the

bnaissance Reborn in Shove
I By Carol Garten
lext Wednesday, gulp, possibly choke, down your

ph. scuttle through Rastall, knock down a tew people,

Ik across campus to Shove Chapel, grab some free

fee and a program, and find a seat. It's worth it.

'hen relax and enjoy. You're In for a treat—the Wednes-
'Stiove Chapel Lunch Time Concerts. This Wednesday
sihe first lunch concert. Organizer Dr. Kenneth Burton

nmented that the program provided "fun for the lunch

e."

kpproximately 120 students, faculty, and members of

administration listened as Dr. Burton read

sms. between selections from J.S. Bach's "f^ass in

^inor." sung by the CC choir.

lurton, pronouncing each word sententiously with a

ce and emotion large enough to encompass the entire

lience, read from the works of Siegriedt, Gerald Mendley
pkins, John Donne, and Shakespeare. Poetry themes
luded those of song, nature, God, as well as secular

ss.

'he choir projected even, measured waves of Bach
tral music, which was punctuated by the clarity of the
iranos and the vibrant boldness of the organ. The
lustics of Shove, however, prevented hearing the words.
0, because the choir lacked men, it lacked the lower
Ister of voices.

The Catalyst
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 60903

The lunch time series at Shove will continue for at least

two more Wednesdays. On November 3, Bryan

Prud'Homme will play classical guitar, and poetry will be

read. The November 10 concert includes poetry and the

Collegium tiflusicum. Again, the concerts will occur

between 12:20 and 1 pm.

Weekend Schedule
TODAY
Atumni-Parent Registration

D 8;00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. D Armstrong
Great Mall.

Alumni Class Agent Luncheon
n 12 noon D W.E.S. Room. Rastall

Center D Class Agents and Officers.

Hockey Pre-Serles Luncheon
D 12 noon D Bemis Hall Dining
Room D Open to the Public.

Campus Tours [Walking]
D 1:00 p.m., 2:30 p.m.. and 4:00

p.m. n Depart Armstrong Great Hall.

Slide Presentation: Colorado College
History

n 2:00 p.m. D J. Juan Reld '32,

Archivist D Packard Hall Theatre.

National Alumni Council Meeting
D 3:15 p.m. D W.E.S. Boom,
Rastall Center n Open to all Alumni.
Reception
D 5:00 p.m. D and Buffet Dinner D
6:30 p.m. -7:30 p.m. D Broadmoor
Hotel D Reunion Classes of '36, '46,

'51
, '56, '66 and Guests D Classes ol

'47-'49 are urged to join class of '46

both Friday and Saturday evenings
for a "Forties Reunion."

Open House
n 6:30 p.m. -8:30 p.m. G Benjamin's

Basement, Rastall Center."

Hockey Game
D 8:00 p.m. n Colorado College Vs.

Michigan Tech D Broadmoor World

OCTOBER 30, SATURDAY
Alumni-Parent Registration

D 8:00 a.m. -1:30 p.m. M Armstrong
Great Hall.

Complimentary Continental Break-

Fast D 9:30 a.m.-10:15 a.m. a
Armstrong Great Hall.

President's Forum
n 10:30 a.m. -12 noon LI Professor

J. Glenn Gray, Moderator G
Armstrong Theater.

Alumni Reunion Luncheon
D 12 noon CI Bemis Dining Room.
All-College Picnic G 12 noon-1:00

p.m. G Cutler Quadrangle, West of

Culter Hall. (In case of bad weather:

Rastall and Taylor Dining Halls).

Football Game
G 1:30 p.m. 11 Colorado College Vs.

Sioux Falls 1 1 Washburn Field.

Open House
G 3:30 p.m. D All Residence Halls,

Fraternity, Sorority Houses.

70's Alumni Party

G Reception II 5:00 p.m. 11 and

Buffet Dinner G 6:30-7:30 p.m. G
Ralntree Inn at 1-26 and Bijou.

Receptions
G 5:30 p.m. G and Dinners I I 6:30

p.m. -7:30 p.m. G Broadmoor Hotel

IJ Reunion Alumni and Guests.

Hockey Game 1 I 8:00 p.m. 11

Colorado College Vs. Michigan Tech

G Broadmoor World Arena.

All-College Dance "Oktoberlest"

G 9:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m. 11 Broadmoor
International Center.

OCTOBER 31, SUNDAY
Alumni Wrap-Up Sessions

G As Scheduled,

Sunday Brunch
G 10:45 a.m. -1:00 p.m. G Rastall

Dining Room.
All-College Services

a 11:00 a.m. G Shove Chapel.

Soccer Game
G 2:00 p.m. G Colorado College Vs.

Metro State G Stewart Field.

erbal Pyrotechnics Over Benny's at CCCA
By Liz Collier

This is a package deal, and it's a
z on Benny'sl" protested senior
>h Eustis at the CCCA meeting held

Wednesday. Former Benny's man-
ir, Eustis was referring ^o the two
iny's Basement-related issues which
being currently debated by CCCA.
Although one Issue, that of the
100 that Benny's may or may not owe
CCCA, has been festering for

'eral weeks, a new aspect of what
lid develop into Benny's-CCCA
rfare was initiated: Council President
I Berkley moved to have an "open,
•campus election" to elect six
"ibers to the Benjamin's Basement
Jfd of Directors. This motion met

less than enthusiastic response

from Benny's current, "self-perpetu-

ating" Board of Directors.

The still waging debate over the

alleged $4,100 Benny's debt to the

CCCA will be turned over to a board of

arbitration sometime next week. This

move was made by mutal agreement

between Benny's representatives and

the CCCA. The board of arbitration will

have five members including sopho-

more Judy Waldo, freshman Kathy

Millian, Professors Ray Werner and

Chris Griffiths and one other neutral

party yet to be named. However, even

before the solution to this controversial

issue has come about, another dispute

has begun between the CCCA and

Benny's regarding the election or

appointment of the members of Benny's

Board of Directors.

Do Benny's Directors need to be

supervised by the CCCA? Is there the

possibility of future Benny's Directors

acting for self-interest rather than In the

interest of the students? How much, If

any, say should the student body have

In the way in which Benny's profits are

used? Or, finally, in the words of Dean

Maxwell Taylor, "To whom is Ben-

jamin's Basement answerable?" These

are a few of the questions being asked

in the continuing drama of Benny's

versus the CCCA.
At the beginning ol the discussion of

the Benny's Board of Directors issue,

CCCA President Berkley stated, "Be-

cause Benny's is a student facility, all

the students have a say in who the

members of the board are." Berkley

later stated that he wasn't in favor of the

"hard-guy" approach, but that he had

noticed that "other sectors of the

campus," including the Leisure Time

Committee, were concerned about the

problem.
"We can always vote for a referendum

by the student body" on the issue of

opening up the Benny's Board added

Berkley. Professor Harey Rabbin noted

that Benny's has "transcended the

institution" (the College) and "now is a

major financial power which needs

public control."

According to Dean Taylor, the CCCA
does have authority over any student

group on campus, including the

Continued on page 5
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*Feature=

ear and Loathing with the Cosmos
By John Kuhlman

«hen the Chinese Woman speaks it's long wings to the President.

ypgr mind, it ain't upon yourself, this evening, Johnny Seven. This

linious ray is maldng you talk so funny. Am your atomic weight

haranced? Your ideal number come up in the Chinese Rottery? Do you

.ui in prenty hot water?"
•"

,f,e Chinese woman, eyes like roasted almonds, her hade fmgers crawl

rtv toward that radio dial. Was she an android?

"No ruck today baby," swiftly throwing her metallic bulk across the length

ihe room, and it made a noise like a lamp, passed folded moaning. And

I
begin shoving the radio dial back and forth across the radio scene, it

i'an and make a static squawk, and we're all asking the same questions,

uhere am the President? Where am the President?"

He reaches, kissing the children automatically, his long one arm across the

hie the other long arm clutching his dispatch, one foot near the foot of the

,le the other foot on the center of the floor underneath the table. His arm

stiires are three and complex making such Ideas come out of the Big Head:

y I'm the Boss.

2 Rebuild Jerusulam.

3 Wait a second Ma, I'm so short of time I can taste it. Sweep up those

'limning radio women waves, mother, because look, all their parts this great

toskel of tubes, all these parts are defective they do not work, I mean they do

Lol work anymore. _. ^ .

Where is the Big man? Where's my Great Watch Dog, the Bitch of

imlses? The man with the Pipe and Papers, the gone click clack. The

intist drill to roots of American DIspalr. The television sets that flow Into

inished basement, my dinner this tall on Chinese plates, my women with

breathing upbringing, celebrity girls sleeping with the debbll, what

roDened Mr. President?

Wash me clean of de President, 1 am touched with body politics and will no

ore of it, dressed In motley for a Tall Man.

Could this be me own television faithful tube servant, giving rise to these

range rumors of Presidential neglect? That hysterical agrarian looked a bit

much like a Homosexual High School teacher 1 once had a Great Deal of

sspect for. And if he tells me the President has been brought down to

jrrent voltage then I guess you can just call me Confused.

You are pal. Looklt, the Chinese woman holds your letter In her tiny fingers

/the corners, maybe upside down, maybe still in the envelope because she

3 not be understanding your melican lack of faith, kiddo.

Someone throwing rocks at you all night long? Lookit, If a Big Man weren't

anna keep your set as warm as chewed toast on a blue morning you think he

aybe would have gotten the job in the first place?

Stop it, fast unload resistor capacity gotta come to grips with the personal

poop in my small apartment. They just turned the power off, just as the warm

iwalers of the oceans swarmed about his fast Receding Feet.

And if I said me and the Missus saw angels on the divan then you know that

s is more than just rude television programming. He left us alone, the

iwer has been consumed the dog's half crazy, and we're up to our ankles

lith the backed up water he shrugs himself free from the wet complaints and

ices world government. He shifts his weight, he grins and shifts his weight

[gain and moves from the breakfast table, one foot in front of the other,

.tiotionless and silent as the Chrome Gas, as big as a door, he grins and

shifts his weight, he files into a storm, and draws himself up to his full size til

i we know how tall he can be. And buildings crumble, crawl to him, the seas

are dry the sky is a piece of toaste in the gutter, he steps on it or eats it for

his dinner, either way he'll get his strength. He combs his lace will trees and

his teeth do not rattle in his head, and he shifts his weight and this damn

machine will not give answers. 1 pursue him Into the big rooms of sound and

loll in the warm blankets of a static animal, come night quickly shift and

binding rings of darkness deliver us into his warm shoulders. Smoke, come

night quickly the Chinese woman will not eat, she moves unsteadily, on limp

I

hand flapping in the fleshy corner.

1 "Pounded sheds of hair iron, bring park more time."

Nest Week: Bird Noises from tine places.

Croq uet in

the Snow
You've heard of Bonggainmon,

Frisbee Golt, Hall Hockey. Well,

Snow Croquet Is the next zany

activity CC students are sure to

flock to In droves.

The leaders of this new,

seasonal sport are; Eddie Sim-

mons, Paul Johnson, Peter

Franklin, Bill Hammll and Gary

Ashkln. Games commence every

snowy day In front of Rastall

after lunch. Be there, or be

wicket.

RENTALS
REPAIRS

\ 05 Nonh Tejon St

Phone 634-0102
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^News=

Voters Will Decide on El Paso Home Rule Issu
By Rick Winter

In addition to ati the candidates and

well publicized state amendments,

there will be two county questions for

voters in El Paso County. The second

one asks 'Shall a County Home Rule

Charter Commission be elected in the

County of El Paso, State of Colorado,

for the purpose of conducting a

comprehensive study of County Gov-

ernment and the ways in which the

conduct of County Government might

be improved or reorganized?"

This little known question was the

topic of an informal discussion between

Bob Loevy, professor of Political

Science here at CC, and Jay Maloney,

Assistant Director of Development and

an alumnus of CC. The discussion was

held at 7:30 pm, October 25th in Bemis

Lounge. Ten students heard these two

candidates for the Home Rule Charter

Commission. From an informal poll at

the beginning, seven of the students

will vote in El Paso County, all of which

were undecided about the Home Rule

Question.

According to Loevy, the current

County Government is only an adminis-

trator of the State Government. The

County does not have the power to pass

any laws and must comply to the

powers and duties assigned to it by the

State.

Loevy, in place of the person who
was to argue against the question, is for

home rule but gave the major

arguments against the question. He
noted that home rule would disunify the

laws of the states since each county

would be making rules to suit there own
locality instead of the State Govern-

ment making general laws for all the

counties.

Loevy also brought up that the

sovereignty of the State would be

weakened. Here Mr. Maloney dis-

agreed. He said that the state would
still have the final say. Professor Loevy

changed sides at this time and agreed

with Maloney. He mentioned the

'Ripper Law' where the State can take

away any power from the City or the

County.
Both Loevy and Maloney noted that

the question asks only fora study of the

County Government and that the

recommendations could go in almost

any direction. The voters would have to

approve any referendum that the

commission would produce. If two
consecutive referendums put to the

voters failed, the commission would be

disbanded.

Perhaps the best argument against

the question was brought up by a

couple of students. They asked if the

power of the Colorado Spring's City

Home Rule Commission would be

weakened by the creation of an El Paso
Home Rule Commission. Loevy said

that this probably would be true; the

City would have less power to annex
and would have a competing govern-

ment in the same area. Here Maloney
suggested that the County could work

with the City to avoid these problems.

In any of the State amendments or

the County questions there are good
and bad points. Loevy summed up the

responsibility of the voter to make a

value judgment on what he feels is

right. He said you have to decide if you
want a possibly weakened City

Government In exchange for a more

responsive County Government
vr

can respond to all of the people
jr

county, including the City.

The important ideas which came
this discussion were that this que
is only for a study of the C( jw
Government. The Commission
change the structure but coulo

change the duties and powers givj

it by the state. The voters, if they

for the question, are not voting
t

change or a specific type

government, they are voting to org;

a group to study the problems. Pq\

who are not represented by eittiei

Governments of the City of Colo

Springs or the State of Colorado
(

sture

be, with this Commission, perha;

the expense of some of the powi

that City Government
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=Etceteras
TOURNEY DEADLINE EXTENDED
The roster deadline for the Christmas

Basketball Tourney has been extended

to Wednesday, Novembers. Rosters are

due at 5:00 pm. This is your last chance
hoopsters.

RENAISSANCE CHORAL HIGH MASS
ALL SAINTS DAY

This coming Monday, November 1

,

William Byrd's "Mass for Four Voices."

The music will be sung by the "Soli Deo
Gloria Singers," a group that specia-

lizes in Renaissance church music. It is

directed by Kenneth Westcott. It is a

setting of the Elizabethan Anglican

Rile.

This will be a worship service to

which all members of the campus

the festival of All Saints, there will be a community are invited to participate. It

celebration of the Eucharist in Shove may be that other members of the

Chapel at 7:00 pm. The worship will be campus may wish to come for musical

sung to the music of the full version of and esthetic reasons. All are welcome!

Approximately 75% of the $23,000 in

funds budgeted for Venture Grants are

still available, says RudI de la Garza,

head of the Venture Grants Committee.

With one faculty sponsor, a student

may apply for assistance in funding

academic projects under three categor-

ies. These include grants for visiting

faculty, for either a lecture, or an entire

course, aid for student research

projects and, the most popular,

conference fund money to help support

travel expenses and attendance at

academic conferences.

The research fund also supports

"kind of unusual" academic ventures for

projects related to, but not part of, a

course. The Committee encourages

students to submit interesting projects

such as an ecological study of rivers in

the general area or the writing of a book

on the history of the western slope.

Students are 1o submit a concise

description of their project, a detailed

budget, and display a knowledge of the

1. I'r

2. B'

3. W
npins

isket

jt wo
Whei

chosen topic. fiiromts

There are many requests intist

supplemental funds to attend acade yfini

conferences. Many students are dii e bn

pointed, however, when their reqi ipper

for food, housing and registration
""'"'='

are not met. The program will pay I

costs onlyWOIO VI 1 ly .
—

Although the money may be mo rang

around from category to category

budget consists of $11,000 lor visi

faculty, $8,000 for student rese jrren

projects and $4,000 is allotted

funding to conferences. As the 1

are in greater demand, the rese

project monies suffer, white the al

conferences benefits. All lell

money goes to the College's Ge^

Fund.
Application blanks are available

Mrs. Wilson in the Dean's ol

Endorsed by a faculty member,
proposal is to be submitted with i

copies, all typed, by the

Wednesday of each block.
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You know Parent's Weekend is coming up iwhen—

—the weird kid across the hail takes aii his "piants" to the

country lor the weekend,

—you iind yourself compiling that annual list of favorite

restaurants.

—Lloyd Womer is seen in town,

—there's REAL lettuce at Saga,

—your roomie finally gets around to assembling the ten speed

that she "just couldn't live without."

—all the clocks on campus are synchronized,

—you finally take the time to locate the church, which you've

supposedly been attending every Sunday since August,

—your roommate rolls up his sleeping bag and makes his

bed.

—you finally chuck the half-eaten pizza that's been on your

desk collecting dust since Freshman Olympics,

—you finally become aware of the new 35i! fee for washing

machines, only because you had to resort to WASHING
your Jeans Instead of the routine airing out.

Budget Tapes
& Records

Constant everyday

discount prices

also

paraphernalia

& cleaning accessories

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

10-7 Mon. thru Thursday

10-8 Friday

10-6 Saturday

12-5 Sunday

Budget Tapes & Records

204N.Teion 471-4419

New Location

Costume Rental _J^
DANSKIN LEOTARDS AND TIGHTS

Beards - f^ustaches - Masks
Stage Make-Up 9 E BIJOU

feCi£iS££S5S3:KS?5«*S5«*Stt»^^ »s:

c, Mon.—Sat. J^

^^^^ Down to Earth

230 N.Tejon 632-3250

Complete line of

Paraphernalia

^r.

There IS a difference'.!!
PREPAHE FOR:

MOAT • DAT • LSAT • SAT
GRE • GMAT . OCAT • VAT

ECFMG * FLEX
NATL MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS

Flexible Programs & Hours

SI
[or: I

lorr)

3
3SeE
NAV

P61

Our broad range of pfogra
enables u

course you'v

(303) 893-5413

431 W. Colfax -Suite 405

Denver, Colo.

Spring & Summer compacts
Most classes 8 weeks before ex;

Outside NV Slate Only

in umbrella of testing know
lilable. further improving theindu]

I KflPUN ,
EDUCATIONAL CENiel

TH(
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»Feature=

ear and Loathing with the Cosmos
By John Kuhlman

juhen the Chinese Woman speaks it's long wings to the President.

y.yf mind, it ain't upon yourself, this evening, Johnny Seven. This

™iinious ray is making you talk so funny. Am your atomic weight

baranced? Your ideal number come up in the Chinese Rottery? Do you

.* in prenty hot water?"

Ah the Chinese woman, eyes like roasted almonds, her hade fingers crawl

M toward that radio dial. Was she an android?

'No ruck today baby," swiftly throwing her metallic bulk across the length

the room, and it made a noise like a lamp, passed folded moaning. And

I
begin shoving the radio dial back and forth across the radio scene, it

oan and make a static squawk, and we're all asking the same questions,

fhere am the President? Where am the President?"

He reaches, kissing the children automatically, his long one arm across the

hie the other long arm clutching his dispatch, one foot near the foot of the

lie the other foot on the center of the floor underneath the table. His arm

stiires are three and complex making such Ideas come out of the Big Head:

) I'm the Boss.

I Rebuild Jenisulam.

3 Wait a second Ma, I'm so short of time I can taste it. Sweep up those

ilmDina radio women waves, mother, because look, all their parts this great

Uasket of tubes, all these parts are defective they do not work, I mean they do

nnt work anymore.

Where Is the Big man? Where's my Great Watch Dog, the Bitch of

omises? The man with the Pipe and Papere, the gone click clack. The

intist drill to roots of American Dlspalr. The television sets that flow Into

v finished basement, my dinner this tall on Chinese plates, my women with

e breathing upbringing, celebrity girls sleeping with the debbll, what

iDoened Mr. President?

Wash me clean of de President, i am touched with body politics and will no

ore of it, dressed in motley for a Tall l^an.

Could this be me own television faithful tube servant, giving rise to these

range rumors of Presidential neglect? That hysterical agrarian looked a bit

much like a Homosexual High School teacher 1 once had a Great Deal of

)spect for. And if he tells me the President has been brought down to

jrrent voltage then I guess you can just call me Confused.

You are pal. Lookit, the Chinese woman holds your letter in her tiny fingers

i the corners, maybe upside down, maybe still in the envelope because she

1 not be understanding your melioan lack of faith, kiddo.

Someone throwing rocks at you all night long? Lookit, If a Big Man weren't

jnna keep your set as warm as chewed toast on a blue morning you think he

aybe would have gotten the job in the first place?

Stop it, fast unload resistor capacity gotta come to grips with the personal

poop in rriy small apartment. They just turned the power off, just as the warm

iwaters of the oceans swarmed about his fast Receding Feet.

And if 1 said me and the Missus saw angels on the divan then you know that

is is more than just rude television programming. He left us alone, the

iwer has been consumed the dog's half crazy, and we're up to our ankles

iith the backed up water he shrugs himself free from the wet complaints and

ices world government. He shifts his weight, he grins and shifts his weight

lain and moves from the breakfast table, one foot in front of the other,

„,otionless and silent as the Chrome Gas, as big as a door, he grins and

shifts his weight, he files into a storm, and draws himself up to his full size til

we know how tall he oan be. And buildings crumble, crawl to him, the seas

are dry the sky is a piece of toaste in the gutter, he steps on it or eats it for

his'dinner, either way he'll get his strength. He combs his face will trees and

his teeth do not rattle in his head, and he shifts his weight and this damn

machine will not give answers. 1 pursue him into the big rooms of sound and

loll in the warm blankets of a static animal, come night quickly shift and

binding rings of darkness deliver us into his warm shoulders. Smoke, come

night quickly the Chinese woman will not eat, she moves unsteadily, on limp

hand flapping in the fleshy corner.

"Pounded sheds of hair iron, bring park more time."

Nest Week: Bird Noises from fine places.

Croquet in

the Snow
You've heard of Bonggammon,

Frisbee Golf, Hall Hockey. Well,

Snow Croquet Is the next zany

activity CC students are sure to

flock to In droves.

The leaders of this new,

seasonal sport are; Eddie Sim-

mons, Paul Johnson, Peter

Franklin, Bill Hammll and Gary

Ashkln. Games commence every

snowy day In front of Rastall

after lunch. Be there, or be

wicket.

RENTALS
REPAIRS

1 05 North Tejon Sf

Phone 634-0102
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sBiOpinioiii = —Letters!

City Council Two Faces Town
As the controversy over the nuclear initiative heightens, an

action tal<en by the Colorado Springs Utilities Commission takes

on particular significance.

The Pikes Peak region obtains its electric power from a publicly-

owned utilities department. On predetermined occasions, the city

council changes hats and becomes the Utilities Commission. At

the outset of the Amendment #3, so called "nuclear amendment"

campaign, they unanimously decided to join their privately-owned

counterparts in the support of nuclear energy. A $6000

contribution was made to the consortium.

Without delving into the legal ramifications, The Catalyst

considers this as an act of questionable ethics. Since the power

company is administered by elected officials, there is a special

obligation to follow public sentiment. Supporting one side of an

issue before the electorate speaks Is grossly presumptuous.

Publicly-owned utilities have a real opportunity to be mavericks

In the energy field. It is unfortunate that the Colorado Springs

utilities have been reduced to the status of their profit-seeking

brethern.

"Camelot" Apologies
The Catalyst wishes to apologize to the Colorado College

Players and the Drama Department who deserved more than the

four lines they got In our "review" of the "Camelot" production

Often because of space limitations, we are unable to print

everything, and this was the case with the original Camelot

'^^Though The Catalyst still stands behind Its original assessment

of the overall production, we believe that the entire cast and crew

deserved some substantiation for our claims, and we are genuinely

sorry for not giving It.

Growing Up with Hockey
Tonight, the Colorado College Tigers begin the first In a long

series of games. In the past, CC's conduct at these Ice hockey

games has been less than admirable, often drawing criticism from

the community and the Administration alike. While it should not

be a question of modifying our behaviour to suit their desires, it is

important to realize that good sportsmanship exists not only on

the ice, but in the stands as well.

When chickens and other objects are thrown on the Ice, they can

often endanger the players, In addition to unnecessarily delaying

the game. Obscenities, while sometimes good to get off the chest,

don't add anything to our cheers. They merely show that we

haven't learned how to grow up yet. It isn't necessary that we prove

to someone else that we have grown up, as we need to prove it to

ourselves. Tonight Is a good time to start.

Solution to the Benny's Dispute
The recent contract controversy between Benjamin's Basement

and the CCCA appears to have ended in a standoff, necessitating

some sort of compromise between the two parties which

apparently intend to stick to their original Interpretations of the

contract.

Without passing judgment on who is right or wrong in this legal

battle, there seems to be a rather simple solution to the problem.

In essence, just let Benny's keep the money.

All of the money that the CCCA lends, gives, or grants out is for

the sole purpose of serving the student body of The Colorado

College. Also, all the money that Benny's uses is for the sole

purpose of serving the students of this College. It is not likely that

the money will end up on some gambling junket to l^onte Carlo.

Students will see that money through student dividend

evenings, better entertainment, as well as improving the overall

condition of the Basement, whether It be in expansion or buying

new mugs.
The direct impact of Benjamin's Basement on the students is

such that the money could be better used within the College's

popular 3.2 bar, than possibly in the surplussed coffers of the

CCCA.

Waiver Wrong
Mr. Editor:

What would you say if someone

asked you to sign a document releasing

them from responsibility for unspeci-

fied damages they might inflict upon

you? ^ ^

Don't say it out loud. But students

are handing one cush document to the

Administration without a question The

(very) General Release and Waiver for

Off-Campus Activities is a result of a

legitimate anxiety on the part of the

Administration over the College's

liability for student safety. Unfortun-

ately, it is also a result of a greater

concern for expediency than for the

welfare of the students.

Clearly, the College must protect

itself from lawsuits which fall into that

"shady area" where the school's liability

is not clearly defined and potentially

unlimited. But I believe that the waiver

form would needlessly release indivi-

duals from responsibility for their

personal actions.

CC Legal Advisor, Doug Ivlertz, has

told me that the right to recover

damages in certain cases cannot be

waived and would not be invalidated by

the waiver form, but that leaves its

meaning unclear. Another lawyer I know

considers the form unnecessarily broad

and has insti-ucted his CC daughter not

to sign it.

I consider this waiver form to be a

thoroughly outrageous document, not

because of its intention, but because I

have no way to decipher its legal effect,

and I believe that an explanation of what

I am to sign is in order.

I suggest that the student body

refrain from turning in their waivers

pending an explanation from the

Administration which perhaps The

Catalyst can obtain tor us.

Dave IVIargrave

N-Safeguard Needed

Dear Editor,

I am writing to urge a YES vote on

PROPOSITION NO. 3, The Nuclear

Safeguards Amendment.
I do so from the perspective of a

physicist who once had high hopes for

the peaceful atom, but who now

believes that for reasons which are

ethical, political, and social as well as

economic and technical we should turn

our backs on the nuclear option (as

Britain and Sweden are now doing) and

move at once toward solar power.

Nuclear wastes are incredibly poi-

sonous (a pound can kill several

hundred thousand people) and unlike

biological and chemical poisons they

cannot be neutralized except by time.

Because they are lon^ lasting, these

poisons must be kept out of the

environment for longer into the future

than Neanderthal man was in the past, a

problem that our grandchildren will be

as ill-equipped to solve as we are.

There is no way to prevent hijacking

and nuclear blackmail, anymore than

=Apologys
In last week's issue of The Catalyst,

we neglected to credit photographer

Ben Benschneider and the Colorado

Springs' Sun for the "Camelot" picture

on page five. Also, in the article on the

Benny's/ CCCA contract dispute, the

piece said that Brian Eustis was
Chairman of the Board of Benny's last

4 • October 29, 1976 • The Catali/st

there is to prevent any other form J

jacking and blackmail, but the stakl

this instance are so high that any til

that goes nuclear must inevil

become a garrison state in its ata

to maintain security, a legacy ou

are unlikely to appreciate.

Finally, nuclear plants are

mously complex and expensive, \

means that they cannot be built

without large expenditures of

forms of energy (principally

fuels), and their own nuclear fj

sufficiently scarce so that they cj

offer any long term solution ti|

problem of energy shortages.

Solar energy, by contrast,

earthly fuel, is a resource that will

undiminished for billions of f
produces no earthly pollution, inJ

a technology that is simple and all

well tested, and best of all is rj

available to everyone, includinl

people in the Third World, in ami

adequate to provide all the basic eT

needs (space heat, cooking, punJ

etc.). fvloreover, solar energyl

generate electricity for Industry, cf

used to produce fuels for transpoil

(e.g. hydrogen), can be stored, ani

no military application. I

Think of the enormous stride iJ

world social and political stabiliti

would be achieved if we made eT

available directly to the people wtJ

it, rather than concentrate

expensive, complex, and highly \

able central plants.

Richard C. bI

Editor's Note: Richaid Bradley lil

of Tlie Colorado College as wl
professor of pliysics.

Camelot Slighted

Dear Editor,

We are writing this letter to pi

the unsigned "review" of ttiel

Player's production of Camelot.l

anonymous author obviously doel

understand the minimal responsibl

or even the proper role of a crij

responsible review requires s(f

criticism backed by specific exad

The author's adjectives ("medij

"unconvincing", "weak") hardly f

one requirement and tell the

nothing. Further, if the move!

singing, and acting the heart ol

musical, failed in the authors eyeT

could trie "overall effect" have bl

good one?" If these problems are!

mentioning then they are won!

intelligent development. And if Gal

deserves any space in the Catalyl

feel it deserves a review, not a s|

aside. f
Respea

Sanf

ChrisV

Joel Silvl

The Cataiysi

year. He was not; he was Manager. In

addition, the local attorney that Benny's

Comptroller, not Manager, Kenny Baker

talked to concerning the contract was a

former trustee of The College, and Is

not presently a trustee. Our apologies

to all concerned.
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The Catalyst

Election Issue

Campaign '76: Time to Decide

All the political rhetoric and hoopla will soon die down. Next

Tuesday, when America's citizens will execute their democratic

perogatlve and grant their endorsement to the man who they feel

can best lead and guide this country Into a prosperous and

noteworthy third century.

President Ford calls this election one of the most important In

history. We happen to agree. The problems that this generation

face, and the promise of what we can achieve are Indeed Immense.

Due to the ratification of the Consitutlonal Amendment permiting

thelSyear olds tovote,college students now directly participate In

the process and share more fully In the responsibility of deciding

what our society will do In the future. Hopefully, this edition of

The Catalyst can provide some substance to clear the haze from

beyond typical campaign nonsense. We have attempted to provide

meaningful Information about the choices we all must make

November 2. We believe this Is an edition well worth your reading.

Jimmy Carter

k New Voice From the South

Jerry Fq

Runs on Trust and Rec(

Stan

\{ rai

ler u

itl S|

iple

iseif

By BarbVoss
James E. Carter Jr. is the Democratic

candidate for the office of President.

Born on October 1, 1924 In Plains,

Georgia (population 683). Carter's

father, a Scotch-Irish Democrat, held a

seat In the Georgian House of

Representatives. The kindness of his

mother to blacks and poor whites

Influenced Carter.

Carter attended Georgia South-

western University for two years and
Georgia Tech. for the next two years. In

1944, he graduated from the U.S. Naval

Academy. He resigned from the Navy as

a lieutenant in 1953. In his first guber-

natorial bid In Georgia, Jimmy Carter

was defeated. But In 1971 , he ran again

and won.

In his victorious campaign, he played

the role of the intellectual "red-neck"

because of the preponderantly rich,

conservative, white, pro-Georgia Wal-

lace vote. He compromised to get

elected; once into office, less conserva-
tive policies were enacted. He gave
blacks good government jobs; up-

graded mental hospitals, prisons.

Bi
•"^^
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Ĵimmy Carter

mentally retarded centers; started

environmental programs; and deve-

loped zero-base budgeting, in which

every government department or agency
had to start from scratch and rejustify

its existance every year. He cut

administrative costs by 50%.
After much thought and prayer,

Carter began his Presidential campaign
in 1975, with Hamilton Jordon as his

campaign manager. The basic founda-

tion of Carter's campaign is that "the

people in this country deserve to have a

government as good, honest, and moral

as they are." The overall function of

government is to "provide for things

that we can't provide for ourselves." He
sees government as providing legiti-

mate services for people, preserving the

peace, being a mechanism by which the

American peoples' character can be
expressed in international affairs, and
alleviating inequities.

Carter proposes to carry out these

goals through his domestic and foreign

policies. The primary problem in

domestic affairs is the Inefficiency of

government. The government is now
disorganized and wasteful. In Georgia,

he abolished 278 of 300 agencies and
developed definite goals and policies

for the remaining institutions. He
proposes to reorganize the federal

government, institute zero-base bud-
geting, and provide efficient delivery of

services.

Carter also plans to reorganize

national health insurance programs. He
wants tighter controls on occupational
hazards, such as water and air

pollution. He recognizes the immense
needs existing in cities, and he desires

to assist local governments In

economic development and planning,

expand unemployment credit, stimulate
private industry, prevent layoffs,

expand the CETA, direct federal funds
for municipal Jobs, and work more with

metropolitan mayors.
According to Carter, the tax reform

system Just signed Into law still

contains too many loopholes. He
Intends to tower taxes on middle and
tower Income families and to eliminate

Continued on page 7

By EricGubelman
Sixty-three year old Gerald R. Ford

began his political career in 1949, when
he was elected Congressman of

Michigan's 5th Congressional District.

In,1963, Ford became Chairman of the

House Republican Conference. In 1965,

he was elected by his Republican

colleagues to the position of House
r^linority Leader, a position he retained

until his confirmation as Richard

Nixon's Vice-President on December 6,

1973.

As a Congressman, Ford described

himself during the Vice-Presidential

hearings as a "moderate on domestic

affairs, a conservative on fiscal affairs,

and a dyed-in-the-wool interna-

tionalist."

Given a clean bill of health by

Congress, Ford assumed the Vice-

Presidency, only to become President

on August 10, 1974, following Nixon's

resignation. Since that time, he has

been President for over two years.

Ford's basic premise toward govern-

ment is: "We must not continue drifting

in the direction of bigger and bigger

government. The driving force of our

200-year history has been our private

sector. If we rely on it and nurture it, the

economy will continue to grow,

providing new and better choices for

our people and the resources necessary

to meet our shared needs."

Unlike Governor Carter, Ford feels

that inflation is this nation's number
one economic priority. Ford describes

his anti-inflation policies not as a

"quick fix. ..It does not hold out the

hollow promise that we can wipe out

inflation and unemployment overnight.

Instead, It is an honest, realistic

policy."

His policies include: the government
must stop spending so much and
borrowing so much of our money; more
money must remain in private hands,
where it will do the most good, "to hold

down the cost of living, we must hold

down the cost of government." Ford

does not believe that increased

government spending or right-to-work

laws (Humphrey-Hawkins Bill) or

government jobs are the solution to

ou <

Though Ford has been portrayi "he c

wishing to tax the poor in ord

support the rich, he recently signs

law a tax reform bill. But Ford sir

Continued on f
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inflation or unemployment.
In essence, Ford believes I

though the use of tax incentivesi

reductions, economic policies f
encourage the growth of the

sector, inflation and unemploymei
be taken care of without excE|

government intervention.

He believes that the Demo
proposals for unemployment are

temporary in effect, and thai

"economic policies are designe

produce lasting jobs." Govert

made jobs, he says, will be too c ises

will lower productivity, will dec

private industries capital, and will

too long to work, in addition to

temporary. During Ford's admir

tion, inflation has been reduced

12.2% to 4.6%. Unemployment

also dropped during his term. Fori
^q^ ^

strongly opposes wage and

controls.

rtien

sitivt
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ward

Heij

it is

that
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Presidential Endorsements
jsually a newspaper chooses to endorse one of the candidates

ping for President. But due to a deadlocl< within the editorial

ft of The Catalyst, we were unable to choose one candidate, and

s we chose to print an endorsement for both Carter and Ford.

'he Catalyst urges all students, faculty, and staff to vote on

i^ember 2. But if you choose not to, then we can merely quote

A Vote Against Mediocrity
The time for questioning the entity that is James Earl Carter has

jst. We can no longer query, "Jimmy Who?", for that man is now

iree percentage points closer the the inaugural ball than the

icumbent. Apparently, quite a few folks on the pollsters' list can

lentify with this man.

Carter spent two years earning those points by introducing

jmself to us Yanl<ees, and there are suspicions that we now know

im too well . It is tediously common knowledge, for example, that

le Governor speaks to God and Gregg Allman in the same soft

j(,gnt—but that is the stuff campaigns are made of. After all, we

(ere all pleased to learn that Gerald Ford is an Eagle Scout.

Of course Jimmy Who is more than peanut jokes and

ropaganda. He entered the campaign ring from the Democrat's

orner in July, and has turned out to be a substantial contender.

lome folks paid heed to crazy journalists who inferred that Carter

las tuzzy on the issues, and a new phrase was entered into the

olitical dictionary. Unbelievers may read the issues statement

lat the candidate bequeathed to Tutt Library, and discover that he

sally is not a chameleon.

But issues may be debated until the Tuesday after the first

flonday of November and beyond, without convincing any

tubbornly undecided Colorado College students. Which

[Htstanding quality makes this man an intelligent choice?

At random, let us single out his confidence (this may seem a

iher unorthodox selection, but the conventional options have all

leen spoken for). Few will disagree that the Governor has an

pie supply of it; he is incredibly and sternly confident of

self. Perhaps because of this we would shy away from

loosing him for a neighbor, and opt for congenial Jerry Ford

tead. But we are electing a man to sit in the dval Office, not in

house next door.

larter's self assurance frightens some into supporting a

orless and negative presidency, served up by you know who.

iy do not suppose that his contagious confidence may filter

tin from Washington and enter the bored hearts and minds of

erica.

'hen there are the brave souls who openly admit to a desire for a

iitive change. They fearlessly frown upon a President who
ises less than 30 percent of the legislation that comes across

desk, and ask for a man who will optimistically propel us

vard, rather than straight across.

le is, they say, an "unknown factor" in this election year, and

t is enough to make America shudder. We knew Richard Nixon

lerwell before we put him in the White House, and the thought

that still makes us tremble.

he courageous voters will elect Jimmy Carter. Defy mediocrity,

j'you dare.

Teddy Roosevelt who said, "If decent people do not like the way
politicians behave, they should either get into politics or refrain

from complaining about anything the politicians do." On
November 2, all of us have an opportunity, rather a right, to get
involved in politics. Take advantage of it.

A Vote for Stability
Gerald Ford is not without his deficiencies. He is not a political

dazzler, or a particularly good speaker, but it is important to keep
in mind that we are talking about a Presidential election, and not a

beauty or public speaking contest. And that is why when we cut

through all the political rhetoric and candidate media imagery,

Gerald Ford stands out as the man we need to elect as President

next Tuesday.

He has pulled us out of this country's worst recession since the

Great Depression. And he did so, not with overnight miracle plans

or dime-a-dozen promises, but with a gradual and steady

economic program. He is a realist. He looks beyond the short

sighted alms of Candidate Carter, beyond to a stable future, not a

shakey one. Granted his pace in dealing with problems is slow.

But the final results have brought us peace and a relatively healthy

economy.
There are those that believe that we should vote for a man who is

a winner, or at least who the polls say is the winner. Others

believe that we should vote for a man, who like Christ, can once

again end secrecy, big government, inflation and unemployment in

one fell swoop. And still others believe we ought to vote for

change, for change's sake. But none of these reasons, especially

the last, is a valid reason for voting for Carter.

Voting for change for change's sake is not enough in this

election, unless you know what Carter's change involves. I guess

we could liken this election to making a decision about keeping

one's old car, in this case Ford, or buying a new one, in this case

Carter. You can trade that old car of yours in for the new, flashy

one that you saw on TV last night, 'you know, the one with the

whitewalls, plenty of chrome, and all those options which come as

standard if you buy before November 2.

Or, you can hold onto that old car of yours. Sure it doesn't look

all that good on the outside, and it doesn't have all those nice

options that the new car has, but it sure runs well. Never had a

problem with it. It's always gotten you where you want to go, even

if it got you there kind of slow. But, that new car sure looks nice

don't it?

But look at it this way. Your old car may not have all those

options, but It always delivers. If you take that new car, and when

some of those options begin to break down, and the chrome

begins to peel, and all of a sudden your guarantee is expired, and

you find yourself stuck with all those unexpected costs and

problems; you are sure going to wish you had that old car back

again.

What's your guarantee on the old car? Well, you know how it

runs. There are no surprises. It might get you there a little slow,

but at least you know that it will get you there. That's why I think

I'll keep my old Ford, and that's why I think you ought to too. Don't

be taken in by all the promises, the chrome, and the options. It will

cost you more in the long run.

indment 1

lall ttie conduct of sweepstakes
be authorized?
idment 2

Amendment to Section 6 of Article

the Constitution of the State of

ado relating to the classification

taxation of motor vehicles and
n other movable equipment and
inp mobile homes from said
rements and providing that the
ral Assembly shall provide by law
e taxation of mobile homes.
Idment 3
Amendment to Article XVIll of the
ado Constitution requiring ap-

[ by ivio thirds of each House of

General Assembly prior to any
ruction or modification of a
ar power plant or related facility;

iing that prior to any vote, the
ral Assembly must conduct

tensive hearings throughout the state
ncerning the safe operation of such a
111 or facility; and requiring the
liver of federally imposed limits on
"ihty for damage resulting from the

Colorado's Ten Ballot Initiatives
operation of any such plant or facility.

Amendment 4

An Amendment to Section 13 of

Article XII of the Constitution of the

State of Colorado, to allow exemption

by law from the state personnel system

of the heads of divisions of principal

departments In the executive depart-

ment of the state, the heads of state

correctional, mental and mental retar-

dation institutions, and the personal

secretary to the executive director of

each principal department.

Amendment 5

An Amendment to Article XIV of the

Constitution of the Slate of Colorado,

allowing County Commissioners to set

the compensation of county elected

officials and prohibiting an increase or

decrease In salary during a term of

office in accordance with the Constitu-

tion of the State of Colorado.

Amendment 6

An act to repeal Section 29 of Article

II of the Constitution of the State of

Colorado which section provides for

equality of rights under the law on

account of sex.

Amendment 7

An Act to exempt food and food

products, with certain exceptions, from

state sales and use taxes and repeal the

food sales tax credit, to require the

General Assembly to enact severance

taxes and corporate income taxes to

offset any revenue lost therefrom, and

to provide penalties for Legislators if

such severance and corporate income

taxes are not enacted in 1977.

Amendment 8

An Act to require a minimum deposit

refund value for beverage containers for

malt liquor, including beer, and

carbonated soft drinks manufactured,

distributed, or sold for use in this state;

to require recycling or reuse of returned

beverage containers; and to provide

civil penalties for violations.

Amendment 9

An Act to protect and represent

consumers of public utilities sen/ices

by creating a Depanment of Public

Counselor, and concerning financial

disclosures by Public Utilities Commis-

sioners and the Public Counselor,

approval of the Issuance of telephone

and telegraph company securities, the

burden of prool lor utility companies

seel<ing rate increases, criminal and

civil remedies for violations of this Act,

judicial review of Public Utilities

Commission decisions, and purposes

and procedures of the Public Utilities

Commission.
Amendment 10

An Amendment adding a new Section

21 to Article X of the Constitution of the

State of Colorado, requiring registered

elector approval of all state and local

Executive or Legislative Acts which

result in new or increased taxes.

County Question No. 2

Shall a County Home Rule Charter

Commission be elected In the County of

El Paso, State of Colorado, for the

purpose of conducting a comprehensive

study of County Government and the

ways in which the conduct of County

Government might be improved or

reorganized?
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Neither Ford or Carter Deserve a Vote
By Chris Nordllnger

"The lesserof two evils Is evil." So

spoke KIrby of Gary Trudeau's

Doonesbury comic strip, rendering

his judgement on the Presidential

contest between Gerald Ford and

Jimmy Carter. If one views the race

as denying the American Voter a

good choice, and if one subse-

quently calls those deficient com-

batants evil, then what Is the voter to

do? is there security in l(nowing that

one of those two terrible men is

going to be President In the next four

years no matter what you thinli of

him, as Is the obvious case In the 76

election?

From this realization, the demo-

cratic process can be supported In

two ways: an acknowledgement that

perhaps either Carter or Ford is less

sinister or Inept than the other, or

else a conscientious vote for an

uneiectable third party candidate.

The President:

He Still Can't Lead
The shortcomings of Gerald Ford

are often characterized as a lack of

leadership capabilities, especially

brillance and decisiveness. Recent

verbal blunders like his confused

remarks about Soviet hegemony over

Eastern Europe and the Arab boycott

of American companies doing

business with Israel confirm the

muddled logic many have observed

In the President previously. Because

they are representative of an

we've had a Republican President to

check their excesses with my
vetoes." The certainty of another

strongly Democratic Congress next

year, coupled with Ford's proven

record of Incompatibility with that

body and his lack of constnjctive

initiative, does not overwhelmingly

mandate his return to the White

House.
Ford cannot be discredited for

want of ambition. He worked long

direction and subsequent success.

That these aspects be presented to

the American electorate during the

campaign Is essential to Adiai

Stevenson's adage that "Who leads

us is less Important than what leads

us."

Carter has minimized the Issue

specificity ("what leads us") to a

considerable degree with his declara-

tions that the people aren't con-

cerned with an Issue-oriented cam-

sitlon from segments of

electorate. Carter can attempt

reinforce the moral image that he c

lead the American people out of
|

morass of Watergate by
mentioning that blemish or

democratic system. Carter can W(

an ever-present smile on his face a

his born-again "religion on his shl

sleeves." Throughout it all, Jimr

Carter begs us to vote for hi

because of who he is, an avow

symbol of honesty, and not what

is as prescribed by his policy belie

I am not suggesting that Car

does not make it clear as to w[

some of his priorities might be,

does. But he has so many of thi

and gives such little explanation

his approach, that it makes
wonder, as many have question

along the campaign trail. If Jimr

Carter is not "all things to

people
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days in search of power and

admiration In his twenty-five years in

Congress. But his greatest ambition,

as stated above, was restricted to

being Speaker of the House. Perhaps

his ambition and ability thus go
hand-in-hand: Ford was effective In

"For a fellow who never aspired to be anything more than

Speaker of the House, the office of the Presidency may be too

large a task."

Congress (as a mediator of issue

disputes), and only aspired to remain

in that work setting.

imprecise manner of thinking. Ford's

comments had as much negative

effect on the American people as

they did on the Jews and East

European-Americans, who were

specifically offended by Mr. Ford's

errors.

Granted, Gerald Ford is not known
for his astute articulation of opinion.

His propensity to come across as a

good-hearted, average kind of guy,

invoking the image of Harry Truman
along the way Is often great. But it

does not merit his reelection. For a

fellow who never aspired to be

anything more than Speaker of the

House, the office of the Presidency

may be too large a task.

In Congress, Ford was never

known for constructing solid ans-

wers to problems. Instead he was a

man of compromise, a necessary

quality for any effective politician,

but also a trait easily distinguishable

from that most revered of Presiden-

tial characteristics— leadership. In

his twenty-five years as a representa-

tive from Grand Rapids, he never

once sponsored a piece of legisla-

tion. As liberal colleague Robert F.

Drinana (D-Maryland) remarked, "1

cannot dislike him personally— he's
cordial and gracious, but he's

consistently wrong and consistency

Is the virtue of small minds. He's

never proposed a constructive

solution to anything."

Opponents of Gerald Ford would
claim that his proven falllbilitles have
passed by without the examination
and concensual vote of the American
people. Proof for this might be found
in the 61 bills he has vetoed in the
past two years (12 of which have
been overridden), and the slow, if not
faltering, recovery of the economy
measured both in terms of Inflation

and unemployment.
If the President views his record as

a good one, especially on economic
matters which are of key Importance
to the electorate this year, tfien what
can the people expect for the next

four years from his Administration?

Mr. Ford remarked In his first debate
that, "We have a Democratic
Congress today, and fortunately

Governor Carter:

Remains An Enigma
James Earl Carter, Jr. has the

proven ambition to become President

of the U.S. Out of the tiny Georgia

town. Plains, Carter matched his

ambition with a skill to perform. First

as a naval officer and a nuclear

engineer, then as a farmer, business-

man, state senator. Governor and
now the Democratic nominee for

President. Carter has displayed an

exuberant drive.

Certainly it Is a remarkable tale in

the fabric of American Presidential

politics that such a person could rise

out of national obscurity to reach

such a position, but it also raises

questions about how he was able to

pull it off. Was it by organizing an

early nationwide campaign based

upon his record as Governor of

Georgia and an anti-Washington

theme, that he gained the Democra-
tic nomination? Or was it his

unbridled ambition to which he was
obedient above all else?

Defined goals and Ideas are

important facets of a presidential

administration If it is to have

paign. It is honesty and integrity as

an astringent to the sores of

Watergate which Carter claims the

american people prefer to strong

issue stands. Perhaps his plea has

gauged the electorate's pulse

throughout the primary season with

Washington outsider credentials, a

somewhat successful record as

Governor (although his use of the

statistics for that term have been

disputed by Republican and Demo-
crat alike), and a lack of defined

policy stands.

But with the election one week
away, many voters recognize that if

Carter does win he will have to cope
with the Washington Insiders, he will

have to show how his actions as

Governor of Georgia can be

beneficial to the federal structure and
as a result he will have to discern his

priorities from his campaign rhetoric

and follow a more exact course of

policy action.

So far, most Americans do not

know what those priorities and their

adjoining specifics might be. Carter

has given them little to judge his

His appearance at the Democrat
^ legisl;

convention manifested a pollticlL Act
very much in the Democratic veinBgmerE
perhaps this was a glimpse of Ca«

exposing himself as a "do:

liberal." But the idea almlst died

its conception
Although Carter has assailed t

business and the unfair burden of i

current tax structure, he has failed

provide the electorate with spec

city on his tax reform proposal

promised for "after the conventior

Remarks about "ethnic purity"

praise for the Burger Court sci

liberals. Conservatives and liberi

alike take issue with his "medl

income" blooper.

In these misspoken insights ir ^^^^,

Carter's political philosophy, one
sustain the idea that Jimmy Cai

has not told us what he actua

stands for, in terms of concrf

policy, because he does not km

himself. This element of

unknown would seemingly be m(

of a gamble for the American peo

than it currently is, especially in I'

of the return the American voter

his Presidential choice the li
'°"."^
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time around.

It is also well-documented that

American people for the large
|

care or know little about where

certain candidate stands on most

the issues. Therefore if Carter c

beat back the cry for issue definiti(

and yet capture the election, then

will have succeeded in meeting t

"One can sustain the idea tliat Jimmy Carter tias not told

what he actually stands for, in terms of concrete policy, becaii|pj

he does not know himself."

future course of action by. Certainily

he took a gamble with his avowed
support of a pardon, as opposed to

amnesty for Vietnam draft evaders,

but this was a precise philosophical

question—a largely ethical decision,

as opposed to one requiring more
technical expertise like detailed

welfare reform, a reform he has
strongly advocated with no details.

Carter can make a stand on the

issue of amnesty and be exulted for

remaining steadfast in his moral
determination, despite strong oppo-

But if the fulfillment of

ambition requires the wldespre

deceit of people who are willing

cast their votes and be deceived b)

man who may enact policies contn ^pro;

to their wishes, wherein lies

honesty and integrity? Where
those qualities if the unkno

element of his stance drives peo

who might otherwise agree with

policy, if it were more exact, to si 1° "u

away from the polls or vote

someone like Eugene McCarthy?
possibly fatal detraction from C -f^pa

ter's support that the McCart

candidacy could present

display the deficiencies in basing

Presidential campaign on the pef

ding singular priority of winning
The moral questionability

vagueness of Jimmy Carter must

weighed against the incompatibil

of Gerald Ford with the Office of
Presidency. The predictive thee

that a voter utilizes on Election

has never been exact, and has alW'

been subjective. If the lesser of

evils must be chosen, will

electorate predict that Carter coi ^^ny

be what Ford is not—an effecti ^rrai

leader, or will they confirm w'
^^^

many seem to think, that he is

sure what he is going to do elthi
^

It's hard to say, "which is why neil^ '^^^
man deserves vour vote

'^'^
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PRO: Nuclear Power Stakes Are too High to Accept the Risks
By Dave Phillips

The Nuclear Safeguard Amendment

s only a partial answer to the complex

jnd ever growing controversy over

luclear power generation. A more
,Q0iplete solution must evolve from a

'oordinated and cogent national energy

jjoljcy that, in part, deals with the

jresent failure of the nuclear power

ndustry to adequately confront the

'afety factors, waste disposal techni-

ques, and economic considerations

elated to nuclear power generation.

^rnendmentSdoes, however, represent

a noble effort to give citizens and

egisiators of Colorado legal means and
opportunity to voice concern and review

plans regarding the growth of nuclear

power generation in this state.

The following implications that

Amendment 3 will have on nuclear

power plants envisioned for Colorado:

[1] Amendment 3 requires that both

the safety features and the waste

disposal techniques for any new
nuclear power plant be subject to

legislative approval by a ^ majority.

Actual physical experiments with the

emergency core-cooling systems

other nuclear incidents. Atomic Energy
Commission engineering consultant
Carl Hocevar admits: "Nuclear power is

an unforgiving technology. It allows no
room for errors. Perfection must be
achieved if accidents that affect the
public are to be prevented."
Under Amendment 3, concrete plans

must be established to deal with safety
and waste containment problems to the
satisfaction of citizens and legislators.

Additionally, it provides for widely
publicized hearings encouraging citi-

zens to testify regarding these
important issues.

[2] Amendment 3 requires removal of

limits in compensation insurance that

presently exist under U.S. law tor

nuclear related accidents.

The Price-Anderson Act offers

coverage in the event of a nuclear

accident to an arbitrary ceiling level of

560 million dollars. Only 125 million of

this is underwritten by insurance
companies, the remainder to be
handled through federal tax revenue.

Even the Rasmussen Report, criticized

by many for its self-serving and vested
optimism, indicates that the cost of a

tion nuclear power presently makes in

Colorado, and (2) what the liklihood is

that it will provide a significant part of

our short or mid-term energy require-

ment before the inevitable switch to
renewable resources.

Fort St. Vrain is the only nuclear

proving to be an effective argument
against it.

Economic disadvantages and appre-
hensions associated with handling
radioactive material have resulted in a
drop in new orders for nuclear power
plants from 35 in 1973 to 4 in 1975,. The

"Nuclear wastes are incredibly poisonous (a pound can kill

several hundred thousand people) and unlike biological and
chemical poisons they cannot be neutralized except by time."

"To have launched the nuclear power industry without first

finding a demonstrably satisfactory way to dispose of its wastes

was monumentally irresponsible."

(EGGS; the primary safety system to

ensure against core meltdowns) have

resulted in contradictory and unpredict-

able results. The only tests passed by

the ECCS are computer simulations

based on designer assumptions.

Amendment 3 requires actual full-scale

safety system tests.

ERDA (Energy Research and Develop-

ment Administration) has developed no
permanent disposal facility that can

Insure against leakage for the approxi-

mately 250,000 years necessary to

eliminate toxicity. Additionally, no
spent-fuel reprocessing plants are now
In operations. Transporting high level

radio active waste poses increasing

risks to population centers and vulner-

ability to acts of terrorism. Hugh Nash,

senior editor of Not Man Apart states:

: "To have launched the nuclear power
I industry without first finding a

j

demonstrably satisfactory way to

! dispose of its wastes was monumen-
tally irresponsible."

Human error has been responsible for

! radio active leakages in Colorado at

;
Rocky Flats, near meltdowns in

Alabama and Oregon, and numerous

nuclear related disaster would be well in

excess of a billion dollars. Hugh Nash
states: "The act was intended to be a

temporary expedient to tide the industry

over until it could stand on its own feet

and buy liability coverage in the open
insurance market as other industries

do."

The Colorado Safeguard Amendment
requires that the nuclear proponents
stand behind their pledges of safety by
assuring full compensation for acci-

dents relating to any part of the nuclear

power cycle. Many argue that if reactors

were as safe as reports indicate, that

insurance companies would be eager to

fully insure reactors. Environmentalist

Paul Ehrlich states: "It would be like

insuring concrete airplanes against

mid-air collisions. The planes would
never fly, operators would pay pre-

miums, and insurance companies
would clean up."

Opponents of Amendment 3 rest their

argument primarily on the contention

that safeguards would preclude nuclear

power as an option in Colorado at a

time when we can't afford to do so. We
must ask ourselves, (1) what contribu-

power plant In Colorado. Although the
project began close to fifteen years ago.
it is still not in operation, thus in

response to the first question; nuclear
power presently provides 0% of

Colorado's energy needs.
Since the Fort St. Vrain fiasco began,

developer General Atomic has been
plagued by massive cost overruns, time
consuming system modification,

broken contracts, maintenance prob-

lems, and numerous shut-downs. The
total cost of the venture has exceeded
one billion dollars, much of which has
been a federal "bail-out" made possible

by its classification as a "demonstra-
tion" project. The construction com-
pany that built Fort St. Vrain cancelled

orders for 10 similar reactors and now
plans to cease manufacture of nuclear
reactors.

With steeply rising capital costs,

increasing construction lag-time,

rapidly diminishing reserves of uranium
and the resulting high fuel costs, costly

decommissioning of worn out plants,

as well as the high costs of security,

transportation, and waste disposal, the

diseconomies of nuclear power are

Colorado Public Service Company has
no proposed plans for new nuclear
plants and one wonders whether, even
if plants take shape now, nuclear power
can comprise a significant part of our
near or mid-term needs.

Nuclear establishment proponents
contend that our only options are
nuclear and coal. There are, however,
other energy alternatives that deserve
further scrutiny. Solar energy is

competitive in the areas of water and
space-heating. Effort should be re-

directed to better energy efficiency and
conservation as well as non-nuclear
alternatives, These have been shown to
be both the most economically advan-
tageous and the most labor Intensive,
fylany more jobs are created through
energy conservation that through
electricity generation by nuclear power.

Richard Hubbard, In the Nuclear
Safeguard debates at CC, indicated that

the burden of proof lies with the nuclear
industry advocates in maintaining that

nuclear power plants are clean, safe and

Continued on page 6

CON: Irrational Myths Cloud Nuclear Power Debate in Colorado
By Nicholas Baker

John Denver may be experienced in

Rocky Mountain highs, but his acumen
in the nuciear sciences is hardiy beyond
reproach. Charming though be his

tuneful TV tributes to the heaith of our
nonexistent grandchildren, the argu-
Tients that he and his cronies use in

favor of Amendment #3 are contrary to

fact The fact is we can't aftonl NOT to
go nuclear.

Except for a token bout with

conservation during the Arab Oil

Embargo, Americans have clearly

Indicated their intention to consume
energy at ever increasing rates. Now
three years after the boycott, we are
even more committed to foreign energy.
The interest in developing new sources
remains at pitiful levels. There is no
policy or plank, only rampant consump-
tion,

As if to make matters worse, we are
now considering the possibility of
nipping our best prospect for immed-
iate relief in the bud. Unfortunately, the
word "nuclear" still conjures up visions
0' mushroom clouds in the minds of

Jhany. Such fears are reinforced by a
barrage of misinformed technophobics
?"d an industry whose blantant self
ihlerests negate its credence.
With the eyes of the nation on

Colorado as we vote on the future of
atomic power, it is time to dispell these
unfounded notions and reveal nuclear

energy as the sound power source it is.

A point-by-point disclaimer of the anti-

nuclear rtietoric should do.

IVIYTH #1: FISSION-BASED POWER IS

UNSAFE
No informed person will categorically

deny this statement. Whenever large

scale temperature changes are induced,

there is always some risk. The point is,

nuclear energy Is safer than any source

currently developed.

Begin by comparing the ease in

obtaining fuels for the various sources

of electricity. Although difficult to find.

virtually nil. Smoke from a coal burner

is known to contain deadly gases. II will

someday be shown that the health risk

is greater near a conventional power

plant than near a nuclear one.

Lastly, consider the record. Contrary

to popular belief, fission-based power

has been in use for several years, in

some states providing a hefty percen-

tage of the total electric output. With

over 50 plants in service, there has yet

to be a death attributable to the

operation of a nuclear plant.

IVIYTH #2: NUCLEAR ENERGY IS UN-

ECOLOGICAL

"We can either jerk our collective knees to the rhythm of John

Denver, or we can make a conscious and thoughtful decision on

our energy future."

only small quantities of nuclear fuels

are needed to run a fission plant,

lulining the required uranium will result

in minimal risk to human life. In

contrast, the extraction of coal already

results In countless deaths each year.

Further production will inevitably cause

more deaths from mine accidents and

diseases.

Then consider the actual production

of power. With safety standards as high

as they are, the chance of dangerous

radioactive leakage from a nuclear

reactor is negligible, while ttie

prospect of spontaneous explosion is

It is this notion that most directly

defies actuality. With the possible

exception of scarce hydroelectric

power, nuclear fission is by far the

cleanest source we have. No noxious

byproducts are released to the air in the

splitting of an atom.
Again the anti-nuclear demegogues

fail to relate cause and effect.

Assuming demand for electricity

continues high (and "ecologists" rarely

consider the prospect of lowering

demand to reach their goals), the

decreased use of nuclear energy will

result in the increased use of carbon

fuels to produce our electricity. The
effect will be more air pollution and

more strip mining.

The true believer In environmental

protection supports nuclear energy.

IVIYTH «3: THE POWER COMPANIES
ARE OUT TO SCREW US
Although this myth has an element of

truth, one must dig deeper before

assuming a position of "them versus

us."

As witnessed by their tremendous

campaign to defeat Amendment #3, the

industry does have a strong economic

interest. They will readily take

advantage of a seller's market in energy.

There remain, however, clear con-

sumer advantages to atomic power.

With the Increasing cost of conven-

tional fuels, nuclear power will become

the cheapest available electricity per

kilowatt. There are also clear political

advantages to a reduced demand for

foreign sources. "Operation Indepen-

dence," however unrealistic, is certainly

a virtuous goal.

No one likes to be on the same side

as the utilities and the atomic super-

corporations, but nuclear energy is not

a simple case of a vested Interest at

odds with the consumer. A vote for

nuclear energy Is a positive move In our

own t)ehalf.

Continued on page 8
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The Paradox of Language and Politics

ByJohnRtker
One of the fundamental problems

tfiat pervades American politics is that

in order for a person to get elected he

must develop a certain style of thinking

and speaking, the attainment of which

an antithetical to his being able to

govern well once he is elected. This

problem is most dramatically evidenced

in presidential politics, but can be

found at every level of government from

the local school board to the

presidency. With the recent growth of

mass media, the problem has become
much worse and threatens the very

vitality of our democracy.
What is needed in order for a person

to be able to govern well? Along with

other traits, at least two are absolutely

necessary. One, a person must be able

to think about what human ends are

most valuable. If he is unable to think

well about ends, then he will have no

idea as to what kind of society he ought

to try to promote.
Secondly, a person who governs well

must develop an ability to think clearly,

logically, and comprehensively about

those actions and events which will

best produce the ends he deems best

for the country. If his thinking Is

muddled, riddled with vagueness, and
he is unable to distinguish what Is fact

from what is opinion, then he will not

be able to determine what paths of

actions are best. Further, it is doubtful

that one will be able to think clearly and
rationally unless the language in which

he thinks and speaks is one which is

descriptive, rather than merely emotive,

and in which there are explicit criteria

for the use of key concepts (i.e.

"justice," "freedom," "prosperity").

What must a person do in order to get

elected? He must persuade people to

vote for him. How do candidate^ dp
this? First, they spend a great deal of

time and effort thinking about how to

persuade people to vote for them. That

is. they assume that the end (their

getting elected) is right and then

engage in partisan thinking about what
means will get them elected.

Secondly, the candidate for office

will use persuasive language; that is, he

will use many persuasive but faUacious

arguments (some of the most common
this year are "begging the question,"

"hasty generalization," "ad hominem,"
and "straw man") and will use words
which have powerful emotive connota-

tions and vague conceptual meanings.

The candidate will always be for

"freedom," "justice," "fair taxation,"

"moral leadership," "what is good and

decent," "peace," etc. a^ always be

against "war," "poverty,** etc.. but he

will rarely ever say what he means by

these words— they are best left

conceptually vague and emotively

powerful because to be explicit about

what one means is to lose all those

voters who have different views, while

to remain vague but emotively

appealing will not lose anybody except

those who can't stand vagueness.

As commentators have told us in

their reflections on the presidential

debates, it matters little what is said, it

is the style with which it is said that

makes the difference, for style appeals

to emotions and people vote their

emotions.
These necessary linguistic tactics for

getting elected would not be bother-

some if the following principles did not

hold. Unfortunately, these two princi-

ples are true: (a) the kind of language a

person uses directly influences the way

he thinks; (b) if a person over a period

of time thinks in a certain way and

organizes his thoughts in a certain way,

these ways ,o( thinl^ing will tend to

become habitual, structure his mind,

and be very hard to change.

Thus, if a political candidate

extensively uses highly emotive, vague
rhetorical language and structures in

thought in fallacious ways, then he will

begin to think In an emotive, vague,

rhetorical, and fallacious way. Also, if a
candidate structures his thoughts and
ideas in a strictly partisan way, he will

become unable to think objectively

about what the human ends of the

society ought to be and what programs
will best satisfy those ends for the

country in general. That is to say, the

kind of language and thinking needed in

order for a candidate to get elected

structure him in such a way that he will

not be able to govern well. The proof for

this argument is not hard to find, for

one need only look at highly emotive,

vague, and partisan language and the

non-thought or, at best, superficial

thought about human ends which is

present in our governing bodies.

The candidates are not at fault; they

must use the language and ways of

thinking which work. It is an electorate

which chooses candidates according to

how well they have mastered persuasive

techniques that must be criticized for

not realizing what traits are needed to

govern well and for not demanding that

these traits be exemplified in cam-
paigns. Until this is done, many honest,

clear-thinking persons will refuse to

seek office for fear of having to

compromise their integrity in order to

be persuasive and our elected officials

will not develop those ways of speaking
and thinking which are needed in order

to govern well. There is little indication

that the electorate is going to change
its ways.

h fcnalysis of the Mandatory Deposit Can and Bottle Amendment
By Jim Boswell

Perhaps the most confusing, miscon-
strued issue to appear on Colorado's
November ballot is Amendment Num-
ber Eight. The amendment proposes
that a minimum five cent deposit,
effective in 1978, be placed on each
bottle or can of beer or soft drink sold in

the state. While most of the bill's

opposition comes from industry and
labor, even the University of Colorado in

Colorado Springs opposes the Amend-
ment.
The drive against Amentment Num-

ber Eight in Colorado Springs is

spearheaded by J and H Distributing,
the largest local recycler. Carmen N.
Cericalo of J and H helped compile a
pamphlet, which has been distributed
statewide, entitled "8: The Forced
Deposit Amendment."
This pamphlet contends that, if

passed, the bill would endanger the

jobs of 400 head-of-household workers.
Other disadvantages cited were in-

creased prices of beverages in order to
finance storage and transportation of

containers. The booklet also claims that

upon passage of a similar bill in

Vermont, retail sales of packaged beer
dropped twenty-three per cent in the
first year, resulting in a tremendous
loss of tax revenue.

The supposed conservation of
energy, which would result by recycling
materials, is denied on the grounds that
more trucks will be needed to transport
containers and more natural gas will be
consumed in heating water for

cleansing reused containers. The
authors of "No on 8" insist that cans
will virtually disappear from store
shelves because of their inconvenient
storage qualities.

Two of the inconveniences they
mention are the problems of sanitation

The right problem.
The wrong solution.

Vote no on 8.
'

and sorting. Although many of the
industry's claims appear rational,

environmentalists refute most of their

opponents' statements as exaggera-
tions.

Dave Phillips, chairman of the

Environmental Action group (ENACT) at

CC and a supporter of the amendment,
cites energy conservation as a major
advantage. He quotes Environmental
Protection Agency statistics which
state that five to six tons of natural

resources (mostly aluminum) could be
saved through total recycling. The bill,

then, would result in less foreign

dependence for aluminum and less strip

mining in the U.S.

Phillips also says that Oregon,
another state which instituted forced

deposit, documented an eighty-three

percent reduction in beverage container
litter two years after the passage of the
bill.

In respect to employment, Phillips

claims that an Oregon State University

study determined a net gain of 365 jobs
within the industry. Phillips also
considers the environmental ethic to be
of paramount concern. He believes that

Amendment Number Eight will provide
an incentive for people to not only
return their own trash, but also pick up
after others.

In an outline of the legislation's

advantages, the ENACT chairmart

states that "...apart from all energy

conservation and litter reduction

advantages, the bill symbolizes a

turning away from the convenience-
oriented no-deposit, no-return ethic to a

much more sensible and ecologically

sound system of return and reuse."

Present recycling statistics show that

Adolph Coors Brewing Company
recycles sixty-four per cent of their

aluminum cans, but statewide the

overall recycled percentage of alumi-

num amounts to twenty per cent of all

containers. While the average life of a

bottle is eleven refills, only seventeen

per cent of beer and soft drink bottles in

Colorado are recyclable. Reuse of

containers saves energy over produc-

tion of containers from virgin materials.

While opponents and proponents of

the bill battle for their respective

interests, the University of Colorado in

Colorado Springs proposes another

solution. They propose that larger taxes

should be levied on beverage sales.

More clean up projects could than be

implemented, resulting in more jobs

and economic stimulation.

It Is understandable that distributors

would fight any legislation which would
force such immense monetary outlay.

But at the same time there seems to be

some validity in the adage "...the best

government is that which governs the

least."

Nuclear Pro con't from page 5
economical. Amendment 3 requires that

the industry step forward with this

construction begins.

The rest of the nation watches closely
as nuclear initiatives come to public
vote in Colorado and six other states
this November. Nuclear power propo-
nents, funded by public service

companies across the country, strive to

defeat Colorado's Safeguard Amend-
ment to protect their vested interests

and stem the rising sentiment against
the. non-answers that nuclear power
puts forth.

Dave Bovver, President of the Friends

of the Earth, speaking in Denver, stated

that the powerful nuclear establishment

lobby in Washington D.C. fosters a <_

hostile atmosphere adamantly opposed I

to changes at the national level.
|

Encouraging passage of Amendment 3,

Bower looks to the states to ensure '

nuclear safeguards through the initia-

tive process, allowing the public a

greater voice in decisions directly

related to the use of tax subsidy dollars \

for energy development, and the safety

of both this and future generations.
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Ford Runs Against Inflation, Government Spending cont from page 2
believes that with tax reduction, we forced busing is the right way to get

fpust also have a corresponding quality education." Ford strongly

reduction in the growth of the Federal supports the Equal Rights Amendment,
budget, otherwise the Federal deficit calling for its ratification in the states

can not help but grow. Ford's tax which still have yet to ratify it.

nrogram includes an additional $10 Ford's philosophy concerning welfare

billion in tax cuts, with benefits toward can best be summed up by a recent

{he middle and lower income tax speech, in which he said, "The Federal

payefs- government should help, within the

Ford believes that "We cannot realis- limits of national resources, those who
tically afford federally dictated national are in need; but we should not give one

health insurance." He also believes in a dollar of federal assistance to those not

fTiajor overhaul of the current welfare in need."

system. Under his present proposals for Concerning abortion. Ford is in favor

the Food Stamp Program, he would of a constitutional amendment that

eliminate 10 million people from the would permit states to have their own

strength,"

Ford says, "We are at peace— and I

will do all in my power to keep it that
way." Ford believes in continued
support to Israel, and does not believe
in giving up the defense rights to the
Panama Canal. As President, he
continues to pursue nuclear arms
limitation with the Soviets.

As for developing nations, he
believes that the U.S. should have a
"responsible foreign aid program." "The
United States," he says, "should have a
meaningful presence in substantial
parts of Africa. 1 don't believe we should

program, which would enable the other abortion laws. He does support the stand idly by while the Soviet Union and
5 million receiving benefits to get Supreme Court's decision concerning

increased benefits. Though Ford vetoed abortion, despite a personal opposition

a recent Child Care Standard's Act, he to it.

did so because he believed "it would In the field of foreign policy and

deny the States the flexibility to defense spending, Ford is in favor of a

establish and enforce their own staffing strong defense. He recently signed a

standards for federally assisted day military appropriations bill that autho-

care." rized over $100 billion for defense. He
President Ford opposes forced supports detente, but believes in

busing, saying, "I do not believe that negotiating from a "position of

Cuba seek control and dominate
significant parts of Africa,"

Through Ford's foreign policy, sub-
stantial progress has been made in race
relations in Southern Africa, and he
continues as President to seek peace
for all nations throughout the world.
Though Ford vigorously pursues the

goal of clean air and water, he also says

that we must pursue "the objective of

maximum jobs and economic pro-
gress." To this end, he supports a
greater utilization ot nuclear energy,
and that our "coal must be used
increasingly as an alternative..."

Concerning crime, the President
seeks "positive, swift, and just punish-
ment." Though opposed to gun regis-
tration, he favors prohibitions on the
manufacture or sale of Saturday Night
Specials. Ford also favors the death
penalty for the crimes of sabotage,
espionage, treason and murder. In

addition. Ford finds sections of the
controversial S-1 Bill on criminal code
revision "unacceptable."

What motivates a man to seek the
Presidency for four more years, an
office which he had no aspirations for?

Perhaps the desire to see two years of

work in pulling this country out of

Watergate, a recession, and a war not

go down the drain is President Ford's
reason. Whatever the reason Is. Ford
certainly intends to win.

Carter Stresses Populist Social Programs cont from page 2
tax breaks for big businesses. Carter must be kept to a minimum, and that

also has a great concern for the quality safety precautions must be met before

oleducation.and will create a separate developing nuclear power. He wants

Department of Education. In doing so, mandatory conservation of energy.

he hopes to expand vocational and Carter's foreign policies are generally

career opportunities, and establish the pragmatic, and hard-nosed, as demon-

rights of the handicapped.
Enforcement of laws prohibiting tax

discrimination Is needed. He proposes

to revise Social Security so that women
are not penalized, to allow women to

have equal access to health care

systems and family planning, to reform

rape laws, to provide adequate Child

Care centers, and to appoint women to

key positions in his Administration. He
supports the Supreme Court decision

on abortion.

Carter is for giving federal aid to new
industries in order to develop other

forms of energy besides petroleum,

especially solar energy and coal. He
thinks dependence on nuclear energy

strated in his point that the United

States cannot be the world's champion
of peace and leading supplier of

weapons of war. He does not support

isolationism, but condones developing

the relationship between the U.S. and
our friends and allies to solve world

problems.

He would like to strengthen the World
Bank, the International Monetary Fund,

the United Nations, and NATO. He
offers to provide security for the world

democracies, especially for Japan and

Israel. He offers to keep open the

African foreign policy of a Carter

administration would promote change
In an orderly, non-violent manner.

Carter would demonstrate preferences

to democratic regimes, while making it

clear that the U.S. does not approve of

repressive governments. He would
encourage the independence of Nami-
bia and majority rule in Rhodesia.

His defense policy includes a gradual

increase In defense spending; yet a cut

in staff and support strength, while

building up combat elements. He
suggests a reduction in the missile level

of both the U.S. and U.S.S.R., and he

wishes to pursue detente.

Carter's political philosophy stems
from Kierkegaard. Tilltch, Barth. and
Niebur. He frequently quotes Niebur's

point that "the sad duty of politics Is to

international economic system, assist establish justice in a sinful world,

nations in direst need, and limit the Governor Carter is not a good

flow of arms to developing worlds. The compromiser. He may comprortiise

outwardly, but not in his "back room."
He does not like to waste time, and If he
is listening to a boring conversation, he
will turn his mind to contemplating
something more productive. He does
not have much of a sense ot humor, but
Is a pleasant conversationalist. He
wants the American people to under-
stand his weaknesses and character.

When asked "What drives you?",
Carter responded, "As I have said, it's

not an unpleasant sense of being
driven. I feel like I have one life to live—
I feel that God wants me to do the best I

can with It. And that's quite often my
major prayer— let me live my life so that

it will be meaningful. And I enjoy
tackling difficult problems and solving

them. And I enjoy the meticulous
organization of a complicated effort. It's

a challenge. Possibly It's a game. I

don't know. I don't want to lower It by
saying it's just a game— but it's an
enjoyable thing for me.''

Phil Sorensen: U.S. Poverty Cries for the Democratic Vote and Against a Third Party
By Phil Sorensen

Vine Deloria, American Indian acti-

vist, had me convinced after two
meetings with him that voting Third

Party in the Presidential elections gave

me and the country the best possible

use of my vote.

Deloria argued that the necessary

basic reforms of a system with which he

and myself are both fed up, will not take

place if the two party power structure

remains in command. The same
stalwart Congressmen will remain on
the same powerful committees. They
will continue to block reform legislation

and will pass bills which perpetuate the

racist policies towards Indians. Deloria

cited several examples for our class

(Minority Politics, taught by Rudy de la

Garza) of the dominance of Congress
over Indians.

A large Third Party vote would
demonstrate that a substantial number
of voters are dissatisfied with both

parties and the system in general.

Either one of the parties will move over

to incorporate in its policies Third Party

demands, or the Third Party will prove

itself a viable threat to the estranged
power structure and gain momentum,
i e. votes, representation, and change.
Thus, a Third Party vole is a vote for

reform. Deloria had me convinced. The
system needs a shakedown. I was all

set to cast my conscience and vote

Third Party.

But recently I changed my mind.
Our class went to Denver and spoke

with various minority community
leaders and organizations. The Denver
Community Development Corporation
(DCDC), for example, provides jobs and
business investments in economically
deprived areas. They obtain operating
funds from the Office of Economic
Development (OED). In East Denver, we
met with the East Side Action Center
(ESAC), which conducts various com-
munity service programs from con-
sumer aid to driver education courses.

In helping the disadvantaged In East

Denver, the service enables the poor to

survive, charging contract fraud, for the inner city, where prices at, say,

instance, where an illiterate consumer King Soopers are much cheaper than

has unknowingly signed to make the local corner store or the 7-11

payments at 34 percent (the legal limit) market. Hence, the driver education

on a television set. This set may falter courses,

before the warrantee expires and then

must be returned to the shop "Poor people. An emotional term,

permanently, because the buyer has not Yet statistically there are tens ot

paid forthe set In full. Learning to drive millions of them m our country, and

is not only a great asset in job hunting, when the official demarcat on ot

it also allows consumers to buy at the poverty, listed as total mcome of S5,500

super markets which have moved out of for a family of four. Is removed,

A Reply to Sorensen: The Bankruptcy of liberal Thinking

unofficial poverty runs rampant. By

clinical standards, millions starve In

this country each day. People living In

such environments have a hard time

getting a white landlord to fix a leaky

hot-water heater or add storm windows
for the winter to conserve utility

payments, and, more Importantly, to

keep warm. They find it difficult to pay

the hospital bill for a son's broken leg

Continued on page 8

By Jay Hartwell

It's very difficult to attempt to

criticize or rebuff a commentary with as

much emotional appeal as fwlr.

Sorensen's. The conditions of the poor,

be It in the East side of Denver or

Chicago's South side, are not com-
parable to our lifestyle at Colorado

College. But to say that by voting for

Gerald Ford, that we doom these people

to starvation or perpetual poverty is,

well, naive.

A reading of IVIr. Sorensen's text

portrays a President who seemingly

couldn't give two hoots about anyone

who earns less than $10,000. The quote

from Tom K. Barton's Leviathan piece

lends itself to reinforcing the image of a

man who gleefully vetoes bills that

might alleviate the misery of the poor,

solely because Ford has no desire to

alleviate misery.

Is this to say that a President should

sign into law every piece of legislation

which will eliminate "misery." Of

course not, it's a noble idea, but it's not

such a black and white picture of

eliminating misery or not. Unfortu-

nately, it must also be weighed against

other factors.

These factors include the present

slate of the economy, the national debt,

and whether or not those misery

alleviating bills, if signed into law, will

only add fuel to a welfare fire. Ford is

not saying in his vetoes that the good

Lord helps those who help themselves.

He is saying, "We cannot realisticaliy

afford it." Putting dollars and cents

before the so called "misery" of the

poor may seem pretty cold hearted, but

in terms of the nation as a whole, it Is

probably the wisest choice.

Our present welfare system is a

mess, not because the Republicans say

it is, or because the John Birchers fear a

welfare state, because it has been

documented as such by non-partisan,

independent, objective research

groups. It needs, as President Ford

contends, "a sweeping overhaul," Ford

believes that "when it comes to welfare,

government.,, is not doing the job well.

Too many of our welfare programs are

inequitable and invite abuse,"

What started as a needed and wanted

solution to an economic crisis with

Franklin Roosevelt has mushroomed
into one of this country's largest and

most expensive bureaucracies. What

worked 40 years ago, has become an

economic nightmare today.

What does Ford want to see then,

more misery? No. Ford wants to return

much of the present Federal welfare

responsibility to the stales. II 40 years

has shown us anything, it has shown us

that the Federal government is unable

to provide for an equitable and relatively

abuse-free system of dealing with this

nation's poor. In essence, the welfare

problem has grown too big for one

Federal Government to handle.

Ford is thus motivated to veto these

welfare bills, not out of callousness for

the poor, but by an overiding concern to

reform this country's most disgraceful

bureaucratic mess,

Mr. Sorensen concludes that he

cannot vote for a Third Parly, and aid

Ford's possible election to the

Presidency. He is compelled to vote for

Carter for "he's our (the poor's) only

choice." Mr. Sorensen is correct is

saying that Carter will probably

strengthen, at least in terms ot dollars

expended, our national welfare system.

Carter has said so himself. The

Democratic contender for the Oval

Office has spoken often of "one fairly

uniform, nationwide payment" for

welfare recipients. But, he has not

addressed us as to how he Intends to

end the abuse and waste In our present

system. He speaks of streamlining the

system, but merely placing twenty

current agencies under one name does

not end the original bureaucratic sprawl

and the resulting problems.

The solution Is not to maintain and

expand upon our present national

welfare system, but to return the

welfare responsibilities to the states. If

Ford must veto bills to bring about

reform in a system that cries for it, then

the futility does not lie in "another

pending Republican administration,"

but with the Democratic Party which

has not realistically assessed the

Implications of our national welfare

system.
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Sorensen Commentary
Injured in everyday play. In these

situations, a poor person stands to lose

a lot more than just pride. Undeniably

the effects of poverty are devastating.

So in examining the conditions of our

social mileu, we find that the Federal

government offers funds and programs

to provide jot)-skiMs, as in DCDC, and
other services designed to give the

disadvantaged an even break.

The possible election of "t^r. Ford,"

as they refer to him, instills fear and
anxiety in those who work for the East

Side Action Center. Not only would
their jobs be in danger, so would the

vital services they provide. Like Nixon,

whom the courts prevented from doing
so, Ford has spoken of his desire to

discontinue funds for the OED.

In his Leviathan essay, Tom K.

Barton wrote aptly that "Ford vetoed

bills that would alleviate human misery

with unseemly gusto." The workers at

ESAC get negative feedback from Ford

and must react against it. Four more

years of economic strangulation of

social programs will eliminate essential

jobs and services in survival situations.

One social worker Intimated that

bloodshed is inevitable under their

continued stagnation.

Carter is not known. But he is a

Democrat and has said in general terms

that he favors social programs, the

tendency of the Democratic Party. "Not

since Mr. Johnson have the poor people

had an open national committment,"
said f^^rs. Armstrong, a sturdy, aged
social worker in East Denver. "Republi-

can administrations conveniently forget

about us. We are shoved to the

background, and we have no voice in

government. But we're still hungry as

before. We have to go with Mr. Carter.

He's our only choice. I don't know what

else we can do."

The tears did not choke in my throat

in the true tradition of white liberalism.

But sitting in that room with the

workers of ESAC. not well-off them-

selves and probably once poor, who
work so hard to aid their people, and
seeing the futility of another pending

V.V V^V 1^ V V V V^^V V V V V|\
continued from page 7
Republican Administration, I saw the

fallacy in voting for a Third Party.

A Third Party vote is an exercise in

political theory. Reform may come, but

if mine were the deciding vote between

Ford and Carter, and then I voted Third

Party, change would have to wait at

least another four years. For ordinarily,

without Deloria's advice and without the

trip to Denver, I would have voted for

Nuclear Con

con't from page 5

MYTH #4: THE INITIATIVE IS ONLY AN
ADDITIONAL SAFEGUARD
Since the amendment calls for a

two-thirds vote of the state legislature

before approving a nuclear plant, many
argue that it doesn't constitute a

nuclear ban. This isn't (iorne out by past

experience. It will more than likely be

impossible to get a nublear plant

approved by a politically accountable

and uninformed legislature. This

responsibility belongs In a regulatory

agency better equipped to judge the

worth and safety of a proposal.

Debating whether or not the initiative

constitutes a "nuclear ban" is like

deciphering the Carterian distinction

between "pardon" and "amnesty." We
can't afford to pass anything that could

potentially roadblock the advancement
of atomic power.

Fission is not the ultimate energy

source. On the horizon are solar power

and fusion, energy released by

reuniting the constituent parts of an

atom. With substantial government

support on the scale of the space

program, these prospects may not be

far away.
In the interim, the choice is simple.

We can either jerk our collective knees

to the rhythm of John Denver, or we can

make a conscious and thoughtful

decision on our energy future. The
logical voter will vote NO on

Amendment HZ.

Carter anyway. If I vote Third Party, that

would take away my vote for Carter and
give Ford the advantage. {It is not
appropriate to discuss the insignifi-

cance or importance of one person's

vote).

Now I am a "born-again" Democrat.

My conviction for the need of
i

np^"^^

Democratic administration remain
entrenched, and I now unashamedl
urge you to vote Democratic. Tfii_

appeal smells of blantant emotion^f^"^ ^^

lism. Yet it is steeped in the utter, starr*^'^°'^^

reality of your neighbors' condition. \ ^p.e g

iter tu

lal w
ducate
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FdXpnnt SHARPER!

COLOR SNAPSHOTS BRIGHTER!
'COUPON <

; '1.00 off i

I
Kodacolor Film

' PROCESSING '

' SAVE $1.00 WJTH THIS COUPON when you bring I
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printing.
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I
BORDER.LESS COLOR SNAPSHOTS .
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DO IT IN A
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vote
Paid for (over her protests) by the Committee to Elect Beverly

Reinitz to The Board of County Commis

National Leaders Speak out for

D.A. BOB RUSSEL
"Bob Russel's Welfare Fraud
and Support Division has
become an example to the
nation . .

." Bob Carleson

Former Commissioner ot Welfare

U.S. Dept. ot Healtti, Education & Weltare

"
I, and many of the nation's

prosecutors, look to Bob
Russel's programs for leader-

ship in consumer fraud, and
welfare fraud." Patrici< Leahy

U.S. Senator. Dem. Vt.

Formerly District Attorney

"Bob Russel and I were some of the co-founders

of the National Juvenile Conference,now in its third

year. His diversion program is outstanding and has

been copied nationwide. He is consideredone
of the nation's top D.A.'s in developing
innovative programs." Robert Leonard

President-elect

National District Attorneys Assoc.

District Attorney Dem. Flint. Mich.

elect ^ _

SR^SSEL
district attorney

PAID FOR BY CITIZENS FOR BOB RUSSEL
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\ Call to Vote: Our Obligation as Citizens
iOpinions

By Jamie Butler

In an election year which some
perts predict will yield the lowest

Jter turnout in history, it is imperative

lat we reflect upon our role as

jucated members of the body politic

id realize the obligations which

company the privilege of education.

The generation of the 70's has been

ifairly characterized as having turned

yay from the social and political

itivist goals of the 60's toward the

jifish ambitions of career and

onetary success. Indeed, the protest

ars provided a great service, but the

generation of leadership is

jrforming the equally important task

implementing and carrying through

ese goals within the system. It is

jcessary that we realize, for better or

orse, we are the leaders of the future,

beral arts education carries with it an

.ligation to this leadership role.

In his book. The Promise of Wisdom,
olorado College Professor J. Glenn

Gray writes. "The educated man, as I

have come to understand him, is one
who has fully grasped the simple fact
that his self is fully implicated in those
beings around him, human and
non-human, and who has learned to
care deeply about them."

In many ways, the outgrowth of our
industrialized society has been speciali-
zation, special interests and faction.
Herein lies the value of the liberal arts

education. In a time when specialists
fail to seethe ramifications of their acts
on the whole society, and special
interests lobby only for the benefits of a
few, it is the liberally educated person
whose training allows him to see the
overall picture.

At its best, the liberal arts institution
offers a great education for involvement
in political affairs. The apparent ever
increasing role of government in the
society compels those with a "sense of
the whole" to become involved in future
decisions concerning many funda-
mental issues which affect the nation

as a whole.
Great problems have arisen in

government which have alienated the
American voter. It must be pointed out,
however, that one of the basic causes of
these governmental deficiencies has
been the lack of popular participation.
Increasingly, substantive democracy
has become ceremonial and procedural
democracy. The members of the body
politic have lost touch with the
government that represents them. Many
political analysts feel that the servant
has become the master. Government
must again realize its strength is drawn
from the people. The people must
regain their dominance over the govern-
mental structure through active, res-
ponsible participation and those who
have the privilege of a liberal education
are obligated to become interested and
involved.

To those wf^ would submit that
neither presidenlial candidate deserves
their vote, it must be pointed out that
these types of men are welcomed by the

Penny's Versus CCCA con't from page 1
jnny's Board, despite the fact that

jnny's is not a chartered organization,

lylor says the CCCA does have the

iwer to change the method by which
nny's Board members are selected

ith or without current Board members'
irmission.

Sometimes the big fish does not

ant to come to the boat," said Taylor

the Basement's Board members.
lylor also informed the Council that

he Administration holds the trump
rd, namely the beer license," and that

Administration assumed that

>nny's was at least partially responsi-

e to the CCCA.
I think all of us who are students

ive interest in solving this problem
thout bringing in the Administra-

stated Dave Herrick, CCCA
nancial Vice-President. "However, if

came down to the point where the
ly way the CCCA could get what it

ints was to call in the Administration,

vould be willing to go that far."

Herrick conceded that it was probably
better if some members of the board
were not elected, such as the manager
and the comptroller. "The student body
isn't the best judge of bookkeepers,"
noted Herrick. Herrick also observed
that "If 300 people liked Benny's, and
everyone else hated it, Benny's would
still turn a gigantic profit."

Brian Eustis requested that the
motion regarding the Benny's Board be
tabled, "It would be better if we solved
the first problem now." When asked
much money from student funds was
going to Benny's in the form of
maintenance and overhead, Eustis re-

plied the figure was nor more than
$1 ,200 a year.

In defending the status quo, Eustis
reminded the council of the supposedly
necessary close personal relationship
between the people who run Benny's
and suggested this would be difficult tg
attain if Board members were elected.
"It's the precedent that bothers us.

Benny's was started by five or six

students who wanted to make it a
personal project. You're putting the
pressure on," Eustis told the CCCA,
"and I think the precedent is wrong. I

would hate to think that the CCCA has
to have their hands in every pie."

Sophomore CCCA representative,

Nancy Joseph, stated, "We are being

political system which we have allowed
to evolve. The people have the power
and the right to demand substance in
their leaders, yet it is apparent that a
candidate can be elected without
revealing himself or his plan of action to
public scrutiny.

This ballot and many hereafter will
offer distinct choices on issues which
will greatly effect the future of America
and the world. Decisions on issues
such as conservation, pollution control,
mass transit, nuclear energy and many
others will hold the key to future
prosperity.

In the tradition of liberalism
espoused in the Declaration of
Independence, we have grown to
respect and cherish our political rights
more than our political obligations. It is

incumbent upon each educated citizen
that he bring his education to bear
within the system to affect substantive
change for the betterment of the body
politic. This obligation begins at the
ballot box. Vote!!!

responsive to students. We want to
open Benny's up to the students." Vice
President Doug Obletz observed that
the CCCA did not want to control
Benny's, rather the motion was to take
the issue "out of the realm of the CCCA
and into the student realm," After much
debate the motion to open up the
Benny's Board was tabled until the next
meeting.

THE COLORADO SKI COUNTRY
BOOKS HAVE ARRIVED!!!

COME GET ONE WHILE THE
SUPPLY LASTS,., ^^^

818 North Tejon Tavlot Travel
^6-3871 '

FREE UNIVERSITY
The Colorado Springs Free University

is currently holding registration for a
Thanksgiving Session to begin Novem-
ber 8 and run 6 weeks at various
locations in the Pikes Peak area. The
CSFU is a non-profit community
learning center to offer an alternative to

the learning process. The school will be
give an opportunity for teachers in any
field of expertise to share information

with others. Many subjects are included
in the current curriculum: Dancing.
Painting, various Arts & Crafts courses,

Awareness techniques. Psychology
classes, Yoga, chlldrens music les-

sons, Knitting. Massage, Self expres-
sion and awareness, Tal Chi. Nutrition
and Health. Plant workshop, and
various Seminars. Most classes will be
held once a week and be held at the
teachers' home or church. Anyone who
is interested in taking a class or
obtaining a catalog should stop by 1231
W. Colorado Ave. or call 471-4409 or
471-7122 (answering service). The Free
University also is In need ol volunteers
to help in various aspects; teachers are

also needed for the coming Semesters.

MOUNTAINEERING

A career in law-
without iaw sciiool.

What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an

undergraduate education and a challenging, respon-
sible career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you

the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers. You
choose one of the seven courses offered—choose
the city in which you want to work.
Since 1970. The Institute for Paralegal Training

has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms,

banks, and corporations in over 75 cities.

If you are a senior of high academic standing and
are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant,
we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview >

our representative.

ith

We will visit your campus on

MONDAY; NOVEMBER 29

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
235 Soulh I7lh Sifeet, Philadelphia, Pennsyivama 19103

(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para^Legal, Inc.

BONNA/EIGER
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS

Your choice Model 2400, 2000, or 1800

NOW 4995
Plus 10% off If you
Buy Boots & Bindings with your skis

Plus Free Mounting & Pine Tarring

634-5279 1776 W. Uintah

Don't Forget... 4th ANNUAL
STEVE RIESCHL SKI TOURING CLINIC

WEDNESDAY November 3 at 7:14 pm
Please be early Seating Limited
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Booters' Windy City Victory Not Quite a Breese
ByMlkeSlade

The time has arrived, maybe. Maybe
the CC soccer team has at last come of

its proverbial age. If not, it has certainly

improved over the course of one block.

During the recent block break, the

Tigers recorded two impressive vic-

tories over highly rated University of

Illinois-Chicago Circle and University of

Michigan-Oakland, both by 1-0 scores.

The resulting championship of the

Chicago Invitational upped CC's record

to 13-2, and saw them extend their

latest winning streak to 6 games, and

their shutout streak to 4 games.

The first victory was the sweeter of

the two. Chicago Circle had only

compiled a 6-4 record going into the

game, but was nevertheless highly

ranked in the Midwest. Early on, the

hosts invaded CC territory frequently,

and goalie Ron Edmondson received

the worst of it. But with only ten

minutes elapsed, an opportunistic John

Monterio stole a passback from a

CC forward Eddie Deilz in action during

recent game.

Chicago Circle fullbacl( intended for

their goalie and promptiy deposited it In

the net for what was to prove the winner

In this hard-fought contest. The rest of

the first half saw more charges into the

CC area, but to no avail.

Fullback Rich Director summed it up

in describing the game's second half;

"It was the longest 45 minutes of my
life. Everything seemed to be moving in

slow motion." CC chose (or perhaps

was forced) to concentrate on defense

exclusively in that half. They were never

capable of establishing their game,

probably content instead to simply

clear the ball out and take a breather, a

breather that never came.

Saturday's game was considered the

easier of the two beforehand, but turned

out to be just as tough. After a relatively

even first half was almost concluded,

John Monterio took a neat pass from

John "Old Man" Grenardo and the

"South American connection" provided,

via Monterio's blistering shot, CC with

their only goal. In the second half, the

Tigers reverted to the same defensive

tactics employed the previous night.

While the opponents appeared hungry

les

Last
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jtbal
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to spoil the night for hometown boy;

Lee, Don Clark, and surprise starter Jirr

Balderston (in goal), Oakland was nevs

able to capitalize. Lee was flawless n

anticipating their through passes ant

foiling their attacks.

Now 13-2 after their two "squeakers,

the Tigers appear in excellent posttioi

for an NCAA bid. Despite the ciosene:

of the games, CC exhibited the qualitie,

necessary for winr^ing key games
Instead of striving tor absolute

immaculate perfection on the socce

field, CC appears now to instead
bi

trying to only win. f
They close out their home seasoi ",°"

Sunday afternoon against RMISL (o

Metro State, and then travel to Denv(

University the next Saturday afternoonC

A week later the Tigers end the feguli[[°)^£

season with the grudge match at the A

Far West rankings with last year"

NCAA champs. University of Si

Francisco, the Tigers are keeping preli

high company
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leers to Meet Michigan Tech in Season Opener Tonight
By Dan Cathcart

Breakout your kazoos and bring your

flask of Pepsi for another year of

hockey. Action begins tonight as the

Michigan Tech hluskies invade the

World Arena for the first time in three

years. Tech Coach John McGinnins
says that his team is in a rebuilding

year, but that was the same line he used

last year when his team won the league

crown with ease.

This year's Tech team is missing the

likes of last year's two highest scorers

forwards Luke and Lyie. However,

returning leers Warren Young, Stu

Olsen, and Stu Young, who recorded a

hat trick in their Friday night opener

against Michigan, should spearhead a

potent Tech offense. The Huskies split

that series with Michigan winning 4-3

on Friday and losing on Saturday, 5-3.

The strong point of this year's Tech

team appears to be the defense. Last

year, the defensive team of Ed Dempsey
and Niles Goodard allowed the fewest

goals scored against them in the league

last year, and they are back again this

year.

Rookie goalie Rockwell had a strong

series against Michigan, but remains an

untested performer, and if the Tigers

attack hits him hard and early, he could

prove to be the weak link.

The Tigers completed their preseason

last weekend with a 5-3 loss to Denver.

Coach Radokivic was upset by what he

termed a "lack of aggressiveness on

offense," and said the team will have to

improve on this in order to score on
"one of the two best defenses in the

league."

The pleasant surprise of the

preseason has been the play of the

defense. Freshmen Dave Feamster and

Mike Knocke played well, and Dave
Hanson has completely recovered from

last year's injuries. All three goalies

played well, with Paul Mitchell

recording the most saves, 16.

The defensive line of Wayne Holmes,

Dean Magee, and Mike Straub proved to

be the most effective Friday night, and

at this time they are the only set line.

Coach Sauer is toying with the idea of

switching around the other lines and
changing from one torechecker to two

Force Academy. Now tied for 3rd in ih
"'"!'

chd
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.,1 an attempt to spark the offense, fflartei

The Tigers will have to give a complelMThe

team effort to sweep the Huskies, anHveral

the pressure and excitement of thHptur*

season opener is what the team tiaffld 'o

been waiting for to put everythin|

together. A sweep of Tech will start I

Tigers off in the right direction.

No matter what the outcome, ti

games should prove to be some of thj

best hockey all year. Tech has been

perennial powerhouse In the leagi

since Coach McGinnis took the helm.i

full house in the Broadmoor will aid t^j

team's play tremendously. We urge yo

all to get out and see the games. B
caliber of play should be excellent

Tech might not be back for awhile.

1'ari'nl.s Wrokcml Plus: Wnmrn's Snmr

The CC Women's soccer team will meet the CU team on

Sunday, October 3t at 11:30 am. The game should prove to

be an exciting one lor the women as CU is always a tough

match and CC is returning from their tournament victory last

block. Immediately following the women 's game, the men will

play Meffo State at 2:30.

Come watch this interesting "doubleheader" on Sunday

afternoon. Both games will be played on Washburn field.

Join the Ford Bandwagon!
...because President Ford has already [oined Young

Americans in making important decisions directly

affecting youth!

Volunteer to join the Ford Bandwagon Work to get

out the vole for President Ford on November 2nd.

Call the "Youth for Ford" Chairman, Lynn Caltrider,

733-2481
| have a lot of faith, I have tremendous belief in what

the younger generation of this country is going to do

in the years ahead,"
Gerald R Ford

April 10, 1976

"Quality at Reasonable Prices"

WOeat&tam
eiTHE NEW SUPER

>, '^sj SWEATER & JEANS PLACE AT

d ^^ wmm 327N. TEJON p_^ -
473-7881 JB [(1

Full Service

Photographic

Headquarters

Cameras,

accessories,

darkroom supplies,

quality

photo finishing,

repairs

SHEWMAKERS
CAMERA
SHOP

30 N. Tejon 636-1696

the

FLYING
WHALE

will play for your
dancing pleasure Friday

and Saturday 10-1

Applications for board member
are due Nov. 7

QUICKSIIVER

TURQUOISE
[Agora Mallj

333^N. Tejon

Suite 5

Navajo
Hopi

Zuni

Santa Domingo

Silversmith Custom Work Repain

Ring Sizing
College I. D. up to

50»/o OFF
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CC Routs Bethany: Such Sweet Music to the Tune of 63-10
iSports^

fan? ^

By Ed Goldstein

week, during block break, the

ho attended the 63-10 CC romp

fhe "Terrible Swedes" of Bethany

ijgge were treated to a symphony of

itball- The game plan was brilliantly

nducted. and each member of the

executed their parts in the matinee

riormance at Washburn Field, which

s marked by exciting solos and

srall harmony.

irhat is not to say that everything

according to the script of the

isical score last Saturday. The

ernoon began with the playing of the

itional Anthem In a creshendo of

,jjc. And Bethany kick-off runner

dree Anthony' bounced off CC
iklers like he was a ball rocketed

ough a chute in a pinball game,

yond that the CC team ran over,

)und, and through Bethany, making
face the music to the tune of nine

jchdowns.

fhe CC defense punctuated the

ncert with their stellar performance of

J year. The "Swedes" could only

InusterHS total yards in the game. The

[front line bottled up their running

iattack, and harassed the Bethany

!quarterback into several rushed throws.

: The defensive line also created

^several scoring opportunities. They

icaptured one fumble, blocked a punt,

'and forced punter Dave Anderson to

surrender the bail on the Bethany five

yard line after he mishandled a snap.
When Anderson was not put under the
gun, he got off some kicks in the
rarified Rocky Mountain air that were a
sight to behold. He tallied punts of 74,
65. and 58 yards.

The CC secondary also had a field

day. They covered Bethany receivers
like gloves, giving up 2 completions out
of 15 attempts for a measly 11 yards.

One of the throws was picked off by
Terry Hoadley in the second quarter for

a 65 yard touchdown." He laid back in

short coverage on a third down play and
picked off a toss that seemed to have
his name and address on it. He sped
down the sideline, and then cut across
the grain for a nifty scoring run.

Our running backs also added to the

excitement, trumpeting their way
through the west end of campus,
following the crisp thrusts of our quick

blockers. Leading the 420 yard attack

were two of our own "terrible Swedes,"
Terry Swenson and Paul Amundson.
Swenson had two touchdowns and 114

yards on 10 carries. His scores of five

and 56 yards came off well executed
sweep plays that created gaping holes

in the Bethany line. Amundson added
95 yards on 13 rushes and scored off a
seven yard power thrust through the

middle.
Non-Scandinavian freshman Tony

Just a routine delenstve touchdown tor

CC's Terry Hoadley in last week's 63-10

"squeaker" against Bethany College.

Hamm premiered in his first lengthy
appearance for CC with 1 1 7 yards on 1

2

jaunts. His broken field runs perked up
the partisan crox*d that was beginning

to get bored aivith the relative ease of the

victory. He also hit paydirt on a nine

yard run up the middle.

The other running scores came from
Jerry f\1cHugh from two yards out and
Kevin Easton from 18. Easton's run was
set up by two ingenious plays. The first

one began on a third and 21 play. CC
appeared to surprise Bethany with a

quick kick. But appearances were
deceiving when the punter's foot went

up. with no ball in sight, and Sid

Stockdale received the football on a deft

handoff that caught everyone by
surprise. However he fell short of a first

down. But lightening struck twice, as
Dave Hall run up through the middle for

40 yards from punt formation.

The passing game also looked good.
Our first score came oft a perfect play

action fake (fake handoff). which
allowed Dave Hall to filter back and
throw a 15 yard spiral to Steve Dye. Sid

Stockdale broke through the secondary
en-route to a 58 yard TD reception from
Kevin Easton. Both Easton and Hall

found Tight End Bob Blaik open tor

passes that set up several of our scores.

Blaik caught everything in sight, and
drove through hapless defenders for

many long gains.

The weekend is Homecoming against

Sioux Falls College and the coaches
want to see some visible Improvement
in the Tigers' performance, Interestingly

enough, backfield coach Pat Haley

describes the action last Saturday as

being very sloppy on the part of the CC
offense. Realistically we should not

have many problems generating points

against the 1-6 Sioux Falls team,

However we might find it hard to move
out their 6'5" 270 lb. middle guard Brian

Lund, He might be a touching figure to

watch as the Tigers go after their fifth

straight home victory this year

IT'S GOT IT ALL

O IM ICYO.

J^

BBHHP"a^^,^ SBKiMiiBBsi
i -n . A «i '^ -^ o^n '*^ fyf^f^r^ ir^

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

It's got it all. A stereo sounds only as good as it's

weakest link. Unfortunately most manufacturers

concentrate on only one part and let the rest go to

pot. ONKYO has concentrated on the entire unit - no

weak link. Experience total performance with

ONKYO.

4055 Templeton Gap
[Across Mall of the Bluffs]

599-5151

MORISTS NEEDED
So you think you're funny? Your
ommate laughs when you tell a joke,

«l your girlfriend giggles with delight

'er you tickle her fancy with a pun or

Weil, how about translating that

to humor for The Catalyst. CC's
lofficiai newspaper is looking for

VTior writers to supplement the staff,

ply In person at The Catalyst office in

le basement of Cutler Hall, Monday
irough Wednesday in the afternoons,
'call us at extension 326, or leave us a
lessage at Rastall Desk. Whatever you
», do it now. it's time to make people
ugh.

Nationally Known Speed

Reading Course To Be

Taught In Colorado Springs

HOMERS

ODYSSGY
.do Sp'ingj, Colo 596 2112

hCC IDonTues i Sjn

United States Reading Lab

will offer a 4 week course in

speed reading to a limited

number of qualified people in the

Colorado Springs area

This recently developed meth-

od of instruction is the most in-

novative and effective program

available in the United States,

Not only does this famous

course reduce your lime in the

classroom to just one class per

week for 4 short weeks but it

also includes an advanced

speed reading course on cas-

sette tape so that you can con-

tinue to improve for the rest of

your life. In just 4 weeks the

average student should be

reading 4-5 limes taster In a

(ew months some students are

reading 20-30 times faster at-

taining speeds that approach

6000 words per minute. In rare

instances speeds of up to

13,000 wpm have been docu-

mented.

Our average graduate should

read 7-10 times taster upon

completion of the course with

marked improvement in com-

prehension and concentration.

For those who would like ad-

ditional informalion, a series of

free, one hour, orientation lec-

tures have been scheduled. At

these free lectures the course

will be explained in complete

detail, including classroom pro-

cedures, instruction methods,

class schedule and a special 1

time only introductory tuition

that is less Ihan one half the cost

of similar courses. You may

attend any of the meetings for

information about Colorado

Springs classes.

These orientations are open to

the public, above age 14. (per-

sons under 18 should be

accompanied by a parent if

possible).

II you have always wanted lo

be a speed reader , bul found the

cost prohibitive or Ihe course too

lime consuming ..now you can!

Just by attending 1 evening per

week for 4 short weeks you can

read 7 lo 10 times faster

concentrate better and com^

prehend more.

II you are a student who would

like lo make A's instead of B's or

C's or if you are a business

person who wants to stay

abreasi of today's ever-chan-

ging accelerating world then this

course is an absolute necessity.

These special one-hour lec-

tures will be held at the following

limes and places

Thursday, November 4 a

6 30 and again at 8 30 pm
Saturday, November 7 at 10:30

am and again at V30 pm.

Monday, November 8 at 6,30

and again at 8 30 pm. Wednes-

day, November 10 at 6:30 and

again at 8.30 pm. These free

lectures will be held in the

conference room of the Pikes

Peak Y, located at 207 N

Nevada Ave
If you are a businessman,

student, housewife or executive

this course, which took 5 years

of intensive research to deve-

lop, is a must. You can read

7-10 times laster, comprehend

more, concentrate belter, and

remember longer Students are

offered an additional discount.

This course can be laught to

industry or civic groups at

"Group rales" upon request. Be

sure to attend whichever tree

orientation that fits best in your

schedule

'--— TheCatal\;st • October 29. 1976 •?
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CC Professor Sights Keys to Narrow Carter Win
by Ed Goldstein

If
Nelson Rockefeller had remained

I

the Republican ticket, President

:ord might have captured New York's

irucial 41 electoral votes and squeaked

(Ut a win in Tuesdays election.

That and other provocative thoughts

vere presented by Professor Bob

.oevy, a member of the Political

jcience Department at CC and the

•oordinator of NBC News Colorado

:|eclion return coverage, to 80

nterested students and faculty mem-
}ers Wednesday in a post election

eclure.

Loevy began with a historical

jverview of recent election trends. He
itated that contemporary Presidential

Hections tend to run in cycles with this

lear being a "narrowly" instead of

'normally reinstating election." He
easoned that the Democratic majority

jarty was due to recapture the White

^ouse after two terms of Republican

ule. In fact,' he predicted earlier this

rear that any Democrat would easily

ind up at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.

Then why was It "amazing It was
;lose," as Loevy stated? He attributed

his to another cycle that seems to run

n American Politics where when eight

fears of one party rule comes to an end,

lie electorate will vote that party out,

)ut only with reservations about the

ion incumbent out party challenger.

This seems to have been the case in the

ilections of John Kennedy, Richard

Jlxon, and Carter.

And if recent trends hold up, the

'resident-elect should have an easy
ime in his bid for a second term of

Jemocratic rule. Loevy mentioned how
larties In power have engineered

andslides for President's Eisenhower
n 1956, Johnson in 1964, and Nixon in

A typical voter leaves polls in CC area

precinct,

1972. Loevy thinks that this may be true

partly because of the fact that the party
out of power is usually in such disarray
that the political vacuum that results
often facilitates the rise of unelectable
extremist candidates. Barry Goldwater
and George McGovern have often been
listed in this category.
Whether they are extremist or not,

Loevy predicted that the stock of three
big winners last Tuesday; Senator-elect
S.I. Hayakawa of California, Governor-
elect Jim Thompson of Illinois and
Senator-elect Richard Lugar of Indiana
are bound to rise in Republican circles.

As to what happened last Tuesday,
Loevy cautioned that, "In a close race.

you can name anything that would have

been crucial." Contributing in part to
the Carter victory, said Loevy, was what •

,

political analyst Richard Scammon
called on the Today Show, "The return
of the natives." That being the revival of
the Old Roosevelt New Deal coalition of
the South, labor, Blacks and Eastern
Ethnics.

Of those groups, Loevy placed added
emphasis on Southerners who he
believed to tie "the necessary compo-
nent for a Democratic Presidential
victory." Because of their importance,
Loevy feels that "liberals will have to
continue to live with conservative
southerners," with their influence
weighing heavily on the effectiveness of

what President Carter tries to do.
As for the Republicans, Loevy sensed

that their new power base has migrated
west Into the Rocky l^lountain states
from the Midwest Corn belt. If that Is

true, an East-West spilt might evolve In

the American body politic.

Of great interest to the audience were
reasons why Ford lost, f^lany people
asked Professor Loevy about the effect

that Bob Dole had on the ticket. Loevy
said the choice of the GOP running
mate was a "missed opportunity." He
agreed with students who suggested
that Senator Howard Baker of Tennes-
see, Senator Charles Percy of Illinois,

and even Senator Richard Schweiker of

Pennsylvania, who was lokingly men-
tioned by Professor Fred Sondermann,
could have given Ford a needed lift In

crucial Eastern and Mid-Western states.

\CAA Ruling May Hurt CC Sports

tbyMlkeSlade
At the last annual meeting of the
ational Collegiate Athletic Associa-

iion (NCAA), the members of that body
voted to eliminate all athletic scholar-
ships for Division III member schools.
This move now directly affects athletics
here at CC, a Division III school.
Currently, the NCAA rules classify
schools by enrollment Into three
separate divisions, a move dictated by
cost-conscious football programs In

smaller schools.
A school can have one exception to

this rule, which In CC's case has always
been the soccer team, which competes
In Division I competition. Our powerful
hockey program was considered to be
Division III. But the new rules would
mean suicide for the skating Bengals
in the WCHA if they were not able to
give out scholarships. What, then, can
be done?

What the Athletic Department at CC
would like to do Is to change nothing.
Professor Ray O. Werner, the faculty
representative to both the NCAA and
the WCHA, has drafted an amendment
to the NCAA by-laws, which, in effect.

would allow any school one exception
to the rules, which would enable us to

operate both hockey and soccer as
Division I sports.

The amendment needs to generate
support before January's annual NCAA
meeting. If it is to be passed, Werner
feels that small schools with one or two
major sports programs will favor the

measure, and that big schools have no
real reason to vote either way. Some of

CC's soccer competition In the Division

Far West region might have consider-
able reason to vote against the
measure, since its defeat would drop us
out of the Division I championship
picture.

If the amendment Is defeated, the

only change CC would have to make
would be to relegate the soccer team to

Division III status. Since Soccer Coach
Horst Richardson does not give out
scholarships anyway, all this would do
Is send the Tigers to the Division III

tournament Instead of the Division I

affair.

One of the peculiarities of college

soccer In America is that small schools
are not necessarily weaker than large

As to the Impact of independent
candidate Eugene McCarthy, Loevy said
that no third party candidate has In the
recent past and probably will In the
immediate future make a decisive
difference in a race, because they never
capture states and bottle up the
electoral vote. However he modified his
position to say that the Democrats did
go to great lengths to keep him off the
ballot In New York, and that could have
made a big difference In the final

outcome there.

Perhaps there might have been many
non-traditional reasons for the outcome
of the election. One thread Loevy hit up
was the control the national news
media had over election Issues. He
pointed out how the Carter Playboy
Interview, and the remarks of Earl Butz
and General Brown were kept under
wraps by members of the press until a
strategically crucial time. He didn't

condemn the journalistic practice, but
said that the public should t>e aware of
these manipulations.
As a final thought on the polling,

Loevy said we might be calling this,

"Our first future shock election, where
the people are reacting to a varleyt of
shocks." He sighted the new familiar

lltlny of events that have proved to make
some people want "to make the world
go away." That feeling, said Loevy,
might have been the cause of a trend to

vote against incumbents and the defeat
of 8 out of 10 of Colorado's Amendment
proposals.

The Catalyst
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schools. Indeed, the top-ranked school
in the Far West ratings last week was a
Division II school, while the team CC
was tied for third in the rankings with
was the defending Division I champion.
University of San Francisco.

The necessity of all this could be
alleviated by the amendment. But any
change at all is dictated by CC's primary
emphasis on hockey. The new Division

III rules will prohibit any kind of athletic

scholarships after 1979. As Werner
said, "In order to retain our present
hockey program as it Is operated, and to

remain competitive In the WCHA, we
would have to elect Division I for

hockey. This would cause soccer to

become a Division III sport."

If the amendment is passed, nothing
will change. If not, the soccer team will

eventually have to drop to a Division III

classification, which Isn't really as bad
as it seems. Richardson's booters
might have a better shot at taking the

Division III title, and would still play the

same schedule they play now. Our
soccer schedule Is dictated by
geography more than by classification.

Richardson can "recruit" as It were, by

Fires of London and

Weston Coming
In the coming days, the Co-Curric-

ular Committee of the Leisure

Program will sponsor two major
events of the 1976-1977 performance
series. On Saturday, November 6, the

Fires of London, a world famous
contemporary music ensemble from
London, will perform works by the

group's conductor and director, Peter

Maxwell Davies. Jazz pianist. Randy
Weston will be at the college on
Monday, November 8. Mr. Weston
has emphasized the African Heritage

of jazz in extensive performances and
lectures In the U.S., Europe, and
Africa. Both concerts are scheduled
for 8:15 p.m. in Armstrong, and are

free with CC I.D. Weston will also

jam with students at noon, Monday,
in Bemis Lounge.

schedule, not by competition In his
Division.

The problem Isn't as bad as It seems.
All the College would have to do Is drop
soccer to Division III, which might even
benefit, and certainly couldn't hurt, the
soccer program. But CC sports mentors
would rather retain the status quo,
which accounts for the amendment.

Should SAGA
Change Meal Day?
Two Colorado College sophomores

have joined the force of Saga watchers
on campus, and have deposited a
unique Idea for change Into the

suggestion box. Tim Zarlengo and
Steve WInship propose a switch In the

weekend meal schedule, "simply

moving dinner from Saturday night to

Sunday night."

The men represent no official group
other than "ourselves," but suspect that

their recommendation, and the reason-

ing behind It, will be understood and
praised by most of the student body.
"Going out on Sunday is a hassle,"

says WInship. "You're rushed with

studying, and end up going to Mac's.

On Saturday you could go out and
spend more time."

The two believe that the economic
advantage also serves as a strong

argument In favor of the alteration. A
Saga meal would be ready for students
returning from weekend trips or

blockbreaks, and costs would be lower

for those who now pay for a fancy

pre-dance dinner on Saturday night and
must journey out again the next

evening.

"Some people say that social life

around here is bad if you're not a

Greek," WInship suggests warily. "This

may sound corny, but the dating

situation would improve with Saturday

night off."

Saga manager Bill Batey believes that

the switch is a feasible Idea, but warns

that his biggest concern Is "student

reaction." Therefore, a survey will

appear within the next two weeks to

gauge CC's feeling on the subject.
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Dope and the Laws: Your Rules and Rights Today
by Ken Stem

(CPS)--lt's moving day for University

of California anthropology student

Melanie Ford. Back and forth between
her Los Angeles home and her car she
trudges, loading it up with everything

that'll make her year at DC Riverside

that much more enjoyable.

Suddenly, as Ford steps off her porch
with a small planter, a passing L.A. cop
screeches to a halt, leaps from his car.

slaps a pair of handcuffs on her and
reads her rights. The planter, it turns

out, contains five slender marijuana

plants. Melanie Ford is UNDER
ARREST. What does she do?

It's a familiar scene these days, even
as polls show 27 million An>ericans
puffing the funny weed and even as
some states loosen up their laws

governing its use. But people are still

faced with marijuana arreslS"41 6,000

last year alone—so one's actions when
confronted with the police have
tremendous legal implications that

could eventually spell the difference

between acquittal and conviction.

Lawyers stress the importance of

paying great attention to search and
arrest procedures because the great

majority of criminal cases never go to

trial. In Detroit, only five percent of

people arrested actually go to court; in

Houston, just two percent of 16,000
people arrested in 1970 ever got their

day in cOurt, according to a massive
legal study made that year.

While search and arrest laws are as
hopelessly confusing for lawyers,

judges and police forces as they are for

normal people, there are still some
basic do's and don'ts regarding the
police that all drug users should keep in

their dope besotten minds.
The cardinal rule in dealing with the

cops is, "When you're not possessing,
start confessing." At least, be as
cooperative as possible if you've got
nothing to hide.
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you over, the law indicates the best

place is the bod. The Supreme Court

has ruled that unless a person is

actually being placed under arrest, cops
may only search for weapons. Anything

stashed on the body, even if it is an o.z.

of killer Columbian, can't reasonably be

construed as a weapon or used
against you.

In the home or dorm, where one's

rights are the same, the best response

to that midnight knock on the door by

the men in blue is to demand a search

warrant. Should they not produce, you

may politely assert that they don't have

the right to enter. If they persist, you
should let them in to save yourself from

a possible pummeling, but as in the

case of the car. remember the police are

breaking the law. Again, the body is the

best place to stash the weed.

Remember also that no college offici

has the right to allow the police
i,

search your dorm room.
Speaking of dope and the laJ

students planning to do any narcotii

business through the U.S. Mail shouij

be aware of the postal service's pi

"dope profile" that helps inspectoi

sniff out fishy parcels that smack
dope. According to court records]

sturdy packages weighing 16 to

pounds marked "airmail" are most likeij

to fit the profile and be yanked from
bin and inspected for drugs.

Moreover, the government hi

developed a dog equipped with

extra-sensitive snoot who can sniff oi

even the most assiduously hidden

drugs. Major Jeffrey Linn says the Armj

has evolved the super dog whose no;

knows no limits after eight years

research and $1.8 million.

If you do have something of the

narcotic persuasion to conceal, the

name of the game is to "Be cool." If you
are stopped by the police while driving,

the driver and passenger should
immediately leave the car and walk back
towards the porice car in an
unthreatening manner. This deft ma-
neuver prevents the police from having

legal cause to search the car.

The police, however, have been
known to break the law themselves, so
they may insist on looking through the

car even if the driver and passengers are

not in it. If this happens, tell the officer

as politely as possible you don't want to

consent to a search. If the police

persist, lawyers say it's advisable to

follow their orders but remember, you
have still preserved your right. Should
the case ever wind its torturous way
through the legal system and end up in

court, the police action can be used in

your favor.

As to the nagging question of what to

do with the dope when the cops pull

DU Pre-Law Conference Set
College students, particularly minori-

ty students and any other person
interested in attending law school are

invited to a free Rocky Mountain
Pre-Law Conference at the University of

Denver, Monday, Nov. 8. The confer-

ence which begins at 11:30 a.m. and
ends at 6:00 p.m., will be held In the
University of Denver Student Union,

2050 E. Evans Ave. Co-sponsors are

Colorado State University, the Univers-

ity of Northern Colorado, Regis College
and the University of Denver.

Colleges and schools of law from at

least 22 universities, most of them in

the western United States, will have
admissions representatives at the
conference to counsel both individual

students and pre-law advisors from area

colleges and universities.

A buffet luncheon and individual

conferences for law school representa-

tives and pre-law advisors will be

followed at 2 p.m. by a presentation on
job placement prospects for law

graduates, and a panel on changing

patterns in law school admissions. That

will be followed at 3 p.m. by a series of

individual conferences between law

school representatives and individual

persons interested in attending law

school, and an organization meeting
and conference on testing for the

pre-law advisors.

A career in law-
without iaw sciiooi.

What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an

undergraduate education and a challenging, respon-
sible career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.

Three months of intensive training can give you
the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers. You
choose one of the seven courses offered—choose
the city in which you want to work.

Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training
has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms,

banks, and corporations in over 75 cities. -

If you are a senior of high academic standing and
are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant.

we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.

We will visit your campus on

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
235 South 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Legal. Inc.

Career Counseling: What's Available
SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Pre-Law Conference, Denver University Student Union, Ivlonday, November

8, 2-6 p.m. Over 20 law schools from across the nation will be represented.

This is an opportunity to make personal contact with law schools, find out

about their programs and admission policies and gather information about

the schools which interest you. Even if you are not a senior this year or have

not definitely decided on a career in law, their Pre-Law Concerence will be a

valuable experience for you.

Is There fkAoney in Math?-Or, Employment Opportunities in Math and

Related Areas, Rastall, Room 212, Tuesday, November 9, 3:30 p.m. For all

math majors and other students interested in a career in mathematics, faculty

and community people will discuss job opportunities, how to seek

employment, and answer questions.

Graduate School: Everything You Wanted to Know but Were Afraid to Ask.

Rastall, Room 212, Thursday, November 18. The time to apply is now. Jim

Volz will discuss how to decide if grad school is where you want to go, how

to research and choose the school for you and how to get into the school of

your choice. Bring your questions.

ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING
The University of Southern California and Columbia Law School are both

interviewing in Rastall today, -Friday, Novembers.
Proctor and Gamble. Mr. Don Bevis will discuss opportunities in sales and

sales management in this international corporation. Wednesday, November

10, Rastall. Call 568 or 569 for appointment.

American Graduate School of International Management [Thunderbird

Campus]. Professor William King will be campus to interview interested

students from 9-5 p.m. on Friday, November 12. Call 568 or 569 for an

appointment.

FULL Tlfi/IE JOB OPENINGS
Sales, local radio broadcasting station.

Manager, experienced. Chamber tvlusic Northwest, Portland, Oregon.

Dancer, winter tour, Tandy Beal and Company.
Operation Manager, BA and experience, Auraria Student Center, Denver.

Various administrative and professional positions, University of Nebrasl^a.

Salesman, local life and casualty insurance store.

INTERNSHIPS
Agency (or International Development Intern Program. Applications being

accepted until November 26 for two year programs with the U.S. Foreign

Service to begin September, 1977.

Newspaper Fund Internships, Juniors only. Editing internships for

students with newspaper experience. Reporting internships for those with

little or no experience. Apply by December 1.

Interested in the LAW?
. . .and in a career? ^

A representative of the University JraJ
of San Diego, and the National Center tI|^

for Paralegal Training's aA^

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM M
will be on campus Univ. of Denver
Wed. Nov. 10, and Univ. of Colorado
Thurs. Nov. 11 from 9 a.m. to noon
to discuss details of the Program and career

opportunities for college graduates in this

growing, new field.

. . .You may qualify for this intensive, 12 week,

post-graduate course, which prepares you to

assume a responsible position as a stcilled

member of the legal team.

Arrange to

schedule a

Univ. of

4"

SD

attend a group presentation and
personal interview through
Denver 753-3511
Colorado 492-6541
at the address below.
For Free Brochure, contact:

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

Alcala Park

San Diego, CA 921 10

(714)291.6480 Ext. 247

INTERNATIONAL

CAREER?

^
A representative

will be on the campus

FRIDAY
NOVEIVEBER 12, 1976
to discuss qualifications for

advanced study at

AMERICAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities

in the field of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

terviews may be schieduled ;

STUDENT AFFAIRS
OFFICE

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOi
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306
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^ews Shows For FAC
by Carol Garten

Have you been to the Colorado
iprings Fine Arts Center recently? Do
ou know what it Is and where to find it?

d you realize that its galleries are full

new exhibitions?

The Colorado Springs Fine Arts
Center Is the museum located one block

south of the campus, almost directly

! behind Packard Hall. The address is 30

;
West Dale.

Two new shows recently opened.
"New Accessions USA" opened Octo-

'

ber 22 and will close December 4,

containing paintings and two-dimen-
sional works purchased by major

' American museums within the last two
years. "Mexican Folk Art" opened
November 2 and will close January 1.

The folk art, from the 19th and 20th
. centuries, is displayed simulating a
Mexican open air market and chapel.
"New Accessions" exhibits many

'different styles and media. It is

.-comprised of photo-realistic painting,
onceptual art, an assemblage of
ranches, collage, silverpoint, and oil

nd acrylic painting- Curator ' Bin
lenning stated that there is "no single
haracteristic representative of Ameri-
an museum buying."
"Gumball #10: Sugardaddy," by
harles Bell, from the Guggenheim
luseum and "Crab Blue," by Ben
chonzeit, from the Worcester Art
luseum are two examples of photo-
lalism; which emphasizes accurate
presentation of objects, almost to the
oint of tortured reality.

The supremacy of the object is partly
"

a reaction against abstract expression-
ism. It is also a response to the
accusation that contemporary painters
have no technique. Henning states that
photo-realism is, as well, an "exercise
of virtuoso performance. It is done. In
part, to show that it can be done."

Photo-realism is accomplished by
developing a negative on a photo-sensi-
tized canvas, similar to photographic
paper. The canvas bearing the photo-
graphic image is then painted. Or an
artograph machine may magnify a
photograph and project the enlarged
image on the canvas, which is then
painted.

Conceptual art emphasizes the
importance of "the Word," or the
explanation behind contemporary art. In

fact, conceptual art consists of words
only. It is a kind of anti-art, or art

without being art. Lawrence Weiner's
"In Relation to an Increase in Quantity
Regardless of Quality...," from the
tvluseum of tviodern Art, is the only
piece of conceptual art in the "New
Accessions" show.
The "IVIexican Folk Art" exhibition

was developed in cooperation with C.C.
The show's focal exhibit, the chapel,
was created by C.C. students. One of
the main purposes of the show is to
coordinate with the course on fiflexican

art (AH 413), to be taught by visiting

professor Elizabeth Cuellar. Cuellarwill
also give a public lecture during
December.
The fvlexican exhibit is quite varied:

blankets, copperware, embroidred
shirts and ponchos, belts, candelabras,
ceramic plates, bowls, and vases are on
display. A tooled saddle and leather
goods, hats and baskets, giasswork,
masks, jewelry, and paintings are also
included in the show.
The Saltitio blankets, with diamonds

in the center, are particularly valuable.
They were woven during the 19th
century. Later this year, an entire show
of the blankets will be exhibited. The
large pots serving as planters are
Halisko, which are no longer made and
are especially rare.

Last Sunday C.C. was treated to a rare treat, a big name rock
band. The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band played two shows, amid some
poor acoustics, and a persistent hum in the first show, and second
show Halloween rowdlness. The band was tight and so was the
audience, which made for an overall excellent evening.

Gocxl Tunes From Music Festival
by Paul Butler

Colorado College enjoyed a wide
variety of musical performances last

weei< when Jackson House presented
its fall music festival.

The first performance of the week
probably received the warmest recep-
tion as classical guitarists Brian
Prud'homme and Carl Walters gave a
firelight performance of Renaissance,
Elizabethan and more recent guitar
pieces. The audience was also
pleasantly surprised by the fine

performances that evening of two
ensemble groups new -to campus this

year, The Colorado College String
Players and the CC Madrigai Singers.
While audiences enjoyed convention-

al harmonies during most of the week,
they were treated to a discordant
delight when Professor Curtis Smith, in

perhaps the most unusual presentation
of the festival, analysed and performed
Shoenberg's "Three Piano Pieces, Opus
11."

Other events during the week
included an electronic music presenta-

tion by Professor Steve Scott, a piano
recital by a number of CC students, a
lecture on the history of |azz by
Professor Dave Roeder, and the festival

finale, an outdoor concert featuring

musicians from the campus and
community in Cutler Quad,

The top-notch quality of most
performances wa sovershadowed some-
what by the modest attendance at the
festival. The outdoor festival concert In

particular suffered from a small number
of people while amateur musicians
provided six hours of live enteriain-

Despite the less than overwhelming
attendance at some events, Jackson
house considered the festival a great
success and has decided to continue
musical presentations. The group will

begin a "Wednesday evening at

seven-thirty" series which will feature
college musicians throughout the year.

Anyone Interested in performing in this

series should call Jackson House at

extension 286.

Outdoor Recreation Trips

Jinxes Place
Platte and Tejon Streets

FOR
PLEASURABLE

PONG-POOL & POTABLES

tie hunudcMi hsoti

You'll be glad

you've got a

boot this good!

Mountain Chalet
226 N. Tejon

633-0732

You say you'd like to go cross-
country skiing or backpacking over
block-break but you can't afford it? If

you are currently receiving some sort of

financial aid, either from the College or

in the form of a scholarship, you may
qualify for financial assistance for

organized trips sponsored by the

Outdoor Recreation Committee (ORC)
of Leisure Program.
ORC organizes, with College subsi-

dy, a wide variety of outdoor trips from
block break cross-country skiing and
backpacking to spring break adventures
to Mexico and Escalante. If you would
like to participate in these events but
are reluctant because of the cost, there

are two possible sources of financial

assistance depending on individual

need.

If you are presently receving some
form of substantial student aid, the

Outdoor Recreaton Committee has
limited funds available for participant

assistance. If you are not on student
aid, but are in the "student straights" of

temporary bankruptcy, short term loans
are available through the Student Aid
Office since ORC's trips are sanctioned
educational expenses.

If you feel you qualify for ORC's

Economical

and Ecological

Cleaners, cosmetics, vitamins

and protein, personal care

products Biodegrades within 24

hrs-to 7 days- Unconditionally

guaranteed. Call Trisha or

Patrick. Shaklee-The polution

solution.

473-2594
1530 N. Tejon

assistance you should keep an eye out
for trip posters and pick up an
application from Rastall desk (preferab-

ly before trip sign up) and return it as
soon as possible. Your application will

be reviewed in strict confidence by an
ORC representative. Based on recom-
mendation from the Student Aid Office

according to Individual need, you will

be notified immediately of the amount
of ORC assistance. This will take the

form of a grant and will usually cover

partial cose of the trip, expecting the

student to supply the balance according

to ability.

ACLU Seminar
Interested persons are invited to

register for one or both of the two civil

liberties seminar/ discussion groups
planned for Movember by Patrick Lilly,

President of the Pikes Peak Chapter of

the American Civil Liberties Union. The
seminars are primarily designed for

individuals who do not have a firm

grounding in civil liberties theory and
wish to learn more.
On the 5th of November, Anthony

Renzo, chairman of the Legal Panel of

the ACLU of Colorado, will speak on
"Rights of Free Speech and Associa-

tion," and on the 19th, Larry Gaddls,

counsel for the Pikes Peak Family

Counseling and Mental Health Center,

will speak on "The Rights of Mental

Patients." Each session will begin at

noon with a half-hour television

program from the ACLU-produced
series "The Rights of Americans."

For registration or further informa-

tion, phone Patrick Lilly at 599-7593.

Coffee will be served.
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=Editorial =^=i^=^==^=^i==^=^=
Carter and the Mindless Medium

James Earl Carter, Jr. is now our President-elect. But come
January, there is little time for a honeymoon for Jimmy Carter. Our

country faces serious problems both internally and abroad, and it

will be his job to immediately confront them head on. In his two

year rise from obscurity. Carter has promised the American people

many things, perhaps too many. The real question now is can he

keep them. The Editor certainly hopes that he can.

If this campaign has proved anything, it has shown us that the

mindless medium of television and enormous amounts of money
can very well determine the outcome of a candidacy or an

amendment.
In Colorado alone, more than three million dollars was spent in

brainwashing the electorate to vote no on the nuclear amendment,

the bottle bill amendment, the food tax amendment, and more. No
issues were presented, no facts were discussed, but the Colorado

voters nevertheless turned down eight of the ten amendments due

to the incredible Influx of anti-amendment advertising on

television.

This has only reinforced the political hypothesis that this

country has become too dependent on television to make up its

own mind on our political future. What has happened is that the

proportion of dollars spent in a campaign has become directly

related to the winning margin. The more dollars you spend, the

more votes you get. As a result, many of us found ourselves voting

against "sugar coated lemons," "The wrong solution to the right

problem," and "an amendment which would ban nuclear power

from Colorado."
Did we really know what we were voting for Tuesday? Or was it

easier to let television do our thinking for us? As voters, we had

two responsibilities: the first was to become acquainted with the

issues, and the second was to exercise our vote based on a

complete understanding of those issues. Had we done so, we
might have disproved the adage that the boob really isn't in the

tube, but in front of it.

Who Are They Trying to Kid?

Colorado College never seems to tire of elections, and with the
senior' class elections warming up with all the excitement of a
pre-adolescent elementary school campaign, one can't help but
wonder who is taking it very seriously. Indeed, one must question
some of the candidates' seriousness, given their statements of

candidacy.

One thing is for sure; the Alumni Office takes these elections
very seriously. Class representatives are a means of keeping in

touch with the alumni in order to sap them for more money for the
College. But besides all that. It's good to see that so many epople
are interested in the offices, serious or not. But after Monday's
elections, the Senior class will have determined who the most
popular upperclassmen are, not necessarily the most sincere.

CC: An Unreal World?

Many people claim that we students nestled at the foot of Pikes

Peak lead an unreal life at Colorado College. Not concerned with

poverty, unemployment, or inflation, we are often portrayed

gallavanting around in our BMWs in search of our upper social

strata nirvana. But as Senior Patty Freudenberg said at last

weekend's President's Panel, there isn't anything unreal about it.

Her argument was that our life here is really no different from
whence we came, and will probably be no different when we step

out into the "real world." Her point is well taken, The Catalyst

would encourage some kind of input in the way of commentaries
about It.
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i^ Letters

=

Drunk Jocks Kuhlman Krazy
Dear Editor,

In an article in last week's paper on
campus vandalism, one of our Resident
Advisors. Frank Lane, placed the blame
for vandalism on "drunk jocks" who
destroy property when "they are not
busy with classes and when their sport
is out of season."

If this assinine statement, which is a
hasty generalization at best, is the most
intelligent thought that one of our
RA's can have on a serious problem
such as vandalism, then we strongly

suggest to the administration that it

reappraise its criteria for selecting

students for positions of responsibility

such as Resident Advisors.

Sincerely,

Stuart Rifkin

RickSauer
Joe Higgins
Greg Harpel

Ted Swan

All letters must be typed, double-

spaced and submitted no later than the

Monday night before publication.

Letters are printed on a first-come, first

served basis and may be edited for

length and grammar.

Imput Needed in Housing Mess
by Nancy Joseph

At the end of each semester, the

perennial problem of how to get off

campus surges to the surface of the CC
campus. To head off this wave of

confusion, frustration and anger, the

CCCA Residential and Housing Com-
mittee is searching for an improved
procedure.
To begin with, it must be remem-

bered that the residence halls are a

basic component of the Block Plan and
financially they must remain full. In the

past, the Director of Housing determ-
ined who got off campus. The first

problem in this system is that decisions
were made merely by reading applica-

tions and judging them with no criteria.

Secondly, this procedure was extremely
time consuming both in the preliminary
reading process and in the followup
complaini sessions. The small advan-
tage of personal input into this system
is overweighed by the excessive time

Involved.

The Housing Committee proposes
ti

change to a more effective system. Th

suggested lottery procedure wouti

select those permitted off campus bj

class, juniors then sophomores. Sefi

iors would continue to be automalil

off-campus if requested, and "speciaj

cases" of confirmed medical, psychK
logical or financial nature would also \Lm

automatic. This system would be moi

efficient time-wise and would b

random rather than arbitrary.

The committee is by no mean
convinced that a lottery is the solutio

to all of the problems, but it appears tti

best we have found. Angry condemn!
tlons of the lottery as arbitrary an

impersonal are of no use to us, we nee

help in the form of construct!

suggestions to solve our problem

economically. Please attend the ope

forum on November 8 at 3:00 in Ih

WES Room in Rastall.

Off-Campus Lottery Poses Problems
by Christie Balka

"Eligibility to live off campus is

currently being discussed by the CCCA
Residential Housing Committee. The
procedure for determining who is

eligible to live off campus is about to be
changed.

Under the existing system, seniors

are automatically permitted to live off

campus. Those with junior and
sophomore standing submit applica-

tions stating their reasons for wanting
to move off campus to the Director of

Residential Programs and Housing, Bill

Flanagan. Flanagan's office estimates
the number of students which can be
released from dormitory housing, and
reviews applications. Those who
present the most valid or well

documented arguments for moving off

campus are then granted permission to

do so.

In response to criticism that this

system Is too arbitrary, because the
large volume of off-campus applica-
tions to be reviewed, and because all of

the weight of these decisions rests on
Flanagan, a lottery system has been
proposed as an alternative.

Under the lottery system, seniors and
those who have reason for living off

campus which are documented by
doctors, would still be allowed to live

off campus. Remaining juniors and
sophomores would then draw numbers
randomly. Students with the lowest
numbers would be permitted to move
off campus, until the quota determined

by the Director of Residential Programs
and Housing is filled.

The lottery system, which is about to

be approved by the CCCA Residential

Housing Committee, Is at least as
arbitrary as the existing system. Most

students attending a school of this si;

hope to avoid impersonal, autocrali

decisions such as those which a lotlefi

dictates. (This system Is less fair than;,

computerized housing form common
l^^^

larger universities.)

Additionally, the lottery system wi

encourage more students to apply 'c

off campus living. Those who do no

have firmly grounded necessities to N

off campus will reason that becaus

they have just as great a chance a-

anyone else, they might as well drawi

number and go through the entif

procedure. The odds for those who
have substantial reasons for moving
campus, will then be decreased,

volume of applicants as well as tl

complexity of the procedure will accfi

under a lottery system.
An alternative to both the exislii

system and the proposed one, consis!

of establishing a committee to revi

applications for off campus housing

decisions are made by several person

the entire volume and weight of

decisions will not rest on Housi'

Director Flanagan. Furthermore, apP

cations approved by a commit
cannot be said to be arbltrafi

approved. A modification of the lotte

system Is also under conslderatio

This modification involves establishi'

a committee to which dissatisfii

students could appeal individual case

if you have strong reactions, eitt*

positive or negative, to any of ''

procedures explained, or If you fi^'

new solutions or alternatives to fi

problem please contact Bill Flanaga

The CCCA Residential Housing Co'

mittee will hold an open forum on tf

subject, this Monday, November 8

* and a final decision will be based on >'

outcome of thisiorunu-, .'_,

ho(
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Pass - Fail and a Well Rounded Education at CC
Dexter Querriert is a senior

philosophy major at CC. As part of

^hat The Catalyst hopes to be a

continuing dialogue about issues of

campus Importance, we invited our
readers to submit commentaries to

the newspaper. We request that the

pieces be typed, double spaced, and
submitted to The Catalyst no later

than Monday night before publica-

tlon. If you have any questions,

please call the office at extension 326

or leave us a note at our Rastall Desk
box.

by Dexter Guerrferi

A Liberal Arts Education provides

the student with an opportunity to

explore and study a variety of

academic subjects. However, school

is not everything. In the well-rounded
person, this academic element must
be balanced by the personal and
social elements in one's life. In other

words, a student should ideally set

aside an adequate amount of time for

her or his special interests and time
to socialize with friends.

On the other hand, John Doe might
argue: What is one's purpose at this

school, if not to participate, to center

one's life around this school for the
tour short years one Is here?
Therefore, he might go on to say one
should arrange one's social and
personal life around this academic
element, fitting in the personal and
social elements only when there's

extra time. In this fashion, John Doe
hopes to accomplish a great deal and
become a well-rounded person with
his Liberal Arts Education.
The obvious difference between

John Doe and myself is that he wants
to become a well-rounded person
and I want to be a well-rounded
person. Let's look at the John Doe of

the future, after his four years of

college. Given his job and his family
and his special interests, will he be a
well-rounded person? My guess is

that he will continue in the habits he
has already formed; he will concen-
trate on his work in the hopes of

getting a raise or a better job, leaving
the family and his personal interests

avoided? For one thing, professors
should make an effort to avoid
overloading the students with work.
It is admittedly a good experience in

developing one's self-discipline to be
assigned an overbearing amount of
material; it's good to be pushed, to
be asked to do more than you ever
thought was possible. The problem
with this approach is that the class
tends to become more of an exercise
in self-discipline than a class about a
particular subject.
The emphasis seems to be on

capacity to conquer quantity rather
than capacity to reflect on the
particular material in a meaningful
way, in a way that will solidly place
the concepts in one's memory.
Maybe it's time to ask ourselves,

who ts this education for? "Surely it's

not for my parents or Graduate
School Admissions Offices; my
education is for me!" But those
people who intend to go to Graduate
School need to provide an accurate
record of their work. Unless you're
one of those one-in-a-thousand
types, most professors won't remem-
ber what kind of student you were
five years ago. How are they going to
remember without refering to the
grade book? One way to avoid this
problem which involves Pass/ NO is

to contact all professors from whom
you might someday want recommen-
dations, and request that they write
down and file a few notes about your
work under them. By the way, this
might not be a bad idea, even if one
is taking classes for grades.
With Pass/NC, where does the

incentive come from? Because we
have been influenced by grades since
Kindergarten, adjusting to rewards
that aren't in the form of grades can
be difficult. Rewards come in the
form, of a professor's comments at

the end of a paper, and from a feeling
of accomplishment that accompan-
ies living up to one's expectations of

one's self. Pass/NC forces the
student to evaluate a course in terms
of how much she or he learned. In

taking classes Pass/NC, you must
rely on yourself to evaluate your

"Grades coerce the student into a gross imbalance toward the
academic element if the quantity of material is too much for that
student."

on the side. Even though he loves his
wife and children and has an exciting
hobby, these personal and social
elements are repressed, just as they
were during his academic days, In

the hopes of a better future.
It is partly due to these reasons

that we fine the "successful"
businessman who is inept as
husband and father because he has
kept his personal and social life at a
level secondary to his academic life

or his job. Can John Doe hope to
progressively become more of a
well-rounded person by excelling in a
variety of academic subjects or by
giving his work nearly all of his
attention? How is he going to
become a well-rounded person if he
continually represses the personal
and social elements of his life?

During school, how can this
imbalance toward the academic be

effort, your progress and your
understanding of the material;

professors can only be an aid in this

evaluation. You will find that you are

often your own toughest critic.

Maybe this is the reason several

professors find that some of their

best students take classes Pass/NC.

I switched permanently to Pass/
NC one year ago. I no longer live in

the fear of getting a lower grade than
I think I deserve. I feel more in

control of my academic life and I

work with a consistently higher level

of interest. I am no longer punished
academically (with a poor grade) for

something that involved my personal
or social life, example: wondering
whether this is the right major or the
right school for me, or having a
dispute with a close friend, both of

which take a great deal of energy and

iSfe^^^

time. I strongly believe that the major
Ideas presented by a professor are of
primary importance, but if a
professor begins dealing with secon-
dary material which holds little

interest for me (No two professors
teach a given course in an identical
way.), I can maintain a high level of
interest by concentrating on different
secondary material or the same
material from a different viewpoint.
This higher level of Interest entices
me into a more active level of
participation.

carefully.

We have dealt with the academic
participation, so now let's consider
the evaluation of that participation.
We must deal with grades, the usual
standard of evaluation. As Professor
John Riker points out, It is difficult
for professors to gauge a student's
ability during a given Block. Progress
and effort, therefore, often have little
to do with the actual letter grade
received. Students must be com-
pared with their fellow classmates
for grades via strict Identify-the-

"Maybe it's time to ask ourselves, who is this education for?
Surely it's not for my parents or Graduate School Admissions
Offices: my education is for me!'

"

So, if you find yourself in the
position I found myself, feeling that
grades don't offer enough of the right
kind of incentive; that they aren't an
accurate judge of one's work,
including effort and progress; that
you can remember the grade you got
easier than you can remember what
the paper was about; that you're
trying to become a well-rounded
person in the future rather than trying
to be well-rounded now; that you
wish your level of interest was
higher; that you feel grades stifle
your creativity because they some-
times force you to work day and
night, leaving you no free time; and
that grades don't offer a fulfilling
reward, try taking a class or two
Pass/NC and judge for yourself.

Under the Block Plan, maintaining
the delicate balance between over-
simplification of material (making for

little challenge) and becoming
swamped in the particulars (leaving
the student with no major ttioughts
other than the fact that it's finally

Block Break) is of crucial importance
and distinguishes the good profes-
sors from the bad.

Is there nothing we can do about
it? Is the imbalance or balance of the

personal, social and academic
elements of our lives subject to the
quantity of material assigned by our
professors? For example, an assign-
ment that Is too large would mean an
imbalance towards the academic
during a given block: and on the
other hand, assignments that are too
small could lead to an overemphasis
on the personal and social elements.
Does it ' follow that everything

depends on the professor? Is the

problem solved by a careful choice of

professors?
Regretfully, this careful choice can

only partially solve the problem. A
good professor can assign a work
load that Is neither too large nor too
small for the average student, but as
individual students, none of us fit the

criteria for "the average student".

There is a way out of this mess; take

classes Pass/No Credit. But this

thought needs to be explored more

terms tests or essays asking for a
good understanding of the material.
In this way good grades are a source
of incentive for some and a thorn in
the heart of creativity for others.
Good grades can mean a reward for
one's effort, examples: a feeling of
accomplishment, pleased parents
and professors, a ticket into
Graduate School, or even a feeling of
strength by "rising above the crowd."

However, good grades can also
mean no free time if one Is In a
difficult class with a large quantity of
material. "Free time" translates to
mean the time to be alone, reflecting,
or socializing with one's friends.
Many of us are sick of thinking, "Oh
well, I can't do anything but study in

this twenty-four-hour-a-day class; I

won't have time to see my friends at

parties or otherwise and I'll just have
to put oft reading that novel for
another month,"

Study. Study. Ask yourself, am I

studying to learn or to get that sacred
letter? Is the material Interesting,
and if It Is, am I studying the
Interesting parts or am I cramming
myself with trivia which I won't
remember, just to get a better grade?
Is the night before a test a night of

sleepless agony, or Is It an evening
of comfortable review which helps
you understand all the material as a
whole?
Grades coerce the student Into a

gross imbalance toward the academ-
ic element if the quantity of material
Is too much for that student. In this

case. Is not the incentive encouraged
by grades unhealthy for a person
attempting to lead a well-rounded
life. With grades, incentive often has
little to do with interest; Ideally,

however, interest In the subject
material should generate Incentive to

work hard. But if we are to degrade
A, B, C grades like this, we must
come up with a viable alternative;

that alternative is to take classes
Pass/NC. Let us look at how
Pass/NC initiates incentive and
rewards and how Pass/NC responds
to the Graduate School demand,
GIVE ME GRADES!

Women's Health Neglected by Boettcher

Benny's Board Statement

Mr. Editor:

It has been suggested by the CCCA
that future Boards of Directors of

Benjamin's Basement be selected In

open all-campus elections. We do not

feel that this suggestion addresses the

real problem-thai of accountability of

future Boards to the campus commun-
ity. There are several possibilities being

discussed presently. We are open to

any suggestions. Please leave them at

Rastall desk or at Benny's.
Benjamin's Basement

Board of Directors

by Elizabeth LentinI and
Cindy Meyar

Presently there are no gynecologi-
cal services available on the

Colorado College campus. This

represents a major discrepency In the

health-care attitude of the College

towards its students, and presents

great problems to individual stu-

dents. Boettcher Health Center, the

College's health care facility, does
refer students who are seeking

attention to private gynecologists,

but only upon request. This is wrong.
First of all, gynecological services

are a fundamental part of good health

care, and should be conveniently

available in a manner which will

further the health-care education of

all CC students. Specifically, trans-

portation presents a problem to the

majority of students, since Planned
Parenthood and individual doctors

are not necessarily conveniently

located. The only acceptable means
of solving this Is to provide

gynecological services on campus.
The present ommission of these

services could also be Interpreted as
a reluctance on the part of the

College to recognize gynecological
services as a necessary and
fundamental building block In the

overall scheme of providing proper
health care. It also does not help

create an atmosphere of overall

awareness In the CC community,
which Is a fundamental part of the

basic health care.

Two years ago, students began to

investigate this problem. There was a
lot of positive response from the

student body but no action was taken

to change the situation. Nothing has
been done in the Interim. We feel

strongly about this Issue, and the

time to take action is long overdue.

In certain areas, CC is admittedly a

progressive educational Institution:

but It has revealed a serious blind

spot in this specific area. We expect

to find that we are not alone in our

observations, and that there will be a

strong show of support towards
changing the health care situation on
this campus.
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Security Situation Improves

Despite Rising Crime Rate
by Linda RIgler

Do you jump at things that go bump

in the night? Since 1971. the Colorado

College security program has been

unceasing in its efforts to make the

campus a safer place to live by

increasing security measures and

Informing students of new develop-

ments and precautions through security

education.
Through a series of interviews with

Security Education director Donna
Dwigans, Security supervisor Lee

Parks, Physical Plant director James

Crossey, the Colorado Springs Police

Deparlment, and assorted CC women, a

clearer picture was presented concern-

ing the present security situation on

and off campus, the problems that

exist, and new programs and projects

undertaken in order to ameliorate those

problems.
Dwigans stated that the student-

based CCCA Security Commission is

quite active in informing students of

security matters involving self-protec-

tion and anti-theft measures. Along

with producing a security survey last

block {the results of which have yet to

be published), the Commission had

plans for operating an off-campus

transport system to drive off-campus

students home after dark.

Since this proposed system would

cost a couple thousand dollars, the

Commission hopes to become a

legitimate CCCA-funded committee in

order to receive more money. The

Commission is also investigating the

possibility of opening classroom

buildings or dorm lounges after hours

to acommodate late or all night

studiers.

The Commission also plans to

present the film, "How to Say No to a

Rapist and Survive", and has again

brought Lt. James Smith to CC to

instruct a three-week "Common-sense
Self-Defense" course beginning in early

November.
Ms. Dwigans remarked that the

newest problem Security faces is how
to deal with the increasing number of

reported obscene phone calls to

off-campus women living alone. She
said that the telephone company will

cooperate in such a situation and

change numbers for free, but added that

the woman must notify Security first.

The fact that women are no longer

reluctant to report these calls is evident

in the increase in reported calls and
signifies that they are concerned
enough to take action.

Concerning the recent attack of a CC
coed outside Tutt Library in a

well-lighted place at 10:30 p.m.,

Dwigans said that the girl acted

correctly in resisting. "She made an
aggressive statement; she blew her

whistle and it freaked him out. Basically

she's made kind of a psychological

statement; she said, 'I am prepared for

you' and he's not going to stay and pick

on somebody like that, he's going to

find somebody who's a more passive

victim and easier to conquer."

Dwigans added that the escort

system has shown more student

support this year. 230 people are

voluntarily signed up for one semester

compared to 200 last year. 76% have

agreed to escort off-campus as

opposed to only about 10-12% last

year. Escorts will again be listed by

dorm and wing, but off-campus escorts

will be designated as to escorting by

foot, bike, or car. Ms. Dwigans

laughed, "And then we have one guy

who will escort on a motorcycle!"

Security Supervisor Lee Parks says

with the doubling of the security force

within the last five years, the incidence

of crime on campus has decreased

considerably. Parks cited increasing

student cooperation in immediately

reporting strangers and thefts as a

major reason for the decrease in

on-campus incidents.

He said that he still sees females

walking alone at night and added that

seven bike thefts were reported since

the beginning of the school year. Parks

re-emphasized the importance of

locking room doors, saying that last

week's Arthur House ripoff of $850-

$1000 worth of stereo equipment

occurred when the front door was left

unlocked.
The Physical Plant is currently

involved in further illuminating the CC
campus after dark by installing lights in

such places as the El Pomar ramp,

Tenney House area, south side of

Taylor, east Mathias parking lot.

Off Campus Housing
1. Deadline for Off-Campus Hous-

ing Applications is December 1st at

5:00 P.fvl. Any applications submit-

ted after that date will not be

accepted. Decisions will be made as

soon as possible after that date.

2. All students who wish to apply

for Head Resident or Resident

Advisor positions, but who will be on
leave second semester, should

contact Bill Flanagan in the Housing
Office in Ticknor.

3. Students who are withdrawing

from schooJ, going on leave of

absence, or seniors who are

exercising their option to move
off-campus, must notify the Housing
Office no later than December Ist.

Failure to do so will result in your
being charged for room second
semester. YOU MUST CANCEL
YOUR CONTRACT.

4. Students going on the ACM
Programs in the spring will not be
housed on-campus during Block 5. It

is the students responsibility to

notify the Housing Office of a leave

of absence,
5. Students away from campus

during the spring semester should
have a friend participate in room
draw for them. The Housing Office

will not be responsible for students
who fail to make prior arrangements
before their departure.

Number of crimes reported in Area 16, Colorado Springs, and Percentage of

Area 1 6 crimes relating to Colorado Springs as a whole for first six months of

Homicide
Robbery
Residential Burglary

Non-Residential Burglary

Assault
Forcible Rape
Attempted Rape
Sex Offenses

Total # calls received: 2438

% reported

crimes in area

16 compared to

Colorado total # In Colo.

Springs Springs

12 8.3

131 ^ 3.05

1243 2.5

667 2.8

221 1.3

34 2.9

116 1.7

Loomis, and the southeast corner oi He asked students to be "vigilant'

Palmer (where, incidentally, a new spotting and reporting vandalism anj

security guard has been added), said that although the extent

Incandescent "bullet-type" lights are vandalism Is minor compared to ottii

gradually being replaced by new schools, the money used for repairini

mercury-vapor lights, which provide damages could be used for improvin|

maximum lighting, use less energy, and the residence halls instead

a wide area.diffuse even light over

preventing shadows.
Parks was particularly impressed

with the student response in cooperat-

ing with Security. He urged students to

"call in anyone who doesn't look

right. ..especially inside dormitories,"

and added In order for Security to be

effective, a student should call

Immediately.
Physical Plant Director James Cros- being especially creepy

sey said that the security situation at Although the CC security system
i

CC is far better than at other schools, not related to the Police departmen

and claimed, "We've got a pretty good the two cooperate with each other.

bunch of students here." When asked guards are not officers and thus canni

about vandalism in dormitories, Cros- make arrests, but they can detai

sey said that "it only takes one or two to strangers and sign complaints wliic

do it and the rest get blamed," are then turned over the police

explaining that most of the vandalism is

caused by only a few individuals.

In response to the question, "Is thej

anyplace on campus you are afraid
I

walk alone at night?", CC women gave

variety of answers ranging froi

"everywhere" to "nowhere." Specili

areas were named, Armstrong qui

being the most frequently mentloni

Also the areas around Shove,

Packard Arts Center, the sororil

houses, and El Pomar were included

CLASSICAL FILM SCHEDULE
The Humanities are presenting four

films next month'ln Armstrong Theater

at 7:00 p.m. On November 1 , Monday,

the film "M" will be shown. It is a

German film made in 1931. On
November 9, Tuesday, the Japanese

film "Throne of Blood" 'will be shown.

On November 11, Thursday, the 1969

American film "The Rain People" will be

shown. It was directed by Francis Ford

Coppola. Lastly, on November 16,

Tuesday, the French film "Muriel" will

be shown.

1976 U NICER CARDS ON SALE
The 1976 UNICEF greeting cards are

now on sale at the desk of Colorado

College's Rastall Student Center.

Proceeds from the cards will benefit

needy children throughout the world

through the United Natlons's Children's

Fund.
The purchase of one box of the

cards-which include designs ranging

from ice skaters, religious scenes,

According to a September 1 976 poll

department report, most crimes

Colorado Springs have increased from

year ago. Larceny has increased by 18'

burglary down by 2%, robbery m
down by 36% . Although rape was do«

by10%, assault and malicious mlsclii

have Increased by 20 and 29 percen

respectively

The following table shows the nalu

and number of crimes reported In II

CC area and for the rest of Colora

Springs in the first 6 months of 197

Area 16, which Includes CC, is boun*

by the highway to the west, Uintah

the north, Wasatch to the east, a

Bijou to the south.

h
birds, and horse-drawn sleighs-

provide enough antibiotic ointment

cure 12 children of trachoma, or thr

clinical thermometers for a

health center.

Special Editions, Collector's El

tions, Holiday Minis, Post-A-Cari

and Fold-A-Notes are available. F

further information, telephone 473-2Z

ext. 323 or 324.

inniw

^^ HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

"Quality at Reasonable Prices"

Weat&taus
si

.4

THE NEW SUPER
SWEATER & JEANS PLACE AT

_ 327 N. TEJON5 473-7881 M

Now appearing

THE STILL'

CALEDCNIA
575 Garden of Gods Road

MILLER'S. DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER
10 EAST COLORADO AVEMJE

Located in the Galaxy Shop

Largest Selection Popular, Classic,

Jazz, Soul, & Country

ReguUr $6.98 Records for (4.98

Weekly Specials for $3.98

Tapes $2.00 OFF Regular Price

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
MILLER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER

QUICKSILVER

TURQUOISE
1[Agora Mallj

333 N. Tejon

Suites

Navajo
Hop!

Zuni

Santa Domingo

Silversmith Custom Work Repair

Ring Sizing
College LD. up to

50% OFF
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Homecoming Weekend
Last week the College was in

desperate straigtits to show Inquisi-
tive parents who toured the school
exannples of healthy, happy well
adjusted students. So they gave us a
reprieve from our typical weekend
drudgery with a picnic lunch,
homecoming dance, band concert
and other unheard of recreations.
With our parents being sufficiently
fooled, we can now go back and live

out the rest of our academic career
In the dreary dungeons of CC. For
those who can't take It much longer,
remember the 1977 Homecoming is

just a year away.

^UDIO
:an make
MONEY
FOR YOU!

I Sell audio equipment at your

I

college. No investment; ex-

oerlenced sales lielp and

ncenliiie programs provided.

Gver60 top brands, Including

Judiopliile lines. Audio Outlet

Wliolesalers, 325 Pascack

Ave.. Washington Township,

N,J, 07675 (201) 666-8868

Attention: Arlene Muzyka,

CELEBRATE CARTER'S

VICTORY
OR DANCE AWAY YOUR

SORROWS WITH

FAIR PLAY
THIS WEEKEND

9-1 NO COVER CHARGE

THE
SKI SHOP
SAYS...

"Thutk£ftow"
SCHUSS ON DOWN SOUTH TEJON

TO THE REGION'S

PRO SPECIALTY SHOP

PARKAS BOOTS
• Roffe • Bogner • Nordics

• Anba • Skyr • Kastlnger

• Gerry • Head • Dolomite

• Innsbruck

WIDE PRICE NEW AND USED

RANGE

loyowgy

BARGAIN Pkini

PACKAGES
• Rosslgnol Skis

• Dynastar Skis

Boots • Bladings •

For Evtry

Budgil

REIGIft

Wrappliq

Poles MASmCHAIICE

lANKAMERICARD

Come in and try on clothing from
the most complete selection in

town.

THE SKI SHOP
14)4 SOUTH TEJON UM3SS
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Senior Class Candidates Voice Views on Election
''

On Novembar 8, Monday, elec-

tions for Senior Class officers will be

held In Raslall Lounge from 8:00

a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Candidates for President are: Dave

Banks, Dan DIcklson, Lex Gamaclia,

Sheila McDowell, Jim Nightingale,

and Hillary Witt.

Candidates for Vice President are:

Bill Griffith, Steve Lewis, Liz

Sandstrom, and Milllsa Sedar.

Candidates lor Secretary Treasurer

are- Patty Freudenburg, LIbby

Mancke, and a lolnt team of Brian

Euslls and Sue Stenmarii, and

another Joint of Bill Scott and Andy

Baker.
Only students with senior status

are eligible to vote.

Dickison, et al
Hello, my name is Dan Dickison. I'm

running for President of the Class of

1977. Please vote for me. Hello, my

name is Steve Leviis. I'm running with

Dan for Vice-President of the Class of

1977. Please vote for me too. Hello, our

names are Sue Stenmark and Brian

Eustis. We're running as a pair with Dan

and Steve for Secretary/Treasurer of the

Class of 1977. Please vote for us as

well. In fact, vote for all four of us as a

ticket - we won't bull— you.

Say, if you need issues, here are a

couple: Aside from the letter writing

etc., we would like to organize the First

Annual Senior Class Rummage Sale

next spring - fun and games for all.

' Also, we feel strongly that quality of

commencement weekend can be

improved greatly. We would like to see

these ideas realized as the Class

-Officers of 1977.

Thanks for your vote.
Sincerely,

Dan Dickison
' Steve Lewis

Sue Stenmark and Brian Eustis

Freudenberg
One of the most important features

about enrollment at Colorado College is

that Involvement does not cease with

graduation. Alums of this institution

play a vital role in maintaining the

standards and quality that makes CC
unique. I am seeking the position of

Senior Class Sec/Treas to do all that I

can In future years to promote and seek

the participation of any willing '77

graduate in traditional alumni activities.

Also, if elected, I plan to ask for the

suggestions of my classmates as to

what sort of Senior Class activities are

desired while we are still active stu-

dents on this campus, and conse-

quently to make all attempts possible to

fulfill those wishes. I feel that I am
qualified to fulfill the demands of this

office by past participation in campus
organizations and activities, past

employment in both secretarial &
financial fields, and most importantly,

by a sincere interest in involvement with

alumni activities. I am more than willing

to discuss my plans and expectations

with anyone Interested, and I thank you
for your support.

Respectfully submitted,

Patti Freudenburg

live up to the responsibilities involved.

I'm interested because my four years at

Colorado College have been important

to me, and I would like to be part of the

organizing process for our reunions. In

planning for our 25th, 50th, and 76th

reunions, I'd like to help make sure we'll

have a good time. I'm well qualified and

capable of serving as a liasion between

the Senior Class and the Alumni Office.

I will help to organize creative, fun, and

functional graduation ceremonies.

I'm appealing to the votes of my
friends, people who have known me for

four years and trust in my interest and

capabilities.
Dexter Guerrleri

Manke
A class officer rfas three ways to

serve the graduates of the Colorado

College and the College itself. The first

Is in maintaining contact among the

graduates of a class. This takes the

form of newsletters and as the years

take us further from our undergraduate

experience, there would come a time for

class reunions. Secondly, there is a

great need for the alumni to contribute

monetarily to the College, even five or

ten dollars, to help keep the College

financially stable and to continue in its

high academic standards. In this area

the class officers would work with the

Alumni and Development Offices. The

third is a little abstract but still

important. As we become absorbed into

the . job market and active in a

community, many of us will lose our

Griffith

awareness of issues and trends in

higher education. This can help to be

remedied through continuing contact

with our undergraduate Institution. As

the Class of '77 Secretary, I, together

with the other officers, would work to

realize the aims I have outlined.
Thank-you,

LIbby IVIancke

McDowell, et al

We are running as a ticket for the

offices of President, Vice-President,

Secretary and Treasurer. We are willing

to buy your vote, but instead will appeal

to your better nature. The Senior class

officers' responsibilities are not neces-

sarily awe-inspiring, yet they include

some significant duties - organizing

social events for the graduating class,

and maintaining contact among them

and the alumni office after graduation.

As a ticket, we do not stand for any

certain clique or organization. Unlike

our competition, individually and as a

group, we represent diverse interests on

campus. We think this should be an

important consideration in your vote.

If elected, we hope to make your last

months at CC the most memorable. As

past class activities perhaps left

something to be desired, we suggest

the following Innovative alternatives to

Sanborn Retreat and Freshman Olym-

pics: An end of the year wine & cheese

party on the tvianitou Incline?, a jello

party at Schlessman Pool?, an all-class

campout in the Armstrong quad?, the

best parent-student-faculty Broadmoor

iiiim

bash in CC's history?, a senior i;

night for December as well as
,

graduates. In addition, we
seriously the role of a college's alui

As the class of '77's representatives

will work hard to guard and to proi

the excellence of CC's reputation, ^°

to encourage continuing contact an

the individuals in our ctasss.

Vote the Everyperson's ticket,

Benlamin's Ambassadors!
Since '^'

Sheila fvlcDowell{Presii "

li/lilissa Sedar (Vice-Presli
fj'

Andrew Baker (Secre

Bill Scott (Treas

Nightingale
The senior class president's dj

involve such activities as: reunl

alumni office ties, senior J

"functions," and graduation (AclJ

it is the duty of every seniol

graduate, but the president shoulnl

provide a time and place for Moml
Dad to come watch). I haver
experience in organizing many sil

events and have enjoyed doing I

other words I would enjoy carryinj

the duties of the office. r
"Why bother?" you may ask.L

promote two basic types of relall

ships," I would answer. The first tyl

between and among friends. 1
activities will provide a vehiclil

maintaining or creating friendshipil

might otherwise die for lack of coJ
The second relationship is that i

Continued on back J

WAXMAN'S

I am running for the class office of

vice-president with the hope that I may
be ailowed the opportunity to fuifiil the

foiiowing personal objective. Being

interested in Colorado College's educa-
tional attitude, I would Mite to remain
actively involved with the school after

the class of 1977 graduates. Further-

more, I am aware of and prepared to

accept the life-long responsibilities

inherent in serving as a class officer. An
I will, of course, guarantee every

member of my class either a seat on the

New York Stock Exchange, or a house
on the French Riviera.

William F. Griffith

The Biggest Photo Sale

and Show, 76 Experts to

Help Y0U...AII the

% S^% Famous Brands!

I

sAle
AND PHOTO SHOW

The BIG ONE
Fantastic Savings Terrific Bargains

Guerrieri
I'm running tor President of the

Senior Class because I'm Interested,

and I'm confident that I can adequately

PRIZES-SURPRISES

</ "i WIN A FREE TRIP
FOR TWO!

One Week in Hawaii
Come in and register. Brought to you by Ricoh,

Braun North America and WAXMAN.

Kodak Film

30% Off

free Coffee
and

Dougtinuts

VIVITAR:

35rTim SLR Outfit.. .includes:

Vivitar 220SL Camera with

55mm lens

Vivitar Eveready Case

Vivitar Electronic Flash

Combined Retail Value

$234.95

$
149

90

wow, What a Saie

System 35 Outfit... includes;

Vivitat 250 SL Camera with

55mm 11.8 Lens

Vivitar 135mm 12.8 Telepholo

Lens

Vivitar 2x Teleconverter with

case

Vivitar Enduro Case

Vivitar Automatic Electronic

Flash

Combined Retail Value

Over $400.00

You Get It Alll
$239

95

FOUR
GREAT
DAYS

SUPER DOOR BUSTERI
SPECIALS

Auto-35mm lens 12,8
'"

Pentax Mount 99.95 29.!|

Auto-135mm lens f2.8

Pentax Mount 99.95 29.)]

GAP SC-1000 Super-8

Movie Camera ^A
Acme Lite Slide Viewer 4.95

Kalimar CE-3 Tripod 39.95 14.fl

Vivitar Photo Album 4.50 l.!1

Polaroid Big Shot Camera ...

Kenlite Multi-Flash

Synchronizer 23.50 8.)|

GAP Personal Pocket L
Camera Tm

GAP Pana-Vue Projector 59.95 29,J
BC Flash Guns 2.1

Acme Lite T-850

Electronic Flash 69.j|

Coast Super-wide Pro Strap . . 5.95 2.SJ

Kalimar Filter Wrench Set . . 5.50 2.!1

Battery Tester

Sedic P-110 Lite IVIeter

Tape Recorder Head
Cleaning Kit 4.50 l^

Polaroid Minute-Maker

Kit with Square Shooter

Polaroid Camera 24.51

Three Only: Kodak M-24

Super-8 Movie Cameras ... . 11 9.95 Hi]

iVIAiL ORDERS ACCEPTED^

IIUimAWERIEAfll

FANTASTIC BARGAINS
ALL FOUR DAYS

November 3rd through November 6th

Thursday, November 4th 9 am to 9 pm
Friday, November 5th 9 am to 9 pm
Saturday, November 6th 9 am to 6 pm

V
913 15th St. • 623-1155

Between Curtis & Champa
Denver, Colorado 80202

camen



Tigers Want Playoff Bid, Defeat Sioux 49-14

sSports—

by Ed Goldstein

a single wing continues to bear

for the CC football squad as

need by their convincing 49-14

^ of the Sioux Falls Braves over

Homecoming weekend. Now as the

enters the final stretch, the

»5 have to win, and win by big

|ins over the Kansas Wesleyan

ites tomorrow, and Trinily Univer-

lext week at Washburn field; If they

be invited to play to the NCAA
ion HI playoffs.

th their record now at 5-1-1 the

'S will have to prove they are not

good, but one of two superior

IS in the entire western sector of the

Hed States, which includes about 40

IS that are situated few and far

een a great land mass that begins

of the Mississippi River,

irrently CC is unranked In the

,ion III polls, probably due to the

that the newspaper-men who write

ratings are situated in densely

ilated areas of the East, and have

lad much of a chance to see the

s play.

Kansas Central Athletic Conference, a
group of teams which have suffered 30
straight losses to the Tigers. Because
area competition is weak, the Tigers
have to be very impressive in their

toughest matches of the year. With the
record against Redlands and Mesa
being less than desirable, next week's
Trinity game takes on added import-
ance. That school almost beat Milsaps
(the team that beat us in the playoffs

last year) but fell short by a 10-9 score.

Witf\ the idea of a playoff berth in

mind, Coach Jerry Carle has a double
fisted job; sell the team to the five

member NCAA committee, and make
sure the performance on the field

final 10 yard hurdling sweep.
From then on, the single wing

juggernaut rolled on with two scores in

the next two quarters. Quinn Fox added
six points on a six yard run and Paul

Amundson drove over from one yard

out.

The fourth quarter as usual led a

sputtering CC offense into the

promised land with 28 points. That time

period has proved the most productive

for the Tigers this year, with CC
outscoring their opponents 98-21

.

Contributing to the scoring were Paul

Amundsen from one yard out, Tony
justifies those glowing press releases Ham the newest flashy find for CC from
that CC puts out. Of course the second 22 yards, and Jerry McHugh from 17.
part has paramount importance. Last Both Ham and Mcbugh are freshmen
week, CC put on a good shoW for the ^^q are getting alot of time to exhibit
hnmprnminn fane Aiihniinh RiniiY

their skills.Our Only passIng TD Camehomecoming fans. Although Sioux
Falls was out of our league, their

quarterback Dan Stiff challenged us
with several gritty calls.

The first was a perfectly thrown 50
yard bomb down the sideline early in

the game. Unfortunately for him Safety

of those backs who aren't rushing to
adopt to the CC style of play which is

based primarily on student body
sweeps which require every body to
block. Overall he says the 34.7 point per
game offense has, "improved by leaps
and bounds."

As for the defense which has been
crippled by six key Injuries, Carle Is

impressed by their continued "tena-
cious and strong" play. They have only
allowed 12.8 points per game. His
pleasure was related to the team when
he told them last week that they
deserved a great homecoming weekend.
"But come Monday," he said, "I'll work
your butts off." And come Monday he
did.

s quite hard for the CC team to get ^^^^ Hodges, who covered the Brave
inal exposure. Because of budget

traints, CC is resigned to playing

teams that more often than not

a bum of the week club. For

,nce, Kansas Wesleyan, who we
tomorrow. Is a member of the

receiver step for step, turned around at

the righ moment and leaped in the air

for an interception. That opening
allowed wingback Terry Swenson to

lead a long drive to the end zone, out of

which he contributed 80 yards and a

from a 32 yard pass from Kevin Easton

to Sid Stockdale. As usual the receiver

was wide open, as Sioux Falls was
looking for another rushing play from

the backs who produced 420 yards.

The development of the football team
has pleased Coach Carle who calls their

improvement over the season about just

as good as a coach would like to see.

He sights the development of eight

good backs, all of whom can play and
generate yards. He applauds the ability

Nationally Known Speed

Reading Course To Be

Taught In Colorado Springs

The perfect gift

for the one you love.

A perfect Keepsake diamond says it all, reflecting

your love in its brilliance and beauty. And you can

choose with confidence because the Keepsake guar-

antee assures perfect clarity, fine white color and

precise modern cut. There is no finer diamond ring.

lited States Reading Lab sons under 18 should be
[offer a 4 week course in accompanied by a parent if

reading to a limited possible).
ler of qualified people In trie if you have always wanted to

fade Springs area. be a speed reader, but found the

|ls recently developed meth- cost prohibitive or the course too
"

Instruction Is the most in- time consuming. ..now you can!

live and effective program just by attending 1 evening per

ible In the United States, week for 4 short weeks you can
it only does this famous read 7 to 10 times faster,

le reduce your time in the concentrate better and com-
iroom to just one class per prehend more.
for 4 short weeks but it If you are a student who would
Includes an advanced like to make A's Instead of B's or

reading course on cas- C's or if you are a business
le tape so that you can con- person who wants to stay

,ie ID improve tor the rest of abreast of today's ever-chan-
^jut life. In just 4 weeks the ging accelerating world then this

student should be course Is an absolute necessity.
idlng 4-5 times faster. In a These special one-hour lee- \'

jjfrmonths soine students are tures will be held at the following
Ing 20-30 times faster at- times and places:
ig speeds that approach Thursday, November 4 at

words per minute. In rare 6:30 and again at 8:30 pm.
speeds of up to Saturday, November 7 at 10:30

10 wpm have been docu- am and again at 1:30 pm.
I^t"- Monday, November 8 at 6:30
average graduate should and again at 8:30 pm. Wednes-
7-10 times faster upon day, November 10 at 6:30 and

iletion of the course with again at 8:30 pm. These free
led Improvement In com- lectures will be held In the

jJhenslon and concentration, conference room of the Pikes
For those who would like ad- peak Y, located at 207 N.

)>onal information, a series of Nevada Ave.
e, one hour, orientation lee- if you are a businessman,
fes iiave been scheduled. At student, housewife or executive
"e free lectures the course this course, which took 5 years

explained In complete of Intensive research to deve-

te^'l^n"',"^
classroorn pro- lop. Is a must. You can read

f^ pj your Engagement and Wedding
I'es, instruction methods, 7-10 times faster, comprehend '•»""' •" • "" ••"" s 6

j schedule and a special 1 more, concentrate better, and Evtrvihjnf al»ui planning your engagemem and wedding m a beautiful 20 pagt

I

only introductory tuition remember longer. Students are
\^^::;„;^:,f;'^i;:t:7::;J:^^'X^^^^^^^ less than one half the cost offered an additional discount, j

r"' <:omp.c.<: -.-r j.
«

v

IfTiilar courses. You may This course can be taught to
| ^ame —. -d any of the meetings for industry or civic groups at
|

[nation about Colorado "Group rates" upon request. Be j

Address
^

|9S classes. sure to attend whichever free j City i ~

^se orientations are open to orientation that fits best in your j

plic, above age 14, (per- schedule. Keepsake Diamond Rings. Box 90, Syracuse. New York 13201
^

lFindKeepsakeJ_ewelefsm^lowpafl«or_d2lj«>eWO-24^

Oly Cup Upcoming
Rugby sides from throughout

Colorado, including CC, and south-
ern Wyoming will compete for the

coveted Olympia Cup in a tourna-
ment to be held Saturday and
Sunday, November 6 and 7, at the

United States Air Force Academy
fields. The tournament is sponsored
annually by the Eastern Rocitles

Rugby Football Union (ERRFU) and
the Olympia Brewing Company.

This weeit's tournament promises
to be a hotly contested one as there

are 36 sides representing 16 clubs
which will be competing for the title.

Bill Astle, head ot scheduling and
referees for ERRFU, said last Friday

that the current favorites based on
seasonal play are the Denver
Harlequins, Denver Barbarians, Air

Force, and the Northern Colorado
All-Stars (a team made up of former

CSU and UNC players.)

The Olympia Cup Tournament will

have a special significance for many
of the players because there will be a

group of selectors watching the

matches; the selectors' job will be to

pick an all-star team which will

represent ERRFU in upcoming
regional and national matches which
could ultimately result in the

placement of several individuals on

the U.S. national side "The Eagles."

With the creation of a national rugby

union last year, the Eagles are now
eligible for official international

competition.

Play begins at 9:00 a.m. on both

Saturday and Sunday; Olympia Cup
finals will be held at 2:00 p.m. on
Sunday. Stuart Harris Cup finals ("B"

sides) will be at noon Sunday; and
the women's finals will be at 11:00

a.m. Sunday. The Tournament and
festivities are open to the public, and
there is no charge for admission to

the matches.

Spikers Tourney Set

The Colorado fwlen's volleyball

season begins tomorrow morning In

the form of the Colorado College-

Colorado University First Annual

Friendship tournament. Teams such

as CU, AFA, Denver Athletic Club,

and variouis Denver YIVICA teams will

compete from 8:45 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

(Saturday) In El Pomar. The

tournament will be run in a round

robin fashion, with simultaneous

competition on three courts.

The CC team is co-coached by

Mark Eastman and Michael Hanni-

gan. Volleyball team members
include Dave Debenedet, Pat Dunn,

Mike Florence, John Atlenberg, and

Rob Ross.
Men's volleyball, like several other

sports at CC, is a club sport, not

varsity, and does not receive direct

athletic budget funding. The men are

simply dedicated to and enjoy

playing their sport. In the tournament

this weekend, they hope to make a

good showing to sart the season,

and demonstrate how exciting the

game of volleyball can be. Come
watch!!!

i8^»FWt\3riS/iftfa*Wo\^rm§ter"»<oww.« 9



^Sports

leers Edge Tech in Hardhitting Upset at Broadmoo
by Dan Cathcart

"I can'l believe it. We swept Tech."

spoke an elated Jim Kronschnabel late

Saturday night, ^^nd the Tigers did just

that, beating a big Tech team 3-2 in

overtime Friday night, and winning

another cliff hanger Saturday 4-2 on

Mike HIefield's go ahead goal with just

56 seconds remaining in the game.

Both games were fine defensive

battles spiced with good goaltending

on both sides. Friday night's opening

period was marked by some of the

hardest hitting college hockey the

Broadmoor has ever seen. Junior Jim

Warner put the Tigers In the lead at the

5:07 mark, as he took a pass from

center Wayne Holmes and fired a quick

shot past Huskie goalie Bruce Horsch.

With Dean Magee and Chris Christoffer-

son both in the penally box. Huskie

winger Dana Decker scored a late period

goal, when he took the puck unassisted

behind the Tiger net and came around

to beat sprawling goalie Vern (vlott.

Wayne Holmes and Warner teamed up

in the second period for another score

as Holmes took Warner's pass and put

his shot between Horsch's legs for a

powerplay goal and 2-1 lead.

For the rest of the period, the action

centered on the two goalies as Horsch

repeatedly robbed the Tigers in close,

ti^olt, a Freshman from Saskatchawan.
Canada, played with the poise and
experience of a seasoned veteran and
helped to maintain the Tiger lead with

some outstanding saves.

The Huskies tied the score midway in

the third period on a rebound shot by

Rick Keller and the game headed for

overtime.

It took only five minutes for big Tiger

winger Dean fvlagee to hammer a

blistering shot off the shoulder of the

besieged Tech goaltender for the

hard-earned victory. Warner picked up

the assist, and CC won the opener 3-2.

It seemed impossible for the two

teams to treat the fans with hockey as

great as that displayed Friday but it

happened In Saturday's finale. Both

teams came out hitting hard. It took a

super human effort by Mike Haedrich to

score on his own reboudn to give the

Tigers the initial lead. Tech would not

give up however, and defenseman Ed

Dempsey came back to score a

powerplay goal with 10 minutes

remaining in the first period, the score

1-1. The Tigers displayed the tenacity

that marked their play throughout the

series by coming back to score just 28

seconds later on a rocket of a shot by

Kronschnabel.
As was the case in Friday's game, the

second period belonged to the goalies

with the Tigers' Mott stopping a

staggering 20 shots.

In the third period, Tech tied the

professional goal." With the score tied

Tech seemed to gain the momentum,

but the Tiger defense showed a lot of was; six Tigers scored the seven go

character by hanging on.

With everyone anticipating another

overtime, Kronschnabel won a faceoff

deep in the Tech zone and got the puck

back to Hiefield who lofted a high shot

with only 56 seconds remaining to

score what had to be a sweet goal.

Holmes capped off the weekend with an

empty net goal tor a 4-2 victory and the

sweep.
Colorado College mentor Jeff Sauer

was beaming after the game. "This was
game at two apiece when Warren Young

^^^ ^^^^ physical series we will play all

picked up a loose puck on the Tiger blue
j^^^ ^^^ny ^^^^^ at you. I was

line, skated in on Mott, and let go with
^^^^ ^^ ^^^ j^^, ,^g, ^^^ players did Ot

what Coach Radakovich later called a
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ become intimidated. This

sp

Tonight North Dakota invades

Broadmoor with their highly pijra'i'

scoring attack. They scored IB
j

against Denver last weekend, but

gave up 12. There should be pleni

action. Coach Sauer feels our team

be ready to go, but is concerned
(

injuries. Tiger defenseman Larry s

vedt suffered a knee injury and wil

out for six to eight weeks. Dave Hai

and Tony Palazzari are banged up.

should be ready to play. Vern

earned a starting spot in goal with

excellent play over the weekend, I

for another great weekend of

action.

Pesky Metro Makes CC Booters Work for Th
t M,„. S,ad«-

- Bengals 6-1 .artier in the year, so the and their goalie to deposi, the ball in

Win
byMlkeSlade

Horst Richardson's legions appeared

lucky to have run away with Sunday's

5-1 victory over pesky fvletro. State. The

Tiger booters were obviously less than

themselves Sunday, no doubt owing to

a vigorous Halloween weekend in CC's

social jungle. But they were able to

shake oft Jheir doldrums midway in Ihe

second half and record a respectable

victory.

Coming off their two fantastic block

break victories, the soccer team had

attained national ranking for the first

time, ranked at 18th in last week's poll.

Metro State had fallen to our bad

Bengals 6-1 eailief in the year,

Tigers had no cause to worry. But the

zombie-like men, wearing the gold-and-

black .in the first half, didn't even

resemb'16 the 'team that had shocked

Chicago Circle. Goalie Ron Edmondson
was forced to come up with numerous
brilliant saves, but his luck ran out at

3S;0D of the half on a nice header of a

Metro cross.

Richardson must have lectured his

sleepy troops, severely, for the Tigers

looked considerably stronger in the

second half. After a frustrating fifteen

minutes of near-misses, Eddie DIetz

dribbled by at least five Metro defenders

the net and tie things up. Although

Dietz missed a few passing opportun-

ities on the play, his ignorance can be

excused by his evident frustration.

Only five minutes later,' Kohnie

Simons gave CC the lead on a thrilling

display of acceleration down the right

wing, culminating in the back of the

Metro net. Simons added another goal

minutes later on a direct tree kick which

defied the laws of physics as it fooled,

the Metro keeper and his wall.

Dietz added another on a breakaway,

and Sam Harper rounded out the

scoring. Little used Frank Lane came up

with three Key stops on an exchange

ORIGINAL HAND BLOW
drying

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

IT'S GOT IT ALL

^ <^ /» « «, „

It's got it all. A stereo sounds only as good as it's

weakest link. Unfortunately most manufacturers

concentrate on only one part and let the rest go to

pot. ONKYO has concentrated on the entire unit - no

I weak link. Experience total performance with

I ONKYO.

I 4055 Templeton Gap
I [Across Mall of the Bluffs]

I 599-5151
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eir
which pulled Edmondson out oil

box, and frontliner John MonI

nervously acquitted himself at'l

sweeper position in place of an in{l

Rich Director. Director turned hisaij

arid it Is "not known whether the st|

freshman will be available for it

Tiay's encounter at Denver Universll

The Tigers, now 14-2, close out!

season on the road against Air Fl

the following Saturday. They willf

Director for these final contests,!

they will also need to begin to I

aggressively in the first half. If the||

"accomplish these two things they nl

just end up 16-2 and receive that elif

NCAA bid.

It you use shampoo-toollipl

laundry cleaners-dishwal

liquids, vitamins, protein.

[

metics etc. We can savel

money-You can help sav|

earth. All our products

grade within 1 to 7 days.

To Earth Inc, Call Patiii

Trisha. 473-2594. )53l|

Telon. Shaklee - The po|

solution.

Murco Druq Co.
PHONE 634-4661 - 832 NORTH TEJON ST.

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. B0902

Fii!l Service!

Photographii

Headquarter:

Cameras,

accessories,

darkroom suppli

quality

photo finishin

repa

SHEWMAKEl
. CAMERA

SHOP
30 N. Tejon 636-11



i SportSsB

iaho V-ball Tourney Hard Work and Disappointment
B.. Ulml "Ona Arm" Men * *
By MIml "One Arm" Hsu

gt block break was not one of those

,ants to the mountains for the CC
len's volleyball team. The women
led fifteen hours to Pocatello,

-, for a tournament at Idaho State

ersity- Eight schools in the

erence, including UNC, CWC,
J
College, and Metro State from

rado, competed In the tournament,

;ng
two game, round robin

;fies.

Iijay
morning, the CC women met

t

first challengers, Colorado Wo-
s College. Predicted to beat CWC,
ey had easily in the past, CC won
ijfst game but lost the second,

e "Spike" Jones, playing in top

used both left and right power

s, and Linda "Jaws" Sasenick kept

le high, showing both teams that

as not afraid to dive after any ball.

I
"Fingers" Bright set the balls up
to ensure Julie "Jump!" Clark's

spikes.

second challenge was a

ralizing loss for CC, although the

to which they lost. Southern Utah,

d to be the eventual winners of the
ay. The point spread was wide,

le turn overs were great, but the
women did not deliver their

age of superiority until the final

In a later match, Mesa College
ine game and CC won the other,

the long day of tough
Btition.

lit on the court at eleven the next

piing, the CC women were ready to

face their first opponents, UNC. Even
with top performances by Anne "Net"
O'Connor (who never hesitated to
sacrifice her body on painstaking dives)
and saves by Susan Walker "Mahn"
Smith, use defeated CC in both games.
Nan "Bumps" Blinkley, although only
5'3", proved to the opposition that little

girls can spike just as mean as big girls.

Her digs kept the ball in play at times of

warranted distress.

The second match of the day against
Idaho State University was similar to
the Southern Utah match on Friday.

With gritted teeth and the toughest
playing ever, CC lost two games to
Idaho; but, Idaho did not win them with
ease, keeping their first team in for the

entire match.
The women's next adversary, New

Mexico Highlands, proved to be an easy
match after facing ISU, and CC handily
won both games against New Mexico.
Metro State was the last school CC

would play. The two teams were evenly
matched, but the referees apparently
did not seem to like the CC team. Many
poor calls allegedly were made. Metro
got away with pushing, double hits, and
once, four hits on their side. Even
though Jan "Free Ball" Fraser delivered
one ace after another and despite
valiant efforts by Susan "Hide the Stuff"

Fraser, the team was exhausted and
morale was low. Too much was stacked
up against the CC women, and they lost

both games to Metro.
Lack of experience proved to be the

cause of defeat for the team, but the trip

to Idaho was worthwhile experience
that the team never got a chance to have
last year. The CC volleyball team has
alot of poential, and the season is not
over yet.

More games are scheduled and the
highlight of this year for the women is

the regional tournament to be held at

CC, November 12-13. For all who claim
that volleyball is bogus, show up and
"set" a while. It could prove to be
entertaining as well as exciting. The CC
team has a slim chance for the regional
title this year, but should provide
adequate upsets throughout the events.

You can't hide from

it forever...

If you don't make those

. Holiday reservations

novi/, you'll never

get there!!!! ^
818 North Tejon Tavlor TrBvel

636-3871 '

^e-^

V<V.e^
Mon— Sat,

11-5

^^^ DoMrn to Earth

230 N. Tejon 632-3250

Complete line of

Paraphernalia

^^A
<?/:c

532 k Tejon 473-4488-

IWARNER BROTHERI
FIUM FESTIVAL

November 3-6
Wed. through Sat.

Bogart In

The Big Sleep
TO Have and Have Not

November 7-9

Sun. Through Tues.
Busby Berkley's
Footllght Parade

Golddlggarsof 1935

November10-13
Wed. through Sat.

Sogart In

Casablanca
The Ualteie Falcon

November 14-16

Sun. through Tues
Cagney In

Public Enemy
YanKee Doodle Dandy

CALL THEATRE FOR TIMES
ALL SEATS 82.00

1807 DePaul

Behind Denver

Warehouse Sales

Lower Level

Perry Plaza

Pizzas

&
Sandwiches

Bottled Beer

Miller & Coors

on Tap

Only 3.2% bar

off campus with

LIVE BAND
Wed. thru Sat.

This ad good for

Twofers on Any
Beer.

One per customer

Expires

Nov. 30, 1976
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CCA Debates and Approves Off-Campus Lottery System
By Liz Collier

.^ amazingly little debate, ttie

\ approved a new off-campus

jpQ
procedure on Wednesday.

the new procedure, all sopho-

; and juniors wishing to live

ifTipus must submit an application

5 office of Residential Programs

lousing by November 1 for second

ister and May 1 for first semester.

ottery determining who will receive

jssion to live off-campus will be

^^jth juniors drawing first and

omores later. In both classes, a

and female lottery list will be

,
according to lottery number. The
procedure was presented to the

(^ by Nancy Joseph, chairman of

Residential and Housing Com-
g. The search for a new method

Instigated after numerous student

ilaints regarding the current

Volz, head resident of Slocum,

at the meeting that the new

I
will lessen the number of

_ry decisions made between

tnts applying for off-campus

jng. Students with documented

;al, financial, or dietary problems
excluded from the lottery and

,ved for off-campus housing

ately.

/e Herrick, Financial Vice-Presi-

of the CCCA, spoke in favor of the

y system saying, "Without a

y. the question will always arise as

ether decisions were abritrary or

Doug Obletz, executive Vice-Presi-

dent, expressed some concern about
initiating another impersonal lottery at

CC. The new system will go into effect

this spring when students apply for off-

campus housing for next year.

The Council also discussed the
increasing problem of how to handle
requests for money to fund so-called

"club" sports, as opposed to intercol-

legiage or recreational sports. People
interested in various sports such as
sailing, soccer, rugby, and hockey have
approached the CCCA and the Leisure
Time Committee for funding.

At this time, it is somewhat unclear

as to which committees have jurisdic-

tion over the requests for funding. The
Leisure Time Committee presented
several reasons to council detailing why
the Leisure Time Committee should not
have to deal with requests for money for

club sports; believing the responsibility

should instead go to the Athletic

Department.

According to Dean Taylor, the

Administration has recognized the

problem and is in the process of setting

up an ad hoc committee to deal with the

situation. The CCCA tabled the

discussion until the next meeting.

Dave Herrick made a report on the

activities of the Budget Committee. The
school yearbook, The Nugget, reques-

ted $961.00 for the next year annual

which will be edited by Sid Wilkins. The
CCCA granted $366.00 of this request.

The Benny's Basement issue, regar-

ding the $4,100 that Benny's may or Lengthy discussion on the Faculty-

may not owe to CCCA, was briefly Course Evaluation led to the approval of

discussed later in the meeting.
However, no action was taken in

deference to the convening of the
arbitration board yesterday.

a motion endorsing and information

booklet dealing primarily with 100-200
level courses. How much, or what kind

of evaluation will be contained In such a
booklet is still under debate.
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Not even daylight

saving time can save CC
Students from the fact

that their Indian summer
is over its time to bundle

up and get ready for the

Winter fahsion update -

coming in next week's

Catalyst.

ommittee Seeks Lottery System for Off-Campus Housing
By Colin Crawford

eW.E.S. room in Rastall was the

B al 3:15 this past Monday for a

ing of the Residential Housing

mittee. Under the direction of

woman Nancy Joseph, the

nittee held an open meeting on

impus housing policies. Although

y disappointed by a student

lUtof only4 people.'the Committee

I to explain to those in attendance

hanges in housing policy they are

Sidering for recommendation to the

inistration.

last year, 230 students applied for

rmission to live off campus. Of that

mber, 181 were granted their

iuests, a percentage of 79%.
iwever. Committee members were

id 10 point out that this percentage

IS unusually high. Not enough spaces

ire available to house the usual

rcentage of the student body living

campus because of an unusually

'ge junior class.

Subsequently, a greater number of

lidents were granted permission to

eoK campus. Housing Director Bill

anagan indicated that the number of

laces for those wishing to live

f-campus would stabilize at a lower

jure in the future, after the graduation

this year's junior class.

In Ihe past, off-campus housing

Sditor Application
"Applications for the position of The
Ulysl editor will be made available
<t Monday by Cutler Pulications.
tier regulations only allow for a
iflle semester editorship for the
Tipus newspaper.
Jjext semester's editor will assume
les in January and be expected to
Ish the term through the end of the
lool year. The position is salaried to
' *une of $550 for the Spring
Hester.

fjie applications, which will be
illable at Rastall Desk, must be
umed by midnight Wednesday,
'Vember 24. the day before Thanksgiv-
( to the Cutler Publication's box at
gall Desk.
jjben Cutler Publications last picked
'tor, only one person applied, who
pw the current editor. The group,
P oversees all of CC's publications,
les any interested students to apply
,

'he position which Involves
Mtantial time and work. More
OjTnation can be obtained from Cutler
Jl^f^an, Jim Byers at 635-7152 or
^^^ Editor, Jay Hartwell at
*fision 326.

decisions have been the result of an
extremely slow and tedious process.

The Housing Director, along with the

residence hall directors, have been
forced to sift through numerous
applications and arrive at a list of

people who would be granted permis-

sion to find housing off campus.
"Special" cases, such as medical,

psychological, and financial reasons

have been given first priority, with all

other requests coming next. The
system, which the committee is most
ardently pursuing, is a lottery.

The lottery would be operated in

much the same way as the room draw
for on-campus housing. Under such a

plan, special cases would still be given

first priority. The completion of a

stronger medical statement, than

needed previously, requiring more
specific reasons for "special cases" to

live off-campus would first be develop-

ed. This would be done in an attempt to

prevent all but the most necessary

student requests for applying to live

off-campus.
It was pointed out that currently

some students provide vague and
questionable medical evidence as their

reason for living off-campus. More
substantial medical and professional

proof, the Committee asserts, will

narrow down the number of students

needing to move off because of

"special" reasons.

After permission has been granted to

all unusual cases, students wishing to

live off-campus will be required to fill

out a specific and detailed application

which, when completed, will enter their

name in the off-campus lottery.

Students receiving financial aid from
the college, as well as those on athletic

hockey scholarships, as of this Fall, are

prohibited from applying for off-

campus status.

The lottery will then proceed, with

juniors being drawn first, sophomores
next, and finally, freshmen. The number
of students chosen in the lottery will be
a number predetermined by the

Administration, in conjunction with the

Housing Office.

The committee pointed out that the

relative advantage of this system would

be, first, that it would greatly expedite

the selection of students to live

off-campus in a fair and equitable

manner. Next, it would once again

move CC back in the direction of being

an almost exclusively residential

campus.
It should be pointed out, however.

that the Residential Housing Commit-
tee has In no way definitely decided

upon recommending the adoption of

this system. However, because student

interest in off-campus housing proced-

ures is so low, as witnessed by almost

no student attendance at the meeting,

the Committee members generally

seemed to feel that if they do in fact

make a reccomendation (or change, it

will be along the line of a lottery.

When the Committee's final decision

on a off-campus housing procedures is

made, and If accepted by the

Administration, it will go Into effect in

the Fall semester of next year.

Hopefully, whatever becomes ultimat-

ely the method for deciding off-campus

housing on the CC campus, it will prove

a satisfying operation to the majority of

the student body.

NORML Seeks Marijuana Reform for Nation
By Steve Lemken

(CPS)— If NORML and its' affiliate

members have anything to say about it,

pot smokers in at least, twelve states

will no longer be subject to arrest and

jail sentences. They will merely be

given a citation for a fine if found to be

in possession of less than an ounce of

grass.

The National Organization for the

Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML),
with headquarters In Washington, D.C.,

is working towards changing the laws

regarding possession of marijuana,

through the system. NORML is making
available funds and expert witnesses to

help lobbying efforts for 'decriminali-

zation' bill passage.

Keith Stroup, a coordinator for

NORML, says that this is the first step

towards having marijuana legalized.

Pointing to the landmark Alaskan

case last year, which In effect has made
marijuana legal there, Stroup spoke

hopefully of similar court decisions.

"The battle on the marijuana issue Is

becoming more sophisticated," he

explained. "In eight states, the smoker

is no longer subjected to arrest or jail,

usually receiving a citation.. .But,"

Stroup stressed, "the person selling

small amounts are getting years in jail.

The courts are taking a hard-pusher

attitude towards them."

Stroup also pointed to the findings of

the National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA), which, after five years of

intensive research on pot. have come up

with no specific, harmful data. After

spending $6 million on this research,

the director of the project has publicly

endorsed the decriminalization of

marijuana.

One argument for the decriminaliza-

tion push is the relief it would give in

the amount of tax money spent by law

enforcement agencies chasing after and

prosecuting users and small consumer

sellers.

Stroup said there were 416,000

marijuana arrests in 1975, which

accounted for 69.5% of all drug-related

arrests. The costs of sending all those

pot toters through the criminal justice

system totals over $600 million. "The

police are wasting money chasing after

smokers," says Stroup. "There are less

arrests for hard-drug pushers."

Stroup is optimistic about getting

the decriminalization legislation

through Congress this upcoming

session. U.S. Senator Birch Bayh

(D-Ind) will introduce a bill that

basically copies the liberal Oregon law.

A bill by Senator Jacob Javits (R-NY)

will provide a clause stipulating no
penalty for minor offenses regarding

pot. Current Federal law makes
possession of pot punishable by a one

(Continued on page 2)

Rig Sports Woekond
This weekend could very well tell

whether or not CC's varsity football^

and soccer leams receive NCAA in-

vites lor the annual nalional champ-

ionships.

Tomon-ow at 2:00 p.m., the Tiger

Booters take on Air Force al Air

Force for the RMISL championships

in whal many see as Ihe Tiger's

toughest match this year Last year,

the Tigers won by a clutch Brad

Turner goal in Ihe second overtime

betore the largesi crowd CC soccer

has ever seen. The team hopes thai

as many will show up tomon'ow lo

cheer the Tigers onto victory.

An invilalion to play m the NCAA
Division ill Football championships

very likely hinges on a Tiger victory

over Trinity University lomorfow at

1:00 p.m on Washburn Field. The

gndiron boys are expecting a lough

contest Irom the Texans, in then bid

10 gain an NCAA invite. They too

hope that a large crowd comes to

cheer them onto victory tomorrow at-

lernoon. ___^^_^^^^^^^^_^^^
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Waivers Vague, Yet Necessary for College
By Loren Twnlpson and Linda Regler

At the beginning ol each school year,

students at CC are asked by the

administration to sign a general release

and waiver form.

The lorm itself is seemingly

innocuous and quite harmless, but

entails more than meets the eye.

It is difficult to paraphrase exactly

what the form says because it is

composed in legal lingo. Typically, this

kind of legalistic, functional prose is

only efficacious when examined in its

seemingly complicated and wordy

style.

After speaking with a Denver

attorney, who has a son at CC, The

Catalyst learned in essence, that the

form enunciates very meticulously that

neither the school in part or whole or a

representative thereof can be held

responsible for a variety of disasters

that might befall a student.

Specifically, the school is said to be

released "from any and all liability for

any act or omission of any kind" while

students are off-campus on, but not

limited to, school sponsored field trips,

classes, and projects.

If this kind of release at first seems a

little too inclusive and generally

unspecific, most likely it seems so

because it is. The form was intended

and written so as to include ail school

sponsored off-campus activities.

Although not specific in release, the

form does have a well defined and

evident purpose. It was designed to at

News From Career Counseling

Coming Programs

"Graduate School Admission - Everything You Wanted to Know but Were

AfraJd to Ask " Thursday, November 18, 1:30 p.m., Rastall Room 212. Jim

Colz will discuss how to decide if grad school is where you want to go how

^0 research and%hc"se a school, and how to get into the school of your

chofce Even™ you are not planning on graduate school next year, this

seminar will be helpful. Bring your questions.

On-Campus Recruillng

American Graduate School of International Management (Thunderbird

Campus) Professor William King will be on campus to interview interested

students trom 9-5 p.m., on November 12 (today) in Rastall 205. A specie

group session will be held from 1 :30- 2:30 for interested students who do not

wish an individual appointment.

Columbia University Graduate School ol Engineering. 9-12 noori Today

November 12 in Jackson House (basement.) Dean J.M. Garrelts will talk to

any student who is interested in learning more about engineering as a career.

Even if you have not settled on engineering, this is a good opportunity to get

some information about the field.

Intershlps

The National Trust for Historic Preservation, summer internship in

preservation of historic sites, apply by March 7.

Full-lime Job Openings

Arapahoe Community College teaching positions requiring a BA and 2

years of experience in the field: Marketing, Management, Accounting,

Money, Banking & Finance, Fashion Merchandising.

City of Aurora, Colorado... Program Analyst I, two years of college plus 1

year experience.

Western Nebraska Technical College is seeking instructors with two years

of experience in the trade required: Diesel Truck Mechanics or Electrical

Wiring.

International Institute of Protein Food Technology. ..wants Nutrition

Communications Specialist to work in cross-cultural setting.

Trinidad Junior College.. .needs a Musical Instrument Sales and Service

Instructor with knowledge of repair of brass, woodwind and percussion

instruments.

least give the impression that the

school will not be held responsible for

unfortunate occurences that might

happen on some school outing.

Whether or not the waiver form is

legally binding is questionable at best.

People have rights that they cannot sign

away, and this form could quite

possibly be in reference to these rights

In addition, the conscious effort of

people signing this form makes them

less likely to take or even consider

taking legal action against the school in

the event something harmful happens

to them while on a school venture.

But it Is important that the school's

efforts to avoid liability whenever

possible are not necessarily bad or in

other ways legerdemain. Most likely,

this waiver is required by the insurance

that covers the school. Without it and

the impression it gives, insurance rates

available to the college would likely be

higher if available at ail.

Professor Douglas Mertz, the legal

advisor to Colorado College, said that

the waiver is not required by the

insurance company that covers CC.

When asked whether the insurance

Housing Statement
1

.

Deadline for Off-Campus Hous-

ng Applications is December 1st at

5:00 P.M. Any applications submit-

ted after that date will not be

accepted. Decisions will be made as

soon as possible after that date.

2. All students who wish to apply

for Head Resident or Resident

Advisor positions, but who will be on

leave second semester, should

contact Bill Flanagan in the Housing

Office in Ticknor.

3. Students who are withdrawing

from schoolj going on leave of

absence, or seniors who are

exercising their option to move
off-campus, must notify the Housing

Office no later than December 1st

Failure to do so will result in youi

being charged for room second

semester. YOU MUST CANCEL
YOUR CONTRACT.

4. Students going on the ACM
Programs in the spring will not be

housed on-campus during Block 5. It

is the students responsibility to

notify the Housing Office of a leave

of absence.
5. Students away from campus

during the spring semester should

have a friend participate in room

draw for them. The Housing Office

will not be responsible for students

who fail to make prior arrangements

before their departure.

company might charge CC higher

without a waiver, Mertz said he dj

have any way of knowing; but

that in any insurance situation wli(

number of cases go up, the rates

Mertz also remarked that if a »

were not in effect, CC would

have to limit some off-cai

activities, and stated that in "high,

off-campus activities like study al

programs or classes taught off-cij

for one block or more require an

waiver. The new waiver concernj

intended to consolidate all off-q

CC activities under one heading

Also, in the absence of this «l

the Colorado College would be ij

to curtail and otherways limit oil.

pus activities that they spo|

Without this intentional releas

liability on a student's part, an aci

is much more likely to be finar

disastrous for CC.

Mertz emphasized that he is|

the legal consultant to the coll

has no jurisdiction over actual

policy-making, and can only advii

administration of the risks involvi

draw up the waiver according to|

instructions. Final decisions reg;

the waiver policy lie in the hands
deans, and Leisure Time officials

the case warrants it, such as bikin

camping trips.

For all these reasons, the gi

waiver and release form sen/i

important purpose for the school,

deciding to sign or not to sig

waiver, keep in mind and considi

effects of your decision.

)S

NORML from page
year sentence in jail and/or a S

fine.

Other areas that NORML wi

ooking into are redefining Ifie

regarding amounts of marijui

person may possess, how mu

person may grow for personal

transfer and sale of small amount

large sales to be treated as r

meanors.
Stroup said that in the eventual

total legalization, four or five yeai

the problems of control and qualil

be dealt with. He is hostile to thi

of letting the cigarette or

companies come in and exploi

commercial trade. Stroup wan

make sure that the consumers

strong voice in setting up any coi

For the present, NORML wo»

happy in seeing the smoker noi li

like a common criminal, and
'

guaranteed their basic rights.

PENCHCRAFTEDI
^ BOOTS I

. y^ ANNQII

SKI SHOP

^ College Shoe Shop i
i 831N.Tejon p

^
632-6161 ^
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New hours for you!
NOW TILL CHRISTMAS

OPEN FRIDAYS TILL 8 PM
OPEN SUNDAYS NOON TO 5 P.M.

OTHER DAYS 9:30 TO 6 P.M.

COME AND SHOP THE MOST
COMPLETE CLOTHING SELECTION IN

TOWN. ..BARGAIN PRICES PLUS HIGH
FASHIONS. ..LAYAWAY PLANS TO FIT

EVERY BUDGET.

THE SKI SHOP
1414 South Tejon 636-3355 f

A career in law-
without law school. I

What can you do with only a bachelor's degree' "
''

Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an
,

undergraduate education and a challenging respon- ^
sible career. The Lawyers Assistant is able to do |'

work traditionally done by lawyers.

Three months of intensive training can give you
f^

the skills^the courses are taught by lawyers^ Yo

choose one of the seven courses offered—choose

the city in which you want 10 work,
, t , n.nn T,

Since 1970, The Inslilute for Paralegal Training i

has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms, ^
banks, and corporations in over 75 cities.

If viu are a senior of high academic standing ano _
are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant -
we'd like to meet you. o

Contact your placement office for an interview wiis

our representative.

We will visit your campus on M
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29 L,

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
235 South 17111 Streel. Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Legal, Inc

i
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iPhoto Essayaa

CC SQUIRRELS
With the recent banning of dogs on campus,

squirrels have managed to fill a void left by the

absence of "man's best friend." The little buggers,

who are often seen around campus gathering nuts

for Winter, often live two lives in the trees.

Sometimes befriended with tasty treats, our friend

the squirrel would seem to lead an easy life. But a

hard core group of ecosystem vigilantes have

recently been seen around campus chasing the

animals up trees with hockey sticks in order to

restore the natural predatory system. "Hockey sticks

are no different than coyotes and hawks," they

reason. Whether hockey sticks can do the trick is

hard to say, but one thing is for sure; it's a squirrel's

world at CC.

Full Service

Photographic

Headquarters

leras,

:cessories,

liroom supplies,

luality

photo finishing,

repairs

WMAKERS
AMERA
SHOP
fjon 636-1696

WE ARE
LOCATED
IN THE

BROADMARKET
SQUARE ON
8th STREET

AFTER SEPT. 1st

PROBLEMS GETTING TO
DENVER AT THANKSGIVING???

Join the Turkey Express

bus leaving CC 1:00 p.m. Nov. 24

Return from Denver Airport

Nov. 28 at 8:00 p.m.

ONE WAY S2.50/R.T. $5.00

Taylor Travel̂

818 North Tejon

636-3871

recycle (o) recnrilK

We Buy & Trade
Quality Records & Tapes
632-8372 633-7078

219 N. Union 2425 W Colorado

Colorado Springs, CO 80909

COLORADO SPRINGS OPTICAL

GUILD OPTICIANS

Qualltr— Stilt

—

Svrvlc*

SfECMllSTS— Ptets-Grajr Yltn «i«s

D. HITESHAW, Opticra* '

27 East Kiowa Street

Deilqun of Fine Eye Wear

Phone 636-3418

BEST SELLER
In Japan, where most stereos are made,

the BEST SELLING speakers are...

MITSUBISHI
The tVlagnificent Monitors of Mitsubishi

From $170 to $580 a piece

4055 Templeton Gap
[Across Mall of the Bluffs]

599-5151

\JD&S RUDIO^
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= Editorial'

Sleeping in the 70's
In the first issue of The Catalyst last year, former Editor G

Easterbrool< wrote, "We (students) are just sleeping, absorbe

enjoying a pleasant system that was designed for another
t,

one that we instinctively l<now will not last much longer,

keeping our talents, our voices, and even our emotion,

ourselves, in this, we seem unforgiveably selfish. It's hard to

whether to condemn us, just accept us, or praise us for

retreat. It's hard to tell anything about us. We're so quiet."

Things have not changed much in that year. We still sleep

dream, still think that life is, as Easterbrook put it, "regular ho

balanced meals, and plenty of liquids." Are we waiting

Professor Glenn Gray would suggest, quietly for a change in tl

sleepwalking 70's? Or are we merely burying ourselves alive a

wait for a change that may never come?

This week only four students showed up at an off-can

housing meeting at which all future policies concerning mo

off-campus for next year were drawn up. Even fewer showed
i

the CCCA meeting to discuss the fate of the Faculty-Co

evaluation, perhaps our only means of having some kind of ct

on the faculty. This kind of attendance has proved to be the

rather than the exception.

What are we waiting for then? Why must we wait until we

losing as with hockey games, before we start chanting.

Pissed GC! Get Pissed!"? Probably because that's our natui

that's true, then it is quite likely that our nature may kill us yi

we have not mortally wounded ourselves already.

The concern in the 60's has been replaced by the sleepwalking 70's.

^Letters'

More on Vandalism
Dear Editor,

It seems my statement concerning

"druni( jocl<s" as one of the sources of

vandalism on campus, offended some
fellows to the point that they question

ttie competency of Resident Advisors.

They claimed that ttiis "assinine

statement," a "hasty generalization at

best," was the "most inteliigent

thought" I had on the subject. Please

allow me to clarify my position.

I did not "place tfie blame for

vandalism" solely on "Drunis Jocks." If

these men had read on, the next

sentence in the article clearly states

ttiat I was not "singling out" any

particular campus group (e.g. ath-

letes) as the only group who

vandalizes property. Obviously, all

kinds of drunks, or other people out of

control, perpetrate vandalism.

Secondly, the example I gave was
perfectly valid in light of the vandalism

I've witnessed. It was a "drunk jock"

that senselessly demolished the large,

beautiful wooden sculpture in front of

Rastall in the Spring of 1974. It was a

"drunk jock" that I confronted at night,

in the Spring of 1975, brainlessly

flinging the water irrigation pipes high

into the trees. "Drunk jocks" kicked-in

the bathroom door on Slocum 3-South

last year, practiced knife-throwing on

other residents' doors and set fire to

posters and announcements in the

stairwells.

Third, no one ever maintained that

the quote in question was "the most
intelligent thought" I had on the

subject. I put much more emphasis on
getting people to understand that the

problem of vandalism belongs to each

one of us, not just to the "R. A.'s" or the

security guards.

Finally, I would like to appeal to

those five men to re-examine the

motives for writing their letter. To take a

quote out of the context and use it to

discredit someone accomplishes very

little. Your time would be much better

spent If you ask yourselves, "What am I

doing about vandalism here on

campus?"
Sincerely,

Frank E. Lane

Head Resident, McGregor Hall

Grades Statement

Mr. Editor;

Last spring the Academic Program

Committee formulated a statement on

the meaning of grades at Colorado

College which the faculty then

endorsed. For the benefit of faculty who

high quality of work which, though not Somen's Heath Can
distinguished in excellence, clearly " "" 1

evidences a thorough control of the

course material and competence in

thinking and writing.

"C"-The C grade means that whereas

a student is conversant with the

material
" presented in the course

;;e"new or were away last spring, and as (subject matter and .methodology), the

To the Editor

We strongly agree with E

Lentini and Cindy tvleyer's well

editorial in the November 5th C

Health care for half the studem

is a very BASIC issue; that gyn

H , ;'hro7hP^f'the's?atemen°t comrorofrhatm"at'erial'[s not thorough cal sen-ices are not available on

aremindero the others, the statement =°""°'
°,^^g^, ^g^^^, formulate and ==o.^= »n incredible oversiaW

''"A''-Thl°9r™lof A means that, in the express His/her knowledge satisfactor-

rnnipxt of this colleqe, a Student's work ily. ^i,^* ^

s dged 'distingui'shed, outstanding.' ,"P»f-T^^[f=
^^^^.^.^has done

It indicates that the student has shown student on the K Track has done

an ability to express him( herself clearly acceptable work in a course,

and accurately verve and imagination "NC"-No Credit means tl^at a

character ze his oV her thinking and student's work does not reflect a
characterize nis ui a

rninimally acceptable degree of control

"'.'.rThe B grade is used to indicate a of the material dealt with in^the cou^se^

seems an incredible oversiglil

part of the College. We would h

oversight is not indicative

College's general attitude lo»

women
Su

Jofii

Lin:

Sus;

Sylvias

Melanie"

Heat on as Carter Enters the Kitchei

=Apology=

The Catalyst wishes to apologize to

Dexter Guerrieri for the inadvertant

mix-up in the order of paragraphs in his

article on grades in last week's issue.

By Jamie Butler

What is left to be said about the

"bicentennial" election? The American

people, or some of them at least, have

made their choice and Jimmy Carter will

be the 39th President of the United

States. There was virtually no change in

party representation in the Congress,

and most of the "progressive" ballot

questions were defeated across the

country.

Was this the most important election

in the history of the Republic, as Jerry

Ford would have us believe? Only the

historians can say. However, the

answer is probably not. The election of

Jimmy Carter will not bring any

fundamental changes in the political

system. Although the nature of the

campaign has been criticized in many
forums, no great change is expected.

The possible forced retirement of the

electoral college was avoided by the

Carter victory. It Is apparent that only an

election in which one candidate loses

the popular vote but carries the

electoral college will force the

elimination of this outmoded system.

The possible adoption of regional or

national presidential primaries appears

unlikely as past criticisms seem to tall

on deaf ears.

In saying that this election signals no

great changes, it must also be pointed

out that there was little possibility for

great change. All the major party

candidates fell within the common
ideologies of their party and the third

party candidates faced the insurmount-

able task of overcoming virtually

nonexistent media coverage. The

shunning of these candidates was
typified by their exclusion from the

presidential debates. To suggest that

one of these candidates would have

won the election is to ignore the reality

of our political system. However, their

systematic exclusion from the process

didn't increase their chances of being

heard.

While it is a bit premature to suggest

that the election of Jimmy Carter

signals the re-escalation of the cold

war or the end of the Republican party,

one important consequence can be

drawn out of this election. It is that, for

the next four years at least, the

Democrats will be in control of the

government. They can no longi

the executive branch for the ill|

country. They must come
comprehensive policies to deal|

problems of unemployment,

evergy, pollution, and thostj

problems which have not yet m»

ed. The responsibility for |
action falls squarely on Del

shoulders. So, as Jimmvl
prepares to take over the

power on January 20 the mool

nation Is, wait and see.
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Sports^

Fame and Glory is Unheard of for the Men in the Pits!
By Ed Goldstein

Trinity University invades Colorado
Springs tomorrow to face the CC
football Tigers in our last sctieduled

game of the year. Whether or not the

Bengals will be making final bows, or

warming up for the playoffs depends
alot on the performance of the CC
octagonal offense, i.e. our contingent

of eight flashy rushers.

CC fans can also expect to see
placekicker Ted Swan break the College

football scoring record of 237 career

points which he currently shares with

Wolfgang Taylor who played for

Western State from 1971-75. Ail-

American prospect Swan, tied the

record last week during CC's 50-35

victory over Kansas Wesleyan with

three field goals, including a 55 yarder,

and five extra points. Fortunately Ted
choked on his last extra point attempt,

no doubt out of a desire to kick the big

one before his hometown fans. He
could also tie the NCAA field goal

record of 44 scores, currently held by

Skip Butler, if he puts four shots
through the uprights.

Journalists and spectators alike often

forget however, that there is a group of

people who create the opportunities for

the runners to add up the yardage that

allows Ted Swan to kick field goals and
extra points. If you haven't guessed
who they are, that's o.k. because they

usually perform before an audience of

silence anyway. They are CC's
anonymous warriors, the unpublicized

members of the offensive line.

This week the Catalyst conversed

with a most distinguished delegation of

offensive linemen. They are quite a

group, these men who engage in

combat "down in the pits." According

to Guard Harry Mosco. "Seven out of

eight of us are derelicts with no minds."

His description was a slight exaggera-

tion. They may be derelicts but they still

have minds. The line includes prospec-

tive Lawyers, Doctors, Geologists,

Criminologists etc.

Present at our afternoon parley were
Guards Tim Barth, Mark Ehrhart and
Harry Mosco, Tackles Tim Beaton, Bill

Bradley and Rick Byrd, Center Phil

West, and Tight End Bob Blaik, who is a

professional football prospect.

These men were very animated In

conveying how they view their sport

from their unique perspective on the

The act on begins as Guard Harry Mosco [53} and tamack Dave Hall[W] lead interlerence for one ot CC's eight vaunted running

line. Bill Bradely thinks that by virtue of

his position he plays in a completely
"different ball game". He is responsible
for winning the one on one matchup
with his defensive counterpart without
relying on fellow players for help.

Bradley feels that the dynamics of his

position change the complexities of
football from a team sport to a "deeply
personal thing." "Down in the pits says
Bradley, "You are unaware of alot of

things that are going on around you.
Awareness is relative though, and the

players seem to have a keen
understanding of their personal role

that is not often understood by
spectators. Harry fwlosco states that it is

tiie job of the offensive lineman to

display "controlled rage." Says fvlosco,

"You can't be afraid to hit and get hit.

It's a dog eat dog world down there."

With no illusions about the recognition
that their contributions on the field

engender Mark Erhart volunteered that,

"there is no glory in digging out the
pits."

While there is no glory down on the

line, there certainly is alot of

punishment. Tim Barth mentioned how
defensive linemen specialize in "grabb-
ing jerseys, stepping on you, and
slapping your head." Another tactic that

Rick Byrd suffered from last week was a

blatant tackle.

Because defesive players are free to

conduct their uncontrolled mayhem,
Bill Bradley remarked that linemen have
to have a "controlled mental awareness
and discipline. You just can't go crazy."

That is especially true under the design
of CC's sophisticated single wing
offense. Each lineman must accom-
plish a required task or else the grand
offensive game plan will fail.

One reason for the emphasis on
mental intensity at CC is the relative

lack of physical size on the line.

According to Erhart. "Many of our
offensive linemen are smaller than other
schools. We have to work a little harder
to get the blocking." The linesmen
confess that they are not the best "pure
athletes" on the team. Mosco joked
about himself by saying that they
always "put the fat slow guys down in

the pits."

Joking is a contagious disease
among this group, and a major reason
why they are such a cohesive unit.

Humor in the form of brittle putdowns
or grandiose immodesty helps fuel their

"spirit des corps", as Mosco put it. The
leading funny man is the coach of the

unit, Frank Flood. His jokes, all of

which as related by the linemen are

unprintable, provide a welcome relief

from the bump and grind of endless

practice sessions. Phil West says the

levity produced by Flood, "makes

running the hill bearable." Tim Beaton
paid him this tribute. "You play well
because you want to do well for him
(Flood)and the rest of the coaches," Hp
adds that in reality "Mainly we play well
for the girls; they go for offensive
linemen you know,"

The spirit of the linemen rises up
when they talk about what plays they
really enjoy to block for. The consensus
was that if a fan really wants to see the

essence of a CC play they should
carefully watch the blocking on Inside

off tackle plays when everybody takes a

man, and on end runs where either the
right or left side of the line pulls

interference. Rick Byrd mentions
"coming through the hole and pulling it

up on the linebacker", once a play is

sprung. That kind of blocking is Indeed
a part of the action worth watching.

Those fantasies are few and far

between. The real satisfaction from

playing on the pits is knowing you did a

good job, and having that show up on

the films.

But just once, like tomorrow, it would

be a nice gesture for the warriors of the

pits who fight in obscurity to hear some
token of appreciation for their efforts

from the fans.

Harriers Host All-Campus Open Relays
On October 29, CC men's and

women's cross country teams traveled

to the Air Force Academy to compete in

a triangular meet against Colorado
School of Mines and the cadets. In the

women's 3.2 mile race, all CC women
ran their best times of the season.

Muffy Tate finished 3rd in 21:59, Jane
Haggerty finished 6th in 22:37, Beth
Braker finished 9th in 25:15, and Lee
Marvin finished 10th in 29:49.

The men's 4.4 mile race was
particularly rewarding for Jack Pottle

who won the race with a time of 25:34.

Pottle took a wrong turn and had to run

a greater distance than his competitors.

In spite of this, he managed to regain

the lead, making it the first time this

season a CC man has taken first. The
rest of CC's men who finished were:

Brian Feeney finishing 18th in 27:31,

Steve Sornsin finishing 21st in 28:13,

and completing the race In a

not-so-accidental photo finish, Rip

Langford, Tony Wall, and Orville

Seschille 23, 24 and 25th in 29:38.

"These improved times reflect the

fact that both teams are finally getting

into shape and overcoming injuries,"

Coach Sterne commented. "With two

meets left, all runners seem anxious to

test their capabilities."

The team looks forward to the

All-Campus Open Relays on Saturday,

November 13th. All students, faculty,

staff, spouses, and dependents are

encouraged to run In the men's 3-mlle,

women's 1.5 mile race. Individual and
team times {men and women) will be
Judged. This is the climaxing event of

the year for those inclined to enjoy

running. Post-times are 1:00 Intercolle-

giate and 2:00 for the All-Campus Open.

For further Information call the sports

center at extension 339.

HOT WAX SERVICE
THIS ENTITLES YOU TO

TWO FREE HOT WAXES AT
LE SKI LTD.
405 NORTH TEJON

COLORADO SPRINGS,

COLORADO 80903

303/475-9922

Custom Crafted Leather

Garments and Accessories

Men's and Women's Deerskin Gloves

CoHoxado Jls-atfisx ^oods.

731 N. Tejon, Colorado Springs, CO 80902

473-9312

"'"'^^
'^'^il

"Quality at Reasonable Prices"

f/Dettf&tam
THE NEW SUPER

SWEATER & JEANS PLACE AT
_, 327 N. TEJON

473-7881

SALES

Hyp

RENTALS

YPEWRITER
SUPPLY C0.»

REPAIRS

105 North Tejon St

Phone 634-0102

^^ HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

RING 471-7075
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^Sports
Tough Competition Ahead for Men, Behind for Women Booters

Men * Soccer
ByMlkeSlade

The CC soccer team cruised to a

routine but impressive 4-0 victory at

Denver University last Saturday after-

noon. The victory, the Tigers' 8th in a

row and their 6;h shutout in those eight

games, leaves the gold-and-black

booters in a prime position to receive a

bid to the NCAA Division I tournament.

The Tigers, now 15-2 overall, have only

one game left, this Saturday at the Air

Force Academy.
The game took place in a kind of

strange atmosphere. It was homecom-
ing weekend at D.U., but the overcast

weather put a pall on the less-than-fes-

tive mood of the crowd. As usual, CC
started slowly, due in part to the wind

they fought against In the first half.

Scoring leader Eddie Dietz put the

Tigers on the board, however, and at

halftlme, CC enjoyed a 1-0 advantage.

The second half looked considerably

better. With the powerful wind at their

backs, the Tigers were able to control

the game and take It to the D.U.

booters. When the horn had blown, the

ever-hustling Dietz had added two more

goals for the coveted hat trick and

assisted Konnie Simons on the latter's

goal.

Goalie Jim Balderston played a

steady if unspectacular game in goal,

and the Tiger defense again displayed

its tough qualities as D.U. rarely had

the opportunity to shoot on the

apparently relaxed "Baldy." Suprismg-

ly, Simons saw duty at fullback.

replacing Rich Director, who has been

slow in healing from his ankle injury

suffered against Metro State.

Despite the occasional lapses in the

first half, the Tigers looked steady

against their Denver rivals. Right now It

is apparent that the Tigers really know

each other well on the soccer field, as

displayed by the relative calm they now

play with, as opposed to the

early-season confusion we sometimes

saw.
Saturday's game at Air Force is a key

one. If the Tigers are victorious, they

seem almost certain to receive another

Physical Education Classes
Block IV

1. Swim Improvement
2. Water Safety Instructor Review
3. Beginning Paddleball

4. Conditioning

5. Beginning Tennis

6. Beginning-&-lntermediate

Squash
7. Figure Skating

8. First Aid
Registration for classes will be

held at El Pomar Sports Center

Tuesday, November 23 at 3:30 p.m.

NCAA bid. Although Air Force has had

a relatively mediocre season their year,

they are the only other undefeated team

in the RMISL. This game is, in effect,

the league title match. They are also

very capable of pulling off an upset,

because the Cadets never stop hustling.

The squad would doubtless appreciate

it if as many CC students and faculty as

we can fit into all our BfvlW's show up

Saturday afternoon. Zoomies yell loud,

so the team needs all the manpower
they can muster. Now ranked 17th in

the nation, this might be the last

chance to view our first - class soccer

team in action.

Women * Soccer
By Polly Hewson

"One small step for women; a giant

step for Colorado women's soccer."

Last weekend, November 6th and 7th,

six women's soccer teams met in

Denver to play in the third Women's

Soccer Tournament in Colorado. The
Colorado College team arrived with

hopes of carrying off another trophy.

However, after a long Saturday with two

wins and one loss, the Tiger women
placed second.

The first match CC played was

against the University of Colorado. It

was a tense few minutes before CU
pulled ahead with two quick goals.

Before the end of the first half, CC tied

it up with Penny Brodeur scoring

unassisted. With minutes to go In the

game, hands was called on CU in the

penalty area. Once again, Brodeur

scored on a penalty shot completing her

hat trick and pulling CC through toa3-
2 victory.

The CC team played again, against

the University of Colorado Ivledical

Center. CC's Laurie Jones; demonstrat-

ing agility and speed, scored on three

unassisted breakaways. It was the

second hat trick of the day for CC.

Before time was up, CU Iwledical Center

came back to score one goal. Yet CC
held on to another victory to put them

into the finals.

CC played their third and last game ol

the tourney against Colorado State

University. Unfortunately, the Tiger

women were unable to put up as good a

fight as they had in the past. CStJ

easily controlled the game, scoring

twice. CC missed several golden

opportunities to score, thus taking

second place in the tournament.

The CC women's soccer team will be

playing their last game of the season

against the University of Northern

Colorado on Sunday, November 14

Stewart Field at 2:30. Please come
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Contemporary'

Jewelry
333N.Tejon

Suite 5

Custoiti

Made bell

Buckles

Navajo
Hopi

Zuni

Santa Domingo

Silversmith Custom Work Repairs

Ring Sizing
College I.D. up to

50»/o OFF

532 Mlejon 473-4488 -

FLICK IWARNER BROTHER
FILM FESTIVAL

November 10-13

Wed. through Sat.

Bogart in

Casablanca
The Maltese Falcon

November 14-16

Sun. through Tues.
Cagney in

Public Enemy
Yankee Doodle Dandy

November 17-20

Wed. through Sat.

Errol Flynn in

Robin Hood
Captain Blood

November 21-23

Sun. through Tues.
Bogart & Cagney

White Heat
Treasure of Sierra Madre

!«!<«l!K>»>t>»X>Se<>SB* :« •r«t^»X>»KvaiK53IBi:»SIK««KJ|

Gadec'si
j 9 SOUTH WEBER

Phntn H
Supply

I
Phone 634-8833 ^

AGFA GOSSEN NIZO
ALPA GIT20 NIKON
Ascon HASSELBLAD OLYMPUS
BEAUUEU HONEYWELL OMEGA
BELL & HOWELL ILFORD PATTERSON
SESELER KODAK PeNTAX
BOGEN KONICA POLAROID
BOLEX LEICA SANKYO
BRAUN MAMIYA S1NAR
CANON MINOLTA SUPERSCOPE
CONTAX MINOX ROLLEI
DURST MIRANDA VIVITAR

We Won't Pressure You

... But We
Will Offer:
1

.

The Lowest Prices

2. The Best Service Department

3. Convenient Financing

4. Layaway Terms

5. The Largest selection of

Stereo Components in

Colorado Springs

3Ak;effiAfe

SONY Bargains
Cy)piOMEen^'^ Hir.M pinFi iTv

sowv PS 5550
Bell drive, auto shut oH
turntable with two motors.

SAVE 50%!
«T HOWARD SOUND

$14AM
only

soNv STR 7055A
40 Watts min RMS Per
Channel from 20-20,000

HZ AT 6 OHMS with no
more than 0.2% harmonic
distortion.

SAVE 35%
IT HOWARD SOUND

29900

Today SPECIAL

B'I'C 940 with Wood
COVER.Base, DUST

and Shure

M91ED

for onlyIM"

Dual 1225 — $119.00*

Dual 1228 — 179.00*

Dual 1249 — 249.00*

Dual SP510 -- 229.00*

Dual SP121S -- 399.00*
de a wood base,

dusi couer and a Shure canridge.

Dual models 1249
dude the Shuo
Track Carlndge

The ALL mpiomeeh
'499 Music System
AT HOWARD SOUND ONLY

^ a month

"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"

HOWARD SOUND^
PW^fflWl

i Colorado Springs #1 Camera Store >;'

I With Free Customer Parking $
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The View From El Pomai: CC Teams Look Solid
By Dave Adams

Qoiorado College's sports programs

ave
developed substantially over the

nasi few years. Ttie Soccer and Hockey

f g^s
have lead the way, doing

' eptionally well in the top-rated

mCaA Division I level of competition.

The footbalf squad has become well

noted among Dvision III competitors,

consistently tying for a playoff bid in

ihe past three seasons, and actually

iainingabidin1975.

gut what has been the key to such

successful programs? What difficulties

ugye had to be overcome? What

nfoblems still exist in CC athletics?

Tfiese questions and more were

answered in an interview with two

piembers of the CC Athletic Depart-

ment: Coaches Jerry Carte and Horst

Richardson.

To gain additional perspective on the

Issues and questions, players under

these coaches were asked to divulge

their honest and frank opinion

[concerning their particular team's

rarengths, weaknesses and reasons for

JLccess or lack of the same.

I Coach Jerry Carle of the football team

'so has an elevated opinion of his

players. CC's veteran head coach and

athletic director stressed the fact that

he has never worked with young men
anywhere whom he enjoys as much and

areas cooperative and hard working as

the men he has coached here at CC.

Carle's philosophy is to make the

program as personal as possible,

especially in getting the parents of his

players acquainted with CC and its

athletics. By establishing good rela-

tions with the players' parents, Carle

has devised an inexpensive method of

recruiting. He simply asks the parents

of one of his players who live in a

prospective athlete's area, to speak to

him and inform him of CC's football

program.

This informal method of recruiting

has proven surprisingly successful.

Students are also employed as
recruiting agents, often the coaching
staff has asked a student to go and talk

to a high school athlete and tell him
about CC.

Carle cites publicity as his program's
biggest problem. He would like to get in

contact with more out-of-state people,

but finds it difficult since funds limit

him to in-state travel for the most part.

Again, the players seem to be as
pleased with the program as the
coaches. The overall atmosphere is

very competitive and intense without

going to extremes as many scholarship
schools do. Many of the players deem
this the perfect blend. One team
member said, "The guys that play here

do so, because they enjoy the game
itself, not because they desire status or

have to ptay in order to fulfill a

Also, players feel that because they

are from a small school or unknown
area, they don't get as much of a chance
to prove themselves. When the chance
comes to them, they usually get only

one shot. Thus, some players feel luck

has too great of a part in deciding who
gets to play. Feelings such as these are

present in any competitive atmosphere
however, expecially when a team sport

is concerned. But from both the

coaches' and the players overall point of

view, the football team's attitude

couldn't be more positive.

Coach Horst Richardson of the

soccer team is generally pleased with

the attitude of his players, and for the

most part, the men on the team are

compatible. Richardson stressed how-
ever that soccer, more than most
sports, brings individuals of different

backgrounds together, and this fact

"...players underthese coaches were asked to divulge their honest

and frank opinion concerning their particular team's strengths,

weaknesses and reasons for success or lack of the same."

scholarship."

The players particularly enjoy the way
coach Carle communicates with his

team, always treating them as
responsible adults. "Coach Carle's

enthusiasm towards the game and his

team is very contagious," stated

another player. As in any competitive

situation, there are conflicts which
normally develop.

Some players are unhappy with the

coaching staff's philosophy of going

with upperclassmen because of their

greater experience, even though a

younger player might be slightly more
talented. If the difference In talent is

substantial, then no complaints are

voiced, but several of the underclass-

men believe they should be playing

more.

often makes it difficult to mold
individuals into a cooperative playing

unit.

As examples, he cited three different

cases; he has a player who grew up in

Brazil and learned the Brazilian style of

soccer; he has a player from Germany
who grew up playing in the European
style, and he has several players who
have "the American hustle" style of

soccer ingrained Into their personal

technique of playing,

Richardson says that the responsibil-

ity of combining the many varying

styles of play he has represented in his

club, is by far and away his greatest

challenge. At this level of competition.

Coach Richardson realizes the neces-

sity of compromising the talent of a star

player for the good of the team.

The difficulty in doing this lies in

getting the individual to make the same
realization, unselfishly. Through this
process the Coach feels that the team
learns from the individual and the
individual grows in personality and
character, due to the sacrifice he Is

required to make for the team.
The players are quite satisfied with

their soccer team in many respects, but
feel it lacks in certain areas. The players
get along with one another quite well,
although flare-ups arise occasionally
due to strong differences of opinion
that exist concerning certain matters.
For instance, some of the squad's
members feel that the team has more
than Its share of prima donnas, and this

creates conflict. The players feel

that the Coach should control these
particular individuals more, and be
more demanding upon them in the way
in which they relate to the team.

Most of the team seems to be
satisfied with the Coach-to-team
communication; problems are openly
and honestly discussed at team
meetings. There are a few players,

however, that believe communication
between the Coach and Individual

players could be Improved. Some of

them feel they aren't getting a good
explanation for why they aren't playing

more, and that Coach Richardson has
"too many pre-determined opinions"
about some of the players' ability.

Thus, a number of the team members
disagree with Richardson's decisions,

and his management of players.

But overall, the team's continued
success during away and home games,
as well as their predicted success over

Air Force this Saturday and their chance

to gain an NCAA berth, Indicates that

something Is going right for CC's
booters.

In coming weeks. The Catalyst hopes
to look into the College's hockey
program.

Tucksters'' Earn Split Against Dakota Sioux
By Dan Cathcarl

Speed kills and last Friday night the

Fighting Sioux of North Dakota had
plenty of it as they skated to an exciting

4-3 win over the Tiger pucksters. But on
Saturday, the Tigers showed their own
version, as they stayed even with the

Sioux and earned the split with some
great play of their own. Last week the

Tigers continued their fine team play as

Iven players collected eight goals and
defense held the high scoring

ikotas to seven goals. After two
leks of league play the Tiger

defenders and goalies have held the

opposition to only 11 tallies, eight

fewer than any other team in the league.

Friday night's opening period showed
the Sioux come out flying, just as
expected. If there was any doubt about
the Tiger's ability to skate, it was
quickly quelled as coach Sauer's

players stayed with what has be the

quickest team in the league. CC took

the lead at the 8:57 mark of the period,

as Dave Delich picked up Mike Reilly's

rebound off the boards and put his shot

past Sioux tender Stankoven for the

only tally of the period. In the second
stanza, CC was caught for two power
play scores and one even handed goal

as the Sioux skated to a 3-1 lead. The
calls by the refs were questionable, but
the Tigers loose defensive play in the

period was also a key factor in the

Dakota surge.

Sioux forward Brad Becker scored

another power play goal at the 8:50

mark of the third period as he waltzed in

alone on CC goalie Vern Mott and gave

his team a formidible 4-1 lead. Jim
Kronschnabel and Dean Magee scored a

goal apiece within two minutes of each
other and narrowed the gap to 4-3, as

the Tigers refused to die. The scores

brought the fans to their feel in

anticipation of a come from behind

victory, but it was a case of too little too

late.

Saturday night's finale was a must
game for the Tigers and the team rose

to the occasion. The defense tightened

up and the forwards capitalized on their

opportunities unlike Friday's game.
North Dakota's quick center Lamoureux
put his team In the lead with just :47

gone in the game as he came around the

Tiger net and stuffed the puck past

Mott. The rest of the period was
scoreless and overloaded with ten

penalties.

In the second period the Tigers took a

page from the Sioux's game of Friday,

as they scored on three power play

goals and took a commanding 4-2 lead.

Mike Hiefield and Dave Hanson each

scored one goal and Freshman Mike

Reilly picked up two goals.

The third period saw one of the worst

calls by an official this reporter has ever

witnessed. With the score 4-2 for the

Tigers, Sioux .center Lamoueux came
flying in on a two on one. He let go with

a hard shot which Mott kicked out. Out
of control, Lamoureux flew into the net,

knockina Mott down and out. With both

players still in the net, the Sioux hit the

net with a shot and to everyone's

amazement the officials allowed the

goal. Just a few moments later, Delich

scored what appeared to be the

clincher, yet incredible as it may seem,

the play was ruled dead due to an

"invisible" Tiger attacker In the crease.

The Tigers showed poise by not letting

the poor officiating get them down and
Warner fired home the fifth goal

moments later for the 5-3 victory.

This weekend the team travels to

boisterous Dane County Arena to meet

the formidable University of Wisconsin.

,(HIV CC
^i I( students

11ME^ Welcome

403 N. Tejon St.

ORIGINAL HAND BLOW
drying

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

\A/\nes

Weber St. Liquor

Open til 12 p.m.

rs 475-9533

Down to Earth

230 N. Tejon 632-3250

Complete line of

Paraphernalia
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Benny's Loses Arbitration

Told to Pay CCCA $3500
preface to the statement of our findings, the Board of Arbitration

15 total agreement as to the desirability of having a viabie "Benjamin's

i^ent" on the Colorado College campus. Our intention is not in any way

irdize the existance of this organization,

our opinion neither the faculty and administration advisors to the CCCA

he participants should have tolerated the drawing of such a loose and

auous document as is the genesis of this controversy. Furthermore we

found that there is actual disagreement between the two parties as to

intent" of the Ivlay, 1974 agreement signed by their representatives. We
hiiged to resolve this disagreement equitably.

stipulated in the November 4 letter which Steve Lewis and Doug Obietz

,(j as representatives of Benjamin's Basement and CCCA respectively,

card considered the following:

What was the intent of the original agreement between Benjamin's

Basement and the CCCA regarding the extension of $4,135.00 of CCCA
funds to Benjamin's Basement?

Is there a current obligation of Benjamin's Basement to pay any of its

funds to CCCA?
In the event an obligation to either re-pay the original extension or pay

current funds is determined to exist, what is that obligation, and how

should it be formalized?

idings of the Arbitration Board: Answers to the above questions.

We find the intent of the original agreement was to repay the $4135, but

there is agreement that the present balance outstanding is $3,565.33.

Yes, there is an obligation to repay the $3565.33, however, we do not

believe it should be construed to be a current obligation.

There is an obligation to repay the original extension in part.

Formalization of the repayment shall be as follows:

1 The debt shal I be amortized over a period not to exceed 1 years pay-

able at.the rate of $356.53 per year.

2 Payment shall be due (vlay 31st of each year, with the first payment
'

due (/ay 31, 1978.

3 Any profit earned by Benjamin's Basement in the preceding

academic year shall be transferred to CCCA to be applied against the

balance outstanding of this obligation. "Profit" shall be construed to

be total revenues minus the cost of goods sold and expenses. Ex-

penses include amortization at the rate of $356.53 per year as well as

depreciation and replacement costs per the schedule on page 6 of

the Benjamin's Basement "Public Policy Presentation and Income

Statement" of October 14, 1975 or as this schedule is modified from

time to time by mutual agreement of the Board of Directors of Ben-

jamin's Basement and the CCCA.
4, Benjamin's Basement shall make no changes in the definitions of its

accounts or its methods of computing revenues and expenses (ex-

cept for the amortization expense and the mutually agreed upon de-

preciation schedule changes)without the approval of the CCCA.
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Cheerleaders Fade into Pompom Past
By Colin Crawford

Two months ago, The Catalys' ran an

article on the formation of a

cheerleading group at CO. At that time,

the group, under the spirited direction

of Veronica Lin, had great hopes of

becoming an established tradition on

the CO campus. Subsequently, the

young squad, suffering protests from

large portions of the student body,

finding itself without support of the

Administration, and threatened by

petitions being circulated against its

formation, fizzied out. In the words of

Ms. Lin. "i don't think we'ii ever have

cheerleaders.

"

[vis. Lin indicated that the cheer-

leaders lacked the support of even the

majority of campus athletes. Without

their support, it seemed a certainty that

the efforts of the mostly freshman

squad would never be realized. The

group finally disbanded, after meeting

and conceding among themselves that

the number of obstacles facing them in

the development of a cheerleading

Continued on Page 2

Packard Hall Formally Dedicated
Last Friday, an audience of 300,

comprised mostly of friends of the

College, attended the formal dedication

of the Packard Arts Center.

Though the architect who designed

the building, Edward Barnes, could not

attend due to his presence in India, the

Cadets Kick Tigers; NCAA Does Too
By Mike Slade

St Saturday afternoon, the CC
srteam was upset by a determined

orce team 3-1 , on a cold snowy day

he Academy. The loss, which

ped CC's record to 15-3 on the

on, also ended their season. The

West playoff selection committee
ded to deny CC a bid to the NCAA
pon I playoffs on li/londay,

sking the team and its Coach Horst

jardson.

h Monday, the committee announ-
11 had selected U.-San Francisco,

Jose, Washington, and UCLA to

ipete in the Far West playoffs. The
day, the last edition of the Far

el

rankings came out listing CC 5th

BWest and UCLA 8th!

least two people are on both the

selection committee and the rankings

board, so the discrepancy was, at best,

confusing. Richardson was philosophi-

cally angry about the whole thing:

"Obviously there's a discrepancy

between the ratings and the selections

...which makes you wonder whether

you're doing yourself a disfavor by

helping out soccer." (Coach Richardson

Is chairman of the Far West rating

board).

Obviously, if the Tigers had escaped

Air Force's wrath, they would have

received an invitation. But suppose,

just suppose, that the Tigers had lost to

Air Force in mid-September, and then

proceeded to win their last eight games.

That's what happened to UCLA,who at

one point had a .500 record and was

rated 11th in one September poll.

Half-jokingiy, Richardson suggested

that. .."maybe we should schedule them

(AFA) earlier,. ..we can't let it come
down to the last game, perhaps we
should schedule Regis last."

The ratings board formulated a

system to assign a rating to the level of

difficulty of each team's schedule,

based on the win-lost records of each

team's opponents. Washington, who
this reporter played against last year

while toiling for the Oregon soccer

team, played Seattle Pacific three times

and Simon Fraser twice, both strong

West Coast teams. The rest of their

schedule consists of teams like

Oregon, Oregon State, and similar

teams in league with Regis.

Continued on Page 2

man who paid for the building, David

Packard and his wile, were on hand to

receive homage from the College for

their gift

In a brief ceremony, CC President

Lloyd Worner, Professors Joseph

Pickel, Albert Seay and James Trissel,

as well as fvlusic fvlajor Bruce Lemmon
delivered short notes of thanks to the

Packards and those who had helped in

the building's completion. Contempo-
rary music was performed by the

campus choir complemented by a brass

ensemble from the Fine Arts Center.

Following the speeches, which

addressed the history of the arts at CC,

the need for the new building, as well as

the hope that the building would spark

new interest in the arts at CC, Packard

and his wife unveiled the building's

plaque.

The dedication coincided with an arts

exhibition currently in Packard. Entitled

"Two Decade of Faculty Art," the show
encompasses works of art from former

and present members of the CC faculty.

The show contains many excellent

paintings, photographs, and sculpture.

In particular, the Diagonal Down sculp-

Continued on Back Page

ootball Finishes 7-1-1 With Wild Win and No Bid
By Ed Goldstein

16 football season drew to a

iiusion last week with CC posting a

I record of 7-1 -1 . That mark was
irently not good enough in the eyes
je NCAA to qualify the Tigers tor a

In the eight team Division Three

"lonship playoffs.

rtunately, the quality of this

team was not reflected In the judgment

of the NCAA. Reasons for CC's non-

invite to the playoffs were out of our

control. The teams chosen were

undoubtedly quite qualified but it is

questionable whether the accomplish-

ments of CC were brought to the

attention of Eastern writers who decide

what teams deserve to be ranked.

eif viclo'V over Trinity

Our schedule also remains a

handicap. As long as CC doesn't have

the money to go on road trips to face

quality Eastern and West Coast teams,

CC will not get recognition. It is

apparent that Coach Carle will have to

mold the fine players he has this year,

and those he will get next season. Into

an unbeatable squad. Then, perhaps,

we can watch CC In the playoffs next

year.

All that remains now are memories,

and it is evident that one game many

people will not forget is the thrilling

21-17 victory CC registered over Trinity

University last week.

Due to icy conditions on Washburn

field, the coaches of both teams agreed

to play the game on the Indoor field at

the Air Force Academy. That decision

led to one of the strangest encounters

recorded in CC sport's history.

The astro-turf field, which is part of

the Academy's sleek sports complex,

was poorly suited for a college level

game. It was not regulation width, and

players hit out of bounds risked injuries

when knocked into team benches or on

the hard asphalt track surtace.

Due to the low heighth of the roof,

punts bounced along the rafters, and

the referees improvised an allowance of

Continued on Page 11

CCCA
Elections Coming

The annual election for President,

Executive Vice President, Financial

Vice President and nine members at

large of the CCCA will be held on

December 14.

All those people who are interes-

ted in serving on the council for 1977,

may pick up a petition at Rastall desk

and, when completed, return the

petition with a statement not to

exceed two double spaced typed

pages before noon, Tuesday, No-

vember 30. The statements will be

featured In The Catalyst.

Students are encouraged to speak

with current CCCA members con-

cerning the responsibilities and

obligations of the jobs. Attendance

at the bi-monthly meetings is also

recommended for those people who

will be seeking a position on the

council. The CCCA meets the first

and third Wednesday of every block

in Rastall center.

Any questions concerning this

election may be addressed either to

Bill Berkley, President of the CCCA,

any other member of the council, or

Betsy Broder, chairperson of the

Election Board.
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"Synthi" Performance: Star Trek Sounds

By Tom Steele

Last Sunday afternoon marked the

public unveiling of Packard's most

costly and probably most elaborate toy,

the Electronic Music Studio. The

performance itself, dedicated to the late

J. Pearson, consisted essentially of six

diverse electronic compositions taped

by Professor Scott on "the thing" - the

Synthi 100 unit - which was purchased

by CC this year. Each taped production

was accompanied by some form of live

event as well, making for a very

interesting survey of unconventional

music.
Packard Hall was filled to nekr

capacity (about 300 ) most likely due to

the public's sheer curiosity if to nothing

else. All types, from long-hairs to

symphony-lovers to deans, were In

attendance. And naturally the avante-

garde were there, lighting pipes and

lounging in the foyer. But to the music.

After the introductory "Fanfare" with

brass and electronic rhythms, we
had our first taste of "musique

concrete," a 1955 piece entitled

"Gesang der Junglinge," by Stock-

hausen. The acoustically perfect

auditorium facilitated these rather

spacy sequences quite well, providing

maximum effect. But then, upon

Career Counseling

News
On-Campus Recruiting

THE BANKERS LIFE. Mr. Mike

Murphy will be on campus Tuesday,

November 23 from 1-5 p.m. He will

interview students interested in a

career in sales management in

Rastall 207. THE BANKERS LIFE has

a special program in which students

can, if they choose, begin their

training during their senior year. All

students wishing to interview with

this company should have a resume

prepared and bring it to the interview.

Please make an appointment by

calling the Career Counseling and
Placement Center, extension 568 or

569.

THE INSTITUTE FOR PARALEGAL
TRAINING. Ms. Cecelia Lentini will

be here November 29 to speak with

interested seniors on an individual

basis between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Seniors who are thinking of applying

to the Institute should have a B

average or better. Other students

who wish to learn more about the

paralegal field or the Institute can

make appointments for a group
session at 9 a.m. or 4 p.m. All

interviews will be held in Rastall in

rooms 207-9. Call Career Counseling

& Placement for an appointment for

individual interviews and for group

meetings.
SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVER-

SITY - GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, Ms.
Margaret Madden will be on campus
November 30, 1976. Check with

Career Counseling and Placement for

more information, and to make
appointments call 568 or 559. She
will be in room 212.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE'S AMOS
TUCK SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION. Mr. Roger Muller

will be here to interview interested

students on December 1 from 9 a.m.
-12 noon in Rastall 206-8. Call Career

Counseling and Placement for an

appointment.
COLORADO STATE DEPART-

MENT OF PERSONNEL. Ms. Betty

DuVal will be on campus to inform

students of opportunities in Color-

do State Civil Service. Date:

December 2; time: between 1 and 5

p.m. Please call 568 or 569 to sign up
for group sessions, which will be in

Rastall 212.

Full-Time Job Openings
Administrative, Research and Cler

ical positions. University of Nebras-
ka. Treatment Plant Operator I,

experience, City of Aurora.

Summer Jobs
Summer Camp Personnel, Girl

Scout Council, WIctilta, Kansas.

Continued on Back Page

listening closer, one soon detected the

patterns and styles being used and

could fully appreciate the many hours

Mr. Scott spent in recording.

More than just Star Trek revisited,

these sounds were grouped in subtle,

but comprehensible, sequences em-

ploying tonal and rhythmical dlsonance

on an electronic level, the notes

themselves being manipulated by

masses of gadgetry. Familiar sounds

also were demonstrated, such as

rattles, winds, voices and various

"cello-scrapings."

The "Serenade No. 3" by Subotnick

was the show's highlight. Piano, violin,

flute and clarinet accompanied the

(taped) electronic background, moving

along with it exactly. A plink, a few sour

notes, a scrape - ail intentional and all

performed precisely on cue provided a

genuinely exciting effect when combin-

ed with the synthesized sounds.

Following this was Scott's own
score, "Suite for Synthia," which again

displayed the machine's versatility in

producing tonal color variations. The

final movement especially was both

commendable and enjoyable.

The last number, a pantomime skit

combining electronic music, ballet, a

xylophone, candles and voice could

Steve Scott directs Ills ensemble

only be described as way-out. Sopranist

Jan Osborne chanted about how It felt

to be a pinball machine as lights

flashed, and the speakers moaned and

screamed in pulsating glub-glubs,

building to a hallucinogenic-type frenzy

as another quarter slid down the slot. A
weird scene it was - leaving the critics

and the sophisticates alike a bit dazed.

Afterwards some dissenting com-

whlle the "Synthi" plays on

ments could be heard in the foy(

by people who couldn't

electronic music as Art. Well,

never will fit everyone's

neither did Leonard Bernstein,

case, Sunday's concert

interesting and generally en

introduction to the unique soun

Professor Scott and his cri

creating in the depths of Pack;

the new synthesizer.

Cheerleaders cont. from page l

squad was not worth "that much
hassle." When squad members first

heard inklings of petitions being

circulated against their organization,

the decision not to stay together

became definite.

The squad's leader did remark with

some promise that the development of a

squad might be possible next year, or

sometime in the distant future. All the

same, one sensed in her voice a

hesitation and extreme doubt as to that

possibility as she made the statement.

She went on further to emphasize

that the group felt no resentment

towards the student body for rejecting

their attempts to organize CC's

cheering style. She admitted however,

that some disappointment existed

among the cheerleaders. Their disap-

pointment is indeed understandable,

when one considers that the group was
scarcely given a chance to prove

themselves to the Colorado Collee

community.
One might well interpret the refusal

to accept cheerleaders at CC as an

attempt to preserve what is nearly

considered a school tradition, namely

an uncontrolled manner of supporting

our teams which, to say the very least,

allows for "individual expression." Yet,

the cause might more closely reflect the

sentiments of Catalyst staff writer Gail

Bradney when she wrote in last

edition of the Catalyst:

consciously or unconscious

standards for norms of behavi(

acceptabt I ity wh ich we set

deviants as an ultimatum."

The cheerleaders represent a

tion from what is "normal," "ace

and, most importantly, "appro

on this campus. As a result, thf

suffocated in their attempts to:

Their purpose did not fit into \\\

cast for "expected behaviour" k
for that reason, may nevei

similar group, or groups of its I

exist at this institution.

((

Golden'' Spikers Miss Chance at Malibu
El Pomar buzzed last weekend as

Laura's "Golden girls" hosted the first

annual Intermountain region volleyball

tournament for the Association of

Inter-Collegiate Athletics for Women.
The Tiger women hosted twelve

teams of devoted, determined hard

hitting spikers. Among those twelve,

Western State traveled to the tourney as

League champs with high hopes of

victory, followed by Idaho Stae

University, Southern Utah State Col-

lege, and Fort Lewis College dead-

locked into second position in the

League. Last but not least Metro State

rounded out the league standing behind

the other teams. The tournament
changed all these standings as it proved

to be disappointing for most, upsetting

for some, and victorious for one.

For the CC "Golden" spikers it was a

disappointing weekend. The Tigers

opened their tournament play early

Friday morn' with an upswing victory

over New fVlexico Highlands 15-9, 15-5.

Victory was sweet but short-lived for

the Tigers who found it difficult to build

the momentum necessary to overturn

the Southern Utah team. The CC morale

seemed to wither in the hands of their

adversaries, and the match ended with

the Tigers taking the fall 15-5, 17-5.

The remainder of tourney p

Saturday proved equally as uns

ful as the Tigers, facing Idaho

went down 15-4, 15-5.

Saturday evening, at the toui

close, found Idaho State the

over Metro State 12-15, 15-fl

Metro giving the greatest perto

of determination as they cam

fifth in League standing to ss

the tournmanet. But the

performance was second to

cool nerves and unified determi

At any rate, last weekend's

find Idaho State heading up and

the beaches of Malibu and the
'

tournament at Pepperdine (

Cadets Top Tigers in Snowfest com. from page i

The game Itself was a strange one in

all respects. CC was a heavy favorite

going into the match, and deservedly

so. Air Force was 7-5 before the game,
and despite compiling a 5-0 record In

the RMISL had faired poorly outside the

league. CC, in contrast, entered the

game ranked 15th In the nation and 2nd
In the Far West, on the heels of an

eight-game winning streak. Overconfl-

dence was unavoidable, but the Tigers

were all cognizant of how tough the

Cadets always are. Air Force never

stops hustling, and last Saturday was
no exception.

The game, set in a swath of green in

the white world of last week's snow,

started slowly. CC appeared sluggish,

and their offense was stagnant. Air

Force got on the board midway through
the first half on a nice shot that slipped

off goalie Ron Edmondson's icy hands.

Then, with about 15 minutes left before

halftime, an attempt by CC's vaunted
defense to clear the ball ended up on
the eager foot of an opportunistic

Cadet, who popped it by an unsuspec-

ting Edmondson to make it 2-0.

Then hope appeared. Fullback Tom
Lee cleared the ball singlehandedly to

midfield, and then, as he was chopped
down by a Cadet tackle, hit Konnle
Simons with a beautiful through pass.

Simons effortlessly popped it past

Schultze, the Air Force keeper, to make
it 2-1 at halftime.

As CC student Doug Obletz (see

photo essay) marched his squadron
around the field, the chilled throng of

Tiger followers, who had migrated to

the Academy, wondered when CC
would start displaying their national-

caliber form. It didn't come until too

late.

As Coach Richardson commented:
"We only played soccer for the last

twenty minutes." The irony is incred-

ible. "The game we should have been up
for the most, and we couldn't rise to the

challenge." Although the Tigers dis-

played a fine brand of soccer in those

last twenty minutes, and almost tied It

numerous times. It just wasn't to be. As
time ran out, the Cadets managed to

clear the ball, and CC's defense was
caught too far upfield, leaving

Edmondson virtually helpless to stop

the breakaway. 3-1.

But out of this late-season dark cloud

emerges a sliver lining which s^

addressed. This year's team br

national-caliber teams, scora

goals, and met with more sues

any CC soccer team ever.

Richardson loses Captain Bil

fullback Don Clark, and wins:

Turner. He started three fresh

of the season, and Is alreaO

searching out talent for next yt

Most observers agree that Itii

squad played better soccer IJ

year's team, yet they were

playoff bid by "a combination

admittedly costly loss and

discrepancy-filled selection P

The prospects for the ful'

certainly bright. The talent is I*

coaching is there, the players f

(especially after this rude a«

from the lofty levels of ^

rankings) want it, and the sul

there, so all that remains is to «•

long 10 months. With these P"'

national prominence is only

away, a remarkable accomplish'

a school that grants no

scholarships for soccer and

formal JV program to speak of
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fesii^si^^s^^^

1807 De Paul

Behind Denver

Warehouse Sales

Lower Level

Perry Plaza

Pizzas

&
Sandwiches

Bottled Beer

Miller & Coors

on Tap

Only 3.2% bar

off campus with

LIVE BAND
Wed. thru Sat.

This ad good for

Twofers on Any
Beer.

One per customer

Expires

Nov. 30, 1976

SPORTING GOODS

120 NORTH TEJON

NEW RENTALS!
K-2, Head Skis

Solomon Bindings

y the Day, Weel^end or Weel<.

flVlake your reservations now!

!

633-3874

Colorado Springs, Colorado

SKI TURKEY DAY
WITH US.

We'll make you feel

rightat home this

Thanksgiving, Ski

with us and you're
only 15 minutes
from Keystone or

A-Basin; 30 minutes
from Copper or

Breckenridge. Then
(

after a day in the

Colorado Rockies,
relax with us in our sauna,
whirlpool and healed
indoor swimming pool. And
relax some more in our lounge,

moderately priced dining

room, by the fireplace in the

lobby or in your own room with

colorcableTV
Ski with us. Stay with us. Just 90

minutes west of Denver, We're filling up

so call now for reservations. Group rates

available.

RAMADASILVERTHORNE
At Lake Dillon

t-70 & Colorado Highway 9, E*it 39. Silverlhof ne. Colorado 80498.

Phone (303J468-6200. in Denver 629-1359, or Toll-Free. 1-600-228-2628

Managed by Hospilaldy Management Corporetton, Dallas. Texas

A career in law-
without law school.

What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?

Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an

undergraduate education and a challenging, respon-

sible career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able, to do

work traditionally done by lawyers

Three months of intensive training can give you

the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers^ You

choose one of the seven courses offered—choose

the city in which you want to work.

Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training

has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms,

banks and corporations in over 75 cities.

II you are a senior of high academic standing and

are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant,

we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with

our representative.

We will visit your campus on

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
235 Soutt, ,7,h Sire... Philadelphia. Pennsylvania ,9,03

Operated by Para-Legal. Inc-
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is Editorial 1

Packard and the Liberal Arts Dream

Last weekend, Packard Hall was dedicated before the College's

President's Council. The new arts center was lauded for filling a

material gap In the liberal arts' dream of The Colorado College. The

building, it was said, will improve and encourage student

exploration of all the arts. In tact, David Packard, who provided the

funds for the building's construction, said how proud he was to be

part of a "winning team."

However, the new arts center does not fulfill the College's liberal

arts dream. That fulfillment will only come when the College

adopts the true design of a liberal arts education.

Currently, this College and most of Its students operate under a

prostituted version of a liberal arts' education. Many of us are not

becoming "educated," so much as we are training ourselves for

graduate school and a professional career beyond.

The true Idea of a liberal arts' education, according to Religion

Professor Lee Yarley at Stanford, is one in which "humans place

themselves in the culture in which they exist. They must see the

best their culture has taught, said, and done, as well as the dead

ends and aberrations that clutter its history. They must recognize

the sweep of that culture—the problems, the solutions, and the

iLetterSi

Violence and Sex

Dear Editor,

I would like to comment on Frank

Lanes' letter concerning "drunk jocks"

and destruction on campus. I can

understand tils accusations, because

they are true. I was a participant or

witness to many of ttie destructive acts

tie tias mentioned, most of whlcti

occured on Slocum 3-Soutti last year.

But I am outraged at being labeled as a

"drunk jock." Even ttiough I am an

alcotiolic, and I live for sports, ttils had

nothing to do with the destruction. I

strongly feel that all this friendly

aggression expressed through destruc-

tion throughout CC Is the result of our

inner sexual drives.

Now we have a choice; should these

sexual drives be taken out on our

co-eds, raising the rape rate consider-

ably, or, should we continue to beat our

heads against the bathroom doors and
throw knives at our roommates?

I have personally chosen the latter,

but if great pressure Is put on these

deviants to stop destruction In the

dorms, then the women of Colorado

College should all be escorted by

German Shepherds wherever they go.

Respectfully,

Greg Van Schaack

Fcnza over Cosmos
Sir:

This reader finds It most disheart-

ening to be barraged by the senseless

word tricks of one J. Kuhlman.
A change and/or addition is needed -

a change towards the more traditional

style of expression. What Is really

needed Is a column with Imagination

and heavy on the creative juices. W/hat

Is David Fenza's..."What Is Is Good
Biz," which promises to be all of the

flair, gut emotions, whit, sarcasm and

reality which Kuhlman lacks. Granted,

John's schplel each week does cater to

a certain crop of readers - this Is not

intended to be slanted against John but

rather lor a recognition!! There are

people on campus who would delight at

Penza's return to reality for a time each

week...

As representative of the majority of

the students here at Colorado College,

The Catalyst owes them the responsi-

bility of an attempted fair shake.

In case the question has crossed your

furrowed brow, none of the above
constitutes, in any way, shape or form,

Goo Biz. I have no underhanded motive

for writing - merely a real wp it to see
something of literary merit, which has

been far too scarce in these parts lately.

Gail Bradney Is nght; we are apathetic.

Let Penza write, and we will all, I hope,

see a change for the better.

Respectively submitted from low to

high-

Sandy Shea, 79.

Facts of CC
Editor:

Gail Bradney's article, "CC Stud-

ents. ..etc." Isa lot of drivel. Unlike her,

we will support our assertions with

facts and logic. Her statement

"Speaking without morals and fairness"

Is not open, nor does it convey the

truth. This statement Indicates that the

writer disregards consideration of views

and motives other than her own.
The article Is based on unsupported

statements such as, "A black or any

other minority person can sun/ive at CC
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CC

Isagi

failures that mark its history."

"That l^ind of knowledge is critical to understanding who
a

what we are. We stand where we are, we will become what we a

because of our past. If we care what we are, if we care where we

going, we have to understand our past."

The fulfillment of this College's liberal arts dream will only coi
^^J^

when all students and the College recognize the past's importarj
lea

to the present.

In order to accomplish this, the College must, as Dean Rich;

Bradley suggested in his Convocation address earlier this y(

adopt a program of learning in which students are required to t;

more classes outside of their respective field of study, perhi

even going as far as to require classes like Renaissance Culture!

Perspectives on Western Traditions.

If and when this happens, then The Colorado College can

that it has fulfilled the liberal arts' dream. Until that time,

additions, in terms of mortar and brick, will only remain additio|

additions, which if taken advantage of by all students, would trf

make David Packard proud to be part of a "winning team."
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only through alienating himself from

it." or "We have seen that wealth causes

conservatism: closemindedness and
inhibition."

She states, "What this college

produces Is nothing." We assert that

CC provides an environment in which

students are exposed to concepts apart

from the economic focus of the modern
world. The value of a liberal arts

education is in its providing a broad

scope of understanding, therefore a

more versatile ability to deal with the

environment of man.
Ms. Bradney writes, "Money. ..dic-

tates everything we do here." If this

were true, we would not be here. We
would be at a professionally or

vocationally oriented institution.

Her argument that the student body
is undiverse is inaccurate. Our
experience in three and a half years at

CC has been that CC students have

widely varied attitudes, perspectives,

and beliefs. The fact that many of us

may share a number of same wants and
fears does not rob us of our

indJviduailty.

Ms. Bradney equates money with the

ills of our culture, for example:

addiction to money as a social disease

and as causing apathy (paragraph 10). If

money had no merit, the entire western

world would not be striving for it.

Problems exist, but better to rationally

develop solutions than to blindly align

ourselves with a "right" cause.

The article is poorly written. Each
paragraph does not contribute to the

article. There are a lot of unrelated,

unsensible statements and relations,

(eg. CC good weather and apathy, or,

"We are controlled by our rich

parents."). There are also meaningless

examples such as the despondent si f
The unsupported regurgitation of e

imaginable "problem of today"

does not add anything either. (Exaiffij^
|i

here would be; "...Pulling down
inhibition, of minority students.")

concepts are not thought

coherently presented.

"I may make you feel, but I can't rj

you think." (I. A.)
James Prl

Joel BlechI

Commentary Inexcusab|

Dear Editor:

Gail Bradney's commentary is n

ing new. At least once every semJ

via The Catalyst I find m|
condemned, because I happen tob!

everyday, garden variety, white u;!

middle class student. (I also happa

be knock-kneed and flat-chestedl

fortunately, lest I lose all self-estJ

no one has chosen to write an arlicll

those particular evils.) I usually roill

the punches, finding some trulM

accusations of apathy and selflshrT

However, this time I fell compellel

reply to Ms. Bradney. I find I

self-admitted "unfairness" inexusJ

because of faulty and insil

assumptions, inconsistencey ar£

total lack of any constructive critil

or suggested improvement ofr

problem she sets forth.

One of the more offensive assi|

tions underlying Ms. Bradney's i

is that all whites at CC are wealttiy|

all minority students are poor,

ironic that Ms. Bradney who call!|

more open mindedness should t

Continued on P|

m
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"If you're talking about it, you ain't doing it."

Commentary^—

gy Carol PomerancG

jid like to reply to Gail Bradney's

itary on the homogeneous and

„c
condition she finds at

So
College. It Is impossible for

llsagree with Ms. Bradney. She

illy
right. I have a feeling that

of us here has had at least one

Irtable moment realizing that

. lead a relatively sheltered and

icompau'ed to most. It Is true

jt of us are born of wealth and
'

to feed on it as long as we

|e and don't fall victim to

late
circumstances.

arythlng is relative. When I was

m hiflh school student in New

y, I felt Incredible guilt for mv
;lass background. If only I could

Keen more down-to-earth for my
gpublic school peers. My father,

c) worked hard and long to

a member of the middle class,

Jified at my lack of appreciation.

n really done me such great

wondered, by cheating me out

challenges of poverty and

am my heritage, as well as what I

say and do. What I had once wished to

renounce, I now accept as an inevitable

and not so awful part of me. If the

money my father has made can help me
to grow by giving me certain advantages
(like college and graduate school) then
so be it.

When I first came to CC, I realized

that there are many students here who
are a lot wealthier than my family ever

was. I guess that makes me feel better. I

qan now look back on my upbringing
with some pride and relief; pride for the

multitudinous exposures and exper-

iences it has passed on to me, and relief

that i have all this behind me as support

in the face of Californians and CC
students who get accused of being

narrow, sheltered, and suntanned.
Let no one tell us that we do not live

in the Real World. Colorado College

does exist, and that's enough for me. It

might sound pretty neat, but in one

lifetime I'm not going to run around
manicaily seeking experience as a rural

farmer, ghetto minority, Maine lobster-

man, prison inmate, Mafia member,
homosexual, bartender, or prostitute.

(Even though I would then finally be
well-rounded.)

This doesn't mean that we can't open
ourselves up and become as aware as

possible of life around and inside us.

We are basically autonomous now and
need not be impotent to shape our
world. Ms. Bradney is correct to assign
threat and upsetting contradicition key
roles as catalysts for thought, action,

and understanding. Believe it or not, it

is possible to face those beneficial

negatives In one's life here at CC.
I would still agree that we are not

quite whole unless we immerse
ourselves in some aspect oi the uuisme
World. Given the tact the CC is a

relatively exclusive school, we cannot

find all of the benefits of the diverse

Positive Sign

By Eric Weaver

d like to thank Gail Bradney for

le'Too Many Cookies From the

old" printed in the November 1

1

)f The Catalyst. It is a positive

it someone has dealt with the

of student apathy and the lack

ity in more than the superficial

hink, however, that the causes
roblem which she Idenfities are

ns rather than the actual roots

roblem.

major contention of Ms.
s article seemed to be that our

n to money and the values of

snts is destroying our moral

I defense of our parents, it

Dbvlous that the worship of

and the don't rock the boat

y are the supreme values of

n society as a whole and not

our parents. The favorite line

;hoed In the press about Jimmy
these days, (Including The
), is that he's a wealthy self -

sn who proves the Horatio Alger

the poor street urchin who
p to be President. Hooray for

barter!

^hen the American people were

g to realize that money is what
lo make it In this country, along
;he exception that proves the

[e rich in this country can sleep
now because Jimmy Carter has
lain convinced the American
that if they take away the
'S of the rich, they will also take
irown one-in-a-million chance
in their footsteps. The Illusion

bread will continue to satisfy

in America.

Many of us here at CC are examples

of unchallenged privilege. At 19 or 20,

we already drive B.M.W.s, wear fancy

clothes, and probably spend more on

recreation, (skiing, parties, block

breaks, etc.) than many people on the

other side of town spend on food. Why
don't these people march over and

destroy our immortal privilege? Be-

cause they too believe in the Horatio

Alger myth, that's why.

We, our parents, everyone is the

product of society which is the product

of a power structure. Religious,

political, and social dogmas are handed

down by the power elites of the clergy,

politicians and the wealthy. We can

reject or accept them it is true. But isn't

it easier for most of us to accept them,

since rejection requires one to buck the

current, take a stand, think creatively?

If society as a whole is thoroughly

inoculated in these beliefs and

attitudes, how can one expect the

average CC student to fight the trend?

CC students are adept at assimilating

_vast amounts of information and then

spewing it out on tests, papers, and in

discussions. Is this proof of the much
flouted high academic caliber of CC?
The birth of truly creative, innovative

and challenging ideas, art pieces,

essays, etc., would tend to indicate

otherwise. All the fine contributions to

the Leviathan are usually made by the

same people, those with the energy and

drive to challenge themselves, instead

of waiting to be challenged. The

majority of CC students, however, never

dare to be creative. They just plow

through their homework, (doing it well

of course), and then move on to their

beer, dope, veging, hockey in the halls,

TV, or any other of the popular, but

equally unimaginative, week-night lei-

sure activities. Read a book?... "Naw, I

have to read too much for school

already as it is! "...Can one really read

too much?...
Fortunately, there are a few people at

CC who buck the trends. They are the

creative people, the musicians, the

world within the confines of Uintah and
Cache la Poudre. We must extend
ourselves lo the outer community of

Colorado Springs. There are many
community-oriented programs-
definitely something for everyone-just

aching for volunteer help. Just think of

the incredible resources we have
bottled up within the CC student body.
There are benefits for all involved. If we
are majoring in a subject that we might
develop as a future career, how do we
know that the field is right for us, and
vice versa? The best way to find out is

to practice a little.

Let's face it, life Is more than

academics, athletics and parties. An
involvement with the community
around us, both within and without the

boundaries of CC can open up what has

been criticized as a closed, homo-
geneous, and apathetic college com-
munity.

I doubt that we will see or participate

In a revolution at CC In the near future,

but there less dramatic ways of putting

meaning in to our lives. In the words of

Ella Fitzgerald. "If you're talking about

it, you ain't doin' it."

artislls, the militants, the poets, the

actors, or Ms. Bradney's Black friends.

They are the people whose motivation

to excel is an internal rather than an
external one. They are the people who
view CC, or any other school, as a tool

for expanding their horizons rather than

for getting a B.A., so they can hit the

job market, big bucks, and the "real"

world. They are the people who see
education as something to grab hold of,

not something to get through.
- This group at CC is very small, just

as it Is In American society as a whole.

This small minority is obligated to serve

as a vanguard for the "masses" who are

trapped by their own mediocrity. These
people should (and do) seek each other

out. What if only five people show up
for a study group or lecture? Even If one
could get the others to attend, they

would probably spend the time

dreaming of the party next Friday or

"scoping" the members of the opposite

sex.

It was this vanguard who spawned

the anti-war movement of the 60's. The

anti-war movement, contrary to popular

myth, was not a spontaneous outburst

of moral indignation. It was the result of

the doggedly diligent efforts of this

vanguard over a long period of time that

finally spurred the rest from their

lethargy.

So it seems that the apathetic status

quo nature of CC is not too unusual. In

fact, It Is indicative of the mediocrity of

society as a whole. The role of Gail

Bradney, and people like her, is to seek

each other out with their interests and

their beliefs as their common denomin-

ator, not their bucks and their skis.

Together they can provide the catalyst

to set the reaction moving. Harping

alone from a corner, they are as a rain

drop in a desert.

mny's Basement: Arbitration Put Under A Microscope
By Liz Collier

\i Virginia, there is a CCCA, and
;do wield some power. After a
iyand increasingly bitter struggle
|en tile Colorado College Campus
Station and the Benjamin's Base-
Board of Directors, it is good to
hat tile end is in sight with the
jpble decision by the arbitration
""nt Benny's must pay the CCCA

s seemed doomea to lose ine
[rsy from the start. Not only did
ley originally belong to the

contract giving or loaning it

s was unclear at best), but the
[owbaiied into a form where the
)uld not have allowed Benny's
he $4,100, even if the Council
to do so, due to Benny's

'nge of the CCCA's authority. It

ililfier demand the money back or
ace for the most powerful elected
M-laculty organization on cam-

jiliately the issue became "them
|3" for both sides. The CCCA
|rmlned to prove that as elected
jtatlves of the student body

they did hold power, and the Benny's

Board was determined to keep their

power disentangled from the oft-times

slow-moving, red tape prone CCCA.
And so the dispute brewed with

neither side being without fault. The

CCCA portrayed Benny's Board mem-
bers as profit-hungry monsters insensi-

tive to students needs, an image that

the board members failed to convinc-

ingly dispell. But in reality, Benny's

Board members are unpaid student

volunteers who donate their own time to

make often routine decisions regarding

Benny's.

Benny's Board members seemed to

view CCCA officers as unreasonable

meddlers, determined to destroy the

supposed necessary closeness of the

Benny's Board and ultimately Benny's

itself, while CCCA members claimed

they were simply protecting the

students and insuring that student

money was not spent frivolously.

The issue mushroomed Into more

than the simple deciphering of the

nebulous Benny's-CCCA contract- it

became an emotional Issue for the

Benny's Board and a fight for power and

status for the CCCA.
Now that the contract Issue has been

decided in favor of the CCCA, what will

become of the CCCA versus Benny's

issue? Will the CCCA still push for the

"opening" of Benny's Board (i.e. to

have elected rather than appointed

members)? It is a feasible possibility,

although there are several arguments

against it.

A Benny's Board member argues that

the Benny's Board shouldn't be turned

into "another popularity contest" and

points out that: 1) student Interest is

probably insufficient for a school wide

election to elect unpaid board members

to be worthwhile, 2) that the Board

members ideally should be chosen by a

committee that knows something about

Benny's and the problems of running

Benny's, and 3) that appointed

members who abuse power will be

easier to remove than to the

impeachment of elected members.

Some of these points are not totally

without validity. Perhaps having two

at-large elected members of the

Benny's Board is not an unrealistic aim-

but to elect seven board members and

probably end up with a group of

neophytes Is sheer insanity.

Fortunately, the CCCA seems to

agree that a Benny's Board composed

totally of elected members would be

unwise, and CCCA president. Bill

Berkley, states that the Council never

even considered electing the manager

or the comptroller of Benny's as

erroneously implied in a Catalyst

article. CCCA members also point out

that the management of Benny's should

be a "learning experience" open to all

students; supposedly this is not

occuring when Board members are to

use the words of council, "sell-perpetu-

ating."

Perhaps even more significant than

the Who's-On-Benny's-Board question

Is the money question. By demanding

that Benny's pay $356.53 per year with

the first payment due May 31 , 1 978, the

arbitration board has not put any undue

financial strain upon Benny's, assum-

ing that Benny's business continues at

current levels. At the same time,

according to Board members, Benny's

Continued on Page 6
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Commentary Unfair

cont.

quick to stereotype. A closely allied

assumtlon Is that all those wealthy

white students have no values, but

money and normalcy. Again, Is it not

Ironic that she who "speak(s) openly...

without morals" should accuse me of

being amoral |ust because my daddy's

rich and my ma's good lookln'? One of

the more amusing assumptions Is that

"trying to be normal and trying to be

like everyone else" Is equivalent to

"looking for order in everyday life." Are

we to assume the writings of Hegel,

Marx and Nietzsche are accidental

products of attempts to be ]ust like the

gang?
I am further frustrated by the

inconsistency of Ms. Bradney's argu-

ment. I, as a white, am to be

condemned If I retain the values and

customs of my parents or background.

It should be my every effort to abandon

past behaviour patterns. However this

Is not enough. Apparently It is my duty

as well to enable the minority students

to retain "their cultural beliefs and

behaviorisms." By Implication, whites

have no cultural integrity to preserve,

minorities always do.

Perhaps what leads me most to write

this letter Is Ms. Bradney's tendency to

put her readers on the defensive, rather

than challenging them to consider and

act upon any problems of non-diversity

here at CC. The only sense I can gain

from Ms. Bradney's article is that I

should apply for a racial change (or

bend over backwards to be a sensitive

white) and appeals to God for a shift in

weather pattern so that the "country

club atmosphere" is eliminated. May I

suggest a more realistic approach to the

problem of a fairly homogeneous
school.

First, It Is necessary to be realistic In

one's expectations of CC and Its

students. This Is a private school. A
private school requires high tuition to

survive. Therefore, unless scholarship

funds are drastically increased, impov-

erished students can not equal the

number of wealthier students. Given
that basic fact, 1 then suggest diversity

transcends boundaries of race and
economic status. If one Is serious about
broadening his horizons there Is ample
opportunity at CC, taking the form of

religious organizations, meditation

societies, ethnic groups and the leisure

program—not to mention class offer-

ings.

Finally, it is possible to bring the sort

of diversity Ms. Bradney desires into

the experience of the CC student

without Imposing a guilt trip on
him/her because he/she attends school

here. CC is surrounded by a community
of diverse types-many who can use the

services of a talented and creative

person. The opportunities are endless.

Students I have known have done
everything from working at Zebulon
Pike Detention Center to bowling with

handicapped persons. Granted this is

not the same as daily seeing students
from different backgrounds on the

campus. However, having been in t)oth

situations I can say the latter does not
guarentee interaction with different

values and lifestyles, the former sort of

committment does.
So I rest my case. I do not In general

resent an article which attempts to

move me out of apathy, but I do find it

hard to swallow when the critic does
not respect what I am and am not, and
what I can and can not change.

Sincerely,

Sally Claassen

Distortions Noted

Dear Editor,

Having had some experience with

student publications, I have also had.

my share of blunders, bloopers, and
outright disasters. I have therefore been
able to take the occasional follies of

this year's Catalyst in stride - until now.
The "commentary" by Gall Bradney In

your November 12 Issue Is the most
perverse piece of journalism to appear

on this campus in some time. The
author's emotionalism, generalizations,

and distoritlon of facts totally destroys

any credibility of her argument - or, I

should say, attack, since the article

centers on condemnation rather than

Investigation. More seriously, the

publication of this commentary -

unsupervised, uncorrected, and unchal-

lenged by Its editors - reveals an

embarrassing lack of editorial judge-

ment and responsibility.

Of course, a commentary does not

necessarily reflect the views of the

publication that sponsors It, but The

Catalyst does have a moral obligation to

see that all debate takes place in a

thorough and objective manner. Instead

of on the superficial level of Ms.

Bradney's appeal to a white-guilt

mentality. In fact, the issue Ms.

Bradney addresses Is a real one; it Is

unfortunate that her approach was so

spurious.

For example, to "speak openly, both

without morals and fairness" is hardly

the way to deal with a moral issue - and

a complex one at that. Statements

about "green dollar attitudes" and

equations like wealth equals conserva-

tivism equals bigotry and disease

certainly require some qualification.

The charge that a shrewd and sinslter

Administration manipulates student

affairs is assinlne. Jack Edwards is not

"being forced to give up his art

professorship"; he was denied tenure,

which is, I believe, a legitimate

procedure that even The Catalyst has

advocated upon occasion. Also, as Ms.

Bradney and Mr. Hartwell should both

know very well. It was not the

Administration that changed the

SEAA's abortion policy, but students.

Professor Edwards and the SEAA have

very little to do with the issue at hand

anyway.
Perhaps the grossest Injustice of all

is the basic premise of the article - the

characterization of most white CC
students as identical, wealthy, frivolous

automatons who are on their way from

prep school to 'corporation. 1 am
extremely sick of Gregg E. Easterbrook,

Jay C. Hartwell, et ai, trying to shove

this stereotype down my throat. My
parents are not impoverished, but they

can not afford to pay for a CC tuition,

either, and i know several other

students in the same boat. 1 also know a

number of students from poverty or

near-poverty level families - white,

black, and otherwise - who are working

their butts off to personally finance

their education. These people deserve

better from you than dehumanized
categorization.

Incidentally, about some of those

wicked wealthy people - if Ms. Bradney
had investigated a little further, she

might have foundjhat they are not all as

undlversified and unsympathetic as she
thinks. Did you know that you don't

have to be poor to be alienated for the

vacuous social strata of a small private

college? The point is that many
students do care about such issues,

and I am sure you will receive more than

one letter protesting the enormous
dishonesty of your commentary.

This may seem like harsh criticism

for good intentions; but, as I have found

out many a time for myself, good
intentions are not enough. Editorial

descretion is also needed, i know that

producing The Catalyst Is an exhaustive

job for all concerned, and this

semester, with the enlarged format,

perhaps It is even more exhaustive than

usual. Nevertheless, quality must not

be sacrificed for quantity. The Editor, if

he is not one of the indifferent,

sleepwalking preppies he denounces,
should devote less time to photo essays
about squirrels and more to those
commentaries dealing with human
rights.

Best wishes,

Alan Prendergast

Gail Bradney Replies

To my critics, In response to Mr.

Prendergast and Ms. Classen:

Thank you for your commenis; they

are well taken. I consider many of your

criticisms to be valid, others may have

evolved due to misconceptions. Gran-

led, It Is easy to misinterpret generaliz-

ations, as they encompass too many
facets of one subject. Therefore, let me
clarify my position.

Mr. Prendergast's statement that my
"emollonallsm, generalizations, and
distortion of facts" undermine the

"CREDIBILITY" of mv argument Is true.

Naturally, If I BELIEVED UNQUESTION-
ABLY that ALL students are xeroxed

copies of each other, I would neither

have written the commentary, nor

would I be here at Colorado College.

But had I written, Instead, "SOME
students at CC at« bom in their parent's

money factory...," the purpose of the

entire attack would have been fruitless,

for we all wish to be exceptions. And I

STILL believe that each one of us has at

one time or another fallen Into the CC
pattern of living: apathy, consenratism,

conformlsm. Thus, my generalizations,

distortions, and emotionalism have

served me well for what I was trying to

accomplish— critical introspection by

my readers, regardless of whether It

resulted In agreement or dissentlon.

Ms. Classen interprets me as saying

that she— a white upper-middle class

student— Is "to be condemned If. ..(she

retains]. ..the values and customs

of.. .(her].. .parents or background."

This Is a misconception. I, lor one, love

and respect my parents and believe that

I could do much worse than to retain

THEIR values and customs. Perhaps I

can be more explicit.

Assume a student comes Irom a

well-to-do background. For the most

part he has not had to worry about

money, nor has he had extensive

exposure to minority cultures. Does

=Next Week

this mean thai he can be auig

labelled a money-monger aim

No. Rather, he must strive

himsell AWARE ol allemaig

and standards of living. He o
be discriminatory nor blind to

|

wants to remain or become
person.
My point was that it is DIFFi

upper-middle class white slu

CC to relate to economii

culturally divsres students

MAJORITY ol us have relative

roots.

To treat a moral issue immo
Prendergast points out, Is li

Itsell Immoral. He has an

point, and one with which
i

agree.

The high lultlon rate at till

prevents much economic
within the CC student tn

Classen obsenres. That is an

table fact. Moreover, i am in ac

with her bellel that divert

"transcend the boundaries ol

economic status" here on this

I have received a lot ol feedb

many people, rellectlng both

and negative reactions to my
tary. Ms. Classen was
assuming that I do not res)

Thank you, critics, lor proi

apathy Is NOT altogether strai

student body.

Kinda sorry about the way our new President is shaping up? Well
,

ciei

There Is a man in San Clemente who is just dying to solve Inflali

unemployment at the same time. Next week is Thanksgiving, and we si

thankful for what we have, even if It is crackers and peanut butter. Ti

issue of The Catalyst will be abbreviated. Until then, enjoy the holida)

Benny's Analysis cont. from pag

is left little money for improvement,

student dividend nights, dance con-

texts, prizes, expensive entertainment,

and-dare we hope?-enlargement.

One of the most frequent complaints

Benny's employees and Board members
hear deals with the lack of space in the

3.2 beer bar. The dance floor Is

frequently cramped on weekends, and

when a popular band is playing,

seating, much less dancing, is always a

very troublesome problem. Aside from

the safety hazards of having numerous
people cramed into such a small space,

the aesthetic aspects are annoying. To
see a bigger dance floor, improved

seating, and perhaps even an enlarged

Benny's would be a project that would
please many CC students who frequent

Benny's. The CCCA is not obligated to

support Benny's, unless, say, students

demand en masse that the council do
so; none the less, it would seem that

some improvements in Benny's would

be in the best interest of the student

body.
Berkley responds to criticisms

against the CCCA with a statement of

the CCCA's past relationships with

Benny's, and there is no question that

this is Impressive: the CCCA has

flat-out given Benny's approximately

$2,800 for various projects, in addition

to the $4,100 loan.

The CCCA has never turned

Benny's request for money
ately, true as this may be, pe

conflicts between Benny's

members and the CCCA could

good feelings between the Coi

Benny's to become nothing b

history.

It seems that in many ways

loser in the CCCA-Benny's co

is neither Benny's nor the CCC

but rather the students

Benny's. Despite Its succesi

funds could definitely help

maintain this success.

Berkley notes that the CCCA
approximately $50,000 could n

fund anything as major as a

enlargement without much
from other sources.

Not surprisingly, Benny's P»

quite wary of the CCCA's do*

time and are reluctant to ask »

of the Council.

How Important is Benny s

student body and what,

improvements are necessary'

now, when decisions regardlnl

are being made, is the tin

student survey and /or vote to

students feel about the issue,

fact they are even Interested
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I
Jinxes Place
Platte and Tejon Streets

FOR PLEASURABLE
PONG-POOL & POTABLES

In Japan where most stereos are made
the BEST SELLING speakers are...

MITSUBISHI

Find out wtiy

the Japanese

with the world

to choose from

choose Mitsubishi.

4055 Templeton Gap
[Across Mall of the Bluffs]

599-5151

Custom Crafted Leather

Garments and Accessories

Men's and Women's Deerskin Gloves

Cotoxado Jls-ai^x (^oodi.

731 N. Tejon, Colorado Springs, CO 80902

473-S312

THE
SKI SHOP
SAYS...

"T/tiftk Sftow"
SCHUSS ON DOWN SOUTH TEJON

TO THE REGION'S

PRO SPECIALTY SHOP

PARKAS
• RoHe • Bogner

• Anba • Skyr

• Genv • Head

• Innsbruck

WIDE PRICE

RANGE

BOOTS
• Nordica

• Kaillnger

• Dolomite

NEW AND USED

BARGAIN

PACKAGES
• Rosslgnol Skis

• Dynastor Skis

• Boots - Bindings •

Poles

loyowoy

Plons

For Evtry

Budgtl

FREIGIfl

MASinCHARGE

lANUMfRICARD

Come in and try on clothing from
the most complete selection in

town.

THE SKI SHOP

MILLER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER
10 EAST COLORADO AVENUE

Located in the Galaxy Shop

Largest Setection Popular, Classic,

Jaiz, Soul, & Country

Regular S6.98 Records lor M.98

Weekly Specials for S3.98

Tapes J2.00 OFF Regular Price

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
MILLER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTERl

"Quality at Reasonable Prices"

f/Oeaf&taus
y\ THE NEW SUPER
>NJ SWEATER & JEANS PLACE AT
'•

1 «=, 327 N. TEJON
473-7881 iMK

Mon -Sat
pogters

Down to Earth

I

M14 SOUTH TEJON ilMUS
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Nonfunctional Winter Fashions in Vague Vogue
The leaves have fallen, the air Is

freezing, and the referee's whistles can

be heard blowing from Honnen. All

those signs, except snow, tell us that

Winter is almost here. But whether

Mother Nature says its Winter or not

makes liltle difference to the fashion

conscious student of The Colorado

College, for winter fashions arrived on

campus a week ago.

While to the most casual observer,

there may be little difference between

the Fall and Winter Look, the trained

eye and budding debutante should be

aware of what's what on CC's campus.

So once again, The Catalyst has sent its

Fashion Editor out Into the dormitories

and dining halls to discover for you

what is happening In fashion.

By MattOlsen
"Winterize your wardrobe!" seems to

be the fashion cry this November, as CC
students appear to be either trying to

hide their bodies behind a bulk of

clothing, or preparing for this state's

worst blizzard. Whatever the reason, it

is often hard to tell where the body

leaves off and the clothes begin in the

Winter Look.

But there can be no question that the

layer look is where it's at this year for all

CC students. Those dandy Chemise La

Coste Alligator shirts have not

disappeared, you just can't see them.

They are buried beneath the layers of

flannel shirts, sweaters, down vests

and jackets.

Pendleton shirts and the cheaper

Wooirich Imitations have picked up
where the button-downs left off. These
are practical, as well as woodsy
looking, and they keep the winds out.

Ski sweaters and ski jackets, the

ones with the day-glo fluorescent

colors which can be spotted by U-2 Spy
planes two mites up, are coming back,

often with a Salomon turtle neck
supplement. Remember dickeys? Same
thing. Just more fashionable.

The gym short/jock look of this

Summer took a short vacation this Fall,

but its seasonal cousin is back this

Winter in full force. Sweat pants have
replaced straight legged cords and
jeans, and hockey jerseys are replacing

the Fall favorite-the Rugger shirt, on or

off the ice. Even for the non-jock jock,

this look is very big.

But not all CC jocks are psuedo, as

cold weather forces CC's strongest and

fastest varsiteers to adorn their

windbreakers more for reasons of

warmth than show. One exception to

this Winter Fashion Rule is the new CC
Rugby windbreakers which arrived on

campus two weeks ago and retail for

$22.

CC Ruggers denied that the jackets

were for anything but practicality.

Despite this, it is rumored that the

Administration is considering banning

the jackets from campus for being a

public eyesore.

A ver^' special look this Winter can be

"Casablanca" and still wants to get a

date with a CC girl, the down jacket still

stands as the campus favorite.

The nonfunctional sweater look seen

during the Fall has become functional,

as cold weather necessitates. But

Winter fashions have brought a solution

to the nonfunctional chic of CC. It is the

nonfunctional scarf and ski cap look.

Scarfs are often draped over the

shoulders, but never around the neck,

ski caps are placed on one's head in

such a way that they can't possibly keep

your head warm. Oh, but do you look

cool!

found in trench coats. There are two
styles here. The first is: "I know I've

never been to Vietnam, but i still like a
G.I. trench coat" look, and the second
is: "I know I am not Humphrey Bogart,

but I still like leather trench coats."

The former can be found on freshman
who quickly learn that the quickest way
to a woman's heart is not in looking like

a doggie. The latter is usually found on
hockey players who won't mind taking a

slap shot to your head if you laugh at

them.
For the person who doesn't want to

look like he walked off the set of

Speaking of caps, the "moron" hat

has made a big comeback this Winter

even without Softball. Moron caps are

produced by manufacturers of farm and

ski equipment and are usually seen on

Dingo booted hicks in Dodge trucks.

But they have become a new status

symbol for the CC student.

Cowboy hats with down turned brims
are a must if you intend to swing with

the CC puckster crowd. And don't

forget your Golden Bee.

But Winter has not put CC women

into hibernation, despite some wishes

that It would. Their fashions are as

strong now, as they were in the Fall.

One would think that skirts would have

been passed up in favor of pants, but oh

no, the skirts have just gotten longer to

keep the legs warmer.
For the woman who wears pants, the

gaucho look with Frye boots is big this

Winter, as well as the rolled up jeans

with rainbow socks.

The women, who "wore" their

nonfunctional look for the Winter to

complement their scarfs. The look is

the nonfunctional cowl neck. These are

complement their scarfs. The look is I

the nonfunctional turtle neck. These are

found on the sweater-blouses with the

high, baggy neck which kind of droops

around the lady's collar. The exposed
neck invites hickeys or Draculas.

Another biggie for women is the

Recycled Mink Look. As the weather

gets colder, and the chic get chicer, old

mink coats are coming out of the

closets. We also mustn't forget the

"Dead Sheep" Look. Poor lambies,

instead of peacefully grazing on

mountain pastures with an occasional

bleat and baaah, are now worn as

jackets by CC's trendiest.

As always there are a few additions to

one's wardrobe, which can only make
one that much cooler. A pair of gym
shorts over the sweat pants in the

non-jock jock look is a must, if not the

ultimate in nonfunctional attire. Over-

alls are also coming back, as well as the

shirt inside the shirt and the sweatshirt

inside the lev! jacket look, or the down
vest outside jacket look. And who can

forget the day pack.

Shoes, always a necessary for some
reason in Winter, should be Vasque

boots. Nothing else is acceptable,

Being unsnow sealed goes without

saying.

Winter is bound to stay for some
time, giving every CC student ample

opportunity to run down to Holubar or

Mountain Chalet and purchase their

Winter fashion necessities. If you have

any questions concerning clothing

etiquette for this season, don't hesitate

to consult your nearest Fashion
Resident Advisor, who have been

trained in the art of dressing.

Until Spring, here's wishing you a

Look Sharp, Feel Sharp Be Sharp

Winter Fashion success.

r

Fear and Loathing with Legal Drugs
By John Kuhlman

Dear T--d,

I just talked to my Mom. Stie blew all her excuses as far as the Deb Ball

goes. We had a really long talk, and I found out what the problem was. I was

right she does not know you. She asked me all sorts of questions about you

and is now convinced that I would not go out with just anybody. Therefore

there is a chance you might be able to be my escort. I should know by

Tuesday. The question is are you still willing to do It?

Love,

D

—

Dear D—-,

Darling, you know I'd wait til you papa became a wooden man, 'Til the stars

splash and steam like hot animals in the salted waters far below, you mama
she grow tiny bud like appendages that make her a water animal. I am patient

but quiet be a look into my pockets which are full of such tiny strong

explosions and you ask yourself, are my parents wortti the trouble?
Love,

T--d

Dear T-d,
I'm not really in the mood for you childish exercles in prepubescent belly

laughs, T--d, you slimy worm, I'm not sure I'd let you in similar rooms with

my mother, lay with you long white arms around her bovine corpse, long rest

my mother, long rest her whiter head, her withered vegetable, her shrivelled

flanks, bursting with teeth like cigarette butts with her old ideas, punch her

arrond arrond arrond and arrond but of course the Saturday after the Spring

Pull is absolutely open so call me then okay.
Love,

D

—

Dear D—-,

Not sure when i see you staggering your head seems so thick with blood

and water, not sure I want to roll about on your speckled white belly, white

like early Greek touched with you breath like stale wine, moved by your clay

bird feet moving one toward the others and on and on oh I'm not sure at ail

perhaps I would be better off with a Legal Evening with some carefully

chosen friends.
Love,

T-d

Dear T-d,
Good work boy darling. Yessir I said, yanking it skin tight, fit breasted, air

hold mask from my charming freckled muss, and. look me too, I am one of

Legal Officers guaranteeing you a starkly minimal arrest in the weeks to

come. No no, rest rest boy, darling, because Look here rest like a piece of

horse caught on a barbed wire and watch me:

Special Blend- Fade in slowly on the tortured grimaceof Steve O., carefully

random choice, "All right," he say standing up, "they say this stuff is like

medium quality street weed, I think it is better compared to medium quality

mascara in cause and effect. Use it and smell like an Italian barnyard animal."

Wild Lettuce Dry, dry markedly perturbing, I looked around at my friends,

they were dry dry and very sleepy.

Valerian Root - Very close to nausea mals sans nostalgia.

Guarana - Very abbreviating. My bowels turned to water, i watched the Red

Haired Girl play tennis for two hours and felt little discomfort.

Lettuce Opium - Picture this it you can, four guys in a hot room with two

grams and hot tempers. Alley Oop, was there smoking and apologizing, until

he finally drew himself up to his full heigth and began smashing my record

player with a croquet mallet. Accustomed as we were to Alley's infamous

"temper," we said nothing so Alley began to use the mallet on Robbie's head,

pounding it over and over until Robbie's very head had the substance and

shadow of so much dog food. Weil no one had to tell me twice that Alley was

getting a little out of hand. So we lured him out of my room with platters of

raw, salted meat, which drew him ever forward, his jaws working horribly.

Once in the hall, we turned the fire hose upon him, but this seemed only to

make him larger and more perturbed. By the time he was out of the building,

he was fully twelve feet tall and growing at an alarming rate.

He ran among the people, amuck, knocking the people aside like so many

wet rag dolls, chasing children deep into fenced back yards and teaching

them his secrets, running his head through plate glass windows, removing

automobile windshields with his foot, his eyes as big as saucers, his lips

flecked with black blood, his sparts spewing and spraying.

He become angry so well, that he undid his magnificant codpiece and,

bringing out his John thomas, pissed on them so fiercely that he drowned two

hundred and sixty thousand, four hundred and eighteen not counting the

women and small children. A number of them however, werequickienough on

their feet to escape this flood, and when they reached the top of the hill, they

began to swear and curse, "He certainly won't be taking me to the Winter

Carvival, so I guess my social calendar has a huge, gaping hole in It. Hoping

to hear from you. Love,

D—
8* November 19, 1976 • The Catalyst



VoUA C. C. ID is worth 10% offonanypipB in stock

HATHAWAY'S SMOKE SHOP «
ANO MAGAZINE STORE

OVER. lOOO PIPES
IN -STOCK

ALL MAJOR EKANDS
, SUPERIOR SELECTION OF IMPORTED TOBACCO,

%J CISAes AND CIGARETTeS RIENDFD TOBfiCCOS

PIPE REPAiaS

• PAiLye-fe'.io/suN.s-iziso

I
ifs GET READYTO SKI^^^

Roichle Sierra Mc^ni&Udi

BOOTS: H-'i-rLoi-.M.

REGS7000 NOWS39.95
REGS13S00 NOW $79.95

&lcidi» REGiBSOO NOW $65.00

632-1441
129 N. Tejon

Southern
Colorado's

Largest
Tennis Shop

Le Bounce
Ltd.

i08 No. Tejon

473-0150

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

KNEISSl SKI BUNDLE^

Kn.iiil Kniis!l ih»l iV< ISO-ISO <i

Salomon 444 ilep - in bindii

Scoll polft

S!2B.!S Volo« Nov

AIL HEW 1976-77 MDSE.

SKI RENTALS
Dynastar Skis

Besser and Tyrolia Bindings

Raichle Boots

IRAK NO-WAX X-COUNTRY SKIS

MAKE YOUR THANKSGIVING RENTAL RESERVATION EARLY

DOWN VESTS
$19.95 to $37.50

119 North Tejon

636-3348
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Wisconsin Badgers CC leers in Weekend Series
By Dan Cathcart

ine series does not a season make,

id no one could be more thankful for

fnat than the Colorado College Hockey

leam- The Tigers dropped two games to

^g University of Wisconsin last

leekend; each game being decided by

)ne goal-
^
The two losses dropped CC to a five

,ay tie for fourth place In the hectic

VCHA. Both games saw the Tigers get

lehlnd in the early going of the third

leriod and then make spirited come-

lacks only to lose. Witfi their win,

Visconsin moved Into a tie for first in

lie league, a position where many
jgople picked them to be at the start of

he year.

The Tigers invaded Dane County

jtadium and its 9000 wild fans on last

'riday and almost walked away with a

rjctory. The Tigers were boasting the

eague's best defense, and the Badgers

iad the highest scoring team in the

,eague. Something had to give,

jnfortunately, it was the Tigers who
blinked first.

The Badgers drew first blood on an

unassisted goal by Murray Johnson at

the 3:37 mark of the opening period.

GO'S Dean Magee came back less than a
minute later to score on a bouncing
shot from just inside the blue line which
scrimmed past Wisconsin net minder
fvlike Dibble. Dave Feamster got the

assist. However, Wisconsin came back
to score late in the period on a tally by
Mark Johnson for a 2-1 lead.

The second period saw the Tigers

play their best hockey of the weekend
as they skated to 3-2 lead on goals by
Mike Reilly and Feamster. Rick Pracht

assisted on both scores and Dave
Delich and Reilly also picked up
assists. The Tigers were able to control

play in their end and gave a lesson in

skating to the Badgers, as they

harrassed them in their end and outshot
them.
The Tigers seemed to have the game,

but then came the third period. With
Chris Christofferson in the penalty box
since the end of the second period, the

Badgers Tom Olschauf scored a power
play goal to knot the score at three

apiece. With the momentum on their

aide, Mike Meeker scored twice for

Wisconsin to ice the game.
CC refused to quit, however, and with

six minutes remaining Mike Haedrich

put home a rebound. 11 seconds later.

Dave Delich took a pass from Pracht

and Feamster and drove it past Dibble
for a 5-5 tie. An eerie silence came over
the Wisconsin fans until Forward Steve
Alley scored the winner with 2:43 left. A
6-5 win.

Saturday saw the Tigers drop another

close one, 5-4. Again the third period

was the downfall of the Tigers as Mike
Eaves scored with just 25 seconds gone
in the period for a commanding 4-2

lead. Magee was in the penalty box for

the Tigers. For the rest of the period the

teams traded goals, with Warner and
Delich scoring for CC and Alley getting

the other tally for the Badgers. Again
the Tigers showed character by not

quitting, but it's tough to beat the

Badgers in the third period when they

are playing at home.
Wayne Holmes scored the first goal

of the game on a rebound from a Dave
Hanson shot, but the Badgers went on

Tiger Wild Win Ends in Turmoil cont. from page 1

35 yards for incompleted kicks.

But a game there was, and it was one
ot the wildest affairs in recent years.

Trinity Started out fast, playing cocky

and sometimes dirty, running up a 17-6

halttime lead.

It was up to the steady toe of Ted
Swan to lead CC in the right direction.

When he drilled a 47 yard field goal

through the uprights, Swan not only put

us on the scoreboard, he culminated his

four years with the Tigers by breaking

ihe NCAA College ' Division scoring

record.

The appreciative CC crowd needed no
announcer to tell them what had
happened, and they welcomed the

record with a roaring cheer, and the
entire team ran out on the field to

congratulate Swan. Ted also scored
field goals at 39 and 24 yards, falling

one short of the NCAA field goal mark
en-route to setting a new scoring record

oi 246 points.

When the second half began, both
the offense and defense began to assert

themselves. The Bengal defense started

sticking it to the Trinity rushers, and
Dave Hall began opening up our
passing attack. Yet frustration marked
Ihe third quarter when the offense got
bogged down on a series that should
have led to a touchdown, and when
several Tiger defenders had a shot at a

Trinity fumble, and no one could hold

on to it. The fourth quarter began with a

worried CC team eight points behind.
However, the fourth period has been

owned by CC throughout the year, and
this game was no exception. Gutsy play
.by Dave Hall started the fireworks that

resulted in our come from behind
victory. Hall took command and led CC
down the field sprinkling it with several

daring, but accurate passes.
When CC neared the endzone, he

rolled right and threw low just as the

rush got to him right into the hands of

diving receiver Curtis Moore. We then

trailed 15-17.

With time running out, our defense

bottled up the Trinity attack and gave

the offense one last big chance to score

six. The crowd and the team shouted
out "Go CC! Go CC!" as the offense

began their most important series of the

year. But it seemed all for naught when
the offense stalled, and they faced

fourth and three.

Coach Jerry Carle pulled out all the

stops when he directed running back

Tony Hamm to run right up the middle

intotheheart of the Trinity line. Our line

came through and opened up a hole that

Hamm hit fast and hard. CC had
another chance.
Two plays later, Dave Hall again

rolled right, Steve Dye went long and
beat his defender. But Hall was
viciously hit, and the pass floated up
where anyone could grab it. Dye was
the first one to see the pass, and he
came back in time to catch the pass and
evade the defenders, who helped him
out by running into each other. There
was a mob scene in the end zone as the

team ran out to lift hero Dye upon their

shoulders.

All that was left to happen was blood

letting. When the game ended. Referee

Jack Gardner was belted in the mouth
with a helmet by an angry Trinity player

to take a 2-1 lead. Rick Pracht scored
the first goal of the second period but
the Badgers came back for a 3-2 lead.

"We gave them both games," said
senior winger Mike Straub upon the
team's arrival in the Springs, "They are
a good club, but we should have beaten
them. If we play the kind of hockey we
are able to, we'll sweep them at home.
We are a better team." Holmes agreed,
"They beat us this time but our chance
will come."

Senior goalie Paul Mitchel made his
first start for the Tigers Saturday night
and turned in a fine performance with 41

saves, several on break aways. Vern
Mott was the Tigers net minder on
Friday, stopping 22 shots, but his glove
hand was reinjured.

The Tigers take their banged up
squad on the road next weekend to test

Minnesota-Duluth. Rick Pracht and
Dave Hanson are hurt but should be
ready to play. Duluth is 0-5 in league

play and should be hungry for a win.

But so are the Tigers. "We need a

sweep," was all Holmes had to say.

who apparently felt victimized by the

officiating. His mouth was soon
covered with blood, it was discovered

on the scene that he had several

chipped teeth and required stitches on
his lip. The Referees Association has
filed charges against the alleged

assailant, Senior linebacker Bob Dunn.
Aside from that ugly incident, there

was very little to mar the overall effect

of the CC season. Our record and the

fact that we finished third in the nation

in total offense and fourth in rushing for

College Division teams, again shows
how explosive the CC single wing is.

The defense which was decimated by

injuries rose to the occasion and looked

super throughout the year. Tight End
Bob Blaik and Place Kicker Ted Swan
will probably graduate to the Pros if

they desire to do so.

BUYDIRECTAND SAVE!

6-FunGtionL.E.D. Watch

THE SKI SHOPl
ANNailNCES...

New hours for you
NOW TILL CHRISTMAS

OPEN FRIDAYS TILL 8 P.M.

OPEI^f SUNDAYS NOON TO 5 P.M.

OTHER DAYS 9:30 TO 6 P.M.

COME AND SHOP THE MOST
COMPLETE CLOTHING SELECTION IN

TOWN. ..BARGAIN PRICES PLUS HIGH

FASHIONS... LAYAV\/AY PLANS TO FIT

EVERY BUDGET.
Factory Trained Mechanics

and shop where all

employees are skiers.

THE SKI SHOP
1414 South Tejon 636-33

Tellronics manufactures and sells exclusively these quality-

crafted solid state watcfies worldwide-over 1 million sold

at much higher prices. Now, order direct and gel tremendous

savings, all these features:

• 6 functions controlled by a single button: hour, minutes,

seconds, month, date, and day. Accurate within 2 minutes

per year.

• Full year warranty against defects in materials or workman-

ship,except battery We will repair or replace any Teltronics

watch developing such defect within 1 year of purchase.

• 30-day home trial, if not completely satisfied with your

watch, return it within 30 days for full refund of purchase

price, no questions asked.

• Uitra-ttiin case, with stainless steel back. All watches have

matching bracelets.

...j:z'Z7::::derlo TELTRONICS 2400 E Devon, Oos Ploines, III 60018

Please send ihe (ollowinQ waicniesj tSpecity your choice o1 )0

slyles A Ihru J, followed by S tor silver rhodium =116 95 or

G for gold a SI 7 95 1 1 ondersland that 1 will receive free a

Tellronics calculator with evefy fwo watches l order

QUANTITY STYLE FINISH PRICEi^ FREE{

S^A and gel

*^*^» Ihis 8-diQil.

i'*^**^ 5-lunclion
fe1i?denl°°add's%"sales'ia«^rer^c?ose my°check or money order

iNo cash-no CODs acceded Oiler good m continental USA only i

carVycase^FREE'

niv Stale Zip

advertised in TV GUIDE
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^ Students vs Landlords: Nailing Down the Law

Elizabeth Collier

By Ken Stem
It was not a pleasant ending to Mary

Capito's vacation.

Mary was returning home, feeling

relaxed and happy. As she loped up the
stairs to her apartment, Mary made a
mental note to pay her rent since it was
already three days overdue. But
approaching her front door, she quici<ly

found out that wouldn't by necessary;
she was greeted by a padlock and note
which read. "Due to your failure to pay
the rent on time, we have evicted you
and taken custody of your posses-
sions."

Strange but true. It happens everyday
in countless cities even though most
states have banned the practice, whose
legal moniker is "forcible entry and
detainer." It may be a throwback to the

days of powdered wigs and "six gun
justice," but landlord hassles are still

as common these days as acne,

especially in student communities
where the transient population causes a

high rental turnover.

But relief from unscrupulous land-

lords is not hard to come by, if students

would always keep in mind a few simple

principles. The first commandment o(

landlord-tenant relations is, "Thou shall

always carefully read the lease,

especially the fine print." Landlords will

often try and slip in outrageous

responsisbilities or disclaimers includ-

ing provisions which allow a landlord to

take all your posessions if your rent is

just five days late.

If, before signing your lease, you
discover any such outlandish clauses,

make sure they're crossed out and then

signed by the landlord, unless you feel

no particular attachment to your worldly

posessions.

One other problem area for tenants ~
students especially - is the gloomy
region of security deposits. The biggest

racket in town isn't numbers running or

interstate car theft, but rather the Great

American Security Deposit Swindle. ,ln

oilier Picked as

w Catalyst Editor

p last Monday evening, sophomore

jbeth Ann Collier received the

(s that she has been appointed The

slyst editor for the second semester

the school year by the Cutler

ilications Board.

he competition that Collier encoun-

was stiff; sophomores Harry

,son and Ed Goldstein who are

rentiy on the staffs of The Leviathan

The Catalyst, respectively. But

utler Board apparently decided that

time has come to end, male
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most cases, when an apartment is

rented the tenant is required to place a
security deposit with the landlord which
is supposedly designed to cover any
damage caused by the renter during the
period of tenancy. The rules say this

deposit will be refunded when the
tenant moves on. But that's not what
always happens, even if the tenant
leaves the place spotless. In reality,

getting your money back is about as
easy as saying "no" to an Insurance
salesman.

Landlords realize that most people,
not to mention busy, transient

students, won't take legal action even if

they're "stiffed" on their hard-earned

cash. The landlord's modus operandi Is

to refund the money only after the

tenant has initiated a lawsuit and seems
determined to follow it through, which
is one reason why legal action is so
effective in this area.

So. if your landlord Is doing the

security deposit shiffle. sashay down to

your local small claims court and file an
action. Most people don't realize how
simple a procedure this is; the forms
require little more than a working
knowledge of English-lawyers are not

even allowedl

But before you make like Melvln Belli,

be sure to check the local law regarding

what is called "to notice" requirements
which usually only involve sending the

landlord an official letter demanding the

return of your money.

NCAA Decision Brightens College Athletic Hopes
By Ed Goldstein

In a few weeks, member schools of

the National Collegiate Athletic Asso-

ninalion of publications on campus elation (NCAA) will vote on a proposal

chose Collier. C.L. Harmerwas the

woman to edit the paper here, back

973.

itier application for the editorship,

lier stressed the need for "diversity

nnovation" in The Catalyst, and
suggested that "humor is a

cessary Ingredient."

The editor-elect has had journalistic

lerience with her high school

B/spaper in Denver, and with the CC
jer as circulation manager and CCCA
orter. At this point, Collier is going
ough the transition process under

uidance of current editor Jay
arlwell, attempting to grasp the

itficacies of newspaper management
lefore she takes over in January.

Any students Interested In working
in the paper are encouraged to contact
^^. Collier at extension 498.

meet the proposed requirement of

having 12 or more groups in NCAA
varsity play. We currently have 13 male

squads and six women teams in

competition.

The team most likely to be benefited

by the legislation Is our Soccer squad.

As conditions stand right now, the

Bengal hooters will be drummed out of

the Division I pictured by 1978. This is

because the NCAA plans to enforce a

rule which limits tiny schools like CC to

representation in only one big time

sport. Undoubtedly CC's icemen would

fall under the category.

But change is in the offing. That view

comes from Economic's Department

Chairman Ray Werner, who serves as

CC's representative to the NCAA
committee. He informed The Catalyst

this week that the bill stands a good

chance of passing since it will be

of much interest to followers of

Colorado College Athletics. A pending

provision to the NCAA rule book would

make it possible for NCAA Division II

and III schools {CC is a Division III

College) to participate in Division I

sports where the highest level of

competition is found.

The bill which is entitled the "IVIulti-

Dlvision Classification Proposal" lets

smaller schools field their best teams

against big Universities in amounts
proportunately scaled to the number of

NCAA sports they participate in at all

levels.

The measure will be voted on at the

NCAA annual convention in Ivliami

Beach, the week of January 10th. - ^ - -.
. . , „.„,,„„

Sports minded CC would be allowed sponsored by the Division I Steering

to designate four teams to play in the Committee which represents 170

Division I ranks. This is because we schools. Werner explained that addi-

Famous Professor to Give Abbott Memorial Lecture

Dr. Robert W. Tucker, professor of Law" (1966), "Force, Order and Justice" '°reign policy is likely to take under the

political science at Johns Hopkins (1968), "The Radical Left and Amenoan new administration and after Henry

UnlvSlty'" wm present cXrado Foreign Policy" (1971), and "A New Kissmger, This
'""f

'° ^b|„^«^
^

-.ollege's annual Abbott tvlemorlal Isolationism: Threat or Promise? "fa" Cen ^r, »,lll be open to all

icture at 8Tl5pm Tuesday, December (1972), He holds a B.S. degree from the interested students and staff of the

intheaudltorium of Packard Hall, the U,S, Naval Academy and M.A and College-

e's new music and art complex. Ph.D. degrees from the University of The Abbo Lecture Series honors W
he public is invited to attend without California, Berkeley.

hfrh„r i^d\o,^^ Tocate who was
charoe In addition to visiting classes during teacher, and social advocate who was

Tver's topic will be "Inequality his stay at Colorado College, Tucker 7'-=°: °'
--°™=„\t™ls'death In

mong Nations and the Future of will be the guest of students In the
f'f°'°™<'°.^°"«9f,""'''7en Abbott

•ternational Order," a topic Tucker Political Science Department for lunch 19/9/'^ *'*'"i '^^'„"^'^" *^^^^^^^

ddresses in his most recent book, on fvlonday, D=<=e'"b,?^6 There he "^=^,^ooradoSpnngs resident until

Inequality Among Nations," which will topic of discussion will be the direction her death in 1975

6 published in January by Basic^ m.."^

ooks. In the work. Tucker examines
w relationships between the Indus-

ialized nations and the Third World
ntl assesses the possibility of orderly ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^
ilatlonshlps among nations in a world ^^^^^^^^^ff*% fl^ ^^^^^BA£^I^I^
ecreasingly dominated by any single ^^^^^^^^i^' t ^r" ^^^a^am^^
real power or region.
During the past two years. Tucker has
ubiished in "Commentary" magazine a
^'ies of essays which have attracted
'itie attention. Among other things, he
as explored the possible rationale for

Werican intervention In the oil-produ-
'"ig states of the Ivliddle East and has

"QOested the possibility that Israel

ifiould base its foreign policy on a
'"Clear capability.
Tucker's books include "Law of War

'"<f Neutrality at Sea" (1957), "The Just
™ar"(1961), "Principlesof International Robert Tucker

llonal votes naturally come from

schools of our size who are "raising

cane" about the matter.

While the liny schools want to

"participate on an even level" if they

have the talent, says Werner, there is

ample motivation for larger institutions

to go along with the plan. Werner gave

these reasons. First of all, it gives the

public impression that the big

Universities are being "fair and

equitable" to their smaller sister

schools. Secondly. It would help

enhance competition, especially In the

so called "minor" sports', where

schools with small enrollments often

field very competitive teams. Finally, It

seems to Werner that the Colleges lust

aren't that threatening to the big time

institutions.

Therefore, It Is likely that CC will be

allowed to send both the Soccer and

Hockey teams into the national

championships If their on-field and Ice

performances shape up. Werner Indicat-

ed that CC will probably not offer

scholarships to Soccer players In the

future. We would be allowed to do so If

the measure passes, Werner also

guesses that no other CC teams are

likely Division I candidates.

CCCA Candidate

Deadline Extended

A most meager response to the

CCCA elections has forced the

Election Board to extend the

deadline for applications to DECEM-
BER 6, All students are encouraged

to consider running for the council in

either an executive or at large

capacity. Applications for CCCA
candidacy are at Rastall Desk,

Two at large positions are also

available on the Culler Board, the

body which oversees all of the

student-run campus publications.

People Interested In running for

these seats should submit their

name, address and telephone num-

ber with a statement of candidacy

before midnight, December 6,

All candidates are reminded that

their statements must be typed and

may not exceed two double spaced

pages.

The Election Board Is hopeful that

the response to the elections will be

more enthusiastic than it has

appeared so far.
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^News
A New Face and a New Outlook for English Dept.

By Ed Goldstein

There will be a new look in the

English Department next semester
when a bright, breezy, and attractive

young Professor by the name of Paula

Noonan taltes up shot alongside CC's
Old Dons in Armstrong Hall.

Ms. Noonan will be no stranger to the

student ranks m her capacity as a

visiting Professor, since she is

currently studying for her Doctorate at

the University of Denver. In fact Noonan
will probably blend in so easily among
the presence of CC's student hordes,

she may have to set herself apart by

lecturing her classes from a podium
while wearing traditional Professorial

robes.

We hazard to guess though that

informality will reign with Noonan, who
comes here with a great deal of

expertise on the subject of Modern

Women's Literature. She is well versed

in this area and has conducted an

extensive study on some of the best of

them, which include Virginia Woife,

Mammalian
Cytochemistry Studied

OAK RIDGE, Tenn.—Two under-
graduate students from Colorado
College are spending the fall semester
doing research at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, one of four facilities

operated by Union Carbide Corpora-
tion's Nuclear Division for the Energy
Research and Development Adminis-
tration (ERDA).
Sean C. O'Donnell, a biological

science major, is conducting research
on mammalian cytochemistry and
mutagenesis in the Laboratory's Bi-

ology Division. Randy J. Rottman is

working with ecological analysis and
applications in the Environmental
Sciences Division; he is a biology
major.

O'Donnell and Rottman are participa-

ting in the Oak Ridge Science
Semester, a six-year-old program spon-
sored by ERDA and the Great Lakes
Colleges Association—10 colleges and
universities in Indiana, Michigan and
Ohio. Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Colette, Doris Leasing, and Anais Nin.

Noonan will venture up to the Springs

from her Castle Rock home to teach

American Realism, American Women
Poets, American Lit from 1914-50, and
Introduction to Fiction. The unique
perspective that Noonan will bring to

these courses-is that of a person who
believes modern female authors have
brought to literature a fresh and creative

approach to the topic of love. Noonan
feels that the objects of her scholarly

endeavors have finally found a place in

the literary world of the "love tradition"

that has been male dominated from

Plato onward.
What new thoughts do women writers

have about this topic of universal

interest? According to the new
Professor, "They see, love almost as an
emotion tainted with conventions, or

they want to leave love behind, be free

and see the world on their own terms."
Instead of glorifying love Noonan finds

that there has been in "intensification in

the 20th Century of a feminine sense of

being constrained by love rather than
freed by It."

There seems to be a reason for the
reevaluation of the love tradition and
Noonan indicates that a major cause of

this could be strong social changes that

have occured recently. She postulates
that human relationships are growing in

importance in this mass society of ours
where people are often thought of as
faces In the crowd.

With any luck, Noonan will become a

familiar face to many. She is anxious to

get up here and quite curious about the

students who inhabit this institution.

While making fun of her fledgling

efforts to ski, Noonan expects to join

students in regular campus sports. She
will no doubt be a hit at faculty parties

and the like. Her humor is bubbly and

she can even spin a yarn about famous

male villan Norman Mailer at the

expense of feminists. With that style

Ms. Paula Noonan can be expected to

make things quite lively in the confines

of staid old Armstrong.

coordinates the program, which places
the students with Laboratory research
scientists to work on individual and
group research projects. Colorado
College is participating in the program
this year by special arrangement with
the Midwest Colleges Association, a
sister organization to the GLCA.

College Receives Gilmore' s Land

Sean O'Donnell

The Science Semester also includes
an interdisciplinary seminar for all

students and a course in junior/senior
level physics, biology, or chemistry,
according to each participant's field of
interest. The students will be at ORNL
through December 17.

By Rowan Sags
Due to the beneficience of Dr. Don

Cameron, the Colorado College now
holds an 80 acre field laboratory located
about six and one half miles west of

Divide. Colorado.

The land, which comprises half of the
Signal Rock ranch, was given by Dr.

Cameron in honor of Dr. Ralph Gilmore,
biology professor at CC for many years,
his mother. Mary, and his sister, who
passed away in 1971. Both his mother
and sister were graduates of CC, and
majored in biology, as Dr. Cameron did.
The gift was directed to the Biology

Department, in order that the folks there
can use it as a biological preserve and
as a field laboratory. Dr. Jack Carter,
head of the Biology Department, said

Full Service

Photographic

Headquarters

Cameras,

accessories,

darkroom supplies.

quality

photo finishing,

repairs

SHEWlMAKERS
CAMERA
SHOP

:iO N. Tejon 6:i6-1696

that the land is now being used mainly
for biology field trips, mostly during
first and ninth blocks, and as a research
ground for individual projects.

"We have no long range plans for it,"

he said. "We just started to use it, and it

has quite a bit of potential." Carter

added that the school could use more
areas such as the Cameron land instead
of an expensive field station on the
land. The Biology Department desires

areas in different biological zones
where classes can go foroutdoor study.
The land is open to all CC students

and faculty, and can be used as a retreat

for academic weary persons, providing
they mind their P's and Q's. To get to it,

go west on route 24, six and a half miles
west of Divide to road 124, and follow
that to the Signal Rock ranch.
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South Africa

Symposium Held
By Ellen Hesdorier

A symposium on various aspecls

life in Souttiern Africa was presen l^

last weei<. Taking place in tfie evenii

Monday, November 29 ttirough Thi

day, December 2, the symposi
featured ttiree speakers (two of wh

are natives of Souttiern Africa)
i

several documentary films.

Ttie sponsors were ttie CoIol
Coiiege Black Students, ttie Pollli '

. .

Science Department, Venture Graj
,

^)1',

and the Leisure Time Program.
The opening speaker on fvjont

night was Dr. William [Winter. Dr. f^in

has a Ph.D. In Sociology from
University of Wisconsin,
Certificate in African Studies. He I

been both a teacher and a news con

pondent in different areas of Soulb

Africa, and Is the author of sevi
'•'e C

books. His topic was "The Pres ^''''S

Situation in Southern Africa: A V

from fvlozambique
Dr. IVIinter first traced the historj

the liberation struggles beginning in

early sixties, concentrating en
Freiimo liberation movement in fvtoy " ^^

lOUS

Wor
000 t

ick ft

Randy Rottman

bique.

IHe then described various Id^

which have been falsely representa)

the United States. He used the exam

that many Americans view the U.S.i '""^y

relatively new Influence In Soulf^ ^^I^V

Africa. But, he pointed out, the IJ
"^[io"

was an ally of Portugal for some lij'"" ''^

during the tviozambique conflict.

Also, most Americans are under

impression that the white majority

willing to give up power, which
fvlinter asserted is untrue.

Dr. Ii/linter also dealt with sugi

tions of an interim government
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Sunday at 8:30

TALENT SHOW!
Ani/thing goes -

Hand In Your Idea To
Benny's Beforehand if Possible.
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News =

New Faces to Arise in Congress Next Year
By Jamie Butler

nv political analysts view the most

rtant
outgrowth of the Vietnam-

'Iraaie era as being the reassertlon

congressional power over the

..(ive branch. This shift in power

also signal a shift in the emphasis

the
electoral process with the

ibility *^^* **^® outcomes of many
'

gssional races will become just as

ortant as that of the presidential

t. In that regard the new faces in

)ss this January are of consider-

I
interest.

Ithough in partisan terms, both

ses remained basically unchanged,

pemocrats retained their majority

2-38 in the Senate and the House

ained virtually unchanged as welt)

iv
new faces will mai<e up the new

gress. In the Senate, eight

irrbents retired and nine others lost

r seats.

s was the case in the presidential

image to defeat Democratic incumbent

John V. Tunney in a very close race.

Tunney was unable to overcome his

image as a playboy and an ineffectual

politician who had missed 77% of the

Senate's roll call votes this year.

Republican State Senator f^flalcolm

"Richard Nixon's favorite mayor."
Tennessee Republican Senator Bill

Brock was not as lucky as Lugar and his

inability to overcome attacks by Jim
Sasser linking him to the Nixon
administration and the disclosure that

he had paid only $2,000 of income tax

ipaign, the main theme of most

ate campaigns was trust. In

ryiand. Democrat Paul Sarbanes hit

[ierm incumbent J. Glenn Beall hard

campaign contributions amounting

$250,000 which he had received in

from a secret Nixon White House
Sarbanes, a Rhodes Scholar and

_.3r congressman who gained

Jonal prominence for his work during

I

House Judiciary Committee's

3eachment hearings, won handily.

:oriner astronaut Harrison Schmltt's

onesty" campaign proved successful

jefeating former Watergate Commit-
member Joseph Montoya in New

(Xico. Schmitt hit Montoya's integrity

reports that the IRS blocked a tax

jit of Montoya's tax returns because

Democrat headed a subcommittee

urisdiction over the IRS.

California, 70 year old S.l.

,yakawa, who gained national recog-

ion for his handling of student

itests in the 1960s while President of

Francisco State, used his folk-hero

Wallop softened his stand on the

environment and used the fanilliar, yet

effective, political strategy of linking

the incumbent, in this case Gale
McGee, to the "Washington Bureau-
cracy" to take that Wyoming Senate
seat.

In a most interesting race, former

United Nations ambassador and Har-

vard professor Daniel Patrick fvloynihan

used his defense of Israel in the U.N. to

carry the Jewish vote in New York and
defeat conservative Republican James
Buckley quite handily.

Richard Lugar used his reputation as

a fiscal conservative and was able to

link incumbent Vance Hartke to the

always damaging "special interest

groups" to put that Indiana seat

convincingly in the Republican column.

Lugar had to overcome a label as

on income of S51,U00 last year helped
Sasser register an upset of one of the

Republican Party's brightest young
stars.

In a real old fashioned, slam-bang
campaign, Democrat Howard fwletzen-

baum mobilized the support of labor to

overcome Robert Taft in his second
challenge for that Ohio seat. Metzen-

baum was appointed to fill a Senate
seat In 1974 but lost to John Glenn in

the primary five months later.

Other newcomers will be Democrats
Don Reigle {Michigan). Dennis DeCon-
cini (Arizona). Spark Matsunaga (Ha-
waii), Edward ZorinskI (Nebraska), and
Republicans John Danforth (Missouri),

John Chafee (Rhode Island), and
ketchup heir John Heinz III of Pennsy-
lvania

Many analysts predict that it will take
awhile for Washington newcomer
Jimmy Carter and the Congress with Its

new faces to learn to work together.

However, there will be many notables
returning to ease the transition.

Re-elected were Senators Edward
Kennedy, Hubert Humphrey, Edmund

,

Muskie, Henry Jackson, John Stennls,
William Proxmire, Lloyd Bentsen,
Robert Byrd, Lowell Welcker, Lawton
Chiles, et al.

Some would argue that the new faces

entering the Senate In 1977 will have
little power to effect meaningful
change. Indeed, the same political

operatives will be running both Houses.
Yet in a campaign In which trust and
anti-Washington slogans were the most
prevalent themes, there seems some
cause for hope.

At any rate, the people have made
their choice, and although the partisan

numbers remain virtually unchanged,
there will be many new and interesting

faces in Washington this January In

addition to Jimmy Carter.

CCCA Allocates Funds to Groups
The CCCA held an unusually short

leting on Tuesday, November 23

fore the Thanksgiving break. Among
major items on the agenda were

iding requests from Volunteer Action

the Women's Commission. Katie

iCormack represented Volunteer Ac-
vi^hich was funded $201 .70 for

ious art, party, and sports suplies.

Women's Commission was funded
,000 to bring Florynce Kennedy, a

ick feminist, to speak at CC on
inday, March 14.

Betsy Broder, chairman of the

iction Committee presented a short

lort to the council on the procedures

for the upcoming CCCA and Cutler

Board election. The candidates' state-

ments will run in the December 10 issue

of The Catalyst, and the election will be

held December 14. It was mentioned

that there were no specific campaign
laws and posters were left up to the

discretion of the candidates. A "Meet

the Candidates" night may be held in

the various dorms, with times and dates

to be announced.
Possibilities for changing the Ben-

ny's Board were briefly discussed. Bill

Berkley stated that the idea of making

the Benny's Board a part of the Leisure

Time Committee is being considered.

News from Career Counseling
Coming Programs

Everything You Wanted to Know About Graduate Sciiool... But Were Afraid

to Asl<. Ttiis program was rescheduled to December 7 at 2:30 in Rastali 212.

Jim Volz will provide general information on choosing a school and grad

school applications. Bring your questions.

Full Time Job Openings
Administrative and Technical positions at the University of Nebraska.

Administrative, Financial, Community Sen/ices, Health and other positions

with the State of Colorado.

Summer Jobs
U.S. Civil Service Commission summer employment announcement now

available. Waitress, Ocean Grove, tvlew Jersey. Yellowstone Park - a variety of

positions in this Wyoming park.

Graduate Fellowship Offered

Alpha Xi Delta, national social fraternity for women, is offering a $2,500

graduate fellowship for advanced study In Social Servlce/Corrections/Crim-

inal Justice. Ivlust be a college graduate with B average or better, have

applied for admission to a graduate school of Social Work/Corrections/

Criminal Justice, and be interested in pursuing a career with children or

youth to combat delinquency. Obtain application from Jean Kocel (extension

569); must be mailed by February 12.

On Campus Recruiting

ivlr. Dennis Keller of the Keller institute In Chicago will be in 207 Rastali on

December 17 to discuss the IKCM Women in IvlanagemenI Internship with

Interested junior women. He will also be available from 4-5 pm to explain the

20 week Certificate in Business Administration program to all Interested

students. Ivlany students have taken this program, secured employment and

continued their MBA part time while working. Often their tuition has been

paid by the employer.
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iB Editorial!

Planning Ahead
at CC

sLetters^s^^=^^
Comments Needed
To All Students:
We are exploring ways to Improve the

quality of teaching here at CC and need
your help. Essential to any discussion
of what constitutes "good teaching" or
"bad teaching" Is the opinion of those
being taught. We are therefore

soliciting Input from all students
concerning what has and has not
worked well In your experiences with
teachers. So if you have any gripes, or
even praise, concerning particular

teachers or teaching methods, let us
know.

Please make your comments as
specific as possible without mentioning
tile names of particular teachers. For
example, if your complaint is that the
teacher assigned too much reading, tell

us the number of pages a night which
he or she assigned. If the complaint is

that he or she Is unable to successfully
lead adiscusslon, tell us why, (I.e., she
doesn't stick to the subject at hand; or
he doesn't allow for the expression of
differing viewpoints). Feel free to
comment on any aspect of the
classroom experience which pertains to
teacher effectiveness and leave your
comments in the Academic Program
Committee box at Rastall Desk.

If the response to this project proves
successful we hope to publish our
findings in pamphlet form and
distribute them to the faculty, so your
suggestions can make a difference. If

you have any questions call Jemela at
634-4779.

Thanks for your help,

Jemela Mecer
The Academic Program Committee

There are a lot of disappointed people In the Physics Departmei
this block. Visiting Professor Peter Gram, who made a big hit j
his last trip to CC, was scheduled to teach the experlmentatin
course, PC261 . He didn't come.
The course was cancelled due to a seeming lack of studei

Interest. Only two people had signed up for PC261 and,
|,

economic reasons, Dr. Gram was told to stay away. On the fin

day of the block, however, several students showed up for i \e<

canceiied course; more than enough to have justified It. Most ha
'""^'

not signed up in advance. The result was a lot of disappoints
'"

students, an unnecessarily forestalled visiting prof, and a moi
than usually begruntled department chairman, all without reasoi
The ease with which CC students can drop and add classes is

privilege and, like all privileges,- carries a responsibility With iL don
Academic decisions are based on course registrations—sign ui

iside

for the courses you're likely to take well In advance. deaii

"s unc

ifider

lortai

whi

lurani

anac

t
CI

lis -c

slaly

,
fac

1X1 l<

Women's Health

Neglected
Dear Sir,

As the parent of a woman student at

Colorado College, I was surprised to

find out that there are no gynecological

services offered at CC, as part of the

regular health services. This seems to

me to be an area of health care that

should be made available to all women
students. I would hope it would be

included when changes are made In the

program, preferably in the near future.

Sincerely,

Mary Hess

Student Conduct
Reports

Editor:

The Student Conduct Committee
exists to support an atmosphere of

maturity and trust within the Colorado
College Community and to act as a
judicial board when some member of
the community violates that code.
On October 30 of this year, students

were involved in an egg-throwing
incident which was potentially dan-
gerous for car drivers and the students
themselves, and which was further
complicated because of the involve-

ment of the Colorado Springs Police
Department.
As a result of the incident, a Student

Conduct hearing was held and
appropriate penalties have been given
to those who were known to have
participated.

Sincerely,

Patti Freudenburg
Chairperson

Student Conduct Committee
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More on Bradney
To tfie Editor:

As writing a letter of any kind Is an
unusual undertaking for me, I find this
rather difficult. But something In all

that flak concerning Gall Bradney's
article has made me feel compelled to
try and say something meaningful
about It and to share my opinions with
somebody else.

I was going to start this off with a
long list of my traits, habits, and
beliefs, but I think I will Just say that-l

think I am as qualified as anyone to
write on the subjects of human nature
and diversity within and without groups
of people. For better than four years,
my very economically middle-class
parents and I have lived 20 miles
outside of the town of Taos, New
Mexico. I went to the high school In

Taos for three years, and graduated
there. There I learned what it was like to
be a minority group member, being the
smaller of a Spanish-Anglo ratio of
about 85% to 10% (the other 5% being
Indian). It probably sounds like I am
boasting. Well, I am. I think that It was
a very unique and important experience,
and am glad to have It a part of me.
What I learned there, however, was

nothing that really impressed me as
being unique within the realm of human
action— it was just expressed In a
different way. There is no such thing as
an action that Is unique within the realm
of human action. Not anymore, anyway.
With that in mind, I'd like to start In with
my own Catalyst-oriented generaliza-
tions and (mis) conceptions.

I have already stated one. I said that
these days there Is no such thing as a
unique action. I fully believe this.
Everything has been done before, has
been thought before. This Is not to say
that to be diverse, one must perform a
unique action. But I do not think that
there Is such a thing as diversity
anymore, within the scope of the
diversity of life itself and the people
who live It. If George Orwell didn't say,
"diversity Is conformity", he should
have. Because In our unreal world of
1976 reality, It Is true.

I guess what I am saying Is, please,
everybody, don't expect too much from
ourselves—and don't try too much to
get it. The human being (this Includes
CO students) is a social animal, and I

doubt that very many of them are very
easily going to outstep the bounds of
all society and do something really
different or be as truly diverse
(especially In his or her thinking) as you
would all wish them to be.

In that light, I think the CC campus Is
a pretty good cross-section of American
life, which is a safe and conservative
mold. It is nothing I like. When I first
came here, I expected everyone to be
really Interesting and different (from
what, I don't know). Instead, they watch
TV and play tennis (they go skiing, this
time of year). I do not like the situation,
but nelgherdo I condemn It. I acceptit
(Is that apathy?), for I don't expect—

ever—much more from people
will always run around in their safe

ii

groups and think safe little thoui
and only be as diverse as »

group—which Is ijever very dive
really.

And If you guys all still expect m
than that, you're pretty dumb.

„ „ .,
Thomasi

P.S. I m still looking for It, too.

"Simple - crazies!"
Dear Editor:

Almost every time CC journalisni

self-examining, I feei as thoi leral

shrouds should hang from both mei can e

the lions on the flagpole. To those*
cannot criticize and learn a playful

who cannot laugh at their
seriousness, especially when they iHciian

they've uncovered something trui nic

say:

You pinch my body with your ratlli

saliva and the rolling motions of yi
spec

tongue. You pick and pick and pick < ye:

raw spots of ooze until the air buBiroac
them. You have feverish, giggling eyi

yet you cannot play. You pick. You a
A delirium of closed spaces heaves
thighs at me In nasal staccatos. I nol

lint on your lip. It hangs. The lip haul

too - a broken clothespin clack cli

clack.

As a halfwit In Fredonia, Kansas ui

to say, "Ya gol dang simpie-crazli
Imagine tuba music and you'll

better.

Yourfrief

BethLaOBp"'
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Fenced Out
Editor:

. This Is an open letter to Rlct^

Bradley, Dean of Students, Lee Pii

Chief of Security, and Don Sheaj

Chairman of the Palmer Hall Com»
tee.

A situation of absurd circumsta
existed over Thanksgiving Break wtiiJ

feel compelled to relate to M
students who were fortunate enoJ

not to have been here during this li(

Students who remained on campus]
a variety of reasons (but mainly M
who had work to accomplish for

demanding classes) were locked oulj

all academic buildings {including
library) from midnight Wednesday ni|

until 10:00 Saturday morning.

After expending the better 'paf*,1

eight hours of my own time attemplif

to discover who was responsible r
such a blooper, I remain uneniighten^

Unfortunately the amount of buckpas

ing I witnessed made me feel more lif

I was a member of a banking lnstitLil|f

and not an Institution of higi

learning. Anyone care to take t||

responsibility?
Sincere!

Robert G. Hillsi"!
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;Commentary.

Economic Self-Restraint Unlikely Next Four Years
article is part two in The

jig'talyst series of articles written

'bV
faculty members on America's

A%\ four years. This week's piece

IqJ as
written by Professor of

Economics, Chris Grilfiths.

By L. Christopher Griffiths

i
v^hen I was asked to write this piece,

as told that it would be a simple

[ter of typing up my notes from

iments made at the Thursday-at-

^en session following the general

;tion. This task has been compli-

jd, however, by the fact that less

n one month after he was elected,

Carter declared his intention not to

)loy wage and price controls, and In

doing gave away what I had
sidered to be his most valuable tool

dealing with the economy. That tool

;
uncertainty. While I recognize that

fidence among businessmen Is

lortant to the health of the economy,

I

while I might applaud Mr. Carter's

purances to the business community
San act of statesmanship, I also know
^t confidence can evolve into

dness, and that the line between
lesmanship and appeasement is a

[one.

i/hat concerns me is not the fact that

ie-price controls will not be used

ing the Carter administration (since

h controls have never provided a
term solution for inflation

way), but rather it is Mr. Carter's

/ete in announcing publicly that he
jid not use this policy tool when he
nothing to gain from making the

ouncement. This loquasiousness,

jn taken together with Mr. Carter's

ue suggestions about adjustments
the tax structure and the level of

leral spending, leads me to fear that

can expect the Carter administration

eschew political leadership in

iling with the problems of unemploy-
it and inflation in favor of a
ihanistic manipulation of macroeco-
lic variables (e.g., government
inding, taxes, the money supply). I

led to pessimism about the

spects for our economy in the next

r years, because this mechanistic
iroach to economic policy has been

tried and found lacking.
The reason mechanistic economic

policies have not worked is simply that

the theory upon which they are based
defines a set of necessary conditions
for full-employment at stable prices,

but conditions which are not necessary
and sufficient to attain this goal. This
means that if the economy starts at a
position of full-employment and stable
prices, there is little problem since the
appropriate policy is to simply maintain
the necessary conditions for stability.

The problem occurs when the economy
is at a position of underemployment, or

larly, there is some level of the supply
of money which would be necessary to

sustain full-employment with stable
prices. It does not follow that creating

that amount of money will necessarily

bring about increases in employment or

will do this without causing prices to

rise. While the absence of the

necessary conditions for economic
stability can be the cause of unemploy-
ment and inflation, the simple act of

providing these conditions can seldom
be expected to be the cure.

When he takes office, Mr. Carter will

be faced with an economy which is far

Ibope-weshsdl
ciiffihmitslxbrditlie
axistocracyatoar ,

moneyedcorporations, |
v^homdarealieady
tochallengeour

gOTeimnenttoatrial

wfiaiicetothelawsof

inflation, or both. Here, the necessary

conditions for full-employment with

stable prices will not necessarily bring

about the desij;able state, an d mig ht

actually cause further deviation from it.

For instance, it is true that a certain

level of demand for final goods and

services is a necessary condition for

there to be full-employment, given the

size of the labor force. It does not

follow that all increases in spending for

goods and services will increase

employment equally, or that such

increases can occur without causing

coincident increases in prices. Simi-

from healthy in terms of the goals of

full-employment and inflation. The
unemployment rate is higher by

one-third than that in the 1958-1960

recession when President Kennedy took

office, and thus substantial economic

stimulation would seem to be in order.

On the other hand, the rate of inflation

in the Consumer Price Index is currently

about 5.5 percent per year, which is

significantly higher than the 4.3 percent

annual inflation rate which moved
President Nixon to impose wage and

price controls in 1971. Thus it would

appear that substantial fiscal and
monetary restraint is also called for.

Since economic aggregates can only be
used to stimulate or restraint broad
ranges of economic activity, and since
it is difficult to simultaneously stimu-
late and restrain any single activity, the
mechanical manipulation of these
aggregates through fiscal and monetary
policy cannot be expected to provide us
much comfort.

The problem at present is not
whether, or by how much, to stimulate
the economy, which are the questions
having to do with economic aggregates.
Rather the problem is how to direct the
needed stimulation toward the creation
of new jobs, instead of toward
absorption in the form of higher prices,

which is a problem which manipulation
of the aggregates cannot solve.

It is here that uncertainty among
business decision-makers might have
been such a potent policy tool. So long

as there was uncertainty as to whether
Mr, Carter might impose price controls,

businessmen had an incentive to

exercise restraint with regard to price

increases. This would be so, if for no
other reason, to avoid the red tape
involved in controls. Since most of the

price increases which occur under
conditions of generalized excess
capacity are administered (i.e., set by
businesses as opposed to being bid up
by increases in demand), self-restraint

might have held inflationary pressure in

check, while fiscal policy (perhaps in

the form of a tax-cut) might have been
used to create jobs.

As it stands now, self-restraint by
businesses in the face of stimulative

government policies is highly unlikely.

Rather, it is more probably that a much
greater portion of any stimulative fiscal

policy will be absorbed in higher prices

(thus aggravating the problem of

inflation), while much less will find its

way into the creation of new jobs
(which would be the object of such a
policy).

And all this because the President-

elect spoke right up when he didn't have

to say a thing.

tructural Analysis and Change Called For in Our World

I

Ci

By Howard Lehman
he evolution of this article was first

wned by The Catalyst Election Issue

lober 29), specifically the articles by
I Sorensen and Jay Hartwell, and by

ous articles of more recent issues.

le liave been lately criticizing our-

our institutions, our parents,

our money. (See Catalyst articles

Bradney, Prendergast, Claassen,

erman, November 12 and 19). Some
emotional outbursts based on

ity, while others tried to remain

)nal while being directed by
native illusitons. Structurally, the

:les and commentaries were dis-

ilar. However, imbedded within their

nes was the common cry for social

nge. But the idea of alterations of

political, social, and economic
eres must follow questions on the
cept of change. These questions; is

fige necessary, whom should
nge benefit, by whom shall change
ur, and what are the methods and
:esses for change, must be resolved
're we enter the stage of action,
'f all the articles and letters which
e recently appeared, only that of Eric

iver's (November 19) has ap-

*ed the area of critical analysis of

nge necessary for an evaluation of

B structures of our domestic and
_rnational problems. We cannot

le a resolution of our dilemnas by
raly investigating superficial issues
h as our parents' wealth (Claassen),
lack of diversity of CC life and

"i^nts (Bradney), the opportunities
student participation In community
'irs (Claassen), nor by demanding
'"emotionalism" be totally excluded
"> discussion (Prendergast). Neither
" we afford to suffer from "benign
'6ct," implicitly proposed by Mr.

hwell, by negating the 25 million

Orleans existing below the poverty
s since their "misery. ..must also be

weighed against other factors." our social milieu. The structures of

All of these so-called "results" of our social attitudes and characteristics are

society are, in fact, "symptoms," as Mr. built upon capitalism and the "free-

Weaver noted correctly, "rather than the enterprise" system. Since we all have a

"Only through a political organization, free of the influence

of the two rTiajor political parlies, can the process of con-

structive change be accomplished. . . . 'Are we going to or-

ganize ourselves independently or continue trusting

the Democrats and Republicans to solve the problems they

created?'
"

.

actual roots of the problems." The stake in the "Great Establishment," Is it

seeds of our "misery" reside in thus surprising that only a handful of

society's structures. They sprout and social critics study our social structures

flourish as crucial elements of our and institutions, while the majonty

education, our occupational careers, search no farther than the boundaries of

our own raising of children, indeed in the CC campus?

National Nightmare Still With Us
By Eric Weaver

In post-election 1976 we repeatedly

hear that America has put the traumas

of Viet Nam and Watergate behind it

and that the American society has

proved itself strong and good in the

face of these challenges. Can we
honestly say that Watergate is behind

us in view of the halfway measures

taken to prevent its happening again? Is

Viet Nam really behind us when we still

haven't taken steps to heal the wounds

left behind?

The Viet Nam war is still not behind

us. We are not and cannot be forgiven

for the horrors of our crime in Viet Nam
until the President as the leader of the

American people admits to the world

that we were wrong. There has not even

been an admission by the "liberal"

press that we were wrong. President

Ford would not make a tacit admission

of this fact as late as 1 975 and had to be

forcefully restrained by Congress from

re-introducing American troops as Viet

Nam collapsed.

What too about re-construction aid

for Viet Nam? We still congratulate

ourselves for our generosity in

rebuilding Japan and Germany after

World War II but we deny any obligation

to help repair the devastation of Viet

Nam. We felt compassion for the

Japanese and the Germans in spite of

the heinous crimes they committed

against humanity. What evil deeds have

the Vietnamese perpetrated that can-

cels our obligation to offer them

reconstruction aid? Was it that they

exposed the naked reality of American

imperialism? Was it that they humbled

the mighty American military machine?

Was it their determination to end all

colonial occupation of their country

even if its alleged motives were the

defense of "democracy"? Until we

admit to ourselves and the world that

our adventure in S.E. Asia was wrong

and extend a helping hand to Viet Nam
as they rebuild their war ravaged

Continued on page 9

For those few people who have begun

to examine the political and socio-

economic structures, the question

arises: what is the next level for the

implementation of change? Only

through a political organization, free of

the influence of the two major political

parties, can the process of constructive

change be accomplished. As a

columnist tor the Militant, the

newspaper for the Socialist Workers

Party, wrote in a recent issue, "Are we
going to organize ourselves indepen-

dently or continue trusting the

Democrats and Republicans to solve

the problems they created?" (October

29). This is no longer a purely rhetorical

query.

Throughout our nation, there are

dissatisfied and alienated people who

question the status of the major parties.

They feel that the parties have

neutralized their position and power

with numerous compromises. By

striving for a broad coalition of support,

the parties have achieved the opposite:

narrow, non-defined, and visionless

political organizations.

We must recognize the dire results of

our mistakes which will surface within

the next 25 years. For many decades

our nation has pursued a policy of the

misuse of natural resources, the under-

utilization of labor, and the misappro-

priation of capital. My generation,

which will feel the full brunt of the

upcoming catastrophes, must demand

a change of our national priorities and a

redirection of our national energies,

both physical and mental. We must

recognize the need for the realization of

our production forces. We must not

struggle against ourselves, but rather

for the full utilization of that vast supply

of potential energy which is within each

one of us.
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Fearand Loathing with the Cosmos
By John Kuhlman

Oh, my tan, Oh my, my clay foot, my thin and papery head held mirrored at

the base of some prison's mud wall idea not of heaven showers, breathing in

deep amours of more American poop, held mirrored at the base of some yes, I

was arrested last Saturday by the zealous employees of— Bookstore, fellas

who really know a criminal type uh whenthey uh see him, their feet in real

voice of deep buckets of red paint, and I had to sit In the back room in the
straw chair with a platinum wig sprinkled with gold dust dangling overy my
weary muss, while noise came through the doors.

Son of Noise, making Noise, shouting no tickets for expensive American
pensions plans, better to be making many expensive college prayers, for

spied upon keyhole long watched soul, you smirk, you steal you squat upon
my roses, I rise and grow Incensed, you shrink under the long blue end of my
shortening glass, one search two years, two years, now long time cranking
wine, cracking wise, for mercy at some end's long end, no no touch there of
soft innocence taken in a weak moment, and down come lighting, frightening
experience every human fifteen seconds, friends.

I Didn't do it, cold hands slow minds breed oogly flars.

No no said America's innocent man, warming his hands on the tin mug of
Christmas ale, hot on his lips from floors to exercise yards, no postman, no
govemment inspection jobs for my future, no postman, what can I do,
Cosmo.

Yes, friends, it's sad but true, that Due to the liberal interpretation of Legal
Psychology Laws, the owner of the Bookstore, has determined to send
Cosmo up the river for Christmas when the little fella had doggedly insisted
that he hadda go home, no I don't have to say It twice. Hey. Let's all kinda
make all our faces look in the same manner and one way for the moment and
stuff those college envelopes, with God's own green lettuce children, ah yer
giants. Look write here, Cosmo need, your B for Bail.

Let's Keep Cosmo Out of the Big House
Box 157
Loomis Hall

Colorado College
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80903

And for those contributors who shuck out to the tune of five dollars and
above, well, you'll get your name printed correctly in this column,— either
with a melange of redoutable postcards, or with the note your stupid
boyfriend dropped in the library keep calm.
Cosmo would also urge all concerned students to boycott Bookstore,

until his good reputation is restored, while he stands one leg missing,
picking his nose, and smearing the glass front with his stale bread face,
murmuring at the height of his grey whispering, "All one. All one."

Next Week - Dr. Ingersoll's Yeast Formula, or thirty days.

= Etcetera
HELP-HOUSE NEEDED NOW
Four bedroom house near CC campus

needed for December occupancy.
Would prefer yard for canine roommate.
Lease no problem. Please call 634-5735,
or leave a note in our Rastall Box-#313.

FRENCH HOUSE OPENINGS
Applications to live at the French

House should be returned before the
end of the first week of December.

COCA CANDIDATE OPEN HOUSE
fvleet the candidates running for the

CCCA seats. They will be available to
answer your questions at Mathias
Lounge on December 7 at 8:30 p.m.; at

Loomis Lounge on December 8 at 8:30
p.m.; and on December 9 at 8:30 p.m.,
in Slocum Lounge. Refreshments will

be served.

'Twas the Month Before Christm;
By Lori Bower

(Witt apologies to Clement Clarke Moore and the CC hockey team]

T'was the month before Christmas, when all through the dorm
Not a student was working, par for the norm;
The books they were opened ali spread out with care,
In hopes that some dilligence soon would be there;
The students were nestled all snug in their beds.
While visions of oassing grades danced in their heads;
And the prof with his stern glance, eyeing the clock.
Had just settled down to wait out the block.
When out in the hall there arose such a clatter,

I sprang from my bed to see what was the matter.
Away to the doorknob I flew like a flash,

Falling over my ski boots through the door with a crash.
The lights that did shine on the worn carpet there.
Gave a moment of stillness, uncommonly rare.

When, what to my wandering eyes should appear,
But a game of hall hockey, and kegs full of beer,
With some drunk CC students, falling down with each shot,
I knew in a moment they'd drunk quite a lot.

More noisy than Rastall this loud hockey game
And they yelled, and they shouted, calling shots out by name:
"Now, slapshot! now wrist shot! now slash and high sticking!
More checking! more icing! more boarding and lifting!"

To the ball came the stick, to the end of the hall.

Now, rolling and rolling it hit the far wall.
As the lunch line before the great doors are held open,
When people are straining with anticipation.
So, those balls down the hall continually flew,
Busting walls, breaking windows, and making noise, too.
And then through the hallway he walked tall and mean.
An Infamous star of the CC hockey team.
As I drew back my head, and cringed inside my door,
Down to the amateurs he came with a roar.

He was dressed all in pads from his head to his toes.
And his shoes had some skate blades with laces and bows;
A bundle of sticks he had flung on his back.
And he looked likeamonsterjustoff of the rack.
His eyes they were blackened! his dimples misshapen,
His cheeks were frostbitten, his nose it was broken;
His big toothless mouth was drawn in as with age.
And the hair on his head was all ripped out in rage.
The few teeth he had he took out in disgust.
As he glared around looking for more heads to bust:-
He had a smashed face and a little beer beily.
That hurt, when he checked, turning men into jelly.

He was muscles and strength - a right frightening guy;
And I moved when I saw him, not to be so near by.
A wave of his stick, and a thump on his chest,
Made the hail hockey boys step aside for the best.
He spoke not a word, but went straight to his work.
And positioned his stick; then wound up with a jerl<.

And placing the stick on the side of the ball.
He hit it so hard, it flew through the end wall.
He stood staring dumbly, then looked all around.
And glaring at all, there wasn't a sound;
But I heard him exclaim, ere he tore out the dorm,
"I didn't do it, but I sure had good form!"

Budget Tapes
& Records

Constant everyday

discount prices
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paraphernalia

& cleaning accessories

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

10-7 Mon. thru Thursday
10-8 Friday

10-6 Saturday

12-5 Sunday

Budget Tapes & Records

204N.Teioii 471-4419

COME GET A FREE TRAVEL
BAG FOR YOU SKI

EQUIPMENT

WE HAVE THEM JUST
FOR YOU...

^ Taylor
Travel

818 North Tejon
636-3871

Weber St. Liquor
71 2 N.Weber

^eeTS 475-95-33

SALES
RENTALS

\

REPAIRS

YPEWRITER
SUPPLY CO.O

1 05 North Tejon St

Phone 634-0102

Your C. C. ID is worth ICfh offon anypipe in stock

HATHAWAY'S SMOKE SHOP •"

AND MAGAZINE STORE
OVER. lOOO PIPES

IN STOCK.

ALLfvlAJORBCANDS
-^ « ^'^PJ^flORSei£CT/0N OF IMPORTED TOBACCO,•-» CISAPS AND CIGARETTeS ULENDFD TOBACCCS

Pipe repairs
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The Reverend
This type of skull is rare In

occurence in the sites dug for this

study. The most prominent features

are a bony ridge along the saggital

crest of the skull, oddly shaped
mouth parts and mandible and a
large cranial capacity. The bone crest

was the result of a societal need to

distinguish this person on sight by
others in the culture.

The large cranial capacity marks an
enlarged thinking capacity and the

mouth deformation is due to the

verbal function of the person. All this

points to a person with a religious

function in the society. The person
was rare enough during the period to

warrant a noticeably distinguished
physical appearance.
Societal conditions prevailing cre-

ated great stress and anguish among
the populace and these people were
often called upon to restore calm.
This was achieved by the Issuance of

soft cooing or moaning noisejs from
the specially adapted mouth parts.

The Warrior
This skull is recresentative of a

large segment of the population in
the North American culture. The
skull walls are very thick, and the
cranial capacity was quite restricted.
Obviously, this person was active in
the combat of that period as can be
seen from the numerous scars on the
cranium. In this type, there is an
absence of the back of the eye socket
which is indicative of a close rela-
tionship between the visual organs
and the brain. It is believed that this
is the result of an actual fusing of the
two functions.

The brain cavity is very small and
further suggests that visual response
to danger was almost the entire brain
function. This type of person had
only to see and react, hence,
thinking was very restricted. There is

an absence of true teeth but there is a
hard sharp bone ridge to fulfill the
function. This is similar to some
lizards that existed in the same era.

Photo Feature ^^

The Politician
This is the skull of a person who

played a small, but important, role in

the society of the late 20th century.
The main features are a small cranial
capacity, perhaps the smallest of all

type exant at that time, and
extremely long and prominent
mandible with teeth of extraordinary
length and regularity. The entire skull
Is very well balanced and denotes a
beauty of features commonly found
in salesmen and politicians.

Nine Skulls From the
Late Modern £ra

Bruce Buck's "Nine Skulls" are currently on exhibition in Packard Hall as part

of the "20 Years of Faculty Art" Show now going on. Buck's explanation follows

below, as do his explanations of his pieces.

NINE SKULLS FROM THE LATE MODERN ERA
The nine skulls included in this series are items supposedly recovered by

anthropologists and archeologists from remains of our own culture. They are

dated from the year 1960 to theyear1999. Following evolutionary guidelines in

which the form of any living structure is determined by function and
adaptability, only those that had the most suitably adapted form persisted.

These skulls represent hominid types whose form was determined by societal

and environmental conditions that were present during the Late Modern Era.

The viewer is asked to project forward in time to the year 2200 and look back at

these artifacts as relics of human types that evolved but did not persist.

The Worker
This skull represents the most

common type found in the Late

Modern Era. The major features
include a huge distended maxilla and
palate and a small pointed cranium.
This development came about as the
result of the loss of most individuals
in this group to think since they did

most of the worK-a-day labor in the
society. They relied upon others to
do most of their thinking for them.
They were able to take directions
with ease and their brain parts were
gradually reduced as they had little if

anything to think about.
The huge distended palate, which

apparently had a cartilaginous
counterpart as a mandible, was
apparently developed to help break
down foodstuffs prior to digestion.
People of this type were very
receptive to food flavoring as well as
taking directions without question-
i"g. All this, coupled with the poor
"utltional value of the food these
people were directed to eat, led to
'^e high flavor (artificial) and low
nutrients and the odd structure was
capable of breaking down coarse
librous materials and cellulose that
"lade up their entire diet.

The Bureaucrat
This oddly shaped skull was

increasingly common during the
flourishing of the Modern Era. The
characteristic skull of this type was
low and reptilian in appearance,
small brained, without teeth, and had
eyes set in large side mounted
sockets. It is obvious that these
persons had eyes that moved inde-
pendently of one another, as in

certain reptiles, and were rarely if

ever capable of binocular vision, for

they needed no perspective on
things.

The absence of teeth is due to diet

which consisted almost entirely of a
strong clear liquid (apparently called

Gin) and green olives. This type of

person was capable of assuming
almost any overseeing position in the

society, in any surroundings, with-

out adequate training and yet

appearing in control. Several times

assumed great power, which they

always used to benefit themselves

rather than those they were meant to

serve and aid.

The wide set eyes allowed a 340°

range of vision besides being able to

look up or down at the same
moment. This trait was necessary for

many reasons, but the most obvious

was self preservation. These people

were capable of impeding even the

most common tasks among workers

and purposeful people. At the time

The TV Addict
This is one of the most startling

examples of a common form of
cranial deformation of the period.
Indeed, it is one of the most oddly
formed types In the entire history of
physical anthropology. This type of
skull came about as a result of the
role the person had within the culture
and peculiar societal condition that
persisted into the early 21 st Century.
The person, usually a city dweller
that had given up the role of food
gatherer, was addicted to a common
form of amusement of the time called
television.

Those people who watched televi-

sion became so confused In their
thinking that fact and fantasy
retained no distinction. In this
extreme case, the person believed in

the advertisements and commer-
cials. Apparently the food commer-
cials were for products so poor In

their nutritional value that it softened
the entire bone structure of the
creature. This, coupled with the poor
quality of the programming, had the
effect of creating a vacuum within
the skull and the pliable structure
collapsed inward.

they were called functionaries or

bureaucrats and were universally

hated as a class.

This specific skull was (hat of a

petty official in a small backward

university who had given himself the

elegant title of Chancellor.

The Art Critic
The skull referred to here is not a

common type which would indicate

that society needed few of these

people. The prominent features

include a large cranial capacity, a

huge distended, yet toothless,

mouth, a simple hinged jaw and
small vesitigal eyes. The type Wjas

empowered with slight visual ability

while the mouth parts suggest

enormous verbal capacity.

Inner ear parts had a plug which

allowed the person to shut off

hearing if the sounds were not to

their liking. The enlarged cranium

suggest a erudite type, which was In

all likelihood overeducated In use-

less ways.
This person filled the role of an art

critic or reporter. Young persons of

this type had soft and flexible mouth
parts, but with advancing age, the

parts became bony and inflexible.

Old persons of this type had brittle

and sometimes broken mouthparts.

The Ninth Skull - The Grand
Inquisitor - unfortunately could not
°^ included. Our apologies to Mr.
Buck.

The Feminine Activist
This curious cranium is that of a

female type that evolved during the

1960's and died out later in the

century. The major features are a

small thick walled skull, sunken eye

sockets and hardened and immov-

able mouth parts.

The shape of the mouth was

determined by the function of sound-

making peculiar to this type of

person. The sounds emitted by these

people was a howling shriek, and it

was by movement of the flabby lips,

that were part of the facial flesh, that

these people changed the pitch of

this raucous sound. It would appear

that these people had great control of

the sounds they made for the lips

had in them a true sphincter muscle.

From a study of the literature of

the period, it is apparent that the

noise emitted by these people was

unintelligible to most others in the

society and was considered intoler-

able due to its irrational nature and

the high decibel delivery. The shrieks

from these people was similar to that

made by gibbons and certain other

primates.
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5= Arts

/s^piiMiigo^ai lrY'a<Jy(gSo@BT] ^leM
The Colorado College Drama Depart-

ment will present "Anastasia," ttie story

of the Russian Czar's daughter rumored

to have escaped Bolshevik execu-

tioners, at 8:15 pm Wednesday,

December 8, Thursday, December 9,

and Saturday, December 11, in

Colorado College's Armstrong Theater.

General admission tici^ets v»iil be

$1.50; they are free with Colorado

College identification. They will be

available at the desk of Rastall Center

beginning November 29 or at the door

before performances. Special rates,

available for groups of 15 or more, are

available upon request. For further

information, telephone William ti/lcMII-

len, chairman of the Drama Department,

at 473-2233.

McMlllen will direct the play.
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she is Princess Anastasia. It nevo edia b

Marlamna Soudakoff, assistant profoj.

sor of Russian, serves as advisor on thj

Russian language, while Richard A

Kendrick, instructor In drama, Is ^
and lighting designer. D. Poii,

Kendrick, theater costumer, has de.

signed and executed costumes, severaj

of which are exact copies of the

Romanov court gowns. The cast ana

production crews are made up
o|

students.

Set In Berlin in 1926, the play opem
on three White Russians who
plotting to procure the fortune of tiij

late Czar Nicholas by finding a

Imposter who can be a convincing hei

They find Anna Bronin, a patient in
j

Bucharest hospital, who insists ttij

RIchai

thes

eedy

icept t

m. Un'

oney I

occurs to the conspirators that slit

might really be a Romanov.
Anna, lost In the mists of amnesli

agrees to the charade. At first she
is

coached by the conspirators, but sooi

her performance becomes uncannii)

real. She convinces many people of ht ill onii

authenticity. The final test, whici Ihless

guarantees her the fortune, Is tin

approval of the aged dowager empress

Anastasla's grandmother, who gtj

dually comes to believe Anna.

In the final act, Anastasia

scheduled to be married to her orlgim

betrothed. Prince Paul, and to becoui isy to

the nominal head of the White Russiaj

exile society; however, Anna renounces

her association with the consplratofi

and disappears to find a life In the rej

world
fvlembers of the cast are Kai

Soderstrom, a senior from Littleton

Chernov; Joel Silverman, senioi

Springfield, N.J., Petrovin; Gregoi 6?""=,

Hall, sophomore. Anchorage, Alaskijf don

Bounlne; Cindy Ivlace, senior, Baskin

IN THE STILL AT

THE HUNGRY FARMER
575 Garden of the Gods Rd.

Ridge, N.J., Anastasia; Amy Alfred aWga

freshman, Albany, N.Y., Varya; t^lchaignlront

Noll, freshman, San fi/larino, Calil.

Sergei; Gary Heyman, junior, Paramui

N.J., Drivnitz; David Cowen, senioi

Princeton, N.J., Serensky; AlSn Winni

koff, freshman, Tarzana, Calif., Siei

Driver; Ann IWeisel, sophomore, Lonj

mont, Charwoman; Barbara Paradi!

junior, Steber, III., Empress; Willii

Griffith, senior, Lakewood, Paul; a

Patty Lewis, freshman, Colorad

Springs, Livenbaum.

Herb's Sandwich Shop

A GoodSandwich for
a GoodPrica

7 N Cascade

There IS a difference'.::
PREPARE FOR:

MCAT • DAT • LSAT • SAT
GRE • GMAT • OCAT . VAT

ECFMG • FLEX
NATL MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS

Flexible Programs & Hours
Our broad range ot programs provitJes an umbrella of testing know-how that

ailable, further improving the individienables us
course yo
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rthebeslpreparat
ecled

(303)893-5413

431 W. Coltax - Suits 405

Denver, Colo.

Spring & Summer compacts
Most classes 8 weeks before exam

OutsiOe N>
Call Toil Free

L Centers in M

Srate Only

eOO-221-9840
aior US Clifs

ImpMN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

SUMMER JOBS FOR MEN
AND WOMEN

Make Application NOW! Good

Jobs as Summer Camp Counsel-

ors in Estes Park, Colo. Starting

salary $450. up plus room, board,

and travel allowance for June 16

to August 15. Write Cheley

Colorado Camps, Dept. C, P.O

Box 6525. Denver, Colo. 80206

Give information concerning

skills, previous camping or coun-

seling experieces. Minimum age

19 and completed soph. Personal

interview on campus with only

applicants who have completed

our application by January 10,

1977. Apply NOW!
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TED'S
BICYCLES
REPAIRS - SALES - SERVICE

Parts and Accauoriea

KK5..>^< ;:2»X >S«fv>»:< >»X X*>."

»:iGai]ec'si
I 9 SOUTH WEBER

>r«-; »(»; ssisirvaK ssKsrjl

Phnta i
Supply

I
Phono 634 8833 t

3016 North Hancocl
Iu«t Horth of FUlmoi*

Imported & American Bicycles

Authorized Gitane Dealer

Phono 473-6915

AGFA GOSSEN NIZO
ALPA GITZO NIKON
ASCOR HASSELBLAD OLYMPUS
BEAULIEU HONEYWELL OMEGA
BELL & HOWELL ILFORD PATTERSON
BESELER KODAK PENTAX
BOGEN KONICA POLAROID
BOLEX LEICA SANKYO
8RAUN MAMIYA SINAR
CANON MINOLTA SUPERSCOPE
CONTAX MINOX ROLLEI
DURST MIRANDA VIVITAR

c o i

Colorado Springs #1 Camera Store

With Free Customer Parking

^^ HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

w

>»»
'711
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News sssm

;o'^^%^e"S'p'iP^vie, Na. Soutkem Afrtca Symposium cout .frompugc 3
.ounlry

•"just as Viet Nam Is sti
Rhodesia which wouid be haif btacl< and
half white. But since only 4% of the

JjJergate. "fhe Nixon"' admlnlst'raTion Population is white, most blacks find

Spllfies govemment for sale. The this unacceptable.

Sons and attitudes which created K'ssmger s policy states that since

Lte gate still exist even though Nixon "*i"^= are in Southern Africa to stay

da few o' ttie men around him have any change must come about through

len removed. The people who poured t^'em- However, there has been

J^^ney into Nixon's campaign In

violation of election laws never received

.(,,8 than a slap on the wrist. I.T.T. is

III an active pillar and beneficiary of

18
Chilean Junta, milk prices were

jver reduced, and the power of money

'buy office was once again proved in

Pennsylvania where the heir to the

uglnz Ketchup fortune spent a record

in addition to

of blacks by

wo mi lion dollars In his successful

considerable stalling,

indiscriminate killing

whites.

Thus, Dr. Winter concluded with his

belief that revolution by the blacks is

the only way to affect change in

Southern Africa.

Tuesday night. Dr. Elkin Sithole of

Northeastern Illinois University spoke
on the topic of "Apartheid in South
Africa and It's Reflections Abroad." Dr.

researcher and author.

Dr. Sithole began with an entertain-

ing lesson In the Zulu language, which
he demonstrated the "click" sound. He
then traced the development of

hoHia bid for the Senate. „... , . ,>,,.,,. -,
, ,,

Sard Nixon was not the architect Sithole is a South African Zulu exile,

f
these attitudes, he was merely

eedy and unprincipled enough to

;cept the bribes that were offered to

m. Until we break the vice grip which

oney has placed on our system we
{II only be biding time until a more
thiess, clever and intelligent man is

luccessful where Nixon failed.

Our society has traditionally been

jIow to admit our mistakes and that our

ofiy goals of a world "safe" for

lemocracy are often sacrificed for

emporary political expedience. It is

isy to adopt a head-in-the-sand view
American society and point with

Ide to the strengths of the system
iile Ignoring the threats which loom
er larger. It has been said that

nericans are tired of political turmoil

d need a respite after the strains of

atergate and Viet Nam. Now is not the

ne to return to complacency because
e process of reform is barely begun. If

) don't react quickly to change the

stem which created Viet Nam and
atergate, we may find ourselves
infronted with new and greater crises

Kftiich are beyond our ability to control

;lnd correct.

apartheid from 1652, when it first

appeared, to the time when it became
official policy in 1958.

Continuing in this vein. Dr. Sithole

went on to describe the various aspects
of apartheid policy, and how It affects

black South Africans. One of these
aspects, the Pass Law, stipulates that

every non-white over age sixteen must
carry at all times an eighty six page
document which contains his life

history.

Another aspect is that of changing
status from black to colored or vice

versa. This is done by certain tests,

such as the "comb test" which are

administered by the Appeals Board of

Race Classification. If one can draw a

comb all the way through one's hair,

one is judged to be colored. If the comti
gets stuck, one is black. It is interesting

to note that many coloreds, who have a

higher legal status, are now choosing to

"become" black, in sympathy with the

struggle now taking place.

Also discussed were residential,

work, and educational problems faced
by blacks. For example, prior to 1953, it

was legal for blacks to be taught about
the American and French Revolutions
and other such subjects. Since 1953,

however, this has been discontinued,
for fear the blacks would follow these
examples.

Dr. Sithole pointed out that apartheid
discriminates against whites as well as
blacks, and that many white South
Africans oppose apartheid. Unfortu-

nately, many of these people are in jail,

and none are at the governmental level.

There is also a problem of foreign

businesses supporting apartheid be-

cause it increases their profits.

In concluding, Dr. Sithole agreed

with Dr. Winter that only revolution on
the part of the blacks will achieve their

equality. He ended with an appeal to

Americans to oppose apartheid in any
form, as the best way to help" the cause
of blacks in South Africa.

Star Bar Players Holding Auditions
The Star Bar Players, Colorado

Springs community theater group, will

hold open auditions on Wednesday and
Thursday (December 8 and 9) to cast

their next production.

Auditions will take place from 7:00 to

9:30 pm in the Parish Hall, Grace

Episcopal Church, two blocks south of

campus at Monument and Tejon.

Prospective actors may try out either

evening.

The show, entitled "The Three

Cuckolds," is an adaptation of an

original commedia dell'arte scenario of

the 16th century. Performances will

take place January 20-22 and 27-28 at

the Little Theater, City Auditorium.

Les Baird, Colorado College alumnus
who will direct the show, says that

several roles will require pantomime
and considerable physical activity, such

as tumbling.

The cast requires five men, three

women, and a devil of either sex. The

characters are the standard ones of

classic commedia dell'arte, such as

Harlequin, Columbine, and Pantaloon.

Baird says he will hold some
rehearsals during the Colorado College
Christmas vacation, but will try to

schedule them for the convenience of

the cast.

Those interested in acting or doing
technical work can get more informa-

tion from Baird at 473-7863.

= Etcetera i

BACKGAMMON LESSONS
There will be a beginner's class for

those interested in learning to play

backgammon on Wednesday, Decem-
ber 8, at 3:00 p.m. in Plamer 125. The
Math Department will run the class in

preparation for a backgammon tourna-

ment to be held Block 5. If your'ee

the math dept.

SOUTHWESTERN STUDIES

The Southwestern Studies Program

in cooperation with the Political

Science Department would like to

announce that Mr. Vine Deloria, Lawyer
and author (Custer Died For Your Sins,

among others) will teach the following

course, Block 5 (1977): Political

Science 103 - Topics in Politics:

Minorities and the Law. Interested

students should contact Dean de la

Jinxes Place
Platte and Tejon Streets

^ PLEASURABLE
^0^ PONG-POOL &

POTABLES

AFTERNOON OF CHRISTIAN
EXPERIENCE

A number of excellent comments

about security problems/ solutions

v»ere offered by the student body

through the Giant Security Surveys. The

next step is to implement them.

Students interested in helping to

organize and activate their suggestions

or in sharing their ideas in greater detail

should leave their names at Rgstaii

Desk or attend. Security Commission
meetings Fridays at noon In Rastall

Voss''extensTon'''48for'0onna"uvJt|41^15

extension 289 for further Information

about the Commission.

CURE "TERM PAPER FRIGHT"

, ERROR-FREE TYPIH6

ERRORITE
NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN BROWN, RED, BLUE & GREEN

AT YOUR
CAMPUS STORE

5 P.M.

tbe coLleQe bouse

601 N. Tejon Street

(2y2 blocks South of campus)

WITH ERRORITE!

"Skiing is our Business"

iJUL

405 NORTH TEJON
COLORADO SPRINGS,

COLORADO 80903

303/475-9922
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_ Sports

Cagers Lose 89-85 in Weekend
The -[QlG-ll edition of the CC

basketball team unveiled itself last

Saturday afternoon and displayed a

brand of basketball that gives consider-

able cause for optimism, despite the

Tigers' 89-85 loss to Santa Fe College.

New coach Jerry Carle has assembled a

short but quick team that loves to fast

break and plays aggressive defense.

The Santa Fe game was an exciting

affair, matching two quick teams in a

shoot-out that never ended. CC was
paced by a balanced scoring attack,

with four starters and one reserve

breaking double figures, as 6'6" junior

Craig Silverman paced the attack with

18 points.

He received plenty of help from

guards Tom Beckmann, Dave Adams,
and center (Special) Ed Hermann, who
each added 16. And Marc St. Joh, a

talented 6'6" frosh, added 12 in a

reserve role. Adams lived up to his new
nickname of "f>/1orot" with his never-

ending brand of hustle, combined with

his deadly shooting. Beckmann, the

captain, has already shown a tendency

to fill the role of floor leader, while

Hermann's "loose legs" allow him to

scale to heights unexplored in his quest

for rebounds, points, and blocked

shots.

Even though our Tigers now stand at

0-1 , most observers feel that this year's

squad should be able to fair much
better than last year's team. The Santa
Fe game could have been won if any of

a number of mistakes had been
avoided. That comes with time. As
Coach Carle puts his squad through the

paces every afternoon at El Pomar,
hopefully the mistakes will decrease in

number.
One dark note was the attendance at

Saturday's game. Of the sparse crowd
of about 100 perhaps 30 or so were CC
rooters. The Tigers square off against

the Alumni Saturday at 2:00 pm and
resume NCAA play with games here

next Friday night against Chadron State

and Saturday afternoon against Ft.

Lewis. Some support would doubtless
be greatly appreciated, As the young,
but ebullient, St. John put it: "We're
like a bowl of liquid jello right before

you put it in the refrigerator, just

waiting to gel." Come out and watch
them gel.

Tigers Ed Herman and Dave Adams take on Sante Fe to open eager season.

Women Take Basketball Opener
The Colorado College Women's

Basketball team won its season opener

last Tuesday against Adams State

College by a score of 67 to 55.

Freshman Lorna Kollmeyer was high

point scorer with a total of 35 points

and 14 rebounds.

Super passing and numerous assists

by Rose Harvey, Ann Shultan, and
Patsy Rodriguez set up Kollmeyer's in-

side shots, leading to her high score

game. Paula Parker and Sharon Minzer

were the spark plugs of the defense,

stealing the ball consistently and

leading the way for the fast breaks,

The CC women played exceller

defense in the second half and force ite peri(

Adams State to take every shot but on ern Mot
outside the key. As a result, they

only 33% from the floor while CC, abl

to go inside, shot 57%.
The women's team will open at hom

on December 10th and 5:30 against Ih

College of Santa Fe, followed by game

against Metro State College on the 111

7:00 and against the Air Fore

Academy on December 15 at 5:30. A -j^ fj^g

home games will be played in El Poma'

ass froi

cored ju

racht, I

ame wc
isillusic

nd of th

icifTi

On No'

yteam <

cademy
)vered *

CC Women Hoopsiers go for broke in recent game

Women's IM Hockey
This year more women than ever

Intramural League. Sixty women
make up the five teams: CC Over Ice,

On the Wagon, Pikes Pucks,
Southern Angels, and Blue Line.

All teams, except Blue Line, were
chosen by a draft system so they
should be evenly matched. In

January, the All Star team will be
chosen from members of the five

teams and will play C-League Men's
teams and possibly other women's
teams in Colorado.
The first games of the season were

played last Monday. Any women still

interested in playing hockey should
contact Coach Frasca at extension
340 or come to the practices on
Wednesdays at 2:15 pm.

We Buy &
trade

Quality Records

& Tapes

632-8372

219 N. Union

633-7078

2425 W. ColOfado

Colorado Springs, CO 80909

,
C. and championship league play Pegan this iveeft as "semi f

1 their blades lor another year of blood, bruises, and Benny's t

With This Ad
Murco Druq Co.
PHONE 634-4B61 832 NORTH TEiON ST.

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 80902

THE SKI SHOP
ANNOUNCES...

New hours for you!
NOW TILL CHRISTMAS

' OPEN FRIDAYS TILL 8 P.M.

t>PEN- SUNDAYS NOON TO 5 P.M.

OTHER DAYS 9;30 TO 6 P.M.

COME AND SHOP THE MOST
COMFlLETE CLOTHING SELECTION IN

TOWN. ..BARGAIN PRICES PLUS HIGH
FASHIONS. ..LAYAWAY PLANS TO FIT

EVERY BUDGET.
Factory Trained Mechanics

and shop where all

employees are skiers.

THE SKI SHOP
1414 South Tejon 636-3355
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cers WinOne,
By Dan Cathcart

.ge it ever so humble there's no place

, home." This old tune has a sweet

Ivv ring to it as the Colorado College

ocHey Team returned from a less than

iccessful four game road trip.

The previous weekend saw the Tigers

ly some good and some bad hockey

they lost to a strong Wisconsin team

nights in a row by one goal. Last

ggk, in the home of the Minnesota-

^jlgt'h
Bulldogs, the Tigers played

pgtly bad hockey dropping Friday

qfit's opener 6-5 before coming back

,in on Saturday 7-5 on the strength

third period blitz where they scored

^.
goals and resembled the team that

pj'ept Michigan Tech in the season

lener at the Broadmoor.

The Tigers are 4-4 on the season,

jod enough for a three way tie for

,urth place in the W.C.H.A. The Bull-

ggs' Friday night win was their first

of the season for a record of 1-6-1

.

riday's game saw the Tigers come
flying thoroughly controlling the

ay. The Bulldogs were caught for two

ifly
penalties and the Tigers capita-

red on two power play goals. Magee
jcked up the first tally on a beautiful

ass from Jim Warner. Christofferson

cored just 23 seconds later assisted by

racht. If the Tigers thought that the

ame would be cake they were quickly

isillusioned. Duluth came back for two

lie period goals against Tiger Tender

ern Mott and the score was tied at the

nd of the period. Both teams came out

iarriers vs Air For(;e -

By Jane Haggerty

On November 13, the CC cross-coun-

team competed against the Air Force

cademy. Despite the slow, snow-
3vered course, CC Senior Jack Pottle

lok first in the men's 4 mile race.

ottle set a new CC record for the

lurse, coming in at 21:23. The course
'cord was set in 1975 by Schneider of

Force with a time of 20:41 . Other CC

Sports ^
ion Series

The CC skaters will face off against a tougti Notre Dame team fon/g/if in Indiana.

The iighting Irish, led t)y All-American Jack Brownschidle and goalie Len f^otier. are

always stiff competition on home ice. especially after their victory over Wisconsin last

weekend. Photo by Pete Bansen

for the second and third stanza's midgets, was performing just as badly,

trading off goals with Pracht, Holmes, The Tigers opened up the scoring on
and Delich scoring for CC. But the a breai^ away goal by Wayne Holmes.

Bulldogs had the last laugh scoring Mike. Straub, performing well in his

with just 50-seconds left in the game for ''rst start of the season, followed

a 6-5 win. Holmes with another quici^ goal. Again

if the Tigers felt that they had gotten the Bulldogs came baci( and knotted the

everything out of their systems after score on two goals against Scott

Friday they were wrong. The Team Owens, also seeing his first action of

picked up where it had left off playing the young season. The Tigers continued

unorganized hockey and letting Duluth 'heir ragged play in the second period

take the play to them. The teams only and Duluth skated to a two goal lead,

salvation was that Duluth, described by Realizing that time was running out, the

one player as two hockey players and 18 Tigers got their act together in the third

period, blasting four goals past Duluth

One More Time

men finishers were: Steve Sornsin,

23:42; Orviile Seschillie, 25:03; and
Tony Wall, 25:14.

The women's race was won by Ann
fvlartin of the Academy in 20:45.

Because of the hazardous conditions

and inclement weather, the remainder

of the women engaged in a tactical

Hello!

Hen Hair Here

Followme
to the

maneuver 1 mile into the race

snow-covered women came i

minutes later, finishing arm-in-arm,

which demonstrated the closeness of

the two teams. CC women who engaged

the Air Force women in a hard fought

battle were: Beth Braker, Muffy Tate,

Lee Marvin, and Jane Haggerty.

goalie Hienz for the crucial win.

There were no excuses being offered

by the Tigers or their coaching staff.

"We just played poor hockey. We didn't

deserve to win. It wasn't until the third

period on Saturday night that we started

to play like we should. Needless to say I

was not pleased," commented coach

Bauer.

This holiday weekend the Tiger's took

The on last year's N.C.A.A. champs the

27 Golden Gophers of the University or

Minnesota at the Broadmoor World

Arena. The Gophers have been having
their proDiems mis year out tney aife

always tough.

Jett Sauer wanted his Colorado

College hockey team to "skate up to its

potential" agains Minnesota in the

Tigers' weekend series (November 26
and 27) with the Gophers at the

Broadmoor World Arena.
During the first period of each game,

sluggish skating and uninspired hitting

by Colorado College made it seem as if

Sauer wouldn't be seeing the perform-
ance that he had hoped for from his

Tigers. However, in both the Friday and
Saturday contests, the Tiger icers

shrugged off their lethargy and played

hustling, aggressive hockey to earn a
3-3 tie Friday and a 5-4 win Saturday

over defending NCAA Champion
Minnesota.

Two unassisted Tiger goals, one by
Mike Straub off a face off in the Gopher
zone and the other a slick shorthanded
shot by Tony Palazzari, provided the
Friday tie. Rick Pracht scored one of his

two series' goals for the third Tiger tally

in the first period of Friday's overtime
deadlock-

Paul Mitchell was in goal for Colo-
rado College both nights against the
injury-plagued Gophers (Minnesota
suited seven freshmen and five

sophomores). Mitchell was strong both
nights as he recorded 55 saves during
the series.

Saturday's effort for the Tigers was
led by last year's WCHA Rookie of the
Year Dave Delich and freshman wing
Mike Reilly. Both men had three points

on a goal and two assists. Dean Magee,
Rick Pracht and Mike Hiefield also had
shots reach the Gopher nets in the hard-

fought Saturday win that moved the

Tigers into sole possession of fourth

place in the WCHA.

December 3 and 4 will find the Tigers

on the road lor the third time In four

weeks when they travel to Notre Dame.
Colorado College is now 4-1-1 on its

home ice, while its visits around the

WCHA have resulted in one win and
three losses.

Following their trip to South Bend,
the Tigers return to Colorado to meet

December 10 and 11 series. Friday's

game will be played on the Pioneers'

ice, while the Saturday battle will be

held at the Broadmoor World Arena.

COLLEGE
BARBER
SHOP

827 No. Tejon

I hear

Leigh Toensing

Does an

excellent job.

Call 633-1606

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
AUTO

SERVICE & REPAIR

PROSP€CT
IMPORTS
C€NT€R

Specializing in

TUIME-UP
ENGINE OVERHAUL

b
TRANSMISSION
DIFFERENTIAL

REPAIR

VW
BMW
OPEL
SAAB
FIAT
CAPRI
VOLVO
MAZDA
DATSUN
TOYOTA
TRIUMPH

JAGUAR, MERCEDES - BENZ
AUSTIN -HEALY

CORVETTE

3010 N. PROSPECT ST.,

COLORADO SPRINGS

634-5686
ONE BLOCK NORTH

-OFF EAST FILLMORE-

conoco
CARCLINIC
INVENTORY
CLEARANCE

ALL TIRES IN STOCK
[While They Last]

COST
Plus
10%
GOODWYEAR

RADIALS
BIAS-BELTED
BIAS

RETREADS
BLEMS

830

N. NEVADA
471-9200
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Will the Real Kevin Please Hang Up?
By Lois Lane

f(,e
least they couldve done was to

ean extension," said one angry stu-

, in search of KEVIN in the CALL

/IN
campaign thai appeared on

iDUS towards the end of last block.

^„e really knows who KEVIN is or

jhey're writing about him. But who-

r
they are, has made it very clear that

,;e not kidding around, CALL KEVIN

^erywhere.

, Irymg to break the case, the

alyst corps of the top investigative

,riers sent out their entire force of

jr
detectives to try. to solve the mys-

,^is writings of the unreachable KE-

Who is he? Who wants to reach

7

nfortunately, the junior detectives

3 been able to come up with only

Jskelelcn leads with which to follow,

jcti for them, I might add , is par for the

i,se. "But they're doing the best they

demanded Catalyst head honcho

Hartwell. And since thats not good

iijgh, it has been decided, that in the

;t
interest of the CC community to turn

whole mess over to any and

jiyone who is willing to solve the mys-

/.

te a public service, the following in-

nation listed below is a brief synopsis

tie full length top-secret report com-

id by the junior detectives. It is now

ng turned into a public document for

use by the college. All CC students

;tiing to be a part of the solution to the

iblem are being asked to contact the

mmittee to CALL KEVIN (CCK) which

leing coordinated by the Donna Dwi-

is' Special SACS Squad and Lee

ype Two Three Four

Parks' CB Security Club.

THE SCOOP:
(Taken, reprinted and abbreviated with

consent)

Background Info: One night last block,

approaching the Winter equinox and a

full moon, two people were seen being

chased down Cascade Ave. by security

for breaking into the Art department's

supply room and stealing six boxes of

chalk. It was later discovered that it was
PINK chalk. The next morning ... the

campus was inundated with the phase

CALL KEVIN.
Deductions: The resident calligraphic

specialist on the detective staff has de-

duced that the work was one done by

one person (who, by the way, could use

some penmanship lessons), and that

this person is fond of pink. The detec-

tives also decided to limit their search to

the CC area, since that is where the

CALL KEVIN appeared. They have also

decided to leave the rest up to the read-

ers to decide for themselves.

The Committee overseeing the

Committee to Find out Where to CALL
KEVIN (CTFOWTCK) has decided to

publish their end of the report which in-

cludes a comprehensive list of potential

KEVINS and responses to their survey,

which asks about the reasons behind the

CALL KEVIN campaign. They also de-

cided that KEVIN is not a very popular

name and hence shortened the time

spent in compiling their list.

Potential KEVINs:

KEVIN Easton

KEVIN Edwards

Continued on page 4

ROTC Finds Few Enlistees
By Rowan Sage

Up until around 1974, and officially in

75, Colorado College had an ROTC
igram all its own. But possibly due to

snts in the previous years and the

,ke up of the average CC student, the

lorado College ROTC program was

ibleto meet the minimum enrollment

luirement set for it. So, the Army can-

Id

it, or to use the military's term, it was
B "disestablishment of the senior in-

uctor group at the Colorado College."

e program was cancelled officially in

i summer of '75 although it failed to

let its enrollment requirement two

ars previous.

fcday, due in part to the kindness of

; President Lloyd Worner, Colorado

}llege is the home of the Colorado

irings' Military Science program. The

ogram, an extension of the USC at

leblo Military Science program, is an

try officer training program for stu-

ints attending any of the three insti-

Continued on page 14
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Students Hunger for Meal Change;

Vote Resounding for Sunday Dinner
By Colin Crawford

On November 16, students eating

dinner at any of the three dining halls

were asked to complete a five question

survey in regard to proposed changes in

scheduling of SAGA sen/ices. Approxi-

mately 422 students, a little more than a

fourth of the student body answered the

survey.

The first part of the survey was made
at the request of the Food Committee, a

open committee made up of students

and administrators which addresses it-

self to general concerns about SAGA
services.

The first question suggested a change

in the lunchtime hours of Taylor Dining

Hall. The proposed change would see

the noontime hours of 11:15-12:15

changed to 11:30-12:30.

The number of students who did not

desire this change was slightly higher

than those who did, 36% to 32% with

31.5% having no opinion on the matter.

:CCA Debates Security Solutions for Campus
By Janet Odiaug

rin the final CCCA meeting for 1976,

N Council delayed action with regard to

file Faculty Course evaluation and the

Benny's Basement dilemma, focusing

attention on a newer proposal of the

CCCA's Security Commission to insti-

9ate reforms in the present escort sys-
tem.

Currently, the system operates on a
Mll-for-a volunteer escort basis. Escorts
[""St be contacted individually at their

Ijalernity or dorm. In the trial period for

™ new escort program, beginning fifth

"lock, available escorts will be cen-
tralized in the Business Department of
Palmer Hall between the hours of 9 pm
?''<' 2 am. Palmer will then be accessible
"•111 lor a late night study area, and a
'^"ter lor |he escort system.

'he system will be staffed by student
"Olunieers under the supervision of
'"'«e paid managers. These managers
™e responsible for answering phones
T^^scort requests, appointing escorts,

coordinating time schedules and

volunteer monitors for Olin Hall. The

CCCA granted $280 for the experimen-

tal period of January, after which the

programs' effectiveness and usage will

be evaluated.

The CCCA also shed light on the pos-

sibility of supplementing this program

with a vehicle to transport students off-

campus. With crime on campus increas-

ing, money and time invested in develop-

ing the escort system will hopefully help

to alleviate the situation.

The changed hours in Palmer will not

be without ramifications regarding other

academic buildings. The Council noted

that as a result of the extended Palmer

hours, Armstrong Hall will now close ear-

lier at 8 pm rather than at 1 pm. Packard

Hall is also undergoing some changes in

the late night security policy. Permission

slips Irom lacully members may be

mandatory lor students desiring to enter

Packard in the evening.

Along with this proposal were recom-

mendations concerning the renovation

of Palmer Hall. The museum located on

the third floor may be converted into a

study area, lecture room, or faculty meet-

ing room. Elevators and ramps for the

handicapped eventually will be installed,

although financial limitations currently

obstruct their immediate installation.

While changes are in effect for Palmer

conditions remain essentially dead-

locked for Benjamin's Basement until

after Christmas. Steve Lewis, a chair-

man of the Benny's Board, suggested

that the council appoint three students to

the Benny's Board in addition to retain-

ing the current six members of the

Board. This board would then choose

the future board of directors.

"Every student is a stock holder in

Benny's, " declared Doug Obletz, finan-

cial vice-president of the CCCA. An ad

hoc committee which will meet with

Benny's Board members in an attempt to

solve conflict.

Another issue which the CCCA has

Continued on Back Page

The next question suggested a change

in dinner hours lor dinners hours for

Taylor and Bemis Dining Halls, li

changed, dinner hours at Taylor would

go from 6-7 pm instead ol Irom 5:30-6:30

pm, and the dinner "hour " at Bemis, now

5-5:45, would run from 5:30-6:15 pm.

Next on the sun/ey were questions sol-

iciting responses as to whether dinner

should NOT be served on Saturday night

instead of Sunday night. The initial query

on the matter was brought to the atten-

tion of the Food Committee by sopho-

mores Steve Winship and Tim Zarlengo.

In the words ol Winship, the idea was

presented "out ol student convenience.

We felt that it would be much easier for

students because there wouldn't be the

duplication ol efforts. If students wanted

to go out on Saturday night and have a

leisurely dinner they could, rather than

having to bother with the hassle ol get-

ting dinner on Sunday night." His logic

seemed reasonable enough, especially

since apparently many students go out

on Saturday night anyway, and most end

up having a quick "convenience" dinner

at the Hub or McDonalds on Sunday

evenings.

In support ol this proposal, students

responded more lavorably to this ques-

tion than to any other on the sun/ey. 337

students, 77.97o ol those surveyed sup-

ported the idea, while only 51 individu-

als, or 12.1% opposed it. 34 people, or

8% didn't care much either way. The

question was lollowed bby one by

SAGAdirector Bill Beatty, and read:

"Would transferring the Saturday dinner

to Sunday be any inconvenience to

you?" Most students indicated that it

would not be a problem (82.6%), only

8.9% ol those surveyed expressing dis-

lavor with the question.

The linal question on the survey,

suggesting that "steak nights" be

changed Irom Friday to Saturday nights

also received hearty support Irom those

surveyed, with 63.1% indicating that

they would not mind the change. 12.2%

did not wish to see the schedule change

Continued on page 14
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Fraternity Supplement ,

Fraternities Ready
for a

(Re) Productive Rush
Well, it's that time ot year again, as ttie fraternities begin gearing up for

their annual reproductive cycle in January. For the uninformed.

Fraternity Rush will be held in the first week of January, right after we get

back. The four day extravaganza, which begins on Friday night and ends

on Monday night, is sponsored each year by the Inter-Fraternity Council

as a means of getting people to know the fraternity houses, as well as to

have a good time. The schedule for the parties is below, and all CC men
who expect to indulge that weekend are urged to clip this page and save

it for when they come back. As part of its public service. The Catalyst has

also presented information on each house. Information covers dues,

house size, and more. Questions on individual houses can be cleared up

during Rush.

PREFERENTIAL DINNERS
On Monday night, from 4:00 to 1 0:30 p.m., the fraternities will conclude

Rush with Preferential Dinners. These are by invite only, and CC men
invited will receive their invitations on lUonday morning. There will be
three dinner periods to enable the student with more than one invitation

to attend «ach house's dinner. These periods are 4:oo-6:00, 6:15-8:15,

and 8:30-10:30. Students may only sian up for one preferential dinner per
house. Sign up will take place that Monday morning and afternoon on
January 10.

Rush Time Schedule
"^ 11

Kappa Sigma
1) Beta Omega Chapter of the Kappa
Sigma fraternity. Founded in 1904.

2) 45 current actives.

3) $12 monthly dues for actives, $10 for

pledges.

4) $10 yearly dues to national fraternity

for scholarships, loans, and subscription

to the national fraternity magazine the

"Caduceus".

5) $20 pledge fee to national fraternity

and $75 initiation fee.

6) Regular College room costs or hous-
ing.

7) There are 4 fall pledges this year.

8) We have an active Alumni Chapter.

9) We have parties, are currently re-

modeling the house, go on trips, and
participate in several other varied ac-

tivities.

and private parties, big bashes such as
the annual D.U. Hockey Party, a Spring

Mountain Madness party. Fall and
Spring formal, a Las Vegas ex-
travaganza, and creative theme parties.

All of the rooms have been completely
remodeled so that each is unique and
comfortable. A complete remodeling of

the basement has been accomplished,
providing us ample dance space and
room for an occasional game of indoor

hockey. A new RCA color T.V. has been
purchased to entertain our fans of

"Monday Night Football", "Superman",
"The Six Million Dollar Man," "The
Bionic Woman," and "Charlie's Angels."

Christmas caroling, trash picK-up

and the Special Olympics are other ac-

tivities participated in by Kappa Sigs as
well as the Young Life leadership prog-

Kappa Sigma
8:30-10:30 Friday

2:00- 4:00 Saturday

5:00- 7:00 Sunday

Beta Theta Pi

8:30-10:30 Friday

2:00- 4:00 Saturday

5:00- 7:00 Sunday

Phi Delta Theta
6:30-8:30 Friday

4:00-6:00 Saturday

5:00-7:00 Sunday

Phi Gamma Delta

6:30-8:30 Friday

4:00-6:00 Saturday

5:00-7:00 Sunday

Sigma Chi
6:30-8:30 Friday

4:00-6:00 Saturday

5:00-7:00 Sunday

i

sigiTi'

Foundi

current

local I

05 Na'i'

lophomc

55
Pled!

nal frate

alernity

months,

igular

here ari

Glasi

e have
i

e Fiji ho

and kit

Beta Theta Pi
1

.

Gamma Delta Chapter of Beta Ttis

Phi Founded in 1914.

2. 38 Current Actives.

3. $20 a Month.

4. $80 Initiation Fee (National),

5. $15 a Month while pledging.

6. College housing . . . $330 a semesl

7. No designated size.

8. Yes.

9. Being the oldest and the largest cha;

ter house on campus, the Beta hou<

offers an excellent alternative to

College housing facilities. Originally bi

as a private residence, the house hi

the atmosphere of a fine old horrs

There are dining facilities, a game

room, fireplaces, a sun-deck, a mus

room, and several lounge areas in

house. The bedrooms are all large ai

very different than those in the dorm

The house facilities and the chapt

members create an environment cond

cive to individual as well as social

tivities. Along with all of the advantagi

of fraternity life, the Beta house offers

unique on-campus living situation.

Kappa Sig sponsors many sorority ram.

-

inlA^ittBll is
^^^^^^nHi*^ IfiHr"^

.^i^^^p^T H
^^^^^H 1 'mEk'It^l^^^tM ^^Bl**^*^BiHSa

t

Phi Delta Theta
1 Colorado Beta of Phi Delta Theta
founded 1913.

2 46 Current Actives.

3 Annual Local Dues - $18 per month
(9 months per year),

4 Annual National Dues - One payment
of $80.

5. Pledge Dues - Pledge fee of $15.

6. Housing Costs Per Semester - Stan-

dard CC Room and Board.

7. Fail Pledge Class Size - 2.

8. Alumni Chapter - Presently Being
Formed.

Phi Delta Theta is characterized as
much by its diversity, as by its cohesive-
ness. The house provides the opportun-

2 • December 10, 1976 • The Catalyst

ity for interactions between upper
lower classmen. This can be especis'

helpful in class selection and in divers*

ing one's interests. Members assus

active roles in campus activities sued

KRCC, Leisure Program, Blue Key, Tti

fie Committee, and the drama progra'

We feel that since meals are prepa"

on a small scale with our cook's perso'

touch, they are generally better
'

those served in the dining halls.

Delta Theta is luxuriously equipped
a sauna, pool table, foos-ball table,

washer and dryer. Members are

caily a group of friends who have di"

rent interests and who enjoy studyi'

and partying together.

&
ffl



Fraternity Supplement-^

Ij Gamma Delta

I Sigma Chapter of Phi Gamma

f Founded
in 1908.

[current actives.

In local dues per month.

L5 National dues charged during

5opliomore year.

155 Pledge dues. $25 goes to the

'

„a:
fraternity, and $40 is paid to the

Liernity at a rate of $10 a month for

iiiionths.

.quiar on campus price.

here are 6 members of the Fall

ge Class.

ij have a very active Alumni Chap-

« Fiji house facilities include: dining

and kitoheri, a laundry room, TV

room, large party area. Ice and Pop
machine.

Some of the activities that the Fiji's

have include: Sponsorship of T.E.C., an

Alumni day party. Purple Garter (forma[

dance), Christmas Party, Fiji Island

(three day party during the 8th block

break), ski weekend, and special ac-

tivities with the sororities.

The Fiji's feel fortunate to have over

100 alumni living in the area.

In the category of academic merit, we
finished just behind first place M.I.T.

when compared to 1 1 other Fiji chap-

ters.

The Fiji house is active in several ser-

vice projects in the Colorado Springs'

area.

: ^»iM!^

"ftEUEVe IT OR NOT, THEV MftUWEP

TO MAKE AN h%T. OUT OF ME

Sigma Chi
1

)

Beta Gamma Chapter of Sigma Chi -

Founded in 1905.

2) 33 Current Actives.

3) $20 a Month Social Dues for Activities

and Parties.

4) $15 a Semester lor Annual National

Dues.

5) $100 Initial Pledge Dues.

6) $60 a Month Room Rent,

7) 2 so far in Fall Pledge Class.

8) There is a newly activated alumni

chapter

9) Going beyond the parties and other

benefits thai all fraternity houses offer,

Sigma Chi offers its members two very

important things. First, we, not the Col-

Ige, own our house. Thus, we are not

directly responsible to the school. This

enables us to offer a lower room rent

than the College, as well as reduced

rates over the summer. The house is

also open over all vacations.

Though Sigma Chi is Ihe only frater-

nity house without a dining service, we
feel that dining on board eliminates any

problems of social isolation that we
might face being across Nevada. But we

do have kitchen facilities.

Second, the members of Sigma Chi

are a diverse group. Our academic and

extracurricular interests are as varied as

the departmens of the College. Yet, we

are still one group.

Now is a good time

for an annual overhaul

on your 10-speed.

Come in and ask about

our weekly roller riding

sessions.

Criterium
BIKE SHOP
1 /2 block south

of campus on Tejon

475-0149

Ihe Catalvsl • Deceii



ssiii Editorial ^—^-^b==^=
A Bitter Farewell

Over the doors of Palmer is the motto of The Colorado College. It says,

"Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.
"
That same

motto could also be said to hold true for The Catalyst. But a difference

between academic research and newspaper research is that a book

cannot say "no comment" when you ask it about tenure, the hockey team,

college finances, dismissed professors, committee decisions and more.

Oyer the last four months, Catalyst reporters have become increasingly

mired in "no comment" statements, which have thwarted many of this

newspaper's attempts at seeking the truth.

Thus it is with some bitterness that this Editor must turn over the reigns

to the new Editor, Liz Collier. It is a bitterness which comes from a

journalistic impotence imposed by more than several members of The

Colorado College community. It Is a bitterness which comes from some-

one who expects more than a "no comment" from a college like CC.

Granted somethings are touchy and not pleasant to talk about, but there

are also many things that this College deserves to know about it. Things

which may take quite some time to be read about. In the hope that time

comes soon, I would like to wish the new Catalyst Editor and her staff the

best of luck next semester, as I would also like to thank this semester's

staff for the long hours they put in to get this paper out to you.

Is Anyone Listening?
By Jamie Butler

As this is my last piece as political

editor, I am moved to reflect upon the

effectiveness of my writings. In my arti-

cles I have tried to incorporate the sub-

stance of current events with concise,

yet fundamentally superticial analyses.

The purpose of these articles has been,

more than anything else, political educa-
tion. For if Colorado College otters no-

thing else. It does offer a sheltering envi-

ronment. There is a great tendency for

the student to lose his sense of the real

world and fall into the abstract world of

theory. This is not meant as a critique of

the curriculum but rather as an important

realization. Yet, I wonder each time I sit

down to write these articles if anyone is

listening. A constant criticism of the stu-

dent body is that our most prevalent at-

VAudc is apathy. VJeit; lo put it bluntly,

we'd better start caring. Whether we like

it or not, we are the leaders of tomorrow.

It matters not what field you choose to

enter, politics and government will have
a great effect on our lives.

One of the most prevalent trends in

our society during the twentieth century

has been the increased involvement of

the government in virtually every facet of

our existence. Such respected thinkers

as Robert Heilbroner and Arthur Okun
believe that this trend is not likely to be
reversed in the near future. Science
majors must realize that great numbers
of research grants come from the gov-

ernment. Prospective teachers must

5B=Letters^^s^a-^
National Nightmare
Editor:

I have some questions and comments
on Eric Weaver's article, "National
Nightmare Still With Us," in December
3's Catalyst.

It seems that he is saying our bombing
in Viet Nam was more chminal than
bombing Germany or Japan. He also
seems to say that Germany's crimes
against humanity were different than
what we were led to believe the Com-
munists were perpetrating against the
people of South Vietnam. Could some-
one expand on this for me?

We possibly were propagandized
about what was going on in S.E. Asia.
Dr. Thomas Dooley's books, however,
were taken to be pretty factual. A very
close relative of mine thought he was
helping the people of South Viet Nam by
fighting in the war. (If someone can
come up with a solution to the problem of

what to do when you see one person
abusing another stay away, or do to the
abuser what you don't believe he should
be doing to the other guy - he would put a
tool into the hands of all of us who hate
war for any reason.) My relative is now
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realize that local governments and

school boards determine educational

objectives and funding. The examples

are never-ending. In essence, the point

is that we cannot escape politics and

government in this society. Further, re-

jection of the body politic without a viable

alternative is not a responsible position.

We will be Involved in making many
fundamental choices which will effect

not only our futures, but also the prosper-

ity of future generations. Decisions on

arms control, energy, ecology and other

as yet unseen issues must be made re-

sponsibly, for if ive choose wrong the

consequences will be grave indeed.

We are critical of our government. We
don't like the way in which things are

being handled. Yet, do we have the right

to complain when we shun any respon-

sibility for involvement in political affairs?

It is quite sobering to realize that Richard
Nixon was elected President of the Un-
ited States twice. The second time he
carried forty-nine states. The American
people have always gotten what they've

wanted from their government. We can
demand more substance from our lead-

ers. We can force our government to be
responsive to our needs. However,
when the masses refuse to become in-

volved in the system, the power of a few
is greatly magnified. Thus we see the

power of special interests In our society

influencing decisions that effect the total

populous.

As this article passes unseen, as most

other have, I would offer this advice to other reason, become involved

those who would care to listen. You can't tect your own self interest. Then:

afo

ixpri

ems
escape politics as a member of this soci- can ill afford continued mental mas! ^^„
ety. Politics is becoming increasingly tion on the part of its prospective

moreimportantasitextendsitselffurther ers.

and furtfier Into our private lives. If for no

Aac
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Call Kevin cont. from page 1

classified "Missing in Acton ", along with

1300 other men, whose families don't

knowwhat happened to them. And along
with our giving humanitahan reconstruc-

tion aid to Viet Nam, shouldn't they give
humanitarian information about our rela-

tives?

Finally, although we have a long way
to go in correcting our mistakes, if we
approach it with an attitude of hatred, we
will breed more hatred. To paraphrase
authoress Gwen Davis, if you want
people to look up to the stars, don't keep
showing them the garbage.

L, Warner

Cutler Statement
Editor, The Catalyst

Cutler Board feels it is necessary to

make a few corrections in the article,

"Collier Picked as New Catalyst Editor

"

(Catalyst, 12-3-76). Harry Hanson is

not on the staff of the Leviathan, and
Ms. Collier was not chosen in an effort to

end male domination of The Catalyst
Editorships. She was chosen because
she was the best-qualified candidate.

Regards,

Jim Byers

Chairman, Cutler Board

KEVIN Gallagher

Scott KEVIN Gregory
KEVIN Keith

KEVIN Kersey
William KEVIN Liddle

Or IS it possible that the middle iniitials

of one of the members of the faculty from
the History?, English ?, Engineenng?
departments is really KEVIN behind the
"K"?

The answers from the survey were of

no help whatsoever. Most students
asked said that they didn't know who
KEVIN was and that they didn't care.

One senior promptly stated, "I dont

The

care, my name isn't KEVIN." An: "P^

speculated that it was the 70's ansi le I

Killroy. Someone else said that tht

son who did it was tripping. Am lent

stories go on . . . and on.

As of this date the mystery of( sly

KEVIN still remains unsolved, am Iron

VIN's telephone is probably still I ,te

The Catalyst wants to solve this ca:

soon as possible, and encouragi )ice

concerned students to join the se ind

Expecially encouraged are those

dents who have take the Summei
tute Crime, Correction and the La«

the course Understanding the Ma iar

)lto

;11ir
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Commentary

CCCA Anachronistic
By Jim Lewis

not a candidate for any office.

5 is in no way, sfiape, or form any

.j( of a campaign speech. Instead. I

Q speak out for tfie abolition of the

as it stands today. Hopefully.

[say fiere. and the student reaction

^ill be taken into account by the

i.be elected CCCA. for the time

„g since come that Colorado Col-

jfiould abandon its outdated mode
i]|.government. and choose a new

nore suitable to CC's unique situa-

CCCA as it stands today is an

jent, pedantic organization, whose

jnce on the CC campus is an anac-

grri. It functions under a format

[I IS
inconsistent with the needs and

of the student body at CC due to

unique position under the Block

new problems to be dealt with. Con-

sequently, the CCCA has in a very real

sense become a self-perpetuating

bureaucracy which no longer reacts to

the will of the student body, but instead

functions merely for the sake of function-

ing. The CCCA IS a massive misuse of

campus potential which is in direct con-

flict with the nature of the Colorado Col-

lege and the Block Plan.

This failure on the part of the CCCA to

respond to the will of the students is a

direct result of the CCCA's Inability to

provide a forum conducive to the free

expression of students. Free speech is

of course allowed — and there is plenty

of it on the part of the council members
— but anyone who has ever attended a

meeting "uninvited" knows the sense of

alienation felt by an outsider. The pedan-

tic lone and overly structured format of

The CCCA is a massive misuse of campus potential whicti is in

jrect conflict Virith the nature of Tfie Colorado College and the

,|ock Plan."

As the CCCA's difficulty in filling

council seats reflects, time is too

ious, and interests are too widely

ipon lor the student here at CC to

lie what is needed to make the tradi-

iorm of student government work,

sludenl government here should ful-

ree basic functions; 1) to efficiently

loul the simple everyday tasks such

icounting and funding money. 2) to

isent the will of the student body in

rs of student concern and 3) to

forum which Is conducive to the

expression of student opinion on the

lems that arise within the college

unity. In Its present form the

iA accomplishes none of these,

ue to its present size and overlap

oltier student organizations, the

;A carries out its everyday activities

an efficiency befitting the U.S. gov-

The CCCA does not, and never will, fit the bill. It is too large, too

mpersonal, and too highly structured to ever adequately fulfill

he needs of the CC student."

menl. With 1 8 individuals actually on

council, and numerous others

iely associated with it, the CCCA suf-

Irom an Inability to adequately coor-

alc its activities. The number of

dent-faculty committees, under the

igf pices of the CCCA, has grown
se md reason such that the mere pro-

the meeting tends to suppress "anyone

who does not belong there"-from joining

in.

Thus the CCCA fails three times to

provide the student with a system that

properly fulfills the school's needs.

But these three problems are merely

aspects of a larger inconsistency which

lies at the roots of the CCCA. The CCCA
Is a traditional form of student govern-

ment trying to function in an untraditional

setting; and no matter how hard the indi-

viduals on it might try. the combination

will just not work as it should. The Block

Plan and CC are unique. Time is se-

verely limited here, and students are jus-

tifiably reluctant to become involved in

diverse matters. Furthermore, the rela-

tive excellence of the school actually re-

quires very little political actions on the

part of the students.

We are on the whole well-off and

satisfied, and do not suffer the same

problems as a larger, more traditional

school. The CCCA does not, and never

will, fit the bill. It is too large, too imper-

sonal, and too highly structured to ever

adequately fulfill the needs of the CC

_,..._ ^ _ student. The time has come for the stu-

of trying to fill them all has become dents to complete the transition brought

ally impossible. And even once fil- about by the Block Plan, to abolish the

Itieir committees are of such an ir- CCCA, so that a new, more fitting format

(eiBlar and chaotic nature that the at- may srping Phoenix-like from its ruins,

itto find out the who. when, and how I can only hope that the future CC will

siting something through them has take into account what has been said

line a veritable herculean task. For here; and if student interest warrants it to

»"ents and purposes, the CCCA has even go so far as to hold some sort of

n too big and overly complicated to vote-of-confidence in the present CCCA
ion in the relatively simple manner format. For the reasons that the CCCA
a small liberal arts school like CC and the student body alike need to ap-

]uires proach this problem with an open and

'Tlie time has come for the students to complete the transition

- ' irought about by the block plan, to abolish the CCCA, so that a

„ lew, more fitting format may spring Phoenix-lil<e from its rums."

tie CCCA likewise fails to represent

student body as it should. The
llielic and even hostile attitude of

ii of the student body toward the

-A points out the students' disen-

itment about the job CCCA is doing

^presenting their true will. And un-

"tandably so. for in fact, the effort to

out what the students really want is

oni made.
** istead the council resorts to long-
' 'sd, pedantic discussions of "what Is

^6 best interest of the students"
ft often lead the council to create

Fear and Loathing with the Cosmos
By John Kuhlman

The radio flailed itself with growing suspicion of its impotence, 1 prefer to

watch her play tennis forever.

The fly, if he the horse wins up and down with a man's head, but he's got a

fly's head up on his brown neck a man's head, but he s got a man's head, with a

whole lot of flat surfaces; I focused right in on his big eyes with many colored

surfaces along one almost in armour over the chair like along mistake; the

biggest finger of hands turn and push one toward the other, grimacing, slide

slow one another finger toward the other where was wide; she moved quickly

to her dearth, toward the net, action with a fast motion going with the patient

eyes, twin lancing for net sizes, light foot like twin tan boxes, the nght human

conditions, all round the long flat squares of tarmac, where she stalked on

slow, thin, deliberate footing, stooping moved down passages with her arms,

the tight leather backyard wings, stooped with the strain; I am dean I am der

deaf adder; she is the baroque rejouoir that can whisper so successfully that

the negro arm is a machine reserve, complete panic; a slow deliberate whistl-

ing that began in the place where here neck joined her shoulders, that rustled

like an old man's two rustling hands, and began to cramp lancelike motion of

ancient insects, bubbling to her lips like machine parts on the tongue, and

farther it comes as slow as nerve as smooth and flap like a swing gate on a dark

night, she raised one hand and began to dampen flies around her brow.

No moving to the net, first the left leg, then the nght leg, then the left leg; she

stooped at the waist after reaching the net, and scooped one of the yellow

tennis balls, then shuffled sideways to her right for four feet, where she

stooped with the same bending motion that had charactenzed her earlier

motions, bending, she moved to the far left of the wide white nel, and bending

once again, she pocketed another tennis ball, and with all three balls in tiqht

girded restraint, she began to walk slowly back to the base line. I heard the

stories, the little noises of her fount leg above the balconies, on pink fish eggs,

in ambiguous dancing,

I knocked, and there was no one home but 1 had knocked upon the wrong

door. A fly's head on the radio. It lent noises to her. not feeling the strain of her

effort, she began to oil herself back to the baseline for the fourth time. This time

her faced grid with emotion, her girth larger; she grew not more than an inch

and began to scratch her left fool with her nght hand, her eager, thin toenailed

finger gently probing the expensive leather of her canvas shoes. Long si-

lences, caught between her shoe and the long flat tarmac of the tennis court,

she shifted her weight, from pad lo pad with the impatience of long, long

silences, brushed herself free for an instance; flies dropped around her; 1

whistled' a meaningless tongue with my mouth and turned up the radio tiny

greek letter tattooed on their tiny white shanks; she was beginning to move

herself again, brushed a fly from her orbit, lamp trees light trapping fixture, now

they work, they bnng trapped lamps, towering mops devounng the home

situation- I don't know how much they cost, but the price is going down.

Anaesthesia bnng you moon's cheap, poetry all on gilt mirrors, oh, ah. we have

many Russian alarm clock and international change for my ex-husband. He

wheeled past the drugstore on his old grey wheels. He looked like he was all

kinda welded in like blue lights and metals in drive in movie skies. I scratched

his check and oh jesus, it was like a big steel door; his eye popped out its little

hole onto the sea I knew me it, "getcha coav on mras, vjo'U \M A w iho man

""shTturned off the radio. She had smelted the rain; hands waved sides

hands like ah modern, the most modern '"'"'a^
, «f'f °"^

'" '™"'
"^

wavering to other; one like in front making motions, in front of the other, each

on its modern own look, one snakes back to fronts, the other on long lor^g

cTouds; one upward, she snatched a goldfish,
P^-'^''^.X°"LlTaoes°Te

with her fingernails toss them skyward, covered with flies with faces like

monkeys snap them long thin teeth, with a dangle into to equal parts, antf^me

™l each one faster the other. My dangling chrystalis. ^er, her sk^sj^it slowly

at the neck. The moon spread it owns' self on long, long laves. One dangling

speaal sect claw from insects, dipped on levers from its brown paper prison

she rose herself slowly from the dangling sticky confines of her ancestral

""'Ihe'had smelted the ram; she moved assuredly toward >henet anxious tor

the victory, touching the spinning globes with her own sorts of electncity^

making spin, the upward, downward, the leg pumped one after the other she

moved to the net, first the left leg, then the right leg, then the eft leg she

scooped at the waist after reaching the net, and scooped one of the yellow

tenn^balls then shuffled sideways to her right for <our feet, where she

stoooed w ith the same bending movements that had characterized her eariier

motons bending she moved to the far left of the wide white net, and bending

once again, she smelted the ram; she raised herself on the balls of her feet and

''^er lum moving backward on hinges to a mere inch or two from the back

of her head hanging on thin hinge threads; she began her blistering laugWe

wh'c cfar^befed over the thick wire walls of the tennis court and spread it el

Sv like wet grass on the wet grass of the athletic field; her reptile mough

makma c^ororous mouths, god and red coal in dying gtebe, famous west,

fTam TintLwest fire m waters; she came down like '-cle^l.ke t e slow ,ny

bits of black pitch in inland continental seas, the broken bits c^f great sinking

black sh PS she land upright and smelted the rain, the thin smoke ™ces of no

authority m the drstances as slow and tedious as the grey drones of battered

Messerschmidts on her rooftop.

questioning mind. I am withnolding any

firm proposals about what this new stu-

dent government might look like until the

next issue of the Catalyst, after the elec-

tion. The questions raised here are dis-

turbing ones, but they must be met: and

it is the people whom you will be voting

for in the next elections who will meet

these questions first. The future of CC

may not be determined in these upcom-

ing elections, but a little progressive

thought now may save all of us from

wasting a lot of time in the future.

Tucker Talks About Nations

By Harry Hanson

Dr. Robert Tucker spoke Ivlonday.

December 6. in Rastall Center to Politi-

cal Science majors. He also spoke

Tuesday. December 7. and delivered

the Abbott Ivlemorial Lecture in Packard

Hall auditorium.

The topic lor the discussion on Ivlon-

day was American Foreign policy during

the next four years. He compared our

present form of containment to our form

of strategy during the years before 1 960.

The changes in strategy were necessi-.

fated because of the shifts in power that

took place during the 1950's and early

1960's.

He called our former strategy of con-

tainment. A strategy of indirection",

where the U.S. adopted the position as

head of the world power structure. He

entitled our present form of containment.

Continued on page 9
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Commentary 5

In Retrospect

CC Liberal Arts Education: Philosophy vs Reality
Mr. Fitzgerald is an alumnus of

The Colorado College. He was in-

vited to speak at the Annual Presi-

dent's Symposium held during
Alumni weekend in October. What
follows is the text of his speech
given at that time.

By Thomas A. Fitzgerald

A friend of mine, Ellie Greenberg at

Loretto Heights College, has called

contemporary life a "white on white

jigsaw puzzle," She said there was a

time when a jigsaw puzzle came In a

box and had a tree, and a barn, and a

lake, and a farmer, and if you followed

the lines on the puzzle box corner,

carefully, you could fit the puzzle to-

gether. Today, we have a white on

white jigsaw puzzle with few lines that

are dimly recognizable, and to try and

put the puzzle together is a real task.

School, community, society used to

function along clearly defined lines

like the first puzzle. Today, because
we are beginning to ask questions

like. "Who am I?" or "To what group

do I belong?" and "How do I func-

tion?" we need to give students les-

sons in tolerance for dealing with this

white on white puzzle without a great

deal of instruction.

Perhaps this is why at all levels of

education there is disagreement
about the purpose of schooling.

There are those who cry out lor a
return to fundamentals, a return to the

basics, a return to a time when we
could follow the lines on the covers of

boxes and when people knew where
things "fit." At the college level, there

is a demand for courses that are "use-

ful," that fit into careers.

Others talk about meeting the

needs of students who will still be in

the labor force in 2030 A.D. They say
nothing could b© more impractical

than to propose an educational de-
sign that will facilitate their adjustment
to the world as it is today. What we
need, they say, are studies that pre-

pare students for jobs that don't exist

and whose nature cannot be im-

agined, a curriculum that makes stu-

dents comfortable with perpetual

transition, constant alteration and

ceaseless change.

The question may be, does this

tension between philosophies make it

a difficult time to be in the business of

providing a liberal arts education?

Likewise, does this tension make it

more important than ever before to be

a part of the education process that

Colorado College provides?

It seems to me that we ought to

think about what we mean by formal

education for a moment and its im-

pact on our lives. As a "for instance,"

if we took the average life time of an

time is competed for between
teachers, disciplines, family, peers

and significant others

It seems to me that Colorado Col-

lege recognizes this fact and that CC
recognizes that education is a lifetime

process and that we are always in

stages of being and becoming. In be-

lieving in this life-long process of edu-

cation, CC can and does, provide

some models, in the short time^they

are a part of a student's life, That make
clear its own values of human dignity.

As a social institution in its day to day
operation, it can exert a powerful in-

AS a
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individual as being 75 years, that

would equal 3900 weeks or 27,300

days. Sixteen years of "formal"

schooling would be 21% of that

lifetime and the college experience

about 5%. We know that were not

here for the year, really only about 36
weeks of one year of that life time,

which is less than 1% of all those

weeks I mentioned before. And if you
think about it, you may only be with

that particular teacher or professor for

several hours a day out of those 36
weeks which would total about
21,600 minutes or 360 hours or 15

days. This 1 5 days of teacher/student

fuence in a short time by its demonst-
ration of fair play, justice, free speech,

opportunity for choice, self-respect,

and the right of privacy. It can help

students recognize, that among
people, there are many sets of val-

ues, rooted in experience and
legitimized in culture, and as Ella

Fitzgerald once said with classic brev-

ity, "If you're talking about it, you ain't

doing it."

Richard Shaull in his introduction to

Paulo Freire's book. Pedagogy of
the Oppressed, commented, "There

is no such thing as a neutral educa-
tional process. Education either func-

tions as an instrument which is
i

to facilitate the integraton ol

younger generation into the logj^

the present system and bring
abi

conformity to it, or it becomes
practice of freedom, the means
which men and women deal critic

and creatively with reality and
j

cover how to participate in the tij

formation of their world."

To me a Colorado College edi

tion. now and in the 50's, is a ui

and viable experience, sometii

fraught with irony and contradict

The teacher and taught often ditltj

educational aims and outlook. V(|

is taught, is not always demandi

and what is taught, is not alwi

learned. Teaching never liberal

without limiting, it never empovii

without constraining, and the n

comes are seldom simultaneous

«

experience and are frequently
(

layed. So we can't measure, in
(

age of accountability, the overall

feet - so to speak - until all the res«

are in.

Colorado College is well awaie

its role in helping to transform

dents into mature, self - fulfilling

'cially responsible people, capable

exercising rational judgment. Fk

the students the college has a righ;

demand excellence. It's a direct fui

tion of its competence. For the colle

is trying to help students in a « '^[^

short time to discover meaning
change and human concern beyo

their own egocentric world. There

an enduhng strength in a liberal

education. Free and educated peop

are aware of the imperfections ink

rent in human affairs and are willing

fight to correct those imperfectior^

and, there will always be a need

these kinds of people no matter wt

age we are in.

L
The

'spe

tius, t

jur SI

E

If we as graduates, students,
p

rents, and faculty use our energies

this end, we'll be able to say at

time to any system of accountabil

the words of St. Paul, "I have louj

the good fight, I have finished

course, 1 have kept the faith
"

issec
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THE HUNGRY FARMER
I

575 Garden of the Gods Rd.

FALL
RIVER
ROAD

Get Your Haircut

For Mom and Dad
This Christmas

so they can recognize you

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP
827 N. Tejon 633-1606
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recycle (3\ recardK

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE
Quality Records and Tapes

At Two Locations
2425 W.Colorado
633-7678

Gift Certificates

Available

219 N.Union
632-8372

SALES

iYPi

RENTALS

YPEWRITER
SUPPLY C0.»

REPAIRS

1 05 North Tejon St

Phone 634-0102

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

TILLERMAN
TEAHOUSE

- HOURS -
Mon. n:45-7:15D.m.
Tues. n;45-7;15p.in.

Wed- 11;45-3:00p.m.

Thtifs. 11:45-7:15 p.m.

Fri, 11:45-Miidnite

Sat. 5:00p.m. -Miidnite

Sun.5:00p.m,-10p.m

Eniov Natural Meals

711 N. Tejon i



45 a public service, this weel<s edition of The Catalyst contains

lements written by candidates for the posts up for grabs within

^ CCCA and Cutler Board. The election will be held Tuesday,

ernber 1 4. This supplement has been paid for by the CCCA, and

'tJeing
published at their request.

The elections will decide who will take the helm of the CCCA

i^esident
—^—^^—^^-^—^—^—^—

Election bupplements—

he CCCA'Cutler Board Election Supplement
Presidency. Executive Vice-Presidency, and nine at-large rep-

resentative seats.

Students are also running for two at-large positions on Cutler

Board. The Board oversees student publications, and members of

the Board do not necessarily have to be involved in any of the

publications.

Brad Frye-

By Brad Frye

The piiilosophy behind my candidacy

specific action on specific problems

hus, there are four reasons I will ask for

Dur supports

1) BENJAMIN'S BASEMENT —
here are two things that must be dis-

issed about Benjy's. First, the issue of

<panslon. My justification for the ex-

pansion of Benjy's is not merely so more

people can congregate, but the safely

aspect. The exits in case of emergency

are inadequate for the crowds they get.

After a certain hour, and before the

crowd diminishes, there is only one exit.

Expansion and remodeling would al-

leviate this hazard.

It is irrational to just kick out the

ceramics area or the games area without

finding alternate niches for them. But, if

we keep Benjy's, and keep it safe, the

problem must be addressed.

The second issue about Benjy's is the

question of an elected Board of Direc-

tors. The main argument for this seems

to be to insure that the control of Benjy's

should represent a cross-section of the

student body. One of my first actions as

President would be to establish a stu-

dent commission to look into this ques-

tion and determine the need for change.

Effective management of Benjy's, with

the student interest as top priority, is my
main concern — regardless of the struc-

ture.

2) MINORITY RECRUITMENT —
After all the controversy about "diver-

sity" at CC, it amazes me that the critical

efforts ot seeking out qualified minority

students are not being pushed by the

CCCA. It is up to the students, and the

student government, to take the initiative

in this area. I advocate student represen-

tatives speaking to interested high

schools. This could be effectively done

not only in the Colorado Springs and

Denver areas, but on the East and West

coasts and points in between as well.

We are "geographically representative,

"

so let's use that to enable us to become

truly racially and culturally representa-

tive also.

3) CASCADE AVENUE -- We
shouldn't wait for a tragedy to push us

into action. Since we can't get around

the fact that hundreds of students have

to cross Cascade every day, several

times a day, we have to deal with it from

another angle. It presents a real danger,

especially at night. The crosswalks and

the "reduce speed " signs are consis-

tently ignored. Motorists must be made
aware of the heavy flow of pedestrian

traffic. My alternative is to push for speed

bumps and flashing yellow lights on the

speed signs.

4) ACTION — The "Bill Berkley

CCCA" has done, I'm sure, a tine job of

"reorganizing" and "streamlining" the

student government. Now that the final

product is, or should be, finished, LET'S

USE IT. The pertinent question is, what

has your student government done tor

you lately? My campaign is to indicate

what your student government can do

for you.

The issues above are the lip of the

iceberg. Right now, I don't think we need

campaign rhetoric or a dissertation on

the "philosophy ol student government."

Heretofore, the student government has

not acted in an imaginative way to pro-

duce results to valid student concerns.

What we need, and what I'm committed

to giving, is action.

Effective government takes a lot of

work, a lot of hours. I wouldn't run if I

weren't going to put In the required time

— and more.

I'm asking lor your support on De-

cember f4.

leal Morgenstern

By Neal Morgenstern

During my years at CC, I have been

inerally pleased with the Colorado Col-

ege experience, but like most students I

lave also been frustrated with our

ictiool. However, as an at-large member

I the CCCA, I have seen that the stu-

ent government can effectively deal

Ith these concerns. I am running for the

residency, to lead the CCCA in the at-

ick on these problems and to mold the

iiganization into a responsive, repre-

ishtative body. To accomplish this, I

have defined the following areas as

priority concerns of my administration.

Faculty/Course Evaluation. I will con-

iinue the work already begun by the cur-

rent CCCA on the Faculty/Course

Evaluation. A reassessment of the old

statistical format is necessary, but I

strongly believe in the merit of the evalu-

ation The new format should contain

inlormalion such as the professor's ob-

jectives, requirements, viewpoint, and

grading system as well as the students'

evaluation as to how the professor met

Ills objectives.

Mini-courses. My administration will

_work with the Leisure Program to instl-

ute a new series of mini-courses inprac-

tical areas such as auto mechanics, car-

pentry, plumbing, etc. These courses

would be taught by students and after

class hours the tools could be checked

out for personal use.

Track System. I have always been

frustrated by the small number of

courses offered on the track system and

the difficulty in matching tracks I & II. The

track system correctly recognizes the

limitations ol the Block Plan, but by only

ottering a limited number ol courses, it

severely restricts its effectiveness. Once

I am elected, I will work with the

Academic Program Committee to ex-

pand the offerings (to improve the block

plan, not eliminate it) in areas especially

suited lor its use, such as loreign lan-

guages.
Communication. A priority of my ad-

ministration will be to improve the

dialogue between the CCCA and the

people they represent; the student body,

as well as the student organizations they

lund. Most students hear ol the CCCA
during election time and in an occasional

Catalyst article. All members of the stu-

dent government must make the effort to

obtain feedback from their constituents:

otherwise, you are not being rep-

resented. At a small school there is no

excuse lor poor communications.

Natural Resources. Colorado College

has a tremendously talented student

body and laculty, but little is done to en-

courage them to display or perform their

art. At Jackson House, where 1 live, our

activities rely on our own organization

and motivation. The CCCA should coor-

dinate and encourage perlormances

and exhibitions, an eliort that would en-

rich the CC community.

Problems. There are additional com-

lex problems at CC that I do not know the

solutions to. These concerns include

building hours, student diversity, and

social Iragmentation (as a result ol the

Block Plan). These problems and possi-

ble solutions should be properly aired

before the entire school community.

To accomplish these objectives, my

experience as a council member in the

current CCCA and as president of my

high school PTSA (Parent, Teacher,

Student, Association) has shown me
that it is essential to work with the ad-

ministration. However, this must be

done without abandoning one's convic-

tions.

My administration will work toward

perfecting our unique lorm of liberal arts

education and creating an environment

in which the educational process will th-

rive. We will work with the administra-

tion, not only to achieve our goals, but to

give students an active voice in deci-

sions that allect them. After all the col-

lege exists lor us.

Kelly Shaw
By Kelly Shaw

There are issues on this campus that

go beyond "speed bumps on Cascade,"

the campus "dog policy", and "cheer-

leaders on campus." The issues the

CCCA must consider are: f) laculty

course evaluation, 2) all night study

areas, 3) improved women's health

care, 4) improved minority recruitment,

5) Improved minority resources, 6) a firm

blood bank, 7) resolution of the question

of Benny's Basement and accountabil-

ity, and 8) an equitable solution lor the

lettuce boycott.

One ol the most important ol these, is

the Faculty/Course evaluation. For most

of us, like It or not, the courses offered at

CC are a product which we purchase

each semester with our tuition. I am con-

cerned that we, as students, should re-

ceive the highest qualify product that our

money can buy. We need to have a

check on these "products. "
This can be

best effected by a faculty course evalua-

tion. The College must be responsible to

the student body that provides 75v< of its

annual operating budget. We cannot

allow for the continuation of sloppy pro-

ducts.

As lor the other issues that the CCCA
must address, it is important that a Col-

lege, which is comprised of nearly 50'*

women, needs more than a health care

center that just relers women to local

doctors. It is also important that we re-

solve our need for all night study areas, a

need which is evidenced by the con-

tinued demand and discussion by and

among students. For a College thai

prides itself on its diversity, we must also

face the fact that minority enrollment is

not what it should be at the Colorado

College, nor are the educational re-

sources available lor minorities

adequate. And lastly, the question ol ac-

countability and Benny's Basement

must be resolved il students are to have

some kind ol insurance of an establish-

ment that serves their needs.

My work on the CCCA council, espe-

cially on the budget committee and con-

stitution committee and as a member at

large, has given me some insight as to

how the CCCA can best function lor the

student body. The CCCA needs to work

with the administration to achieve many

ol the goals it will set. The CCCA must

not, however, become a "fall guy
"

or

patsy " lor any outside organization. We
must work with the administration, not

lor the administration; we must work with

the laculty, not for the faculty; but most ol

all, we must work lor the Colorado Col-

lege. II elected, I pledge myself to this

task.
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Executive Vice-President

-

Scott Supperstein Veronica Lin-

By Scott Supperstein

The Colorado College Campus As-

sociation is an organization by students

designed to serve the desires and needs

of the students public of The Colorado

College.

The CCCAs of recent past have failed

to wholly fulfill this goal due primarily to

one factor. This factor is lack of unity.

When discussing unity, especially in

the context of Colorado College, it must

be realized that only in the CCCA are all

facets of the student body given a

chance to be represented.

The CCCA should be a unified body

that communicates with the students of

CC. I feel that in order to improve unity

through communication, there must be

Member-at-Large -

A. Adgate Duer, Jr.-

constant output and feedback both from

the students to the CCCA and visa-

versa. I believe this can be achieved

primanly by putting a permanant CCCA
section in The Catalyst and by making

copies of CCCA proposals available to

the student body. I feel open meetings

of the CCCA should be the only meet-

ings of the CCCA, and that the times

and locations of each meeting should be

posted so that all interested students

have the opportunity to attend.

Each year there are approximately

1 00 summer starts and transfer students

that begin their career at Colorado Col-

lege in January. True unity involves the

integration of these new students with

the people already attending. It is up to

the CCCA to make sure a welcoming

program be given to these students and

that the whole populus of CC be made
aware of their presence and needs in

order that they may quickly become truly

a part of CC.
Unity also deals with student-teacher

relations. There is a definite need to form

a bond with the CCCA and the faculty

and administration. This is the only

method by vih<ch we as students can

understand the teachers' pressures, and

them ours, when dealing with the Block

Plan.

True unity includes the recognition of

minorities by the CCCA so that cur-

riculum and schedule planning can take

their desires and needs into considera-

tion.

Social life also is involved in the idea of

unity. It is critical that the CCCA, frater-

nities, the Athletic Department, and

By Veronica Lin

I decided to run for the position of

Executive Vice President on the CCCA,
primarily because I am interested in the

way my college is run. I strongly feel,

that by participating as an active

member, I will be able to work for the

student body, as well as to try to repre-

sent their interests. I would like to share
in the different responsibilities and be a
part of the decisions to be made. I feel

that one of the objectives of having a
campus association is for the students

themselves to feel free to get involved

with their government and also to be
aware of their role as a student. In order

to get some effective results, the execu-
tive officers need to be strongly sup-

ported. The CCCA should also be a
means of communication between stu-

dents and faculty, and I believe that I can
meet these obligations. I have had sev-

committees such as Folk-Jazz work
closely together so that conflicts of func-

tions are brought to a minimum, and the

most people possible are pleased by the

programs presented.

Finally, unity deals with Colorado Col-

lege in relation to Colorado Springs. The
people of Colorado Springs use and re-

spect the facilities of Colorado College,

and it is our obligation to uphold an
image of excellence in the city. Their

facilities are, for the most part, open to

us, and we should use them to our fullest

advantage. CC's involvement in com-
munity affairs is critical to good relation

with the general public of Colorado

eral years of student governmentjc G
perience, and therefore, I feel thatir
have the potential of trying to fulfill gL
CCCAs objectives, to the best cl Ag cC
capacity. Kg^ies

id. It I

ncylv

avinc

By A. Adgate Duer, Jr.

ADGATE:
If a council seat is, in itself, to be a

position of responsibility for the con-
tinuance of a campus-wide association,
then interested persons from all sectors
of the student body must, necessarily,
participate and be represented. In a
word, true "delegates" must be found to
hold positive offices in a student-faculty

Nancy Groth-

administralive association.

DUER:
Representative for all, but in particu-

lar for: 1) that 1/3 of the student body
who find accomodation off-campus
housing arrangements, and 2) that
group of on-campus students who,
much of the time, cannot find release
from the stagnation, the monotony, and
the daily routine of an apparently unac-
tive campus.
These groups need an empathic

friend to understand, clarify, and press
for action to meet their particular needs;
the former because they have special
concerns related to life in a city, and the
latter, because the campus cannot af-

ford to lose strongly "individualist", per-

sons who cannot find expression on the
programs existent on-campus.
FOR CCCA COUNCIL SEAT:

I believe whole-heartedly in the con-
cerns of Brad Frye; these issues de-
mand immediate attention.

I would, however, suggest that two
more areas require inspection: 1) Co-
ordination of activities for the protection,

safety and general well-being of those
students who choose to live off-campus,

and 2) a more evenly-balanced system
for the dissemination of information to all

students. We all are overwhelmed by a

massive amount of paperwork and "bul-

letins", so much so, that many times we
lose sight of the times and places of in-

teresting activities. Perhaps we should
use the Mathias Bulletin Board, easily

visible to all incoming persons, as a
model for getting information out, as a
record of scheduled daily activities it is

exemplary. Possibly, outdoor, housed,
bulletin boards for daily campus and
weekly Colorado events, placed in de-
signated areas in front of the main entr-

ances of the large class-room buildings,

can help to solve the dilemma of the
inundation of information felt by
everyone. After all, information should

be easy to come by, and any active (ii

class-going) student could, in this w
find clearly legible bulletin boards wi

out the requirements of finding and Ih

reading little scraps and bits of pap

stashed helter-skelter, over the campu
The Student Council, in order to be

truly viable part of a much greater insi

tion must deal deliberately and mature

within an "association" of represent

fives from the entire campus. Althoii

the actions of the council may seemi
,

significant, they sometimes leave Ii ith'

reaching impacts. The council needsil

rection, positive output, and the condu

of its affairs to be directed by those wl

have remained long enough on 111

campus to know its various aspects,

believe that juniors and seniors have.!
J,^|,J

a certain degree, neglected their li

sponsibility for the betterment of thisi

stitution as a whole. Essentially, this

why I, as a junior and an active partii:i

ant, wish to hold a council position.

By Nancy Groth

I, Nancy Groth, am running for a
CCCA council seat. I am a freshman,
soon to be a sophomore, with an in-

tended major of f^olitical Economy.

As far as I can see, the CCCA's effec-

tiveness on this campus is dispropor-
tionate to its resources. With a budget of
its size, surely the CCCA could let some
of us new to CC know of its existence
and role in campus life. We are an
apathetic campus; there is a limit to how
much one can involve people who prefer
to do what they came here to do, like

party, study, have fun, meet people, and
party, in that order. As a matter of fact,

there should be a limit to how much any
student government is involved in cam-
pus affairs. Still, few people I have met
realize the CCCA's capacity or potential
to provide assistance and possible fund-
ing for events that are of interest to the
campus community.

The CCCA's role as a government is

minimal, mostly because we have so few
buming issues. Those issues that do
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Hill Martin

changing needs, values, and attitudesi

students, faculty, and society in genera

Issues exist that demand critical revie ^gg,
through a process that seeks out ralhf

,^^,^
than frustrates the constructive pattit

,^ ^
pation of students. Such involvemeni
only attained when students perceive

receptive administration that is fully cof
j|^t,g

nizant of their needs, which requires IH
jkg ^

recognition of higher order issues - wi tayg
I'l Che

* sly.

arise seem to have been treated and
publicized well, such as the Facul-
ty/Course Evaluation and the Benja-
min's Basement arbitration. This stability

needs to be continued.
As for myself, I have had extensive

experience in student government in

high school. I am accessible and easily
recognized. As anyone who has taken a
poli-sci class with me will tell you, I am
not afraid to speak out on issues about
which I feel strongly. Forthese reasons, I

am asking for your vote in December 1

4

election.

By Hill Martin
The dynamic nature of an educational

institution of the size and calibre of Col-
orado College is heavily dependent
upon the quality of dialogue and interac-

tion that exists between the administra-
tion and student community. It is readily

apparent that Colorado College lacks
neither talent nor interest among its stu-

dents, faculty, and staff. However, the
avenues for expressing student con-
cerns and needs have in the past often
proved narrow or nonexistent. A viable
educational institution reflects the

men's health services, tenure poliQ

and expanded campus security, to nai

just a few. Such issues are "real'

every sense of the word and should
ceive far more than the cursory attentic

they have "enjoyed" in the past.

I share with many students a cof'

mittment to those ideals that are I*

foundation of Colorado College - cof

cepts of education and self-governtnef

that must not be overlooked. In the belis

that student diversity should be reco?

nized for that character and vitality

alone can ultimately supply, I seeK
enlist student energies in a common *'

fort to ensure the continued exceller""

of the total educational experience lli^

Colorado College can provide.

ernmi

plior

alien

Springs.

Unity is the incorporation of all face

of the Colorado College toward
ii

CCCA. I am a representative of whj
have previously stated: a summer sit

a fraternity member, a member of a
ti

lason

ligious minority, and a citizen by birth

Colorado Springs.

I have held numerous leadership pes

tions during high school, the latesl

which was Colorado State Vii

President.

If you wantCCCA to work with you

not for you, to be a unified body of

facets of Colorado College, instead ol;

elected clique, please vote for a chani

in favor of total unity.
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Steve Ellis

By Steve Ellis

As a non-incumbent, I'm going to set

an unusual precedent saying that the

CCCA has done a pretty good job. I have

no serious complaints about any of their

activities. However, i do have some
suggestions. First, in communication.

The student body I hope to represent is a

student body very involved in personal

activities. CC students are buy. It is

ridiculous to expect students to sit

through CCCA meetings in order to find

out what's going on. The CCCA solves a

primary communication problem by

supplying minutes of its meetings to the

students. That way anyone can find out

what is going on by just spending five

minutes reading the minutes. But the

committees (both CCCA committees

and student-faculty committees), where

much ot the "meat" of student policy is

debated, work in virtual isolation from

CC students. It is almost impossible to

find out what the committees are up to.

What goes on in committees is very im-

portant to CC students. We have the

right to know what is happening. I

suggest that the CCCA should serve as

a medium to require committee reports

to the student body.

Second, CCCA members should re-

member they represent the Campus and

not the CCCA. The Beniys dispute

points this out. Because the contract

was legally worthless, anyway, the

CCCA should have looked into where

c Gubelman

the money could be used best, and not

that the money simply belongs to the

CCCA.
Your vote for me would give you a

conscientious, hard working, and en-

thusiastic new member, willing to spend
lots of time to serve you. I have detiated

inter-scholastically four years in high

school, and more than a year in college.

This experience has given me the insight

needed to analyze complicated issues

thoroughly. 1 can spot advantages as
well as bad consequences when study-

ing policy proposals. I am excited about
working on the CCCA. I want to know
what students want the CCCA to do, and

. will always be seeking other students'

insight. I hope to apply your insights and
my enthusiasm and hard work to make
the CCCA really work!

By Eric Gubelman

(le
CCCA maintains a very low pro-

Iguess basically contented students

(loi
much care what their Student

lernment does: controversy is the

plion, not the rule. Perhaps this

lalion is beneficial, albeit rather

,(] II IS this rather bland governing

incy I wish to become a member of. It

easonable to ask of me what I can

ii.

laving never been a member of

^m^mi

CCCA, there are lew specific programs
that I can either support or condemn; its

difficult to hold an opinion about non-

issues. I can, however, tell why I think I

would be a useful addition to the CCCA.
First, I am not afraid to speak up, but

more importantly, I am not afraid to shut

up when I have nothing to say. The
sound of my voice does not enchant me
so much that I would constantly make an

oratorical ass of mysell.

In addition, I have had extensive

background in Student Government
from my high school days, having been

President for two years. I realize that this

probably is rather corny; I only mention it

as an example of my experience in work-

ing with Administration officials. I think

that the ability to work with an Administ-

ration is quite important to anyone seek-

ing a post on the CCCA.
I have, to use a cliche, no axes to

grind. I have a special interest, though, in

making the CCCA less bland. I am not

talking of blowing up trivial issues into

large controversies; these tactics only

serve to lower the already non-existent

esteem of the CCCA. All I am saying is:

The CCCA, by the very fact of the

amount of money ttiey control, has large

potential and I'm not sure this potential is

being fully exploited. It's really hard to tell

because no one seems to be Interested

enough to find out. If the CCCA is doing a

good job (Who can tell?), then what is

needed to spark interest is a good public

relations program. If they aren t lulfilling

their potential, then what they need is

some fresh air. In either situation. I think I

can help. I offer a different perspective

and a fresh viewpoint. 1 am a freshman

with few preconceived notions or pre-

judices. Further, I fit no CC stereotype - 1

am not rich; furthermore, it may shock

you to know that I have never been on a

pair of skis in my life.

If elected, I will try to make the CCCA
more open, more responsive, and as a

consequence more interesting to CC
students. If not elected, I shall be little

offended because I know that very few of

you will trouble yourselves to vote for

potential members of an organization

that has the appeal ol a SAGA lunch. I

will not take defeat or victory personally.

I realize that elections at CC do not be-

stow mandates upon those elected. In-

stead, elections grant permission to the

people elected to try to make things a

little better in the college community.

That is what I ask - to be given permis-

sion to try to make things belter by hav-

ing a positive influence on an organiza-

tion that has such a large potential im-

pact on our lives here at CC.

hate to bring it up again but I consider

self an expert on the subject, a real

oblem at CC, that of student apathy. In

ly three years at this institution, I have

01 done a damn thing except go to the

irary a couple of nights a week (more

equently after a call home), party on

eekend nights and complain about
Jw boring CC is. Based then on past

icord and rhetoric, one would expect

le lo be the proverbial candidate, who
'hen queried as to his or her platform

8ys, I'm a-setting on the fence. I'm a
linkin

. Now some observers take this

imean the candidate is running on a
loderaie or middle-of-the-road plat-

itm. More usually it means the candl-

aie has no platform at all.

My decision to run for CCCA
lember-at-large was a difficult one to

*e. Was I willing to abandon the com-
Wable armchair of apathy for the more
*i:herous role of responsibility? Obvi-
'"sly,

I chose to run, and I am not Ihat

proverbial platformless candidate. In an

election for member-at-large, issues are

not as important as a general willingness

to share with his fellow students, think

hard and devote time to a valuable or-

ganization. I can assure you of my sin-

cerity to fulfill all three counts. In addi-

tion, I would like to suggest a couple of

things. The first is for CC, through the

CCCA, to utilize more of the city's re-

sources. One of our most valuable as-

sets at CC is our integration into the city

of Colorado Springs. We are not situated

on a hill four miles from the nearest gas

station (although some might wish we
were). Cascade and Nevada run right

through campus. We should take advan-

tage of our location and the size of the

city. I would like to see on a spring after-

noon an all day outdoor concert on

Washburn Field with several outstand-

ing musicians or groups. This could be

financed by making it a city event.

Academically, I would work for a com-

prehensive internship program set up to

utilize the professional facilities of the

Springs for CC students.

And then of course, nature blessed

Colorado Springs, therefore CC with the

Rockies. Leisure Time does an

adequate job taking advantage of the

mountains. The opportunities are there

lor the taking to enjoy the outdoors if you

Richard C. Schultz, Jr.

By Richard 0. Schultz, Jr.

I am running for a position on the

CCCA. Specilically, I am seeking elec-

tion as a member at large to the student

organization which accounts for a large

portion of student voice on this campus.

Too often, I have seen the operatons,

concerns, and even existence of this

council pass witftout notice. 1 think it is a

shame that there is not more student

participation in these decision making

processes. This apathetic atttude is due

to a large extent to a lack in communica-

tion between board members and stu-

dents on affairs of concern. If elected, I

will endeavor lo gather more student

input on issues at hand.

I have some administrative experi-

ence, but I believe Ihat my major selling

point is my ability to work closely and

cooperate with others. I have a good ear

and I am always open to an alternative

suggestion. Lend me your support, and I

will perform the duties of the office to the

best of my ability.

are interested. Which bhngs me full cir-

cle, student interest or lack of it.

At the hsk ot sounding platitudinous, it

is true you get in proportion to what you

give to something. Perhaps the CC
studentry is not apathetic at all. Maybe

they are satisfied here. I know that I'm

not, and I have been apathetic. I would

appreciate the opportunity to take some

responsibility for the CC campus life. I

can't guarantee any sudden decrease in

apathy except my own but I would be

willing to share and communicate with

my fellow students and devote the

necessary time to at least, increase

awareness. Thank you for your vote!

Please Be Sure

and Vote

December 14 in the CCCA and Cutler Board

Elections
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Michael Schneider—
By Michael Schneider

I am frustrated with many things at

CC. I feel that this school is too conser-

vative, fear that it has walled itself in, and

that we, as students, are suffering be-

cause of this. Colorado Springs has a

number of resources which we can draw

from, yet currently are not. Among these

are blue-collar workers, the aged, and

the retarded. I think that we could learn a

lot from these people, and that CC can

facilitate workshops and seminars in

order that we might be exposed to diffe-

rent points of view, alternative lifestyles,

various age-groups, and people who
must live with physical handicaps.

Furthermore, I believe that each stu-

dent should have a greater influence on

By Chas Salmen
I am interested in a COCA position

because I want to involve myself and the

people around me with the decision-

making process that affects all of us.

Though I do not have extensive know-

ledge of the problems that face the

CCCA, I feel my interest and eagerness

to learn and participate will make me
useful on this position.

Far too often decisions are made,

choices are rendered, money is allo-

cated and policies are drawn-up with the

input of too few people. A variety of

people on the CCCA will help to involve a

greater part of the student body. As a

freshman, I could serve to involve stu-

dents that may feel removed from the

decision-making level of the College.

fvly primary assets are my willingness

to devote time and discuss problems
with people to obtain opinions. The "op-

timistic realism" of a freshman would be
advantageous to the board.

Frequently, people are interested in

issues after the fact: after the program
has been discontinued; after funding has
been reallocated. The CCCA gives its

members and consequently the student

body, an opportunity to affect change,
not only after the fact, but more impor-

tantly, before the fact.

A CCCA position would give me and
the student body a handle to help affect

decision-making with regard to matters

that concern all of us as CC students.

Rod Keith

By Rod Keith

I am running for a "IVIember at Large"

position with the CCCA for several

reasons. First of all, my course load is

fairly light, thus enabling me to devote a

proper amount of time to this intriguing

organization. Secondly, since I am new
at CC, I hope that I can contribute new
ideas that will make our years at CC
more exciting. Thirdly, since CC is doing

so much for me, I would like to do some-
thing for it.

I sincerely hope that ya'll will take the

time to vote, and as you read that list of

names, please remember Rod "Waco"
Keith,

his/her education. Student-Faculty

evaluations are of great importance

here. These must be maintained and re-

spected. I would also like to facilitate

student organized presentations similar

to those we have seen through Jackson

House, No-Theater, and other creative

efforts. An idea along these lines is an

informal student lecture series.

I believe that action speaks louder

than words (although this campus may
be hard of hearing). I would like to work

at these possioilities from the inside,

through the CCCA, rather than turn my
cheek and remain frustrated. Perhaps

my views that this college is lacking in

innovation and student-formed activities

will change. I will work to make this so.

Eric Freeman

By Eric Freeman
A student government of any type

tends to be a body composed of those

students who are genuinely willing to

work for a school to attain a specific goal

.

Their goal may deal with unity, inter-

school relations, campus safety, or pos-

sibly something entirely removed from

these. In my case. I feel that the Col-

orado College Campus Association

lacks not in its ability to serve the stu-

dents of CC, or even in its success in

trying, but rather in its most critical form,

that of its relation to students, I am refer-

ring to communication.

The recent difficulties experienced be-

tween the CCCA and Benjamin's Base-

ment served to aggravate the problem of

communication. The CCCAs success,
while important to it as a matter of pre-

stige, has left many campus organiza-

tions feeling somewhat wary. The at-

mosphere created by this can only hurt

the students these organizations were
formed to serve. As parent to these di-

verse groups, it is the responsibility of

the CCCA to eliminate the barriers and
to restore vital communication. It should

be a body encompassing, not estranging

the separate groups of Colorado Col-

lege.

Please Be Sure

Loren Thompson
By Loren Thompson

In applying for a seat on the Colj

College Campus Association,
1

1

that I understand those requiremeni

digenous to the position. As a candt

I am willing to put the necessary time

effort into the Association that
ii

quired. Unfortunately, everyone
tributing as much as they can o[

they have will not guarantee that thi

sociation will be successful. But, ran

gives them a much better probabili

success.
In closing, I view positions on the

sociation as honorable ones with ap

ary responsibility to students. If elet

my actions will reflect these opinions

I feel are imperative for anyone
i

holds a seat on the association.

Ivlost importantly, the CCCA has
drifted away from the student body itself.

The problem here seems to be a general

lack of knowledge on the part of the stu-

dent body as to exactly what the CCCA
is doing. While the events of meetings

are reported in The Catalyst along with

other CCCA happenings of immediate

importance, many of the very positive

accomplishments of the CCCA remain
unknown. Many students do not realize,

for example, that the largest portion of

the CCCA budget goes to the Cutlet

Board to help pay for its publications,

such as The Catalyst.

The CCCA needs very much to take

on the responsibility of making itself

known to the entire campus. It must not

only announce its meetings, but also ac-

tively encourage participation in them by
non-members. It must communicate its

many positive accomplishments to the

student body, perhaps by publishing a

comprehensive statement of all of its ac-

tivities in The Catalyst each block. The
foundation of the CCCA is you and the

student body. I will work to see that you
know what the CCCA is doing through

better communication.

and Vote
December 14 in the CCCA and Cutler Board

Alfonso Jacquez
By Alfonso Jacquez

My platform is plain and simple. I have
no desire to use flowery language or to

burden you with the nuisance of under-
graduate rhetoric.

My name is Alfonso Jacquez, and I

am seeking a seat on the CCCA council.

I am a freshman from El Paso, Texas.
My recent involvements include Volun-
teer Action and MECHA.
One of my more important concerns is

the academic advisers system, as a
whole it is not working. As students try to

locate their adviser it is almost impossi-
ble to find him either because he is too
busy, or just simply not around. I feel that
this should be cleared up, for it is known
that its function is not at its best. Action
should be taken and for sure all efforts
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I am qualified to work to achieve Ih

things as a member of the CCCA. Ih^licie

held positions of leadership

school and community organization;

eluding student councils. I am sincei

my desire to serve and I am williri

devote the time required to do the

correctly. In addition, I believe thai

fact that I am both a Summer Start j

member of a fraternity will help mi

bring a fresh, as well as represenlat

viewpoint to the CCCA.
Communication is the only thing

relates the CCCA to the people it afle

Critical to the effectiveness of the CC

in the future is its communication flpfy er

you the CC student. A vote for

Freeman is a vote for etfectivefi

through communication.

corrected. In my mind an honest evalua-
tion of success of the academic advisers
and the foundation of viable alternatives

whose objective will be to benefit the
student in his academic development at
CC should present itself.

Serious attention must be given to the
decline of black student enrollment here
at CC. It IS abhorrent to find that the
number of black students has declined
200'

i
in the last two years. I point out

that this occured even with the addition
of a black dean and the administrator's
commitment for the enrollment of blacks.
The student body cries "diversity. " The
administration answers, "You'll get it,"

yet nothing is done in the long run. The
CCCA, acting as the student voice, must
incessantly pressure to take positive
steps in attracting black students to CC.

We cannot leave it solely to the administ-

ration or to the admission's office, for this

has already been tried and failed. Who-
ever is responsible for low black enroll-

ment regardless of status must not act

timorously in applying the pressure that

will produce the desired result.

It is important to improve our games
area. It is a known fact that the facilities

are too small or insufficient. Results are

that students fused out on paper work
and exams look forward to a good time in

the games' area, but fate greets them
with an area too full or an "out of order

"

sign.

I am sure that you as a student have
noticed problems here at CC which are

yet to be heard or corrected. As a part of

the CCCA I shall act as your voice and
push your oncoming issues, recom-

mendations and ideas necessary to

nefit the student body
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;utler Board

;hristie Balka

By Christie Ball<a

-f^o months ago I was elected to

jtler Board as an at large member, for

\g
remainder of this semester. My

lalement of candidacy printed in The

•atalyst on October 1 . cited the role of

•jtler Board as follows. The board is

Sponsible for maintaining the quality of

jch issue of The Catalyst, the

.iijathan and the Nugget. As a govern-

nq body. Cutler Board must also main-

ji„ ihe financial solvency of it's publica-

Election Supplements

By Keith P. Gardner

Ttie Cutler Board is the managing or-

lanizafion for the College periodicalstn-

cluding The Catalyst, Leviathian, and

Ihe Nugget. Its members are responsi-

ble lor overseeing the budget (over

$45,000 annually), selecting editors and

maintaining the general high quality of

lurnalism in these publications. The

lembers at large are those who are "out

lere " representing and presenting the

tudents' demands and desires, integ-

tions.

I feel that the board should additionally

oversee efforts to increase student in-

volvement in each of its publications. For

an institution of it's size and cliber, CC
has disproportionately few opportunities

for the creative student, for the one who
wishes to acquire certain sl^ills through

practical experience, or for the student

who seeks the challenge derived from

working in any or all aspects of publica-

tion. I favor any new efforts in the way of

Keith P. Gardner
rating these within the framework of the

organization.

I am an "outsider " as far as campus
organizations are concerned. I have

never been involved with any of these

publications before, but I would now like

to become involved as I think that I have

the ability to do a good job. It is to the

Board's advantage to have someone
around who is not a part of any literary

"clique"; someone who is willing and

able to make the right decision or

suggestion without the risk of being cast

out of a closely knit group of special in-

terest supporters. I can't say that

changes need to be made in the board's

operation because I frankly don't know.

But neither would I hesitate to make
suggestions for improvement.

I am a math major with an interest in

the computer sciences and would add to

the Board a background in systems

analysis, the methods of making a sys-

tem work better, the ability to ask the

right questions and the means to pro-

cure the best answers. This ability would

be a definite plus to the smooth function-

ing of the Cutler Board. I don't claim to

have all the answers, but I do claim to be

workshops and publications on campus.

I will do all I can to support these

Concerns are expressed frequently

from students who cite a lack of oppor-

tunities mentioned above, available

within the academic program. Com-
plaints regarding student apathy in those

areas which I have mentioned, are also

numerous. Cutler Board should en-

deavor to narrow the gap between those

who feel the college does not offer

enough in the areas mentioned, and

those who feel students are apathetic

In short, the role of Cutler Board can

and should be one which goes beyond

maintainance, to enrich campus life and

the academic program to the greatest

extent possible Having had direct and

indirect experience with all three publica-

tions, I am again running for a position on

Cutler Board, lo be elected at large, I

have worked in various capacities for

The Catalyst, participated in Leviathan

poetry workshops and witnessed the or-

ganization of the 1976 issue of the

Nugget. Because my involvement has

not been confined to any one publica-

tion, my contributions to Cutler Board

may be varied and obiective Because I

am in constant contact with a large

number of students outside of publica-

tion efforts, my opinions may also be

representative of the student body
Frankly, having served on Culler Board

for two months my role on the board has

jUSt begun to crystalize i am currently in

able to find some of them.

With this statement, then, I declare my
candidacy for Cutler Board Member at

Large. My personal philosophy is that

jobs worth doing are worth doing well. I

pledge to carry this philosophy with me
to the Board to do the best I can

the midst of one project for the board. As
an incumbent. I am however familiar with

procedures of Culler Board and with

board members My desire to remain in

the position of al-large member stems

not only from confidence that i have val-

uable contributions and a responsibility

to Cutler Board, but also from a personal

desire to learn of various aspects of pub-

lication This personal desire gives addi-

tional weight to my committment

I am anxious lo hear reactions of any

kind to my candidacy and to the activities

of Cutler Board. Please feel free lo con-

tact me at extension 287.

Noted Physics Professor Speaks on Energy
By Norv Brasch

Early risers Wednesday morning

lere treated to an excellent discussion

n long-range energy planning. Amory
ovins, a prominent physicist, is one of

le foremost cntics of our current energy

olicies. He spoke briefly to a CC crowd

I about 100 in Olin.

Levins recently wrote an article for

Foreign Affairs " entitled "Energy
Irategy: The Road Not Taken". In his

ilk Wednesday, he followed a similar

leme, decrying our current approach as

ad-hocracy" and suggesting alternative

afhsfor our future energy consumption.

He spoke of declining efficiencies in

3ur production of energy, suggesting

hat increasing amounts were going "to

uel the fuel industry." "How much phm-
iry energy we use has little to do with

hat delivered," he explained, noting an

increase in large and inefficient energy

plants. Lovins termed these complex

sources as "hard technologies ", expen-

sive to build and dangerous to operate.

Nuclear fission plants are the best

examples.

"Where we want to create tempera-

ture differences of tens of degrees, we
should meet the need with sources

whose potential is tens of hundreds of

degrees," Lovins stated in his recent ar-

ticle, "not with a flame temperature of

thousands or a nuclear temperature of

millions — like cutting butter with a

chainsaw."' He repeated the analogy in

his talk.

Besides pointing out the technical dif-

ficulties, Lovins expressed fear that

"ad-hocracy"" in the energy field would

slowly ""replace -we the people' with we

the experts" "", He suggested that the US

lead the way by ending the expansion of

nuclear fission, promoting a "psycholog-

ical climate of denuclearization

In spite of his warnings. Levins' theme

was basically optimistic Instead of

"hard"" technologies, he proposed in-

creasing use of soft" ones, sparingly

using conventional sources in the in-

terim. Soft technologies include solar

and wind power sources which Lovins is

convinced should provide the energy

we'll need in the future. He also argued

that such systems can be economically

superior to current centralized sources,

"not curtailing function but bnnging more

function from the energy we use ".

Lovins sees us at a fork in Ihe road on

energy policy, claiming that hard and

soft technologies are "mutually incom-

patible . He presents a good case for

"the road not taken."

Amory Lovins' CC visit was a last mi-

nute arrangement and unfortunately

short. Many expressed the hope he

would soon return

Chris Nordiinger
By Chris Nordiinger

The Cutler Board oversees campus
publications most effectively when its

members have extensive journalistic

experience. These individuals can often

identify problems they may or may not

have had and suggest consuuciive solu-

tions.

As a staff writer and an editor of a

college newspaper, 1 have viewed the

intricacies of operating weekly publica-

tion As. an investigative reporter in

Washington, DC for two summers, I

have shared the researching/writing

hassles and successes with which jour-

nalists must meet I hope to be a produc-

tive member of the Cutler Board and

subsequently make it a more efficient

body by my applications of experience to

decison-making.

SENIOR CLASS PARTY
Attention seniors; We will be having

our first class get-together on Monday

night, December 1 3, from 8;00 to 1 1 ;00

p.m. in Beniamin s Basement. There will

be free beer, and an open mike for those

who want to show oil their talents. For

more information, call Jim Nightingale,

X281; Lisa Sandstrom, X379; or Andy

Baker, 471-3612. See you there!

Anastasia Shines Despite Weak Characterization

By Kurt Pacheco
A review of the Tuesday evening re-

learsal.

A rescue from the very edge of the

Srave.

Years of lost memory in an asylum.

Excellent material for a melodrama."

The Empress might well be correct;

"le story of the lost princess, Anastasia,

especially in light of recent revelations,

would be an excellent script for a melod-
rama But here, as in all theatncal en-

deavors, the difference between a farci-

cal rnelodrama and serious drama lies in

'^e depth and believability of characten-

"^ation, and the impact of the play upon
'^e audience. In this respect, Anas-
'^sia, as performed by the CC Players
""d directed by Drama Professor Wil-

''311 McMillen, is no melodrama. And the

uninspired viewer who attends the

drama expecting to find a cheap imita-

tion of "Romanov Romance "
may be in

for a few surprises.

The first, and perhaps, the most puzzl-

ing surprise is the character of Anas-

tasia, herself, as portrayed by Cindy

Mace. The problem in Anastasia and

the problem with Anastasia are disturb-

ingly similar. The play involves a prob-

lem of establishing identity, as does the

characterization of Anastasia by Mace.

At limes, the luminous quality of a re-

surrected princess comes through with

brilliance and precision; at other mo-

ments and especially in the first Act, the

acting is ill-defined and the character is

inconsistent.

The audience may well wonder at a

sick and abused woman who speaks in

regal tones punctuated by an unhealthy

cough. We cannot decide whether she is

disonented and walks with a limp, or

speaks eloquently and runs lightly ac-

ross the stage. Is this woman really who

she purports to be? Although tylace s

performance is weak in the first act, like

Anastasia, she begins to unfold her ta-

lents when the audience "is called upon

to witness " the second act.

The capstone of her performance,

and most assuredly, the high point of the

play Itself occurs in the recognition

scene between Ana and the Empress

As "the old icon herself," Barbara

Paradise gives a superb and entirely

convincing acting performance

Paradiso certainly goes past Ihe iconic in

her interpretation of an old woman who,

having lost everything, still retains the

"rare odor of the Romanovs"" that marks

the character with distinction. In Ihe rec-

ognition scene with Anastasia, the two

women match roles and dramatic talents

passionately, with inspired acting.

It is unfortunate and a serious flaw in

the production that Ihe "Eventful" quality

of the Second Act does not carry over

into the other parts of the play. The stag-

ing and the tempo of the first acl is lack-

ing in energy, but even more disappoint-

ing IS the feeling thai the intensity of Ihe

Second Act falls away in the Third, so

that the recognition scene represents

not only a turning point but the climax of

the play as well.

Here again. Ihe problem in the play is

the problem with the play; for the syndi-

cate of men who maneuver Anastasia

fail lo maneuver the action of the play to

Its feverish and highly speculative Third

Continued on page 13
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Arts

Collegium Sings In Packard
The Colorado College Collegium

Musicum, under the direction of Profes-

sor f\/1ichael Grace, will give its first con-

cert of the year on Sunday, December

12, at 3:30 p.m. in Packard Hall. The

program, titled "The Baroque Sonata -

The Renaissance Mass," will feature the

vocal ensemble of sixteen voices as well

as twelve instrumentalists.

The first half of the concert will consist

of four different types of Baroque
sonatas, the settings of which range

the soloist will be Sue Mohnsen of The

Colorado College Music Department.

This first part of the program will be con-

cluded by a performance of Handel's

Sonata in F for alto recorder and basso

continue (harpsichord and cello).

Following a brief intermission, the

entire vocal and instrumental ensemble

will perform a polyphonic setting of the

Ordinary of the Mass by Henrich Isaac

(1 450-1 517). The fl/lissa la mi la sol was

first published posthumously in 1539,

from solo harpsichord to five recorders.

The program will open with a sonata by
Giovanni Legrenzi (1625-1690) for

harpsichord, violin and bassoon (the edi-

tion used for this performance was pub-
lished by Professor Albert Seay, Chair-

man of the fvlusic Department at The
Colorado College).

Following this, the Collegium will per-

form a pair of short sonatas for five re-

corders by the same composer. The
next sonata, hy the littto knovvn Italian

composer Domenico Zipoli (1688-
1 726), consists of a toccata theme with a
series of variations for solo harpsichord;

but was undoubtedly based on an earlier

independent instrumental work by Isaac

himself. A performance of the instrumen-

tal work will precede the mass so that the

listeners can perceive the relationship

between the initial study and the final

product.

The mass itself, which constitutes

most of the second half of the program,

is curious in its structural reliance on a

four-note motive as indicated in the title

"la mi la sol." Through numerous ingeni-

ous manipulations, these four notes
permeate all five movements and

Continued on page 13
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CC Choir Presents Bach'

s

B Minor Mass Tonight

The annual Colorado College

Christmas Choir Concert will be pre-

sented tonight at 8:15 p.m. Friday,

December 10, in Shove Memorial

Chapel. The public is invited to attend

without charge.

The choir will present Bach's

monumental "Mass In B Minor." The
150-voice choir will be accompanied

by a 40-piece orchestra including

organ and harpsichord. Soloists will

include Marth Booth, Mary T.

Thacker, Marilyn LeVan, DeRos
Hogue, and Jerry Teske.

Donald P. Jenkins, professor of

music, will direct the choir. Jenkins is

managing director of the Colorado
Opera Festival and conductor of the

Colorado Springs Chorale. An alum-

nus of Oberlin College and Juilliard

School of Music, Jenkins has been a

member of the Colorado College fa-

culty since 1960.

Dr. Albert Seay, chairman of Col-

orado College's Music Department,

said of the "Mass, " "One can say little

about the high artistic position of the

'B Minor Mass,' for it has long been
recognized as representing the pin-

nacle of Bach's religious composi-

tions. In its seriousness and intellec-

tual depth it has few challengers in the

world of sacred music."

No Theatre: Creative Art and Drami
By Carol Garten

'It didn't seem like anything exciting

was going on at CC. Everything was so
traditional. We thought theatre was
dead, and we wanted people involved,"

said Kat Johnston. So, to give new
energy and a different direction to

theatre, Johnston and Dave Fitch began
No Theatre.

No Theatre will present 'A Christmas

Event" this Sunday, December 12, 8

p m., in Armstrong Theater. Johnston

explained, the performance will explore

"the grossly neglected subject" of "the

paradox of Christmas.

"

The presentation was student written

and directed, and almost entirely student

acted and produced.

The direction will be "quite different

"

promised Johnston. In some cases, ac-

tors direct themselves. Mark McConnell
is the only actor with acting experience.

The other actors and dancers have
backgrounds in art and philosophy.

The performance will emphasize H
season, life-beat rhythms, and visuals

Johnston compared the production
i

"moving sculpture." She said, "You ca'

definitely tell it's an art production

opposed to drama."

Surprise and the situation are als:

important. The performance is "meanlt

be performed one time for one audience

It is not a repeatable event," said Filch

No Theatre explains its origin as t

lows: "No Theatre was founded by

crew of Jesuits when they were on a'

exploratory mission in Amarillo, Texas

the spring of 1976. They discovered lei

Cadillacs nose-diving into the dirt nea

the freeway. No Theatre was born inar

attempt to explain this and otiie:

phenomena. One cold night, the Jesuit

crossed a creek in a frenzied attempt |(.

escape ovenworked food. By gestunn;

and chanting, they managed to capluii

the attention of some harmless cam

pers. Suddenly the cry went up, Thisii

no theatre!' "
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News from Career Counseling
On Campus Recruiters

Mr. Dennis Keller of the Keller Graduate School of Management will be on

campus Wednesday, December 1 5, in Rastall 207. He will meet with students

interested in the MBA program and the 20 week certificate in Business Ad-

ministration program from 4-5 p.m. Please call extension 568 or 569 for an

appointment. Stop by Cossitt 1 03 to review Keller's catalogue before attending

the session.

All junior women interested in the ACM Women in Management Intern

program should call or stop by to setup an appointment to meet him.

Internships

Information has arrived for the Park and Forest Assistants spring internship

program. No salary, but travel and living expenses are provided.

Full Time Job Openings
Federal Food Service Auditor, Wyoming
Theater Arts Instructor (1 semester). Riverside, California

Bank Teller, Colorado Springs (25-30 hours) leading to a full time career in

banking.

Full Ser vice

Photogra phic

Headqua rters

(Cameras.

ac'ces.sories

darkroom ^upplie.s,

quality

photo finishing.

repairs

SHEH^MAKERS
CAMERA
SHOP

30 N. Tejon 636-1696

Mon.— Sat.

11-5
Down to Earth
230 N. Tejon 632-3250

Tapestries Posters

Complete line of

Paraphernalia

good earthi^^
TOPICAL PLANTS & FINE POTTERY ,^mlut Si

POINSETTIAS AND CHRISTMAS STARS

Christmos0^
HANDTHROWN POTTERY
MACRAWIE • FERTILIZER

ADVICE
good earth eas^

FINE PLANTS AT FAIR PRICES

Imported l/g

\M\nes

Weber St. Liquor

^eet^

Open til 12 p.m.

475-9533

BEST WISHES FOR A

MOST ENJOYABLE

HOLIDAY SEASON....

Taylor
Travel

818 North Tejon 636-3871
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^,cker Presents National Equality Theory cont. from page 5

News a

itiated by Nixon and Kissinger. 'A Tucker, because of the increasing parity

loqy o' direction." between nations. No longer is the United

Jhis strategy calls for a stabilization of States able to assert herself as the head

of reconciled with a strong domestic of the world power structure.

"lion, it differs principally fronn the Dr. Tucker was not terribly illuminat-

Ler method in that we retain our ing about the next four years of foreign

IJJer
allies, but downplay the ideologi- policy. He stated that time has overtaken

I

passicons that have surrounded the Kissinger "and that he has fulfilled the

ationship in the past. purpose for which he was hired. Dr.

He says that we now apply pressure Tucker stated that Kissinger's purpose

lf,e
Soviets by negotiating with the was to initiate a strategy of direction and

„ese, thereby forming the triangular to reduce the material and emotional

ationship between the US, Russia,

ij
China. Finally, we deal directly with

Russians, recognizing them as a

jr world power. These changes in

"ategy result mainly, according to

costs of foreign policy.

Dr. Tucker said that Carters foreign

policy will not differ much from Ford's.

However, Carter does desire greater

control over foreign "policy and Tucker

Summer Session Announced
First semester is almost over, the second will soon be finished tool It's not

,00 soon to consider attending the Summer Session, June 13 to August 5.

Tfie following departments will offer courses:

Art

Biology

Business Administration

Chemistry

Dance
Economics
Education

English

General Studies

Geology
History

Music

Physical Education

Political Science

The popular undergraduate institutes, worth 3 CC units, will include

Urban Studies, Photography, Architecture, Ecosystems, the United States

as a Developing Nation, and the Conversation of Mankind.

The Summer Arts Program will feature the Colorado Opera Festival;

"Movie Nights" of all-time comedy favorites; concerts by Reah Sadowsky,

the New Mexico Symphony Chamber Players, Soprano Summit; and the

Hanya Holm Dance Ensemble.

Highlighting the summer lecture senes will be:

Dr. Harvey Mansfield, Jr., Chairman of the Department of Government,

Han/ard University.

Dr. Edward H. Spicer, Professor of Anthropology, University of Arizona

and author.

Other pleasures will include the summer hiking program, annual tnvia

bowl, and informal volleyball and soccer games.

implied that this may be a reason for

Carter's appointment of Vance as the

next Secretary of Stale.

Dr. Tucker informed us that our major

focus abroad will have to be the Middle

East. He was not optimistic about our

relationship with Israel, even though

Carter is sympathetic towards Israel, He

said that negotiations will break down,

due to Israel's increasing independence

and our interests in Arab oil.

Dr. Tucker's lecture on Tuesday night

was somewhat disappointing, as it was
basically a re-capitualtion of articles he

has written for "Commentary"
magazine. The lecture could have been

more effective if it had been read more

slowly, as it dearth with material that was
theoretical and not easily understood.

The topic for the lecture was, "Inequality

Among Nations and the Future of Inter-

national Order.

"

Dr. Tucker outlined his positions con-

cerning the, "New Egalitarianism " and

the "New Philosophy " According to

Tucker, the "new egalitananism ' will be

a continuation of present power struc-

ture toward a greater equality. The "new

philosophy' calls lor a declining role of

sovereignity among stales, with an in-

creasing interdependence among major

wordi powers. He says that power will

have a less important role in the future

and that economic power will not replace

armed force as a guarantor of justice and
order.

He further stated that there is a grow-

ing disjunction between power and order

and that those who have power will no

longer be the creators and guarantors of

justice. Tucker states that we aie enter-

ing into a more interdependent world,

that weapons can no longer defend, that

technology denies independence, and

there there is no national economy. He
further states that interdependence of

justice and order will tend toward a world

of equality.

He ended by stating that lor an inter-

dependence ol justice and order to take

place, that there must be a worldwide

consensus as to the disbulability of min-

imal standards ol living, and that there is

no reason to believe that this consensus
will occur

Anastasia Review cont. from page 1

1

Act climax.

As Prince Bounine, Gregory Hall is

ineffectual and lacking in credibility. We
are not convinced that he is indeed a

powerful man of intngue whom "women

find devastating." His overatures to

Anastasia are vague and almost comi-

cal.

These misgivings might also be ex-

tended to the character of Petrovin, as

portrayed by Joel Silverman. While it

might be argued that artists are a "tem-

permental" lot. Silverman's portrait ol

the artist as a young man is too stocastic

with inconsistent bursts ol verbal and

Anastasia hoax and contrast sharply

with the well delined. mature, and fiery

skepticism ol their business partner,

Chernov, precisely executed by Karl

Sonderstrom.

Also noteworthy is the character ol

Serensky, played by David Cowen,
whose stagey appearances provide a

welcome reliel Irom the antics ol the

syndicate. Serensky's allection for

Anastasia is heartfelt and interacts well

with the other characters. Prince Paul,

portrayed by William Griffin, too, pre-

sents an interesting ligure, but seems

The Sunday
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is questionable whetner he ui lUei btai lOs

his role with either.

Someone who does understand her

role and accomplishes it with a dedi-

cated creativity is costumer, Polly Ken-

drick whose marvelous "capacity for de-

tail" provides us with a sumptuous least

lor the eyes. The set design, too, is

beautiful to behold, but presents some

difficulties for the highstepping actors

who trudge up and down the stairs.

In the linal examinalion ol the range ol

this play, Irom the sassy servants to

melodramatic music which separates

the acts, a comprehensive judgement is

elusive. Perhaps, it could best be parap-

hrased Irom a program note: "Is this cast

ol a princess and Paupers qui dit s'ap-

peler Anastasia really authentic or just a

group of consummate actors? Even this

reviewer can't tell."

^ Collegium

Continued
thereby lead to an overriding sense of

unity and perfection. This periormance

by the Collegium will use a sixteen-voice

ensemble, a trio ol soloists, as well as

the consort ol early instruments, includ-

ing recorders, crumhorns, sackbut and

regal. Following the mass, the concert

will close with a Christmas Motet, "Noe,

noe, psallite," by Issac's contemporary

Jean Mouton (c. 1495-1522).

Tickets for the Collegium Musicum

Concert will be available to all, tree of

charge, at Rastall Center Desk begin-

ning on Monday, December 6, 1976.

Those without tickets will be allowed to

enter Packard Hall, as space permits,

after 3:25 on the afternoon of the con-

cert.
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Sports

B-Ball Tourney Ends
—

^

Tigers Beat Alumn
By Stuart Rifkin

This past week, the Pre-Christmas

Basketball Tournament, one of the high-

lights of the intramural athletic program,

got underway- A total of 10 teams and

approximately 100 of the most colortui

basketball players on campus will com-

pete in a double elimination bracket until

one team rises above all the others and

distinguishes itself as the 1976 champ-

ion to claim the much-heralded trophy

glasses.

The flair and pagaentry that accom-

panies the tournament is evidenced by

the names of some of the teams. A vir-

tual sports wnters paradise exists with

the possibilityof the Big Pink squaring off

against the Latin Breed, the Pythons

meeting the Bulldogs, or the Dogs
Breath Variation doing battle with the

Second Coming.

Not surprisingly, the two teams with

absolutely no chance of capturing the

tournament have the least imaginative

names. They are respectively the Phi

Delts and the Phi Gams. These two

teams distinguished themselves by scor-

ing a grand total of only 25 points betwen

them in their opening games. The Phi

Gams do have some colorful players,

however. They are led by two renowned
campus PhD's, Dr. Hate and Dr. S.

After the first week of play there are

only two teams which remain unde-

feated. They are the Pythons, who have

already upset the defending champion
Second Coming, and the Dog's Breath

Variation who are led by 6*6" Brad Frye.

Before a team can be eliminated from

the tournament it has to lose two games
Several teams have already lost one

game and have their backs to the wall,

but are still in contention.

Among the teams still in contention

are the Latin Breed, led by an outstand-

ing pair of guards. Ken Salazar and
Randy Torres. Big Pink featuring the

gimpy-kneed Garrick Olson, Ivlother

SKsp vjhose hopes rest on the outside

bombs ot Tim Tymkovich, and finally the

defending champion Second Coming,
who rely on the deft shooting touch of

John Simons, mild-mannered English

professor and former college basketball

standout. By Mike Slade

These teams are rapidly battling it out The CC basketball squad rolled to a

as the Pre-Christmas Tournament convincing, if unspectacular, 101-81 vie-

rapidly draws to a conclusion. The tory over the CO alumni team last Satur-

championship game will be held this day at El Pomar Sports Center. While

Tuesday,Decemer14, at7p,m.intheEI the Tigers appeared sloppy at times,

Pomar gym. they exhibited flashes of brilliance.

sometimes literally blistering down
floor on their potentially explosive

break.

Craig Silverman, a 6'5" junior, om
again led the team in scoring with

while 6 2" guard Dave "Squeak "

Adt.,

added 17. Coach Carle play^ '"'^j|

everyone, and after the Tigers had pi-*"
up an early lead, the game took

on'

more relaxed tone. CC streaked
o

early and had rolled up a 54-32 advj

tage at the half.

The out-of-shape-but-game ali

played our Tigers about even in the
sei

ond half, but never succeeded in narro,

ing the gap to more than 1 8 points. Cari

"76" graduate Paul Schell goes for the boards i

Tiger varsity

1 Saturday Alumni game against the "77"

seemed pleased after the game, arA
has his squad preparing in earnesi

i, 'jgnil

this weekend's battles, Friday nighl \

Tigers square off against Chadron Slai

at 7:30 in El Pomar, while the hoopsta
from Ft. Lewis College invade CC foi

3:00 p.m. game Saturday.

The Tigers would doubtless ap

preciate some support, as appron
mately 50 people "jammed" into

[

Pomar last Saturday, which only iji

about 1450 empty seats. Both gamg
promise to be interesting and excilii

battles, so come on out and support it

Tigers.

D

ROTC Program Continues to Function contlr-^

tutes of higher education in the Colorado

Springs' area. (Colorado College, Uni-

versity of Colorado at Colorado Springs

and the El Paso Community College),

Currently there are 58 students enrol-

led in the program, of which only two are

CC students, David Zoelle, a professor

in the program, fell that the low enroll-

ment of CC students could possibly be
the result of students coming to school

with different interests and lack of know-
ledge about ROTC. On the other hand,

the local program has had an increase in

students from the other two schools. "I

think more people are looking at us and

realizing the benefits ROTC offers," said
Zoelle.

By being in ROTC, a tudent can take

advantage of the best scholarship prog-
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ram in the nation. He can receive be-

nefits and scholarships, which can pay

halt or all of his college expenses. ROTC
scholarships pay for tuition, books, fees

and learning supplies, plus there are not

any requirements on areas of an

academic discipline.

lyien in ROTC receive training for any

of the 16 branches of the Army, while

women receive it for any of the 1 2 non-

combat branches of the Army. (Currently

1 5 women are enrolled in the local prog-

ram). People who use the Army to get

through college do not stop getting Its

benefits when they graduate and do their

tour of duty 'I can guarantee a job with

starting salary of $11,000 a year upon
graduation, sure it is in the military, but

where else can someone get that upon
graduation. " After graduation, the stu-

/C(

furda

IS

dent receives valuable managemei |.^

training (along with the other types

training) and experience in the Amt|

after he leaves the service, he is piclie,

up rapidly by business because of li

management training and experience

Jim Collins, a CC student who receni

received a three year full ride ROT(

scholarship said of ROTC, "It depend

on how you feel about the Army Pe

sonally, I don't like the idea of being

the Army, yet I don't mind it that muc

either. The reason I signed up for ROT!

IS for the experience. I took it last ye;

and did not mind it: when I found

about the scholarship, I applied for it

a pretty good deal, we learn quite ad

such as rock climbing, surviva

leadership. Like I said it all depenl

upon how you feel about the Army
For the basic cadets, freshman xi

sophomore students, there are no dres

restrictions, but junior and senior sH

dents must comply with the army dn

code. Professor Zoelle said thai a'

though there are the regulations

doesn't really enforce them, since he rf

ally hasn't had to, since most up

perclassmen realize that they are goii*: '^'I^

to be in the Army anyway, and they * .

'

not find such things as wearing a uniforr
^^^^

to ROTC class a hassle.

As for the future, Zoelle said thai n

one college in the Colorado Sprinj

area could support an ROTC progran

mainly, because the Army would not

vest In one. Yet, he said that since ROTI

is the leading source of officers, its fulu'

is pretty well assured.

W^

lensi

ledth

1972.

figeri

Saga cont.

outci/ieix
SINCE 1904

FABRIC CARE
{2 locations in the neighborhood)

801 N. Tejon <

219 N. Cascadei

realized, and nearly a fourth of tlios

questioned were indifferent to the issui

The results of the survey are now un

dergoing consideration atthe Dean'sO
floe, who, within the next cou|

weeks will decide what the fate of *

issues raised on the questionnaire

be. It is possible that the Deans will aP

prove some of the questions i"

mediately, while they may require ttial

greater porlion of the student body at

war similar questions before any acli*

is taken.

SAGA'S Beatty indicated, howe«e

that he felt that the survey was a
resentative sample" of student opini?J

Whatever action taken by the Dean's

flee, Beatty expects that some decisi"

will be reached and implemented by II*

beginning of Block 5.
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iniming

^^omens Team Resurfaces

s Etcetera

Sports as

By Conway Fleming

se who have been campaigning

-,« ore
athletic opportunities for

iye ,„ will be excited to l<now that
"

'

jr
wotnens' team has been estab-

I

/Although the womens' swim
ug5 no funding and is still officially

cognized as a "club", its 20 mem-

le
enthusiastic about tfie program

gnmistic about it's future.

Sd g new womens' swim team is

''(«
'died by Jerry Lear and coached by

>i lensen. a CC graduate, who

led the CC womens' team in addi-

li icortipeting tiimself, between 1 968

''It 1972. In practice, Hensen em-

3lai jjes learning correct stroke

sla anics rather than swimming long

'O' ices,
"endurance" workouts. As a

[
he has been able to attract and

the interest of swimmers with a

range of abilities. While several of

lams participants swam on top slate

s,
some have had little or no ex-

nce in competition.

juniors and seniors, who have

seen the team dissolved year after year

because of the lack of funds, pool time,

and interested girls, are especially en-

couraged by this year's tremendous
turnout. As one swimmer remarked,
"The enthusiasm is great— everyone is

pulling for each other all the time . . . that

really makes it fun. " The fact that nearly

ail the current swimmers are freshmen
or sophomores makes the team's future

look particularly bright.

The team's first meet is scheduled at

USAFA for Saturday, December 1 1 , at 2

p.m. While the group is too young to

expect a victory over a team of this

caliber, the CC girls are anxious for the

opportunity to improve their times and to

compete for the first time as a team. After

Christmas, meets are tentatively

scheduled against Western State, DU,
Fort Lewis, and UNC. Interested women
are encouraged to call Fleming at 633-

6142.

FIRELIGHT SERIES
Jackson House Firelight series will

present a Christmas concert Monday,

December 13 at 7:30 p m. at Jackson

House, The concert will feature the CC
(Madrigal Singers, the Colorado College

String Players, and folk guitarist Sarah

Lee Wilhelm and Bryan Carr. Cider and

cookies for all

SUNDAY WORSHIP SERVICES
This Sunday, December 1 2, the regu-

lar college Eucharist will be held in

Shove Memorial Chapel at 9:30 a.m. At

11:00 a.m. there will be an Advent
Christmas service. All students and
community invited to attend. Speaker;
Kenneth W. F. Burton,

ler leers return to Colorado "home' soil this weei<end to renew their old DU. Pioneer

llry. The series open's Frida)/ at DU with both teams traveling to the Broadmoor for

ilurday's action.

ish Stage Wake for CC

iei>

By Dan Cathcart

e Colorado College hockey team

dealt a severe set back last

kend at the hands of the Fighting

ol Notre Dame. Traveling to South

d, Indiana, the Tigers were
Hated both nights by scores of 7-2

i-2 respectively. The two losses put

Tigers at 5-6-1 on the season and

are now mired in the second divi-

loltheWCHA.
le Tigers were just plain terrible over

f^ weekend. They had trouble keeping

L uck in their offensive zone and even

luck in keeping the Irish out of their

Witness the first period of Satur-

i game where CC took just eight

s on Notre Dame goalie Bruce

I

, rson while Scotty Owens fought oft

,Qf(
hots allowing just one goal and you

^l„,
! a fair idea of how the whole series

te Tigers two losses now give them
ad record of 1 -5 and it this statistic is

iiuickly turned around the Tigers will

1 lor a rough second half of the sea-

considering the fact that they play

—E consecutive weekends on the road

„ u ibruary.

(J
he Tiger's most pressing problem

year has been their inability to put

puck in the net. At the beginning of

wide shot. The team seems to be lacking

the leader or leaders whom they can rely

on to come up with the big goal. The

three starting lines keep heating up and

cooling off with the regularity of a Pikes

Peak winter, and thus the all important

ingredients called consistency are mis-

sing.

This fact is also reflected in the goal

position. All three tenders (Owens,

IVIitchell, and Mott) have shown the abil-

ity to perform well this year so the

monumental task of selecting a starter

has fallen on Coach Sauer. Sauer has

been switching his goalies with almost

every game and when it looks as if one of

the three is starting to get hot he either

cools down or is replaced by the coach.

Again, there is lack of consistency.

The Tigers have a well balanced team

this year and their scoring reflects this.

All three lines can skate and shoot the

puck as well as any team in the league.

The defense is solid and will get stronger

with the return of Larry Soltvedt after

Christmas, and the goalies are capable.

It is just a matter of pulling everything

together. Up until last weekend, we had

neither lost a game by more than a goal

or won one by more than two goals.

e«ii 'eason. Coach Sauer was confident These close scores will most likely

lap

eason. Coach Sauer was contioeni These close scores will most iiKeiy

his offense would produce and his continue through the season. What is'" wMct tac wuuiu pivjuuiiw Ml iw —
ies centered around the relatively

3nc) inexperienced defense and
tenders. However, the opposite has
" true thus far. Up until the Notre
"* series (where the defense was
'existent), CC boasted one of the
*st goals per game average in the

l"e. yet the offense had not exploded
° scoring binge as expected

nioi>

sOi

lisi*

y

.ah"

needed is the ability to win on the road

and to rally together in the close contests

confident of victory. If the Tigers find the

consistency they need, the second half

should be much more enjoyable.

This weekend the team travels to

Denver on Friday night to face the DU
Pioneers and then come back to the

u " ^wring Dinge as expecieu. , lu., ,.—,-. —- .-.- -- -
, „,„„

lis is not due to lack of opportunities. Broadmoor Saturday for the final game

IK 'ho contrary, the Tigers have origi- against Denver. Tickets for Friday nights

» some fine plays, but too often the game in Denver can be picked up a

connection is missed resulting in Rastall and we urge all of you to make it

" an easy save for the goalie or a up to Denver.
The Catalyse December 10, 1976 • 15
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Seventeen Beds Empty

Few Women Allowed Off-Campus Housing
By Colin Crawford

pgch year, the Housing Office is to live off for medical, psychological,

jet with a variety of complaints and and "special" reasons will be let off.

oblems from students about their Then, all other applicants for off-

I

situations. A recent interview campus housing will have their names

111
Housing Director Bill Flanagan entered into the lottery. The lottery will

jicaled that the complaints and prob- allow only a predetermined number of

«s expressed by students this year students to get off, and after the

.,e been little different than those number is drawn (in order of class) no

-pressed in years past. other applicants will be allowed off.

giatistics on the number of empty Flanagan said he thinks the first lottery

,jls on campus appear to be about will be held "sometime in l\/larch or

Jrrral. After a bed check by the April." He said the number of people

ousing Office on January 5, it was allowed off-campus will be determined

jrned that there are 17 empty beds on by CC's enrollment next year. It

impus this semester. should be noted, however, that seniors

yen's housing has proved to be will still be granted automatic off-campus

Pie of a headache to Flanagan and housing.

s staff this year than women's, with The final set of questions posed of

inie male students still residing tem- Mr. Flanagan were in regard to frater-

iiaiily in study lounges. According to nity living. He confirmed that there

anagan, "there shouldn't be two _^___^^^^^_^^^_^^^___
ngles in men's housing, unless

ere's an unusually high attrition rate."

other words, unless a number of

en leave school for some reason or

her during the semester, or if a

jmber of men did not notify the

jusing Office they were not returning

is semester, there will be few free

laces in nnen's dormitories and on

len's wingsr Due to this fact, a larger

umber of men than usual were

lanted off-campus housing this

Bmester - 36 in all. Further, a large

lale transfer class made it possible

Student in loft.

The Catalyst
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Bill Flanagan

Residence and housing director, Bill

Flanagan, stated that 17 places in

dorms are currently empty. The col-

lege is maintaining a flexible position

on lofts.

were indeed some empty beds in the

frat houses. He stated that the number

of empty beds in frats was, "higher

than I'd like to see it." Evidently, last

spring an arrangement was worked

Date Set For Ball

Sounds of Strauss February 4
It's CC's most spectacular event of

ir more men students to get off cam- out between the Housing Office and
D,
more men

^^^ Inter-fraternity Council (IFC). The the year! Very soon, you will be receiv

IFC promised to fill all vacant beds in ing your personal invitation to the af-

the frat houses by January 1 of this fair of affairs, the Viennese Ball,

year. Only Phi Gam and Kappa Sig The Viennese Ball will be held a^

houses were able to fill their houses. the Broadmoor on February 4th, from

The empty beds in the three other 9;00 pm to 1:00 am.

houses may prove a problem to them. Yes, it is time once again to don

On the -Other hand, because of a

furplus number of beds in women's

lOUSing, fewer women than usual

lere given permission to go off cam-

us. In fact, out of a sizeable group of

ff-campus applicants, only 23 female

calendars for Friday, February the

fourth and shine your dancing shoes!

Did you say you don't know how to

dance that fancy stuff? There's no

excuse for being a toe-treader! The

Extra-Curricular Committee has an-

swered your prayers by offering free

dance instruction for two days only in

Cossitt Gym. The first session beginsSwr=d.o^f A. f^^^^-^ZIZ^^^ ^re^n^^^;:^ri^5e^nr^ Monday, January 31st, from 3:00 to

ording to Bill Flanagan, that figures tion o a full house, they become f^- arrve
^" ^^^'^ ^^ 7«^ ^^^l^^t,^, ^^^„. ^.qq ^' ^^^ 3 ge^^ond will be held on

:"''L-JLl^°"J.l°l^:tfJifrrl! r^'iTr"''^'°''''°''^'''" °To^7:'7oZL, ^J. The re, Wed,a_sday, February 2nd, from 4:00
ipplicants for off-campus this semester the empty beds.

H»t»rminp knowned Allen Uhles Orchestra will to 5:00 pm. Us. Deb Olin has been
leing given the chance to do so. Finally, time was taken to determine

~^f°^^^f^^^,,^^ „nes, while well- kind enough to offer her services for

This semester "a lot more didn't get the coteges official policy on lofts^l^s.
Pllf^''°^^l% ^^,^^ ^ cooling re- these instructions, so please come -

it

oil than did" Flanagan admitted, be- Dana KouryDirecto of Residence^
eshr^en^s and delectable edibles, will bring out the Fred Astaire in you.

enrollment is down about 45 listed he 'oJIf^'^S P^^. mIh^L i h Admission is free to students and fac- Oh yes, the Extra-Curricular Com-
" Flanagan pointed out that w_ere ahowedjo^be bf

-^^

"athias 4th
^|^"^'==^°;;^^^,^3Xortation to and mittee is looking for a herald (male or

from the Ball. The first bus will leave female) to announce the guests as

the south side of Rastall at 9:00 pm.

Formal attire is requested and cos-

tumes of the appropriate era are wel-

comed. A prize will be awarded to the

best dressed couple, so mark your

they arrive at the door. If you would

like to have this honor, they will gladly

pay you tor your time. Please call

Loren Wright at exi, 380 or Mitch

Bearden at 633-4280.

women, has occured in the past, and (experimental), and Jackson House

may motivate the Housing Office to (with permission). Lofts, she con-

make an existing women's wing in one tinued, are not allowed in Loomis or

ol the three major dorms into a men's any of the older campus residences,

wing, Flanagan hopes this will result in While luls. Koury realizes that "sym-

equal numbers of men and women metrical, cubicle dormitory rooms are

being allowed off campus in any given not always enjoyable", she gave the

semester. following considerations that must be

The headache of determining hous- made before she can give someone
ing arrangements, both on and off, is permission to build a loft 1) before a

clearly an excruciating one. However, lott can be built, the summer use of a

an off campus housing lottery, may room must be considered, since many

work to alleviate the confusion that summer residents are uncomfortable
,._^. ^_,_ ^_ ^

arises under the present jumble of with lofts, and, 2) whether or not the
J|^"g scene of another transition of sorts class" which gives more students a

deciding who goes off and who stays building of a loft will prove to be a ^^ ^^^g ,45 summer start and trans- chance to attend the school.

maintenance problem. Both the col-
j^^. s,u(jents joined the local academic The number of summer starts and

Under the lottery, similar to the lege and Ms. Koury maintain a flexible
community. transfers admitted each year is de-

residential housing lottery, only per- attitude about the building of lofts.
Admitted under the same standards cided after considering tuition, faculty

sons who have submitted complete Their attitude and control over loft ^^ regular students, summer starts usage and the philosophy that the CO
applications for off-campus will be building is one that is governed by the

^^ |^ ,|^gl|. careers at CC in June and community should be "wide enough

CC Welcomes New Faces
By Thorn Shanker "mid-year slump " caused by January

While the rest of the nation stood graduations and student leaves of ab-

transfixed by the politics of a presiden- sence. The program also enabled the

tial ascension, Colorado College was college to admit a larger freshman

considered. Next, all students having simple considerations listed above.

'^C's five fraternities conducted formal rush last week, severely

""oxicating the unsuspecting young men who "rushed." Although more

Pledges are expected by all the houses at the end of the one-week "dead

Period", preliminary pledging gave the Beta house honors, as they picked

"P 22 pledges. Kappa Sig and Fiji each grabbed 15 potential members,

*"'ile Phi Delt and Sigma Chi both had 11.

skip the fall semester to return in Jan-

uary, an admissions spokesman ex-

plained.

"But summer starts are definitely

not second-class students," Assistant

Director of Admissions, Ellen Goulding

said. "It is really a random procedure,

a careful number's game."

The admissions board, searching

for "clues in the student's applications,

decide which entering freshmen might

benefit from the summer experience,"

she said, adding that "some summer
starts don't think us very perceptive.

"

"I was pissed when I learned that I

had to come here in the summer,"

freshman Rob Gile said. "But it turned

out all right, and now I know my way
around campus and there are a lot of

familiar faces."

The summer start program was
begun 10 years ago by President

Lloyd Worner to compensate for the

for opportunity, but small enough for

individual growth," the admissions

counselor explained.

Adding that transfer students usu-

ally bring to the college "unsimilar

experiences," l*/lrs. Goulding said that

it is much more important for these

transfer applicants to make clear their

reasons lor coming to CC.

"After all," she explained, "with their

previous experience in college, they

should know better what they want out

of school."

But the true test of any auxiliary

admissions program is the quality of

the new students and the application

of their fresh ideas and perspectives,

one summer start explained.

And as for the current transition at

Colorado College, shrugs freshman

C.J. Heyler, "Most of the summer

starts like it more now than they did in the

summer."
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News

SAGA plans to serve Sunday dinner instead of Saturday are still pending.

Packard Sit-in Attempted
A sit-in was planned for Thursday,

January 6, by painting class in Pac-
kard Hall. It was intended "just to

bring attention to the tact that students

want to work late in the fine arts build-

: ing," said Paul Sorey, a member of

the class. The sit-in never materi-
alized, but Packard's hours have been
changed. The building now closes at

11 pm instead of 10 pm.
President Lloyd Worner, Dean Max

Taylor, Head of Campus Security Lee
Parks, and two' regular security guards
confronted six or seven students on
Thursday night in Packard.

"They thought we were going to

have a sit-in, but we decided not to do
it because we heard that the next day
there was going to be a meeting of the
president's staff to discuss building
hours," said Sorey. The CCCA had
recommended a change in building
hours.

The art students were irritated be-

Catalyst Poll: 29% of Students

Satisfied With CCCA
This is the first of a series of

Catalyst polls designed to measure
the opinions of the Colorado College

student body concerning various is-

sues. Three members of our staff

gathered statistics from a representa-

tive cross-section of students, ranging

assertiveness; it must be toughet
It could be improved through be)

communication with the studer]t dj
and more creative issues.

"

TERRY SWENSON, 1979 ;opho

"The functions are, I believe lea""

take care of campus organizstit, ""'"^

from all four classes and living on and and relations with faculty and adm,.

off-campus. Our goal this weel< was
to determine the status of the CCCA
as reflected in the responses of over

two-hundred students.

Another staff person dealt with the

larger issue on a smaller, more de-
tailed scale. He interviewed five stu-

dents, chosen at random, in order to

seek out their personal views on the

CCCA.

By Jim Collins

POLL QUESTIONS:
•What are the functions of the CCCA?
• Are you satisfied with the
organization?
• How could it be improved in your
opinion?

LINDA LEAVENWORTH, 1977
"The functions of the CCCA are to

initiate new programs from student

interest and to act as a link between
the administration and students. Al-

though I was on the council last year,

I am still not satisfied with it. it lacks

tration. I've never been to a meeSf
but I'm satisfied with the CCC/l
hasn't done anything wrong andj lympa

new council seems pretty conscii

tious: It could be improved by ben

communication with the stud^

body.

"

NEAL BAER, 1977
"The CCCA should arbitrate

d

tween administration, faculty,
a,

students, as well as funding aiiS

good projects. I'm satisfied with
t

council. There aren't many institutm

problems, the CCCA is too simple

that. It is more the student body,

cause of their (the students') prok

five environment. But I would
see better health service and respo

sible funding.

"

RAM LORNWALL, 1980
"As a new student, I don't real

know much about the CCCA. I gu
I'm satisfied with the council: it sea

to work well enough. I would like

see more initiation and funding

drama programs.

"

cause other halls, such as Olin and
Armstrong, were open later. They felt

that the earlier closing of their hall

showed unfair discrimination.

Sorey continued, "He said that they

were trying to do as much as they
could about the studio hours." Chair-

man of the Art Department, Jim Tris-

sel, spoke of the cost of light and
heat, as well as the safety of people
and equipment.

This Ivlonday, Dean of Security
Education, Donna Dwigans, proposed
to the painting class that Packard be
locked at 10 pm, and that passes be
issued to students who wanted to stay
later. Sorey agreed with the plan.

Did the intended demonstration ac-
complish anything? Sorey commented,
"The next day we got the hours ex-
tended for one hour, but I don't know
if that (the cancelled sit-in) had any-
thing to do with it." *NunBER4 PflRfWTHESES flR.E THE

\/\/\nes
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By David Barker and Sandy Shea

cophomores David Barlter and Sandy Shea are introducing a new column

'ling with campus issues and matters of student concern. The authors

ncourage student "feedbacit".

Fine Tuning

=ai=ga= Features ii^

Frats Reproduce Successfully

For many weeks prior to Christmas vacation a growing unrest amongst both

mdents and faculty was expressed both in this paper and elsewhere. Although I

linipathize with most of these parties, I find their method of complaint somewhat

imillng. The questions at hand are not whether there are things wrong here or

(ho is to blame. The important things are, specifically, what are these problems

,„rf what steps need to be taken to correct them.

In the coming weeks, I shall attempt, through this column, to discover the

By Tom Steele

"Free booze" was the standard re-

sponse, but no one really knew why
he was there . . .

The weather felt gray and miserable

Friday evening when the Greeks
opened their doors to the campus en

masse, playing host to us "rushees" in

a whole-hearted manner no other CC
organization could hope to approach.

The Phi Delts, Betas, Sigma Chis, Fijis

and Kappa Sigs were all cooking —
that is until those white men came
around whispering "time to go — time

to go" like some sort of zombies.

For critical purposes I did sample

the common assortments of 3.2 'Mich,'

3.2 sunrises, 3.2 Ron Rico, 3.2 hemp
bi-products and 3.2 scotch and water

while destruction encroached upon our

senses as surely as the deadline for

this report. The Beta house

ranked tops in drink, most agreed,

while the herbiage was often procured

everywhere in a liberal fashion. Also

these Betas are rumored to share a

high grade average, and to being

cheap to join.

Actually 1 liked the Sigma Chi

house: it seemed a mellow sort of

'

Continued on Page 8

pertiiinent facts on certain issues and hopfully, with everyone's help, discover

practical solutions. Now at this point, you are perhaps ready to chastise me
the same reasons I've been criticizing others. What issues am I referring to?

Housing, the food service, the lack of a central information system, (I'll come back

othat one) and primarily the need to analyze and evaluate the Block Plan. The

acuity has recently voted to continue this plan indefinitely, a decision with which

jost of us concur. However, the success of the program should not cause us to

urn away from its disabilities; rather, it should spur us on to further refine and

jerfect that system.

In order to make a meaningful analysis of the Plan and therefore, affect

neaningful change, it is first necessary to develop some sort of general

educational philosophy. In other words, where are we and/or can we go as an

educational institution? If we can determine that, we can then figure out how to

best accommodate those "goals" through the Block Plan.

However, in determining that philosophy within the context of a newspaper

column, and not a lengthy term paper, it will be necessary to talk about the many

diderent areas of influence which can shape such a philosophy, collectively.

Each individual area will be discussed briefly to fashion the effect of these

inlluences together, hopefully, giving us a broader feel for how important

education can be rather than the one which appears at first glance. Let me at this

point, introduce possibly the most important of these "influences". We are not

here to prepare ourselves for a career. At best, that could be a secondary motive

for attending a liberal arts college. We live in a precarious world, awaiting the

outcome of the race between technology and nature, not knowing for sure that

leclinology will continue to adapt the world in order to maintain the current state of

lile. So, why commit yourself to a career, a lifestyle, that may soon become

obsolete?

Man must reach out to communicate with and share experiences with his fellow

man and the natural world. Together, expanding that communication we can

_ reach new realities and a new life, unspoiled by time, but vibrant with change.

It may sould like idealisitic dreaming to you, but hell, get out your rusty "idea

caps and take some time to think about something different - dream! We need

new Ideas and directions and often in the past they've been supplied by

dreamers", usually one man draming alone. So let's dream together and see

what happens. The key is to slow down. Don't let time rule your actvities. Nothing

acknowledges the concept of time except man. Or the concept of money. Are we

better for it? Ivlore civilized? Couldn't we use our minds to advance a realistic

harmony in the world rather than to devise concepts that negate all the potentials

ol that same mind?
Now - a college, our college, is a learning, testing and example ground for

ourselves and ultimately the world. The experiences and way of life you lead here

will carry on into your future. However, in many respects, college life has become

amicrocosm of America. We, the students, are "ruled" by an administration (why

very term smacks of buracracyl). If we can discover here that we
cancommunicate, can work together toward innovative and good solutions to our

problems, then soon, we can do the same with the world.

But first, we need information. And we all need'the same information,

(centralized information service) about our community, about our college.

Because then, we will have a common "reference " to seek common, intelligent

change.

rri So, in two weeks some ideas on what information we need to know, how it can

I tljlie collected, and how it can be given to everyone in a centralized form, instead of

Ihe present, ambiguous, fragmented form.

A career in law-
without law school.

What can you do with only a bachelor's degree"^

Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an

undergraduate educdhon and a challenging, respon-

sible career. The Lawyer's Assistant Is able lo do
work traditionally done by lawyers.

Three months ot intensive (raining can give you

(he skills—the courses are- taught by lawyers, 'Vou'

choose one of the seven courses offered—choose
the city in which you want to work.

Since 1970, The Institute lor Paralegal Training

has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms.

banks, and corporations in over 75 cities.

If you are a senior of high academic standing and

are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assislan(.

we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with

our representative

We will visit your campus on

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
235 South 17th Street. Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19103

(215) 732-6600
led by Para-Legal, Inc

i>uttnn-lioa \k

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

recycle (S)records

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE
Quality Records and Tapes

At Two Locations

2426 W. Colorado
633-7678

Gift Certificates

Available 532r^letoo 473-4488
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sLettersi

Sculpture Fate Queried
Dear Editor:

I will be wailing with great interest over

the next few months to see what
becomes of the splendid mobile steel

sculptural piece that Prof. Jack Edwards
put up recently in the parking circle

between Packard Hall and the Fine Art

Center. The drama of this situation is

almost as interesting.as the piece itself,

and may not be known to some of your

readers.

Prof. Edwards has vitality and
imagination, is an excellent creative

arfist in several media, and is a first-rate

teacher who is capable of arousing
student enthusiasm and involvement as

are few other professors in any college.

This treasure of the Colorado College art

scene has been fired. The reason?
Relentless personal antagonism toward

him from the senior members of our Art

Department, a dull gray group of

academically respectable nonentities

chiefly distinguished for their effete

pedantry and smug self-righteousness.

The fact that our otherwise admirable
administration was induced to go along

with this shabby scenario is a mystery

that passes understanding.

But back to my point, the Edwards
sculpture. Prof. Edwards paid the quite

substantial expenses for his twenty-foot,

two-ton steel piece out of his own
pocket. It was not done on commission,

and no one has bought it.

The question now is, will CC have the

grace and good sense to buy t+iis

piece-so perfectly adapted to the place

in which it stands--at a reasonable
price? Or will it fall into step with the

spiteful animosity of the Art Depart-

ment - who would doubtless find it

intolerable over the years to be
constantly reminded that there is such a

person as Jack Edwards-and compel
him to take it down and somehow haul it

away with him wherever he goes? We
shall see.

Isaac Bickerstaff

(a disgusted student)

Cosmo: Feared or Loathed

No (theatre) Comments

Editor:

No theatre wishes to register a
complaint regarding the December
article about its intent and means. We
do not recognize ourselves in this article.

In particular, the quotes attributed to Kat

Johnston were condensed and taken out

of context. Our production was different

than a regular 00 performance, but

certainly not (as was implied) a complete

renunciation of other CC theatre. Mark
McConnell was mentioned as being the

only actor with acting experience. This is

not true. The interviewer was told that

McConnell was the only cast member
who was a drama major. Actually, many
of us have been involved with theatre

productions before, and, in fact, one of

our members is a professional actress

(Bish Edwards). Our interviewer

neglected to mention that the members
of the production are from varied
backgrounds including math, science,

drama, psychology, history and dance
as well as art and philosophy. The
"origins" of No Theatre, given to the
interviewer in a written statement, were
condensed to the point of
nonsehsicality. One of the most
important statements made during the
interview, which was not printed, was
"We are not reactionary. We are not
trying to fill a void, we are trying to create
a space; a new dimension to theatre on
this campus." We sincerely hope that

the new editor of the Catalyst will attempt
to stop this type of misquotation and
journalistic incompetence.

Sincerely,

Betsy Evans
Ken Perry

Chris Moody
Maile Gray
Fred Powell

Kat Johnston

Bono Bernard
Mark McConnell
David Fitch

Kevin Liddle

John Wilcox

Lisa Frank

Jessica Cole
John Edwards
George Williams

Sarah Lee Wilhelm

Paul Sorey
Sid Stockdale

Bish Edwards
Betsy Rocks
David Clark

Lindsay McGee
Sally Mott

Sorry, Lowell
Dear Editor,

Having been the Business Manager
of The Catalyst for one week, I know
now and appreciate how much work
the past Business Manager, Lowell
Moore, put into the paper. Being the
Business Manager is really a thank-
less job. The editor, the writers and
the photographers get the glamorous
jobs; readers can really see their work.
However, the Business Manager's
work goes mostly unnoticed. Without
him, the paper simply would not go or
it might be a two page piece of trash.

Rick Winter

Lint Issue Picked Up
Dear Sirs:

As a Proud Lint Collector with a sense
of Diligence for some Three Years, I

resent the Most Slanderous References
in Neal Morgenstern's scatological
literature. If the Only pleasant
implication he can make about
Bellybutton Lint Picking is that it is done
while seated on a Disposal Apparatus,
my only point must be that there are Less
Productive & Challenging Pasttimes.

Jake Kilmarx

The Catalyst
Editor: Elizabeth Collier

Associate Editors: Nlles Lathem, Gall Bradney, Dee Dee Carlson
News: Janef Odiaug
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continue to write his "F & L"
coifthe fo

umn for the Catalyst, much to il \g
pleasure of his fans. Althougi Lto'
some students seem to fi^,

Kuhlman's column "incoherrenr
and "real weird," 180 studenh
signed a petition to keep Kuhlmg,

In the Catalyst earlier this yeai

"Cosmo"

"People won't eat lunch with me
now that I'm a criminal," says the
infamous John "Cosmo" Kuhlman,
author of "Fear and Loathing with
the Cosmos". After a recent bout
with the law, John is scheduled to
appear In court sometime in March
regarding an alleged attempt to
shoplift a book from a local
bookstore.

Despite Kuhlman's dealing with
the Colorado Springs Police, he will

iiios

oradc

exhi

artisl

... ,_. r'^aime wh
Friends of Kuhlman are hoping t)^

'

({qi

he will not have to change th

"

name of his column to "Tales frgg

the Big House" (I.e. jail) aftc

March
Before Christmas, Kuhlman, Man

Thomas, and Dave Hast used a $10

Experimental Student Grant to pi

out several editions of an unname
"underground" newspaper,

ai

though not all of the student boit

saw the alternative newspapei
those that did had vehement opi^

Ions about It, particularly one pagi 'T^ ]

which was blank except for a razn .mge
blade qnd the caption "The rapeo

,

a four year old boy can be a wort

of art." Kuhlman, who was not pet

sonally responsible for the "razoi

blade page," says that many people

offered comments like "that's dis,

gusting" regarding the page. "I jusi

hope they realize they paid for al

those razor blades," says Kuhlman.

Regarding "Fear and Loathing'

Kuhlman says, "When people comj

up to me and tell me that they liki

the column — I think they are pall

' some sort of fraternity initiation,

Commentary

MECHA Represents

Chicano Students
By Ken Salazar

Ken Salazar is president of
MECHA and Involved in the
Chicano movement.
MEOHA (Moviemento Estudiantil

Chicano de Atzlan) functions toward
achieving the ends of the Chicano
Movement. The organization attempts
to play an important role in the lives

and education of Chicanos at CO.
MECHA creates and provides oppor-
tunities for Chicanos to educate them-
selves in an environment which does
not suppress what they are, i.e., so-

cially, economically, or culturally. This
it does in a variety of ways.

Working in conjunction with South-
west Studies, the administration, and
various departments of the college,
MEOHA develops courses which deal
specifically with minority issues from a
minority perspective. MEOHA also re-

cruits permanent and visiting faculty to

teach these courses. Through the ef-

forts of MEOHA and BSU (Black Stu-

dent Union, now defunct) two minority

dean positions were created which
were specifically intended to deal with

minorities and minority problems.
Chicano student recruitment is one of

MECHA's more important concerns
and the organization extends its efforts

throughout the Southwest. This is

done by students sacrificing of their

time, and by our minority dean. With
the help of our dean, students write

and publish recruiting materials specif-

ically geared to recruit minority stu-

dents. MEOHA also engages itself in

sponsoring cultural and political per-
formers and speakers on a regular
basis. This academic year alone,
(1976-1977) the renowned figure of

Jose Angel Giitierrez, Reies-Lopez
Tijerina, Chuy Negrete, Miguel Hers-
tein, the top three Chicano literary

artists, and several others will appear
or have appeared on campus; In addi-
tion, MEOHA shows films and at-
tempts to keep abreast with current
issues involving Chicanos by publish-
ing a Newsletter monthly.

The results of the activities

scribed above are immediately visible

Chicano enrollment at OC has in

creased from 4 to 70 over a five yeai

period. Chicanos who have graduate*

from CC are in law schools, medici

schools, and professional schools

throughout ttie nation and those win

have finished their education at those

institutions are encountering a higl

degree of success. There are curreiitj

two permanent Chicano faculty ani

several visiting faculty on the campui

and the prospects to get additional

minority faculty for next year are

bright. We have also sensitized Ihi

college community to current Chicane

issues such as the lettuce and grape

boycotts. Courses continue to be of

fered which Chicanos find especialll

inviting.

However, the many accompiisti'

ments of MECHA can best be sum-

med up in the survival of the Chicane
J^.'j",
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Bans

on this campus as he continues
overcome the many obstacles inhered

in an institution such as Colorado Col-

lege. Chicanos in general function 01

socio-culture and economic wave-

lengths which greatly differ Iron

the vast majority of Colorado College

students, faculty, and administratofs

However, we enjoy being on differed

wavelengths eating our chili and tortii

las whenever we please. We know *'

are not inferior and we can comi
with anyone on any level or in an)

activity. We sense that there are man)

of you out there who do not like us "'

like what we're about. Exemplar)

comments that Chicanos hear in thei'

everyday walks of life around the

campus are "those stupid Mexican

dancers!", "Freeloaders", "Craz)

Macho dudes!" and "If I only had you'

last name!". My response to thess

comments and to general attitudes

held by some members of the coHeg'

community is a simple and dired

laugh. Remember, formal education is

but one of many prescriptions for ig-

norance.
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^ following interview occurred

'',es before the opening of

isto's
"Valley Curtain" which is

most recent art exhibit at the

orado Springs Fine Arts Center,

.exhibit, which was opened by

jrtist, used various visual mate-

L which documented the oon-

Ltion of the Valley Curtain in

,, Colorado in 1972.

'l,e
artist, Christo Javacheff, born

'

Qabrovo, Bulgaria claims that he

been influenced by various

mmunist Propagandists in the

loi
(V
stages of his career. The real-

-
of

politics and art is something

i)
is an integral part of all his

,l(
After moving to the United

lies in 1962, the name Christo

e high among artists and critics

l{,e
contemporary art arena. His

,I(S include "5,600 Cubic Meter

;kage," "Wrapped Coast One Mil-

I

" "Valley Curtain" and his most

ent effort "Running Fence"

Ich runs 24 miles through farm

i coastal
terrain in California.

fUe Valley Curtain exhibit can be

.n at the Fine Arts Center from 10

ii to 9 P m- on Tuesdays and

ursdays and from 10 a.m. to 5

p, on IMondays, Wednesdays,
days and Saturdays. The show
run until February 1.

iFeature •

CHRISTO: "Art is its own politics. The art that

reproduces politics is not art."

By Niles Lathem or no, they are making the project.

Q. Is there anything aesthetic be-
hind your choice of sites? The site,

for example, of the Valley Curtain or

the Running Fence happened to be
in very beautiful places.

A. Wo. These types of sites exist in

many hundreds around the world. The
California site, for example, happened
to be in one of the most difficult areas
in the United States. It is a fantastic,

polarized community with a left and
right wing existence. It is also an area
with a fantastic, acute awareness
about the land from the ocean to the

freeway to suburbia. And this is why
the fence is so long. It incorporates

ects. however temporary, are the re-

sults of our borrowing the land and
we have an agreement with all kinds

of -Conditions and we need to return

the land in the same condition that we
found it in. The same way, the impact

of the structure over the land is very
important . . .

If it takes several weeks or months
to install the structure, the adjustment
of the vision will be easier. But when
a structure is installed very quickly

then the relation between before and
after is so strong it makes you think

about it. In the end fabric is perfect

for common efforts. Involving several

people is a great collective momen-
tum which all these projects have in

the end. The end product of the work

Would you describe or label

ur work as sculpture?

Wo /( is not very important, the

ork is built in a complex structure of

•.hemes, actually the art Is not the

ost important part of the piece he-

me they are collective realizations,

imwork. The projects involve large

munts of community, people to-

'ther not only for the physical mak-
ol the object, but the object is

is/gned to relate to many govern-
ed agencies and different people
to live around the various sites where

B work is built. The important thing is

itthe project is designed to grow like

It has come from a very simple idea

\il produces it's own reality which is

I always directed at my own imag-

>lion. The project often reaches cer-

n complexities which require spe-

illsls to help us avoid problems as

me of us who are working the proj-

can predict the engineering com-
aities that result from such a proj-

as (he Valley Curtain.

In the end, the work's beauty is

edicated and represents the life of

le people and it belongs to them.

"ten / don't know what the work
cans because it is something that I

>"'( have time to think about and
'condly I cannot tell what the actual

or/t means because it means so
ucfi more to me than what is there.

Then you are saying that the
"'k Is designed not for aesthetic

''poses, but it is designed for

^ople to participate?

Artist Cristo Javacheff poses with one of his works, "Valley Curiam'

the coastal life as well as the freeway

situation. Anyway I was very in-

terested in using a country, where the

people have a strong relation to the

coast. Because the coast is warm, we
have coastal culture and they have a

very strong life related to the ocean.

The Running Fence actually deals

with three types of life, the coastal,

conflict of the rural, suburban and the

urban life. And, of course, this is re-

flected in the piece. There were ran-

chers, suburbanites and there were

some towns-people all participating in

the project and this is the openness of

the project.

In the case of the Valley Curtain I

was using a state which was very

aware about its mountains. There

are many states which have moun-

tains, but the people of Colorado

State have an incredible attitude to-

wards their mountains, higher than

any other state. They refused to per-

mit the Olympics to occur in the State

because of their concern for the

mountains. And in this way it is very

important to be involved with people

whose awareness is greater than in

the East where there are also moun-

tains.

Q. Is there anything symbolic to

you about a curtain or a fence?

A. The very important part of these

projects is that they consist of fragile

elements. I always use fabric. The

fabric is very much like an extension

of our scheme. The fabric is one of

the first man made materials. The

fabric is also something that is incred-

ibly organic in the way that it is woven.

^,„, _._ Over the last thousand years man ^^^^ ^

ends who have valleys, I have friends has used fabric in such a large scale g^gy
^° have hills, but this has nothing to do that he puts it over nature. You can

see this in the ancient nomadic tribes

who constructed homes out of fabric

to protect themselves from nature.

^_ _^ ^^_ __ They would construct huge tents and

°lW"'yr>ermissionbiJtbyawaylnwhich the next day they would be gone. And
'--

- f^is ,s important because all my proj-

fes. This project was never com-
issioned or never done for a period of

'e rnonth time span. Actually it is

ihversive in a way that involves a large
^oup of people who agree on some
ea, lawyers, politicians, and
""mittee supervisors. The formal size
"e work is irrelevant, it is very easy to

' such a project in one month. I have

IS the final object It is very important

in a way because through all these
processes, by building the work of art

we live in a suicidal situation because
the physical object Is the end of the

problem.

It is beyond my decision because I

am exposed to failure every day. If we
don't arrive at the object then it is

failure. And this is something that is

not common in art, painting, because

modern artists can stop the process
anytime they like by deciding that

"This is finished." But because the

end product is the end of the work it

is detached by my decision and that

gives an enormous discipline for the

behavior of everybody.

Q. Do you feel any relation to any

of the artists who do earthworks
intended for a permanent addition

or subtraction from the land?

A. This begins to get Into the area of

formalist discretion. Formallstically my
work consists of large projects. Yes

they are large projects. But there is a

very strong difference between the

object and the object of how it Is

made. It Is a large studio. The studio

is the only ground we fill.

But these projects are not very polit-

ical, the implications of the political

relation to art is not found in the work

of Smith or Hieser. My work, on the

other hand is heavily political. My
projects have created controversial

behavior in everyone involved, includ-

ing the work in California. There were

entire Colleges and Citizen's groups

which organized to stop the Running

Fence. Of course all this interaction

has developed into a very strong en-

"
fi the work. The work is related to a

^'y long process of interaction with
"lous people. Many people try to

^B the project ha(>pen, they make it

'y are obliged to make decisions. Yes

Q. Have you chosen outdoor sites

for your recent projects, because
environment and other ecological

aspects are a political phenomena of

our time?

A. No. my projects are all involved
with people. Sure the Running
Fence or the Valley Curtain are out-

doors but I do many projects in urban
situations. Actually my next project Is

in Berlin, which is a heavily urban
situation. But they are all human prob-
lems. The sites are all places where
people meet and use the land, like

ranches or small towns, where the

people drive. Of course there are a lot

of things involved with each site I

choose. People are aware of ecology.

It is not so much ecology as what I

feel Is a more acute relation to the

every day existence which is the pur-

pose of each project.

Q. What is the relation between art

and politics?

A. / think there is a very strong corre-

lation between art and politics In a

way that art is done by human be-

ings. And a human being is exposed
to politics. But a second point that I

must bring out is that In medieval times

art was profoundly religious. It was
done primarily by monks. To be a

good artist was to be a religious monk
because the religious essence was
the character of 10th, 11th and 12th

centuries. Now what Is happening
today and we are witnesses, is that

we cannot go back. We are living in a

more socially, politically and econom-
ically concerned century.

In our every day existence we are

witness to the concern about the so-

cial, political and economical involve-

ment with the people is greater than

ever before. In the same way I think

. that any art, which Is less than social,^

less than political and less than eco-

nomical. Is certain less than contem-

porary art. This pertains to the art of

medieval times as any art that was
less than religious was less than the

contemporary art of that time, /t is

very important for an artist to recog-

nize what Is contemporary In a par-

ticular time. We are witness that. In

our time, our existence Is directed to

an Incredible social rethinking and
social concerns.

Q. Do you think that the more the

artist is trying to be political with

his work the more he becomes with

the powers he is trying to either

relate to or comment upon?

A. Well let me say this first. Art Is Its

own politics. The art that reproduces

politics Is not art. I think that art

should use the system to express the

existence of the system. The big

drama of contemporary Is not so

much what the artist should be doing

but because the artist is very con-

ventional and the art Is not so much

different than Cezanne. Conceptual

art Is not different than Cezanne be-

cause Cezanne decided what to do

on paint whereas the conceptual artist

puts his Ideas on paper.

Mechanically he Is the same one

month power He Is the supreme mas-

ter he makes the decisions, the same

way Cezanne, Picasso or Monet did.

It is more important to Incorporate a

more fluid and ambiguous form be-

cause the system is the source of the

opening of the new behavior of art. If

the artist Is still remaining individual

then there Is stilt conventional art.

Because he Is working lor the art

system, the museums and galleries

and collectors and dealers who all

have a mutual understanding.

It Is necessary to borrow from the

energies of different places and make

your work clash with that reality. In

that way It has become vigorous and

more complicated. That Is the politics

I am talking about.
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Nineteen Seventy Six
ileen seventy-six — the year

IS.

issed by leaving us with a 200

)ld hangover, with a peanut

in the oval office and the

lopes, doubts and disentangle-

Irom vices connmitted during the

ar.

lugh the winds of 1976 seemed

e whistled through the ivory

of Colorado College just as

id in 1975, and 1925, leaving

iwers intact and solid in

nic eternity, the winds took a

r course.

artists of the College were
I treat, a new building and they

) it, stretching cramped limbs,

1
light-sensitive e.yes. The erec-

Packard Fine Arts Center pro-

^^results as a flurry of talent hit

Spus in every media. Anastasia,

of and Butley were performed
theater department with suc-

\ combination of students and
«rs displayed various talents in

jre and painting in Packard's

lome hall. And a new group of

lormed, who were neither pain-

Jr sculptors, nor musicians, nor

They were No Theater, dedi-

lo the redefinition of perform-

fidart.

winds of 1976 shifted directions

political arena of Colorado Col-

lotable events were instigated

women of the campus. Their

Is for women's health facilities

npus were denied. CCCA ac-
liit the local papers when it was

[ed vyomen were receiving stu

dent emergency loans for abortions. A
joke in the Catalyst proved to be in-

sulting to many campus women. A
Sports Illustrated cover picture

caused the demise of a Catalyst's

editor. However, the efforts of the

Colorado College women were not ail

in vain. Women's sports flourished in

1976 and a great deal of talent was
discovered, making the sports pro-

gram successful.

The winds of 1976 were felt by

everyone - even dogs as they, along

with everyone else who does not pos-

sess a laminated ID card, were denied

entry to the campus. The drug dealers

of the College felt the economic
crunch, as the administration grew
more cautious about money loans due

to allegations that emergency loans

were being used to purchase illegal

marijuana. The rejects of the 1960's,

who escaped the moratoriums and the

Kent States to find peace and solitude

in the Rockies, are finding fewer of

ther breathren these days, as the

wave of alligator shirts and disco hair-

cuts are dominating the campus.
Typewriters are now heard clack in

dorms, instead of the blaring acid rock

so previously common on every Uni-

versity in the nation.

The winds of 1976 have blown and

life may still be in the ivory tower. The

Bli/IWs and the "What-are-you-doing-

for-block-break" often characterize the

campus atmosphere. 'Vet, one cannot

predict which way the winds of 1977

will blow. As long as the Rockies still

stand and the block breaks still exist

— who knows?

[^rill of victory— the agony of defeat . . .
packed to the rafters .

^"•ic chants, deafening cheers.

My dog s better than your dog' Tlii. t atuij si • January 14, 1977
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Upward Social Mobility, Accidentally
By Mike Slade

To use an old joke, a funny thing

happened to me on my way to . . . the

airport! My brief-but-relaxing vacation

had just come to a close, and I saun-

tered down the concourse, anticipating

the return to Colorado Springs and

five more blocks of whatever you call

going to CC. I absent-mindedly

handed the Continental agent my
ticket, and was promptly assigned the

last seat available, one 16C. Calmly

recounting my luck at getting a seat

wo a companion, I was suddenly star-

tled to hear the agent call out my
name.

"Vest, what is it?"

"Well, this army corporal here is

entitled to your seat because we al-

ways give servicemen guaranteed

seating." My blood began a slow rise

to its boiling point. Countless thoughts

raced through my incensed mind.

"You mean you're actually going to

bump me off this flight?"

"Well, not exactly. There's some
space in first class, so . .

.

" Quickly

my blood temperature subsided. And
my level of contentedness began to

rise. Thoughts akin to a youngster's

Christmas Eve imaginations ran

through my mind. Free drinks! Wide
seats! Stewardess massages? Who
knew?

It so happened that I was assigned

the last seat in the first class section,

so right through the little curtain I was
able to view my proletarian counter-

parts (ex-peers) in coach. I quickly

surveyed the situation. Sure enough,

the seats were considerably wider.

There were only three other first class

passengers, an elderly couple up

front, and, one seat in front of me, a

fellow teenager, a girl yet! Trying to be

as suave-yet-lnnocent-and-cute-but-

still-cool as I could, I casually asked

her if she, too, had been bumped up-.

stairs into first class. She replied, with

her nose as turned-up as is humanly
possible:

"No, I always travel this way." and

returned to her Flighttime maga-
zine, obviously uninterested in me or

anyone else below her tax bracket.

Having lost the vestiges of my first

fantasy (saving her life and perhaps

being bought a new Ferrari by her

grateful father. Nelson Rockefeller) I

returned to scoping out the first class

scene.

Soon I noticed two CC friends sit-

ting directly behind me in the first row

of coach. I beckoned one of them to

come forth and join me in my lonely

throne. We sat, small-talking, for a tew

minutes until the First Class
Stewardess emerged, displaying a

nose rivaling my fellow passenger in

ski-jumpness. She informed my CC
buddy, in no uncertain terms, that first

class was for first class passengers

and WOT for travelers of the lesser

classes. Incensed, and literally fright-

ened at the prospect of two hours with

only my two well-endowed-in-the-

schnozz buddies, I protested.

"Can't my friends come up and visit

me?", I implored. "There are lots of

empty seats up here!" But the First

Class Stewardess only replied

that rules were rules, etc. My lower-

class friends and I then resorted to

conversing through the curtains, but

that, too, was soon halted, as Miss

Upturned would angrily shut the cur-

tain everytlme she walked by, after

which time we would just open it

again. But enough about tourist-first

class border relations. Suffice it to say

that fraternization is not tolerated.

There are, however, some really

nice, almost too nice things about first

class. Little fuliss Upturned initially

brought me a glass of tea (lemon
added) in nicer china than that used in

tourist. (You see, my friends in tourist

were also useful as assistants in my
task of comparison) Next came the

first course of lunch; My tray was
whisked towards me (one at a time,

unlike the acrobatic efforts of tourist

stews) and promptly placed in front of

me. Somehow, it didn't seem like air-

line food. First of all, there was a
tablecloth between the tray and the

food. A salad awaited me, accom-
panied by a reasonably tasty French

dressing. My silverware was chilled,

and the salt and pepper came in real

crystal shakers, not the plastic portion

servers we're all so accustomed to.

The coffee cup was bone china, and
the wine glass actually made a little

"cling" noise when you hit it with your

chilled knife. (Not to mention the Con-
tinental imprint on both sides of the

glass.)

After I devoured my salad the tray it

came on was whisked away ("Are you

ready for the main course sir? " she
had said, with a smile so forced it was
obvious) and was replaced by, of all

things, a filet of beef! Rare, even.
Admittedly, the spinach that tagged
along was mediocre, but this
masterpiece was truly delicious. After

my meal had been carried off

(presumably to be recycled into the
tourist lunches) I was handed an
after-dinner-cup of excellent coffee, truly

contented with my meal.

The remainder of the flight was
most amusing. Little Miss Upturned

informed me that first class stews get

there via experience and seniority,

commenting: "It's a lot easier up here,

more relaxed. And you meet a much
nicer sort of people."

My pre-airport cocktail, along with the

wine I enjoyed with dinner, had all been
free, but then again I hadn't paid all the

money first class passengers had. I had,

however, succeeded in making a

life-long enemy of my stew, who gave
me more dirty looks than the Guiness
Book of World Records considers
possible, my tourist spies informed me.

All in all, it had been a learning

experience. Initially, whenever
possible, try to fly first class, provided

you don't have to pay the difference. It

isn't imaginable that it could possibly

be worth it, seeing as how first class

fares Vary from 150% to 200% of coach
fares. Secondly, if you do manage to

lOUNI

WE

wrangle your way up there tor

to acquire a companion for you^
ney into affluence. It's lonely M
top. And lastly, make sure youM
have a certain stewardess J
nose is currently being used iM
clay models of the ski jump ajf
Placid for the 1980 Winter OlyJ

Rush Cont.

company; Is cheap; is not owi

the college and has no room to

many young, bratty "pledgees'

might give away the secret moosi

indiscriminantly ("humor!").

The Phi Delts are a friendl)

organized, though not always re RING
sort of group. Rugby seems to be|

""""

sport although the last thing

member about the neighborhood

listening to the who at respea

challenging levels.

The sight of many abash,

foods and phenomenal stereos

Fiji house emphasizes lo|

brotherhood, a good time -
throws in an occasional drunk

Last we consider the Kappa Sij

home of hockey pros, some
piranhas (don't believe it), and

features which one simply fotj

There is a difference, and the

ence is that a Kappa Sig will

first to tell you if Vernon the psycS

has the hots for the ex-nun you

. . rumor has it that Kappa Sigs

up with all the latest soaps on

tune in next week to the Kapps

house to see how the ex-nun is

ing out" — who said that?

Seriously, about $800 was

posedly spent on the intoxicai

provide a strangely fleeting weel

Few seem to have yet recupeii

I'm all for rush and I

that the Greek system may so«

more popular than in years prs

due to a larger number of pledges

to the comeback of frats natioi

CC is fortunate in not having hi

which take years to get into —
having a frat quad period,

rushees thank them, as do the.

folks at Coors.

North

Hortli e

YOGA-New semester starting

January 17, twenty morning and

evening classes. Hatha and Kun-

dalini yoga, mediation and
teacher's course. For free

brochure call School of Yoga,

633-3929.

Earn $80 weekly at home in your

spare time stuffing envelopes. For

information: rush 25? in stamped,

self-addressed envelope to Angel

Enterprises, P.O. Box 449, fulan-

itou Springs 80829.

IN THE STILL AT

THE HUNGRY FARMER
575 Garden of the Gods Rd.

li^RMERI

FALL
RIVER
ROAD

Etfriede and Delwyn Fisher

1977

Haircut!

Get Rid

of

Your Old Hair

COLLEGE
BARBER
SHOP

633-1606
Leigh Toensing

EAST MEETS WEST

Sunday Edition

Delivered to your door on Sunday

Call

635-0484

For Details

. - -

PHOTO ALBUMS.
ORGANIZE, PROTECT & DISPLAY YOyi |2«

TREASURED PHOTOS IN THIS HANDSOI ^^""^ ALBUM

Album holds free pages

you get for every roll of

Kodacolor film you leave

for processing. fgoW GNU

HURRY! LIMITED SUPPLY!

FREE
]

Photo Album

PAGE
For each roll of Kodacolor

film you leave for developing

PLUS
•Ir FOX PHOTO SILK-FINISH MAXI-VUE'"

BORDER-LESS COLOR SNAPSHOTS

k FAST SERVICE * WHITE GLOVE QUALITY

I Murco Druq Co.
PHONE 634-48G1 • 832 NORTH TEION ST.

f. . COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO. 80902
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SAVE
NEW 1977

SAVE 46%
ROSSIGNOL STRATOFLEX

SKI

Original Value $130

Grand Prix Boot, Tyrolia 190/120 _
Binding & Tomic T-6 Pole i4 ^LR99
Original Value $253 ^w
Rossignol Grand Prix Ski with

4 Ski Barrecrafter Ski Rack SR-99 aa""

Head Master Ski 150-180 j— (^gg
cm. Original Value $180 I59
K2 Compact Ski 150-180 jj#«gg
cm. Original Value $165 I39
Heart Billy Kidd Mustang
Ski Original Value $160.

Automic Atomic Ski

Original Value $220
-

13500

liooo

Daily

Ski Rentals
SKIS -BOOT • POLES
Criildren Adults

500 goo

SKI BOOTS
NOW AT

SALE PRICES
NORDICA ALPINA BOOT
SAVE8'2 OFF .f^aa
REGULAR SS"" 4b
NORDICA COMET BOOT

SAVES15'2 CA88
Off Regular 80.00 0"V

NORDICA MIRROR BOOT
Save 20" •! OQ88

Off Regular $150 1^9
NORDICA f;r.

Save 30"
Off Regular S180

.12988

1 3988

BIG SAVINGS
on DOWN FILLED
SKI VESTS

See our selection of as-

sorted styles, colors for your

type of casual ski fashion

whether its downhill or

cross country. Some avail-

able as fully reversible.

Original Value $28

1999
OTHER DOWN
FILLED VESTS

2399 - 4500

Caledonia
will return

Friday and Saturday night

'laying Dan Hicks style music.

Dance!

DACRON"
FIBERFILLAf'

GREAT
VALUE!
Sweater Style //

Super Sweater 'M^
Style Parka

Zip front, insulated pockets, knit cuffs with

wind breaking turn down collar. Attractive

silvery blue color. Filled with Dacron fibertill

II, equal to down.

00
MEN'S OVERSIZE

THERMAL
UNDERWEAR

DAILY 9 AM til 6 PM Z per pc. Grig. Val. $8 *l

Mon thru Sat.,

FBI. 9 AM - 9 PM 106 NORTH TEJON CALL 473-3143

for

CLOSED SUNDAYS
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s^ Sports sssaaaass
Cagers Court Success

By Mike Slade

The CC basketball team scored

two impressive victories at home last

week, raising their record to 5-6 on the

season. Last Wednesday the Tigers

staved off a late Nebraska Wesleyan
rally to grab an 84-77 victory over the

Plainsmen. Friday the squad recorded

their third victory over an improved but

still weak Metro State squad, 86-54.

After a disappointing road swing

over the Christmas holidays, the wins

had to be sweet ones for Coach Jerry

Carle, especially in view of the fact

that CC was missing three players
due to injuries, including senior center

Ed Hermann. The Tigers split at the

tvlines-Metro tourney Dec. 17-18, drop-

ping a heartbreaker to Mines the first

night before wiping the floor with

Metro in the consolation match by the

incredible score of 113-47. After

Christmas the Tigers traveled to bleak

Chadron, Nebraska, for the B-team
Chadron tourney. After dropping

games to Chadron in the opener and

Black Hills the next day, the Tigers

were rewarded(?) with facing Metro in

Russians Skate Over C(

the 7th place game, and CC again
embarrassed Metro, despite a freeze

offense the weary Metro cagers em-
ployed, 83-48.

Last week's victories leave the Ti-

gers on the heels of a 3-game winning

streak. Wednesday night Senior Tom
Beckmann wowed the crowd by pour-

ing in 37 points, 26 in the first half.

Beckmann cooled a little in the second
half, and Carle gave the weary senior

a rest. With the score 72-70 and the

momentum switching, freshman Marc
St. John came through with 4 straight

jump shots to cool the rally. Friday's

victory came over a Metro team with 4
new players and, after a 54-26 first

half, our Tigers appeared flat in the

second half, but that is only to be
expected. All 13 players who suited up
saw action, and the Tigers can now
head east with a bona fide winning
streak under their belts. They journey to
the Panhandle State this Saturday, then
journey to Santa Fe next weekend,
before departing for a block break
toumament at Marymount.

Swimmers Show Style in Sprints
The CC men's swim team has

splashed to an improved season, thus
far, behind coach Jerry Lear. The los-

ses to the University of Wyoming and
Western State and even the win over
Metro State fail to give any indication

of the vast improvements in both times
and morale this season.
Much of the improvement is due to

the emergence of some talented
freshmen tankers, including sprinter
Wade Moore and "lane-7" (there are
six lanes) divers Chris Hammond and
Ty Fabling. All three have recorded
first places in the early meets. Junior
veteran Gary Johnson is also doing an

outstanding job. Despite the fact that
two of Lear's charges quit over vaca-
tion, the team is looking forward to a
good season.

The Tiger tankers squared-off
against NW Missouri State last night
and play host to the Intermountain
Swim League Relays tomorrow at
Schlessman Pool, starting at 1:00 pm.
Competitors include Northern Col-
orado, Denver University, Metro State,
Western State, and New Mexico State.
Sunday, the Tigers conlcude a busy
weekend with a three-way meet with
West Texas State and Metro State, at
10:30 am.

By Dan Cathcart
The reports of the death of the Col-

orado College hockey team have been
greatly exaggerated, although the Ti-

gers did appear to be on their death

bed throughout their seven game
losing streak.

We last left the Tigers as they were
being swept by DU just before vaca-
tion. The break did not bring relief as
the team traveled to Providence,
Rhode Island for the Brown University

tournament The Tigers opened their

three game competition against
Brown, an Eastern powerhouse.
Representing not only the school but

also the league, CC controlled the

play for most of the game forging a
3-1 lead going into the third period, but a
late Brown rally sent the Tigers home
with a bitter 4-3 loss.

The next night the team faced a
young Vermont team and a pair of

overzealous officials. The Tigers es-

caped with a 5-3 loss. Completely
flustered and disorganized from the last

two days the Tigers tied a poor Re-
nnsaler Polytechnic Institute team 8-8.

So much for the East.
The Tigers came back from their

three day Christmas break to face the

Spartak ice hockey team representing
the USSR, (last year's Russian league
champions) in the opening round of

the Broadmoor Invitational Toiirna-

ment. This year's Spartak team is cur-

rently fifth In Russian league play,

and predictions were for Russian
dominance. However, CC had a few
things to say about that, making for one
of the most exciting games seen at the

Broadmoor for a while.

The Russians opened up the scor-

ing by putting two quick shots past
Tiger goalie Paul Mitchell within a
minute of each other. Both shots were
perfect exainples of the disciplined

Russian system. The Russians went
on to score another goal before CC
got untracked. But at the 10:57 mark
of the first period the Tigers scored a
powerplay goal by Jim Warner as he
received a beautiful pass from his St.

Paul associate, Jim Kronschnabel and
went in to beat Zingar, the Russian
tender.
The second period was a copy of

the first as the Russians blasted
Mitchell with four early goals only to
have the Tigers come back at the end
of the stanza with two late period
goals by Reilly and Pracht. Reilly
scored unassisted as he helped a
Russian defenseman to his seat and
picked up the loose puck for an elec-

I

Terry

trifying score. The score, 7.M
after two.

The Tigers were determined!
the pressure on and Mil,

scored the first of his two gJ
just two minutes gone in tk

period with assists going to n^
ferson and Delich. The

^^
jMH

scored next and then Haedi '"
'

leyed for the Tigers. The actiai

fast and furious as Russia
twice before Straub wrapper
scoring with his second ^^
score: Russia 10, CC 7. fhj
had surprised everyone, mayt
themselves, by giving the Ruj

tough game and playing goo,

hockey.

The feeling was in the airi

Tigers had turned the corner

the Russians and were begin
get their act together. If that

»

feeling before the game the li

periods quickly destroyed the

Michigan State held a 3-1 lea

two periods. Warner scored
Iti

Tiger goal with assists to Deli

Feamster.
Something stirred the Tigeij

between the second and third
p

because they came out a new

CC scored 5 goals, lead by D

hat trick. Haedrich and PracI

notched scores and the Ti

their first Friday game since

son opening.

Sunday night the Tigers fini

rived as a team after a monlli

half of waiting. Reilly scored on

from Holmes and Magee at tin
' """'

mark. State came back to

mid-period goals against Mitcki—

CC tied it up on a power playj
'^l^^

Pracht.

The second period belonged

Tigers as they scored three

State's one (two of them power;

Feamster, Reilly, and Knokt

credited' with the scotes. Thi

period saw the Tigers preservi

lead with outstanding penalty

when the refs called four pei

against the Tigers in a ten n

span.

E

VI Hoi

liny C

namf

nd T(

ican I

isive f

iger ir

Ican d

sas I

'om B(

In ai

rior f

CAA
"torn

adley

irof a

last fe

eGeo
type I

The Tigers had earned a swb

were tied for fifth in the Leagui

they traveled to the Univet

Michigan for their series then

Tigers experienced a disappi

weekend, dropping both games
t)

margins (6-4, 8-7). Tonigl

tomorrow night they
Mlnnesota-Duluth at the Broai

arena.

MILLER'S. DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER
10 EAST COLORADO AVENTJE

Located in the Galaxy Shop
Largest Selection Popular, Classic

Jazz, Soul, & Country

Regular $6.98 Records {or M.98
Weekly Specials for $3.98

Tapes $2.00 OFF Regular Price

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
MILLER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER
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iS»port«/Music

IM Great Big Ice Show
By Pierre Puck

"Welcome to another exciting night

of Colorado College Tiger Intramural

Hockey at the Honnen World Arena,."

With this exclamation, intamural

hockey in four leagues and five divi

wheels gradually come off the skates
of the two teams.

Over in "B" league, the Sigma Chis,

Another Round, the Montreal Colum-
bians and the Left Overs have the

early edge. A grueling eleven game
sions continues four nights a week at schedule promises to be an equalizer.

Honnen. Intramural teams are again however. The early season pick is for

gearing up for some of the longest the Columbians and Left Overs to bat-

Terry Hoadly (31) was named to the All-American football team.

Hoadley Garners All-American Honors
By Harry Mosco

riy Hoadley, a 6'2", 185 lb. junior

liny Olathe, Colorado was re-

I
named to the Associated Press

(id Team Small College All-

ican football team. Hoadley, a

isive free safety, was the fourth

iger in five years to achieve All-

ican distinction. He follows such

s as Ed Smith, Darryl Crawford,

cm Benson.
> fionor was a well-deserved one

ladley led the Tiger defense in all

rstatistic categories, including

>s, blocked punts, and intercep-

In addition, Hoadley was the

f lor placekicker Ted Swan, cur-

CAA division II and III record

[
lor most career points,

adiey was, beyond a doubt, the

:i of a young, inspired defense

last fall. Defensive coordinator,

eGeorge described him as "a
type leader . . . Terry leads by

his example on the field."

The greatest distinction of this

honor was that Hoadley received the

award as a junior. CC fans will have
another chance to look at a bona-fide

All-American next fall. Hoadley's
hopes for next year do not center on
regaining All-American honors. Says
Terry, "I want to go undefeated next

year, and then make if to the playoffs.

We've got a score to settle there."

Hoadley was injured after the eighth

game of the season and was forced to

miss the season finale. The injury was
serious enough to warrant surgery,

forcing "Blondie " (as he is affection-

ately called by some of his team-
mates) to abandon his basketball aspi-

rations for this year. Next year, how-

ever, should prove to be an exciting

one tor the Tiger football team, and
number 31 will have a lot to do and

say about the fortunes of the Bengals.

schedules ever

Each league(there are three men's
leagues and a women's league) pro-

vides its own unique brand of enter-

tainment for those adventurous
enough to brave the cold or watch
between scopes and scoops from

Rastall during dinner.

"C " league provides the most
humor, particularly for those watching.

The referees faces as they try to dis-

cern whether a vicious ijody check
was intentional (no checking allowed)

or simply a consequence of a runaway
right-wing. "C" leaguers are fond of a

style of play known as "coast and
swing" — push off from the boards
and coast toward the buck, and swing

as one goes by the skittering disc,

(Hockey commissioner, Tony Frasca,

has refused to yield pressure calling

for the adoption of baseball three-

strike-rule in this league.) So far, the

class of "C " league appears to be
Kade Kinder and Saran Wrap although

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
AUTO

SERVICE & REPAIR

PROSPECT
imPOPTS
csnupvw

BMW
Specializing in

TUNE-UP
ENGINE OVERHAUL

&
TRANSMISSION
DIFFERENTIAL

REPAIR

OPEL
SAAB
FIAT

CAPRI
VOLVO
MAZDA
DATSUN
TOYOTA
TRIUMPH

JAGUAR, MERCEDES - BENZ,
AUSTIN -HEALY

CORVETTE

3010N. PROSPECT ST.,

COLORADO SPRINGS

634-5686
ONE BLOCKNORTH

-OFFEASTFILLMORE

-

the story could change as the training alty box.

tie it out. The brand of hockey here
may lack finesse, but it is all-out,

high-scoring hockey.

"A" league provides some of the

best action this side of the Broadmoor.
Goal-tending is the forte here with the

likes of Peter Anderson and Steve
Lewis (of Chunga's Revenge and
Sigma Chi, respectively) providing

some sterling performances. Steve
Lewis is considered the most compe-
tent intramural goal-tender around and
exhibits a classy style. El Kabong and
Sigma Chi have the strongest teams;

Kabong sporting the likes of the Lowry

twins (Dave and Dave), Mike Frasca

and Phil "The Phub' Dorn.

For those so inclined, these games
are well worth watching, although if

you're going to bhng a date, bhng a

blanket and a bottle so she can stay

warm while you're jumping up and
down and shouting things about the

referee's mother.

Until next time, stay out of the pen-

Musical Treat By Quartet
By Norv Brasch Cleveland's inspired performance did

Armstrong Hall was the sight of a much to dispel the view that Men-
rare musical treat last Tuesday as the delssohn's life was care-free andl

Cleveland Quartet made their second felicitous.

CC appearance in three years. Vio- The current century was repre-

linists Donald Weilerstein and Peter sented by Sergei Prokofiev's F Major

Saloff, cellist Paul Katz. and violist Quartet, the second of two written by

Martha Strongin Katz have quickly the Russian master. Marked by wild

risen to a pre-eminint position among changes in mood and tempo, the

American chamber ensembles. piece seemed at some points almost

The program Tuesday evening in- frivolous, only to withdraw into a spirit

eluded works by Mendelssohn, Pro- of musical introspection. In an inter-

kofiev and Tchaikovsky. None of the view Tuesday on KRCC. violinist

pieces were in the central repertoire for Donald Weilerstein compared the work

string quartet, but all turned into pleasant with the symphonies of Gustav Mahler

surprises. who is also remembered for such con

Felix Mendelssohn's F Minor Quar- Irasts.

tet was written late in the composer's

short life. It is a work of great depth,

often sober and melancholy. The

The greatest surprise of the evening

was Peter Tchaikovsky's D Major

Quartet. Op. 11. Unlike the Men-
Continued on last page.

conoco
CAR CLINIC

Front-end Alignment
Most American Cars

EXPIRES

JANUARY 21, 1977

FREE
Lubrication with Purchase of

Oil & Filter Change expires

JANUARY 21, 1977

^COUPON

830 N. Nevada
471-9200
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Catalyst Poll

VW's Outnumber BMW's
By Janet Odiaug

Dedicated staff members struggled

through the biting cold winds from parking lot

;o
parking lot in order to obtain statistics

about everyones' favorite status symbols,

cars, specifically BMW's. From a survey of

495 vetiicles parked on lots on the CC cam-

pus, the following statistics were obtained:

and Jim Collins

27%

VEHICLES
1)BMW

2) Volkswagen

3) Subcompact Cars

(Honda, Toyota, Chevette, etc.)

Compact Cars

(Pinto, Vega, Fiat, etc.)

% ON CAMPUS
1%
13%
7%

5) Mid-size Cars
(Chevelle, Camaro, Impala, etc.)

6) Sports Cars '7%

7) Full-size 11%
(Cadillac, Stationwagon, Ford, Pontiac,

etc.)

8) Jeeps, Vans, Pick-ups, Internationals* 1 3%
'Divisions for categorizing vehicles were

suggested by the AAA Auto Club.

**Numbers were rounded off to the

nearest whole %.

One of the most interesting facts obtained

from the CC Security Office was that of the

1,218 students living on campus, 608 have

Continued on Page 5

Career Workshops Scheduled
COMING PROGRAMS
TODAY • Creative Summer Employment. This workshop will cover summer em-

ployment opportunities thai you may not have thought about. There are many exciting
and remunerative ways to spend your summer, and the time to apply is now; The time:
3:00 pm; the place: Rastall WES Room; Leader: Bill Flanagan.

Career Opportunities Seminar - Health Related Fields. This is the first in a series
of meetings that will focus on career alternatives available in various fields, A panel
discussion and question and answer period featuring community professionals en-
gaged in health related fields will take place in Bemis Lounge, Monday. January 31 from
7-9 pm. If you've ever thought a career in health might be tor you, this is the time to learn
more about alternatives and opportunities. Refreshments will be served. «

Interviewing Skills. First time job interviewees often blow it. Others wonder why
they've had ten inten/iews and no offers. This workshop offers needed infomiation on
the most effective interviewing techniques. Optional practice sessions can be ar-

ranged. To be held Tuesday, Febmary 1st at 3:30 pm in Rastall 212.

Internships. Students Conservation Program offers summer intemship in parks and
forests. Only living & transportation expenses paid. For more information contact

Career Counseling and Placement.

YVe have received a list of internships available in the state of Massachusetts.
Federal Civil Service Student Trainee positions in forestry and environmental work are
open to freshmen, sophomores and juniors. Apply before Feb. 28.

Fellowships. Full tuition and housing fellowships for the Certificate in Business
Administration program at Keller Graduate School of Management are being offered.

Recipients may, if they choose, complete the MBA program at no cost while working for

a Chicago firm. This is an excellent opportunity for interested students of any major.
Interviews will be held Thursd?.'.

,
Febnjary 3. Stop by Career Counseling and Place-

ment for more information and/or to sign up for an interview.

Julius A. Thomas Fellowships are available to minority students Interested in

graduate work in career counseling and placement.
Rotai7 Foundation Scholarships are available for graduate and undergraduate

studies overseas for students not related to a Rotarian. Scholarships cover transporta-

tion, tuition and living expenses for one year. For more infomiation contact Career
Counseling and Placement or Mr. William Kettles at El Paso Community College.

Applications for the $2,500 Alpha Xi delta graduate fellowship in the field of social

services/corrections/criminal justice should be mailed no later than Febnjary 10th. It

takes considerable time to fill out the application and get required information so if you
want to work in the field of combating juvenile delinquency and have been accepted for

or applied to any appropriate university for graduate study, pick up your application right

away. Contact Jean Kocel at the Career Counseling Center.
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COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80903

A SAGA of Fire and Smoke
By Thorn Shanker ,

Tiie evening calm that normally descends
upon this quiet campus community was shat-

tered about 5 pm Saturday by the wail of

converging fire trucks that accompanied ef-

forts lo battle blazes which apparently began
in ihe grill area of Rastall Center's Hub.

As the student dining room buzzed with

rumors of catastrophe, members of the Col-

orado Springs fire department deftly extin-

guished the remainder of a fire that did minor

damage to the grill and interior wall separat-

ing the Hub and Saga offices.

Food service manager Don Ricedorff ex-

plained that flames from steaks being cooked
on the grill ignited a grease filter which in turn

ignited accumulated grease in the exhaust
dud system, above the cooking facilities.

When flames became evident in the upper
duct system. Saga employees used nearby
fife extinguishers, Ricedorff said. After the

smoke had cleared and the duct cooled, it

was discovered that heat, following the duct

above the ceiling, had nearly ignited tiles in a

food service office.

The fire department arrived minutes later

and pulled tiles from the ceiling, removed

smoldering supports and ascertained that

the fire was out.

Ricedorff credited a fail-safe shut off sen-

sor in the exhaust system for controlling the

blaze, explaining that the apparatus con-

tained the flames in the brick and steel duct

until they could "just burn themselves out."

"I thought that the whole Colorado Springs

fire department was here," said Hub cook

Bertie Hickman. "I just tried not to get upset."

Ricedorff said that it "probably would've

helped" if the duct system had been cleaned,

but that the task is almost impossible.

The extent and cost of the damage will be

determined upon completion of further in-

spection and after identification of fire safety

deficiencies, officials, reported.

photo by Bfuce Barnatt

Can you guess what this picture is? Actu-

ally, it's of damages from last week's Ras-

tall fire.

Meal Night Changes
A verbal agreement which was reached

January 13 between the Business Office, the

Dean's Office, and Saga Food Service will

shift Saturday dinner to Sunday night on an

experimental basis beginning next block.

Appeasing the wishes of 79.9%of 422

boarders polled November 16, the normal

instutional fare will be offered at Rastall and

Taylor dining halls on Sunday. Febnjary 6.

Steak night probably will move to Friday.

"On most campuses, there are more
people around Sunday night than Saturday,"

observes Bill Beatty, Saga Food Director.

Beatty anticipates larger crowds with a pro-

portionate decrease in profits. Most other

Saga franchises operate on the present

Saturday night dinner plan.

The change will not affect full-time Saga
kitchen personnel as Saturday night dinners

have long been prepared by student cooks.

Student dissatisfaction would be the only

foreseeable reason to return to Saturday

dinners, according to Beatty. If the experi-

ment proves favorable, it will be incorporated

into the next one-year Saga contract to be

signed next fall.

Berkeley Passes Gavel to Morgenstern
By Janet Odiaug

Members of the old COCA resolved im-

pending questions regarding Benny's Base-
"lenl, while the new CCCA president and his

rauncil inherited other problems following

^eil Morgenstern's acceptance of the gavel.

Bill Berl<eley, in his final speech, noted ob-

stacles facing the CCCA and suggested
"sys in which certain impediments might be
alleviated. "Twelve people are trying to make
cliange, but are trapped between the admin-
IsiraVion and students operating within Ihe

block plan.."

In an open discussion following Berkeley's

including address, Jim Lewis added that

llje
'CCCAs system is not set up to interest

*e students." The general lack of interest in

"e Council, he felt, was the result of its stmc-
lure. "CC students do not want or need a
slnjctured organization," Lewis stated. He
Mvocated a looser organization along with

* eradication of less important committees
"lai are "a waste of time." In response to

Lewis argument concerning the latter com-
"""ees, Neil f^^orgenstern told the Council to

"use techniques of altering the facts on occa-

sion."

tifloving on to bigger and better things, the

Council reinitiated the debate over proposals

concerning the selection process for electing

a new Benny's Board of Directors. The pre-

sent Board of Directors proposed a process

which included a three part selection of Ihe

three al-large members of Ihe board. The

names of interested applicants would be

submitted lo a campus-wide meeting where

Ihe student body will, by vole, choose 3 times

the number of people needed for board posi-

tions. The oul-going Benny's board would

then make Ihe final decision in choosing new

board members. Ken Baker, spokesman for

Benny's, explained that this procedure would

allow for "a wider input from and representa-

tion to Ihe student body."

Dean Ivlax Taylor objected lo the idea of a

"lown meeting' as the governing procedure

in Ihe selection, declaring it too "unwieldy.

"

Instead, he supported an alternate proposal

created by Ihe CCCA. This proposal entails

the CCCAs inten/iew and selection of candi-

rtaiBs. The CCCA's Committee on Commit-

tees will choose 2 more candidates than

there are open Board positions. A represen-

lalive of Benny's may sit in on the inlen/iews,

but will have no vole or official status in re-

gard lo the decisions. Finally, Benny's cur-

rent Board members will select from Ihe

CCCA approved candidates the number

necessary to fill Ihe open Board positions.

The Council endorsed this proposal, making

it effective immediately.

TheCCCAdevoledatlenlionIo another old

issue involving the conflicts over packard

Hall hours. In banning the idea of a permis-

sion slip program, Ihe building will close to

everyone at 10:00 pm. Students already ifi

Packard may stay there, but all studios, with

the exception of senior studios, will be locked

at midnight.

New issues included proposals for two

new commissions. One, a Social Commis-

sion, is directed toward improving Ihe social

situation on campus. The other commission,

Ihe Fraternity Food Service Commission

would investigate present SAGA expendi-

tures in fralernilies.

Following the discussions of issues at

large. Bill Berkeley passed his gavel on lo

Neil f^orgenstern. New Council members in-

troduced themselves as Scott Supperslein,

executive vice-president, and Eric Freeman,

Nancy Groth, Chas Salmon, fulike Schneider,

Kalhy Sweeney, Steve Ellis, Alfonso Jac-

quez, Loren Thompson, Roger Aikin, Hill

fulartin. members al-large. Steve Lewis' posi-

tion as financial vice-president, has not yel

been tilled. After Lewis' resignation Neil in-

fomied the Council as to the direction in

which he would like lo see Ihe CCCA prog-

ress. "The Council should be involved in ev-

erything thai concerns students,
"
he stres-

sed. Areas of focus included housing (RA

selection and summer-slart-transler orienta-

tion,), those related lo academics (studen-

t/faculty evaluations, security), and those un-

related to academics (women's health care,

examining Ihe role of Boelhcher). Neil also

advocates activities in which Ihe whole cam-

pus can participate through which Ihe slu-

denls "might be able to build something, and

not just collect blocks.

"
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The Good News
The Catalyst is attempting to become more representative and re-

sponsive to the needs of the CC community. An encouraging number of

special commentaries, ideas arid suggestions have been received.

Criticisms, complaints and (could it be possible?) compliments in addi-

tion to commentaries and articles are welcome. Interested writers

should submit their articles a week before publication either to the

Catalyst box at Rastall Desk, or to the Catalyst office.

The Catalyst prints letters on a space available basis. All letters and

articles MUST be typed and double spaced.

The Bad News
As the new Catalyst staff begins to get into the swing of things, we are

faced with a problem of some consequence: lack of funds.

Budgeting negotiations are currently going on between the Catalyst,

the CCCA, and Cutler Board. Until a satisfactory solution to our mone-

tary woes is found the Catalyst will be severely restricted in what we can

print due to space limitations. This is unfortunate particularly in view of

the many competent and talented writers who have submitted pieces to

the Catalyst recently. Hopefully a solution can be reached which will

once again allow the Catalyst an opportunity to publish a greater

percentage of the articles submitted.

New Escort System Viable Plan

Since the new escort system centered in Palmer Hall has been

implemented there has been a steady increase in the number of calls

received. Generally the women on campus have been quiet pleased

with the new system, which has proved an efficient alternative to the

hassle-prone method used earlier this year when escorts were called

individually. Donna Dwiggans and others on the Security Council and

the CCCA deserve praise for the initiation of the new system. The'

Catalyst hopes that the new system will be given ample support by the

new CCCA.

iC^* mif.

photo by Jim Bergiuno

KEEP THOSE CARDS AND LETTERS COMING! The Catalyst appreciates all letters

no matter how crazy and vicious they may be.
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Letters
Poll Problems
Dear Editor:

Congratulations on a very successful first

issue of The Catalyst u^der your editorship.

A nod and a bark too from a r'^niP'^ <riend who
is appreciative of your ,~' .iJnL lomotion

of his popularity on campus.

I do however wish to register a serious

complaint with regard to the "Catalyst Poll"

.dealinc) with the CCCA. Without going into a

long disertation on the various merits and

growing shortcomings of the CCCA, I would

only ask that next time you inform an admit-

tedly uninformed campus of the many spe-

cific accomplishments of the CCCA tiefore

inquiring as to the^level of satisfaction.

With regards,

Douglas L. Obletz

IPC Gives Greek Side
Dear Editor:

In response to Tom Steele's feature story,

"Frats Reproduce Successfully", we would

like to make a few comments.
Steele obviously went through rush look-

ing at the fraternities from a subjective, in-

stead of an objective, point of view, if, in fact

he went through rush at all. His continual

downgrading of the Greek system as a whole

is evident throughout the article.

It would seem that a quality writer with any

experience at all would look at all aspects of

his subject, analyze them, and then comment
forthwith. Whether or not the Kappa Sigs

watch the morning operas, the Sigma Chis

have a moose call, or the Fijis throw in an

occasional drunk jock, is immaterial to the

outcome of the article.

After making fun of the Greek system,

Steele's attempted comeback in his last

paragraph is the biggest joke of all. His jour-

nalistic ineptness becomes extremely evi-

dent with his closing statements. These last

few constructive comments are an obvious

contradiction to the major thrust of his article,

further exemplifying his lack of stylistic qual-

ity^

It is our contention that the Catalyst and

the Greek system add positive factors to the

student atmosphere at CC, and that articles

of this nature detract from those positive fac-

tors.

Sincerely,

Rick Byrd

Mark Ehrhart

Rick Weisman

Where Were You?
Dear Editor,

Tom Steele purportedly went through

Rush this year. — But at what school?

Dave Margrave
Sigma Chi

Other Views on Rush
Letter to Editor CC

Editor:

Tom Steele's article {"Frats Reproduce
Successfully') and the caption accompany-
ing the fraternity rush photograph on your

first front page, while admittedly tongue in

cheek to some, warrants some sort of re-

sponse from the college fraternities.

The suggestion of the caption and the arti-

cle is that Rush's sole purpose was to "se-

verely intoxicat the unsuspecting young
men." The purpose of Rush is far from that. In

fact this year, more than any other year, the

fraternities have stressed communicating

what fraternities are all about, as opposed to

year's past when Rush was indeed an orgy of

food and drink.

For the first time, the fraternities estab-

lished a "dry day" in which no liquor at all was
served. It's purpose obviously, was to facili-

tate communication about fraternities. In-

deed earlier in the year fraternities spon-

sored open houses so as to enable freshman

students to gel to know the houses in a less

frivolous manner.
There can be no denying the party atmos-

phere that pervades rush, it is designed as

such to get people into the houses so that

communication about fraternities can begin

to take place.

But it is important to note here that the

fraternities have never asked or sought out

those who would join simply because a
house "ranked tops in drinks."

We hope that this letter has put the
rea

purpose of Rush into perspective.

Sincerely,

Jay Harlwell, IFC President

Frank Dale, Beta Theta Pi

Terry Leydenm. Kappa Sigma
Dave Florsheim, Phi Delta Theta
Dave McDermott, Phi Gamma Delta

Bruce Reed, Sigma Chi

Wild-Beast Extract?

Dear Editor:

I wish to apologize to any injured ego;

after last week's rush article. I personally
haa

a fine time of it and still "got to know" ne^

houses and new guys.

Furthermore, the article was not meaniai

another strickly factual, boring story to be
^'

read at breakfast; but rather as an alternative

view of rush.

I think everyone involved felt that the

introduced themselves quite well, as was]

demonstrated by the number of pledges.

As for the page one photo, the guy ony
left seems to have been using wild-beaa

gland extract, but that's still legal.

T.

Benjy's States Policy!

Benjamin's Basement was founded a$

and remains a student facility that attemptslo

provide the campus with quality atmosphere

and entertainment Under the present sys-

tem, a board of directors consisting of m
students is selected each year through open

application, with final selection made by m
outgoing board.

The out-going CCCA has cited what they]

see as a lack of campus-wide input ar

representation in the selection of the board]

In an effort to alleviate this problem the

sent Benjamin's Basement Board o!

Directors has decided to adopt a new selec'

tion process, effective in May. 1977.

This process consists of a three part seleo

tion of the three at-large members of k
board. Interested parties will submit appli

tions in the usual manner. These names wi

be submitted to a campus-wide mee^
where the student body will, by vote, choose

three times the number of people needed Iff

board positions. These names, in turn, will ts

submitted to the out-going Benny's boaro

who will make the final decision.

The board sees other possible probletrk*

within the existing structure. Lack of con-

tinuity and accountability are always a profr

lem within college - and student-based &'

ganizations. Consequently, the board ha*

added its faculty advjsor as a permaner^

voting member.
We suggest as well, the formation of a"

advisory board to take effect in May 1977

The proposed board would meet in the evefi

that the Benjamin's Basement Board
''

Directors was negligent. Exact duties,

sponsibilities, and power will be determine*

by the advisory board in conjunction wilt

Benny's board. We suggest that such i

board sjiould have the power to fire entire

boards (whereas individual members willK

dealt with by the board of directors). Wf

suggest the new board consist of the Deanc'

Students, Head of Rastall Center, studert

head of Leisure Time, Benny's faculty

visor, and a faculty member determined ^

his or her interest. This board should ^

self-perpetuating and permanent.

While the advisory tjoard is something wj

can only propose, the other solutions are p^

of Benjamin's Basement's official policy asw

January 1 5, 1 977. We welcome any sug"""

tions, comments, and input. As always,

board meetings take place at 12:30 PMJJ

the first and thirdMondays of each block ai"

are open to the public.

Sincerely,

Tom Gallagher

Kenneth Jay Baker

Sally Mott

Sam Harper

Charles Parker

Steve Lewis

Benjamin's Basement Board

of Directors, January 1977

Ttie
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By Jim Lewis

VVhat's a poor Colorado College student

-pose to do about all this talk of change

lat
the CCCA elections seem to have

0gh\ up? Somebody wants to change the

qq^ and others want to change the stu-

gnts-
Me, I just want to change my schedule.

iiCotnmeutary
'^

Change CCCA? Shorten Camelot?

Change the CCCA? Who cares?

^tiat they could do ... is expand

enjamin's Basement."

^ being a conscientious-type student, I

lought I would at least go out and see what

le
students really want to see changed, now

g[ all the electioneering stuff is over.

Xtie first person I approached, a barkeep

iBenjy's, who doubles as a student here on

impus. told me that he didn't want to get

volved in the political aspects of the thing,

jl
since there is talk of streamlining things in

Biv of the prgblems caused by the Block

ign, fie did have a few suggestions of things

AUDIO
CAN MAKE
MONEY
FOR YOU!
Sell audio equipment at your

college. No Investment; ex-

perienced sales help and

Incentive programs provided.

Over 6D top brands. Including

audioptille lines. Audio Outlet

Wholesalers. 325 Pascack

Ave.. Washington Township,

N.J. 07675 (201) 666-8868

Atlenllon: Arlene Muzyka.

RIDE W A
SWIVEL CHAIR

It goes up and down

and side to side!

WOW!
At The

COLLEGE
BARBER
SHOP
For a ride

while you're

getting your haircut call

Leigh Toensing

633-1606

Sandpiper

Woods
^omfortable and convenient
lining for CC students at a

'° discount.

^^ 2 bedroom-furnished or

'^'^'urnished

Please call 632-3440
919 N. 19th Street

that might be done.
First off. he told me, CC drama prod-

uctions are just too long and dull to compli-

ment the CC Plan. "The CC ideal is short

intensive study, right? Well, how does a three

hour production of 'Camelot" fit in with that?

Instead, we should have a 30 minute con-
densed version of it, with only the most impor-

tant parts." Further, he went on to say,

"Sports events should be cut down, too. Just
think, if the football games only lasted for half

an hour, maybe we could get someone to

show up for them."

Well, I, of course, wrote these words of

wisdom down, and then moved on in search
of others. A disgruntled-looking person
sprawled out in front of Rastall, talking to a
group of friends, was the next person I ap-
proached. "What this school needs to

change isn't the CCCA, but the length of

these books we have to read. Hell, I could
write this whole (expletive deleted) book in

less than fifty pages and not loose anything of

importance. I don't have time or interest

enough to read all this."

Seeing his point. I next approached one of

those "permanent-looking" students who al-

ways seem to be hanging around the Hub.
"Change the CCCA?" he replied, "Who
cares? What they could do though is expand
Benjamin's Basement. The way it is now, it

isn't hardly worth my time tc 30 down i.iere.

And besides, it ain't even safe."

With all these pearls under my cap, , wan-
dered on until 1 ran into a Dean, whom I was
sure would have something significant to say
on the matterl'I'll tell you what would be a real

addition to the Block Plan," he blurted out,

"we could cut down the number of hours the

Library is open. Not only would that cut down
on the expense and the amount of time we
have to put out. but it would convince a lot of

you students to use Palmer Hall, which isn't

nearly so far a walk for most as going all the

way to the Library.

"

Realizing the significance of all these opin-

ions, I ventured fonward in search of one
further reply— with so many meritorious an-

swers, who needs more than just a few?
Well, to my luck, who should wander along

but one of the Board of Trustees; and of
course, I could not pass up such a chance to

get what would most likely be the most sig-

nificant opinion of them all. "Restructure the
CCCA so that it is more in line with the un-
usual demands made by the Block Plan on
C<"?" he pondered aloud, "A very interesting

: ^A. But I think we'll have to do something
ui,out those stairs in Palmer first; they're just

JO dang3rous to have around this little liberal

"Hell, I could write this whole (exp-

letive deleted) book in less than fifty

pages and not loose anything of im-

portance."

arts institution. My God, I don't see how you
students even make it to your classes. That
new elevator certainly will be a boon!"

Pondenng what all these great ideas really

meant, I suddenly stumbled on what the real

problem here at CC is . , .

Continued next week - tune in same time,
same place.

CONTEMPORARY SCHOOLS, INC.
2502 East Pikes Peak Avenue, Suite 201

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80909

(303) 471-4727

TO ALL COLORADO COLLEGE STUDENTS:

HAVE YOUR TRIPS TO THE BOOKSTORE CONVINCED YOU THAT YOU NEED HELP?
Do you Read too slowly ? Study too hard?
Need more time ? Want higher grades ?

Why not ease that load by taking a worthwhile reading course -- one
that works and stays with you?

Contemporary Schools guarantees (in writing) to at least quadruple
your Reading Efficiency -- our graduates increase an a'Verage of 500-800%.
This means more time for sufficient study, a part-time job, social life,

or whatever.

A NEW, EDUCATIONALLY SOUND READING SKILL IS TAUGHT, as opposed to

subject matter no machines , no gimmicks Books by recognized
authors are used to teach you to eliminate old habits while you learn the

new skill.

The course also includes help in vocabulary building , recall ability ,

practical outlining and study skills . This alone would make it worthwhile.

Classes meet one session per week for 9 weeks and are limited to no
more than 14 students, affording individual attention by the instructor.

Most classes are evening sessions, from 6:00 to 9:00 P,M, However, day-

time classes can be arranged.

We know the Reading Program can help you become a much more EFFICIENT
STUDENT while helping to ASSURE SUCCESS IN COLLEGE, There is a better wayl

WHY NOT REMOVE THE DRUDGERY FROM SCHOOL BY BECOMING INVOLVED WITH US NOW.

For further information, at no obligation, fill out and mail the

attached form, or call us at 471-4727.

Sincerely,

Robert J.fBurrigh,

FOR CONTEMPORARY SCHOOLS

RJB:jb

1 I would like

I CONTEMPORARY
1 COMPREHENSIO^

1 NAME

to learn more about
SCHOOLS ACCELERATED
COURSE.

the

READING/

1 ADDRESS

: CITY

! TELEPHONE

— STATE

SCHOOL

ZIP

GRADE

Accelerated Reading— Give yourselfa helping hand.
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==Block Break Guide <

January Finis: Have Block Break will Travel

Block Break Five:

Do It in Denver

By DeeDee Carlson

If your fifth block break plans bring you

into or near Denver (or even a couple of

hours, there is a multitude of things going

on there. No matter where your interests

lie, chances are that you can find some-

thing entertaining to do; from mud wrestl-

ing at P.T.'s to the Denver Art Museum
and toure of the Coor's brewery, Denver

offers quite a bit of activity during the Jan-

uary 26-30 "weekend.

"

Music-wise, Ebbefs Field at 1020 15th

Street usually features some good voc-

alists and groups, along with a decent bar

and minimal cover charge. You have to be

21 to drink (they are tough about card-

ing!), but not to enjoy the show. Call them

{534-0163) for information about per-

formers, prices, and times.

For Jazz buffs, Queen City Jazz Band
is playing Friday and Saturday nights at

Zeno's (1421 Lanmer Street). H you like

50's music, one of the best, Flash Cadil-

lac is appearing January 26-7 at The Turn

of the Century (7300 E, Hampden). Tick-

ets are $7.50 ($6.50 if you buy dinner) and

reservations are definitely necessary

(758-7300). Also. Phyllis Diller will be at

"The Turn" January 28-29.

if you are into theatre, there are several

good shows in town, not the least of which

is the traveling Braodway production,

"Bubbling Brown Sugar':. This all-Black

musical received good reviews in New
York and is playing at the Denver Au-

ditorium. Tickets are available at The
Denver Dry Goods. Two of Denver's din-

ner theatres are doing good musicals next

week too, "God Spell" is playing at

Eugenes Dinner Theatre (6100 Smith

Road, 399-0671) and' "Song of Norway"

at the Country Dinner Playhouse (1-25 and

Arapahoe Road, 771-1410), Both shows
have been highly recommended by

Denver critics. Reservations are needed

well in advance, so plan early for these.

For opera fans, the University of Denver is

performing the English version of Bizet's

Carmen" on January 26 and 28 at 8:00

and January 30 at 2:30. Resen/ed seals at

the new Cherry Creek High School

Theatre (9300 E. Union, 753-2518) are

$5.00. Finally, 'Auntie Mame" is showing

through January 29 at the Bonfils Theatre,

Ski Report
By Tim Zarlengo

It's January and not much snow has

arrived. However, if a big fall does come or

you just have an urge to go skiing.here are

some places to keep in mind.

With so little snow this year, the areas

which have the best snow are those which

have relied heavily on snow-making

equipment. Keystone is the forerunner in

this department, with a heavy investment

n good equipment and three years to per-

fect it. Lake Eldora also manufactures its

own snow and conditions aren't bad after

a couple of months of building up. Lake

Eldora is also open at night for those who
don't get enough skiing during the day.

Loveland opened early this season

thanks to its man-made snow, and condi-.

tions remain strong considering the wea-

ther. Ski Broadmoor also relies heavily on

snow equipment but tends to make ice by

the time it is on the slope.

Lack of snow can be compensated for

in other ways. For instance, 1 would con-

sider the conditions of Vail, Copper Moun-

tain, and Winter Park favorable to those

with snow making equipment because of

their good grooming techniques.

A brief rundown of some lift ticket prices

and conditions is listed below:

Lake Eldora - good conditions, $7.00.

Telluride - poor-half the mountain open,

expensive lodging, 7 hour drive, $9.00.

Vail - good conditions, expensive lodging,

most of the mountain open, $12.00.

Winter Park - fair to good conditions,

most of mountain open, $10.00. Pikes

Peak - Excellent conditions, open Friday

to Monday, $5,00. Breckenridge - poor,

some parts closed, discount lift ticket

price. Copper Mountain - good condi-

tions. Keystone - good conditions, most

open.

Have you decided that It Is more likely that the Pope will convert than It Is that

there will ever be enough snow to ski? Have you resolved to give up skiing this

break to spare your poor skis? Have you sworn to boycott the slopes until there

is more than a seven Inch base?
Well, unless you are a real die-hard, you probably answered "yes" to one of

these questions and that means that you are stuck without block break plans.

But, believe It or not, there are things besides skiing for CC students to do

during winter block breaks. Just to prove It The Catalyst this week features a list

of possible block break activities here In the Springs, In Denver, around the state,

and even out of state. ^^^^^^
MILEAGE CHART

When do we get there, Daddy?
Canyon Dechelly, Ariz.

(Navajo Indian Reservation) 315 (Coio.

Spgs.)

• Taos, New Meit 210 (Colo. Spgs.)

. Santa Fe, New Mexico . . .293 (Colo. Spgs.)

San Francisco, Calif . . . .1345 (Colo. Spgs.)

• Phoenix. Arizona 818 (Denver)

• Las Vegas, Nevada 874 (Denver)

SI. Louis. Missoun 914 (Denver)

• Vail, Colorado 187 (Colo. Spgs.)

• Aspen, Colorado 157 (Colo. Spgs.)

(with Independence Pass closed) 290 (Colo.

Spgs.)

Steatnbcal, Colorado . . .209 (Colo. Spgs.)

• Breckenridge. Colorado . .105 (Colo. Spgs.)

. Black Canyon of the

Gunnison. Colorado 274 (Colo. Spgs.

• Ouray, Colorado 267

("The Switzerland of the Rockies") (Colo.

Spgs.)
- Rocky Mountain National Park 138

(Estes Park. Colorado) (Colo. Spgs.)

• Telluride, Colorado 297 (Colo. Spgs.)

• Sand Dunes, Colorado . . .160 (Colo. Spgs.)

• Bandolier National Monument, -

New Mexico 300 (Colo. Spgs.)

Looking for someplace to go fifth block

break? Try one of these suggestions.

Santa Fe: See Scenic Southwest
If /ou are tired of pretending to "make t/ie scene" at the florescently over crowded

sk/ resons and want to go somewhere different and exciting, Santa Fe New, /Mexico

and the surrounding area is the place to go: Santa Fe offers small town, mountainous

scenery and big city character which makes the town a rewarding place to visit for

campers and culture seekers.

Santa Fe is different from most American towns because of its historical

background. The town was the capital of the Spanish settlers who conquered the

Southwest as they moved North from fvlexico. Because of the difficulty of obtaining

arable land to par with European standards the settlers had to borrow cultural traits

from the native Pueblo and Navajo tribes and the blending of the various cultures

produced a flavor unique to the Southwest which can still be observed in the artwork

architecture, language and dress around the town. Adobe houses formastically simi-

lar to those that were built centuries before, weaving, pottery andjewelry displayed in

Indian and Spanish markets all over the town.

/f one goes lo Sanfa Fe for a historical perspective alone then you are missing half of

what Santa Fe has to offer. As it is the capital of the state of New Mexico the political

climate and all its excitement can be felt. The various Chicano and Native American

groups who are presently interacting with the American system will provide one who is

interested with amazing insight into the American system'and its future power groups.

The contemporary art scene is afso thriving in Santa Fe. The area has always been a

source of inspiration to artists, including D.H. Lawrence and others. There are numer-

ous galleries, poetry readings and music bars in the town and this scene is generally

more diverse and creative than what one would find in Colorado. Along with the arts,

Santa Fe is a magnet for other new ideas. Solar energy and alternative living for

examples, are practiced in the area.

It seems hard to imagine that a place with so much going on can still be a place

where one can go to enjoy natural beauty. But the New Mexico mountains which

surround Santa Fe are indeed beautiful and they can be skied upon (Taos) and

camped in. I would suggest, however, that one is careful in hiking in an unknown place

as much of the land belongs to various Indian tribes and the land is sacred to them.

Santa Fe and the surrounding area is-definitely a place worth visiting as it has

something for everyone and one can make whatever kind of Block Break one wants:

from educational to peaceful. The following list includes recommendations of restaur-

ants, routes and places just to see which was made by numerous people on this

campus who have experienced this lovely town.

PLACES TO GO IN NEW MEXICO
Camping, Hiking, Skiing

Bandaller • National Park (Ancient Monument): Jemcz Hot Springs: Pecos - National IVIonu-

ment: Villa Nueva Rio Grande Gorge State Park Santa Fe Ski Area" Taos Ski Valley - (last

report, excellent conditions!): Red River Ski Area.

Indian Reservations

San Juan PuebloTwo craft shops - Oke Owenge and Eight Northern Pueblos Craft Co-

operatives) Taos Pueblo; San lldefonso Pueblo.

Towns Of Interest

. •Chlmayo, New Mexico: (Spanish settlement); Ortegas Weaving Shop; Sanctuarlo - (Known

to posess dirl with healing powers).

•Rancho de Chimayo Restaurant - excellent food and atmosphere.

•Cordova: Visit George Lopez Santos (wood carver).

Restaurants in Santa Fe
l-a Tertellla - Excellent Mexican Food, $3-5; The Shed - Good Mexican Food; Josie's - Best

Mexican Food in Santa Fe, cheap, only lunches; Jefferson Soup Kitchen - Health Food; El Parol

- "In Place"; Tile Pink Adobe - Expensive and Excellent; Periscope - Best Restaurant in Santa

Fe; Lotta Burgers - Best Burgers in Santa Fe; Miclielle Richard - Great French Pastry, Quiche,

French Onion Soup.

Continueid on Page 6

"Bovine Berkeley"
Those vacations often end up mundane?

Tired of coming back feeling like you fiave a

case of locoweed poisoning? Visit KansasI

You can see tfie world's largest hand dug
well and roll of string!

Visit Lawrence, "The Bovine Berkeley".

Pastimes of the students you might indulge in

include sledding downhill on cafeteria trays

and hunting for, ringneck snakes. These
snakes may be sought by scent, as their

mates do,-or by sight. They have been found

every month except January and February,

so the thrill to be the first adds popularity to

this sporl — particularly because snipe are

out of season.

Pastoral Kansas' embracing of the Carrie

Nation tradition assures you returning as
healthy as a Hereford calf in a bluestem

pasture.

Now For Something
Completely the Sann Set

By Kim King

Anyone who has stayed at school ove,

block break knows |iow dead the campus
can

be. Yet Colorado Springs can offer some

teresting as well as entertaining opporturv.

ties.

Assuming that a major reason why
stu.

dents remain atthe College over break is due

to a lack of money and/or transportation,
th^

following suggestions are both inexpensive

and easily accessible.

In "doing" the city, one must be careful
to

avoid the countless "tourist traps,

'

Gorge, Cave of the Winds, Seven Falls, and

Santa's Workshop, to name a few, seem

more interested in selling cheap souvenie^

than in providing an unexploited view of na-

ture.

Among the better museums, the F|ne Arts

Center offers many cultural opportunities.

Over fifth block break the Center is feaiuring

two free exhibits, one on Cristo's Valley Cur.

tain and another on Hispanic Colorado. On

January 27, five short art films will be shown

at 1:00 pm and again at 7:30 pm with no

admission charge. Other good museums
the Pioneers' Museum at 25 W. Kiowa and

the McAllister House at 4^3 N. Cascade,

which both feature frontier exhibits.

In line of sports activities, roller skating a!

Skateland might be fun. Of course, there is

skiing (nighttime too) at the Broadmoor and

biking to Garden of the Gods. And if you are

looking for things a little out of the .ordinary,

there is soaring at the Black Forest Gliderpori

for the adventurous types, and shutfleboard

at one of Acacia Park's sixteen lighted courts

for the more retiring set.

There are nice restaurants around the city;

Michelle's, (inexpensive to medium price

range), the Edelweiss Restaurant (expen-

sive), the Briarhurst Manor Inn (expensive),

Fargo's Pizza Company (medium), The

Depot (medium), and The Sunbird (medium

to expensive) are fun and certainly afford a

welcome change from the monotony ol

SAGA.

The Springs' area also offers two dinnei

playhouses at fairly reasonable prices. On

January 28th and 29th, the Dublin Dinner

Playhouse at 6385 N. Academy wilt featurea

play entitled "The Champagne Complex"

The price for dinner and the play is S7.95

The Iron Springs Chateau and Playhouse in

Manitou will present a comedy" me led rarr a

entitled "Daisy, the Dainty Daughter of Den-

ver." The price tor the play and buffet smor-

gasbord is $8.95 a person. Call ahead to

reservations and show times.

The night life on campus over^break can ix

nonexistent, so a visit to some of the Springs'

entertainment spots might be nice. Over fiftli

block break, the Hungry Farmer presents a

bluegrass band. "Brewglass. " The Broa*

moor's Golden Bee is featuring Tom

O'Boyle, a ragtime pianist. And if you are

"into" discos, the S.O.B. Room underneath

The Castaways in Manltou is reportedly the

late night place to be. Also, the Denver Sym-

phony Orchestra will perform here on Janu-

ary 27 and 28.

With a little imagination and spirit of adven-

ture, a break spent on campus could be excif

ing!

inv

leE(

(

QUICKSILVER
TURQUOISE

Contemporary

Jewelry

Navajo
Hopi

333 N. Tejon

Suites

Ziini

Santa Domingo

Custom

Mad£ belt

Buckles

\ Silversmith Custom Work Repairs]

Ring Sizing

College I.D. up to

50"/o Off
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ifiver Con't
vfat E- Colfax and Elizabeth. Reserva-

^rg
available at 322-7725.

drinking and dancing, there are sev-

'ijjsibilities. Old standbys in the Glen-

•gfea (off Colorado Blvd. between

dale and Mississippi) include The Lift,

yjKet's Landing, and The Sports

,
London House on Cherry Creek

rprive offers two new discos and good

,rs
too- On the more expensive side,

of the
Dove (2797 S. Parian) and The

of the
Century are two of the more elite

ig establishments. The best

ifiough, has to be Miss Rosie Bot-

one of Denver's newest discos. Lo-

ut Evans and Holly, this place has very

^nswe (90fl) drinks and a good atmos-

MEAL TiME

1 It comes to meal time, fvlacDonald's

iays around the corner, but there is

more original eating to be had

/here. Toby Jug (E. Hampden and

niite) and Icabod's (e. Evans and

,p3)
have excellent menus of crepes,

;ls^ and sandwiches at very reasonable

;,
Icabod's also serves about 50 kinds of

led beers and Toby's has the best and

St
rnargaritas ever. Both of these res-

its along with the Marriot Hotel (1-25

lampden) serve great brunches which

leEggs Benedict and champagne.

loria Station, the Cork and Cleaver, and

otorado fvlining Company all serve the

^but good and hearty, steak-type din-

at the usual steak-type prices. The
; are good and the atmospheres se-

ll you are psyched for an expensive and

elegant meal try Leo's Place or The Broker
downtown. Sign of the Dove and Chateau
Pyrenees (1-25 and Arapahoe) come highly

recommended (by my parents anyway) in

this category too.

After dinner sports events include Denver

Car Poll-Continued
cars registered (49.9%). Theoretically, all

auto-less students could have a roommate
with a car.

Taking a more personal approach, 12

people were interviewed regarding their

Nuggets basketball on January 26, 28, 30 vehicles. Five of the most revealing re

and Colorado Rockies hockey on January sponses are quoted below.
30. Tickets for all games are on sale at POLL QUESTIONS:
McNichols Arena before the games or call for

more information (893-6700). If you are so
inclined, there is probably an All-Star wrestl-

ing match at the Auditorium Arena. Denver's
numerous movie theaters will provide after-

dinner entertainment too. Check the news-
papers for current showings.
Some miscellaneous daytime activities in-

clude tours of the Coors brewery in Golden,
the Denver Post {650 15 Street), "Unsinka-
ble" fulolly Brown's house (1340
Pennsylvania-open 10-4 pm Tuesday-
Saturday), and Denver Architecture (a walk-

ing tour, 744-9846 or 320-5375). The Gates
Planetarium in City Park features a Lasarium
production called 'The Last Question." The
Denver Art fvluseum (100 West 14 Street),

the Colorado Railroad tuluseum (17155 West
44 Avenue), and the f^useum of Natural His-

tory in City Park (Colorado Boulevard and
Montview) are all great to add a little intellec-

tual action to your block break, but don't

strain yourself!

Saving the best for last, the highlight of

your Denver visit will have to be a tour of Mar.

Harold's (12759 West 32 Avenue),
fvlonday-Saturday, from 10-6 pm they offer

the rare experience of seeing the manufac-

ture and repair of hairpieces (this is serious!).

The tour is obviously popular, so better call

for reservations (232-7676)1

•IWhat kind of car do you own?
•How often do you use it?

•Do you drive home? How often?

•Do you feel that it is worthwhile having

a car at school?

"i have a '71 Dodge Demon, i use it

about 1 hours a weeic to go to the moun-
tains, movies, bars, iiquor stores, the
Broker, the doctor, etc. . . and went home
twice to Minneapolis iast semester Yes, it

is definitely worth it

^^^^Featuresi
Dave Conkey '77

"i have a Suzuki 350. t use it about 7
hours a week, but not to go home. I use it

for such things as getting groceries and
visiting friends who live off-campus. Yes,
It is worth it"

Peter Buckley, '77

"I have a '68 Monterey. My roommates
and I use it about 7 hours a week and I go
home to Loveland every 2 blocks, on the
average. I also use it tor getting groceries,

shopping, eating out, etc. . . Yes, it is

worth ft"

Lynn Moore '77

"I have a Flat, t use it about 10 hours a

week for skiing and futzing around. I drive

it to Denver approximately 8 times a year.

Yes, it is worth it.

"

Steve Otto, '77

iPRING BREAK IS MAZATLAN'M
or $260 from the Springs

ir$145 from Tucson you will

lave the most fantastic week
it your entire life! Come see us.

SALES

lYPIYPEWRITER
SUPPLY C0.»

Taylor
Travel

RENTALS
REPAIRS

105 North Tejon St

Phone 634-0102

V\/\nes

Weber St. Liquor

A career in law-
Without law school.

''hal can you i5o with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an

ifidergraduate education and a challenging, respon-

Me career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
*0'k traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of Intensive training can give you

Ite skills—the courses are taught by lawyers. You
toose one of the seven courses offered—choose
liiecity in which you want to work.
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Traihing

las placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms,

'anks, and corporations in over 75 cities.

If you are a senior of high academic standing and
re interested In a careei as a Lawyer's Assistant.

'6'cl like to meet you.

'intact your placement office for an Interview with

our representative.

We will visit your campus on

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
235 South 17th Sireet, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

'

(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Legal, Inc

^ee^s

71 2 N.Weber
Opentin2p,nn.

475-9533

'ACELEBRATION"
-Jsy Cocks, Time Hagazi

^"MARVELOUSLY FUNNY'
It Canby, New York Tim

COUSELORS WANTED - Western Colorado

boy's camp & girl's camp emphasizing out-

camp and nvef program. Two years college

arxf sincere inleresi in working with children

fequlred. Include seH-addreBsed, stamped

envelope 'wrlh irxiuiry to Anderson Camps,

Gypsum, Colorado 81637

532M"fejon 473-4468

Budget Tapes
& Records

Constant everyday

discount prices

also

paraphernalia

& cleaning accessories

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

10-7 Man. thru Thursday

10,-8 Friday

10-6 Saturday

12-5 Sunday

Budget Tapes & Records

204 N, Tejon 471-4419
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=Feature-
[ Fear and Loathing with the Cosmos

Bad Language in Loomis—"I listen to my stereo.
Jim - I don't understand.

John - Truckdrivers.

Jim Right. Look suppose you. John, suppose you were one of the ladies workinq .

the' desk in Loomis and some kid comes up and starts saying. "Gimme som^
matches afore I begin to start rearranging your organs, madam, you scurvy iifjJ.

By John "Cosmo" Kuhlman

I talked last night to a ResidenI Advisor about how bad the language is becoming oTi

this campus or at least in Loomis where I live. The Resident Advisor was Not My

Resident Advisor, who is Jim Nightingale, and it wasn't Jim but his name was Jim too

and I didn't want anyone to get confused.

Cosmo Jim. tliere's a lot of bad language around here, and I think that you probably

know it.

Jim John, I'm not unaware that perhaps the language in Loomis is getting a little

loose.

John - You're not kidding because I, when I'm just walking around the halls, i hear the

worst kind of talk from, well, almost everywhere.

John - 1 know.

John - Jim, you seem to be saying you know, I can see that, but I want you to kind of level

with me here and tell me how many people in this hall use particularly offensive

language'^

Jim - Who knows? You'd probably be surprised though

John - Jim, I bet that I wouldn't. Look, I've even heard that the maids are complajning

about it, they say that the people in Loomis talk awfully and they play their music

too loud and they talk like they learned how from the teevee.

Jim - / think you've ptetty much hit the nail on the head there.

John -Well?

Jim - I listen to records.

John -
1 mean. Jim, what are the ResidenI Advisors doing about it? Or don't they care at

alP
Jim - Come on. John, we have to care. But there Isn 't a whole lot we can do about It

because we can't tell people how to talk because that just usually worsens the

situation.

John - Sure.

Jim What I HAVE done is to try and find the people who. you know, use the worst

language the most frequently and I've gone into their rooms and I've just talked to

them about it and told them how we feel about it.

John - We?
Jim - Yes, the maids and I.

John - Me.

Jim - You.

John - But let me just play the devil's advocate for a minute here. I mean, I could say so

what if a lot of kids talk like chemicals that have no odor but you know are still

chemicals and probably dangerous.

eke

sssm

l^ar

John - I didn't do it.

Jim - That's just an example. The ladies at the desk say this Isn't unusual
ann

sometimes it's worse than that

John - Sure. And I don't want people thinking that it's only the guys who are talking
lif.;

this either, because it isn't. The girls are sometimes just as bad.
Jim I know.
John - Why do you think people think that they have to sweaj?
Jim - 1 think most people swear because they feel angry because they are small ana

insignificant. They swear because it makes them feel more important or bigg^,

John - Or more important.

Jim - Yes. or more Important,-something like that.

John - Couldn't it also be some sort of healthy sort of emotional release? Because a Iqi

of people here seem to be under a lot of pressure and I'd rather have them talkiriQ

bad than playing Sea Cruise on my forehead with a Ballpeen hammer.
Jim - Ha Ha. Maybe you're right, but I guess there's probably a better way to release

your emotions that that. Isn't there.

John -
I listen to records.

Jim - That might work, if you have the right records! But maybe they could channel ihn

energy into some sort of other kinds of releases like manual labor or sometfim
like that. Maybe they could use it to get their homework done. For once!

John -
I listen to records.

Next week - Goggles and being Afraid! How to Buy Insurance! Remarkable advances
in

modern Surgery Techniques fvlake It Possible to Transform an Underdeveloped "Piajf,

Jane" Into the A Girl With The Glamor And Attractiveness Of fvlany Of Our fvlovie Starsi

-Goggles!

lincin

Santa Fe Con't Nmauts
La Posada - Quiet Soptiisticated Atmosphere; La Fonda Hotel - Three bars, dancing, jazz m
quiet; The Senate - "Boogie-ing Music'

Taos Wining and Dining

La Dona Luz - Expensive and exoitic: Sage Brush Inn - Bar and Restaurant: L"a Culslna - Good

Mexican Food, Niles Latfiem

BEST PIZZA IN TOWN!
SI"" OFF

A^Y LARGE PIZZA
(WITH CC ID)

Cartoons & Ski Films, too!

COLDEST BEER M TOWN
SI. 75 Pilcher

$ .25 Mug
(WITH CC ID)

STpw^iaT
Pizza Palace

1732 W. Uintati

Uintah Gardens
(Just 1 mile west of campus)

cobbler!

Colorado Springs

Most Complete
Climbing and Boot Store

Featuring Galibier, Raictile,

and Pivetta boots - Choninard

equipment for alpinists.

Advice, instruction all at

10 So. 25th St.

in Old Town
475-7626 _

(conoco)
MOTOR
TUNE-UP
SPECIAL

CAR CLINIC

6 cylinder

InclndcK tlmlnf «!, check
vacaara advance and PCV
alve, adjust dUe KPM, Idle
fael air ratio, lubricate
•xhamt control valve, In-
spect ignition wires. IN-
STALL and adjust NEW
SPARK PLUGS, NEW
POINTS. NEW CONDENSER.

Most American Made Cars
Resistor Plugs Extra

RING 471-707$

22 EAST BIJOU

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

S cylinder

88 Expires

Jan. 28, 1977 3488

OILLUBE AND
CHANGE

with Oil Filter (Up to

5 qts. Conoco Oil)

988
Expires

Jan. 28, 1977
"COUPON I

S30 N. NEVADA
471-9200

JUST S.E. OF COLLEGE

m0*0m

EAST MEETS WEST

Sunday Edition

Delivered to your door on Sunday

Call

635-0484

For Details

tf^^
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ckered Tankers Win

By Jim Collins

,^
polarity of opposition was evident at

^man pool last weekend as the Men's

l^am splashed to two easily-won water

ind a relay meet loss.

posting the Tiger swim slate to 4-2 were

^ipcing wins over Northwest Missouri

,
(83-28) last Thursday and Regis (63-

jn Sunday. But in between these two

,fies,
was a disappointing fourth place in

piermountain Swim League relay rneet.

(.gllent performances Were shown by

nfospects Keith Kenner (a diver recover-

j,^rn a first semester broken ankle) and

ir„er
start sprinter, Dirk Tyler. Other

nbe'sof the^team continue toturn in good

_;and divers Chris Hammond, Ty Fabl-

and Joy Mehl remain high scorers.

light the big cats travel to Golden to

slid competition from the Colorado

jqI ot Mines, where they hope to up their

(d 10 5-2.

Teamwork Keys Win
iS»port«i^

pTiolo by Gfa9 Van Schaack

Paula Parker, defense powderkeg,
"stole" the game for the Tigers last Tues-
day night against Adams State.

By Craig Silverman
The Colorado College women's basketball

team is enjoying an outstanding 8-0 record

this season, displaying in every game the

reasons tor such success. Discipline, team-
work and some old-fashioned hustle are

some of the ingredients that Coach Laura

Golden has instilled in her charges. Throw in

the natural athletic talent of the lady
hoopsters whose abilities seem to. so nat-

urally blend and the recipe for success is

more or less complete
The team showed their potential in early

season wins as freshman Lorna Kollmeyer

displayed her exceptional basketball abilities

game after game. But as was inevitable, the

opposition began concentrating on the lanky

gal from California and it was time for the

other girls to pick up the slack.

As evidenced by the gals' record, not a
beat was missed in responding to the chal-

lenge. Last week's game against a highly

skilled and then unbeaten D,U. team
exemplified the overall ability and desire of

the women cagers as they won 72-61 . While

Kollmeyer was being held to 15 by a 6-4
behemoth. Sharon Minzer, Paula Parker and
Ann Pnngle obligingly picked up their sconng
while Rose Harvey womanhandled the
boards. A highly successful Saturda" thp to

Pueblo produced a 60-46 win over Southern
Colorado with Kollmeyer getting her average
of 25 to raise the team record to 7-0.

But il was in Tuesdays victory over a tal-

ented Adams Stale squad that the winning
chasacter of Golden's gals were best illus-

trated. When Kollmeyer fouled out with over
10 minutes left and the game very much up
for grabs, the girls could have easily fallen

ppart. But sparked by the defense and
floorplay of Paula Parker, the shooling of Ann
Pnngle and Ann Shutan and the rebounding
of Rose Han/ey, the CC women recorded
their eighth straight victory. 72-60

This week finds the ladies travelling with

the guys to New Mexico where they'll find

plenty of action, Thursday, they take on New
Mexico Highlands followed by a Friday night

contest against the College of Santa Fe.

iders Schuss Thru Alpine Wars
Colorado College Ski Team is off to

ler successful season. As a Teaser to

year, ihe Tigers raced against the

dfnoor Jr. Racing Team in the second

of Ihe Manitou Express Dual Challenge.

lugh the Broadmoor narrowly won the

the CC men blew the doors off the

dmoor men. Winners were Fred Weiner,

Simasko, Kimball Forrest, Andy Nagel,

Voody Hittle. Ellen Burlon was the only

an to beat a Broadmoor girl. Head
ih Mike Adams hinted at another race

Ihe Broadmoor team after the CC
am more experience inthe upcoming

jltour days after the Broadmoor race,

igers raced very successfully at Lake

,. In another dual slalom against such

as the Universities of Utah, Wyoming
;olorado, Western State and Colorado
University, Colorado College qualified

4 men for actual competition! In fact, Fred
Weiner skied his way into quarter-finals.

This weekend, the ski team will again
travel to Lake Eldora to race in the first league
meet of the season. Results from this race
will count towards the team's place in the

Central Intercollegiate Ski League (CISL).

The Tigers will take on the University of New
Mexico, CSU, UNC. Colorado School of

lytTnes, Regis, Rockmont and various other
Colorado schools.

Mike Adams is in his fourth year as head
coach of the ski teapi with Ron Hickerson as
assistant coach for his first year, Lee Abram
is again managing the Tiger racers. The
squad is very promising and no doubt, will

again bring home the CISL 1 st Place Title. A
busy schedule will face Colorado College as
they begin racing every weekend and train-

ing during the week. *

VTl^
"The thrill of victory and the agony of defeat." Jim McKay could not have said it

better and the CC hockey team could not have played the part with more realism, as
they split their weekend series with the "Bulldogs" of Minnesota-Duluth. After

losing Friday's game in overtime 6-5, they blitzed the same squad 13-3 Saturday
night at the Broadmoor. The Tigers' record is now 8-11-1, good enough for sixth

place in the W.C.H.A. Duluth solidified their spot in the league's cellar, as their

record improved to 2-14-2, both wins coming against the Tigers, pnoioby Grog vanschaacK

SWISS HIKING BOOTS -

3w' Raichle 9-1/2 M Water-

j $45 CC Student Store.

Earn 580 weekly at home in your

spare time stuffing envelopes. For

information: rush 25? in stamped,

self-addressed envelope to Angel

Enterpnses, P.O. Box 449, Man-

itou Springs 80829.

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
AUTO

SERVICE & REPAIR

PROSPECT
imPORTS
csnuR

Specializing in

TUNE-UP
ENGINE OVERHAUL

&
TRANSMISSION
DIFFERENTIAL

REPAIR

VW
BMW
OPEL
SAAB
FIAT .

CAPRI
VOLVO
MAZDA
DATSUN
TOYOTA
TRIUMPH

JAGUAR, MERCEDES - BENZ
AUSTIN - HEALY

CORVETTE

3010 N. PROSPECT ST.,

COLORADO SPRINGS

634-5686
ONEBLOCKNORTH

-OFFEAST FILLMORE-

Change into

something beautiful

and savelO% doing it.

Cut out this coupon and come into the

lust Pants store with it. It'll take 107o off

the regular price of the clothes

that can change your life;

jMMist paMMtm
Come into lust Pants lor a change,

CITADEL
COLORADO SPRINGS
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IRS Allows Tuition Remission

Cake Baking 241 - In Chem Lab.

Getting Your Degree and Eating It Too

The. Catalyst has annually made an effort to provide students with information on

'cake courses" or "micks", otherwise known as easy courses. The problem however, is

hal whenever the list comes out the teachers and departments mentioned in our

blow-off" lists become incensed and insulted, with the end result being that these

lourses. once blow-offs, end up as ruthlessly demanding 3-1/2 week exercises in

nasochism.

Undaunted, we once again present our list of promising courses we have scouted out

;
jess-than-demanding. We. the student body, can only hope that the professors

fleeted will maintain the simplistic nature of the courses allowing students to "kick

lack" and relax. It is essential that the grade-minded CC student be granted the ability

) predict that his easy courses will be easy. Thus we present our list of easy courses

r next year, sincerely hoping that no "reverse-backlash" effect will occur.

)rganic Chem I (should really be an adjunct)

;o[utions and Equilibrium

)rganic II (even easier than I)

luanlum Mechanics II (Skip prerequisites)

:onstitutional Development (We've all read it; how hard can it be?)

advanced Physiological Psychology

By Cathy McCall
The Internal Revenue Service has backed

down on its proposal to require college and
university employees to pay income lax on

the value of the tuition-free education re-

ceived by their dependent children and
spouses. In a public hearing in Washington.

D.C. on January 7, it was determined the

agency would not "rush to judgment on this

very serious matter," The proposal, retroac-

tive as of November 2, 1976, is being pro-

tested by the American Council on Educa-

tion, representing some 1400 colleges and
universities. This decision directly effects CC
professors.

For over 20 years, the Colorado College

policy has been to provide a tuition remission

program to children and spouses of full-time

staff and faculty members. These waivers

have been treated as fringe benefits, like an
insurance program, tor example, although

the IRS proposes that these benefits are not

taxable income.

The basic question is whether or not the
value of the tuition waiver is regarded as
compensatory; what is determined as in-

come and what is nof Some arguments
against the proposal presented in the
"Gazette-Telegraph" and the "Wall Street
Journal" are:

- The tax status of these benefits should be
changed through the legislature and not by
the IRS;

- The educational institutions may be
forced to pay larger amounts to social sec-
urity and pension plans;

Some staff and faculty members may be
placed in a higher tax bracket without receiv-

ing more cash income;
- Without free tuition, some lower-paid

employees will have to shift the cost of

educating their dependents to the govern-
ment;

- It may be more difficult to recruit faculty

and staff.

The Catalyst
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Geology Majors Do More

luckley Ammendment Analyzed
By Niles Latham me complimentary letters. I'm glad they were

t is not fair to the professor and it is honest."

ol fair to the student," stated Peter The Buckley Amendment was im-
lasenheim of the History Department plemented at CC at the start of the 1975-

igarding the effect of the Buckley 1976 school year and according to Dean
mendment on the writing of recom- Maxwell Taylor, it has taken a full year for

ations. Blasenheim stated that the administration to interpret the law.

writing a recommendation is a very per- Taylor also stated that it has always been
Dnal thing which is far more formal than the policy of the college to allow students
iving a grade," and went on to say that to see their records "only now we have to

fact that a student may see his rec- keep very careful records."

mmendation "cannot help but affect my "There has been no dramatic change in

Dnesty. It puts me in the position where I what we have been doing," he said, "the
ight have to reword something and why only real change we have made is for-

hould I have to reword something?" mally practicing this policy. We have to

The Buckley Amendment (formally make sure there is nothing surreptitiously

nown as the Family Education Rights going on behind a student's back."
nd Privacy Act) was passed in 1974 by
ongress and designed to invoke change
n campuses around the nation.

The Buckley Amendment states that

iach student attending a secondary edu-
ction institution now has a right to see
is academic files and the letters of rec-

mmendation written for him or her. Writ-

m consent must be given by each stu-

ent before his records are given to other

istitution, such as graduate schools.
Olher provisions of the amendment
late that each student has the right to

'quest a hearing protesting inaccurate
ifofmation in his files and the right to
ilhfiold one's address from student of
leir rights.

f^ot all professors agree with
'^sentieim about the additional compli-
"lons caused by the Buckley Amend-
snt. Professor Glenn Brooks of the
iJlitical Science Department has a differ-

II complaint. He states that in almost all

"9rs of recommendation, he sends a

'Py to the student. "The amendment
'sn't affected me," says Brooks, "but
'Sf^ain problem surrounds the technical
^tS bureaucratic procedures that each
^culty member must experience with the

^"Ministration. The relationship has
M^ed to be more formalized and bu-

^ucratized which Js a shame." Brooks

JO denounced the greater cost to the

^"Ministration due to the increased
iperwork and time. Nonetheless Brooks
"ed that insured confidentiality is im-
'rtant.

The

By Rowan Sage
Over the past few years, the geology de-

partment has been rather loose on the re-

quirements for a geology major, Those stu-

dents who completed a well-rounded pro-

gram in geology itself, usually were accepted

as majors in the field. Lately, however, due to

the increasing desire of many students to get

into graduate school, and the failure of many
to find adequate jobs without graduate de-

grees, the geology department last summer
established a specific program for the geol-

ogy major.

The formalization of the geology program
requires, for a major in geology, that the bud-

ding rock hound pass nine blocks of specified

geology courses, two blocks ol chemistry,

intro physics one and two, calculus one and

two, two units of a modern foreign language,

and two comprehensive exams as a senior.

Before, eight units of geology were required,

and the foreign language and supporting sci-

ence units were recommended.

general feeling of the student body
°ut seeing their letters of recommenda-

'J^
seems to be somewhat indifferent.

J^t seniors waive their rights to read the

J^'s of recommendation. CC graduate
"ajles Schaff said, "I went to professors
^'

'
l^new well and whom I knew would write

Women Graduate From Defense Course.

Ninety-one women graduated from a course on "Common Sense Self-Defense for

Women" during ceremonies Wednesday, January 19 in Bemis. Lt. James A. Smith,

consultant to the Sheriffs Department and instructor for the course, gave a demon-
stration of defense techniques using bricks and boards. Graduates represented

students who participated in two sessions of the course held in November and
December under the sponsorship of the Security Education Program of CC. The
program is directed by Donna Dwigans, administrative assistant to the Dean of

Students for security education. Dwigans, an enthusiastic advocate of the program,
says that the class is making a difference on campus. "There is more awareness,"
she said. "More of the cases are being handled effectively."

Dr. John Lewis, chairman of the depart-

ment, said of the matter, "This is really just a
formalization of what we had before. The
primary reason tor it was promoted by the

situation where majors in geology were tak-

ing anything they wanted, and many stu-

dents, after a year or so out of CC, found they

needed to go to graduate school in order to

get a more adequate job than what they were
able to get."

"At this point many students found thai

they did not have an adequate background in

the supporting sciences - chemistry, physics,

calculus, lo gel into, and gel along in a good
graduate school. The foreign language pro-

vides the student with a good understanding

of his own language, which we feel is impor-

tant for a student to be able to do."

Currently, opportunities in the geology

field are in an ebb, according to Dr. Lewis,

who said that geology is a cyclical field with

its ups and downs, and it will take an ad-

vanced degree to get and hold good jobs

when geology is experiencing a low point.

Outdoor Rec

Gives Aid
If you are currently receiving some sort ol

financial aid, either from the College or in the

form of a scholarship, you may qualify for

financial assistance for organized trips spon-

sored by the Outdoor Recreation Committee

(ORG) of Leisure Program. ORG organizes,

with College subsidy, a wide variety of out-

door trips from block break cross-country ski-

ing and backpacking to spring break adven-

tures to Mexico and Escalante.

If you are not on student aid, but are in the

"student straights" of temporary bankruptcy,

short term loans are available through the

Student Aid Office since ORC's trips are

sanctioned educational expenses.

If you feel you qualify for ORC's assistance

you should keep an eye out for trip posters

and pick up an application from Rastall desk

(preferably before trip sign up) and return it

as soon as possible.

CCCA Seeks
New VP
The CCCA is now interviewing candidates

for Financial Vice President- The Financial

Vice President's responsibilities include

maintaining the financial records of the

CCCA and chairing the Budget Comrritlee. If

you are interested in the position contact

Neil fvlorgenstern or Scott Supperstein at ex-

tension 334 weekdays from 3-5 PM or leave

a message in the CCCA mailbox at Rastall

desk.
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Seniors Experience Job Delay
By Lisa Peters

What do you do with 4 years of education

at Colorado College?

Out ol the tifleen students interviewed only

one had definite plans for the futu-e. none

wanted to follow in the footsteps of their par-

ents or to get nch quickly. For the most part,

future plans include a continuation of school-

ing: graduate school, law school, or work at a

foreign university. Law is the most predomi-

nant choice although the area of law pre-

ferred is generally undecided. Other future

plans are writing - iournalistically and crea-

tively - and teaching. Work with the interna-

tional art market and involvement in en-

vironmental conservation are other possible

directions.

Most seniors will be facing what Time
Magazine, June 9, 1 975, describes as a "de-

lay in finding the jobs they want" due to the

tigfitness of the job market and the competi-

tion of getting into graduate and professional

schools. The fifteen CC seniors interviewed

appeared to be accepting this delay. No one

seems prepared to accept a job with minimal

challenge for the sake of money - unless it is

temporary. In general, anxiety and concern

about the future did not appear lo be preva-

lent. Most feel Ihey are aware of the

possibilities in front of them but, at the same
time, are not willing to forget their intellectual

stimulation and other interests. As one senior

admitted, "The actuality of the situation

probably will not fit the ideal."

All of the seniors interviewed have
changed their plans considerably since com-

ing to CC. Only a few retained the major they

had originally planned on. as they felt the

expenence here did broaden their academic

interests. The small size of the classes, per-

sonal contact with professors, and the ojapor-

tunity to become involved in extracurricular

pursuits attributes to their present feelings

that the time here was worthwhile-

All but one student considered leaving CC
during their four years here, but generally all

felt positive about the block plan and the col-

lege. One student said. "It helps organize

ideas and specifics which sen/e to broaden

your own expenence and the way you look at

things." On the average, one-fifth of the

people they knew during freshman year

either left school entirely ortransferred.

Many seniors felt (heir plans would have

been different at a large university. The
majority expressed the feeling that they

would have become more specialized and

limited or as one studenl slated: "less ambi-

tious," In comparison with other schools, the

seniors said that the education at CC was
probably as stimulating but not as competi-

tive or pressure-oriented. One English major

felt he had been "sleeping through school"

Most, however, believe that they worked as

hard here as they would have any place else.

Half the seniors had taken time off. mostly

to work in a field of interest or to study abroad.

Taking time off was essential, as it broke up

the routine of school and provided them with

many new perspectives. Those who had not

taken time off regretted not doing so.

Most of the seniors hope to explore many
different parts of this country and the world,

"If you take advantage of this school • take

initiative - you can do anything or go any-

where you want," expressed one senior, "CC
has not been limiting." The manager of Jose
Muldoon's reports that fifteen to twenty CC
grads have worked for him in the past, nor

does this trend seem to be slacking off. The
director of alumni affairs says that approxi-

mately one-third of CC grads who get mar-
ried marry other CC grads. It is not likely that

Jose's and the lure of C, Spnngs will entrap

them forever, but the influence of CC will

undoubtedly follow them for many years.

Career Counseling

COMING PROGRAMS
Monday, January 31 - CAREER OPPORTUNITIES SEMINAR - HEALTH R^,

LATED FIELDS, This is the first in a series of meetings that will focus on care^j

alternatives available in various (ields. A panel discussion and question and answp
period fealunng community professionals engaged in health related fields will take

place in Bemis Lounge, from 7-9 pm. If you've ever thought a career in health might
b^

for you, this is the time lo learn more about alternatives and opportunities. Refresh!

ments will be served.

Tuesday, February 1 - INTERVIEWING SKILLS WORKSHOP First time job inte,,

viewees often blow it. Others wonder why they've had ten interviews and no offers.
This

workshop offers needed information on the most effective interviewing techniques

Optional practice sessions can be arranged. The time is 3:30 pm in Rastall 212.

ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING
Thursday, February 3 - Half hour interviews are being scheduled for seniors of any

major who want to apply for the full tuition and housing fellowships for the Certificate m

Business Administration program at KELLER GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGE.
MENT This IS a cooperative program with ACM colleges and the Keller School

Recipients may, if they choose, complete the MBA program at no cost while working
for

a Chicago firm. Mr, Keller will be in Rastall 205 most of the day, but appointments (cai

568-9) are necessary
FELLOWSHIPS
The Earl Warren Legal Training Program offers scholarships and additional services

lo black students interested in pursuing a career in law. Apply by March 15.

INTERNSHIPS
The 1977 Guide to Mass Media Internships lists internship opportunities nation-

wide with radio, TV and newspapers,

JOB OPENINGS (FULL-TIME)
Laboratory Technician, BS in chemistry or related field, apply by Feb. 4

Work Projects Coordinator for the summer with the Youth Conservation Corps

Apply by Feb, 21,

Environmental Awareness Coordinator for the summer. Must have a BA. Apply by

Feb, 21.

Extension Youth Agent, knowledge of Mexican American Culture. Apply by Feb

25.

Youth Director for local Catholic parish. Call ext, 568 or 569 for details,

SUMMER JOBS
Camp Sealth, Vashon Island, Washington offers a variety of summer positions

Circus Kirk is looking for performers, technicians, and others for the summer

season,

PUBLICATIONS
The College Placement Annual is available FREE to seniors. Stop by Caree;

Counseling & Placement, Cossitt 103, for your copy.

—Letters
Events Appreciated
Dear Editor:

May I express my heartfelt thanks for two

campus events which have given great en-

joyment to friends, family and me? The first is

the construction of the acoustically success-

ful Packard Hall of Music, which already has
provided many exhilarating musical mo-
ments. The second is the improvement of our

radio station, KRCC, with a taste of some
excellent classical music fare, and much
needed stereophonic broadcasting. Such
events not only give stimulation of the quality

required by a liberal arts college of good
calibre, but may also help curb any notion

among citizens of the region that the Col-

lege's chief source of pleasure is that of the

Colosseum rather than the mind.
Yours sincerely,

Don Shearn

Time Out For Meaning
Dear Editor:

This is to all the lonely and disillusioned

people here at Colorado College.

When I was a sophomore I felt deeply that

there was something missing from my educa-
tion, from my self, from my life. I had a sense

that there were many fine people here, but I

didn't know how to meet them, I worked hard

and enjoyed every course I took, but there

was no great enthusiasm to lead me into a

major I was sure of. All I knew was that I liked

"sciences," I had a group of close friends that

I had met in Slocum whom I ate with and went
to movies with, and I had one best friend with

whom I spent all my block breaks hitch-hiking

and backpacking throughout the Southwest.

I played Risk, backgammon, and handball, I

drank and smoked on occasion, never en-

joyed parties. Blocks and people seemed to

drift by very quickly, and the future looked no

different. And I was scared. The end of col-

lege would be here before I knew it, and it

seemed to me to be an empty, black void, for I

knew nothing of life, and felt I was not learn-

ing anything of it here in school, I was in the

midst of an identity crisis, to say the least. My
devotion to my studies and keeping in shape
and the mountains kept me sane. Nothing

was wrong except . . , everything.

So in the fall semester of my sophomore
year I was pretty sure I would take one year
leave of absence. My older sister had spent

two years in Switzerland and travelled across

Asia with a boyfriend after she graduated

from McGill University. Her slides and stories

of Afghanistan, Nepal, and India, inspired my
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restless soul to travel alone across Asia, to

see the world, to learn about people and life

and myself. And I was very scared. For a year
I worried, wondered what the hell I was doing.

The decision came when it was time to regis-

ter for next year's courses; I didn't. I took a
course in Hindu art, and I read some books
on Buddhism, and wrote my sister and her

friend asking for advice. Then school was
over and I went home to find a job, I worked

for three months, saved two thousand dollars

(which my sister said would be more than

enough), got my shots and visas, bought a

light pack and sleeping bag, and took off, in

October, 1974, Within a few days after land-

ing in Rome, the fears were gone, and I

started a wonderful year of learning and ad-

venture, I could {and did) write a book about

what happened (my journal), I met people
who had never heard of the United States, I

lived with a family in the old city of Lahore

who could not comprehend going more than

a few miles from their home. I practiced medi-
tation and learned from some very wise
Buddhist teachers. 1 hiked in the Himalayas
for two months, and saw Mt. Everest. And
after ten months I was ready to go home.
Another year passed, and with it culture

shock, depression, an unsuccessful attempt

to return to CC (I lasted one block), another

stay at home, the taking of a few jobs, the

buying of a car, and the gradual assimilation

of what I had learned in my travels into my
daily life and goals. 1 view that year now as

just as important as my year of travel. I re-

turned again this fall to find 1 am learning and

enjoying and content. Though most of my old

friends have graduated, I am able to make
many new ones. I don't want life to be any-

thing other than what it is.

1 thank those friends and professors who
encouraged me to do what I did, I thank the

administration for making it easy to take a
total of two years off. And I thank my parents
for aot giving me any hassles. And now 1

encourage those with dreams and longings

and pain to do something, for life is too short

to stray for too long from your path with a
heart. My heart said something's wrong. So 1

wandered for a year , . , and suffered for a
year ... but now life seems an expression of

fulfillment rather than a restless longing for it.

The answers are not at CC; and they are not

in India. The answers are in your heart, and
you know, you know when you are finding

them, whether it is painful or not.

David A. Nichol
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Yearbook Gripe
Gentlemen;

Several weeks ago, I received myi:

awaited copy of the Pikes Peak Nuj s ar

It has taken me until now to decide

to do with it. In simple terms,

dismayed at the lack of quality ink

photography and in format.

More specifically, there is no reis

why any college yearbook siio

contain the number of out of toe

poorly composed, and genen

meaningless photos as appear bel»i

the covers of the '76 Nugget, Al

although one might argue that thish

might represent a facet of the CC
life, it certainly does not begin tostB

any of the depth which makes Coloii
[^^^

College the school it is.

I am especially irritated about ano'.

practice. I did not give permissiof

have any of my own photography usd iinat

the Nugget. The rights to the ptiolo

page 108 of Bob McManus and Mai

Atkinson are mine and were u'-

without permission.

In sum, I am dissappointed in Pf

Sanson's work. I know he Is a

photographer and critic than

demonstrated with this work. I

however, concede that I will not t^

the damn thing out. I'm sure in \tit

years or so it will gain some noslai

value. Had I the choice, however, l«

never have bought a copy.

I hope that these comments willf *
encourage this year's Nugget edil"

avoid some of the more obvious pit^^

and I hope to see better in the M<"

Since'

Lloyd Hayne, J'-

Correction Made
Dear Editor,

You incorrectly reported the quote'

razor blade piece. It should be "The R^f

a Four Month Old Boy Can Be An Act olj

The inclusion of the razor blade is hmf

this wording. Your misrepresentation

work should be corrected.

Thank you,.

Mark Thomas
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FOREST SERVICE JOBS
Rocky Mountain Region of the Forest

e U.S. Department of Agriculture will

_„ limited number of openings for tempo-
sutnnier and seasonal positions during
Applications for the positions located in

National Forests in Colorado, Ne-
South Dakota, Kansas, and Wyom-
be accepted only from January i -

,^ary15. 1977.

positions to be filled are oredomi-

,„j
Forestry Aid, Forestry Tecfinician,

jjneering and Surveying Aid and Technt-

GS-2 to GS-5. The employment period
gffom one to six months and may begin

early as April 1977 in some locations.

;pecial application forms for temporary
ployment are available from any Forest

vice office in the Rocky fvlountain area,

ipplications must be submitted to:

emporary Employment
loordinator

:ofest Service, USDA
1177 W. 8th Avenue, Box 25127
akewood, CO 80225
fidividuats seeking temporary summer or

sonal employment may apply for work in

one National Forest. Duplicate applica-

can not be accepted. Applicants will be
J on merit — based on previous work
erience and educational attainments.

applicants must be at least 1 8 years old

time they report for duty and must be
)le of performing arduous .ihysical

Living Together A Legal Alternative?

1 Alternative Column

By Harry Hanson
The California State Supreme Court re-

cently ruled that people may share property
after they separate, even if they were not
married, but only living together. Time
Magazine made light of the decision, based
upon a conflict between actor Lee fvlarvin and
his former female companion, fvlichelle
Triola.

Actually, this is a very important judicial
statement, commenting upon the relaxation
of societal mores in the 1 970s. According to
Time, more people are living together in the
21 to 30 year old age group than are married.
Whether or not one perceives this statistic as
bad or good is irrelevant at this point. The
judiciary is always slow to recognize social
change. The fact that the California Supreme
Court ruled in favor of co-habitation, with re-
spect to property, shows a decrease in the
need for the institution of marriage, both
morally and legally.

During the 1970's we have seen a signifi-

cant increase in the status of women. We
must ask ourselves at this point whether we
are going to see a corresponding decrease
in the institution of the family? With the ad-
vent of birth control, men and women are
able to plan their famrly size and are able to

chose not to have children at all. We are
increasingly seeing couples choosing not to

have children, choosing instead to pursue
mutual careers.

Some people ask whether people will con-
tinue to have "serious" marriage relation-

ships, or whether couples will choose just to

"play house." This question assumes that

people living together are not having a "seri-

ous relationship." The reported court deci-

sion, combined with the number of people
living together would seem to suggest that

people value the co-hSbitation and take it as
seriously as marnage
Time Magazine asked President Ford

whether he was concerned about the disin-

tegration of the family and the relaxation of

morals in America. He responded in typically

general terms, saying that American people
are full of good and that he has high hopes for

American decency in the future.

The fact that the question has been posed
stresses the change in focus from the family

to the individual. More and more we are see-

ing women choosing a career instead of

having a family. It is not productive for us to

make judgements about the phenomenon at

present. The fact is, intelligent women are

considering careers at least as much as they

are considering marriage, fvlany women
postpone one or the other until later in life,

when they have the freedom and the desire

to pursue a career or to have a family.

It has been asked what will happen to the

quality of society when the intelligent women
opt to pursue a career and not have children,

while the less motivated, less intelligent

women opt to have a family. This could be a
reflection of male chauvinistic fear, or it

could be viable question that deserves
some consideration.

What we are seeing at present, is that
more people are living together when they
are in their twenties and thirties than are mar-
ried, at least in California. This would suggest
that people are unwilling to commit them-
selves to marnage while they are still young
and in school, fyien and women are ap-
proaching equal levels, each desiring to

maintain (heir freedom of action.

Despite cnltcism, we do see two women
appointed to President-elect Carter's cabinet.

In the latter part of the 1970's we shall pro-

bably see more women employed at a higher
levels of government and business. One
might ask, will the institution of the family be
adversely affected by this trend? It is really to

early to predict, but if we see more decisions
similar to the California decision and if people
continue to live together rather than get mar-
ried, the institution of the family may suffer.

Men are lucky that they do not have to

choose between family and career, or

perhaps unlucky. Hopefully in the future, we
will see the role of parent and provider be
equally shared by both parents, withoul one
having to make a choice that will limit their

freedom significantly, At any rate, children

will continue to be born and some kind of

family situation will exist. However, Lee Mar-
vin IS out a million dollars to his former living

companion. So people, the next time you live

with someone, be careful not to make any
rash promises, the era of one night stands

seems to be on its way out.

What Is, Is Good Biz : The Imagination
By Dave Fenza

)ne night, a gunman threatened to kill me
some of my friends. Of course at the

I, none of us thought that any good could

sibly result from a man who aimed a .30

ber rifle at us, but now I find the experi-

e fiad many redeeming qualities. One
ect is how it led me to appreciate the way
vfiicfi education, even the most formal
cation, can improve personal experi-
and the way in which personal experi-

es can become the best of lights that help

lee more deeply into our education,

ul before I tell any more of my story about
gunman, I better explain why I started this

imn and why it has such a peculiar title,

shouldn't get us too far off the track since
sa lot to do with the relationship between
lal education and personal experience,
any teachers, including some at CC, are
stingy with their personal experiences
:h, it told, could endow class work with
e clarity and relevance. For example, it

very hard for me to understand the fol-

statemeiit by William Carlos Williams:

imagination relieves us of physical
3ssity." At first, I could only say, "So what
* that mean?" and "I doubt it would mat-

I understood it anyway." What I needed
etime was someone to say, "Only by the
)ination can we both see life more clearly

appreciatively and avoid becoming crip-

'or killed - or something equally startling,

ffien
I needed someone to give in-

ces from his or her own life to prove and

explain.

In all fairness to my teachers, I must admit
there is a lot to be said in favor of the objectiv-

ity gained from impersonal class sessions. In

one of my classes, the professor asked a
student next to me what he thought about
Lady Chatterly's Lover. The student replied

that it was a great novel because it reminded
him of his old girlfriend who was "a pretty hot

number," as"he put il. Obviously, that sort of

personal thinking, although marvetously
concrete and specific, is not very useful. But

often it seems that oun teachers encourage
too much of the opposite extreme - formal,

objective, and abstract thinking which is pain-

fully difficult to relate to our day to day living.

What Is, Is Good Biz, I hope, will couple

personal experience with formal education.

Maybe a teacher should make study as in-

teresting to the student as adultery is to the

adult. Or something like that...

My column's title {"biz," by the way, is a
synonym for "business," "work," "stuff," etc.)

is my own rephrasing of a statement St. Au-

gustine made:
So long therefore as things are, things

are good: therefore whatsoever is, is

good...

- an outrageously optimistic statement - ev-

erything has good within it! But I will be mostly

affirmative in this column, and just as I re-

vised St. Augustine's column for the sake of

being more personal and contemporary, I

hope to review other topics to make them
more immediate.

"The imagination relieves us of physical

necessity," is a more understandable state-

ment when I relate it to my experience with

the gunman - especially when I relate it to

how I felt after the gunman aimed his rifle at

my chest and meant it, to the shape of the

moon that night, and to how difficult if often is

for us to see past ourselves.

My ordeal with the gunman happened
while I was a freshman at Windham College
in Putney. Vermont. Like many students at

CC, I was hell-bent on Improving myself, so
hell-bent that I neglected my obligation to try

to help others improve themselves as well, I

only worried about myself, which was boring

and self-defeating. When the ordeal first be-
gan, a very appropriate thing happened: I

heard screams outside, but since it was dark

out and my room was bright, all I could see in

the window was my reflection - an appropri-

ate thing since my obsession with myself

prevented me from seeing much of anything
important.

Later, I did go outside and soon found my-
self in front of the gunman who would shoot
Keith and use the butt of his rifle to smash
Dennis's face three times {happily, both my
friends, Keith and Dennis, have recovered
fully since then). And was I ever startled out

of seeing only what I wanted to see! Watch-
ing Dennis and Keith fall to the ground, I

honestly felt for them and wanted immensely
to help. Finally, I cared for more than myself,

and t saw how useless I often was.
After the gunman was arrested and the

ordeal was over, everything became
miraculous and worthwhile! Everything from

the Gauguin print on my wall to the dirty

sneakers and tiles on the floor were wonder-
ful, because when I compared those things to

death and being deprived of those things, it

was obvious, although not really explainable,

how glorious life is.

All this comes down to the old maxim thai

we best appreciate something when we lose

or come close to losing it. Of course, there

are serious risks and afler-alfecis of losing,

as is obvious with Dennis and Keith, both of

whom appreciated lite a great deal more after

having come close to losing it. but a better

way would be to gain the same appreciation

without taking such risks with their lives This

IS where the imagination comes in: we can

imagine loss, and il we imagine that loss

intensely and expansively enough; we can

see with the same clarity and love we would

gain if we really did lose life. The imagination

gives us all the perceptual reawakenings ol

loss but relieves us of the physical necessity

of loss!

While at schpol, we are still obligated to

improve others as much as we are obligated

to improve ourselves, and we should recog-

nize the imaginalion as an essential faculty in

making us helpful and in seeing truth. It's not

enough to see things solely in personal terms

and view, for example, a novel or the moon
as a memento of some romance we had; nor

is it enough to think of things in solely imper-

sonal terms and view the moon as a lump of

minerals and other geological phenonmena.
So when the moon appears to be little
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Chicano Art Represents City Neighborhoods
By Alice Atencio

A unique collection o( photographic prints

of contemporary Mexican American art is

currently on display in Armstrong Hall. The

exhibit, known as Chicano Art of the Barrio is

being brought by MECHA. in cooperation

with the College and Exxon U.S.A.

The exhibit was commissioned by Exxon

USA to bring the art of the Chicano barrio to

the attention of people in different parts ot the

country- "El barrio' translates from the

Spanish as "the neighborhood." In south-

western cities the word signifies a residen-

tial area where Spanish-speaking peoples

live.

The art produced in the barrios consists of

murals on the exterior surfaces of buildings

and other structures. El barrio artists have

begun to deal directly with tfieir community,

disregarding what are usually regarded as

the normal concerns of the artists. Their

commitment is lo their neighborhoods, their

community, by employing barrio walls as

their canvas. This art is not produced for

museums or galleries and the work is rarely

seen outside the barrio.

The 31 color pnnts used in the exhibition

are reproductions of original murals in San

Diego. Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Fresno,

and San Francisco, California; Houston.

Texas; and Denver, Colorado.

There appear to be as many themes as

artists in these cities, with no specific concep-

tual framework or common theme stimulating

or inspinng their work. The great diversity of

approaches and types of surfaces, the con-

siderable distances involved, and the new-

ness of it all may account for the lack of

thematic coherence. Such is not the case

with a number of motifs which appear re-

peatedly. Although each artist may employ a

motif for his own purposes, motifs recur over

and over again in the various cities. The

motifs can be classified as references

to pre-Columbian. Mexican, Chicano and

American sources.

Murals have altered the physical environ-

ment of the barrios whether in housing proj-

ects or in older sections. They have a direct

bearing on the existence of the people there.

Their references are to youths of the area, to

heroes in Mexican history, and to the con-

temporary scene ot the Chicano with specific

references to the Virgin of Guadalupe.

The Chicano artist has been very con-

scious of the community and his responsibil-

ity to it. The works themselves are only effec-

tive as long as they correspond to the needs

of the community. Some of the artists repre-

sented in this collection include Colorado ar-

tists Robert Lucero, Al Sanchez, Manuel

Martinez, and Charlotte Espinoza.

The selection of works for the Exxon
lection was made with the assistance

oi

Jacinlo Quirarte, dean of the College of
|

and Applied Arts, University of Texas ai ^ ll'Id

Antonio. Dr. Quirarte served as consultant,
h les

the project and authored a short
boot; «rian

which describes the collection. ^^
Barrio art serves a didactic as well as

expressive and artistic function. By recorft

the important events related to the hv^

and culture of the Mexican and Chicj

people, these artists give form to the idej

hopes and aspirations of these people,
ft

social and artistic function has to be cons

ered in any assessment of these works.

Jazz: The Best of the Bes

Few Bright Spots in Mauve Gloves

By Terry Orme
A potpourn of stories, essays, and draw-

ings compose Tom Wolfe's latest book

Mauve Gloves and Madmen, Clutter and
Vine. In these works, written between 1967

and 1976, Wolte attempts to satirize, offer

options about, and generally define America

in the late '60's and '70's. Unfortunately,

though, much of Wolfe's collage comes
across as trite and superficial. There are tew

bright spots in this book.

One of the bright spots appears in "The

True Sport: Jousting With Sam and Charlie."

Wolfe unveils his ability to write vibrant, de-

scriptive prose in this story about U.S. tighter

pilots in Viet Nam. He describes standing on

the flightljne of an aircraft carrier:

It heaves, it moves up and down under-

neath his feet, it pitches up, it pitches

down, as the ship moves into the wind and,

therefore, info the waves, and the wind

keeps sweeping across, sixty feet in the air

out in the open sea, and there are no rail-

ings whatsoever - and no way whatsoever

to cry out to another living soul for a helping

hand . . .

But Wolfe ruins everything when he feels

compelled to express an opinion. He calls

Amencan journalists who covered the Viet

Nam war "North Viet Nam's secret weapon."

By writing about the atrocities committed by

U.S. forces in Viet Nam, these journalists

caused the unrest and uprisings in the U.S.

against the war. Wolfe implies that this loss of

support for the way was responsible for the

heavy pilot casualties.

The collapse of morale, or weakening of

resolve, or whatever it should be called —

this was all taking place in the States at the

very moment when the losses were begin-

ning to mount in both the Navy and the Air

Force. cont. on page 5

By BJIty Shears
"Chick Corea, Herbie Hancock, Keith

Jarrett, McCoy Tyner" — Atlantic SD 1696

0698
This album, which represents a look back

into the careers of the four greatest contem-

porary jazz pianists, is a welcome break in an

era that has forgotten the poetic lyricism ot

the late '50s and early 'SOs. To find a com-

mon ground for the musicians in this collec-

tion, llhan Mimaroglu searched into the roots

which preceed the current development of

each of these men.

McCoy Tyner sits back, Keith Jarrett

stands up, Herbie Hancock unplugs and

Chick Corea displays a grace that has been

absent since his founding of Return to

Forever. Even those unfamiliar or uncom-

fortable with the directions of modern jazz

can discover an enjoyment in the unpreten-

tious simplicity of these works.

Keith Jarrett, acclaimed for his distin-

guished solo career, is represented by two

pieces performed with a trio in 1966. Weav-

ing between the background rhythms of

Charlie Haden (bass) and Paul Motian

(drums), Jarrett cuts the smoke of his pipe

dreams to reveal a sincere artist intimately

communicating with his audience.

In contrast to the display of technical

pertise which characterizes his most rect

works, Chick Corea lets the emotional side

his artistry rule on his two album selectia

recorded in November and Decembei

1 966. Corea is known for his selection olft

bass players, and Steve Swallow's al

formance on "Tones for Joan's Borgi

brings to the acoustic bass the same strei

that Coreas other famous sideman, Stani

Clarke, brings to the electric.

McCoy Tyner. who terrorized the audieif

in Armstrong Theater a mere two years ag

plays two upbeat and accessible pieces so

to please any jazz listener. Instead ol

thundering chord progressions, the listena

treated to quicksilver riffs tastefully remin

cent of that late, great genius, Art Tatum

The master of electronic funk, Hert

Hancock, teams with bassist Ron Cartel

provide the two most surprisingly avarf

guarde pieces on the album. Recorded

1969. these selections combine Hancoti

modern rhythms within an acoustical fom

to give an unusual look at this artist

progressive mode.
This album portrays four artists in Iran

tion, and gives a clear view of the origi

which led to their current directions, Itisaj
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Special Interview

iFeattu*es

;

CC Woman Deals With Gay Life
By Gail Bradney

^e issue of homosexuality is seldom dis-

-sed on this campus. This interview deals

If,

lesbianism, and how it teels to be a gay

^an at CC. The woman's anonymity was
(^ssary for her own well-being.

What made you realize you were gay?

You just don't wake up one day end say,

gay." I go to a gay rap group. We've
ijone autobiographies, and we've all

laiked about our experiences -- when we Q- You have touched on the issues of
leil in love with our teachers, our gym prejudice and barriers at this school.
leachers. camp counselors

. . You are Can you go into more detail? Specif-

totd it's a phase and how you are not ically, why do these barriers exist?
supposed to have these feelings, al- A. It is a very individual thing. Everything is

ent person. I've come to grips with my
sexuality, at least I've taken that first step,
and I can say, "I really feel good about
myself." It's the first time I've ever had
such an intimate relationship. I'm finding
things out about myself I've never known.
A relationship with a woman, for me, is a
lot more intense, with a lot more depth to

though you do. I don't know why someone
urns to liking the same sex. I guess it's

|jst ihat a lot of us have gotten fed up with

Ihe whole role thing; we just don't want to

deal with people. The reason I got along

with a woman rather than a man is be-

cause a woman came along and we hit it

off real well. She felt like I was a sensitive

person. We had similar interests, and we
shared a lot in common.

bu just don't wake up one day
d say, 'I'm gay.'

"

The student body here is fairly con-
servative. What kinds of reactions

so interrelated: the religion with the so-
cial ... It's hard to just extrapolate one
major factor. I don't think CC is any differ-

ent than a lot of places you are going to

find. I don't think it's unique in any way. I

just don't think people know enough
about it or they just don't come across the
idea or deal with people who are gay be-
cause we are real "closeted" here, a real

trite term. Okay, take for instance, the
movies. Remember when we had the
Men's Lives and they had that homosex-
ual film? People flipped out. They didn't

like it; you know, they couldn't look at it in

an artistic way. The big thing is that even

fiave you run across on this campus "I don't hate men. In fact, the men I

know are so sensitive. I enjoy
spending time with them."

concerning lesbianism?

Well, for instance, this last week I dealt

with it on the level of religion, not because
Im a religious person, but I'm interested

where people stand. The religion thing is

I big here. There are a lot of religious

jople on this campus, and they're so
closed-minded. I guess I've talked to

enough of them to the point where it's a
real frustration. It's a real hush-hush is-

sue

How important is gayness in terms of

its effect on you and your life?

A maior point is to know it's okay. It's

okay! My life has changed tremendously.

went through this whole mental pro-

cessl'Why can't I relate to guys on a cer-

tain level? Or when I try, it's like they clam
else I have to be very cautious about

how I word questions." And in a relation-

ship with a woman it's not ideal. You have
I lot of problems that you have in any
olher relationship. It's not unique in that

way. You have to deal with societal pres-

sures. But it's changed my life tremen-

dously, to have that burden off my shoul-

knowing that I have found some-
body who loves me very much. I can re-

late to this person on a very intimate level.

We can share so much; we can tell each
olher what we don't like, what we like,

what we like them to do with our bodies. In

sexual terms, it almost seems natural that

a woman would know what her body feels
like and what feels good. And it seems
li^'e a natural thing ~ to share it with
somebody. The whole thing of being that

close to somebody. Making love is a real

intimate thing. It's an extension of my love
wilh this person. I feel like a totally differ-

the thought of it sickens people. The
whole concept, it seems to me. is that

they don't want to deal with it because it

could be a threat. They think it's a gross
thing. They look at it all from the sexual
basis, all from a sexual level as if that's

the only difference in a homosexual com-
pared to a heterosexual relationship. And
that's not the only difference.

Q. What are those differences?
A. It's basically because my life focuses

around women that I enjoy spending time

with them. The idea is that I've always

been able to relate to women much better

than I've been able to relate to men. And I

mean that not in a sexual way, but in a

personal, intellectual way. Because I feel

that women start on a similar level. When I

deal with a relationship with a man, and I

HAVE been in relationships with men be-

fore, il seems to me we are on way differ-

ent levels. So therefore. I have to spend
energy getting to that point where we can

start relating and opening up and being

sensitive and sharing. Whereas, with my

"A relationship with a woman, for

me, is a lot more intense, has a lot

more depth to it."

women friends it s been a loi easier to be

really honest, to talk about things that

mean a lot to me, personal matters. With

guys, I DO it, because I'm used to doing it.

I can be real honest, but I flip them out a lot

of times. And they can't handle it. So
therefore, you have to channel your ener-

gies into compensating for that gap. And I

feet there's a real gap. You can go back
and say it's a society thing, and I'll admit
that, of course. But I'm not willing to spend
the energy helping a guy become a sensi-

tive person. For me a relationship takes

so much of my energy because I demand
a lot from my friends. A LOT. And I have to

devote so much of my energy relating to a
guy — 1 can't do it. And it's not |ust on a
sexual level. The sexuality part is minor to

Q. Many people think lesbians hate men.
Is that true?

A- It's not true at all. In every sort of move-
ment there are the separatists But that's

not where the majority of women would
be. The women I know don't hate men at

all. It's jUst that they preler lo spend time

with women. I don't hate men. In fact, the

men I know are so sensitive. I enjoy
spending time with them The mythology
of hating men is just a scare tactic. I. think

men feel threatened because you don't

want to relate the them sexually What it

mainly has done is alleviated that whole

sexual thing, I don't look to a guy thinking

that he's looking to me as a sexual object,

I can really feel comfortable around a guy
because I'm not having a relationship with

him on a sexual level, whatsoever. So in a
way that takes the pressure off of him, I

have found that my relationships with

men have been strengthened, at least on
my part, because not all of my men
fnends know I'm gay. But I feel good
about it- And that helps me. And I guess I

hope inadvertently I'm alleviating pres-

sure from them, because we're not into

the whole game thing.

Q. Staunch heterosexuals talk about how
lesbianism will cause the breakdown
of the family. Do you agree with this?

A, I know lesbian mothers. They love kids;

they like the family thing. The whole thing:

"Isn't it going to be detrimental to Ihe kid's

mind? Isn't he going to grow up real

weird?" The women who spoke against

the ERA said that what is going to happen
is that the whole identity thing Is going to

become such a mess that kids arent't

going to have anything to model after and
they'll become homosexuals. I don't be-
lieve that.

O. lam hoping to break down some of the

more common myths. You said that

lesbians DO NOT hate men, nor do
they feel that family life has to be sac-

rificed. How do they feel about others'

heterosexual relationships?

A. Going through my life as a woman, be-

coming very sensitive to criticism and

people labelling me, always being sort ol

different, not following traditional roles:

I've done it all my life and I've had to suffer

criticism and jokes. So I feel like a lot of

my lesbian friends are sensitive towards

criticizing other people and their life-

styles. If that's fine for them, that's great. If

you're happy wilh what you're doing, what

burt Decision in Conflict With ERA
By Eric Weaver

ilie recent Supreme Court decision deny-

) women pregnancy pay illustrates the de-
'si"e position the women's movement
^s itself in today, and the need for a re-

aiiination of its tactics. The former
^amism of the women's movement is

~«lly fading. The shift in attitude of an in-

asing number of women today away from
"iism, indicates a turning point has been
*ed which will detennine the future of
iinism.

"le defensive position of the women's
^srnent is illustrated by the recent elec-
" All ot the energy of feminist groups in

Jofado had to be devoted to the defense of

Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) and

1^
was nothing left for moving forward.

• 'act that the anti-ERA effort was directed

women's group, the League of House-
^s, indicates the high degree of fragmen-
'" which has developed among women.

J
"ts initial stages the feminist movement

^,
militant and highly visible force which

^lively raised the general consciousness

1^ society to the reality of sexism. But as
^minist movement began to achieve vic-

in the courts and in Congress, it moved
sasingiy toward "working within the sys-

tem", in the process it was largely co-opted

by the system. Today the women's move-
ment is made up of a small group of dedi-

cated but ineffectual feminists who are con-

strained by the limits of the very male domi-

nated system they are trying to change from

within.

The current state of the feminist move-

ment seems to be a product of our economic

situation. The opponents of the ERA have

mounted very effective economic arguments

against the ERA. One of the arguments says

the ERA allows women to take jobs away
from men who need them to support their

families- There are two obvious fallacies in

this argument. First, it implies men have an

innate right to jobs by virtue of the fact that

they are men and not necessarily the best

qualified- Second it implies men are the only

ones who have families to support, and in-

deed, that is their exclusive obligation to sup-

port their households.

The anti-pregnancy pay ruling is a particu-

larly onerous decision when viewed from an

economic perspective. Not only does it deny

the special role of women in child bearing but,

it also discriminates against poor women
even more than nch women. The essence of

the ruling was that since women don't have to

get pregnant their company has no special

obligation to compensate them for the time

lost while pregnant. This decision is of little

import to women whose husbands earn

enough bo support them during their preg--

nancy. But, the effect of the ruling on women
whose paychecks are an indespensible part

of the family income is to deny their human
rights to raise a family through economic

coercion.
Feminists have an obligation to them-

selves to resist this challenge of their human
dignity and the economic welfare of poor

women. For the feminist movement to regain

its momentum it will have to restore once

more to highly visible consciousness-raising

activities in order to mobilize women
Feminists have to be aware of the tendency

of movements for change within Ihe Ameri-

can system, to be co-opted by small token

concessions. There is as strong a need as

ever for women to press tor the equality that

IS their right.

ART SHOW IN PACKARD
Wendy Eiseman will present an Art Show enli-

tled "Endogeny" in Packard Hall February 1-15-

the hell'^ DO IT! How can I cnticize you
when I've been put in that position my-
self^

Q. You feel strongly that you have cho-
sen a life-style suitable to yourself. If

you feel that what you are doing is

fight, then why don't you "come out"
on this campus? Do you feel that it Is

not worth it?

A- Sometimes I feel like that. Like it's a fruit-

less effort And why put so much energy
in that? I want people to look at it intellec-

tually Not thai many people around '

showed up at the two seminars in

Mathias. You don'i want lo make it such a
big issue that you are labelled: "There's

the lesbian " That's not me, although it's a
real big part ol me and affects every part

of me. You have to weigh the advantages
and disadvantages of coming out. It I

came out I would have to deal with my
parents; I'd have to deal with my grandpa-

rents. My brothers and sisters know about
It, and they're cool about it -- no problem.

But 1 don't know if teachers would be
weird. I'm real apprehensive about chti-

cism, A lot of women 1 know, it's new.
TheyDON'T feel real good about it, be-

cause of all these pressures You have to

feel good about it yoursell, before you
come out. Basically, I'm beginning to feel

good about it, but I also have to deal with

my lovers feelings because she's a lot

more paranoid about it. You have to feel

strong about it. Feeling strong about it

takes a lot ol personal endeavors.
There's a time, there's a point. You have
to know your own limitations. You DO
have to protect yourself Gay people are

in a very tenuous position on this campus.
Q. How does it make you feel when you

cannot be yourself, live the way you
want to life at CC without feeling

persecuted?
A, The only place where I can leel really

good about if is meetings, parties I go to

And It makes me feel real crummy. It

makes me feel really frustrated inside. It

makes me feel real sad. 11 people would
.

only realize how in love I am and how
good 1 feel about myself, rather than al-

ways sticking with the doctor excuses. It

seems like they're not on that personal

level of trying to understand. I can't see

why people can't get away from that

facade and listen honestly- 1 could think of

every horrible adjective to explain it - not

being able to be myself When I see a

man and woman walking across campus
and they're holding hands, I just sit and

get real envious. It's a real gnawing thing

inside. It's )ust not fair! That's why I don't

like to spend much time on campus. It's

not where I feel comfortable.

Mauve Gloves
Cont. from page 4

Wolfe seems to forget, or to ignore, the fact

that this "collapse of morale" in the U.S. was
precisely what prompted the U.S. to finally

pull out of Viet Nam. This allowed the Viet-

namese the chance to lead Iheir own lives,

and permitted US. servicemen to come
home- Wolfe is determined, at any cost, to

get in his two-bits of criticism.

However, another story, "The Commer-
cial, " succeeds where "True Sport" fails.

"The Commercial " is about a black baseball

player named Willie Hammer, Willie is a star;

his batting average is the best in the league.

Yet Willie is not a superstar, for to be a

superstar you have to be "the man who gets

picked for the commercial." Willie finally gets

his chance when a cologne company asks

Willie lo do a commercial for their product,

Charlemagne. The problem comes when Wil-

lie reads the scnpt and finds out he must

pronounce "Charlemagne" as "Charlie

Magnet" "How can I get out there and acl

like 1 can't read 'Charlemagne'^' ". Willie

asks. This satire deals with Ihe notion of

exploiting for personal gam, and with allow-

ing oneself lo be exploited for one's own per-

sonal gam. In the end, Willie pretends he

can't read, becomes a millionaire, and "Char-

lemagne's" sales soar. Both sides win-

In Mauve Gloves and IWadmen, Clutter

and Vine, Tom Wolfe seems intent upon tel-

ling It like It IS. However, "lellmg it like it is " is

not as easy as Wolfe makes it out to be- This

book lends no insight, offers no alternatives,

to the state of affairs in America loday. It is

"pop"' journalism, and perhaps thai is all it

was ever meant to be.
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A career in law-
without law school.

What can you do wilh only a bachelor's degree''

Now there is a way lo bridge the gap between an

undergraduate education and a challenging, respon-

sible career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able lo do

work traditionally done by lawyers.

Three months of intensive training can give you

the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers. You

choose one o( the seven courses offered—choose

the city in which you want to work.

Since 1970. The Institute for Paralegal Training

has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms.

banks, and corporations in over 75 cities

If you are a senior of high academic standing and

are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant

we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with

our representative.

We will visit your campus on

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
235 Soutti 17tii Streel. Ptiiladelptiia. Pennsylvania '

(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Legal. Inc

ATTENTION JET SETTERS!!

We are now selling charters

to Europe for this summer.
Don't wait too long-space

is limited!!!!

® Taylor
Travel
818 North Tejon
636-3871

-> )ei

GOLDEN NEEDLE 333 N, Tejon (Agora My
635-0064. We specialize in handmade

rj.

thing and decorating Hems.

SWISS HIKING Boots. Uke newl 9-4
|j

Wateiproofed $45- CC Student Store.

$250 BUYS this space. Sell anythjngl Asktj

anylhingi Books, Jobs, Personnel. Bring k

typed copy and money lo Catalyst office a
Monday before publication.

COUNSELORS WANTED - Western Ca

orado boy's camp & girl's camp emphaa
out-camp and river program. Two years

lege arx) sincere interest in working wHhi

dren required. Include seK-addres;

stamped envelope with inquiry to Anders

Camps, Gypsum, Colorado 81637.

V\/\nes ;j

Weber St. Liquor

^ee^s

Open til 12 p.m.

475-9533

MILLER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER
10 EAST COLORADO AVENUE

Located in the Galaxy Shop

Largest Selection Popular, Classic,

Jaxz, Soul, & Country

Sandpiper

Woods
Comfortable and convenient

living for CC students at a

5% discount.

1 or 2 b^droom-furnistied or

unfurnistied

Please call 632-3440

919 N. 19th Street
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^ lean Magee as "The Enforcer'
iSpOI-tSsaB=

Living in the Vortex of Violence

I
By Ed Goldstein

yfie tall figure is seen barreling down the

„glh of the ice. He spots his prey and ch-

.js him into a corner from which there is no

cape fvlembers of the assembled audi-

IJ5
rise to their feet and cry out, "Get him

.ail!", as 'fie figure bashes the vanquished

g Into the boards.

Ttie scene pictured above is often played

, in the Broadmoor World Arena, as one

ign
James Magee goes about his worit as a

ckey player for the Colorado College Ti-

IVho is Dean fHagee, and why does he
^.,lorm such violent acts? Suffice to say that

; IS a craftsman of a very unique variety.

,an fylagee has grown up with a hockey

ck in hand since he first tool< to the ice as a

B year old in his home town of Banff, Al-

ita. Since then, he has grown into his pre-

nt imposing size. His adeptness at playing
,jgh and tumble style of hockey has thril

Dean Magee moves out to "Badger" Wisconsin leer.

„„, , , „„„ P^.f":^^.'"'!'^^'!"?
^™' ?"' °" '^"^ """ '' worried about hurting the people he engages

I
many a hard-core hockey fan in his three

i™rniaate the skaters of the opposing in combat, he offered this reply "No I don't

ais at CC. earn. IHe ranks pride in the fact that he is a try to hurt anybody. But if they do get 'hurt ifsguy who can rough up the other team." He just part of the game "

suited ivlaqee assumes the role of htV^^
'^^'

"'l^" ='<f
^'^ °" "^^^ °'fier side Dean is a very talented offensive gun who

listening for skate-steps and lose the line shot into the opponents crease Maqeeedge of concentration that is needed to win in demonstrates that he is usually the oerson
college hockey. "who gets the team moving." And he has

,,„:„ .... ^ ,
done that so far this year to the tune Of 15

Living in this vortex of violence can lead to goals and 9 assists in 23 games However
„ serious injuries, and when asked if he is ever there is also the little matter of the 87 minutes

altering leers Slide Into 8th Place

Cs enforcer. In enemy rinks throughout the

inhlands of the United States, he is a player

love to hate. Adulation greets him back

irie because fans know that his special role

crucial to the fortunes of the Tiger

;kmen.

that Dean has had to spend in the sin bin this

itear, on the basis of being sighted for 38
penalties. By the end of the season, the time
he has to sen^e for his on-ice transgressions
may rival 'the record 1 30 minutes he spent in

the penalty box as a freshman.
These two sides of Magee were highligh-

ted last weekend in the series against the
University of tvlinnesota, Dululh.

Duluth Coach Gus Hendrikson ushered in

the weekend at a meeting of the CC Blue Line

Club by saying, "We'll have a good series if

fvlagee doesn t batter us up too much," As if

to confirm that prediction, Magee did his very
best to strike terror in the heads of the small

Dululh players. He accumulated his usus\l

share of assorted penalties, but his often

overlooked scoring punch was in operation

as he tallied three goals and Wjo assists in the

weekend split.

Magee thinks that the Tigers convincing
1 3-3 victory over Duluth may push the Tigers

up the WCHA ladder to a position befitting

what Magee calls a championship caliber

team. If this season doesn't pan out, Magee
can took fonward to next year's hockey wars
and a possible ticket to the pros. Right now.
he is not optimistic about his chances of

being able to play in the NHL and is consider-

ing the possibility of emigrating to a Euro-

pean Hockey league for a few years.

If he does become a hockey expatriot. we
can be sure that European audiences will find

this CC product a very formidable export.

By Dan Cathcart
The Wisconsin Badger 'Hotkey team
jamrolled through the Broadmoor last

iekend, leaving CC in its wake, and
lengthening their number one ranking and
6 record. The Badgers were more than
ipressive both nights winning 6-3 and 4-1.

3ach Bob Johnson's crew boosted an im-
3ssive lineup with former Olympians Alley,

hnson, and Taft returning to support last

ar's stars Norwich, Eaves, and Dilble.

Friday's game saw the Tigers fall behind
rlyon three quick Wisconsin tallies that got
Vern Mott. CC was never able to climb out
Ihe hole, despite Mike Haedrich's three-
al effort.

Saturday, the Tigers came out a much im-
proved club, and went into the locker room at
the end of the first period with a 1-1 tie forged
by hard hitting and solid defensive play.
Haedrich, of course, scored the Tiger goal.
But two CC shots whic glanced off the post
and two Wisconsin goals put the Tigers be-
hind for good. The referees did their best to

aid the Tigers in the final period; they
awarded CC a man-up situation for over two
thirds of the period, but due to lacking line

changes on Coach Sauer's part, the power
play was slow moving and ineffective-

Next weekend Notre Dame arrives for the
final full home series of the season. The team
would enjoy all of your support.

GLOBE TRAVEL FOR A SUPER VACTIONIGLOBE TRAVEL FOR A SUPER

WHAT'S UP FOR
BREAK?

SPRING

SUNSHINE

le Tiger schussers take time out from last weekend's meet at Lake Eldora when
lorado ski teams hosted U of Utah and U of New Mexico. This block break looks to
a good one for the team when they head to Winter Park for a two day meet,

llowed up next weekend at Angelfire, New Mexico, then on to the Regional meet in

ibruary.

nbeaten Cagers Look Golden
By Craig Silverman

wme a Bl"

i» me another B!"

s that spell?"

^(iozen girls stand up as one, raising
lers to their lips and answering "B-b-
b-b-b!" Anne Shutan, the questioner
*s up at the familiar response. The rest of

Colorado College women's basketball

"Joins in the laughter, pleased at their

'"ibulion. Coach Laura Golden looks on

J

a confident smile, realizing the nervous
% released by such horseplay and
^6 that her girls are now ready for the
•etball game that will soon begin.
"^Itiat will soon begin.
^ntf ready they were last weekend as
ady cagers swept a vital road series in

'essive style, keeping their season
*<l an unblemished 1 0-0. A quick stop
°5 Vegas, New IVIexico last Thursday
all it took to destroy New Mexico
'ands, 79-39. "Sharp-Shootin" Shu-
*as unstoppable with her long-range
°s. scoring 24, while lanky Lorna
J'^Ver contributed 28 in a typically
landing performance.

It was in Santa Fe, however, that the

Tigers put it all together in a first half that

left the home crowd stunned. Paced by

the tremendous shooting of Ann Pringle

who said, "I was psyched to play," the

long range accuracy of Shutan who had

"a feeling that I just couldn't miss," and
Kollmeyer's dominating presence, the

lady hoopsters ran out to a 54-8 halftime

lead over a respectable College of Santa

Fe club. Contributing nicely to the CC ef-

fort were Rose Harvey, hustling Paula

Parker, and a rapidly improving Lisa

Sandstrom, all of them playing a majoy

part in the 85-27 triumph.

Tigers Win on Road!
The CC men's basketball team rolled to

an impressive 88-80 victory over College

of Santa Fe last Friday night, improving

their record to 6-7 on the year. The victory

was the first road victory for CC basket-

ball since 1975, and was a complete team

effort.

Senior Tom Beckmann and ever-

improving freshman MarcSt. John led the

Tiger surge, Beckmann contributing 22

points while St. John turned in his best

performance of the year.

MAZATUVN, AS LOW AS $240.00.

PUERTO VAUARTA, AS LOVi^ AS $296.00.

YUCATAN, AS LOW AS $415.00.

SAN DIEGO/ENSENADA $239.00
(INCLUDING CAR)

OR SNOW .

SKI CANADA:BANFF
LAKE LOUISE, JASPER $345.00.

SKI UTAH $215.00.

HOTEL AND AIRFARE INCLUDEI3 ON SPACE AVAILABLE BASIS.

<
m
I- /^

, \

r\r
-n
O
3) (a P\*
>
CO TRAVEL ' SIERVICE

20 EAST PIKES PEAK AVE.

473-4151

5 DO BUSINESS WITH A COMPLETE OFFICE STAFF OF
O COLORADO COLLEGE ALUIV1NUS WHO UNDER-
i? STAND YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.

TSUPER VACATION IGLOBE TRAVEL FOR A SUPER VACATII'NIGLOBE fi
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Course Evaluation Changed; Catalyst Fate Uncertain
By Janet Odiaug

pespite the CCCAs approval to allocate

50 to the Catalyst, a decision is still

nding with regard to the fate of the

j,alyst budget. A requirement of the

udget
Committee stipulating control of fu-

,re
problems was tabled, as well, be-

gjse of objections raised that the au-

ifiQiTiy
of Cutler Publications, Inc. would

infnnged upon.

7he CCCA questioned whether it was
jir

responsibility to compensate for the

jficit
caused by misunderstanding. Origi-

jlly,
the Catalyst was budgeted for ten

;elve-page issues, of which six were to

g
published in the spring. Due to misun-

ifslandings and unexpected debts incur-

j first semester, the Catalyst staff found

emselves depleted of funds necessary to

;,ver the costs of the extra copy. Errors
eflected in the publication of all ten

^/ja/e To Be Removed

twelve-page issues in the fall, the insuffi-

cient amount of advertising included, which
did not compensate for the length of the
issues, and unexpected debts.

It seemed, that the CCCA focused more
on the effects as opposed to the causes of
the quandary facing the Catalyst. The qual-
ity of the paper depended on their decision
in that several limitations might have been
imposed on its content. The paper's obliga-
tion to break even would have provoked

an increase in advertising which in turn

would have resulted in a disproportionate

amount of space given to ads in the lay-

out. Articles, in addition, would have to be
either condensed or cut out altogether

Realizing these implications, the CCCA ag-

reed to grant funds to compensate for

copy space lost to the space allotted to

advertising. Financial oversight control for

avoiding future problems, in the form of

monthly audits which would be turned over

The Catalyst
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^almer Rennovation Begins

to the CCCA required further discussion.
Problems inherent in this control over the
Catalyst's independence as an organiza-
tion arose in response to the question of
where the Catalyst would stand in the
event that it is confronted with a lawsuit.

Changes pertaining to the Catalysts
position were complemented by positive,

definite changes made by an Adhoc
Committee on the Faculty Course issue.
Evidence of the revisals made concerning
the Faculty Course Evaluations will appear
in a booklet which will consist of two basic
components. The first is an informational
component which will provide a description
of the course that will go beyond the de-
scription offered in the college catalogue. It

will mainly deal with the theoretical position

the professor takes on the subject, the
reading list of the course, and the course
structure and objectives (such as whether
it is offered for potential majors or non-

Continued on page 3

By Colin Crawford

For some time now. the inside of Palmer

all has been undergoing a facelift,. Slowly

jl surely, the renovation is being com-
eied, Work is beginning on what will

jrhaps be the most striking feature of the

imodeling: the conversion of the museum
1 ihe third floor into a Commons Area. Ac-

[irding to Business Manager Robert
ighton, the Commons Area "will be nchly

me, a place in which we won't be ashamed
hold receptions, teas, and the like." He

[aborated by adding that the area might also

e available for small lecture groups and
jminars. However. Broughton stressed the

lea Ihat the use of the Commons Area will

ive to be "developed as we go along."

Head Librarian Dr. George Fagan re-

laled that the artifacts presently in the
jseum will be transferred to a variety of

cations. Fagan said that some of the pieces
the museum are expected to be sold to the

oneer Museum in Colorado Springs.
igan indicated that Geology Professor Wil-

m Fischer is currently negotiating with the

liversity of Colorado at Boulder and the

Denver Museum of Natural History for

purchase of a portion of the objects in the

museum, including a large whale skeleton. In

addition to the remodeling of the museum
area, work is currently underway to install an
elevator and a ramp leading into Palmer. The
elevator will be placed in an existing elevator

shaft. While the shaft was not originally built

to reach the fourth floor, construction will

make that possible. The elevator, when in-

stalled, will reach from the basement to the

fourth floor. The ramp, now being built on the

southwest corner of Palmer, will allow hand-
icapped persons easy access to the building.

Further remodeling on the building will in-

clude the completion of office complexes and
the construction of hallways. That, along with

the work on the museum, ramp, and elevator,

are being financed to the tune of $345,000.
The financing of the renovations and addi-

tions is being made entirely by grants and
gifts to the college intended solely for those
purposes. Broghton estimated that all of the

work should be completed by the end of the

summer, but admitted that his estimate is not

final.

heatre Workshop To Be Held
Theater Workshop in collaboration with

love Chapel will present the visit of Profes-

Wayne Rood on Saturday, February 5.

olessor Rood will conduct an Intensive
leater Workshop, Beginning on Saturday
ernoon at 3:00 pm, February 5. in the C
lom of Cossitt Gym. Members of Theater
'ofkshop will participate in this event, and
ly other members of the campus are
irmly invited to participate.

To focus the workshop, Wayne Rood wilt

a significant one-act play, "Pullman Car
awatha" by Thornton Wilder. Various as-
s:ts of "the theatrical event" will be dis-

issed and rehearsed. According to the
islies of those who participate, Professor

II meet with the group every day and
inthusiasm and work justifies it, perhaps

gala extravaganza of the year, the

f

"^se Ball, will be held tonight at the
adrnoor. Fred Astaire and Ginger

^^^s eat your hearts out!

even a finished production at the end some-
time on Wednesday.
Wayne Rood is Professor of Religious

Education and Dean of Summer Sessions.

Pacific School of Religion, Berkeley, Califor-

nia. His formal education was at Alfred Uni-

versity, The Hartford Seminary Foundation

and Oxford University. He was a Chaplain in

the U.S. Army during the second World War
and was decorated for gallantry He has
traveled extensively in Africa and England

and around the world, and is the author of a

number of articles and three books.

Professor Rood will be the speaker in the

Chapel at the 1 1 :00 am service on Sunday,

February 6. He will conclude his visit on

Thursday afternoon in the lounge at the

Chapel with a Discussion Seminar on the

First Epistle of John, This will begin at 2;00

pm and all members of the campus commu-
nity are invited.

Ghost Writing
(CPS) — Since the recent passage of

statutes in vahous states making it illegal to

have the intent to defraud by presenting a

source or authorship that a person or organi-

zation does not have, writers of college term

papers have been forced to retreat under-

ground or quit altogether,

A ghost writer group on the University of

Colorado-Boulder campus was not so lucky

to escape the law. Known as "Dr. Know." the

group continued to advertise around campus
even after the Colorado statutes were pas-

sed.

Two of the memembers of *Dr. Know"
were arrested by police after undercover

cops had paid the group $25 down and later,

$75.

Besides being a criminal offense to be a

ghost writer in many states, it is also danger-

ous to use or purchase the papers with intent

to defraud. Although no students have yet

been charged with purchasing the papers at

CU-Boulder, three students have been expel-

led for such acts over the past half dozen

years.

Whale skeleton hangs upstairs in Palmer.
Photo By Stevo Oymond

Athletic Scholars Get Rhodes
By William G. Miller

The Rhodes scholarship program, as most
people know from watching college athletics,

is an award which recognizes excellence in

athletics and academics. Fans who watched
Tom McMillan play basketball or Pat Hayden
play football know that the candidates for this

prestigious award are among the superstars

of big-time university athletics. But what of

those who don't play major spectator sports

at big universities? How does Colorado Col-

lege rate in the competition with mammoth
sports factories?

Consistently, candidates from CC have
been ranked favorably in the group. Among
the small number of nationally considered

candidates, the traditional favorites are those

from the highly prestigious universities —
Harvard, Yale, and Stanford. The Military

Academies also do well.

The strongest academic credentials are

required adamantly for even preliminary

consideration. But George Drake, a Col-

orado College history professor and former

Rhodes scholar, states that once one is

being considered for the award, the most
telling qualification is character. The Inter-

view is crucial because so many candidates

have outstanding credentials.

In this year's competition. CC won six posi-

tions out of fifteen available in the preliminary

state procedure. Marlys Genger, Robin
Chapman. Jamela Macer. Rick Lewis, Jeff

Wengrovius. and Jim Hamilton were the can-

didates from CC Most prospective scholars

from the west compete in their home states,

for the chances are slimmer in the college-

cluttered Northeast, Thus, a Coloradan com-
peting in his home state although attending a
small college with perhaps a little less ot a
reputation would have a better chance than a

student in Now Hampshire, the most
crowded regional division.

Most candidates are white-collar-bound

pre-med. pre-law or journalism majors with

an eye for service of the public. The fond

hopes of Mr, Rhodes that he help provide the

leadership for each ensuing generation In

respective fields have become a reality. Such
personalities as Byron "Whizzer " White
grace the ranks of public service, Our own
George Drake and George Butte were
Rhodes scholars.

Although the glamor of large university

sports heroes may tend to aggrandize their

achievements and abilities, they are consid-

ered on an even par with the less popular

sports. One of the only two CC scholars in Ihe

last fifteen years was Max Power in 1963,

who was a mountain climber. Leadership

ability is considered to be a tangible plus in

this competition and far more important than

whether a man or woman plays a terribly

demanding sport or not. In the eyes of the

ex-Rhodes scholars who sit on the judging

teams, the sport does not make the man as

the cover does not make the periodical.

SAGA Hours Changed |

Rastall Taylor Bemis
Friday Dinner: 5

Non Steak Night

(Begin 2/4) 5:00-6:00 5:30-6:30 5:00-6:00

Steal< Night

(Begin 2/11) 5:00-6:30 5:00-6:30 Closed

(Upperclassmen) (Freshmen)

Saturday: (Begin 2/5)

Breal<last 7:30-6:30 Closed Closed
Continental Break- 8:30-9:00 Closed
fast Lunch - 11:15-12:45 Closed

Closed Dinner Closed Closed
Closed

Closed Sunday: (Begin/6)

Breakfast 8:00-9:00

Closed Closed Lunch 11:15-12:45

Closed Closed Dinner 5:00-6:00

5:00-6:00 Closed
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Cloud Seeding: Political Pressure?
By Niles Lathem

Local scieniists have denounced the

proposed cloud seeding etforls, that are

presenlly being deliberated in Ihe slaie

legislature, claiming that cloud seeding is

not a viable solution to fie present drought

that has plagued farmers and ski areas ac-

ross the slate. The proposed legislature

would donate $190,000 to cloud seeding

experiments rn the San Juan mountain

range, the Climax Leadville area and the

North Front Range.

Cloud seeding is a process where parti-

cles of a silver iodide solution are added lo

cumulus clouds to increase moisture within

a cloud. This will, according to Df- Louis

Grant of CSU, who is one of the biggest

proponents of the program, "augment
orographic precipitation by 10-20% of

what snowfall occurs naturally."

There are, many groups who have ex-

pressed interest m the proposed cloud

seeding. The town of Aspen has already

raised 57,000 out of an intended S30,000
from local businesses, according to Jack

Brendlinger of the Aspen Ski Corporation,

for the cloud seeding program. Brendlinger

stated that the Aspen Ski Corporation has

not been exerting pressure on the state

but he is "glad to see that the state is

doing something about the problem."

Governor Lamm feels that the program
has potential, stated JJ. Harris who is also

a member of the drought council. "He
wants to explore the program as just one
possible course of action and the Governor

thought it should be pursued right away."

The Governor, according to Professor Val

Viers. of Ihe GC Physics Department, ar-

dently fought proposed cloud seeding ex-

periments in 1972.

Problems of Cloud Seeding
Professor Richard Beidleman of the CC

Biology Department said that although he
' "has not been impressed with cloud seeding

programs in the past," he is glad that the

"politicians are frying to show

goodwill and responsibility in dealing with

the drought " Beidleman stated, however,
that we have been in a drought situation

for 4 years and is disappointed that this is

the only solution that the state can come
up wilh." The program represents a lot of

money and there are other solutions such

as water conservation that can be im-
plemented. "Beidleman suggested that

lawn watering, and laundry machinery use

should be cut- He also said that January is

the dnest month of the year and that the

usual snowfall that occurs in January does
not contribute as much water lo the farms

as do the heavier snows of April and May.

Cloud seeding is an "uncertain science

that, in recent experiments across the

slate has not been able to unambiguously

show an increase in precipitation," stated

Professor Val Veirs. Viers went on to say

that "as soon as we start tinkering with na-

ture Ihe polilical questions that evolve are

severe."

Viers is not alone in this opinion. Dr.

Micheal Glance of NCAR (National Center

of Atmospheric Research), in Boulder, who
also sils on the Governor's Drought Coun-
cil, feels that the recent events that sur-

round Colorado's drought are "obviously

political." Governor Lamm, Glance stated

"is being stampeded into this by the

groups that are obviously affected, such as

the ski corporations and the farmers. I

would like to see more experts thinking

about cloud seeding because it is not an
art. Us like putting lipstick on someone
when they are in the hospital for an ap-

pendectomy,"

Farmers Loose Millions

The past four years have indeed been
wrought for farmers in Colorado The De-
partment of Agriculture reported that the

drought has caused a dollar loss of over

$86.4 million lo farmers in the Southeast
sector of the slate which includes El Paso
county. The El Paso County dollar loss ex-

ceeded 50% of Ihe normal produce profit.

The Department of Agriculture also re-

ported thai 70% of the river flow in the

state depends on snowfall and 60°o of the

snow has been lost. The amount of

precipitation Ihal lell in 1976 is over two
inches below the average amount of 9.22
inches in El Paso County.

A spokesman for the Department of Ag-

riculture reported that they are foi

seeding but their efforts concern
t^.,

programs from Ihe Federal Governrnen
farmers whose source of income has
lost due to the drought. He said that ?,[

dent Carter declared Colorado as bei

a state of "emergency" but not disjj.

and subsequently only one third of the

lief funds will be available.

Sandpiper

Woods
Comfortable and convenienl

living for CC students at a
5% discount,

1 or 2 b-!droom-furnished or

unfurnished

Please call 632-3440

919 N. 19th Street

Foreign No i

quired Excellenl pay

Worldwide iravel. Summei loh

or career Send S3 00 lor in-

formation SEAFAX, Dept. C-1

Box 2049. Porl Angeles.

Washington 93362

^F1 NATIONAL

^;l!liiilli!illililill'iii!<

FEBRUARY 18-25

the

FLICK
473-4488

632N.Teion

RIDE IN A
SWIVEL CHAIR

It goes up and down
and side to side.'

WOW!
:

i
At The

COLLEGE
BARBER
SHOP
For a ride

while you're

getting your haircut call

Leigh Toensing

633-1606

(conoco)

CARCUNIC
6 cylinder

MOTOR
TUNE-UP
SPECIAL

InclndeK timing set, check
Tacnam advance and PCV
valve, adfiut dUe RPM, Idle
lael air ratio, labrlcate
exhanit control valve. In-
pect linltion wires. IN-
STALL and adjDat NEW
SPARK PLUGS, NEW
POINTS, NEW CONDENSER.

Most American Made Cars
Resistor Plugs Extra S cylinder

88 Expires
Feb. H, J977
COUPON I

3488

Front End Alignment
with

Front Tires Balanced
Check Steering Linkage
Clieck Ball Joints Set Toe-In

^COUPON I

$12.88
(Most American Cars)
Exp. Feb. 11, 1977

• Set Caster fi Camber
Bubble Balance Front Tires

Mastercliarge

830 N. NEVADA
471-9200

JUST S.E. OF COLLEGE
w^^

Bankamericard

"Solaris" IS a

treasure
of science-liction...

eerie

extra-

ordinary

uniquely

compelling

cinematic

experience

JUDY STONE/
SAN FRANCISCO
CHRONICLE

from the novel by

STANISLAW LEM
directed by _,

ANDREITARKOVSJ
sciiFi names ctt hauw obiiiki^

NOW THRU TUESDAV
AT 7:00 & 9;30

ADULTS $2,00
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UbraryExpansionDoubtful
as=]¥ewa

By Kim King
Things are changing at Tutt Library. Head

LJDrarian, Dr. George Fagan revealed

Tuesday that the library has purchased a

f,ew
data base computer which is tied into the

Ohio College Library Center in Columbus.

Pagan also revealed that the library is not

cutting back on student employment,
although student hours will be "redistributed"

in an effort to avoid running out of budgeted

funds for student workers. Approximately 40
students are employed in the library.

Fagan explained that the library is de-

jndent upon the limited hours and lighter

I^QrK force during block breaks and spring

vacation to prevent a shortage of money

ivhich could occur later in the year.

In regard to library theft Fagan claimed

[figi ihe library neither has. nor needs an

jiaborate security system. Fagan stated

jjiai the cost to install a tighter system

bout $15,000) would not be justified

ice theft is not a significant problem,

feeling that book theft is "not in the spirit

otihe Block Plan" Fagan continued to say

Idat he feels the present security mea-
sures quite effective. He believes that "the

human factor involved" with the present

checking system is enough of a deterrent

to
prospective thieves. Although students

remove books in great demand without

checking them out Fagan claims this is

currently not a serious problem.

Expansion Doubtful

Recently rumors have been circulating

i
I
THE VIENNESE BALL *

\

IS TONIGHT. DO YOU
HAVE FLOWERS FOR

\
YOUR DATE?

about expansion of the library facilities. In an
interview, Fagan expressed doubt that
expansion of the present library or the
construction of a new facility would be
necessary in the next few years.

While he did express concern for the

overcrowding of the library, he pointed out
that a subcommittee of the Library

Committee has proposed a plan for the
systematic weeding of materials no longer
used. These materials would include
subjects no longer taught at the College such
as Forestry and journals no longer used such
as old and unused periodicals. He described
weeding as "the simplest, cheapest, and
least painful" solution. A second and more
complicated solution would be to transfer the

periodicals to microfilm. While more
expensive, microfilm would be more
economical than construction of compact
storage outside of the library, a new addition

to the present building, or a new building, all

of which are proposals under less serious

consideration. Use of microfilm may
eventually be necessary even in conjunction

with the weeding procedure.

Lately the library staff has something to

be excited about. CC now is one of the
more than 750 libraries nationwide which
receives the services of the Ohio College
Library Center based in Columbus. The in-

stallation of the new data base computer
comes a year early than proposed thanks
to a Kellogg Grant.

The new computer is expected to in-

crease the availability of library resources.

It serves in data cataloguing, interlibrary

loan, periodical listing and searching for

book ordering. The computer facilitates lib-

rary operations through more efficient pro-

cessing of materials and through stimulat-

ing improved interlibrary cooperation. The
entire tele-communication network is de-

signed to supply bibliographic information

to the College when needed and is hoped
to provide efficient and economical library

operations.

SUMMER SESSION BULLETIN
The 1977 Summer Session Bulletin will be dis-

tributed to all CC students in late Febnjary. The
Bulletin contains application forms, faculty and
course listings, the Summer Festival of the Arts

Calendar, and other enticements. In addition to 48
individual course offerings. Ihe following 8-week. 3

CC unit. Institutes will be offered: Architecture,

Conversation of Mankind, Ecosystems of Ihe

Pikes Peak Region, Photography, The U.S. as a

Developing Nation, and Urban Studies. Summer
tuition is $200 per CC unit.

Career Counseling

COMING PROGRAMS
Career and Life Planing Workshop What will you do aflec CC Instead ol just

drifting, you can begin planning now This workshop will help you identify the important
values, needs, interests and aclivilies that are uniquely yours You will learn how to
relate this information to Ihe world ol work, and begin exploring how you can identify
those careers that will be rewarding and satisfying to you This workshop is limited to 15
participants to insure individual attention Time: 1-4 pm. Place Rastall 212 Leaders'
Jim Volz and Brenda Rau; Dates: 2 sessions, February 9 and 16. For mote informa-
tion and to register, call 568 or 569
The Job Search - Now that you know what kind ot job you really want how do you go

about getting it? This workshop offers the latest inlormalion on job landing techniques
and how to tap into the hidden job market where 8CM ol |ob vacancies are lound Date-
February 10; Time: 2:00 pm; Place: Raslall 212: Leader Carol Leavenworth

Career Opportunities Seminar - NonTeachIng Opportunities in Education -

This is the second ol a series ol panel presentations by prolessional people with lirst
hand inlormalion about career opportunities and alternatives The locus for this even-
ing will be on careers in higher education lor non-teachers There will be an opportunity
to ask questions to Ihe panelists. Relreshmenis will be sen/ed Date: February 14-
Time: 7-9 pm; Place: Rastall 212
INTERNSHIPS

Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education is announcing its internship
program tor college students interested in community sen/ices and research. Applica-
tions available in 103 Cossitt.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Anthropologos Researches International is currently recruiting personnel lor a vari-

ety of positions including Held reconnaisance, excavation, library and archival research,
and laboratory analysis.

SUMMER JOSS
Hamilton Stores had summer openings In Yellowstone Park.

COCA Continued

majors). The booklet, in addition, will pro-

vide the major themes of the courses
which will reflect the professor's general

approach to the subject, grading
philosophies, and changes made since the

class was last taught. The second section

comprises an evaluative analysis ot

courses by majors of the department.

Its purpose is to provide an overview of

the department, as well as provide specific

details about courses and professors. A
written summary replaces the former statis-

tical survey in presenting a more in-depth

study.

Several advantages are inherent in this

new system, such as its more complete

portrayal of the departments, including a

more informed and critical judgment made
by majors, also the ease, manageability,

and inexpensiveness with which the sys-

tem may be maintained. The questions

would include such questions as "What

would you consider to be the pnncipal speak February 9th at 7;30 pm in the

strengths and weaknesses of your major?" PACC house.

The CCCA allocated money to other
branches of the school, as well. The Sec-

urity Commission received $1,196 to fund
their escort system for the remainder of

the semester Donna Dwigans stressed the

effectiveness and organization within the

currently centalized escort system.

Professor Coleman was granted his

$1,100 request for funding a performance
by the Cleo Parker Robinson Dance En-
semble, the leading black modern dance
company in the state Coleman descnbed
them as "an excellent dance group with a
focus on black-life and Ihe black man's
contribution to America." The periormance
is scheduled in March, and will be free to

all CC students.

In addition to this, MECHA was alloted

$400 to cover costs for speaker Reles
Lopez Tigenna, a renowned landgrant ac-

tivist who will discuss his position in sup-
porting constitutional rights in maintaining

land grants, and explain land grant prob-

lems inherent in his position Tigerina will

"Which courses would you recommend
for non-majors?", while the summary
would be aimed at presenting the results in

a clear, concise and unbiased manner.

Accompanying plans for extracurricular

activities, Neil Morgenstern organized a

planning committee for a carnival proposed
for sometime after 7th block. Its purpose Is

Funds were granted by the CCCA lor the to provide fun and create an activity to

publication of this material. bring students together.

EUROPE:
ASIA
from S499

S. AMERICA'
Athens-Tel Aviv - Hong Kong-Manila - Rio-Nairobi

•Weekly departures- ANYONE ELIGIBLE- Government approved
• Departures from major US cilies- Deslinalions most foreign

capitals or big cities* From 10 days to several months-
Tours for groups and individuals* RAIL-PASSES* Train

schedules- Specializing in foreign and budget travel

* Call anytime (or information

(303) 443-7584 (9am-5 pm) ITS 2031 Broadway Boulder, CO 80302

times
four ^

^graphics

DELIGHT YOUR VALENTINE!!
with a special gift from

BYERS ART & GIFT GALLERY
15A East Bi)Ou (In the alley)

632-3401

- For Him - For Her -

In stock or made to order

Artistically designed sterling silver

chokers and necklaces

Exquisite Art Gore Photogta^Jtts

Exceptional Macrame Plant Hangers

and Wall Hangings.
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Better Planning Needed

Although bureaucratic hassles are usually kept to a minimum at

CC. the student who has no difficulty getting into his or her desired

classes is becoming increasingly rare. At the beginning of this block

there were a great number of students competing for a very limited

number of places in a few classes. It is becoming increasingly dif-

ficult to get into the introductory Science, Business, and Economics
classes, while Biology students periodically find it virtually impossi-

ble to take an introductory biology class.

The problem has been aggravated by what seems to be a rather

inconsistent policy: administrators claim that it is the responsibility

of the professor to enforce the 25-student limit in class, and that

professors do have the option of going over that limit if they so

choose, while professors claim they have no authority to exceed the

original lirr;it.

No one wants to see overcrowded classes, and the 25-student

limit in most classes seems reasonable. However, it is imperative

that students can take the majority of classes they need, rather

than being forced into taking a class just because few other people

want the class. The sooner popular departments and the administ-

ration work together to provide the opportunify for students to get

more of the classes they need, the better

MECHA Speaks Out
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Showalter Is #1 Professor
Dennis ShowaKer was rated the most

outstanding prolessor at CC in this week's
Catalyst poll. The top twelve faculty favo-
rites in order ot preference included: De-
nnis Showalter, Glen Brooks, Jack Ed-
wards (denied tenure). Richard Beidleman,
Susan Ashley. James Enderson. Ronald
Hathaway. George Drake, Ray Werner.

Douglas Fox. and George Butte.

Ten honorable mentions should be
awarded to: Steven Janke. Carolyn Willson

and Ronald Capen, Arthur Pettit. John
Lewis. Fred Sonderman, T.K. Barton,
Richard Taber, Alex Vargo, and Rudolph
De la Garza.

By Ken Salazar

We are a bastard race, the product of mis-

cegenation. We are the resulting mixture of

the brave and noble Indian with the Spanish

aristocrat and soldier. Our physical and

cultural characteristics are not Spanish nor

are they Indian, but rather they are a

combination of the qualities exhibited in

these two distinct cultural and ethnic groups.'

We are the Chicano.

In the vast lands of the southwestern

United Slates our ancestors made their

homes from soil, the most basic element of

the earth. Here they presided amidst the cac-

tus of Arizona, alongside the Rio Grande in

Texas and New fvlexico, and in the fertile

lands and valleys of California and Colorado.

II was here in this arid and beautiful land that

a culture was born and flourished. It was a
culture composed of a people with unique

values, proud heritage, and self-respect.

Christopher Columbus discovered

America toward the end of the 15th century

and within a hundred years the vast expanse
of the Southwest had experienced the inci-

pient stages of settlement. Santa Fe and Es-

panola in New Mexico were founded, the

Franciscan missions of California flourished.

and the farmlands of the Valle del Rio Grande
were put under cultivation. Moreover, all of

these occurences preceded Jamestown,
Plymouth Rock, Puritans, and other Anglo-

Saxon elements which would come to domi-

nate North America.

Years passed and la gente of the South-

west continued to prosper having estab-

lished a viable society based on an agrarian

and communal economy. They were a prog-

ressive people as is witnessed by their intro-

duction into the region of many devel-

opments such as the highly complex system

of irrigation which is still in use today. Settle-

ments sprang up in many places and the

people throughout the Southwest lived in

harmony with themselves and with nature. Y
entonces llegaron los gringos.

It wa^ within this realm of-a tranquil cultural

environment that the Anglo intervened in the

19th Century imposing upon the existing cul-

ture a foreign culture pregnant with alien

values and an alien heritage. Our ancestors

became a conquered and then a colonized

people. Our people were taught that in order

to preserve their self-respect and dignity.

they were to emulate the Anglo at the ex-

pense of their culture. The word of the day
was clear: "Do not honor the Lady of

Guadalupe, honor the Virgin Mary; learn En-

glish, forget Spanish; transform your com-
munal way of life and become a self-

enterprising individual; white is right and
brown inferior."

This imposed repudiation of our culture

continued until the mid twentieth century

when there began a great awakening of our

people. We realized that through the insin,

ments of deceit, bribery, thievery, and expip,

tation. Anglo society had been stripping ug-j

our lands, values, and cultural heritage
wtiji-

.
relegating us to a menial status in American

society. Entonces llegaron los Chicanes
The term Chicano sen/es as a unifyjry.

label for our people. The origin of the term

can be historically traced, but its contempri.

rary importance lies in the use of the concea
as an instrument for mobilization against

ti^

inertia of the American quest which aspif^

to drive our culture and people into oblivion

Our eighteen million people who were r^^

dents of the U.S. and descendants from

Spanish and Mexican lines rallied behind
the

new Chicano philosophy which preached
the

right of a people to dignity and culture

and against superimposition and subsenfl!

ence. We fought for those rights — social

political, and economic— which had been
long denied us in a republic which hypocni
cally stood for the rights and equality of aj

mankind.

Among those rights which the Chicano

fought for was education. It was seen as

integral factor in achieving liberation, Oui

people had been overwhelmingly denied thj

opportunity of an education for over a cen-

tury, thus the roles they played in society

followed: campus groundworkers, garbage

collectors, dishwashers, farmworkers

maids, or in a word, they took on the jobs and'

roles which nobody else would have. Some-

thing was obviously wrong. Chicanes shared

the bottom rung of the socio-economic ladder

with Blacks and Native Americans. Ttiere

were very few Chicano professionals

Chicanes always lost in the federal and lod

courts and before congressional commit-

tees. Chicanes were losing their land, then

culture and their language. Hence we de-

manded the right to the education of ow

people so that we might have doctors,

lawyers, political scientists and other profes-

sionals who could better relate to and under- ^ °'

stand the particular situations of our people PP'^'

. Education, however, was not in itself suffi-

cient. The quality and content of educalicm

was just as important in aquiring a knowledge Json

of our people and in correcting the misirrh

pressions of the Mexican American which

had been developed from Anglo America's lethin

flagrant and prejudiced.distortions of history.

Thus in education we asserted thai oyf ense
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people were not mentally inferior, culturally

deprived, or inherently apathetic and indo-

lent. We damned the ignorance of those froin

years gone by who had told the Chicano Ihal w, thj

his people had no history, or that his lan-

guage was not to be spoken, or that his

people came over in spirit with those of the

Mayflower. Thus we began to reeducale

American society, and in so doing, revive Il»

cultural heritage of the Chicano to the pedes-]

tal it had so long deserved.

New and Used Martins

D-18's; D-28S; D-35's

0.00.000, 18s & 265
D-12-20, D-12-35 12 strings

New and Used Gibsons
J-50's, Blue Ridge, Poves,
Hummingbird, & Many unusual
prewar Gibson Instruments

Used Gibson & Martin Mando-
lins

ASF Models
Banjo

Gibson, Tennessee, S.S.
_Stewart. Ibanez

Classical & Flamenco Guitars

Ramirez, Kotino, Alvurez

Mossman & Alvarez Yalri

Guitars

New Yamahas Guild & Takamtne
Guitars at 20% Disc.

Quality Violins, Cellos, Basses &
Bows
Strings & Accessories at 20%
Discount

Many Instrument Repair Paris.

Supplies, & Wood for Construc-

tion

Quality Woodwinds
Complete quality stringed

instrument Repair Service.
We take trade-Ins and buy

instruments.

(oefiter-

330 N. Tejon

634-2228

QUICKSILVER

TURQUOISE

Contemporary

Jewelry

[Acjora Mallj
333 N. Tejon

Suites

Navajo Zuni

Custom

Made belt

Buckles

Hopi Santa Domingo

Silversmith Custom Work Repairs
Ring Sizing
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cobbler!

Colorado Springs
Most Complete

Climbing and Boot Store

Featuring Galibier. Raichle,

and Pivetta boots - Choninard
equipment for alpinists.

Advice, instruction all at

10 So. 25th St.

In Old Town
475-7626

''"»»MM*»fttt44ffttttttnn)i.

recycle@i records

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE
Quality Records and Tapes

At Two Locations
2425 W.Colorado
633-7678

Gift Certificates

Available

219 N.Union

632-8372

^l^S^

Effriede and Detwyn Fisher

3016 North Hancock
luct North oi FiUmor*

TED'S
BICYCLES

REPAIRS - SALES - SERVICE
Parts and Acceaaorfaa

Imported & Ameritan Bicycle'

Authorized Gitane Dealer

Phono 473-6915
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Sorensen Speaks Candidly About FatherBy Tom Adkison

hjl
sorensen is a junior at CC, major-

l„
history and political science. He is

^sted in the outdoors, and perhaps a

^|. in law. Phil's father is Theodore

jnsen, attorney, lecturer, writer, and
Special council to President Ken-

j Recently, he was nominated by

jldent Carter as Director-designate of

central Intelligence Agency. On Jan-

.17. Sorensen asked President Carter

yilhdraw his designation, saying be-

a Senate sub-committee, "I have

jr
compromised my conscience, and

unwilling to do so now in order to

ireniy nomination." In this interview,

sorensen talks about himself, his

,r,
Colorado College, and his

lories of the White House.

-Inson What is your relationship with your

„? Does he keep you informed on what

'doing? Do you keep up with what he's

rm thinking about taking a no credit tor a this way because he was brought up that Sorensen It ama7P^mp«,honi r^ .^

^Z'l^^^:!^:!S-:^?r^ '^ ^.^'^ ^oing .0 way; or something, Bu, now,
. d^n't c'are, atTc '?o thTm'i^: .7 ^" kT ! Sl^^look on my transcript?' But ttien I really think

about it, and I ttiink 'Big deal, its my life.' He
taught us all to be self competitive. So it's not
so much my dad wanting me to pull it through,
as me wanting meto pull itthrough, because I

really hate to let myself down.
Adkison Do you have trouble with people
treating you differently, or acting artificial be-
cause of your father's fame?
Sorensen If I was on board now, it might be a
problem. But for one thing, people already
know me, because I've been here for awhile.

Adkison If you were an incoming freshman,
do you think it would be a problem right now?
Sorensen Oh, I don't think it would be a
problem. In a way, you can eat it up, be-
cause I'm proud of what my father did,

even with the establishment thing, and ttiis

cynical age But hell, I like attention as
much as anybody. There s just a certain
point where you have to say I've had
enough. But I think I could have handled
it.

CC To them, I'm lust another student I

guess I m a little bit too crude, I come on a
little bit loo strong, I m |ust a little bit too open
And I don't comb my hair, I don'l wear my
leans the right way you know, and they sort of
look down on me. I guess I'm not different
enough for them.

Adkison There seem to be a lot ot sons and
daughters of important personalities on the
CC campus. Is the College a particularly

good place tor the offspring of public figures
to attend?,„ ,

- -— -. Adkison Who were some personalities that
1
Keople got to know me before my dad came you remember?

to speak here, and before his appointment Sorensen I think David Bengurion who is like
as Director-designate ol the CIA; and so they the George Washington of Israel and of

^°™"^^" ^°' a"y "ore than any other pri-

got to know me, not the son of Ted Sorensen. course Kennedy and Johnson
'

"^"®' ''''®'^' ^'^^ school, Colorado College is

That's the way I always wanted it.
1
There are Adkison Does that affect the way that you

"^""'"p "" '" '*"= *°"''' '^^''= ^" CC is gain-
people, though, interested in political sci- approach important personalities now? Do

'"^ j" """'^ prestige, lust in the way that

ence, that would know who my dad is, and you approach V I P s with more obiectivilv
S'^''"^"'' schools look at Colorado College

would look at me right away and say, 'He is and less awe? graduates.

fensen I'm interested. Sometimes when I

see him I wish he'd tell me a little more

ml Ills law practice, which is pretty fas-

iling.
But he hasn't been in government

13 years. 14 years, and I'm not really

rested terribly in corporate law.

[Ison But are you interested in it as a
Are you thinking about going through

I
and getting into law school?

cnsen It isn't really the career that turns

took a course from Doug Ivlertz

ed Constitutional Law. I got into it so

ch. Law is like verbal math. You play with

ds. You put them into places so that you

le up with something, and believe it 'or

rt affects people. The judge is handing

ffi a decision that is going to affect some-
one way or another. They're not going to

food stamps, or they're going to get food

nps; or they're not going to get bugs
«d on their phone, or they're going to get

s placed on their phone. So you have to

around with those words, until you gel

you think should be a law.

ison Your father was Phi Beta Kappa at

University of Nebraska. When you're

vhich ying at CC do you feel that you have
icas lelliing to live up to? Or are you taking

of only your own business?

ouiBensen Well, it's both. Yeah, I feel the
lion; the tension is on. Both my brothers
ol dropped out, and are settled on a
3of land. My dad has confided in me, you
^, Ihat he's depending on me. But when

Do We Have The Commitment?
By Jamela Macer

Several weeks ago I had a discussion with

a West Point graduate currently command-
ing tanks out at Fort Carson. Our conversa-
tion centered, as one might guess, around
the entrance of women into the bastion of

male supremacy. It soon became evident
that he felt the admission of women to his

alma mater to be an unfortunate mistake, an
act of weakness bom of the recent pressure
on service academies to share their wealth.

He hoped and believed though that the
intrusion by women wouldn't last long. In

brief, he felt it was just a fad, indicative of the

Women's Movement in general, and soon
women would be back where they belonged
and all would return to normal.

T^e tank commander's position is not un-
usual. Indeed it seems to be more and more
prevalent. Further, it is a position demanding
reflection and not without some validity. As a
scholar of modern history he may know
whereof he speaks. At least in America the

Women's Movement has been an inconsis-

tent one, characterized by stops and starts

more reminiscent of the hare than the tor-

toise. As the recent movement hesitantly en-

ters its second decade we need to look

around us and evaluate. What progress has
been made, and, more importantly, how shall

we proceed, or should we?

In what may well be the first portrait of 'a

liberated woman," written in 431 B.C..
Euripides' Medea emerges as a fiery and
intelligent woman, intent on getting her way
at all costs and willing to murder her husband
and children to do so. This is certainly a far

cry from the nurturancen gentleness and
submissiveness characteristic of most
female stereotypes. But Medea's strength

and intelligence only manifest themselves
through cunning and revenge, in reaction to

the rejection by a man. She is not allowed an
outlet for her talents in any beneficial way:
only through evil. Speaking of herself, Medea
states, "We were born women - useless for

honest purposes. But in all kinds of evil

skilled practitioners".

To what extent have we of the modem age
broadened our definition of women to include

more than just the gentle nurturer and the

cunning bitch? Likewise, to what extent have
we broadened our definition of men to in-

clude more than the machismo moneymaker
and the virile protector?

For those of us tucked away here in our
institutions of higher learning things may not

look so bleak. There is much room for op-
timism and many of us have been heartened
by such things as the influx of new women
faculty and staff members and the defeat of a
proposition to rescind ratification of the Equal

Rights Amendment in Colorado, But we must
keep fighting lest the tank commander's
hopes become reality. There is so much yet
to do.

The past few years have seen a lull in not
only the Women's Movement but the Civil

Rights Movement, in effect any movements
at all save narcissistic ones. Lacking the
support and energy that characterized the
60's. involvement has become increasingly

more difficult. And indeed sometimes it has
seemed futile. It is easy to care when
everyone cares with us. but most necessary
when others have ceased to care.

But, in the end, isn't it in those times when
everything seems most futile - when our
energy begins to wane and our supporters
turn away - that our courage and
committment are best tested? Perhaps we
need ask ourselves: have we that courage,
have we that committment?
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Wines

Weber St. Liquor
71 2 N.Weber

Open til 12 p.m.

^eets 475-9533

SALES
RENTALS

lYPI

REPAIRS

YPEWRITER
SUPPLY C0.»

105 North Tejon St

Phone 634-0102

*^^xsa'K:.'-»xx«,.>r«-. •;« -Mor^'^e^vsiKssefi^iKssiBji

iodec's
SOUTH WEBER

Phnta \

Supply
i

Phone 634-8833 i

AGFA GOSSEN NIZO
ALPA GITZO NIKON
ASCOR HASSELBLAO OLYMPUS
BEAULIEU HONEYWELL OMEGA
BELL & HOWELL ILFORD PATTERSON
BESELER KODAK PENTAX
BOGEN KONICA POLAROID
eOLEX LEICA SANKYO
BRAUN MAMJYA SINAR
CANON MINOLTA SUPERSCOPE
CONTAX MINOX ROLLEI
DURST MIRANDA VIVITAR

Colorado Springs #1 Camera Store

With Free Customer Parl<ing

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
AUTO

SERVICE & REPAIR

PROSPECT
imPOPTS
csnuR

Specializing in

TUNE-UP
ENGINE OVERHAUL

&
TRANSMISSION
DIFFERENTIAL

REPAIR

VW
BMW
OPEL
SAAB
FIAT
CAPRI
VOLVO
MAZDA
DATSUN
TOYOTA
TRIUMPH

JAGUAR, MERCEDES - BENZ
AUSTIN - HEALY

CORVETTE

3010 N. PROSPECT ST.,

COLORADO SPRINGS

634-5686
ONEBLOCKNORTH

-OFFEAST FILLMORE

-

REDUCEI
Trim Of) Excer ' 'founds & Inches.

New PIcC ''or Reducing.
Lose up to 10-29 lbs. first monlti. Oblalnl
weight loss plus an increase in vitality and!
energy. No starvation diets. No drugs, Nol
hunger pains. No exercises. Call today tori

information and personalized sen/ice, fvloney
|

back guarantee!

Call 598-4724
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Consume
CC students are somewhat notori-

ous for their immense ability to

purchase material objects Including

cars, sklis, stereos and food. Al-

though this characterization Is not

always correct, students are big

consumers. Being a good consumer
is a skill, and it is a skill worth de-

veloping. Thus, this week the

Catalyst brings you a special cort.

sumer feature.

Overall, one of the major parts

being a good consumer is to r&

member to COMPLAIN if you get rip.

ped - off. Keep this in mind and

happy buying!

Buying Wheels: A vicious circle

Carloon by Sara Lee Wilhelm

Advice To Apartment Aspirers
By Niles Lathem

Colorado Springs, in general, is an easy

place to find suitable off-campus living situa-

tions at suitable costs. The area around the'

campus, west of Corona street east of High-

way 25, south of Fontanero street and nortfi

of downtown, has numerous single apart-

ments to 6 bedroom houses available to stu-

dents at prices sometimes less than on-

campus room costs.

Most landlords in the CC area expect to

rent to CC students and understand that the

student will not rent the apartment for a long

term period and. in many cases, do not re-

quire the signing of a lease. When you make
a verbal agreement, always make sure that

you know the cost of the damage deposit and
the requirements for it's return, the rent and
whether utilities are included in the rent cost.

Generally the costs for apartments run bet-

ween $80-$120 a month for singles, $140-

$180 for two bedroom apartments, and
$200-$300 for three fo five bedroom houses
in the CC area. The usual price for a damage
deposit is one half of a months rent.

Utility prices are continually varying so
check newspapers for information. It is ad-

visable to choose an apartment where
utilities are included but if you are renting a

house, expect to pay over $50 a month. Al-

though many landlords are trustworthy, it is

wise to ask them for receipts for every dollar

you give them so you will be protected should

If you've decided to buy a car, there are a

few things to take into consideration before

venturing out into the Colorado Springs area.

First, do you want a new or used car? New
cars are easy, as In most cases there are only

one or two dealers of any kind of car in the

area. The Motor City area, at the Broadmoor
exit off 1-25, offers a good selection of new
car dealers.

Used cars are considerably more tricky.

There are three places you can buy a used
car: 1) from a dealer with a used car lot. 2)

from strictly used car lot, or 3) privately

through an ad in the paper. Choices 1 ) and 3)

are the best, as dealers with cars at 2) usually

bought them from people who couldn't sell

their cars to (1) or {3). Dealers' cars usually

cost more, as dealers are forced to paint

them, fix them up. and guarantee them (as

well as make a profit) before putting them

sale. When buying from a private owner,

should always take the car to your meclia

to see what kind of shape the engine

transmission are in. Prospect Import Cer

is a good choice.

Repairing your car can also be com;

cated. New cars are covered by warranty

so the best (and cheapest) place to taketl^

is the dealer. But used cars are somef

unpopular at dealer's service deparfmej

so it is best to take them to private mechi

ics. Prospect Imports Center is good for,

ported cars, while just about anybody can

an American car. But when you go to a dea

beware of higher labor pnces and unneo

sary repairs being performed. Contmer

BMW is especially notorious for this

incorr

lyre

ofyoi

file a r

5750.

jurint

a discrepancy occur.

A major problem in landlord-tenant situa-

tion has been the returning of damage de-

posits. One should remember that a damage
deposit is not always safely tucked away
under a landlords pillow for the months that

you are renting the apartment.

Most apartments in the CC area are fur-

nished with the major necessities, such as

refrigerators, stoves, beds and couches.

There are extra items that you will need to

provide including a telephone.

The telephone company is a huge,
amorphous bureaucracy and it is best to do
what it tells you. You can expect to pay $40
tor installation and around $12 a month ser-

vice charge. The telephone company
employs a very nasty collection agency to

collect late bills, but one usually has around
six months of excuses to give before hearing

from the collection agency.

Other items that are not included in apart-

ments are kitchen appliances and small furni-

ture such as lamps and coffee tables. On
South Tejon street there are a number of

stores such as the Salvation Army and
Goodwill that sell these items at surprisingly

low costs. Do not expect, after purchasing

items at these places, to have your home
presented in Better Homes and Gardens. If

you are concerned about quality furniture try

bringing a truckload from home.

Smart Stereo Shopping
By Woods Lusk

What are the two schools of thought in how
to buy a new stereo system without pledging

your first child to a modern Rumpelstilschen?

The first is exemplified by buying a Spartan
system of the cheapest models of some high

quality line; i.e., a Dual turntable, a Marantz

amplifier, and JBL speakers. This way you

have good sound from records for about

$500.

The second is to buy a decent turntable

(1 .5 gram tracking, magnetic cartridge) and a

"tuneramptaperecorderpairof speakers"
conglomerate. This way for about $350 you
can have marginal sound from tape, FM, or

records. When your Avon bottle collea

goes up in value, you can sell the unitio

ex-friend. I recommend threatening lo f^P'-

dealers with purchase from Stereo Wa ['"

house to see if they can offer compara
'f°^'

prices.

As the final alternative, one could Iotj

the above suggestions and buy compone

from the board by Benny's or from the

after the new models are introduced. Han ^"'P"^

your records by the edges and use B ^^P-

washer ritualistically lest you risk

thematization by friends and loved ones!

CC Store Cited for Excess Cents
By Norv Brasch

Few consumer issues affect the Colorado
College community as do the policies of the

CC bookstore. Fewer yet have the campus
as infuriated,

"Outrageously expensive," said a student
as she left the bookstore. As the sole source
of required class materials, the store has a
monopoly on student book purchases. Com-
plaints of high prices and poor management
have been heard in both student and faculty

quarters.

According to CC business manager
Robert Broughton, the bookstore is directly

controlled by his office. Rent and overhead
are paid to the school. Profits that remain
after expenses, which last year amounted to

$8800, revert to the college's general fund.

Broughton was quick to defend the current

policies, claiming the profits are in the
school's best interest. "If we didn't get the
(the financial support] there, we'd have to get
it somewhere else." He did state, however,
that bookstore items should sell for "no more
than in the downtown stores."

Subsequent rnvesligation revealed that

this is not currently the case. Prices for sev-
eral standard products were compared at

various outlets. For example, the bookstore
seHs a four-ounce bottle of Elmer's glue for

80?. Dempubco, a generally expensive office

supply store located near campus, sells the
same product for 75?. At King Soopers
grocery, the glue costs 59?.

Bookstore manager John Wickham an-
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swered these facts by suggesting that other

stores have a quantity advantage. He also

defended the policy of charging full list prices

for textbooks. List price is that charged at

commercial outlets.

Wickham emphasized the importance of

not undercutting prices at other stores, afraid

that the general public would abuse the

BOOJvvi^EICES
are established by

THE PUBLISHER

This sign is displayed above the cashier in the CC bookstore.

Bookstore manager John Wickham.

privilege. When asked if he considered this

policy in the best interest of the CC commu-
nity, he was unable to answer.

Aside from pricing issues, faculty mem-
bers have long been piqued at the inefficient

service they occasionally receive. Books or-

dered well in advance often come in late, a
fatal occurrence under the Block Plan. In at

least one case, the bookstore cut a profes-

sor's order substantially leaving too few
books for the students enrolled. There have
also been problems with the store ordering

the wrong edition of a requested title.

Biology Professor Ron Capen questioned
the profit policy. "They should return the ex-

cess money to the students rather than the

general fund," Capen said in a sidewalk
interview. Some college bookstores offer a

year-end rebate based on purchases, but

Wickham considers the plan impractical.

Such -a system would require all students to

save their receipts which he deemed impro-

bable. He has instead directed his office to-

wards cost saving improvements.
Even in the face of these criticisms,

bookstore policies have changed little. Unlike

other CC institutions, the store Is not directly

accountable to the faculty and students.

ffice r

laints

laints

iues.

The

iwn,c

There is a Bookstore Committee, eS

lished last year. Political Science Proff

Tim Fuller, who sits in on the commi

views its role as an overseer of "policie

the bookstore that directly affect inslrud

at the college." When asked what cofilii

has over pricing policy, Fuller adm''

"None".
g^|.

The Bookstore Committee has meti
^^^^^^ _

one and has no student members. t<^f

Fuller or Wickham knew why this was

case, but both said they would welcome

addition of a student.

An alternative to the CC bookstore w*

be to form a co-op. This has not been doi^

the past partially due to lack of s^^^

interest.

See More
Consumer Feature

on Page 10
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By Cindy Butler

)n an effort to fielp the
iployed CC student community with tfieir

Federal Income Tax Returns, the following

,ps (fom the 1977 edition of the Treasury
department publication entitled. "Your Fed-

jral Income Tax", are provided:

General Requirements of Filing

A single individual who has grossed an
income of $2,450 or more must file an income

Ij);
return. If you are claimed as a dependent

olyour parents or guardians, you must still

filg a return if your gross income is or exceeds

5750 and you received any unearned income

during the year.

Briefly, for those few married students at

CC couples must file a tax return if their

3}mbined gross incorr- v .,:- '?r,oo or more.

However, the married .oupL. jo: file a joint

^^^f eturn and must be living together at the close

3( the tax year.

Even if your gross income was less than
"^^^

he general requirements for filing, it is impor-
tmer

herr

lech;

I for,

Concerns
Taxes Made Less Taxing 3U 3'^'s-3S'^^

eD

Save on
Schussing
Now is a good time to be buying ski clo-

hmg and equipment, as many stores are

laving sales to offset losses due to lack of

mow. As of last week, the best buys were at

lailroad Sports, but watch for ads. If the'

Irought continues, skiers can console them-
lelues with some of the best equipment buys
lyears-

Colorado College students are blessed

(ith live ski shops within walking distacnce of

ig 'I'j

lampus. Strung along Tejon street are: Le

I
^^. iki Ltd., 405 N. Tejon, Lucas Sporting

pa,j
ioods, 120 N. Tejon, Blick's Sporting

poods, 1 1 9 N. Tejon. Dave Cook's. 1 06 N.

ijon, and Railroad Sports. 32 N. Tejon.

Probably the two best are Le Ski and

,g ^ lailroad Sports, which concentrate on skiing

Han quipment specifically. Le Skr is the closest

hop, only three blocks away, with complete
ales, service, and rental. In general, prices

ire higher than at other stores, but accessibil-

ly and reliable competence overshadow a
lew dollars. Railroad Sports might offer a bet-

er selection.

If you're willing to drive a fevw miles, the

losl highly recommended shops in Col-

irado Springs are the Ski IHauses, on 1 54 E.

;heyenne f^tn. Blvd., and 1 808 N. Academy,
'nces are similar to what you find at Le Ski,

JIhough on specific products no great vari-

rce will be found among any of the stores.

lelection at the Ski Haus is unequaled, with
II major names in clothing and equipment.
h Haus is a large scale, single purpose ski

hop, with sales, repair, and rental all quality

perations. Ski Haus also has everything for

foss-country skiers.

BBB
Alternative
The curious absence of a Better Business

Bureau in Colorado Springs has prompted
"any consumers to ask, "Where can I go for

Iplp?" The answer is the Consumer Fraud
'lit of the District Attorney's office. This
''ice receives between 200 and 300 com-
'^jnts each month, with most of the com-
'3ints civil in nature, as opposed to legal
Sues.

The high percentage of military people in

'^. combined with the recent growth expe-

^^_
snced in the area has produced an espe-
'3lly attractive market for hucksters and
^esmen. The steady income of military em-
•oyees is a mouth-watering bait for sales-
'^" of products to be paid for on time pay-
lenls.

When a complaint is filed, the office tries to

l^'as a mediator between the parties, fvlany
'"le activities dealt witfi involve practices

^^9 in the "gray area" between legality and
'"'^lity. The unit may have to investigate

prosecute in some cases, but many
^s just a phone call emphasizing the

"^^ of the unit Is enough to force fraudulent

^J'nessmen to capitulate.
you have a problem and require action.

i'Jsl advice the offices number is 473-

^' While the majority of businessmen in

'Orado Springs do not engage in illegal or
^^ulent practices, you may run into one
^ t^oes. If so. you do have a place to turn.

tant to file a Federal Income Tax Return if you
had income tax withheld from your pay-
ments, because you will be entitled to a re-

fund.

How To File

By January 31 of this year, an employee
should receive the Form W-2 from every
employer he or she has worked for during the
year. This form is a statement from your
employer of the wages and compensations
paid you by the employer, as well as a state-
ment of the Federal and State taxes withheld
during the year. It is imperative that one re-

member to attach Copy B of each Form W-2
on their income tax return form.

Short Form 1040 are the two most com-

Continued on page 10
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Drug Prices Compared
By Woods Lusk

In an attempt to save the frugal student money, the prices of prescription drugs at
various pharmacies and drugstores near the CC campus were surveyed. We investi-
gated two commonly purchased drugs: Dem/ulen, a birth control pill, and Telracyeline,
usually used to cleai up the complexion. We found that K-lvlart on North Nevada sells
the cheapest drugs while Gordon Pharmacy tends to be the least economical place to
shop for drugs.

K-lvlart (N, Nevada)
King Sooper (Uintah)

Walgreens (Uintah)

tvlurco Drugs
Harris Pharmacy
Kohler's Pharmacy
Wreath's Pharmacy
Gordon Pharmacy

DEIVI/ULEN TETRACYCLINE
(one month supply) (100 tablets)

SI .97 $2.47
$2.19 $2.49

$2.19 $2.49

$2.60 $3.50

$3.15 $5.50
$3.25 $5.25
$3,50 $9,00

Hows and Whys of Legal Highs
By John Kuhlman

A lot of people here have a lot of different ideas about what they want to be if

they grow up. Some people want to be postmen or |usl to maybe have a whole lot

of money and a big Ford Granada, Some people just want to be happy. Some
people are depressed and so on.

But there are a lot of people here who simply want to gel so trashed that they
can piss on airplanes. And I'm not entirely unsympathetic. But look your look, your
regular diet of soporific regulars that makes you so absolutely charmirig on
weekends simply is not going to fill the bill in 1977. so unless you want to be left

outside the back door wearing your oldest bathrobe and your supidest smile then
you better lend a good ear to the little voice inside of you that's saying, "Hey, St,
John the Conqueror Root is tuff!"

And I can already hear the little eggheads out there whining, "What is that?
What is he talking about? What is St, John the Conqueror Root?

"

Well, it's simply a legal herb, a tuber with a big miraculous purpose, and oh, you
can eat it and you act so stupid that your friends will probably shoot you and you'll

have to agree with their sense of justice. Can you taste it, college student?
It is not hard to get hold of either. Simply address your inquiries to Johnsone-

Smith Co,

Detroit fvlich,

put the zip code here.

Tell them that you want, (and give them your address all-star) the Authentic and
Genuine St, John the Conqueror Root. Item Number 994706, and give em a big
smile wontcha and a check or money order for $4,98 plus 25« lor postage and
legal handlings.

Now, do not order Item Number 994509 because that's only the SI, John the
Conqueror Lucky Hygiene Spray which is only the distilled odor of the beast which
simply ain't going to play Magic Carpet Ride between your wings. And That's no
good.

In a few weeks your big root will arrive in the mail and the lady at the desk will

blame you that her hands smell like most of the SI, Louis zoo had died there, but
she'll give it to you anyway and god knows you'll scurry up to your room your
flabby little lingers ablaze with Chemical Lusts,

But for God's sake let's make sure you know what you're doing here. Your root

will look mostly like a big sweet potato except for the aforementioned odor. Do not
Stan eating the thing indiscriminately, but instead, peel off a little bit of the root,

(don't eat the skin) the size ol a sugar cube and put that into your moth and chew
it up. Do this about three or four limes and when you ought to be just about ready
to spend the rest of your evening reciting spit to a bucket.

But really, drug prices are high and if you don't have a lot ol money then you're
going to seem quite a bit less lively than a lot ol other people in your peer group

But there are cheaper ways of course, there always are. Why not try watching
Television, there are a lot of really good programs on nowadays and you can pick

up a lot of channels in this town. Why not try Cooking Things, or Raw Posturing
with the ugly coed huddled in Rastall's behind, her. Why not try Taking Things
From Other Students' Rooms? As long as that hot blood gets into your brains in

your head.

Not, but honestly folks, if you are acting stupider than usual don't go driving or

operating heavy machinery because it might go in somebody's eye'.

Straight Talk - If anyone who is reading this is interested in personal anecdotes
then I've got one. Look, yesterday someone stole the cartridge out of my turntable
and the day before it was my Guitar Cord, And I |ust think it's a bil more than a
little frightening that some people at this college are so incredibly dodgy. And I'd

be the last one to raise up that old wnnkled banner ol College (let alone Human)
Standards, but jesus Christ, kids, a lot of you seem to have your heads in some
mighty dark places, I m all for vigilante justice on campus but let's put it some-
where where it can do the most good like against stupid cowboys, or absurdly big
people who just seem stupid, or girls with blemishes or meat listed pustules
Next week - The girl who lives below me has blemishes.

^=^=BFeatures^
StoresForStaples

Various grocery stores close to the CC
campus oHer their wares at a fairly wide price
range, Safeway and King Soopers have the
lowest prices Seven-Eleven and the Egg
House are much smaller, more convenient,
and subsequently have higher prices. Babe's
lylarket, while small and therelore slightly

higher priced than either Safeway or King
Soopers, stresses good quality and a twenty
percent discount on purchases over $25, to

boot
Listed below are price comparisons for

some ol the basic essentials most students
might buy In general, within a particular

store, "name brand" products are priced the
same, while the "store brand"" (i,e

, Topco,
Food Club, and Safeway brands) products
are similar quality, but priced lower Quan-
tities and types ol products priced are shown
in the table,

Disc-Count
Among the several record shops around

town we find a healthy variety in prices and
selections although lazz and classical record-

ings remain lough to find in decent quantities.

Remember that all records will cost another
buck by March, no matter where purchased.

For sheer economy, used records as sold
at Recycled Records (on W Colorado or E.

Platte) for $2 lo $3 constitute the popular
alternative at Wesworld (Vista Grande). Mil-

ler's (Straw Hut) and other spots in the shop-
ping centers $4 95 type new discs can be
procured,

11 a large selection is required, the au-

diophile might visit Galaxy records on Col-
orado or Budget on Te|on, bolh downtown
wllh the latter being the cheaper. And, if in

the Cherry Hills area of Denver, anyone
who hasn t seen Peaches should inspect it

simply tor the euphoria it inspires.

Bui the best combinations of thnlty and
manifold records and tapes plainly exist at

Mushroom Monday and Sound
Warehouse. Although located on the tar side

ol fylanitou. Mushroom Monday is a shop
which sells many used records and tapes

(around $3) with a (air variety o( new ones,

too. There, one may trade his old platters for

unblemished ones; maybe even lind a boot-

leg or two. Sound Warehouse on East

Fillmore offers a huge number of records, not

to mention the largest collection ol blank tape

for purchase in the Springs. They have been
selling brand new releases at $4.00 and may
continue to do so for some time

Plant in Pot
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^Features
CC Provides Some Jobs For Students

"It is different working than going to

scfiool. I would have to say that the latmos-

pherel is a difference," says Carol Leaven-
worth, who directs Career Counseling and
Placement- "One of the differences in work-

ing off-campus is that you are more on your

own; . . . you do not receive the same kinds of

support. Everything a student needs is right

here. That is not true when he is out in the

community."
According to rough estimates from the

Student Aid office, over three hundred stu-

dents are holding down jobs in addition to

going to school full-time, f^/lost student em-
ployees are regular students whose
paychecks are used for spending money.
Alice fvleadows from Student Aid explains,

"We have more regular students than work-

study students because we (CC) do not have
that many student-aid people. You would be
surprised at the number of people who are

carrying three jobs. Of course, these are not

the majority, but a lot of these are just regular

students,"

Ann Landers might call these people

"work-a-holics". I say this tongue-in-cheek

but it does make one wonder why, or rather,

HOW these students are cramming at the

books and doing the nine-lo-five simulta-

neously.

Those students who work on-campus
have a relatively easy time being accommo-
dated- Ms. r^/leadows states that "Saga is

required to take all Student Aid students be-

fore hiring anyone else." Thus, those stu-

dents in need of money can fairly easily find

employment on campus.

One Saga worker retorts, "Dishing out

Saga slop is NOT what I considered to be an

ideal occupation, certainly not a life-long

career! But I have to because I need tlie

money. The people I work for are really flexi-

ble when it comes to adjusting my schedule

to my work-load. They are r}pt bad to work for

Stairs and Bathrooms
Present Problems in Paclord

By James Prouty

In an attempt to try to stimulate an
awareness of architecture that will prevent

mistakes from occuring the next time CC
throws up a building, some of the architec-

tural failing o( Packard Hall need to be dis-

cussed.
A major functional flaw, and the most obvi-

ous, are the stairs to the art studios. Being in

good physical condition myself, I have no
difficulty ascending the 89 steps to the upper

floor. However, the outside stairs become
treacherous in precipitous weather. The real

goof is thai someone forgot that art students

use materials. Getting anything of even
modest dimensions up the narrow wells can
be a herculean task. An elevator or winch

would be nice.

Another huge problem is access. As an art

major, I have a studio on the top floor. Like

most students, I lake a class which requires

my time in Ihe day. Many times I have gone to

Packard in the early evening (6:00 or so) to

work and found it locked up like Troy under
siege. Those times I managed to get in, I am
kicked out at 10:00 pm. We are denied the

use of our studios at the only available time

given us. What is the point of a four million

dollar building if you can't use it? The upper
studios certainly pose no security risk; hell,

the stairwell doors are often locked from both
sides in the rriiddle of the day.

Another feature is the lack of bathrooms In

the proximity of the upper floor.

Another is that you must circumvent the

north wall to enter through a curious glass

protrusion that is the entrance.

What is the dominant feature in this

region? Pikes Peak, right? I doubt if anyone

has to think twice about that. Yet Packard has

a court yard surrounded by 3 and a half grey

walls. Imagine how much more useful and

attractive it would be if it faced the mountains.

It could also be larger because it could be

combined with that square patch with cute

little rows of trees on the west side.

Packard Hall wastes a colossal amount of

space and materials. I have calculated that

there are over ten thousand square feet of

concrete wantonly covering the ground, serv-

ing no useful purpose to the stnjcture. That's

more than the floorspace of tw6 floors of

McGregor. I find the giant concrete plaza on

the northeast side not just useless, but taste-

less and insulting.

The linear assembly of Packard is also

Continued on page 9

Faculty or Student Reps

SellSummer
Tours

Another on-campus employee stated,

"When 1 am in a hard block, they help me out

by easingoffon my hours. That way, I can put

my schoolwork before my work at the li-

brary."

Off-campus workers have a more difficult

problem. Sharon Tonney is a student who
waitresses full-time (40 to 50 hours per week)
at a local seafood restaurant. She spoke
about her job and the difficulties she has
encountered. "It is hard— really. The blocks I

took organic were murder for me. I have to

work nights to help out my folks with tuition.

CC is a demanding school scholastically, es-

pecially for science majors like myself. But I

have begun to think of school as my leisure

time, my fun time, and my waitressing as my
work."

The Broadmoor is one place which is very

familiar with the Colorado College Block

Plan. Cindy Butler, a waitress there, and a
full-time student here remarks that the

Broadmoor hires CC students as a sort of

good-will gesture and enjoys helping them
out both financially and academically. Andy
Ault. who works in the Men's Shop, made the

same observation: "They try to give us as
much leeway as possible. They want us to

study first, to put our work second."

Working on or off-campus while going to

school may or may not be a problem, depend-
ing on each student's need and his choice of

employers.

Students needing information about em-
ployment possibilities should check with the

bulletin board which is in the basement of

Todd Crouter at work for Murco Drugs.

Armstrong, across from the office of A\\c%

Meadows.
Those students who are searching tor

more serious work (i.e., careers, internships)

may find worthy aid in conferring with Carol

Leavenworth whose office is in Cossit Hall.

She remarks. "We would like to reach out

more to freshmen and sophomores, to help

students from every class. But it has been
primarily seniors, because that is where mosi
of the concern lies. However, I believe that

it

is good to start thinking about these things

early."

Where Can You Go For The
Top of Your Head?

For Around Your Waist?

Or for Your Hip Pocket?

doLoxaao ^eainsx ^ooa±

731 N. TEJON ^ 473-9312
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Ciose-Out SALE
on 1976 Viscount

Models

Aerospace Pro

Aerospace Pro

Aerospace G.P.

Aerospace Sport

Gran Touring

(Sew-Ups)

(Clincher)

(G.P.M.)

(ASM)
(GTM)

ivas noiv

269.00 249.00

259.00 239.00

199.00 179.00

185.00 159.00

155.00 139.00

We are already running out of many sizes, and models, so take the
advantage now.

Criterium
BIKE SHOP

1/2 block south

of campus on Teion 475-0149

% HEY GANG!!
4 BEFORE YOU TAKE OFF FOR THE
^ SLOPES STOP BY AND PICK UP _% A COLO. SKI BOOK AND A TRAVEL /Jfc^
* BAG FOR YOUR SKIS...FREE!!!!! fi^H
1| Taylor T>«.. sis North Tejon^fiir
*^ ' Travel sae-ss?!

^^^

A career in law-
without law school.

What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an

undergraduate education and a challenging, respon-
sible career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you

the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers. You
choose one of the seven courses offered—choose
Ihe city in which you want to work.

Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training
has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms,
baiiks, and corporations in over 75 cities.

If you are a senior of high academic standing and
are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant,
we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.

We will visit your campus on

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
235 Soutii 17th Street, Piiiiadelptiia, Pennsylvania 19103

(215) 732-6600
Operaled by Para-LegaJ, Inc
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Revieivs^
King Kong: Monkey Business In l-loilywood
By Steve Ellis audience of the 70's had already seen

^en I had decided to see the new people eaten by a giant shark, cities

,g
Kong, I was not exactly expect- falling into the ground in Sensaround,

,0 crawl under my seat m fright, and even many versions of the whole
Ijrst King Kong was indeed a world being destroyed by atomic bombs,

pg.chiller, especially to the movie Who can get frightened by an overgrown
of the '305. But, I had expected gorilla, when they have already seen the

devil incarnate get exorcised? So, the
new King Kong was made as a joke to
make the original seem corny.
The movie did not simply border on

the ridiculous; it would make Monty
Python seem dry. The producer went

Prescott, done by Jeff Bridges. They just never gonna work."
filled out their stereotypes completely. Kong became the victim of the
Fred called Jack a "hippie", and Jack twentieth century capitalistic expioita-
=noorort "environmental rapist" back tion. The movie audience laughed at

llhe technology and sophistication

ll,g
70's would make Kong II worth

„g, I was not disappointed. King

,g
directed by John Guilermin, was

. o( the most entertaining movies I

ever seen. But, it blew apart any

sneered
at Fred

To top it all, the not so virginal

Dwan, played by Jessica Lange, just

had to be brought in on a life raft,

starving to death in the South Pacific,

but with her makeup intact. Of all the

stereotypes Dwan was the extreme. At
first she acted the way any newly dis

remembrance of the original,

age, fearsome King Kong.

lie
producer, Dino De Laurentiis,

fi he could not frighten people with

a monkey. It was understandable

Ihe audience of the 30's would be
lened by this novel creature. But the

Josie's Saga
osephine (Josie) Jenness, Saga em-
ee al The Colorado College celebrated

80th birthday, January 21 , 1 977. Full time

ia
employees gathered together from all 6

lens to give her a surprise birthday party.

):en fed roses and a birthday cake were
iented to her by the employees.

Dsie has worked for The Colorado

ege in the food service department since

ober 1953. She started in the Lennox

ise which at that time was a Snack Bar

ifi
operation), now it is a Fraternity House.

[Was 55 years old then, and worked up to

tiours a week on a split schedule. At

js she would work until 5:00 in the

ning, then would go home and take a

wer, and be back to work at 6:00 am,
11958 She transferred to Rastall Center,

new Student Union Building which was a
-Jn bar and board feeding area, cooking

Ifje grill .and cleaning in the snack bar

August 1967, Saga contracted the food
ice at The Colorado College. Josie as-

ed that she was out of a job and went
le, The next day, Food Service Director

ck Webb, called her to come back to

^ I. She continued working in the snack bar
- September 1975. She was then trans-

rilo the dining room to become the As-
.' int Line Lady and is currently employed

\^ lal position.

'ii until two years ago, Jose walked to

Now, her sister, who is 87 years old

,„ her to work.

7 sie plans to continue working for Saga in

vinlers, and on her daughter's farm in the

*

covered Beverly Hills-type beauty
ape over trying to outdate himself, would act just after she was dis-
With technical wonder he fitted Kong covered by the skin flick world. She
into an anachronistic horror, adapted it flirted with every man on board the
very artifically into modern society,
and joined it together with a satyric
parade of stereotypes.

Charles Groden acted out the role
of Fred Wilson, a money hungry mod-
ern robber-baron type, put into a top
position in a multi-national oil firm.

Situation forced him to share tight
corners with a long haired anti-

Petrox Oil Ship. As the plot prog-
ressed, her stereotype transformed the
early day horror into a present day
farce. When Fay Wray screamed and
captured the hearts and souls of her
audience confined in the hand of her
brute oppressor, Kong I, Jessica
Lange's audience turned their tears to
poor Kong II. She snapped a down-

themselves when they saw the free
enterprise system, starring Petrox Oil

Corporation try to outdo Exxon's
"Tiger in the Tank" with "Kong behind
your Gas Pump." Karl Marx would
have gotten a kick out of this, watch-
ing capitalism destroy itself from
within, as Kong escaped from the gas
pump, stamped out the chief capitalist,

Fred Wilson of Petrox, and ravaged
New York City.

The story was not an intense one. It

wasn't deep or moving. It wasn't scary
or elating. It was just entertaining. The
movie plot is good at making fun of'
society, but the movie production has
an additional message. I am going to

have to figure out why society wants
to spend $24 million dollars in order to
make a giant ape look perfectly realistic
and human, so society can laugh at how

establishment Intellectual snob. Jack right rebuke, "Cmon Kong, this thing is corny and farcy the ape really is^

ackard Hall Cont.

Although many, if not most, of the indi-

nal interior spaces are well designed and
[who can fault the recital hail or music
a^?). The manner in which they are put
elher divides the building into isolated
^ions. Music is very isolated art. I do not
•sider that desirable. A more cohesive
Klure could be made in half the space.
*afd sprawls over without concessions to
'ling, or space.

'ackard Hall provides badly needed
'lilies, but, my God, at what a cost. I could
'6 done a better job of designing and en-
Bering an arts building myself. Obviously
loo late to do anything, so what is the point
liis article? Packard Hall is the latest in a
9 line of architectural ati:ocities on this

"pus. These include aesthetic blunders a
J^strong, functional space wastes as in

Omar, orientation disasters like fvlathias,

'firtainly a large part of the blame falls on
architect, probably none of whom have
f lived in this part of the country and have
^ed they can't design for it. I will forego
^fn of Barnes' (the architect of Packard)
^isive uncommitted statement of space.
fnake one more point. I am hoping that
^C community will take a more active role

^'fiction and development of projects that

*''! as much as that of architecture. Our
'^fy has the resources and ideas to create
JJlating, useful architecture, but it does
^3ve the will, and I'm beginning to wonder
"3s the talent or common sense.

^J'ggest that Packard be colloquilly called
^'^ tor Sperry Packard Arts and Music.
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Income Tax cont.
monly used forms for individual Federal in-

come tax returns. Nearly all taxpayers may
choose which form to use. For those tax-

payers whose incomes came from wages,

salaries, tips, and not more than S400 in di-

vidends or $400 in interest, the Short Form
1040A might be most convenient to use.

If you are an employed individual, you

have most likely already received either

Form 1 040 or Short Form 1 040A {with related

instructions) from the Internal Revenue Ser-

vice. These forms may also be obtained at

the Internal Revenue office, the Post Office

and many banks. The included instructions

provide you with a fairly concise and uncom-
plicated explanation of the filing procedure; a

helpful addition is the IRS prepared individual

income tax return sample

All income tax returns must be filed by April

15 of this year. If you are mailing your return

or tax payment, they will be considered filed

on time if they are U.S. postmarked on or

before April 15.

Refunds
If you are entitled to an income tax refund,

the refund must be received within 45 days of

the date of the return. If you do not receive

your refund within this 45 day period and you
filed your income tax return by April 15, then

you will be paid interest along with your re-

fund.

For further, more detailed information

concerning your 1976 Federal income tax

return, consult the aforementioned Treasury

Department publication which is available at

the IRS office. If you should find that you
need personal assistance In preparing your
income tax return, you can either call the IRS
toll-free number listed in the back of the Form
instruction pamphlet or visit the nearest IRS
office which is located at 320 North Acadertny

Blvd. in Colorado Springs.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC
The CC Music Department will present an in-

formal program ot electronic music by students

of Prof- Stephen Scott fulonday, February 7 at

8:15 pm in Packard Hall. The works to be per-

formed were composed as final projects lor last

semester's adjunct course in the College's new
Pearson Electronic Sound Studio. The public is

invited free of charge.

Jock Shorts
Hockey
Tiger Season to Date; 8-15-1

Last week against the Irish

ND 8-CC 7, NO 8-CC6
Despite last week's report on the vortex of

violence the Tigers failed to instill any fear in

the hearts of the Irish. I want to know who has

been holding out on the Wheaties?
Obviously not the ND coaches.

Tigers are in 8th place as they head
away for this weekend IVlichigan Tech
series.

Men's Basketball

Last Week: Marymount Tourney
Marymount 114-0067
Panhandle State 97-00 64

College of the Ozarks 68-00 51

The men's b-ball team bit off a little

more than even a Tiger can chew in last

weeks toruney losing all three matches.

Let's hope someone puts a Tiger in their

tank before tonight's game against Seattle

Pacific College here at El Pomar, 7:30

p.m. Also there will be a special half time

performance by the mud wrestlers from

P.T.'s in Denver. After all if the Cadets can

get Playboy Bunnies to their Football

games the least the CC b-ball team can

get is a few lady mud wrestlers!

Women's Basketball

League Record 12-0 (that's First place)

Last Week
00 60-UNO 48, 00 65-CWC 56
Today hustle your down to El Pomar

to catch a glimpse of the woman b-ballers.

It makes for a really nice change to watch

a CC team win! Thai's tonight at 5:30 or i[

you miss that action tomorrow vs. DU ai

DU 7:00.

Swimming
Before you go out for your own little sink

or swim night take a stroll on over to the El

Pomar pool where the Tiger tankers take

on DU at 7:30 p.m.

Squash
At present no stats on this sport. How-

ever catch the Catalyst next week when we
will have a short report on the progress of

this year's true preps. Traveling to CU this

weekend? Be sure to catch the CC
Squash team. There are ten men and yes,

five women competing.

Got any sports shorts you think ought to

be submitted? Turn them into Rastall

center, the Catalyst box by 9:00 Sunday

Evening and we'll print them. Thanks.

The Sports Editor

Cartoon By Brigid Buttertleld

Legal Hassels Can Be Avoided
By Linda LIsco

Legal problems that students at CC are

most likely to encounter fall into two
catagories; Civil problems such as Land-

lord tenant disputes, and Criminal cases.

The facilities available to students are the

same for each category. A student can go
to Pikes Peak Legal Services provided that

he is independent of his parents economi-

cally qualifies or, if still listed as a depen-

dent the student must consult a private at-

torney at his own expense.

All criminal cases are handled through

the El Paso District attorneys office and

the Colorado Springs Police Department.

The procedure is no different for a student.

if your apartment has been burglarized, for

example, the usual procedure of reporting

the burglary to the police is recommended.
If an arrest is made then a student has a
right to press or drop charges and the

case will be handled by the DA. If you are

a defendent'in a criminal case if you
economically qualify, the Public Defenders
office or a private attomey will represent

you if still dependent.

Civil cases are classified into those over
$500 and under $500 claims. The first step

Dave

in las

theFi

CCone should always take if one is invok-e

in a car accident, for example, is to ss

consultation before the case so thai ii

student can balance the monetary cl;

with the lawyer's fee. If you are indepe

dent, Pikes Peak legal services will provt

the consultation free of cost and the ca ,Qbintc
suitation fee for a private lawyer is be

ween $10-12. Cases over $500 are han

led in the El Paso County Court,

Civil cases where the claim is unt

$500 is handled in the Small Claims coy
J'Jhe'jr

f^^aking a claim does not require a lawy

Continued on back pa
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sSports Bs

Daxe "Hammer" Hanson (5) blasts a point blank shot at the Notre Dame goalie
in last weekend's hockey action. Hanson's effort went for naught however as
the Fighting Irish took CC 8-7 and 8-6 in the two game series.

CC Nailed to Wall
Photo By Bansen

31

By Dave Adams

CCs basketball team spent the block
ireak traveling to Salina. Kansas to play In

^arymount College's four team round
objn tournament. Few trips into "the zone"
lave been remembered as pleasurable
ixperiences by any of CCs athletic teams,
ind this trip was no different for the
ichool's roundballers, as they lost all three
Iheir games, dropping their season re-

nrd to 6-10.

Thursday night the Tigers found Ihem-
Ives pitted against the host Marymount

ipartans, far and away the "class" of the
ournament. No team in the tournament
sme within 30 points of the Spartans. CC
das defeated by the host Spartans by a
14-67 score. Marymount may be the best
;am the Tigers have ever played. Boast-

19 a 77 game home winning streak, the
ipartans finished 3rd in the NAIA division

I tournament last year and are ranked 6th
n the nation this year. Marymount
impfoyed a full court press the entire

ame using speedsters from such far away
ilaces as Queens. theBronx and Manhat-
an, New York to cause havoc with the
iger ball handlers. Their front line con-
sled of several 6'9 and 67 jumping jacks,

i'i.P-^f. --^J§ 5.V_L Q_E_I

Le Bou nee. N.T ej 6 n

V/US6. Me V a d a/BI j o u.

At hi et es Fbot.j

Joe qu e Sh ps.

er CI t ade I Mall
Ski HaoslEl.N.Academ,

Hau stWlE.Choy n.Mt,

I.Sta rkeys.A.A.Spts.

'^'^aref r ee Circle

one of which played for the Panama Olym-
pic team.

CCs forwards spent most of the night

checking shoe sizes of the opposition as
they helplessly watched arms and elbows
slam the ball through the hoop on re-

bounds. Several ball players from the
Marymount squad may well be seen in the
NBA in a year or two.

The following night, CC put in a shabby
performance against Panhandle St. Col-
lege. The Tigers seemed as if they were in

a daze as they were downed by a 97-64
score.

Saturday night the Tigers came out de-
termined to play a strong defensive game
which they succeeded in doing, allowing
the opposition to score only 56 points. Un-
fortunately the Tigers were capable of a
mere 51 points themselves, thus dropping
a hard fought and closely contesled game.
College of the Ozarks defeated CC at the
free throw line, as they were granted 27
losses at the charity stripe compared to

the Tigers' feeble 3, Coaches Carle and
Flood were extremely unhappy, causing
Flood to remark upon leaving the Kansas
Catholic school, "Gee, this is a tough
place, look, they've even got guys nailed

to the wall in every room.

"

If you're new to Colorado or to skiing, you're probably mystified

about ski equipment
. . . long skis, short skis, foam boots, warm-

ups ... the list is endless.

At the Ski Shop, we've eliminated the mystery. Since 1950 we've

been introducing people to our favorite sport. And. lots of those

folks keep coming back to us year after year' Each of our em-
ployees is an accomplished skier and technician, ready to give you

the best advice available about your specific skiing needs. What

you might want to do, for starters, is just rent some equipment

to see if you like the sport
, and, we'll do that tor you, too.

If you're serious about your skiing, the place to start Is the Ski

Shop
. .'tfs the Pro Shop fbrskiers ih the Pikes Peak Region,

Two Locations

THE SKI SHOP
1414 South Teion St,

636-3355

SKI BROADMOOR
at the Broadmoor Hole!

634-7711, Extension 324

O

^Utlil/^

^m ;?>/^'ii|my

Shoes'

J og g i ng .'

& Sn e ak e r

New S ol es.Laces '

& I n s o) e s|.

1 Week Ser

^uttnn-lfioo
THE:'^/1R,I' ,0F' JeWEitRV

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

HAND-MAOE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

IN THE STILL AT

THE HUNGRY FARMER
575 Garden of the Gods Rd.

Now playing

"Scotti"

COMMUNICATION

The KEY to a CAREER THAT YOU ENJOY

Attend a free talk for students at the

Scientology Center

226 N, Cascade

Suite 207
633-1961

.T/w

Debra Armstrong

James Beri7hill

Paul Barnard

ChrlstI Murray

108 Loomis
327 Mathias

134 Slocum
218 Bemis

Tues & Ttiurs at 7;00 p.n

Wed al 2:00 p.n

to /ri/ otjr/a///a.'i//i' /jt'zzii. &u/f/i- (if// fo • Ur<fai

f/(al ie/ore .'Wein/ar/y fS//i a/ii/ /le/ni a//// /t/n/e

Atzzii - /nai/e t/w wa////<)i/ ///w i/. ?//>///• /jizzii k

a6so///ti'///^/rce'. Q^/'i/u/ a/r//'//// - //<>f/ et///'/ et//

tmc 0/ o///" /uf^'/mzzox i^/yoi/AU'//.

1732 W. Uintah

Uintah Gardens
(Just 1 mile west o( campus)

-V Pizza Palace r.
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$5,000 Total

i/77 TUITION (ONLY) CHARGES AT SELECTED COLLEGES AND UNIVER-
SITIES

PRINCETON
5TANF0RD
Dartmouth
HARVARD
3BERLIN
3UCKNELL
CARLETON
COLORADO COLLEGE

Tuition to Increase

the Catalyst
V0L8NO. 18, FRIDAY COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80903

,eave Policy Revised
CC is instituting a new policy on a student

ive of absence. Beginning this spring, stu-

nts will be given leaves primarily for

ademic and personal emergencies. If a
ident wishes to take a break from school

will be expected to withdraw from the col-

le,
according to Dean Maxwell Taylor.

Students going on ACfvl programs, or

idying off-campus will be given leaves of

scence, while students who want to take

[le off to travel or to work will have to with-

aw. These students have the option of

applying to CC by writing directly to Dean
lylor, Dean of Students. This option re-

ams open for two semesters. However,
lertwo semesters, students must formally

apply through the admissions office, and
mpete with others attempting to gain entr-

ra to CC.

According to Taylor, the reason fortighten-

gthe leave policy is due to an increasing

oblem with predicting enrollment from
mester to semester. Taylor stated that

lerewere 155 students on leave during fall

imester. Theoretically, all of these 155 stu-

;nis were expected to resume their studies

tef Christmas, but only 95 actually re-

imed. Taylor explained that analysis shows
ai the ovenAfhelming number of students
ho do not return wer^ those who had been
ven leaves to "take time off from college."

The primary difference in the new system
Ihat students must take the initiative in

luming to CC. According to Dean Richard
adley. the new stricter policy is a return to a

policy that the college had three years ago.
When the looser policy was adopted several
years ago, it was because the college was
trying to encourage leaves. At one time, there
were over 1900 students at CC. The school
prefers to keep enrollment stable at about
1 800. There are currently between 1 800 and
f 810 students enrolled at CC.

By William G. Miller

Next year tuition will increase from
$3,100 to S3.600 making the cost of at-

tending CC, including room and tward, ap-
proximately 55,000 per year. Besides
those whose next decade will be spent
paying off formidable student loans, others

will feel the crunch. According to Dean
Elizabeth Sutherland, it is the middle in-

come group who receive no aid. who will be
hit the hardest by tuition increases.

The tuition raise raises the question of

where those tuition dollars go.

The CC Business office administrates a
budget which contains over 95 separate
departmental budgets. From residential

halls to Asian studies, the money require-

ments are submitted to the office of Robert
Broughton the Vice-President and Busi-
ness Manager at CC. As the chief of this

office Broughton administrates the
budget and sees that each department
reports on its status. Most of the budget
tailoring is done between Dean
Bradley and President Worner and Mr
Broughton. This conference of the Col
leges most important financial officers al

locates the funds to the respective de
partments. They spot the need for in

creases and plan the budget accordingly.

The highest priority department accord-
ing to Broughton is teachers' salaries,

which are being discussed at the meeting this

week closed to students "for obvious
reasons." This category far outstrips the
other fairly quick-rising expenses such as
energy and food costs. Salaries for CC's
faculty have increased at a steady rate to

keep them above the national average and
in competition with inflation rate of 5V2% to

6%. To place a blame on any one categ-
ory would be unfair to the faculty who are
entitled to battle the voracious cost of liv-

ing increase as much as anybody. Neverthe-
less, that is the most substantially increased
sector of the budget.

The Executive Board has final consider-
ation of the tuition rise and can turn it

down before it becomes school policy. The
Trustees have the ultimate say whether
the funds are needed or not. They have
managed with the help of the rest of the
administration to keep the cost of educa-
tion close to the price of tuition. The stu-

dents pay 74% of their education costs,
The difficulty of keeping his ratio Is greater in

institutions which do not have an endowment
of $24 million.

The amount of government subsidy in

the form of research grants is small allow-

ing for a minimum of government interfer-

ance at CC.

Thus, by tuition increases, the college can
remain in an independent position, valued
by educators and administrators alike. The
increases do help in a real way to keep
Colorado College an independent and In-

novative place where new systems can be
tried without hindrance from a higher au-

thority.

Tuition consistently has increased every
two years and will continue to do so as far

as anyone can tell. Dean Sutherland states

that there "are no plans that could com-
plete a compromise between the rising tide

of expense and stable tuition rates,"

Resident Advisor Selection Changes
By Colin Crawford

The Residential Housing Staff, including

Housing Director Bill Flanagan, Eleanor Mil-

roy, Dana Koury, and the directors of the

three large dormitories, are busily working

this year to revamp the present method of RA
selection. According to Bell Edson. Housing

Director in Loomis. "the Residential Housing

Staff is always looking for ways to make in-

terviews of any kind as equitable and fair as

we can,"

For that reason, changes have been made
in the method of RA selection. Previously,

once an applicant had returned an applica-

tion accompanied by three recom-

mendations, he was interviewed by three in-

dividuals associated with the housing staff.

Another interview followed the first, after

which all but a select number of "finalist"

applicants were cut from consideration.

Those "finalists were then given one-on-one
interviews by a member of the Residential

Housing Staff. Then, applicants were eval-

uated and considered, and final choices were
made.

The changes that will be instituted in this

years RA selection center around a point

system. After an applicant for an RA position

has submitted his application, he or she will

undergo one interview with three members of

the housing staff, and will then engage in a

group exercise monitored by two members of

the Residential Housing Staff. In each of

these steps, candidates will be graded on a

pre-determined point scale. In this way, Ms.

Edson believes that the selection process will

be less subjective, since applicants will be

judged solely on point tallies, rather than per-

sonal opinions. As she points out, without

some kind of safeguard against subjectivity,

"there are always people you'll favor more

than others, especially on a small campus."

She sees the point system and the group

activity as the two most significant changes in

the new method. The group encounter will

require a group of ten or so applicants work-

Canadian Counsul Gives Booics
In ceremonies held last Tuesday at Tutt

ifary, Francois Beaulne, vice consul for

illural and public affairs of the Canadian
insulate General, presented a collection of

*0 books to Colorado College. The collec-

representing contemporary Canadian
<:iety, was presented to Dean Richard
3(Jley, and George Fagan, the Head Libra-
inof Tutt, on behalf of the Canadian gov-
"ment

CC was chosen to receive the book grant

^tie basis of faculty and student interest in

•study of Canada. The college will offer a
^summer institute this year called "Focus
Canada," which will examine the Cana-

'n experience politically, economically,
'd culturally.

^^le collection contains books ranging in

'ti|ect matter from Canadian history, geog-
%, and poetry, to sports and fiction. The
*l^s are written in both French and English.

^' (he ceremony, Beaulne delivered a
•^ech entitled, "Quebec Separatism: Is

^"ada Coming Apart?" In his speech,
-^iJlne commended CC for its interest in

^9da. "particularly ... in view of the fact

^' Canada, in spite of being the United
^'2s' closest friend and ally, has tradition-

^ been required to do headstands, the

'^^bec provincial election being the latest

'^scord, to attract any substantial attention

^American media and public opinion."

,

^eaulne went on to give a brief outline of

*"adtan history as it relates to the present

°°'ern and to "describe the present situa-

3 by Sieve Oymond

Francois Beaulne, vice consul for cultural and public affairs of the Canadian Con-

sulate General, presents books to Dr. Fagan and Dean Bradley at Tutt Library.

tion in Quebec." According to Beaulne. the ^^ answered, "What is presently going on in

unrest is not exclusive to Quebec; rather. Canada is a perfectly normal and healthy

"the seed of disenchantment was planted a transition in the historical evolution of na-

lonq time ago in Western Canada." t'ons. . ,
,
At first it can be painful, but the pain

Finally Beaulne asked the question, usually changes into a deep feeling of satis-

What future lies ahead for Canada?" In part, 'action and respect for one another.

Pfralo by Bruce Bernetl

Bell Edson, head resident of Loomis ~

looking for ways to make RA interviews

equitable.

ing together to achieve a pre-assigned task.

The purpose of the exercise is lo demon-

strate to residential staff obsen/ers the par-

ticipants' interaction, leadership, and other

abilities ot the potential RAs.

An interesting facet of the new RA selec-

tion procedure is that the candidates have

the opportunity lo appeal. If the applicant

feels that al any point of the interview/selec-

tion process he received unjust treatment, he

is entitled lo another chance. When an

applicant requests appeal, he will im-

mediately be granted an interview with

someone on the Residential Housing Staff.

The point score an applicant receives in his

appeal interview will then be averaged with

his earlier scores to reach a new total.

A final number of applicants will be cut

under the new system, just as with the old.

After the interview and group interaction, a

small number of applicants will be chosen for

one more interview with members of the

housing staff. All of their point totals will then

be averaged, and those with the highest to-

tals will become next year's RAs
Ms. Edson was quick to point out that the

changes in the RA selection process were by

no means instituted because of a fault in the

system used in previous years. Quite the

contrary, she feels that in the past "a really

good job has been done in selecting different

kinds of people to be RAs "

It is her hope that

with the new system a great number of "dif-

ferent types" will be added to the housing
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Awards Touchy Business
By Anne Reifenberg

For 200 years, a Phi Beta Kappa factory

back East has been manufacturing little

gold keys and chains which are awarded

to deserving seniors upon their graduation

"in recognition of intellectual capacities

well employed, especially in the acquiring

of an education in the Liberal Arts and
Sciences" (to quote A Handbook for New
Members).

Here at The Colorado College, the tradi-

tion has been practiced since 1904, and

this year Professor Owen Cramer is presi-

dent of the school's chapter.

It's a touchy business," he says, select-

ing no more than the national organiza-

tion's maximum of 10 percent of the

graduating class. CC has therefore de-

vised a unique procedure for naming Phi

Beta Kappas. Instead of basing selection

solely on grades {which produced 21

summa cum laude graduates last year,

when more than one fourth of the class left

with honors), departments are asked to

nominate approximately 20 percent of the

seniors. Those who feel they will be forgot-

ten for some reason may nominate them-

selves.

The nominees are then listed and sent

to all faculty, who rate the students they

know on a scale of one to eight, and then

again on a scale of one to three to indicate

the degree of familiaritv with each. The rat-

ings are reduced to scores by Smedly the

computer, before being sent to the chapter

here, which bears the weight of finalizing

the list.

There have been complaints in the past,

oddly enough coming from parents more
frequently than students, that some seniors

have not received their deserved key, but

no one yet has gone so far as to sue the

national chapter (although a legal suit may
be in the future for CC). IWany wonder if

the award is really momentous, and
Cramer replies that it is the '"oldest and
presumably most prestigious (at least the

stuffiest)" college prize in existence, al-

though he does have a tendency to think

of Phi Beta Kappa as a rewarding "pat on
the back" for the successful graduate.

In any event, a key would compliment
the high school tassle hanging from your

rear view mirror, and it wouldn't look bad
decorating the watch pocket in your three

piece suit vest. For interested seniors,

nominations are being accepted through-

out the week.

Football Awards Presented
The CC football team held its annual Running Back Paul Amundsen: Bad

g^
awards banquet last Sunday. Many of the gal (Defense), Free Safety Terry Hoai
most deserving players received recognition Junior; Offensive Rookie, Running j!
for their contributions to the Tiger's 7-1-1 Tony Hamm, Freshman; Defensive RooJ
season. Special praise was singled out for Defensive Back Cliff Tomkins, Frestitnj

the unparalleled efforts of Senior Placekicker Blockers of Year, Tackle Tim Beaton SeJ

blund

Ted Swan and Junior Free Safety Terry and Running Back, Dave Hall, Junior; u *".f |

Hoadley. It was also announced that Hoadley ership Award, Bruce Carson; Tight End j,
>
"'

will captain the 1 977 Tigers. The following Blaik, Senior; Most Improved Player, Ce«
awards were handed out. Phil West, Junior; Leading Scor,

Placekicker Ted Swan, Senior; Third Te;

Most Valuable Player, Placekicker Ted All-American, Free Safety, Terry Hoa^ij

Swan. Senior; Terrible Tiger (Offense), Junior.

Jackson House Presents.
The residents of Jackson House, when Cauvell will speak on the 17th, regartfm

writing their proposal to obtain the house, Beauty and Art. These two presentalia
expressed disijiusionment at the lack of will occur in the Jackson House lounges,

arts at Colorado College. Their purpose of Furthermore, a number of workshop
choosing such a theme as "The Fine and are starting. Iviichael Schneider (xjg
Performing Arts" was to stage a number of plans to teach several workshops on tf

Explorer Leads Exciting Life
By Hal Howard

Last Thursday in Packard Hall Quentin

Keynes took a large audience down the

Zamesi river for an old-fashioned expedition

into 20th century Africa. "The Zambesi, I

Presume" (the title deriving from the famous

finally encountered a man claiming to be 108
years old who said that he remembered se-

eing Livingstone as a child - "a very tall and

good man." After investigating most of the

natural waterways, native tribes, & geologi-

cal formations described by Livingstone, the

an ancient Baobab tree by Livingstone him-

self.

one-liner delivered to Livingstone by Stanley
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ,j,^ ^^^^ J^^^ Keynes'dis-

when the two met for the first time).
^^^^^^^ ^ monogram carved on the inside of

Keynes first conceived of the Idea for the

expedition when he acquired an original let-

ter written by Livingstone to a friend; in the

letter he describes the course of his journey,

noting the landmarks, peoples, and animals

that he came across. Using the letter, Keynes
tries to duplicate as much as he could the

route taken by the famous missionary.

Traveling by Land Rover instead of by boat,

Keynes avoided the problem of rapids and
waterfalls but had to grapple with frequent

ferries in rickety native vessels. In addition to

exciting scenes of elephants, lions and other

African fauna, the film had some interesting

shots of modern techniques of game man-
agement, especially in connection with the

problems that a modern project such as the

Kariba Dam creates for wildlife.

An important pari of the trip was to try to

locate any persons who might have remem-
bered Livingstone's passing. After meeting
several people who remembered their

father's talking about the missionary, Keynes

activities dealing with various aspects of

sundry art-forms in order to expose the

arts to students in an unacademic light.

And, indeed, they have. Last semester
Jackson House held an open house, an
outdoor music festival, several workshops
(madrigal singing, life drawing, batik), and
started a musical series known as the
Firelight Series.

This semester the J. Housers have al-

ready presented jazz improvisation musi-
cians at another Firelight Series and have
started a jazz improvisation workshop
which is taught by Peter Strickholm (x286)
every Friday afternoon.

For the remaining blocks of this year,

numerous other projects have been plan-

ned. Harvey Rabbin will speak on the

Dramatic Arts at 8:00, February 15. Jane

process of candlemaking sometime
th

block. Carlos Davidson (x288) will

bottle-cutting classes, also in the very

future.

News on Briefs
By Jim Collins 7V7ese figures may point out the discre-

pency causing the mediocre social scene
In the spirit of Valentine's Day Catalyst at CC.

reporters braved harsh comments and de-

rogatory insults in coming up with our most
ridculous poll yet.

Do you wear boxer or jockey shorts?

Males
Boxer

27%
Jockey
64%

Neither

9%

Would you rather see men in boxer or

jockey shorts?

Females
Boxer

63%
Jockey
37%

Comments

Jockey shorts ... because that's what I

have, and I haven't bought any recently. I'll

try boxers sometime.

-Steve Johnson, '79

Colored jockey shorts . . . they're easier to

put on under pants.

-Neal Baer. '77

We like to see boxers . . . they have good
snap, they come in nice plaids, they're
very sexy, and a hundred other reasons.
I'd rather see a guy in boxers than nude!

-anon. '78 and anon. '78

And of course. Madrigals still contin

throughout the year on Fridays at 3:00. F(

more information contact Bruce McColla
(x288). Batik is taught by a former Jackso

House resident, Robin Maynard, on Thyr

days at 1 :00, in the third-floor studio

Other creative projects for the future
ai

still in the planning stage.

Overall, it has been an active fin

semester at Jackson House and the
ti

mainder of 1977 promises to be no les

productive in maintaining and expandin

student involvement in the fine and pe

forming arts at Colorado College.

Drive Up Funeral Home!
(CPS) " No fooling. In Louisiana, a 7-by.

foot window in the side of the gold and whJ

Point Coupee Funeral Home allows mou

hers to pay their last respects without leavi;

their cars.

Said Alvin Verrette, president of the funei

home:
"We wanted something for working peopi ^'
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who didn't have time to dress but wantedl

show their condolences and sympathy.

Drive-in funeral parlors have been triedb

failed in Florida and Arizona.

^MIlM^IMMMIM^MIMMPMMMIMMMMMMMMMIMPIMIll^
1 1
P 1
l^ Too many stings and arrowrs from outrageous fortune? f^

Don't bee distressed. Come to Chinook for a tranquilizing browzzze.
(Remember we gift wrap and
mail for Valentine's, Mother's Day, Father's Day,

birthdays, and Everyday.)

72 SUZUKI 4 wh. dr- jeep hardtop. 23,000
mi., tantaslrc cond., parts no problems, 27
m.p.g. Besi offer. Call Slan days 471-3443,

exi, 347, eves, 596-2909.

Por sus cosas de CUERO
doLoxaao J-zaiks.^ <^ooai.

731 N. Tejon 473-9312

&• a
'/

G"' CJ^ &' -^
<JS-

for English translation stop in!

DELIGHT YOUR VALENTINE!! V*2L.T
with a special gift from ^jt ^V

BYERS ART & GIFT GALLERY
15A East Bijou (In the alley)

632-3401

- For Him - For Her -

In stock or made to order

Artistically designed sterling silver

chokers and necklaces

Exquisite Art Gore Photographs

Exceptional fvlacrame Plant Hangers

and Wall Hangings.
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Vietnam Aftermath Continues: Carter's Pardon Plan

By Norv Brasch tuously made a moral distinction between a

j„ avoid Socrates' fate, Anstotle left his military deviant and a draft dodger, not unlike

meland lest tfie Attienians "sin twice distinguishing between the semantically
1^1 philosophy." Under Jrmmy Carters equivalent terms "pardon" and "amnesty

"

Jon, we too are about to sin twice. Our Worse yet, it discriminates against disen-

p is not philosophy, but poverty. chanted soldiers, again mostly the poor. That

fig
all agree that Vietnam was a regretta- is our second sin.

mislate. but not all of us had to suffer for The injustice of Carter's plan is cause to

Ulunder. Instead, the burden was shifted reconsider Gerald Ford's conditional pardon.

jjj
riation's poor, who were rarely able to The Ford proposal offered altemative service

15
student deferments or legal maneuvers to evaders, thereby preserving the draft sys-

jiding service. While wealthier objectors tem while granting forgiveness. Though
j the country, Vietnam became a poor siiewed by the opposition for political rea-

ms war. That was our first sin. sons, the Ford plan seems eminently more
a gallant attempt to salve our collective just in a situation of great injustice.

;Opinion

Second Sin"- Irrelevant Language

Mr. Carter issued a "general pardon" as

lirsl
official act. Unfortunately, it is not

'nerai enough. Excluded are those who
ved and later deserted or who were dis-

arged with "bad papers," documents that

Hollow them for life. Carter has presump-

If, however, our decision is to wash our
hands entirely of the Vietnam fiasco, neither
plan is satisfactory. A true pardon must for-

give all, not a privileged few. Bad enough to

have sinned once — need we double our
error?

RA-ing"Valuable Experience
By Frank E. Lane

personal growth. One thing you learn is how P'J''Pose of amendment. Both resisters and

By Paul Franco forgiven AMNESTY HAS NEVER fvlEANT
ANYTHING MORE THAN THE LATTER.

When Gerald Ford proposed his amnesty ^^^ ^°^^ amnesty is a derivative of the

plan for draft resisters and military deserters Greek word for torgel- It has never earned
in 1974 it was a pretty good indication that with it-until recently--the implication that

just about everybody accepted that amnesty the'^e is an admission of guilt on the part of the

was a necessity. But debate about the issue government.

was by no means closed, 'Yes, amnesty, "
Carter's pardon, though not as far-

people were saying. "But what kind of am- reaching as it should be, is a forgivness, a
nesty?" Thus, like ever\' other issue that forgetting. It says nothing about the guilt of

grew out of the Vietnam W/ar, amnesty 'he resisters It suggests that moral judge-

ceased to be merely a question of policy and "^^^^ 's impossible to pass given the circum-

became a moral question about the nature of stances. The Vietnam War was a bad war,

our involvement in the war itself. Men's motives for not fighting stretched all

Ford immediately let us know where he the way from pure to not so pure. But who can
stood on the moral issue. When he an- say?
nounced his plan he spoke of the resisters as Unconditional amnesty for resisters and
people "who committed the supreme folly of deserters is not a self-evident proposition in

shirking their duty at the expense of others
"

'his country. The fact that there are people
The implications were clear. Those who had who still maintain that Carter's blanket par-

refused to fight were guilty. Two years of <^on for draft resisters undermines in some
alternative service was required of them and, way military discipline and the rule of law
more importantly, a demonstration of their shows to what extent we haven't yet learned

The eleven days between February 11 and to integrate "authority" without alienating
<^eserters had to sign a loyalty oath that

I

mark the beginning of the RA (Resident people (. . . or at least you learn ABOUT it!),
effect, was an admission of their guilt.

Ivisof) selection process here at CO. This You have a chance to test your ability to
Unlike Ford's act of contrition, Carter's

3sfor me the beginning of a key college communicate with quite a diverse set of
Pardon makes no such moral judgement,

iperience. It is not a puppet position or an People. Do you approach people in a manner
"'"'^'^ '^^* ^^^ ^^^^ obscured by the silly con-

namental title to be routinely written on a ^^3' causes barriers to communication to
""oversy over the difference between am-

ad school application. come up between you? ?^^^V^
pardon. It is important to realize

"
,

^^ that the distinction between pardon and am-
Not only can one grow personally from the Whenyoudeal with people frequently, you nesty is a strong distinction lor Carter, In

^experience, buthecanbeapartof other must constantly reexamine your own August of last year Carter said, "Amnesty
Bple's development through their experi- philosophies and viewpoints. You may think means that what you did is right. A pardon hinges on the irrelevance of words like honor
ces at Colorado College. If you decide to of yourself as a "liberal" and you may also nieans that what you did-right or wrong-is and justice

ntinue your schooling here, you have laugh at someone's remark about a "fag," but

the lessons of the Vietnam War Those who
echo Ford's punitive amnesty are still talking

the language of "PEACE WITH HONOR,"
These clever legalists refuse to admit that

Vietnam was a mistake and that those who
resisted might have been justified in their

resistance. They eschew such a moral pre-

cedent. The form, the law, is preserved no
matter how imperfectly il describes the real-

ity. "Peace with honor." they say. Amnesty
with justice. And yet their legalistic argument

Dbably identified with the fundamental
ncepts behind this particular institution.

lese include a small student body, an edu-

ilion with a personal flavor, where students

d faculty are more open and intimate, and
lerethe beauty and application of a "liberal

s education" exists as an ideal to which

eiyone is committed.

An important part of this approach is hav-

students from all over the country come
id live together so that the opportunity for

ef-action does not end with the morning

then how do you help the guy who just came
in your room and told you that he's afraid he's

a homosexual and doesn't know what to do
about it? Or, how do you help the pe-med
next door who just gave up his sport and
broke-up with his girlfriend so that he could

bury himself in his chemistry and he makes a
"C" in the damn course anyway? "R.A.-ing"

can be a real exercise in sensitivity.

I have briefly presented a few thoughts of

mine on being an R.A. I could not possibly

describe everything of importance that I have
iss. To live off-campus with a small group gained from the experience. It is not THE job

lamiliar friends is to negate part of the for everyone, many people are content with a
vantage of attending CC. So, by becoming lifestyle that is incompatible with an RA-type
RA, one has the opportunity to actively experience. However, I do hope that the

French Ruling Favors Terrorist
By Carol Peterson

rticipate in the philosophy of the institution.

Alitiough I've received renumeration for

imtk as an RA and Head Resident, it is

igniticant compared to what I've gained in

—Letters
cort System Gets Help
Ihe Editor:

On behalf of the CCCA Security Commis-
»i and Security Education, we would like to

blicly thank the Panhellenic Council for the
dorsement they have given the new, cen-
feed Escort System.
At their last meeting, the Council voted to

nate baked goods for the system's volun-

" escorts, rotating the responsibility
ong the four houses for the next month.
We view this action as more than supply-
la necessary service to the program. It

It's as a strong statement of the Panhel-
ic Council's commitment to the safety and
Jirity of the campus.
"isthis kind of support which we feel is the
'"(Nation for the incredible success of the

"system. Thanks.
Sincerely, Donna Dwigans.

Director of Security Education
Kathy Voss
Chairperson of the CCCA
Security Commission

^ergy Policy Beckons
3f Editor:

^erica's energy crisis will not go away,

j^

again, we are facing its grim realities as
'^strial plants are shut down and people
1''''^ out of work because of shortages of

Jrai gas_ president Carter has called on
'^ericans to turn down their thermostates
save energy every way possible.
"6 tragedy is that more than three years
^^'he Arab oil embargo, most Americans

reader is left with at least a little more insight

into what "RA-ing" is about, and that he
realizes that it is more than room cards and
an occasional hall meeting.

Last month a French court ruled in favor of

the release of Abu Daoud, an admitted (and
punished) participant in the Munich mas-
sacre of 1 972, The court denied requests for

extradition to Israel on the grounds that

Daoud's crime had not taken place on Israeli

soil and that Daoud was not an Israeli citi-

zen. A West German request was refused on
the grounds that they had technically impro-

per identification of Daoud and that they had
not formally confirmed the extradition re-

quest through diplomatic channels. With

fourteen days left before the French would be
technically obliged to release Daoud, the

French court did exactly that. He flew to

Algeria and received a warm reception. Six

months ago, the French and other Common
Market countries had agreed to prosecute or

the bottom of the list on energy conservation.

I SHOULD BE CLEAR THAT THE TIME
HAS COME FOR US TO DEVELOP A NA-
TIONAL POLICY FOR ENERGY CONSER-
VATION. While a steady supply of new en-

ergy resources at reasonable cost may not

be achieved for some time, energy conserva-

tion measures can be implemented im-

mediately and can greatly ease the burden of

current energy shortages.

A full-scale campaign against wasteful

energy consumption continues to be one of

my highest priorities. But I need your help.

COLORADANS HAVE PROVIDED ME

WITH MANY GOOD IDEAS FOR LEGISLA-
TIVE SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS, AND I

need specific, concrete ideas on how to

tackle this one. What steps can be taken now
to promote energy conservation? What
should be done to ensure that more energy is

saved and less wasted?
i hope 1 will hear your ideas and those of

your readers soon. Let's work together to

make this nation first in energy
conservation-not energy consumption.

Sincerely yours,

Gary Hart

U.S.S.

I (Jon'
I take energy conservation seriously.

'^f^rief time we responded to the embargo
''inventive and determined conservation
Insures, but we soon returned to our
f'Sful habits. America today consumes
•^ 3s much energy per capita as almost
Mother industrial nation and ranks near
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extradite terrorists. The agreement appears
to be merely another "scrap of paper".

And what explanation can be given for the

French behavior? It is doubtful that the
French released Daoud out of great sym-
pathy with his cause. Indeed, most of th'b

reasons are laced with fear. The main reason
is a fear of reprisal; either an economic re-

prisal or a terrorist response France is in the,

midst of an economic recession that has
been severely aggravated by the high cost of

fuel. France has no wish to oftend the oil

producers with the possibility of an embargo
looming in the future, and it so happens that

the oil producers are sympathetic to the

Palestinian plight. The French also feared a

rash of terrorist attacks in an attempt to (ree

Daoud. Other possible molives include the

long-time French desire to mediate in Middle

Eastern affairs; which requires Arabian
cooperation. There are also rumors of the

possibility of a French aircraft plant in Egypt,

The unfortunate fact about this incident is

that it is not unusual, but il was sen-

sationalized and received more publicity than

most similar incidents. Currently, the lack of

international will to act upon terrorits is so low

that terrorism is a reasonably low risk method
of obtaining publicity (the major goal of most
terrorists) for a cause that may have the sup-

port of less than one hundred individuals.

The lack of international will can be

exemplified in many manners. The United

Nations has yet to decide, after nearly a de-

cade of debate, what terrorism is precisely.

After all, one man's terrorism is another

man's "war of liberation ", The United Nations

refused to act on terrorism until it is defined.

This inability to act is also demonstrated by a

few statistics on the probability of success in

terrorist ventures. Today's terrorist kidnap-

per faces these odds when engaging in ter-

orist activity: He has an 87% chance of seiz-

ing his victim; 79% chance of escaping

punishment (and if he doesn t do so the aver-

erage term in jail is 1 8 months); 29% chance

of full compliance with demands and 83%
chance of receiving safe passage. Com-
pound this with the almost sure achievement

of his major goal, publicity, and one can un-

derstand why terrorists are able to roam the

world at will, reeking whatever havoc they

care to in their wake.
What can be done? The first step would be

for the major nations of the world to agree to

take a hard line on terrorists. This would sim-

ply entail agreeing not to negotiate with ter-

rorists be It for ransom, the return of prison-

ers, or any other demands. Granted, this

does jeopardize the immediate victims, but

the probability of further attacks on a particu-

lar country's citizens are diminished. At this

time only two nations, the United States and
Israel, follow this policy.

Continued on Back Page
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Carlos Santana: A Personal Look

Photos by P«t«r Banscn

By Stephen Vincent-Smith

There are those among us who, In their

brotherly approach-ability and serene
countenance who can allay our Intimida-

tion, simultaneously commanding a cer-

tain respect from us. Such a person is De-
vadlp Carlos Santana. Santana gestures

enthusiastically and, in a soothing,

slightly-accented voice, speaks In images
as lucid and frequent as Henry James'.

It seems that what Devadip Santana
demands of a person Is simple enough;
sincerity, compassion, and a sense of de-

votion to the work at hand. Obviously, it is

what he demands of himself. Tuesday at

the City Audltorium,before an over-

capacity crowd which sat on the floor to

hear him (when they weren't standing to

applaud), the following Interview took
place:

There don't seem to be many reputable

articles about Carfos Santana, and many
people have a hard time knowing what to

believe and what not to tielieve about you.

So for background, where did your career
start and what was your original group
like?

/ started in Ttajuana from '59-'62. and
since '62 I've been living in San Francisco
with my wife. The group first started in '67 or
'66. Chepilo came In in late '68.

What about people who aren't with you
now, like Rico Reyes?

Well, Rico Reyes was hanging around,
but he never really was a musician. He's a
good singer, but he's not a 24-hour musi-
cian.

Was It rock-and-roll originally?

It was a mixture ofblues and rock-and-roll.

It was mostly blues because when I was a

kid. I listened to a lot of blues players. In fact,

I had an attitude towards British blues that

they weren't .sincere. All my life, I hung
around people who really, really played the

blues, black men, you know. I grew up with

that. Then some of these kids came out, and
they were playing the blues, but it was so
loud and so different that I had that attitude

until Cream came aiong and blew me away.

Cream and Paul ButterTield and his band.

When did Jazz begin to have an influ-

ence on you?
Around '69 or 70 when I listened to In a

Silent Way, with John f^cLaughlin and Miles

Davis.

Was that before you went to Sr) Chin-
moy, your guru?

Yes. I went to Guru, my spiritual master, in

'69, but I wasn't quite open and receptive to

what he was offering.

Did John McLaughlin introduce you to

Sri Chlnmoy?
Right. And it was not until '72 that I actually

saw him in person, and I realized that what
he has to offer - not even music or money or

fame ormy parents or anybody - nobody can
give it to me except Guru. That is Light. Ught
that comes from inside your heart for your
own mind, and that Ught is yours, you know.
Its just that most human beings have been
programmed that we are limited and imper-

fect. But a spiritual master can dive inside

your heart and bring out the real self within

you.

There 's not many people around who can

do that. Tt's not hypnotism; it's not a psychia-

trist; it has nothing to do with mental tech-

niques. It's all inner devotion and surrender

and oneness.

"Love, Devotion and Surrender?"
Right.

In a way, is the meditation like Zen, or is

It that just one possible approach to it?

Well, it's sort of like that. God is tike a
diamond you know. All religions are facets of

the diamond, but it always ends up in a point

like apyramid. And thatpeak is God himself.

All religions stem from the same One. So if

you're devoted and sincere to Zen, then

you're making progress. If you're a good
Christian, and you reaJly try to insprie

people, to give people joy and sincerity and
things that are really lackin nowadays, then

your religion is good.

I've heard very similar things from
members of the Krishna Consciousness
Movement. What is the godhead in Sri

Shinmoy's religion?

We believe there is only one God, the ab-

solute and supreme, and he is the father of

Jesus, Krishna, Buddha, Rama, Allah. He is

the father of all. In fact, he made the Christ:

He made all of them. But we believe that they

are older brothers in a sense because they

climbed to the top of the Tree of Life, and
they took a bite of the fruit of Real Wisdom
which is God's feet. We haven't; we're way
down here. So to Guru and to me and most
devotees of Guru, there is only one reality,

one God. Guru is not God, he is a spiritual

master. We are the strings, Guru is the in-

strument. God is the musician. We are all the

music together.

You mentioned that the reality of

not this physical reality here.

No, that's real, but it's like the peel qi

orange: inside is what's really happen,,

the juicy stuff! A lot of people forget 6eca
T. V. and the system of things program

yoJ

believe that you are George Jones m
you're not really Gocge Jones. That'^

name and the number on your passpofj !

who you really are is a child of God ivfvj

any time can manifest things that emtx^

eternity, infinity, and mortality. Nowthst\
real George Jones, only his name i^

George Jones. God alone gives it.

How do you discover your name?
Just like when we were kids, you'd pi^^

a flower, and you don't know what'.

name of the flower. But a Guru says. '%;

a rose, this is a lily, this Is this kind of IIq^

this is that kind of flower.

"

And you are Devadip.
Right, my name is Devadip. My

n,

means three things: "the Ught, the lamp,

the Eye of God." This is what I am.
How can you reconcile material

s,

cess with this kind of belief? Is tha

struggle to do?
No. It's a struggle if that's all you want,

i

some so-called musicians. All they wantii

be riding limousines, and own a house, 5 3t8 of t

this kind of stuff. If that's all you want. th& lOW, JfJ-

means that you are limited and you ;
jrta/n tir

bound by it. The day that those thir}gi ne light

away, you either suicide or you're crusi

But if you realize that all the things /ifceMtec'S'ons

house, my guitars, and all the moneys ihaveai

comes with it are like a rent-a-car, that Ik ^ ii^stea

Sar
1eah. 1

nil <o '

Itself.
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the capacity to obtain it. but it's not mint

any time, God can take it away and gm
to somebody else, and then I'll go back "^'"^ ^"'

washing dishes or whatever. And when) \9ether,

realize that, then what happens is you

come like a bird; you can fly. You're

bound by material nonsense, man.
don't abuse it. don't let itpossess you. Jk

what is wrong. God gives you even/thi

you cry for it.

Religion is obviously part of yo ' Be;
music. How important are lyrics in tin

Aren't there some pretty simp

humanistic messages you're trying

come across with, like "Love, Devolii

and Surrender," and "Let the Ciiildi

Play," and "Stay at Home?" _„
Yeah, we're trying, collectively vi

ohj
everybody we work around, to come
bridge where you can have spiritual quaffi

when you say it without preaching. wHI

imposing Ught on people. Some peoi

don't like candlelight because they

things brighter. So let's find that medim
what you say and how you say it so

people can digestif without it getting stud

their throat, so to speak.
So you have a message, but you d<

want to sermonize.

Continued on Pag
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There IS a difference!!!

RING 471-7075
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PREPARE FOR:

l\flCAT» DAT* LSAT» SAT
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • VAT

Our broad range ot programs provides an umbrella ol test-
ing know-how that enables us lo otter the best preparation
available, no mailer which course is taken Over 38 years
of experience and success. Small classes Voluminous
home siufly materials Courses that are constantly up-
dated Permanent cenlefs open days, evenings & week-
ends all year. Complete tape lacihlies lor review ol class
lessons and lor use ol supplementary malenals Make-UDS
lor missed lessons al our centers.

ECFMG • FLEX
NATL MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS

Flexible Programs & Hours

\-W.

Phone 893-5413 nrm^
431 W, Cottax Suite 405 J^p < ,.

Denver. CO 60204 BA |U|PL£||
^EDUCATIONAL CENTER

cALLT^rF;::'8oo-22i-984o

ATTRACTIVE FEMALESinterested

in modeling tor an exciting new pub-

lication; this is your chance. Qual-

ified girls will receive promotional

benefits - clothes - experience - ac-

cessories. No previous experience

necessary, will train. Write, enclos-

ing photo, "Gateway Productions"

Box 4482, Boulder, Colo., 80306.

Short stories, articles, cartoons also

invited.
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REDUCEI
Trim Off Excess Pounds & Inches.

New Plan For Reducing.
Lose up to 10-29 lbs. first month. Obtain
weight loss plus an increase in vitality and
energy. No starvation diets. No drugs. No
hunger pains. No exercises. Call today for

information and personalized service. Money
back guaranteel

Call 598-4724

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

rour C. C. IDb worth lOVa offon anypipe In stock

HATHAWAY'S SMOKE SHOP •
ANO MAGAZINE STORE

OVER. lOOO PIPES
IN ^roCK.

ALL MAJOR EUAN DS
-^ . ^'JPs^'oasei^cr/ofv OF /MPoRreo TOBACCO,'^' a&APS AND CieARETTeS BWMFD TOBACCOS

Pipe repairs

DAILys-fe;3O/sui^,8-lZ;30
,
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y.ea/). Its like everything: before you can comes like a worn-out shoe. Most everybodv
fg,

anything, first you have to have it. It you I know gets tired of the same habits
«"'

'?,
"*';^ ?°, ^f. " *'' 5° 9^' * '"^ ^^^1 ^^^ f'^bits are the ones they

^iself.so that it will be so appealing and can't kick because they're too bound to it

0„g that you won t even have to say "Go Uke anybody can walk away from grass or
m.. i," - they II want to go get it by them- uppers or downers. But once you start shoot-

iFeatures
\

^^antana Speaks (Cont.)

Habits are like the slioes. We're
running toward the same thing

. To me it's boring to deal with

gpe because ( was there."

po you really thfnk there's any way you

gn conceivably begin to counter the

ifluences of T.V. and the other things

,gt have such an effect on people? Do

on think you can really influence people

[Ith
your music?

Jhrough music, we can give joy, strength,

lot of things. But the best way to help the

of the worid is through prayers. You

TOW, just get fifty people to get up at a

^(tain time in the morning, and at a certain

Tie light candles and pray, so that our so-

iled leaders will begin to have Light in their

icisions, they begin to have compassion,

i/iave an understanding of true Divine mor-

is instead of tired ethics, you know.

^il(e Senate Ethics Committees.
yeah. There's a fast race between the Un-

vine and the Divine. The Divine is coming
)gether, and the Unidvine is really obvious,

le Sodom and Gomorrah - people are just

pg to do anything and everything they

in get away with. But after a vvhile it be-

I

I

ing something it's very hard, because of
withdrawal and everything, to pull away from
the snake, the boa that binds you.

Habits are like the shoes. We 're all running
towards the same thing, but after awhile the
shoes don't fit you. To me, it's boring having
to deal with dope because I was there. I was
there when it was happening, and it was
fresh, and it wasn't fabricated. Afterawhile. it

was like watching the same rerun on T.V-:

you Ve seen it so manv Hmes. f^ove on,

you know.

Does your wife, Urmilla, share these
things, your religion and Sri Chinmoy,
with you?

Ves, she does.

If I had a picture of Carlos Santana, what
should I color you.

Well, it depends on how you feel. I like

yellow right now because it's very moving.
Yellow is the color of rhythm. But I think that
the best color is white. When I'm just dressed
in white, my whole attitude toward a lot of
things is different. I'm more meticulous with
the way I'm thinking, more meticulous with
the way I play. Color me white. I like white.

At this point I thanked Carlos for the
interview, and he returned the thanks, cal-

ling me by name. He then pulled his over-
coat up over his shoulders, hunched
down, and in the best of Groucho imita-

tions, said, "Well, this Is where I came In!"

and walked out, seeming much too gentle
to be a rock superstar.

^Vr~i ^tf i
r-i -y

ir-1 1

1

^1

1

-
1 ii^pj M

Fear and Loathing
By John Kuhlman

I bet most people reading this have never

really thought seriously about buying insur-

ance recently. I bet you think you are too

young to think about buying insurance. Sure.

you probably think that insurance is lor

people about as old as your parents but that's

wrong! Because a lot of people our age.

nowadays have so many of our own posses-
sions registered in our own names, not in the

names of our parents, like you might think. Or
would like to think!

But look around in your room around you.

Your record player, your skis, your clothes,

your records, that's all yours and if you lose it.

you'll probably never get them back again.

But if you have insurance, they'll send you
some money to pay you back for the things

you might have lost!

How much does it cost? I don't know how
much insurance costs but it's not free, of

course, and that's all I know. And I know that

it couldn't cost too much for the security and
warmth that it can give to you.

And I'm not just talking about property in-

surance either, if you think I am, because it's

not enough! You have to think now about in

the future, about the people that you like,

today! A roommate, or a girlfriend, maybe,
who will depend upon your income to keep
them alive in case you die before your time

comes. Don't laugh you snot face little repro-

bates, because your friends, who you sup-

pose are all right, are actually living on what
you call small change in your pockets. These
dimes and quarters add up soon before you
know it, you're dead and they have to die too

because they don't have any money to buy

food with anymore. Ask your friends. And
soon you'll have a very long list of people who
suppose you know they are depending on
you and who won't be able to get money out
of a dead person who didn't do his thinking

ahead of time.

Where can you buy insurance? Once
again I'm not sure, but I'd be suphsed it you
couldn't find it in a telephone book! I've writ-

ten down a few names and addresses here of

reputable looking agencies In this region,

(You might want to buy yours in your home
town where they aren't so fussy about iden-

tification).

Premier Insurance Company-
-#310 S. Cascade Avenue"473-3983; Pro-
fessional Insurance Company--3515 N.
Chestnut-471-7185; Time Insurance
Company"1401 Potter Dr. -596-8650; Jack
Vaeth Insurance Co,-526 S Nevada Ave-
-634-7470; World Wide Health Services-
-3700 Galley Rd, -396-3620; The Alpine
A9ency-598-0538-4052 Templeton Gap
Rd.

I would heartily recommend the places
listed above, above all other, especially the
last one. Mr. C, "Chuck" Greene is a very
honest looking man who is especially In-

terested in helping college students answer
their insurance needs, A lot of other places,
they were rude and the buildings look pretty
dodgy, so I'd stick to the list above if I were
you.

How much insurance should you get? I

don't know myself, but I'm sure that any one

Continued on Back Page
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Besides great pizza,

spaghetti, salads, cartoons,

hang gliding and ski

movies; we have:

SPECIAL
BEER PRICES
(Anytime with C.C. ID)

MUG 250 (regular 45C)

PITCHER $1.75
(regular $2.40)

it

Jinxes Place
Platte and Tejon Streets

^o PLEASURABLE
fO^ PONG-POOL &

POTABLES

c|i:^4^c|^4^4^4^4^c|t^^^^4^4^4^4^4^4^4^4^4^

Noui Disappearing fit The

College Barber Shop

*** Hmn ***
827 N. TeJon

Shoui times M-f 9-5:30 Sot, 9-12

For feserwotlons coll 633-1606

STK^W'HaT.

1732 W. Uintah
Uintah Gardens

IJust 1 mile west off campus)

EUROPE;
ASIA
from $499

wy»i«..^w

S. AMERICA

^4^4^4&4^4i4^4^4i4i^^ct&4i4ij^^ci|&4:4i:4i^4ii:f:

. . . Athens-Tel Aviv - Hong Kong-Manila - Rio-Nairobi , , ,

•Weekly departures* ANYONE ELIGIBLE' Government approved
Departures from major US cities- Destinations most foreign

capitals or big cities- From 10 days to several months-

Tours for groups and individuals* RAIL-PASSES- Train

schedules* Specializing in foreign and budget travel

Call anytime for intormation

(303) 443-75&4 (9am-5 pm) ITS 2031 Broadway Boulder, CO 80302

GOLDEN NEEDLE
333 N. Tejon (Agora Mall)

635-0064.

We specialize in handmade
clothing and decorating
items.

$2,50 BUYS this space
Sell anything! Ask for any-

thing! Bool<s, Jobs, Personal.

Bring by to Catalyst office on

Monday before publication.

quiFQd ExcellenI pay

Wo'ldwIdG IfavGl Sumtnef |ob

or career Send S3 00 lor in-

(ormallon SEAFAX, Dopt C-l

Bon 2049, Porl Angelas

Wasninglon 96362

COUPON

5x7 Color
ENLARGEMENT

for each roll of Kodacolor

film you leave for

developing and printing

OFFER EXPIRES FEB.

21st

ENLARGEMENT MADE
FROM YOUR FAVORITE
COLOR NEGATIVE

WHITE GLOVE QUALITY BY

Murco Druq Co.
PHONE 634-4861 • 832 NORTH TEJON ST.

COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO. 80902

••••••••••••••••••••

«?;i°;»''"
(800)'32'5-'4867

® UnsTravel Charten ,

nmtfaptrA The Advcnuing Council Ka

WfeVe
counting

on
you.

Red Cross.

The Good Neighbor.
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Sally Morgan: Former Dean Finds Roots at Cc^
By Kfm King

Imagine a time when upperclass women
had a 1 pm curfew and freshmen had to be
in by 8 pm on weeknights. Times have
changed since then, and Miss Sally Payne
Morgan, the woman who sits at the Inspec-

tion Desk in Tutt Library, has seen many of

the changes in her years at CC.

After coming to CC in 1949, Miss Morgan
worked for a year overlapping the duties of

the retiring Dean of Women in order to

familiarize herself with the demands of the

job. During this time, she became acquainted
with the needs of the 300 women students

and the nine small dorms they occupied.

Miss Morgan feels that "her most product-

ive, creative years" were spent as Dean of

Women, 1950-1957. under President Wil-

liam H. Gill. Her job required great dedication

to txjth the students and the faculty. She tried

"to create an atmosphere conducive to

study" and she worked closely with

academic advisors to help solve students'

personal and academic problems. Since the

College was poor rn those days, and the fi-

nancial aid program was not neariy as exten-

sive as it is presently, Miss Morgan used her
contacts with people in town to sponsor
needy students. She felt responsibility to se-
cure academically strong women and "to

beat the bushes" to find financial aid for those
in need.

During her years as Dean of Women, Miss
Morgan initiated new policies. She re-

sponded to the girls' demands for younger
women formally trained in counseling, by
switching from "the grandmotherly" to

younger women as residence hall directors.

The only exception was Mrs. Mary Bari<alow

whose understanding proved indispensable.

Occasionally, Miss Morgan was more lib-

eral than the giris. She was instrumental in

instituting a system of honor dorms in which

each giri was on her own honor to keep the

student-imposed rules and regulations.

One of the saddest and "most disappoint-

ing days" during her years at CC came in the

early '50s when the College opened Taylor

and initiated the cafeteria style of dining.

After this, CC women no longer dined exclu-

sively in Bemis with white damask tablec-

loths, special assigned seating, and recita-

tion of a traditional grace before meals.

In 1957, Miss Morgan left CC for a less

strenuous job at CU. She spent three years at

Boulder and then retired at age 65. At this

time, she returned to her home state of

Mississippi to live with a sister. Racial prob-

lems were at their worst in the South and,

although she had lost "as much racial pre-

judice as possible" for being raised in a
Southern culture, she felt great stress among
the people. She worked as a counselor in a

public high school during her four years in

Mississippi which afforded her a real oppor-

tunity to counsel these students who were
"asking many questions and seeking the

right answers" to the racial problems.

In the winter of 1964, Miss Morgan re-

ceived a letter from her friend. President

Lloyd Worner, telling her she could "come
home" to CC. In the letter, he offered her her

present part-time job at Tutt Library. She ac-

cepted the offer as "a wonderful opportunity

to come back to where her roots are,"

Now 81 years old and semi-retired, Miss

Morgan shares her philosophy. She exclaims

that she is "in love with living," and. indeed,

she must be to approach life with such en-

ergy after a heart attack last spring. She
points out that even age has some blessings;

she is no longer bothered by the pressures of

her career years and she does not feel that

she has to prove herself any longer. Miss
Morgan has some outspoken opinions on life

and young people today. She claims that

young people have taught her that outward
appearances should not count.

Miss Sally Morgan Is a "neat" lady. Her

open mind and vitality have kept her young.

She enjoys her three hours a day at Tutt

because it allows her to be in contact with

students, faculty, and alumni. She hopes to

spend her last years happily among her

friends at CC, and those who have come to

know her over the years wish her such hap-

piness many times over.

-Synthi Sounds

The Beauty of Be-bop
By Billy Shears

There is an ultimately indescribable de-

light in the bright sounds of the Clifford

Brown-Max Roach Quintet.

No heavy afterthoughts hang on each note

to explain the direction or the underlying jus-

tification for their style. Life is expressed
directly through the instruments to the audi-

ence — the life being that of trumpeter Clif-

ford Brown, a "sweet cat," and master at

creating happiness in both his music and in

the lives of those near him,

"There can be no replacement for his artis-

try." a saddened Dizzy Gillespie remarked in

1956 upon hearing of Browns fatal auto
crash. Brown was 25 years old, but he had
played with an insight and ease that comes
only with experience and sensitivity.

He never quit. Buoyed by the rock-steady

beat of premier drummer Max Roach, Brown
bops through solos with a continuity and logic

that makes the longest of his efforts seem all

too short.

Cohesion was a trademark of the quintet.

Twin solos teaming Brown and saxophonist
Harold Land, and the crisp rendering of ar-

rangements penned for a technical mastery
of this musical genre, demonstrate the ability

of these men to contribute to a concept that is

refreshing in its unity.

This album represents be-bop at its best.

First recorded in 1954 and 1955, the collec-

tion has been re-engineered and was re-

cently released in the Mercury EmArcy jazz

series. If the care shown in the production
and selection of this set is any indicator, the

other recordings in this series (which also
includes Oscar Peterson, Cannonball
Addleriey, and Maynard Ferguson among
others) might well be worth the investment.

Though his memory is tragic. Brown's
music and lifestyle are an inspiration as is

apparent in this record. And the love with
which he played might just infect you too.

By Tom Steele
Last Monday night, local music lovers

were once again entertained by electronic

productions (live on tape) from the
technologically staggering Pearson Studio

synthesizer. Nine of the ten pieces heard
in quadrophonic Packard Hall were student
compositions, ranging in quality from taste-

ful and zesty to insufferable although all

explored "Synthi's" capabilities, Alas, that

but a hhandful of people were on hand to

enjoy them.

"Images," the first student project, was
very nice but not loud enough, as was the
subsequent "Fairies in Music" {B.

Whitaker) which, although non-
experimental, was most deservedly a
crowd-pleaser too. The volume was in-

creased too much, however as many ears
complained later during "13:56," "Empty
Reel," and "Power Game," three strictly elec-

tronic freak-outs.

Professor Scott's "Prairie Music" selec-
tion was excellent. It ended too soon, only
to be followed by more redundant and irritat-

ing synthesized-sounds.

The show did end. however, on an en-
joyable note with Keith Gardner's "Three
Scenes," which left most remaining listen-

ers with mixed feelings about the whole
thing. The audience, I should add, was not
the bohemian-type and was, unfortunately,

generally inconsiderate to the music.
But what still puzzles me is why these

free "Synthi" concerts tend to draw such
sparse groups; this is 1977 and we are

students of the liberal arts — or has dis

taken over completely? Seriously, som
incredible things are being done with th;

machine and one really should nab
opportunity to hear and judge them

|(

one's self. Copies of these and othei

tronic music tapes are available
i

Packard library.
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New York dancer Leah Simpson led set

eral dance workshops this week, as we

as demonstrated and lectured
Thursday at eleven.

A career in law-
witheut law school.

What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an

undergraduate education and a challenging, respon-
sible career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you

the skills—the courses are taught by lawyers You
choose one of the seven courses offered—choose
the city in which you want to work.

Since 1970. The Institute tor Paralegal Training
has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms
banks, and corporations in over 75 cities.

If you are a senior of high academic standing and
are interested in a career as a Lawyers Assistant
we d like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.

We will visit your campus on

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28

The Institute for
Paralegal Training

235 Soulli 17lh Street. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
(2151 732-6600

Operated by Para-Legal, Inc

»•!

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC

MOTOR
TUNE-UP
SPECIAL

lachidut timiiii wmt, chack
Tacaaoi adTuiGa and PCV
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DYNALIFE
HEAVY DUTY

SHOCKS

LUBE&
OIL CHANGE

Up to 4 qts. oil

EXPIRES
Feb. IS, 1977^COUPONS

(LIFETIME GUARANTEED)
BUY 3 HD*s
GET THE 4TH

FREE

$5*88

5(
TIL

TE.
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Thurs
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STILL

MAZA
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^
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Jock Shorts
HOCKEY
puckslers Record to Date: 8-17-1

i^sl Week against Tech
^5-CC3, MT 6-CC 5 (OT)

The Tigers attempts to tell the Huskies

!5
finish (Huskies, mush? Do all you Min-

,5S0la boys get it?) obviously failed as the

gengals bit the dust in last weeks away
jries. The leers take on the fly boys this

^ekend at the Broadmoor and at Air

force so lets go greet the boys in blue with

lie
usual tame, demure, and well man-

ured group of preppies that we are. De-

jl, vs. Delich is the order of the day so
ion't miss the chance to watch the

IvBleth boys battle it out.

isme time Friday; 8:00 p.m. at the
Iroadmoor

(EN'S B-BALL
jsl Week
inday; Seattle Pacific 87-CC 76

Saturday; CC 95-tvletro 65

CC's bad Bengals took on Pacific Fri-

ly nite and even Ed Sullivan would
jree that for the Cagers it was a really big

-stioow", despite their loss. The b-ballers

jolltieir act together again Saturday night

[0
slam-dunk fi/letro, and hopefully the Ti-

gers will be able to carry the momentum

through to Saturdays Panhandle state
game. Let's all hope that CC's tall boys
don't get cut down to size against the
Okies.

Game time Saturday 3:00 p.m.

WOMEN'S B-BALL
Dainty Dunkers Record to Date: 13-1
Last week
Saturday; DU 63-CC 58
Tigerettes recorded their first loss this

week after a long and hard fought season.
The women learned the lesson that the
pressure must stay on at all times if you
really intend to win. Let's get behind the
"dainty dunkers

" Saturday as they take on
New tvlexico highlands and show the girls

that we fans think its great to see a CC
team wini

H2O
The tanker men are incessantly work-

ing to get another victory under their belts

however, the Tigers lost their last two
meets to highly "scholarshiped" DU and
tvlines. Check Schlessman this Saturday
at 1 :30 as the swimmers take on UNC.

Check the Sports page next week for a
report on the Women's swim team.

iBBSports ^SS

Tigress' Stay on Prowl

]ourtmen Romp Over MetroI'

By Mil<e Siade

Die CO men's basketball team concluded
(flames-in-4-nights stretch Saturday night

ii a 95-66 route at fVletro State, raising the

^rs' record to 7-12 on the season. The
ps had previously dropped a 101-67 de-

»n to Western State at Gunnison last

idnesday, and had been whipped by
ily-touted Seattle Pacific 84-73 Friday

III at El Pomar.

jst Wednesday night's game was a dis-

(Bihting loss, as CC had nipped Western
at home earlier. The Tigers just fell

iitih the second half, and were outscored
ih the final stanza.

Ql!

Friday, CC stayed surprisingly close to the
visitors from the Northwest, trailing by only
three points at the intermission. But even
though CC stayed with the Falcons the whole
way, the deficit gradually increased. Some
spirited play by reserves Rick Lopez, Cliff

Tompkins, and Brad Burghardt kept the mar-
gin close.

CC could've beaten Seattle Pacific Friday
night, but then they could've LOST to Metro
Saturday night. At halftime the embarassed
Tigers slinked out of fyletro's eenly lit gym,
lucky to be clinging to a three point lead. But,

with about 8 minutes gone, the Tigers came
alive, outscoring H/1etro 18-2 and turned a
63-55 game into a 81 -57 route. From there on
in, it was smooth sailing. Craig Silverman and
fVlarc St. John led a balanced scoring attack
in the route, adding 20 and 17, respectively.

The Tigers resume action tomorrow night in a
grudge match at El Pomar against Panhan-
dle of Oklahoma.

Photo by Peter Bansen
Fresliman Center Lorna Koiimeyer

plots strategy with Coach Laura Goiden.

By Ed Goidstein

The CC Women's Basketball team is no
longer an unsinkable ship in the world of

Rocky Ivlountain area college play. The
Tiger five finally went under last Saturday
by a 63-58 score to the University of De-
nver Pioneers. Although CC stilt towers
above the rest of the mortals on area
courts, the DU game has shown the
Tiger's that they can expect rough sailing

on the way to a berth in the NCAA Division

II playoffs.

Even though the Bengal hoopsters have
been beat, they are still the sensation of

the Colorado College sports season. No
one expected this team which played its

inaugural season last year, to sail away this

year at such a torrid pace, f^uch of the credit

has gone to Coach Laura Goiden and the
team organization all the way down to man-
ager Dnj Marchbanks. according to one of

the players. The confidence in the tight ship
seems to be very )ustified, as the stress that

Golden puts on teaching court fundamenjals
is a very solid policy. Golden was a very
impressive figure at a workout the Catalyst

viewed this week. She dominated the

\ players attention with her rapt analysis of the
intracacies of court action.

But the plays the thing, and the CC
team has certainly learned their lesson
well. The key to the Tiger's thirteen wins is

the cat-like quickness of the CC defense.
The Tiger's use a potent zone press to
harass their foes into making several tur-

novers. Golden patterns a run and gun of-
fense to capitalize on the mistakes our
players pounce on. Guard Sharon (vlinzer is

especially good at taking the ball away
from an opposing player and starting up
the fast break.

When the CC five does have to set up,
Lorna Koiimeyer usually dominates the ac-
tion. The 6-1 Freshman center uses her
height advantage to control the territory

under the CC hoop. Once she has staked
out a position she usually takes a short
lump shot or heads to the basket to control
the offensive boards Kollymeyer averages
an impressive 26.2 points per game. Also
helping out down in close on rebounds are
Seniors Rose Harvey and Lisa Sandstrom.

CC's impressive Basketball savey is a
byproduct of the teams talent and determi-
nation. They run themselves ragged dur-
ing practices, and use superior condition-

ing to outlast some of their tougher oppo-
nents. Because this hard work has born
fruit. CC Women's Basketball is fast be-
coming one of the school's hottest spec-
tator sport attraction. Contributing to the
fine crowds that have come out to see
them play are many of the player's best
friends. And once the squad became what
some of their players call a 'novelty', the
local press began paying notice to the
second year team, and the crowds began
to come. "People are genuinely behind
us", says Guard Ann Woodward, An indi-

cation of the support for the team was a
sign left outside Loomis after the DU loss.

It said, " Girls we still love you."

The Women's team still has several
games left on the schedule, and it they
make the playoffs there is a possibility ot a
rubber match with DU. And there is no
doubt on this team who will come out on
top of that action.

TILLERMAN
TEAHOUSE

- HOURS -
Mon, 11:45-7:15 p.m.
Tues. ll:45-7:15p.m.

Wed, 11:45-3:C»p.rti,

Thurs. 11:45-7:15p.m.
Fri. ll;45-Midnite

Sat.5:00p.m.-Midnite

Sun.SrOOp.m.-lOp.m.

Eniov Natural Meals

711N.Tejon 634-9843

QUICKSILVER
TURQUOISE

Contemporary

Jewelry

|[AgoTa MallJ

Navajo

Custom

333 N. Tejon Made belt

Suite 5 Buckles

Zuni

Hopi Santa Domingo

Silversmith Custom Work Repairs

Ring Sizing

GO'S aggressive play Is Illustrated in this scramble (or a foose ball
against UNC Photo by Peter Bansen

^ Taylor

YES, FRIENDS, THERE ARE
STILL SOME SEATS LEFT TO
MA2ATLAN FOR SPRING BREAK
DON'T MISS THIS!!!!

-r_<%..,.U 818 North Tejon
I ravei 636-3871

CYCLES PEUGEOT
"Les plus belles bicyclettes Du Monde"

1 0% discount to CC students

On All Merchandise

Rick W=iger (CC class of '64) Prop.

• JL
19 East Kiowa

BICYCLE SHOP

mpor\ed ^^g^ Og
Wines

Weber St. Liquor
71 2 N.Weber

Openfil 12 p.m.

fteevs 475-9533

MILLER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER
10 EAST COLORADO AVENUE

Located in the Galaxy Shop
Largest Selection Popular, Classic,

Jazz, Soul, & Country

Regular (6.98 Records for $4.98

Weekly Specials for $3.98

Tapes $2.00 OFF Regular Price

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
MILLER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER

Sandpiper

Woods
Comfortable and convenient

living for CC students at a

5% discount.

1 or 2 bedroom-furnished or

unfurnished

Please call 632-3440

919 N. 19th Street

Cr
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foreign Study: Chances for "Self Discovery"
By Thorn Shanker

f S. Eliot once wrote that the "first condi-

j, of understanding a foreign country is to

^gll
11,' and as Colorado College students

_0 into their second semester schedules

\0 slim chances of heavy snow or lighter

jdies - excuses abound for finally deciding

tollow one's nose into some far-away cul-

(0.

;^nd for those interested in adventure, a

Tjll
down the Champs-Elysees or an after-

^n in the Sistine Chapel can be as close as

strong Hall and a visit with Dirk Saay,

ofessor of German and Chairman of CC's

irgign Studies Committee.

"We are so terribly insulated here in the

United States," stated Prof. Baay while ex-
plaining the college's support of overseas
study programs, '"But by living in a totally

foreign environment, we can gain knowledge
of their society as well as our own."

Prof. Baay explained that Colorado Col-
lege annually sponsors semester programs
in Menton, France, and two-block courses

ence, and semesters in Costa Rica, Hong
Kong, India and Japan.

For students desiring "good academic
programs" in other countries, Prof. Baay
stated, arrangements can be made to allow

CC travelers to join overseas courses spon-
sored by other schools.

'All a student has to do is come in and
_ ..__.___ express an interest in any country,' he
taermany and Mexico. Regular classes are stated, "and someone is bound to have a
scheduled, usually taught by CC professors, program there."
The Associated Colleges of the Midwest

also offer courses open to CC students.
Foreign studies programs available include:

Arts of London and Florence, Arts of Flor-

Adding that he is really "not a travel agent,"
Prof. Baay said that most students can have
credits from these foreign studies transferred

back to Colorado College.

Photo by PMar B«ns*n
CCCA president, Neil Morgenstern (center), presides over Wednesday's meeting
|as Benny's controversy erupts.

enny's Fights Proposal;
lutler Withdraws Request

By Gall Bradney

J
The CCCA met Wednesday afternoon in a
ssion which eventuated in a tense debate
!ween members of the Benjamin's Base-
snt Eoard of Directors and certain CCCA
uncil persons.

During the open discussion period, Ben-
s Board members requested that the new
xincil rescind the "Guidelines for Selection

jamin's Basement Board of Directors'",

proved by Berkeley's outgoing Council on
Jiuary 1 9, and ratify an alternative proposal
juld put the following proceedures into ef-

1 First, all applications for at-large posi-

es of the Board would be posted in Rastall,

here interested persons could have free

cess to examine them. On a well-
iverlised date, an alt-campus meeting
mid ensue, where those present (exclud-

Board members) would vote on the pro-

eclive Benjamin's Board members. Those
plicants receiving the most votes would
!nbe considered nominees for their posi-
ns. The Board of Directors and two CCCA
pfesentatives would then interview and
tect students from this pool to fill the open
lard positions.

Lewis, a present Board member,
' proposal. For fifty minutes, repre-

ntatives for both sides of the issue ex-
^ged points and counterpoints.

Lewis contested that the Guidelines
*uld be rescinded "because of undue

(in preparing them) and personality
^fiicts between past Council members and
'"^y's Board members." He added, "I feel

^1 Benjamin's Basement should be given a
'3fice to rectify the problem by ourselves."

Neil Morgenstern took an opposite view-
point saying, 'Benny's was given every cour-
tesy, which they failed to take advantage of."

Bill Berkeley agreed, pointing out that there

were several meetings between Board
members and Council Representatives, at

which time there were "open discussions

back and forth."

"The point we raise is actual involvement,"

argued Board member Kenny Baker. "We
think you have exceeded your authority."

Baker was referring to the condition in the
Guidelines which requires the Committee on
Committees to select the pool of nominees
for the available Board positions. "I do not

even question whether or not the Committee
on Committees can make good decisions.

The issue is whether they have the right to be

there."

Morgenstern then read a portion of the

CCCA constitution which confirmed the

Council's right to exercise her authority on
non-autonomous organizations such as
Benny's. He added, "If we do not exercise

our authority, we are not fulfilling our duty."

Chariie Pari(er refuted. "The CCCA should

stay out of the matter."

Roger Aiken objected specifically to the

"town meeting". He argued that the voters at

these meetings might not be a fair represen-

tation of students, that special Interest

groups might take advantage of the open
meeting format by disproportionally repre-

senting themselves.

It was cleariy a controversial issue, as the

vote resulted in a tie — five opposing, with

two abstentions. The Board of Directore" re-

(Contlnued on page 7)

^ew Classics Courses Offered
By Margaret Auld

ral new classics courses at all levels

^6 approved January 24 by the faculty. As of

*f*Jary 2i , there will also be a classics major
''oth ihe Committee on Instruction and the fa-

% approve.
l^^o 100-level "core" courses and six inter-

'^'ate level courses with reading in English
^ be added, in addition to two senior-level

"S8k and Latin reading courses. The new
^^s are the result of an expansion ot the

^•"e classics department which Professor
'"Si Cramer, chairman of the department,
^sed in the fall of 1975.

^^e of the core courses being added, Clas-
•^ 120-Delphi, provides an introduction to

J^ics through the study of the site of Delphi.

^Classics 122-Greek Art and Myth.the other
' t^re course, gives an artistic and mytholog-

^iew of classics. Replacing the general

courses, 215,216-Classical Literature in Trans-

alation, will be the 200-level courses, Homer,

Greek Drama, Greek Religion and Mythology,

Herodotus and Thucydides, Roman Literature,

and The Roman Revolution. These courses will

involve studying the classics mainly in their En-

glish translations. The new senior courses, Di-

rected Reading in Greek and Directed Reading

in Latin, will be sequential to the existing 300-

level courses.

Expansion of the classics department is not

due to great student demand for it, but the need

for an adequate classics department. One ar-

guymment Professor Cramer gives for classics

is "that it's been around forever.'This expansion

Is a comeback for classics after its non-

existance here in the 1950's, The only classics

professor was Cramer until Professor Marcia

Dobson was hired and began teaching here last

fall.

Recent controversies over the 'cost-
effectiveness" of CC's semester in Menton
have also been settled. Business Office offi-

cials reported, after it was calculated that

'tuition of students would cover the direct
costs of the program.

'

"Foreign study is really an opportunity for
self-discovery." Prof. Baay concluded. "It is

possible to experience oneself differently
abroad in a way that could never happen
othenvise. One can gain a sense of self that
was never felt before."

And that, quite possibly, is what a liberal
arts education is "all about."
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FBI Investigates Bribes

Buy Your Way Into Med School
By Helaine Lasky

(CPS) ~ "It's been common knowledge
that you could pay to get into medical school
for years. There have been payoffs to all

types of professional schools; medical, vet-

erinary, dental, law. It's nationwide." says
FBI agent Jim Perry.

Common knowledge and common ripoff

but the deals are made with anyone but the

common person. Many students who have
the way to graduate school bought and paid

for come from families where fathers are

politicians, businessmen or wealthy doctors
in the community. And Perry is working on
one case in Philadelphia where daddy hap-
pened to know a State Representative.

Herbert Fineman, Democratic Speaker ot

the Pennsylvania House of Representatives,
was indicted last month on charges of
blackmail, bribery, obstruction of justice, mail

fraud and conspiracy in connection with al-

leged payoffs by three parents who souaht

admission for their children to the University

of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary

Medicine, Thomas Jefferson University and

the Philadelphia School of Osteopathic
Medicine.

Rneman, 56, allegedly extorted $41,000
from 1968 to 1976 from the parents. Named
as co-conspirator was Martin Abrams who
reportedly collected the payoffs but was not
indicted. Fineman's identity was never re-

vealed to the parents.

Fineman is the fourth Philadelphian politi-

cian to be indicted for soliciting bribes to

influence professional school admission,
David W. Marston, U.S. Attorney in Philadel-

phia, said the indictments resulted from a
"monster investigation confidential FBI
source, according to Perry.

Based on the indictment, Fineman took
$1 5,000 through Abrams from Oscar Brauns-
tein, one of the parents, in 1972. On April 5,

1973, Fineman sent an undisclosed letter to

Mari< Allam. who was then dean of the Vet-

erinary School. He soon received the payoff

money from Abrams a month later and
Braunstein's son, Michael, was admitted to

the school.

Later, on August 31, 1976, the indictment

charges that Fineman met with Senior Vice-

President for one of the University's pro-

grams, E. Craig Sweeten, and ordered him to

destroy all correspondence relating to

Braunstein's admission located in the stu-

dent's files. As yet, no school administrators

involved or parents have been indicted.

Nobody is happy about the situation at the

University of Pennsylvania, least of all the

students. In an editorial in the Daily Penn-
sylvanlan, the school paper. Sweeten was
asked to temporarily step down from his posi-

tion until "all questions concerning his role in

the affair have been answered. " President

Martin Meyerson issued a public statement

about the Fineman case but that didn't seem
to be more than a five-paragraph document
of good will that the students said demon-
strated "an extreme lack of assertiveness

and an attempt to gloss over the case's impli-

cations."'

And the implications are serious. With

medical and professional school admissions

getting more limited every year, cases like

Fineman's only underilne the fact that the rich

get richer and the poor get rejection notices.
It also sen/es to make influence-peddling a
serious, if not detrimental, objective for other
professional school applicants.

As a result, says FBI man Perry, the
Bureau has moved most of its manpower
form work on smaller crimes to white collar

crime.

Influence-peddling, while not a crime, is

worth more to children of the wealthy than
perfect grade point averages, which, often
enough, many of these children never have.

At the University of California-Davis Medi-
cal School. Dean John Tupper openly admits
to interceding on behalf of students seeking
admission to the school and makes sure that
children of politicians, influential physicians,
and wealthy businessmen are accorded
special treatment.

'"In a fledgling medical school like Davis,

which only admitted its first class in 1968,

money for capital construction and facilities is

life-blood."' said Peter L. Slorandl, assistant

dean of the medical school from 1972 to

1975. He cited incidents where the sons of

California politicians were admitted by the

dean without ever going through the admis-

sions process at all.

Bribe that test tube!

Back in Philadelphia, Representative

Fineman faces a total of 80 years in prison

and a $78,000 fine if convicted. But even that

conviction may not discourage the sale of

places in graduate schools. Perry says that

the FBI currently has leads to other payoff

schemes in other states. "'There's no doubt

they are going on." he says.

So If the tuition at the medical school of

your choice goes up next year, it just may be

that the money is needed to pay the dean's

courtroom and attorney fees unless more

candid admission procedures are put into ef-

fect soon.
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Poetry Workshop Planned
At the foot of Pikes Peak lies it's nest

Installing cots into Tutt is it's quest-
For certified bookworms who earn no
rest

At (where else?) The Harvard of the

West

By Janet Odiaug
The literary insprralion o( Keals? Shake-

speare? Elrof Wrong, wrong and wrong
again. Believe it or not, the improvisation of a

mere CC student. Open meetings, under the

direction of David Fenza. current poetry

editor of the Leviathan, invite articulate and
enthusiastic poets to share in their creations,

as exotic or realistic as they may be, with their

colleague poets. Poems are read, passed
around, and subjected to analysis and criti-

cism. Through this exchange of ideas, poets
are awakened to the problems inherent in

their poetry and are given an opportunity to

correct them.

Fenza constructed the poetry workshops
last year in response to the need for "an
organization through which poets could meet
and get to know each other." Two to three

times a block, students and an occasional
interested "local" gather to read and discuss
poetry in a relaxed environment at the Hamlin
house. At times, those present react to selec-

tions from one of the great masters of tradi-

tional or modern poetry, fulost of the time,

however, is spent on critiquing each olhers'

work. Constructive criticisms, in leading to an
improvement in the poetry's content, lend a
major plus to the success of the workshop.
Fenza feels that not only do the workshops
enhance the quality of writing, but they sen/e
to establish "better writing relationships

between student poets and the Leviathan
staff," Ruth Barton, an English professor at

the College and eager advocate of the work-
shops, often attends the meetings and offers

literary advice and suggestions to the stu-

dents.

Hamlin house temporarily shut its door to

the workshops on February 2, only to relo-

cate Its poetic genius in Benjamins Base-
ment in the form of a series of poetry read-

ings, fvlembers of the workshop, with the

support of Experimental Student Grants and
Co-curncular, have rented Benny's on alter-

nate Thursday nights until the end of fvlarch,

in an effort to expose their work to the public.

The readings touch on poetry varying in

ideas and in the poet's degree of experience-

Past readings this month ranged from a beat

poetry reading, (a lighter, more theatrical

presentation, entitled "Oh my, I have a feel-

ing we're not in Kansas anymore"), to serious

more resolute readings by Chris Howell and
Bill Tremblay.

If you haven't been to any readings, you
haven't missed your chance. Yusef
Komunyakua. a black poet who read last

year, will present some of his pieces again on

fvlarch 3. A regular contributor to the

Leviathan, his works appear also in an an-

thology entitled Intro 7. In addition, he is

co-editor of Ihe magazine. "Gumbo" with

Adam Hammer, who will present his works as
well. Hammers' works appear in a number ol

reviews and journals. He has one book re-

leased, titled On a Train Sleeping (1970)
while two others, A General Comma to
America and Sailing Away, await publica-

tion. Jim Byers, 1976 poetry editor of the

Leviathan and one time Cutler Board Chair-

man, and Dave fvlason, writer of short stories

and prose, many of which have been pub-
lished in the Leviathan, will complete the
fvlarch 3rd poet ensemble. Additional CC tal-

ent will reveal itself March 1 7lh in the poetry
of Jama Akers, John Toben, Kat Johnston,
and David Fenza.

The workshops will resume again at the

end of fvlarch and from there, who knows?
With the support of the community and peer
poets, a CC student may become a T.S. Eliot

of the present.

Contrasts Compose Exhibit
By Carol Garten

"Never has there been any scholarship or
photography done on this before. The reason
is that in southwestern museums, the em-
phasis is almost entirely on northern New
Mexico, Yet, this cultural unity is unique to the
entire U.S.," stated Myron Wood.
An exhibit of Hispanic Colorado is fi-

nally showing at the Colorado Springs Fine
Myron Wood and Robert Adams photo-
graphed the people, the arl, and the architec-
ture of Hispanic Colorado. The exhibit will

continue through February 27.

The show clearly represents two sets of
eyes. Wood and Adams react very differently
to Hispanic Colorado. Wood said, "I found a
vital, living culture. " He said that Adams
"found the husk of a dead culture."
The moods and subjects of the photo-

graphers also differ. Woods prints are
marked by bnlliance and pizzaz. They con-
tain a broad range of white to greys to black.
His subjects are people, animals, and land-
scapes. Adams photographs are luminous
and tranquil. He emphasizes grey tones, and
his subjects include gravemarkers and
cemetanes, architecture and landscapes.

The untitled group portrait by Wood is the

only photograph ever taken of "los hermanos
penitentes" in tneir chapel. In the isolated

regions of Soulhern Colorado and northern

New Mexico, the penitente brotherhood were
the religious and civic leaders. Wood ex-

plained that "No other body was strong

enough to handle civil disobedience and
moral interpetude. It fell on the brothers to

marry you, bury you, and judge you inbe-

tween."

The penitentes believe that "the greater

the mortification on earth, the greater the

glory in heaven," explained Wood. "In their

fervor, they imitate Christ's suffenng by plac-

ing huge crosses on their backs and go on
their knees over rocky, cactus-covered
ground," said Wood. The rough-hewn cros-

ses photographed by Wood are still used by
the penitentes.

Wood IS especially interested in light. He
said "It's the light playing on the thing that

makes it interesting.
' The exhibit description

quotes him as saying "Light is my element."
However, composition and subject matter,

such as the 101 year old woman and the
memorabilia of the Catholic family, also at-

tract him.

The landscape of "Rio Grande, Near Los

/-/ea/f/? Board News
Dear Members of the CC student community:

At the close of the first Student Health Advisory Board meeting for the seco
semester. Ihe general consensus was of the opinion that not only is it due time for ^
healtfi board to publicize its proposals and accomplishments, but most speciflcallv
this time, it is our long overdue duty to finally inform the student body on the outcome
our past discussion on providing gynecological services for women on the CC campn
The committee recognized the growing concern for making available women;'

gynecological services on campus, by Ihe setting up of a thorough analysis of tk
current off campus gynecological services on campus, by the setting up of a thorouof
analysis of the current off campus gynecological health system, in hopes that we couil
assess its value. If we found the system to be unprofitable and or inefficient in contribj
ing to the health care of CC women, then the committee would further propose a mo
efficient alternative. It is important to keep in mind that the committee is most concemM
with providing the best, yet economically feasible, available health care services T
suggest that quality not be compromised for convenience. In other words, if providi

^

convenient on campus health care for women would financially cause a lowering oft
final standards of health care received, then such a proposal would be most disadv-
tageous. '

After long deliberation, a thorough analysis of the current policy on health carei
women set up by Boettcher Center, proved to be most efficient and feasible while bt
contributing to the health care of our women. This is not to say, however, that ii

subject is closed for further discussion and debate. However, at this point, the commli"
tee has proposed six reasons for the continuance of the current set up for women'
health care at Boettcher:

1

.

Regardless of the system which Boettcher abides by, CC women will always be able

to personally choose where they desire to receive their gynecological services
they are willing to pay for these services themselves.

2. In order to have the school's insurance policy pay for these services, a referral io„

private, certified gynecologist must be obtained from Dr. Rodman. These referred

services will be paid for by the Gates Insurance Company without question so lonq

as a referral from Boettcher is obtained, (Refer to the Pathfinder for further intornia

tion.)

3. No differential policy (one including gynecological services and one without)
is

available from the Gates Insurance Company to date. The Student Health Advisory
Board investigated a differential policy and conclude that the increase in premiums
would cause some women to opt for the less expensive program and not receive any

type of insurance coverage for gynecological services. Although there was some
debate that the present system is unfair to men because they do not receive any

additional benefits from it, the Board felt that women's health concerned the entire

campus community and is simply not a sexist issue.

4. A private gynecologist is not available on campus because of questions of increased
cost, lack of adequate equipment for such services, possible personality conflicis

with whomever is selected (whereas at present, a woman can choose the

gynecologist of her cnoice), and that scheduling problems with regard to demand
would make it unfeasible to have such services on campus. The block plan, witti iis

generally concentrated class hours in the morning or afternoon, would leave itie

noon hour and late afternoons to be swamped with students at Boettcher seeking
gynecological services. The practicing gynecologist might then be forced to rush

examinations: thorough and efficient health services, which we are seeking, could

not profit by such a system,
5. Literature on gynecological problems and birth control is available in Boettcher

Health Center as well as being distributed around various campus buildings. Talks

can also be arranged through Boettcher on gynecological health.

5. Last, and most important, the Student Health Advisory Board has been formed to

deal with such health questions: we are a committee for student feedback and ideas.

Any questions or comments by concerned students are welcomed. The Student
Health Advisory Board should be contacted, preferably in writing, through ttie

CCCA. Although the Board does not have control over money (which is the province
of the Board of Trustees) it is interested in providing what the students want in fiealth

care. Monthly meetings are held on the second Thursday of every block at 1 2 noon
in room 203 of Rastall and are publicized in the Catalyst. Again, the Student Heallh

Advisory Board is a board comprised of 5 students, 1 member of the administration.

1 faculty advisor and Dr. Rodman, the representative from Boettcher Center; we are

a committee which is based on student health concerns and feedback: we need your

ideas in order to accomplish your desires. Any feedback or further ideas on the

problem of gynecological services at CC would be greatly appreciated.

ORIGINAL HAND BLOW
drying

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

Sauces" is one of Robert Adams' most suc-
cessful photographs. The sublety of the grey
tones and the seemingly infinite landscape
are very sympathetic. The upward turn of the
camera and the contrasting light add to the
power and intensity of "Cemetary, Costilla

County."

Adams' primary interest is form. The
exhibit explanation quotes him as follows:

"Photography, like the other arts, can testify

to Form. . It seemed to me that my job with
the camposantos and adobe buildings

should be ... to translate an earlier genei

tion's views, I admired their art, whicti

itself an affirmation of Form, and I tired

revify it and free it from the sad junk of mo

ernity — land developers' signs, arroyos"

of car bodies, and the rest."

Hispanic Colorado, as photographed
Wood and Adams, is certainly worth seem

The subject and their attitudes toward itm;

an interesting exhibition. Wood has g(

reason to say "I'm very proud of the exhit

tion. I'm really very proud of it."

THINK YOU'RE TOO BROKE
TO TRAVEL???
COME SEE US ...

WE'LL BILL YOUR FOLKS!

Taylor
TrotfAl 818 North Tejon
I raVOl S36-3871

EUROPE
.

-

.

Alhens-Tel Aviv Hong Kong.Manila . Rio.Nairobi
•Weekly departures- ANYONE ELIGIBLE- Govemmenl approved

• Departures from niajor US cilies- Oeslinations rtiosl foreign
capitals or big cilies- From 10 days lo several monlhs-
Tours lor groups and individuals- RAIL-PASSES- Tram
schedules- Specializing in toreign and budget travel

- Call anytime for information
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Sandpiper

Woods
Comfortable and convenie

living for CC students al

5% discount.

1 or 2 b^idroom-furnisheil

unfurnished

Please call 632-3440

919 N. 19th Street
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iLetters:

i/ea For Courtesy to SAGA Workers
CC students,

^"gve you ever wondered how the students

f-C could be taken as "spoiled rich kids" by

[Riders who have to deal with them"' Hav-

ivorked for SAGA for four years now, I

^l( I
can offer a few clues.

^Iijle the maiority of boarders make ex-

irdinary efforts to be patient with the food,

student workers, and the managers,

le are several people who have never

that they are aware of anyone but

themselves. They can't come through a line

without making a crack about how they're

being ripped off by those money grubbers at

SAGA. They can't tolerate the muustices of

limited meal hours. They can't understand
that they are being served by fellow students
(and incidentally, human beings). They re-

fuse to acknowledge the possibility that
stocking up on food for afternoon snacks and
camping trips is stealing rather than their

"nght" as boarders.

JARDOFFS

mRACTIVE FEMALESinterested

modeling lor an exciting new pub-

iation; this is your chance. Qual-

fed girls will receive promotional

lenefrts - clothes - experience - ac-

Mssories. No previous experience

necessary, will train. Write, enclos-

ng photo, "Gateway Productions"

4482, Boulder, Colo., 80306.

Jfiort stories, articles, cartoons also

nviled.

Career Counseling
coming Programs
RESUME WRITING. This two session workshop will assist you in evaluating your skills

and experiences and developing a format for a professional resume. To get the most
Denetit plan to attend both sessions.

Dales: Februay 28 and fvlarch 4 Time- 3-30 PM
Place: WES Room Leader: Bill Flanagan

THE JOB SEARCH. Once you have decided on the kind of job you want, how do you go
about getting it? This workshop offers the latest information on job landing techniques
including how to uncover the hidden job market where 80% ol job vacancies exist
Date: fvlarch 1 jirne- 2;oo PM
Place: WES Room Leader: Carol Leavenworth

On Campus Recruiting

MOTOROLA INC., Integrated Circuit Division in Austin, Texas, Friday the 25th. Mt.

Rick Smith, personnel manager, will interview physics majors only, with B averages or

better, for positions such as process engineers, device engineers, product and assem-
bly process engineers, as well as some positions in the Phoenix Semiconductor
operations. Place: Room 205 Rastall, 9-12:30 AM. Call 568 or 569 for appointment.

INSTITUTE FOR PARALEGAL TRAINING will be here Monday, February 28 to inter-

view prospective students with B average or better. Half hour interviews for seniors
between 1 0:30 and 4:00 will be scheduled by Career Counseling Center. Sophomores
and juniors looking for informatjon concerning the paralegal profession can sign up for a
group session at 9:00 AM,

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION. Joan Ellisburg will be
on campus Tuesday, March 1 from 9-12 and 1-2:00 to talk with students interested in

[he Master of Arts in Teaching program. Please stop by Cossitt 1 03 for an appointment.

CASE WESTERN RESERVE SCHOOL OF APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCES will be
lepresented on campus by Dr. Gutierrez on Thursday, March 3. If you are considering a
career in social work and wish to explore graduate education, come to the informal
group session at 1 :30 or at 3:00 PM in Rastall 203. Please drop in at Career Counseling
& Placement Office, 103 Cossitt Hall, to sign up.

i have seen students as well as other
SAGA employees bitched at. shoved out of

the way, kicked, dnven to tears, and told

where to shove it in twenty different ways.
I've seen boarders throw tantrums better

suited to five year olds. I've seen them go out
of their ways to make the grossest messes
possible to get "revenge" (against the inno-

cent dishroom workers who are already up to

their ears in garbage). No one should have to

lake this kind of treatment.

We've all eaten on board and know how
trying it can be sometimes, but there is

another side. It does matter^when you bitch,

come in late, whine for food, steal food, and
act like spoiled brats when you're one of 30
people doing it every meal, every day, every

week. If you think it's trying eating at Rastall

some days, you should try working it - there

IS a limit to the time and patience anyone can
expend for people who are consistently rude
and inconsiderate toward them.

There are reasons for every policy the

workers attempt to enforce; Meal hours have
to be kept so that student workers can get to

class, the dishroom can get cleaned up, and
the cooks can get ready for the next meal;
food IS sometimes not ready because every
effort is made to cook it during the meal so
you can get it hot and Iresh; the checkers
have to have ID's so that the money you paid
for your board buys your food and not non-
boarders' meals; the budget was planned
around your not eating every meal on every
block break and weekend, so you are not

entitled to steal your meals or sneak a friend

in to compensate (or your occasional ab-

sence. I you will take the trouble to ask about
the things that annoy you about SAGA, you
will probably find good explanation,

Don Ricedorff has made more successful
efforts to improve the quality of the food ser-

vice here than anyone I've ever worked
under. He is open to any verbal or written

CONSTRUCTIVE criticism. In exchange, he
is getting used by students to get whatever
they want "or else," At the same time, he's
being bitched at by his workers whose
schedules do not include time to cater to the
special requests of every student.

Please try to consider that there is a REAL
WORLD where everything is not going to be
as you want i( all the time. The way to deal
with this is not to verbally and physically
abuse (he people involved Try a little com-
promise - in this case, try reading and follow-

ing the meal hours, considering the view of

those workers who've been hustling tor two
hours to serve students, and attempting to

instigate change by offering commentary to

Don. The effort would be greatly appreciated.

Conway Fleming

Interview Commended
Dear Editor:

I would like to commend you and Gall
Bradney on the excellent interview of the CC
student and her feelings about being gay at

CC. As well as the best piece ot journalism I

have seen in the Catalyst, it was one of the
most sensitive and unsensalional articles on
homosexuality I have read.

It is so refreshing to see such a calm and
compassionate view of this seldom under-
stood group of people by such a "straight"

newspaper. You have done the CC commu-
nity, the larger community within which CC
exists, and especially the gay community a
great service. Thank-you! I wish in my (our

years at CC the Catalyst would have been as
sensitive and matter - of - (act in dealing with

the issues confronting the campus.

Sincerely,

Tom Donelan, Chicago HI.

Neuter Editor?

Dear Editor:

Last year. The Catalyst had a male editor

who was accused ot being sexist tor printing

a photograph ot bikini clad females. This

year, The Catalyst has a female editor who
has printed a photograph of a male clad in

only underwear.

Holy guacamole. The Catalyst needs a
neuter editor next time.

Sincerely,

Jeff Wengrovius

H3UHTAIH QifiLU
226 N. Tejon Street
Colorfldo Spring;
633-0732

Tickets Can be Purchased at

fvlountain Chalet

EVEREST
THEHARD

rimc:_Sif^ VM Place: "Vin. ba cj.j

A±rassion:JLL«-.

Presented bynLarfinBoysen

OSmimttes. .16mm. . Color& Sound)

BSHMUG'S

,.:»x>»x>:>: >:«•: ;»>; •:«? -se.; •as: >r«< j^iWf sse*: saaf vsikj

Godec's
9 SOUTH WEBER

Phatn i

Supply
\

Now Featuring
FRESH COWS
ftey'// be udderly im-'i

pressed

CoLoxaao

^ooas.

AGFA GOSEEN NI20

ALPA GITZO NIKON
ASCOR HASSELBLAD OLYMPUS
BEAUUEU HONEYWELL ^ OMEGA
BELL & HOWELL ILFORD PATTERSON
BESELER KODAK PENTAX
BOGEN KONICA POLAROID
BOLEX LEICA SANKYO
BRAUN MAMIYA SINAR
CANON (MINOLTA SUPERSCOPE
CONTAX MINOX ROLLEI

DURST MIRANDA VIVITAR

Colorado Springs #1 Camera Store p.

With Free Customer Parl<ing
*

" N. Tejon, Colorado SpringsjCO 80902
473-9312

recyclemh recnrds

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE
Quality Records and Tapes

At Two Locations

2425 W.Colorado

633-7678
Gift Certificates

Available

219 N.Union

632-8372

QUICKSILVER
TURQUOISE

Contemporary

Jewelry

Navajo
Hopi

(Agora MallJ
333 N. Tejon

Suite S

Zuni

Santa Domingo

Custom

Made belt

Buckles

Silversmith Custom Work Repairs

Ring Sizing

Tt^M^

Elffiede and Defwyn Fisher
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^Letiei*Si
Arthur House Troubles
Dear Editor,

We, the current residents of Arthur House,

fear that a decision made by a group of

fraternity members may threaten the con-

tinued existence of alternative on-campus
housing for males at CC. In that residence in

Arthur House is determined by seniority, the

plan of twenty-two Kappa Sigs who will be
seniors next year to occupy Arthur will most
certainly exclude other groups from this and vaguely written, that I'm still not sure^

cations. You might be surprised at what you
find.

Anyway, let me now get my complaints

aimed at the Catalyst off my chest. The
campus doesn't expect much from the paper.

However, we should place a large share of

the blame regarding students lack of knowl-

edge and involvement In policy changes
such as leaves on you. Why can't you let us
know what's going on WHILE it's happen-
ing, Instead of after. That's your jobl

Also, this particular article was so poorly

unique living situation. Arthur House pro-

vides the only non-fraternity option for those

interested in a small-dorm, group living expe-

rience. We ask for the support of all students

in our struggle to preserve Arthur House as
an altematlve t( fraternities.

Affectionately,

The members of Arthur House

about what this "change " really is.

I can't say I blame the author for shunning

a by-line.

Sincerely,

David Barker

Leave

Protested

Policy

Dear Editor:

While reading the articles last week on the

new leave policy. I was beset by feelings of

anger and disgust, aimed first at the adminis-
tration and eventually at the Catalyst itself.

How the hell does the administration get

with changing policies as important as this

one without any apparent student input be-
fore the changes are announced. Also, if I

understand the change properly, it doesn't
solve the problem expressed by Dean Taylor
as being the cause of the whole thing,

Namely that, and I quote from the article, "the

reason for tightening the leave policy is due
to an increasing problem with predicting en-
rollment from semester to semester."

Under the new policy, students who desire

a leave for travel or work reasons will have
two semesters to re-enter the college by writ-

ing a letter to Dean Taylor. If they fail to do so,

they will be required to formally re-apply

through admissions. Under the old plan, con-

trary to a statement made in the article, {"...

primary difference in the new system is that

students must take the initiative in returning

CC") the initiative to retum was also in the

hands of the student. He or she had to submit
a statement, in writing and by a certain dead-
line, to one ot the Deans which conveyed an
intention to retum. Otherwise, it was as-

sumed you would not be returning. Hope-
fully, you can see that neither policy allows

the administration to predict with accuracy
the number of people who will retum. Is the

Survey Too BrieP
Dear Editor,

Surely you can think up a better gimmick
for your newspaper than that of what style of

underpants guys wear on campus. I can see
why you're having a tough time with your
budget. After writing poop like that I can see
why your fate is uncertain.

You also could have made the survey a bit

more in depth, interesting statistics could
have been found in the following sugges-
tions: what percentages of boys wear a cer-

tain style of underpants from rural/urban

areas; how often their undenwear is changed;
which fellows wear their underwear for athle-

tics; and the percentages of guys who use
their racing vents. Next time you do a survey
go more into it and don't be so brief.

Paul Thomas Jerry McHugh
Jim Walters Rod MacKinnon
Ted Medina Kris Hammond

Craig Fujii

. and NudityLewdity.
Dear Ed,

There's only one thing worse than a news-
paper editor with a dirty mind; that's a female
newspaper editor with a dirty mind, because
they don't get fired. A female can show sexy
pictures of men, but a male can't publish sexy
pictures of women. Isn't life full of contradic-

tions.

First I am ashamed you published that

smutty photo.

SHAME"SHAti/IE'»SHAME-'
Secondly, I question your sexist, phallic

oriented misspelling, in Niles Latham's arti-
cle, printed under the not so shrewd guise of
a misprint. We still are up in the air trying to

added threat of forcing us to reapply after two detemiine exactly what kind of tribute the
semesters of leave enough of a deterrent to ancient Romans provided Juno Our Catalyst
insure that everyone who takes such a leave reads "the Romans had a festival" While it

will, in fact, use their two semester option? appears that this could be a misspelled "fes-
No. More likely it will deter people from taking tival", it could be a Rocky Mountain Oyster in
leaves in the first place, possibly the real aim disguise. O.K.! So it's misspelled if you
of the change. change the questionable letter "v" You know

I am one of those who was granted a leave what they say, "If it walks like a duck talks
to 'lake time off from college." I returned this like a duck and looks like a duck then it

semester with the feeling that it was one of probably is a duck." And you printed a verv
the most intelligent things I've ever done, and ugly duckling.
probably something I'd want to continue do- Therefore we ask for the immediate re-
ing, since it helped to provide me with a truly signations of Elizabeth Collier and her
balanced education. Education isn't some- coconspirators Niles Latham, Peter Bansen
thing you can get just in school, not yet any- Jim Collins, Richard Nixon and Spiro Agnew'
way. It would do us all a great deal of good to We also ask for the resignation of Gail Brad-
go out and live independently in the real ney as punishment for subjecting all of us to
world before completing our academic edu- her idiotic journalism all year (if it walks like a
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duck and hangs out at "The Hide and Seek
Room" then she'll probably interview him

Also, It's none of your business what any of

us have under our pants. That was the last

straw, if you want to find out what is under our

pants you'll have to check it out yourself,

Lizzy.

Why should members of an intellectual

community concern themselves such trashy

thoughts? Rather than reading your modern

day revival ctf the Boxer Rebellion we should

concern ourselves with how male students in

the campus community relate to the envi-

ronment which surrounds us, social prob-

lems in urban America, bringing river otters

back to Colorado's beautiful streams and the

plight of the poor in Upper Volta.

We were distraught and perturbed at your

published lewdity, rudity, crudity and nudity.

The men and women of our campus won't

stand for It anymore. Like Johnny Wadd, we
will go to any lengths to bring decency back to

a publication which has a tendency at times

to be as obscene as Hustler, The S.M.

Monthly or even (God Forbid) Sports Illus-

trated. So, CC men and CC-ettes join the

fight against smut; be a doer not a sifter; get

involved don't be apathetic; send a letter to

your hardworking future politicians in the

C.C.C.P.A.; and be a roper not a doper.

NOT INSANE.
The Glen Ave. Men's Commission
Exhausted Ruler Paul Benz Ahern

& the Puka of Green Acres

Dear Men's Commission,
In the Interest of my editor's reputatj,

and out of fairness to her, I would 11^^

take the blame and the criticism for ^
Catalyst poll and brief picture in u
week's issue. I thought they were sori'

cute. Furthermore, I could really careiJ
what is under your pants! And Liz \^w

particularly thrilled about checking
it ^

either.

Sincerely

Dee Dee CarlsoJ

Associate EdiJ^

Persistent

Pot Problems
(GPS) - Supervisors at the slate-own,

dormitories at the University of Kansas
lia

given up trying to stop students from smob
pot in their dorm rooms by simply telling n
students to put a towel at the door so t
smoke can't be smelled in the hallway

,
ports the student newspaper The Daily k,,

san, ^

Interviews with resident assistants -.
„

perclassmen receiving free room and t>oa

in exchange for working as supervisors
indicate that pot smoking is so widespread
the school that there is nothing that can

t

done to combat it. The Daily Kansan inie

viewed several RA's and campus officials]

get the story. One official said, "That s n
way life is. Students who s, noke are all takin

a chance."

'

Charters"Tours"Airtine Tickets

Dites-nous oil vous voulez alter et nous pouvons vous

aider avec les details de votre voyage.

Diaganos a donde quiere iry le ayudaremos a realizar

viaje lo mejor posible.

Sagen Sie uns wohin Sie reisen wollen und wir werden

Ihnen dabei helfen, doss Sie Ihr Ziel gut erreichen

Dove andate? Con noi il vostro viaggio sard piii piacevole

ed ecorwmico.

If you travel, I speak your language.

Contact Gary Myers at:

Guide Trai/el SifStem

102 North CascaJe 63S-3SV

Do

ele



:VVindom Tells of Stage and TV Experiences
* ^}iS Vincent-Smith regret ,(. She was right. Im not really the

I,,
ftoug"

William WIndom was c/ad in type of actor wto considers himself a one-
inis

shorts and sweat band when I first man performer I wouldnt have done it with-

I
^ htm, I recognized his sagacious, out that leg up. so to speak

,
' .^iratlna lace as havlna belnnnaH tn ^'•pirating face as having belonged to

Olstrlct Attorney In To Kill a Moc-
igtjlrd

and the Congressman In T.V.'s

,'^er's Daughter." More distinctly, I

2 ^gnibered WIndom In his Emmy
ffdwinning role as Mr. Monroe on "My
irlii

and Welcome To It." But In less

nan hour, I was (o walk away with the

fission of a man who was not deliver-

lines, but speaking with the command
, sharp and fast wit, and whose Ideas

Kive attention In their own right. This Is

I

Interview which took place at the

unmoor on February 8.

ftie San Francisco Examiner called you
ilished and wary performer in review-

Feature^

That seemed to have been a very popu-
lar show. Why was it cancelled so soon?

It couldn't match the Nielsen ratings of
"Gunsmoke."
How many episodes did you manaqe to

shoot?
About twenty-siK. or one season.
How do you get involved in guest ap-

pearances on series liite "Star Trek," and
such things. How do they approach you
for rotes llice that?

The agent does it. They approach the
agent: "Who have you got this week? We
need a Weeping Willie type, the guy's got to

come unglued." "Well, we got WIndom."
"Yeah, I've seen him, he weeps good; bring

Ui training in acting?
>iim in." That's how they cast a show, there's

Ino.lstanedoutintheArmyasRichard
"''big artistic analysis.

f"' ' You're not consulted on the script or

ivour Thurber show. Have you had any .

Lai training in acting? ^"^,"

Before that, I guess in college I had done

i
Royal Family at Connecticut College

^omen when I was 'in Military school in

fi
London. I had rehearsed Thunder

^\ietat Williams, but I neverplayed it, and
ijone a couple of skits in high school, but

(
was it. The real thing came with my

1(5; / had two old maid aunts in Wil-

f\stown. Massachusetts, and I spent a

mer up there when I was nine or ten.

>pnsisted that I read a Shakespeare play

'oie lunch every day. and not only report

to them but read sections from it. I

lied through it, and they taughtme how to

ase it. My father was also good at the

p/jsf) language. He was the equal of Mr.

ufber In demanding the use of proper Ian-

It got me beaten up in grade school a

but In the Army, it got me Richard III.

Wfiat do you consider your biggest

iik, then, in professional acting?

B/ getting that part in the Army, I had built

enough confidence to try out for New
1 1 guess you could call my firstjob there

tittie American Repertory Theater in '46.

did six shows on Broadway in one year,

olttiem classics. They didn't make any
^ey I only got sixty bucks a week - but
Iwas my schooling. And Julie Harris, and
Waltach were all at the same place; we

out together. Eva LeGalliene started

out as well as a group before us, the

igess Meredith age group. She's been
ponsible for a lot of people.

IVhat other professions did you engage
before acting?
didn't, really. I got out of acting and went
itfie insurance business for three years in

York. At the time, I thought it was a
iste of time, but it wasn 't really because it

Med my attitude toward the ant exis-

Ke; I don 't want to be an ant, I v/ant to be a
chopper So. now, in my fifties, I can
ly dumb stuff on television without being

^arrassed about it because it's not as
^b to me as working in an office is. I saw
\uy working today, the only one I've envied

time. I think he was a tree surgeon,
iifhe was that would be a profession I'd

proud of - 1may still take it up. I don 'tknow
f/many credits you have to have to be a
i surgeon, but let's find out. You should
'fl two strings to your bow. The only other

^ I do well is cast a Hawaiian fishnet, but
can't make much money.
^ you like T.V. as a medium, or do you
efer stage?
^Bll T.V. is like minor league movies,

^^ is not to say that some T.V, shows
'f a lot better than some movies - they
But if money were the same, I would

* at the stage all the time, but it's not. And
'Pte won't come to see you on the stage
^ they've seen you on T. V. or in movies.
'0, iou need all three of them.
B>it a weekly television series must be

^ exhausting than movies or stage.
's/ong, but its slow: five days a week,
^^B hours at a stretch, so it's a sixty hour

"" but you sit around a lot. I play chess,

^y or read. You can't just sit there and
boards, you'llgo insane. Chess will keep
9oing, but not cards.
en did you begin work on "My

3y hired me in '69. I don't know when
'^a started, probably several years ear-

'^ere you thinking of a stage version of

J*er at the time.?
'°'WW the show folded. hAy leading lady
^<imeintoit. Shesaid, "If you don't do

"^thing with this, you'll be sorry, ifyou do,
^'^'^ fall flat on yourface, it won'tmatter in

^^onths. Butifyou don'ttry, you'll always

anything?
No. you're not consulted! You're a puppet.

The reason you're hired it because you do
your job fast, you do it well, and you don't

give a tot ofhorseshit. You don'tcome in with

a lot of artistic concepts. You do it the way
the director wants it. You re just alow man on
the pole.

Hitchcock was quoted as saying the ac-
tors are cattle.

Yeah, they are! And rightly so. In the T.V.

and movie media, they're puppets, they're

treated like scenery. And that's not bad.
Without it I wouldn't be able to fill a stage
performance. You need that publicity. But,

look. The resulting impression left with the

audience if they see my Thurber show, I like

to think, is about 50% of Thurber's words,
50% the way I do it. Its just words and actor.

But in T. V. or movies, the guy responsible for

most of it is the cutter - the guy who clips the

film. He, in turn is responsible to the pro-

ducer, who may have been a pants pressor
or somebody's cousin. They're responsible
for about 70% of the final impression. Cos-
tumes, direction, lights, scripts, actors get
the remaining 30% among them, I'm con-
vinced of that. But a good producer,
director, and cutter who are three good
friends can take lousy material, and make
something worthwhile out of it.

Are you under contract to the agency
who gets you these roles?

No.

Then how is it that they are able to

commit you to a part without your prior

consent?
I just tell them, "Here's my Thurber dates

for nextyear; fitme in where you can. Getme
top of the show, a nice part, and let's do it. " I

don't care if it's "Star Trek" or "Molly's

Underwear." I'm not stuck with it. I'd do
"Creature From the Black Lagoon" for one
week. I don 't want to be in that series or wear
the ape face for six years just to make the

money.
Would you have wanted to do "My

World" for a long run?
/ thought at the time it would have been

very useful to do three or four years of it, but

now that I look back, no. We left at the top;

we were wanted when we left, and that's a

nice way to get out. We had nowhere to go
except downhill: the show won the award
and so did I, the scripts couldn't get any

better, the girl couldn't get any younger, the

whole idea couldn't have been any fresher

Besides, next year in comes "All In The Fam-
ily,

" and we would have been third, fourth, or

on down the line. No, we got outjust in time.

You weren't afraid of being stereotyped

in people's minds with a series?

As Thurber? No, it's such a flexible

character. I was a little upset about being

stuck as the dumb Congressman on "Farm-

er's Daughter" for three years, but I got out of

that. Butsuppose you were Doc or Festus on

"Gunsmoke" for fifteen years. Or did you see
that good actor, Ed Asner, in Roots? kept

waiting for Mary Tyler-Moore to show up in

blackface! Come on, he s a good man, he 's a

damn good actor, he played the scenes

beautifully. But we've been brainwashed

with him playing that editor for so long.

Thurfoer was a pretty prolific writer.

What criterion did you use in choosing
material for a stage show?

// it made me laugh or moved me, and if it

was short and theatrical enough, I put it in a

pile on the side. That was five and a -half

hours. I wrote to Mrs. Thurber, and she said I

could have four of those hours.

How did you test the material?

/ gave it away free to five colleges in the

LA area, then I talked to the students after-

wards. They generally liked all of it. and they

would have walked away without saying
anything bad. But I said. "I know you like it.

thank you, now help me make it better.

What's right, what's wrong, what isn't clear?

I got about six good suggestions out of that

and incorporated them into the show.
Thurber's writings became gloomier

near the end, darker. What happened to

him to change this tone?
He was getting older and he was getting

blinder, and as they reach the end few
people get more cheerful. All of them I've

ever known or read about get a little bitter. I

haven't read much on the Popes as they

were approaching death, but it seems to me
they probably kick over the chamber-pot if

they get a chance - you want to strike out at

something. I would. It's a wonder he had
anything to say at all.

Mark Twain comes to mind as having
become misanthropic and full of con-
tempt in his writings in his last years. Did
Thurber t}ecome cynical, or was he truly

concerned and angry at what was going
on?

Well, E.B. White described Thurber as "a

man with an angry mind and a kind heart. "
/

think that covers it. I don 't know much about
Mark Twain except he had a lot of debts and
tost a lot of money on bad speculation, and
he had family troubles, and so did Thurber

They didn't get enough money for what they

did, and they knew it at the time. They'd see
guys with one-tenth their brains made mil-

lionaires, and it bugged them.

Thurber's last stuff was rather poignant
His last words on his deathbed, to Eliot Nu-
gent, were pretty good. He came out of a
three or four-day coma and finally recog-

nized Nugent whom he had known since

college, and he said, "God bless . . . God-
damn!" That's the last thing he said. W.C.

Fields left all his money to a black orphan-

age, but at the last minute: "Naw, screw the

little bastards; give it to somebody else. "
I

mean, that's the way your mind goes when
your time comes.
Do you think Thurtwr is as relevant a

gauge of society In the 70's as he was In

the 30'$ and 40's?
Yeah! I played a sequence of cartoons he

must have drawn in the 20's called the Mas-
culine Approach for a set of girls at Hood
College about a week ago. Well, they lifted

off like somebody had set a fire under them!
The guys are still doing the same jokes in

1977 as they did in 1927: The You'll Never
See Me Again tactic, The Tm Drinking Myself

To Death and Nobody Can Stop Me method,
the Strange Fascination technique. The girls

Phato by P«lar Banwn

came unglued. Well, the same thing applies
to his other jokes.

What else do you Intend to do with this

show and with your career?
I'd like to keep doing the Thurber shows

and I'm starting Ernie Pylo in April, and Ernie

Pyle II will start in 79 or '80. I'd like to keep
them running until I die. That's my aspiration.

Why did you choose Ernie Pyle for half

your repertoire?

Ernie Pyle was a little guy who was a war
correspondent and wrote lor the GTs during

the War But he was also a good writer be-

fore that, which a lot of people didn't know,

including me until I got into it. I think his stuff

is good enough to be on stage, it's of a
different sort from Thurber's. but it covers an
interesting period of history, 1935-40. That's

his civilian writing. I was alive then, I know
those times, and it suits me fine the way he
does it.

So you see yourself doing a greater

concentration of one-man shows. That Is

a iot freer, isn't it?

Yeah, it's more fun than being in a play,

and you don 't have to worry about the cutter,

he'sgone. Ofcourse, I can't reach 36 million

people the way I can with the cutter.

Do you care If people remember William

WIndom or just the characters he helped

create and perpetuate?

I just want to have a good time now while

Tm doing it. After I'm gone, if my daughters

want to keep a couple of tapes around to

amuse their grandchildren, that's up to them.

Ninety percent of the stuff I've done isn't

worth remembering. I think all the Thurber

stuff is good, and maybe five TVshows were

good, two or three movies, and oh four or five

Broadway shows. The career has been what

you call potboilers, but most actors are lucky

to get that many good things out of a career

Moat actors, not your big stars. At least half

of Olivier's stuff is worth putting in a library,

but certainly no more than four or five per-

cent of mine.

Do you make a [Kiint to be home as

much as possible?
Yes, I live in Van Nuys, California, and the

Thurber shows only run about thirty a year

from October to May. The rest of the time, Tm
waiting for the phone to ring on a TV or movie

job. and Tm playing with the kids. I like to

raise my daughters; I didn't start having kids

until I was forty, so they're young: twelve, six

and four

The Catalyst
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(News Briefs
Schizo in Psych Minor
Colorado College was honored to hear the

tamed Cleveland Quadruplets perform last

week. The program included moving rendi-

tions ot Continue in Pre-Med Major, Ope'
Us Four, by Yo' Hands A-bashin' Back, and
Divorce Jack's Schizo In Psych Minor. Also

on tap- were a special version of Variations

on a Theme by Freud, and Prelude to the
Honeymoon of a Fawn (tor animal husban-
dry enthusiasts.}.

The famous Ohio clan were born Siamese
quadruplets, and were surgically separated
at the advice of a Cleveland Lawyer who
perspicaciously observed that strange legal

complications could result from the shared
liability of a corporate entity such as themself.

The babes were anesthetized by a recording

of Mahler's Fifth Symphony from which
sprang their love of the classics.

/ Presume
Sir Harry Stuff presented a film/lecture

"The Umma-Gumma I presume?" Wednes-
day in Armstrong. The noted photo-journalist

explorer, whose works have been published

in the National Morpho-Graphic. In an
interview that afternoon. Sir Henry was
asked what had brought him to CC. "Actually,

old chap, I'm quite lost! I'm filming a docu-

mentary called, Umma-Gumma, I Presume,
about the travels of the famous African ex-

plorer Kunta Kinle who was sent over as a
missionary from Gumbya. I quite suppose I

am otf-track. The old fellow made no mention

of a primitive settlement here. " Sir Harry

filmed footage the strange social climate on
the campus which he said he would subtitle,

"Coming of Age in CC and Not Knowing It."

The Bionic Peanut
Party With Puppies
The first annual CC-Forl Carson mixer will

be held this Saturday night in the AstroTurf

room in El Pomar Sports Center. Prizes will

be awarded for the best exhaust system and

the nicest ears and mustache. While no strict

dress code has been issued, dress blues are

advised for the guys, while whistles seem
advisable for the gals. Featured entertain-

ment will be provided by Les Brown and his

Band of Renown.

Oral Fixation

The Catalyst is offering several methods

for the preservation of one's mental facilities.

For those of you with an oral fixation, one

favorite method for relieving unconscious-

ness is to put something in your mouth {boy

could we elaborate on that, but they won't

print it). Sucking and chewing food fall into

this category. You can perform these ac-

tivities at SAGA, the Hubb. and other places

as well.

Duffing with Jerry

Learn to vegitate in your spare time, via the

R.M. Nixon correspondence course. Send
for the free matchbook cover in care of San
Clemente, and remember our slogan, "It's

fun to be a vegetable. Lettuce help you; we
don't carrot if you do."

Visiting professor G.R. Ford will teach

"Golf After the Oval Office" tenth block this

year. His wife will also be on campus to head
an adjunct couree in 'Helping Your Children

Deal With Drugs and Promiscuity."

Screaming In Shove Wither Summer?

By Jamie Butler

President Jimmy Carter met the first major

crisis of his young administration this week
when syndicated columnist Jack Anderson
revealed the existence of a bionic peanut on

the Carter farm in Plains, Georgia. White

House sources reported that Miss Lillian's

moonshine (now we know what keeps her

going, it's not speed!) was inadvertantly spil-

led into the fertilizer and the result has been
an immense peanut, twenty feet high and

weighing two tons.

Carter has encountered a barrage of criti-

cism from many areas of the nation and the

world. The liberals on Capitol Hill have ac-

cused Carter of conducting unauthorized ex-

periments with biological warfare. The con-

servative right feels that yet more govern-

ment regulation will arise from the bionic

peanut in the form of artificial price supports.

The bureaucracy has gotten into the act as
the Food and Drug Administration called for a

two year, two million dollar panel Investiga-

tion to determine the advisability of marketing

this product.

A spokesman for Alcoholics Anonymous
accused Carter of promoting alcohol to

youths as a means of achieving greater

height, becoming famous basketball players,

and making a million dollars.

The Peter Pan peanut butter company has
filed suit accusing Carter of violating advertis-

ing and copyright laws in the adoption of their

slogan "Our peanut butter is made with alot

of peanuts and a little bit of magic." The
American Broadcasting Company (ABC) has
filed a similar suit in federal court alleging that

Carter stole their idea for a new television

series. The new show was to be a spinoff

Criticism is not confined to the
Uniti

States. As a result of this disclosure Can,
faces a toughening of the Russian negoij.

ing position at the SALT talks. The Russ,.

newspaper "Pravda" has accused the
Unit|

States of violating the SALT I agreement
a,

other nuclear test ban treaties by resumir

underground testing.

In the Middle East, both Israel and En
have sent special envoys to Washington
an effort to negotiate a foreign aid agreemg
involving the peanut.

Back in Plains, Billy Carter was stone

drunk and could not muster a comment
e

cept to say, "Goddamn, that Rosalyn's af^

ain't she.' Mr. Carter did receive a phone
c;

which has been traced to San Clemeni
California. White House operators reported

heard only hysterical laughter.

When told of the news, former Presicjei

Ford, who was standing in a lake trying to fin

his golf ball, just smiled a satisfied smile an

resumed his search.
"

Various minority and lobby groups we[

outraged merely for the sake of being on

raged,

So the country waits to see what actio

President Carter will take. This crisi

threatens the stability of the nation and ih

worid. Whatever happens, one thing is ce

tain the honeymoon is over!

You too can learn the Scream-ln-
Frustration technique at CC for only $5,000
per year. This syndrome was originally insti-

tuted when the CC block-head plan was in-

troduced.

Dean Taylor announced recently that the

College will soon set aside certain areas
around campus for screaming. Influenced by
both a recent psychological report and the

book The Primal Scream. Dean Taylor feels

that these designated "temporary looney
bins" will help ease the pressure inherent in

the block plan. He feels that, ".
. . we all need

to let off steam once in awhile. Maybe this will

help clean up student conduct at hockey
games.

"

The designated areas are:

1

.

Various practice rooms in Packard (only on
a space available basts)

2. The area by the railroad tracks.

3. The astro-turf room when available.

4. The bell tower in Shove Chapel (as soon
as the new elevator is installed)

5. Bill Fiannigan's office.

Fluke Shots

Due to unseasonably warm weather this

winter, summer is being cancelled. This reve-

lation, not yet publically known, was dis-

closed last week in an interview with secret

Catalyst informer - Shallow Ear, According

to him, a normal Coloradan winter can be
expected this July and possibly parts of Au-
gust, also.

Asked if this was possibly part of a rumored
national weather scheme from the White
House, he replied, "No, there's no doubt that

Gerald Ford is at the back of all this. Though
he claims no knowledge of this, my sources
tell me that he's planning a ski trip to Vail at

the end of July. Carter also has nothing to do
with the predicted summer temperatures for

the eastern U.S. which will range from 200-

230''F. That's being done at the state level."

In response to this knowledge, Pres. Lloyd

Warner stated that all CC credits taken this

winter would be erased from transcripts and
blocks 3-6 would have to be repeated by all

students this June-August. Get those skis out
of your dusty old attic or closet and get ready
to head for the slopes this July!

This year, Bet-your Health Center (housed
in the famous impounded Martian Earth
Probe) reports that fluke innoculations are
falling behind schedule due to a lack of co-
operation on the part of local flukes. Said Dr.

Romulan, head doctor at the Center, "We
hoped to innoculate as many flukes as
possible, but they resisted. Have you ever
tried to forcibly administer an injection to a
fully mature fluke who didn't want one? It

must not be confused with a pic-nic!"

Besides this, several flukes have suc-
combed to the dread Piere Crud disease, a
severe paralysis affecting the lower ex-
tremities. "Because of this, we have
postponed the effort until the flukes have had
time to forget all the adverse publicity,"

Romulan said. He added that the average
fluke's intellectual capacity had seriously de-
clined since the advent of TV news^ and the
program will probably resume in a matter of

weeks.

from 'The Six Million Dollar Man" and "The
Bionic Woman."
The towns people of Plains are outraged

that the news media has returned to screw
them once more. One resident remarked, "I

thought we'd heard the last of that schmuck
Carter. Shoooot, now he's gone and growed
a god-danged bionic peanut." Reliable

sources report that Amy Carter is planning to

fly to Plains this week to reopen her
lemonade stand.

Silence is Gilmore

Pftoto by Petw

Due to lack of funds the Catalyst has bee

forced to find unusual ways to earn add

tlonal revenue.

^1

w

'More Letters

'

The Catalyst nabbed its third exclusive
interview last Week when authorities of the
Forest Lawn Cemetery in Salt Lake City al-

towed us a rarely-given interview with one of

their guests. Following is our exclusive inter-

view with their most infamous client, Gary
Gilmore. The shortnes ot the interview is due
to cost considerations, as the expensive
telephone hook-up curtailed the time we
were granted.

CATALYST: Mr. Gitmore, you've been a
very controversial figure In America over
the past year or so. Has this fame affected
your lifestyle at all?

GILMORE:
CATALYST: I see. Well, In light of that,

would you have done It any differently If

you could do It all over again?
GILMORE:
CATALYST: Pardon me?
GILMORE:
CATALYST: Come again?

GILMORE:
CATALYST: How's that?
GILMORE:
CATALYST: Oh, I see. Well, maybe •

better move on to a less sensitive sut}je{ ot

What was It like In prison, being on deil ih(

row?
GILMORE
CATALYST: Any other subjects yo«

like to comment on?
GILMORE:

This concludes our interview. I must, in

objectivity, apologize for fylr. Gilmores itipi Jar

lite behavior in the interview. Evidently lis

very sensitive to almost all areas of quesW

ing. We've run into this problem before wM

dealing with dead people, and it just can't^

helped.

Baba Walta Speaks!
Deaw Ed:

I know for a fact that Hawwy wears boxer

showts. Thought I'd tell you,

Baba Wawa
Dear Editor:

So does Barbara.

Harry Reasoner

Dear Editor:

And you wondered whywe only show them
from waist up?

Producer, ABC News
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Thanks For Nothing
Dear Editor:

I am writing this missive in order that I may
extol the munificent sahib for bestowing upon
this institution the pulchritudinous Packard
arts center.

I have always been stirred to the point of
cosmic creation whence confronted by grey
slabs of cement. And furthermore, whilst in

the midst of a nude composition I indeed find
it a great challenge to locate an appropriate
room that will serve to satisfy my biological
urge which often includes the task of climbing
two flight of stairs with my legs crossed.
Since I am often inspired by the raw forces of

nature, I am graiiduous to be reassured by
the fact that the lovely vista ot Pikes Peak lies

to the west, beyond the towering grey cour-
tyard walls, although I can't see it.

Love,

Art C. Major

prunes and a little bran at breakfast, just lil*

mother used to, it wouldn't take four yeafs<

college to "get your shit_ together,'

speak. Sincere-l

A Concerned Community memW

Sr. Feces?
Dear Editor:

What's all this fuss about senior feces? I

can't see why it takes a fourth year student

two blocks of independent study to be regu-

lar. I mean after all, when the going gets

rough, the roughage gets going. So, if your
food manager would just serve stewed

Dear Member,
That's Senior Theses.

Dear Editor,

Oh . . . never mind.

Sincere^

The Edr

Sincere'

Me

jfy

afi

^ ntc

A



Super Salad at Guiseppe's
i**.More Hunioi*=

Photo by Ptttr Bantan

Build

By Norv Brasch

fie ol the most frustrating aspects of Col-

to
Springs dining, aside from tfie lack of

j
restaurants, is tfie "one time tfirough"

at
Giuseppe's salad bar. This regulation

1
affront to the very concept of a salad

is un-Americn at its root.

obstacle is not too great, however, for

enterprising student in need of a large

i(j.
With sufficient motivation and a

iiledge of basic physics, there is virtually

fnit to the amount of food one can place

n 8V4 inch plate. (71/4 inches if your salad

5S with an entree).

demonstrate, the Catalyst recently

to Giuseppe's in search of the

jirium salad. Entering incognito in chefs

and apron, the author requested an a la

esalad on the smaller of the two plates in

by PMor BanMn

your own monster salad (8 Inches) at Guiseppe's.

Pholo by P«(or BanMO

order to best prove his point. (This plate also
offers a train track perimeter, an added di-

mension for your dining pleasure.) Before
commencing construction, the following
criteria are delineated:

1) The most expensive ingredients avail-

able are to be used. The costlier the end
product, the more just the retribution for

Giuseppe's foolish rule;

2) Variety, the spice of every salad lover's

lite, is to be emphasized. Thus we are
prevented from filling our plate with a
mound of parmesan cheese, though this

would best fulfill criterium }1;

3) All relevant physical dimensions, includ-

ing height, weight and density, are to be
maxmized.

With these in mind, we now proceed to the

salad bar.

The first ingredient must be carefully cho-

sen, for it must bear the pressure of all that

follows above. To avoid slipping off the plate,

it must also have a high coefficient of friction,

a characteristic unique to sliced cucum-
bers. We layer these on with the greatest of

care, pausing if we can to freeze these veg-

etables on to the plate-

Cole slaw makes excellent mortar for the

cracks between cucumbers. Next follows a
layer of cherry tomato halves, placed faced

down on the bed of slaw. An interlocking

tomato layer on top of this insures a tight seal,

but the addition of high viscosity blue cheese
gives extra security. Fresh ground pepper
is an attractive but optional flare at this

point.

A ring of vertically placed green beans

provides a fine retaining wall in which gar-

bonzo beans lit nicely. Carrots, unfortu-

nately sliced rather than cut into sticks which

could add structural soundness, make an ex-

cellent flat layer.

Onions and red cabbage add zest to our

creation, while French dressing, with its

relatively low viscosity, provides a good
adhesive for the lower ingredients, (This is

similar to the "dribble-down" theory of eco-
nomics ) Croutons, beets and grated
cheese are an elegant final touch.

The astute obsen/er will note that a few
ingredients have been left out ot our Ultimate

Salad. Among them:

1) Kidney beans and macaroni salad for

their lack ot spherical symetry;

2) Antipasto for its irregular configuration;

3) Fruit Salad because it's canned and no
true member of the Salad Bar Set would
be caught eating canned food;

4) Corn relish because the author doesn't

like it, and finally;

5) Lettuce for its low cost and therefore

undesirability.

We've now created a dinner for two on a
plate of only 44,18 square inches, The result

may be inedible, but that's hardly a consid-

eration!

Shirley Reynolds, fvlanager of Guiseppe's

Depot, poses with the author and the Ulti-

mate Salad.

ly It, You'll Like It

ear and Loathing with Sororities
By John Kuhlman

I heard that Sorority Rush was on
lain on the Colorado College campus
I

I

went out and grabbed me a couple
if these Painted Women, Ann and
lancy and I decided to interview them.
hose are not their real names, but

hey are pseudonyms for the girls who
lldn't want their names printed be-

ause they were afraid it would look

•ally gross.

COSMO - Hil

ANN - Hi!

NANCY - Hi!

COSMO • Well, well, what's all this I

«ar about the girls in the Sorority

ouses sleeping with the devil this

lar?

NANCY - I'm really glad you asked me
fiat because I think things like that are

eally gross, and out of hand, and when
'ou think about them they're really stupid

M.

ANN -
1 don't think we should even dig-

iity that question by trying to answer it,

lecause as Nancy said it's really stupid

i/id gross.

COSMO - But there's alot of people
inthls campus and I know because I'm

}ne of them who think that the so
called sorority, It's |ust an excuse for a
ot of promiscuous psychic
)henomena. Some Sundays in the
^teteria some of the Thetas come in

iiielling like they slept on a stack of

lead animals and their eyes are very

and they do not respond to my
3ndom pokes and prodding, but they
>ald they saw a dark man who gave
^m a jar of ointment and a cold stick-

NANCY - That's stupid.

COSMO—and instructions how to

'atice, to walk upon the holy bible, ride

^ut on a cold stick the usual stick.

ANN -
I think you're making all of this

),

COSMO - Well, what about the fact

''at from my vantage point right here, I

^1 see the tiny Green initials tatooed
%the creamy expanse of your white
alves?

NANCY - Sure, it hurt a little, but I think

^tthe sorority experience is something
''^t we'll never be ashamed of.

ANN - Yes, it hurt a little, but we'll never
^3lly want to say goodbye or ever have to

^9et about the House even if we wanted
I

Nancy - when you join a Sorority, see,

^'^ just for the four years or so that

^u'll spend in the college but it's a grow-

^ experience that's going to stick with
^" and sort of mold the rest of your life.

t
COSMO - Are you just talking about
^ Whole thing, everything the Soror-

—^^aches you as far as values

CCCA (Continued)

COSMO - Are you just talking

about the tattoo or does this

include the cold stick as well?

NANCY - I'm talking about the whole

thing, everything the Sorority teaches you

as far as values, experiences-

ANN - Especially friendships, because
you know that the people you meet in the

house are friends you know you're going

to have the rest of your life. Don't look at

my ichor,

COSMO - At least you have some
things in common. (I looked at their

legs here) I guess that becoming a Sis-

ter was a pretty big deal for you then.

NANCY - Really!

COSMO - Can you tell me a little

about it?

ANN - Well, there was a lot of really

stupid stuff involved I guess, a lot of danc-

ing and costumes and stunts but behind
all of that there was something really true

and old going on.

COSMO - What?-
NANCY - First, we took the Pledge of

the Big House, and then, right after, we
were beat upon painfully, by our House
fulothers. Sure, it hurt a little.

ANN - We wore some costumes that

were pretty silly I guess, but they meant a
lot if you were wearing them.

NANCY - Then we marched outside

just as the sun was starting to arc over the

mountains.

ANN - And we made this big human
circle and we watched it like there were

alot of us there, but t knew it meant more

to each of us as an individual being there

will all of the others.

NANCY - And as the sun became like a

big red ball-

ANN - We looked up and started to sing

the House Song as slowly-

NANCY - Our eyes turned to water and

ran down our cheeks onto our chests.

ANN - We tumed-

NANCY - And we danced

ANN - And we walked on the holy bible,

rode about on a cold stick.

NANCY - He was a huge dark man with

a cold stick and he taught me the miracles

of the times we live in.

The two girls stopped here briefly

because they were breathing heavily,

but soon their faces turned halfway on
their necks, unfolded like the blooms
In a hot house, and they turned aside

from me, and flapping their arms with a

fine foetid stench, they drifted lazily to

the ceiling and hung there with the vis-

ions of their Mothers and I could see
their tattoos now without craning this

neck.

Next week - Where is the American
Hospitality?

scindment required a two-thirds majority to

pass.

Chairman Jay Hartwell of Cutler Board

presented another issue to Council, reading

a statement prepared by Cutler Board, de-
clining 'the conditional funds approved by
CCCA" designed to provide for nine twelve-

page issues for the Catalyst. The newspaper
can now run only some of these issues.

Hartwell closed on a harmonic note saying, "I

think there has been a tremendous lack of

communication between the two organiza-
tions (Cutler and CCCA) ... I hope this will

not affect our relations in the future,"

Neil Morgenstern announced that a
speaker from the Colorado Student Coalition

is going to address the CC campus on fvlarch

Setting an

Example
By Mike Slade

President Wonder was his usual gracious

self last Sunday, as he attended the Air Force
- CC hockey game at the Academy. Sitting

with Academy Chief Commandant Ripper,

the President appeared to be immensely en-

joying the intense battle taking place on the

ice.

In the second period, the calm Lloyd proj-

ected over the immediate area he occupied

was momentarily broken by the rude arrival

of a paper airplane right on President Won-
der's nose. But he casually tossed the

airplane away and cheerfully shook off the

potentially embarassing incident. Indeed,

even the second and third airplanes failed to

ruffle CC's leader, as he continually reacted

with the poise and demeanor befitting the

President of an institution like THE Colorado

College.

Between the second and third periods

Commandant Ripper and President Wonder
placed a friendly five dollar bet on the out-

come of the tight game. When CC pulled

ahead midway in third period, Lloyd let out a

fairiy spontaneous "hurrah" and playfully hit

Commandant Ripper on the shoulder, A
nearby cadet, obviously misunderstanding

the situation, yelled "Keep your hands off

him, old coot!" But President Worner,
exemplifying all that is necessary to the art of

diplomacy, calmly retorted, "Oh Yeah? You
know where you can shove it, you zoomie!"

When several cadets began to jeer in

anger, President Worner quickly regained his

composure and tried desperately to calm the

crowd with his soothing words; "And that

goes for the rest of you flyboys too, you
weirdo gun-freak-militaristic-space cadets!"

When President Wonder landed a vicious

uppercut to the jaw of Commandant Ripper

the authorities began to move in . . .

James Coleman of the English Depart-
ment requested funds for bringing poet
Gwendolyn Brooks to CC on May 6. He de-
scribed her as "one of the most prominent
poets living and writing today." Max Taylor

added that it promised to be "a real happen-
ing".

The Woman's Commission requested
money for a feminist rock group to perform at

CC in the near future.

The Council approved both requests,

The CCCA acquired a new Financial Vice
President, Roger Gurrentz, who was ap-
proved unanimously by the Council,

Stuff On
The Walls

By Jim Lewis
The famed author and social researcher,

Horen Thorenson. recently published a new
study of bathroom graffiti as a reflection of

social awareness. He returned this week to

Colorado College to revisit some ol those

bathrooms which made his study possible.

"Colorado College," he was quoted as say-

ing, "typifies a trend I have obsen/ed in col-

leges all around the country. Essentially,

graffiti is not what it once was. Whereas, in

the 60s." he continued, 'graffiti was a per-

sonal expression of the author, today the

trend seems to be towards the social shock
effect. People are no longer saying some-
thing to say it; they are doing it to impress or

shock others, and this is a reflection of the

growing insecurity of the age,"

When asked what he thought of graffiti.

Clyde Tethers, a janitor at CC, replied. "To
me it don't sound much different from the

stuff I wash off the John walls,"

Team Wins Winks
The CC Tiddleywinks team got its season

off to a hopping start last weekend by defeat-

ing their challengers from BSU by a score of

10-9.

The co-ed sport, as you know, is highly

controversial, as winks between the sexes
have repeatedly led to some rather illicit

post-game activities. But whether this is true

or not, the CC winkers showed spectators

that the game itself can be just as exciting.

With only minutes left to play, the last BSU
challenger led a strong wink down the left

side of the board. His CC opponent, in a

display of perfect touch and aim, crossed

from the right side and fiddled him right out of

the game, going on to score what was the

winning wink.

Play by the entire team was impeccable

with consistently daring but subtle winks and

tiddleys of perfection. If every match proves

to be as exciting as this one, the team should

see a lot of action and a lot of each other.
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Soup du lour

Brorhursi Salad

Eggs Benedicl. Eggs Husssrde. or

Chicken Rochambeau

Croissant or Brioche

Cate au Lait

Champagne Sorbet

$4 95

Bourbon Street Classics

Charnpagne Cocktail $2 50

Frozen Fruit Oacquins $2 50

Cafe Diablo $2 50

New Orleans Fizz $1 75

Sundays from 11 30 AW to 3 00 PW

ij« Reservations Recommended ^^HE
V^ 685-5826 or 685-5064 ^mS^
^^ rhe Lirrle London o( Memiou Sp'ings •

/"^

A career in law-
without law school.

What can you do with only a bachelor's degree''
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an

undergraduate educahon and a challenging, respon-
sible career The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.

Three months of intensive training can give you
the skills— Ihe courses are taught by lawyers. You
choose one of the seven courses offered—choose
the city in which you want to work.

Since ^970. The Institute for Paralegal Training
has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms.

banks, and corporations m over 75 cities.

If you are a senior of high academic standing and
are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant.
we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative-

We will visit your campus on

Monday, February 28

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
235 South 17lh SIreel, Philadelphia Pennsylvania 19103

(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Legal, Inc

TEGTHEG'i

lEQ

TILLERMAN
TEAHOUSE

- HOURS -

Mon. 11:45-7 15 c

Tues, 11:45-7.151

Wed. 11:45-3:00(

Thurs. 11:45-7:15

Fri. 11:45-Mldni

Sat 5:00
(

Sun. 5:00

Midni

Enjoy Natural Feels

'711N.Tejon 634-9843

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation, comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color.

A vision of the world, 10 million years
in the future, where Wizards rule the
earth.And the powers of magic prevail

over the forces of technology in the
final battle for world supremacy.

20TH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

VIBVOS
Written, Produced and Directed byRALPH BAKSHI

Music Composed and Conducted by ANDREW BELLING
Produced by Bakshi Productions, Inc.

jPOllBim—IW »
|

^°'°f ''y De Luxe*
U c 1977 Twentreth Century-Fox

STARTS MARCH 2 AT COOPER THEATRE
CALL THEATRE FOR SHOW TIMES

Introducing

Miss Doris

from Germany

Special

Cut & Blow
or Cut & Set $8

Reg. $12

STUD SERVICE Avail

able call 473-7830.

REDUCE!
Trim Oft Excess Pounids & Inches

New Plan For Reducing.
Lose up to 10-29 lbs. tirst month. Obtai

weight loss plus an Increase in vltalilyan

energy. No starvation diets. No drugs. N

hunger pains. No exercises. Call today li

information and personalized service. Mone

bacl< guarantee!

Call 598^4724

CONTACT LEN!

WEARERS
Save on your hard and so

lens supplies. Send 13

stamp for price list. Conla(

Lens Supply Center, 341

E

Camelback, Phoei*

Arizona 85012.

Budget Tape!

& Records

8 • February 18, 1977, -The Catalyst

Constant everyday

discount prices

also

paraphernalia

& cleaning accessories

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

10-7 Mon. thru Thursday

10-8 Friday

10-6 Saturday

1 2-5 Sunday

Budget Tapes & Records

204 N. Tejon 471-4^
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By Mike Slade

catalyst, in an effort to involve it-

jurther with the CC community, has

toted an advice service. This week's
.[counselor is a W.A.C. from Ft. Car-

^ho has (literally) been through just

^
everything. She lost both legs in

^lg,
and then had two artificial legs

illg^
during an affair with a prosthe-

jalesman. When he left her he cruelly

Ijoth legs with him, but "Ironwoman"
proved up to the awesome task of

jgstment to life without legs. Here are

compassionate yet clear cut re-

ives to some of the CC community's

ilems:

"Ironwoman".

^afreshmanhereatCC. ForfiveyearsI

, been dating Tab steadily. He is a

jli-year at the Air Force Academy.

never we go out in his Firebird on

jda
Avenue we have a really neat time,

fie
security guards here at Siocum get

at him when he screeches his tires after

me home. Last week he told me that if

'(jon'l stop or I don't leave school he

to break up. He gave me a ring and

Firebirds, Prosthetics, and Other Problems
iFeatures =

everything, and he even took me out to din-

ner once. What should I do? I know he loves
me but he really loves his tire-screeching too.

Signed

Contused.

Dear Confused.
Obviously this guy Is worth hanging on to.

After all. "Zoomies" make lots of money, and
some of them can even afford double-wide
trailers.

Dear "Ironwoman",
I am a senior here at CC. So far I have

flunked nine courses since I've been here.

Mr. Flanagan told me there wasn't enough
space off-campus so I'm living in a triple in

Loomis. My car was stolen last month, Tvi/o

weeks ago I ruptured my spleen when two
Armored Cars that were racing down Cas-
cade didn't see me. Last week my father (the

rest of my family was killed in a train wreck)
disowned me. He told the lawyer "I never
liked him anyway."
Today my darling girlfriend, my love of life,

m.y saving grace, left me for a Summer Start

with a Firebird. I tried to commit suicide last

night but the oven in Loomis' kitchen is elec-

tric, so all I got was a sunburn. Now my best

friend has offered to kill me (since I'll probably

fail if I try again) if I pay him $300, which is

exactly my life savings. What should I do?
Signed-

Perplexed

Dear Perplexed,

Try to work him down to $250.00.

Dear "Ironwoman",

Whenever I do my laundry in the dorm I go
up into the lobby and hang around with the

security guard. When my roommate asked
me why I do this. I admitted to her that it iort

of makes me feel important and grown-up I

think we want to get married, but I can't get

out of my dorm contract. Could our marriage

work?

Signed-

Puzzled.

Dear Puzzled.

Maybe yes, maybe no. Maybe. If only

more CC students would find out about mar-

riage and how silly education is. If nobody

ever got married we'd have a great intelli-

gent society, until it died out!

Dear "Ironwoman
",

At a recent frat party a real cule guy spilled
beer all over my favorite sweater. Later,
when I was putting it back on, he offered to
knit me a new one. Ironwoman. this guy is

blind and I don't think he'd knit a very good
sweater. But if I didn't wear it his friends
would probably tell him. I don't know what to
tell him.

Signed-

Baftled.
Dear Baffled.

First of all. use baking soda and water to

get that stain out. Next, tell him youd rather
have him knit you undent/ear That way his

friends couldn't tell if you were wearing his

handiwork or not. By the way. did you find

out how blind men are better . . .7

If you have a problem requiring "Ironwo-
man's " expert advice, just write us a letter
here at the Catalyst, and well forward it to
her. Send for free pamphlet "Love, War,
and Nihilism — How to Tell the Differ-
ence."

Lights of Christmas And Memory
By Dave Fenza

e can have the same relationship with

nory that Jacquest Cousteau has with

ocean. If we think imaginatively

jgh, memory deepens, and in its

ihs, we find thoughts, meanings, and

itions as rare and exquisite as anything

Ijes Cousteau can find on the ocean

And like many explorers, we need to

carefully, to quietly approach mem-
more inaccessible and rare thoughts

emotions. As we often have been told,

mind and an active imagination are

of the greatest assets we can attain.

X) often, we seem to regard the imagi-

jn as an asset for the wrong reasons.

praise people for being imaginative if

' advance nuclear physics, invent a
appliance, or tell funny stories at par-

Meanwhile, we overlook people who
^ use the imagination to get back in

ti with themselves, even though their

of the imagination is the most mean-
jland good. Since advances in nuclear

iics, household appliances, and party

rersation often only distract, evade,

make both ourselves and our worid

I understandable, we need to pursue

Snually the sort of quiet and imagina-

mind that puts us in touch with ourse-

and our worid.

quiet or restful mind and an active im-

ation are hardly compatible, however,

ause being restful and active at the

le time is exceedingly difficult, obvi-

^. This is one reason so many artists

themselves; their active imaginations

le at the staggering expense of their

te' rest and quiet. But like the long dis-

:e runner who alternates rest with

touts until he can run a full mile and

rested, we can alternate rest with

gining until we can imagine expansively

intensely enough without harming our-

To help us, the mind has coaches and
guardians which show us healthy ways to

exercise our imaginations regulariy. This
group. of coaches and guardians include;

lovers and religions. They help us imagine
properly and escape traps which the im-

agination must always escape. One trap is

the kind of thought that selects only differ-

ences: thought, for example, that tempts
us. to taelieve that college graduates have
nothing to learn from high school dropouts,

that snow and countrysides are pretty but

don't have much to do with us. Thought
which emphasizes differences and separa-
tions stifles the imagination because the

imagination is a combining, unifying force.

{As Willie Yeats would say, "Talent per-

ceives differences; genius unity. ") It com-
bines old items into new wholes. What was
the invention of the light bulb but a new
combination of a vacuum, a lousy conduc-
tor, and electricity? The new combination

gives the old items a usefulness they
never had separately, just as religion gives

the worshipper a purpose he never had
without God.

Love and faith arouse sympathy, and

because sympathy is also a combining

force, sympathy can easily waken a sister

combining force-the imagination. To say

we sympathize with someone is to say that

we see a similarity with someone, a simi-

larity so bold, is subject to certain laws of

inertia. When the imagination is at rest,

that is, subdued by the sort of rationality

that shows only differences, it will continue

to stay at rest until acted upon by an out-

side force. Sympathy, love, and faith are

all such outside forces which start the im-

agination rolling. The relationship they pro-

vide compell us to make other imaginative

relationships.

Once the imagination begins to act, it

combines memories into new wholes with

give them a new vitality. Without this vital-

ity, memories would become dormant and

sink deeper and deeper until they would

become inaccessible to us; that means: we
would forget important clues to the nature

of ourselves and our world which memory
stores. The imagination raises memories,

those clues, and keeps them close to us.

Perhaps, a personal experience will exact

what I mean.
I have driven through Kansas and found

nothing memorable about it. t have also

watched a friend, Jean, smooth her hair

over her shoulders repeatedly whenever

she became nervous. A habit which

seemed insignificant when I first noticed it.

But then, I had the great fortune of stumbl-

ing into an imaginative act. I made the fol-

lowing attempt at verse:

I found edges of cornfields

where sunflowers swayed
dark heads and bright crowns,

and cornstalk leaves

that in breezes made
a sound I also heard

when over her shoulders

she smoothed her hair.

I related kings' {maybe even the magi!)

with sunflowers, and Kansas with Jean.

Without the imaginative combination. I

doubt I would remember either Jean's

nervous habit or my drive through Kansas,

but together they have a sort of lasting

grace and significance.

A worshipper encounters similar revivfi-

cation of his or her past and worid. A
mountainside is a little more beautiful if its

fir trees remind one of Christmas trees and

the worid's generosity. And one's blood is

inseparable from meaning and wonder to

the worshipper who remembers how Christ

split so much of it. as if to outdo the most

startling of red sunsets. (I hope I don't

frighten anyone with this talk of religion

because even atheists can use the sym-

bols of religion to wake their imagination.

The Bible is my favorite piece of fiction. It

is an imaginative work which encourages

further imaginative work.)

Lovers and religions are the allies of a

quiet mind. They campaign against hate.

hopelessness, and the kind of intellect that

sees only differences. Lovers and religions

make it possible for the mind to be quiet

and restful al the same time. Anyone who
has walked into a cathedral or into an em-

brace knows how those experiences are

wordless and quiet yet overwhelming-both

restful and active at the same time.

Quiet, recollective, and imaginative

thought show us that snow and the coun-

tryside are more than pretty Reminding us

of the imagination and the other lights of

Christmas, snow is a statement that the

mind can be quiet and active at the same
time. Snow is also quiet and active. It falls

silently yet mutes loud traffic and. in its

white and quiet, unites everything from big

office buildings to the smallest twig. Si-

lently as a worshipper who descends to

kneel, snow falls, quietly as lovers who re-

tire for the night.

Our brand new
store is something

to see!

Visit us!

UA
31 S. Tejon at Colorado Ave,

rtilUGRY^^ Now appearing

'THE STILL'

CALEDCNIA
575 Garden of Gods Road

1

Music with Words
|

Fine Arts Center
j

V.I.E

NORHM.

EURGPE

'iZ',":T (800) sizs-^e?

® UnsTravel Charters ,

( FfUDAY.S/rruHTJXVI
j

P^^ I YOGA
J I

20 classes per week starting

j
the end Feb., mornings and

I
evenings. Certified leaches.

I
Free brochure, School of

I

• ^ "^^^ ^^ •• ^^»
I Yoga 633-3929.

CYCLES PEUGEOT
'Les plus belles btcyclettes Du Monde

10% dacount to CC students

On All Merchandise
'

Rick Wager (CC class of 64) Prop.

• %.
BlCrClC SHOP

r^LXTc^ Coc pumper Ji:

5D8ia.i:€I©iB^Ur^ gnm rubber $3^
473-0150 ret polpur et Ijanc $4—

i
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CC Ice Missiles Shoot Down AFA
The Colorado College hockey Tigers

ended a six-game losing streak by sweeping

a Feb. 11 and 13 non-con ferenee series

With the Air Force Academy-

In goal (or both Tiger wins was Madison,

Wise, sophomore Scott Owens. Friday

night, Owens made 24 saves as the Tigers

scrambled to a 7-2 victory over the Falcons at

the Broadmoor World Arena. Owens made
several outstanding saves in the game but

credit should be given the Tiger blueline crew
which continually frustrated Falcon offensive

efforts. Falcon goalie Tom Tabot came under

heavy fire from the Colorado College of-

fense. Seven different Tigers slipped shots

past the Falcon netminder in the win. Friday's

frist period was scoreless but the Tigers

erupted for three straight goals in the first 1

1

minutes of the second penod. Dean Magee,
Mike Reilly, and Rick Pracht gave Colorado
College a 3-0 edge and Mike Hiefield

sandwiched a fourth Tiger goal between two

Air Force tallies to give coach Jeff Bauer's

crew a 4-2 lead after two periods. Wayne
Holmes, Mike Haedrich, and Mike Knoke

logged goals in a two and one half minute

span in the third period for the 7-2 win.

Dave Delrch scored twice and Magee once
to give CC a 3-0 first-period lead in Sunday's

contest. Unlike Friday's first period in which
only one penalty was called, Sunday's first

penod was slowed by stick-raising cere-

monies that led to 12 penalty whistles.

Air*Force again chose the second period to

make a comeback bid as the Falcons stun-

ned Owens and the Tigers for four goals and
a 4-3 second-period lead.

Delich tied the game with a hat trick goal at

6:24 of the third period and Reilly nailed the

game winner three minutes later after a smart

Children's Theatre Presents

Beauty And The Beast

set-up from Magee and Jim Kronschnabel.

The Tiger's sweep was sweetened by a
number of things. Foremost was the Tiger's

Sunday win at the Falcon Field House, The
5-4 win marked the first Tiger road win since

Nov. 20 (a 7-5 victory at Duluth) and the first

time since Nov. 27 (when the Tigers tripped

Minnesota 5-4) that coach Sauer's icers have
come out ahead in a one goal game.
Tony Palazzart will miss this Friday's game

with North Dakota in Grand Forks because of

a game disqualification received in Sunday's

game. Hopefully, the Tigers will have the ser-

vices of Jim Warner. Mike Straub, Dave
Feamster, Rick Pracht, and Vern Mott for the

Feb. 18-19 series with the Sioux. Warner
(shoulder), Straub and Pracht (thigh

bruises). Feamster (sprained knee) and Vern
Mott (bruised glove hand) were all in the

stands with injuries during Sunday's win.

Earlier this season (Nov. 5-6) Colorado
College split a series with North Dakota at the

Broadmoor. North Dakota picked up a 4-3

win Nov. 5 and the Tigers skated to a 5-3

victory in the Nov. 6 contest.

AAAS Holds
Meeting

The American Association for th(

vancement of Science (AAAS) will be he

their annual meeting in Denver next

February 21 - 25. A free daily bus is

offered for interested students and
fac[

The AAAS is the largest science
so,

open to both social and natural sciem
Topics at the meeting will range Uoj^

thropology and biology to enei

physics. Each topic will be discussed

panel of eminent contributers to each
Highlights will include an address by?

orado Governor Richard Lamm entitled

Environment and Public Policy", to be

Monday at 1:30. A three part series on

Viking missions to Mars will be condu
Monday thru Wednesday afternoons,

time slot during the meeting offers sev

subjects. Complete schedules are post,

the Physics bulletin board in Olin Hall,

Buses will depart from the Olin parking

at 7:00 a.m. each morning next week, lej

Denver late afternoon to return in timg

Saga dinner. The free rides will be offere

the first 45 people. Participants are aske

provide for their own lunch.

fin.

Jfif

Ed"

sua

By Kurt Pacheo
The Colorado College Drama Department

will present its annual Children's Theatre
production this weekend, Febnjary 18-19, on
Armstrong stage. This year's offering is the

familiar classic, Beauty And The Beast, writ-

ten by Nicholas Stuart Gray. A. Jean McMil-

len, adjunct assistant professor of drama at

Colorado College, and a veteran of numer-
ous children's productions, is the director.

According to Mrs. McMitlen, "the story

deals with three universally appealing
themes: the first is that through love, the ugli-

ness that is in mankind can be diminished;

The second is, of course, that beauty is only

skin deep; The third, which this version of the
story emphasizes especially, is the idea that

beauty is essential to man, that without

beauty, man becomes a beast. It Is these
themes which make the story such an age-
less classic." The story of a Pnnce, magically
transformed into a monster, who can only be
unspelled by the love and devotion of a
woman, is contained In the folklore of coun-

tries around the world.

Transforming this magical fable to the spell

of the stage is the task of Richard A. Ken-
drick. set designer and instructor of drama at

the College: and D. Polly Kendrick, who has
brought her expertise into the creation of a
wild array of costumes ranging from dragons
to flowers. The mythical characters them-
selves will be portrayed by students from the

college, and children from Mrs. McMillen's

creative dramatics class. Although, many of

the students questioned found it 'challeng-

ing" to work with an "army of munchkins," the
general consensus is thai children's theatre

continues to be an invaluable opportunity to

recreate an experience a world which many
of us have forgotten. So do yourself a favor,

take a break from the books, and treat your-
self to a childhood tale.

General admission is 50^, and there is no
charge for students with I.S.s. Evening per-
formance is Friday. Feb. 18, at 7:30 P.M.,
followed by two matinee performances at 10
A.M. and 2 P.M.

]UE

On Friday night, only Dave Hanson got hammered. From the Rockets Red
CC stucit it to the Falcons, 7-2. Photo by Greg VanSchack

glare I

BEST PIZZA IN rOWM
$J00 Qpp

ANY LARGE PIZZA
(WITH CC ID)

Carloons & Ski Films, too!

COLDEST BEER IN TOWN
$1.75 PUcher

$ .25 Mug
(WITH CC ID)

STK^W^HaT.
Pizza Palace

1732 W. Uintah

Uintah Gardens
(Just 1 mil© west ot campus)

There IS a difference'..

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT« DAT* LSAT« SAT
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • VAT

Our broad range ol programs provides an umbrella ol test-
ing know-how thai enables us to oiler the best preparation
availab mat er wt >ch cours e IS taken Over 38 years
ol exp d su ;cess. S tall classe
home ludv materials Courses thai are UD-
daled Permanen cen ers open days, ever ings & w PPk-
ends a yea mplel B tape la ililies lor review of c lass
lessons and se ol suppleme niary maler als. Make ups

ECFMG • FLEX
NATL MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS

Flexible Programs & Hours

Phone 693-5413

431 W. CoHax Suite 405

Denver. CO 80204
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

TEST PHEPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 193E
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Keep Our Hair
Looking Great!

Naturall!

Mal<e an appointment with the nation's leading hair

stylist for men and women, featuring the
most modem and comfortabie full-fashion

hair care center in Colorado Springs. Call

today for an appointment. You'll know
your head's in the right place at The Bar
bers.

BROADMARKET SQUARE ^^mbolot
'

Stylish Mj



C Takes
queaker

Jock Shorts"
,
Sports^^

fin=

CC men's basketball team put it all

.jfier
last Saturday afternoon, defeating

Ifiandle State University 85-84 at El

Inar.
After being stomped twice by

^handle earlier in the season, the win

ne as sweet revenge for the Tigers.

jfifortunately, Coach Carle, who was

^ to suffer through the two previous de-

ls
was at home with a bad case of the flu.

^ever. the win must have been particu-

y
pleasurable to retired cage mentor,

jj" Eastlack who took over the controls.

^ack finally saw a CC squad gain an

filh
victory after his last two squads stop-

winning at seven.

,was senior center Ed Hermann who
iiinated for much of the game. Coming

^ from an ankle injury, "Special" Ed

ived why he is special, scoring 17 points

jclearing a game high 1 4 rebounds. Dave
" Adams also had his motor in high

Jf
Saturday, using his quickness to can a

high 18 points. Craig Silverman added

points and 1 2 rebounds to the Tigers' best

^tline attack of the season.

[;C tried to break open the game early in

second half. Tremendous fast breaks, led

(he bearded backcourt of Tom Beckmann
Terry Brennan gave the Tigers a seem-

ly
comfortable fourteen point cushion, but

nhandle, rallying behind the 29 second

points of Russel Dixon kept it close.

itiack, who retired last season due to

irt
problems, was hardly appreciative of

closing drama.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Record: 8-12

Last Week: Defeated Panhandle State.

85-84.

This Week: The Tigers close out the
1976-77 season witfi a 3 PM game with

Believue College Sunday at El Pomar.

CC defeated Panhandle in a grudge
match last Saturday, the Tiger's 2nd
straight win.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Record: 16-1

Last Week: CC topped New Mexico High-

lands. CWC. and Metro State last week.

This Week: While the Tigresses have al-

ready clinched a playoff berth, their busy
schedule continues as they play Air Force

this Tuesday.

HOCKEY
Record: 10-20-2 (8-17-1 in WCHA ac-

tion).

Last Week: The Tigers rebounded off of a

6-game losing streak to destroy Air

Force's playoff hopes as CC swept the

non-league series. Friday night at the

Broadmoor the Tigers just completely

dominated th outclassed Cadets, pulling

ahead 4-2 in the second period after a

scoreless first period. Then three clutch

third period iced the game. Scotty Owens
was brilliant in the CC nets. Sunday at the

Academy Air Force faced a "must win"

situation. But CC came on like gangbus-

ters, taking a 3-0 lead after the (irst period.

But, as CC has done all year, the Tiger

icers went flat in the second period, and

gave up four unanswered goals, Dave De-

lich's inspired play lifted CC back up to

score two third period goals and then

stave off Air Force's final charges lor a 5-4

victory. Dave clearly won the battle with

his brother Mark Delich of the Cadets,
scoring 3 goals Sunday and even mixing it

up a little with hiw own blood, much to the
chagnn of the senior Deliches, who had
flown into the Springs for the weekend.
This Week; CC travels to N. Dakota this

weekend for a crucial WCHA series. The
Tigers need at least a split to stay in the
running with Michigan State for the 8th

playoff berth. CC is currently two points

behind the Spartans, with each team hav-
ing SIX games left,

TRACK

The CC thinclads preveiwed the 1 977 edi-

tion of their team with an indoor three-way

meet at Air Force Despite falling to the

in-shape Cadets, CC displayed consider-

able promise for this season. High jumper

Cliff Tompkins took second at 6'2" even

though he hadn't high-jumped since last

spring. Potential!

BASEBALL

Started practice this week! Coach Tony
Frasca hopes to improve on last years
0-23 record, which, er, leaves them with

nowhere to go but up?

This Sunday, the 8-12 hoopsters will take
on tough Believue College at El Pomar. An
effort should be made to catch the closing
acts of the CC senior players and the much-
improved 1976-77 squad in Sunday's sea-
son finale.

ecord Moves CC Women to Playoffs

By Craig Silverman

le Colorado College women's basketball

learned a berth to the March 11-12

;.A.A. Division regional playoffs this week,

they bested three area foes. In their first

le, the dartings of the Colorado Springs

liawon what was perhaps their most cru-

1 test thus far, defeating Colorado
len's College 68-59 in Denver.

rtie win, coming on the heels of our lady

Dpsters' only loss, proved to the team and

tollowers that CC is indeed a powerhouse
area women's basketball. When the

tlornia Connection of Lorna Killmeyer and
n Shutan is connecting, the opposing

im is usually in for trouble, as was the case
I Tuesday. While the sharp shooting of

ititan was destroying CWC from the

limeter (20 points), Killmeyer was killing

mwith her interior prowess (28 points).

Last Saturday, the women cagers sent a

ge El Pomar^rowd home disappointed.

Many came expecting a game, but instead

saw a sharp CC outfit mutilate a badly out-

womaned New Mexico Highlands' squad,

85-41. With lanky Lorna scoring at will (31

points) and Rose Harvey showing off her

considerable abilities (16 points), the Tigers

jumped to a quick 24-0 lead. Coach Golden

was able to stay awake long enough to insert

her reserves who also played well. Mary

"Shifty" Shifrin showed her shooting ability

with ten long range points and even Linda

"Who me?" Johnson managed to can a

pretty twenty footer.

The Tigers topped off the week by captur-

ing the berth in the Intermountain Playoffs,

with a 65-42 triumph over the Metro State

Roadnjnners. The hilight of the game had to

be the fact that it earned the distinction of

being the first Women's Basketball game to

be broadcast over the radio waves in Col-

orado history. Colo. Springs radio station

Photo by P^t BanMn'

Guard Sharon Minzer moves the ball down the court on way to 85-41 win over NM
Highlands.

KVOR did the honors as Jim Vinal and Wess
Ster sallied forth on the air from the almost

deserted Metro gym. They related the fact

that Lorna Kollmeyer and Ann Pringle both

contributed 18 points to the winning effort,

CC now sports a 16-1 record.

Golden's gals are seeming to gain momen-

tum again and appear a good bet to not only

make the playoffs, but to possibly earn a trip

to the Division II nationals in Pomona,

California as well. It would be quite an

achievement in the program's second year.

conoco
CAR CLINIC

MOTOR
TUNE-UP
SPECIAL

IncladflK HfWlm Mt, cli»ck

TBCBSni advaac* and PCV
rain, mtfuMl dUa Bm, Idia

faal air raflo, labrlcala
azhaaat central TalTa, In-

pact Ignition wirai. IM-
STALL and ad|nit HEW
PABK rLUei, NEW
roam, mw condemuol

Most American Made Can
Resistor Plugs Extra

Expires
Feb. 26, 1977

^COUPON i^^

8 cyllniler

8834
LUBE AND OIL

CHANGE
with Oil Filter (Up to

5 qts. Conoco Oil)

i88
Expires

Feb. 26, 1977

•COUPON I

830 N. NEVADA
471-9200

JUST S.E. OF COLLEGE
BANKAMERICARD MASTERCHARGE

\/s/"\nes

Weber St. Liquor

^ee'fs

71 2 N.Weber
Open til 12 p.m.

475-9533

button - M^o? 1,1^

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

.s

SALES
RENTALS

REPAIRS

\
_^^ 1 05 North Tejon St

YPEWRITER Phone 634-0102
SUPPLY C0.»
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By Daniel W. Lindley

|CPS)
- College graduates and environ-

Intal
planning majors seeking jobs at en-

jnrnental consulting firms may expect stiff

Tipetilion this year, despite the economic
^ise of the field which, due to federal

slation passed in 1969, bugeoned virtu-

overnight into a $1.3 billion industry.

fie law", called the National Environmental

licy
Act (NEPA), spawned numerous

ynesses by stipulating that all federal

jncies file environmental impact state-

j,ls
before taking actions that might signi-

jnlty
affect the ecology of an area. Since

I,
about half the states and numerous

jnty and local governments also have re-

red
environmental impact statements.

ijti
have been applied in zoning cases

^rning private contractors and resource

jloiters as well as government operations

J
projects.

)espite the vast increase in business

jortunities afforded by the new laws and

,
environmental programs which many

iversities have added to their curricula in

past few years to meet the anticipated

fnand for consultants, the financial joy ride

[iporarily has been stalled. Somewhat in-

igruously, environmental groups as well

yy^^'tx* ^^j"vv*!*'i''>V'y ' vv

Job Competition Stiff in Environmental Field
as the recent recession, have slackened the

environmental impact statement business by

discouraging corporations and govemment
agencies from initiating plans which require

much captial and may stir controversy.

Still. Dick McEvers. personnel director of

Dames and f^floore, a large Los Angeles

architectural firm which now does 40 percent

of its business formulating environmental
impact statements, is "sure" that industries

will be forced to return to capital expansion
"in the near future," and that many more
realms of impact reports will be required prior

to such expansion. In the meantime, his

company is visiting less colleges such as
MIT, Cornell, Berkeley, Purdue, and a few
midwestern mining schools where it once did

the bulk of its recruiting; more attention is

being paid to the resumes which continue to

file in.

While large environmental consultanis do
not need to visit campuses because of the

stiff competition amongst |ob hunters, the

smaller consultants rarely can afford to con-

duct extensive recruiting. And as a University

of Washington at Seattle job counselor

notes, "most of the positions are with smaller

firms." She says that as many science as

environmental planning majors from her

campus are selected by the companies that

sift through their resumes
Dames and Moore no longer hires Ph. D

biologists hght out of school because they

are "too research-oriented," McEvers says.

However, the company actively is seeking

civil engineers, meteorologists, and
oceanographers recently weaned from their

alma maters.

'There are an awful lot of biologists."

The Catalyst
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McEvers notes.

He added that all other circumstances
being equal, he would hire a student who had
ma)ored in environmental planning over one
who had ma)ored in biology because an en-
vironmental planner would have the breadth
required for the field. Indeed, archaeologists,

economists, and sociologists occasionally
assist in preparing the impact statements, a
phenomenon which has earned the NEPA
the title of the "archaeologists relief act."

Pre-med students who have lost faith in

gaining admission to medical schools are
advised by many college lob placement ad-

visors to consider the environmental consult-

ing and health fields, adding fat to an already

tight fit.

The director of the UCLA career counsel-

ing center agrees that "we definitely are not

getting any more recruiters in," and advises

that students who have followed standard

scientific disciplines such as chemistry, biol-

ogy, and physics "can usually have much
greater impact in helping a firm with pollution

problems" than environmental studies
graduates. Under existing conditions, letter

and resume writing skills also may be in de-
mand.

^ianist Rosen to Perform
fjeift week the college hosts an important

gst; Charles Rosen, an internationally

nous pianist and scholar, will deliver the

iiam Demarest Lloyd lecture on Monday,

irch 7, and on the next evening, play a

lal. He is one of the few musicians in the

tftd capable of doing both.

Rosen has his BAsumma cum laude from

[iceton, and a Ph.D. in French from Prince-

His book, The Classical Style: Haydn,
izart, Beethoven, won a National Book

in 1972.

fttihe same time, Rosen has developed a
ge following as a pianist He concertizes

tely, and has made important recordings

many composers, from Bach and Beeth-
to Stravinsky and Webern.

The sub|ect of Rosen's lecture is "The Last
ars of Beethoven," and will be given in

ckard Hall on Monday at 8:15 pm. The
no recital will be given on Tuesday, March

tfi Armstrong Hall, at 8:15 also. Mr. Rosen
play the Mozart sonata in A minor, K. 31 0,

Waldstein" Sonata by Beethoven, and,

lie second half, a collection of works by
bussy. The recital is sponsored by the

iller Maintains Atonomy

Pit u

f
" L

Co-Curricular Committee of ttie Leisure Pro-
gram; admission is free witti CC ID, and tick-

ets are available at Rastall.

allure to Communicate Causes Hassles
By Douglas L. Obletz

On February second, Cutler Publications,

:, tfie not-for-profit corporate overseer of

Jlorado College campus publications, re-

lested $1020.00 on behalf of the Catalyst
augment financing for the remainder of the
af This figure was over and above that

eady budgeted. However, what has been
ffned a "simple budget request" by the
alalyst has apparently been subjected to a

" deal of political scrutiny by the Col-
ado College Campus Association, which
'Ids the purse-strings of Cutler. This
oliticalization" lead to the withdrawal of the

request by Cutler at the February 14
seting of the CCCA.
l^e Catalyst initially requested the funds
order to cover "unexpected expenses" re-

^ling, in part, from a poor return on its sub-
option projections, and a "massive turn-
er in management." This latter factor, ac-
'^ing to the Cutler Board is a problem
ced yearly and necessitates internal

^etary adjustments that cannot be antici-

''ed. The additional funds would primarily
"fir the cost of four additional pages in six

j^
remaining issues of the newspaper in

«rlo provide adequate copy space. The
'^'yst has recently experienced an in-

'^ in the amount of print area devoted to

^firtising, necessitating a reduction in

Jfs space. Despite the CCCA's choice to

^"e the issue along lines of fiscal respon-

%. Cutler sees it only as an "editorial

*lem," simply involving the question of

^her the CCCA desires to "provide the
^ni body with an expanded Catalyst,

^Ije and beyond that contracted for."
'fie CCCA, lead by President Neil

"Qenstern, confronted Cutler with several
^stions regarding the responsibility the

%8t displayed in allotting funds. In reply

Je budget request, the CCCA requested

Cutler supply a monthly audit of

*|y8t operations, and a full explanation of

problems - prior to any money being

Cutler met this stipulation with a storm of

protest, saying that the attempt of the CCCA
to "exert control over Cutler Board in terms of

financial supen/ision " would not be tolerated.

The monthly audit in particular was seen as
"jeopardizing the status of Cutler Publica-

tions as an independent nonprofit corpora-

tion," according to a Cutler statement. In ad-

dition. Cutler expressed full confidence in

their present financial controls.

A statement by the College Legal Advisor,

J. Douglas Mertz, however, failed to fully

bear out Cutler's claim regarding the monthly
audit. In a letter to Morgenstern and Profes-

sor Ruth Barton of the Catalyst, Mertz stated

that the audit request was not likely "to ad-

versely affect the status of Cutler Publica-

tions," and was not unlike those requested by

potential donors to Colorado College on a

regular basis. Cutler however stuck to the

claim of threat to their autonomy and sub-

sequently withdrew the budget request, cit-

ing the audit as a "blank check" for supervi-

sion by the CCCA according to Jay Hartwell,

Cutler's Chairperson.

Morgenstern, speaking at the Febnjary 14
meeting of the CCCA, "regretted the misun-

derstanding" and the conversion of the issue

into a political debate. He cited "lack of com-
munication" as a major reason for the dis-

cord. Later Morgenstern revealed that he had

encouraged a renegotiation of the Catalyst

contract.

Despite the withdrawal of the request,

some important and far-reaching questions

remain, particularly in light of the pending

budget hearings that will determine the

Catalyst budget for next year.

The CCCA asks for financial accountability

for all the organizations it gives money to.

The CCCA annually allots over $50,000 in

student activity fees to various campus or-

ganizations, of which Cutler receives over

$30,000. At the same time, Cutler is con-

fronted with the first challenge to its fiscal

responsibility in the eight years since it was

(Continued on Page 3)

Career Counseling
FULL TIME JOB OPENING
Museum Director . . . Hays, Kansas. BA in history or related area

SUMMER JOBS
Day Camp Director, The Learning Tree, Colorado Springs, For more information stop
by the Career Counseling office.

PUBLICATIONS
College Placement Annual, FREE to graduating seniors. Pick up your copy at 103
Cossitt between 11 and 5:00.

ON CAMPUS RECRUITING
Sign up at the Career Counseling Center between 1 1 :00 and 5:00 for your appointment.
Monday, February 28-The Institute for Paralegal Training in Philadelphia Individual

interviews for seniors, group session at 9 am for underclassmen. Rastall 209.
Tuesday, March 1 - Northwestern University Graduate School of Education. Joan
Ellisburg will be in Rastall 205 to interview students interested in their M,A,T, Program,
Sign up for interview between 9:0 and 2:00.

Thursday, March 3 - Dr. Gutierrez of the School of Applied Social Sciences, Case-
Western Reserve University, will meet with students interested in graduate program
in social work in group sessions at 1:30 and 3:00 in Rastall 203

PROGRAMS
February 28 and March 4 - RESUME WRITING at 3:30 in Rastall 212
Tuesday, March 1 - THE JOB SEARCH, latest information on job landing techniques, at

2:00 in Rastal 212.

Thursday night, March 3 - "Is Anybody Listening?" A film and discussion addressing

the question of whether or not the consumer can have an impact on big business today.

By Mr. Don Bevis of Proctor and Gamble, 6:30 pm in Armstrong 300,

Women's Meeting

Planned

The American Association of University

Women, Colorado Springs Branch, is holding

its regular general meeting at 10 am. Satur-

day. March 5. at Packard Hall. The program

topic is "Financial Independence for

Women. It will be presented by Lea Lennar-

son, securities broker for Boettcher and Co.

All senior women, faculty and faculty wives

are invited to attend.

AAUW is a nationwide association of

women who have m common a bac-

calaureate degree and a desire to think and

act upon issues and needs facing this nation

and the world. Various methods used to ac-

complish these goals include: state and fed-

eral legislative programs; educational fellow-

ships, research and public service grants on

a national level; program material for study

groups on a local level and fellowship and

opportunity for continued informal education

of college women.
To make reservations for the meeting,

please call: 475-2471, 599-9381 or 633-

2724.

Was 1st Das?
The Colorado College German Depart-

ment will present "Die Neuen Leiden Des

Jungen W." by Ulrich Plenzdorf. at 8:15 pm
Friday and Saturday. Marcri 4-5 In Armstrong

Theatre and Is free with CC IDs.

The cast Includes Pat Casey, Isolde

FInsteret, Dirk Baay, Doug Ellis, Kornel

Simons, Harvey Rabbin, Barbara

Taueber, Chris Werner, Manfred Santtle-

ben, RIck Lewis, Julia Preston, Ed Mor-

gan, Nick Malyshev, John Carter and

Janet Boyd.
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^^Letters=b=
Error Corrected
Dear Editor,

Well, no one caught it last week, so I have

to say something. The ski shop report in your

consumer issue of two weeks ago was
slightly inaccurate, and I feel this matter

needs some clarification, especially before

the heavv snows hit- The Ski Hauses were
indeed wonderful, but now there is only one
left. Railroad Sports is not exclusively a ski

shop, as you imply; there is a large vahety,

but much of it is sellouts of past year's

equipment. You also failed to mention the

oldest shop in town, The Ski Shop. They may
not have as many sweaters as the shops
downtown, but then again they come in more
than 1 color. They do not sell bicycles, and
they also have a good mechanic.

Truly yours,

Cliff Crosby

Anonymous
Comments
To Whom It May Concern:

Although, my original opinion was that a
letter to the editor would be unnecessary, I

now believe that a comment upon the Gail

Bradney interview would be in order. This is

prompted not so much by the interview itself

(which was well conducted and extremely
revealing), but rather by several remarks
concerning the article that students have
made to me.

The first comment I heard was,
"Homosexuality? Oh, I thought that issue on

campus was dead years ago!" Such a state-

ment suggests first, a gross misunderstand-

ing of what it is to have a gay lifestyle, and
also a lack of sensitivity for the plight of the

homosexual at Colorado College. Homosex-
uality is not an "issue;" it is a way of life that

through cultural circumstance happens to be
antithetical to the "norms " of society. One
cannot simply dismiss a Lesbian as a

femenist-separatist, and catagorize her info

inconsequentiality like a losing political can-

didate. No. we must recognize that the Les-

bian interviewed is a student who is actively

working and playing in the same environment

as us all- The difference is that she is denied

something that most people take for granted:

the right to be open about her affections and
love for another human being. Anyone who
has been separated from someone that they

love can understand my meaning.
The Homosexual at CC, however, faces a

more frightening dilemma. In a smairiiberal'
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William Miller

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation, comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color.

A vision of the world, 10 million years

in the future, where Wizards rule the
earth.And the powers of magic prevail

over the forces of technology in the
final battle for world supremacy.

20TH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

UVBARDS
Written, Produced and Directed by RALPH BAKSHI

Music Composed and Conducted by ANDREW BELLING
Produced by Bakshi Productions, Inc.

IPPlrmiiBMnaBmn^ Color by De Luxe^

J C 1977 Twentieth Century-Fox

STARTS MARCH 2 AT COOPER THEATRE
CALL THEATRE FOR SHOW TIMES
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arts school where everyone knows somp
who knows someone else, it is suffocaijr

be In a "fag-joke" atmosphere wiih
p^

who don't care about how their "huni
tacts other people; or the students who
lieve that "queers" are in the same cats,

as rapists, it continualiy amazes me
such an affluent and intelligent student

could be lacking so much social consci
ness and sensitivity.

To be sure, there are efforts to alleviate

situation. I read that the R.A. staff is tryjn

deal with the "problem of homosexuaj

spJ

Jist

and that here have been discussion groL,

? 51b

"
;.T

pa

s

ilia

;in

led

nil:

S!
IhtL

Tl

Itr

Wfi

one of the dorms. While I applaudecJ
efforts, I must say that homosexuals
need to be counseled, they need to be
derstood and accepted on their own

\^,

They don't need to be the butt of joi,g:

afraid of being discovered, they need
i[

respected as individuals who are capabj

caring and sexually loving people of theiri

sex.

After the men's lives films shown lasK'

heard someone say "that's what happen

a prison." You're right. But consider thai

some people a liberal arts college cani

prison.

Well, I guess you're wondering who
i

and if I'm really . . . Yes, I am a homosei
but I am not "gay'" about my situation. My

doesn't matter, nor does the color of my ei

my class standing, or my student nutni ,-
What matters is that I cannot sign my nam l
this letter. W*

P.S. I sincerely commend the Cataly;

raising the question and my 'gay' sister

sharing her most personal self with pe(

who might misunderstand.

Smutty Issue
Dear Editors,

Your Valentines' Day issue taxed the I:

of my tolerance. The cover was simply ap[

ling! The thinly clad young person {\ ^ ,P<

know if it was male or female, hairy legs,

no indication of sex at this school, anol

apalling reality!!) was lewdly posed andsi

eriy offended even the flimsiest of mori lefn

Former CATALYST editor Frank O. Bovvrr ad'

would certainly roll over in his grave (were

dead) if he knew what you scoundrels wi tern

getting away with these days.

This smutty, pornographic photogra

was obviously lifted from either Ptayg «:

Playboy, Viva, Hustler, Screw, Coron Jmi

page 35 of Oui (1976, May), part two

fvlales' December 1968 expose Jsc

homosexuality, Gallery, Orgasm magazn ins

fashion issue of recent, or True Deleclii ifali

(All publications I don't read and ha !nt<

learned to detest!!!!) Obviously one of the hie

pieces of literature was not given pro[ )ep

copywrite recognition. Affixing Peter &

sen's name to the cover-photo can only

the work of perverted minds who wish to

plicate Boom Boom (his nickname) in l

terrible scandal. It also adds further ind«ftic;

tion to the rather lackadaisical editorial poi dec

which seems to prevail over at Cutler Ha irei

Most Shocki t\i

David Ban snl:

Healthy Respons '"»

Dear Editor:

In reponse to the letter to the CC slu^adi

community from the Student Health Adi^^e:
Board (Catalyst, Feb. 18):

Thank you for responding to our inqm

into the condition of women's health cari mii

CC. We would like to respond point byp

the issues you raised:

1 ) It is not much of a health care "sysle" tfan

"CC women will always be able to person

choose where they desire to receive H

gynecological services if they are vj\\H

pay for these services themselves " "

policy is to serve the students, how can

so by forcing them to serve themselves jg^

2.) Information about the specific pf ^dr

dure through which women can obi rd',

referral for free gynecological servis
^^^

should be disseminated throughout ca^l
re|,

and made as accessible as possible Knc
i ^

edge of its existence should not be at* ^n
preventing its full use.

3) Thank you for not suggesting the ins^ ho\

tion of a differential policy where stude
^^\^

may opt for no gynecological coverage

was a wise, non-sexist decision.

4.) While the referral system may worff jde

neficially at this time if students are si

ciently informed of its existence, we d"

that the true hindrance in bringing a P^
gynecologist on campus lies in 'incre* isg,

cost, lack of adequate equipment, po^ ice

personality conflicts . . . and scheduling?" nyi

lems." We would like more specific info^

tion in these areas.

(Continued on Pa9*
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p5)
— Admitting that speculation about

development in space is "a very scary

gg" an accomplished physicist and

space professor has suggested that a

^ community could be established,

ijstant from the earth and moon, by the

ifard K. O'Neill of Princeton University

Ifltten a book exploring, through scien-

and technological know-how, the

sibilities" of space development. The

The High Frontier: Human Colonies

Ipace (Morrow. $8.95). is filled with

iqh well-documented ideas to make

,
spock and Captain Kirk dance with

fjeill believes that thousands of

iiings now alive would be able to live and

m space, in an "island" space colony

jd in orbit around the moon. In the book,

jill
says that personal living conditions in

should be at least as desirable and

[hful as the most favorable areas on

- more healthful, in fact, for people with

(roubles and for elderly persons who
I
find movement far easier in low-gravity

ommittees Soon to Select Students

^s Briefs
: ^CW!

pacey Homes, Commie Bucks, and Professor Ford
MAY BE HERE EARLY Of special concern to our energy-strapped

world is the professor's notion that the space
colony would send to earth, via microwave,
unlimited supplies of solar prower. Enough,
the author offers, to make conventional
power sources obsolete
The book does not avoid one's potential for

good and evil, no matter where one lives-

However, the Cornell graduate and Jerome
Clark Hunsaker, Professor of Aerospace
declares, 'there seems good reason to be-

lieve that opening the door into space can
improve the human condition on earth."

CALIFORNIA DISCLOSURE
LAWS RELAXED FOR
COMMUNISTS

(CPS)— In a landmark decision, one of the

toughest state fair political practices laws
was relaxed Feb, 2 to allow minimum disclo-

sures by Communist candidates running for

public office-

The California law, said to be one of the

nation's most stringent political reform pack-
ages, requires all candidates and campaign
committees to complete periodical reports

revealing the sources, dates, and amounts of

campaign contributions.

But, because of potential FBI harassment.

employer reprisals, citizen violence and a

chilling effect on fund raising, candidates

running on Communist tickets m California

no longer have to report the identities, occu-
pations, or addresses of contributors do-

nating between $50 and $1,000.

Communist candidates for public office will

have to report complete information on con-

tnbutors of over $1 ,000 And for those in the

$50 to $1,000 category only the dates and
amounts of the contribution will have lo be
disclosed.

The recent California Fair Political Prac-

tices Commission ruling is thought to be the

first of its type, the Los Angeles Times said.

FEAR AND BUMBLING ON
THE LECTURE TRAIL

What's an ex-President of the United

States to do? It can get bonng while still in a
transitional stage, even it your pension is

near the 1 00 grand mark and a ton of golfing

invitations flood your Secret Service-
protected office every day.

Ihe country with a stop at his alma mater,
Yale University He had started his law
sludies Ihere 42-years-ago after a fair-to-

middlin scholastic record and a distinguished
football career at the University of Michigan.
At Yale he coached the football team and
eventually talked his way into ihe law school.

Ford spoke to several classes, touching
upon a wide range of topics with a guarded
opinion. He said that one of his more regrett-

able decisions as president was not to invite

(he Russian dissident-exile, Aleksandr I. Sol-
zhenitsyn, to the White House in 1975.

To further ease his retirement days, Ford
has also been appointed as an adjunct pro-

fessor of political science at the U. of Michi-

gan for the next winter term. He'll be on cam-
pus tor one or two week periods this calendar

year while his teaching schedule is being
worked out on a more permanent basis.

Maybe he'll achieve the tenure he missed in

November.

Communication
(Cont. from page 1)

For Gern/ Ford, the answer to escape that formed. According to Hartwell, CCCA's only
boredom is to hit the always lucrative lecture

circuit. Ford has kicked off his series ol "in-

formal" visits to college campuses around

By Neil Morgenstern
Ihe first in a series of information

gs written by CCCA council members in

lempt to keep the CC community better

fped on CCCA activities.

eot the most important functions of the

cil IS to select the student members for

tudent/faculty committees. The CCCA is

accepting applications for these commit-

and will shortly begin the interview pro-

Participation on these college commit-

is one of the most significant forms of

:available to students. The CCCA will be

cling students for the 1977-1978
temic year for the following committees:

ademic Program Committee: Con-

is changes and innovations for the

temic programs — there is no strict

live here; they review the entire pro-

I, inlcuding inter-disciplinary programs,

je students to be selected).

Jmission Policy Committee:
nines admission policies and recom-

Jschanges. Members also review appli-

ins offering comments and recom-

Jalions to the Admissions Office. (Three

!rts to be selected).

hietics Board: Works mainly with Athle-

lepartment, concerning athletic pro-

is and affairs. {Two students to be
lied)

impus Design Board: Examines cur-

and proposed designs for the campus
jical lay-out. (Four students to be
:led),

ireign Study Committee: Examines
'ble programs of foreign study to offer

snts— faculty members are drawn from

Humanities division generally, including

f^om the German, Russian, and Ro-

B Language Department. (Two stu-

to be selected),

'aduate Fellowship Committee: De-
ines what fellowships (for post-graduate

I usually for one year) are available to

ents — grants based on scholarships,

fTiiined through applications and rec-

^endations. (Two students to be
ded).

Ifamural Board: Works mainly with the

Knowledge of where women need in-

ised awareness of their bodies and sub-
Jent health care options is essential to

"ting pertinent information. It is the
^(I's reponsibility to insure that the infor-

'"fi available at Boettcher is up-to-date

felevant to these needs,
conclusion, we urge that the Board
i' its responsibility to insure that every

/"' is fully aware of the referral service
5pw it works, so that the best health care

at this time can be fully utilized. Fur-

ore, in'light of your well-placed concern
'^6 possible conflicts of personality and
"^e which may arise between patient and
' We recommend that the Board serve

^fTimunications center through which
Nation on specific gynecologists may be
^ible to any student seeking a doctor's

^s. This information can be gathered

J'V
means the Board sees fit, although we

=^^' a survey of the students that have

'ttCrS (Continued From Page 2)

leii

or.v

Intramural division of the Athletic Depart-
ment, concerning Intramural athletic pro-
grams and affairs. (Seven students to be
selected).

Library and Teaching Resources
Committee: Examines library policies and
holdings. (Two students to be selected).

Minority Education Committee: Practi-

cal decision making on minority student life

matters — receives student input via chair-

men of Academic Program and Admission
Policy Committees who are automatic mem-
bers of this body. (Two students to be
selected).

Off-Campus Study Committee: Eval-

uates and examines off-campus study pro-

grams, (One student from each division to be
selected)

Student Conduct Committee; The stu-

dent appeals court— a student may appeal a
case before the dean's office to this body,
both being involved in investigating and de-

termining disciplinary action. (Five students
to be selected, including a chairperson).

Traffic Committee: A student appeals
court for traffic violations. (Five students to be
selected, including a chairperson).

Venture Grants Committee: Reviews
and selects projects to be funded for original

student academic research. Also reviews

proposals regarding funding for visiting fac-

ulty and for academic conferences. (Three

students to be selected),

Evaluation/Advisory Committee: As-
sists Dr. Heist and Dean Taylor in evaluating

the block plan.

Boettcher Health Advisory Board: Pro-

vides an important communication link be-

tween campus health needs and Health Cen-
ter Policy; and acts to assure a high quality of

health care at Colorado College (Three stu-

dents to be selected. )-

Placement Committee: Develops policy

for the Career Counseling and Placement

Office (Four students to be selected).

Development Committee of the Board
of Trustees: Guides policy regarding fund-

raising. (Two students to be selected, term of

office is thru January 1978).

Application forms are now available at

used the referral service. In this way, the

Health Board may further show its concern

that women on the CC campus receive the

best gynecological health care possible. Sin-

cerely,

Laura Merrill

Cindy Meyer
Elizabeth Lentini

Committee on Women's Health, Women's
Commission

CREATIVEWRrriNG CONTESTOFFERS CASH
AND BOOK PRIZES

Writers: You can win $100; $50; or $25 in cash

and book prizes for best short story, humorous
essay, or other short pieces between 250 and
lOOOwords— with free copy of winning COLLEGE
CONTEMPORARIES Magazine for all — if you

enter the Collegiate Creative Writing Contest

whose deadline is MAY 5. For rules and official

entry form, send salf-addressed, stamped en-

velope to: International Publications, 4747 Foun-
tain Ave, Dept. C-3, Los Angeles, CA 90029.

concern should be in "providing the best
possible paper for the students." Culler,

Hartwell says, refuses to accept money from
the CCCA with attachments beyond those
stipulations traditionally made regarding
number of pages and amount of advertising,

, ,, r^ ,
, ..^ 'n Ihe end however, it is the CCCA thai

Rastall Desk (with a more complete descnp- holds the access to the dollars. Should the
tion of the committees). The completed lorms cCCA continue to request measures that it

must be retumed to the CCCA box in Rastall believes will ensure "fiscal responsibility" onCpnt.r nn i.ior th.n n^idnight March 11, the part of the Catalyst, a showdown IS likely

to result.

Center no later than
1977.

Fear and Loathing with the Cosmos

By John Kuhlman

A crack and the sap spreads and a whimper from a shuttle and a loom in the sunlight

and it's the same old problem again and I mean dames, I get a lot of letters this time of

year and this is one of them.

Dear Cosmo.
Last night I said, "You know. I lease by the piece." Then I said, "Well. Veronica. I

want you to grease my hair."

"Let's Dance," She said, and around and around we went and alter that I climbed

her tree and I kissed her steel and lips and my tongue was squished, t ale from the

forbidden fruit and I said.'No more. Veronica, you know I lease by the piece."

"It's a vicious circle," she said.

Alfreda DeDark

This Is a real letter, friends, and I can see oddly enough where it's coming Irom. It's

almost spring and there are certain glandular reactions going on in your body if you're a

member of the smarter sex, and they're (orcinq you to think about dames whether you
want to or not. If you're not in this category just hold ontoyour hat and your whistles

because you'll be hearing about them soon enough.

Let me tell you a small nbald story Irom my days on an island in the south, that might

illustrate my point, when I fell for this ebon trollop on a beach in the south that was as

long and as white and as soft as the bolton of a baby's foot,

"I don't know," I said to myself as I watched her slyly from the edge of the forest,

spreading the banana fronds with my fingers, "f^/laybe she came on the banana boat, I

don't know."

And things had been going so smoothly, I had been happy, there had been no storm

clouds on my horizon. I had minded the simple fences, counted the old white pickup

trucks, sometimes sat in the dirt with the white chickens, I was going to my island

paradise and the last thing I needed to think about was dames 1 knew,

I fought it, I took cold showers, exercised and avoided the beaches, but it was not

good, she was a looker in short, with legs like old black furniture, the good, expensive

kind, and the front of her head covered with a small pox scars, she was in short the real

thing,

I called to her, "Puffy Face. Puffy Face, Are you wearing boots or are your legs LIKE

THAT?"
But the pampered gloss around her lips and the pale shocks of her black lids didn't so

much as flutter, I bet she couldn't even speak English so I went home and had a long

cold shower and I did some thinking, and the sun went down when I wasn't looking like

making a bloody gargling noise like the oracular goat with its throat sliced.

Was this Love? I can't say. "Be careful" but that's about all I can say. Because often

you'll find yourself enchanted by some young thin, simply because her buttocks shake

like aspic or because she looks good in a tennis outfit or she looks like she's really

inhaling on that cigarette and you'll feel the inescapable thrust to get this girl inio your

own erratic horizontal holds.

But the next morning, I mean, what have you got? She's bent over at the waist like a

door, hocking on her sheets, spreading herself like aspic onto your side of the house,

and she probably has a moustache too, and you'll be in for a very, very heavy delousing

session and you'll look like hell tor the rest of your college career and your friends will no
longer invite you to their exclusive embowling sessions and you'll look at yourself in the

mirror and see an old burlap bag and you'll ask yourself, "Was it worth lt?!And there'll be

a long low white whispering from the south, like a hot fast breath in your ears, a quiet

Japanese rhyme, an old respected rhythm that will rise and fall like wet surf to your ears.

down a bit and the sudden, it was worth it, and there'll be a crack and the sap spreads

and a whimper from a shuttle and a loom in the sunlight and it's the same old problem

again, and I mean dames.

Update on the Nancy P. story. Now I'm not superstious. but if I hear a infantile wailing

coming up the hall at two in the morning then this is one upperclassman who's on his

way lest 1 wake up and find some hairy little homunculus going through my trouser

pockets, telling me his papa was the debbil, no sir, send me the bill,

Next week-Why, next week ILL BE WRITING A VERY INTERESTING ARTICLE ON
THE FACT THAT WE CAN LEARN A LOT FROM THE ANIMALS. BUT I have a

suspicous feeling that it won't be news, ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^_^^
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OPBlllf FORIIM
Carter in Action: Walldng ttie Road to an Energy Policy

BY DAVE PHILLIPS

Guarded optimism ains high these days

among environmentalists that the Carter

administration may t>e the first ever to take

meaningful steps toward reducing the mas-

sive over-consumption and waste of energy

in this country. One could not ask for a better

time to spring a comprehensive energy plan

to deal with both short and long term energy

needs. Not since the Arab oil embargo of

1973 have there been such serious eco-

nomic dislocations as those occuring in the

East this winter. Three months of severe cold

have turned the past years of energy short-

sightedness into closed schools, industry

shutdowns, unemployment, loss of business

revenue and even police-enforced com-

pliance with slate emergency conservation

measures. Even more importantly, not since

the Arab embargo has there been such a

break in the public's complancency toward

the ever-enlarging problem of meeting soar-

ing energy demand.
Many believed that the Arab oil embargo

provided the needed impetus for national

leadership to deal with our run-away con-

sumption and the related environmental de-

gradation and heavy reliance on Arab oil.

Results were different, however, for when
OPEC finally turned on the oil tap again.

President Nixon announced on national tele-

vision that the energy crisis was over. Nixon

championed the misconception that energy

consumption, Gross National Product, and

quality of life are intimately tied: that a declin-

ing rate of energy consumption necessarily

meant a faltering economy and a dissatisfied

populus. Industry responded with a "make-

up for lost time" attitude rather than re-

evaluation of the convenience and style over

efficiency, throw-away over re-use, and

planned obsolescence over quality and
durability that characterizes the U.S. product

President Carter has given signs that the

future may be different. Stepping out of his 1

mi/gal. limousine to walk Pennsylvania Av-

enue on Inauguration day . . . wearing a

sweater in the recently cooled white House-

. . . making energy conservation the prime

topic of his first fireside chat . . . these mark
attitudinal and lifestyle changes worthy of

emulation. More encouraging is the promise

that by April 20 he will present Congress

with a national energy policy said to require

cooperation and sacrifice from every sector.

The path that President Carter chooses is

no easy one. Proponents of the "more is

always better" philosophy have traditionally

dominated public policy. The past record also

indicates that pleas for conservation will have
little lasting effect unless accompanied by

efficiency incentives, stripping away the reg-

ulatory barriers that discourage use and
transport of recycled materials, and a re-

assessment of present government policy

that keeps energy prices unnaturally low.

Congress has proved reluctant to accept

measures increasing energy prices and
tends to shy away from placing requirements

and restrictions on major economic powers

ThI

eKs

We Need a Good Dose of Anarchy
By Andrew McGawn

I am a third-year Physics major who has
rather scrupulously avoided Political Science
courses. I felt that my fonnal education had
other priorities. Despite this attitude, I enjoy
viewing political and economic news items as
symptoms of the metaphysical attitudes that

people hold. I have a limitless faith in the

principle of cause-and-effect, and enjoy
speculating on the connections between so-

cial attitudes and the social ills.

I have read books ranging most of the

political spectrum, to see what basic prem-

ises are lauded by the spokesmen for widely

deviating interest groups. It is surprising that

one basic premise has been so predomi-

nantly-accepted, however; that being the be-

lief that the initiation of force against others is

legitimate, provided the "right people" are in

control. This is the primary principle by which
governments operate. People use govern-
ment to either compel or prohibit the actions

of other people.

The principle (initiation, not retaliation, of

force) is emphatically rejected by one bur-

geoning political group, the Libertarian Party.

This group is political for the purpose of

eradicating politics. I recently read the book
For A New Liberty, by Murray Rothbard, one
of the intellectual founders of the Party. No
other book I have read (there have been
many) has so profoundly affected me, mak-
ing me an insomniac for a week and giving

me a fervent evangelical enthusiasm. I now

such as automobile manufacturers

electricity, and natural gas producers,
i

business interests fight for their high-H

high-technology, high-profit energy prQ^|

tion schemes and resist the low-technoio lie
solutions of energy conservation and \s
ciency improvement. Lastly, the general

pu
lie winces at the word conservation, equah
it with curtailment of vital services and
austere standard of living.

It will take strong leadership and a fi

commitment to the long term well-being

this country for President Carter to comef[
ward with decisive measures rather than

fragmented and toothless efforts of the
pi

It may be the greatest test to date ol u

(Continued on Page

believe that the Libertarian doctrine, by

voking the statist perpetration of ignorance

a technological worid, will prove to be
salvation from the impending disasters wh^

are all too easy to chronicle.

Rothbard cogently advocates full anard

and capitalism restrained only by the right

the individual against agression to his persi
'"!

or property,
"^ct

If your immediate reaction is to turn

items of a less "frivolous or naive natu
ff,

within this paper, wait — hear me oi

Rothbard is a perceptive and shrewd man,

professor of economics at the Polytechnic
I

stitute of Brooklyn. He critically examines tl

major problems of our day, and exposes !hf

'''"[

(Continued on Back Pag

LURGORP'S

Sandpiper

Woods
Comfortable and convenient

living for CC students at a

5% discount.

1 or 2 b3droom-furnished or

unfurnished

Please call 632-3440

919 N. 19th Street

cr

Edelweiss

Fine German and Continental Cuisine
In a Quaint Bavarian Atmosphere

Outside Patio — Party rooms
LUNCH MON.-FRI. 11 :30AM- 2 PM

DINNER NIGHTLY INCLUDING SUNDAY
34 E. RamtmaAve. (South Tejon at ai£V«Kc:StodJ

*ifM.^m^mim^mtMimim^h^

S'littou-lHoo \^
TWE;.«Ra;';OF'jew.EitR* ir'f

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

30 1 & North Hancock
Tusi Norih of FUimora

TED'S
BICYCLES

REPAIRS - SALES - SERVICE
Part* and Accaaaorls*

Imported & American Bicycles

Aufborlzed Gitane Dealer

Phone 473-6915

fJinx*

W«W|^

8 Place
Platte and Tejon Streets

PLEASURABLE
PONG-POOL &
POTABLES

lEQl!

TILLERMAN
TEAHOUSE

- HOURS -
Mon. H:45-7:15D.m.
Tues. n 45-7:15p.m.
Wed, 11:45-3:00 p.m.
Thurs. 11:45-7J5D.m.

Fri. n:45-MicJn(le

S3t.5;00p.m.-Midnite
Sun. 5:00 0.11,-10 p.m.

Enjoy Natural Feels

' 711 N. Tejon 634-9843
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^ctn Orleans Jiruncl|

at

historical ^riarlfurst ^anor ^nn

Soup du Jour

Brisrhursi Salad

Eggs Benedict. Eggs Hussarde, or

Chicken Rochambeau

Croissant or Brioche

Champagne Sorbet

$4.95

Bourbon Street Classics .

Champagne Cocktail $2.50

Frozen Fruit Dacquins $2.50

Cafe Diablo $2 50

New Orlean's Fizz $1 75

Sundays from 1 1 :30 AM to 3:00 PM
Reservations Recommended ^^^^i^

685-5828 or 685-5064 ^BK.

Interested in the LAW?
. . .and in a career?

A representative of the University

of San Diego, and the National Center

for Paralegal Training's

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus at 9 a.m.

Univ. of Colorado - Thurs. March 3

Colorado State - Friday, March 4

to discuss details of the Program and career

opportunities for college graduates in this

growing, new field.

. . .You may qualify for this intensive, 12 week,

post-graduate course, which prepares you to

assume a responsible position as a skilled

member of the legal team.

Arrange to attend a group
presentation through:

Univ. of Colorado 492- 6542
Colorado State 491-5707

SD

For Free Brochure, contact:

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

Alcala Park

San Diego, CA 92110
(714)291-6480 Ext. 247

l\
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OPES FORUM
jberatlon of the Sexes is a Two Way Street

By Elizabeth Lentini

T^ls article is the second in a series

p[isored by Women's Commission,
,|(ollows Jemela Macer's article of two
ehs ago.

Peace or harmony between
the sexes and individuals does
not necessarily depend on a
superficial equalization of

liuman beings: nor does it call

for the elimination of individual

(raits and peculiarities. The
problem that confronts us today,
and which in the nearest future

must be solved is how to be
one's self and yet in oneness
with others, to feel deeply with
all human beings and still retain

one's own characteristic qual-
ities. This seems to me to be the
basis upon which the mass and
(he individual, the true democrat
and true individuality and man
ar)d woman, can meet without
antagonism and opposition.

Emma Goldman
The Women's Movement is under fire on
scampus and elsewhere for being too rad-

100 self-centered, too much of a special

erest group to ever appeal to the main-
eam of the American People. "Justajaded
cwback to the 60's". is a statement typical

Ifie sentiment felt by some. Others believe
Movement to be composed of cranky

flien taking out their personal hangups on
or self-indulgent children who ha-

n't learned to accept the "hard facts" of life,

irs look at Affirmative Action and Title IX
having insured great advances to women
lucation and working, and when the ERA

inally passed, additional protection in the
]}\\s. I can hear them now: "What more can
men want? Haven't we given them
)ugh?".

:i.

Not by any means. The legal barriers have
been broken, but have attitudes really
changed? Are women really tree to affinm
those human qualities long denied them?
The Women's Movement cannot simply af-

ford to disappear after the ERA is passed, for

if we take seriously the existence of a natural
right to equality (upon which this particular

American government was founded, by the
way) then we owe it to oursevles and those
that have gone before us, not to stop short of

our goal.

This entails making a committment to

examine ourselves: our life-styles, our valu-
es, our work, and our relationships. All to

achieve some sort of continuity between
what we really think and feel, and how we
present ourselves to others. Only by looking
honestly at ourselves can we hope to look
honestly at others. The era of role-playing
and stereotyping should draw to a close. The
things that women are groping for within
themselves through the Movement are
things that people everywhere should be
groping for; simply the ability to look beyond
the appearances and trust so that we can
cope with the reality lurking behind. We can't
afford to pay just lip service to equality. It's an
active, shaping force, and to acknowledge it

is to begin making changes in your everyday
life.

This is whywomen's groups are necessary
at this stage. Women who don't feel comfort-
able defining themselves according to soci-

ety's traditional standards must necessarily

join with other women in order to initiate the
process of re-definition away from those who
have oppressed us. Women have long been

denied the right to self-expression, and as a
result, share simitar experiences of repres-

sion and frustration. Because we have been
discriminated against as a class, the experi-

ences of one woman will strike a sympathetic
chord in almost all other women and only in

an atmosphere of openness, without fear of

reprisal, can we come to know just how what
we have been told differs from what
we really are. The most difficult part of devel-
oping these new images which seem to be a
more honest reflection of your inner self, is

that these changes often bring no positive

response from others outside the movement.
Indeed, it can often bring out hostility from
those unable to accept the changes occuring
around them. Members of the outside com-
munity must realize that it is a process, and
try to recognize the struggle for meaning
going on within the individuals. It is a process
of self-definition, and affirmation of one's self.

If it seems an affront to your sensibilities,

remember how long It has been denied us.

Growth is hard and independence can be a
scary thing.

Herein lies the potential for a transforma-
tion of our environment- but it will lake the
sensitivity and awareness which is a poten-
tial in us all. Liberation is a necessary two-
way street, and If taken seriously and consci-
entiously applied by both sexes, can confront
the under-plnnlngs of our social economic
and political structures. If men are tradition-

ally reinforced to be more emotionally insular
than women, how might their roles change
when women are finally able to interact with
them as equals with their emotionality Intact?
To make the point a bit clearer, aren't we
going to have to sooner or later, in order to

make equality a reality, get rid of those no-
tions which just as narrowly have defined
men? and isn't there the slightest possibility

in all of this to restructure our institutions to

become more caring, more humane, more
ethically satisfying places In which to live and
work?

Carter and Energy Policy cont.
Carter administration's resolve and re-

sourcefulness. It we muddle through this

opportunity and continue present growth
rates in per capita energy consumption, the
short term beckons more harsh winters and
embargos that make those ol 73 and 77 look
like spring in the Rockies. It further reduces
already dwindling lead times necessary to
develop efficient and environmentally sound
alternatives - making the transition to a re-

newable resource based system more dif-

ficult.

Charters-'Tours-Airtine Tickets
)iks-nous oil vous voulez aller et nous pouvons vous

ider avec les details de voire voyage.

Haganos a donde quiere iry le ayudaremos a realizar su

kje lo mejor posible.

'ogen Sie uns wohin Sie reisen wollen und wir werden

ken dabei helfen, dass Sie Ihr Ziel gut erreichen.

hue andate? Con noi il vostro viaggio sara piil piacevole

economico.

'you travel, I speak your language.

Contact Gary Myers at:

Guide Tratfel System

92 Morth Cascade 6353511

\/\/\nes

Weber St. Liquor

^e©^

Open til 12 p.m.

s 475-9533

In President Carter's fireside chat he told
the nation that the energy problem is not a
temporary one. If he can mold a policy that

encourages efficiency and curtails waste, not
on a temporary basis, but as a permanent
system change - not in one sector of society

but throughout, then he will have succeeded
greatly in fostering lifestyles compatible with

our environment and the finite Earth, Only
then can we consider our energy system a
worthy example to foreign countries and fu-

ture generations,

•••••••••••••

Irak around the

country on a USA
Railpass ....

Only $165 for 14

days unlimited

travel!

CYCLES PEUGEOT
"Les plus belles bicyclettes Du Monde"

10% dlscourrt to CC students

On All Merchandise

Rick Wager (CC class of '64) Prop

^ays.

Amtrak®

Taylor

Travel
BICYCLE SHOP m 818 North Tejon

636-3871

•••••••••

TIER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER
10 EAST COLORADO AVENUE

Located in the Galaxy Shop

Largest Selection Popular, Classic,

Jazz, Soul, & Country

Regular $6.98 Records for M.98

Weekly Specials for $3.98

Tapes $2.00 OFF Regular Price

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
tLER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER
^***tf*»»»***4******«***099*»*********»**»**********»**<

;

Colorado Springs

Most Complete
Climbing and Boot Store

Featuring Galibier, Raichle,

and Pivetta boots - Choninardi

equipment for alpinists.

Advice, instruction all'at
i

10 So. 25th St.

in Old Town
-^ 475-7626

••••••coupon •••••

'1.00 off
Kodacolor Film
PROCESSING

SAVE $1.00 WITH THIS COUPON when you bring

/our roll of Kodacolor film for developing and
printing.

OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 11

FOX PHOTO SILK-FINISH MAXIVUE™
BORDERLESS COLOR SNAPSHOTS

WHITE GLOVE QUALITY BY

m Murco Druq Co.
PHONE 634-4861 • 832 NORTH TEJON ST.

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 80902

••••••••••••••••••••
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OPE* FORUM
Superficiality Runs Rampant At CC

^

By Niles Lathem

In the four years spent at this school, each

student is subjected to discussion and evalu-

ation concerning the value of a liberal arts

education. The answer to the usual question

always lie within individual assessment-

Faculty and students would agree that the

purpose of an institution such as CC is (he

intellectual development of an individual. A
student who leaves this college can only be

considered properly educated when he can

analyze a given situation and use his own
judgement on how to act

We are not here to recieve answers, but

to learn how to ask questions. It would

seem that thinking in this nature will lead a

student to constantly question the world,

the forces that run his life and the prob-

lems that surround him and everyone else.

It would" also seem possible that new ideas

and solutions will eventually evolve.

The idea of a liberal arts education has
not reached the students at CC, The major

concern of students, in their educational

approach, revoves around surviving in the

real world and not around changing it. One
glance through the alumni magazine will

prove this After all, we have to live. But

CC students do not fall into this kind of in-

tellectual behavior by themselves, they are

pushed.

In a recent Political Analysis class, stu-

dents were asked, in the condescending
way that teachers do when trying to make
students think, whether "the people" have

•Europe:
ASIA

1 5499 S.AMERICA*

the right to vote.

The students, while trying not to appear
ridiculous in their youthful idealism,

analyzed the situation and decided thai

"the people", although not defined and
seemingly separate from the, were "not

capable" of making rational decisions and
therefore should not have the right to vote.

The professor let the discussion go and
continued the class on an entirely different

and obscure subject.

Another example lies within the
economics department. Students are fluent

in the analysis of the causes of recession
and poverty yet there is never a detailed

discussion on economic solutions. The
conclusion of these students Is that the
economy is too complicated and massive
to alter-

Since this semester began, numem
events have occured in "the real worj
that have great potential effect on the r
population. A new president took

oHirl
towns have tun out of natural gas resulti'

in both deaths and layoffs, and a man ^
willingly slaughtered by the governrrie^
Only ambiguous comments can be hea"
around CC, however, such as "isn'i ^
incrediblel" When confronted with a charla
of apathy another typical comment q!
can expect to hear is "what am I sunnn.!
to do?" ^^

It is the responsibility of each person in
ihi,

institution to ask questions and to arrive
ai

•

viable solution, just as it is the responsible
of the institution, faculty, and admimsiraiio!
to make each student aware of his obligation

. Athens-Tel Aviv - Hong Kong-fwlanila - Rio-Nairobi . . .

•Weekly departures* ANYONE ELIGIBLE- Government approved

• Departures from major US cilies- Destinations most foreign

capitals or big cities* From 10 days (o several months-

Tours for groups and individuals- RAIL-PASSES* Train

schedules* Specializing in foreign and budget travel

• Call anytime tor information

(303) 443-7584 (9am-5 pm) ITS 2031 Bfoadway Bouldef, CO 80302

doLoxado J-E.ains.% ^oodi.
Phone 473-9312

LOTS OF NEW STUFF!
Luggage Jackets Chokers Wallets

•••••••••••••••••••
(sndiuEo JO IS3W 9|iuj i isnr)

suapjeo ME;uin

MEtuin 7W ZZL

I

30<e\Bti ezzjd

"X^ttAi^Xl

Ql 00 miw ezzid 36jei Aue

iP 00* f $ puE saoud jsag leioeds hbh mgjis ^m 1^ ezzy-y

£,u/v\op apjsdn spnqajsei

jnoA ujni ueo leqAft 'jjo m6iu eij] sa>|Bi vovs uaMM-Q

TEGTHEG'S

YOGA-New semester startin

January 17, twenty morning

evening classes. Hatha and Kun

daiini yoga, mediation

teactier's course. For frei

brochiure call School of Yoga

633-3929.

GOLDEN NEEDLE
333 N. Tejon (Agora Mall)

635-0064.

We specialize in handmade
clothing and decorating

items.

I

€€J^i^3i ^ e^gpia Jii

atE-., ^Ijoe ianiiU $12—

5D8ia.t!r€I©je'*tsr^ gnm rubber $3^
473-0150 - rtb polpuret Ijant $4^

WE ARE OPEN
for Block Break

every night from 7 till 12

Benny's will now be open
Mondays

and Closed on Sundays
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NAJK Master of Arts in

Teaching Program

at NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

LIBERAL ARTS SENIORS
THINKING ABOUT A CAREER?
Consider the Master of Arts in

Teaching Program at Northwestern
University and a career in teaching.

15 month master's degree program June 77 -

August '78

Advanced study in your field

Summer student teaching experience

SALARIED INTERNSHIP ($4,500 to $6,500) in

nearby school for full school year

Teacher certification, elementary or secondary

Last year, 84 percent of our graduates seeking
teaching positions found employment as teactiers.

Sign up al the Career Counselling and Placemeni Office, ext 566
for an appoinlment with Joan Elisberg. Dtreclor o( Teacher Educa-
tion Programs al Northwestern University, who will be on campus
Tuesday, March 1 from 9:00 A.M. unljl 2 PM.

Keep Our Hair
Looking Great!

Naturall!

Make an appointment with the nation s leading hair-

stylist for men and women, featuring the

most modern and comfortable full-fashion ^
hair care center in Colorado Springs. Call

today for an appointment. You'll know

your head's in the right place at The Bar-

475-91 1

1

BROADMARKET SQUARE

There IS a difference!!!

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT« DAT* LSAT» SAT
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • VAT

Our broad f^ r^ge o programs proviOes an jmbrella ol lesl

mq know-ho Lv that 10 oiler he >est preparalio

l3ble. nc matie r which CO urse >s laker .
Over 3S year

of expenen e anc success Small e es Voluminou
hon e siudy als. Cour es Ihat are conslanlly up

dated Perm anent cenlers open days ev enings & week
pfir s all yea r Con- plele tape facililie tor review ot clas

less ons and tor us ol supple mentary mat

ECFMG • FLEX
NATL MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS

Flexible Programs & Hours

Phone 893-5413

431 W. Colfax Suite 405

Denver, CO 80204

MuTrFr 800-221 -9840

(US' H.

mpUN
EDUCATIOMAL CENTER

>

>

Stickmen Romp Through Texas
By Ed Goldstein

Not quite deep in the heart of Texas, the

CC Lacrosse team stuck it to citizens of the

Lone Star State in their first matches of the

year. Victories in Lubbock came over Texas
Tech (12-3) and the San Antonio Lacrosse
Club in a 13-6 stomping.

The inaugural pre-season meet for the CC
stickmen was a sort of haphazard affair. The
team had not yet practiced together this year
and didn't have a playbook to rely on Also,

because of end of block academic respon-
sibilities, the whole team did not make it down
to the Texas Panhandle. In fact, CC coaches
Jim Soran and Flip Naumberg had to don the

Tiger's black and gold uniforms instead of

watching the action from the sidelines

weeks In Ihe game against an inexpenenced
Texas Tech learn, Ihe action was very physi-
cal A solid defense allowed goalie Bryce
Whitlock to hold the Red Raiders to only
three goals Looking especially strong were
defensemen Terry Leyden, Ivlidfielders Slu
Rifkin, Tod Anderson, and Kirk Hoffman and
attacker Tim IvIacNamara
The next day, a very hungover CC team

recovered from the past night's revelry to
face a very capable San Antonio team In the
second game CC began to lose some of their
early season rusliness and coasted to an
easy victory

Lacrosse will really get rolling next month
with games against an assorted variety ol

'

area foes Included will be a renewal of the
In Ihe exhibition games, several CC stars classic rivalry with Ihe Air Force Academy

from last year showed flashes ol Ihe talent Falcons Last year, thai senes ended up in a
that CC fans can expect to see in coming hotly contested two-game split.

Cinder Season Under Way
The CC men's track team had their first

meet February 12 against the Air Force
Junior Varsity and South Dakota Tech. The
CC team came in second overall, losing to Air

Force but beating South Dakota.

Field events in this meet were particularly

strong, with three freshman team members
racking up points for CC- Mark Roberts was
the leading scorer, turning up firsts in the long

jump and triple jump, Pierre Gamache won
the pole vault, tying the old CC record of
13'6", Clrtford Tompkins also added valu-

able points by bringing in a second in the high

jump. Senior Jack Pottle led the sconng in

the running events by placing third in the mile
run and fourth in the two-mile Ben Napheys

also scored for CC by placing third in the 300
yard dash

Last weekend. CC men's team and two
members of the women's team travelled to

Laramie, Wyoming to compete against CSU.
the University of Wyoming, and two Wyom-
ing junior colleges. The CC men came in third

overall, beating both the junior colleges.

Once again, field events were strong,

Mark Roberts led the scoring with firsts in

both the long jump and triple jump, Pierre

Gamache took third in the meet in Ihe pole
vault. In the running events. Jack Pottle
placed fourth in the three-mile Ben Napheys
took third in the 300, and John Burke took
fourth in the 50 yard dash, Freshman Jane
Haggerty placed tiflh in the two-mile run,

A career in law-
without law school.

What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now/ there is a v^'ay lo bridge the gap between an

undergraduate educalion and a challenging, respon-
sible career. The Lawyer's Asststani is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.

Three months of intensive training can give you
the skills— Ihe courses are taught by lawyers You
choose one of the seven courses offered—choose
the city in which you want to work.

Since 1970. The Institute for Paralegal Training
has placed more than 1600 graduates in law firms,
banks, and corporations in over 75 cities.

If you are a senior of high academic standing and
are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant,
we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.

We will visit your campus on

Monday, February 28

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
235 South 17lh Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Legal. Inc

r »»#**#*#»**»**»»»#*##**»*<

CUPPER POLE

According to a recent

poll, 96.7% of the

population were in :

favor of HAIRCUTS
So get yours now!

At The

COLLEGE
BARBER
SHOP

1:827 N Tejon 633-1606 :;

NARDOFF'S

SAVE 10% BY SUB-
SCRIBING TO

AND PICK-

ING YOUR PAPER UP AT
LOOMIS, MATHIAS, OR
SLOCUM.

Call

635-0484

For Details

y*0t^^0^

IBSHMUG'S

REDUCE!
Trim Off Excess Pounds & Inches.

New Plan For Reducing.

Lose up to 10-29 lbs. first month. Obtain

weight loss plus an increase in vitality and

energy. No starvation diets. No drugs. No
hunger pains No exercises. Call today for

information and personalized service, r\/loney

back guarantee!

Call 598-4724

BEAUTY HAVEN
LET US CHANGE YOUR MIND ABOUT

Permaneni Waving - We Have 6 f^^in. Un-

iperm

COfWIPLETE BEAUTY SERVICES

Specializing m Damaged Hair. Scalp Treat-

ments, Hair Cunmg & Hair Removal

No Appointment Necessary

Uptown

320 N Tejon 632-2948
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Vandalism at CC Still Problem

jalism has been minimal this year ac-

0g to Residentiai Housing Director,

Flanagan. Some damage has recentiy

n
reported in Ei Pomar, but the Hous-

staff is hoping that spring will not

g a wave of vandalism.

:olorado College and Penrose Hospital

cooperating in an effort to increase the

)ital blood bank's number of "callup

ofs." The venture, begun last year, will

its second phase Wednesday, March

vhen hospital staff members visit the

^e's Boettcher Health Center to take

Kj samples from College students, fac-

and staff volunteers.

[fie samples will be taken from 1 to 4

to be returned to Penrose Hospital for

irg. The donors' names and blood

3S will be added to a computerized list

donors who are willing to give blood.

en the need arises, the computer will

checked and donors with the type of

required will be called.

be project is crganized by the Colorado

)ge Campus Association in coopera-
with the Penrose Hospital officials

ler the College leadership of Bob
nson, Johnson will work closely with

Michael Sherwin, Penrose blood

By Colin Crawford

When asked about the seventy ot

vandalism as a problem on the CC
campus this year. Housing Director Bill

Flanagan said: "We*ve had the best
year we've ever had. Almost all of the

vandalism we've had this year has been
billed to the person or persons respon-
sible tor It. The amount that we've been
unable to bill has been minimal."

Flanagan attributes the small degree of

vandalism at CC to the Residential Hous-
ing staff. He explicated his claim by saying

that the RA's are doing an "incredible job.

The sense of responsibility, and commu-
nity that the RA's have been developing
this year is just fantastic." The validity of

Flanagan's assertion is evidenced by the

minor acts of vandalism, such as broken
windows and marked walls, which, until re-

cently, have been among the only destruc-

The Catalyst
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CC Blood Bank Seeks Donors
bank official.

Such projects enable the hospital to ef-

fectively serve the community, according to

Sherwin. "The number of blood recipients

has doubled in recent years. By setting lip

a program such as this, we can be sure
that we have the proper type of blood
when we need it."

The program has grown during the first

year to include close to 300 participants

from the College community, according to

Johnson, a reserve which has been
utilized effectively.

"Colorado College has come to our res-

cue several times, ' explained Gwen Raley,

blood bank secretary at Penrose. "The
service has been invaluable at times of

crisis such as surgery emergencies or au-

tomobile accidents. Students have re-

sponded instantly to our calls,

tion but who do have need. Under this sys-
tem, the College is sponsoring blood tor

two members of the community; a seven-
year-old hemophiliac and a 64-year-old pa-
tient suffering from severe anemia and
who will not qualify for Medicare until June,
Both patients require transfusions on a
regular basis.

Honor Council Reports
Violations Increase

All blood collected from members of the

Colorado College community and their

families are credited to the College's blood

bank, and members are able to draw
against that credit when they need blood.

There is no cost for the blood itself, al-

though a unit of blood normally costs $27-

.50 unless it is replaced by donations.

Those participating in the Wednesday
registration, sampling program may expect

the process to take only several minutes,

T^^^n '\r°''"\7rZZZ''^^\... oio« hMiit according to hospital officials. Donors who
The College s oarticipation has also built „ i i., ^ n ,^ ^ "^ receive calls for blood as a result of regis-

tration may expect donation to take an av-

erage of 30 minutes per unit of blood. All

hospitals in the area may receive the be-

nefits of the blood bank.

up a credit pool which may be drawn upon

by others who have no blood bank connec-

tive actions earned out on this campus.
The most serious problem, according to

Flanagan, has been the repeated van-
dalism of the ice cream machines in

Loomis, which he asserts have been "al-

most completely destroyed."

While Director of Residential Housing
Dana Koury was not available for precise
figures, Flanagan estimated that the van-
dalism tor which people have not been
charged (because the responsible party

has not been identified) does not exceed
$300-400. Mathias Hall Director Brenda
Rau agreed with this figure, and pointed
out that "i( somebody does something,
they pay for it. You wouldn't smash dowri
a wall in your own house without paying in

some way - whether it be loss ot respect,
or whatever The same thing applies
here

"

Mr. Rau exclaimed, "Basically I'm very
intolerant of it. (vandalism) We seemed to

do pretty well last semester, with the inci-

dence of vandalism being fairly low. "How-
ever. Ms, Rau expressed some concern
that vandalism might increase this semes-
ter. In fact she has already noticed an in-

crease in vandalism dunng blockes 5 & 6.

While reluctant to pin the increase on
summer starts and second semester trans-

fers, or just the restlessness of the student
body, she communicated her hopes that

vandalism will not escalate with the coming
of spring. A number of administrators
agreed that vandalism usually increases in

the spring, but had faith that the low oc-

curance of vandalism so far this year
would continue for the rest of this semes-
ter.

One administration source, asking not to

be identified, admitted to having heard var-

ied, but unconlirmed reports that extensive
and needless vandalism of furniture and
materials has been occuring recently in El

Pomar and the academic buildings, espe-
cially Palmer and Packard. Similar rumors

caused many administration officials to ex-

press their hope that a "spring lever" wave
of vandalism is not on its way.

Students, aside from a few assorted
personal encounters with vandalism,
mostly at the beginning of the year, seem
unaffected by the problem of vandalism.

Ms, Rau attributes this to the fact thai

"students can't tolerate vandalism either -

and they're not going to let It slip by." Ap-
parently, neither is most of the Colorado

College community. If students, faculty,

and administration at CC continue to be
watchful and protective against the occur-

ence of vandalism, the problem will retain

the ignominity it already holds.

lie CC Honor Council is a student
which handles alleged violations of

Honor Code; accusations are made by
h students and faculty and procedures
3wed are listed in the Honor Council

istitution.

tie Statistics shown below represent
cases handled by the Honor Council
iveen September 1976 and February
^ As explained in the Honor Council

r^iituiion, only cases in which the ac-

^ student pleaded "not guilty" to the
ifge brought against him/her require
i"fi9 Incidents which were brought to

attention of the Council, but which did

'esult in accusations are listed at the
OTi Of the table.
16 number of cases is an increase
'ihe number handled in the past. This

ase is not due to increased cheating,

but to increased use of the Council to

handle cases and due to efforts by Chair-

man Marit Norris and Vice Chairman Bill

Griffith to make the Honor Council more

available and approachable.

Newly elected officers Doug Holmes and

Mart< Ehrhart are currently working on in-

creasing student awareness of Honor
Code violations by reprinting the source

acknowledgements and revised constitu-

tions. "The members of the Honor Council

{listed in the Pathfinder) encourage anyone

with questions to contact them. Transfer

students are also asked to pick up their

copies of the constitution at the Housing

Office." stated Council person Sally Claas-

sen. "We are also planning Honor Council

elections to be held during Block Eight, In-

formation will be forthcoming.

Review of Honor Council cases Irom Septennber, 1976 througti February 28, 1977:

•Partment No Violations Rec* Nature Class Hearing?
biology 2 plagiarism

plagiarism

junior

fresfiman

Yes
No

einess 3 unauttionzed

aid

on
exams

junior

soptiomore

sopfiomore

No
No
No

igiish 2 plagiarism

plagiarism

soptiomore

senior

No
No

'losophy
1 plagiarism junior No

"calion 1 plagiarism grad. No
9ion 1

Total 10

unautfiorized

use of work

junior Yes

''oi'e violations recorded all constitute first violations

"*er of inquiries wilfiout accusations totaled 9.

Tuition Brealidown:

Where the Money Goes
Ever wonder where your tuition money goes to? With a total revenue of

310,436,139, including $6,232,424 from tuition and fees, $914,409 from en-

dowment income, and $567,091 from private gifts and grants, the breakdown
of CC expenditures are shown below.
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Chavarim Requests Funds

by Gail Bradney

On Wednesday's gusty aMernoon, the

CCCA met as usual, during which long-

winded proposals and discussions resulted

in a few less-than crucial decisions.

Highlighting the meeting was an unemo-

tional but involved discussion concerning the

constitutionality ot the Council's funding a

Passover Seder dinner requested by

Chavanm,
Since the CCCA Constitution denies the

Council the rrght to fund religious events,

President l^orgenstern, among others, felt it

necessary to determine whether the dinner

would be a "cultural event with religious over-

tones or a religious event with cultural over-

tones."

Professor Showalter, Chavarim's faculty

representative, pointed out with tongue in

cheek that "every year this issue arises like a

proverbial dead tish." He explained. "It Is

extremely difficult to do a complete surgery

job to separate the cultural from the religious

aspect- .

." Showalter proceeded to touch

upon the expansive issue of "What is a

Jew?" From there he pointed out that even

'non-observant Jews still celebrate Pas-

sover Seder as a cultural affirmation."

David Gering. another Chavanm represen-

tative, expressed disappointment with the

CCCA, noting that in the last five years the

Council has been the sole critic of the annual

dinner/celebration.

With gales roaring on either side of the

window panes in the W.E.S. room, the issue

finally came to a close. Chavarim was

granted its money by a ten to one vote, with

one abstention.

ENACT, in conjunction with the Physics.

Biology, and Political Science departments,

was granted funding by the Council for a

Symposium to be held the first week of eighth

block-Apnl 5,6, and 7.

The Security Commission was awarded

$824.50 for the continuation of its escort sys-

tem for the remainder of this year, the

sentiments of the Council being that the pro-

gram has proven Itself to be both worthwhile

and successful.

The Council unanimously approved the

Budget Committee's recommendation to grat

the Senior Class Project Committee $572.75

for a grandiose bazaar scheduled for the last

weekend in May. The purpose of this day

filled with No Theatre, twenty-two kegs,

booths, and musical entertainment is "to al-

leviaie the year-end blues," as the commit-

tee's proposal states.

Bill Flanagan was spokesman for a group

of people who wish to hold a seminar in

Mathias on Off-Campus Study Programs,

scheduled for March 9 at 7:00. The Council

approved.

CCCA members agreed upon Morgen-

stern's appointment of Bruce Barnett for the

chairmanship of the Election Board to decide

on the CCCA's financial vice president.

Roger Gurrentz has only temporarily taken

the position until the formal election can be

held on March 15.

Career Counseling
COMING PROGRAMS

Interviewing Sl<ills - First time job interviewees often blow it. Ottiers wonder
\vt^

ttieyVe had ten inten/iews and no job offers. Be prepared for your inten/iews,
Tj,

worl<sfiop covers information to tielp you mal<e tfie most of each interview. Option;

practice sessions can be arranged.

Date: IVIonday, tvlarch 7 Time: 3:30 pm Place: Rastall 21

2

Career and Life Planning - This two-session wort<shop will help you assess
y^

interests, skills and abilities and relate them to future goals. Expect to be invoivcj,

hard thinl<ing and group interaction. Promptness and attendance at BOTH sessions ^,

must! Please sign up at Cossitt 1 03. Group size is limited to assure individual atlenii(^

Dates: Tuesdays, f^flarch 8 and fi/larch 15, 1977

Time: 1-4 Pfyl both days Place: Rastall 212

Getting Control of Your Future - Especially designed for freshmen, sophomor^j

and juniors, this workshop will assist you in relating your total experience at CC to
yo,

future life work and leisure time. Topics to be covered include evaluating your intere;

and abilities and how to maximize your college and summer experience to put
y

ahead of the job and grad school competition.

Date: Thursday, l\/larch 10 Time: 1:00 Pivl Place: Rastall 212

Pre-Pharmacy Orientation Meeting - at the University of Colorado - Bouldff

Saturday, Ivlarch 1 2 at 1 0:00 Alvl. For more information contact Career Counseling

Placement, 103 Cossitt, between 11:00 and 5:00.

SUMMER JOBS
Ttie Appel Farm, an arts and music camp for children, needs writers, musicians

dance teachers, artists, etc. for this summer. Applicants must be 21 or older.

Aquatics Specialist, Canon City, $475.$600 per month, for June, July and Augu

Apply immediately.

FULL TIME JOB OPENINGS
Youtti Extension Agent, Southeast Colorado, B.A. with a 3.00 average (oui

4.00), and leadership ability required. No extension experience required. Apply t

Ivlarch 30.

Contract Archeoiogical Services, all kinds of jobs, Livingston, Montana. Ap(j|

immediately. For further details, stop in at the Career Counseling and Placemei

Center, 103 Cossitt between 11:00 and 5:00.

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation, comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color.

A vision of the world, 10 million years

in the future, where Wizards rule the

earth. And the powers of magic prevail

over the forces of technology in the
final battle for world supremacy.

NOW SHOWING
DAILY AT

5:00, 7:00 & 9:00

SAT. & SUN. AT
1 :00, 3:00, 5:00,

7:00 & 9:00

20TH CENTURY.FOX PRESENTS

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

UUBAFfiS
Written, Produced and Directed by RALPH BAKSHI

Music Composed and Conducted by ANDREW BELLING
Produced by Bakshi Productions, Inc.

[PG]H«""eii'""'-^^|>^""'n^ i

Color by Dt Lux

3(1

MATHIAS PRESENTS
Mathias Lounge will iiouse a special ever

March 9 designed to combine and ceniralizi

formation about a variety of programs s|

sored by CC both on and off campus m.

ACM (Associated Colleges of the Midwesl],

presentation "CC Out of the Ordinary," wii

with everything from internships, indepen

study, foreign programs, and CChicano

grams, to how to get credit for indepen

study. Programs In France, Italy, Swiizeri

Costa Rica, and Mexico will be discussed.

dents and faculty members who have pa

pated in the programs will speak informallyt

terested students.

How to get and utilize venture granls anl

perimental student loans will be discussed!

with a multitude of other ways to take a

tages of programs offered by CC.

The program was instigated by Brenda

head resident of Mathias. Doqui Murray,

Dave Phillips.

bn

FlPtllMm EUBUHCE SUtetSTtD-g&^

Alternative

Healing

Seminar

March 12

9:00 AM to 6;00 PM
Vegetarian Style Lunch

$12,00

El Pomar Renewal Center

1661 Mesa Avenue

{behind eroadmoor HoteDphono 635-Z465

s seminar is designed lor you lo becometai"*^

h the many ellemalivos ol the riealing a

able in ofder Ihat you may achieve and mif^

CO-SPONSORED BY: CHE CHE HE*<-

FOODS
KIBSHNERS
HEALTH FOODS

to attend the Altemalive Healing Si'^''''

s my payment lof session(sl o

Che Che Heatth Food

24 E CokKBilo Avenue

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80903
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Fear and Loathing With the Fatty Contest
]

hoinn taLon iin in a ct^i^nn Ci-»rH T,^,^,^<^, A i r .

'

Bv John Kuhlman

jt I
could just be kind of serious for a minute, then I'd lilte to say that the tat

Idlest is a little below this part, and in all honesty, good luck.

\Vipe the wax off of those old spectacles you dog eared pack of snivelling little future

5lfong
community leaders, because due to some severe intellectual prodding, this

^eek is Contest Week and this is a contest (a little belovi') and I might as well say right

f^re that fat people need not enter because we won't be giving any of the expensive

prizes to any fat people.

For the rest of you, try to be the first one to get all of the answers correct before any

one else does because that's usually how we pick the winners. Unless they're fat. All

pghl, be comfortable, welcome to being cross, do not skip any of the questions and try to

t)e
the first one to get all of the answers correct before anyone else.

A Ford Trimeter Airplane, pertinent information.

The smell ef burning teeth.

3^ A white car burns outside.

4^ The Pilot smiling, having his hand bandaged.
5' standing up.

pencils down! How did you do? Why not check your frail answers against Miss

Blimp on your left because her chubby entry goes right down the chutes as soon as we
qei a look at her accomoanying photo.

How about the rest of you? Did you type up all your answers legibly with the things

you have at the end of your arms? Have you proofread your paper and corrected the

obvious mistakes? Have you blown your nose on a fat persons' paper? Because I might

jswell say it, that the fat people might as well go home.

6. Except that when a lot of fat people get onto the bus at once it is a very funny
picture, because they all hold their little tickets as if they could hide how fatthey

really are behind such tiny pieces of paper, and they usually all huddle around

(lie base of the bus all around the exhaust pipes trying to huddle together to keep

warm, because they are so large, and trying to hide in a big crowd how really fat

they are but it's really no good because the really fat parts ef their bodies sort of

stick out around the tickets and the other people and everyone can see around

the edges that what they are dealing with here are absolutely rotund people, and
that we are not accepting their entry blanks, blank or otherwise.

Pencils down! Pencils down! I'm very sorry. But we had to escort one sneaky fatty out

the room! He had the answers hidden in one of his immense folds of flesh! He is

Jazz Violinist Comming

being taken up in a strong Ford Tnmolor Airplane and once hovenng over some
treacherous white rocks baking in the sunther, push
7. But what's really funny is when a lot of fat people get into an airplane, you
know, and the stewardesses have to sneak up on their good sides and sort of
subtly suggest that they might want to patronize another airline en masse
because they can't get the goddamned airplane off of the ground. And the Fat
Family looks at each other like they're fit to die and they all start to perspire and
heave from side to side.

All right, pencils down' Pencils ah down! Type up your glandular responses and bring
them to the Catalyst office right now. while Carol descnbes the wonderful pnzes that
you have won if you're not too fat.

Look, Look there's lots of things.

Yes, Sure. And then, a week later;

What is the matter, don't you kids like contests'' Does the idea of a little broad
competition for some exaggerated prizes give you the bleeding willies? Or are you just

not interested?

Don't you know that the expensive pnzes that you paid lor are all going now to some
underserving blind orphan in Korea with a weight problem, and now aren't you a little

ashamed in your animal fashion thai you didn't take the few simple minutes that it would
have taken you to fill out the questionaire, to fill out the questionaire''
And then you could ride home in some sort of triumph and show your parents

some real effing merchandise instead of your usual soggy grade sheet full of
"B's" and "P's", ah you make me throw up.
And for the rest of you fat people who did bother to enter, well, your accompanying

photo, I'm sorry to say, told a tale on you and even those of you who came very close to
the right answers.
8. Well, it's the same old slory the fat man comes out on the bottom where there's more
room for him, and not only are you not going to recieve any prizes but you're going to be
tossed out of an airplane onto Burning Teeth Rocks, where you'll have to eke out a
terrible existence on a forsaken bit of salt all by yourseit and this means no boxes ol
chocolate. And my advise to you is simple, don t do it again. Pencils down!

Next week - Three blacke fartes tobacco gives ye
"

If you're looking for the contest it's a little up and on your left.

By Billy Shears

With his arms flailing in a whirlwind of wild

nergy, Jean-Luc Ponty has played his way
}lhe summit of the jazz-rock field, capturing

prestigious "Down Beat" best jazz vio-

m\ award three years running and adding a
ompletely new dimension to an instrument

nee believed "tame".

And Colorado College students will have

le singular priviledge of viewing the artistry

tliis "mad French fiddler" when he per-

ms in Armstrong Theater on Saturday

larch 12.

Most recently noted for his three fine re-

lases on the Atlantic label (Upon the Wings
IMusic, 1975; Aurora, 1976, and Imaginary

'oyage, 1976), Ponty has been the driving

)rce behind such progressive ensembles as

he filothers of Invention and the

iahavishnu Orchestra— and even played a
ni with Elton John.

Ponty's music requires intensive rehearsal

and preparation because its approach is the

^e as for classical music; from initial inspi-

ration. Jean-Luc develops his compositions

into a full orchestration for his band, and each
musician is given a fully notated part. Such
thorough efforts as a composer and conduc-
tor allow Ponty to create an extremely per-

sonal group sound while avoiding rigidity by
providing definite space for improvisational

solos.

The technical expertise and solidity of his

performance also bridges the gap between
the experiments of the artist testing the limits

of his field and the average listener searching

for an enjoyable evening of music.

Born in the Normandy region of France,

Ponty began his classical training at the age
of five. By the time he was 1 3, he had decided

that regular schooling was not for him and he

embarked upon the rigorous practice

schedule that four years later earned him the

highest award offered by the Conservatoire

National Superieur Musique de Paris. He
then began a three year stint with the Con-
certs Lamoureux Symphony, leaving in 1 964

to play jazz exclusively.

Chicano Literary Symposium
Colorado College will have the opportunity to involve itself with the Chicano Literary

Movement during the Chicano Literary Symposium fvlarch 1 and 11 . Three of the most
prominent Chicano authors, Rudolfo Anaya, Rolando Hinogosa and Tomas Rivera, will

participate in the symposium, which is co-sponsored by Southern Studies and fylECHA.
All three authors have received coveted literary awards, such as the Quints Sol Prize for

Literature. Rolando Hinojosa received the Premio Casa de las Americas tor his second
work. The program for this symposium is as follows'

THURSDAY:
10:00 Afvl Meeting at El Paso Community College
3:00 - 5:00 PM fvleeting with the English Club and MECHA members and all in-

terested faculty, PACC House.
7:30 PM Lecture and roundtable discussion; "The Development and Future Direc-

tions of Chicano Literature," Packard Hall.

9:30 - 10:30 PM Reception, PACC House
FRIDAY
1 :30 - 3:30 PM Reading in Bemis Exile Room, Each author will read from his own

work and have a discussion.

DANCE POSTERS AVAILABLE
The 1977 Summer Session posters and publica-

tions all (eature artwork by Mary Chenoweth. As-

sociate Professor of An. Copies of the Hanya Holm
Scfiool of Dance Poster (9'/?" x 14") are available

for free to Colorado College students. Pick your

poster up at the Summer Session Office, 2nd floor,

Armstrong Hall.

VHAT WILL THE CONTEMPORARY SCHOOLS
:OURSE TEACH ME?
A Reading Skill which encompasses increased

peed, improved concentration and increased com
"ehension.

liiproved vocabulary through a structured pro

iram through the course, then increased reading.

Greater ease and confidence with tests.

Meqningful and practical outlining skills for use

*ith lectures, study and research reading.

I^ecding proficiency and efficiency in reading dif

*6nt types of material.

More proficient recall ability.

Contemporary Schoots • 2502 E. Pikes Peak Ave. • 471-4727

WHAT IS THE CONTEMPORARY SCHOOLS READING PROGRAM?

It teaches a basic reading skill and is designed for the average and above

overage student, but is equally applicable to business and professional peopi

It is developmental, as opposed to remedial, and is what most people need in

jr highly complex society.

It is long enough to bring about a chonge m reading hobitsr 27 classroom h.

spanning a 9 week period; most classes are held durmg evenmg hours.

A series of books by recognized authors are used, in which the student is token

through various drills and exercises. (We completely reject the use of machines

ind gimmicks because most people do not benefit sufficiently from them.

GUARANTEE? To aC least quadruple your Reading E£ftci >ncy (RaC X

Comprehension)

REFRESHER WORK? Yes, you may come back tor refresher work aC in/

time, for which there is no charge.

Have A Friend

GROOMED
at the

COLLEGE
BARBER
SHOP

Just drop him by and

we'll take care

ol him.

Contemporary Schools • 2502 E Pikes Peak Ave. • 471-4727

Sandpiper

Woods
Comfortable and convenient

living for CC students at a

5% discount,

1 or 2 Lndroom-furnished or

unfurnished

Please call 632-3440

919 N. 19th Street

cw
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„aBopinion s^i^——=^si====i=^====
Food Commentary r- i i j^

Lettuce Boycott is Ethical Concern
By Andrew McGown perhaps because of a subconscious reali- liv^e to thai cause as active resistance to it

Most anyone who has consumed good .ation on their pan of the Pandoras Box it
is.^^^^

__^^^^^^^ objections fo the CC
head lettuce before, and is on board at would open.

boycott also exit. Even though the boycott

?^:fJ^sTZnT:iA3Al7T'T^e slllT::Te/!':'^:^Z:7::"e^ w/s supported by the maio^ity of voting

^„':^e:::i :i^^s.. f,avor By -/Vjorce, used ,0 ensure suppon for a ^ --,' I^P-^taSle^frfv"oL ^^
n,ajonty vote, each CC student on board at

't^^^^^^^^'^'T^'^jX^^^'^^^^^^ easily criticized. Anyone who can obtain

ferirrhlaSreSucr 'e%r: a? p"^ : ? iSerent 'oTdlsdtrurto thaTcrus^'" -hreJ hundred signatures to a proposition

ter Union neaa lenuce. ut;t.^J'lK wi at ^t^
^^ granted the pnvilege of a student body

ru'^VMce''o'n™'s' issue buTa'se'riou Answers to this question vary from dif- vote on their referendum^ Tfjis seemingly

1 fin^ mn^l heC^insKjered before the lerent sources. From the U.S. Govern- innocuous protocol is obiectionable pre-

Inds of cheerf.ofthe proletariat Should ment, the answer is consistenlly affirma- csely because there are tew limitations on
rounds ot cheers lor me pruis

^,^^ ^^ programs ranging from welfare to what mapnty tyranny is permitted to ac-

Does anv individual or collective have corporate subsidies indicate. However, complish. Tyranny is an apt word to ue
uoes any inoiviuuoi ui ^" =

,>,„,,ih .h= rnrn lot ai^no =,,nnnrtor= nf here: for examole, one year aqo, student;
the right to compel observance of an eco-

nomic boycotf This is the crucial question

concerning the lettuce boycott at CC. Irre-

spective of the virtue of the cause they

uphold, IVIECHA and other UFW support-

ers cannot justify their affirmative reply to

this question A lustification would entail

willingness on their part to universalize,

where It would be applicable to their be-

havior, the ethical postulate they would

use for support ol their commandment.

This willingness has been properly absent.

The Catalyst
Editor: Elizabeth Collier

Associate Editors: W//es Lathem. Dee Dee Carlson, Janet Odiang

Features: Mike Slade

Sports: Ed Goldstein

Photography: Steve Dymond, Peter Bansen

Political Editor: Harry Hanson

City Editor: Norv Brasch

Arts: Carol Garten

Layout: Rich Adams
Business Manager: Rick Winter

Cartoonists: Ro Borra. Brian Hubbell. Sara Lee Wlhelm

Circulation Manager: Tom Mawn
Comptroller: Carol Barlow

should the COCA, let alone supporters of here; for example, one year ago. students

the boycott, be licensed to aggress against were almost forced to support abortion

student preferences as the national gov- through their student activity fees. Exemp-

ernmental overrules consumer preferenc- tions for students opposed to the practice

es? were not to be allowed- The criterion for

If the cause of concern is so worthy of this subjugation of individual preferences?

support, then why can't people be con- It was the need for indigent and pregnant

vmced to advocate it. instead of being women to be able to terminate their preg-

coerced into that position"? Has it been for- nancy with a loan. Once again, coerced

gotten that hypocritical support for a cause support for a cause, any cause, has nega-

(which IS a necessary result of denying in- live consequences or side-effects,

dividual choice) is perhaps just as destruc- ^ the referendum supporters wish to in-

crease consciousness among students to

the farrnvk-orkers' plight, a necessary first

step IS to change the wording of the refer-

endum. Teamster head lettuce could be

placed side-by-side with UFW lettuce, next

to a prominently displayed placard. The

placard would explain what consequences

besides taste are involved in choosing be-

tween the different salads.

Undoubtedly, the proportion of students

who supported the previous referendum

would not equal the proportion that would

actually refuse to eat the head lettuce. In-

that case, the boycott would suffer some
superficially, but presently unwilling sup-

porters of the boycott would be faced with

a decision each time they filled their salad

bowl. This state of affairs would certainly

be preferable to the prolonged grumbling

that now exists because of suspended

consumer choice.

Iron-woman column. We just can't believg

that you actually print such trash! h i^^

first place, we only date sorority girls.
Also"

we were disappointed by the fact thai
yoy

don't realize that cadets only own Corvei

tes (and not Firebirds—DlSGUSTlNQiii

Also, we make enough money to own
Winnebagos, and not (heaven forbidii

double-wide trailers!

Anyway, if you don't start getting
ih^

facts straight (and get your hair cut while

you're at it!) then me and a couple of my

buddies will come down to that snobby

pinko liberal arts, rich kid campus ot you,;

and after a couple of Coors we're going
|(,

do a tap dance on your temples!!!

Sincerely,

Room 5A33. Blue Bastille

Catalyst is Worthless

staff: Gail dradney. Bill Barron. Colin Crawlord. Blair Brb, Cindy But/er, Anne Riefenberg. Dave Debenedel.

Tom Steele. Rowan Sage, Kim King. Calhy McCall, Kat Johnson. Andrew McGowti, Thorn Shanker, Ross

Barker, James Lusk. Barb Boss, Jim Collins. Tom Adkison. Usa Peters. John Kuhlman. Kurt Pacheco. Brenda

Rau, Bo Miller, Steven Vincent Smrfft

Photographers: Jortathan Leet, John Gates. Bruce Samen. Doug Sogen Peter Bansen. Jim Burlund

Advertising Slatt: Loren Thompson. Peter Schoonmaker. Eric Gubleman. Rob Cross. Marc Silverman.

William Miller.

The Catalyst is published by Culler PuWicalions. Inc, Box 2259 Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901 (303)

^173-7830 OfticB hours are 1-4 pm, Monday through Thursday, The Catalyst is pnnled weekly irom Seplembec

to May, excepi during holiday penods Thirs class postage paid in Colorado Springs. Colorado. Cutler Publica-

tions (s an independent publishing board and all editorials and commenlanes do not necessanly reflect Ihe views

ol the Colorado College.

lilt-

= Letters -

Zealous Zoomies
Dear Editor,

rule and a couple of my buddies-in-blue

up here on the hill were reading your

paper (known to us as "The Basketweav-

ers Bulletin") the other day and saw (hat

disgusting article about "Zoomies" in the

l^e Clean Leather Goods Too!

Round 'm Up and Bring 'm in

to the:

doLOXaao JJeath^x ^ooa±
731 N.Tejon Phone, 473-9312

Authorized Suede-Life Dealer

Dear President Worner:

This letter concerns the Catalyst

on Friday, the 18. We, ten women
fronj

(yiontgomery, cannot believe that any piecg

of garbage such as that issue can be called;

representative newspaper of our school, Wi

would be ashamed to let friends, relatives,

even community members read the dis

spectful, crude, malicious, and utterly worth

less Catalyst.

In case you have not had a chance
|{

examinethisissue. Vol.8, No. 19. thenletu

assist you with some of the "good" arliclei

Page six is an excellent place to start, Th(

news briefs are rather basic expecially smc

one is titled "Oral Fixation". Keep readin

until you come to the "f^ore Letters" seclioi

The entire section is worth noting, includin

the line acredited to Producer, ABC New

We certainly hope the statement has bee

used with permission. Actually, the pi

about delicious "Sr. Feces?" Is the clinctier

that section. Let's not stop there, the moi

outstanding" article is yet to come

seven. "Fear and Loathing With Sororities

needs no help in explaining the meaning tx

hind the words. Already we know of thr(

letters being written demanding apologii

from the paper for the article. The last artic

we are even going to mention is one ollt

features "Firebirds, Prosthetics, and Olhi

Problems". The paper is filled witli tnar

other examples of poor taste and blalani

bad journalism-

We are asking your advice on the sleps

take to ensure that the money we pay tow;

this newspaper is used responsibly. A co

of this letter has also been sent to Iti

Catalyst so they are aware of our feelings.

you have any comments or would liketocoi

tact someone in Montgomery, please, m
tact Sandy tvloftett, X381 . Thank you foryo

time and consideration on this matter

Sincerely,

Nancy Vine

Loren Wrigfit

Ro Borra

Kathy Bartels

Sue Stacey

Sandy Maffett

fvlelanie Dickinso

Linda Welty

Jean Robertson

Cheryl Holmes

I
CYCLES PEUGEOT

Les plus belles bicycletics Du Monde

10% discount to CC students

On All Merctiandise

Rick Wager (CC class ot '64) Prop-

• J^
BICYCLE SHOP

\j\/\nes

Weber St. Liquor

^ee^s

Open til 12p,m.

475-9533

SALES
RENTALS

YPEWRITER
SUPPLY CO.l^

REPAIRS

1 05 North Tejon St

Phone 634-0102

i^uttnn -Mao

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS
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acuity Viewpoint: Institutional Racism
^BOpinion^ss

following material is an ab-

''1j version of an article which
'rtUblished in The Journal of In-

Lp Relations, Vol. V, No. 4,

fiiiber,
1976. As a result of ab-

-,ent, the two sources to which

gnces are made are not entirely

They are (1) Knowles, Louis L.

Kenneth Prewitt, Institutional

,|g,^ in America, Prentice-Hall

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,

gnd (2) Carmichael, Stolcely and

[fles V. Hamilton, Black Power:
politics of Liberation, Vintage

Ks, New York, 1967. The abridged

jlo'n
also fails to include the

lijng
definition of racism from

^1,
the article started which was

offered by Carmichael and

illton (as above, p. 3) and read as

]Ws: "By 'racism' we mean the

jlcation of decisions and policies

considerations of race for the

pose of subordinating a racial

jn and maintaining control over

group."

By Van B. Shaw
too long ago it was a relatively simple

to consider oneself to be non-racist,

iscriminatory and non-prejudiced. The

fitful member of the white majority was

\j
careful to indicate that he was not

ilhis absolute purity but that he could

without dissembling, that he did not

or dislike minorities in general, did not

iff minorities to be innately inferior,

linority friends and acquaintances with

ihe related as easily and as completely

did with whites and felt no particular

when confronted with the ultimate

ion: "Would you want your daughter to

one?"

in recent years a new interpretation of

oncept of racism has appeared, usually

rihe label of "institutional racism." It

een aggressively championed by many
ement" personnel and has, once more,

da burden of guilt on the white liberal

thought he had worked his way to a
ligoted, non-racist position. Now he is

lat. although his claims to lack of tndi-

Iracfsm may be credible he is, nonethe-

racist to the core so long as he supports

ipholds racist institutions. So he turns

away, sighs wearily, and begins all over

lo examine the situation, to determine
5Ufse of action and to attempt, once

KKX*;- :>:> •;> :>»> :«- <-«e<-<4

iodec'si

more, to purge himself of the charge of ra-
cism.

I shall attempt to describe seven different
situations in which the charge of institutional
racism might be levied and to describe the
conditions under which the label seems
proper.

1. Overtly Racist Institutions
Here would be included all institutions and
organizations which openly ban minorities
from participation and advancement by con-
stitutions, by-laws and rules and regulations.
Although some of the practitioners might
have quibbled concerning their purpose,
American history seems replete with exam-
ples of such racist institutions, most of them
of an openly exclusionary nature. Slavery it-

self would be the prime example, but overtly
declared segregation in schools, health
facilities, social organizations such as frater-
nities and sororities and in many other legally
segregated institutions would all seem to
qualify. As noted by Knowles and Prewitt, the
overt quality of such racism has been muted
by civil rights legislation to the degree that
few exclusionary rules remain Within the
sphere of legality.

2. Covertly Racist Institutions

Despite the legal change, there is a linger-

ing and probably justifiable suspicion that

many institutions act with purpose to exclude
minorities by a set of informal understand-
ings among their members who are more or

less agreed that minorities are either inferior

or threatening or otherwise unacceptable
and must be excluded. The pervasive nature

of individual racism in American society

means that the topic never seems to be men-
tioned but is simply "understood" by the par-

ticipating members. At other times, it may be
the subject of secret and covert discussion.

Here the concept of "tokenism" enters. In-

stitutions may overtly accept the legal de-

mands for integration, accept a minority

member or two into the institutional structure

but have an implicit understanding that the

institution will not go beyond that level and
that the tokens will not achieve prominence in

the structure of the institution. (All situations

labeled tokenism do not, however, necessar-

ily conform to this model.)

For fear of legal reprisal, such understand-

ings must be kept covert as relatively secret

understandings. It is difficult, therefore, to

assess how widespread such understand-

ings may be. Minority persons are justifiably

suspicious that they are frequent in such

SOUTH WEBER

PhntD \

Supply
i

Phone 6348833 i

places as the business world and perhaps to

a lesser degree, in academic faculties and
administrations.

But no matter how widespread and damag-
ing such practices are they are not the totality

of what is often claimed to be institutional

racism.

3. Racism in Institutions

Here I have in mind the fact that personal
bigots {Carmichael and Hamilton's individual
racism) may be ensconsed in various levels
of institutional structures. The institution itself

may not be racist, may not have either
exclusionary racist rules nor a set of gener-
ally agreed covert understandings, but some
personnel may be racist. With a major excep-
tion this differs little from individual racism in

terms of analysis and understanding. The
exception is that racist personnel, particularly'

if high in the hierarchy, may enforce their
position on subordinates who would other-
wise pursue non-racist policies. That such
conditions exist can hardly be challenged al-

though they tend to be coveri and unac-
knowledged. Although important, such cases
are not central of the definition or problem of

institutional racism as it is being presented.

The three categories which follow are

probably the most important of the claims of

institutional racism. They are three

categories of what I call "business as usual"

institutional racism. They involve situations in

which standard institutional policy (business

as usual) makes it difficult if not impossible

for minorities to enter or advance within the

institutional structure. The difficulty here is

whether all such situations can appropriately

be called racist if we stick with our earlier

definition, including "for the purpose of sub-

ordinating a racial group and maintaining

control over that group.

'

4. Business as Usual — Conspiracy
Theory
Some institutions may say, "We do not

want minorities but it is no longer legal to

exclude them. Therefore we will make rules

which make no mention of minorities and
which have some internal logic by which they

can be rationalized but which will, neverthe-

less, effectively exclude most or all

minorities," An example might be the inclu-

sion of height qualifications for members of

the police force which would exclude a large

portion of Chicano applicants and doing it

specifically to achieve that end. This is a con-

spiracy theory of minority exclusion and is an

interpretation often offered by various minor-

ity movements. Although my experience is

limited almost entirely to academic institu-
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tions and community social agencies. I would
assert that this interpretation is more fre-
quenliy in error than the movements assert.
The rules are seldom based on such a con-
spiracy,

5. Business as Usual — Naive
More often, it seems to me. institutions

simply accept the rules and regulations that
have traditionally "worked" and which seem
to assure their survival, often with complete
naivete as to their effect on the opportunities
for minority groups. Thus a loan company
may have rules concerning what collateral it

demands to insure a loan which, because
they cannot provide the collateral, efteclively

exclude a large portion of minonty persons
from obtaining the loan. But the point is that
the company did not plot to exclude
minorities, may not have even consciously
recognized that they were doing so, but were,
instead, simply assuring their own survival.

The lacist purpose is lacking. But I would go
beyond our definition here. It would seem
that the charge of institutional racism might
well apply if the institution fails to make an
effort to end its naivete — it it continuos lo

operate without giving attention lo the effects
its policies may have on minorities. II, in-

stead, it recognizes those effects and
examines possible alternatives which might
be equally effective but not affect minorities

so negatively, then the charge of racism
might have to be tempered , , .

6. Business as Usual — The Hierarchy of
Values

Finally there is the stickiest issue of all in

the business-as-usual category. The per-
sonnel of institutions may have two (or more)
values which are in conflict and between
which they must choose. They may be ex-

tremely interested in racial equality (non-

bigots or even those very positively tuned to

and sympathetic of minority pleas for equality

and advancement) but equally or even more
tuned to and sympathetic with another value
which will cause them to adhere to rules

which will, even with their personal knowl-
edge, make it difficult for minorities to enter

the structure in large numbers. To me the

most familiar example is the hiring of college
faculty. Wishing to retain what tfiey conceive
to be legitimate qualifications lor faculty

members — Ph.D.'s, objective interpretation

of subject matter, subject matter specializa-

tion, evidence of scholarly publication and
others — the hiring personnel declare that

such a qualification system should remain

intact. They are perfectly aware that many
capable and able minority applicants may
not. because of previous discrimination, be
prepared to meet these specific qualifica-

tions as fully as non-minority candidates, but

feel that the value is so overriding that it dare
not be compromised. At the same time they

may be active in movements which work for

better education for minorities with the hope

that they will eventually be able to enter the

competition with equal qualifications. Are

such institutional members racist? If we con-

tinue to accept our earlier definition, it would

seem not. Again, the purpose is lacking. At

the same time it is perfectly clear that the

institution is using policies which make it very

difficult for minorities to enter and progress

upward in the institutional structure. The Af-

firmative Action Program of H.E.W. high-

lights this dilemna for educational institutions

and for business firms. Personnel are caught

in a value squeeze.

The situations involving classifications 5

and 6 (above) are myriad. They involve the

selection of admitiistrators, faculty and stu-

dents for colleges, mortgage applications.

possible loan recipients, exclusions from

many positions because of criminal records,

height specifications for certain positions,

I.Q, test qualifications, written and oral tests

for positions and many others. Their pre-

sence does disqualify minorities more than

others but, at least in the eyes of the person-

nel in charge, the entrance of "unqualified"

minorities would threaten values considered

to be even more important than minority

opportunity. Some even feel that, without

such qualifications, the institution would fail

to survive, losing both purpose and validity.

At the same time, the Institution can be cen-

sored as racist if it does not regularly reac-

cess the validity of its traditional qualifica-

tions for the goals it is now pursuing. Some of

them may be outdated and unnecessarily re-

strictive of minority applicants,

7. Herltability of Responsibility

Finally, there is the most difficult problem
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EAT IT: CATALYST GUIDE TO FOOD

Albino Exudes Personality
Plush red plastic cushioned booths, sparkling cut glass chandeliers, tuxedo shirted

waiters wearing tennis shoes - The Bear and the Albino may be descnbed as posh

bordering on tacky. Situated In the better part of town (on North Nevada past the dog

track) it is an obscure restaurant-lounge waiting patiently to be noticed.

Accompanied by Colorado Colleges cheesecake king, a group of discriminating

steak gastronomes gave the place with the tunny name a chance. From the more than

ample crispy salad, tossed at the table by John the new waiter, to the juicy 18-ounce

steaks resting beside lour gargantuan trench fries, the meal was a treat at $4,45, The

coffee was hot and strong, the rolls were lukewarm and then reheated, and the

homemade ranch style dressing was green but tasty.

Red the cook believes In doing a few things well; the menu is not voluminous, and

caters to the meat and potatoes, and the fried mushroom crowd. But Dave behind the

bar can whip up anything an alcoholic tastebud could desire, as any of the regulars

slouching at the counter will tell you.

A bones-for-fldo bag Is available to those who wish to save space for the cheesecake

pronounced tantalizing by the king Clmported," John tells us) which sells for one

measly green George Washington.

The Bear and the Albino (whatever that means) desen/es your patronage. It exudes

personality and the atmosphere Is heightened by elegantly arranged poker hands

beneath the clear luclte tablelops. Dine there any evening In Inexpensive second-class

class, and don't forgo dessert.

IBrtarl^urHt

I ilannr Inn

Touch of Class at Briarhurst

Bernaise at The Margarita
by Norv Brasch

THE MARGARITA AT PINE CREEK, 7350

Pine Creek Road, 598-8667 Lunch: Tues.

thru Sat., 11:30 - 2:00 Dinner: Thur. thru

Sun., 6.00 - 9:00 Sunday Brunch: 10:30 -

2:00

While many restaurants strive for an at-

mosphere of informal elegance, few seem
able to acheive it. An unsuspecting diner may

find himself confronted with agressively

friendly waitpersons, clad in Bermuda shorts

and offering their unsolicited introduction.

The intrusion can ruin a good meal.

Not SO at the Margarita. Owners Ken and

Patti Davidson take exceptton to that rule,

and the result is an exceptional restaurant. A
meal at the Margarita is an experience rn

good food and charming surroundings.

Part of the charm is the limited menus the

Davidson's have chosen. At dinner, only one

complete meal is offered, based around a

nightly theme. It gives one the feeling of an

elegant dinner party, at the same time negat-

ing the vulgar necessity of "trading bites

"

BEAUTY HAVEN
LET US CHANGE YOUR MIND ABOLfT

Permanem Waving - We Have 6 Mm

COMPLETE SEAUTY SERVICES
Specializing m OaniBgea Hali. Scalp Tieal-

merrts. Hair Cutting & Hal' Removal

No Appolntmenl Nocassafy

320 N Tejon 632-2948

since everyone has the same thing,

Unfortunately, dinner is only a four-night-

a-week occurence at the Margarita, though

plans for expanded hours are widely ru-

mored. As it now stands, Thursday is "Conti-

nental Night". While Friday IS devoted to the

foods of f^flexico. Both are complete at $6.00,

including dessert and coffee.

Saturday dinner, known simply as "Gour-

met", is the establishment's "piece de resist-

ance". One can sup on a full course delight

whilst being serenaded by a Baroque
harpsichord. Culinary pleasures have in-

cluded delicacies such as lamb with Bernaise

sauce and cream of asparagus soup. The
combination of the music and the food is

exquisite and the cost goes up proportionally

to $9.00, not unreasonable for the all inclu-

sive meal.

The real bargain of the house, however, is

Sunday supper. Omelets, filled with a variety

of omelet accoutrement and cooked to soft-

in-the-center perfection, are the featured en-

trees. Accompanied by soup, salad,

(homemade) bread, dessert and coffee, the

omelet dinner costs a mere $4.25. As with all

meals at the IVlarganta, seconds on any item

are free.

Lunch costs $3.25 and comes with soup,

Cont. on page 8

By Carol Garten

The Briarhurst offers more than delicious

food. It offers the leisurely and elegant at-

mosphere of a nineteenth century manor.

The architecture and decor of the house de-

termine the charact^^, and price, of the res-

taurant.

The house is trimmed with dragon-like

gargoyles, Gothic Revival lattice-work, and

chimneys worked by masons. The dining

rooms are small, holding between six and ten

tables. One room contained a sculptural fire-

place, which was topped by a mirror and

generous bouquet of dried flowers. In

another room, an enclosed porcti,

brass instruments and deer busts and ho

Reservations should be made in adva

and semi-formal dress is advised. Ttie

one person ranges between $4.95 an(

.SO.Dinner entrees range from $6.95 tc

.50. The accompanying wine costs adol

glass or $95 a bottle.

The Sunday brunch, $4.95, include

choice of Eggs Benedict, Eggs Hussard,

other possibilities. Cafe au Lait is serve

the waiter at the table, with coffee in

pevrter pot and hot milk in another. Stroi

drinks are also available.

Kick Back At The Devil
By William G. Miller

A less-than-swank and better-than-

wholesome atmosphere in a mountain
town just twenty minutes up 1-24 from the

Springs is found in the Silver Tongue De-

vil. One expects little this close to Col-

orado Springs since crowds of tourists ogle

the panorama in the season, however one
is greeted instead by a raging fire and

smiling long-haired barkeeps at the Devil.

The tractor seats at the bar hold a young
group, both locals and commuters - the

well drinks are righteous.

Just about anything you want to eat is

available this side of steaks and about two

dollars will buy you a Reuben that will rival

anything the Depot can turn out,

salads are unique (one includes cf

grass!) and vegetarians can enjoy th

selves to the max. Carafes of wineai

pretty moderately priced essential

good meal and daily specials inclid

host of possibilities for beating tiie

which is cheap to moderate. The

drive is worth the view of some subslai

ridges but more importantly a ro

drinking-eating experience.

For dinner or cocktails, it is the plac

enjoy oneself far from the madding cfo

Get on 24 and make a left past North Po

get to Green f^flountain Falls, then look

on your right.

EURGRE "

^ r: ,„ T' ( 800) ^3'25;|^4867

® Un-.Travel Charten .

great pizza,

spaghetti, salads, cartoons,

hang gliding and ski
|

movies; we have: |

SPECIAL
I

BEER PRICES i
(Anytime with C.C. ID)

MUG 250 (regular 45t)

PITCHER $1.75
(regular $2.4U)

NSTK^w^iiaX

1732 W. Uintah

Uintah Gardens
(Just 1 mile west off campus)

HOW CAN I READ 3 to 5 TIMES AS MUCH IN

COLLEGE AS I HADTO IN HIGH SCHOOL? You can
if you prepare for it. You must prepare to be able to

rea<d6to 15 million worcJs per semester. The average
beginning College Freshman reaids 200-300 wpm
with 40-60% comprehension and woulcJ take approx-
imately 35 hours per week to read the minimum only

once.

HOW CAN I PREPARE FOR THIS CHALLENGE?
One of the best preparations is to take a reading

course that will give you the Reading Efficiency you
need. Learn the Silent Reading Skill!

WHERE WILL I FIND SUCH A COURSE? The Con
temporary Schools Reading/Comprehension Course
is an educationally sound program that has given

many thousands the help they need.

Contemporary Schools - 2502 E. Pikes Peak Ave. • 471-4727

—-T-—~^

AVort Insload oi\.

READING AND STUDY ARE MORE WORK TP

PLEASURE FOR ME. CAN THIS BE CHANGED? Rj

ng can be a real pleasure if you prepare yoursel

t. ,j

HOW MAY I MAKE MORE TIME FOR N(

ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES? Reducing necessary si

time is the only way to do it while maintaining!

grade level. The Contemporary Schools GUAR

TEE OF RESULTS will help do it.

HOW MANNYWHO STARTTO COLLEGE DO

MAKE ITTHROUGH TO GRADUATION? Accori

to figures published by the U.S. Office of Educo

approximately 50% of those who start to college

graduate.

WHY? There are many reasons, but the bW,
inabil ity to keep up with the work, approximately

of which is Reading Study.

Contemporary Schools • 2502 E. Pikes Peak • 471-472^
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AND CULINARY CONTENTMENT
Hew Tokyo Bowling?
lieN TOKYO LOUNGE
7 E. Vermijo Avenue
Having recently eaten at ttie New

Tokyo Lounge, I can only guess that

tiie Japanese have not yet forgiven us

lor Hiroshima. They specialize in

Oul<iyaki, terriaki, and tempura for mod-
erate prices. However, portions are very

small- The atmosphere is not much bet-

ter than the hub, but there is one re-

deeming feature of the restaurant: the

electric bowling machine which, after a
few Asah beers, makes the dinner much
less dissappointing.

Cork and Cleaver
Cork and Cleaver

926 South Eighth Street

Specialties: Crab Legs (All you can eat on
Sunday and Monday nights for $7.75),
Steak Teriyaki, Cork's Pride (14 ounce
steak). Top Sirloin, Hawaiian Chicken.
Fresh artichokes and the salad bar are
also great

:
the sauteed mushrooms are

recommended.
Pnce range: $1 2-1 8 (or two (without drinks or

wine) "Salad Bar Only"is offered for the
penny-pinching.

Miscellaneous: Open Friday and Saturday
nights for dinner until midnight. "Soccer
Bar" on Thursday from 6 to 7 pm. Bar
opens at five every day: restaurant open
from 6-11, weekdays. Irregular about
carding, sedate atmosphere, good bar.

Downhome Barbeque
LI'L HOUSE BAR-B-Q
736 E. Pikes Peak
634-9806

This barbeque place has several major
pluses to recommend it: the fact that they

sell a pound of barbeque to the first live

CC students for half price on Saturday
night adds to the charm of the "down-
home" barbeque.

Down the Street . . .

Jose' Muldoon's
Convenient to campus, 222 N. Tejon

Specialties: Tora Tora, cheap and very fil-

ling, ala "Torito" at lunch.

Steak Jose, relatively cheap,
steak and green chile. Crab
Legs, somewhat expensive,

but delicious.

Price Range: depending on what you get it

can be cheap ($8 to 10 for

two,) to moderately expen-

sive ($12 to 18)

Other: Nice bar, a good place to spend an
evening drinking and listening to

music, but they card religiously. Very

attractive interior.

Among other impressive items is the

real hickory wood which is imported from

Oklahoma, and late nigni hours (open
until midnight on weekdays, and until 2 am
on Fnday and Saturday), and not least of

the lure of Li'l House are the excellent

ribs.

The owner. Reverend C,J. Proby and
his brother-in-law, Dave Wilcots, add to

the easy-going atmosphere at Li'l House.
The restaurant is exclusivly take-out so
don't expect to eat there. However, the

food is definitely worth taking home. Ser-

vice is fast and amicable, and all CC stu-

dents are cordially invited to take advan-
tage of the CC Saturday Night Special at

Li'l House, with the first five students re-

ceiving a 50% discount on a pound.

Change of Pace
TAO TAO RESTAURANT
4055 Templeton Gap Blvd.
The Tao-Tao Restaurant specializes in
Szechuan. Cantonese Isuan-cuislne
which are types ol Chinese food The
restaurant is a bit of a drive from the
college, and the service is less than
quick, but the food is well worth the
trouble. The decor is not unlike a How-
ard Johnsons bar, but is quite tolerable
The Hot and Sour Soup, Singapore
chowmein. and Too Gun Kou Bare are
all highly recommended. The selection
ol lood is excellent, portions good-
sized, and the Tao-Tao is moderate to
expensive in price. In order to sample
the many types ol lood. we recommend
going with at least a group of lour

Glorified Truck Stop
WADE'S PANCAKE HOUSE
16 S. Walnut

Wade's is a rather unknown coffee

shop which has good old coffeeshop

food at downright cheap prices. The
atmosphere is relaxed, clean, well lit

and has absolutely no class. There is,

however, a big window which enables
restaurant patrons to watch passing
cars. The quality of the food is good.

and the servings are generous. The

waitress, who is younger than most CC
students, smiles, and seems lo be
genuinely concerned that your water
glass is never empty The Catalyst
recommends the Rancher's Breakfast
for $2,60. It Includes two eggs, a ham
steak, and as many pancakes as you
can eat!

Pleasant Dining at the Sunbird
If you like appetizers, sniffing the cork, and

salad made and described at your table, then

the Sunbird may be your choice for dinner.

The roaring fire, extensive fauna, outdoor
waterfall, and magnificent view of the city

make for a pleasant place to dine. Dining for

two with wine will cost at least $15. The salad
is excellent, as is the corn chowder. The pep-
per steak, and shnmp stuffed with crab meat,
the two main courses I tasted, were neither of

the quality 1 expected with the price. I would
say the surrounding as more than make up
for Ihis lack, and it is a place worth dining.

Eat at Saga and Survive
By Martha Anderson

While only time, hard work, and patience can change the problems of our
rather troubled world, a little forethought can make living easier. We can be kind
to our twdies, our psyches, and ourselves white living under the often demand-
ing block plan. With this thought in mind, a new column in the Catalyst will begin
this week and attempt to deal with the purely mundane aspects of CC life.

DIET TIPS
While eating conditions at SAGA are not always ideal for those who are trying to

either gain or loose weight, there are methods which can make both easier. These 1

8

suggestions have proved somewhat effective for loosing weight while eating on

board.

• SAGA meals are often used not only for necessary eating, but are also one of the few

opportunities to socialize at CC. For the strict dieter, it is better to try to find other times to

see friends, and to reduce time spent conversing in dining halls as much as possible.

This lessens the temptation for that one last dessert. If you must use meals as a

socialization period, try sipping tea or eating more salad while you talk—you probably

don't know or care what your're eating anyway, once involved in conversation.

• Eat at least one meal a day with friends who are also weight conscious. Use these

fellow dieters to help boost waning moral and aid in discipline. This is the time to stick to

hard-core diet items like cottage cheese, yogurt, skim milk, and salad.

• Buy a scale and/or full length mirror collectively with other people on your wing for

wing use.
• Fast for one day every two weeks, eating nothing and drinking only water for a day.

While extended fasts really are dangerous to your health, fasting for one day will make
you feel energetic and less hungry.
• Never, but never, walk by vending machines. Make a point not to have any change
for the machines. Put your change into your piggy bank instead. Vending machine food

is expensive, and candy bars and other sugar filled foods are detrimental to your health.

• Make a list of everything you eat for a day and analyze your eating habits. Record the

time you ate and when you ate when you weren't really hungry, only bored, tired or

unhappy. Then find eating substitutes like a shower, backrub, or another kind of study

break.

• Eat slowly and chew more. According to Glamour Magazine a Pennsylvania State

University study showed that overweight people tended to take more bites and chew
iess when eating. Eat slowly, and taste what you are eating even if it's SAGA.
• Count those calories! Fewer calories means less weight gain. Watch out for foods

Saga cooks in oil or grease since they are more fattening than you think. Many times

the vegetarian dish is the least fattening. Avoid SAGA gravy and potatoes.

• While going through the SAGA food line, initially take as little food as possible. Don't

even look at the desserts to see what they have. When your you are hungry everything

looks good (well, maybe not a tuna surprise, but almost everything!) and once the food

is on your tray you'll feel obligated to eat it. Take fewer items at first, eat a green salad

(try it without dressing, just salt, pepper, and a squeeze of lemon juice) before your meal

'o fill you Up before choosing an entre.

• Try eating only broth from SAGA soups—no rice or noodles. This is botii low in

calories and filling.

• Keep raw vegetables and low fat munchies in your refrigerator. Never buy fattening

foods at the store and always go shopping on a full stomach.

• If you tend to munch while writing that final paper or studying, try studying someplace

(like Tutt) where you can't eat, or stock up on crunchy carrots and low calories foods. If

you must eat candy, remember than hard candy is less fattening than chocolate.

• Exercise does help! Try Outdoor Recreations's 'Runs for Fun ' on Sunday morning

instead of the Broadmoor Brunch. Jog, ride bikes, or play paddleball with a (riend

instead of stopping in at Michelle's for an Atomic Sundae.

• Remember alchohol is fattening. For those serious about reducing, beer at TEC ahd

at Benny's is a no-no. Try drinking water or tea in a Bud cup instead.

• Try behavior modification on your eating habits. When tempted to eat a sundae at

SAGA'S Sunday dinner associate an unappetizing fantasy-picture with the food. Imag-

ine maggots crawling over the ice cream, or picture yourself five pounds fatter in a

bathing suit.

• For people that don't eat breakfast: remember, breakfast is often the best meal of the

day at SAGA and the extra time it takes to get up and eat breakfast is well worth it,

because it helps you feel energetic and wide-awake in the morning. Try eating break-

fast and eating a smaller lunch or dinner. Avoid scrambled (they aren't real eggs) or

fried eggs, for calories reasons: poached or boiled are better. If you are unsure about

breakfast, try tuning into the KRCC breakfast report, or at least eat something for

breakfast in your room so you won't feel so dead before coffee break in class. The
refund you get for not eating SAGA Breakfasts is minimal. It's much better to eat the

breakfast.

• Finally, try to eat sensibly {low calorie foods, minimum amount of snacking, don't skip

meals and gorge later), excercise regularly {sign up for an adjunct at El Pomar), and be

reasonable about your weight for your height and build.

National Nutrition and Fitness Week
Colorado Springs — Nutrition and fitness

will be the topics for study and discussion on
Tuesday, March 8 and Wednesday, March 9.

during National Nutrition Week at the Pikes

Peak Y. A four-hour seminar covering the

effects of a balanced diet and physical condi-

tioning on the body will be offered on both

days.

Instructors for the seminar are Shiriey Lip-

pincott, Registered Dietician and Sue Sokol,

Women's Fitness Director, both of the Pikes

Peak Y. An in-depth look at how the body

uses food, how to plan a "balanced" diet and

individualized weight reduction as well as

physical fitness testing will be included in the

session. Special recommendations on how

to cut down on weight and calories without

cutting out nutrients will also be given.

Persons interested in the seminar should

pre-register by calling the Y, Nursery service

will be available for the Tuesday seminar if

children are pre-registered with their parents.

Cost of the seminar is $3.00 for Y members

and iS.OO for non-members.
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Margarita Review Cont. Rascism Cont.
salad, bread, dessert and coffee. On the right

day. you might get their excellent crab bisque

as the soup du jour. Lunches are their most

popular meals, so get reservations for a noon

time splurge.

Sunday brunch is another house specialty.

One can choose between Huevos Racheros,

Blintzes, Eggs Rorenttne, Quiche Lorraine,

and Eggs Benedict, with or without crab.

Prices range from $2.75 to $5.00. Infinitely

more pleasurable than the long lines at the

Broadmoor hmnrh

A small but fascinating wine list includes

Amencan vaneties and imported specialties.

Only the house wine, a Christian Brothers

standard stock, was a disappointment.

Drinks are available at the table and Ken

Davidson is working on a downstairs lounge

which he hopes to open soon.

In all, the Margarita is one of Colorado's

great restaurants and quite worth the drive to

the north end of town. Call for reservations

and directions.

For over 35 years

traditionally fine food & service

in Colorado Springs

t
i(w

Jim
217 EAST PIKES PEAK AVENUE

(ijksr or foaomat

633-8619

OPENn«IA.M.TOa30P.V PUB LOUNQE 11:00 AM TO 9:00 P.M. SUNDAY 11:30 A.M TO 8:00 P.M.

of all. What responsibility do we have for the

actions of our forebearers? Minority groups

have demanded reparations for past wrongs.

Our tendency is to respond that we bear no

responsibility for the actions of our ancestors

and that we have never exploited or injured

any minority member. But the thing we must

keep in mind is that, although we have never

caused injury we may, through a long line of

institutional practices, be proftting from the

injuries our ancestors perpetrated. Does

your family fortune stem from slaveholding or

slave trading days? Would we be where we
are if our ancestors had not forcefully seized

land belonging to the native Americans?

I am not here advocating that to remove

the racist charge we must "give the land back

to the Indians" and return to our sources ot

European origin. I do not think that part of

history can be reversed. But an awareness

that some of our present advantages are

based on past racist action should make us

less uptight about and more responsive to

minority requests for help.

We arrive, then, at some judgment of the

utility of the "Institutional racism" concept. By

way of summary and review you may wish to

check your own involvement by answering

the following questions each of which is

tuned to one of the forms of institutional ra-

cism discussed in this presentation. Do you,

without vigorous protest and efforts for

change, belong to or support any organiza-

tion or institution which:

1. (Overtly racist institutions) openly bans

minorities from participation or advance-

ment?

2. (Covertly racist institutions) has informal

"understandings" or secret rules against

minority participation and advancement?

3. (Racism in institutions) tolerates or

condones individual members or employ-

ees whoe personal prejudices affeiDt the

operation of the institution?

4. (Business as usual — conspiracy

theory) carefully constructs its rules con-

sciously to exclude minorities although

nevermentioning them?

5. (Business as usual — naive) accepts

policies which, regardless of purpose, re-

sults in racial subordination, while failing to

examine fully alternative policies which

would allow for continued satisfactory op-

eration of the institution without the racial

subordination?

6. (Business as usual — the heirarchy of

values) insists on qualifications which

exclude minority persons without periodi-

cally examining the rationality of those

qualifications and without sponsoring and

supporting programs which might help

minority members become more competi-

tive?

7. (heritability of responsibility) encourages

you to be unresponsive to minority re-

quests for aid based on past racism?

Yes Don't Know No

If any or some of your answers are in

the "yes" column you should acknowledge
some involvement in institutional racism. If

your answers tend to be concentrated in

the "don't know" category you are culpa-

ble, since such responses seem to imply a
lack of concern for the problems.

Even should your answers all rest com-
fortably in the "no" column you are not yet

"home free" in the eyes of all observers.

This presentation was based on a defini-

tion of racism dependent upon intent. Not

all observers accept this restriction. Many

will declare institutional racism to be pre-

sent given any discrepancy between the

proportion of minorities in an institution and

its proportion in the population. Others

emphasize that racism should be judged

totally on the consequences without regard

to intent. Thus, Richard Shapiro wrote By

our definition, racism is a pattern ol be-

havior whose consequences, intended or

not, are to reinforce present inequities."'

Such observers would not be totally im-

pressed with at least some of your "no"

answers.

i

^efai drleans Pruttcl|

at

^iatorical Priartjurst ^anor ^nn

Soup du Jour

Briarhufsi Salad

Eggs Benedict, Eggs Hussa'de, o'

Chicken Roctiambeau

Croissant or Brioche

Cafe au Lait

Champagne Sorbet

$195

Bourbon Street Classics

Champagne Cocktail $2.50

Frozen Fruit Dacquirjs $2 50

Cafe Diablo $2.50

New Orleans Fizz %\ 75

Applications for

CCCA Financial

Vice President are

now being ac-

cepted
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indays from 1 1 30 AM to 3 00 PM
eservations Recommended

685.5828 or 685.5064

Lttlle London ol Maniiou Springs

475-9111

BUILDING M °^agpejs»
SUITE 6
BROADMARKETJ
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Tigers Sweep!
by Ed Goldstein

ended up getting it (the puck) from

J.h (Paul Mitchell) who kicked it out

J mere were three guys coming at

1
|ust wanted to get the puck the

out of there."

yfiai s the way CC icer Wayne
jrties decribes his amazing 180 foot
I" _. -.«-,l th^* n..-.r-.ntoQrl nC".- 0_-7

net goal that guaranteed CC's 8-7

iiory
over Minnestoa and a sweep of

,
gophers in Minneapolis.

Tfie goal was scored with 34 seconds

fl
in the game with CC out in front

5
Hoinnes spun around the Minnesota

fenders and unleashed a backhanded
that homed in on its target on

^ar side of the rink.

If,at shot along with strong offensive

.y on the part of the Tiger's propelled

;back into the playoff picture. We also

ie an outside chance of moving up into

iplace in the WCHA if we sweep the DU
res.

Thai situation is quite pleasing to

lach Jeff Sauer who relishes the fact

ivve can determine our own destiny.

leels that with a tight checking game
jjnst the offensively explosive

)neer's, the Tigers can stay right in the

of the battle. He will start Goaltender

ott Owens in Denver on Friday and will

ice Paul Mitchell in the nets for our

iiurday home game.

Sauer who feels that the team has

jyed excellent hockey" in the past

jnlh and a half looks forward to a

isible playoff series against Wiscon-

\ ihe top ranked team in the nation.

a! IS if we get past DU this week, and

eyes will be focused on the action in

Sliver tonight.

Playoff

Hopes

Reborn

D.U.

Series

Looms

Crucial

"AN EXTRAORDINARILY GOOD
MOVIE.. .DAZZLING.'lNewYo,kTi„,«

Roger Cornlan,~.u"LUMlERE"

Jeanne Moreau • Francine Racette • Lucia Bose Sj*^
Caroline Carter .nd Keith Carradine i" C"!"'

wr.ir.ii.nddirrtifdbi Jeanne Moreau A New World Picture

NOW THRU TUBS.
AT 7:00 & 9:00

S32 Mlejon 473-4488 ADM. $2.00
I

tlie

I FLICK
STARTS WEDNESDAY

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINEE!

BEST FOREIGN FILM

BEST ACTRESS
MARIE-CHRISTINE BARRAULT

BEST ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY

Oyu^^hEy

U*u«l£u>i 1.

^o.si uo IJpffiB.

iSport*;^

L0RX6S
ikyfJi

I I =J Of I

We've Moved! Come in and visit

our new store and save on these

and
other Grand Opening Specials
WESTERN SHIRTS

Handsomely styled permanent

pressed H Bar C and Wrangler
shirts in super colors. Originally

$12-95 to $22 9.5.

SALE PRICE
$7.88 to $14.88

LEVI'S SHIRTS

Colors and patterns to coordinate

with jeans or casual slacks, in

polyester. Originally $18 to $20.

SALE PRICE
$11.88

LEVIS JEANS

from many colors iind

at incredible savings.

SALE PRICE
$3.88 to $11.88

Visit the new Lorig's now through March 12th and register for over
150 prizes. Drawing will be held March 12, 1977. There's no pur-
chase necessary to register and you need not be present to win!
Hurry in today!

AT THE CORNER OF SOUTH TEJON AND COLORADO AVENUE

.km tlu'StdufordSuninwrScssm.

I
Clioose from a wide variety of introductory

and advanced courses taught by Stanford's

own distinguished faculty and guest

professors. Courses in such fields as:

I history I humanities I laiigiianci I sciences

matliemalics I techntilogy / social sciences

eduialion I special programs ant] institutes

I Surround yourself with our unusually pleasant

sIciAfonI
sufflmer
session
liincIO-Awmtl.^

climate,

nearby beaches and redwoods, and enjoy the cultural

and recreational attractions of a great university and the

San Francisco Bay Area.

The Summer Visitor Program is open to undergraduate and

graduate students in good standing, persons aged 25 years or

over, and qualified high school students.

Ihe application procedure is simple, and suiiuncr vi .ilors need ciol

meet / the usual admissions requirements.

i-or your copy of our 1977 Summer Session Hullclin and an apphcjlKjii

for admission, clip this'ad and mail to: ^ , r. c
Stanford Summer Session

Stanford University

Stanford, CA 94305

(415)497-3109

53
Name -
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Rugby for Beginners tenn,s schedule
^^

March 5 Mississippi Southern Untvetstty 2:30pm

Without benefit of blocking, ZTsVr,To:^l%rTuZ'!°.^^u:pr.
The only time that play Is stopped is when a Apni 9 university or Nebraska 9:ooam

'touch' occurs. This happens when the ball *^;;!;: tJIZTo^cl Aclde^ri'oopm

goes out of bounds A wild in bounds play is April le ji

set up when the forwards (scrums) form two

parallel lines across the field from where the

ball went out- A member from the non

rvolleyers Set for Grand Slam Year
' TCMUIC cr^ucnill C f^un" mafrh

To some CC students it may seem that the

sport of Rugby is unorganized mayhem, but

to any Rugger there is no doubt about the

level or organization Rugby, as it is played

by CC. IS a high contact, rapid moving sport,

closely related to both Soccer and American

football.

The scoring is very simple: a four point 'try'

is made the same as an American football

rushing touchdown. Again as In American

tootball a two point conversion, or goal, may

be attempted by place kicking the ball from

20 yards straight back from the point the ball

was touched down over the goal line. If you

drop kick the ball through the goal posts that

you aim at for conversions, at anytime, you

are awarded three points.

The game is played in two 40 minute

periods of continuous play. Each period

starts with a kick from mid-field. The ball may

be advanced by running or kicking as long as

none of the players on the team in front of the

ball touch it. The ball can be passed back-

wards to a teammate.

When the ball is advanced by the hands a

knock-on is called and the reverse sets up a

scrum. In a scrum both sides line up over the

ball in three rows opposing each other and try

to puch the other scrum back until the ball

comes out the end. At that point it is picked up

by the player called a scrumhalf. He passes it

back until it finally ends up in the hands of the

backs. When the back gets it. play becomes

intense as they try to move the ball downfield

s stale

:O0prn

The f\/1en*s Tennis team plays their first

South OaKola Tech
Meifo Stale College

University of Adam
College

Fort Lewis College

offending team throws the ball in and play
Aprii 19 u.ots. Colorado (Luvcup) 1

resumes.

Watching CC rugby can be fascinating.

There are thirty hard-charging athletes out match of the season tomorrow at 2:30 on

for the team this year. The ruggers will take the CC courts against fvlisslssippi Southern

field at Colorado Mines on fvlarch sixth and at University. This year's schedule pits the

Denver against the 'Olde Boys' the next Tennis Tigers against several out of state

week, CC appears at home for the first time opponents, but they also play most of the

on Saturday March 19 against the f^ile High in state teams, including the University of

team in their annual St. Paddy's Green Southern Colorado in the 4th Annual "Luv

Game. The special native coloring the

players wear for the occasion is reason

enough to see our fighting ruggers.

Cup" match.

The squad is bolstered by several reh
ing lettermen and a plethora of good 1

talent. Co-Captains Dave Adams
g

Blaine Strickland, Randy Steir^
(|

year's MVP), Brad Burghart, Len
Boiy|

Randy Tullis and Mike Maccinl
(^^^

year off) are returning from last
y^j

team.

The JV program has been eliminsi

this year, leaving the team with only J
positions to fill, and Coach Claren
Sterne sees a lot of competition in

g,

for the established players, players
looks to newcomers Jerry Brendel,

,

Stove, Don Clark, Jim Lovett,
jo|

Gormiey and several others to compii

the team.

^cfOoO^Ofi. O

Hey Pardners! If ya ain't got

yer spring break plans yet.

ya better git over tiere party quick!

Taylor ^
Travel

636-3871

818 North Tejon

A sleek classic for sprins

with Pappasallo refinementi

DROADMCX)R WEST

Phone: 475-9035

ccjajaa^ 3^€^®%ji M(^

473-0150
gnm rubber $3—

reb polpuret Ijanc $4°

conoco
CAR CLINIC

6 cylinder

MOTOR
TUNE-UP
SPECIAL

iBGlBdwi tlmbii Mt, chack
casH BdVBBca and PCV
T>lT«, atlm «Ua BPIt, Ula
•I air ratio, lahrlcata
axliaait cantrol Talva, la.

ract l^altlaa wirat. m-
TALL mmt a<)ail MEW
PAUC PLDOS, HEW
VODflS,mW COMDBMU*.

Moit American Made Cars
Resistor Plugs Ejctra 8 cylinder

88 Expires
Feb. 26, 1977

[^COUPON B^H
3488

OILLUBE AND
CHANGE

with Oil Filter (Up to

5 qts. Conoco Oil)

188
Expires

Feb. 26, 1977

COUPON M"^
830 N. NEVADA

471-9200
JUST S.E. OF COLLEGE

MASTERCHARGE BANKAMERICARD

10 • March 4, 1977 •Tiie Catalyst



Rj Now appearing

THE STILL

FALL RIVER
ROAD

575 Garden of Gods Road

Edelweiss

Fine German and Continental Cuisine
In a Quaint Bauartan Atmosphere

Outside Patio — Party rooms
LUNCH MON.-FRI. 11:30 AM- 2PM

DINNER NIGHTLY INCLUDING SUNDAY
34E. RamoaaAve. (South Tzjon at Ctu^tome-Bhxi.J

^**^*>^*^*^*^*^**«>*^

recycle (S) recnrdK

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE
Quality Records and Tapes

At Two Locations
2425 W.Colorado

633-7678
Gift Certificates

Available

219 N.Union
632-8372

(Btifinos

. u„J LllJian

473-2859

333N.TEJON
COLO. SPRINGS. COLORADO

In the Agora Mall

At McDonaldV,
Mrhat's not
pure beef
is pure love.

We love making;

Anierica'.s tavurite

hamhiirners.

And that's why we
don't put anythint; into

them except USDA
in.spected, 100% pure

American heet.

No tenderizer.s. No
fillers. No chemicals.

In fact, the only

thint; we put into our

hamhuryers besides pure

heet is tender loving care.

So, when you huy a

McDonald's hamhur^jer,

you know that what'.s not

beef is bun. Or cat.sup.

Or pickles. Or onions.

Or mustard.

Or love.

We do it all for jrou

McDonald's

WIN A FREE PAIR

FRIDAY
9ain-8pin
SATURDAY
9ain"8pin
SUNDAY
iZnoon-Spm

"barbers

c^OWOPEN^
THE nation's leading
men's and women's

TOTAL
HAIR CARE
CENTER

The BARBERS
Invite You to Try

Our New Shop -

BRING A
FRIEND

AND RECEIVE A

FREE
T-SHIRT

CALL
NOW!

"^^BUILDINGM;SUITE6 475-
BROADMARKET SQUARE 9111
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irading Change Proposed
A rnajor decision affecting the students

Colorado College will be voted upon

Lnday afternoon at the March Faculty

j^gtlng. The Academic Program Commit-

,g and the Committee on Instruction

jve
approved and recommended a policy

tiicfi
would make use of pluses and

-ijnuses
(such as a B+ A-

,
etcetera), in

Lo grading system. Pluses and minuses

-uld also be recorded on permanent

fade
transcripts. The reinstatement of the

grade is also a possibility, although this

^on would entail a separate motion by a

j^ulty member at the meeting.

The use of pluses and minuses would

, taken into consideration when awarding

ofiors.
According to Professor Sam Wil-

j^s of the Academic Program Commit-

Ihe recommendation was made to

[(ovv
instructors to utilize a more precise

^laluation of students work. "At tfie mo-

Dynamic
demonstration

by Alan Prendergast

The William Demarest Lloyd lecture is a

jrmidable affair at Colorado College, an

ivent that annually features a star personage

his or her field. Last fvlonday night, the

udience in Packard Hall discovered that this

's speaker was not to be outdone - not

ven by the likes oi previous Lloyd guests,

ych as Hannah Arendt, Alfred Kazin, or

[iseph Brodsky. Charles Rosen, acclaimed

irtuoso and scholar, held his listeners in

irall with his lecture - demonstration would

emore like it - on the achievement of the last

lars ot Ludwig von Beethoven.

Rosen is a brisk, witty, genial speaker, who
harms his listeners without failing to inform

lem. He approached his subject - Beeth-

iien's effort to extend his music into a "new
jalm" in a time of great personal crisis - with

refreshing lack of sentimentality. While

onceding that Beethoven's increasing

Bafness, and the isolation that accom-
anied it, must have been a "frightening

(perience", Rosen yet managed to concen-

late his lecture upon an earnest study of the

music itself.

Rosen dates Beethoven's late period from

lis two-year struggle with the "Ham-
perklavier " sonata, a monumental work that

Kesaged herculean tasks to come: the Ninth

jymphony, the Missa Solemnis, and the tor-

yous later quartets

The Hammerklavier is spectacularly dif-

fcjlt, Rosen said. "It marks the death of the

imateur pianist."

Witfi that, Rosen moved from the podium

oihe piano, illustrating the subtlety and in-

ensity of Beethoven's late style, and estab-

Sihing that there were no amateurs on the

age.

Amid anecdotes and dynamic perform-

ince, Rosen also offered insights. He ex-

^ained that, while the Romantics found their

aspiration in Beethoven's meager output in

he penod directly preceding the "Ham-
nerktavier' (1 81 2-1 81 7), later masters - from

^/agner and Brahms to Schoenberg and
Slfavinsky - owe a tremendous debt to the

ale sonatas and quartets, as well as the

Jinth Symphony. The later Beethoven "left

''sgeneration behind him," declared Rosen,
The high point of the lecture came in the

exhilarating treatment of the Diabelli Varia-

•ons, Beethoven's last composition for the

'eyboard. Rosen demonstrated the "ex-

'aordinary energy" of the pieces, emphasiz-
es the severe economy of genius - Beeth-

seizing upon the bare essentials of a
''3112 sent to him by Diabelli and developing
T skeleton into new possibilities.

'The simpler it is, the greater Beethoven
3n Write on it . . . You can see why people
'lought Beethoven was mad," Rosen
filled,

Rosen concluded his lecture with the re-

^^ that Beethoven's late period was "a
•sfiod of extremes; a period in which he went
^her in every direction - grossly humorous,
''Ofe profound, more brutal, yet lovelier than

Wing he had done before."

Rosen is a Professor of Music at Stonyb-

^^- He has a Ph.D. from Princeton in

^eich Literature and received the National

^k Award in 1972 for The Classical Style:

,^ydn, Mozart, Beethoven. Professors
^fge Butte and J. Glenn Gray provided his

^Ifoductions Monday night.

The following evening, Rosen concluded
"°

visit to the College with a concert in

^strong Theatre, featuring works by

ment very few C's are given and much ter-

ritory is covered by the B grade. " stated
Williams. Currently there is no way to dif-

ferentiate between a low 8 and a high B."

The Academic Program Committee has
discussed the proposed alternative thor-
oughly. Currently Jemela Macer, Scott
Gelman. and Beth McGlynn are the stu-
dent members of the committee. The
Academic Program Committee is not open
to students other than the three appointed
by the CCCA.

The faculty will discuss the proposed
change among other items on the agenda
at the meeting Monday afternoon in

Armstrong 300. With the exception of
CCCA President, The Catalyst Editor, and
students on committes specifically invited
to attend, faculty meetings are closed lo
students.

The Catalyst
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Students Robbed
A rash of robberies occured on campus

last weekend. Two robberies were reported,

one in Mathias. where a calculator was sto-

len, and one in Ticknor. Fortunately (he cul-

prit was caught and charged, and the

property was recovered.

Rooms were robbed when a teenage
youth, who is currently being held in a de-
tention center, entered Mathias and began
checking doors. Lee Parks apprehended the
suspect Saturday morning, near Ticknor

Any students who suspect they have been
robbed, and who have not reported it, are

encouraged to do so immediately

Editors Needed
Applications tor editorships ol the

Catalyst, Leviathan, and the Nugget will be
available Monday at Rastall Desk. Cutler

Board will select the new editors the first

week after spnng vacation. All applications

must be returned to the Culler Publications

box at Rastall by midnight, Monday, April 4

All editorships are salaried positions; the

Editor of the Catalyst receives $450 for fall

semester, the Editor of the Leviathan re^

ceives $500 lor the academic year, and the

Editor of the Nugget receives $500 for the

academic year.

The new Catalyst editor will assume
duties in September and will edit the

Catalyst through December Cutler Board

regulations stipulate that a person may only

edit the campus newspaper lor a single

semester.

Cutler Publications urges all interested

students lo apply for the positions, which in-

volve substantial work. More inlormalion can

be obtained Irom Cutler Board chairman. Jay
Hartwell at extension 360; from Elizabeth

Collier, Catalyst Editor, extension 326, Alan

Prendergast. Leviathan Editor, 633-0270, oi

Irom Sid Wilkins, Nugget Editor, extension

293,
L.

Springs' "Brown Cloud" is Growing Problem
By Niles Lathem

If one is to look towards the mountains

early in the morning one will see a thin

layer of haze hanging in the air above
Colorado Springs. The layer of haze is

known as the "Brown Cloud," a result of

both particulate and carbon monoxide pol-

lutants that is becoming a growing problem

in the Pikes Peak Region. Although the

situation is not as serious as it is in Denver

or other large cities, the Federal govern-

ment, in late 1976, designated Colorado

Springs as an area in violation of their

clean air standards and ordered the city to

take some steps to control the problem.

According to Don Stone of the El Paso

County Health Department, Colorado

Springs has been in violation of the state

standard of particulate pollution since

1968. His monitoring station located south

of the downtown area has shown that the

amounts of dust blowing around the air as

a result of the local climate and the indus-

trial fly ash, add up to 70 micrograms per

cubic meter or 23% over the state stan-

dard. His tests have also illustrated that

the levels of carbon monoxide, ozone and

nitrogen oxides, resulting from automobile

exhaust, have exceeded the state standard

"enough times for the City lo be concerned."

Professor Val Viers of the CC Physics

Department who also sits on the slate Air

Pollution Control Commission criticized the

problem. "The problem is not trivial." he
said "and the city government is showing a
lack of concern as they are not implement-
ing any serious ideas," Viers went on to

say that although there is plenty of discus-
sion on the subject "there is very little work
being done in exploring a viable strategy lo

control air pollution, to conserve energy,
and come up with a viable transportation

system in this city." Viers stated that "if we
are in violation of the state standards then
we ought to start paying attention, before
we get locked into a senous problem,"

It was explained, last week, that the air

pollution problem is relatively new lo the
city and because of this, the city is still in

the process of organizing a strategy to

control pollution. According to Tad Foster

of the City Attorney's office "it is an amaz-
ingly complex problem." He went on to say
that "the particulate situation is difficult to

control because our region is semi-and.
We would still be in violation even if there

were no residents in El Paso County."
Foster did illustrate some recent efforts

made by the city. He stated thai Ihe con-

struction of the new downtown parking ga-

rage (at an expense of $3 million) and the

new bus terminal along with the increase

in buses was directly related to controlling

levels of carbon monoxide in the down-
town area. Another effort recently made by

the city, according to Foster, was the m-

tem which would enable dnvers to travel at

speeds ol 35 mph through the city and re-

duce idle time in the traffic, "Our studies

indicale that a large percentage of au-

tomobile discharge is a result of idling in

city traffic, " he said "I do nol know
whether these strategies will work, " Foster

admitted, "but as we compile more intor-

mation and start spending more time to

evaluate the problems we can get a more
organized view of solving these problems

"'

Both Val Viers and Don Stone agree

that the problem of carbon monoxide pollu-

tion in Colorado Springs will continue to

grow. According to Stone Ihe people ol

Colorado drive more cars per capita than

any other state in Ihe nation. A recent

study made by the Pikes Peak Area Coun-

cil of Government showed that in El Paso

County a person makes an average ol 8,9

trips a day 98% of these trips are made
by automobile with an average of 1,2 per-

sons per car. "These figures are indicative

of Ihe lifestyle here," said Viers, "which is

not directed at solving the air pollution

problem." Viers stated Ihat he would like to

see more efforts toward Ihe development

of downtown rather than the spreading ol

business and residences which is a

(Continued on pago 7)

City government in its effort to control the slailation of a computerized traffic light sys-

CC Trustees to Evaluate Past, Plan for Future

^si
^^an, Debussy, and of course. Beethoven.

The Board of Trustees are meeting this

weekend to make several decisions which

could significantly affect the future of Col-

orado College. A tentative agenda has

been established for the meeting, however

several items which will be discussed will

not be released publicly until after the

meeting. The Board meetings are not open

to the public.

President Werner; Vice President and

General Secretary of the College, Robert

Brossman; Deans Bradley and Taylor;

Business Manager Robert W. Broughton;

Legal consultant of the College, J. Douglas

Mertz; and Viola Reinhart, Secretary to the

President, and Recorder for the Board of

Trustees; will attend the meetings in addi-

tion to the 22 Trustees. Other than these

administrative persdnel, a few students

will attend and participate in two committee

meetings. Each year the CCCA selects

students to serve on the Development
Committee and the Educational Policy

Committee.

The Board of Trustees is composed of

numerous impressive and influenlial men
and women, including Mr. Russel Tutt,

Chairman of the Board, and President of

the El Pomar Investment Company: Wil-

liam I. Spencer, President of Citibank in

New York, and Gerald Phipps, owner of

the Denver Broncos.

Mr, Robert A. Burghard, partner. Bur-

ghard & Burghard, Realtors, is Vice

Chairman of the Board; Robert Donner Jr..

IS Secretary; and Mr, W, Robert Brossman.

is Assistant Secretary. Four of the Trus-

tees are Alumni Trustees, elected by the

alumni of Colorado College; all others are

Charter Trustees and all Trustees serve for

a period of six years Charter Trustees are

eligible lor reelection-

President Worner is a member of the

Board with voting privileges.

On Saturday morning three committees

of Ihe Board will hold a breakfast meeting

to discuss progress of their committee re-

sponsibilities and will report later to the full

Board. Mr. Brossman has announced that

Mr. Theodore Brown, President of the First

National Bank ot Denver, and Chairman of

the Colorado College Development Com-
mittee will discuss the Annual Fund and
various other campaigns in progress: Mr

Ed H Honnen, of Denver, and Chairman

of Ihe Building and Grounds Committee of

the Board, will discuss various activities of

his committee and Mr Frank S, Hoag Jr.,

publisher of the Pueblo-Star Journal and

chairman of Ihe Education Policy of the

Board, will report for that committee.

Dean Maxwell Taylor will be the featured

speaker at the dinner meeting of the

Board. He will discuss the evaluation ol

the Colorado College Plan to dale, includ-

ing the interviews by visiting professors, and

Dr. Paul Heist last week.

The Colorado College Board of Trustees

meets three times annually - Ihe Fall Meet-

ing generally in early November, the

Winter Meeting in March, and the annual

meeting in mid-June,
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Flo Kennedy Speaks

Feminist Lawyer To Come To CC

Photo by Patrick Daly. Reprinted with permission from Prentice-Hall Inc., En-
glewood Clitts, N.J.

Honor Council Elections
During Ihe latter pad of this block and

throughout Block Eight, the Honor Council

is holding elections to fill seven openings

which will be vacated by graduating
seniors. The election procedure has been
changed in order to better inform students

about the Council and to hopefully obtain a
diverse group of candidates.

Beginning Monday, March 14, nomina-
tion boxes will be placed in all major
dorms and several central locations on
campus. A student may submit either

his/her own name or that of a fellow stu-

dent for nomination. If the student submits
his own name, the Council requests
he/she submit a letter of intent at the same
time. All other people nominated will be

notified by the Council, again requesting 3^

letter of intent.

Nominations will close Thursday April 14
at which time all letters of intent will be
due. The letters will then be made avail-

able to the student body for examination.
On April 21 at 3:30 p.m. an open as-

sembly will be held in Armstrong 300. The
student body at large will narrow the field

of candidates to 21 (three times the
number of openings). The council will then
make a final vote and announce their deci-
sion by Monday, May 2.

Honor Council members will be present
at a reception April 7 in Rastall Lounge
from 6:00 -8:30 to talk with any students
interested in applying for a council seat.

This is third in a series of Women's Com-
mission's articles.

by Sharon Whitmore

"I don't care how many orgasms you
have, I don't care how many diamonds.
how many martinis, how many rock and
roll records-there is no satisfaction, in my
view, that dares to compete with the ability

to make social change. " This statement
summarizes what Flo Kennedy has dedi-

cated tier life to and what she considers
the ultimate challenge-social change. Co-
author of Abortion Rap, author of The
Pathology of Oppression and newly pub-
lished autobiography. Color Me Flo: My
Hard Life and Good Times, Flo Kennedy
is a black activist, feminist, lawyer, and lec-

turer. She combines a high-style street rap

and political insight to make humor work
for change, rather than against it.

Raised in the twenties in Kansas City,

Missouri, on of five daughters. Flo Ken-
nedy moved to New York City at the age
of twenty-six and entered the pre-law pro-

gram at Columbia University's night

"Flo Kennedy has been described as one
of the loudest, rudest, most audacious
people you can find anywhere."

school. She worked in libraries and
museums in the day to pay tuition and
support herself. In 1948 she applied to Co-
lumbia University Law School and was
turned down. Columbia was then under fire

for Its racist admission policies, but the

dean of the law school informed her that

she was denied admission because she

was a woman, not because she was black.

In a hard-hitting letter, with a few choicely

aimed carbon copies. Flo replied. "It feels

the same to me," and the decision was re-

versed. She became one of the first black

women to graduate from Columbia Law
School, and went on to represent such
show-biz clientele as Billie Holiday and
Charlie Parker,

No longer actively practicing law, Flo

Kennedy spends her time lecturing and
organizing. She protests that "I'm just a
loud-mouthed middle-aged colored lady

with a fused spine and three feet of intes-

tines missing," but this wryly humorous
woman's actions attest to the fact that she
firmly believes that what you do is what
you are. She was a delegate to the major

Black Power conferences in the sixties,

and has continued her battle against ra-

cism and sexism by founding the Media
Workshop, the Feminist Party, and the

Coalition Against Racism and Sexism q

organized the Hollywood Toilet
Bovvi

protest the treatment of women
byti

media, and emphasizes that "there
n-

be recognition of media's role m l

Control-Of-Niggers (CON) Game." l
has also filed suit against the Cathn
Church to deprive it of its tax-free

sla^

on the grounds that it spends ii|J

amounts of its money to influence lenj
tlon, particularly abortion laws.

As a phrasemaker, Flo Kennedy
is ^

vaslatingly direct. About people who
ir

things the way they are. she says,
j^j

because you're not feeling sick a
mean you should close the hospitals "

$},

believes "the innocence of good people
inexcusable. Naivete Is a luxury only

(f

pigocrals can afford," and she is quich
tell anyone, "If you want to know whei
the apathy is, you're probably sitting

Flo Kennedy fias been described as on
of the loudest, rudest, most audacioi

people you can find anywhere. To thai y
replies, "Now some of my language is ai

tie strong, and a lot of people can't take

I just use White House language, andwhi
IS good enough for Nixon is good enoLi;

for me."

Flo Kennedy views politics as a ma[{

sport. She feels that many politici

energies are misdirected and does n(

hesitate to speak out about
was up in arms over a Chicago wella;

mother who managed to cop three or (oi

welfare checks when she was enlitlea

only one, but he was tomb-silent aboi

multi-million dollar Lockheed payolts an

$41,000 CIA liquor bill ripoffs.

She feels it is very important that peopi

begin to get interested in Ihe electoi

process. She refers to those who rely
1

government, business, and the media l

give them a good president or a
ciety as zombies. Kennedy concludes IfMjsg

first section of her newest book with

statement: "So what I am saying to yo

now is, use your powers: You
power, your dollar power, your vote powe

We've got business to take care

Zombie-ism is for worms.
Flo Kennedy will speak in Armstror

Theater on Monday, March 14, at

Tickets are $1.50 or free with a CC id

and are available at Rastall desk Tti

event is sponsored by the Women's Com

mission and the Co-Curricular Commi

:r
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TED'S
BICYCLES

Imported & American Bicycles

Authorized Gitane Dealer

3016 Norfh Hancock
lull North or FlUmoca

Phono 473-4915

(§tifino§

,IU,i,u ,J CkJiun

473-2859

333 N. TEJON
COLO. SPRINGS. COLORADO

In the Agora Mall

??:r;r (800)'325-486'7
.,s,e,ou,,„.„,„.i

® UnsTravel Choricn

.

COLORADO SPRINGS
HOSTEL
17 N. Farragut

471-2938

AMERICAN YOUTH HOSTELS,

INC.

Memberships and Guide

Books

fOi^

\,

JiNx*8 Place
Platte and Tejon Streets

PLEASURABLE
PONG-POOL &
POTABLES

Party Trays

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC CHEESE
GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Lower Level, Citadel Shopping Center

597-5660

Edelweiss
restaurant

633-2220
Fine German and Continental Cuisine
In a Quaint Bavarian Atmosphere

Outside Patio — Party rooms
LUNCH MON.-FRI. 11:30AM-2PM

DINNER NIGHTLY INCLUDING SUNDAY
34 E- Ramoaa Ave. (South T^fon at Cheytmte'BUMi)

k,M^^MuM,M^*^4Mi*^jMHJ

J

MILLER'S DISCOUNT RECORDCENTER
10 EAST COLORADO AVENUE

Located in the Galaxy Shop
Largest Selection Popular, Classic,

Jazz, Soul, & Country

Regular $6.98 Records lor S4.98

Weekly Specials for $3.98

Tapes $2.00 OFF Regular Price

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
MILLER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER
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Recycling: Trashing it a
Tne attractive wooden shed behind the Figi house is not an outhouse, but a recycling

;enier. By this time, most Colorado College students realize its function, but few are

a^vare of the campus organization responsible for this and other environmental ac-

nvilies here. This ecologically concerned group goes by the name of ENACT, which
irafislates into environmental action.

Basically, ENACT strives to make this campus more environmentally conscious; by
sponsoring symposia, recycling programs, films, and collecting a library of pertinent

,niormatron. This month, the group is planning its spring symposium. Energy and the
Environment, to be held April 5 through 7.

One pet project, an expansion of the current newspaper and can recycling program,

^^,jll
involve the administration and academic departments. If it can be arranged with

Claude Cowart, assistant director of physical plant, ENACT will organize a collecting

jystem for office waste paper that is presently deposited in the circular file (ie., trash

can.).

Those students who would like to do more than wear black armbands on Earth Day
(May 1) should remember to place pop cans or any other aluminum articles in the

designated receptacle in Tutt, and Coors and Olympia bottles as well as newspapers,

inside the recycling sheds. Most dorms supply boxes in which to put newspaper (not

rotten apple cores or other interesting items that have been lodged there in the past).

We must not forget that our Governor has proclaimed March "water conservation

month". A few helpful hints from the Denver Water Board: 1 . A shower uses much less

water than a bath. Those with suspicious minds may experiment by plugging the drain

during a shower and comparing the water level. 2. If you are male, either grow a beard

or plug the sink while shaving, and rinse in the pooled water rather than under a free

now. 3' Use more elbow grease when washing your auto; don't depend on sheer water

force to remove dirt. If the clouds are threatening, soap up your car and let the rain rinse

it off.
4. Every time you flush your water closet, four to eight gallons of water is used. By

placing a plastic water bottle (cut off at the top) in the tank, this amount will be reduced.

Arid, of course, from a health standpoint, one needn't flush after every urination. 5.

Actually, this is all common sense.

Central Services will fashion a note pad out of any waste paper you have accumulated.

Save everything possibly usable that you would usually throw away. Something might

come in handy. On the other hand, you might have one hell of a mess to clean up at the

end of the year, but it's worth a try. Senior Dave Phillips is the ENACT chief, and he

would be pleased to hear from interested students. Call X 470.

inergy Prices, Budget Increase

by William Miller

Colorado College has been hit hard by

lises in the prices of natural gas, oil, elec-

city, and non-potable water which have

lised the school energy budget $106,200

nee 1973 according to Physical Plant fig-

res. Since the Energy Conservation

ommission was started in 1973, a great

agree of success in lowering fuel and elec-

icconsumption has earned a Federal letter

commendation and kept most of the

:tioors needs in flush with cost curves re-

imbling Manitou Incline.

In Its first year the Commission, headed

/ Claude Cowart. the Assistant Director

ihe Physical Plant, identified and elimi-

iled enough areas of wasted energy
msumption that it saved about one-fourth

the use compared to 1972, In keeping

I with its brilliant first year, the seven

ember board has since 1973 reduced

:lrical and natural gas consumption by

1% and 18% respectively. According to

Cowart's figures, had consumption
!pt at a constant level, the budget would

are been increased this year by a whop-
ifig $103,006. 14 in cost alone.

While the Commission strives to save
"ergy expenditure both student and
chool pressures are on the rise, just as

costs. Recent opening of late night

tudy areas in Palmer Hall has brought up

lectrical demand both for lighting and
eat. The large electric motors which push

warm air through the building serve to

lower the power factor (the lag between

voltage and amperage caused by an elec-

trical engine's circuitry demands) and rais-

ing the price of the electricity supply. Pac-

kard Hall's large picture windows are a

large heat loss and serve to enlarge the

new load already placed on the energy

budget by the building itself.

Says Mr. Jim Crossey, Director of the

Physical Plant, "The students can do more

to save energy with individual effort and

awareness than any rules the Physical

Plant can institute". So the responsibility

lies with those who use the energy to

make it go a long way. The following are

some energy tips to help this conservation

program more than just a lagging attempt

to save what we don't need.

1. Keep windows and doors closed.

2. Reduce thermostats to maximum 68

degrees.

3. Keep units clear for maximum circula-

tion.

4. Shower quickly.

5. Turn off All lights when not required.

6. Report faulty windows and door wea-

therstripping and leaky faucets to Head

Residents.

7. WEAR WARM CLOTHING.
The biggest single energy waste by stu-

dents, says the Physical Plant is the hot

shower. So harken unto the ancient adage.

Save water, bathe with a friend ... or even

an acquaintance.

Commentary -

Amin Throws Weight Around
By Stephen Vincent Smith

'tJi Amin once had himself borne on thie

^cl(s of several white subjects in a

wiled sultan's chair. He smilled broadly

* proclaimed himself "the new white
'3n's burden." At the time, people the

"Id over sniggered along with him at the

^ism. No one is laughing now.

^^ fact is that Idi Amin is everyone's

"den — black no less than white. In fact,

leasts serious aspersions on Black Rule

'acially turbulent African nations, thereby

*n9 him a particularly irksome figure to

^ks who are still struggling for the right

' govern themselves. Also interesting

Ending the outcome of the current situa-

"" with the American citizens being held

f'Jganda) is the fact that many of Amin's
•its have been black themselves.
I^lie situation has become one, as Churc-

J^yould say, "up with which we will not
^' However, it is a risky business deal-

^ with such a temperamental murderer.

The response of black leaders in America

has been to decry Amin's actions as a "re-

ign of terror," and condemn him as the

murderer he is, in no uncertain terms.

This was accomplished through a letter to

the editor of The New York Times (Feb.

23) which was signed by eminent blacks

from such diverse groups as the National

Council of Negro Women, National Urban

Rights League, the AFL-CIO Civil Rights

Department, the New York Human Rights

Commission, the NAACP, Associated Ac-

tors and Artists, and the A. Philip Ran-

dolph Institute (including A. Philip Ran-

dolph himself). In addition to this. UN Am-

bassador Andrew Young has publically

lashed out at Amin s actions. According to

columnist William Raspberry, this marks a

significant end to a long silence by black

American leaders which, says Raspberry,

".
. . might well have been taken for ac-

qiescence.

"

But what about the rest of the nation,

leaders and followers, black white or indif-

Fear and Loathing Witii Commies
by John Kuhlman

Can't buy nice flowers in l^floscow from the mugs on the corners, those russian guvs, wouldn't

sell a thing lo two cold Amencans, wrapped in their raincoats Really, it seemed like somelimes we

lunched on old dust and nothing else, we were tloaling lops in Moscow, the wind was blowing like

nothing else, but it was a day when at least the ice wasn't covenng all ol the slreeis. bul we could

feel as we walked back lo the Metropolitan Galine. we could feel the cold dralls Ihat come off the

streets that led lo the nver. There were men in Ihe lobby, but we didn't say hello they were looklno

at you, there were damp spots al your dress, you dabbed at them wilh my hankerchief, ihe men in

Ihe lobby who said their clothes, everything was someone else's property

Who knows, maybe our room was Ihe most expensive, but 1 don't think it was there was only a

brass mirror a photograph of a man with a moustache, cheap lin iins or rusly paints lor your Ironts,

we didn't have a radio but we could hear one In the other room, there wasn't much else, thai we

could see, bul it was dark , Ihe clouds were covering everything, il was only two, but the noon liger

in his bright capital pyjamas was not in sight, egg yolks seemed brighter, there was no bnghl

things, too dark because the clouds covered eve'yihing

You said Ihat my pants need a hot ironing, but there weren't any launderers in the hotel and it

was too cold to lake them oH in the room so went back into the lobby, lo the reslauranl down there,

bul Ihe power there had gone oft again, and we had lo tumble lor our table in ihe dark we tell over

many of the patrons and we showed everyone our legal currency as il II might excuse our

clumsiness the restaurant smelted like skin, you know it smolled like an old light house run by a

marner without a change ol clothes Someone in Ihe kitchen was listening to Chinese military

revels somelimes you know, we though it was on all bands

Some people were dancing bul you didn't think thai it would be right, and they stopped it they

saw we were looking at Ihem, they always turned to look al us, al our labia, and we tried lo nod so

they wouldn't feel as 11 they had to slop bul il was loo dark, perhaps Ihey were looking |usl al you,

because you were as nice, 1 could see, as a horse's brown behind, you smolled like skin, your

hands shook bul no one noticed in the dark and you covered Ihem quickly with your cigarettes,

there were wet spots on your dress

Al live the waiter whispered the curlew to us, and may 1 say 1 wasn 1 sorry we had to return lo our

room there was something in your trembling that I liked We hadn't touched our desserts, swan

cheese pale creams and colored waters, we had ordered Ihem thinking Ihey were somelhing else.

When we were back in our rooms the lights were out, and we sat on our beds in the dark, we

didn't ask lor any lavors We didn't ask any favors, no lavors, we didn't buy Iriends, In Ihe lobby, we

stopped there to buy cigarettes but we didn't stay, you said Ihat Ihey were staring at you and you

dabbed al the wet spots on your dress with my hankerchel and they were We |ust lay in our beds

you were on one side of Ihe room and my bed was on the olhar, it was too dark lo see you but I

could hear you there running your hands over Ihe front ol your dress, trying lo smoothe Ihe wrinkles

from it, and 1 could hear your breathing, il wasn't regular

I was lying In my bed and we could hear the radio Irom ihe other room, but 1
couldn 1 make a word

ol It out 11 was in Chinese we Ihoughl it must have been on all bands, il was so dark we couldn't see

each other couldn't see our hands in Irom ol our laces, I lay on back looking up at Ihe ceiling. I

could hear you shifting ever so slightly In your bed. and I lay on my back looking up al Ihe ceiling, 1

wish 1 could have bul the mattress slipped ever so slightly, and 1
sat up and asked you il your

mattress wasn't slipping maybe, il your dress was dry, some lempling queslions, a clean glass ol

water maybe but you didn't answer, there wasn't a sound Irom your side ol the room, I Ihoughl you

were lying Ihe're like I was, but now there was only one ol us. you had slipped out between the crack

in Ihe door and Ihe hallway outside and you know, I ran into Ihe street then Irom phono boo h to

phone booth in llie ciH' bul Ihe currency they gave me couldn't lit into ihe slot, Ihe operator couldn I

speak Ihe language, she said 1 couldn'l make my connection.

Next week-Tick lock, Ihe black babboon scratches the irrilaled parts beneath his Olack under-

wear and he rolls his eyes up the big tree and he knocks his big stupid head against '"" "ig tree,

and he says he wants a building made wilh his name on it provided it works as weN as he does and

he picks again al his unders, and Ihat means ol course thai week it's - The Alumni Picking Fleas Oft

Of Each Others Backs, and they are good al 11. Work hard until then, then slop

ferent? Should not we, too, let our feelings

be heard? Perhaps all of us should talk of

this among ourselves and see just how sol-

idly we stand on the issue. II appears that

perhaps few people disagree with the point

of view expressed by the black leaders,

thus we should capitalize on our unity

Otherwise, our silence will also be open to

interpretation as acqiescence.-

Columnist Jack Anderson, appearing on

ABC-TV's "Good Ivforning America." (Feb-

ruary 28) revealed that Amin's pride and

joy, his own personal airplane (complete

with a decal of the Roadrunner on the tail)

is in Savannah, GA undergoing repairs.

Anderson suggested that it could hardly be

more appropriate for the President lo im-

pound Amin s plane in Carter's own

homestate. Said Anderson, "This is a kind

of retalialion Amin would understand.

"

Whatever course ol action, if any, the

President decides upon, it is clearly lime to

do somelhing Silence is our worst

possible option. II would be a very ignoble

indulgence in apalhy lo ignore the actions

of this avowed worshipper of Adolph Hitler

any further. A "wait and see " attitude,

which the Administration is adopting,

should imply that once one has waited and

indeed seen, one will act.

The Caddy** • Matc^t '''• ^^^^ ' ^



s Letters ^ss^^^t
French Connection
The Catalyst received this letter this from
Menton France.

Dear Editor:

As a student in Colorado College's only

independently funded off-campus study pro-

gram, I was disappointed to learn that the
Menton Semester was denied three-year

funding. The resident directors of the pro-

gram, Nancy and Bernard Brugarel, feel Ihey

can better serve CC and its students if they

know the program is to be continued for a few
years. They also believe a three year basis

would provide greater "manageability'" and
give them a sense of security committing the

College for a very long period of time. I be-
lieve that a thref' year funding contract would
serve, in addition, to enforce, in the hearts

and minds of applicants, currently enrolled

students, and faculty that the Administration

endorses the apprehension of a second lan-

guage as being in concordance with Its phi-

losophy of a liberal arts education.

oursei

Menton Program. I urge fellow students to evaluate our own personal values. It ap- rience what Hobbes terms 'the w
put aside Colorado Springs for a period in pears to me that this cry for free-choice is against all." The failure to see the en
order to experience an education offering all no more than a cover-up for a dismaying tion between one group's sufferinq ^?
the Dotential voii thfi ^tiidpnt enrtn«, it u/ith lack of concern. own inconvenience is the true issue

-

In our own sanitized environment it is

difficult to know, much less care about the

farmworker. But the worthiness of this

cause is not, as Mr. McGown seems to _ _ ^^
think, based upon its popularity. If we were becomes quite easy to yelp for freedn"'
not "forced" to give equal rights by law to choice while we neglect our responsr
a vast number of minorities (to the disdain as human beings towards others,
of many), then we would most likely expe- Ngg, p.

the potential you, the student, endow it with.

Love and Kisses XXXOOO, Brooks Kirkbride

Someone Does Care

portance. We must not isolate

from the effects we have upon
farmworkers by consuming non-i
tuce. When this isolation does occu

nis

Dear Editor:

In reponse to Niles Lathem's comments
concerning collegiate apathy, I would like to

defend student attitudes. Although many
facets of the American educational system
fail to motivate the individual toward initiation

of change, there is much to be said for the

mere absorption of information. Needless to

say, the majority of one's school experience
consists of arduous memorization and reg-

urgitation, but the knowledge one retains be-
comes a basis for transition. Without this

cumulative knowledge, attempts to alter the

world commonly prove to be futile. Is not the
purposes of college to prepare us for the

world?

[Reagan Chastises "Fourth Brancir
Editor's note: Former governer and

presidential candidate Ronald Reagan
failed us. We have failed it.

"

a separate news conference followjr

spoke at the Antler's Hotel earlier this "'^ speech. Reagan told reporters thai
\

week. CC student Andrew Wolfson was in

the audience and summarized the key
points of Regan's speech.

By Andrew Wolfson
"There is no shortage of fuel in this

, . ,., _, ,
country," Ronald Reagan declared in Col-

in actuality, one need not ever face the orado Springs Tuesday, 'there is a surplus
world, nor IS It an inherent "obligation" of man q, Government." The former California
to better his world, do not wish to be in- governor and recent presidential candi-
formed of any such responsibility by either

The Committee on Instruction meeting in

January rejected this proposal, offered by

the Romance Language Department, under
the guise that no three-year "appointment

letters' are awarded to faculty. Apart from .uri.ieu u- ci>y buun fesponsiormy oy eimer ^ate soeakino before a convpntion nf thP
this insensible policy, reasons slated for my peers or anyone else. The decision miLT'/c. ^ ^a .

convention o the

shorttemifundingrefusalwere:(1)thepend. whether or not to instigate change in our so- ^1^^!! .?^l.^ff°''^ °"'.'fi^
'°^ 90v.

r not to instigate change in our so-
ciety is purely a personal one.

College is a time for personal transition

and self-awarness, and this eventual accep-
tance of one's world is a prerequisite for ef-

fective improvement of the outer world. The
astute mdivioual does not seek outer
change until he is well-educated in the area

he seeks to alter, and secure within himself,

A man cannot build a house without a bluep-
rint in his mind.

Typical comments such as, "... what am I

supposed to do?" are neither trite nor apathe-

ing "priority ranking of our off-campus pro-

grams;" (2) the alleged establishment of an
ACM French-abroad program; (3) financial

reservations raised by some faculty mem-
bers.

Mr, Robert Broughton, of the business

office, has subsequently revealed that the

Menton Semester is a source of income for

the College. The moderate budget and vac-

ancies in CC dorms created in the absence of

fulenton student brought $6,500 dollars of

"profit" to the school. One member of the

Romance Languages Department con-

tracted ACM sources discovering that the

projected founding of a semester in France

was nothing more than a rumor; no initiatives

have been taken; no ACfA program is pend-

ing.

Should the Off-Campus Studies Commit-
tee rank the Menton Program as a high prior-

ity? In polling the members of the program vis

a vie their experience here, all responded
positively. There is no better way to learn a
second language, and then there are the in- display of selfishness and superficiality.

ernment to get the hell out of the way and
let free enterprise solve our problems."
The former movie star, sixty-six year old,

but with only a touch of gray hair at his

temples, spoke of the "growth of govern-
ment interference in our lives," and re-

ceived frequent ovations from an audience
of midwestern natural gas distributors and
their wifes, "Goverment has already done
too much about unemployment, the energy
crisis, and other national problems," Re-
agan told them. "An unnecessary fourth

branch of government has been created
tic; apathy would be total lack of concern-at w^<^h nn nn Rp.n.n .^7 h .J
iPfl^t c;,„HpnK ^rp =,w.,ro nf tho r.rohi.^.

Washington, Reagan continued, --the
least students are aware of the problems,
and the questions are being asked,

vast federal bureaucracy

u-^r^r, M^i -, M Reagan, the son of a Tampico, Illinois
Karen McLachlan

^^a^gj.^g g^oe salesman, told the M.G.A.
that one billion dollars a day was simply too
much for the federal government to spend.
"If each of you gave your wives one billion

dollars," Reagan joked, "and sent them off

^ shopping on a one thousand dollar-a-day

And7ew"McGowns commenlarv (Lettuce f"°'"^"'=^'
'^^V wouldn t come back for early last month"

Boycott is Ethical Concern) ,s a blantant
*ree thousand years."

" ' Reagan told the convention that "all too

Opening Our Eyes
Dear Editor,

was not even speculating about his role

the 1980 presidential election. "|
haver

ruled anything out, and I haven't ruled an
thing in." In the meantime, Reagan
that he would continue with his speaki
engagements and radio shows, and woi
try to dispel false images of his poiiiij

party. "Many people have more in con
mon with the Republican Party than tin

realize." Reagan stated,

Reagan declared that he has no regrei

about his selection of Richard Schweikf
as his vice-presidential running male inui

1976 election, Reagan said that he picke

Schweiker, a senator from Pennsylvani;

in order to show northeastern Republica
politicians that he was really in the runnin

for the presidency.

In other areas, Reagan told reportej

that government regulaton of natural

prices was directly responsible for (he

vere shortage of heating fuel in the easlen

United States this winter. Reagan insistei

"that it has been made uneconomic
t(

search for new energy supplies," and %
the eastern heating chsis was caused b

"a classic example of government regula

tion and interference.

Questioned about his position on humai
rights, Reagan stated that he would have

invited Alexander Solszenitzn to the While

House if he had been president. He note

that Gerald Ford apologized for not havioi

done so in a speech at Yale University

le,<

rr

ad

i

lyb

lerii

tangible aspects of s.udyabroad. Students approaching the "ethical concerns" of the °JlVnn°Zl''ZZlL':Z'^r°"ltwhipping boys in the interest of something
called consumerism." The "groves of

Reagan continued, "are filled

as CC, who live in stale, should consider this boycott in a value-free manner, Mr
as an opportunity to be independent from McGown is only then capable of justifying ^tadQmi
family, while those students who desire a "individual preferences" which run counter „,i+k « * u . ..

change in academic environment should to the lettuce currently being served by Z^^^Jl^^lf'^ k"" ? i^^l "".T
^^°^^

consider applying. Saga. ^ socialism than about the benefits of our

The photo that appeared in last year's When a person closes his eyes to the

Catalyst was deceptive, if not spurious, for P'ight of the migrant farmworker, it be-
the twins are nowhere to be found. No men- comes a simple task to define the lettuce

tion has been made of the studying being boycott in terms of free-choice and democ-
done here, so allow me. The seventh and racy. It, however, we address the pro-
ninth blocks Susan Ashley teaches threatens blem from within a concerned and ethical

to deprive us of sleep; she will teach Modern framework, we discover that the crucial

France and Italy (9 blocks). Between this two question is not whether force should be
block history offering, professor Sara Sim- used "to ensure support for a cause," but

rather, why we cannot see the true issue
at stake. When personal choice (the right
to have non-union lettuce) impedes upon
the ultimate living conditions of a group of
oppressed people, then it is time to re-

own capitalist system." But in the United
States, Reagan reminded his audience,
"we set our poverty line 800% higher than
the median world income. Let's stop those
who continue to look for something new,'
Reagan concluded. "Our system has never

Reagan also stated that he did no! thin)

that the United States should be warmiiK

up its relations with Cuba and at the sami

time continue to do business wth Chile

"There are many great violations of tiumai

rights in Cuba," Regan commented.

In response to a final question, Reagan

declared that while the government has

perhaps been overzealous in its implemer
tation of affirmative action programs lor

minority groups, it must always be ready

"to go to the point of bayonet, if neces-

sary, in the defense of individual rights.

"

mons teaches Voltaire and Enlightenment
Paris,

Finally, as in the past, it will be student
participation which will define the fate of the
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News From Career Counseling
COMING PROGRAMS
Pre-Pharmacy Orientation Meeting at the University of ColoratJo - Boulder, Staurday March

12 at 10:00 a.m. For more information call 568 or 569. 11:00 - 5:00.
Resume Writing, Part I with Dana Koury. Worl(Stiop to nelp you organize your efforts for this

all-importanl facet of job-hunting. Monday the 14thi, 3:30. WES Room. Part II will be Ttiursdav.
fylarch 17.

Career and Lite Planning with Carol Leavenworth and Barljara li/lcDougald. Part II with limited
participation. Tuesday, fvlarch 15, 1-4:00, Rastall 209.
Job Opportunities for Graduate Drop-Outs with Bill Flanagan. If you've had enough of school

tor awhile and want to got down to the nitty-gritty of adult life, this worl<stiop offers hope and help.

Tuesday, March 15, 3:00 p.m.. Rastall 208.
Career Opportunity Seminar - The Media, Representatives from radio, TV. newspapers,

public relations, etc. will appear as a panel, then have open discussion with those students
attending. Thursday, March 17. 7-9:00 p.m.. Room 208 Rastall. Relreshmenis will be served
Job Search Support Group with Brenda Rau. Friday, March 18, WES Room 100 p.m

Job-hunting can be a desolate experience without assitance from others. Find out where and ho«
you can get the right Itind of help.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS

Martha Baird Rockefeller Fund lor Music offers grants designed to help professionals vtho
have completed their basic music training and have begun perfomiing. For details see the Career
Counseling Center, 103 Cossitt.

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS
Among other camp Jobs are two just received for Girt Scout Camps (open to you guys as well as

the gals) one in the Poconos and the otheron beautiful Saranac Lake In the Adirondacks For more
inlormation, come to the Career Counseling Center.

FULL TIME JOBS
A position as combination manager-salesman for branch office of major title Insurance com-

pany in Cotorado Springs. Good poteritial, open now. II interested, come to 1 03 Cossitt between
1 1 ;00 and 5:00, M-F.
Depauw University is looking for a soprano for studio voice instruction, perfonnance in recital

and occasional ensembles, and class voice instruction. Full description aballable at Career
Counseling & Placement Center.
RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS

Proctor and Gaigble will have two managers on campus Tuesday and Wednesday, Ivlarch 1

5

and 1 6. conducting interviews with seniors interested in emptoyment with their company Sign up
lor a specific appointment by calling 568 or 569.
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3 Speech presented by Fletcher L.
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to the Association of American Col-
*

|j^
February. Byron is Chairman of

Board at Koppers Company. Inc. and

iJisit
CC in April as the Woodrow Wil-

Visittng Fellow.

FflUSTRATlON OR FULFILLMENT?
By Fletcher L. Byron

am going to carry coals to Newcastle. I

MO urge members of the Association of

gncan Colleges, to concentrate more

Lqiy than ever upon the basic function of

Jding a liberal arts education for stu-

ils.

am sure you are showered with all kinds

advice,
just as we in the business world

, ^e are told that the liberal arts are out of

B old fashioned, that the demand now is

vocationally-oriented courses and cur-

jla,
students fearful of the tight job market

I wish educators would do is

motivate persons who will be

aduating ... to keep on learn-

frustration or Fulfillment?

iberal Arts Job Ticket: A Cruel Hoax?

Opiiiiou=

tors have sold the liberal arts with a )0b ticket

attached- A vocational angle Take a major in

philosophy, dear student, and there'll be a job

at the end of the line.

This IS a cruel hoax nowadays to play on a

young person. It may have been valid in the

1 950s and 1 960s when there were many kids

Association, endorsed the idea. 1 am told that

a handful of universities have established

such a relationship with varing options Dr

Norman Bowie of the University of Delaware,

executive secretary of the Association, says,

"We think it is a creative response to unem-

ployment, that a person with a graduate de-

graduating from high schools and there gree can be associated with a university and

wasn t room in the labor force, and so the

advice to them was to go on to college. That,

incidentally, opened up a lot of jobs for in-

structors and professors. Then because
there were no jobs for college graduates,

students were advised to go on to graduate

school. That opened up jobs and writing and

publishing opportunities for more persons in

can have the opportunity to be involved with

the intellectual life of a university without hav-

ing to pay fees.'

I agree because I can see this as a way for

a person to have a cloak of respectability, of

authority, so he can publish his or her re-

search

Yes, I understand very well the perplexity

higher education, and so there ofter was a of a young person having in hand a liberal

arts degree and facing today's job market

And let me give you the view of an employ-

er. We ask that inquiring student in turn:

"What could you do for Koppers Company
that would make it worth our while to employ

stress the vocational angle, losing sight you? Why should we pay for three years of

meal ticket at the end of the line.

But that's no longer true. With a declining

population in the schools, with faculties

highly tenured, there just aren't the jobs

available. Yet liberal arts colleges continue to

Hiarnmering at the door demanding that

lybe given job skills. In the world we are

fifing, you are told, there no longer is the

lurely pace to accomodate to four years of

jial arts; that colleges which continue to

icentrate upon that role are merely hug-

iQ
their deck chairs on the deck of the

anic.

Nonsense! I'm here to urge you to stick

]fe than ever to your traditional role. Even if

is the proverbial carrying of coals to the

allown of Newcastle, I hope that having it

me from a businessman and industrialist

imean something. That's the good news.

Now for the bad news, I think that leaders

higher education, because some of you

ve waffled on this basic role, have pre-

led neither students nor this nation for the

Kj of world into which we are moving. Col-

ges and universities, which would be at

cutting edge of change, instead all too

en are among the most reactionary of our

ititutions."

And it is only as you return to your basic

3fal arts role that you will be of the most aid

floundering students and an uncertain na-

and world bumbling into an era unlike

^hing in the history of mankind.

Let me assure you that I understand that

oblem very well. 1 am a trustee of a private

kqe. and I know the aching problem first-

ind.

But permit me to develop my thesis and I

fikyou will see that it addresses itself pra-

te the point of the survival of the liberal

allege—even if not all can or should be

ived.

With this assurance of my sympathetic

!fception of your deep and continuing fi-

incial problems, let me continue with the

iinls of my thesis.

Cruel Hoax
First, a criticism. I'm afraid that in response

pressures of many kinds liberal arts educa-

thereby of the real reasons for a litaeral arts

education.

But, educators say, that's all well and
good, Mr. Byron, but what is the answer to

business and industry when they say they

can't give jobs to graduates with only a liberal

arts degree? What is the answer to juniors

and seniors anxious about the tight job mar-

ket and concerned that they are wasting their

time on liberal arts?

Fair enough! But let me assure you on a

personal basis that I'm not immune from the

pressures we are talking about. I have a son-

in-law who is finishing up a phD in colonial

history at Duke University. Colonial history!

I'm proud of his accomplishment, but I am as

baffled as he is as to just what he will do with

it. He says he would like to do research to-

ward some definitive writing on that important

period in our history. Fine, I said. Why not go

to New York City, with its many fine library

facilities, and take a job driving a taxi cab to

give yourself the wherewithal and the time to

do research?

"On no!" he responded. "The academic

world would never accept a paper written by

a cab driver. That's not an acceptable plat-

on-the-job training to give you a work skill

Are we at an impasse? What should we
do?
My response is two-fold. First, my view of

the liberal arts and the humanities is that they

make you a broader person, a more ap-

preciative person, but not that they prepare

you for a particular job. Our task is to keep our

colleges fixed on that track. Don't make your-

self into vocationally-oriented schools; don't

make a fish out of a fowl.

But the other answer is that the liberal ads

college student must realize that he or she

also must come up with a saleable skill." That

may be obtained at a technical institution, a

specialized vocational school, a community

college, or some specialized graduate pro-

gram. It may be in accounting, law, engineer-

ing. My daughter, the product of a liberal arts

education, has decided to attend the

Katharine Gibbs secretarial school to obtain

that saleable skill. I've always said that to be

a good general manager the background of a

liberal arts education is invaluable, but that to

get on the ladder to being a general manager

you must have to start with that saleable skill,

that employable skill,

I (hink that is what lo tell students . . - not
form for definitive research and publication.

Now I suggest that this is a situation which hoax them with the idea thai a liberal arts

must be changed, given the world into which degree by itself is a pb ticket
,

to direct

we are moving. And I am pleased to learn that their thinking toward attending another m-

at least one group, the American Philosoph- stitution after college to achieve that saleable

ical Association, has done something about skill, and not to abandon your historic func-

it. The Association in 1974 recieved a pro- tion by watering down your curriculum with

posal from a group calling itself the Caucus vocational emphasis

for Unemployed and Untenured Philoso-

phers which noted that these were times in

which many philosophy graduates don't have

|obs. Wouldn't it be useful, the Caucus

suggested, if they could have an association

with the philosophy department of an

academic institution, a relationship which at

its maximum could include use of a library,

invitations to colloquia, office space and a

mailbox'' Since the person would not be per-

forming any academic services, nor any

teaching, there would be no stipend.

The Association of Department Chairmen,

a group within the American Philosophical

Financial Question

Of course, this bnngs us back to the finan-

cial questions we touched upon earlier.

Given my thesis, I have to be candid and say

there may not be room in our society for all o(

the liberal arts colleges presently in exis-

tence. Maybe some institutions will have lo

convert entirely to the vocationally-oriented,

while others continue wilh the traditional

thrust. Bui do not try to do both. Be willing to

concede that the young people who have

been coming lo your school for the wrong

reason — a vocational job-tickel — should go

lo an institution specifically designed for that

purpose
Later I will have some suggestions as to

our role in meeting the challenge of the dif-

ferent world into which we are moving. 1 hope

this point underlines the thesis with which I

started — my coals to Newcastle advice that

you in liberal arts stick to your last

That leads me to a second major point.

Because of the sheer force of numbers m our

colleges, we have gotten too tar into teach-

ing people, rather than exposing them lo the

world of knowledge and letting them learn

The Socratic dialogue is the best way to

teach and to learn. Mark Hopkins on the end

of a log and the pupil on the other
.

.

Impractical with today's numbers of stu-

dents, to be sure But no one that I know of is

talking about student-teacher ratios in these

terms.

Let me advance my criticism of the educa-

tional system;

I'm afraid our education system Is way
behind on preparing people to use their free

time We're doing a poor job of pushing

people to grasp for new knowledge. I'm afraid

too many students assume that it they're

through school, they know all they need to

know, that they don't need to learn more

They are "educated."

My concern about learning was well de-

scribed in the 1 976 annual report of the pres-

ident of John Hopkins University by Presi-

dent Steven MuUer, He contended: "Most of

our undergraduates are wilh us to qualify for

something else, be it graduate or profes-

sional training or a job. They do (and you

may) call that qualification process learning,

but this view tails completely lo distinguish

between a preparation process on the one

hand and a real desire for knowledge on the

other.

Most undergraduates are obsessive//

preoccupied with compiling a record that

will serve to get them into post-

".
. . the liberal arts college stu-

dent must realize that he or she

also must come up with a sale-

able skill."

baccalaureate education or into a job. What
that means, first ot all. is taking a great many
courses that are required for one reason or

another, and getting excellent grades. Ttie

emptiasis is on having a certain course on

one's record and on the grade received,

rather that on whatever may actually be

learned , . . Most undergraduates in effect

write off their undergraduate years in terms

of Intrinsic values. They are not 'reaC years;

they are only 'pre'-years Their value is seen

to lie mostly in what follows them, not in what

they themselves conlain. Staled simply. Ihey

ate not regarded as years of learning bul as

years of effort lo qualify for something else:

and learning and trying to qualify can be two

entirely different things."

Learning Days Over

My fear is that too many graduates assume

(Continued on page 8)

K Comitteutary

\lielodramatic Experiments in Participatory Mayhem

iWSJ

m,

By Thorn Shanker
Charging across the fray wilh all the

^angelical zeal of a crusading knight errant.

Colorado College Campus Association

|-j in recent months laid seige to the im-

tnelrable bastions of Benjamins Basement,

ippling admittedly 'self-perpetuating" by-

' and redefining the role ol this campus

"iiee house and 3.2 bar.

But Benny's Board of Directors has stub-

omly delivered a few verbal gauntlets of its

1. stating that the student-run organiza-

has been working smoothly and asking

a strictly "hands-off" policy from the

iCCA.

Such melodramatic experiments in particl-

Wory mayhem, which barely raised an

Wrow among the students in whose inter-

s the controversy arose, have only served

"Jilfuse valuable energies and alienate two

ampus organizations which should be na-

ife be working together.

More a problem of personalities than eco-

""lics, the conflicts have transcended the

O'mai level of student operations into a

*3lm ol back room politicking and

""otions-becoming so complex that, as one

A officer stated, "even the members

tell you point by point what happened.

'"juon

CCCA,
«A'|

The quarrel began brewing last semester

duhng arbitration to decide if Benny's should

be required to repay a disputed loan to the

COCA and allocate a certain percentage of

Its annual profits to the student governing

body.

The CCCA then moved to resolve per-

ceived problems in the way students were

appointed to Benny's Board of Directors.

Up to that time, members to the board were

appointed by the outgoing constituents, a

system decried by the CCCA as being poten-

tially self-perpetualing and leaving little

opportunity for Iresh student input.

With allegations concerning infractions ot

Benny's liquor license still in Ihe air, Ihe

CCCA overruled a "town meeting " selection

process and passed a system whereby three

of the bars six board members would be

selected by the outgoing board from a pool ol

live put forward by the council.

To the members of the Benjamin's Base-

ment Board of Directors, al issue is the style

and substance of the intervention into its

internal affairs by the CCCA.
"CCCA's initiative has always been ques-

tioned, ' declared Steve Lewis, chairman ol

Benny's Board ol Directors.

Adding that the student government prob-

ably should "step in"" when it sees gross

mismanagement or senous problems, Lewis

said, "I don"t think that was the case.""

But across Cascade Avenue, the official

view emphatically supports CCCA involve-

ment in campus organizations

"CCCA rightly should have direct input into

selection of Benny's board of directors, ex-

plained Dean IVIaxwell Taylor. "As Ihe cam-

pus governing body, they have that peroga-

tive.

The people on Ihe board are not saying

that the CCCA should not have anything lo

do with Benny's, Lewis contends, "We jusi

wanted to work out our own problems and

weren't allowed to do it."

Such differences in philosophies leave

both campus organizations in rather am-

biguous positions.

Benjamin's Basement is really an exten-

sion of the Colorado College learning proc-

ess, giving students a chance to improve

their business and managerial linesse-all

the while supported by economic cushions

and administrative safeguards The bar-

keeps are still apprentices, and as such must

be required lo follow stipulations set by cam-

pus governing bodies.

And the CCCA-also an extension ol the

College's curriculum-is a lorum where in-

terested students can practice skills ol

small-scale diplomacy and study Ihe subtle

nuances ol human nature under pressure. It

should not be a seat ol power used to tilt at

quixotic windmills that later turn out to be

bicycle wheels.

(Continued on page 12)
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SEE OUR COMPLETE STOCK
OF ADIDAS, NIKE, PUMA,
TRETORN, AND MORE!

Converse Leather All Star Tennis Oxfords
Mens and ladies'. Revolutionary polyurethane soles team witti light

white leather uppers for super gripping and top comfort. Mens no.
f-9357 in sizes 6V2 thru 13. Ladies' no. 5-9357 in sizes 4 thru 10
UST PRICE 24.95.

Nike Special Nylon Jog & Training Shoes
Light swoosh nylon uppers won't crack or harden. With suede leather
trim. In blue-gold, gold-blue, or white-blue. Sizes 6 thru 12 LAST
PRICE 19.95.

Puma Oslo Leather Training Shoes
Uppers of fine quality calfsl<in leather with supple suede trim. Padded
ankle collar for long-wearing comfort. Sizes GVi thru 12 LAST PRICE
24.95. #9165.

Tretorn Nyllte Quality Tennis Shoes
Canvas-nylon uppers, feather-light foamed composition sole with a
non-slip pattern. Generous foam padding on innersole. Men's sizes
6V2 thru 13. Ladies' sizes 4 thru 10.

106 N. TEJON
Call 473-3143
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Environmental Concerns
;olorado Springs Lacks Urban Planning

By Wtlliam G. Miller

njne-man City Council of Colorado

L^s is not the same environmentally

Jrtj group which ffiur years ago boasted

rompany °' Lou Cortez, Fred Sonder-

- and Mike Bird. Backed by a resound-

I'upport throughout the state which

against the protection of our natural sur-

roundings.

In an interview CC's Councilman-
Professor Mike Bird said that ttre- Council is

for more environmentally oriented than
"many years ago." The preservation of

"open space" has been moved for in recent

nity. Of nine members, five are businessmen,

including the Mayor and Vice-Mayor- In a city

like Colorado Spnngs. the health of the busi-

ness community is a crucial factor to the sur-

vival of the downtown area which is already

vulnerable from the competition with subur-

ban shopping malls. The Council's priority to

^ another environmentalist Dick Lamm decisions in a town which has more undevel- keep business healthy for whatever reason
. nn /^l./mnlr~ hiH thic r'/iiini-'il ie nr\ nnari lanH uiithin itc oihi limilo than an\/ nlhor nnri io fi-iromnct anH on»/imnmpntali<;rP Irvnk a
strong Olympic bid, this Council is no

i"?

overwhelmingly liberal. The polariza-

iias been replaced by a new passive

^ness which is not strongly for nor

|er(

hSI!

fiACT
]fmposium
fivironmental Action (ENACT) of Col-

jo
College is currently organizing a

e-day symposium on Energy and the

ifonment, to be held during the first

il(
of Block 8. The symposium will fea-

j keynote speakers, panels.

cussion-groups, films, demonstrations,

ature, and a tour of local solar facilities,

icking off the symposium on Tuesday,

il
5 will be two Boulder environmental

inlists. Albert Bartlett and William Kel-

The speakers will discuss exponential

ivth and global weather modifications,

pectively, at 3:00 PM in Packard Au-

burn. During the evening a discussion

planned between a free-market

ifiomist and a member of Governor

fim's environmental staff, dealing in part

h the new state energy conservation

fi.

Ulernative Energy Souces will be the

t on Wednesday. Solar demonstrations

i a tour of local solar facilities will pre-

le illustrated lectures in Packard during

afternoon. Scheduled are Dr. Byron

m of CSU to discuss solar thermal heat-

and Doug Jardine of Kaman Sciences

present the concept of the total energy

stem. In the evening group discussions

fallow two films, Sunbeam Solutions

E.F. Schumacher's The Other Way.

a Kuharich of the municipal utilities and

nk Rase of the Governor's Energy Pol-

Council will guide the sessions.

Energy Policy will be the subject of the

il day on April 7. CO graduate Eileen

evey, the youngest Public Utilities

mmissioner (New Mexico) in history, will

^ole the Thursday-at-Eteven assembly.

Many plans are still tentative, with the

ong possiblity of participation by con-

essional or private energy activists. If

have any suggestions or questions,

lase contact Dave Philips, ext. 470^

Johnson, 633-0826.

oped land within its city limits than any other

major city in the nation. In recent months
decisions to acquire a 75-acre plot from the

Wood Brothers in Austin Bluffs and another

area of the same size West of the city have
confirmed support of open space. Colorado
Springs' ruling businessmen have ruled

against development at least temporarily in-

side the city.

The Ent Air Force Base plan provided for

the development of a large shopping center

on the large, downtown plot left by the closing

of that installation. Many believe that this

large acreage of downtown land could be-

come an outstanding park, but it remains to

be seen whether the decision left the area for

development by a more desirable plan or not.

But the barnstorming liberalism of 1973 is

not alive today. Only two so-called environ-

mentalists are on the Council today: Cortez.

Bird, and two are on the City Planning Com-
mission. (The latter is the preliminary body

before which proposed zoning decisions

must be brought and accepted before it can

be reviewed by the Council). The public and

official fervor met stagnation about the same
time the economy did in 1975. and, as Bird

said, "The pendulum swung the other way."

One possibility for this turnaround caused

by economic recession is the close contact of

the City Council and' the business commu-

and is foremost and environmentalism took a

back seat.

Where no attention was paid to the cause
in '75. some is being paid now Public apathy

has not helped the movement lately in a city

where environmental consideration is so im-

portant to vast regions of undeveloped land.

Perhaps the vigilence is sufficient to prevent

another mistake of the same proportions as

the infamous scarred mountain which bes-

tows its brazen ugliness on the Pikes Peak
region. This we hope.

CARBON MONOXIDE LEVELS IN PPM

1975

Colorado
Springs

Fort

Collins

II
£.9

II II

5-1

II

January ND ND 3.85 17.0

February ND ND ID ID

March ND ND ID ID

April ND ND ID ID

May ND ND ID ID

June ND ND ID ID

July ND ND ID ID

August 1.7 16.5 ID ID

September 2.0 12.0 1.4 10.

4

October 1.9 22.0 1.9 16.0

November 2.2 13.0 1.9 17.0

December 3.3 22.0 2.7 22.0

TOTAL SLtSPENOEO PAI

Colorado Springs. ManM

AQCR-*

COLORADO'S LARGEST selection

)w cost, governmenl bonded

i trip ctiarter flights lo EUROPE
IS259 from NYC. $369 Irom Denver)

AFRICA ($299) PERU ($399) HAWAII

(S179) ASIA ($479) at

THE TRAVEL COMPANY
1310 College Avenue

1-443-3580

Weekdays

GOLDEN NEEDLE
333 N. Tejon (Agora Mall)

635-0064.
We specialize In handmade
clothing and decorating
terns.

BEAUTY HAVEN
LET US CHANGE YOUR MIND ABOUT

Permanent Waving . We Have 6 Min.

COMPLETE BEAUTY SERVICES

Sc«ciaJizin9 in Damaged Hair. Scaip Tieai-

No Appoimmeni Necessary

320 N TGjon 632-2948

the

FLICK

532 N. Tejon 473-4488

NOW SHOWING

DAILY AT 7:00 & 9:00 ADM. $2.00

ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE!
BEST FOREIGN FILM

BEST ACTRESS
MARIf CHRISTINE BARRAULT

BEST ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY

Cousin Cousine Is quite possibly the most accur-

ate representation of happy, healthy sensuality I

have seen on fi|m."-JonnSimon,Ne«YnrKMaaaJ "-

Air Pollution
(Continued from page one)

phenomenon of this city. The city should

lift it's commercial zones."' he said, "so
that businesses are more centrally locate4

which would reduce the amount of travel

lime."

Other strategies that are in the devel-

opment stages include the issuance tor

several million dollars to improve and build

arterial roadways which is on the ballot for

the April elections. The project is designed

to improve Union street to facilitate the

employees of Patty Jewett, the town's

largest industry, in getting lo work, accord-

ing to VIers, El Paso County is also re-

sponding to the Federal Order to place a

ceiling on the amount of sulfur dioxide pol-

lution which industries give off. The stole

has been divided into regions and some

regions will have higher ceilings than other

regions. The matter will go before the state

government in late Ivlarch and discussions

are being held this weekend al the El Paso

County Health Department located al 501

N. Foote Ave All those interested are en-

couraged to attend. According to Tad Fos-

ter, "We would like lo see more public

sophistication on the air pollutions prob-

lems so that we can come up with new

ideas."

Get Your Hair Cut

For Saint Patty

COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

HAIRCUTS ARE LUCKY THIS WEEK

\ 827 N. Tejon
^^f'lf^,,

,!.« Bounca. N.Tel o n

'/US 6. Ne» ida/Bijou.
*l hi et es f66I.|j^

Jocque Shop*.
Jl-owir Cll adel Malll

^lil HioslEI.N.Acs dom
^l<i HauslWLE.Ch*yn.Mt

"'al.Starksys.A.A.Spts

'^•'•(reo Clfclei

^^JG of C01.0JVAO0 'V' ^
•^ 1221 Peiin. Ave. ^Mi

-^^B Boulder, Co. 80302 f^M * Sneak a rs in
New S ot es.Laces

& I n s ol « a I

.

I Week Sa r vl ca.

LUGGAGE AND HANDBAGS
TOGO!

CoLoxado Jls-aihex (^oodi.

731 N. Tejon Phone 473-9312
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CCCA Financial Vice President Candidates

Photo by J

By Jim Galef
The Financial Vice-President is one of

three officers of the CCCA who have sub-
stantia) input in decisions concerning the
aJlocation of funds for student run organi-
zations, as well as funds allocation for

special projects and proposals. I am well
qualified for this position because of my
experience in making financial decisions
and my objectivity, always having the best
interests of the CC student body in mind.

It seems that many of the students I

have talked with are less than wholly satis-

fied with the CCCA. I would attempt to

change this by gathering as much student

input as I can. and keeping that input in

mind when making decisions.

If elected, I would see to it that only

those groups presenting adequately or-

ganized proposals would be given funds. I

would ensure the success ot proposals fa-

vored by many students by aiding with that

proposal's organization where appropriate.

I am a man of action. My priorities will

be those of the CCCA Financial Vice-

President. I will act promptly on matters

requiring my immediate attention so that

the students can gain the greatest possible

benefits.

If anyone has any specific questions

which they would like to discuss with me,
feel free to call me at ext. 279. or drop by
my room at 327 Loomis. I'll be happy to

give you my views on any issue that con-

cems you.

I truly believe that my input in decisions

made by the CCCA will benefit the stu-

dents of Colorado College. My realization

of the responsibilities involved in fiscal de-

cision making and the ramifications of

these decisions, should improve overall

satisfaction with, and quality of, your
CCCA.

Thank you,

Jim Galef

Frustration and Fulfillment Continued
their learning days are over when they leave
college. They do not realize that if they don't
constantly expand their knowledge base,
they'll be obsolete in ten years. If people
make value judgements on the base of small
or outdated knowledge — say, what they
knew when they were graduated from col-
lege — it's as destructive as book burning.

Let me give you an illustration from our
experience at Kopper's. Four years ago we
launched a system of "in-house" seminars
for our younger managers . . , people who
had been out of college three of four years.
You know what we found? Most had stoped
reading. We had to stimulate them to start

again. We proceeded from massive reading
assignments between seminar sessions —
everything from the Club of Rome reports,

such as "Limits of Growrth," Arthur Okun's
"The Big Tradeoff," Michael Harrington's

"Socialism" to whatever Professor John
Kenneth Galbraith has published most re-

cently, a considerable library in itself. From
4:30 to 7:30 once a month for each group of

ten. I take the first year and other senior

offices the years after that. 1 suggest they
read periodicals such as Foreign Affairs, par-

ticularly Its book reviews, to get a line on
books they might wtsh to read; Challenge
magazine, and Annals of the Academy of

Political Science, Daedalus magazine.
Mind-stretchers I

What I wish educators would do is to moti-

vate persons who will be graduating from
your institutions to keep on learning. That's
what IS needed in today's world.

My third point comes out of the foregoing. I

Pholo by Relet Bansen

By Rodger Gurrentz

I feel I am qualified to fill the office of Fi-

nancial Vice-President for two important
reasons: I know the procedures and I

know the students.

I have been a student at Colorado Col-
lege for three years. Those years have ex-
posed me to a great number of students
and subsequently, their needs, desires and
problems. This is an important qualification

for the Financial V.P., for he must make
decisions concerning the allocation of stu-

dent funds to campus organizations. Only
through knowledge of the functions and
perspectives of these organizations on the
CC campus can intelligent financial and
political decisions be made. This knowl-
edge comes through experience as a stu-

dent at Colorado College. _
As acting Financial Vice-PresidJ

the past month, I have become inif"^^
acquainted with the procedures and*
of the office. I have become proticje-J
experienced as chairman of the a
Committee, as financial advisor and

'

executive officer of the CCCA u
volvement on Council has demon?
my objectivity in decision-making Si
expertise when advising the Council
nancial matters. ^

My academic qualifications
\r^<

courses in accounting, finance and
These courses are part of my busii
major. My experience in working

for i

nesses has given me the opportuJ
apply my academic background.

I believe the CCCA should be inva
in the funding of campus events

i

further students' enjoyment of their y,

at CC. Therefore, I have supported \L
requests for poets and symposia as

as rock groups and fairs. If elected,
|

to continue my support of such dive

events on campus.
In sum, the Financial Vice-Presid

must be familiar with the student body
competent in financial matters,

i ij

through my years as a student at Colori

College and as a business major,

these qualifications. Kjjdf

If you would like to discuss any pa„ srai

this letter of candidacy, feel free to call

635-8775.

Thank you for your time.

Sincei ,..

Rodger Gurre lan

19J

f/(C.

do not think our educational system has done
a good enough job of explaining the nature of

the modern world.

One illustration: When I was graduated
from college in 1940, the rate of acquisition of

knowledge from the cave man to the date
could be graphed as a rather flat line, only

slightly rising. What has happened since is

unbelievable- Tfien we didn't have portable
radios, for example, let alone television. Now
a Third Worid country like Indonesia is using

communications satellites!

In higher education there is a lack of inter-

disciplinary inquiry. At my alma mater, Penn-
sylvania State University, there is an eco-

nomics department In the agricultural sdn

another in mineral sciences, yet anolhei

liberal arts, and so on. But no seminars,

interdisciplinary approach, nowhere for'

student to go to get an economics col

embodying all of these fascinating but

ing lines of thought. And if that is truewfl

'ora'

do.

the discipline of economics itself, what ab

all the disciplines that are different from ei ^

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation, comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color.

A vision of the world, 10 million years
in the future, where Wizards rule the
earth. And the powers of magic prevail
over the forces of technology in the
final battle for world supremacy.

SAT. & SUN. AT
1:00, 3:00, 5:00,

7:00 & 9:00

other? Like Patrick Moynihan, I'm sometu

convinced that what we need is complenifi— not simplifiers. Complexifiers . . , peo

who know complexities and go from [h

rather than clamping on to a single-cai

approach.

'^
est

lin

403 N, Tejon St. 633-0667

1 _̂ ^MMHItl SUIIMHC!S«llt!SIfOCTJ

2I)TH CtNTURV KOX PRKSENTS
A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

VUBAnOS
Written. Produced and Directed bv RALPH BAKSHI

Music Composed and Conducted bv ANDREW BKl.I ING
Produced by Dakshi Productions. Inc.

8 • March 11, 1977 -The Catalyst

BRILLlAnjaaOK

Guaranteed
FILM

DEVELOPING
PHOTOFINISHING

Guarantee
We will print every printable picture you take. You
must be completely satisfied with your pictures. If not,

/ill reprint them . , . or refund your money. Simply
r pictures, slides or movies with your receipt, ^returi

I 30 days.

'

^^^ff,
^^
r^dLl'-gS?I^j£;i!ria^

m Murco Druq Co.
PHONE 634-4861 832 NORTH TEION ST.

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO, 80902
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president Worner Speaks of CC: Past and Future

by Sle\fe Dymorid

By Liz ColUer

,is President Uoyd E. (LEW) Worner?

sirfefK Worner is a good example of a

jrado College success story. He was

in Mexico, Missouri, on Septemt>er

1918 and was educated in the Mexico

Ijcschools and attended Missouri Mill-

Academy from 1932 to 1936, where he

an honor student and won varsity let-

in football, basketball, tennis and

f,
While attending college at

Kington and Lee University, Worner

iseriously injured while playing lac-

B. After recovering, Worner attended

orado College for his two final under-

iuate years.

s/denf Worner taught history at Col-

io college from 1946 until 1955, when
became Dean of the College. He was
mted President of the College in

I He and his wife Mary have two
[gfifers, Linda, who attended Lake
est College and the University of

cago, and Molly, who currently attends

\Jniversity of Northern Colorado.

Kactly do you do, President

i[fier?

'/ell, I am involved In many things. To-

lor instance. I am to oversee a faculty

uy discussion meeting; I will be talking

an architect concerning renovating the

aer Museum {it's going to be a beauti-

foom); I am working on the Agenda for

Board of Trustees' meeting. I am also

'ling with Deans Bradley and Taylor to

:ijss visiting professors from other in-

tions vi/ho will be in to help evaluate

program, and earlier today I met with

Women's Educational Society, Over

the years they have been extremely helpful

to Colorado College and as you no doubt
know they have provided many scholarship
funds for young women to attend Colorado
College.

I'm not busier than other people, but the
days are very full. — I'm never bored! I am
working now to find about $345,000 worth
of grants.

I do talk with a great many students and

".
. . As an instructor I resented

having to prowl around looking for

cheating."

try to get to know students. Sallie Payne
Morgan at the library sends students over.

Others just walk in. Naturally, it's difficult to

get to know students. There is only one of

me and over 1800 students.

1 travel a lot, and of course when I travel

it is for a specific purpose. I meet with

members of colleges who have academic
interests similar to Colorado College. I go
to Boston twice a year for the Institute for

Educational Management. This is my sec-

ond year at ACM (Associaled Colleges of

the Midwest) President. It's a good pro-

gram and we've had many students in-

volved in the Florence/ London and
Chicago programs. I'm also president of

the Associated Colleges of Colorado,

which includes Regis, Loretto Heights,

Colorado Women's College and Colorado

College.

I'm busy, but I don't really want to im-

press all the students about how busy 1

am. This is a job where there's no lime

clock. My summers are spent planning
major projects for the school year.

Do you have major plans or goals for

1977?
Fund raising is always a major priority.

We need money to have tools to get the

job done. I'm also interested in re-

landscaping'the campus. 1 don't mean
doing it over, but adding some trees, flow-

ers and shrubs.

Academically. I'm concerned that we are

existing without any prescribed program.

I'd like to see a few more requirements,

and then I'd be more comfortable knowing
that graduates from different divisions can

talk to each other. Our best faculty are

working to see if we can't find a common
base in the sciences and humanities, for

too many students it's hit and miss; they

have a strong rnajor, but no background in

other departments. 1 want to be sure that

our graduates are indeed liberally edu-

cated.

Another project 1 am working on is in

coordination with the CCCA to clarify the

organization of the Student Conduct

Committee, Patti Freudenberg, Dave Mar-

grave and Dean Taylor have done a great

job with this.

What do you feel is the strongest fea-

ture of a Colorado College education?

We have a firsl-class student body and

faculty. If you don't have that you don't

have anything. This isn't any arrogant

thing. There are very few time-savers here.

students don't work quite as hard as they

would like me and their parents to think

they do. but still, you can't get through

Colorado College by coasting.

Our faculty is superb- This embarasses

Glenn Gray, but I always say that I learned

more working with him on Freedom and

Authority than 1 had learned in my entire

graduate education prior to Ihat. This year

I've spent time working with the Honor
Council. After the scandals at Westpoint

and the Air Force Academy about cheat-

ing, we don't want lo take any chances
here. I've spent lime working with the

Honor Council and Dave Finley has )ust

done a superb |ob.

What kind of things have you been
doing with the Honor Council? What
types of penalties does the Council
give?
As you know, for a first class offense a

student generally receives a warning. We
never use the words "permanently expel-

led." If a student has a second offense he

is suspended lor a year and then is able to

re-apply directly lo the Honor Council. We
have taken some students back who have

gone on lo fine careers.

It used to be thai we had to have two

proctors every time there was a test. 1 bit-

terly resented that as a student and as an

Instructor 1 resented having lo prowl

around looking for cheating. Cheating hits

right at the integnty of what college is all

about . . . I've been very proud that we
have been able to maintain a strong honor

system for so many years and I hope that

it will always be a permanent part of Col-

orado College.

I have also spent some time with the In-

"1 would not recommend it, but

breaking my back was probably

the best thing that ever happened
to me."

tertraternity Council and the Panhellenic

this year, I was getting a little annoyed al

the conduct and language at Ihe hockey

games. Parents would come to classes

and have a wonderful impression of Col-

orado College and then go to the hockey

games and leave with an unfortunate im-

pression.

Panhellenic has done some outstanding

things. Last spnng 1
particularly enjoyed

the special Olympics. It was an experience

that was important for those young people,

but it is not what it did for them, it is what

it did for all of us at the College, We had

some idea of realizing that we all share in

the human predicament I was extremely

moved when a lame boy carrying their

banner led them all the way around the

track — how much we all are involved in

the human condition

What is the major weakness of the Col-

lege?

People think this is a very wealthy col-

lege, but we are not. We have a $22 mil-

lion endowment. I would like lo see that_

endowment triple in the next 20 years

Money isn't the most important thing, but it

gives you the freedom to do other things.

We still need to be alt at it and at it all the

time in securing scholarship endowment
money and we must continue lo never be

discouraged about our attempts to recruit

minority faculty and staff to Colorado Col-

lege.

at

Itstorical Prtarl|urat planor ^nn

Bnafhurst Salad

Eggs Benedict. Eggs Hussarde, or

Chicken Rochambeau

Croissant or Brioche

Ca(e au Lait

Champagne Sorbet

$4.95

Bourbon Street Classics . ..

Champagne Cocktail $2 50

Frozen Fru.t Dacquirjs $2.50

Cafe Diablo $2.50

New Orleans F112 $1 75

Sundays from 1 1 30 AM to 3 00 PM

Reservations Recommended

665-5828 or 685-5064 *

he Lurle London o) Maniiou Springs

CYCLES PEUGEOT
Les plus belles bicyclettes Du Monde"

1 0% discount to CC students

On All Merchandise

Rick Wager (CC class of 64) Prop.

BICYCLE SHOP

Charters-Tours'-Airline Tickets

Dites-nous oil uous voulez alter et nous pouuons vous

aider auec les details de voire voyage.

Diaganos a donde quiere try te ayudaremos a realizarsu

viaje lo mejor posible.

Sagen Sie uns wohin Sie reisen wolten und wir werden

Ihnen dabei hetfen, dass Sie Ihr Ziel gut erreichen.

Dove andate? Con not it vostro viaggio sard piii piacevole

ed economico.

If you travel, I speak your language.

Contact Gary Myers at:

Guide Traffet System

102 North Cascade 6353511

When did you first come to Colorado

College?

I spent two and one-fialf years at Col-

orado College as an undergraduate. I

transferred from Washington and Lee Uni-

versity after breaking my back while play-

ing lacrosse against Duke University. That

gave me two years where there wasn't

much I could do but read, I would not rec-

".
. .fraternity brothers fell into two

classes: those that I hope I will

see as often as possible . . . and

those I hope I will never see

again."

ommend it, but breaking my back was
probably the best thing thai ever happened

to me By the lime I recovered, my class

had graduated and gone. I came lo Col-

orado College in Janaury 1940 because

the doctors recommended the climate

I had been initialed into the Beta Theta

Pi Fraternity at Washington and Lee and

while al Colorado College I lived in the

Beta House. On Iralernilies. I can say that

I had a marvelous time, but fralernily

brothers tell into two classes, Ihose that I

hope I will see as olten as possible as

long as I live, and Ihose thai I hope 1 will

never see again as long as 1 live.

When 1 was a student at Colorado Col-

lege there were many things lacking in

physical facililies, but we did have a truly

outstanding (acuity. The best thing we had,

even though we may have been somewhat

naive, was that all of us fell Ihat we were

at the best possible place we could be and

thai we couldn'l be at a liner place, that

kind o( morale is priceless.

THE ONLY MAJOR
INDEPENDENT BANK
LEFT IN THE PIKES

PEAK REGION

With Over

88 tvlillion Dollars

in Assets

Owned & Operated by

The People Of

The Pikes Peak Region

25N.Teion 475-1330

The Colorado Springs

National Bank
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leers Nab Playoff Bertti
by Mike Slade

The CC hockey team aided by Jjm Warner's
tive-poinl performance, rebounded lo annihi-

late Denver U 9-2 Saturday night, avenging
Friday's 9-4 slaughler at D U. The w/in.

coupled with Michigan's 5-2 victory at Michi-
gan State Saturday night, propelled CC inio

the WCHA playoffs. The Tigers played a
two-game total-goals series at Wisconsin
Wednesday and Thursday nights. At press
time these scores were unavailable.

The Tiger icers appeared as two com-
pletely different teams last weekend. Friday's

debacle in Denver had to be embarrassing to

our determined squad The Tigers played
good, solid hockey for the first ten minutes,
then completely collapsed. A ravaged Scotty
Owens turned back 37 shots in two periods,

but. when the dust had cleared he had let in 7
D.U. goals. Some inspired garbage-time play

narrowed the final margin, but CC had clearly

been outplayed.

The stage was set for Saturday night.

Michigan State had obligingly lost fo Michi-

gan Friday, and a sellout jammed the

Broadmoor to see if CC's Tigers could put it

all together against the WCHA's hottest

team. CC quickly struck for two goals, but

D.U. slipped one by Paul Mitchell to escape
the first period trailing, 2-1. With the score

3-1. the crowd roared as it was announced
that Michigan State had lost, thus inviting us

to beat D. U. and gain the 8th playoff spot CC
responded in true fashion, promptly allowing

D.U.'s second goal. But then the onslaught

began, as CC poured in two goals in the

second period and four more in the final

stanza to record a satisfying 9-2 rout. Denver

goalie Jim Bales, a crowd favorite, stopped

only 20 shots, thereby allowing almost one
goal in every three shots.

Regardless of the outcome of the Wiscon-
sin series, the victory marked an impressive

show of heart and determination by this

year's oft .maligned team. With two weeks
teft in the season CC was 4 points out of 8th

place, in the throes of an 8-game WCHA

losing streak, and coming off an 11-2 de-

struction at the hands of North Dakota. The
natural thing to do would have been to fold up
and wait for next year. Instead. CC shocked
everyone by sweeping Minnesota in Min-

neapolis. Then, after an ego-crushing Water-

loo in Denver, the Tigers came back (aided

by Michigan State's un-mspirmg play against

Michigan) to not only wreak revenge pn ar-

chrival Denver, but also to win when it

counted.

Everyone played well Saturday night, and
junior Jim Warner returned to his freshman
form in leading the way, Warner's three-goal,

two-assist was complimented by four-point

M
CC leer Soltvedt crosses the blue line In route to CC's overwhelrnir^

Winner of 1 vs. 4 and 2 vs. 3 Winners m

victory over DU.

Wayne Holmes, Mike Straub, Mike Hiefield,

and defenseman Dave Hanson. But they will

return with the newfound ability to play at or

near their awesome potential. Most obser-

vers agree that CC had some of the best

talent in the league, yet in the second half of

the season we managed only four wins

against twelve defeats. But in the final

weekends CC came up with three crucial

victories and inspired play. Maybe next year

our talented icers can put it all together,

PLAYOFF PICTURE:
Two-game total-goal series; Wednesday
and Thursday, March 9 & 10

1. CC at Wisconsin

2- Minnesota at Notre Dame
3. Michigan Tech at Michigan

4, North Dakota at Denver U.

for WCHA championship and berth

four at NCAA tourney Runner-up pb

CCHA champ or at-large team from

for other sport in final four.

WCHA:FINAL STANDINGS
WON LOST TIED P]

Wisconsin 26
Notre Dame 19
Michigan 20
Denver U
No. Dakota .

.

Mich. Tech. .

.

Minnesota . .

.

CC
Mich. State .

.

Minn. Duluth .

5

10

12

14

16
16

16

20
20

24

Pholo by Peiei Bansei

A Broadmoor swan, accompanied by
duckheads and hot dogs, paid an unex-
pected visit to the World Arena Saturday
night in response to DU goalie Jim Bales'

outstanding performance.

pertormances by sophomore Dave Delich

and freshman Dave Feamster. who dished

out four assists. Cause now exists for

guarded optimism for next year. The Tigers

lose four valuable seniors, in frontliners

Pottle Breaks Two Mile Mark

.J|f^:|c:|c:f(:{c9|c9|c:|c9|c9|c:|e9|c9t(^:ic4c3ic9ic:{c9|c:^

This Friday at Benny's

TERRI BRADT
Jazzy - Folk Guitar

9 - 12

This Saturday Introducing. ... «#

WESTERN DISCO t
Best "western couple" receives $

a Free Pitcher ^
9-12 f

by Jane Haggerty

On Saturday, March 5. the Colorado Col-

lege men's track team competed in their last

indoor meet against a number of good teams
at C.U.

Jack Pottle, a senior trackman, broke the

old school record for the two-mile. The school

record, which was 10:02, now stands at 10-

:01 . The new record pleased both Pottle and
Coach Flood.

Other men who turned in good perfoi

ances were: Clifford Tompkins, a fresfin

member of the team, who high jumpedfi
and Pierre Gamache, another (reshm

who vaulted 13'6" to tie the school

Scott Van turned in a 52.0 quarler-mile

good indoor time, and close to the 49 sec

outdoor school record. Paul Amundsen
performed well at the meet. He putted

shot 46'4", which made him fifth in ihesta

ings. Amundsen currently holds the sch

record at 47'8".

Tig.

Itenc

slul

There IS a difference!!! f^:71)
bsttf

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT* DAT* LSAT* SAT
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • VAT

'i an ijmbiella ol tes

r the best preparafio
laken Over 38 yeai
Classes. Voluminoi

lessons and lor use ol supplemenlaiy ninlenals. Make-ups
(Of missed lessons al our cenTers

ECFMG • FLEX
NATL MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS

Flexible Programs & Hours

Phorre 893.54,3 1^^I^
431 W Collax Suite 405 WM lUtrU

Dan'jet. CO 80204 B^EDUCATIONAL C

'"cruTirFf::8flo-22i-9B4o

CCLCCADC CCLLEGE

PREVIEW Niem
MARCH 15th — 6 to 9 P.M.

Join us for wine and cheese and see Pappagalio's
spectacular Spring and Summer shoe collection

plus lots of super new ideas in

fun clothes and accessories.

SPECIAL 10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PURCHASES
GOES TO COLORADO SCHOOL FOR DEAF AND BLIND

ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT.

FREE BUS SERVICE TO AND FROM
PAPPAGALLO BROADMOOR WEST

Buses leave the Student Union at 6 and 7:45,

and return at 7:30 and 9:30.

\ oppaofpaqoWcy
BROADMOOR WEST

•k. ^
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It's California Dreaming Time For Cagers
by Ed Goldstein

thinK
they're ready. I think they know

I a job to do." That's the attitude of

i/ornen's Basketball Coach Laura Gol-

UQ emits, an aura of quiet confidence
* teams chances in the qualifying

steals in CC's final regular season 63-45 vic-

tory over the University of Southern Colorado
last Friday. CC finished the year with an 1 8-2

record and a 9-1 conference mark that put

them in first place in the Eastern Division of

the Intermountain Conference,

CC will also be counting on the aggressive
defensive pressure that t^ary Shifrin, Taffy

Bond and Ann Woodward have displayed in

the past few weeks. Those three have per-

a Athletics for Women will tip off tonight formed admirably in the absence of injured

5 for the national championships. The

^e of the Rocky Mountain Regional

oment for the Association of Intercol-
" ..i_i-i:nr- fnr \ft/nman \juiU tin r\H tnninh

by forcing them into committing 22 turnovers

while only giving up nine on their part.

Momentum is a key to victory in the highly

competitive stretch to playoffs that await the

eventual national championship contenders.

Golden feels that she has paced the team to

the point that they are beginning to peak for

the final portion of the season. She called

Tigers, with two TOUGH matches looming in

front of their hopeful trip to Pomona for the 1

6

team national tournament CC can head west
over spnng break as long as a number of 'ifs'

are accounted for So if the fast break gets
going, shooting is hot mside and out,

Kollmeyer and Harvey control the boards.

and the defense hounds their foes into sev-

Monday's practice session "the best of the eral mistakes and turnovers. CC will have a

season." contender for a national title Stay tuned.

So it's a case of California dreaming for the

iling

;i the DU fieldhouse with CC facing

jirn Utah State College. The Catalyst

Len intomied that Rastall Center will

jje a bus for those wishing to see the

Jjen labeled Souther Utah a quick team

J have to rely on outside shooting, after Tigers would relish a chance to go up against

ig the Thunderbirds in a previous >-- — —j.-~i- "^ » -*< ^^u„,

CO will have a definite height advan-

against Southern Utah and will try to

alize on the size difference by moving

,ail into 6-1 freshmen Center Lorna

meyer {whose family will be up from

lornia to watch the action.) Golden antici-

that the 1 7-2 Utah team will try to col-

jn around Kollmeyer once she gets the

That suits Golden fine because

players Sharon Minzer and Patsy Rodriguez,

if CC gets by Southern Utah, they will face

the winner of the game between Denver Uni-

versity and Idaho State University Saturday
night at 8:30. DU was the only conference

team to beat CC in regular season play. The
Tigers would relish a chance to go up against

the tall and tough Pioneer team in the rubber

match of their series. Idaho State on the other

hand is smaller than DU and more of an
outside shooting team.

Outside shooting is an area of concern for

the Tigers, who are more noted for percent-

age jump shots and layups. Golden has been
working with our guards and forwards in the

hope that we can balance our scoring attack.

But she is quick to point out that, "Any time

meyer is adept at drawing fouls. However, we get a chance to fast break we're going to

worries that the Thunderbirds may dou- run."
_. ._ _.— .-_.^i._ Golden is correct in pinning the Tigers'

chances on their bold, aggressive style of

basketball. She pointed out that in the teams

best game of the year, their first real burst of

momentum occured when CC engineered

several fast breaks against the UNC Bears

1 her in an attempt to deny her the

1 jf that happens, the Tigers can rely

scoring and rebounding punch of

,,j forward Rose Harvey. Harvey

iJred in 21 rebounds, 14 points and five

iger 9 Charged With Depth

SPRING JOCK SHORTS

by Harry Mosco

te 1977 version of the Colorado Col-

baseball team finds eleven lettermen

ming from last years team plus some

rising young newcomers. Once again,

Tigers of Coacti Tony Frasca face a

Itenging and somewtiat tiectic 24 game
iduie. CC opens ttie season on (iflarcti

il Metro State College in Denver,

j strongpoint of ttie Tigers should be

depth. With returning lettermen at

II of the nine positions, and a very tal-

jd crop of rookies reporting for practice,

rt Frasca enjoys the problem of com-

iip with the nine best players possible.

I Ihe outfield, Jon LaVoie heads a

flg group. Centerfielder LaVoie could

tanked by either Craig Zollner or Will

(mann in left field and eitlner Tres

iColiem or Dave Hall In right. Adding

III in the outfield will be sophomore
sfer Jon Caron and junior Russ Brini<.

infield looks as solid as ever, with

fie at least two-deep at every position.

ming the list will be letterman Steve

and Dave Clark at third. Tim Hall

Terry "Opie" Swenson will take up

>ieystone corner, and Zoellner along

CCS "old man", senior Harry tulosco,

position themselves at first. Rick Byrd,

ard throwing catcher will also be back

(azzle the fans with his hitting power

strong arm.
he pitching staff should be one of the

iWest spots on the team. Last years

Wems area should be bolstered this

HOCKEY
FINAL RECORD 11-20-1

By the time you're reading this, CC will

be out of Wisconsin, either raked over the

coals or riding high after the most stunning

upset of the season. The Badgers, who
are ranked second in the nation, skate

and pass like the Russians. They even

wear Red uniforms. So all in all it should

have been one long Siberian nightmare

for the Tigers. But if the goalies were hot

and our power play got untracke-

d, . . . Well, just remember we speculated

here first folks.

WOMEN'S TENNIS

The Women's tennis team has had one

of the greatest turnouts for a CC sport this

season. 27 prospective varsity volleyers

have tried out. They will go into action

March 15 at CSQ and return home on

March 21 to take on Regis College. Re-

turning stars include Duane Cromwell,

Linda Buckman and Beth Schneider.

Newcomers who have looked particularly

impressive are freshman Julie Clark and

Edie Lowe along with transfer Nancy

Rocks, If you are a fancier of well played

tennis, this is a good team to watch. They

are good at both baseline volley and net

play.

MEN'S TENNIS
Season Record 0-1

It's Magnolia blossem time down South
and several residents of Jimmy Carters

country gave the CC volleyers a taste ol

rasurgent Good ol boy power last Satur-

day CC succumed to Mississippi Souther

U. by a 6-3 score. Single players Randy
Stein, Dave Adams and the doubles com-
bination of Jerry Brendel and Mike Mac-

cini tallied victories. Next up at home is Ihe

University of Idaho today at noon I

Freshman Kris Hammond and Senior

Keith Kenner have been practicing their '

smooth sports entries diligently, as they pre-

pare for the NCAA Division III diving national

to be held on March 17, 18. and 1 9 at Oberlin

College, in Ohio.

Both divers met the qualifying standard

by a good margin during the season and

at the swimming league championships

during last block break.

Due to school policy the two divers and

the swimming coach Jerry Lear will pay for

flying to Oberlin out of their own pockets,

but will be reciprocated if they can place in

the top six. Lear is "pretty confident that

they will do well," but isn't so sure about

"the unexpected" since the divers will be

out of the West. Although CC divers are at

some disadvantage to eastern schools,

they are hoping for a bnght future

•#'
^i*r^i.s-a49^J<r»>"«-vaiS^i*!-=>"«-^k4stji>^''^^

;7/u: Jtram ffla/ <&ziza ^/lu

uHfii/t/ //Ju: to miHte

Calherii

.ludy SwanHo

Hugh Knlrck

Boyd Mange

Howard ^^T^

ffrwu- out to • lt/tuo&,

a/li/ xe/ecl u/i'/ /on/f

Rwto by Peter Bansen

In an unofficial Baseball season open-

ing, Coach Tony Frasca fungoes out the

first ground ball of the spring.

year by the return of workhorse Dave Hall

(also the captain of the team and the

younger member of the "old folks' duo)

and sophomore lefty Russ Reitinger. Russ

Brink brings in relief help from the left side

of the mound, and should team with new-

comers Will Volkmann and Ed Wealherbie

to give the Tigers a strong core of chuc-

kers.

.^(5A> t/y, atirfi/itasit'c jbizza

.

\ ffliit, fy/iMV JklanA SaA
bizm' - rruu/e t/ie uiai/jjoii AAf it. '^/on/^/Jizzii ii

a/>si>/tite^^/ree. (Stt'm/ a^/rii-tu/ - j/oi/ iw/'t nit
,

^^Ofie ofou/^ /iuy<i/lizms /ii/j/oime//-

,,^> Uintah Gardens
^^1732 W. Uintah

^ (Just 1 mile west of campus)

fe!*S^ne.i»?aCT»5_9iK.J'^^'^6J''«J**W^^

.^^ Pizza Palace y.

The toast of the town
Pappasallo's strappy

stacked sandal! $34

C appa9|o22o'
DRO*DMOOR WEST

Phone 475-9035

i>uttou-3Hoo (i|j

tHE;.«RJ;Of JSWEtRV

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

Vs/'toes

Weber St. Liquor
71 2 N.Weber
Open til 12 p.m.

rs 475-9633
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Grading System Officially Changed
ip Monday the faculty passed a new

Ijng
proposal made by the Academic

^fcnfam Committee. Although the adjec-

/zany" was applied to the new system

one professor, the proposal none the

passed and will be instituted next fall.

'

new proposal calls for the grades of

'

B+. ^~> ^"'^' ^^^ "^^ '° ^^ allowed

appear on student transcripts. The fac-

, rejected a motion to reinstate the D

jde-

iBJor Faculty

tianges For 78
The Colorado College will experience a

jthora of faculty changes, replacements,

(J

substitutions for the 1977-1978

iademic year. According to Dean Richard

jdley rriore changes are planned for next

igrthan he's seen planned in the last few

lars.
There will be seven new permanent

ofessors, as well as over ten replacements

f

professors on sabbatical. In addition to

jv^
professors there will also be some

langes within departments.

The process of hiring new instructors starts

IhCC advertisements placed in trade and

icement journals, minority publications,

d at universities. The numerous applicants

Hen in the hundreds) are sifted through and

ipraised until the number can be reduced to

ivorkable amount. These applications then

(through a committee (this committee in-

jde professors, students, and adminis-

itors). The final selection is often made by

I
impartial judge.

Most CC departments are currently in vari-

jstages of this process. In the Art Depart-

!nl there are six applications currently

jng considered from approximately 300 ini-

applicants for a permanent position teach-

jsculpture. In the Biology Department bac-

riologist Dr. Kenneth Andrews has been

osen to replace retiring fvlary A. Hamilton,

Ms. f^flarie Daniels has been hired as a

;w Spanish professor.

The selection process for a new physical

nthfopologist in still undenway, while Ivan

chiferdecker is scheduled to teach art while

cont. on page 6

Students Travel

To St. Louis
This weekend nine CC students will inter-

ipt their studies and travel to St. Louis to

lend the annual American International Af-

ifs Conference. The professional confer-

ee, which is set up in the same manner as
fi recent meeting of the American Academy
ihe Advancement of Sciences in Denver,

3s several seminars on current topics deal-

igwith the theme of aiding peoples aspira-

ifistowards'Human Dignity" throughout the
orid.

Ten students are leaving Wednesday for

conference. They are: Maria Borowski.
iisie Moore, Claire fvliller, Thom Shanker,
ifol Augur, K.C. Walsh, Nancy Baxter. Ed
Didstein, Chuck Donely, and Roger Hart.

Df. Sonderman of the Political Science de-

irtment will also attend the meetings. The
"dent group is getting financial aid for their

ivel and ledging needs from the Venture

i'ant Committee.
Areas that are certain to be discussed in-

iJde the upcoming SALT negotiations, the

"le review of the Helsinki accords, in Bel-

ade and the current state of affairs in the

i<ldle East and China.

According to members of the Academic
Program Committee the change was insti-

tuted for five reasons: (1) the plus and
minus would make the CC grading system
more precise (2) At present {because the

C is not considered a respectable grade by
many faculty and students) the range ot

the B is very wide. If plus and minus
grades were allowed on students' trans-

cripts, distinctions could be made clear. (3)

The plus and minus would probably en-

courage the grade of B+ where a faculty

member would othenwise give an A, and
the grade of C+ where a faculty member
would otherwise give a B. Thus plus and
minus grades could help to lessen the

grade inflation problem. (4) Plus and minus
grades would aid in the process of deter-

mining graduation honors. It would also cut

down on the number of summa cum laude

graduates which has been "embarrassingly

high" recently. (5) Many faculty members
now regularly give pluses and minuses
grades on tests and papers and on posted

grade sheets.

The minority opinion was eloquently ex-

pressed by various professors. The utiliza-

tion of pluses and minuses was termed as

"shabby" compared to the "elegance" of

the present system by one member of the

pyschology department.

Problems of reinstituting the D were also

discussed. If the D grade was utilized a

grade point average requirement to

graduate would be a possible conse-

quence, m addition to problems with the

pass/fail option if D was considered a

passing grade.

The effect of the new system on applic-

ants to graduate schools was discussed at

the faculty meeting. A history professor

made the point that the distinction between

a C and D was insignificant for applicants

to professional schools because "either

way they aren't going to go '. The new sys-

tem may do some grade "deflating at the

very lop" speculated one faculty member
because of the use of the A- and the B-i-.

Neil Morgenstem stated that there was
no consensus among students and rec-

ommended that the CCCA be consulted on
the proposal. Dean Taylor responded by
suggesting that there was a "breakdown of

communication" and that committees have
been considering the proposal for almost a
year,

CC has experienced various grading
systems in the history of the school. At
one time students were graded on a nu-
merical system. Numbers 1 through 4 were
passing grades; with number 5 facetiously

termed as a "flunk with honors," a 6 being
an incomplete, and a 7 being a no credit.
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CCCA Election:

No Winner
Results ot Tuesday's Election for

Financial Vice President of the CCCA.

Rodger Gurrentz 146 49.3%
Jim Galef 139 47.0

Eric Berkman 2 0.7

Rob Cross 1 0.3

Dave Hill 1 0.3

Abstenslon 7 2.4%
TOTAL VOTE 296 100%

Since no candidate received a majority

ot the votes cast a speclai run-off wili

be held Monday, March 21.

Women Go To Nationals in California!
By Craig Silverman

Make no mistake about it, the CC women's
basketball team had performed well all sea-

son.

But incredible, fantastic, and unbelievable

are among the superlatives necessary to de-

scribe the Tigers' play in the Intermountain

Conference Championship playoffs last

weekend. The girls, playing with exceptional

poise, defeated their two toughest opponents

this season and earned a trip to the AIAW
Division II nationals in Pomona, California.

Going into Saturday's semifinals, one

could hardly have anticipated the Tigers'

success. After all, the freshman-dominated

team had dropped a couple of games in Feb-

ruary that they should have won, had seen

Sharon Minzer, an ace guard, suffer a

season-ending ankle injury, and were ex-

pected to suffer from tournament jitters.

However, the lady hoopsters were simply

positive that they could not lose, seeing as

they were "fer sure" going to Pomona.

CC's semifinal victory, 79-67 over a very

tough Southern Utah squad was the product

of some tremendous play by the Tiger front

line. Lorna Kollmeyer showed, as she has

all season, how a freshman can dominate,

connecting on 1 7 of 27 shots en route to her

game high 35 points and 20 rebounds. But it

was senior Rose Harvey, whose scouting

report probably read, "great defender, great

rebounder, great hustler, but poor shooter,"

who broke Southern Utah's back. Hitting on

12 of 19 attempts, Ramblin' Rose scored a

career high 25 points. Ann "Two Hand"
Bhutan provided the outside artillery, gun-

ning down 18 points with her now famous

push shot, while Paula Parker was control-

ling the floor game and Ann Pringle was

working hard underneath (10 rebounds).

The many CC fans who came down for the

Southern Utah battle headed home wonder-

Lorna Kollmeyer moves in for a shot as Most Valuable Player Rose Harvey waits for

a possible rebound during Sunday evening's 71-62 victory over Idaho State Univer-

sity.
P.«,obyT»,TvLey0.n

ing if the Golden gals could possibly dupli- a convincing 71-62 win.

cate their incredible efforts in the champion- Ramblin' Rose Harvey stood out for a

ship game. Their opponents, Idaho State had second consecutive night, connecting again

soundly thrashed Denver University, (a team on shots previously thought out of her range

that had beaten CC), 70-54 in the other semi- (18 points), womanhandling the boards (19

final contest and had truly looked awesome, caroms), and by dishing out for a toumament

The opening portion of Sunday's final did high of 8 assists. Lanky Lorna Kollmeyer.

little to dispell the CC fans' anxieties as Idaho constantly doubleteamed by Idaho State,

State jumped out to a 32-26 lead and seemed managed to hit on 1 of 1 5 shots along with a

on the verge of breaking the game wide perfect 4 for 4 from the line in a typically grea

open. But the CC gals tightened their de- performance. Ann Shutan hit some crucial

fense, started running, and totally changed shots (13 points) for the Tigers, who were

the momentum, taking a 34-32 lead into the also helped by the strong reserve play of Lisa

dressing room at halftime. Sandstrom.

Coach Golden made the right moves at The women roundballers resumed prac-

intermission and the Tigers came out smok-

ing. Playing as if truly possessed, CC's gals

outhustled, outrebounded, outmanuevered,

and outshot their frustrated foe on the way to

tice this week in an effort to maintain their

outstanding play in Pomona. The first game

will find the Tigers taking on Ashland College

at 10:00 PM on March 22.

)istinguished Philosopher Comes to CC
(Charles Hartshorne, distinguished

Jilosopher and Professor Emeritus of

'"Sophy at the University of Texas will be

Suest instructor during Blocl< VIII. He will

^ch a course in Philosophy of Religion

^ on his own worts.

Professor Hartshorne is a most delightful

fson who has acquired a reputation both
'3 significant process philosopher and as a
""I amateur ornithologist," stated Profes-

_ Joseph Pickle. Chairman of the Religion

'Mrtment. "He Indicated that he wanted to

J""
lo Colorado College to teach In order to

•le Block plan. He had heard about it and
^was the most intelligent way of teachingM heard of."

Professor Hartshorne is the author of more

than a dozen books and many essays, the

most Important of which are Man's Vision of

God, The Divine Relativity. The Logic of Per-

fection, A Natural Theology For Our Time,

and Creative Synthesis and Philosophic

l^ethod. He is the co-editor of the collected

papers of Charles S. Peirce.

A student of Alfred North W/hitehead and

Hoslah Royoe at Harvard In the early 1 920's,

Hartshorne taught for 27 years at the Univer-

sity of Chicago before going lo Emory Uni-

versity and then to the University of Texas. At

the University of Texas he was Ashbel Smith

Professor of Philosophy until his retirement

at the age of 78 inl 975. He Is best known for

his approach to precess philosophy and his

inquiry Into the philosophical understanding

ot the concept of God.

"The course will be an undergraduate

course In Hartshome's own wori<. He offered

to teach a course on William James, but we

thought It was more appropriate for our stu-

dents to have an opportunity to hear him

discuss the Issues of his own process

thought. It Is an exciting opportunity for stu-

dents at Colorado College" according to Pro-

fessor Pickle.

Students wishing to participate in the

course (RE 343) must have the departmental^
consent which may be secured through Pro- professor Emeritus Charles Hartshorne

fessor Pickle or Professor Douglas Fox.



S.A.Y. Dissolves

Volunteer Action Experiences Transportation Problenfis
by Cindy Butler

Volunteer Action was originally organized

in 1 975 by Elizabeth Shackelford who is cur-

rently a junior at CC- Until recently, Volunteei

Action had been funded through S.A.Y. (So

cial Advocates for Youth), a professional or-

ganization which acted as the liaison bet-

ween social workers and the Volunteer Ac

tion program. S.AY. not only took on the re

sponsibilities of providing transportation and

funding for Volunteer Action, but also pro-

vided the CC advisors with training sessions

Recently, however, S.A.Y. has dissolved

leaving Volunteer Action in direct relations

with social workers, as well as increasing the

administrative responsibilities of the Volun-

teer Action staff. Volunteer Action has since

found funding through grants received from

the CCCA, although the problem of transpor-

tation for the program remains a problem.

The Volunteer Action program remains de-

pendent on weekly transportation volunteers

from church and local social groups. Volun-

teer Action is currently applying pressure on

each target school district in hopes that they

will provide some form of a badly needed

reliable transportation source for the prog-

ram in the future.

The nonprofit organization comprised of

eighty students at CC is a social program

whose major aim is to help lower socio-

economic children at four local schools in the

Colorado Springs areas. Children lacking in

confidence and academic skills are referred

by their teachers to social workers who, more
often than not, only accomplish in writing up

resumes on the children which are placed in

their files. In other words, according to Mar-

garet Moulton. VA president, and a CC junior,

little is done by the teacher or social worker to

solve the confidence problems of these advisors can discuss existing problems with not have a phone number, however p,
needy children. Volunteer Action, sub- their co-members and social wort<ers; these dent Margaret Moulton, Chairpersons r^ i°^

sequently, was formed to serve the needs of sessions will also serve as a formal means of Abeshaus and Jon Speare and other st

^^

reemphasizing the program goals. members can be contacted through the v
^^^

The Volunteer Action program works out of unteer Action mailbox behind Rastall cje<4
P^

. J— est;
^,g

patf

coi

sequently,

the children.

Volunteer Action appoints one CC student

volunteer advisor to each of these needy
children. Approximately half of the children

are bussed to CC on Mondays with the other

forty children meeting at CC on Thursdays for

weekly meetings with their advisors. During

this one and a half hour meeting, the aim of

each Volunteer Action advisor is to help build

confidence in their child, in hopes that a new
confidence will ultimately be reflected in the

child's future social and/or academic en-

deavors. During this meeting the advisor and

his child can choose to participate In group

activities such as kite flying or computer

programming or perhaps, just spend the time

conversing alone. As Volunteer Action is

geared as a program to meet each individual

child's needs and desires, such group social

activities as well as tutoring sessions, are not

mandatory; the idea being that each advisor

will simply role model an interest in studies

while interacting with their advisees.

The sex-ratio of the current eighty CC vol-

unteer advisors is divided equally. There is

also a waiting list of five perspective advisors

at CC at this time. Margaret Moulton notes

that the student advisors have varied in-

terests and majors and are of all class stand-

ings. Volunteer Action attempts to approp-

riately appoint students to needy children

based on any specific family background in-

formation on the child that may be known and

advisor talents and interests.

As Volunteer Action becomes more au-

tonomous, the program hopes to provided

further more thorough training and review

sessions for its advisors in order that the

Cossitt Hall. As of yet, Volunteer Action does

Packard Fire and Vandalism
A near disaster was prevented in Packard paint being thrown all over the blue wall,

Tf,

Hall recently by the campus maintenance culprit remains at large but it has been
slate

and security staffs. The problem arose when by Mr. James Crossey of the Physical Pig, J,en

a self-heating frying pan used to melt parafin that he or she would be expelled on the sp( iier

malfunctioned and failed to shut off. Appar- '" ^^^ ®v®"* '^^^ ^® °^ ^^^ '^ apprehenda ]in9

ently, the control nob was the source of the

problem and deceived the student using the

device. As the story goes, the student left the

premises for a meal at Rastall Center. The
frying pan, which, as has been stated, did not

shut off at the simple turn off the dial, but

continued to cook the wax. The wooden ta-

ble, which was not accustomed to the high

temperatures produced by the insubordinate

frying pan, began to smoulder and burn, pro-

ducing smoke.
The smoke set off the smoke alarms which

brought security and maintenance officials

scurrying to the scene. When they arrived, a
small blaze was incinerating a few nearby
papers and a portion of the table top. The fire

was put out and the damage was assesed at

approximately $100. The student returned

from the meal and to her chagrin, found her

project burned up.

The Jackson house was found to contain

similar situations in which the fire hazard is

high and the occupants were warned to to

melt parafin in the self-heating frying pans.

As to reports of vadelism in Packard, the

only known incident to occur recently was red

Career Counseling
JOB HUNTING TIPS

Spring break is a great time to travel to

area you would like to settle in and start expiof.

ing the job market. Pack your best clotties

copies of your resume, thie book Go Hire

Yourself an Employer and get ready to mte,.

view prospective future employers - NOT b
jobs, but for information. Inten/iewing for ir

motion fulfills the dual purpose of helping

get the answers to your questions abo'iS

careers and the job market in your chosen ^ekj

and letting potential employers know ol your

availability. If you are not familiar with the con-

cept of interviewing for information, clieck|t)e

above mentioned book and/or stop by the

Career Counciling Center tor a word with the

cent, on page 7

BEST PIZZA IN TOWN!
5/00 Qpp

ANY LARGE PIZZA
(WITH CC ID)

Cartoons & Ski Films, too!

COLDEST BEER IN TOWN
$1.75 PUcher

$ .25 Mug
(WITH CC ID)

^\ Owner

STi^W4i:aX
Pizza Palace

1732 W. Uintah

Uintah Gardens
(Just 1 mile west of campus)

COLORADO'S LARGEST selection

of low cost, government bonded
round trip charter flights to EUROPE
($259 from NYC. $309 Iron Denver)

AFRICA ($299) PERU ($399) HAWAII
($179) ASIA ($479) al

THE TRAVEL COMPANY
1310 College Avenue

Boulder 80302
1-443-3580 weekdays

ilot

into

Kti

at

\rnpor\ed Og
\A/\nes

Weber St. Liquor
71 2 N.Weber

Open til 12 p.m.

^eets 475-9533

SEIVIESTER AT SEA
A Free Film And Information About An Exciting Way To
Earn Undergraduate Credit While Sailing To Points

Around The World!

Trrrr^,

il

J

4:

^^rmw
INSTITUTE FOD SHIPBOARD EDUCATION

Monday March 21 3:30

Rastall Center Rm. 208 y

(conoco)

CARCLINIC TIRE
SALE

Retread Tires

2 for $30
ALL SIZES

conventional

ONE WEEK ONLY

(Blackwall)

Plus lax & casing exchange

830 N. NEVADA

471-9200
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Fifty Students Have Received Venture Money
By Ed Goldstein

^j vvant_ ,tb ^study Bogota's Catholic

Left? Thet^'iSa patron of the indi-

^[it
minded CC student that can book

nassage. The organization is CC's

L Fund Grants Committee.

groups simply stated function is to

fiale
physical and intellectual barriers

cofTip'ete education. So if a student

jjroaden his knowledge by conducl-

1 research project that requires an ex-

-e
allotment, or if the academic de-

merits fee! that students at CC can get

jler
picture of a specific dicipline by

;ing
in a special lectuer or a visiting

jssor who has expertise extending be-

utie resources of the College staff,

\fFC is the group to go to.

ig
Chairman of the Committed, Dean

Oe la Garza, sees his group as being a

dement to the academic program." He

siK
other members of the committee (in-

ng three students) control a substantial

egg that is usually generously distri-

(jto people who present them with pro-

ject ideas. The trip to Bogota was one prop-

osal that was acted on this year. Usually the
trips subsidized are of a more domestic na-

ture.

Some students have received venture

grants this year. They are Ana del Carmen
Carrizo-to study the Catholic New Left in

Bogata; Barbara Voss-to study King
Kamahameha in Hawaii; Suzanne
Stenmark-to study f^rtarine Biology in

California; Jill Welnberg~to study Public

Art in Chicago; and Susan Ryan~to study

Brain Growth and the Environment.

In order for a student to get his project

funded a formal proposal has to be submitted
to the VFG. De la Garza explains that no
specific criteria for funding is used in consid-

eration of project proposals, except that they
have 'intellectual merit and the planned
study can be practically achieved. When
asked about the term 'intellectual merit'

which has been a controversial phrase in the

past, in some councils of the CC bureauc-
racy, De la Garza replPed that within the

Committee, the members "do get a notion" of

the intellectual merit of certain proposals. He

was quick to point out however, that "We
don't have expectations ourselves." By that

he meant that once a student receives fund-

ing they do not have to justify their experi-

ence to the board by handing over their

finished product to the college. Venture

Grant recipients are required to send the

Committee a progress report of their ac-

tivities, however.

It is conceivable that students could mis-

use the funds provided by the Committee, but

De la Garza knows of no instance when such

an event has occurred. He states that the

committee tries to build a relationship with

fund users based on 'implicit trust'.

CC students have put this unique educa-

tional opportunity to good use. Many of the

projects funded by the VFG are senior thesis

carried on by scholars who are working di-

rectly with their faculty advisors. The re-

search topics encompass areas as broad as

the world that the people are traveling

through in their search for knowledge. One
student went to Hawaii to fashion a history of

King Kamahameha I. Another also headed

out to the Pacific, California in this case, to

investigate the different types of Marine Biol-

ogy found in the ocean inland. A energetic

art student headed to Chicago to catalogue

(he wide varieties of public stress art. One
group is compiling an oral history of the

western slop. And within the workings of

the mind,a Psychology ma]or undertook a
study of brain growth as a lunction of the

environment
Allotments tor trips usually run between

$100 - S500. One major use of travel

funds has been for department majors to

go to National Conferences that concern

their specific area of interest. These affairs

run the gamut from seminars on History,

Human Rights. Music, Music Therapy,

Theatre, Geology, Biology, Anthropology.

Architecture, Religion and Ethnohistory.

Visiting Professors and guest lectures take

up a big chunk of VFG budget that is down
to $3,000 at this point. The Chicane Literary

Symposium that was recetly held on campus
is an example of this practice. Honorarium

and expenses paid to visiting lecturers, like

cent, on page 7

\omputer to be Purchased
^so( this week the chances regarding the

f^on of a new and expanded computer

em to Colorado College are high. Sev-

sources have indicated that Smedley's

[due replacement may well be purchased

1978.

Sncem among students and faculty alike

our overcrowded, limited and generally

lequate computer, the Hewlett-Packard

D C/F. has been growing steadily for a

while. Smedley's BASIC time-shared

luage seems too primitive to be of much
lothe people in Olin and even if it were

ifilo frequent practical use any access to

nctioning terminal would remain a rare

best. This simple BASIC language,

ig all that the average student may utilize

time, is incapable of many useful oper-

iis beyond data sotrage and computa-

Smedley was out-dated within a year of

tolainment in mid-1971,

tfe first real spinning of the internal

urocratic wheels came early last week

iwing a lecture and assessment of our

iputer situation by a Mr. Kurtz of

EUROPE

:«ee (goO) °32'5-4867
"^ * or see youi Ita.el agenl

JUiwTrawelChcineB .

Dartmouth and Mr. Couger of UCCS. Their

final reccomendations will be sent to the

President next month, adivisng the adminis-

tration as to what our future needs should be

in terms of computer resources. Other spe-

cialists may be consulted as well. Precise

planning and anticipation are crucial when
dealing in the seven-figure computer market.

What most in the math and science de-

partments agree on is that we require, princi-

pally, a system which will a) time share vari-

ous advanced and assembly languages, b)

store and work with two to four times our

present data capacity and c) be available for

general use on 20 to 30 new and high quality

terminals. Upon realizing these goals several

things are expected to occur; professors, es-

pecially in the sciences, will be encouraged

to familiarize themselves with the computer

as a teaching tool; advanced courses in

computer technology will come_ about (al-

though CC's liberal arts character will not be

tarnished by the addition of a computer sci-

ence major), and a few deep-rooted qualms

over the onslaught of technocracy may be

dispelled. Computers represent an integral

constituent of our world. Hopefully by the

next decade the students here will be using

CC student Mike Sariano hard at work at one of "Smedley's " terminals. The com-

puter system is soon to be expanded to include languages other than basic.

our system as knowledgeably and easily as

so many other collegiates take advantage of

the computer today in this country.

It is likely that Smedley, the present sys-

tem, will be kept m use until it dies for good.

Already one finds that the registrar and the

administration are using over 70% of its

space and energy. Thus the continuing

"crash" failures (six having occurred since

the new year) do limit the school's ability to

function, frustrating students, and depleting

the budget. But Smedley is needed, and may

be retained.

Lastly, speaking of the budget, how will we

pay for this new computer it and when the

decision is made to procure one'' The college

will of course welcome donations from

alumni and various foundations tor a new

machine However, barnng any lantastical

monetary contributions from outside

sources, the bulk of the payments (probably

to be made in installments) will have the gen-

eral college fund as their source.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

We are looking for six

couples right now that

would have 12-20 hours a

fnonth and be interested in

ihe income range of $60-

a week. Please call

8-4179.

CALEDONIA
575 Garden of Gods Road

recycle (3) recnrdK

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE
Quality Records and Tapes

At Two Locations

2425W. Colorado

633-7678
Gift Certificates

Available

219 N.Union

632-8372

Party Trays

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC CHEESE
GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Lower Level, Citadel Shopping Center

597-5660

Pine German and Continental Cuisine

In a Quaint Bavarian Atmosphere
Outside Patio — Party rooms

LUNCH MON.-FRI. 11:30 AM- 2 PM
DINNER NIGHTLY INCLVDING SUNDAY

ME.RammaAvt. (Smith Tt}<m at Oieittmu-Biixi)
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^^opinions

Lack of Communication: Closed Meetings Intolerable

In the past month the leave of

absence policy has been
changed, the grading system
has been revised, and various

other important changes have
been made in Colorado College

policy.

In most cases students have

not been aware that these

changes were even being con-

sidered. Is this problem to be
blamed on student apathy? The
answer must be an emphatic
no, since it is difficult for even
the most diligent and ambitious

student activist (there is at least

one, isn't there?) to cut through

the maze of obscure commit-

tees to discover what is going

on at this school.

The future of Colorado Col-

lege is being designed by a
multitude of inconspicuous
committees whose meetings are

closed to all students except the

two or three appointed by the

COCA.
This situation is intolerable.

The lack of student represen-

tation is evident on these com-
mittees not because there are

no students participating, but

because only those appointed

by the CCCA are allowed to

participate. These students are

not obligated to represent any-

one: they are responsible to,

and report to no one, conse-
quently it is not surprising that

no one knows what they are do-

ing. The notion that the students

on the student faculty commit-
tees can report to the CCCA is

farcical; the CCCA is inherently

incapable of publicizing student

concerns.

A point made by one of the

Deans at the faculty meeting on
Monday was well taken: the
CCCA does not know what is

going on in the student faculty

committees. Even when the

CCCA knows what is going on

(currently they don't) the inform

tion is first "lost" to the public

the cumbersome CCCA net^Q,

of red tape, and then finally
regu, S

gitated in the form of the usu^ "*

unintelligible CCCA propagaim «s''

Only when the sixteei

student/faculty committees
ar

open to interested students
the press in addition to the

sti

dents appointed by the CCC/
will open interchange about

C(

policy have a chance. Until
thei

most important decisions
\i,j

continue to be made without
tti

knowledge of most students
en

cept the CCCA elite minority.

an s,n

Ih

Kennedy Blasts Armstrong Audience
by Andrew Wolfson

My country tis of thee
Land of jock-ocracy
Of thee I sing.

Land of pig-ocracy
Land of pig-gluttony
Land of hypocracy
Of Thee i sing.

The Ro Kennedy show at Colorado Col-
lege Monday evening began with song and
enthusiasm. But after the singing was over,
Ms. Kennedy launched into a far more seri-

ous attack. "We really have a kind of micro-
cosm of the pathology of oppression right

here in Colorado Springs," Kennedy told the
audience at Armstrong Theatre, "This is jock
paradise. It's time to start kicking ass."

Kennedy lauded the accomplishments of

the women's movement in Colorado. She
praised the feminist-run credit union in Den-
ver, and called the Women's Health Center
in Colorado Springs the "next-to-the-very-

best " such facility she had ever seen.

But Kennedy insisted that feminists add to

their already impressive list of accomplish-

ments in the state. "It is with apologies to pigs

that I call our business and government de-

linquents pigs, because pigs are really rather

intelligent as far as farm animals go," Ken-
nedy joked. "But feminists must make the

pigs pay up."

Kennedy, noted feminist, author, and black

activist, described in detail what she consid-

ers the most effective organizing strategy for

radical groups, a sort of political blackmail

called the "testicular approach." The
strategy calls for confronting the most power-
ful element in a community with your group's

most outrageous demand, and doing so at the
most opportune, sensitive, and vulnerable
moment.
Kennedy told how feminists could use the

current plan for Colorado Springs to acquire

suggested. "Nobody's going to want Col-

orado Springs to look tacky when the

athletes and their wives roll in." And if the

businessmen seem to hesitate, Kennedy ad-

vised, tell them "we need our money or we
ain't gunna play nice when the company
comes, y'all!

'

Kennedy declared that no matter how

"This is jocl< paradise. It's time

to start kicl<ing ass . . . Athletics

should be dessert."

powerless the movement may seem right

now, it must nevertheless assert itself. "If we
are to achieve social change in this country.

a temporary national Olympic training srte to '" '^.'^ '°^": °" ^^'^ '^^^TP^^;, ^^, rcf' ,f
P"

such an advantage. "Just go ask the
P[ec|ate that wherever IT is. it's OURS. If rts

Chamber of Commerce for sor^e money to ^ 'l^S^^'
*'^°'"

'""'I'^T
^°"^y.!*

^I^
*"

^^f
fin^nr^o = n=,., «,^rr,«n'^ h«^ith hulldlng, or

^"^' ^ ^^^ doposited money.' Kennedy

Kennedy
finance a new women's health building, or '''':"\'*'

'"i
"''^ deposited money." Kennedy

,.,hoto.,ar ai^« >,«., A ' 1/ .r^^., noted that we never seem to appreciate how

part of the pathology of the oppressed
Kennedy also reminded the audience

th

they should not blame their apathy or polite ^^

failure on t>eing in Colorado or Colorai

Springs. In a town with so many military
siii

and other sensitive institutions, the "teslict

lar approach" should prove even more effe

tive. "You cannot blame your own apaif

you own inaction, on the apathy of others

Kennedy chided.

In other areas, Ms. Kennedy denouno

recent efforts at cleaning up the 'Tinn

Squares" of America. Instead of chasingtt

prostitutes off the streets and into the ma

sage pariors, Kennedy advised, we shoi

be worrying about our staggering nation

addiction to alcohol and cigarette smokin

Alcoholism, Kennedy pointed out, is the mo

wide-spread disease in the worid. "And Ion

knowledge," Kennedy concluded, "no o/

has ever died of a blow job."

Kennedy congratulated the Colorado &

whatever else you need.

-Shallow Capsulization-
Editor,

We are disturbed with the shallow capsuli-

zation of the CCCA meeting of Wednesday,
fularch 2 by Gail Bradney. The "less-than

crucial decisions" totalled over $3,000 in al-

locations of student funds, and are therefore

deserving of more than the cursory treatment
afforded them in the Bradney article.

The council justifiably listened to and an-
layzed so-called "long-winded proposals,"

such as CHAVARII^'s, for good reason. Al-

though the request made by CHAVARIIul for

its annual Passover Sedar totalled less than
$200.00, the CCCAs scrutiny was of great

importance to it as a policy-making body. The
history of CHAVARIM has been tenuous be-
cause its position among the students has
been misunderstood or misconstrued.
CHAVARIM acknowledges some guilt for

this situation, and attempted in the last

Council meeting to rectify the situation by
presenting precedents and explanations for

the Passover Sedar. and the activity of

CHAVARIiyl as a CCCA chartered student
organization in general. This can only help
the CCCA to understand CHAVARIM better

in the future when policy questions arise. We
feel it is appropriate for the Colorado College
community at large to be informed in the
same manner. Ms. Bradney did not recog-
nize the importance of this in her article, we
believe, because she was not aware of the
history of CHAVARIM on this campus.
As an organization of students, like any

other which wishes to contribute to the col-

lege community, the CHAVARIM Passover
Sedar each year is the most significant way
CHAVARIM contributes. The Sedar is not a
"dinner/celebration" as Ms. Bradney called
it, but the simple retelling of the story of the
release of the Jewish people in ancient times
from slavery and their flight from Egypt. As It

has been presented on this campus for the
past five years, the CHAVARIM Sedar is

specifically geared to the 40-60% in atten-
dance who are not Jewish and who seek to

understand more about this largely cultural
occasion.

Each CHAVARIM Sedar, since 1972, has
drawn from 70-120 people. The Sedars have
had the consistent informal support of the
College administration and faculty To our
knowledge, the CHAVARIM Sedar has never
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important we are, and that this Is ari important

-Letters Loans Are Vital!-

cont. on page

drawn any criticism from any sector of the

college community, and has been consis-

tently praised as having achieved its purpose
in each of the past five years.

David Gering's comments at the CCCA
meeting were not construed by those present

(except Ms. Bradney apparently) as criticism

of the CCCA, but rather an explanation of the

lack of understanding on the part of many on
campus for the true purpose of the Sedar.

CHAVARIM is not a religious organization in

the practical sense. We acknowledge, again,

that religion and culture cannot be cleanly
separated in our case, yet, a common-sense
appraisal of our actual presence on this

campus and our actual intentions will show a
strong de-emphasis on our part of the reli-

gious aspect and a strong emphasis of the
Jewish cultural aspect. We have always be-
lieved CHAVARIM contributes greatly to the
liberal arts environment of Colorado College
and we hope that this has been a clear pres-
entation of our intentions and purpose. If it is

lacking in any way, we invite a dialogue in the
Catalyst, or, those concerned contact either

of us. Respectfully,

Jeff Auerbach, ext. 443
David Gering, 473-1990

Dear Editor:

The tollowing is a copy of a letter I have
sent to Representative Pat Schroeder of
Denver, and Senators Gary Hart and
Floyd Haskell of Colorado, regarding Pres-
ident Carter's proposal to cut off all Fed-
eral loans to students. This will severely
affect many students. If you want to pre-
vent this legislation from passing, you
must write now to the representatives
from your state. Addresses can be ob-
tained from the Public Ubrary.

I am a freshman at Colorado College,

and I am very concerned that my educa-
tion is about to be cut off, leaving my fu-

ture in doubt. I refer to President Carter's

plan to abolish all direct Federal loans to

college students. This plan, if im-

plemented, will mean disaster to man

students as far as continuing their c

education.

The reasons for this are, firstly, the km

stantly rising cost of a college educafei

Tuition at Colorado College will go u

$500 next year. Even with governmet i'.Ci

loans, many students have had a diffia

time meeting costs. Without them, tlie ris

in tuition will be too heavy a burden l(

many students to bear. Secondly, studeni

will be forced to choose colleges on If)

basis of cost rather than on the basis (

which would best meet their education!

needs.

In my case, although I will be working £

cont. on page!

I

Thanks
Dear Editor:

The Student Health Advisory Board
wishes to thank those students, faculty and
administrative members of CC who allowed
Penrose Hospital to type blood samples on
March 9, 1977 during the annual blood drive

at the Bettcher Health Center. According to

Bob Johnson, who lead the Health Advisory
Board blood drive, a total of 66 campus
members were registered and blood typed;

approximately 62 of those donors were stu-
dents.
The college program has a credit pool

which now numbers close to 400 participants

who may be called upon by Penrose Hospital

to donate blood during a time of crisis. The
Health Advisory Boardorganized the drive so
that the college could sponsor blood for a
seven-year-old hemopheliac residing in the
Colorado Springs area.

Thank You,
The Student Health Advisory Board
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]oecl Housing and New Grades] Kennedy Blasts (Continued)
By Gall Bradney The group s inrtial goal .s to achieve a

, ^^men's basketball team on their ad-
^^aprchange in campus housing and an house/suite combination in Mathias. ulti- vancement to the finals in Pomona, Calitor-

discussion regarding the new grading mately, however they hope to have the aN
nia. She expressed fear, however, of women

(odures were among the more interesting ternative available on a more expanded
faiijnq into the "JOCK/OCRACY TRAP'*^ which comprised Wednesdays bi- scale. The Council approved the proposition ^^^^^^ ^.

.r-r^A m»»t,„r, with no ob|ections and one abstention. It
^^^^^ j^„^ ^,„^ „,«f,3 education Act exclu-

must now be approved by the Board of Trus-
tees beiore it is considered a policy change
An interesting discussion developed on

the subiect of the new grading scale which
includes the plus and minus marks as sup-
plements 10 the former A/B/C/No Credit

'neglects its responsibility in the area of scale. Passed by Ihe faculty on Monday at ^;;°ding°for' five years. Kennedy declared
P5„„al growth. He contested that, not ori y their monthly meeting, he grade procedures

,^,3, „„, %„^ ^,3^3 '^^ ,„„ and destroyed
Ihe strongest friendships generally were not the subject of controversy directly;

g,, ^, Vietnam, but that we had also infested
rather some members present were in-

g,, „, ^sia with what she calls 'Pen-

r!ll1.'l%"^..t'tJ'^:Z:i'If'^T. tagonorrhea.' Kennedy demanded that all

Kly
CCCA meeting.

,55 Rabin, chairman of the Co-Ed Hous-

firoup. a subcommittee of the Residential

ging Committee, read his group's pro-

^ to make living at CC co-ed by room

^^r than by wing. Rabin stated that, by

irating the sexes in the dorms, "the Col-

sively in the area of athletics. "We must use
Title Nine in medical schools, law schools,

and in other educational areas," Kennedy
declared. "Athletics should be dessert,"

Kennedy also urged that Amehcan cam-
puses spearhead a drive to halt all military

would agree to call Prime Minister Vorster of

South Africa ' a wild man of Africa." she
would agree that Amin was one too. "But it

must be remembered," Kennedy said, "that
Amin is jusl in kindergarten compared to Vor-
ster as far as repression is concerned."

Ms. Kennedy, speaking to the Jay's Motel
gathering about movement organizing, de-
clared that "we need to get socialism out of

^ed between members of the same sex

the
sex-separation also causes "per-

53
rnanifestations of sexuality", aliena-

,
and an unnatural tension between men
jVomen at CC. He speculated that van-

jsfTi
in men's wings would decrease and

l^less people might feel compelled to

ve off-campus if the proposed co-ed hous-

y^ere available. In his conclusion, Rabin

Jed that his group's idea has already

rf(ed on such campuses as Harvard, Yale,

i^eil. Oberlin, and Hampshire.

Letters Cont

input into it," as Steve Ellis remarked. The money designated for military spending be
faculty meeting was closed to a select

transferred instead into social welfare. Ken-
number of students. In addition, the issue

"How can we talk about
socialism, how can we even
pretend to be educated when
we have professors who teach

socialism as if they were speak-
ing to the Kiwanis club?"

was not made public. Neil Morgenstem
nedy told the audience that she felt it was "a
disgrace that in this country that prides itself

pointed out that the Academic Program „„ ^^^ ,^,3 ^j^^^^, ^^^ „J3, ^^ul nation
Committee, which initially approved the pro- ,„ ,^,3 ^o^^ p^^p.^ ^^3, i,^^^,, „„ ^^, ^^^^^

has three student members who
helped make the decision to send the pro-

cont. on back page

miner, loss of low interest government

tns
will probably mean dropping out of

^1. And although students can work,

fnpus jobs are low paying and provide

1^ a drop in the bucket.

^Vithdrawing Federal loans will have se-

re results. Thousands of students will

iply have to discontinue their college

ijcation, and I don't think that this coun-

can afford that. Furthermore, there will

a tremendous strain on many colleges

jt will lose a large number of students,

time when many colleges are in fi-

inclal trouble, this could be the last

aw. Possibly many colleges would have

lower their admissions standards in

ler to get enough students who could

I
understand that one of the reasons for

on Sunday morning begging for money for

Easter Seal crippled children.

'

Kennedy made what turned out to be her
most controversial and provocative state-

ment of the evening when she declared that

her favorite African leader is Idi Amin, Ken-

nedy reminded the audience that Amin only
this impending legislation is the number of

students defaulting on their loans. How-
, ^ _, _, ^ ,_

ever, the rest of us must not be punished '^^"^^ ^^ P^"f ^ f^J t «^^P/'^,^^ '" P^^ ^^

for this. A way must be found to make '^^^ O"" ^lA. And Kennedy declared that

loans only to students who are likely to re- ,
Amencans are hardly in the position of pro-

pay, and to strengthen collection proce-
*esting the killing of one Afncan archbishop

dures. Proposed legislation to allow par-
'"^en we are the second most killingest na-

ents to deduct a small percentage of col-
^'^^ '" *he history of he world.

lege costs on their income taxes is a step ,
^^- Kennedy explained her defense o

in the right direction, but it is not sufficient f;"'"
.a' a" informal meeting at Jays Mote

when compared to the cost of a higher ^"^^'"Q her speech. She told a group of

pdiiration
fifteen students there that she likes Amin

Education is an important resource in
dimply because "he scares the hell out of

this country; too important to throw away, f"^^
P^oPl®- ^^^ ^^^ the nerve to not let

Therefore, I am asking you to do what you Europeans, Amencans or Asians run his

can to prevent the passing of this legisla-
c°""»^- ^^""e^y ^^"^'^^^ '^at if people

tion. My future, and that of many others,

depends on it.

Sincerely,

Ellen Hesdorfer

the closet," Kennedy said that many different

radical interests could come together under

the banner of socialism if we only know more
about It. Kennedy admitted that it might be

difficult to become informed about Marxism

at a school such as Colorado College. "How
can we talk about socialism, how can we
even pretend to be educated. " Kennedy
asked, "when we have professors who teach

socialism as if they were speaking to the

Kiwanis Club?"

Ms, Kennedy, approaching the end of her

visit to the college, urged students to con-

tinue their ongoing political struggles and

start up new ones no matter how hopeless

they might appear to be. "You don't have to

win," Kennedy declared, "you just have to

tight." The important thing is to know how to

think politically. "We must desert from the

pact of silent collaboration. We don't have to

hope for too much. "All's we need." Kennedy

concluded, "is just a shovel instead of a plas-

tic spoon with which to tear away at this

bullshit mountain."

?.>!«SX«!<,X!ie<->5»C >:>: >3I.X <> s-xn s9Sic>^0i<ymc^mc^mx'imi^

s y,p_f £. _®J S-Xi 5-E.

>-ReNE W 3r—("Bounce. N.Te) 6 n ^^^^ O tl /C l9x*_ ^^.^WB>-ReN E W^ I

raSO. N,,ada/BI,ou.^^^>^l*^" CjfcC.fi^ ^M ^'O^Vi^ I

. ;r c :. Ma,.iHK niHr'^^
, i" ° ^^^H \M ^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^m Jnnai na Ta nnlqlCI t adel Main

HaoslEI.N.Aca da
iki HausME.Chay n.Mt.

l>al,Starkeys.A.A.Spts

".Car. tree CIrclel

1221 Penn. Ave
Boulder, Co. 80302

442-2478

Sboea'

J og g i ng ,Te n nisi

iSneakeralll I

New Sol es,Laces

'

& I n s ol eel-

Gadec's
9 SOUTH WEBER

Phatn
Supply

I

1 Week Ser vl cij

AGFA GOSSEN NIZO

ALPA GITZO NIKON

ASCOR HASSELBLAD OLYMPUS
BEAUUEU HONEYWELL OMEGA
BELL & HOWELL ILFORD PATTERSON

KODAK PENTAX
BOGEN KONICA POLAROID

BOLEX LEICA SANKYO
MAMIYA SINAR

CANON MINOLTA SUPERSCOPE
CONTAX MINOX ROLLEI

DURST MIRANDA VIVITAR

i

!•<

conoco
CAR CLINIC

MOTOR
TUNE-UP
SPECIAL

Inchi4«s tlBlai Mt. ckMk
vacMBB advaaca aaa PCV
Tarn, aat»> Mia mrx, Mia
laal air ratio, laarlcata
•KhmmMt canlral valTa, la.

apaci liBltloa wiraa. m.
STALL aaa aa|ait NEW
irAU VLDOI, HEW
roans, mw coHDEMsnL

Most American Made Cars
Resistor Plugs Extra

Expires
March 25, 1977

S cylinder

8834
COUPON

OILLUBE AND
CHANGE

with Oil Filter (Up to

5 qts. Conoco Oil)

188
Expires

March 25, 1977

COUPON I

830 N. NEVADA
471-9200

JUST S.E. OF COLLEGE
MASTERCHARGE BANKAMERICARD

Colorado Springs #1 Camera Store x

Willi Free Custorrer Parking
*

>»x -*x >s«KvaK i>«»r«»K»»>9»»i6e!WK v»5f >wi< >ae< >«K >s*

Where Good Movies Are Always Bette

And mow. . • after four years of

preparation and production

A UNIVERSAL RELEASE

ALBERTO GRIMALDI

Cas»aiiova

A Film by FEDERICO FELLINI
DONALD SUTHERLAND lv..Juc,.J b, ALBERTO CRIMAIDI

'"?."".","':";,';'''''.':,'. .'..' •' - |R[SESTRicn5S|

** D00RS,^4,
OPEN l^f

'RUSTIC HILLS NORTH 1

1605 Norlh Academv/5')7-9481

We put the'Show/back into Show Business!
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Workshop Plans Innovative Future
by Kristin Lau

Theater Workshop will provide a new and

innovative way of exploring drama in its pro-

ductions this spring. According to Chairper-

son Kurt Pacheco, "Innovation is a perpetual

goal of Theater Worshop (TW)." Upcoming
productions should demonstrate much
energy In this direction.

During May (date to be announced) TW
will present an experimental drama,

Woyzeck, written in the nineteenth century

by Goerg Buchner. For a different approach,

audiences will consist of approximately

twenty people seated in swivel chairs in the

center of Tutt library. Rather than a time out

to change sets during the production, the

audience will rotate to face the next prepared

set.

In the near future, March 21 , TW plans an

evening of one act plays, sketches, and

dramatic monologues held in Benjamin's

Basement. Some of the events include:

Sieve Otto, the major star in Butley last

November, and Kurt Pacheco appearing in

an act written by a Harvard student; duet

acting with Joel Silverman and Chris Werner;

Gregory Hall directing Diane Payor, Colin

Crawford, and Lisa Johnson in The Boor;

and Professor Ken Burton and Karl

Soderstrom in a situation comedy written by

Ken.

Aside from major productions, weekly

workshops are a part of TW goals. Recently,

Wayne Rood, theologian at Pacific School of

Religion in Berkley, California, conducted a

week long workshop with TW. The shop
theme was the experience of fheater as a

religious experience in the sense of self

awareness and social awareness.

Pacheco described the shop as " 'set into

scene' but in this case means an actor defin-

ing himself in relation to others, establishing

a sense of community. This is probably TW's
major problem and goal." The block plan,

with people leaving each block, does not

facilitate the attainment of this goal.

Theater Workshop is sizably budgeted by

the Leisure Time Committee; students never

take money from their own pockets. Oppor-

tunities range from directing your own play,

creating a stage setting, to satisfying the de-

sire to get on stage. Coming from a large

university before CC, Pacheco found that "in

a large institution there is no way to direct a

play. It's too bad that more students don't

take advantage of this opportunity that CC
offers. Perhaps most people would rather be
entertained."

"It seems to me. one of the major reasons

that one comes to college is to learn to com-
municate with others, intellectually and so-

cially. Theater is an alternative means of

communication," explains Pacheco. "It in-

volves people in a presentation of them-
selves. To quote Peter Brook, "A play is

play." What a better way to be educated than person who had some drama in high &a«
through play! and enjoyed it, but doesn't find time?^ ^

Last fall only one production and a couple involved in a campus production taa?'
of workshops appeared on stage-.- Tff';0roi:?ide mFfrie, acting exercise, and r
Pacheco, this represents a combined lack of ence for the big production when the
interest and a fault in organization. The goal;

to find people to take advantage of the funds

allotted to Theater Workshop.
To dispel any illusions of required acting

proficiency, Pacheco describes the average

tunity does arise,

TW meets every Thursday at 6 pm
Cossitt gymnasium. Meetings are open

t

student body and faculty. '

Faculty Changes Cont.

lasc

Professor J. Trissel is on sabbatical during

blocks 5-9. Both Mark Paich and Carolyn

Willson are scheduled to remain at CC
another year. Professor Driy of the chemistry

department will not be at CC next year and
there are plans for an analytical chemist to

subslUjjte while Driy is away. Professor

Huebert on the Chemistry Department will

also be gone and a temporary replacement

being considered.

A visiting mime professor, Rosa Scott

scheduled to come to CC next year, and also

to the drama department, a replacement is

being considered for Joe Mattys.

Professor John Simons, of the English De-
partment will be on sabattical next year and
there wilt be a woman substituting for Si-

mons. Also on sabbatical next year is Profes-

sor Lewis of the Geology Department.

In the History Department two professors

are taking sabbaticals: T.K. Barton and Ar-

thur Petit.

There will be a new professor in ttie ^. |a'i-

Department, and semester replacements' ^^^^

scheduled in the Physics Department
tori i'^^'

Veirs, in the Psychology Department
d

^'9'

Shearn, and in the Political Science Den; t

"

ment. *^

In his last letter to Professor Elmer
dated December 27, 1966, playwright iua
lonesco accepts "en principe" an Invftati^

come to "la Far West
' to teach in the Colori

College Summer Session. This coming summ^
all probability will mark the tenth consecutive

y
that Mr. lonesco has not come here, "ft wjn ^
anniversary of sorts," Peterson notes, "AND
SHOULD PROBABLY OBSERVE IT IN So
WAY, SUCH A PERFORMANCE OF Nobol'
Ben Vautier or La Lacune by lonesco himself

cont on pagi

Budget Tapes
& Records

Constant everyday

discount prices

also

paraphernalia

& cleaning accessories

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

10-7 Won. thrij Thursday

10-8 Friday

10-6 Saturday

12-5 Sunday

Budget Tapes & Records

204 N. Tejon 471-4419

CYCLES PEUGEOT
"Les plus belles bicyclettes Du Monde"

10% dtecouit to CC students

On All Merchandise

Rick Wager (CC class of '64) Prop.

• 9wZm^
BICYCtE SHOP

M

^ Colorado Leather Goods has:
'

LUGGAGE
for your trip home at spring breal<

doLoxado -CEaihsx ^oodi
473-9312 y731 N. Tejon

Have a Great Spring Break CC
We'll be here when you get back to

make your summer plans!!!!

^P Taylor
Travel 818 North Tejon

636-3871

COLLEGE
BARBER
SHOP 827 N. Tejon

633-1606

Miss Leigh Toensing will design a special

spring haircut
on request

S/

READING AND STUDY AHE MORE
WORK THAN PLEASURE FOR MECAN THIS BE CHANGED? Reading can
be a real pleasure If you prepare yoursell
for It.

HOW MAY I MAKE MORE TIME FOR
NON-ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES? Reduc-
ing necessary study time is the only way to
do tt while maintaining your grade level
The Contemporary Schools GUARAN-
TEE OF RESULTS will help do itHOW MANY WHO START TO COL-
LEGE DONT MAKE tT THROUGH TO
GRADUATION? According to figures
published by the U.S. Office of Education
approximately 50% of those who start to
college don't graduate.
WHY? There are many reasons, but the
biggest is inability to keep up with the
worl<, approximately 90% of which is
Reading Study.

Contemporary Schools
2502 E. Pikes Peak • 471-4727

HOW CAN I READ 3 to 5 TIMES AS
MUCH IN COLLEGE AS I HAD TO IN
HIGH SCHOOL? You can it you prepare
for it. You must prepare to be able to read
6 to 15 million words per semester. The
average beginning College Freshman
reads 200-300 wpm with 40-60% com-
prehension and would take approximately
35 hours per week to read the minimum
only once.

HOW CAN I PREPARE FOR THIS
CHALLENGE? One of the best prepara-
tions is to take a reading course that will

give you the Reading Efficiency you need.
Leam the Silent Reading Skill!

WHERE WILL I FIND SUCH A
COURSE? The Contemporary Schools
Reading/Comprehension Course is an
educationally sound program that has
given many thousands the help they
need.

Contemporary Sctiools

2502 E. Pikes Peak Ave. • 471-4727

WHAT WILL THE CONTEMPORARY
SCHOOLS COURSE TEACH ME?
A Reading Skill which encompasses in-

creased speed, improved concentration

and increased comprehension.
Improved vocabulary through a struc-

tured program throgh the course, then in-

creased reading.

Greater ease and confidence with tests.

Meaningful and practical outlining skills

for use with lectures, study and research
reading.

Reading proficiency and efficiency in

reading different types of material.

More proficient recall ability.

Contemporary Schools
2502 E. Pikes Peak Ave. 471-4727

is

WHAT IS THE CONTEMPORARY
SCHOOLS READING PROGRAM?

It teaches a basic reading skill and is

designed for the average and above av-

erage student, but is equally applicable to

business and professional people.
It is developmental, as opposed to re-

medial, and is what most people need in

our highly complex society.

It is long enough to bring about a

change in reading habits: 27 classroom
hours spanning a 9 week period; mosi
classes are held during evening hours-

A series of books by recognized au-

thors are used, in which the student is

taken through various drills and exer-

cises. {We completely reject the use of

machines and gimmicks because most
people do not benefit sufficiently from
them.)

GUARANTEE? To at least quadruple
your Reading Efficiency (Rate X Com-
prehension)

REFRESHER WORK? Yes, you may
come back for refresher worK at any time,

for which there is no charge.

Contemporary Schools
2502 E. Pikes Peak Ave. • 471-4727
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Jock Shorts
»'^«*hL

jKTimy Carter was not on hand to throw

Ifie first ball of the season and it was

as well, because alas, the CC
imond men are out on the wrong track

,jn
The Tigers who have the longest

jak going in CC sports (take that Bas-

ball
people!) have now dropped 25

jight over a two year period after falling

Jjsirate before Denver Metro in a double

aier 5-9 3"*^ 3-8. Encouraging news

as that CC did not suffer a draught in run

aring potential like last year. Right-

,ljjerTres fwlacCollum had three doubles

route to a five for seven day. And in the

Ipjnd game hurlers Russ Brink, Steve

j^ and Ed Weatherbee combined to

nil
Metro to four hits,

fhe season is still young and we may

icape our lapse into New York IVIetdom

HOCKEY

The 1976-77 edition of the CC hockey

,am closed out its season last week in

ladison, Wisconsin, dropping two hard-

(iight
games by identical 3-1 scores. The

jr
propelled Wisconsin into the WCHA

jmifinals, where it defeated fvlinnesota

j-S in a two game series. CC's impres-

'fie
showing against the nation's top

lam leaves considerable cause for op-

iiism. Both games saw CC play Wiscon-

ineven for most of the game. Thursday

igfil's clinching goals all came in a short

[relcfi for Wisconsin.

Goalkeeper Paul Mitchell, regarded as

the team's #3 goalie tor most of the year,

turned in two outstanding performances,

coming up with 78 total saves in the two
nights. If CC can play with this kind of

dedication consistently next year, the

WCHA finals might transpire in the impos-

ing confines of the Broadmoor, instead of

Wisconsin's arena, where the powerful

Badgers host Michigan this weekend.

CC's Final Record: 13-25-2.

LA CROSSE
Season Record 2-0

You can tell it's spring in Colorado

Springs when the ageless figure of Doc
Stabler is seen prowling the sidelines at a
CC Lacrosse match. And so it is with the

CC Lacrosse Tigers, who signalled the

rite of passage into the warm months with

their first regular season games this week.
The play was sloppy, but the Tigers came
out on top of the action against CSU
(12-1) and Air Force Prep (10-8).

Midfielder Reg Nally led the onslaught

against the CSU Rams with four goals.

His shots were set up on specially de-

signed plays that allow"a player to be iso-

lated on a single defender and maneuver
around him for a 10 foot bullet.

Against Air Force Prep, the Tigers

jumped out into an early 4-1 lead that was
built upon chsp accurate passing. The de-

fense had a relapse in the second half,

and many Air Force players went in to-

ward the goal like bulls passing matadors.

However the defense can be counted on

to display the fine play they showed
against CSU in coming weeks Next up for

the stickmen is Colo. Mines today at 2:30

on Slewert field.

Sports ag^

Action during this week's 10-8 victory over Air Force Prep. In a game played
Wednesday, CC overcame CU 11-10, with a spectacular diving goal by Drew
Thwaites in the last 30 seconds of the match. Excellent performances were turned in

by Dave Stanton, Stuart Ritkin, Warren Dean. Kirk Hoffman and Tim McNamara.

Venture Money Continued
""" °"""

the money handed out to students, rarely

gets into exorbitant figures. The VGC money
has also been used to give an appropriate

salary to the four visiting Professors who
have held classes on campus this year for a

block or two.

Like many unpublicized organizations toil-

ing away on campus, the Venture Fund
Grants Committee performs a valuable ser-

vice that students should be aware of.

Through the auspices of this group, many
students have dared to go out on their own
and conduct serious academic investigations

that have helped to expand their knowledge.

With independent work a valuable useage of

th time llexibility provided by the CC system

can be achieved And that's what the Block

Plan is supposedly all about.

SALES

lYPI
I su

RENTALS

YPEWRITER
SUPPLY C0.»

REPAIRS

I 05 North Tejon St

Phone 634-0102

button -Haa

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

HANO-UADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

pIV

BEAUTY HAVEN

wnl Waving Wo Have 6 Mm

Spocioliiinq in 0am

NoAppoinl

AUTY SERVICES
ngoa Hair, Senlp Tionl

nonl NocoiMrv

320 N

COLORADO SPRINGS
HOSTEL
1 7 N. Farragut

471-2938

AMERICAN YOUTH HOSTELS,
INC.

Memberships and Guide
Books

, \ 633-4683 ^L 633-4683

17 S, Nevada Ave^

WEEKDAYS AT
S:00, 7:00 & 9:00

SAT. & SUN. AT
1:00, 3:00, 5:00,

7:00 & 9:00

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation, comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color.

A vision of the world, 10 million years

in the future, where Wizards rule the

earth. And the powers of magic prevail

over the forces of technology in the

final battle for world supremacy.

20TH CF-NTURY-KOX PRESENTS

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

WIZAnDS
RALPH BAKSHI

Music Composed and Conducltd bv ANDREW BKl.I.ING

j^i Produced bv Bakshi Productions, Inc.

J'SHI»ltUIO»KCESllBB!SI[l)«!»l Color Sv Ue I .

the

FLICK

532 N. Tejon 473-4488

HELD OVER!
DAILY AT 7:00 & 9:00

ADM. S2.00

"Cousin Cousine is quite possibly

the most accurate representation of liappy,

healthy sensuality I have seen on film."

-John Simon, New Yoik M=iqa.;ine

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINEE!

BEST FOREIGN FILM

BEST ACTRESS
MARIE-CHRISTINE BARRAULT

BEST ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY

rOisiLM (g],a
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^ar Atmosphere

Seniors
By Andrew Wolfson

.0 will be eighty flea market stalls.

\f\\\
be two live bands. There will be the

.page Catalyst ad ever. There will be

Latre- There will be 6,250 cups. There

twenty-two (or more) kegs of beer.

j^illbe food, games, and prizes. There

1 a Festival Queen. There will be, on

20 at the Colorado College, the

FLAGRANT FIRKIN FESTIVAL
. prHin? The word means tub of lard in

according to publicity person Kat

'q^. "Since nobody knows what it

5
however, we thought it might arouse

speculation. You know, Firkin!

"

the Flagrant Firkin Festival will be no

presented under the auspices of the

r Class, the festival will be one of the

fnassive, well-organized student

^ efforts in recent memory,

e festival will be centered around a

J
(double entendre intended?) atmos-

^^fith a variety of high-quality enter-

jnt,"
according to the Firkin committee.

^ill be served free of charge, and the

Ionia and Fall River Road bands are

luled to perform all afternoon and into

/ening.

etestival's primary attraction will be its

ity
flea market booths. The booths will

Plan Flagrant Firkin . Festival
be rented out for about $12.00 each; each

booth can accomodate four vendors. Thus
for an investment of only $3.00, student-

merchants will be able to peddle the goods of

their choice to a crowd expected to exceed
1,000 persons.

What kind of items can students sell? Any-
thing, according to the Firkin committee, with

the exception of alcohol and illegal drugs. Art

work, furniture, plants, books, record albums.

and clothing are some of the suggestions

from the committee. Students will be permit-

ted to sell food.

Items for sale need not be pre-owned; en-

terprising capitalists are definitely welcome

to try their luck. One Firkin-person suggested

that snow cones might sell well on a warm,

sunny day, while another recommended that

contraceptive -devices, sorority pins, and

"pornography in good taste" will sell regard-

less of the weather.

The Senior Class is officially sponsoring

this gala event, although a special committee

has been set up to do the actual dirty work.

Mitch Bearden and Brian Eustis, festival

coordinators, dreamed up the idea for Firkin

several months ago. They thought it would be

nice to give seniors a marketplace in which to

sell four years of accumulated paraphemalia.

But the original idea has escalated into some-
thing much more, "Firkinwill try to provide the

College community with a sense of together-

ness which has been notably lacking," ac-

cording to Bearden. "It will attempt to over-

come the disjointedness of the block plan. It

will bring everyone together for one last

chance." The committee is especially hoping

for strong support and participation by CC
faculty and their families.

The festival will be financed largely from

income derived from both rentals. Other fi-

nancial assistance will come in almost equal

parts from the CCCA, the Senior Class Offi-

cers, and the Extra-Curricular and Folk-Jazz
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committees This wide-spread financial sup-
port, according to Bearden, reflects the
cooperation that the Firkm committee has
received from all elements of the college.

The festival, for legal and security reasons,
will be open only to the CC community and
security measures will be rigidly enforced.
Access to the festival, which will be held on
the college's main quadrangle, will be care-
fully controlled. The festival's own security

staff will be working closely with the colleges
secunty chief. Lee Parks.

Security measures should not dampen the

Firkin spirit, however, Highlights of the festi-

val promise to include selection of the Festi-

val Queen, and the Senior-Faculty Softball

game. Anyone, including "inanimate objects

and all sexes, is eligible for the contest." Fes-
tival Queen judges will be on the look-out tor

"talent, poise, lucidity . . your basic beauty
things."

Festival coordinator bearded Mike Bear-

den reports that while his staff is highly tal-

ented and well-suited for their specialized

assignments, some eighty-five volunteers

will be needed to help Firkin along between
now and May 20. Seniors, especially, are

invited to help with what is essentially a class

project. With the right amount of enthusiasm,

according to one understated festival person,

Firkin promises to be the greatest Friday in

the history of Colorado College.

Nordlinger To Edit Catalyst;

Franco To Edit Leviathan

Leviathan Editor Paul Franco

Photo by Pelet Banson

Paul Franco and Chris Nordlinger will edit

the Leviathan and the Catalyst respectively.

Cutler Board announced this week.
Competition for the editorships was stiff,

with -Anne Riefenberg, Ed Goldstein, David
Barker, and Nordlinger all vying for the

Catalyst position. Will Trekell and Franco
applied for the Leviathan editorship.

Nordlinger is a junior who transferred from

Tufts University in Medford, Massachusetts
this year. His journalistic experience includes

working for columnist Jack Anderson, work-

ing as editorial editor of the Tufts paper, and
being an at large member of the Cutler

Board. Nordlinger states that "an aggressive

attitude is necessary if the newspaper is to be
widely read and respected and indeed by

some kind of 'catalyst'. ' Nordlinger plans to

utilize an initiative and investigative reporting

in the fall Catalyst.

Paul Franco has participated in this year's

Leviathan as an associate editor and plans

to "continue the good work of the past in the

future." Franco states "It must be remem-
bered that the Leviathan is not a piece of

ivory upon which only the accomplished few

may write, but that it is the inspiration for

those to whom the thought of writing has

never occured."

Students interested in working on the

Catalyst or the Leviathan next year should

contact Nordlinger or Franco.

No applications were received by Cutler

Board for the editorship of the yearbook.

New Age Coalition Formed;

Gurrentz Resigns

Students observe solar energy devices during the Energy and the Environment

J'Posium this week. The Symposium featured leading experts from state and
""ate institutions. Sponsored by ENACT, the CCCA and the Leisure Program, the

^ay symposium was well attended by CC students. Photo by Peler Banson

By Gail Bradney
CCCA Council members met Wednesday

to discuss a hodgepodge of issues at a re-

marl<ably informal meeting of record-

breaking brevity.

Higfilighting the meeting was the resigna-

tion of Roger Gurrentz, the Council's acting

Financial Vice President. Gurrentz read

aloud his letter of resignation submitted to the

Colorado College Campus Association. His

primary reason for resigning and, conse-

quently, withdrawing from the yet unresolved

race for Financial V.P. was as follows: "I

realized . . . that I was spreading myself over

too many activities, and therefore, not doing

a complete job in any of them." Gurrentz

continued, "This has been one of the most

fulfilling experiences of my college career. I

feel that I've learned more about CC in the

last two months than in the previous three

years."

Bruce Barnett, in conjunction with Presi-

dent Neil Morgenstern, fabricated a complex

and rather unclear system to deal with the

replacement for the acting Financial V.P. Jim

Galef, they decided, will fill the vacancy since

he and Gurrentz tied in both elections previ-

ously held, but only after the Budget Hear-

ings have taken place. These hearings begin

on April 1 1 and close on April 1 8. During this

period of intense meetings and considerable

work, Galef will serve as an apprentice, ol

sorts, to Gurrentz.

Council members voted to charter a new

organization which calls Itself the New Age

Coalition. Bruce Barnett and Azizi lion were

present to represent and submit their pro-

posal before the council. The Preamble to

this constitution states; "We the students of

the Colorado College endeavor to encourage

the development of the capacity to under-

stand what it means to live an intelligent and

integrated life." Barnett mentioned films.

forums, discussions, and symposiums as

means to achieve this goal. The Coalition

hopes to encourage a substantial awareness

of vital issues and increased political action

on campus. COCA members approved to

charter the New Age Coalition by a 6-0-2

vote.

Steve Lewis, board member of Benjamin's

Basement, asked the Council to approve a

motion which would enable two Benny's

Board members, rather than the current

single member, to be non-voting members of

the Committee on Committees. He ex-

pressed a concern for "more input" on the

part of Benny's. The Council approved.

By means of a confidential discussion and

vote. CCCA members approved Katie Lewis

to fill a student vacancy in the Residential

Housing Committee, fils. Lewis is a junior

political science major. She will hold her posi-

tion for only the remainder ol this school year.

Council members have expressed a desire

for a change of atmosphere. Therefore,

F^orgenstern secured a new room for the bi-

weekly meetings. The next CCCA meeting

will be held in the prestigious Board Room in

Armstrong. The Board Room is located on

the second floor of Armstrong, behind the

Registrar, on the west side of the building.

NUGGET EDITOR
SOUGHT

Cutler Board is continuing to

seek interested students for ttie

position of Nugget (yearbook)

Editor for the 1977-1978 school

year. The position is salaried at

$500 and the Editor is also a

member of Cutler Board. Any In-

terested student should call Sid

Wilkins, ext. 293, or Jay Hartwell,

ext. 360.



Rape Crisis Service

Volunteer Training Series

The Colorado Springs Rape Crisis Service will conduct a series of seven training

sessions for potential volunteers and all interested citizens from April 12-26- Tfie ses-

sions will include the topics of rape, incest, and battered women. Potential Hot Line

Volunteers must attend the first six sessions.

Session I Tues. April 12, 7:30 - 10:00 p.m.

Rastall Center, Colorado College

Role of Rape Crisis Service explained.

Film shown: "Rape: A Preventive Inquiry"

Session II Thurs. April 14, 7:30 - 10:00 p.m.

Rastall Center, Colorado College

Attitudes and Myths regarding rape, incest, and battered women.

Sissfon III Sat. April 16, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

University of Colorado. Cragmor Rd.

Seminar: The Victim"

Session IV Tues. April 19. 7:30 - 10:00 p.m.

Health Association, 12 N. Meade
Crisis Intervention - Pikes Peak Family Counseling

Session V: Thurs. April 21. 7:30 - 10:00 p.m.

Health Association. 12 N. Meade
Speakers from community agencies: Victims Service Bureau, District At-

torney's office. Memorial Hospital, Champus, and Sheriffs office. .

Session VI Sat. April 23, 9:00 a.m. - noon
Health Association, 12 N. Meade
Hotline training with role playing demonstrations and practicing of skills.

Sessions VII Tues. April 26, 7:30 - 10:00 p.m.

Health Association, 12 N. Meade
Speaker's Bureau Training

There will be a question and answer period during each session. No one is obligated to

become a volunteer. For any additional information, call 471 -HELP.

CC Women Granted Internships
The Keller Graduate School of Manage-

ment recently granted Ana Del Carmen Car-

rizo and Laura Suter management intern-

ships in an Educational Intership Program
during the 1 977 summer. In cooperation with

the Associated Colleges of the Midwest
(ACM), the Keller Graduate School admits
outstanding women for the summer between
their Junior and Senior year in college.

The Program outlines two objectives: to

give talented women an introduction to the

business world and to graduate study in

management at a time when such experi-

ence may be influential for career planning

decisions; and to provide cooperating firms

Elfriede and Detwyn Fisher

Musical Meals at Brown Bag Concerts

There will be another short series of

Lunchtime Concerts in Shove Chapel begin-
ning on Wednesday. April 13 at 12:20 pm.
All the concerts will end at 1:00 pm. Free
coffee will be provided and the audience is

invited to bring a brown bag lunch, or get their

lunch before the concert begins or after-

wards.

This first concert will feature "The Madrigal

Singers" from Harrison High School, directed

by Martha Booth, music teacher at the school
and voice instructor at Colorado College.

Their concert will consist of Elizabethan mad-
rigals and songs about drink, pro and con.

There will also be some short poetry read-

ings.

The next concerts will be on Wednesday,
April 20, and Wednesday, May 4. The first

of these vyill be given by Stephen Scott, As-
sistant Professor of Music at Colorado Col-
lege and his colleagues concerned with

modern music. The May concert will be given

by the Collegium Musicum, under the direc-

tion of Michael Grace. Assistant Professor of

Music at Colorado College. Both of these

concerts will be at the same time, so as to

allow people this pleasant entertainme-H
ing their lunch hour. ^'

^j,,.

The idea for these concerts, with
rearf

'-^"^

and their format, comes from the praS (ig

doing this in the great Cathedrals andn! e"

churches in England. '^™ i

Don't Drink the Wqi .s

As spring approaches the CC comm,,
will once again be blessed with the onsia
of sprinklers which dot the central camnil

their vain attempts at preserving green
on campus. While many students miqh|'

tempted to run through these sprinklers

extremely hot days, such a move wouy
ill-advised. A memo from Claude Cow
Campus Safety Director, revealed thew
is "non-potable water, some of which mai
treated sewage effluent." Consequent!
strong possibility of infection and dise

exists for those who come in contact with nls

water. So . . . don't run through
sprinklers.

!ast.

with the services of talented women of high

business potential. Summer experiences of

this kind are expected to increase the flow of

qualified women toward a business career.

Ana, a Political Economy major with Latin

American concentration, and Laura, a Busi-

ness major, were two of the twenty-four
interns chosen for the Program through a
very competitive process. As a result of their

efforts they will begin 10 week business in-

ternships in June while concurrently taking

two courses from Keller Graduate School of

Management. These schedules will be
finalized upon their arrival.

News from Career Counseling
UPCOMING WORKSHOPS
Monday, April 1 1 - Resume Wriling, led by Jim Volz • Room 21 2, Hastall, 3:30 p m

INTERNSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
Washington Center for Learning Alternatives. A credit internship program

Congress. Executive Agencies, Judicial Agencies, Public Interest Groups, Communi
Programs, etc. See Career Counseling Center for details.

The University of Denver Graduate School of International Studies announces
Ihi

Dorothy Danforth Compton Fellowships for Minority Students, $5,000 each. Hi
deadline for receipt of appoications and supporting materials is April 15. Call Dl
Admissions Committee, 1-753-2989 or 753-2324 for application forms.

SUMMER JOBS
Mobile Unit Assistant working with CSU Hfligrant Project. Must be bilingual, tiavi

good driving record, some experience working with children. Deadline April 15. Ca
George Wallace, Education Department, 1-491-5413 for further information.

Etectroiux sales program also offers guaranteed awards ranging up to $1,000lo
selling a stated volume of business during summer months.

FULL TIME JOBS
The Town of Vail is currently recruiting for police officers. Come to the Carce

Counseling Center for details.

The National Jogging Association is looking for self-starters who are joggers ani

interested in small association work, willing to locate in Washington, D.C. or Sanii

Barbara, California.

Graduate Teaching Assistant, Colorado State University Learning Lab, Readini

Services. BA in education, social studies, psychology or sociology acceptable. Dead
line April 15. Write to Mary Hagen, University Learning Lab, or call 491-5887.

l»Srv>aiBK>5»X.>5e<>5»&' :<>: ^5I'>'. •»> -<«<. '^se<

Gadec's'ft

I 9 SOUTH WEBER

<«x ^anx sseir ssssr •ssiKji

Phnta I

Supply
I

Phone 634-8833 ^

I

AGFA GOSSEN NIZO
ALPA GITZO NIKON
ASCOR HASSELBLAD OLYMPUS
BEAULieu HONEYWELL OMEGA
BELL & HOWELL ILFORD PATTERSON
SESELER KODAK PENTAX
BOGEN KONICA POLAROID
BOLEX LEICA SANKYO
BRAUN MAMIYA SINAR
CANON MINOLTA SUPERSCOPE
CONTAX MINOX ROLLEI
DURST MIRANDA VIVITAR

Colorado Springs #1 Camera Store
>;

With Free Customer Parking $

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

C H O K ElR
731 N. Tejon

473-9312

Down
1 - Round your middle
3. Abrlgos

Across

2. Hold(1) on
4. Achh!

CoLoxaao
-Ls.atha.'i

MILLER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER
10 EAST COLORADO AVENUE

Located in the Galaxy Shop

Largest Selection Popular, Claaaic,

Jazz, Soul, & Countrn

Regular $6.98 Records for $4.98

Weekly Specials for $3.98

Tapes $2.00 OFF Regular Price

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
MILLER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER

^ Jinxes Place ^

Platte and Tejon Streets ''

<. PLEASURABLE
fO^ PONG-POOL &

POTABLES
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RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

sigm

c



Housing Staff Selected
,'XcWSs=

Resident Advisor and Head Resident

-,15 were notified of thie Residential

mln staff's final selection on March 21

.

n
pA's include Elaine Dunlap, Mary

^
Linda Johnson, Ann Meisel, Jean

1 Lorna Lynn, Nancy Joseph, Marie

f'
Heidi Mathisen. Sue Buell. Dawn

^Mary Yamahiro, Magi Ringsred,

^Strong, andCindi Layman with Mau-

McGlynn as a returning RA. Men RA's

John Freeman, Dric Bubelman.

,,,ari
Wilder, David Arnsteen. Blaine

Strickland, David Margrave, Paul King, Paul

Butler, Gregory Gibbs, and Fred Lewis with

returning RA's Chris Treese. Rives Collins,

Dan Guglielmo, and Mike Ibarra. Next year's

Head Residents will be Margaret Moulten.

Sue Trautman, Lois Ruback, Bob Hillsman.

and Neal Smith.

The new selection process, a point sys-

tem, was conducted smoothly and efficiently.

The judgement based on point tallies en-

hanced a "more objective rather than subjec-

tive selection", according to Housing Director

Bill Flanagan.

World Hunger Seminar

(Wednesday, April 13, Campus Am-

jdofS and Chavarim will be co-

soring a World Hunger Seminar. The

^ of the Seminar is to help make CC
jnts

more aware of the world hunger

gfn. Part of the program will be an ali-

(jst.
SAGA, CC's food service, has

pj 10 give a rebate for those students

signed up to skip all three meals on that

^ay. Those who have submitted their

numbers will not be admitted to the

hall for any of the meals served that

day.

The money acquired from this rebate will

go to Operation Rice Bowl. This is a self-help

organization which channels 75% of its funds

into direct hunger relief. The remaining 25%
is used to provide tools and other aids to

better enable people in Starvation Areas to

provide for themselves. At 5:00 pm that night

there will be a movie in the W.E.S. Lounge {in

Rastall) concerning the world hunger prob-

lem. A period of discussion will follow. Any-

one who is interested is urged to attend.

WORDSWORTH TO SPEAK
Richard Wordworth, the great great grandson of the famous poet William

Wordsworth, will be at CC on Thursday, April 14, to give two dramatic readings.
Wordsworth, an accomplished actor who has had a long career in English theatre,
including the Old Vic, will give two programs. The first will be a Thursday-at-Eleven
devoted to Shakespeare, and is called "Let Me Play the Lion Too". The second
reading, at 3:30, will be drawn from the novels of Dickens and Thackeray. Both
programs will be in Packard Hall.

On the Self in Biology" To Be Presented
Lewis Thomas, president of the Memo-
toan-Kettering Cancer Center of New
City and author of "The Lives of a Cell,"

vethe annual Harold D. Roberts fvlemo-

ecture at Colorado College Thursday,

14.

,vill speak "On the Self in Biology" at

m. in Packard Hall. The lecture is free

)en to the public.

Thomas, a self-termed "biology

lier," is known for his ability to transmit

:ally a strong, optimistic sense of the

jn condition from a universal perspec-

book (Viking Press, 1974), which won
lalional Book Award in Arts and Letters,

>n quoted for his references to the Earth

most like a "single cell, organized,

sntained and alive." His view of man
ilhis sphere makes myth of the notion of

self as free-willed, independent and

Bed.

has philosophical and biological views

lylhing and everything, small or large.

new ... . all detailed and interpreted

from a scientist's reservoir of knowledge.

A professor of pathology and medicine at

Cornell University Medical College and an

adjunct professor at Rockefeller University,

Lewis holds a B.S. from Princeton University,

an M.D. from Harvard Medical School, and
honorary degrees from Yale, Rochester,

Princeton, Johns Hopkins and Duke Univer-

sities. He is an attending physician for Memo-
rial Hospital of New York City. His awards

include Modern Medicine's 1975 Award for

Distinguished Achievement.

His work in research and teaching include

academic appointments at Boston City Hos-

pital and Harvard Medical School, the Rocke-

feller Institute for Medical Research, Johns

Hopkins University Medical School, Tulane

University School of Medicine, University of

Minnesota Medical School, the New York

University-Bellevue Medical Center, the

Yale-New Haven Medical Center and the

Yale University School of Medicine. His hos-

pital appointments have been at Boston City

Hospital, the Neurological Institute of New
York, the Harriet Lane Home for Invalid Chil-

dren at Johns Hopkins Hospital, Tulane Uni-

versity School of Medicine, Bellevue Hospi-

tal, University Hospital, the Manhattan Vet-

erans Administration Hospital and the Yale-

New Haven Hospital,

He has acted as a consultant to or member
of the U.S. Army Surgeon General's office,

the Commission on Streptococcal and
Staphylococcal, the Armed Forces
Epidemiological Board, the National Advi-

sory Health Council, the National Advisory

Child Health and Human Development
Council, the Narcotics Advisory Committee
of the New York City Health Research Coun-
cil (chairman), the Committee on Research
for the President's Committee on Heart Dis-

ease. Cancer and Stroke, the Public Health

Research Institute of New York City, The
Board of Health of the City of New York, the

Committee to Review National Cancer Plan

of the National Academy of Science, the

Health Research Council of New York City,

and the President's Biomedical Research

Panel.

He is a member of the editorial boards of

several leading medical publications, includ-

ing the "American Journal of Pathology,

'

"Cellular Immunology." the "Journal of

Medicine and Philosophy," and "Inflamma-

tion
'

His presence on the Colorado College

campus is made possible Ihrough an en-

dowed lecturship named for the late Harold

D, Roberts, a prominent Denver attorney

who died in 1956. (Roberts graduated from

Colorado College in 1908 and became an

authority in the field of petroleum and mineral

law.) The lectureship bnngs a prominent sci-

entist to Colorado College each year.

Catalyst Wins Award
The Catalyst recently recieved a first

place award for last year from the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association, According to

the CSOA "most of The Catalysts faults

seem to be technical and thus easily over-

come." The CSPA judges also noted that

generally "this is an intelligently-edited well

written and artistically displayed publication

that ranks high among college newspaper is

all areas."

arberio Cheese House
Party Trays

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC CHEESE
GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

'^

Lower Level, Citadel Shopping Center

597-5660 J
THE ONLY MAJOR
INDEPENDENT BANK
LEFT IN THE PIKES
PEAK REGION

With Over
88 Million Dollars

in Assets
Owned & Operated by

The People Of
^e Pikes Peak Region

'SN.Tejon 475-1330

The Colorado Springs
niational Bank

AMTRAK RAILPASS-UNLIMITED
TRAVEL-BUT HURRY IT EXPIRES
MAY 15!!!

^P Taylor
Travel

818 North Tejon
636-3871

§tifino§

i-tU „j ntaU

473-2859

333 N. TEJON
COLO. SPRINGS, COLORADO

In the Agora Mali

'iii„

JOHN GARDIR'8

COLLEGE TEllS CAMP
Limited enrollment up to 36

Ages 18 -22
The accommodation at the Mountain House

Three meals a day

Complete staff supervision

Which includes:

- instruction by professional staff

- 6 hours of court time daily

- full use of all facilities including:

ball machines, video tape TV for stroke analysis,

pool, sauna, 12 championship courts and 2 indoor

courts

We will also include tournaments, round robins and

challenge matches

DATES
June 5 - July 2

4 one week sessions

$275 per week

Above price includes everything above but transporta-

tion.

Also available are private, semi-private, group lessons,

and our famous champagne clinic.

For further information contact:

John Gardner's Tennis

P.O. Box 38
Keystone, Colorado 80435

or call toll free 800-332-8037
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—Opinion,
Next week The Catalyst is doing an open forum issue if student Interest is

sufficient. The topic will be the nebulous subject of sexuality at CC. This broad

topic may Include comments on the "social scene" at CC and positive or

negative comments about the dating/lack of dating at this school. Personal

opinions are welcome, and all interested students are encouraged to partici-

pate. All letters and articles should be signed and turned in to the Catalyst box

at Rastall by Sunday night.

Book Review

Marquez Creates Macabre Collagi

Spring Break In Texas
By Dave Adams

Question: What's inexpensive, wet, "bi-

sexual," and laughs alot? Answer; CC's Out-

door Rec trip down the Rio Grande river in

Big Bend National Park, Texas.

On Thursday, March 24, twenty students

from CC piled into a van and two cars to take

off for an adventurous Spring trip destined to

raft down 50 to 75 miles of Texas' Rio Grande
river. Little did they know they were to be

exposed to the terrors of leaky rafts, sore

shoulder muscles, sunburn and Barb

Edelston's ultra-organic, vita-crunch, water-

logged gorp.

The hardy group of eleven males and nine

females put in the river on Saturday moming
after a long drive, during which the expert

marksmen of the van "demoed" three or four

slow jack rabbits and a couple of idiot birds.

The first day, the ambitious crew paddled an

impressive twenty minutes of the five or six

hours they were on the river, the rest of the

time they spent sprawled over their rafts

bagging rays and deleriously dreaming of

cold beers as the current carried them
through several scenic canyons.

In the next four days the groups got con-

tinually more lethargic due to heat exhaus-
tion, and a large number of vultures began

accompanying the rafts in eager anticipation.

The birds were scared off, no doubt, by the

Editorial Protested
Dear Editor,

In true Catalyst form, your editorial of

March 18, 'Lack of Communication: Closed

Meetings Intolerable" was the result of poor

investigatory research.

It seems that you are about three months
behind in reporting the open student/faculty

committee meetings issue. Last semester's

COCA, and Jim Lewis in particular, avidly

argued for an end to this practice. Several

council members, including myself, sup-

ported this position for many of the present

student/faculty committees. It is unfortunate

that the present council has not taken any
substantial action on this.

The Committee on Committees from last

semester's council recommended that coun-
cil meeting with the student members of the

student/faculty committees to make these

people accountable to someone. This would
guarantee that these student representatives

were speaking for the student body on such
matters as the revision of the grading policy.

Whether or not this method of accountability

will matenalize remains to be seen.

The fact that the Catalyst was unaware of

the grading policy revision as recommended
by the Academic Program Committee
demonstrates a gross lack of journalistic

sense on the part of the Catalyst. It would
make sense for the Catalyst reporters to

combined odor of burnt skin, curdled sun tan

lotion, and the small explosions uttered by

the crew members thanks to the raisin filled

gorp.

The evenings saw South Nevada St. well

represented as members engaged in gang
massage (better known as the art of being

kinky). Dinners were definitely a gourmet af-

fair, when the cooks were asked what was for

dinner the reply was, "Well, we've got soup
and noodles, noodles and soup, or just soup,

or just noodles."

By Thursday afternoon, the rafts were de-

flated and the group set off for a concluding

two-and-a-half days in the beautiful

Guadalupe mountains of West Texas. Tem-
peratures dropped to freezing and the group
resorted to shouting out songs and sleeping

en masse to keep warm. The trip home was
made with several six packs of Lone Star

beer accompanied by questions directed to-

wards the groups' male members as to

whether they might have sneakily removed
the cans from the cooler, relieved them-
selves, and put the cans back in the cooler

unnoticed and re-sealed.

As the van neared CC, nostaligia set in and
strains from the musical Peter Pan were
heard: "I don't want to grow up, I don't want to

go to school . . .
."

The Autumn of the Patriarch. By Gabriel

Garcia Marquez. Translated by Gregory
Rabassa. Harper and Row

By Terry Orme
The brilliance of Gabriel Garcia Marquez

lies in his ability to create an atmosphere.

While reading The Autumn otthe Patriarch

the reader finds himself immersed in a
macabre dreamlike scenario. A novel's suc-

cess depends heavily upon its ability to grab

and hold one's attention, and it is this ambi-

ence of ethereal horror in Marquez' novel that

fascinates the reader.

The novel begins with a group of revolu-

tionaries bursting into the palace of a Latin

American dictator only to find the palace in

terhfying decrepitude and the dictator's body
pecked to pieces by vultures.

In that forbidden corner which only a

few people of privilege had ever come
to know, we smelled the vulture's car-

nage for the first time, we caught their

are-old asthma, their premonitory in-

stinct, and guiding ourselves by the

putrefaction of their wing flaps In the

reception room we found the wormy
shells of the cows, their female animal

hindquarters repeated many times in

the full-length mirrors, and then we
pushed open a side door that con-

nected with an office hidden in the wall,

and there we saw him, in his denim
uniform without insignia, boots, the

gold spur on his left heel, older that all

old men and all old animals on land or

sea, and he was stretched out on ikj

floor, face down, his right arm hT
under his head as a pillow, as het^
slept night after night every night ofj
ever so long life of a solitary desn,

From this initial image the novel
lai,

stringing together terrifying images
ni

lence and sexuality, to paint a portrait

dictator's more than a hundred year t^

Multi-page sentences and endless
graphs characterize Marquez' style,

iii

tyle which gives the novel its sire^

consciousness, dreamlike quality, u
these long, chimeric sentences, the

re

flinches at grotesque imagery. Imaqt

cannibalism, mass murder, and
criDo

disease form the picture of life under
ttn

spot. During the early years of his reigr,

dictator is a picture of beloved benefice

He travels freely in his country, throwifin

to the cripples and blessing the poor
f

ever, the dictator's paranoia increases^

reign continues, and so does the hein

ness of his actions. He prepares one

ministers as a meal for the other minL;

during a lesson in obedience. He has
full of children dynamited at sea in ord,

conceal his rigging of the national lotteiv

dictator moves from being a beloved
anfl

nign ruler to a despised and paranoid
\i

of the anarchy he has created within

country.

The Autumn of the Patriarch is a

de-force of the imagination. Marquez m

Continued on back

keep in touch with the chairpersons or mem-
bers of the respective student/faculty com-
mittees. This is not a gargantuan task. Most
committees do not meet an overwhelming
number of times each year; the Academic
Program Committee, for example, meets
once a block.

The fact that the Catalyst and the COCA
do not know what is going on in the student/
faculty meetings is their own fault. For these
two groups to be in this position is, in your
words, ."intolerable."

Sincerely,

Scott Gelman

(1 ) The Catalyst was NOT reporting the
closed student/faculty meeting issue but
COMMENTING upon this procedure;
editorials do not report issues. (2) The
Catalyst was essentially supporting Jim
Lewis' position; apparently you misinter-
preted the editorial. (3) The Catalyst WAS
aware of the grading policy revision and,
as you will recall, ran two articles on the
subject (see March 11 and March 18 is-

sues).

Waste Not. .

.

Dear Editor,

I have some observations and thoughts I

would like to share concerning the upcoming
World Hunger Seminar and subsequent fast.

I become thoroughly disgusted and dis-
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couraged when I observe the thoughtless

waste of food here at CC. Be it leftovers down
the drain or the childish food fights, we CC
students just don't seem to give a damn
about the constructive use of the food we
receive.

Quoting statistics will only go so far,

everyone knows that three-quarters of the
world's population goes hungry while some
punk at CC is tossing his baked potato across
Taylor Dining Hall.

The time has come for us to thoughtfully

consider bur wastefulness. We might even
ponder what life is like without all those won-
derful goodies that keep our tummys full.

While we ponder, I would like to invite all

CC students to join the CC Christian Com-
munity and the members of Chavarim as we
participate in the Worid Hunger Seminar on
Tuesday night, April 12. 1 also challenge stu-

dents to participate in the World Hunger Fast,

which will last all day on Wednesday, April

13.

Thank you.

Tom Blickensderfer

Flo Kennedy Speech
Sadly Lacking
Dear Editor:

I am writing this in response to the lecture

given by Flo Kennedy in Armstrong Hall. I felt

a need to write this not just to criticize Ms.
Kennedy, whom I found greatly disappoint-
ing, but basically because I was so disil-

lusioned and dismayed by the crowd re-

sponse to her methods.
Ms. Kennedy was a very garrulous and

outspoken person whose engaging personal-
ity I found myself immediately sympathizing
with, as many others evidently did also. What
disturbed me was that 1 felt that her charisma-
tic delivery was not supported by substantive
thought or relative meaning. If a transcript of

her speech had been made with all of her
humorous asides removed I feel that it would
be found sadly wanting.

She would bring up a subject and
criticize it by burlesquing it with sexual puns
and humourous invectives that would be met
with a round of rallying cries from a group of

students who seemed to ignore the hollow-
ness of her statements. She seemed not to

desire a unity and equality amongst races
and sexes because all of her arguments
seemed to encourage a further polarization,

alienation and animosity between these dif-

erent groups. Ms. Kennedy's main rhetorical
approach was not to praise women and
blacks and describe their needs and rights,

but to debase men, concentrating on a
white-male guilt theme.

I fail to see what purpose it served her to
label all males as "pigs" because stereotyp-
ing people was something I thought she
would be denouncing instead of propagating.
Ms. Kennedy further discredited her argu-
ment in her specific attacks upon societal

failures because of her oversimplified,

low; and often completely erroneous rea

ing. Her defense of Idi Amin was ludicr

but more than that if was tragic. First she

that he had a sense of humor, but thensd

Hitler (whom Amin ardently admires),

Charles Manson has been known to rna

few cracks in his time. fuls. Kennedy just

Amin's mafia-style murder of a Bishoj

equating it with the assassination of Pi

dent Kennedy. I had hoped that someon

her intelligence would see the complel

relevance of her analogy, not to mentiw

meaninglessness of justifying violence

violence. This statement of hers was met

an immediate response by the crowd,

one of groans, but of cheers. Speal

further on murder she said that women ti

the right to violence, but using her kin

reasoning I could make a case for everyt

in the country having the right to violef)

Consistently Kennedy demonstrated

a superficial understanding of the subj

she criticized; her criticism of the natural

shortage and of the Olympic center der

strated this. She criticized Daniel Moyni

for his support of a get-tough stance with

Soviets, saying that he must be afraid

minent attack by the "Commies".
What Ms. Kennedy may not have reali

is that a more hard nose approach to

Soviets is advocated by people like

shenitsyn, Sakharov and Bukovski in

interest of personal freedom, which issoi

thing that I thought Kennedy would be

vocating. She consistently criticized

methods of the United States, but suppo

them when they served her cause. Oneol

main things that the U.S. is criticized for

use of economic pressure to influence]

politics of a country. While critical of

Kennedy also cried out for a boycott oj

bacco in order to influence the voting

people of North Carolina and Virginia.

nedy continually advocated oppor"

methods. She was in favor of cooperi

between feminist and Black movemeni

for the sake of unity, or to achieve ec

to work for individual freedom and

coexistence, but only to serve the moni

self-interests of the individual groups,

this being achieved they could then sef

again.

Overall, Kennedy's anti-apathy app"

was beneficial and her comedy enteriai

but I was not given any insight 'rito|

feminist movement. What I
would lil^j

make clear in this letter is that I am in sur

of Feminist activism, particularly on

campus, but if the Women's Commis

wants to establish the credibility that it

J

on this campus then they should not n

people like Flo Kennedy here to spe^^

support them with a propaganda-'
"''

response.
Anthony
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Fear and Loathing With the President's Wife
Anyway, I drilled this sucker right off, you know the type, looks like he spends most of his

tinie sleeping with policewomen, shirt a little askew, his bottom coat button buttoned, I

drilled him and sat down next to him In the cafeteria, slowly.

J
, (rubbing his elbow) - C'mon Popeye move your feet oft the chair and lei that girl srt down.
But he wouldn't do H, he wasn't even listening, so I had to lean forward In my chair and try

,0 ktnd of try to pry them off with my hands but they were stuck there like two snakes
gucking on a log and the girl ran off.

J
- Danm, damn, that girl, she's been avoiding me tor aweek ever since I asked tor a six pack ot her

tjaih water.

p . What girl?

J . But damn, what I am I supposed to do, get on my hands and knees and throw pieces o( bread

after her? jesus.

p . What girl?

J . That one. That one, c'mon Brutus, let's show her a few of the jolly reels we learned crossing the

equator, eh?

p . I'm not sure -

J
- Sure, c'mon Where's your goddamn sense ot charity there, this girl here, she's got a certain

gomelhing.

p . It looks like smallpox.

J . Everybody's in show business. Goddamn, cant you see this girl got an overwhelming
resemblance to the President's woman?
p . I don't understand you, I guess I sound pretty stupid.

J . Not at all, we had a case just like yours here last week and a quick shot of flashpowder around

the ears and edges and he was in fine shape. I'm talking about the girl with the eyes, li'rte agates,

Ihe one who looks just like the President's wife.

I
gave him the Chinese eyes, and began to shake the table with my froth.

p . Wtiat are you talking about?

J - Vou know, the woman the President took with him when he was elected. The President's wife

for god's sake, you know, the wide eyed woman startled by the awkwardness of her predecessors'

lastes.

p Wtiat does she do?

J . She rewallpapers the entire West wing.

p Ha ha.

J - She sashays around the Whitehouse kitchen, and then, and then she gets a glimpse of the

President pulling up into the long White House driveway -

p - The big car?

J You better believe it s the big car. and the President becomes caught in his tracks at the sight of
the chubby little woman in her apron, in the kitchen, ordering the sides of oork -

P - 1 don't think -

J - And he gets out of the car and suddenly the blood goes to his head and his head becomes too
large for logic.

P - Well . . .

J - Then, the head begins to grow like swelling bread dough the whole head covers the driveway
until you can't even see his little legs kicking like angry black grass at the very bottom ot his head -

P You're still, thinking of President Ford.

J - No, no I'm thinking of the President's wife.

P - You don't even know her name, I bet.

J - Tricia.

P - Wrong.

J- Betty.

P No, you're contusing the new president with the old ones.
J - But I remember the President. I have to, he bought it in fast yeast action on the drivewav
P - No.

J - I know, on the Presidential boat, he (ell off and went down in the black water?
P-No.
J - At the Presidential dinner, he turns toasting to an Oriental emissary and the glass is shattered by
personal mines and he -

P- No.

J - But look there was an gas explosion in the White House kitchen and the White House chef
tossed up like lettuce and the roof was torn off of the White House kitchen then the curtains went
next, like bacon txirdering on his upstairs room
P - No, no.

J - Yes he caught a fast gas leak from his big black automobile,
P - Come on, that's just -

J -
1
know, didn't he take that real big step from his reclining Presidential aeroplane chair toward the

windy door where he saw his wife standing there, doing a sensual dance with the co-pilot in a flesh
colored scarf -

P - The President is doing just fine, and his wife

J - Don't tell me, don't tell me she's not the woman that we thought she was
P Yes.

Next week - The iights are coming on all over the campus. It's time to wash up.

Next Week

OPEN

FORUM
ISSUE:

Sexulaity at

CC
Contributions

Velcome

THE MASTER'S CLOSET

FOR TUXEDOS

Weddings

And Other Special

Occasions

20% Discount

On Tuxedo Rental

with Student I.D. Card
415 NORTH TEJON

TELEPHONE 473-9065

m Now appearing

THE STILL

'The Up Country Kickers"

575 Garden of Gods Road

recycle (S\ recnrds

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE
Quality Records and Tapes

At Two Locations
2425 W.Colorado

633-7678
Gift Certificates

Available

219 N.Union
632-8372

HI Murco Druq Co.
n PHONE 634.4861 832 NORTH TEION ST.

.ffr. COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO. 80902

FOX PHOTO"^
Springtime Special

|M COUPON t^,^/fl

^ Color Enlargement

Enlargement made from Foxprint.'"

Kodacolor, GAF or Fuji color

negative or color slide.

WITH THIS COUPON
Offer Expires 4-17-77

PRINTS
from your favorite

SLIDES
3 for

Made from your same size

mounted slides

WITH THIS COUPON
Offer Expires 4-17-77

m

Benny's is now accepting applications for

Board of Directors. Applications available at Ras-

tall Desk and behind the bar. Deadline 9:00 am,

Monday 4/18/77.
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Spring Jock Shorts
Baseball

Season record 1-2

With a season record that is already

better than last year's, the 77 team feels

they have made it to first base. Said one

unidentrtied player, "I think we should quit

while we're ahead, sort of!" Seriously

though, the team is looking good going

into their doubleheader with Concordia

College (Nebraska) on Thursday, al-

though having never played Concordia

before and just coming oft their spnng va-

cation layoff, CC could have a tough time.

Also tough will be another doubleheader,

this one against Colorado School of Mines

on Sunday. Mines is reputedly much im-

proved this year and has swept Regis and

split with UNC thus far in the season.

Women's Tennis

Season record 2-1

The women netters' only loss this

spring has come in their match against

CSU. 7-2; the wins were against Regis,

8-1, and Colorado Mines, Tuesday, 9-0.

Yesterday, the women met Metro and

CWC in Denver, If the CWC tennis team is

anything like some of their other teams,

this could have been a rough one for the

CCers. Next Tuesday, the CC team takes

on DU at home. This could prove to be one

of their best matches of the year as DU is

sporting a highly improved team this year.

Come support CC's Billy Jean's and

Chrissie's on their home courts Tuesday

afternoon.

Men's Tennis
Season record 3-1

The men thus far boast victories against

Metro, DU, and Mines, with their loss com-
ing in the season opener against South-

ern Mississippi. During the next two

weeks, the netters will play the bulk of

their 17 match season. Beginning with a

match yesterday afternoon against Regis,

the CC men host a series of home con-

tests. Friday at noon they meet North

Dakota State University, Saturday morn-

ing it's the University of Nebraska' finally

capping the long week is a match against

Northeast Missouri University on Sunday
morning. Only three days later, CC's arch

rivals, the Air Force Cadets, will travel

down from their mountain hideaway to

visit the CC courts. According to one ten-

nis team member, "We're looking forward

to a good match with Air Force. We have a

pretty good chance, ' This match with "the

boys in blue" is scheduled to begin at

1:00.

Lacrosse
Season record 5-0

Tuesday: CC over Air Force Prep 9-7

Wednesday: CC over Mines 13-3

Up next for the stickmen is a home
match against the Colorado Springs Lac-
rosse Club, Saturday afternoon's game
will feature several slightly arthritic CC
alums playing for the Springs' team and
should be the last breather game for the

CC stickmen. Thus far, the Tigers have
not played the top teams in the league and
the next two weeks are crucial if they hope
to repeat this year as league champs. Key
games with DU. Denver Lacrosse Club,

and the Air Force Academy can make or
break the season. "The fans, they be de-
mandin' " that the team prove its ability

against upcoming stiff competition.

Women's Club Soccer
Season record 2-0

After a highly successful (3-0) prg.

break game against CU Med Center, (ho

women hooters took on Front Range
gi

home yesterday. The city team has
proved stiff competition in the past, and
most likely did so yesterday. The Cc
spring team, although somewhat

less

hard core than in the fall, is none-the-less

enthusiastic, competitive, and full of new
and old talent. Spring coach Mike Younn
feels that, "The team is looking good, es-

pecially with their Spring Break tans on

They go nicely with our new uniforms."

Men's Club Rugby
Season record 0-1-1

The CC Ruggers' record does not do
justice to the blood and guts that went into

their two hard-fought games, the loss lo

Colorado Mines 10-3, and their O-o

kissing-your-sister tie with the Denver
Mile-High Club. Next up for the club is an

away match against Lamar totnorrow.

REAL ESTATE SALES
We have two openings for real estate as-

sociates in office serving the entire area. Poten-

tial for high income, good leads. For testing and
interview, call Bert McGinnis, 576-5550.

MOUNTAIN CHALET'S

mm mm sale

April 14th, 15th and 16th

20% - 50% OFF
ALL RENTAL EQUIPMENT

Skis • Boots • Bindings • Poles

Tents • Packs

Sleeping Bags
NEW EQUIPMENT

Skis • X-C Boots • Discontinued Packs
Limited Quantities of Backpacking

Equipment

This Friday & Saturday at Benny's

''STOLEN
ORANGES"
a folk-swing trio

Featuring Shadric Smith

9:00 - 12:30

50(Z cover

Sorkl^ftg^ l^bHion

Kill

)NT

he

Chris Mueller, the man who
made dining at the Red Lion

Inn, in Boulder, a fine tradi-

tion, is bringing his staff to

Manitou Springs. They will

be preparing your dinners

tableside in the Continental

Style. A genuinely unique experience. The Rock-

ledge Red-Lion is an historic mansion overlook'

ing Manitou Springs. And unforgettable view ol

Pikes Peak highlights this lovely setting offering

you an experience that will be pleasantly remenn-

bered.

328 El Paso Blvd. - Manitou Springs

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 685-5077
serving Sun. - Thurs. 5-10; Fri. and Sat. 5-11
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Double Defeat in California Tourney

But the Weather Was Nice

SportsjHH

By Craig Silverman

j^
answer was pretty much the same

g^iery member of the CC women's bas-

^11 team when asked. "How was Califor-

K was something like:

l^e
weather was pretty nice."

^„n
Bhutan's house (in Beverly Hills) is

y
pretty."

Jne of the girls even managed a kind of

jy
"It was fun." But something was miss-

jjfl'their trip out West and the lady cagers

lieenly aware of it. While in Pomona at

OLORADO'S largest seleclion

V cost, government bonded

(rip charier flights to EUROPE
059 (rom NYC S3B9 (rom Denver)

fRICA ($299) PERU ($399) HAWAII

5,79)
ASIA ($479) at

THE TRAVEL COMPANY
1310 College Avenue

Boulder 80302

1-443-3580 weekdays

,Sr (800) 325-4867

DUnsTravel Chanen .

TEACHERS WANTED
/esl and other states. Placements

nee 1946. Bonded, Southwest

eachers Agency, Box 4337, Al-

uqjerque, NM 87106.

)NTACT LENS WEARERS
Save on your hard and soft lens

ipplies. Send 1 30 stamp for price

Contact Lens Supply Center.

11 E. Camelback, Phoenix.

izona 85012.

he best place

around
to loose hair!

COLLEGE
BARBER
SHOP

827 N. Tejon

633-1606
et Leigh Toensing Do It!

Besides great pizza,

hetti, salads, cartoons,

hang gliding and ski

movies; we have:

SPECIAL
BEER PRICES
lAnytime with CC. ID)

MUG 250 (regular 45C)

PITCHER $1.75
(regular $2.40)

STK^w^iaXi

1732 W. Uintah
Uintah Gardens

"^t 1 mile west off campus)

the A.I.A.W. National Division II Champion-
ships, the Tigers had dropped their two
games: a 57-47 first round loss to Ashland
College and a 75-63 consolation round loss
to Eastern Connecticut State.

Anybody who had seen the Golden gals
capture the Region Seven Championship a
week before could not help being upset about
the double defeats. All agree that an effort

similar to their previous week's would have
easily gotten them by Ashland or Eastern
Connecticut State. Coach Golden was sur-
prised atthe poorshowing. claiming. "We are
a better ballclub than we showed." Freshman
sensation Lorna Kollmeyer agreed, explain-
ing, "We just weren't ourselves. We played
up to half our potential."

For the record, CC held sizable leads dur-

Continued on back page

CC guard Paula Parker moves down court againstEastern Connecticut
State. The Spring Break trip to California was disappointing for the lady
cagers as they lost both tournament games.

I'm Dave Zoelle

"Next week I'm interviewing college

students in Colorado Springs for Army
officer job opportunities. Come in for

personal counseling in over thirty basic

job specialties with starting salaries

above $10,000. Find out about leader-

ship, management training, and finan-

cial benefits (including scholarships). I'll

tell you how to turn your general college

worl< into a job oriented program.

"

Time: 12 pm - 4 pm Date: April 13, 1977

Place: Rastall Center Conference Room

If you are unable to meet witti me but \a(ouW like to know more about Army officer

opportunities, just send this coupon to ; Dave Zoelle, Cossitt Hall, Coloraido College,

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80903, or call me collect at 473-2233, extension 419.

D Finance Materiel Management

D Chemical Engineering

D Electronics Infantry

D Law Enforcement D Petroleum Management

D Marine and Terminal Operations D Training Management

D Food Management D Artillery

D Air Defense Medical Professions

Traffic Management D Intelligence

D Armor
D Highway and Rail Operations

D Personnel Management
D Instructional Technology

D Logistics

D Telecommunications Systems

n Legal Professions

D Communications

D Mr. D Ms.

Address

City, State, Zip

D FRESHMAN D SOPHOMORE D VETERAN
_Phone:
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ROTC Demonstration Hits Rastall

Senior Frank Lane (left) organized

gd spoke at Wednesday's demon-
Iration. CC student Brian Feeney
light) renounced ttie ROTC at tile

(inclusion of the demonstration by
snovlng his ROTC uniform. His re-

ignation from ROTC was met with

pplause from the audience.

By Andrew Wolfson

Over one hundred people gathered in Col-
orado College's Rastall Center Wednesday
morning to protest an army recruiting session
scheduled for Rastall later that day. Protest
leader Frank Lane told the audience that he
had organized the demonstration as a per-
sonal reaction to an Army Officer Recruit-
ment advertisement which appeared in the
Catalyst last week.

"There are only four students here in-

terested in ROTC." Lane declared, "And al-

most as many groups of people without
space to meet. I don't think we need an
ROTC office here on this campus.

"

Lane told the Rastall crowd that while the
protest was not a personal attack on Captain
Zoelle. the ROTC prolessor. army recruiter

scheduled to appear, he did not believe that
"Zoelle had any place on the Colorado Col-
lege campus."

Lane, who spoke lor almost thirty minutes,
informed the crowd that he had already re-

The Catalyst
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cieved criticism of the protest, even before it

had been held. "But we must not forget Viet-
nam so quickly,

"
he declared. "We must stop

people like Zoelle who offer bribes and other
enticements in order to recruit professional
killers."

Lane's presentation was delivered in a
soft-spoken, impassioned voice. He quoted
at length from four authors, including Robert
Heilbruner. Lane used a senes of several
quotes to refute the idea that war is a human
instinct, and lo deny the notion that this coun-
try must maintain peace.

"I do not want to convince anyone with
statistics." Lane told the gathering, "Just put
this all on a gut leve. If you can turn lo the
person next to you and think of killing him,"
Lane concluded, "then the Army needs you."
Dean Sutherland and a very worried look-

ing Dean Maxwell Taylor appeared briefly at

the rear of the Rastall crowd. Demonstration
organizers told the Catalyst that they had
made no arrangements with the administra-
tion for the protest, and that they had re-

cieved no interference from the school.

A second speaker, visiting Political Sci-

ence professor Michael Parenti, thanked
Lane lor his "heartfelt concern for the human
condition" and said that such concern was
not really going out of style.

Parenti seconded Lane's denial that man's
very nature leads him into war. "On the con-
trary, even Goering. the Nazi, recognized

( Continued on Page 3)

Handley, Sauer, Ashley and Scott Receive Tenure
By Colin Crawford

The results of tenure proceedings were

icently announced by the administration.

fiis year five faculty members were consid-

:ed for tenured positions. Of Ihat number,

tir were given tenure. Those professors

110 received tenure were Lois Handley and

Kkey coach Jeff Sauer of the Physical

ducation Department, Susan Ashley of the

listory Department, and Stephen Scott of

Music Department. John Karon of the

lalh Department was not granted tenure.

Twelve promotions were also recently an-

junced. Promoted from assistant professor

associate professor, effective with the

377-78 academic year, were Dr. Jeffrey M.
ichengreen, psychology department, L.

kistopher Griffiths, economics, Harold
lones, chemistry, G. Edward Langer,
hysics, Horst F. Richardson, German,
laviid w. Roeder, mathematics, Dennis E.

ihowalter, history, and Armin Wishard,
ierman.

Assistant professors, promoted from in-

^^clors, will be Peter Blasenheim, history.

'' Marcia Dobson, classics, Laura Gol-

women's physical education, and
larence Sterne, physical education.

Tfie tenure system was the subject of a
sent interview with CC Dean of the College
Wiard C. Bradley. Bradley discussed the
peration of the tenure system, in addition to

t>fnmenting on its relative advantages and

The tenure system is the rriethod by which
"pulty members are either retained or dis-

•issed. It is a system used by the majority of

alleges and universities in the United
'^'es. Bradley is a confirmed supporter of
ifi tenure system, believing that it provides
Academic freedom." He admitted, however,
'fever having worked under another sys-

tem in his academic career.

He elaborated on his point about
"academic freedom" with the following
example. "Perhaps a professor chooses to

discuss controversial things, and students

and faculty get mad at him. Under the tenure

system, he can't be fired as long as he does
his job ~ he's free to operate, investigate,

follow his nose, free from harassment from
either outside or inside sources."

When asked whether or not the tenure sys-

tem might not be a drain on an academic
system, since faculty members may get stale

in a tenured position, Bradley answered that

"it's a question of balance, whether the ad-

vantages outweigh the disadvantages ~ or

vice-versa." In Bradley's mind there is no
practical substitute for the tenure system.

The process by which tenure is granted or

denied at CC is a lengthy and complicated

one. First, members of the department in

which the tenure candidate teachers are

asked to submit recommendations evaluat-

ing the candidates academic performance.

Their evaluations are then pooled through

the department head into one departmental

recommendation. Several students, chosen
at random, are asked to evaluate the profes-

sors success. (These students include both

majors and non-majors in the candidate's

department.) 100 alumni are then asked to

write recommendations on the tenure candi-

date. All of these recommendations are

submitted to the executive committee of the

division (humanities, social sciences, natural

sciences) who prepare a recommendation

which is given within two weeks to the facul-

ties' Committee on Committees. The Com-
mittee on Committees makes a final recom-

mendation from all previously gathered in-

formation on the candidate which is tumed
over to the administration and the Board of

member would be considered for tenure after

his/her fifth year at CC, Tenure is now con-
sidered (in most cases), after six years at the

college.

CC's faculty is composed of roughly 133
individuals. The number of faculty members
considered for tenure annually is small,

Three years ago, 1 3 were considered, a large

number Bradley attributes to a rash of hiring

which occured after the adoption of the block

(Continued on Page 9)

CC Hockey Coach Jeff Sauer recently re-

ceived tenure. Pho^ by Peto. eansen

Trustees. The Administration and Trustees
make the final tenure decision.

Bradley justified trustee involvement in the
tenure granting process, even though they
are removed from the day lo day operations
of the college, by asserting that 'The Board
of Trustees perspective is a different one.

"

The Trustees, he claimed, are in a position to

decide whether we "can afford to have so
many tenured people or a particular age dis-

tribution in a department, " both factors tradi-

tionally considered important in making te-

nure decisions.

Four years ago, the question of tenure
came up at the fall faculty conference. At that

time, a slight modification was made in CC's
tenure system. Prior to 1973. a faculty

New Faces, New Formats for English Department
By Janet Odiaug

^fie English Department will surrender
'^^ of its faculty to well-earned sabbaticals

^ /ear. Joan Stone will relieve John Si-

J"s. Robert Armstrong, and Ruth Barton of

^^instruction in literature as well as in crea-
writing.

"'h Barton, who usually teaches 4-5
ps out of 9 will be gone all year. She is

Jjially referred to as an Adjunct Associate
^'essor, a title created in 1974 to define a
lime, yet regular faculty member posi-

^ lecturer prior to 1 974, she was the first

J^oer of the adjunct faculty and fairly

^^^K the first in that category to receive a
^atical.

t Armstrong, Associate Professor of

English and 13 year veteran of the English

Department will be on sabbatical blocks 1-5.

Upon his return, John Simons, Assistant Pro-

fessor of English, will take his leave of ab-

sence in renumeration for his seven years of

teaching at CC.

Joan Stone will, according to the usual

procedure, replace all three professors as an
instructor in English. The professorial divi-

sions of "rank" as explained by Neale
Reinitz, Chairman of the English Depart-

ment, begin at the starting instructor level

and climb through Assistant and Associate

Professor positions to the height of full pro-

fessorship. Ordinarily, it takes an industrious

20 years to achieve this stature.

Although she has not done a great deal of

teaching at the college level, an inventory of

her accomplishments alleges her well-

rounded talent in the area of English. 'She is

a very interesting person," affirms Reinitz en-

thusiastically.

A native of Washington, Stone is writing

her thesis on Robert Frost and will receive

her Ph.D. from the University of Washington.

She taught as a visiting instructor at the Uni-

versities of Montana and Washington, al-

though she has spent more of her time teach-

ing poetry to public school students. Presen-

tations of a large number of public readings

complement her extremely impressive list of

(Continued on Page 8)

Room Draw
Schedule

ROOM DRAW
Lottery for room selection will be held
on Monday, April 1 8 from 7 to 8:30 p.m.

In the following locations for the fol-

lowing folks:

MEN
Seniors/Class of '78

McGregor Lounge

Juniors/Class of '79

Mathlas Lounge

Sophomores/Ctass of'80

Slocum Lounge

WOMEN
Seniors/Class of'78

Ticknor Lounge

Juniors/Class of 79
Semis Lounge

Sophomores/Class of '80

Loomjs Lounge

Room selection for women will be held

on Tuesday, April 19, in Armstrong
Great Hall. Men will choose rooms in

the same place at the same times on
Wednesday, April 20. The schedule by
numbers drawn in the lottery and by
seniority is as follows:

Seniors - 24 or more units by the end of

block 9

6:00 - 6:45 p.m.

Juniors - 16 - 23 units by the end of

block 9

1 -75 6:45-7:15 p.m.

76-150 7:15-7:45 p.m.

151 -225 7:45 -8:15 p.m.

226- 300 8:15-9:00 p.m.

Sophomores - 1 - 1 5 units by the end of

block 9
1 - 75 9:00 - 9:45 p.m.

76-200 9:45- 10:30 p.m.

If you are having someone else draw
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New Student Body

Next fall CC will overadmit" students to

prevent a reoccurance of this year's sharp

attrition- Dean Taylor estimates that close

to 1900 students will attend CC next year,

compared to the average of 1810 who
have been here this year.

"The college suffered a several financial

blow," this year when only 1807 students

attended CC first semester opposed to the

1850 students expected, according to

Taylor.

Next year the freshman class will be ap-

proximately 525 compared to the 490 this

year. As many as 100 transfer students

will be expected, making a grand total of

625 new students next year. Almost 1/3 of

the student body will be new next year.

Coed Housing

The future of the Coed Housing Pro-

posal is questionable, according to Dean
Max Taylor. The proposal was recently

approved by the CCCA and Bill Flanagan,

Director and Residence and Housing,

terms the proposal as a "reasonable re-

quest.

'

Ranagan stated that "I'mfully behind them.

I'm just not sure they've researched enough

yet." Flanagan also questioned whether the

administration was ready to accept such a

proposal.

Dean Max Taylor states that the chance

of having the proposal approved by the

Trustees this June is slight partially due to

the "timing of the proposal," Taylor ex-

plained that with room draw this week
there is not time to do the "advance plan-

ning" necessary.

Taylor also noted that "the responsibility

rests first and foremost on the administra-

tion." and slates that at this time "the ad-

ministration hasn't had an opportunity to

weigh the pluses and minuses" of the pro-

posal. However, Taylor also candidly
stated that the proposal "does not have
the support of the Dean of Students." The
proposal could conceiveably be submitted

to the Trustees without the administrations

endorsement, although this is doubtful.

For more see page six.

Soviet Women
William M, Mande

,
political anthropologist

and author of "Soviet Women," will speak on
"Sex Role Change in the Soviet Union" at 8
p.m. Thursday, April 21 in Packard Hall Au-

ditonum.

The illustrated lecture is sponsored by the

sociology department.

t^andel, a well-known lecturer and
"journalist-gadfly," is in his 20th year as host

of a radio program on the USSR which is

broadcast over KPFA in Berkeley, California.

He was formerly the United Press expert on
Russia during World War II.

His book, "Soviet Women," published by
Anchor-Doubleday in 1975, is now required

reading in many women's studies and Rus-
sian history courses across the U.S. The

News Briefs
book is written utilizing a comparison of

Soviet and U.S. data on women's history,

women's writings, and writings about
women.

His lecture of the same subject is enriched

with slides taken on five visits to the USSR.
He will show and discuss Russian females

engaged in all levels of employment and will

include comments on the Soviet female's

role in sex, child care and birth control and an

examination of her mental attitudes in these

areas, fvlandel will include a comparison of

Soviet Asian. Baltic and Slavic women.

Senior Testing

Last week 116 seniors participated in

senior tests to help evaluate the quality of

education at CC and to evaluate the block

plan.

The turn out for these tests was surpris-

ingly low, since all seniors (425) were
urged by the administration to take these

tests. CC has spent over $100,000 to

evaluate education at CC through a four

year comprehensive program. The lack of

results of senior testing could jeopardize

the four years of work. The administration

is setting up additional testing dates and

hopes to eventually test at least 90% of

the senior class.

Paul Heist o^ the University of California

at Berkeley is in charge of the evaluation.

In addition to the senior testing, in-depth

interviews of 60 seniors were conducted
Block 7.

Seniors will be tested in class and are

asked to take three tests: a general at-

titude survey, a personality inventory, and
an undergraduate program test, which is

similar to an achievement test.

Sabbatical Leaves
Announced

Sixteen members of the Colorado College
faculty have been granted sabbatical leaves

for all or part of the 1 977-78 academic year,

during which they will undertake a variety of

scholarly pursuits, Dr, Richard C. Bradley,

Dean of the college, has announced.
On leave for both semesters will be Dr.

Ruth Barton, assistant professor of English;

Dr. Ronald L. Capen, assistant professor of

biology; Dr. Barry J. Huebert, assistant pro-

fessor of chemistry; James N, Trissel, pro-

fessor of art; and Dr. Val R. Veirs, assistant

professor of physics.

Dr. Tom K. Barton, professor of history, will

be on sabbatical leave blocks 1 through 5
and on leave blocks 6 through 9 as receipient

of the Benezet Rotating Fellowship.

Sabbaticals for blocks 1 through 5 (Sep-
tember through January) have been granted
to Robert N. Armstrong, associate professor

of English and Dr. John H. Lewis, professor

of geology.

On sabbaticals for blocks 5 through 9
(January-June) will be Dr. William S. Becker,

assistant professorof economics; Dr. Ronald
Hathaway, assistant professor of biology; J.

Douglas Mertz, professor of polit^ical science
and legal consultant to the College; Dr.

Joseph W- Pickle, associate professor of

religion; Dr. David W. Roeder, assistant pro-

fessor of miathematics; Dr. Donald W.
Shearn, professor of psychology; Dr. John

L. Simons, assistant professor of English;

and Dr. Fred A. Sondermann, professor of

political science.

Dinnerwith Haskell

Area residents wishing to speak with

Senator Floyd Haskell may meet with him
Saturday, April 16 from 1 to 2 p.m., at the

Stockyard's Steak House Restaurant, 117
East Pikes Peak Avenue.

In the evening Senator Haskell will be the

guest of honor at the Summer Crossroads
International Potluck Supper set for 5:30
p.m., at Rastall Center, Colorado College
at the corner of Cascade and Cache La
Poudre Avenues. After the dinner Senator
Haskell will answer questions and discuss

topics requested by members of the audi-

ence.

The dinner is open to the public. Those
who attend are encouraged to cook a "pot-

luck " dish for the supper. Tickets are $3 for

adults and $1.50 for children and are avail-

able at Rastall center desk. For further infor-

mation call f^rs. Angle Adams at 636-3436.
Funds raised will be used for travel money for

students attending the Summer Crossroads
program June 5 through 11.

In addition to the meeting at the Stock-
yards Restaurant and the Summer Cross-
roads dinner Senator Haskelt>ill also meet
with Colorado Springs members of the press
and local Democrats.

The Cold War
Dr. Donald Page. Canadian historian, will

speak on "Canadian and U.S. Views of the

'Cold War'" at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, April

20, in Bemis Hall Lounge on the Colorado
College campus. The lecture is sponsored by
the political science department.

Dr. Page, who holds a Ph.D. in Canadian
history from the University of Toronto, has
taught undergraduate and graduate courses
on Canadian foreign policy and Canadian-
American relations at the Regina Campus of

the University of Saskatchewan. In 1973, he
was loaned to the Department of External

Affairs for two years of special research on
relations between the two countries. During
this time, he edited two forthcoming volumes
of documents on Canada's post-war external

relations. He is presently deputy director of

historical research for the department.

He has contributed chapters to several
books, as well as articles on Canadian
foreign affairs to the "Canadian Journal of

Economics and Political Science," the
"American Review of Canadian Studies" and
"International Perspective." He has also
compiled a bibliography of works on Cana-
dian foreign relations from 1945-70.
An eight-week undergraduate and

graduate institute on Canadian Studies will

be included in the CC 1977 Summer Ses-
sion. Inquiries and applications for the insti-

tute should be directed to the Summer Ses-
sion Office, Ext. 431.

(Btifmos
473-2859

333N.TEJ0N
COLO. SPRINGS, COLORADO

In the Agora Mall

30li North Hancock
Tost Hord) ol FUlmoT*

TED'S
BICYCLES

REPAIRS - SALES - SERVICE
Parts and Accesaorta*

Imported & American Bicycles

Autltorized Gitone Dealer

Phone 473-6915

This Weekend at Benny's
Swing to

CALEDONIA
9:00- 12:30

"
)i

Spring Parent's '
Weekend Scheduk

Spring Parents Weekend, held on Ap, sy'

22, 23 and 24, will feature a welt-rounT (
"'

program of music, drama and
sport

^'

events for students and their parents Th
agenda will include: '

^

A Spring Choir Concert-"Choral Mu-
of Eastern Europe" at 8 p.m., April 2;!

Shove Chapel. ^

Drama Department production
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" by Tennessii!

Williams at 8:1 5 p.m. April 21 , 22 andl
in Armstrong Theater. 5sb

A Concert: New Music Ensemble
ai

p.m., April 24 in Packard Hall

Tfi'

Se

ipita

Lloyd Worner's Report to Parents » ^^
10:30 a.m., April 23 in Packard Hall'

All-College Services at 1 1 a.m., April;

In Shove Chapel

Picnic Lunch at noon, April 23 at Culle

Quadrangle

Reception and Dinner starting at 6:3(

p.m., April 23 at Colorado Spring

Country Club

Sunday Brunch from 11:15 a.m. - 1 :i}(

p.m. in Rastall Dining Room

Women's Tennis at 2 p.m., April 22 a

the El Pomar Courts - CC vs. Wester)

State

lUlen's Tennis at 9 a.m., April 23 at tfieE

Pomar Courts - CC vs. University o

Northern Colorado

Baseball at 1 p.m., April 23 at Memoria

Park ( Pikes Peak and Hancock) -CI

vs. Colorado School of Mines

Women's Tennis at 3 p.m. April 23 a

the El Pomar Courts - CC vs. Idah(

State

Lacrosse at 2 p.m., April 23 at Stewai

Field - CC vs. Air Force Academy

Softball at 1 p.m., April 24 at Armstronj

Quad-Senior Class vs. Faculty

CC tennis courts will be available b{

appointment Friday and Sunday, a

will golf by special arrangement atltii [)ual

Broadmoor and the Country Club

Colorado. Parent registration will be'w

Cutler Hall:

Friday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m

Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m

COLORADO'S LARGEST selecllon

ol low cost, government bonded
round trip charter flights to EUROPE
($259 from NYC. $389 from Denver)

AFRICA ($299) PERU ($399) HAWAII

($179) ASIA ($479) at

THE TRAVEL COfUlPANY

1310 College Avenue
Boulder 80302

1 -443-3580 weekdays

XJSED
CAliXERAS
LENSES
SLIDE

PROJECTOB'
nARKROOM
EQUIPMENT
CAMERA
ACCESORISS
SPECIALS
SNAPSHOT
CAl^ERAS
MOVIE

PROJECTOR!
SHEUjfneKtfi's
• CAMCR* SHOP •
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lemonstration Continued
^ewsss

goa

-an is f^o' ''y nature violent, and even

Nazi youth had to be persuaded and

gdinlowar."

renli also refuted the notion that our mili-

giem exists to defend American sec-

VVhat we really have." Parent! de-

j
"js a military machine committed to

,ai of global counter-revolution. Are we
making the world safe for democracy

QLjf
military installations in 109 coun-

parenti asked, "or are we making It

(of
General Motors and ITT?"

i,entl
insisted that we must fight against

ijj. relations efforts by the Pentagon

h present the army as "some kind of

5 between a country club and a univer-

The $! 0,000 starting salary given to the

gqe
educated army officer," Parenti ar-

^^Is very much part of the reason why our

lals are shutting down and our cities are

^bankrupt.

Following Parentis speech, ROTC repre-

sensative Hallock interrupted the demonstra-
tion to ask if he would be allowed to set up
Captain Zoelle's recruiting table, as sched-
uled, Hallock affirmed the group's constitu-

tional right to protest, yet used the occasion
to generally denounce the protesters' argu-

ments.

Frank Lee assured the ROTC representa-

tives that there would be no confrontation,

and affirmed Captain Zoelle's right to set up
his recruitment table. At the same time, Lane
used the occasion to denounce the recrui-

ter's mission and to suggest that In the future

such recruitment be barred from the CC
campus.

Hallock turned down an offer to address
the group at large, and after the exchange of

several more questions, slurs, and epithets,

the demonstration broke up.

Career Counseling
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING
Tuesday, April 19 - ACORN will set up a table in Raslall Lounge between 1 0:00 and 4:00 to talk

jo
students about the Association of Community Organization for Reform Now They are looking

ot
people with a sense of commitment to grassroots organizing, desire to work with low lo

fljjderale income level adults, mobility, and willingness to work for low wages. Six months

](i-lhe-job training before assignment.

Thursday, April 21 - Washington University's School of Engineering will have a representative

fjgan H, P. Brown on campus lo talk with potential engineering students, as well as biology

sljdents interested in a career in bio-engineering. Times 8:30 • 9:45 a.m. and 1 :00 - 2:00 p.m. in

p(of Polk's office, basement of Jackson House, No appointment necessary.

INTERSHIPS
joumalism/Media/Public Relations. Unpaid internships available at El Paso Community Col-

lege lor students interested in gaining experience and developing skills. Contact Career Counsel-

ing Center tor more details.

summer jobs

Central City Opera Association will be interviewing students for tour guides and box office.

Pays $100 a week plus room and kitchen facilities. Call 1-623-7167 to get your application.

Applications and recommendations must be received this month prior lo interview.

Sherwood Forest Camp, Minnesota - a few counselor positions still open.

FULL TIME JOBS
Laborator Steward, Grlnnel College - requires a BA in Chemistry.

Counselor for Physically Handicapped, Community College of Denver - B.A. plus experience

lequired.

Teaching - Vocal S instrumental music, or science - Pe - coaching - Sheridan Lake, Colorado.

Activities Advisor, Stanford University. Requires training and expenence in community or-

ganizing plus experience planning Chicano student activities. Salary range for this 12 month

^pointment is in vicinity of $1 1 ,000. Deadline May 1

.

PUBLICATIONS
Free copies of Insurance Careers are available in the Career Counseling Center, 1 03 Cossitt

lAMBER MUSIC IN PACKARD 2:30. Both events are free and open to the

ffie American Society of University Com- public,

srs, Region VII, will present a concert of •

ilemporary chamber music in Packard Special Olympics

I Saturday, April 16, at 4:30 p.m. This
gp^^ig, Olympics will be on May 7. The eni.re

icert, held in connection with the region s ^ay will be devoted to track and field events lor

wal meeting, will feature music by com- over 300 mentally retarded youths. Guides,

«rs from Colorado and Wyoming. The huggers, and other volunteers are needed. For

icert will be preceded by an informal ses- more information, come see the Special Olym-

of papers and tapes in Packard Hall at pics film shown at 9 p.m. m Mathias Hall, Mon-

day, April 18; Slocum - Wednesday, April 20;

and Loomis Hall - Thursday, April 21.

conoco
CAR CLINIC

MOTOR
TUNE-UP
SPECIAL

vmln, atffwt Idla KFM, Ml*
l««l aJr ratio, Isbrlcat*
•xk««at c«ntr«l v«Iv«, In-

r«ct IfmlliOB wins. IN*

STALL «! adlBst NEW
SPAHK rLUOS, MBW
POINTS, mw CONDCMSUL

"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" will be presented next Thursday, Friday, and Saturday

nights in Armstrong Theatre by the Colorado College players.

I\jargaret Snow stars as Maggie, with Carl Holub as Brick, Mollie Fairbanks as

Mae, Chris Werner as Big Mama, Rod Keith as Cooper. Thurn Hoflman as Big Daddy,

and Joel Silverman as Doc Baugh. PhoiobypotmBansun

Tenure Cont. From Page 1

plan. Two years ago, six were considered;

last year four people came up tor tenure; and

this year two faculty members became eligi-

ble for tenure.

This year a great deal of controversy has

surrounded last year's decision not to give

tenure to Art professor Jack Edwards, This

controversy does not surprise Bradley, who

says that such controversy is "usually the

case when a person is not granted tenure.

Students tend to see tenure decisions in a

humanitarian way. A tenure decision is made
in trying to produce a judgement for the good

of the institution."

Fortunately, the tenure system is not an

absolute guarantee of a professor's position.

Bradley pointed out that a faculty member
can be removed for reasons such as "moral

terpitude," a circumstance which "hasn't

happened in the time I've (Bradley) been

dean. " One case in point of a tenured faculty

membering being dismissed Is the example

of Professor Ayala of the Spanish depart-

ment who was fired last year after it was
discovered that he had presented false

academic credentials to the college.

TEACHERS WANTED
West and other states. Placements

since 1946. Bonded, Southwest

Teachers Agency, Box 4337, Al-

buquerque, NM 87106.

Most American Made Cars
Resistor Plugs Eictra

Expires

April 22, 1977

COUPON^^

8 cylinder

8834
LUBE AND OIL

CHANGE
with Oil Filter (Up to

5 qts. Conoco Oil)

i88
Expires

April 22, 1977

pJ.TiT.gSJJ 830 N. NEVADA
471-9200

JUST S.E. OF COLLEGE
K^^

MASTERCHARGE BANKAMERICARD
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Moral Implications or Office Space?
The "demonstralion" againsi ROTC on Wednesday was a positive indication that

CC students are not totally apathetic Those students who viewed the entire demon-

stration could not help but be impressed by Frank Lane's sincerity, Professor Michael

Parenti's opinions, and Brian Feeney's showmanship.

Whether the demonstration will ha\e long terms effects on the ROTC program at

CC is debatable. However the demcnstration did achieve its purpose by causing

people to examine, however fleetingi/, their own positions on the military. In this

sense, the demonstration was an overwhelming success and Frank Lane's initiative in

organizing the event is laudable.

Despite the overall success of the event, some interesting facts were revealed

about CC students. Initially, it seemed people attended more to be entertained by the

"radicals" than to seriously consider the views of the speakers. Also worth noting

was that a high percentage of students signed the anti-ROTC proposal not because of

the moral imp'ications of the ROTC, but because they felt the office space in Cossitt

could be used in a more productive capacity.

Reactionaries At CC?
Coed housing by room is an option which should be available to students. The

difficulty of receiving permission to live off-campus forces a signihcant number of

students to live on-campu against their will. As long as underclassmen are compelled

to live on-campus it would seem reasonable that these students who must live in the

dormotories should be allowed to determine dorm policy as much as is realistically

possible.

CC students who live on-campus are under several limitations which are not easily

remedied. Single rooms and rooms in the nicer dorms are hard to come by, alterna-

tives to Saga food are nonexistent, and problems inherent in dorm living plague stu-

dents These sorts of physical and monetary restrichons are not easily or quickly

changed. But changes that can be made to improve dorm life should be made. The

coed housing proposal comes underthls category.

The proposal is such that it could be easily implemented. The Coed Housing Re-

port is a well-written, comprehensive, and feasible proposal. CCCA support on this

issue is to be commended, and the Coed Housing Group had done an admirable job

of researching and publicizing their cause.

The major factors which stand in the way of the proposal are the alt^ost reacho-

nary views evident at Colorado College. While CC displays a progressive academic
system, social progress can only be termed as backward in many areas. Specifically,

the administration's fear of negative parental reaction (and consequently loss of reve-

nue) is a restrictive force. Hopefully with active student support this inhibiting factor

can be overcome.

America Craves Raw Violence

The authors, Mark Levitt, Charles
Shenk, and Eric Weaver are affiliated with
STUDENTS FOR THE TRANSFER
AMENDMENT (STA)

War can be economically profitable.

As the Vietnam era illustrates, a consider-

able increase in government expenditures to

finance a war. will provide a significant boost
to the domestic economy, with benefits filter-

ing down to all levels of our society. Some
people do not believe that war should be the

answer to our economic and social ills. Some
people cannot accept an expanding defense
budget while widespread hunger, in-

adequate educational opportunities, rising

unemployment and inflation are allowed to

linger.

In Washington, an activist organization.

The Coalition for a New Foreign and Military

Policy, has been organizing a nationwide
campaign to shift our country's priorities from
military spending to human needs. The pri-

mary focus of their efforts have been to

mobilize support for the Transfer Amend-
ment. This resolution would transfer funds
from the military budget to various programs
concerned with human needs and economic
recovery.

The avenue to push for such a transfer of

funds was created when Congress adopted a
new budget process in 1974. This process
requires that spending pnorities be set in the
budget committees and voted on by the en-
tire Congress. In this manner the budget is

considered as a whole instead of an aggre-
gate of overlapping parts.

The transfer resolution allows two new
strategies for affecting change. First, it is a
focus for developing a nationwide debate of
spending priorities. Second, it is the basis for

building a new broad based coalition con-
sisting of both foreign policy/peace organiza-
tions and groups advocating progressive
domestic policies.

As the organized anti-war movement dis-
integrated between 1975 to 1977, defense
spending increased by 20%. The Ford Ad-
ministration caught in the post-Vietnam con-
fusion saw a huge military budget as the best
indicator of a sound foreign policy.

During the same period, federal aid to state
and local governments declined by 30%.
This inflated military budget has allowed the
Pentagon to maintain its massive military

presence aboard, accelerate major new
v^eapons systems, and continue an aggres-
sive interventionist cold war stance. Conse-
quently, domestic programs for adequate
educations, employment and health oppor-
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By Eric Weaver

Now that [he emotions generated by the

Gilmore execution gave died down the effect

of the death penalty needs to be examined.

The arguments against (he death penalty

have the hollow ring of moral platitudes and

Ihose in favor of ihe death penalty carry the

harsh ring of vengeful frustration. Neither

side can come up with any new arguments

and so we go on circlmg around tfie issue

without coming closer to a resolution. Leav-

ing these arguments aside we must examine

the real issue raised by the death penalty

which IS the dehumanizing effect it has on

society.

We are a spectacle oriented society. In

football we prefer the flamboyant Joe,
Namaths to the precision professionals such
as Johnny Unitas. We prefer the fvluhammad
Alls to the Joe Fraziers. Even in our politi-

cians the deciding factor in a close election is

often the image of charisma of a candidate
rather than the issues. Amencans are caught
up in a continual quest for "The Greatest
Show On Earth.'"

In movies nudity and sex have become
ever more graphic to feed the ever increasing

desires of the celluloid sex addicts. Movies
have evolved from suggestion, to nudity to

explicit sexual intercourse, to every conceiv-

able perversion including children, tortures

and animals. Now any big city boasts studios

where naked people pose live to picture tak-

ers and gawkers.

Violence in movies shows the same esca-

lation. From cowboy movies where everyone
falls but nobody dies we have progressed to

the machine gun slaying of Sonny in The
Godfather. This was not enough however
and now we have every conceivable form of

violence to the extent of the Texas Chain
Saw Massacre. Finally we have arrived at

the point where staged violence is not
enough and we crave the real thing. Televi-

tunities are left "fighting for scraps." sion networks vie for permission to film the

It is becoming increasingly apparent that Gilmore execution and people stand in line

the military budget exists at the expense of for a chance to be a member of the firing

the overall strength of the national eco- squad. What, in theory, is society's most re-

nomy; hence any rational perspective on na- luctant act, the imposition of capital punish-
tional security. In order to balance the na- ment, has become a spectacle glorified by
tional budget and at the same time increase the media and reveled in by a sensation hun
military spending the government will be gry public,

forced to allow increasing deterioration of the

quality of life, or allow expansion of the

budget creating the possibility of intensified

inflation and consequently, higher employ-
ment. The proposed increase in military

spending of 50% over the next five years will

continue to squeeze needed social spending
out of the budget and effectively deter eco-
nomic recovery.

In the next month, both the House and
Senate will have to evaluate President Car-
ter's budget recommendations, and then es-
tablish our national priorities for the fiscal

year 1 978. The transfer strategy fits well with
the Carter Administration's stand for a bal-

anced budget by 1981. It does not advo-
cate higher overall spending but proposes to •

reallocate the available funds from the in-

flated military budget to programs aimed at

economic recovery. The Transfer Amend-
ment will be formally introduced in Congress
late in April. If adopted by Congress, the
Transfer Amendment will shift the current
trend of increasing military expenditures to-

ward a greater emphasis on domestic pro-
grams meeting human needs.

The result of the increasing

vicarious addiction is the destruct,(

meaning, f^daking love becomes a nwr>.. ^ .

event of absolute pleasure complex Jl
manuals and props available from v-

'^^
^ your

I;

-"ilov

Sim;

store The emotional bond betwei
slips away and is forgotten. One morg

,

tant function of our humanity becom
piece of plastic,

'

In the case of media glorified deatfi
ii

itself which is on trial. When our cravm'
sensational violence can only be saliats^

the actual death of a human being
what(](«;-ri

that say about the value we place on
iif, ^a

becomes no more than another piece ofm
tic which we throw away in order to gen

^^^

extra kick. The true legal reason for exJ 1
ig an individual is last and becomes m^ p

ingless. The public craving lor ever g,^.

'""

thrills demands ever more goulish dispiau'

will eventually lead to multiple public el
tions or perhaps stonings so everyone ^12
participate in the act.

^

In The Plague by Camus. Talou tells h
""sll

his father, the public prosecutor, demanc
^

the death penalty in a certain case. He(
scribes the actual moment of the execuj 'sl\

}dia

red"

I

tut

irrii

ftieri

,1th.

Nation to Debate Defense

and how the bullets tore open tfie ^

demned's chest. He shook his head
sal w\\

and said no man can support the dealhw
alty once he has witnessed an execution

Sadly, it appears, that Camus was nolw
aquainted with the American public. Itjspi

cisely the viewing of such an event wti m
tittlates our desire for more. The fad

il

there was no outcry of public revulsion alt

circus nature of the execution, let alonei

execution itself, shows the low value
\

place on life. The question of capital iscle;

greater than the moral question of good
evil. The very fabric of society is dismleg;

ing into an uncontrollable orgy of violer

and the circus nature of executions onlyac

to it.

If people are to be expected to be humai

society must set a humane example, Exet

tions are no longer society's absolute a
demnation of a crime. They are the focus

an orgy of vengeful violence under tfie guj

of law. As a society which is being torn a; ^Zd
by violence we clearly cannot add insl

^gg

tional violence to the already all pen/a; ^,g(.

violence of the media and the streets, lie j

to arrest the slide into anarchic violence s
ety must take a stand against the violena

its own creation, death row.

=Ivetterisi

"Sorry Guys"
To the Editor:

1
would like to apologize to Neil Morgen-

stern. Bruce Barnett, and Jim Galef for my
misrepresenting them in the CCCA article

which appeared in last week's Catalyst. 1

stated that Barnett, Election Board Presi-
dent, and CCCA President fvlorgenstem
"fabricated a complex and rather unclear
system to deal with the replacement for the
acting Financial V.P, (Roger Gurrentz).
This statement seems to infer underground
proceedings to get Galef into office. 1 would
like to make clear, as it was clarified to me,
that Galef and Gurrentz participated in a
legitimate election followed by a legitimate
run-off, due to their tie. Therefore, it is only
logical that Jim Galef should fill the vacancy
caused by Gurrentz' withdrawal from the
race.

Unfortunately, this rather direct and simf

replacement procedure was not

directly at the CCCA meeting, nor did I furlf>

investigate the matter in order to make tl

proceedings clear; hence, the mix-up. 1 lio[

the three aforementioned gentlemen andai

others involved in filling the seat for Finarci

Vice President will accept my wholefiearif

apology as I intended no malice.

Sincerely,

Gail Bradney
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Dear Editor o( The Catalyst: tat

I was much surprised to read in the rea lide

edition of the alumni news magazine aliolt

fanfare and celebration for Mr. David Pi

lord and Ihe new Packard building Did

any of the faculty members recall thai 30°

the original Packard grant to Colorado C leen

lege was made as a direct profit oft the < Iriver

war in Vietnam and given to the College

time when the air-war was still contifiuin

Where reflection is limited . . .
conscieii 5s

is also limited and the presence of deattic tylize

become a celebration. ^file

eio

Dave Drake, 74 Woi

Harvard Divinity School, M.T.S. Candida lebi

>«n(
Dave Drake was CCCA President

1971 and was actively involved in " onie

Packard grant question.
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TO ALL BENNY'S APPLICANTS,
The new barkeeps have been selecl^

They are Mimi Hsu and Michael Winfrey
1'

Board of Directors and I would like to ttia™

of you who applied for these positions

your time and effort. You interest and mp"

much appreciated.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Jay Baker, fvlanager

Not



OPEN FORUM
Sexuality at CC: one Night stands or Uvlng Together?

By Baker Symes

IS a lime in everyone's life when
wants the experience of being

^". Being away from parents coupled

llie
idea that a college student should

u^akjng his own decisions gives us the

jftunity to decide wnen and where it

ijld
happen.

wre are those who prefer (or else fall

the one night stand routine, which can

me habit forming and at the same time,

fjinental to one's relations with the oppo-

sex. The other extreme is the "We like

h other, we're compatable, so lets live

—jiher" experience. Living together quickly

rfies you the trial and tribulations, as well

^ejoys. of close, close, CLOSE intimacy.

situation constitutes something similar

lot of ways to marriage-sexual bargain-

coping with jealousy and possessive-

s,
fusion, dependency, and the creation

jdiadic vacuum in which the couple sepa-

Ihemselves from growing experiences

I
other people outside the relationship.

lie is no easy way out after falling into this

5!
Commitment becomes inherent due to

lendency. Roles tend to solidify within the

flg fusion that develops.

^nd what about casual dating? It certainly

as clear cut as it used to be (if, in fact, it

was). Male-female roles have changed

d males tend to be much less aggressive

d risking, as far as taking the initiative to

girl out on a date. And I don't see any

jnionized

Prostitution?
By Cynthia Howes

We aren't affected by prostitution on our

duded campus, secrue in the foothills of

kes Peak. Over Spring break I was con-

inted by a few realities facing the hookers

iay. Apparently women prostituting them-

^es in the business world are performing a

xessary service for society and should be

olected.

Tliroughout Europe prostitutes have been

lionizing themselves against mistreatment

li prejudice. COYOTE is an organization of

rerican prostitutes actively pursuing their

protection. In San Francisco the

lyotes were convening in hopes to prop-

jandize their cause. There were news-
ipers, movies, seminars and dress-up balls

Jvocating the discrimination towards the

test profession.

Women should be protected under the law

Ihe services they perform in the business

irld. Prostitution is a necessary spoke in

e wheel of business. Deals are dependent
ilheir saleability and "sex" is an appealing

lin for American businessmen.
The prostitutes in business are offering a

^11. These women are well paid and are

^ng very comfortably in profit. Some train in

lealth Spas to keep in shape and they take

fide in their work just like other skilled

torers. Tax free profit is the benefit. Danger

ftiabusefacetheunliberated prostitute.

Mot all prostitutes are living life on the

'sen conducting business over the phone.
"riven to the streets unable to obtain other

"fk to support themselves, these women
^9 out under street signs exposing black

^ and white chests, moreno brown hair

f/lized framing masked faces. Most of these
minted women without money nor security

forced into prostitution.

Women sexually pleasing men for profit in

business world though, are just like girls

'^^ Colorado College. They come from all

^els of society. High class prostitutes are

"^"len who prefer prostitution to other kinds

'work. Many enjoy using their bodies 'and

l^ing $1000 weekly. Society is dependent

prostitutes and therefore should protect

''i- If not these women should use their

^sition and power in order to obtain their

'3hts.

Someday we are going to be involved in

^ business world. If not directly probably

:'''^'J9h our spouses. The business world is

;'^oked and conservative. Change is slow
''^'^ there are powerful forces in control. An
?°iomic shift of any degree can cause
?"ey to flow or enterprises to crumble. As
/^Kennedy said "Women its time to use the

^ular approach!"

women asking any men out either, so they

are not doing much better.

Roles are more undefined which makes
communication less clear. Nowadays it is

"Mary, there's a party at the Beta house to-

night. Are you going?" instead of "Would you
like to go with me to this party tonight? ' In-

stead of Mary asking for clarification i.e. "Jon,

#s A ,

^
^^5^^
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"Surface Relationships 101"

Proliferates at 00
He's a real nowhere man,

Sitting in his nowhere land.

Making alt his nowhere plans for

nobody. Lennon S. MoCartney ^^ g.,, ^ g^^^^^

An intrinsic veneer ol dirty-gloss white lulls one into complacency. In ultimate complemenlarily

with the interior, one may glimpse a humongous horseshoe which has surely missed its mark.

Unbrokern, sanitarium-like the dull purity pervades every corner, hallmark of Ihe prevailing parody.

The motto of this i^athias menagene: "Play It Cool. Stay In School." Remaining lor several

years in 2 Center Core until recently painted over, its meaning was not lost upon its artists, all three

of whom dropped out of school the same year it went up.

Its uniqueness dares to strike contrast with the buildings around it. Bars of sheer concrete

surround its very foundations. Barners of sheer intensity mock all who dare question its uselul-

ness. Across cascades of silence, casting wary glances at each other and the faceless dial upon

the wall, those within are struck.

Diligent library-goers, compelled to wear a mask of binding involvement, we are hopelessly

bound to the crease that forsakes our lives. In its upper reaches, only the hapless humming of the

omnipresent lights betrays those huddled in deep thought - or sleep. As one stops to whisper

"hello" to an acquaintance, a breeze stirs the rush of 400 "shhh's" brushes across one's brazen

cheeks,

. . . my words like silent raindrops fell and echoed in the wells of silence. -Paul

Simon
It was In a night of reflection on a year-and-a-half at college thai the above unfolded itself to me.

A close friend had revealed that she was on her way out. for a block, maybe forever, in the formal

sense of this ecumenical dream. The ruminous wrath of napes. I struggled to tear together

thoughts on education. How does one assess the inhibition of creative impulses? The curtailment

of growth in general? Learning in spite of structurization? Earning grades to spite a parochial

system?
"CC just doesn't seem real," she told me before she left, her confused mind visibly laboring to

grope within her perspectiveless existence. People here, she related, are so isolated-from the

outer reality, from each other, from their inerstitial selves. Student affairs? Had one lately?

Just witness the hesitancy of most to attempt eye-loeye. person-to-person contact. They make

gallant efforts, persuasive in their attention that the ground really is intriguing. Is the sidewalk

actually all it's cracked up to be? Apparently so-even the registrar reports that "undoubtedly the

most popular class at CC" is 'Surface Relationshtps 101 '. Close runner-ups are 'History of the

Landed Aristocracy' and 'Behavior otAmbulatus Caput'.

"Kevin"-if you have noticed his appellation scribbled across our sidewalks-is most likely a

recent CC graduate, heretofore renowned asthe campus' most influential hops huckster. Perhaps

absurd and undoubtedly imbecile, the message "Call Kevin" spawned many significant reactions

among CC'ers, Underlying many people's remarks was a detectable note of loneliness, even

bitterness: a simple cry for recognition.

A similar note was prevalent in one CCCA candidate's call last December for speed bumps and

flashing yellow lights on Cascade. More generally, perhaps he really meant to say: "Hey. Colorado

Sphngs. notice us." The evident isolation of a college from its community remains to be bridged-

from both ends.
.

An old Penzoil ad states how ironic it is that people spend all Sunday polishing their cars, yet

hardly any time at all on their engines. Similarly, our educational institutions today are churning out

people who have a funct!on-an ability lo perform a specialized activity-bul who have no

purpose, or inthnsic motivation in life.

The concern, then, must be whether college is viewed as a unique opportunity to be ot

communal mind, or whether it is taken to be an unparalleled chance to pursue one's studies

in-depth. Unfortunately, the only time resen/ed for both is one four-year interim, high school

curriculum and its supervision are generally too lax and graduate school looms as a center of fine

detail,
_, ^ ,,

If the capacity, however, to reach into our very own resources is not formed here in college,

when one's societal responsibilities are in relative limbo, then where is the commitment to be

found. Rather than wither within, we must inwardly develop the sense of self which enables us to

weather without,

Ambulatus caput - literally, "walking ahead," or in another sense, "upside-down wayfarer.

One who's leet walk all over them. Can this be said of us? We must pulsate, rather, with the vibrant

tonal essence which is the imminent voice of our youth.

Yesterday a child came out lo wonder Caught a dragonfly Inside a jar

Joni Mitchell

are you saying you'd like to go out with me?"
she is loo busy trying to figure it out for her-

self. "Does Jon want to go out with me? Is he
indicating that he is interested in me? Does
he want to know if I will be there so he can
make sure that he is somewhere else?" So,

communication between the sexes becomes
unclear. My guess is that 9 out of 1 times a
male feels rejected after what he calls an
attempt lo ask a girl out. when, in fact, he has
not made it clear to her at all what his inten-

tions are, or even that he is interested in her.

And if the girl cannot Interpret what he is

trying to say or misinterprets his message, no
transaction can ever occur. This is a common
problem on the CC campus.

The problem of disfunctional communica-
tion is only part of an even bigger problem-

-Ihe avoidance of anxiety which accom-
panies risk taking. The typically narcissistic

college student would rather abstain fr^m

dating than to have to deal with the sexual

tension involved in an intimate encounter.

Society's slackening ot demand's on the

male-role of initiating contact has allowed the

male to escape the anxiety involved when
putting his self-esteem on the line by asking a

girl out.

It is common for CC students to say, "I

have no time to get involved with someone.
This block is too demanding;" this school is

also overwhelmed with jock-ocracy, another

activity which lakes time away from possible

intimate contact. And. ot course, there is al-

ways indulgence in drugs. It is too easy for

the college student to do without sexual inti-

macy simply by diverting his attention

elsewherG--work, sports, drugs, Sludenls

have shied away from the casual date so

long that the whole concept has changed in

implications. The word "dale" now has in-

credibly threatening overtones. Whether a

guy is accepted or rejected for a date can be

very damaging to his self-esteem. And by the

girl simply accepting the proposal, it is like

she is assuming a great responsibility and

commitment.

When a guy asks a girl out, he is essentially

saying, "I am interested in you as a female"

which can be very sexually threatening. Even

the casual date leads to sexual tensions, un-

certainty, anxiety, unresolved feelings, which

a lot of times inhibit conversation; "What

should I say? What should I do now?" etc.

This shouldn't be so but the only way a per-

son can be comfortable in this type of situa-

tion is through experience where he/she has

to deal with sexual tension. This is not being

done on the CC campus, (How many dates

have you been out on this last month?)

What makes the college student think

he/she is above these human feelings?

Being intellectual and rationalizing about the

matter only helps you to avoid situations that

provoke anxiety. Sex puts the student on a

plane with everybody else in the world-no

better, no worse, and sooner or later sexual

feelings will have to be dealt with.

One night stands, unfortunately, give you

nothing but a brief illusion of intimacy and/or

ecstacy which is short-lived. These occur a

lot on the CC campus and do not help to build

any kind ol positive sexual identity, The sex-

identity process takes a long time for most

individuals but it has lo be dealt with sooner

or later. CC students tend not to deal with the

very important aspect of personal growrth and

are thereby only delaying coming to terms

witri their needs and wants in the area of sex,

I have not said anything about the gay and

bisexual individuals on campus. They do

exist even though there is a lot of secrecy

surrounding them. But I would guess that

they would have a better and more fulfilling

sex life than most on this campus since they

must be pretty committed to the decision they

have made, and more sure of what they are

doing. More power to them.

These are my obsen/ations of the sex life

at Colorado College. I must give my compli-

ments to whoever's idea it was to bring the

subject of sex at CC out in the open. It is

about time and none too early that the stu-

dents begin to evaluate and put together feel-

ings about their own sexual needs and

wants-begin to recognise the importance of

finding our own sexual identity as a male or

female.
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OPEN FORUM
C06d Housing Proposal: Adjacent coed Rooms in Mathias
The following article is a condensation

of a proposal submitted to the CCCA, by
the Coed Housing Group. The Coed Hous-
ing Group is a subcommittee of the Resi-

dential Housing Committee. This pro-

posal is currently being considered by the

administration.

By Ross Rabin
Chairman of the Coed Housing Group

"Colorado College is essenllally resi-

dential, with the philosophy that educa-
tfon extends beyond the classroom,
laboratory and library into residence
hall, dining room, and student center.

Here the exchange of ideas and informa-

tion among students is an important part

of the educational process, as is the
opportunity to meet others and to make
and continue friendships. Students are

offered a variety of living accomoda-
tions, as space permits."

(p. 10 Colorado College Catalogue,
1976-1977)

The statement ot this philosophy indicates

an awareness of the need for learning both in

and out of the classroom. Yet it is the difficulty

in gauging the learning outside of the class-

room due to its subjective nature which has
limited the implementation of this philosophy.

"Housing arrangements do have an Im-

pact on student development. The close
associations formed among students
who live together there provide a signifi-

cant setting for the freeing of interper-

sonal relationships. Because a housing
unit can Ijecome an important reference
group for its member, and because an
individual's behavior has an observable
impact on his housemates, there Is sig-

nificant opportunity to foster the devel-

opment of a personal value system held
actively and with integrity." (Chickering,

p. 231, 1969).

Perhaps the most crucial factor in the stu-

dents development outside the classroom is

the situation in which he or she lives.

If is very difficult to know exactly how the
impact o( the student's living situation is af-

fecting his behavior and attitudes, but the
importance of understanding the conse-
quences of this impact cannot be overstres-

- sed. The dormitory setting, for many stu-

dents, is the first time away from an estab-
lished home situation; moreover it presents
the first major opportunity to explore and de-
velop interpersonal relationships with mem-
bers of both sexes. It is here that the College
neglects its responsibility in the area of per-
sonal growth. It has been documented that
the seemingly unimportant factor of physical
propinquity is largely responsible in determin-
ing interpersonal relationships;

"... even within a small, two-floor
house accomodating only 17 students,
there were at first significantly more
close relationships among the eight
men on one floor and among the nine
men on the other than between the men
on different floors. Roommates, whose
proximity to each other was greatest of
all, were particularly prone to develop
these relationships." (Chickering, p.
221,1969).

"^
The importance of this factor looms even

larger in light of the added social difficulties

created by the Block Plan. The academic

knowledge and experience. Members of

the other sex are perceived in more
realistic terms of appreciating that they
have similar problems, uncertainties
and desires." (LIdz. p. 337, 1968).

That this healthy interrelating does not occur
at Colorado College in any major way is

something that cannot be measured or corre-

lated objectively. However, through subjec-

tive observation and experience, the mem-
bers of this group along with many other stu-

dents whom we have spoken with directly,

have independently noticed many problems
within the residence hall arrangements. In-

deed, it IS our personal reactions and con-
cern for our fellow students which has com-
pelled us to wnte and submit this proposal.

tng, running up and down our wing
stark naked. When I came to Col-

orado College, I expected to join a
community of adults. What I have
found instead .s that there are many
little children masquerading in adult

bodies. I don't feel that this problem
can be solved by discipline, rather

the solution will come with a greater
understanding and contact with
women on a more human level."

A Freshman man writes:

"As I live on a relatively isolated, all

male wing. Loomis Ground West. I

represent one extreme of the sexually

dichotomous co-ed dorm environ-

lan

db

itive

ass

:ces

)ceF

Pholo by Peler Bansen

The expiramental coed housing proposal for Mathias will provide separate bat-
hrooms for men and women. In a recent survey taken by the CCCA 225 out of 31

1

students favored coed housing.

We, the co-ed housing group believe that

an alternative to the present living situations

in the dormitories would be highly beneficial

to the campus and ourselves. We propose
. _ . that 16 men and women in equal proportion

intensity combined with the extremely short live in an adjacent house and suite in Mathias
3V2 - week duration instead of a whole Hall beginning in September 1977. This spe-
semester tends to create social relationships cific arrangement seems to be free from
of a fragmentary and impermanent nature. major complications because the two-

For any individual there are many bathroom access allows men and women
others, potentially, with whom he might
form significant relationships. Those
with whom he does in fact develop them
are limited by opportunities for contact
and reciprocal exploration which in turn
are influenced by physical propinquity.
And other things equal, he Is most apt to
maintain close relationships with those
whom he first develops them." (Chicker-
ing, p. 221, 1969).

With this in mind, along with the increased
social difficulties imposed by the Block Plan.
the patterns of social interaction are ex-
tremely dependent upon the living situations
in which the student is placed. By placing
men and women in separate wings, the ten-
dency for men to develop their strongest rela-
tionships with men and women to develop
Iheir strongest relationships with women is to
be expected. By not giving men and women
the same opportunity to relate to one
another, the College runs the risk of creating
a strong imbalance in terms of the student's
attitudes and behavior towards members of
the opposite sex.

"The intermingling of sexes brings
about an expansion of the adolescent's
social awareness more than of sexual
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menf. The exaggerated social dis-

tance faefween men and women there-

fore strikes me harder perhaps than a
member of another wing. We have a
close-knit group of males down here
which is fine; I enjoy their company
immensely. However, relationships

between the men "down here" and the

women "up there" suffer unquestion-
ably as a result. We are so congenial
down here among one another that a
woman who ventures to the basement
immediately finds herself assaulted on
all sides by bouncing, each gentle-
men. The woman who has dared be
bold enough to make the gesture of

open communication between male
and female wings is to be admired,
certainly. But one should expect to be
watched, played up to, and even re-

garded with suspicion when on a wing
of the opposite sex. In our case she is

either accepted as a community asset
and complement, or as a alien. The
situation is outwardly similar when I or
anotherguy walks down a girls' wing."

taken loo seriously, are neverth
eloquent in their statements. That me!
women need to be exposed to one an

'

without the accompanying °'

stereotypes is obvious. There seems feh
lack of positive social environments in^.
men and women are comfortable enoiZ
relate in a natural way. The school ha^l
an attempt to encourage social

interari

through the formation of sister and bm
wings, yet students shy away from

\t)\^

soon after the beginning of the year i

most common social situation where np,

can make new friends is the frequently
h

all-campus or fraternity party. These ca'
described as crowded, noisy affairs when
the major activity is forgetting the woesoi '^^

past week- To say that meaningful
social

lationships are encouraged by these
sji

tions would be erroneous.
The amount of damage in male winqi

quite small when compared with ttie
n\i

'9^

instances of aggressive behavior in theh-
"'

in some wings, hockey, soccer, wrestling-

frisbee goes on very often, not to mention'

and out vandalism which fortunately
occi

rarely. Lack of consideration for others
is

hibited by the aforementioned as well as pi

ing loud stereos late at night and overall
r[

iness. That much of this behavior would
quelled by the presence of women
men's wing seems likely.

It should be stressed that these obser
tions are subjective and are not univer.

opinions. Yet, when one considers
number of students who desire off-camp

living, it becomes apparent that at least soi

people are dissatisfied with on-campus livi ijust

alternatives. A trend which has beeni -hfiE

served is that the students concerned w

the problems of on-campus living think

terms of their own situation rather than

tempting to examine broader solutioi

Thus, many students who have an abo iJ,"C

average awareness of their personal nee

move off-campus so that a small but vi ivity

force is detached from the Colorado Colle Bity,

community where their ideas and talents; ig si

most needed.

Whether or not these observations are

dicative of the attitudes of a majontyofs
dents IS difficult to ascertain. Nevenhelei selin

there are many students who agree withe shm.

assessment, that problems do exist asai

suit of the residential environment. The pi

pose of this proposal is to suggest that ths em t(

is much to indicate that men and worn ;m o

residing together on the same wing woi

alleviate some of the existing problems.

Conclusion.
"Each institution of higher education! aiyo

survey periodically the totality of the (unc-

tions it performs to be sure that none ol

them contradict the ethos of academi
and that noe of the nonacademic functions

could be as well or better performed by

some quasi-university or external agency,

(p. 72, 1973).

As a student group investigating

nonacademic functions of this school, wev

be in a position to help students as well

administrators concerned with the increasi

difficulty of attracting students. The tren

indicate that enrollment across the country

decreasing but the number of older studer

is on the rise. By taking action to substantia

ich

girlE

Hani

M
beei

lUWC

flshi]

CC's

io

improve the dormitories in new and progres Sn c

ive ways, the College would improve

fibility to draw students who looking lor

challenging, yet fulfilling atmosphere
A poll conducted by this group has iw 'Mhi

cated that Colorado College students pro|

Gove

acall(

Hildl

bur

separate facilities.

The purpose of this experimental group
would be two-told: 1 ) to ascertain the advan-
tages and disadvantages of an integrated
situation in which men and women live in

alternating rooms, as compared to the exist-

ing situations; and 2) to function as a group
which would look into the problems of student
housing so that solutions may be considered
and eventually put into action. The objectives
of this group will be elaborated in a later

section of this proposal, but first our subjec-
tive observations, crucial to the student expe-
rience, should be spelled out so that we may
show how our ideals depart from existing
attitudes on campus.

Subjective Observations.
Over the course of this year we have made

many casual observations which serve to il-

lustrate the problems with the present hous- obse?vItion"wS ckTi''brrta'ted'''b7sav'inq
''^"^ "'^^^ '^""^^ ''^'"9 available is s

^mg situation. One woman writes of a that men and women seem to be unaware of
t^s"^?"y ^^ ^^e simple fact that there amn

phenomenon called "The Shower Club": one anotheron a normal hMm;,niPv«i f^^.m.
^ential program can work. M^of

undoubtedly in favor of the living alternati iTh

proposed. Two hundred twenty-five out

311 answered yes to the question,

had the choice, would you live in

situation, alternating room by room?" Thri

hundred one out of 308 answered yes toll

question. "Do you think that the allernali

should be available to those who desire it?
„

would seem from these results that the st ^^u\

dents are ready to see Colorado College jo ™cipi

the ranks of such institutions as Harvai Sition

Yale, Oberlin, Cornell, fvlcAiister, flee oper

Swathmore, Hampshire, Berkeley, Stanio Swer,

and many others which already offer co-f igtitei

living by room rather than wing. That 1' cernt

Theseexamplesareirdicativeofageneral ["^"^ important colleges and universilj Jem,

>,.. .,;._ ...ir:-u .._ , J, ^ have made co-ed ivina aval abe IS SOU oian

"A group of guys from a neighboring
wing descends upon our bathroom to
use our showers. Normally this
wouldn't be a problem except that
they usually come hooting and howl-

one another on a normal human level. Seem- We realize that the process of change

ims

ingly perverse manifestations of sexuality ",
--— - - r——-

: ;','',,im&t,,:,

such as a women's wing throwing darts at
"^"^^'^ ^°'" ^"^ o<=casionally pamfu bu" «Jle

pictures of male nudes or graphic depictions
P'°POsal '^ suggesting that small s«

of female genitalia on headless bodies found ?^"?!f '=?[!
'^^^ '° "'^>°' ""P™'',^" am

on men's bathroom walls, while not to be
fiaidled with care and responsibility, w
ever difficult widespread societal cti3"!J""ig

(Continued on pa9°

•emr



OPEN FORUM
Do CC Women Fear Success?

By Kristin Lau

v, cC women fear success?

igny CC students participated in a survey

J [jiock and since then have been an-

uating
the results and an explanation of

survey-' A preliminary examination of the

tjve to Avoid Success survey revealed

ilfiere
was a tendancy among CC women

associate negative consequences with

j^ss. There is evidence to indicate that

fiiay
be a nationwide trend,

(s
part of a class project, students from

jiy
Wells' Feminist Achievement course

j
Carolyn Wiilson's Modern Feminism
redeveloped a sun/ey to investigate a

icept
called the Motive to Avoid Success.

concept was studied extensively by

la S. Horner of Harvard University in

?2 in an attempt to examine a prevalent

. of women throughout history - that

jnity and individual achievements

ijch
reflect intellectual competence or

leadership potential are desirable but mutu-
ally exclusive goals. Horner argues "that

most women have a motive to avoid success,
that is, a disposition to become anxious
about achieving success because they ex-
pect negative consequences (such as social

rejection and/or feelings of being un-
feminine) as a result of succeeding.
The class designed their survey to test the

validity of this concept in the CC student
community. The survey was composed of

two parts; pari one required each subject to

write a short story given the cue "Ann (John)
is at the top of her (his) medical class" appro-
priate to the sex of the subject (a replica of

Horner's study). A questionaire in part two
evaluated personal goals and tendencies of

masculinity and femininity. The survey was
given to five classes attemped to incorporate
a good distribution of ages and disciplines.

Analysis of the stories involved coding
them according to stalements indicating
negative consequences due to success, ac-

tivities away from future success, direct ex-
pression of conflict about success, denial of

effort or responsibility for attaining success,
and bizarre or inappropriate responses. As
might be imagined, a diverse array of stories

fell within each category. The stories were
then compared with each corresponding
questionaire and statistically compiled.

To give an example, Horner found a story
containing, "Her husband wants to do as well

as she is, but feels unable to. She will go on in

law school. He will substitute sugar for her
pills so she gels knocked up. She has the
baby-in between lectures-and an hour later is

back at the books. He hits his head against
the wall.

" This would be cued as both nega-
tive consequences due to success and ac-
tivities away from future success.

Results of the cued stories indicated a ten-

dency for a fear of success among subjects.

Unfortunately, the block ran its course too
quickly and the surveyors lacked the
adequate time lo compile all the results of the
questionaire No valid and clinching coorela-
tions were drawn connecting (ear ot success
with the degree of femininity, image of
mother's role in household, boyfrien-
d/girlfriend relations under competition, and
others.

Horner did find some interesting results
among college students. Of those subjects in

an initial study, 78°o o( 59 girls came from
predominantly upper middle and middle
class homes. Furthermore, conflict and anxi-
ety about success after graduation was con-
siderably higher in bright, highly motivated
women throughout Iheir college education
than the lesser nnotivaled women.

Fear not! The CC community may rest as-
sured that the inlectious germ of Fear of Suc-
cess has not unleashed its terrible power or
are you already a quarrentined victim?

CC Lacks Social Excitement? It's An Attitude Problem
By David DeBenedet

and Mike Slade

Rastall at dinner time, out on the quad

ilhe weather gets warm, or in the halls of

dorms at any hour, groups of students

be seen scoping membersof the oppo-

sex, usually arriving at verdicts like. "All

'girls are smart, but ugly." or "All the guys

ijust out after a good lay." It's a common
^here at CC that something is wrong with

social life.

^any students feel that in terms of male-

relationships there really is no social

here at all. As one sophomore woman

i "Girls go out with girls, boys go out with

There isn't any dating." Most social

iwify is limited to parlies, and "you meet at

party, and that's it. You can never get any-

fig started." Freshman male, Greg Moffit

Ihe same complaint, "There isn't even a

jnce lo initiate a relationship."

Wobody seems willing to go beyond the

eting stage. According to another

shman male, Kimber Janney, "Too many

/s won't come out and show that they want

relationship." This is what many people

=mto miss, someone who will reach out to

m on a one to one basis, someone who
ask them out instead of just running into

by accident at parties or meals. As

other sophomore woman said. "It's not

il you want everything real formal, but it

uld be nice to get asked out once in a

lie, even if it's just to Benny's for a couple

beers. If guys were just willing to do that,

would have a chance to get into a rela-

jiiship if you wanted to."

CC's small size was pointed to as one of

major reasons for people's hesitation to

Photos by Peter Bansen

"...but itwould benice to getasked outonce ina While, even if it's justtoBenny'sfora
couple of beers."

enter into relationships. "Everybody knows
everybody and everything, period," said a
sophomore woman.
The physical layout of CC contributes to

this. Not only is the campus small in num-
bers, but it is highly concentrated, and stu-

dents simply see each other all the time. No-
body has to make a point of seeing anyone
else, all they have to do is run into them at

dinner, or in the library.

Several students believe the dorm situa-

tion also aggravates the problem. Alternating

wings by sexes tends to create an informal

situation between adjoining wings and floors

that eliminates the possibilities for sexual re-

lationships. As freshman Mike Florence said,

"You get a sister-girlfriend relationship that's

kind of weird."

Insecurity also seems to contribute to the

gap between the sextis. Two other freshman
males felt that most people at CC (especially

freshman and sophomores) were atraid to

step out and take a chance by starting a

relationship because of the risk involved.

People don't want to fall on their face, so they

never even make the; gestures of being in-

terested in a relationship.

Said Neal Smith, a junior R.A. in Slocum
"It's an attitude problem." People's attitudes,

specifically their perceptions ot themselves,

are destructive to the social situation. A
freshman woman from an eastern boarding
school agreed- She (elt that people's back-
grounds determined this self deception, and
that peer pressure contributes as well. These
tactors make many students, both male and
(emale, feel that Ihe members ot the opposite

sex as a whole are not up to their standards.

As a result, they refuse to approach them on
anything buy a loose-' friendship, or purely

sexual level.

Fraternities and Sororities otter anotfier

possible solution. At kjast in sheer numbers,

they enjoy immense popularity, but as one
sophomore woman puit it, "They're fine, if you

can put up with that ki nd of lite," She felt that

the tight, gossipy situation that is already an

inhibiting factor at CC is exaggerated in a

sorority, and that you shouldn't have lo go

greek to have a socisil life.

Lack of money and transportation also

make if difficult to carry on a more active

social life. Even if you have those, finding

things to do can be difficult. As Greg Moffit

put it, "Where are you going to go? You're not

legal?"

bvernment Authority Must Be Curtailed
f
coed Housing cont.)

By Andrew McGown

sexual activity performed privately be-
Kn consenting adults should be legalized.

% advocacy of such a proposition prob-

*Vdoes not cause any great controversy at

school such as Colorado College. How-
Uhe full argument for the acceptance of

5 proposition may cause great consterna-
1 The proposition's wide ramifications to
^f areas of human activity, and to the so-
' structure of society, should guarantee
fnuous debate.
^vemmental regulation of sexual activity

'callous intrusion into people's lives which
"Uld be greeted with uniform repugnance.
"bureaucrat were to decree the "allowa-

^umber of orgasms per week per sexual

'''cipant, or were to limit the number of

^•lions in which sexual intercourse could

''Perly" occur, such an action would be
^ered by anything from revolution to

^hter, dependent upon the decree's en-

^fnent. While such decrees may seem
'''smporarily ludicrous, they are a form of

_^'ilarianism differing only in degree from
=' innate to present statutes (e.g. prohibi-
''s ot prostitution and homosexuality). The
^'^Timent has presently set a politically

f^\e limit to its repression on a continuum
^xual regulation. Fortunately, the concept
•''his repression is not only unnecessary,
^50 illegitimate and destructive, is be-
^'ig to gain widespread acceptance.

If the government is to be allowed to prac-

tice any repression whatsoever in this area,

then the government itself, as always, will

decide what limitations it will place on its own
authority. As experience has shown, how-

ever, any limitations the government places

upon its own activities are inevitably and sys-

tematically eroded.

With the erosion of these limitations, as

evidenced in economics, the government in-

creasingly assumes the position of a nosy,

ineffectual, and punitive referee, busily trying

to solve problems it itself imposes upon its

hapless subjects. In addition, the referee re-

fuses to acknowledge that it is only spec-

tators that desire his regulation of the activity,

and not the participants. And what of the

spectators? Is not a sexual spectator a voy-

eur, rather than a "guardian of morality?"

Margo St. James, organizer of the prosti-

tutes union COYOTE, has leveled a serious

charge against police in their enforcement of

prostitution statutes. This charge has been

confirmed by a nemesis of hers, the Chief of

the San Francisco Police Department. Police

frequently have sex with prostitutes for free

because of the authority and discretion they

wield, and have often arrested the prostitutes

anyway, despite the sexual services pro-

vided them through fear. Such an action

should be classed as the most contemptible

of all forms of rape. It should be noted that the

greater the approximation to unlimited dis-

cretion granted the police, the closer our so-

ciety approximates the one envisioned by

Onvell in 1984.

Only the unified adoption of certain at-

titudes among the public can prevent such a

nightmare from occuring. These attitudes in-

clude a profound respect for the autonomy of

people who do not initiate force against

others, a repugnance towards imperialism in

sexual culture and elsewhere, and a realiza-

tion that governmental discretion and author-

ity must be immediately and drastically cur-

tailed. It would be tragic if the last relatively

free society on earth were to be destroyed

through naive clamors for ubiquitous gov-

ernmental paternalism and repression.
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may be, a college of this size is in a marvel-

ous position to create an atmosphere which

. could promote the individual growth of the

student to help him become more than just

another faceless member ol society,

"... the college need not be a perfect

slmalcrum of the larger society. I may be

a model or a template ot what the larger

society could be-a society In which

each person Is seen as free and auton-

omous, as a knower and a valuer who Is

quite aware that he does not know who
he Is until he knows to what or to whom
he belongs, and why. In a college with

this Intention, the student may discover

what makes him a unique, non-

repllcable person at the same time that

he discovers he cannot live In a private

universe. He may find that it is really

worthwhile to join the human race, and

he may learn that before we make the

decision to join that abstraction we call

humanity, we must learn how to live with

small groups, some of those values and

habits may be quite special and lite-

enhancing. The college then may not

feel obliged to develop totally Inter-

changeable units of mankind; rather, It

may find that it must be a community, a

group ol persons whose acts together

and whose life together make a colloquy

as well as dialogue possible. Such a

community would not be afraid ol Inter-

nal conflict, because conflict can be re-

warding and growth Inducing If com-

munal Intimacy Is based on something

more that propinquity on a plot of land

called a campus." (Smith p. 42, 1969).
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Library Personality: Jessie is Exceptional

By Cindy Butler

For those who have spent even the

shortest moments in conversation with Mr.

Jessie Erwin Brown, he easily becomes

another person in the CC community to be

admired. Those who have not been lucky

enough to spend a study break with Mr,

Brown are missing an education. Mr. Brown

performs service custodial duties in the li-

brary. He can often be seen cleaning up after

CC students on the basement floor of the

library. One rarely passes Jessie without re-

ceiving a smile or kind hello. It is for this

jeason that so many students have be-

fnended Jessie.

For the purpose of writing this article, I was

given the opportunity to sit with Jessie in

"his" room, the small, rectangular room next

to the snack room in the basement. One is

immediately impressed with the cards, letters

and photos of Jessie's "kids" his family of

special CC fnends. Dunng our talk, I was

given some insight into this man's popularity

among students at CC and his sincere inter-

est in people.

Mr, Brown was born and grew up in Cham-

Phoio by Pete/ Bansen

paign, Illinois, where the University ot Illinois

is located. He believes that being raised in a

college town, in continual contact with young
people, has helped him to better understand

their ways and problems. Later Jessie was
drafted during the Korean War and further

gained much experience in Interpersonal re-

lations from his vast travels in the service; he

has spent time In Germany, France, Korea,

Japan and Vietnam. In fact, in all these coun-

tries Jessie worked closely with orphanages

so as to be constantly involved with the native

peoples of these countries, which he be-

lieves is so important-

Jessie retired from the army in December
of 1 973 and began working at CC in March of

1 974. As Jessie states. 'I got out of the army
to take it easy ... I didn't get out of the army
to make money but to be happy ... At CC, I

work with people and working with people

means a lot. "Obviously. Jessie means a lot

to many CC students as well. Jessie explains

that many freshmen students approach him

with the typical problems of the first year

away from home. He says they speak less of

academic problems as of problems concern-

ing the novelty of being in an area strange to

them, Jessie apologizes that he can't re-

member all his friends' names. "I'm terrible

with names; I have always had names there

from clip boards and name tags in the ser-

vice." In any event, one is assured that Jes-

sie may forget names but never the faces or

identifications.

Jessie's past jobs include being a school-

trained diet services mess sergeant in Den-
ver during his time in the army. He also

Les Femmes Savantes At Packard
What do a hen-pecked husband, a

domineering wife, a pseudo-scholar and
several frustrated lovers all have in com-
mon? Although they may sound like typical

CC characters, they actually belong to

Moliere s play, Les Femmes Savantes (The

Learned Ladies). This delightful comedy is

being presented by the French Theatre

Workshop class under the direction of Pro-

fessor Herving Madruga. This 17th century

work was chosen for its humorous treatment

of such universal themes as the role of

women, the hypocrisy of social climbing and

the distinctions between pseudo-
intellectualism and true wisdom.

The action centers around the conflict be-

tween Chrysale, a meek husband, and his

agressive wife, Philaminte. as to the choice

of a husband for their daughter, Henriette.

Philaminte, along with her eccentric sister-

in-law, Belise and her eldest daughter. Ar-

mande, are swept away be the pretentious

intellectualism of Monsieur Trissotin, a dandy
who spends much of his time reciting latin

verse and stolen poetry. In contrast to Trisso-

tin's ingratiating manners appears Marine,

the uneducated but wise household servant

who horrofies the learned ladies by her poor

grammar and candid simplicity.

While Trissotin is busy exercising his dubi-

ous charms on Philaminte in hopes ot win-

ning her permission to marry Henriette, Hen-
riette has fallen in love with the poor but virtu-

ous suitor Clitandre. Chrysale and his clever

brother Ariste, impressed by Clitandre's sin-

. cerity, pledge their support to the marriage of

the two young lovers. Once Chyrsale's deci-

sion comes to light, the stage is set and the

battle begins.

Will Trissotin be successful in his deceitful

aspirations to the fortune of Henriette? Will

Chrysalehavethecouragetostanduptohiswife

andforhisconvictions?WillHennettebeforced

tomarryamanshedoesnotlove'Theanswerto
these and other questions can be found in

PackardHallonApril20-21at8p.m.and3p.m.
respectively.
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CC

worked for a girls' residence hall at

versify of Illinois.

Jessie is married and frequently
vish, jua

mother, sisters and friends in ChamrJ
However, he now considers Coin
Springs his home.

In closing my interview with Jessie,

him if he had any complaints concerning

students. Jessie spoke of the compiam^
has often received concerning the temri ty c

ture in the library. However one sees

building, as too cold or too hot, the librae

no control; the control is located within

physical plant. Concerning CC
stucjei

Jessie wishes that the students would

and more importantly, take heed to the <

in the library, specifically those concei

the food and beverage jurisdictions.
j( jjjch

says irresponsibility with obeying theset ed

is his "headache" because the bossfi K,di

him responsible for cans and wrappersi

ing all over the building. If in our educati

experiences at CC. we could learn to a^

to understand, and moreover, to be a;

cerned with people as Jessie is, we
consider ourselves to be well-endo

human beings. .l 3

English Dept. Cont.
published poetry. This list includes two

entitled Alba and The Swimmer antJQ
Poems.

Joan Stone's literary knowledge isam

for her manifest experience in writing,

will assume both the instruction of Ruih

ton's creative writing and poetry classe

well as the 20th Century Literature da

that are othenwise taught by Simons

Armstrong.

"She was able to raise a family 0I5

dren while working for her Bachelor'sde jraar

at the University of Washington" Rt

stated. Stone's ability to use time
p

uctively and her ability would seem to

cate a speedy adjustment to the dem;

imposed on professors by the block sy ^ere

The selection process involved theev;

tion of "many strong candidates" accoi

to Reinitz. A screening committee in thf

partment sifted through the applicali

after which a certain selected number
referred to Reinitz for further coiMnd'oi

eration. Reinitz interviewed 11 candidal! ool,

the Modern Language Association in

York and talked to another 12 on canBjspe

The official contract was prematurely sh

in the middle of February.

Comps to Change
Alterations in the administration of Efi

Department "Comps", will accompanyll

professorial changes in the departn

There will be some variations in the six

pattern, which at this time, comprises

general framework for the testing. Tt ^ si

modifications will allow students the of

tunity to make partial substitutions in the

of such alternatives as senior thesis, ere;

writing projects and the study of lilf logre

periods.

In addition to the arrival of Joan Stone

revisal of English "Comps", Thomas
Professor of English, will return fromm

:c

oim

adtr

cor

imported l/\

V\/\nes

Weber St. Liquor

leave to resume teaching.

26 N. TEJON
CITADEL

712 N.Weber
Open til 12 p.m.

^eers 475-9533

SUMMER WILL BE HERE BE-
FORE YOU KNOW IT! IT'S NOT
TOO LATE FOR CHARTERS
AND YOUTH FARES TO
EUROPE-BUT HURRY!!

® Taylor
Trotfa1 818 North Tejon
I I aval 636-3871

REAL ESTATE SALES
We have two openings for real estate as-

sociates in office serving ttie entire area. Potei'

tial for higfi income, good leads. For testing and

interview, call Bert McGinnis, 576-5550.
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iFcal(ires

Colorado College Compared to SMU, CU, and Harvard

mp^i

,
Colorado College is a private,

—jualily, liberal arls college," says the

Another college guide labeled ad-

Jin 3S highly competitive" but staled

rQ will accept a B-average student

gn A-average student if the student

„lt,er
qualities." But just vi/hal is the

», of education and of the 1800 stu-

,j here?" Average GPA, SAT. ACT,

: and LSAT scores vwould presumably

fliTiparative factors: however, neither

,[lfnissions office nor the registrar's

a keep records ot these scores. There-
'

Barron's College Guide" for 1975-76

corisulted for a comparative analysis

liich The Colorado College was con-

jij
vvith Colorado University, Southern

^(jdist University, Stanford, and Har-

The Colorado College

jfnission to CC is highly competitive

average SAT scores are listed as 600

i3l
and 600 mathematics. Approxi-

;ly
30% of all applicants are accepted

and there is no arbitrary cut-off point lor

scores nor are-there geographic quotas o(

barriers. The faculty-student ratio is one-
to-14 and 85°o ol Ihe faculty hold docto-

rate degrees Professors' salaries are 'well

above the national average."

CC does not keep specific statistics on
grade point averages. Honors are deter-
mined by a student's GPA junior and
senior year al CC. The current rule states
that only 20% of the graduating class can
graduate with honors, however last year
this policy was not followed, as 25% of the
senior class graduated with honors. Last
year a student with at least 75% A's their

junior and senior year could graduate with
honors.

The comprehensive evaluation which will

be released in the summer of 1978 will

fully evaluate education at CC.

Colorado University

A combined SAT score of 1050 or a
composite score of 24 on the ACT will

qualify a student for admission to Colorado
University in a competitive field. Applicants

must be graduates of accredited high

schools and must rank in Ihe upper hall of

their class. Non-residents must place in

Ihe top 40°P of their graduating class. Ap-
proximately 70=^0 of the 865 faculty mem-
bers hold doctorates, however, Iheir

salaries are below average

Southern Methodist University

Admission is very competitive with 72''t>

of the applicants to Southern Methodist
University accepted to boost the total of

undergrads to approximately 6000 SAT
score averages were 551 verbal and 549
math tor incoming freshmen; 70''o of whom
were in Ihe top 25°o ol their graduating
class. Students must have 13 academic
units and important considerations tor ad-

mission include SAT scores and the
school's recommendation on the applic-

ant's character and personality. The
faculty-student ratio is one-lo-13 and 60°b
of the professors have doctorates.

Rated as highly competitive, Stanford's

average SAT scores stand at 630 verbal

and 670 mathematics. Only 26% ol all

applicants are accepted and 61°o of those
people enrolled to comprise a total under-

graduditf i-rmiilmenl ot about 7000 When
considering an applicant, Stanford
examines his het academic record, per-
sonality, scores, and the depth ot extra-
curricular accomplishments. A very high
percentage

'
of the faculty hold their docto-

rate degrees and salaries are well above
the national average: compensation is

among the highest in the country. The
laculty-stude-ni ratio is one-to-10.

Harvard
Among the most competitive schools in

Ihe nation, Harvard accepts only 14% o(
those people who apply to this university
ol 6400 undergraduates Although little

emphasis is given to scores, only 15*^0 of
those admitted had SAT score averages
under 600. In the freshman class, 82°>
were in the top fifth of Iheir graduating
class Strength of character and personal-
ity are cntena lor admission as well as
special talents and diversity of geographic
and personal backgrounds. Doctorates
have been earned by over 70'"o o( the fac-

ulty and there is one professor for every
six Harvard students.

KRCC Announces New Programs
by Colin Cravifford

\ noon interview with KRCC Classical

ioramming Director Norv Brasch" earlier

month served to delineate some of the

lis
and operations of the campus radio

jon, Brasch gave some of the history of

station, and outlined some of it's current

[future endeavors.

;rCC recently celebrated its 251h an-

jfsary. The station was born out of the

of former CO speech and drama profes-

Chief" Woodson Tyree. Tyree created

jl is now the oldest non-commercial radio

ton in Colorado. KRCC has never been a

irtered organization, and is therefore free

many of the restraints suffered by other

on the CC campus.
tording to Brasch, KRCC was once a

of an embarrassment to the college."

ay, he sees the station as being a "tre-

ndous public relations asset" for the

ool. He elaborated by saying that a "dollar

fltfor KRCC (by the college), is a dollar

Ispent." Brasch backed his statement up

nting out that KRCC is the college's

ty direct link with the community. He
lented that the college's budgeting of the

ton hasn't followed in that pattern. Brasch

iiinued to point out the stations unique-

on this campus, and in the Colorado

iigs area, by citing the quality program-

igwtiich it offers. KRCC is, in fact, the only

to station in the Colorado Springs com-
inity which offers classical music and pure

KRCC is constantly moving to improve

lormat, part of what Brasch sees as the

ttgressive direction" in which the station is

3ded. In the near future, the 91 .5 tuning on
Jrdial will expand its broadcasting hours

weekdays from 1 -3 p.m. The time slot has

unofficially dubbed the "Siesta
fenade", and will include the following

^edule:

Monday: MECHA, with Spanish ,and cul-

tural features

Tuesday: Nostalgia Music

Wednesday: Chamber Music

Career Questionaire

Tt\e junior class will receive a questionaire next
leek regarding their plans after graduation. The
"'poseofthesurveyistodiscoverwhichemployers

ftlgrad schools are interesting to students. The
t^reer Counselling Office emphasizes that they

'^dsludentinputbeforetheycanrespcndtostudent

*6ds.Even ifstudentsdon'tthinkthey will need help
^y are asked to return the questionaire.

Ttie survey should be returned within five

^ys, so that employers and grad schools may

^ contacted this year. Career Counselor Jean
'cel said. "Vtfe want to tailor cur program to

^''31 the kids really need."
^ survey will also be sent to the faculty to

^3fch out grad school and employment infor-

"fliion

^he Career Counsellling Office will close at

lend of May,

iiiiiiii

^ALES
RENTALS

I

\^^ 105 N

lYPEWRITER phor
\ SUPPLY C0.]»

REPAIRS

orth Tejon St

6 634-0102

^

Thursday: Progressive Country w/K.C.
Walsh {promises to be particu-

larly entertaining)

Friday: Paul Petersky's Jazz Afternoon

The station is always working to provide

new and interesting features in their prog-

ramming. Evidence of this effort can be seen

in their Thursday Night Classics - Variations

on a Theme by Shakespeare " program

which has been broadcast since the end of

February. The innovative series has utilized

the talents of drama students, Collegium sin-

gers, and the expertise of members ot the

Music, English, and Religion Departments.

The final segment in the 4 part series will be

aired on Tuesday. March 1 7, from 9-1 1 p.m.

It is this kind of creative, imaginative prog-

ramming which Brasch sees as moving

KRCC towards someday becoming a true

public radio station. He summed up the

ideology behind the operation of KRCC as:

"... moving more and more in the direclion

of offering programming that is not offered

elsewhere. We're aiming to provide a particu-

lar kind of mustc at a particular time. Since we
don't have to experience the political differ-

ences that other stations must go through

because they're commercial, we can please

some of the people some of the time. 1 00%!"

KRCC presently maintains many of the

appearances of being a public radio station:

they broadcast without commercials, and

publish a bi-monthly program guide. The dis-

tribution ot the program guide is a good

example of the enthusiastic community sup-

port which KRCC receives. The guide is

mailed, free of charge, to over 1 000 people in

the Springs community. In sharp contrast,

only 100 persons on the CC campus receive

the guide. This ratio, Brasch concluded, is

evidence "that on campus support of KRCC
is a little disappointing,"

If the station is to continue to move in the

direction of becoming a community public

station, and provide all of the services which

it now does, it will have lo increase its power,

expand some of the facilities, and, mosl im-

portantly, increase the record library. Of

course, all ot this requires funds which they

are presently not receiving from either the

college or outside sources. As Brasch
pointed out, after paying the minimal salaries

of 4 administrative staff and one off campus
engineer, "there's not much more money left

over for improvements,"'

As KRCC moves into its second quarter

century, it is steadily becoming more respon-

sive lo its listening audience. At the same
lime, it is increasingly a facet ol campus lile

which the college can pride itself in.

Mothers Day
15 Mays

Remember Your Mom
With Something

From CLG

•Handbags
•Billfolds

•Gloves

•Other etceteras

doLoxado

jlzaihs-X

(^oodi.

731 N. Tejon

473-931

2

31 S Tejon

For that great

western feelin'
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Bi$port«i

Attend the ONLY Home Track Meet
Contrary to popular belief, the Colorado

College men's track team is siill alive and

well- So well, in fact, that since last report

they have had three meets.

Over spnng break, the Tigers travelled to

the Colorado School of Mines. An excellent

performance was turned in by Pierre

Gamache, who took first in the pole vault with

a vault of 13'6".
It takes a vault of 14' to

qualify tor nationals Paul Thomas also did

well, taking fourth place in the steeplechase

The men's team and three members of the

women's team travelled for a gruelling nine

teen hours by bus to the city of glitter and
one-armed bandits in order to compete in a

track meet at the University of Nevada Al-

though a good time was had by all, the com
petition was rather out of the Tiger's league

Jack Pottle, undaunted, turned in an out

standing performance in the six-mile, setting

a new school record of 33:22.

The latest endeavor of the men's team

took place Saturday, and involved another

long bus ride to Mesa College in Grand June

tion, Mark Roberts performed excellenlly,

taking first in the long jump with a jump of

22'8", only two inches short of qualifying for

Eric Berkman and John Burke practice a handoff in preparation for their 440-yard
relay and tomorrow's home track meet PhLiobypciLfBanspn

nationals. Cliff Tompkins has also
close to qualifying, having consisteniJ
jumped 6'6", one inch short of the nyl
mark. CC's 440 relay team, consisi
John Burke, Eric Burkman, Ben Napl!
and Chip Howard, has to shave

juj,

second from their time in order to n.

Jack Pottle did well in the Mesa meet

'

ing second in the mile and fourth
in''

three-mile. Scott Van placed third
in

quarter-mile. In the 100 yard dash
j

Burke took fifth and Chip Howard toow
Eric Burkman took sixth in the 22o
Tiger mile relay team placed fourth,

in.

events. Bob Blaik placed fifth in the ig^

and Tim Spleen got second in the
cJisr,

While the men's team competed al |j.

Jane Haggerty travelled to Fort Collin?

the solitary representative of the womi
team. She placed sixith in the three-mile'

a time of 20:50. ^

This Saturday, Colorado College

home track meet. Officials and specia

are desperately needed. If you would
ii|(

help out with the meet, contact Frank
Fi

an extension 339 or 340. Javelin throw
si

at 11:00, and the rest of the field eventsbi

at 12:00. Running events start at
'

Spring Jock Shorts-
Men's Tennis
The Men's Tennis Team improved their

record to 5-3 this week, managing to sur-

vive a little marathon scheduling. Regis
College came to the Spnngs on Thursday
and added another win to the Tennis Ti-

gers' record. Randy Stein, Mike Naccini,

and Allan Stone contributed singles wins,

and CC swept the doubles to take the

match 6-e.

On Friday, North Dakota State showed
up to battle it out. The team beast NDSU
6-3 by clinching several good matches.
Randy Stein, Mike Maccmi, and Brad
Burghart added singles points to the
cause, while the doubles teams of

Adams-Burghart and Maccini-Brendel
picked up the deciding points, Phil Ydens
also added a singles point and got the

Tigers first double-bagel match of the year
when he thrashed Rob Kukowski of
NDSU6-0,6-0.
The big Red of Nebraska rolled in on

Saturday and set the Tigers back 7-2, end-
ing CC's 5-match winning streak. Maccini
and Jerry Brendel took a doubles match
from the Cornhuskers, and David Adams
was awarded a singles point. Several
close matches were played, though, and
CC nearly pulled out some big wins.

Easter Sunday brought Northeast
Missoun to CC's courts for another tough
match. The Tigers went down 6-3 in a very
tight battle, Maccini and Ydens picked up

a doubles win, and Ydens and Adams
won their singles matches. Three other

matches went three sets, though none
were claimed by CC.
The team was blessed with beautiful

weekend weather and hopes for more in

the next tv^'o weeks. The marathon con-
tinues this week with a match against Air

Force on Thursday for the big Springs
Weekend. The players are very en-
thusiastic about their chances in the up-
coming matches, especially when, as
Coach Sterne puts it. "Several guys are
playing betterthan ever," Come down and
support the Tigers this weekend, when
they have a chance to double their wins!

Golf

CC's golfers are making a strong bid to

attain a first division finish in the 15 team
Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate Golf Asso-
ciation. Competing against Division I com-
petition (C,U. and A.F.A.) CC has already

had a couple of fine showings. Playing in a
drenching rain at Denver Country Club last

Monday, thelinkstersbrokethe320markfor
the first time In recent memory. Led by
multitalented Dave Delich's 77, the Tigers

camewithin9strokesofwinningthetourney
and within one of beating arch-rival Air

Force. This Saturday findsthegolfersatthe

AirForceAcademyinheadtoheadcompeti-
tlon with the Falcons,

Women's Club Soccer
The Women's Soccer Club won their

third game of the spring season on April 6
with a tough 3-1 game against Chief
Petroleum - Front Range, avenging last

fall's 2-1 defeat to this perennially strong
team from the local women's league.

The first half was a scoreless effort until,

with a minute remaining, Nancy Bristow

lobbed a high 35-yard volley over the
goalie's head, Cindy Flores gave CC a
more comfortable 2-0 lead in the second
half, forcing a scoring back pass from the
opposing fullback past the onrushing
goalkeeper. Chief Petroleum came back
2-1 when their big center forward took the
ball on a 60-yard breakaway and, with a
final fake to slow the defender Dee Dee
Carlson, drove the ball into the lower right

corner. Team captain Lori Jones added
the insurance goal with only 15 seconds
remaining on a solo smash to the upper
right that sent CP's hard-to-beat goalie

sprawling.

Wednesday afternoon, the CC women
met Air Academy in a hard-fought 1-1 tie.

Sconng the lone goal for CC was Sue
Wittlesey on a cool-headed penalty kick

that just got by the Academy goalie.

We misquoted coach Mike Young last

week, who in fact said, "It is a spirited

team of fine athletes, all of whom under-

stand soccer and can play anywhere on
the field."

Baseball

The CC baseballers recorded two (that

right, two) sweeps of double headers lasl

week, over Concordia College and Col

orado Schoolof Mines. The4wins ran CC'i

now-powerful squad's record to 5-2 on the

season. Acompleteteameffort highlighted

all four wins, and after last year's debacle,

that record must lookavirfullygoodfoCoacii

Tony Frasca.

Hs^VourseKAndsave.
Each month, you gets free calls to Directory Assistance
And two numbers per call. After that, each additional

call costs 20it, To avoid this, simply look up the number
yourself in your Telephone Directory. It only tal<es

a few seconds. So its a very easy way to save money.

@ Mountain Bell

Fulton -iDoluiSg^M

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY -

AND GIFTS

\
,1

Sag-

\

Q-V*/hen SAGA lakes tfie night off, what car turn your
tastebuds upside down?

A-Pizza at the Straw Hat! Special Beer prices and $1 .00 off

any large pizza with CC I.D.

^TK^W4iaT.
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Pizza Palace /d

1732 W. Uintah

Uintah Gardens
{Just 1 mile west of campus)
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CC Lacrosse: Roman Debacle and Rites of Spring
sports «=

By Harlan Feder

gldo lacrosse, maize, and the contigu-

^ mass of the United States all have in

I?
They all belonged exclusively to

Indian until the arrival of thewnerican

,,iir
idea of a good time is standing out-

ving
'0 d^^^^ yourself into a stupor by

and hurling cruel epithets at complete

jofs until you're hoarse while your bud-

pqage in two hours of bone-crunching

gl
warfare, then the game of lacrosse

„eafit for you.

,

Itie
other hand, if your idea of a good

i5
[0 descend from your favorite sun-

(or an afternoon in a pair of cutoffs and

Ljsle shirt and mingle with scores of

yguys and gals and golden retrievers

M under springtime rays while a re-

ing
breeze whispers down like a bles-

(lom the metaphysically-inspiring roc-

afid your attention is occassionally di-

j by a bunch of guys running around

'y

doing something with sticks, then the game
of lacrosse was meant for you.

Lacrosse has been variously described as
a spectacle, reminiscent of the Roman deba-
cle and an orgiastic celebration of the peren-
nial rite of spring. The object and rules of the
game are similar to hockey, a sport reputedly

played on ice which may one day be popular
at CC.

The CC lacrosse team, defending their

league championship position under the
guiding wisdom, talent, and threats of re-

prisal of Doc Stabler, Jim Soran, Flip

Naumburg and enterprising captain Kirk
Hoffman, are discovering that there are no
easy teams in the league this year. The all-

star line-up includes such seasoned, unsea-
soned and overly-seasoned veterans as Stu
Rifkin, Andrew Willied, Reg Nalley, Rick
Sandoval, Warren Dean, Dave Stanton,
Bob Kline, Terry Leyden, Todd Anderson,
Jim Vaughn, Tim McNamara, Fred Powell,
Drew Thwaltes, Bryce Wliitlock and a host

of others.
Photos Dy Polar flansan

Attackman Dave Stanton gets his stick in against Colorado Springs Lacrosse
Club. The team was undefeated until their disappointing 8-7 loss to DU Wednesday.

Although the team's league standing is

7-0, their performance so far this season has
been marked by an absence of consistent

quality. Each remaining game promises to

provide an unpredictable and intensely thril-

ling "down-to-the-wire" atmosphere.

Enthusiastic student support is the team's

second most valuable asset, after protective

devices for certain sensitive areas of the

body. All forms of verbal moral support such

as "Come on, you guys," and "Nice shot!"

are permitted and approved by the CC Honor
Council.

The remaining home games include the

semi-geriatric Denver Lacrosse Club April

16, Air Force Academy {gluttons tor punish-

ment) April 23. and Deseret (Utah) State Uni-

versity on April 30, All home games begin

anytime after 2 p.m. and league playoffs start

May 7.

-El Pomar Cracks Down-
El Pomar Sports Center has insti-

tuted a new policy due too many unau-
thorized persons entering the building

and denying the students, faculty, staff

and dependents from their rightful use
of the facilities.

From now on it will be absolutely

necessary for everyone entering the

building to present their ID cards for

admission the El Pomar Sports Center,

whether checking out equipment or

not. Your ID will be left at either check-

in station (upper and middle levels).

When you leave the building your ID

card will be returned.

It Is vital that you have your ID or

Departments Card with you or you will

not be admitted to the building under

any circumstances. This will apply to

All Students, Faculty, Staff and De-

pendents^

ewThwaites slams one m against the Colorado Springs Lacrosse Club

"UPROARIOUS...Iusty entertainment."
-Bob Thomas, ASSOCIATED PRESS

P GEORGE ROY HILL Film

^o-starrlng

MICHAEL ONTKEflN • UNDSflY GROUSE .JENNIFER WARREN .JERRY HOUSER

and STROTHER mPRTIN.Written by NPNCY DOWD.Edited by DEDE PLLEN

music Supervision by ELfTlER BERNSTEIN . Directed by GEORGE ROY HILL

Produced by ROBERT J. WUNSCH and STEPHEN FRIEDfTIPN

fi PRN ARTS PRESENTRTION • fi FRIEDfTlBN-WUNSCH PRODUCTION ITI I RFCTRIPTFIIiSSil
q UNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR"' J^| "tjinibnu

CERTAIN LfiNGUfiGE fTlflY BE TOO STRONG FOR CHILDREN

ACNE SCARS, PITS
FRENCH HERBAL HOME SKIN

PLANING TREATMENT

Writs:

HERBS FOR YOUTH
Box 121 4 Hollywood. Fla 33022

co,Mo.»ee (800) '325-4867

@ Un-Jravel Charters .

NOW SHOWING exclusive!
WEEKDAYS AT 5:20. 7:40 & 10:00

SAT. & SUN. AT 2:30, 5:10, 7:40 & 10:00

New and Used Martins

D-18s: D-28's; D-35's

0,00,000, 18'S & 28's

D-12-20, D-12-35 12 strings

New and Used Gibsons

Many unusual prewar Gibson

Instrumenls

Used Gibson & Martin Mando-
lins

A & F Models

Banjos
Gibson, Tennessee, S.S,

Stewart, Ibanez

Classical & Flamenco Guitars

Ramirez. Kohno, Alvarez

Moasman & Alvarez Yalri

Guitars

New Yamahas Guild & Takamine

Guitars at 20% Disc.

Quality Violins, Cellos, Basses &

Bows
Strings & Accessories at 20%
Discount

Many Instrument Repair Paits.

Supplies, & Wood for Construc-

tion

Quality Woodwinds

Complete quality stringed

instrument Repair Service.

We take trade-ins and buy

instruments.

330 N. Tejon

634-2228

THE MASTER'S CLOSET

FOR TUXEDOS

Weddings

And Other Special

Occasions

20% Discount

On Tuxedo Rental

with Student I.D. Card

415 NORTH TEJON

TELEPHONE 473-9065
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^en Bikes Stolen

obberies Plague Campus
CC'

ByMJkeSlade

,,g
h?ve been a rash of robberies on

'campus since spring break accord-

ponna Dwigans, head of Security

[ion-
In th6 first two weeks of Bloci<

Ihere
have been at least 1 5 separate

„ts
reported to campus security, an

,e of over one per day.

worst area has been bicycle theft.

thefts have been reported in the

^,0
weeks, including one bike that

-tiained indoors in the Loomis bike

In addition, items valued at over

^,;efe taken from two different Bemis

on Thursday of the first week of

slick operator talked the members

5 Beta Theta Pi fraternity into letting

,gl(e their antique table to be "re-

After the Betas had obligingly

^ him load the table into a waiting

I

the table was never seen again.

,er, an alert Frank Dale, house pres-

had the good sense to remember

Isnse number of the U-Haul. leaving

lor the eventual return of the price-

ifitique.

iigans commented on the rash' of rob-

allowing that many incidents in

short period of time "was pretty

jfi
comparison to average figures for

campus. She stressed the need

ontinued awareness of the problem.

National figures show that April is tradi-

tionally a bad month (or crime, and figures
for sexual assault are always highest in

April for Colorado.

With spring also comes the onslaught of

solicitors- One off-campus girl reported a
"magazine salesman" who showed a keen
interest in the all-female dorms at CC. The
student thought to call Bemis Desk and
give a description to the person on duty.

Another problem associated with the
spring weather is the migration of the stu-

dent body outdoors, leaving doors and
windows open and unlocked. Dwigans
feels that general student awareness of
the problems is the key to effective sec-
urity. In accordance with those needs, CC
is sponsoring and hosting a Security
"swap shop" to be held today in Rastall

Center, This state-wide conference will in-

clude speakers and security people from
colleges all over the state. The letter sent
to participants calls for " ... a high energy
swap session, with no apologies for hard
work and mutual learning."

On the whole, Donna Dwigans seems to

be satisfied with the direction student

awareness of crime is taking at CC, While

students are often offended initially by the

extreme measures empioyed here, Dwi-

gans feels that, "... as you get familiar

with the system it becomes sensible."

Cutler Positions
Two at-latge positions are open on

the Cutler Board, ttie body wtiicti over-
sees all ol ttie student-run campus pub-
lications. Ttiose interested in running
stiould submit tlieir name, address and
phone number with a statement o( can-
didacy by April 25 at noon.

Election #3
With the resignation of acting CCCA

Vice President Roger Gurrenlz and the

later resignation ot new VP Jim Galel,

candidates are needed for the vacant

CCCA position. The deadline lor appli-

cations IS April 25 at noon, with elec-

tions to be held on May 3. The applica-

tions for VP candidacy may be picked
up at Rastall Desk

Donna Dwigans, Director of Security
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Arguments For Transfer Amendment Presented
By Andrew Wolfson

Betty Bono, of the Campaign for a

xralic Foreign Policy, spoke on the sub-

file Transfer Amendment" in Colorado

ge's Packard Hall Tuesday night. Bono
le Packard audience that due to recent

jl reforms. Congress can now-transfer

irectly from the Pentagon budget into

ificjobs and human needs programs.

The Transfer Amendment, sponsored by
Rep. Parren Mitchell (D-MD.), calls for a
$15.4 billion reduction in defense spending
and an increase in spending for social and
human needs by the same amount.

Bono, a Chicago-based community or-

ganizer for the Campaign for the Transfer

Amendment, spoke of her own background
as an anti-war activist. She told how the

)C Buys Meadow Gold Building

1 by Peler Bansen

^eniiy bought the building on the corner
f;on and Cache la Poudre.

orado College has purchased the old

^ Creamery building located across
ils campus at the corner of Tejon and
" la Poudre Street. The structure was
''ecf from the family heirs of the pioneer
""

'amily for an undisclosed price,

i few months ago, the building which
ximately 1 00' x 1 04' housed the local

fons of the Meadow Gold Daihes. It

'''^ retail shop spaces facing on Cache
"tlfe Street.

sident Lloyd Worner said tne college

'0 take down part of the building to

needed parking space, but expects
^leto retain the shops,
^tiuilding first appears in the listings of

,^'0 city directory as the Mowry Cream-
^oiripany under the presidency of Alvah
'"ry Mowry later sold the plant to Beat-
''ods, parent company to fvleadow Gold

"-'Company was listed during the 1 930s
f^eadow Gold Butter. Mowry Cream-

^It was during this time that the com-
•^ught out the old Davidson Dairy and

moved those downtown operations into the

Cache la Poudre location. The grand open-

ing ceremonies, much publicized in local

newspapers, included the appearance of

GeneAutry.

Through the succeeding years, the plant

became a distributing center for dairy prod-

ucts rather than a manufacturer, with goods

processed in Denver and Greeley and

trucked to Colorado Springs.

J, Juan Raid, College archivist, recalls the

days prior to World War II when the creamery

location included a senes of shops that pro-

vided cafe, grocery, barber and shoe sales

and repair services. "The creamery was a

popular place with area residents and cam-

pus students as a gathering spot for those

interested in purchasing ice cream cones

and other dairy products. Virtually everything

one needed was available in the shopping

area,"

The ice cream parlour was closed in 1960

and the building continued to function as a

processing plant until 1963, according to

Dean Myers, general manager of Meadow
Gold Dairies and an employee of the com-

pany since 1 954. It was then run as a distnbu-

tion center until November, 1974, when the

offices were moved to their present location

at 4820 Forge Rod.

movement to end the war in Vietnam had
attracted a wide variety of interest groups,
and how the Transfer Amendment campaign
might fill an organizing void left by the end of

the war.

Bono admitted that the Transfer Amend-
ment is difficult to organize around because
people are generally unfamiliar with it, "But

there is a possibility for a very broad Transfer

Amendment Coalition," she added.
Everyone interested in increasing spending
for domestic, social programs, along with

those concerned with cutting U.S. ties with

military dictatorships, Bono emphasized, is a

potential supporter of the Transfer Amend-
ment.

Bono told the Packard audience that the

Campaign for a Democratic Foreign Policy,

the parent organization of the Transfer
movement, grew out of the Indochina Peace
Committee. The Peace Committee was or-

ganized early in this decade by Tom Hayden
for the purpose of halting all Congressional

aid to the Thieu regime in Vietnam

Ms. Bono estimated that the Transfer

Amendment movement is alive in lifty to

seventy-five cities, including Colorado
Springs. Bono's speech here was sponsored

by the Students tor the Transfer Amendment
and the New Age Coalition,

The House ot Representatives will vote on
the Transfer Amendment the week of April

25, Ms. Bono predicted Ihal the Amendment
will lose on the floor of the House next week,
She explained that not much could be ex-

pected in this, the first year of 'Transfer' or-

ganizing, but that in the future the results

might be different.

Representative Mitchell, the sponsor of the

Amendment, is also pessimistic about the

chances of the bill's success this year. He
told a recent press conference, however, that

he was convinced, and remained convinced

"that once the people begin lo move on the

Transfer Amendment, the House will follow,

"

Cordova and Birchard

Watson Scholars
By Andrew McGown

Two Colorado College seniors are among
the seventy nationwide recipients of this

year's Thomas J. Watson fellowships, Wil-

liam H. Birchard and Patrick L. Cordova were

chosen from 977 applicants from fifty col-

leges and universities.

The scholarships, which finance a year of

independent study abroad, are granted to

recent college graduates who have a com-
mitment to an esoteric field of study; one
which needs first-hand foreign research. The
research must not be ol a sthctly academic

nature; strict library research is not undenwrit-

ten by the fellowships. Candidates lor the

fellowships are selected according to the

criteria ol clarity and originality of the pro-

posal they submit, and by the relation of Ihe

proposal to the applicant's expehence and

abilities.

The Watson Fellowships provide $7000

grants to single recipients, and $9500 to mar-

ried recipients. The Foundation was estab-

lished in 1961 by the widow of Thomas J,

Watson, the founder of International Busi-

ness Machines Corporation (IBM). Since the

Watson Felowshtp program began in 1968,

610 fellowships have been awarded,

amounting lo $4,295,500. The program is the

only one of its kind in that it provides for

independent travel and study abroad with a

relaxed academic structure for national

Patrick Cordova, Watson scholar,

study Spanish folk music.
Pholo t)y Pelef E

scholarship recipients.

Birchard, who graduated this past Decem-
ber, will study recreational land use and

management in France, Germany, Italy, Au-

stria, and Switzerland.

Cordova plans to study Spanish folk music

and flamenco while in Spain, He is especially

interested in studying the Mozarbic rite, a

collection of chants originating in Spam
under the influence of the Moors and ol

monks Irom parts of Western Europe north ol

Spain, According to Cordova, these chants

"were used in Spam and are still used in

Toledo (an historic Spanish city)," The

manuscripts ol the chants are located in

monasteries and in the National Library in

Madrid. Cordova descnbed the chants as "a

highly ornamented, microlonal sort of sing-

ing," which "have a mostly indecipherable

notation."

Cordova is also interested in seeing which

of the traditions rooted in Spanish Catholi-

cism have been retained in the Southwest,

and which have been lost to our culture. Cor-

dova will attempt to integrate his tnp through

studying stringed musical instruments in

Spanish museums. Cordova finally noted

that the instruments have their ongins in Af-

rica and other parts of Europe.

The CC liason for the Watson Foundation

this year is Professor John Riker.
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Freak Accident
H was mce of a freak accident th.jn

anything else. We were stunned," slated

Claude Cowan, refernrg to the recent bus
accident in (rent of El Pomar.

Minutes after students attending tfie En-

ergy Symposium Solar Energy Tour hiad

debarked from tfie Colorado College \'IP

bus. thie vefiicle suffered major mecfiani:al

problems resulting in tfie destruction of he

bus. The VIP bus was used for all CC cl;iss

tieldtrips.

According to Cowarl, the rear axile and

dual wheels separated from the body of

the bus The wheels continued downhill on

Cache la Poudre street in a "crazily wobbl-

ing fashion" eventually hitting a parked

Toyota. The body ot the bus hit a van

parked in front of El Pomar while coming

to a stop. No students were aboard the

bus at the time of the accident.

Coward, the Assistant Director of the

Physical Plant and the Safety Director on

Campus stated, "We're unable to explain

what happened. Our Investigation indicated

that either a shackle came loose or that

there was a transmission freeze which
caused the crankshaft to fail."

Professor Val Viers was driving the

vehicle when the accident occured. Ac-

cording to Coward, Viers heard bumping in

the rear of the bus as the body hit the

street. "We felt that Professor Viers did a
remarkable job of controlling the bus and
minimizing damage," Cowart stated.

The bus was checked before every field

trip. The rear end was checked within 30
days before the accident occurred, Cowart
reported. The bus had been driven 54,174
miles. No decision on whether the bus will be
replaced has been made.

Cowart described the accident by saying

that "the big dual wheels at the rear of the

bus began to twist sideways. When they

twisted to the side the drive shaft broke in

two near the rear mechanism, and tipped

down digging into the pavement."

Biology Semester

La Juan Jecker, a junior biology major at

CC has been selected as a student par-

ticipant for the 1977 Great Lakes Colleges
Association (GLCA) Oak Ridge Science
Semester Program.

The Oak Ridge Science Semester is

sponsored by the GLCA and the Division

of Nuclear Education and Training of the

U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration. The program operates at

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Ten-

nessee, and includes direct involvement in

the research activities of the laboratory as
well as a course in nuclear instrumentation

and methodology.

Twenty-seven students will be participat-

ing in the 1977 program during the fall.

Poetry Contest
Students at Colorado College are invited

to submit to the annual Evelyn Bridges
Poetry Contest. A cash award of thirty dol-

lars will be awarded to first place, fifteen

dollars to second place, and ten dollars for

third place.

Students submitting poetry should follow

these rules:

1. Poems may be of any form, versifica-

tion (including free verse), genre (lyric,

dramatic, narrative, etc.), and topic.

2. You may submit as many poems as

you wish as long as the total number of

lines does not exceed five hundred.

The awards will be made on the basis

of the quality of all the poetry which
each person submits,

3. The deadline for submitting poems is

Tuesday. May 1 0, 9:00 am.

4. Sign your poems with a pseudonym
and put them in a sealed envelope. At-

tach a second sealed envelope with the

pseudonym written on the outside of

the envelope and a slip of paper with

your real name enclosed, along with

your address and phone number.

5. Submit your poems to Professor
Armstrong English Department, whose
office is Armstrong 253- You may slip

the envelopes under the office door if

he is not in.

6. Three members of the English Depart-

ment will judge the poems. The winners
will be announced at the Honors Con-
vocation.

7. If you have any questions, talk with Pro-

fessor Armstrong (ext. 232).

The Day at CC
At Colorado State University, the celebra-

tion of Spring is called "College Daze," at

DU, they call it "fvlountain fvladness," and (or

The Colorado Colleges first such celebra-

tion, it will be appropriately called "The Day."

On Saturday, fvlay 7, CC's Sigma Chi

Fraternity will be sponsoring an all afternoon
- all night beer bash as pari of a fund raising

activity for their national charity. The charity,

which is located in Broomfield, Colorado,

helps rehabilitate partially handicapped chil-

dren.

The event will begin at 3:00 pm and will

continue through the night. The fraternity is in

the process of obtaining a special liquor per-

mit from the City and the State which will

enable them to charge for the 3.2 beer.

Though a price has not yet been set. admis-
sion will be "between $1 and $2" according to

a fraternity spokesman.

In addition to the beer and expected good
weather, there will be a live band playing

dance music from 9 to 1:00 am. During the

afternoon, there will be volleyball, frisbee,

taped music, and croquet to supplement the

beer. The fraternity expects to go through 30
kegs during the course of "The Day."
Admission will be limited to CC students,

faculty, administrators, and their friends.

Danforth Fellows
Two graduates of CC have been named

1977 Danforth Graduate Fellows. The re-

cipients are Pauline Turner Strong, a 1975
graduate magna cum laude of the College,

anthropology; and Steven Alan Jenkins, a

1967 graduate magna cum laude who is

currently doing graduate work in philos-

ophy at Vanderbilt University.

The Danforth Foundation has been offer-

ing the Danforth fellowship for college

teaching since 1952. Recipients are

selected through recommendation from

their undergraduate colleges and univer-

sities. A total of 103 fellows were an-

nounced.

Lunchtime Concert
The second of the series of lunchtime con-

certs will be held Wednesday. April 20, with

Stephen Scott, assistant professor of music,

directing a program of modern music. He will

be aided by several members of the Col-

orado College Department of fvlusic.

The third program, Wednesday, IVlay 4, will

feature the Collegium fvlusicum, a r,

sance music group directed by u

Grace, assistant professor of mu;
number of authentic and unusual musJ jr,
struments of the Renaissance peJ ..dc

utilized by the performers,
^i

All concerts will follow the same
torrrt M

time schedule. The Shove Chapel lun,

concert series has been modeled altJcui
English practice of holding similar

ev^^ ien
the cathedrals and parish churches

oi

'
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Rotten at CC
duf

ishi

ntly

)lan

lent

den

"Something is rotten in the state

nmark," spoke fvlarcellus in Shakesfj

Hamlet. Is something rotten at CC?v^p
exactly, but for the organizers of Cc
Quality of Life Symposia, it is time

(otti

community to begin talking about
v/; jst

improve the college before things
be

rot. rds

"Can the Quality of Life at CC s den

proved?" is the question that the syn toll

will attempt to answer on Thursday,
M:

Tutt Library's Atrium. The event is

together by the college's honor society

Key. According to Symposia chairna ton

Hartwell, "We want to get the enlireo

community to think about ways of imp gtioi

this college in all aspects."

The symposia will be organized ala

lines of a panel discussion with an inj

period afterwards. Six members ol
ll-i

lege's community will be on the parii

cording to Hartwell, Blue Key has atte'

to represent the entire community in.

ing the six panelists. There will be two

bers from each of the college's three

tion areas: the student body, adminisij

and faculty.

Following a discussion amoii

panelists, the question will be opened

audience. In this way, Blue Key ho|

stimulate discussion in areas that the

might not have covered. "We have
topic general," Hartwell said, "Becau

feel there is a lot to be talked abo

course, Blue Key doesn't expect tfial

problems of the college will be disa

much less solved. But we do hopelh

symposia will stimulate future discuss "^S^

a more informal basis."

The event will begin at 7:30 pm in

rium, and will be followed by an inlom ''Sff

together in Tutt's Garden or Semis Lou

9:30or10:00.
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IvvP students On Probation
Xc-wsg=

Pot Policy Enforced
fDefenseDilemmaPointstoDecav]

By Janet Odiaug

legalions unfolded recently regarding

ijccasional discovery" ot a number of

iicious-looking plants lurking in first

windows in dorms around campus-

,uqh April sends unusual sparks to

iant criminal activity, the cultivation of

giprit is not an unusual one. "The

)fn is confronted on a fairly on-going
" Dean Taylor affirmed.

, alleged offenses were not predi-

jupon tfieft or vandalism, but upon the

gardening of marijuana plants left to

jsh in their pots over Spring break. Ap-
the size as well as the location of

ila'nts drew the attention of security

is who making outside checks on a

if of windows.

le accused gardener regretfully admit-

... the plants were only a couple of

stall before I left, but had grown al-

a foot over vacation ..." Security

fds contacted Brenda Rau, Head
dent of Mathias, who turned the report

10 the Deans. Although "strong suspi-

warranted investigation into four re-

cases, only one case was proven.

cording to this student, a Dean im-

lented a seven-month disciplinary

alion period in response to the deter-

violation. The other three inci-

eswere dismissed after the evidence

denied. Dean Taylor emphasized his

lintstrative obligation to take action" In

enforcing the school policies defined by
state laws. The Colorado statues on
marijuana advocate disciplinary reaction to
the growth, as well as to the possession,
consumption or sale of the drug. It state?
"No person knowingly shall cultivate, grow,
produce, process, or manufacture, or
knowingly allow to be cultivated, grown,
produced, possessed or manufactured, on
land owned, occupied or controlled by him
or any cannabis or cannabis pur-
suant ..."

"Students should realize that the Col-
lege has every intention to take action,"

warned Dean Taylor, if such encroach-
ments on policy are apprehended Re-
course to these violations may take one of

two forms. The Student Conduct Commit-
tee may take the issue directly into its

hands, in which case the Committee would
determine the appropnate penalty, if any.
In appearing before the Committee stu-

dents are able to appeal their charges. The
second type of recourse follows an agree-
ment reached solely by the two parties (the

student and the administration) involved.

An administrative member will levy the ap-
propriate punishment after meeting indi-

vidually with the student.

In either case, Dean Taylor professes
the existence of "a mutual trust between
the Deans and the Student Conduct Com-
mittee." And In all cases, such incidences
should promote an awareness of the cur-

rent enforcement, if not an awareness of

the consequences of such policy vio-

lations.

Galef Resigns; Committee
Members Selected

ByGailBradney
Events of the April 20 CCCA meeting,
alef read his official resignation from

position of Financial Vice President.
Idem Neil fylorgenstern recommended
ince Galef will be absent first block of

semester in order to work on his

Df Thesis. It is Morgenstern's belief

frst block is too crucial a time in terms
idget decisions for the Financial V.P.
absent.

election to fill the vacancy caused by
fs resignation will be held on May 3rd.

Committee on Committees, after a
ission closed to non-Council mem-
appointed students for three Stu-
Faculty Committees. They are:

'ph Jimenez and Dan Guglielmo for

ilinonty Education Committee; David
er. Ouane Cromwell, Chuck Donley,
Peler Feder for Campus Design;
Poole, Steve Robson. and Rachel
lor Venture Grant Fund Grants

iitiee

Council passed a motion to grant
ifi Conway, in conjunction with the
iens Commission, $212.00 in order
to attend a convention in fvlinnesota

ng with American Women in Radio
Television.

Gamache and Susie Emblad were al-

located $300.00 from CCCA funds and
reallocated $100.00 from Women's Com-
mission funds to research the issue of

Women in-Non-Traditional Employment In

Climax, Colorado, a project for ninth block.

- The Council Approved a $265.00 alloca-

tion for the activities and adminisitrative

costs of the New Age Coalition.

- Mecha received a $235.00 reallocation

from their budget to be used towards bring-

ing a Chicano speaker, Jose Gutierrez, to

Colorado College on fulay 6,

- The Women's Commission requested $30-

.00 of reallocated monies to support an
open forum on Gynecological Care to be
held in fvlathias on fvlay 4. The motion car-

ried.

The CCCA granted $30.00 to Chavarim to

cover a cost overflow caused by an unex-

pected abundance of people at the organi-

zation's recent Passover Seder dinner,

- To cover the cost of transporting children to

and from the campus twice a week, the

Council approved a proposal to grant Vol-

unteer Action $60.00 for the remainder of

this year,

- Council members were asked to consider

an outstanding senior for the annual CCCA
senior award to be chosen at the next

meeting on May 4.

By

Eric M. Weaver

The debate over defense spending and
arms limitations has been escalating in re-

cent weeks. Each side can cite so many facts

and figures that it is difficult to decipher the
truth. The basic issues involved go beyond
the questions of missile gaps and lank divi-

sions, however. What is involved is a choice
between an ever increasing defense budget
and a decent standard of living for both the
Russian and American people, The defense
budget is consuming an ever greater share of

the national budget while each year millions

of people are added to the official poverty
roles in the U.S.

The major official stumbling block in the
arms limitations negotiations is the question
ot whether or not the Soviets are bargaining
in good faith. In spite of the fact that the U.S.
has not been invaded since 1812, Amencan
foreign policy is based strongly on paranoia.
The Russophobes constantly sight Russian
intervention in Eastern Europe as an exam-
ple of the Russian dnve to conquer the world.
But, that IS only half of the story.

The Russians invaded their client states of

Germany, Hungary, and Poland in the 1 950's
and Czecoslovakia in 1968 in order to main-
tain their sphere ot influence. During the

same period the U.S. invaded Guatemala in

1 953, Lebanon in 1 958, Cuba in 1 961 , Santo
Domingo in 1965, and Viet Nam 1965-73 in

order to protect its sphere of influence. The
Soviets have an equally strong reason to

doubt our good faith.

The expanding Soviet and American mili-

tary might has come at a cost. There are

severe shortages of many consumer goods
and services, from housing and meat to au-

tomobiles, in the Soviet Union, In the U.S. the

pressure is felt in the detenoration of the

inner cities, education, and transportation

systems. A move lo relieve military demands
on resources would mean a perceivable in-

crease in the standard of living in both coun-
tries.

From an economic viewpoint it is often ar-

gued that defense spending is necessary in

order to create jobs. The production of mili-

tary goods does create |obs but it wastes
resources and labor on goods which can only
sit in arsenals or be destroyed in training or
wars. Why not put the same people to work in

labor intensive pro|ects to build schools,
parks and restore cities'? The same money
would, as in the case of military purchases,
not be used in creating further production but
the goods produced would benefit all of soci-
ety rather than be wasted.

Apart from the relief on the economies o(

the two nations there is the reality of the
threat of nuclear annihilation. Garry Wills

likened the current stand-off between the

Soviets and the U S to two men pointing

guns at each other's children (populations)

and distrusting each other's motives. Each
man is arguing himself blue in the face trying

to convince the other to put down his gun.

The dilema is that sooner or later one or the
other will get drowsy and shool by accident or
he will grow fearful of falling asleep and shoot
first as a "protective reaction."

The meaning of Ihe parable is clear. The
only way to initiate the disarmament process
IS through a unilateral act ot good faith. One
man must symbolically lower his pistol, Mr.

Carter has been making a lot of the "new
morality" in American foreign policy. What
better way to prove his committment to a
better world than to make an unilateral arms
reduction.

For example, our "cruise missile" is five
years ahead of its Soviet counterpart. If vi/e

were to halt development of this obvious ad-
vantage over the Soviets it would be a clear
indication ot our inlentions If the Soviets re-
spond with a similar reduction we can pro-
ceed lo dismantle our arsenals step by step.

Military expenditures are strangling the
Soviet and U,S. economies and it is the citi-

zens who suffer. The continuous build-up of

weapons is a threat to world peace The be-
nefits of a mutual reduction in arms are obvi-

ous. We have, up until now, waited on the
Russians to initiate the disarmament proc-

ess. But, since Ihe U.S. has always prided
itself on the good example we set for the

world, we should take a leadership role in

disarmament. We can lake a risk and derive

a huge benefit or we can stubbornly cling to

the past as our economy, our cities and our
way of life decay around us.
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Complaints Women Respond
Note: This letter is a response to Anthony
Wall's letter regarding Flo Kennedy in the

April 7 Catalyst.

Dear Editor.

We appreciated your articulate critique of

Flo Kennedy's iaik March 14, We won't go
into your specific observations about Ken-

nedy except to say that the intense pain she

was suffering that night from back trouble

didn't help her coherence.

More importantly, your letter showed that

you missed the entire point of our bringing Flo

to campus. Our purpose in having her speak

was not to have her represent our ideas to the

CC community, as you seem to have be-

lieved, but rather to stimulate much-needed
discussion among CC students, faculty, and
staff, '/our letter proved we were successful

in that. Thank you.

Sincerely,

The CC Women's Commission

World Hunger
To The Editor:

Dom Helder Camara, the Archbishop of

Recife-Olinda, Brazil, in a cry of warning
addressed to Americans, has said, "Before

the absurd and unjustifiable reality of two-

thirds of humanity-living in sub-human
condition, you are forced to recognize that

the problem of problems is not the confron-

tation behveen East and West but The in-

equality between the northern and southern

hemispheres.

'

It was in the light of a perspective in

agreement with Camara's that we as
Campus Ambassadors organized the one
day fast last week as a reminder of the

ever growing disparity between the world's

wealthy and the world's poor". We wish to

thank all of the 500 students who participated

in donating their money to combined self-

help and emergency relief profects in poor

Asian countries.

I would like to relate something of the

purpose we had in mind for the fast. There
are two attitudes that could arise from

such a project that we would like to avoid.

First there is the danger that we will have
undertaken the fast to console our con-
sciences and convince ourselves that we
have felt what it is like to be hungry and
have contributed our part to the suffering

people ofthe world.

Even if we could possibly approximate
the physical effects of going hungry and
being malnourished and diseased for our

entire lives, we could not experience the
psychological distress of knowing no hope
for change. The despair of realizing that

you will struggle and suffer through your
entire existence and possibly starve to

death is completely alien to us. We hope
that the fast and our miniscule contribution
will be seen as merely a token of what we can
and perhaps should do.

The purpose of the fast was chiefly to

Visiting Poet

Reid Breaks Stereotype

To the Editor

In the past, it has been my policy as COCA
president not to respond to articles in the

Catalyst. This was done for two reasons

first. It would be a full-time job to correct the

Catalyst, and secondly, as would-be Wood-
wards and Bernsleins your staff is learning

their trade and shouldn't be |udged too

harshly. However, during the past few is-

sues, inaccuracies about the CCCA have

become the rule instead of the exception and

so that my silence should not be mis-

construed as passive agreement, I will allow

myself a one-time policy violation.

First, I would like to respond to the unau-

thored opinion of fvlarch 18, 1977 and more

specifically limit myself to the irresponsible

charges leveled against the CCCA, 1 would

like to correct a major factual error: student

representatives on studenlfaculty commit-

tees (positions which are well-publicized and

open to the entire student body) ARE repre-

sentatives of the student body and are re-

sponsible to the student body. I would agree

that in the past communications between the

students and their representatives on the

committees has waned and currently the

CCCA IS working to correct this situation.

However, at this point the opinion trans-

cends the level of reasonable criticism and
enters the realm of absurdity. The author

states; "The notion that the students on the

student faculty committees can report to the

CCCA is farcical: the CCCA is inherently in-

capable of publicizing student concerns.

"

. . ."Even when the CCCA knows what is

going on . , the information is first "lost" to

the public in the cumbersome CCCA network

of red tape, and then finally regurgitated in

the form of the usual unintelligible CCCA
propaganda." The irrationality of these
statements are self-evident and ironically

imply the Catalyst's own incompetence.

Finally I am confused by the authorship of

this article. Originally titled an opinion, later

referred to as a commentary and finally as an
editorial. An opinion or commentary implies

the belief of one person. An editorial expres-

ses the opinion of the editors or publishers. I

can understand, after writing this article, why
an individual or group would be embarrassed
to accept responsibility for it. but I would hope
the Catalyst would give credit where credit is

due.

Unfortunately, this type of creative writing

extends to the Catalyst's news coverage of

the CCCA. Gail Bradney reported the CCCA
council meeting of April 6, 1977, at which
time the Financial Vice President, Rodger
Gurrentz, submitted his resignation.

As termed by Gail, "Bruce Barnett, in con-
junction with President Neil fvlorgenstern,

fabricated a complex and rather unclear sys-

tem to deal with the replacement ..."
I sub-

mit that the unclarity was in the mind of Gail,

not in the procedure. It is the responsibility of

the reporter to ascertain the facts — not to

editorialize — even if this means spending
some time after the meeting to clarify the cultivate aninterestand'awa're^ness'as well
facsinherrriind.lapplaudGails letter to the as ,o stimulate discussion concerning our
editor in the last issue of the paper in which responsibility as human beings to our fel- a positive standpoint.
she corrected herself and apologized for the i^^ humans. We hope it will not be an end Campus Ambassadors is a student fel-

^"?L' . . *,u ^^^/-.A u , 5° ^^^^ as a starting point for sincere lowship devoted to living and proclaiming
The activities of the CCCA have a signifi- questioning. Christians have a biblical the gospel of Jesus Christ to the CC cam-

cant impact upon the students of Colorado mandate well expressed in I John 317 pus and the Colorado Springs community,

^fl^^fo ^^^L
'"^ ^^^^ ^^^ allocated -But whoever has the world's goods and We believe that the love of God made

$54,000 proposed a new co-ed housing op- beholds his brother fr, need and closes his manifest through his belivers is the es-
lon to the administration, revised the heart against him. how does the love of sence of that gospel and that that love is
faculty-course handbook and instituted a Qod abide In him?" Every individual ought acted out in the present world, not merely
new centralized escort system. Yet to a large

,o search her or his conscience concerning verbalized. Unfortunately human problems
extent the students have remained unin- the responsibilities of membership in the are infinitely more complex than mathemat-
formed or misinformed by the Catalyst, human race. ical problems which, given the proper for-

The second tendency we wish to avoid mula, can be solved. We have no answers to

in confronting the world problem is a feel- the hunger problem but are willing to join with

g of helplessness, hopelessness, and anyone who wishes to work on it. Thanks

By Terry Orme
Twentieth century poets are often thought

of as alienated, embittered critics of the soci-
ety they !ive in. and of life in general. After
meeting Alastair Reid, and after reading his

poetry, one sees this notion for what it is - a
stereotype. Reid is not an aloof and critical

observer of the world we live in, rather, he is

an involved and enthusiastic participant in it.

Reid places much importance on feeling,

on sensations. In A Lesson In Music the
narrator tells his pupil not to think about the
tune, buttc feel it.

Play the tune again: and this time.

when it ends, do not ask me what I

think. Feel what is happening
strangely in the room as the sound
glooms over you, me. everything.

The poem itself plays upon the reader's

senses Reid uses alliteration, assonance,
and rhyme which allow us to feel the poem.

Reid's tnemes are diverse. Some are light

and comical, others somber and serious. In

1 973 Reid mourns the toll of artists which that

year took.

You claimed the long-lived ones, Cas-
als. Picasso: Neruda and Chile both. '

in one rank breath. You gorged your.'

self on armies, tribes and children.

He gives 1973 the epitet of "bitch year,

burier, bearer of famous dark." Again the

form of the poem lends to the poem's mean-
ing. Reid uses rhyming words such as "lean"

and "mean" to describe the year. Lines full of

hard alliteration pervade the poem.

Gray ghoulish months of crows and cruel

weather. The poem is a series of terse and

angry statements about a death filled year.

Reid deals with a lighter theme in The
O-Flller. This poem is about a "little, rumpled
nobody of a man" who^gits in the library and
meticulously fills in the o's on the pages of

books. As the narrator observes the little

man, he is forced to ask himself:

And why. at the end of things should

O's not be closed as eyes are'i' I en-

vied him. for in my place across the

table from him. had I accomplished
anything as firm as he had, or as fruit-

fuP

The narrator then contemplates" what the

man's reaction will be when he someday
comes across this poem {which contains

"oodles of o's") in a book.

. . . when he comes to this page, a

proper py may amaze his wizened
face and. O, a pure pleasure make his

meticulous pencil quiver.

The poet cannot feel too offended by the

Alastair Reid read his poems Thui

Beamis.
Photo by PsJ

defacement of his poem, for at least

son (the 0-Filler) will enjoy it.

Reid's poetry extols the virtue of k(

oneself open to experience

watching. Reid seems to say that ai

possible, if you allow it to be. One gro\

matures by keeping both eyes
open.

The point IS seeing - the grace
beyond recognition, the ways
ofthe bird rising, unnamed, unhnow
beyond the range of language, tx

yond its noun.

Eyes open on growing, flying, happei

ing.

and go on opening. Manifold, tt)

world

dawns on unrecognizing. realizin

eyes.

Amazement is the thing.

Not love, but the astonishment ol!&

ing.

Growing, Flying, Happenii

The bird in the poem Is more than a n

more than a word. The bird in flight iss

thing for us to experience, something for

feel,

Alastair Reid's poetry is the poeti^

man who does not relentlessly seek ui

standing, but seeks experience. Words

concepts ride back seat to feelings and

sations. To see and feel is to grow and tly

again to everyone who participated in the

hunger fast last week.
Sincerely,

Rick Goebel

There is only room for improvement.

Sincerely.

Neil Morgenstern

CCCA President
de''spair.'The"re'"is^r^i need to quote the

Since the communication between *^*^'^ ^"^ figures which have illustrated for

representatives and committees has in-
f^iost of us the gravity of the situation.

deed "waned" ttie Catalyst is pleased to ^® ''^® '" ^ country in which the gov-
tiear you are working to correct the situa- ^''"'^ent spends over half of its income on

i-i •

tion. There is only room for improvement. "Machinery and systems designed for the HUmSn RlQutS
The Catalyst feels that the criticisms of the destruction of human life. But despairing ^
CCCA presented in the March 14 EDITO- ^'" "o* encourage the positive action and Dear Readers

fi"*^f,^f*"',r^l'^
S"t P^'-haps the P^tS^hn^fo^th^rr^if'f' . . . OnApril12,'theColoradoCollegecommu-

would-be" polrticians would-be Nixons ^^^ hope the fast will have reminded us nj,y ^^as fortunate enouoh to hear lohn
and Fords?) are still learning their trade «* ^^e need to re-think our priorities and Rothmannradd^rss on Soviet Jew% This
andshouldnotbejudgedtooharshly. --^nf the decadent affluence in which letterTs^ot onfyt^se

^

In all fairness to the Council, the CCCA ^^ "^e. We must realize when Jesus FOR THOSE WHO DID NOT AND FORdoes have an impact upon CC and gener- speaks of the rich man in the bible he is JEWS AND NGN JEWS ALIKE
'

ally the CCCA has done an adequate job. speaking to us. An American standard for Rothmann aave manv examoles of the in
The Catalyst has in fact accurately 'he norm is not a fair judgement. The

"°^"^3"" g^^e many examples of the in

covered the coed housing proposal, the possibility of living simpler lifestyles and
faculty-course handbook, and the escort mating sensibly in light of the world situa-

system, projects for which the CCCA is to ''°" should be explored by every indi-

be commended. However, there has been ^'^ual. Also living in more co-operation and
no sign of improvement in the committee sharing relationships with others could
problem where improvement is admit- ^^^^ '^is much easier and more fun. We
tedly needed. think there is much that can be done from
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humane conduct of the Soviet government
toward Russian Jews, but the one that stands
out as most universal is the case of Amner
Zavurov, a Soviet Jew. Zavurov applied for

an exit visa and after 1 Vi years of hassle and
waiting, was granted exit from his country.

It is a fact that all Russians must have on
them at all times an internal identity card

which states: name, address, nationality

a few other pieces of information. After

tionality:" for most Russians, is written

word "Russian," but for all born into

Jewish faith, is printed "Jew."

When one accepts the exit visa, one

hand over one's identity card whicfi Zav

did to comply with Soviet law, Immedi

Zavurov was arrested for not carrying

identity card and soon aftenwards was pi

trial and denied the rightto a defense cou

which is guaranteed by Soviet law. The

took less than one hour and Zavurov

sentenced to three years of hard laW

Siberia. The sentence was appealed ifl

highest Soviet supreme court by fa'

fhends, and 36 members of the United SI

Senate. However the appeal was denied

the sentence executed in January.19^^'

The example has been set for all Af

cans by the 36 members of the Senate, f

ident Carter has taken a stand in fa"'

human rights as well. We must suppodf

people in this noble pursuit and alsof^

our opinions known to the Soviet ani

sador in Washington, Make this world

"

better; please write these people so Ifi^

help prevent the very probable R^i^

holocaust.

Write to important government offi

endorsing human rights in the Soviet'

and to the Soviet ambassador:
Anatoly Dobynin
11 25 16th Street

Northeast Washington, D.C. 20036

Sincerely.

Wendy E'se'^'

r



excitement in Packard
Ai*ts=B

Consenting Adults Is Professional
By Lisa Bryant

inieresting costumes, candy, prizes, and a

fje film characterized the opening fes-

^ies of the infamous "Mutual Consenting

ifliilts"
art show at Packard Hall. The show

A major display at the Mutual Consenting

Adults Exhibit.

Room Draw Held |

By Mary Tickle

Room draw proceedings took place as
usual fhis week, with approximately 60-70%

I (he students following the standard proce-

dure of drawing numbers and selecting

rooms, placing themselves on the grievance

lisl, or both. Bill Flanagan observed that this

year's draw followed slightly different trends

as many sophomore women did not attend,

and as a result, there were rooms left over
which those students with relatively high

lumbers were allowed to select. He also

noted that "there are a lot of people on the

gtievance list."

Thgre are spaces for approximately 1200
students; upperclassmen will be housed first,

and as is customary, a certain number of

Cont.onPage?

consists of the combined works of CC stu-

dents tvlaile Gray. Kat Johnson, and Bill

Scott. The show will remain in Packard

through next week.

The show is well worth seeing and boar-

ders on being professional. Large, colorful

canvases give the show unity, something

rarely achieved even in one man shows at

CC.

Three large posters of the nude artists

greet the eye upon entering the gallery.

Bright paintings depicting the alphabet,

stylistic self-portraits, and a Woolworth's
three-dimensional interpretation of the Last

Supper draw one into the core of the exhibit.

The three artist's styles are complementary
although distinguishable.

Mailie Gray uses graphic design with bold

geometric patterns and letters. Kat Johnson
has a unique style of writing witty explana-

tions on the corners of her paintings. She
also has an attraction (oddly enough) for

cats and birds. Bill Scott, the most realistic of

the three, paints In a simple, pleasing style

with warm colors.

Other features of the show include a life-

death box, comments on the social value of

purses and nurses, an explanation on the

origination of No Theatre, and photographs
of the construction of a multi-media van for

elementary school children.

The show merits a trip over to Packard
Hall.

Success Failure Success
Last week Ken fvlichel opened a show in

Packard Hall, entitled Success, Failure, Suc-

cess which featured a variety of creations.

Probably the most unusual pieces of art

were the dead animals enclosed in transpar-

ent plastic boxes. Unfortunately they had to

be removed frOm the show, being considered

a health hazard by the Art Department. The
department also requested Michel to remove

the barb wire surrounding his sculpture of a

headless lady in the Packard Hall courtyard

Putting these slight alterations aside, the

show offered several pieces of work ranging

from a painting of a huge tomato slice to a

sculpture of a pipe dripping with nails. Photo-

graphs were also exhibited and consisted of

several interesting nude shots. The sculpture

was the strongest part of the show with the

best piece a small, cast sculpture of a llama.

The nude woman constructed of iron rods

also possessed a graceful quality not found

in rylichel's other works.

The exhibit was an accumulation of many
years work at CC and reflected Michel's ex-

perimentation with many ideas in different

medias.

Nouu Disappearing fit The

College Barber Shop

* • * HfllR * * *
827 N. Tcjon

Shouj times M-F 9-5:30 Sot. 9-12

For reservotlons coll 633-1606

^yjtl&iyil&il&fclij^jl&jfijI&jl&jl&tlMfi^jfi^jl&j^

Fear and Loathing

With the Peace Line

ByJohnKuhlman

Now, I worked out this serious ven-
triloquist discussion about the Peace
Rally last week with the temperance
dummy. Moko.

Moko ' So of course. John some of the nuns
were saved from the nsing water according
lo how well they knew the Lord while of

course many of the others suffered eternally

in hell.

John - Gosh Moko, that's a terrible story.

Moko- Yes. John I guess that it IS.

John - And now you've got everybody
here all depressedl

Moko -
1 know that now, and I'm sorry

John - Why don't you cheer everybody up
and ask me what I thought about the
Peace Rally?

Moko - What about that Peace Rally, John?
I'll bet you were one pan faced bit of pim-
pled fervour in yourhigh school days
John - True, Moko. True. And it did bring
a nostalgic quivering around the nostrils,

old wooden seer and pal, but you know/,

Moko, it just didn't have any real zing.

Moko ' How'sthat again?
John - Zing! Come on Moko you know.
Showbiz Wowme, Extreme Entertainment
Value Experience Quotient, the belly

laugh Moko. the belly laugh!

Moko - Well gee whiz. John. I don't really

see that that's the issue here now. is it?

John - C'mon Moko, you weren't there, so
who are you kidding? I sat on that couch
for twenty minutes, until I realized that it

was probably just another gag put on by
the art majors, and then I gave it the old

channel shifting switch.

Moko --C'mon John, I bet that those people

must have pretty darn concerned lo put that

whole thing together so quickly.

John - 'You cheap twinge of german
moss! Count with me Moko it's only up to

live, one public address system, one two
foot posterboards. one crayon, one snap
regurgel969!

Moko- 1 don't think

John - You snotty little faggot, that's just

your problem. There was a war on then

and even us pre-life teenage wingheads
were going to find unelected changes in

their blood sugar from just watching the

news. And now what have we got now
here, one pound close cut lean American
sincerity, and a curious crowd that can-

not swallow fatal coincidence, that "only

time CC have Peace Rally is right after

three day seminar on the sixties" and I

Each month, you get 5 free calls to Directory Assistance,

And two numbers per call After that, each additional

call costs 20t. To avoid this, simply look up the number
yourself in your Telephone Directory, It only takes

a few seconds. So it's a very easy way to save money

@ Mountain Bell

tell you Moko. everyone could see it like

it was written on the wall A-R-T
S-T-U-D-E-N-T G-A-G, spelled out the big

joke Moko, capped with the Return of

Radio Dan over the ridge fetching the
medical supplies, the piece of resistance
Moko, the door flippeth open Doctor, and
Feeny strips, bows and retires trium-
phant, curtain, thank you, and
neeeeeeeext! I tell you, Moko, I was going
to wear my peace button but I thought
someone would try to sell me some veg-
etables.

Moko - eu( gee John, doesn't perhaps
Feeny qualify as the belly laugh'>

John - Hmmmmmmmm ... I see the point
Moko, and you know at this juncture ) got
to admit again that I only gave the wary
eye to the first twenty minutes of the
show, and then I staggered out as I found
after checking that the body itself was
not on edge of la chair.

Moko You mean it was boring

John - That seemed to be the theme.

Moko - But honestly John I found the young
man's candor relreshing

John - You tuddy kindling! You know I

made you yesterday out of a paper sack
and an old sockl I've seen more refresh-
ing hardware stores In llllnolsl At least If

he couldn't raise my Interest beyond a
slightly aroused sense of whimsy at the
anachronistic political frippery, then he
might have provided particular refresh-
ments.

Moko -
1 guess he wasn 't kidding.

John - That's the scary thing.

Moko WelL John no I think you've de-

pressed everyone now, what do you think

about thaf^

John -
I guess you're right Moko. No

one's smiling anymore. They're just spit-

ting and mewing like before.

Moko - You're right John, and don't you have

anything lor them

John - Well, its a little late In the year but

. . . well what about a bunch of fast young
men with thin smooth smiles with suits

on but all you've got in your hand is a

piece of shiny cloth from the tall of their

coats that you grabbed when they

jumped on. after running, onto a train thai

left before they arrived.

Moko - Ah, it's nectar John, and not a bit

confusing lo the senses, anything else?

John -Teapot.

Moko- Better. .

\

.- ^
r-
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Tigers Erase Last Year's Memories

cc
first baseman

Harry Mosco

looks down for

the ball, but the

Tiger's fortunes

are looking up

as CC's current

record is 6-3.

By Harry Mosco
The CC baseball team has arrived! After

dropping a pre-spring break doubleheader to

Metro State, the Tigers have reeled off six

victories in their last seven outings. Their

most recent victory came against Regis Col-

lege last Thursday. After that 8-5 victory they

dropped the second half of the doubleheader

11-2, snapping their six-game w/inning

streak. Monday's game with the University of

Southern Colorado was called after 3-1/3 in-

nings because of rain. The Tigers were in-

volved in a close struggle at that point, with

the Indians from USC holding a narrow 5-2

lead.

Leading the Tigers through this current hot

streak has been the outfield trio of John Ca-

ron, Jon LaVoie, and Tres MacCollum, Mac-

Collum has the team's hottest bat, sporting a

.480 average. Caron follows with a .438

mark, while veteran centerfielder LaVoie is

batting a "cool" .380. In addition the speedy

LaVoie is second in the nation in stolen

bases, having swiped 1 3 so fai

Although the outfield has been the bnqh,

est spot for Coach Tony Frasca, so far
]

certainly is not the only area of note, JunJ
Sfeve Dye remains a steady force in the m'
field at third base. Shortstop Terry Hoadig
has shown marked improvement since \\!

year began, while second basemen Tim Hsii

and Tom Trelz display uncanny base steal

ing abilities. First baseman Craig
"Zq\<,q'-

Zoellner has come through with clutch hitsgi

key points in almost every game.
Pitching has been adequate this yeai

though no one except Dave Hall has reaiiy

been overpowering, the chuckers have com^
through when the chips were dowi
Freshman fireman Steve Terry has been

p;

ticularly impressive, saving 2 games ai

winning one of CC's six victories. Continued

success for the Tigers will depend on allo[

these elements, and with any luck from thg

weather it could be a banner year for the

baseballers.

Busy Week Spells Success for CC Netters

Although the Air Force Cadets slipped by

the CC tennis squad by a score o( 7-2, the

team roared back over the weekend lo cap-

ture the 2nd Annual CC Invitational Team
Tournament.

In the Air Force match, David Adams beat

Kevin Hammond in a very tight match to get

CC's lone singles point. In doubles, Jerry

Brendel and Mike Maccini won a team point

by defeating Ken Barker and Gary Carlson.

Brendel also played a tough singles match

that went nght down to the wire. Several

other close matches were played, and the

team hopes lo pick up the close ones when

they play Air Force again m May. The team

has yet to beat Air Force, but each match

seems to bnng CC closer to that goal.

On Friday, Adams State College, Denver

University, and Metro State College pulled in

to play in the CC Invitational, Fnday night, CC
whipped Adams State 9-0. Adams State was
tough at the top of their lineup, but all of the

VfH'^>»>»> »> •»> :: -x- ::- :«< -a

fGodec'si
% 9 SOUTH WEBER

Tigers played Mery well. Randy Stein and

Blaine Strickland put together a good dou-

bles match after several matches marred by

inconsistency.

Metro State was the Tigers' next victim. CC
swept the match 9-0. Doubles was the real

cruncher for the team as they lost only 12

games in 6 sets. The win against Metro im-

proved the Tigers' record to 7-4, and Denver

University was the only obstacle to the team

trophy for CC.
Although DU was greatly improved since

the match in March, CC captured that match
7-2. Randy Steir beat Marc Valley in a tough

3 setter to lead the charge. Brendel and Mac-
cini led the doubles rampage by playing a

near-perfect first set and beating the DU duo
6-0, 7-5, Blaine Strickland dropped his sing-

les in a 7-6, 6-4 battle and the doubles team

of Adams and Brad Burghardt fell to a good

Continuedon Page 7

Phntn
Supply

I

CC duo Phil Ydens and Blame Strickland get set for
week's matches.

another return during one of last

Photos by Peier earw

AGFA GOSSEN NIZO
ALPA GITZO NIKON
ASCOR HASSELBLAD OLYMPUS
BEAULIEU HONEYWELL OMEGA
BELL 8 HOWELL ILFORD PATTERSON
BESELER KODAK PENTAX
eOGEN KONICA POLAROID
BOLEX LEICA SANKYO
BRAUN MAMIYA SINAR
CANON MINOLTA SUPERSCOPE
CONTAX MINOX ROLLEI
DURST MIRANDA VIVITAR

RESUME SERVICE
WE WILL PROVIDE A RESUME THAT WILL SHOW YOU'RE

ORGANIZING AND PLANNING ABILITIES.

WE OFFER CONSULTATION, PREPARATION AND PRINTING

ON QUALITY PAPER WITH MATCHING ENVELOPES,
LET US HELP YOU!

THE PROFESSIONAL QUILL
597-8779

WEEKDAYS & WEEKENDS

Colorado Springs #1 Camera Store

With Free Customer Parldng ?;

i< -*se< NSB^ v:«<vMK >iSK< ^issanmxymtyssssxnK >»?,' >SRst >3ef >»;x*

Springtime Special

^-^. COUPON '^1|M

p PRII^TS fM from your favorite M
i SLIDES I

3f°'99o
Made from your same size

mounted slides

WITH THIS COUPON
Offer EXPIRES 4-29-77

s»^5ifS^

Igl Murco Druq Co.
J, PHONE 634.4S61 832 NORTH TEION ST.

p»..f COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO. 80902

REAL ESTATE SALES
We have two openings for real estate as-

sociates in office serving the entire area. Poten-
tial for high income, good leads. For testing and
interview, call Bert McGinnis, 576-5550.

t7SE:r>
CiVMERiVS
I.EN'SES
SLIDE

PROJECTORS
rkARKROOM
EQX7IFMEMT
CA.1^ERA
i^CCESORIES

FILM
SPECIiVLS
SNAPSHOT
CA.1AERA.S
MIOVIE

PROJECTOBI^°

"

SHEUKHflliffi'S "
• CAMEBASHOP*

SDN.Teiiin
Ph 636-1696

Mothers Day
is May 8

Remember Your Mom
With Somettiing

From CLG

: Handbags
: Billfolds

• Gloves
' Other etceteras

doLoxaao

foodi.gc
731 N, Tejon

473-9312
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Spring Jock Shorts
sBsSportsss

GOLF
As IS the case with most spring sports in

n,e Rockies, the CC golf team has been

ipially at the mercy of the weatherman.

f,1onday morning found the Tiger linksters

^erriiy motonng out to Boulder Country

Qlub and a meet in which the squad hoped

10
solidify their standing in the upper divi-

sions of the tough Rocky fvlountain Inter-

(ollegiate Golf Association. When a State

patrol car pulled the team over near Cas-

lle
Rock, a major slash in the golf budget

ivas all that was suspected. Instead, the

glert officer informed Coach Sauer that

ihey were to turn around and forget about

playing that day because the weather up

ahead was too brutal for even the Tigers

(0 tee up in. Not to be denied, the deter-

[Tiined linksters proceeded to their home
course, the Broadmoor, where monetary
incentives effectively inspired the previ-

ously psyched golfers.

The golf team managed to defeat Regis

and Colorado fvlines in Saturday's head to

head action while falling to arch-nemisis

Air Force, again. Competition on the team

has been fierce this year with sophomore
Dave Delich, the Hebrew Horsemen,
Craig Silverman and Rob Levine, steady

Cody Kelly, and bright newcomers, Hugh
Entnkin and Dave Heckler leading the

\uay- This fylonday finds the CC team at

the very difficult Hiwan course for an
R.fwI.I.G.A, event, weather permitting.

LACROSSE
Record 8-2

The Tiger stickmen have yet to play up
to last year's championship form, but they
are confident that they will have it all to-

gether by the time the playoffs begin on
May 7, despite last Saturday's disappoint-
ing loss to the Denver Lacrosse Club. The
team has been hit by some costly injuries

but hopefully everybody will be ready to

play by Saturday. This Saturday, the
stickmen will face their arch-rivals from
the Air Force Academy on Stewart Field at

2:00 pm. The Cadets, still hot from last

years defeat at the hands of our gallant

warriors, are billing this game as the Col-

orado Springs City Championship. The
Academy has sent out flyers all over town
urging people to come watch the two
western lacrosse powers bash heads.

The Cadets have yet to lose a game this

year and they look mighty good, but our
boys plan to be ready. The team will need
all the fans support it can get against the
"zoomies" and all faithful fans will be re-

warded with free beer.

Wednesday afternoon up in Boulder,
the stickmen overcame CD, 11-7, over-
coming a 4-1 first quarter deficit. Goalie
Dan Cathcart was credited with 24 saves
while Tim tVlcNamara scored a hat trick

and Dave Stanton earned two goals. The
win brought CC's season record to 8-2.

TRACK
Very few people enjoyed last weeks

highly publicized and only CC track meet
But all agreed that the annual Colorado
College Invitational was at least as event-

ful as the meet last year Once again, the

tracksters were denied the oppodunity to

show off their talents in front of a home
crowd due to a second consecutive wea-
ther cancellation. Coach Flood expressed
minor disappointment at the cancellation,

commenting that, 'Putting on a track meet
IS a pain in the ass anyway. " Hardcore
Tiger track fans can hurry up to Golden
today to see their favorites in action at

Colorado felines.

WOMEN'S TRACK
Saturday saw Colorado College's

"large" women's track team travelling to

Alamosa to compete in a meet at Adams
State. The three women all did well, total-

ing 24 points. This team score is a new CC
record, and is astonishing considering the

size of the squad. Junior Ahmoy Look
made an excellent showing, placing third

in the mile in a hard-fought race. Cathy
Capek, CC's sprinter, took fifth in both the

440 and the 220 yard dashes. Freshman
Jane Haggerty placed second in the

three-mile and third in the two-mile. This

weekend, the women's team travels to

UNC for a two-day meet.

Soggy track conditions forced cancella-
tion of last week's lone home track meet
. . . maybe next year?

SCIENCE SPECIAL 1

The Concept of Altruism and Biology
By Mark Alan Lovell

Dr, Lewis Thomas presented the 1977
Cherts IVIemonal Lecture "On the Self in

lology" at Packard Hall on Thursday, April

al 8 15 pm. The auditorium was filled to

ipacity despite heavy rain.

Df. Thomas opened the lecture with the

bservation that society today is concerned
ih the self. It seems we have just dis-

:vered the self with self-improvement,
help and self-realization. By tracing the

oguistic history of the word "self" Dr.

oomas showed 'how central this idea is to

I'estern culture. The self is our own feeling of

niqueness.

3 obsen/ed, however, that "Uniqueness
common place a property of living things

aitfiere is really nothing at all unique about
"Wtiether bacterium, bean plant or man.

at all levels exhibits individual unique-
is.

The concept of altruism, is "the center of

day's bitter arguments over the issue of

ociobiology," according to Dr. Thomas. The
sides have different ideological views.

)ne maintains that man is altruistic by encul-

ralion; the other contends that this behavior

genetic in nature. Dr, Thomas feels that

inth sides are taking the fun out of altruism."

resolve the argument the definition of al-

oism should be broadened. Rather than

icidal self-sacrifice. Dr. Thomas suggested
i^uism is "all behavior which can be inter-

'eled as indicating good will, or helpfulness,

inendliness." This type of behavior is more
'evalent in the biological world than previ-

'sly believed.

Altruism is necessary as a general prin-

n order to maintain the complex,
:«xisting forms of life present today, "If all

- components were continually locked in

tiinbat ... the place [earth] would be a

^ambles, and it is not."

No Isolated Parts
A broader view of evolution allows us to

PP'eciate "the influence of all life, collec-

'^ly, on the separate parts of life." As a
uli of evolution, the information stored in

'fig organisms boggles the imagination. In

earth's biosphere "there are no solitary,

Dialed parts, no unused or useless bits."

^ organism's DNA must be capable of

^1^1 storing and mutating its information so

^species can evolve.
As a rule of thumb, Dr, Thomas suggested
^' the life on this planet is interconnected
"^

anything new that comes along has to

^omodate itself to the whole system." New
'danisms must come into the world pre-

'i^ed and prepared to fit in with the larger

j]eme of things,

^'- Thomas stated that there are two dif-

^"les which interfere with our appreciation

'""ng things. First, we assume the system
comprehensible. Next, we cannot cope
y^e idea of death—"carnage that keeps
'system going." We must face the ques-
^- "What about this dying? Is it realty true

that such a universal process, in a living sys-

tem that in so many other respects can strike

us dumb with its harmony and beauty, can
turn vicious at the end with all its creatures?

Or have we got it wrong?"
Dr. Thomas thinks we have. Death occurs

at all levels. Sub-cellular and cellular death is

essential for the life of the whole organism.

People who die and are then revived never

mention anguish or pain, only peace and
tranquility. Perhaps death is accompanied by

the release of chemicals called endorphins

which supress pain and make us aware of

another level of consciousness.

Understanding Life

In addition to understanding death, we
must try to understand life, "The tendency to

join up, to cooperate, is probably one of the

most ancient features of our kind of life."

Examples of this symbiosis include the

mitochondria, chloroplasts and cilia which

are parts of cells.

At one time these organelles were proba-

bly free-living prokaryotes. Another is found

in the termite's protozoa, Myxotricha

paradoxa, which allows that insect to digest

cellulose. It has cilia which are really

spirochetes, a type of bacteria. The digestive

enzyme itself is produced by another type of

bacteria. Perhaps even the first eukaryotic

cells were the result of fused prokaryotic

cells.

There must be some order to this joining up

process, or today we would have "a diffuse,

featureless syncytium covering the earth's

surface." This requires chemical markers

which allow distinctions to be made. The ori-

gin of our immune system may be the result

of a system which allowed for identification of

other chemical markers.

We tend to think of invasions by other or-

ganisms as dangerous or pathogenic. There

are cases where the relationship requires the

presence of bacteria as the cockroach and

the bean plant do. This type of cooperation

effectively makes the two creatures one.

Neither is self-sufficient. Dr. Thomas be-

lieves that these events are not freaks. "They

are not exceptions to the rule; they are the

very symbols of the rule."

Swimming With Otters and Beavers

Most of the information science obtains

about organisms is the result of a process

called reductionism, Reductionism breaks

problems down into smaller and smaller

parts. f\^any people today worry that scien-

tists may be overlooking the whole. Dr.

Thomas told of a revelation he had at the

Tucson zoo which shows how this method

works. While observing otters and beavers

swimming in man-made ponds, he became
elated and felt like he was swimming with

them. He didn't want to understand the phys-

iology of these animals but asked for "the

hairy complexity ... of whole, intact beavers

and otters in motion." However, Dr. Thomas
began to wonder about himself. He con-

cluded that human beings are genetically

coded for these creatures. They act as re-

leasers for an unalterable pattern of re-

sponse— surprised affection. As living crea-

tures "we hanker for friends."

Altruism and Ants
In closing, Dr. Thomas returned to altruism

and ants. He said it was pointless to try to

convince people to be solitary beings be-

cause communication is a group activity. In

analyzing what happens when ants in a col-

ony act with one accord. Dr. Thomas mused
that they might be thinking. Dr. Thomas
asked "What on earth is that thought?" and

"When it happens, does any single ant know
about it? Does his hair stand on end?"

Dr. Thomas is the President of the fyiemo-

nal Sloan-Kettenng Cancer Center. He is a

graduate of Harvard Medical School, has

served as Dean of Yale Medical School and

serves on a number of editorial boards and

governmental committees.

Dr. Thomas's Lives of a Cell won the Na-

tional Book Award in 1 974. It is a collection of

twenty-nine essays which were originally

published in the New England Journal of

Medicine. A sequel is in progress. Dr.

Thomas has also published poetry in the At-

lantic.

The Roberts Memorial Lecture is spon-

sored by the family of Harold D, Roberts, who
served as the chairman of the CC Board of

Trustees. Mr, Roberts was a prominent Den-

ver lawyer with a special interest in natural

science. The lecturer is selected by the En-

dowed Lectures Committee and the Cocur-

ricular Committee.

Tennis Continued
DU team to make the match score 7-2.

CC was presented with the team trophy

Saturday after a long day of tennis by Brig.

Gen. Kenneth Curtis. USA Ret. General Cur-

tis has been a supporter ol Men's Tennis at

CC for 3 years and reported that he was very

happy to make a contribution to the program.

Metro State finished in second place, Adams
State in 3rd, and Denver U, in 4th,

Individual trophies were also awarded.

Randy Stein, CC's Number 1 Singles player,

received the trophy lor Best Singles, Stein

has compiled an 8-3 record this year against

very tough competition and was clearly the

best player on the courts over the weekend.
The dynamic duo of CC doubles, Mike

Maccini and Jerry Brendel, captured the #2
Doubles award, fylaccini, a senior, and Bren-

del. a freshman, have meshed experience

and enthusiasm into a very tough combina-

tion. They are 10-0 on the season and show
no signs of letting up.

Awards among the team were also pre-

sented. Blaine Strickland won the Black and

Gold Larynx Award for his vocal perform-

ance, Phil Ydens received the Ternble Tiger

Award for giving up only 9 games in 6 sets,

and David Adams got the CC Comprehen-
sion Award for trying lo communicate with his

Adams State opponent through mutual sign

language.

Coach Sterne was pleased with the Tigers'

25-2 performance over the weekend, but ac-

knowledges that tougher competition lies

ahead- "Our positioning on the court is not as

good as it should be, and, as a team, we'll

have to work on it before we can beat the

really good teams. Overall, though, I see a

good deal of improvement in each player."

The Tigers faced U of Southern Colorado

on Tuesday in the annual Luv Cup battle and

meet CSU and U of Northern Colorado over

the weekend.

Room DrawCont.
rooms will be set aside for freshmen. Once

the size of the freshmen class is determined,

it can be accurately assessed how many stu-

dents may live off-campus, A major change

was initiated in the policy this year enabling

all upperclassmen to opt for off-campus

housing through regular lottery. All participat-

ing students will draw numbers, with juniors

having phority over sophomores. As in previ-

ous years, all seniors are automatically

granted the privilege as are those students

with exceptional medical, psychological, and

financial problems.

Many factors contribute to the general con-

fusion and uncertainty associated with stu-

dent assignment, most notably, changes in

the size of the student body and the many

available options open to students. As a re-

sult, there will usually be an excess of people

relative to available spaces at the beginning

of the year, Flanagan expects that this year

will be no different, but was unable to make

any estimate of the amount of overflow.

These students will, as in the past, be housed

in study lounges in the dorms and in Jay's

Motel.

COLORADO'S LARGEST selection

of low cost, governmonl bonded

round Irip charier llights lo EUROPE
{$259 from NYC. S389 (rom Denver)

AFRICA ($299) PERU ($399) HAWAII

($179) ASIA ($479) at

THE TRAVEL COMPANY
1310 College Avenue

Boulder 80302

1-443-35B0 weekdays

TEACHERS WANTED
West and other states. Placements

since 1946. Bunded. Southwest

Teachers Agency, Box 4337, Al-

buquerque, NM 87106-

THE MASTER'S CLOSET

FOR TUXEDOS

Weddings

And Other Special

Occosions

20% Discount

On Tuxedo Rental

with Student I.D. Card

415 NORTH TEJON

TELEPHONE 473-9065
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Special Olympics At CC

S^ed^' Olympics contestant crosses finish line in last year's Special Olympics.

Trtist Claes Oldenburg Discussed
By Lisa Peters

;iaes Oldenburg was tlie subject of Ellen

ison's talk on Thursday, April 21 at ele-

Ms Johnson has been a personal friend

iie artist since the beginning of his career

jhas written a book on his work. She gave

audience a unique chance to learn about

urg as an individual and as a contem-

^fy sculptor, fvis Johnson is currently one

llie most popular professors at Oberlin

tege where she teaches classes in mod-

larl. She has also taught at Pnnceton,

lumbia, University of London and Univer-

Stockholm among others. Recently

! received a Guggenheim Fellowship to

the relationship between aging and

alivity next fall, she will deliver a lecture-

^on Modern Art in Australia.

ffie nature of Oldenburg's work can be

derstood by his statement that he is for "an

:lliat does not sit on its ass in a museum."

;art embraces the pop movement's aim. to

ale art in the actual environment. Every-

/objects take on new functions and forms

[elation to their surrounding space. Often

;se obiects are enlarged or diminished. A

lit clothespin created by Oldenburg ap-

parallel in size to Chicago's Tribune

wer, exemplifying the breakdown of tradi-

lal subject matter and the creation of a

ilinuity between art and everyday city life.

giant lipstick at Yale and a 3 way plug outlet

Oberlin are other monumental sculptures

Ihe artist. His works are more than visual

however, as he experiments with forms

Jobiects, their movement, and psycholog-

or social import, transporting them onto

islage which is the environment.

1.1s Johnson brought to life Oldenburg's

icination with the various objects that are

cjrrenl themes in his work. Drawings,

yiptures, buildings and 3 dimensional

filings of ray guns, street signs and car

take on new identities through the ar-

aginative treatment of them. The ray

gun f^yis Johnson traced to Oldenburg's child-

hood, when he created an imaginary country

The air gun was the insignia for the air force

base for which he drew plans and detailed

maps. Later on the ray gun was included in

various other creations, such as a "Street

Chick's Boot" and a 7Up sign and will soon

become the shape for the "Ray Gun
Museum" which will house the artist's work

Ms Johnson's slides allowed the viewers to

see the artist's versatility in drawing, as pre

liminary sketches and diagrams not com
monly seen were shown. Many of these

drawings were meticulously done, but will

probably never be executed as sculpture for

obvious reasons. Some of these works in-

clude a giant good humor bar to replace the

World Trade Center, and political works such

as a huge rendition of Mayor Daley's head on

its side, and an impassable traffic obstacle

was monumental-
Other works shown included his early

"Store Project". Colorful paper mache crea-

tions recreated the motion and drama of the

street. Later developments were soft

sculpture hamburgers, air guns and bath-

rooms.

The lecture was well worth it. as Ms
Johnson explained the influence of other ar-

tists on Oldenburg's career such as Pollock

and Oubutfet, as well as placing his work into

its contemporary context. Many unpublished

and unseen works supplemented the talk. It

is too bad that so many students missed the

opportunity to hear Ms Johnson speak, as

contact with the innovations in the art world

are minimal in Colorado Springs. The talk

presented Oldenburg's work as vital and per-

sonal. The in depth presentation brought out

many of Oldenburg's ideas in an exciting way

due to Ms Johnson's own interest in the artist

who reciprocates with her very regularly. In

any case, the audience will probably never

see clothespins or ray guns in the same way

again.

On May 7, Washburn Field will be the site ot a

track meet involving 300 mentally retarded partici-

pants. The athletes will have restricted menial

and/or physical abilities, yet all possess exiraordi-

nary personalities. Unlike most athletic events, the

emphasis is placed on Ihe effort of each contes-

tant rather than the need to win the games.

The games are the Special Olympics. While Ihe

International Olympic Games have existed since

1896, the Special Olympics were only initiated in

1968. Yet founder Eunice Kennedy Shnver has

led It from being a minor event - wilti only 1,000

participants in the first meet -- lo a large-scale

national event involving over 500,000 mentally re-

tarded people from the U.S as well as other coun-

tnes.

Year-round training programs exist throughout

the nation, providing the "physical and emotional

incentive which makes the ultimate competition

worthwhile."

CC's Panhellenics will sponsor the Special

Olympics tor the second year Several months of

preparation have gone into organizing the opening
ceremony, carnival, publicity, medical provisions,

and getting volunteers-

The most crucial area in the process is tinding

volunteers. Since there are 300 athletes, 300 vol-

unteers are needed as guides tor the day. Timers

are needed lo run the track races "Huggers" are

needed at the Imish line lo receive the athletes

immediately after the race Each child is congratu-

lated and reinlorced for his effort •- regardless of

whether he won or lost.

Eunice Kennedy Shriver believes that the "hu-

man spirit" IS the most powerful aspect of the

games. Not only will the day bring special rewards

lo the athletes, everyone who made Ihe games
possible will remember the Special Olympics as

being an enriching experience.

Please lake the time to sign up at the library,

dining halls, or any ot the dorms. A special meeting

will be arranged on Wednesday, May 4 for informa-

tion concerning responsibilities.

Claes Oldenburg and Ellen Johnson

Coalition Announces Films
By James Lusk

The New Age Coalition: A group of students that

have listened to loo much Dylan and want to bring

back the Weatherman"? A group ot students wish-

ing to solve the dilemmas of human existence with

a series of seminars, films, and weekly meetings?

The New Age Coalition seem lo be students with

a concern for the return of philosophy and politics

to individual examination rather than the blind ac-

ceptance ot a "professional" view One founder

sees it as an alternative for those students whose

interests transcend the Tnvia Bowl.

The group started as a rap session of about 8

members and decided to form as a organization

with no special philosophy or aims. Although it

sponsored discussion of the Transfer Amendment,

the group does not have a political or ideological

stance and did not support the ROTC demonslra-

lion, the Transfer Amendment, or Ihe Coed Hous-

ing Proposal.

The NAG has started a series ot symposiums on
Violence, Political Action and the problem o( Ihe

aging, hoping to annihilate apathy on Ihe campus

and lo organize a means lor sludenls lo voice their

concerns about Colorado College and the world

wh'le maintaining a small glimmer ot hope ot gel-

ling something accomplished

According lo a "communique" (termed such by

the NAC) The Catalyst recently received. "The

NAC IS trying lo encourage deeper interest toward

contemporary issues. We hope lo become an in-

formation center and sounding board through

which students can begin to be aclive,

"

The NAC communique also states, "we do not

espouse any ideology nor philosophy We do en-

courage Iree though untethered Irom our con-

ditioned past, free from the narrowing influences of

traditions and mslilulions
'

ConI on page 3

iutonomous Abstract Art Display Awesome In Olin
By Pam Kapp

Hve drawings welcome and prepare the

iver for the impressive dispiay of eleven

le paintings and an abundant amalgama-

of exotic species, all new to the physical

*, thanks lo John Wilcox. This show
P'esents a cross-section of methods,
Ma and motifs used in abstract art today.

^e opening group of drawings are spon-

leous and lively illustrations of a surrealis-

world where the presence or absence of

*can send the viewer deep into space, or

fss him close to the suriace of form. The
'V use of color in this first grouping is a
^11 watercolor, which owes its fluidity to the

*ls of bathwater which swirls the paint

'ofe it exits down the drain,

^foceedlng clockwise to the south wall of

" Hall, the first canvas is a hard edge
'^Position whose clean lines smack of

"erti architecture. The next canvas is at

opposite end of the stylistic spectrum,

''brushwork is the structural backbone of

Painting, fleshed out by the use of deep.

'^se color, while brushwork is clearly part

•'e subject matter as well. The third of six

'flings on the south wall is an unusual
''Jre composed of simple goemetric forms

_|^li are given a new meaning by the quiver-

8 sinuous slit-like strokes of deep red and

'"ae that form a screen through which we
vilely peer in hopes of learning what lies

=yorid. Instead of discovery the red and
^^9e networks merge with the background
'^-f our gaze, denying penetration.

self portrait; the softer subliminal harmony in

green, to the left, recalls his riverside home in

Texas, and Ihe middle piece is a silent exten-

sion of the artist at work in his studio

The pair of large (approximately 5' by 5')

canvasses on the west wall seem to docu-

ment the cataclysm a la Wilcox, The "befor"

canvas on the left is dominated by a blue gap

which opens up beyond an inert horizontal

rectangle resting ignorantly on the bottom

edge of the canvas. The mate to this canvas

on the right is the aftermath, showing two

enigmatic horizontal rectangles hovering

ghost-like over a gory scene ol hoi dripping

colors and burnt, blackish scratchings. Strips

ol colored material and string are applied to

the canvases and suggest humanist values

involving man's scale and measure.

The works on the north wall are diverse

experimentations within the realm ol paint-

ing, drawing and collage. The paintings

amongst Ihe north wall grouping are funky

pieces, designed lo question and expand

upon the more traditional concepts of art. In

the two collage works on exhibit, forms are

suspended in a murky mud-like smear in a

tribute to Ivloby Dick or they triumph in spite of

first degree burns, bloating thin the shape ol

a triangle.

John Wilcox's works m Olin Lounge pnoio «, p.i.. Banseo ^, (,55, ,f,ese works are self-

The artist reveals his roots on the west wall sturdy, slick support for paint. Wilcox proclamations, autonomous lor us to con-

in 1^0 diteent^roTpron pain'ngs. The suggests an autobiographical theme for this template, the scale of the paintings an-

threesome are done on masonite, which is a group: the gaping blue piece to the nght ,s nounces their eminence



CCCA Vice - Presidential Candidates
By Steve Robson

The CCCA is aloof trom its constiluency. Many

students are unaware ot what the CCCA does, and

can do, !or students Al present, $24.00 per stu-

dent goes towards aclivity fees. This adds up to

almost 550,000, which is given to CCCA tor alloca-

tion. The allocation of these funds directly or in-

directly affects every student on Ihis campus. Yet,

(ew students know where it goes or to whon. Polit-

ical decisions like the grading change also go un-

noticed.

Some people attribute this phenomenon to

apathy, but I believe if students could more easily

find out where to go, how to cut red tape, and how

to avoid the runaround, they would be more moti-

vated. As yet. CCCA has not taken on the respon-

sibility of opening up their operations to the student

body
It I am elected Financial Vice President, I will

initiate 3 proposals which will bring CCCA closer to

the students. The tirst is a troubleshooting organi-

zation or committee made up ol volunteers. It

would be a combination information booth and

Ralph Nader type organization Instead ol con-

sumer advocacy, it would be student advocacy.

These volunteers would be there solely for the

purpose of helping students to: get backing for

Packard Had closing hour change, investigate why

e coed housing proposal is having problems get-

By Kelly S. Shaw
After four months and three Financial '

Presidents, the CCCA is again looking for

pare

arioi)

Financial V.P, It is important that there be
tinuity in this job because of the large sums
money to be allocated. Unlike the previous

ca 'srno
(ialoc: I nIpHnp tn <ilau in nffi^A- tn nrn,,:j ' .:«,

hurna

dates. I pledge to slay in office; to provide

continuity.

There are several other reasons why
I feei i

qualified. First, I served as a CCCA membpf
large last semester and am therefore famiHaf^^ orcaf

many ol the issues which confront the CCCa & ress

'

ondly, dunng my term as a member at

served on the budget committee, and
WOft

closely with David Herrick, past CCCA Finan, ^e tc

Vice-President. I am familiar with the resM JSidei

sibilities and accounting procedures of the v iiedly

Finally, Neil Morgenstern and I have an efled perA
working relationship, 'yf,em

Most importantly, I'm willing to commit ttiein ino'^y

vnent

jlood:

Steve Robson

tees are allocated funds for a vanety of their ex-

penses, including advertising costs CCCA should

ensure that sufficient advertising by each commit-

tee is done.

ary, these three proposals troub-

Kelly Shaw
sibte and equitable fashion. Thank you tor vi

time.
^

Sincei

^ellyShKbon.

^
, . , 1,1 I „j^ IN butiiiridry, irieie iiiree uiulw^jciis iruui

ling approval, take advantage of
f^^'tfj®

J^-r-ds
^^^^^^,^,^ cCCA Open House, and Advertising

for parties, aid and loans, and determine who to ^ =*

contact in administration concerning specific prob-

lems.

The second proposal is a CCCA Open House.

One night would be designated to have all organi-

zations represented at Rastall Center: f^rtecha.

Volunteer Action, Culler Board. Women's Com-

mission, and Student Emergency Aid, etc. At this

open house, questions regarding how the funds

were spent could be asked.

The third proposal concerns communication in

the form of advertisements and notices. Commil-

enable the students to actualize their ideas, air

Iheir grievances, and satisfy their want and needs,

with a minimum of red tape and runaround. By
permitting students greater accessibility to the

CCCA, a more diverse and interesting spectrum of

activities, both academic and recreational, can be
realized-

Thank you very much for your time.

My extension is x493 Malhias Hall. Please call

and ask any questions you may have.
Respectfully,

Steve Robson

Career Counseling '

"
COMING PROGRAMS
Resume Writing Workshop. This two-session worksfiop will provide information to help you develop a

resume ihat will reflect your unique skills and experiences effectively. Individual attention will be stressed. Plan

to attend both sessions.

Dates. May 3 and 5

Time 1.30 P.M.

Place Rastall 21

2

Leader Brenda flau

Dale: May 5

Time: 3:30 P.M.

Place. Raslall 208

Leader; Bill Flanagan

ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING
The Southwestern Company will be represented on campus by Mr, Timothy Vick. Positions available for

summer sales representatives. Informational presentations to be held Monday". I^flay 2 at 9 A.M., 12 noon, and 3

PM in Raslall 203 No appomimenl necessary

INTERNSHIPS
Graduate Teacher Corps Interr^s - Bilingual Spanish preler-ed, Emporia Kansas State College. S125 per

week plus SI 5 per dependent.

SUMMER JOBS
Engineering Aides and Civil Engineering Technicians, Western U.S must be available before May 1 2 or

alter Septemtier 30 plus time m-between.

Waller or waitress, Lake George Inn (Colo.) Room and board plus $200 per month. Call 748-0095. Mr
Russell

OPINION

The Quality of Life at CC
By Jay Hartwell

At any college there exists an undercurrent of discussion which, like Monumer
Creel(, babbles and gurgles along without really seeming to get anywhere. Som
students privately decry the so called "fascist" attitude of the administration an

faculty, while this same administration heirarchy and faculty confidentially lament

that the student body is lost in quagmires of apathy. But the cries and laments fall oi

few ears, and, like Monument Creek, rarely seem to get anywhere.

Four days after Block Break, the Colorado College community will have a rar

opportunity to speak about their home away from home. On Thursday night, May!

at 7:30 p.m. In Tutt's Atrium this College will have the chance to answer the questio

"Can the Quality of Life at CC Be Improved?", and thereby take the College out

the closet and deposit in the forefront of discussion.

For too long this community has ignored Its obligation to publicly self-examin

itself beyond the costly, statistical, Princeton studies. The Blue Key sponsore

symposium has given us the chance for such an examination, and we should no

sacrifice this opportunity.

CUTLER BOARD SEEKS NEW MEMBERS
Cutler Board is now accepting applications for

the positions of Board Comptroller and Business
Manager of next fall's Catalyst. The Comptroller

oversees the Board's administration of over $35-
,000 in student publication funds, while the Busi-

ness Manager supervises the newspaper's adver-

tising and other revenues. Both positions are

salaried. Applications are due Monday. May 2. at

The Board also has two vacancies for

members-at-large for the tall semester. Students

interested in the future direction of student publica-

tions at the College should submit a statement ol

candidacy (forms available at Rastall Desk) no

later than Monday. May 2, at noon.

What would mom
like most for

her day?

College Barber Shop

827 N. Tcjon

633-1606

Coalition Cont.
According to a NAC spokesperson the NAC is

open to all students. By attending one meeting a

student gams voting power, and has a chance to

"become involved wilh a group of people that want
to understand the nature of the impediments that

deny human freedom."

The NAC has received funding from the CCCA
and wiil sponsor three films, next Thursday in Olin.

Azzi N'lton or Cynthia Howes, NAC members, can
be contacted regarding questions about the or-

ganization.

FILM FESTIVAL
Light years apart, A cinematic collection to stir

the heart and challenge the mind.

Featuring El mojado, Hampton, Awakening and
Man and his environment.

Two Showings: Thursday, 5 May, 3-5 pm and

9:30 - 11:30 pm in Olin Hall #100. Sponsored by

the New Age Coalition.

QUALITY CONTROL
Some people call it a country club, others call it

an unreal world, but whatever you think about it,

Colorado College is still your college. Next Thurs-

day. May 5 come to Tutt Artrium to speak about

how we can improve the quality of life at CC. The

panel and open discussion will begin at 7:30 p.m.

HISTORICAL NOVEL SYMPOSIUM
There will be a symposium on the historti

novel on Thursday and Friday, May 5 and 6.

joint project of the history and English di

ments, designed to raise questions about

happens when history and literature join fc

Are novels like RAGTIME and THE CONFE

SIGNS OF NAT TURNER primarily history, lite

ture, or something else?

The first session is a Thursday at Eleven

Bemis Lounge. The featured speakers are flichi

Reinhardl, a novelist and professor at Berkel

Professor Showaller ol the CC history depanm(

All three will discuss issues raised by Remfiari

novel, THE ASHES OF SMYRNA, a histon

novel set against the Greco-Turkish War of 19

The second session is Friday, from 3 lo 5,

Hamlin House. There a panel {Prof. Barton,

tory: Prof. Yaffe. English; Pat Casey, history m

Alan Prendergast, English major, moderator, P

Butte, English) will initiate disucssion/argur

about the complexities of the historical novel A

one is welcome, and reception follows.

N<
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THE DAY
Ready for a benefit blow out. Next Satu"

May 7, Sigma Ctii will be ttirowing an all
"""

as a fund raising event for the Wallace \

Send Yourself Home
For Mother's Day Weekend - May 811!

fin Taylor

^5f Travel
818 North Tejon
636-3871

IWMMWMMWWMM

731 N. Tejon

473-9312Is your dog

well dressed these days?
If not, we have a new stock

of hand tooled collars on hand
Come on in!

J-Eaili£.'L <^oodi.

SELF-DEFENSE
SPQRTJUDO

2 April 29, 1977 • ThcfCaUdvsi

Taught by Bob Salay, one of the top Juido/Selt-detense teachers

in the country and holder of Black Belt in three different martial

arts:

6th Degree Black Belt-Jiu-Jitsu

5th Degree Black Belt-Karate

4th Degree Black Belt-Judo

Study with an expert

Gain confidence and coordination

CLASS tNhORMATION
WHEN WHERE FEE

continuously Gymnasium,' S1 0.'montti -Y l^flembers

From 6:00 - 9:30 PM Pikes Peak Y Si 5/month - Non- members
Every Monday
and Wednesday

Call 471 -9790 or Register at Pikes Peak Y
Nevada and Bijou

THE MASTER'S CLOSET

FOR TUXEDOS
Weddings

And Other Special

20% Discount

On Tuxedo Rental

with Student I.D. Card

415 NORTH TEJON ^"'^'^^

Sat.S.OOp.m.-Midniie

Sun 500pm -lOp.m

Enjoy Natural IWeais

711 N. Tejon 63A'98^



|\lew Feeling Same Substance]
By Eric M. Weaver I

„tie firs' Ihree months of the Carter adrr,,, m^h a-

,fs any indication we are in for four more years
'

iness - as - usual. Although Jimmy Carter

,(,uqht a new "feeling" to the White House the

Itigfice of his policies does not depart from the

"fp o' ttie last few administrations- People are

f,ing to doubt the credibility of Mr, Carter's

Lgs to aid the unemployed and the rhetoric of

huftian
rights stand fades under close scrutiny-

.-y Carter's ability to sense the mood of the

^ncan people is an established tact. His will-

^55 10 fulfill his campaign promises is doubtful.

fjie
cornerstone of Carter's campaign was his

,.g 10 make jobs the number one priority as

,=i(jenl. Throughout his campaign he re-

Jied'y
staled that Americans need jobs. Unem-

rfrient is a financial strain and it is demeaning to

'unemployed. Unemployment is a strain on the

lf,omy and drains scarce funds from the gov-

^enl in the form of unemployment, welfare,

ijloodstamp payments. It was Carter's promise democracy of South Korea which thousands of

Prtivideiobs thai got film elected. "— 1:-^.- j-.—

.

pless than two months the policy of the adminis-

(un
shifted from providing jobs to controlling

abon. The question of unemployment has been

(ijd on the back burner until the end of ihe

ade. Although this decision was applauded by

^ornists as a prudent move it ignores the real

0, Ttie unemployment figure represents

iple, nol many numbers, and people cannot

jiorlwo lo three more years for jobs.

fhe human side of unemployment is not often

idered by economists. II is true that there are

employment benefits lo aid those out of work but

ly rarely approach the full earnings of an unem-

ijed person. For the duration of his unemploy-

jil he is forced to forage savings (or his dream

aiion or dream home and often is forced lo use

his hard earned savings just to make ends

el Unemployed people do not just go away and

their plight demands positive action.

Another promise which Mr. Carter has already
reneged on his vow to bnng a "new morality" to

American foreign policy. Mr. Carter's "stand on
human rights"" is so selective that it is apparent that

he IS actually interesled only in the political benefits

of defending human rights. Mr. Carter announced
amidst much fanfare that he was ending military

aid to countnes which violated the rights of their

citizens. There are exceptions however, and these

governments represent some of the most repres-

sive dictatorships in the world.

Given Ihe present state of relationship with the

•Soviet Union it is of obvious political advantage to

condemn the Soviet harassment of dissidents. Yet

Mr, Carter supports the Indonesian government
which holds more political prisoners than any other

nation on earth. The U.S. condemnation of the
Brazilian junta"s dismemberment of democracy is

laudable. Yet we still support President Park ot

South Korea even though he has dismantled the

Americans died to defend.

The American people have grown tired of wars
and scandals in government. They want a leader

who will make government responsive to their

needs rather than the interests of a small elite. It

was for this reason that they elected Jimmy Carter,

He promised to answer those desires.

Unfortunately Jimmy Carter is merely exploiting

those issues with a public relations barrage de-

signed to conceal his business - as • usual ap-

proach,

Mr. Carter seems unwilling to make the hard
choices necessary to control inflation and provide

jobs. His is unwilling to challenge the interests

which benefit from our continued support ol right

wing repression around the world. Mr, Carter is

demonstrating that it is easier to follow the estab-

lished patterns than to set out on a new more
effective course.

ORGANIC REAPER
Natural Foods ForA Better

Healthier Tomorrow

Seeds, grains, beans, nuts, juices

In our dairy section
rennetless cheese,

yogurt, kefir and tofu.

FLOUR MILLEDFRESH
TO YOUR ORDER

POPCORN
Va Price

with this ad

limits

located in Babe's Market

1528N.Teion
636-3023

JOSE*S
\ Late Night

Munchies
cMadness!
vimiuriiiniiiiissTURDir

lOFH.tollK.

JOSEMULDOON'S
2ZZ north tejon

G2fi-Z311

Jock Shorts
Unlike other teams in the Rocky Mountain

Lacrosse Association, Colorado College does
not recruit lacrosse players In fact, most of Ihe

players here at CC had never played Ihe game
until they were freshmen. Because ot this great

amount of inexperience, (here is a lot ol pres-

sure on coaches Jim Soran and Flip Naum-
burg, lo teach the new players all the skills ot

the game in a short period of time.

This years team was mainly buill from

players who first picked up a stick four years

ago 01 this year's seniors. Captain Kirk

Hoffman, Todd Anderson, Stuarl Ritkin, Greg
Harpel and Andrew Willie, only Willie had
played lacrosse before coming to CC All of

these players are proud ol the tact that they are

competitive with the other teams in the league

even though they have only played a relatively

short time. For ttiese five seniors, Ihe past tour

years have been a tun and enriching experi-

ence. They all have worked hard and increased

iheir skills year by year and have led this year's

team to an excellent 8-3 record.

Unlortunately, this year has been a little dis-

appointing for fans who were expecting a re-

peat of last year's championship performance.

Kirk Hoffman says "Everybody expected us to

win every game, but whal people don'l under-

stand is that we are a totally different team (his

year. We have a lot of new faces this year and I

feel thatwe are |ust now reaching our full poten-

tial."

After lasl week's bitter defeat at the hands ot

arch-rival Air Force, by the score of 15-5. the

Tigers face an up hill battle in the up-commg
playoffs. The slickmen will probably face the

Cadets again in the first round ot ihe playoffs

beginning May 7. This does not discourage the

slickmen in the least. Tiger midfielder Stuart

Rifkins says, "l think Ihe first game against Air

Force proved to us that we can play with them.
If we just keep our intensity up for four quarters.

I think the outcome could be a lot different the

second time around."

Win or lose, this year's seniors have done an

admirable )ob and we all owe them thanks. You
can support these fine players at their final

home game of their careers on Saturday Apnl

30 against Utah State University on Stewart

Field at 2:00 p.m.

Golf

In a very quiet way, Colorado College's golf

learn has been steadily establishing itsell as a

small college power in the sport. This year's

team, featuring the toughest intersquad com-
pelilion ever witnessed at CC. is beginning lo

reach its potential in major college tourna-

menls. The smallest school and only Division III

college in ihe 1 5 team Rocky Mountain Intercol-

legiate Golf Association. CC has virtually as-

sured Itself an upper division finish after their

fine play last Monday-
Playing at the tough Hiwan Country Club,

annual site ol Ihe Colorado Open, the linksters

put together iheir best play of the season.
Team captain, Craig Silverman, regaining the
form thai last year ranked him eleventh indi-

vidually in the R M.IG A
. paced Ihe effort with

a 77.

Sophomore High Entnkon displayed some of

his native Tennessee talent and shot a line 78.

Junior Rob Levine. one half of Ihe Hebrew
Horsemen, came through wilh a 79 while
hard-hitting Dave Delich managed an 82 de-

spite some real problems with Hiwan's par
threes.

Coach Jeff Sauer is very happy wilh CC's
new found prestige in inlercollegiale golf. "I

only wish the weather this spring had been a
little nicer because that would have really

helped us This is definitely the best golf team
that we've had at CC in years

"

The Tigers goiters could easily qualify for

Division III nationals in Ohio, bul it appears that

the school's limited athletic resources will keep
the leam at home. This Saturday and Sunday
will lind the linksters at the Country Club ol

Colorado and Air Forces Eisenhower course
for this year's final R M.I G. A. competition

Women's Club Soccer 5-1-1

The Women's Soccer Club traveled lo Den-
ver on April 1 7 and lost to Ihe Sledgehammers,
a high-school age team who were Stale champ-
ions and runners-up Ihe lasl two years. The CC
girls were surprised lo find themselves down by

two goals early on: Lori Jones' second-half
breakaway goal was equalled by the Hammers
for a linal score ol 1 -3. On Wednesday Ihe 20th,

CC traveled to Fountain Valley's lush held and
defeated the inexpenenced prep school leam
11-0. Seven CC players scored, ton Jones
netting a hat trick. The next Saturday on
Stewart Field, the lady kickers held CU Medical

Center lo one lale goal while Sue Whittlesey,

Nancy Brislow, and Caroline Warren scored for

a 3-1 victory.

On Thursday May 5 the CC women play

Chief Petroleum at home. The last three games
were played with one or no substitutes, and the

trek lo Western Stale's Invitational Tournament
on May 7-8 will depend upon additional players

coming out. Female students regardless ol

soccer experience are invited to attend prac-

tice, week-days at 3 on the athletic fields.

Intramural Wrestling

Have any ol your friends seemed emaciated

lately? The dates are May 4 and 5, at 7 pm both

nights. Each night's session lasls approximately

an hour. Wrestlers remember weigh-in for

everyone is May 4 at 6:30 p.m. Participants who
have neglected lo sign up are urged to contact ihe

Athletic Department immediately. Support the

many fine efforts ol these athletes.

WOMEN MUSICIANS
CC Women's Commission is sponsoring a

Women's Music Festival Friday, May 1 3, from 8-12

pm at the El Perdito Restaurant (Manitou Ave,

Manitou Springs). All women campus musicians,

poets, and writers are invited lo perform their

works. Skits are also welcome. The festival Is a

benefit (or the Colorado Springs Women's Health

Service Clinic.

If you are interested in performing please con-

tact Linda Henn 471-0930 or Carol Petsonk 632-

31 71 as soon as possible.

TED'S
BICYCLES

Imported & American B/cycles

Authorized Gitane Dealer

3016 North IHancocIc

luit HoUh ol Fliimoi.

W/CBL70 LSD

2.00
EOEBTOS

BUICBEBOS

uUijJ
2.00

2.10^
\^^

125
BUI&
SWISS ^

QUESJUnLLIIL25

NSCBOS 1.25

fiUflCAMOLE 2.25

RESUME SERVICE

WE WILL PROVIDE A RESUME THAT WILL SHOW YOUR
,

ORGANIZING AND PLANNING ABILITIES.

WE OFFER CONSULTATION, PREPARATION AND PRINTING

ON QUALITY PAPER WITH MATCHING ENVELOPES.

LET US HELP YOU!

THE PROFESSIONAL QGILL
597-8779

WEEKDAYS 8 WEEKENDS

The Catalyst • \pril29,197/



H2^VoursdfAndsavc,
Each montft you gets free calls to Directory Assistance
And two numbers per call After ttiat. eacfi additional

call costs 20C To avoid this, simply look up the number
yourself ir your Telephone Directory It only takes

a few seconds So it's a very easy way to save money

I Mountain Bell

USED
LENSES
SI.IDE

PROJECTORSDARKROOM
EQX7IPlkIEZ<rT
CAMERA
ACCESORIESFILM
SPECIALS
SNAPSHOTCAMERAS
MOVIE

PROJECTORS
SHEUIIHflliffi'S
• CAMEB* SHOP*

We have two ope, i
ings for real estate

as
'9^'

sociates in offices seri

ing the entire area. P( jit

tential for high income

good leads. For testin

and interview, call Be "s"'

McGinnis, 576-5550.

SYMBOLS OF LOVE

-^Jlf)

George C. Scott
A Ffonhlln J. khoffner Film

"Islonds in the Stream"
David Hemmings Gilbert Roland ond Claire DIoom

S^J^ Ernest Hemlngwoy so;.»o,B,[>enneBortPetltclere "m^k.^, Peter Dott and Max P

i>.K,~»,FronkllnJ.Sdioffnet »^ Jerry Goldsmitti >,»<„«, co~»^~»oo.t™., ..^.m,' i-c^. «p.„«^,.

idPft^**^
A^\

OPEN
6:30

tiUI-WUiUH-^
oxiV3Biia:.A.
RUSTIC HILLS PLAZA

1305 N. ACADEMY- 596-8700 .

SHOWS
AT

7:15
9:20

A Keepsake diamond ring

reflects your love in its

beauty and bnlhance.

The Keepsake Guarantee

ssures a perfect diamond

of fine white color

and precise cut

There is no finer

diamond ring

Keepsake

How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding
FREE! Beautiful 20-pflge t>ooklet for planning your engagement and
wedding plus color brochure on vital diamond facts and latest ring
styles. Special Bonus Coupon saves you SCb on Keepsake Bride'5 Book,
your complete wedding record Send 25ff for postage and handling

Keepsake Diamond Ring^. Box 90, Syracuse, New York 13201

The Catalyst

Cutler Publications, Inc.
P.O. Box 2258
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901

(Stifino§
473-2859

333N.TEJ0N
COLO. SPniNGS, COLORAOO

In the Agora Mall
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stall A^^ More Detail

Yivia Bowl Predictions: Lemon Pledge is Favorite
Trivia Bowl time, and the predictions

'
(of this year's contest. The big question

!^ri
Rick Lewis, having won five Trivia

^s at CC, reap yet another victory this

g/i\s has competed and been victorious

consecutive Trivia Bowls and one

Bud's Auto College, consisting of Mike
Slade, Mike Rosenthal, and Jim Lewis
(brother to the perennial champ, Rick) and
next year's Catalyst Editor, Chris

Bowl. His team. Dreadful Lemon
includes Charles Shenk, K.C.

j'f,^
and Norv Brasch. With Lewis head-

team, they are the titleholders and the

1,10 beat, and may indeed prove an unde-

jDle quartet,

Jinq to Mike Soriano, coordinator of

year s Trivia Bowl, the leading contender

Jswill include; AH The King's Men, who

^d third last year, and consisting of An-

J,y
Wall, Tom Dill, Philip Dorn, and

iLeVine; Beneath the Planet of the Sons

^3nor Donaghue, including Phil Gentry,

Cowen, Professor George Sim-

(a new member replacing Soriano),

Paul Ahern, making their third consecu-

iryto win the Trivia Bowl title,

jso predicted to do well is the Bolivian

pfes5 '" with Professor Peter

genheim, Doug Jensen, Thomas Lutz,

j David Lowrey.

iorlano went on to speculate that this

it's
dark horse team may prove to be

Trivial-minded students Paul Ahern,
Phil Gentry, Dave Banks, and Dave
Cowen will compete in this year's Trivia

Bowl. Photos By Peier Bansen

Nordlinger.

An interesting twist to this years Trivia

Bowl will be the participation of two faculty

teams, calling themselves Ace Trucking

Company and Brand X.

The former hails from the Art Department,

headed by Aiken, and including Edwards
and Smith, the latter has its base in the Math
Department, and consists of Eastman,
Janke, Schiftman, and Roeder. While the

chances of these teams are not great, their

addition promises to be interesting and enter-

taining.

This year's Trivia Bowl will feature exten-

sive use of audio/visual questions, and or-

ganizers promise that in honor of the 10th

anniversary of the Bowl, it will be imaginative

and entertaining. Soriano reported that this

year's team turnout was dissappointing, only

24 teams having entered thus far, down 6

from last year's 30,

The Bowl, which will be held on May 10,11.

and 12, will feature the talents of jazz pianist

Paul Petersky for the final and semi-final

rounds. One each of the Bowl day's, ses-

sions will be from (times listed here are ap-

proximate) 3-5:30 pm, and 7-10 pm. All ses-

sions will be conducted in Olin Hall, except-

ing the semi-final and final round on the even-

Phtl Dorn and Rob Levine of "All the
King's Men" Trivia Bowl Team.

ing of May 12, which will be held In

Armstrong, The competition for this year's
Trivia Bowl looks fierce, and promises to

keep the Bowl a perennial favonte at CC.

Blasenheim, Hannigan, and Lewis Social Aces

Ihe Catalyst
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Class Parties at CC

Students Have
Writing Problems
By Kristin Lau

Students pressured from writing difficulties

3d not feel alone in their tribulations. Pro-

Neal Reinitz, Chairman of the English

partment, roughly estimated that five to 1

icent of the student body has serious writ-

iproblems, 60 percent have average prob-

ns, and 20 to 25 percent have very few

)blems.

In his opinion, these are not abnormal per-

nlages peculiar to this point in educational

ilory. "Writing difficulty is not a new prob-

Ti, It is a cyclical concern."

Iraditionally, CC required freshmen to

s one year writing course with a literary

phasis. For 20 to 30 years the college felt

It an intensive writing course would help

sviate problems. A vote of the entire faculty

olished the requirement in the academic

IT 1967-68. In the late 60's the English

partment agreed that writing must be a

nlinual process; the ability could not trans-

fand maintain from a single course.

I

The students," Reinitz described, "were
Ifimportant." Despite this student attitude

S English Department continued to stress
^lity writing in each course.

Three or four years ago a fever hit for

ffling," explained Reinitz. "Students felt

^1 writing was a social, intellectual, and
"uniercial need at the same time that fac-

>yand parents were feeling the same way.
'eryone started looking at writing and
^iied that SAT scores had gone down."
^pointed that current SAT tests measure
^al and comprehensive ability not written
Hiity. When the Educational Testing Ser-

^ introduces an essay composition test,

^ined for the academic year 1977-78. a
*3ble measure may be available.

pTtie truth is," stated Reinitz, "That stu-

«ils have trouble writing, so do adults,

'^fyone. it is not a new problem, but the

^ge in trend made it more noticeable.

Writing is very, very hard; like greed or origi-

^Isin, it is always there."

^ew or old problem, the CC faculty is con-

^^ned with the issue and feasible ap-

'oaches to a solution. The Academic Pro-

f^ Committee also expressed deep con-

^ while stressing that any pat solution is

J
from completion. The committee func-

^is to discuss academic issues and
Nble lines of attack that then proceed

Sard or halt with the Instnjction Commit-

This year, 1976-77, the English depart-

ment provided a stepping stone for assist-

ance with writing problems. Both Professors

Ruth Barton and James Coleman tutored

students for one block each.

Although they were available to anyone.

Barton said that the majority of students were

referred by professors in various subject

areas. A small percentage of students came
for help by themselves. This year the coach-

ing system operated for two blocks; next year

it will be available for three blocks. Reinitz

hopes that the system can expand.

Barton explained that most students had

extreme problems and a high feeling of en-

trapment and desperation. She felt that stu-

dents could overcome most problems. "I am
convinced that through determination and

drill students of ordinary intelligence can

learn to write a coherent essay. The tedium of

grammar may be difficult psychologically."

In Reinitz opinion, writing problems can

only be overcome by incorporating writing

with every course. He believes that the fac-

ulty largely subscribes to this idea, although

tactics vary widely.

Reinitz explained one plausible idea that

the English department is currently hashing

over. A small group of faculty members,

perhaps two from each division, with at least

one English professor, would discuss what

the writing requirements for each field should

be and try to reach some common views.

Participants would than return to their de-

partments and talk to fellow professors. The

small group would widen to the ultimate de-

sire of total faculty awareness. Such a sys-

tem would increase regular writing practice

among all courses yet provide room for var-

ied approaches.

An additional source of ideas may develop

through investigations of Professor Tom K.

Barton of the history department, awarded

the Benezet Rotating Fellowship for the fall

semester 1977. The fellowship extends for

one semester per year and is awarded to a

CC professor working on a project that aids in

the teaching effort. Barton will investigate

teaching efforts made on student writing at

other schools on an undergraduate level. He
will present the results at the end of the

academic year.

Student writing problems may be a cyclical

fever but clearly, various approaches to the

problem do concern the CC faculty.

By Colin Crawford

One of the distinct advantages of a small,

private liberal arts college, the argument

goes, is that students and professors are

given the chance to become acquainted with

one another on an individual basis.

In order for this to happen, however, there

has to be some way that students and

teachers can meet outside of class. The
vehicle through which this happens at CC is a

phenomenon commonly referred to as the

class party. The class party has evolved into

a CC institution.

Every class has one, or maybe even 2.

The question is, what classes does one take

for the best class parties?

Students interviewed about this dilemna

agreed that the kind of party a class will have

is determined by the tempo a professor sets

for a class. For example, if a professor is a

real buddy-buddy, "we're all just one big

happy family" type, the class party will be

wild. A professor who runs a reserved, lec-

ture class, will, however, usually be host to a

quiet and intellectual gathering.

Listed below are student ratings of differ-

ent class parties, according to professor and

department. Incredible-excellent:

Blasenheim, History; Hannigan and Lewis,

Geology; most visiting professors (some of

these are reported to go beyond incredible!

After all, what does a visiting prof, have to

lose? For many visiting profs, this is their first

experience with class parties, so they go all

out. Available reports indicate that a recent

class party of a visiting professor saw stu-

dents dancing with teachers on tables, the

professor leading a spirituality exercise, and

assorted other bizarre behavior.)

Excellent: Bizarro, Madruga, Romance
Languages; Wilson. History; Grace, f^/lustc,

and the Drama Department, (admittedly,

they have the advantage of being combined

class/cast parties.)

In the good to fair category were included

class parties in departments like Anthropol-

ogy, Psychology, and Political Science and

the picnic favored by the Language Depart-

ments. Rating fair to very poor were parties

for most of the English and History depart-

ments. Philosophy and Religion,

Natural Science Parties

In a special category are placed, interest-

ingly enough, the Natural Science Depart-

ments. They gain their special "whooppee"

classification since they are often the row-

diest and wildest of class parties. While many
would be inclined to think that the quiet, mild

mannered science type would not be capable

of letting go, it seems that after labouring 20

hours a day for SVz weeks over Organic or

Mollecular, science students let loose com-

pletely.

The location of a class party is, of course,

also very important. If held at a student's

house, the consensus is generally that it will

be better than at a professor's, since there is

not as great a feeling of reserve and caution

in being in the house. If held at a professors,

however, most students agree that if the pro-

fessor's children are there, it will be downhill

from the very beginning.

Another detriment to class parties is said to

be a party designed to combine class work

and partying - a "work-play session." Many
students were supportive, on the other hand,

of class parties that produced discussions on

the subject matter of the course, which, as

one student said "gives you the chance to

look at the class from a different, loosened

perspective,"

The time of year in which class parties are

held definitely seem to influence the charac-

ter of a class party. Springtime rated highest

on the desirability scale, with fall following,

and winter last. Of course, the size of a class

is also very important, since it determines

how wild and/or intimate a party can be. Fi-

nally, it is difficult to neglect foods and bever-

ages provided and available at class parties.

Depending on the individual professor, and

how open he/she is to student input on class

parties, the drinks get stronger and stronger.

This Weeli's

Catalyst Prize

Winner Is John
Carver
The Catalyst

Contest

Photo By Peter Bansen

Sigma Chi Party

Changed

see page 2
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Positions Filled
After two weeks o( interviews and deliberation.

Culler Board has tilled two more positions (or next

year's publications task force: Editor ot tlie Nugget

and Comptroller (or the Board.

The 1 977-78 Nugget will be co-edited by juniors

Leslie Elkins and Susan Williams. Elkins and Wil-

liams, who were ihe only applicants for the posi-

tion, hope to have a student-oriented yeart>ook

underway next fall.

Last Tuesday, the Boaro announced the selec-

tion of Business major Josh Slake as Comptroller

tor Cutler. Blake has accounting and bookkeeping

expenence and helped audit Ihe Board's books

last tall.

Sociologist

To Teach
The Department of Sociology is pleased to

announce Ihe appoinlmeni of Dr. Roy S.

Bryce-La Porte, eminent black sociologist, to

teach Ihe course entitled The Black Experience

during Block 3 of the coming school year.

Dr. Bryce-LaPorte will take a one-block leave

from his current position as Director, Research

Institute on Immigration and Ethnic Studies of the

Smithsonian Institution m Washington, D.C.

(which he has held since 1973) to teach the

course at Colorado College. Prior to 1973 he
was an associate professor of sociology and
Direclor of the African-American Studies Pro-

gram at Yale University, He has also taught at

Hunter College, Syracuse University and the

University of Southern California.

Concurrent with his teaching Dr. Bryce-
LaPorte has been an active field researcher,

analyst, consultant and investigator lor a large

number of agencies and organizations including

the Social Science Program of Ihe Department
of Health of Ihe Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,

the (ulexican-American Project of U.CL.A., Ihe

black community o( Venice, Head Stan. Com-
munity Development in Ihe United Fruit Com-
pany plantations. Association of Independent
Schools, National Foundation (or Ihe Endow-
ment of Humanities, ihe Journal of Black
Studies, Alro-American Societies and Cultures

section of the Social Science Research Council.

National Institute o( (Vienlal Health, the Nairobi

Research Institute, and Ihe Oanforlh Founda-
tion. Currently Dr. Bryce-LaPorte is a candidate

for election to Ihe Committee on Committees ot

the American Sociological Association.

Dr. Bryce-LaPone's educational background
includes a B.S. and an fwl.A, from the University

of Nebraska, a cenilicale in Caribbean Studies

from Ihe University of Puerto Rico, and a Ph.D.

in Sociology from the University of California at

Los Angeles He has published extensively con-

cerning American slavery, West Indian lolk reli-

gion, the Black experience, the Black immigrant

and many other topics. His latest publication is

as co-editor of Alienation and Contemporary
Society (Praeger, 1976), Preparation for olher
publication is underway and Dr. Bryce-LaPorte
hopes to use his Colorado College students as
a sounding board and as critical analysts of

some of his publication ideas.

Students desinng to take advantage of the

opportunity of association with and instruction

from this eminently qualified black sociologist

may register tor his Block 3 course, The Black

Expenence. by signing up for it at Ihe Office ol

the Registrar. Any student is eligible but the

usual upper limit of 25 students will be in effect.

CC Professors Discuss Carter's Energy Prograiri

Pholo By Peler Banse

Professor Glenn Brooks: Talking with

Congressmen in Washington last week.

Sigma Chi Basin

Plans Altered
Due to last minute complications arising over

their liquor permit application, Ihe Sigma Chis

have made some changes in iheir plans for the

all campus-all day beer bash that Ihe fraternity

had planned for lomorrow, Saturday,

Originally, the group had intended to charge

S2 admission (or Ihe entire day. When informed

by the Slate Liqucr Commission Wednesday
thai Ihey had to storm-fence in the back of Iheir

house to "keep" Ihe beer on the premises, the

(ralernity decided to serve the beer for free

between 3:00 pm and 7:00 pm.
According to Sigma Chi President Rick

Schultz, "In this way people can enjoy Ihe free-

dom ot the outdoors without being in violation of

the stale's liquor policy."

At 7:00 pm the fraternity will begin charging

$2. A temporary slorm-fence will be erected

around Ihe back of the house in order to allow

people lo go outside lo cool off from dancing
and slil) be on Ihe premises. Dancing will begin

al 9:00 pm with the Rick Floyd Quartet. Beer
will not be permitted lo leave the "premises"
after 7:00.

Al press time, the fraternity had not cleared

all Ihe permit obstacles. The fraternity expects
to lose $300 because of Ihe alterations. The
event was originally designed as a fund raising

event for Iheir charity

By Andrew McGown
President Carter has recently identified Ihe energy cnsis as perhaps Ihe greatest problem th

Americans now face. He has accordingly formulated a comprehensive package of legislation i^'

Congress to act upon lo meel the problem. °'

His plan emphasizes tax incentives instead of (ree market controls. He has proposed an exi
tax on gasoline which would increase annually if gasoline consumption limitations are exceedetf
Carters plan also provides for extra taxation on the purchase of large cars, subsidies for th
installation of solar heating and improved Home insulation, and subsidies for businesses ih!
convert to coal for fuel.

^'

Professors Glenn Brooks of the Political Science department and Val Veirs ol the Physic,
department were questioned to get a faculty reaction to Carter's plan.

Carter first made a direct appeal to the public for support of his plan on national television u
strongly emphasized the need for an ascetic altitude toward energy consumption by individuals^

Yet claims were later made that his plan would stimulate economic growth, and that individuals
would generally suffer lew losses through taxation because of the governmental subsidies thsu
would obtain. Both Brooks and Veirs see no real contradiction between these attitudes. Sacrifice!

regarding "energy-intensive" lifestyles will have to be made, but these will be mitigated Ihroughih
establishment of a more mature energy economies and through allocation of governmental
subsidies. Brooks emphasized the change to a "qualitative emphasis" on economic growth

Carter's plan has been criticized in that il may fail to provide sufficient incentives for furihe
exploration of fossil fuels. Veirs does not see accelerated encouragement of exploration

a-;

desirable, for he (eels economic and political demand for these reverses would entail inevitable
and unwise exploitation of them. Brooks does not see the connection as inevitable, and feels ihai
the combination of higher prices and governmental regulation can hold the consumption

ol
reverses lo an acceptable level.

Carter's proposals included a raise of the federally controlled price of natural gas. but to a level
below the free market price established in intrastate gas sales, which have previously nol been
subject to price controls. Both Brooks and Veirs see this proposal as consistent with Carters
policy of gradualism in handling the energy crisis, but differ as lo whether decontrol of gas prices
was a politically feasible option lor Carter. Brooks feels thai the option was viable, but not
consistent with the remainder of Carter's proposals. Veirs demurs with this view, feeling a public
uproar over home heating bills would result.

Carter's plan did nol provide for accelerated development of nuclear fission power Some
economists have theorized that a massive economic depression in our energy based economy is

inevitable unless nuclear fission is heavily relied upon in the near future. Both Brooks and Veirs

prefer deemphasizing Ihe energy dependent nature of our economy, rather than proliferating

nuclear dependence here and abroad.

They also laud Carter's proposal to set a moratorium on reprocessed plulonium fuel, feeling that

the safety hazards of plulonium far outweigh its possible economic advantages.
The plan encourages conversion to coal for industrial fuel. Industrial "scrubbers" can reduce ihe

environmental damage caused by the use of coal, which is a "dirtier" fuel than oil or gas
Conversion to coal may force a relaxation ol clean air standards, however.

Veirs does not see large-scale degradation of environmental quality as inevitable. He points oul

that processes have been developed to "make small-scale generation of coal power relaliveiy

clean. Veirs staled that usage of the waste heat in producing electricity is both desirable and
necessary.

One of the justifications for Carter's preference of lax incentives over free market controls is thai

it would allow supposedly quicker governmental actions to be made in response to energy

shortage. Both professors stress that Carter's approach is a compromise between a laissez-laife

attitude and Ihe advocacy of governmental fiats, and feel that the plan best combines Ihe criteria ol

personal liberty, inculcation of wise energy priorities, and speed of adjustment to energy shortag-

es.

Doubts have been expressed over Congress' ability lo expedite implementation of Carter's plan I
or an alternative to it. The two professors disagree most strongly on this point,

Veirs expresses a fatalism towards Congressional demagoguer^' Brooks, who conversed withi

Congressmen in Washington last week, expresses a guarded optimism. Brooks says thall

Carter's prompt and decisive approach lo the problem has impressed Congressmen, and hasi
increased the likelihood that swift and firm action will be taken,

fwlorns Udall and many other Congressmen think thai breaking up the oil companies would have I
a beneficial effect on the levels o( prices and energy resources, Veirs does nol see any advan-

1

tages to this approach, but Brooks (eels thai it could be a desirable option far in Ihe future, after
|

"the corner has been turned" in facing the energy crisis.

The professors finally note thai prompt approval of Carter's gradualism policy will preclude Itie
|

necessity of taking drastic action at some later time.
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Musicians, Poets, and Artists Invited to Festival
Women musicians, poets, and actresses

are invited to take the stage at a special

Women's Music Festival to be held Friday

evening. May 13, from 8:00 PM to 1 1 :00 PM,
at El Perdido Restaurant in Manitou Springs.

A benefit for the Women's Health Services
Clinic of Colorado Springs, the festival pro-

vides an excellent opportunity for female ar-

tists to present their works. Men as well as

women are welcome to attend.

Local Feminists and musical organizations

view the festival as an important happening

in the Colorado Springs area. The past two

years' festivals have been very well received,

and the CC Women's Commission, who is

sponsoring this year's festival, has high

hopes for its success.

The festival will be held at El Perdido, for

the first time. Mexican food and a varietyj

beverages will be available.

A $1.00 donation will be collected at

door.

Women who are interested in performii

should contact Linda Henn at 471-0930,

Carol Petsonk at 632-3171, as soon

possible. Colorado College women es

cially are encouraged to participate.

Cutler Board Candidates: Wilkins, Bradney
By Gail Bradney

A literary publication should not sacrifice

original thought for popularity. A publica-

tion needs a life of its own. To a very great

extent, the life and originality of a publica-

tion are dependent on its editor. Hence, an
editor should step outside the boundaries

of already set precedents and pursue his

job from an artistic standpoint. Literature is

an art, a creative expression of emotions

and thought. A literary publication should

not be molded to its readers; rather, it

must be an independent source which re-

flects its own image to the people who
read it. Cutler Board is indirectly responsi-

ble for the lives of the three publications at

Colorado College because it is the body
which chooses editors tor these. I would
like to see competent and original people

chosen for the editorships. I do not believe

in compromising originality for safety. Fu-

ture editors chosen by Cutler Board should

be people who will not conform for the

sake of popularity, but will use the tools ot

literature to create a living, original piece of

art.

In addition to choosing editors, Cutler

2 • May 6, 1977 • The Catalyst

Board supervises the budgets of the three

publications and intervenes in cases of

legal misconduct (e.g.. plagerism, libel).

Having worked tor the Catalyst two years,

I feel qualified to make intelligent decisions

regarding these issues.

I would like to be an At-Large member
of Cutler Board to see literary publications

on this campus thrive.

By Sid Wilkins
A great deal has been said recently abo

the quality of the student publications here

Colorado College, After having been

member of Cutler Board during the past ye

as the Editor of the Nugget, I feel that I havf

good grasp of both the financial operations

the Board as well as the problems involved

producing all three publications.

I would like to continue my involvemi

with Cutler Publications during the upcomi

year as an at-large member. Channels

communication need to be developed b

tween the students at CC and the Board, a

certainly student support and parlicipal'

also needs a great deal of attention.

I would like to work on making the Nu(

Catalyst, and Leviathan publications of t

highest quality with a stronger student tja'

ing during the 1977-1978 year.

ALL BACH ORGAN CONCERT
This Sunday, May 8 at 2:00 in the afternoon, J

V>/engrovius will present an all Bach organ cone

in Shove Chapel. Everyone is invited lo

WOYZECK TONIGHT,
The Theatre Workshop Production of G^'

Buchner's Woyzedk will be presented (vlay ^'

and 7 at 8:30 pm at Cossltl Gymnasium. Tickets

limited seating are available at Rastall desk

J
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jfB for Your Money

ROTC: A Multi-Issue Issue
By Frank E. Lane

,i5sue I am about lo discuss is of concern to

\n\s who consider themselves part of the

.do
College community.

Iqil lo your attention so that we can improve

vnfiiunity t)y elminating a senseless waste ot

(Sources. The Reserve Ofllcers Training

.(.gnler in Cossitt Hall occupies a preposler-

'^unl of space, at a sigmiicant cost to the

fljnity,
while serving only three students. It is

(yalion which must be corrected. I am asking

^r
support and requesting that the adminis-

,,e-assign the use of that area to student

.;s
groups.

^5 rnay be many reasons why someone^^^^^^^^^^^^
This brings the cost to the college

immunity for ROTC ... as high

9,1 OO."

J7ke the ROTC offices moved off our cam-

I
am as much against the ROTC presence

(£)[
ideological reasons, as I am for practical

L|fl5, However, since moral and ideological

Lnts vary in quality and intensity, from per-

|i
person, I shall focus primarily on the sheer

Liicalities of the current situation,

Lxperience with this project has impressed

^nie the fact that many people would much

kf consider an issue solely on its practical

(s^
from an objective stance, than to engage

imoral or ideological beliefs in making their

son.

fil it is important to stress that the removal of

jlOTC offices DOES NOT mean that students

foding on ROTC for financial aid, or those

* interested in becoming officers, would be

(Jeto participate in the program and attend the

jied courses on our campus. Classroom time

Dbe scheduled for such activities like it is at the

(Eisily of Colorado at Colorado Springs

CS) and El Paso Community College (EPOC),

e people felt my proposal would deny m-

aed students the opportunity to take part in

ICThat IS NOT the case. The removal of the

ROTC office would not interfere with their fulfill-

ment of ROTC requirements in the least.

Space Situation Critical

The space situation at CC is critical. II you have
any doubts on ihal point please consult Ellie Mil-

roy. Dean Sutherland, Dean Taylor, President

Worner or the chairperson of any organization

without a regular place to meet or call its own.

I have been a chairperson for several years and
know well the limitations placed on an organization

when different times and places have to be sched-
uled for every meeting.

There are no places to go for informal meetings,
where records, posters, and equipment can be
located for general membership use. The fact Ihal

the fvlountain Club has had a place of its own for

many years, probably figures significantly in the

survival of that organization.

The ROTC offices occupy both wings of the

lower level of Cossitt Hall, The physical Plant re-

ports this lo be an incredible 2,900 square feet!

Jack hyiason ot the Craddock Development Co..

who IS familiar with the Cossitt building, placed the

value of that space (with the full services the Col-

lege provides) at $14,500 to $17,400 per year!

He considered that price range a "reliable esti-

mate". Besides this "donation" (ROTC pays no
rent or service fees). Don Fulghum, Assistant

Business fulanager, reports that we budget ROTC
$1 ,700 per year for a ROTC secretary. This brings

the combined cost to the college community for the

ROTC offices on our campus to as high as $19-

,100; that's a value of almost $6,370 per year for

each CC student in ROTC! My point Is not that we
would save this money by moving the ROTC offic-

es, but that the value could be distributed among
150 students instead of three. The students in

Chavarim, The Women's Commission, The New
Age Coalition and similar student groups could

benefit a great deal if this proposal is successfully

carried out.

twiike Herbison, Chairman of the Space Alloca-

tion Committee at UCCS was not keen on the idea

of moving the oHice to his campus. However, he

indicated that an office could be provided if proper

procedures were followed. An office on that cam-
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pus makes more sense considering that the
largest percentage of recruits come from there and
from the standpoint of a non-residence campus.
there would be fewer problems with student mis-

conduct.

Misconduct Problems
The presence of the ROTC offices in our cam-

pus has provided the opportunity lor addilionai

misconduct problems I am speaking of reports

filed on non-CC students (from UCCS or EPOC),
who come to our campus for some ROTC function,

and commit acts of general misconduct, le
.
using

fake ID'S lo obtain meals, special student discount

tickels and even sleeping in the dorms. One guy
has been evicted from Loomis on three different

occasions. Removing the ROTC offices would re-

lieve this situation.

The miniscule amount of interest generated

among CC students for ROTC as evidenced by the

three people enrolled in it, scarcely warrants the

sacrifices we are making. The Department of De-

fense would probably support a proposal lo move
the offices.

In response to a 1 973 Government Accounting
OHice report, Itie Department ol Delense lold ttie

(ROTC) services they stiould phase oul campus
programs that have fewer than 1 7 students signed

up (or the junior year of ROTC instruction, be-

cause sucti programs are uneconomical (Anne
C Roark, The Chronicle ol Higher Education.
Apnl, 1977)

In my interview with Captain Zoelle, the Army

"The inconvenience to non-

interested students didn't seem to

occur to him."

recruiter (or our campus, on April 25, he stated that

the CC-ROTC sludents represented roughly 30°o

of the total in his program, with 40''o and SCo
enrollment from UCCS and EPCC respectively

This indicates a total enrollment from three cam*

puses ol about ten students!

You should by not have some idea of the absurd

waste of our resources found in Cossitt Hall. You
may be wondering what the opposition has offered

in terms of an explanation Apparently, tradition

and the laws ol inertia have a lot lo do with the

current situation. According lo one dean, ROTC
had Its peak penod al CC Irom 1955 to 1963, and

has declined ever since. He recalled thai there

were no more than 12 members in 1969. Some-
where around 1971 -'72, when anti-Vietnam senti-

ment was peaking out, an unknown protester

half-heartedly attempted to fire-bomb Ihe ROTC
temporary building that adjoined Cossitt Hall al

that time (il has since been removed).

Longest Faculty Discussion

About five years ago. the issue of whether

ROTC should be abolished at CC resulted in what

President Worner termed as the "longest laculty

discussion to date", a meeting that stretched over

four hours and ended in a vole.

The faculty decided to retain ROTC largely on

the grounds that if we had lo have a military, then

we should do our best lo provide liberally educated

young men for officers. It's a good point which still

lingers in the minds of many professors. Profes-

sor Drake ciled Ihal reason when he refused to

sign my petition. When I asked him if he thought

our three ROTC officers would -liberalize" the

Army any, he said that he saw my point, but that he

considered his continued support ol the ROTC
office on our campus as having significant sym-

bolic value.

That interchange took place during a brisk walk

The entrance to ROTC headquatlers in

Cossitt Hall. fn^.io By P01,n Sanson

across campus and 1 leel that al another time or

place. It would have been more fruitful However,
this argument has little bearing on Ihe proposal at

hand, because as slated m the beginning, students
interested m ROTC could still participate in the

program and fulfill all ol its requirements much as
they do now.

One o( Three Students
What about the people in ROTC, what do they

say? Roy E. Dudley, one ol the three ROTC stu-

dents here at CC, agreed lo meet and talk with me
last Sunday. In that two-hour session we dis-

cussed our views on militaries, ROTC, wai, Viet-

nam and Colorado College Although there was
much good dialogue, I will simply repeat those
reasons he gave for keeping the ROTC offices on
our campus

First, It exposes the students lo the military, and
second, it is a convenience lo sludents interested

in the military. The inconvenience to non-
interested students didn't seem to occur to him.

He tried to beel this argument up a bit by con-

lending that significantly (ewer students would be
interested m ROTC il Ihe office was nol on our

campus. When 1 asked him. "Fewer than three?"

there was a long hanging silence, then we both

laughed As lor our exposure lo Ihe military, I be-

lieve Ihe Air Force Academy and Ft. Carson do a

pretty good |ob of assaulting your consciousness

during lour years in Colorado Springs.

Finally, I want lo mention Ihe reaction of stu-

dents lo my efforts. I've been greatly encouraged
by the fact Ihal over 1 50 students showed up al my
prolesl " last April 13 and Ihal over 445 students

"I had a lot going through my head

when I saw that outrageously

stupid ad in our newspaper."

and laculty have signed my petition, Al least a

quarter ol the student body has responded to my
effort. This has made the whole Ihing worthwhile

Personal Protest

The "protest" was a personal thing, a reaction lo

the large ad in The Catalyst, boasting a military

figure offering a starting salary ol $10,000. As a

senior looking at the |0b market, 510,000 looks

pretty damn good (or a starting salary, Bui it's

wasted money, and it seemed like a bribe, and I

Continued on page 9

30 KEGS, SUNSHINE, &
^"^^ LIVE DANCE MUSIC ^

mm CHI
(A BENEFIT FOR THE WALLACE VILLAGE)

FREE BEER: 3-7 pm
$2.00 ADMISSION: Vpm-12pm

fRICK FLOYD OUARTET/9-1
Colorado Springs #1 Camera Store

With Free Customer Parking 'k
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Excellent Photography Blacklisted Nations
Baseball Diplomacy

A Question of Relations

"l\/lake Love not War"
Argument Revived

By Eric Weaver

By Sheila McDowell
On Monday night Packard Hall was once

again the scene of a successful senior art

show opening. Amidst a great deal of admira-

tion from all of those attending, Diane Harper

and Patty Wallenbach celebrated their open-

ing by taking Polaroid snapshots of the spec-

tators and posting them on a bulletin board.

If by chance you missed the gala openihg,

definitely do not miss the show- Among the

consistently good senior shows this year, this

exhibit of paintings and photographs by

Harper and Wellenbach is exceptional. The
show has obviously been well thought out; all

photographs and paintings are displayed to

their best advantage.

Both women possess a technical knowl-

edge and understanding of their respective

mediums which lends the exhibit an air of

qualified assurance. Harper's paintings re-

veal her subtle and sensitive feel for color

relationships. The canvases ot large flowers,

slightly reminiscent of Georgia O'Keefe, illus-

trate the artist's control of delicate color bal-

ance without sacrificing a solidness of form

and design.

The photographs by Patty Wellenbach are

all excellent. The pictures progress from

evocative phoiographs of the San Francisco

Gay Parade through a more subtle series of

reflections to the powerful images of de-

ceased fish. Although she had been experi-

menting with the use of reflections in her work
before the arrival on campus of Frank
Gohlky, no doubt he encouraged her to con-

tinue along these lines.

It is certainly a pleasure to see good senior

wori< exhibited so well. If you haven't seen
the show it is well worth a trip to Packard.

Time: 3:30 p.m.

Leader: Dana Koury

len m different Career

sing your knowledge ot

COMING PROGRAMS
Interviewing Skills Workshop. Interviewing (or a iob is an art. Don't be caught unprepared. This workshop

will cover the ins ar»d outs o( effective interviewing including how to answer those tricky questions- Plan to attend

t»oth sessions. This is the last Interviewing Skills Workshop this year.

Date; Monday, May 9 ar>d Thursday, May 12

Place: Raslall 212

Career OpporlunHlea Seminar, Careers Using Foreign Languages. Mer and v

Fields in Denver and Colorado Springs will talk about their jobs and the possibilities for u

(oreign languages in the world of work. A panel discussion followed by questions from the audience.

Dale: Wednesday, May 11 Time. 7:00 p.m.

Place; Hastall 206-8 Refreshments will be served.

MetropolHan Life will be represented on campus by Mr. Don Burrell on Wednesday. May 1 1 from 1 -5 p.m. Mr.

Burrell is seeking people for positions as sales representatives leading to a career in sales management By
appoinlmeni only Resumes are a must. Please sign up in CossitI 103.

INTERNSHIPS
Health Managemenl Traineeshlp. Opportunities tor graduates who wish to spend a year exploring the health

field before graudate school. Fairvlew Hospital. Minneapolis, Minn. Apply by May 15.

CalHomla Environmental Intern Program. A variety of summer opportunities in the San Francisco Bay area
tor science, business and arts majors. Slipend. S1350. Apply by May 16.

SUMMER JOSS
Englewood Parks and Recreation is seeking a choreographer and dance teacher for sl

Career Counseling for details.

RJLL TIME JOB OPENINGS
Administrative assistant, Newberry Library, Chicago. Research & education, BA ii

immediately.

Geologists, Dick Evans, Petroleum Placement.

Survey Rod and Chalnworker. Department of Public Works. Engineering Division, Aurora, Colorado.
Clerk Stenographer II, Administrative Division, City of Aurora Police Department.
Admissions Counselor, Coe College.

President Carter's decision to pursue
diplomatic relations with previously black

listed nations mar1<s the U.S. acceptance of

political reality around the world. The U.S.

has finally realized that a unilateral economic
blockade can hurt nations but it cannot bring

down their governments. Three cases in

point illustrate this fact. China, Cuba and Viet

Nam have all been able to exist without the

benefit of U.S. technology even though they

have expressed interest in buying from the

U.S. The restoration of relations with these
countries seems, at this point, to be a
foregone conclusion. But, it is still important

- to examine the objections to lowering the

blockades.

In the case of China the major obstacle to

renewed relations is our treaty agreement
with the Taiwan government. The arguments
against violating a treaty agreement are va-

lid. Treaty agreements cannot be broken op-
portunistically. The government of Taiwan
does not speak for the majority of the

Taiwanese citizens however. The govern-
ment of Taiwan is dominated by a minority of

Chinese refugees who fled the Maoist revolu-

tion and it is bitterly resented by the

triel

oless

ilpue

iirse.

Tatwanese. Our treaty agreement is wUh
alien ruling elite and not with the majorih 5ir^
the Taiwanese people. '

,

t,

A second argument in opposition
lo

newed relations with China is the lack

democratic freedom on mainland China
the government on Taiwan was a haven
democracy this argument would hold wj \SOC\i

The fact is that Chiang Kai-Shek and tiis

;

cessors forcefully supress all opposition

as ruthlessly as the mainland regime. (
need only read Andre Malraux's Man's Ff

an account of the supression of the

munists in 1927 by Chiang, to see th

was no defender of human rights, Theco
munist cadres arrested during the 3 day fe

of terror were thrown alive into the blast]

naces of the steel mills in Hangkow, i

argument against repression on the ma
land applies equally to the Taiwanese

g

ernment and therefore does not constitut

valid argument against relations.

The U.S. government has resisted rent

ing relations with the Vietnamese gove

ment on the grounds that it is witholding

Continued on Pat

jr program-See

1 humanities. Apply
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^^ JOSE'S^ Late Night
Munchies cMaAness!

^

V0»M7tlirinighUmDir

IOFK.totlH.

STEU& 9 9e

SWISS HiHU

WCBL70 1,50

2.oa^BUCBBBOSI

™»«200
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^^

BVESI01LUL25

NUBOS L25
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JOSEMULDaON'S
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RESUME SERVICE
WE WILL PROVIDE A RESUME THAT WILL SHOW YOUR

1

ORGANIZING AND PLANNING ABILITIES.

WE OFFER CONSULTATION, PREPARATION AND PRINTING
ON QUALITY PAPER WITH MATCHING ENVELOPES.

LET US HELP YOU!

THE PROFESSIONAL QOILL
597-8779

WEEKDAYS & WEEKENDS

COLORADQ'S LARGEST seleclii

of low cost, governmeni bondt

round trip charter flights lo EUROI

($259 from NYC. $389 from Denvet

AFRICA ($299) PERU ($399) HAWA

($179) ASIA ($479) at

THE TRAVEL COMPANY
1310 College Avenue

Boulder 80302

1-443-3560 weekdays _

MILLER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER
10 EAST COLORADO AVENUE

Located in the Galaxy Shop

Largest Selection Popular, Classic,

Jaxz, Soul, & Country

Regular S6.98 RerordB tor (4.98

Weekly Spedds for $3.98

Tapes $2.00 OFF Regular Price

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
MILLER'S DISCOUNT RECORD CENTER
SALES

iYPi

RENTALS
REPAIRS

YPEWRITER
SUPPLY CO

1 05 North Tejon St

Phone 634-0102
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TILLERMAN
TEAHOUSE

- HOURS -
Mon. 11:45-7:15p.m-

TuBS. n;45-7:15p.m.

Wed. 11:45-3:00p.m.

Thurs. 11:45-7;15p.m

Fri. n:45-Midnite

Sat. 5:00 p.m.-Midnite

Sun. 5:00 p.m.-lO p.m.

Enjoy Natural Meals

711 N. Tejon 634-98«
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Singing in tlie Cemetery: Parenti at CC
iPtfitture—

By Thorn Shanker

and Chris Nordlinger

9 three short weeks Michael Parenti

I
the Colorado Coilege Campus, his

wit and socialist humanism were
!^urce of unprecedented thought and

ijciani- As a visiting political science

jgssor, he unleashed his radical

ijque of American society in his

.fse, Modern Corporatism and the

lie-

V Parenti, who has lectured and
iqht at various colleges and univer-

^5 over the past 22 years, is the author

Lee books; The Anti-Communist Im-

^, Trends and Tragedies In American

^jgn Policy (a book of edited reading-

, jnd Democracy for the Few.

ictlve in the antiwar movement during

elate 60's, Parenti compares espousing

)
socialist doctrine on the CC campus
fsinging in a cemetery."

^e people imagine that all radical

^l(ers must have burst from the womb
]li
their hand already clenched In a fist

I

(evolution. How and when did you

Kjergo your ideological transforma-

Iwas a cold war anti-communist liberal. I

might all that America needed was another

sdklin Roosevelt -- more New Deal legisla-

fl
Capitalism was about the best system

;
could have, although it wasn't perfect. I

lAmerica was right in its world efforts to

jpthe tide and the danger of Communism
dtfiat there was a Communist conspiracy,

eld very closely and very firmly with Hubert

jTiphrey.

And what began to change me was the civil

;tiis movement, where I discovered that

Eventually we will move towards

socialism; not because it's prefer-

able, not because it's fanciful. We
will move toward socialism be-

cause it will be necessary to create

a humane and rationally planned

society."

iny of my friends who adhered to liberal

nciples saw me as an extremist because I

llhings like participate in picket lines with

icks and because I argued for equal rights

long blacks.

Michael Parentt Pholo By Petei Bansen

By the way, in those days I believed that

equal rights meant a few more jobs, that

blacks could go to school and that then they

would be equal; not realizing that there had to

be a fundamental change in the whole politi-

cal economy of the system. 1 began to sur-

mise that I wasn't all that radical, but that

other people were really much more conser-

vative. They did not really live up to their

views.

And then with Vietnam, again, I was an

antiwar liberal. I just wanted to see us pull out

of Vietnam. I thought the war was a mistake.

But the more I studied the war, the more I

realized that it wasn't a mistake, but that it

was a manifestation of some deeper tenden-

cies in our policy, our government, our class

interests and our whole society.

I began to criticize that society, and before I

knew it, I had moved toward the conclusion

that the present American capitalist society

does not sustain the conditions for life, for joy

or for happiness. I saw that capitalism sus-

tains conditions of deprivation, death, misery

and malnutrition for many people in the Third

world and even at home. It creates artificial

scarcities, it destroys the natural environ-

ment and it keeps our spiritual development

at a mean, low level of competition, want and

fear.

For these reasons. I decided that

capitalism at this historical stage is a gross

violation of the human spirit and the human
condition.

In Democracy for the Few, you state

that any substantial social change is as
hard for the "haves" as It Is for the

"have-nots," and that the necessary sac-

rifices would amount to class suicide.

Granted that the CC student body is com-
posed predominantly of the sons and
daughters of the more privileged classes.

what impact can you expect to have?

There are two things I would say. One is I

believe that even upper and upper-middle

class students have a right to exposure to a

body of information, knowledge, analysis and

ideas which my view and my scholarship

represents. And from that make their own
judgments. So just in terms of education, I

think this is a vital and just thing, and I don't

have to worry about the class background of

any individual.

Secondly, in terms of being a socialist, it

seems that students have played an incredi-

ble role in Greece, in (Mexico, in South Korea,

in Thailand where they brought down a gov-

ernment, in France in 1 968, and in the United

States in the late 60's where they were the

prime catalyst in the antiwar movement.

So, working with students in that sense is

certainly no violation of my politics even if

they come from a class background that

would be considered privileged. Even stu-

dents who come from privileged class back-

grounds may suffer from some of the aliena-

tion, the oppression and the atomization of a

corporate society, even if materially they are

benefitting from it.

In light of the corporate domination of

American foreign policy, how do you ap-

praise the "new morality" that Jimmy Car-

ter has so emphasized?
I don't believe that Garter's concern with

morality and human rights can carry him very

far. The very same Carter who is talking

about human rights in Eastern Europe is still

sustaining repressive military regimes in

South Korea, in Taiwan, in the Philippines

and in Indonesia. Throughout all of Latin

America, the military elites - in conjunction

with American multi-national corporations,

American arms and American aid - are keep-

ing the world safe for capitalism, and are

making the world safe for hypocrisy.

So Garter's new concern for human rights

Think Easier with a

HAIRCUT

COLLEGE BARBER
SHOP

i 827 N. Tejon 633-1606

HOT
PEACE CORPS NEEDS YOU!!

ALL GRADS

iterviewing Seniors and Grads for positions in 68 foreign

ountries.

'ep at State Employment Service, Colorado Springs, May
6 through May 18.

^fi campus, Rastall Center, May 19 and 20.

or appointment call Phil, collect, Denver, 837-4173.

is really just very selective and fine-sounding,

and I think whether he believes in what he's

doing or not, objectively the effects are
highly selective and they evade the real prob-

lems of human nghts.

Why can Carter get so excited over Sol-

zhenitsen. who is free to leave the country
and IS making royalties on on his books, and
yet be blind to those who are being shot or

driven into jail on trumped-up charges, or

driven underground or into exile right here in

the United States? It's no mystery why. His

"...
I decided that capitalism at

this historical stage is a gross viola-

lion of the human spirit and the

human condition."

concern for human rights is basically an
anti-communist stand. The violation of

human rights here in this political economy is

something which he supports and actually

executes-

In short, how would your radical

analysis be applied to a socialist trans-

formation In the current American soci-

ety?

In a word. I believe that the problems of the

system cannot be solved within the very sys-

tem that is causing them. Government
doesn't act in the public interest. It responds

only to power and wealth. The problems we
lace have no solution within the existing so-

cial order, and the ruling elites cannot afford

to try and solve them because they have to

maintain their positions of power and
privilege.

Therefore, there has to be a fundamental

change in the whole political economy of the

United States and the implimentation of

democratic socialism. I think that will come
after a long struggle.

The revolutionary process is a continual

one, and it's a global one. It is advancing

throughout the Third world rather dramati-

cally. Socialist nations are gathenng more

strength, vis-a-vis the capitalist countnes,

and eventually we will move towards

socialism; not because it's preferable, not

because it's fanciful. We will move toward

socialism because it will be necessary to

create a humane and rationally planned so-

^'^'V Continued on page 9
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® UmTravel Charters ,.

George C. Scott
A Franklin J. Schotfner Film

"Islands in the Stream"
A Dort/Polevsky Production

[Xsvid Hemmings Gilbert Roland

end Claire DIoom

Ernest Hemingwoy Denne Bort Petitclerc

i

PGUMaTnLaimuct sisstsm] mo« Jerry Goldsmith

SUMMER JOBS

FULL TIME WORK
10 TO 15 WEEKS

CALI 303-632-4697

USED
LEISTSES
SLIDE

PROJECTORSDARKROOM
EQUIPMENT
CA.MERA.
ACCESORIES

FILM
SPECIALS
SNAPSHOT
CA>IERAS
MOVIE

PROJECTORS
SHEtimiflKfR'S
• CAMEBA SHOP*

30N.T<|on
Ph 636.1696
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Tonight and Saturday
=Ai^.

Woyzeck Is A Pleasure to View
By Mary Murphy

Upon arrival in the Cossit Gymnasium, the

unsuspecting viewer finds himself amidst

rather than outside the stage. Seated on a

swivel chair he turns to see the various stage

sets vi/hich encircle him. Such disorientation

was the introduction to the Theater Work-

shop's performance ol Georg Buchner's

early Nineteenth century play, Woyzeck,
Directed and designed by Mark IWcConnell

and Karl Soderstrom, Buchner's tragic tale of

the "unaccommodated man' takes on

humorous twists which alter the mood of the

play by counteracting the emotional ex-

tremism of the hero. Woyzeck.
Kurt Pacheco is outstanding in his por-

trayal of the hero because of his successful

Incorporation of tragic and comic elements-

Confronted with a serious question of moral-

ity. Woyzeck is eventually driven to Ihe mur-

der of his whore and lover, Marie, played by

Audi Peterson, fvls- Peterson's performance,

although a bit overplayed in the tragic parts,

comes off beautifully. The mental turmoil of

both characters over (Vlarle's immorality is a

result of the repressive influences of the Doc-

tor (Dave Mason) and the Captain (Gregory

Hall). These parts represent stereotypical

-social functions, humorously interprg,

Bolh Dave and Greg take the ideal ol tl

professions to an extreme and in so d

because the major comical forces of the ni

Also worthy of note was Lindsay Waqn
protrayal of the Barker. Visually and lingj

cally perfect for the part, Miss Wagner
tp''

als her talent wholeheartedly. Thie |h

played by Rachel Silver, reflects the evem
insanity of Woyzeck. Ms. Silver, aside

tr

her excessive screeches, is physically viiJ

to her part and precise in her execution o
The play itself consists o^ short vigngi 1:00 F

like scenes which require much movemi """ *"

and accurate timing. As the lights go ouii

audience is left to guess which way to i^

The impact of this amazing for it keeps i

audience in constant anticipation of tfien,

scene. In contrast to the rather sterile d

of individual stage sets, probably the resuil
financial restrictions, the layout of the stj
illustrates the ingenuity of the designers!

All in all, the harmony between the tecli

cal and theatrical aspects of the play reJ
Ihe ability of all involved. Buchner's r

dry, realistic play becomes one of r

imagination and creativity through the ThJ
ter Workshop's interpretation.
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QQod Morning! Today is •FRIDAY MAY 6. Open your windows, open your doors, tune

p KRCC and turn up the volume. -KRCC will start a special 5 hour broadcast at 6:30
^ Friday May 6

g50 am Armstrong Quad. Be There.

00 am Picnic Lunch. Cutler quad.

l2:0O pm New Music Ensemble performs Terry Riley's "In C". On the stage.
00 pm Readings. On the stage.

00 pm Balloon release. Washburn field. Bring a friend and a balloon
30 pm Backgan-mon game. Janke vs Eastman. Packard quad.
00 - 6:30 pm Finger Dinner. Rastall Dining Hall.

j'oO pm Theater Workshop Production: "Woyzeck"
15 pm Colora'jo College Dance Theater

00 - 1:00 Mys.erv Band and Open Mike. In front of Palmer.
Saturday May 7

30 am Spec al plympics start

JO pm Sigria Chi's "The Day" Sigma Chi house.

3:00 pm Theater Workshop Production; "Woyzeck"

j;l5 pm Colorado College Dance Theater Sunday May 8
Sunday May 8

[;30 & 9:30 Animated Film Festival. Armstrong Theater

-Art^s

SPECIAL CONTEST TODAY
There will be numerous notebook size copies of time capsule 2000 available all

day today at Rastalt desk. Pick one up and write a few words on what you think
the world will be like in the year 2000 and return your copy to the COCA mailbox
by Sunday night. All copies will be encapsuled and displayed until the year 2000
when any remaining survivors will open the capsule.

you going lo dinner. John?"
I'm not going to dinner because there':

'limrest there until he dies."
Why don't you jusf kill him?"
"Ttiat's just like you, isn't it, you slide sucking little Biology Student. Sometimes It gives

funk what little concern you show for God's stupider creatures."
Ididn'

"Sure it's fine for you to be sitting there demanding that I smash the little head of the harmless little

^Plile and procure his tine rations of green viscera all over my brand new bed sheets, oh, then you'd
ilMp well wouldn't you?"
'though-

"

"Vou Papist, you Potatohead, it you think that this college student Is afraid of a little petty reptile
Ktlon In his own room then you'd better put a to let sigh between your ears and take the lowest bid."
Bu! John there s water oozing out from under the crack in your door

"

"I know that Einstein, whey do you think I threw my coat
is the lizard taking a bath or what John?"
Verry funny, verrrry funny, what do we have here, Dan Erect, Comedy Detective, tell me do you charge
"yihe hour or by the laff?"

"Don't apologize, don't apologize, you've gotten my numtierali right, I )ust didn't think you
I'lhe truth there. Put your hand down there and feel that damp spot."

' <^on't think I want to get reptile bathwater all over me "

"Vou ass, there's no reptile In there, I've been pulling your leg all the time, go on dampen the pal
iWof the old Academic curiosity."

g

"Do you feel that?"
Uhhuh."

"Describe."

Ciarnmy
. . uh damp, wet

Spit, maybe?"
Maybe.

"

Italian spit maybe?"
Oouldbe."

'^ell that's the Pope's spit son, his tongue just crawled out of my radio and took the nice chair. And
'3 big mother too, Einstein, longer than your arms put on top of eath other."
"hink I better leave before the line gets too long

"

Vou'd do that wouldn't you, you gargling napkin, by god, this could be the end of the world. I mean I

** listening to the Pope's invitation to the youth of the world, and then the bakelite in my radio cracked
"^all this shit leaked out on my carpet. I unplugged the set but the Latin kept coming and when I

""^shed It with a rock. The Pope's tongue leaped out and wrestled me all wet to the ground, and I was

Kuhlman)

I going to sleep."

"Damn boy, you sitting there talking about dinner when I got an Italian dolphin making spitbaths <

my bedsheets?"
Have you called the police

"

"Sure, sure call the whole Catholic force down here and they'll probably put bels on the thing, Cocky

Student versus the Wet Power of the Church, shit I wouldn't last three rounds."

"How about the R. A
'

"He's a Presbyterian, what the hell does he know about Catholic tongues?"

"Well, what are you going to do about it. JOHN'>'

"I thought you might come up with some horrible biologic suggestion."

"You could pour sail ail over It. that IfiHs slugs

"Brilliant."

What's wrong with Ihaf'

"That's the Pope's tongue in there son, we can't go around shrivelling up tl

man has close Holy Connections,"

"Putitinabox'

'Wonderful, you go first, It's got a temper kid, and It don't take the ascetic confinemenls."

"It's too damp.

"

Lure It into the hallway with platters otraw salted meat
"

""Old-fashioned."

Mop up the wet stuffand hock it to some cripple at a dollar a metric ounce"

"I'll get the bucket."

Pius-Apoiogies to La Talented Hi-Speed, ah you caniust call me a sucker lor a well turned limb.

e Popes tongue s
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Kelly Shaw Elected to CCCA
By Gail Bradney

jpite of Wednesday's enticing weather,

j-fllorado College Campus Association

aged to meet once again in Rastall's

S lounge to discuss, among other

^ the results from Tuesday's election

,e
long-disputed position of Financial

president.

jlly
Shaw defeated Steve Robson by a

sqdi vote margin. Acting Financial V.P.

fj
Gurrentz remarked that he and Saw

|je
involved in an "intense block-system

^jdion" to familiarize Shaw with his

jon's responsibilities. Gurrentz added,

]lt)e taking over as soon as possible."

igek ago Neill Morgenstern submitted a

jsal to Lloyd Worner in which he re-

sled a $6.00 increase in student fees to

ment the Council's budget for next year.

ner compromised, agreeing to a $5.00

;3se- According to Dean Max Taylor, this

;A victory is unusual. Gurrentz com-

ided Morgenstern's proposal, comment-

It was one of the finest proposals I've

seen. I don't see how Worner could

J
possibly turned it down,"

yiing a closed portion of the meeting, the

ncil voted on students to occupy next

positions for the Admissions Policy

imittee. The students selected were

OTC Continued
i^lV resented it. I had been reading The Crazy

I, by Szent-Gyorgyi.
lace (our new world) with our outdated

(linking, institutions and metfiods. wJtti political

tadefs who have their roots in the old, prescien-

tjc world and think the only way to solve ttiese

idable problems is by trickery and double talk,

6f
increasing our atomic arsenal - which is al-

(eady sufficiently stocked to kill every single living

ridividual three times over . .

bring It to your attention so that we can improve

community by eliminating a senseless waste

!ur resources. The Resen/e Officers Training

^ps center in Cossitt Hall occupies a preposter-

samount of space at a significant cost to the

rjTiunity, while serving only three students. It is

isiiuaiion which must be corrected. I am asking

Lf support and requesting that the administra-

jre-assign the use of that area to student ac-

fes groups.

toust and admitted to me that if he had it to do
over again, he would not have children.

Icannol live with that view of my world. I have

rays planned to raise children myself and al-

iigh I've been seriously challenged. I maintain

itplimistic view of my world. Robert Heilbroner

Idown and tried to come to grips with ths perva-

spessimism which characterizes our age. His

ct;. An Inquiry Into The Human Prospect,

sis like this;

II IS a sobering question, especially when he

makes the assumption, a few lines later, Ihat "The
leader shares with me an awareness of an op-

pressive anticipation ol the future."

"feilbroner is unable to resolve many of the con-

Sof humankind which he examines. Try as he

Lynn A. Stang, Diana DeGette. and Sid Wil-

kins.

Benny's Basement board members were
also chosen by CCCA members. They are
Newton Logan, Josh Blake, and Warren
Dean.

[\/1ichael Schneider, sponsored by the New
Age Coalition, asked for $196.00 for an Aging
Symposium which will be held on fvlay 15-17.

Schneider plans to explore "how the elderly

of our country are treated by our society." His

proposal was passed unanimously by the
Council. In an attempt to improve the com-
munication between the CCCA and
Student/Faculty committees. President
fvlorgenstern has invited representatives of

various committees to report their activities to

the Council. Mark Lovell gave a formal, end-
of-the-year report on the activities of the Stu-
dent Health Advisory Board (formerly the

Boettcher Health Advisory Board). Repre-
senting the Admissions Policy Committee
was Sid Wilkins who answered many ques-
tions concerning acceptance procedures
and the qualifications for incoming students.

The long-awaited product of the Faculty/

Course Evaluation Commission, The Green
Book, was distnbuted to Council members.
Copies are available in Raslall, Tutt Library.

and the dormitories. However, they will be
given predominantly to freshmen.

The minuscule amount of interest

generated among CC students for

fiOTC . . . scarcely v^rarrants the

sacrifices we are making."

:^l, he ends up in pretty much the same predi-

"enl as my professor here at CC. He comes to

iconclusion near the end ol his book.

Noris it easy to foresee a w/tlmg acquiescence
ithumankind, individually or through its existing

*^al organizations, in Ihe alterations ol liteways

fel foresighl would dictate If then, by Ihe ques-
^'Is lliere hope for man?' we ask wliether it is

testble lo meet Ihe challenges ot the future with-

M the payment of a fearful price, the answer^ be: NO, there is no such hope.

"^ you see. I had a lot going through my head
^ I saw that outrageously stupid ad in our
•spaper.

I wanted to respond to it and call

9i together that would listen and take a stand
^« own.
wanted to see if some people out there could be
^'rom their soporific daily classroom routine

'^ave them see (and use) their liberal arts

t^lion as something more than another ex-
^e, upper middle-class kid's hobby to engage
''^le he vaguely contemplates his career in

fcfie or law.

Response Staggering
"'ough the overall response has been en-
'^Smg, some of the responses have been ab-
'sly staggering in their impact on my view of

^neration. Some people have an incredible air

^lute indifference.

^ Marchbanks* emerged from Bemis yes-

^. took a last drag on her cigarette and grin-

^she flicked the butt to the pavement. 'Hey" I

'Tfiafs litter." She said, "Yeah, it is. That's
'hose little men pick up everyday." and

'^ off to her car.

^se "little men" are elderly Chicano employ-

I'^'he College, old enough to be her grand-
^' Vet she showed as much concern for them

as she might for a stray dog dying on the highway.

It's that type of attitude that shocks me the most; a

sort of mindless indifference. In the same vein, a

girl refused lo sign my petition saying "I don't care,

I don't care anything about it." Another girl refused

to read it, simply saying ".
.

,
it's political" as she

walked off.

Communist Asshole
I could not understand why, on a Friday after-

noon, two chemistry majors whom I had known for

several years, would not listen to me or even read

my petition.

These women smiled at me like I was selling

magazines at their front door, and said "good af-

ternoon," Where are the signatures ol other impor-

tant student representatives? Jay Hartwell has

organized a symposium on improving the quality of

life at CC, but he is apparently only interested in

talking. He has refused to sign in support of a

proposal which would obviously benelit the stu-

dents at CC- Or how about our CCCA president?

Are these people really that afraid of some dire

political reprecussion?

There were also the simple-minded hostile reac-

tions. Michael Knoke and Michael Reilly walked

by at the back of the crowd at the protest. One of

them bravely yelled "BULLSHITt" I stopped

speaking and offered them the microphone.

Did they come up and tell the people how they

felt? NO, the courage must have failed those fear-

less warriors ot the hockey rink as they giggled with

each other and took refuge in the caletena.

There was the girl who flung "They should get

the liberals oH our campus," as she walked out the

door. The most ridiculous exhibition came from a

"Joe Sixpack" type. Scott Van took it upon himself

to interfere with my constitutional right to petition

by defacing, a peilion with profanity.

I consider it outrageous behavior for one of the

four people on the Student Conduct Committee,

and yet 1 wasn't surprised to hear him call me
"Communist Asshole" as he trampled on my rights

as an American citizen. Of course, none of these

people ever read the petition, but I hold each one

responsible for his thoughts and actions.

The petition lists the reasons given earlier in this

commentary and states. "We. the undersigned, do

not feel that the interest of three students warrants

such sacrifices by the college community, and re-

quest that the ROTC office be moved off our cam-

pus, possibly to UCCS. or some other location,

where student interest reasonably supports such

an office."

I would also like to thank visiting professor

Michael Parent! for his participation in the protest.

He was enthusiastically received by the students

here and there has been talk of having him back. I

only hope that he is not penalized in any way for his

part in my demonstration.

This commentary had covered many aspects of

the ROTC office removal proposal ranging from

practical aspects of space to my own feelings on

the human prospect. I would like the reader to

consider the proposal and the protest as two sepa-

rate, but closely related events for which I assume
full responsibility. I close with a passage from

Robert Heilbroner:

At this late luncture I have no intention of

sounding a call lor moral awakening or for social

action on some unrealistic scale. Yet, I do not

imend to cor>done, much less to urge, an allitude

of passive resignation, or a relegation of Ihe

human prospect lo Ihe realm ot things we choose

not to think aboul. Avoidable evil remains, as it

always will, an enemy lhat can be defeated; and

the tact that ihe collective destmy ol many por-

Edltor'sNote:A/lparTje;

9'30-4:OO

^Ip^v^CVC4

Foreign Relations Continued
formation on fvl.l.A.'s. The government does
have a responsibility to the families of these

men. But. it seems as if we are using the

issue to justify our vindictive behavior against

the government which proved that the U,S.

Army is not invincible. In a war as extensive

as the Vietnamese war there are bound to be
casualties whose remains are buried or oblit-

erated by bombing raids or artillery fire.

Those soldiers still unaccounted for may fall

in this category. In any war there are bound to

be some men whose remains are never ac-

counted for and stubbornly demanding a

complete list of the casualties is asking the

impossible.

The argument against relations with Cuba.

(although hardly relevant in this era of

baseball diplomacy), centers around Cas-

tro's confiscation of American investment

property in Cuba. The U.S. government was
aclively engaged in the subversion of the

Cuban revolution at the time which is an act

of war. The U.S. has twice confiscated Ger-

man property, in 1 91 4 and in 1941 . under the

provocation of war yet we do not admit the

parallel. Many of the companies involved in

the confiscation are among the groups most

actively seeking renewed trade with Cuba.

Even though these companies are ready to

accept the reality of Castro some groups in

this country still cling to the past.

The U.S. government has often lustified its

blockades on the grounds that the govern-
ments in question surpress the rights of their

citizens. Aside from the fact that we support
some dictatorships while opposing others it is

obvious that our blockades have not affected
the governments' treatment of their citizens.

If we were really concerned with a lot of

people around the world we would help gov-
ernments in their attempts to develop their

economies which will have a tangible positive

effect on the standard ol liling ot the people, A
people-oriented foreign policy based on de-
velopment projects in place of our current
militaristic foreign policy based on supporting
or overthrowing governments will, in the end,

be more effective in promoting the welfare of

people around the world.

Castro IS here to stay as is the Chilean
junta it IS time to stop the impossible

task of rearranging governments and start

sending food rather than guns. It is time

to build hospitals and water purification sys-

tems rather than air force bases. The inter-

ests ot people are better served by air pro-

jects of this nature than attempts to over-

throw certain governments while lending mili-

tary support to repressive but non-
communist regimes.

;f ggainst paying I1W0 n

NOW AT STRAW HAT
FOR LUNCH

990 LUNCH SPECIAL
Hot Hat Sandwich of Your Choice

And A Free Small Pepsi

(with this Coupon)

- Order Ready Upon Arrival

(Call Ahead for This Super Service)

-15 Min. Service
- Movies - Sports & Cartoons
- Mon. thru Fri. - 11:30 - 3:00

y^ Pizza Palace /

Mike's Place
Uintah Gardens
1732 W. Uintah

471-9980
Effective

May 6 thru May 13, 1977
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I Golf

I
While Iheir fellow students were busy

frolicking last week, the Colofado College

golf team was wrapping up theit league

schedule. And quite a finish it was for the

linksters who put together some of the

finest play in CC golf history.

Last Saturday found the golfers com-

peting in a Rocky fvlountain Intercollegiate

Golf Association tournament at the Coun-

t[y Club of Colorado where ideal condi-

tions produced some great scoring, Craig

.-Silverman led the way with a 75 with

senior Cody Kelly contributing a fine 79.

The Tiger's team score of 31 7 gave them

their third sub-320 score of the season

and placed them seventh in the hotly con-

tested event.

The Tigers woke up early the next day

to participate in the year's final R.M.I.G.A.

event at the Air Force Academy's super

tough Eisenhower course. Shooting 316

on the layout secured the golfers an upper

division finish in the 15 team league.

While jUst missing by one slim stroke up-

setting the University of Southern Col-

orado and Big Eight power Colorado in the

day's event, the Tigers were nevertheless

pleased with their 5th place showing.

Sophomore hockey star Dave Delich re-

gained his golfing form with a super 75

with team captain Silverman firing a

smooth 77.

The Air Force Academy managed to

win the team championship with CC finish-

ing seventh in the fast improving league.

JOCK SHORTS
CCs overall 80.25 average over the very

tough R.fvl.l.G.A. courses was the best

that any one could remember. Junior

Craig Silverman managed to finish twelfth

individually with a 78.4 average while De-

lich's 79.0 average placed him seven-

teenth in the conference. Next year

should be even better for the Tigers who

also return steady Rob Levine, Hugh En-

trikon, Dave Heckler and Dave Kasser-

man.
This Saturday, the Tigers wrap up their

non-league slate as well with a triangular

meet against the Air Force Academy and

Denver University at the Eisenhower

course.

TRACK
Last Wednesday, the men's track team

went to the Air Force Academy to com-
pete in their last meet of the season.

Chip Howard performed excellently,

taking first in the 220. The 440 relay team
of Burke, Berman, Napheys, and Howard,
placed first, too, but failed to qualify for

nationals.

Thomas placed second in the 880, Pot-

tle took second in the three-mile, and
amazing performance considering that he
had just run Ihe Boston Marathon the pre- •

vious week. Thompkins took third in the

high jump, while high scorer Roberts
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placed third in both the long jump and the

triple-jump.

Collins placed second in the javelin,

while Splaine and Shank placed second in

discus, Alfonso Jacquez, CCs inter-

mediate hurdler, ran his best time of the

season. Coach Floor commented face-

tiously about Alfonso's performance;

"Next year, we can take him off the calen-

dar and start timing him with a watch,"

Over the weekend, the women's team

traveled to Albuquerque. Ahmoy Look

gave an outstanding performance placing

third in the 3000-meter run (approximately

two-miles) with a time of 1 2:01

.

This time qualifies Look for the regional

meet to be held at USC on May 14. After

much prodding by her coach and team-

mates, late-bloomer Look finally blos-

somed.
Capek also performed well, doing per-

sonal bests in both the 220 and the 440,

and coming with two-tenths of a second of

qualifying for regionals in the 440. Hagerty

was the fop-scorer of the meet, bringing in

a second in the 5000-meter and a fifth in

the 3000-meter.

Tennis

The men's tennis team dropped two

tough matches last week to make their

season record 8-6. On Tuesday, April 19,

the team lost the battle for the fourth
a

nual Luv cup, by a score of 8-1 to th

University of Southern Colorado,

David Adams and Phil Ydens won m nvas
#3 doubles match to pick up the Tigg, L^jnio

lone win. It was a poor effort on the who lod w
by CC, but the team pointed to "\^^^ .,ihe

overdose" as the reason for being sofi-
-

Up to that point, the Tennis Tigers
h-

played 9 matches in 15 days and just( w'siec

dn't respond to the challenge. -g v

On Saturday, April 23, a very good Un hiehe

versity of Northern Colorado team hands
flie

Tii

the Tigers another 8-1 setback. Ran{ f,jtsf

Stein and Blaine Strickland picked up prtsloi

win in the doubles column to avert
if] ^intt

shutout. Jerry Brendel played a very
tig) ^ jhi

three set match against his UNC
opfn

'

^ih

Outfiel

:0 r

nent and almost claimed a comeback
wii

This week the Tigers face USC awayo
Thursday and UNC and Colorado Statei i^"^^^

Greeley on Saturday. Colorado Schioolc

Mines will be at CC courts on Sunday!

give the Tigers another tennis weekery ^"

The team hopes to rebound from tb

much needed rest of block break and gra

some big wins. Some of the Tigers fiav

qualified to go to the Division III Nationi '

Championships in Jackson, Mississipp ^"9^*

but no plans have been finalized

sson.

SzedE

victc

ovidec

The b

Y\
Mo

in/ersi

e los:

is Sun

Stat

Lacrosse
Record 10-3

The stickmen got back on the winnii

track over block break by defeating Uli

State University by the score of 1 2-5. Tl
ason

two teams had never met before, ai
i""^®

Utah State was surprisingly better ihj
ache'

expected. The Tigers were led by

Stanton who had one goal and foi

sists. Bob Kline who had four goals ai

Drew Thwaits who had two goals,

superb job of defense was also turned

by Terry Leyden, Todd Anderson, Fr(

Powel, Greg Harpel and of course goalii

Dan Cathcart and Bryce Whitlock.

The team is now pointing towards

Saturday's first round playoff gai

against Air Force. The team has practic

intensely all week and they are full of

fidence that they will have a few surpri;

in store for the cadets. Captain Kj

Hoffman says, "This was by far our

week of practice all season and I kn(

that we're going to play Air Force tougl

The team would really apprecitae all

support it can get as they set out to up:

the zoomies!

Continued next pag

ALL LIBERAL ART
GRADS: ATTENTIOt
PEACE CORPS WANT
YOU! Projects starling thi

summer will take grads in an

major if you are interested

receiving training in the field

of agriculture, educatioi

health, construction. Ft

more information see Rep!

Colorado Springs State En

ployment Office May 16-1

or Rastall Hall on Campu

May 19 and 20.

Colorado Leather

Goods has:

Something for you
* Coral & Tiurquolse inlay

buckles
* Leather Chokers

*Deerskin gloves, men's

women's
* Billfolds

* Belts

*Travel Bags

Stop in Soon!!!

doLoxaao

731 N. Tejon
'*73-93l
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ORE
JOCK SHORTS

Baseball

.„as upset about losing the shutout."

Lmore lefthander Huss Reitinger de-

S while contemplating his leelings

1,1 Ihe 1 1 -1 five inning no-hitter he tos-

; against Metro State last Sunday. "I

leuen realize I had a no-hitter going."

iflsted the Gunnison. Colorado native

^e victory secured the sweep of a

Seheader against the Roadrunners.

L Tigers' Dave Hall had thrown a fine

[,it
shutout in the first game to win 1 -0.

nrlslop Terry Hoadley was the hitting

jjin the tightly contested opener, driv-

. in
the winning run in the bottom of the

«nlh inning.

jutfielders Tres MacCollum and John

.gn regained thejr hitting form in the

k,cap. going 3 for 4 and 3 for 3 respec-

S|y, 10 pace the CC offensive attack.

larlier in the week, the Tigers had split

Lir with Regis, losing the first game 8-5

^recovering in the second game with a

Ulriumph. CC, counting on the big in-

'0 ihat they have been producing all

jjson. couldn't make a 5 run second

^ing stand up for them in the opener, but

med a 4 run fourth in the finale to score

g victory. Steve Dye and John Lavoie

(vided the big sticks for the Tigers.

The baseballers lost a tough 8-5 deci-

jn Monday night in Pueblo to a good

fwersity of Southern Colorado team.

te loss dropped the Tigers to a 12-7

jason mark. The twelve victories repre-

ijllhe most ever wins for a Tony Frasca

pached team. CC wraps up its season

is Sunday with a doubleheader at West-

Hi Slate.

CC Sophomore Russ Reitinger

tossed a no-hitter against Metro
State last Sunday, helping the

much-improved Tigers sweep a

double header.

A Not-So-CLASSIC Game of Golf
By Craig Silverman done in the last two months. She earned every bit

The temperature was near forty and clouds were ot it though, particularly when she must have tried

rolling ominously in over Pikes Peak, but, "What to explain to the head pro why twenty carts were
the hell?" I figured, "I may as well go out thefe," out and only eight were completely paid for.

Following the detailed map that had been given

me. I proceeded to the Peaceful Valley Country

Club where the annual Hockey Stick Golf Classic

was to be played. Not being a hockey player and

never before having played in the Classic, I was
unsure of what to expect. After all, it seemed to me
that, with a few exceptions, I had the standard "Hi,

how are you? Don't hit me" kind of relationship that

most CCers have with the hockey players.

Just when I became certain that Kansas lay over

the next hill and that the map had been a cruel joke,

another car appeared behind me. Approaching at

an incredible speed, the drivers appeared to be

wrestling for the steering wheel. "This must be the

right way," I remember thinking and soon the golf

course appeared in the distance-

Letting them pass, one ot the drivers managed a

friendly honk which relieved many of my anxieties,

and they waved for me to lollow. Apparently decid-

ing thai the road was too slow or perhaps in an
effort to study pin positions, the Ford that I was now
trailing decided to take a short cut over the course

itself. After a brief moment of introspection, I opted

for the more conventional route.

Immediately, upon reaching the clubhouse, it

became fairly obvious as to why Peaceful Valley

could remain so peaceful. To put it nicely, the

course sucked. Its main feature was a dry river bed

mysteriously called Jimmy Camp Creek (a name
which became increasingly difficult to pronounce

or even remember as the day wore on). Instead of

sand traps, this layout had grass traps. The pins

were essential in figuring out which hole on the

green to putt for. A little trailer served as the

clubhouse.

But this did little to deter the enthusiasm of the

group of guys who were now converging on the

trailer. After all, this was the Classic. So what if the

course was crappy, if the wind chill faclor was
nearing freezing or it they had to leave their be-

loved classroom a little early, they were ready to

have a good time and it was going to be had right

then and there,

A middle aged lady began busily checking off

names, collecting entry fees, selling carts and

generally doing twice the amount of work she had

The coaches, press and faculty that were invited

decided against participating on this Arctic day,

apparently certain that everyone else would also

stay indoors. But most of these guys were used to

cold weather and I was among the thirty guys who
proceeded to the first tee

The first few holes were uneventful enough (or

my group. Mysterious noises resonated across the

golf course but I paid little attention, concentrating

instead on quickly conceding any putt under ten

feet to my new defenseman friend The blueberry

brandy offered in gratitude by my new buddy did

wonders in warding off the approaching frostbite.

Then a crisis became apparent. The group

ahead was lUSt playing too slow for my liking and

forgetting where I was (probably had something to

do with the brandy), I hollered, "Can we go

through?" My golling mates visually shuddered

when they heard my request and up ahead on the

fainway, I could now see the reason for their fright.

There he was; the biggest, meanest and tough-

est player at CC or in the whole WCHA for that

matter, turning slowly around to identify the

strange voice that had suddenly disturbed his con-

centration. And then I will never forget what he

said. It was, "Sure, go right ahead" and after

scrambling quickly from my knees, I aimed a drive

so as to avoid any possibility of coming near this

tremendous and truly merciful human being,

A few more holes were played rather unevent-

fully until we heard the unmistakable sound of

metal meeting metal, the kind of crash generally

reserved for the collision of a train and diesel truck.

Several different accounts were provided me as

to just what had caused this tremendous noise, all

of which seemed somewhat unbelievable. It ap-

pears that a couple ol the freshman players, ear-

ned away with their own enthusiasm and perhaps

some mild alcoholic refreshments, decided Ihat

motor daredevils were more to then liking than the

golf that was now boring them, (after all, they had

played an entire hole) An attempt to |ump over a

running tributary of Jimmy Camp Creek in a cart

(that they had ascertained with a key from Min-

nesota) was, they apparently decided, necessary

to break up the monotony. The results were

somewhat predictable with bodies 'lying, clubs

shooting like rockets from their bags and a cart

quickly submerging But the motor show had just

begun, the cart was lifted Irom the stream and

prepared tor a full frontal attack with a cart driven

by two equally bored parttcipanis with Ihe eventual

impact providing the noise that startled me live

holes away Injuries to the individuals were mini-

mal but golf cart and goK club heaven was joined

prematurely that day by the major sufferers from

this little escapade.

The golf pro, who had watched all this happen-

Irom the trailer window, phoned the local lawman

who gently escorted the enthusiastic freshman

away, thus depriving them of the opportunity to

finish their first Classic,

My first Classic was completed before I knew it.

By the time it was over, my behavior closely re-

sembled that of any of the Other players, driving my

cart right onto the green to avoid the trouble of

parking to the side and walking up to my putt.

It seemed perfectly normal to see the hockey

team's leading scorer play a few holes on the back

nine sans pants or to hear a promineni senior wing

try desperalely to utter an inlelligible statement, It

was an experience Ihat anyone would long re-

member as it definitely was a Classic

TEACHERS WANTED
West and other states. Placements

since 1946. Bonded, Southwest

Teachers Agency, Box 4337, Al-

buquerque, NM 87106.

What are you

learning a

foreign language for?

Go on and get there!

1^ Travel

REAL ESTATE SALES
We have two openings for real estate as-

sociates in office serving the entire area. Poten-

tial for high income, good leads. For testing and

interview, call Bert McGinnis, 576-5550.

CURE "TERM PAPER FRIGHT'

,
ERROHFREE TYPIH6

ERRORITE
NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN BROWN, RED, BLUE & GREEN

AT YOUR
CAMPUS STORE

- WITH ERRORITE!

'Vbu don't have Idpay
formistakes.

If you make a mistake dialing Long Distance.

hang up and call Operator' immediately. We can see

that your call is put through correctly and that

you're not charged for the mistake.

@ Mountain Bell

FOX PHOTO""

SPECIAL OFFER^M COUPON^
! Wallet :

iSizeiPi
Photos

; .:3E£s~:„ i

I12J2.99:
""" """ ""'"•' """'

<»'" ;— I
a tree Iransparenl duslofoo' ^
reusable plasllc coniamer. |
WITH THIS COUPON |

m Mui-co Druq Co.
^2^ PHONE 634-4861 • 832 NORTH TEION ST.

,^^1 COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 80902
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gy of Academic Rest

Surprise Maze Day Major Success
By Janet Odiaug

pleihora of mazes, string webs and de-

, sprang up before a number of unsus-

IflO early risers last Friday. Students not

.grily used to rising early were accosted

fliiistles
and various other sleep-stirring

^es Backpacks of books were tucked

jy as fast as the "rumors" of cancelled

Igs could circulate. "Maze Day" was de-

ud to be a day of academic rest and re-

^il
Morgenstern intimated such a sur-

gin an early CCCA meeting held shortly

.(lis election as president. Reports updat-

jdditional plans for the organization of a

fjval
thereafter remained within the con-

sot the CCCA and certain other selected

tjcipants. "We wanted people to know

pething was happening, but not what"

ed
Neil.

leneral trends of restlessness and sun

(jded appropriate backdrops from which

jiage the carnival. "My idea," Neil con-

gd, "was to create interaction among
file; too often things are presented to

p and people, instead of becoming in-

ipjtalizing on Apathy?

volved. often are only passive observers."
Catching students by surprise would, seem-
ingly, exert the greatest impact on such an
attempt to relieve "block break blues" and
really "loosen people up." "As Glenn Brooks
puts It." Neil concedes, "you have to suspend
the rules to some extent." Although some
professors were still in the dark as to Friday's

activities, most of the Chairmen of each
department were aware of the unusual per-

vading set of circumstances. "Our goal was
not to disrupt classes," states Neil, as a
majority of the circulating rumors implied,

"but to create an environment so that those
classes for which class was not necessary,
might not have to go on."

The first step involved the organization of a

lop-secret planning committee. The CCCA

selected students (or this committee from as
many different segments of the campus as
possible with the purpose of encompassing
the widest scope of interests and ideas. T.K,

Barton and Jack Edwards were the two con-
tributing faculty members. In conjunction, an
Itinerary of events and proposals to be pur-

sued within bounds of )ust under $2,000, was
drawn up. Leisure Program. Experimental
Student Grants, the CCCA and this year's
senior class collectively funded the carnival.

The senior class shared materials and ex-
penses with the CCCA; usable matenals
purchased through the pool of funds were
returned to the senior class, mutually benefit-

Continued on Page 2

The outdoor concerts were well
tended on Maze Day, Friday May 6.
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Panel Discusses Quality of Life at CC
By Andrew Wo Ifson

We do a whole lot of yoga, meditation,

jpartying like hell here, things that I like a

ole lot," admitted Prof. Carolyn Willson,

itthe forces of reaction are capitalizing on

apathy. There's a tremendous sense of

ifgy here but there's no way to release

;s, Willson,,along with five other guest

same time lonely and unhappy."
Volz said that many of CC's well-rounded

but miserable students blame all their prob-

lems on "Fort Carson/The Block Plan."

Others complain that there is never anything

to do in Colorado Springs or that people at

this college are too shallow. But while stu-

dents here find the time and resources to

become true renaissance men and women,
Volz argued, "they often treat their skis,

backpack, and down vest better than other

people."

Volz concluded that "people here do have
heart— but they have no courage." Students

must be willing to take risks in the challenge

of interpersonal relationships, Volz declared.

"Students must take some personal risks."

Peter Spitzform, a freshman, and one of

two students on the symposium panel told

the Tutt atrium audience that he used to be a

"young hippie" that he used to try to change
things, but that Colorado College had made
him complacent. Spitzform warned against

students falling into a rut at CC, and advised

them not to become too "superticially busy"

to take part in activist causes.

Spitzform complained about the lack of

questioning at the college and said it may be
due to the homogeneous nature of the stu-

Jim Voltz: The sociology of relation-

ships.

All students who submitted off-

campus applications and have not re-

ceived a letter granting them off-

campus permission, will participate In

a lottery on IVIonday. May 16 In the
Housing Office, Ticknor Hall. Juniors
will draw from 7 to 8 p.m., sophomores
from 8 to 9 p.m. Please bring your valid

CC ID.

Some students will be notified al-

most Immediately that they have been
granted off-campus; others will be
notified during the summer as the
exact on-campus statistics are avail-

able. Once you have been granted off-

campus, your room will be reassigned
and you will not have the opportunity
to live on-campus.
Students who submitted applica-

tions after the May 1 deadline will be
granted off-campus In order of their

application, and, only if space Is avail-

able after all students who submitted
applications on time have been let off-

campus. Late applicants may not par-

ticipate in the lottery.

If you have questions, please con-
tact the Housing Office, extension 389.

irge Drake: Better now than 13 years

akers and an audience of over one
dred students, joined last Thursday in a

iposium on the Quality of Life at Colorado

ege. The symposium was moderated by

Hartwell and sponsored by Blue Key, an
Ofs organization.

m Volz, Slocum Hall head resident and
istant to the students, followed Ms.

ion and spoke on the sociology of rela-

ships at the college. Volz observed that

ly students here have become true "re-

sance" men and women. "They play

« sports, violin, piano, and tape deck. Yet

>e same students, Volz continued, "who
me evening attend two concerts, play

lielball, and go to the Star Bar, are at the

CCCA Debates Budgets

Drake said the college was doing a better job

of this now than when he first came here

thirteen years ago.

Drake said that the Arts are better "pro-

dent"body! '"' wrma7'be"from''d'i'fferent gramatically" now because of improvements

states,- Spitzform declared. but we're all
'<" *e colleges physical plant. He cited the

from the same socio-economic class." new Packard Hall as an example. 'The New

Spitzform insisted that only through a reform Music Ensemble and the Collegium Musicum

of the college's admission policy could the
='^"9'^ contribute to the quality of life at

socio-economic make-up be diversified.

"Look around," Spitzform concluded. "I'd say
this place probably has the money to do it."

History professor George Drake, former

Dean of the College and fourth speaker of the

symposium declared that "professors are

spending too much time with their students."

Drake admitted that this was a dramatic

statement, but insisted that faculty members
must have more time to pursue their indi-

vidual fields of scholarship if they are to re-

main good teachers.

Drake told the Tutt audience that from a

faculty perspective, the goal of Colorado Col-

lege is to present students with a wide vanety

of traditions, especially the western tradition.

CC" Dance has improved simply because it

is now more acceptable lor men to dance.

There has been a marked improvement in

athletics mostly due to the increase in

womens' varsity and intramural sports.

Drake, in a double entendre which amused
the symposium audience, said that he was

Continued on Page 6

By Gail Bradney

The CCCA called a special meeting Wed-
nesday to discuss and finalize the Council's

entire budget lor the 1977-78 school year.

The bulk of the meeting dealt with questions

and problems related to the budgets of spe-

cific chartered organizations. Typically, the

issue of the allotment ol money resulted in

excessive controversy among Council

members and organization representatives.

Sould the CCCA allot stipends for a chair-

THE CATALYCT COiCTEJST PRI«E

The Friday the Thirteenth Contest:

Sheila McDowell and Mary Murphy tie.

Co-winner Sheila McDowell stales. "Since I've

apparently won due to the convergence of pwwers

totally beyond my control, I can only rely on my
impeccable sense of good taste and accept the

honor gracefully with humble appreciation."

Co-winner Mary Murphy explains. "I won. You

can't put this kind of responsibility on me."

^Tie^ (jota^t ^ofilC'Sl

person? This was the issue causing much
argument among Council and non-Council

members which arose when reviewing Mec-

ha's budget. David Baskin, a student guest at

the meeting, prepared a statement of pro-

tests which proposed that stipends for

chairpersons be totally struck out " He
reasoned that 'personal commitment",

rather than money, should be one's motive

for holding a position of chairperson.

Nancy Grolh was also opposed to this. She
felt that it was not the job of the Council to pay

a person whose mam focus is not aimed at

the interests of the student body as a whole,

but at private interests (i.e., Chicano inter-

ests). A lengthy debate followed. Rudi De-

Lagarza, Mecha's faculty representative, re-

ponded to Groth, "Mecha is only doing it

partly lor Mecha " He went on to say that

Mecha's primary focus was to benefit the

campus itself rather than Mecha, Matthew

Solano added, 'We are still very much in-

teracting with the people on this campus."

The Council's vote on this single point in

Mecha's budget resulted in a tie which was

broken by President Morgenstern who fa-

vored the proposed $450.00 allotment for

the chairperson stipend.

The same issue was debated regarding

Mecha's Director ot Office, The Director is

actively involved in creating "an environment

supportive of non-white, non-affluent stu-

dents, " in DeLagarzas words. Solano

pointed out that "the many duties of the

Continued on Back Page



The end of last week saw a profusion of even

Sixth, unofficially termed "Maze Day", found the

total relaxation. A more s

hosted the second annu„
pitched in to help as guide

en on Saturday, when C'

cs. Around 300 students
rs. Good
n day for

Photos By Peter Bansen

Holly Fulton enjoys a balloon.

Friday May 6 continued

ing both parties. Unexpectedly, less ttian the

total amount of allotted funds was expended
in the end.

Art students in the design workstiop class,

n further cooperation, incorporated their

creative talents into proposals outlined by the

planning committee. Working within the des-

ignated budget, these students blue-printed

models of their artistic endeavors and finally,

materialized their efforts. "Those students

are the real heroes of the show," Jack Ed-

wards confirmed, "They are the ones who
made it work." The art students shifted into

high gear Thursday around mid-night to set

Dan Dickinson and Levi the Wonder Dog with Balloon on

up their labynnth of pre-built designs and
worked forty-eight hours straight until the

grounds were cleared. All effort channelled

into "Maze Day" was of a voluntary nature,

outside of class time.

The time and effort expended on the part of

the planning committee and design class

was, without a doubt, reflected through the

overall success of the carnival. As one stu-

dent volunteered, "it was a good thing to see
that CC students were willing to blow off a
whole day; an obsession with time on the

block system often inhibits such activities."

Or, in the words of another student who pro-

foundly summed up its success - "it was so
un-CCish; it should be a blockly affair."

ToKe
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jTmprovisional Style

Evans to Perform Tomorrow Night
fvan's contributions to music, to jazz,

-fl of
playing ^he piano are endless, but

K^portantly, have been pioneered in an

(^n all creative rules had already been

J Evans will exhibit the fluid im-

jQnal style which has won him interna-

stigious "Down Beat" Critic's Awards and an
equal number of Grammies.
On trait of his impeccable pianist is the

absence of redundant phrasing, giving the

impression of easy-listening simplicity. But

the thought processes that precede the

selection of notes and chords are stagger-

jespect during a performance with his ingly complex. Bill Evans has mastered a
^Saturday, May 1 4, in Armstrong Thea- t^r^wr,-.^..^ ...;ti, — i„^„ „» i..,;,, i ...

Lets for the 8 p.m. performance cost

I

CC ID, and are on sale at Rastall

Bf coalescing his mature style with such

jants as John Coltrane and Miles Davis,

Let out to form his own trio in the early

He has since recorded over 30 albums,

MS been honored with five of the pre-

technique with no loss of lyric beauty.

There is a spirituality which pervades both

his life and his music, giving even stronger

direction to a powerful artist.

"Music should enrich the soul by showing a
person a portion of himself that he would not

discover othenwise," he once explained.

"And that's the real mission of art."

Joining Evans in his Colorado College ap-

News from Career Counseling
ron May 31, 1977.fhe Career Counseling Center will close for the

;oiiilng Programs

THE JOB SEARCH. Learn how to uncover the hidden job market where 80% of job openings

ffUf.
Bring your questions.

)ale:May 17, 1977

^: 2:00 P.M.

Ijce: Rastall 212

^(jef; Carol Leavenworth

m Campus Recruiters

ACTION which includes PEACE CORPS and VISTA will have an information table in the Rastall

filler on lulay 19 and 20 between 9 A.M. and 4 P.M. Drop by anytime.

Openings

Two career trainees. Security Mutual Life, Colorado Springs.

Summer job calling on retail stores in Roclty Mountain area for photographic concern. Basic pay

jlOO per weelt.

Full lime branch operation manager or part time sales representatives for Glo-Brite Displays.

jrictiy commission.

Executive career possibility through new concern, start by working in store for The Yogurt

yiure (recommended by a '75 CC grad.)

pearance will be bassist Eddie Gomez and
drummer Eliot Zigmund. Also appearing dur-

ing the performance will be the Steve Getz
quartet.

The evening is sponsored by the Folk-Jazz

Committee, and a splendid lime is guaran-

teed for all.

Security Director

Sought For Fall

The position of Director of Security
Education/Administrative Assistant to the

Dean of Students has been vacated with the

resignation of Donna Dwigans. The Security

Education program was created two years
ago in response to a need for increased

awareness and crime prevention.

Qualifications include flexibility, creativity

and self-motivation. Recent graduates famil-

iar with the campus and able to work with

representatives of the College and the com-
munity are encouraged to apply. Letters of

interest must be submitted to Donna Dwi-

gans at Rastall Center by May 18, 1977.

mi

NBC News Director
On Monday, May 16. the Co-Curhcular

Committee will host Ed Fouhy, General
Manager and News Director of NBC News,
Washington in a series of discussions. You
can catch him at lunch (noon) in 212 Rastall

talking about top ol the mark media, espe-
cially his experiences at NBC, CBS. and as a
part of Presidential tours.

At 3:00 Mr. Fouhy will be in Rastall Lounge
or outside on the south concourse to talk with

students about media as a career, a version

of 'What you always wanted to know but had
no one to ask

"

Mathias Lounge at 7:30 will be Fouhy's

final appearance. He'll talk mostly about
Washington under Carter but is easily in-

spired to divert to Watergate aftermath, the

Nixon/Frost interviews, travels with Presi-

dents, and just about anything on the
Washington political and media scenes.

Fouhy is presently General Manager and
News Director, NBC News, Washington. He
has also produced the news for NBC in New
York and CBS in Washington. He has ac-

companied the Nixon party to China and
Russia, and returned Tuesday with the Car-

ter Corps in Britian and Switzerland. He is a
1956 graduate of the University ot Mas-
sachusetts.

(Asian Symposium: Roots of Xenophobia?^

iai Howard and Micheal Grace in the background rehearse for the Collegium

sicum performances tonight and Sunday. phoio By peier sansen

Professor Emma Bunker of the Art His-

tory Department: organizer of last week's
Asian Symposium.

FALL CATALYST STAFF
Students interested in working on The Catalyst

staff next fall should contact Chris Nordlinger.

Anyone who would be interested in being on the

advertising staff next year please call Linda Grout

X411 or Rick Winter X470,

Like the Buddhist image of the striving

lotus blossom, this country's view of the
Asian cultures has roots set deeply in the

mud ot xenophobia -- even though it is

forever reaching upward to the surface for

understanding.

And that drive for understanding was given

a boost last Thursday when Colorado Col-

lege hosted the Third Annual Asian Studies

Symposium in Packard Hall.

One ot the seminar's sponsors, CC art pro-

fessor Emma Bunker, said that as student

interests have broadened, the demand for

information about eastern cultures has in-

creased. She has 51 students in her Art of

India and Southeast Asia class this block,

But trying to cram thousands of years of

religion, art and history into day-long semi-

nars is a terrific problem, even lor a school

that specializes in the block plan. So the

seminars revolve around themes with which

area faculty and professionals can interact

and lecture.

The day began with CC Professor Douglas
Fox speaking on the historical spread of

Buddhism in a lecture entitled "The Vagrant

Lotus." Ronald Bernier, a professor from the

University of Colorado, then explained the

origin of the Buddha image.

The morning session concluded with lec-

tures by University of Denver Professor Mary
Lanius on "Buddhist Inconographic Innova-

tions in Southeast Asian Art, ' and CU
graduate school student Mark Zahllor.

tney's St. Pub now hiring

itresses, waiters, kitchen help

Of part time. 505 N. Chelton

Citadel mall convenience
iler (next to Safeway) 8 a.m.

6 p.m.

lORADO'S LARGEST selection

tow cosi, government bonded
rd trip charter flights lo EUROPE
59 from NYC. $389 Ifom Denver)

MCA (S299) PERU ($399) HAWAII

^n) ASIA ($479) at

THE TRAVEL COMPANY
1310 College Avenue

Boulder 80302

1-443-3560 weekdays

- HOUHS -
Mon. nrlS-? 15p.i

Tues. n 45-7:150.

Wed. 11:45-3:00 0.1

Thufs. 11:45-7:15p.

Ffi, n 45-Midf»ne

Sat. SOOom.-Midr
Sun.5:00o-m. lOo

Enjoy Natural Meals

^nN.Tejon 634-9843

AFTER GRADUATION . . .

LAUNCH YOUR CAREER

PEACE CORPS
VISTA

ON
CAMPUS
May 19-20

Rastall

Center

TED'S
BICYCLES

Imported & American Bic/eles

Authorized Gitone Dealer

Phone 473-6915

NMtnes

Weber St. Liquor

aeets

Open til 12 p.m.

475-9533

RING 471-7075

,22 EAST BIJOU

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS
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No Reason to Get Excited

Voters Alienated From System; No Choice
By Eric Weaver

All politicians and political observers
feel compelled to lament American voter

apathy now and then. The frequency of

these heart rending calls to civic duty in-

creases around election time but there is

even an occasional comment when some
particular show of public apathy spurs
someone to action. What these people
overlook is the fact that no matter who
wins an election there is virtually no tangi-

ble effect on the populace as a whole.

Whether a Republican or a Democrat is In

office life carries on in basically the same
way as before. With nothing at stake there

is no reason for voters to get excited about
voting.

It is understandable that poiticians, par-

ticulary Congressmen, are vitally in-

terested in voter participation. It is the vot-

ers who legitimize their little club in

Washington. Congress is a very lucrative

club to be a member of and as long as
people obediently give it the legitimacy of

their votes the Congressman need not

wony that the people are beginning to

realize that they can get along perfectly

well without Congress.
Voter apathy may be the result of voter

laziness as many claim but the fact that

people are beginning to realize that it

makes little or no difference who is in

Washington is an important factor.

In the 1 968 election, for example, Nixon
was elected on an anti-war platform. Re-
gardless of his other policies people
wanted an end to the war. Once in office

Nixon preceded to drag the war on for four

more years until a few weeks before the
1972 election! When one considers Nix-

on's dimemberment of the Civil Rights
Act and his illegal use of government
agencies to quell protests against the war
it is obvious that we would have been no

worse off under four more years of

Johnson.

Again in 1976 there was little or no
choice between candidates. Carter and
Ford struggled to prove how different they

were from each other but it is already ob-
vious that they were cut from the same
cloth. The similarities between Ford and
Carter are so strong that fVlr. Ford himself

recently mentioned that he didn't think

that the Carter Economic plan was much
different from his own. The angry denials

from the White House do not hide the truth

of this statement from most people.

It is often pointed out that Italian work-
ers travel home from France and West
Germany at their own expense to vote.

Yet many Americans won't vote when the

polling place is only a few blocks from
home, The reason is that in Italy voters

have a choice. The Christian Democrats
offer a largely laissez-faire capitalism

which has been their policy for the last

thirty years. The Communists propose a
socialist solution in which the government
takes an active role in economic planning

and organization in the interests of the
workers. There is a choice which offers

costs and benefits for both sides and that

stimulate participation.

In the U.S. however there are no such
choices. The Democrats and the Republi-
cans offer the same basic plans couched
in different rhetoric. They both offer the
same government based on what's-
good-for-business. It is socialism for the
rich in the form of oil depletion allowances
and corporate bailouts. The Republicans
condemn welfare but never change it and
the Democrates condemn tax loophole
but don't do anything to plug them. One
can vote Democratic and get fiscal con-
servatism or vote Republican and get
wage-price control programs.

There are third party altematives but
they don't get fair hearings because of

legal obstacles. Third parties can't even
get on the ballot in some states because
of anti-democratic election laws. While
Democrats and Republicans have an au-
tomatic place on the ballot many third par-

ties can't even get on the ballot when they
have the thousands of signatures re-

quired. Even Eugene McCarthy was
forced off the ballot in New York by a
Carter machine maneuver and Socialists

are completely disenfrachised
states.

The way to stimulate voter
pariicin;

is to expose them to real choices
r

than variations on a theme. Canu'
subsidies should serve the purpose
panding the political arena rather
placing further limitations on the

air,

hardpressed third parties. By protJ
voters from real choices they are fm
alienated from the system that dem
that they participate.

Noise From the CC Cemeter
By Andrew McGown

Upon reading Singing In The Cemetery:
Parenll at CC, those who have diametric

economic and political loyalties feel an im-

mediate obligation to rebuke the presented
ideas.

No objection is being made to the accuracy
of reporting regarding the views of Parent!,

and also hardly an objection is being made to

external factual data cited in the article. What
is truly objectionable are the evaluations
made from these facts; the evaluations are
flawed at their conception by choice of

misanthropic or irrational premises, despite
the label of "humanism" applied to them.

Statists, such as Parenti, decry the compe-
tition of the free market, but devote little atten-

tion to the nature of governmental action.

They fail to see government's inherently

coercive nature. It is often claimed that the

state begins through a social contract. This
claim is rarely related to fact -- governments
are almost always established through con-
quest. Even when a state has relatively

peaceful origins, a democratic system
merely insures that a substantial percentage

of the people refuse to support the

whereas, in a dictatorship, almost
is dissatisfied.

Irrespective of its origin, every gover
adopts repressive means of ruling

p
Voluntary transactions are not encou/

whereby the individual may benefit anc

from his effort. On the contrary, governi
almost exclusively rely on the adminisi
of criminal and civil penalties for insurii

plementation of edicts. Governments u

operate in manners indistinguishable

methods employed by the Mafia.

Coercive taxation on individuals

nesses; destruction of businesses ary

vate schools through competition wit)

financed governmental institutions;

fence on compliance to a social contra:

provisions of which the individual h;

knowledge of agreeing to; mockery
concept of private property through

ii

tion of coercive property taxes (in ri
P°"^

then, the only existent property belon ^^•

government, and individuals pay to rer
*^^^^

property); externally imposed standari ^^^,'

selection of customers, levels of prices

levels of wages for employees; and
blindly righteous attempts to enslave

viduals in its military for dubious purposf " po'-

of these actions are committed, with the Thrc

that exact point where emotions compliment resource, the ROTC institution in Cossitt sive acceptance of the populace it conlrtj'oper

objectivity, and to avoid clouding a con- Gym. government. The Mafia merely doe
troversy beyond recognition. No wonder that in three years of school enjoy the aura of necessity granted gc

Frank was beautifully adept in finding the here I have never gone into the place. I finally ment, perhaps because this former
balance between emotion and intellectual did tour the gym the other day, and it looks does not propagandize feigned altmistit

shcttcrss
Mistakes Noted
Dear Editor,

In fairness to ttiose readers wiio took ttie

time to read my commentary on ttie ROTC
issue, I would like to clear up any questions .

- ^. j, .. „
resulting from ttie tiorrendous tvpoaraotiical

analysis In tils article. It shows ttiat tie like a tiome for disgruntled veterans wtio oive Hues.
learned a great deal from his experience thus
far, and I only hope that his exercise of wis-
dom here is not overlooked. Rather, it merits
the most attention we can give it as an object
lesson to be emulated by us all. Such wisdom
commands respect in a controversy and
tends credibility when we would othenwise
deprive others of such.

Stepping beyond my own appreciation for

Frank's style and approach, I thank him for

his Investigative efforts in ascertaining the
facts about our ROTC contingent. The facts
are clearly kept separate from the opinions
Frank expressed. His research should be

little kids Mattel rifles to play with in ritualistic

training. How quickly we forget. Vietnam, like

dogshit, should be continually rubbed in our
faces so that we remember that we do still

smell.

Our generation quickly embraces the en-
tertainments which our older brothers and
sisters so benevolently exposed us to. but we
forget the disease and death of an era not
long passed.

As long as people live who had older
brothers killed in Vietnam there is no place for

remnants of disease on this campus like the
ROTC.

Lane T. Hall
seen as a service to the college community.

It would have been so easy to bungle this
foray Into controversy. Frank admittedly PediCetilTiP Fmnnmu
walks a very thin tightrope, especially to-

c-aoc;u;/IC Cl^UllUlliy

errors inserted by the printers. On page nine
of last week's Issue, the following paragraph
was omitted irtiniedlately after the quote from
Szent-Gyorgyi;

"... and that ad in our campus news-
paper implied there had been no change, no
new way of thinking. I had called a professor
for whom I have a deep respect, and asked
him if he thought I was doing the right' thing.

His opinion was that I would not change any-
thing: that the kind of world I desired would
require a fundamental change In the spirit of
mankind'. He believed that such a change
would only come about after the prophesied
holocaust and admitted to me that if he had it

to do all over again, he would not have chil-

dren."

Also, in the same column and below this _ . . , ._

paragraph, I quoted the beginning lines of
*ards the end of the article. Regardless, it Dear Editor:

Robert Heilbroner's book, An Inquiry into ^°°^ an incredible amount of guts to do what It was a pleasure to read Frank Lane's
the Human Prospect. The printer omitted ^'^"^ ''"'• something that I hope is not open article concerning the removal of ROTC pro-
the quote entirely and inserted part of the '° controversy. grams from campus. Frank writes and ar-
body of my article. The quote omitted reads: Respectfully, gues clearly. I feel he has covered most of the
"There is a question in the air, more David Gering reasons why we should remove ROTC pro-

sensed than seen, like the invisable ap- grams from Colorado College's campus
proach of a distant storm, a question that I ThSinkS Frank Might I add that the removal of ROTC pro-
would hesitate to ask aloud did I not believe it

ri»=r Prfii^r
^'^'"^ ''O'^i *e CC establishment will flnan-

existed unvoiced in the minds of many: Is "f^'t^^°'^ ^ , , ,. .. clally aid us towards what Richard Nixon
there hope for man?" Thank you, Frank Lane, for directing our called following the bombing of Cambodia

With these corrections, the reader may attention towards a great waste of space and t^g "transition to a peacetime economy "

have some idea of what I was trying to say in

that section of the commentary (assuming of
course, that this letter will survive a similar
ordealt).

Thank you,
Frank E. Lane

Positive Reactions
Editor,

It is extremely difficult to find a way to ex-
press my positive reactions to Frank Lane's
article in the May 6 Catalyst on our ROTC
situation. It deserves praise and appreciation
I can only characterize as profound.
The most difficult problem anyone must

first confront in becoming active in con-
troversy is finding the appropriate balance
between subjective emotional feelings and
objective analysis and strategy.

This balance is individual to each con-
troversy and the people involved in it. An
individual's wisdom is crucial in discerning
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From the above list of routine goi

mental activities, it can be seen that go

ment is merely an agency for conff

legitimacy on activities thought improp

individuals and businesses. Yet, what

supposed basis for advocating mere

intervention? Is it not the argument II
"I "at

bureaucrat can define someone's value:

ter than that individual can: that the fom

somehow a repository of wisdom and ins

while the latter is merely a fool?

Continued on pi
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This letter is uniquely one of suppoi

Frank's sincerity In pursuing a pol

cause (let's not hide the fact that it is poll

he and others, including myself, beliei

despite predominantly fascist or nonexi

political attitudes on this campus.
Jessica

Class of

Tfianks Students
Dear Editor:

The Sigma Chis would like to thank

students of CC for their cooperation a'

party last Saturday night. We were opef

under very tight restrictions from the City

State which necessitated some of our

forcement techniques.

We would also like to thank SAGA,

other fraternities, and the men at the PW
Plant, whose cooperation made the run

of the party much easier. We would e

ciatly like to thank the Colorado Spf

Police Department for their congenia ^^
titude in doing their job.

Thanks a!

Big

Sorry Lindsay

The Catalyst wishes to apolog

to all concerned for the mistakes

last week's Woyzeck review. The P

of Marie was actually played by Ha

Peterson; Barker was playt;^

Lindsay McGee; and Rachel Sil^

man played the part of the Idiot.
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=B Feature!

The Many Uses ofCC Jounalistic Endeavors

Lining bird cages

and hampsler cages

is only one use of

the multi-pupose

Catalyst.

Investigative reporters

recently discovered

a Colorado College

student actually

reading the Catalyst.

II IS common knowledge Ihal The Catalyst ,s known Irom Newark to Bakerstield lor its

.JJl" "^'Ik 'f.'^
I'^.S^J'f

°' C^loraf
o College It keeps students inlormed ot grading systemchanges, the latest CCCA resignation and practically all ol last months news The CataS

should, go unpublished. Famous issues such as the women's swimsuit issue ol 1976 and ol

worbeingZT '"'°'"""" '""' "'"' ''="" '" """'""' °' '"= "'^'^ "-'"V o< louma's,^

However, this great loumalistic success sometimes blinds people to the many other meaningluluses ol The Calalvst which are possible. For example
==ii"iuiui

•SAGA lood service buys all lehover copies ol The Catalyst, covers them up with tomato sauce
and cheese and sen/es them as veal pamresan.
•The Catalyst provides ENACT with a large part ol its recycled paper

t;Im:h™N?"at'?CisreT'ke''''°''''''°'"'"'"*™""'''°=^^'~"'"**'°^^°"
• Many students use The Catalyst as a parastatic to clean their John Denver recordsA lew copies ol the Open Forum Issue on Human Sexuality were lound crumpled uo in afreshman coed s brassiere She had obviously sludied the articles guile seriously
• Perhaps the most important reason lor conlinuing The Catalyst is that it occupies the time ol its

^S-ii, „
" "JwTT^ "" '^^""'''' "'^=° """P'" '^°""' >"= '>°'"^ •' '"ey tlW"'! have a harmlesspacifying outlet for their perversity And what about all ol you who read this newspaper II we did^occupy your time for you, what would you do? It we didn't provide you with an ob|ect at which youcou d direct your Iruslrations and dissatislactions CO would be a madhouse

01 course there are a lew other uses lor The Catalyst which are guile obvious For instance it is
perfect lor paper training your dog, lining the kitty litter box, or rolling a cigarette

'

Finally, a student recently expressed what we believe is a rather common application Crumpleup The Catalyst, wrap it up inside the Leviathan, and throw them both awayr Come on all you
liberally educated people, learn to see the lull implications ol The Catalyst Ifs much more Ihnn a
great newspaper. Be creative!

Parent! Found Objectionable (Continued)
It should be readily apparent by now that

officials have a uniform contempt toward
^eir constituents. The attitude the represen-
lalive holds towards his constituent is that of
ybject. not customer; dependent, not re-
ponsible individual; incompetent, not capa-
te; voter, not person. The constituent is

Jaced into the role of slave, being a tax-
ayer, and into the role of beggar, where his
i-etl-being is detennined by the caprices of
tepresentatives;" determined by men who
ave lacked self-respect to the point to lust

)( power over others.

Throughout the article, Parenti fails to
roperly identify the object of his social
frtique. He refers to our present 'economic
i-stem as being capitalistic, failing to realize
stead that it is a mild fascist variant, where
wernment makes possible the abuses he
jfidemns.

Parenti also fails to realize that any
oialistic state would necessarily embody
any of our present system's same evils,
rough the two systems' reliance on coer-
; governmental monopoly. A fascist is

'ely a socialist who preaches autocracy
:J nationalism, and is less restrained in his
ipression of competing social views.

Laissez-faire capitalism is at the other end of Every society has its classes, and it is prefer-
the spectrum from both of these systems,
What is different about capitalism? It is a

system which demands that the individual be
creative, cooperative (the needs of others
create the market), efficient, and responsi-
ble. This view of man's proper role may be
considered naive, if history is read superfi-
cially. Criticism of naivete in capitalism, how-
ever, ignores the vital importance of the self-

image in determining actions.

Capitalism's optimistic view of the indi-

vidual, combined with its market constraints,

encourages the development of healthy indi-

viduals. Government, then, espouses self-

fulfilling misanthropic premises. It should be
remembered that optimism does not imply

helplessness, and that even the anarchistic

capitalist realizes the necessity of rational

adjudication of differences, advocating com-
peting security services and private arbitra-

tion.

A more legitimate contention of Parenti's is

that capitalism causes or exacerbates class
differences. Despite his rhetoric, this condi-

tion is not a damnable one. for the only
possible full implementation of the alterna-

tive, the class-less society, is through death.

able that these classes have the criterion of

economic productivity for membership,
rather than political favoritism and violence.

The most crucial mistake of Parenti's is his
view of the meaning of competition, and its

relation to the class position ot the individual.

Competition through some medium is a na-
tural human trait, This competition is least

offensive when it occurs in an expanding
economy, where the satisfaction of the con-
sumer is the sole criterion for success or
failure, Parenti's socialism would entail politi-

cal competition, where the size of the slice

obtained from the government's static pie is

dependent upon demagoguery, subservi-
ence, bribery, or other unacceptable critena.

Hopefully, Parenti is not so naive as to

contend that the contemporary problems ot

democratic, socialist states, such as Great
Britian and Sweden (both only technically

monarchical), are aberrations ol their sys-

tems. The system he advocates has created
most of their problems; a lowered quality of

consumer goods, absurdly repressive tax

systems, failing economies, and a flight of

successful and independent individuals Irom
these "Utopias" (Ingmar Bergman is a cur-

rent famous example).

Parenti's radicalism is a welcome devia-
tion from the generally bland conglomeration
of political curriculums. Change is always
welcome when it is beneficial. This qualifier,

however, renders useless Parenti's activism.

He has misplaced his attack through his in-

dictment of capitalism- Also, his system, if

universally implemented, would insure uni-

form misery, both here and in the third world.

Should Parenti supplement his political and
economic education by reading from sages
such as Smith. Von f^flises, Orwell, Rand,
Rothbard, and Browne, then he will realize

that his enthusiasm cannot excuse his per-

sistent social sophistry, Perhaps then Parenti

will also realize that socialism is "fanciful"

only tor those wishing to share their misery;

fanciful for those who would destroy happi-

ness, rather than earn it for themselves.

TEACHERS WANTED
West and other states Placements

since 1946, Bonded, Southwest
Teachers Agency, Box 4337, Al-

buquerque, NM 87106,

ALL LIBERAL ARTS
GRADS: ATTENTION.

PEACE CORPS WANTS
YOU!

Projects starting this sum-

mer will take grads in any major of

you are Interested in receiving train-

ing in the fields of agriculture, educa-

tion, health, construction. For more

information call Phil Hernick. collect,

Denver, 303-837-4173.

THE MASTER'S CLOSET

FOR TUXEDOS

Weddings

And Other Speciol

Occasions

20% Discount

On Tuxedo Rental

with Student 1.0. Card
415 NORTH TEJON

TELEPHONE 473-9065

WANTED WAITERS

Call 685-5077 Red Lion in

Manitou Springs. Apply in

person after 5:00 weekdays.

328 El Paso Blvd.

e)llfino§
473-2859

333 N. TEJON
COLO. SPRINGS, COLORADO

In the Agora Mall

CLASSIFIED
PLEASE would like to sublet effi-

ciency or 1 BH apt wittiin walking

distance Fine Arts Ctr. fwlid June ttiru

August. Call Susan Collect 312-

864-7794

RESUME SERVICE
WE WILL PROVIDE A RESUME THAT WILL SHOW YOUR

]

ORGANIZING AND PLANNING ABILITIES.

WE OFFER CONSULTATION, PREPARATION AND PRINTING
ON QUALITY PAPER WITH MATCHING ENVELOPES.

LETUSHELPYOUI

THE PROFESSIONAL QGILL
597-8779

WEEKDAYS 8 WEEKENDS

Colorado Leather

Goods has:

Somettiing
for you

*Coral & Turquoise inlay

buckles
• Leather Cliokers

•Deerskin gloves, men's &
women's

•BillfoWs

•Belts

•Travel Bags
Stop in Soon!!!

doLoxaaorat

ooai.

USED
CA.MCEIIA.S
LENSES
SI.IDE

projectors
i2a.rkrooai
EQX7IFM:EZ<rT
CAMLERA.

IACCESORIES
VTLML

SPECLA.I.S
SNAPSHOT
CAACERiVS
MOVIE

IPROJECTORS
SHEuimeiiffi's
• CAMERA SHOP*

30N.T>ian
Ph 6361696

731 N. Tejon

Leave some of

your hair in C.

Springs before

you go.

Have the

COLLEGE
BARBER
SHOP

remove some for

you

827 N Tejon 633-1606
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Dance Concert Outstanding, Art Mediocre
By Sheila McDowell Les Patineurs. the ballet sequence

A large crowd of townspeople and CC stu- choreographed by Norman Cornick had its

dents assembled in the Great Hall of awkward moments in the Pas de Deux with

Armstrong last weekend to see the Spring Nick Maiyshev and Kim Hiser.

Dance Concert presented by the CC dance Despite a dropped hat, bizarre costumes

department. and somewhat questionable make-up, all

Those arriving early experienced the was forgiven in the excitement of a tremen-

rather dubious pleasure of viewing Carol dous finish.

VanDerWeges senior art show. One paint- The second sequence which consisted of

ing entitled The Sunbird. looks somewhat modern dance and tap revealed the fun side

like a Spencer gift poster done in straight out of dance in Mudflaps and Playin as well as

of the tube florescent orange and yellow with the serious side in Visual Impressions and

a large black shape which one can only as- Eve.

sume is "the sunbird". Particularly exciting was Eve. choreog-

Included in the show are some little clay raphed by John Munger and danced by Eve

animals a couple pieces of stained glass, a Paris. The combination of Eve's excellent

lumpy faced portrait of Mom, and copies of performance and John's creative imagina-

lions and tigers from National Geographic tion resulted in a powerful and innovation

photographs. The overal effect of the exhibit composition of dance. The influence of these

on this reviewer is one of naivete showing two talented dancers was seen throughout

little technical skill or imagination. More at- the showm
tention to current trends in art and a bit more A Cavalcade of the Dance was a history of

time spent in the studio could only benefit Ms. ballroom dancing by Norman Cornick and

VanDerWeges work. Trina Delaney. Although it is always a plea-

It is certainly unfortunate that the people of sure to see these two professional at work,

Colorado Springs may miss a show the the sequence was a bit on the lengthy side.

caliber of Diane Harper's and Patty Wellen-

bach's and instead will carry with them the

impression of VanDerWege's work as repre-

sentative of the CC art department.

A much more favorable impression was
left by the Colorado College Dance Depart-

ment. The concert was a delightful conglom-

eration of ballet, modern dance, tap. and

theatre.

In the final dance the highlights were the

solo by Anne Bryan and the Pas de Deux by

Anne and David Hume. The series of imag-

inative lifts and inclusion of a modified somba
produced a moving and romantic piece well

executed by Anne and David.

The dance was charged with high energy

and the dancers are to be commended for the

great effort they expended on the concert.

A painting by Ms. VanDerWege in her art show currently in Armstrong Hall.

Block IX at Colorado Colleg(

Quality of Life Continued
"generally impressed with the amount of

physical activity that goes on here."

Rick Lewis, a student at Colorado College

for six years, explained to a bewildered audi-

ence thai "it ain't ace if you don't space."

Lewis insisted thai students must make "un-

certain inveslments" in two different areas.

"Personal actions." he explained, may fulfill

the individual "but won't change structures or

society. 'Other-people-things' are necessary

for injecting a little madness into campus
life." Lewis concluded his presentation with

Rick's Bastardized Second Law of Ther-

modynamics.' "Things fall apart," he ex-

plained, but with a certain amount ot uncer-

tain energy investments things will improve."

"A generation ago CC was a gloriously

average institution. The students were ski

bums and ski bunnies and the college was a

country club, according to Professor of Phi-

losophy J, Glenn Gray, the last speaker at the

symposium. Things only began to improve at

the college in 1955, Gray said, with the ap-

pointment of President Benezet.

Gray admitted that he had been a "tooth

and nail" opponent of the Block Plan, but that

it had turned out better than he had expected.

Gray mentioned the Leisure Program as one
of the school's strengths under the new sys-

tem and suggested that compliments re-

cieved from recent visiting professors here

are truly objective testimony to the school's

quality.

Gray told a skeptical Tutt audience that

Colorado Springs is really at "the hub of

North America," and that one of the great

advantages of being at Colorado College is

being able to draw upon so many societies

and cultures.

Professor Gray ended the Symposium on
the Quality of Life at Colorado College by
saying that he was tired of the phrase 'Give

me men to match the mountains.' 'Let stu-

dents and faculty," Gray concluded, "take a
responsible place in the already established

civilized world."

By Mll<e Slade

Sweeping changes have been taking

place on college campuses all across the

nation in the last few weeks. With the excep-

tion of those lucky few who attend college in

Florida, California, Arizona, Texas, and
Hawaii, the rest of us students must endure

the pain known as winter. After the initial

nirvanic-September wears off, students

everywhere settle into the grind-rut-inside-

paleness known as winter. We all know how
interminable that can be, so . . .

When spring rolls around a joyous re-

asserting of life, muscles, tans, and frisbees

always occurs. Everywhere corduroys and
sweaters are exchanged for gym shorts and

sandals, chapstick for Sea-and-Ski, wool

hats for headbands and visors.

At The Colorado College, however, this

transformation is a bit unusual. Where else

could you find the aforementioned celebra-

tion taking place in early April? Followed by

two weeks of rain? Followed by more sun?
And who knows what's next? SNOW?

But regardless of the particulars, the

change does, in fact, occur fiere as well. Lots

of gym shorts with the names of exclusive

prep schools on them appear. So do holy,

untucked Chemise Lacostes. So do untied

"Jack Purcells," tennis rackets, volleyballs,

frisbees, softball games, beer, softball

: (conoco)
CAR CLINIC

we'll remove your snow tires

and mount your regular tires

SNOW
TIRE

removal:

games, beer, and of course beer. Lastly, th

little men with the sprinkler pipes appeai

punishing us for attending college in arif

Colorado with onslaughts of sewer water.

Ah yes, spring at CC. It changes people'

attitudes, as well. No longer is the complain

of too few attractive boys/giris heard. Fo

some reason, the incidence of beautiful girii

wandering by increases ten-fold as block

eight and nine roll around. Did Richard Woa
import them in just recently? Perhaps Ihey'rf

replaced In the fall by hockey, football, am

soccer players. After all, how much of th

hockey team have you seen lately"?

maybe no one recognizes them. Where wa

I? Oh yes ...

Spring. Well, even though CC is a prett

atypical place, it seems to experience ths

coming rites of spring much like every Slali

U. Indeed, this transfer from a big U. hai

observed just as many gym shorts with greel

tetters on them {per capita) here as at hi

previous U. Just as many parties. IVtore out

side classes. Even some professors sam

cravate. But what does it all mean? Could C^'*^^^

actually be a normal, run-of-the-mill-

garden -variety haven for post-adolesce nls

In spite of the block plan? In spite of Richari

Wood's "maverick" admissions policy?? Ii

spite of this, uh, er, well . . . interesting (?

town we're located in??? Could be. Mean

while, with Coors (3.2 percent, of course)

one hand and frisbee/softball/girl/girt?/yes!

the other, sit back, enjoy Urban Geolog

and relax. Judging from block break s lou

pager, you can be sure that we are'

880
Includes

removal fi remount

OILLUBE AND
CHANGE

with Oil Filter (Up to

4 qts. Conoco Oil)

88
Expires
S/«7/77

pJ.M.TJ.^

COUPONi
830 N. NEVADA

471-9200
JUST S.E. OF COLLEGE

MASTERCHARGE BANKAMERICARD

MOVE OUT
PEACE CORPS
OPENINGS

JULY - SEPTEMBER

Engineers in Yeman
College Grads in l\/lalaysia

Lawyers in H/licronesia

Math/Science Grads in Ghana
Elementary Teachers in the Pacific

English Majors in Brazil

See Rep at the Colo. State

Employment Office, Colorado

Springs, May 16-18 or at

Rastall Hall May 19 and 20

^«
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JOCK SHORTS
Men's Tennis

The men's tennis team finished their

jeason this week with a flurry of matches.

Last Thursday the team dropped a 6-3

[patch to the University of Southern Col-

ofado. Phil Ydens picked up a singles

point at the number six slot and Brad Bur-

^art and David Adams added a double

point. Randy Stein and Blaine Strickland

Scked up a point with the forfeit of USC's
(lumber one doubles match.

After an early morning trip to Greeley on

Saturday the Tigers were bombed by the

University of Northern Colorado, 9-0.

There were several good matches, but

UNC was just too strong for CC.
Saturday afternoon the Tigers edged

CSU in Fort Collins. 5-4. Stein and
Strickland prevailed in doubles, and
Strickland, Mike fviaccini and Josh

Lerner added singles points.

In the pivotal match, Jerry Brendel

hung on to take a three-set victory at

number three singles. Brendel played

yifell on the slick CSU courts and upped

tiie CC season record to 9-8.

On Sunday, the Tigers swamped Col-

ado School of Mines, 9-0, guaranteeing

Itiemselves a winning season. Randy
Stein lead the charge with a number one
singles victory and avenged an earlier

toss to a Mines' player.

CC ended the season Wednesday on

e Air Force courts. Heading into its final

match with a 10-8 season record, the CC
leam fell to the Cadets, 7-2. The two Tiger

points came in doubles victories by the

Strickland/Stein duo and by Adams
learned up with Maccini.

The next step for the Tigers is the NCAA
Division III National Championships in

Jackson, Mississippi. Four netmen have
qualified to go from CC; they are Randy
Stein, Blaine Strickland, Jerry Brendel,

and Phil Ydens. The tournament starts

Wednesday, May 18, and CC will be one
of the few, if not only, teams to have four

players in the 64-player draw. This is due
the fact that CC is the only Division III

school in District 7.

Coach Sterne is especially pleased
about the prospects of having 6 entries (4

les, 2 doubles) in the tournament.
There will be some very good tennis

'ers in Jackson. I feel, though, some-
where along the line, somebody will break
Ifirough and have a big win for us. With
lour players, our chances are that much
better."

Lacrosse: 10-4

Anybody who witnessed the CC-Air

Force game last weekend, knows that the
game was a lot closer than the 1 8-8 score
indicated. The Tigers were beaten by a
superior Air Force team, but not before
they put a good scare into the cadets.

The score was 6-5 at half time (in favor
of the cadets), as the Tiger fire power was
supplied by DrewThwaits, Dave Stanton,

Tim McNamara, Jim Vaughn and Rico
Sandoval, each with a goal apiece. As the
third period began, the cadets opened
with a quick goal, but Bob Kline countered
to make the score 7-6. The two teams ^
then played scoreless lacrosse until one '

minute left in the third quarter. The cadets
then broke out and scored four quick
goals. The Tigers were never able to re-

cover and the game ended with another
disappointing loss by the stickmen at the
hands of the cadets. The final CC goals
were added by Drew Thwaits and Tim
McNamara.

Despite the loss, the stickmen have no-
thing to be ashamed of. The Tigers have
played Air Force tougher than any other
Rocky Mountain Lacrosse Association
team, as the cadets have racked up a 9-0

perfect league record. The Tigers played

well, except for their momentary let down,
and excellent performances were turned
In by Terry Leyden, Greg Harpel, Todd
Anderson, Kirk Hoffman, Stuart Rifkin,

Warren Dean and Tim Barth.

The stickmen now get a chance to av-

enge an earlier season loss to the Denver
Lacrosse Club, in this Saturday's consola-

tion championship game. The game will

be played at Sheridan High School
Stadium in Denver at 5 p.m. The cham-
pionship game between Air Force and
Denver University will follow at 8 p.m. The
stickmen also would like to express their

appreciation for all the loyal fan support

they have received throughout the. year.

Women's Club Soccer
The lady booters were handed their

second loss of the season on Thursday
May 5 at Bear Creek Field. Chief Petro-

leum of Colorado Springs pulled ahead
2-0 in the first half until CC co-captain Sue
Whittlesey scored on a pass from Cindy
Flores. Just after half-time, Dee Dee
Carlson fired a bouncing cross from Marty
Cardozo into the net to tie the game, but

near the end the Chief's big center for-

ward scored for the win.

On Wednesday, CC hosted the Cherry

Creek team from Denver, and battled out

a hard fought 1-1 tie in double overtime.

Scoring in the first overtime for CC was
Cindy Flores who also played excellently^

in goat during the regulation part of the
game
The Women's Soccer Club has games

on Stewart Field on Monday and Wed-
nesday of next week.

AD Campus Tennis Tournament
The Mother's Day segment of the All

Campus Open kicked off at 10:00 am,,
Sunday, May 8.

David Kranz and John Simons defeated

Dick Hill and Jose Ortega in the Men's
Championship Doubles. 6-1, 6-2, while

Mike Bird defeated Dan Thorndike in the

Championship Singles, 6-3, 7-6. Chris

Bird bested Robert Jackson 6-4. 6-4 in the

Open Singles category and teamed with

SportjS —
his father to lake the PaichJackson 7*5,

6-1, and Broughton-Cowart 6-0, 6-3, In

the Open Doubles Division

Dan Thorndike and Barbara Edelston
advanced to the Mixed Doubles finals

along with Diane Harper and Tim Black.
Women's Singles saw Anne Woodward
prevail over Barbara Edelston 6-1. 6-1.

Play continues In most divisions with
final results of "a tournament within a
tournament," forthcoming by this
weekend. All players are encouraged to

complete all their matches by noon, Sun-
day May 15. Information, draw sheets,
etc. are positioned in the great hall ot El

Pomar Sports Center.

Creative Dance Concert
On May 21 at 7:30 p.m. a festive concert of

nee and music will be presented in Armstrong
eater by Ursula Gray's Modern Creative Dance
sses.

Ttie program begins with a lively selection of

fices and themes based on the music of Carl

'.These pieces will be pertormed by the chil-

'and a group of older students. This part of the

fcerl is followed by a dance choreographed to
' Jarrett's jazz piano.

3 evening continues with a series of im-

Nisalions chosen from among many the stu-

have experimented with in class. The musj-

accompaniment is directed and performed by
A Petersky with Andy Keller and Joe Wingard.

' Petersky, a gifted musician who has played

jl^fe;Atf*&Mfi-?4i^&U*rM»«-t»4^^

caouM^Ae- to- ino^

m^

Lisa Anne Gordinler Nancy Elaine MacGregor J

{^.George Arthur Nickerson Jeffrey John Beclcley M^

! out Co- <S%'aw Q^uU

Jie^ym oMwp 20 a/nd ie/ect am/^ ^la^ /tix^ui. - mat^ Che
^

\ 1732 W. Uintah

Uintah Gardens
(Just 1 mile west of campus)

Sr0Br«s,OT«j*TOK»n^iaJ'?dfe*s^iaJ'^®''^

Basebailers End 14-9
By Harry Mosco

The 1977 baseball season is over for the

CC Tigers, and the year ranked as one of the
finest ever for Coach Tony Frasca and his

career.

By far, the highlight of the season was last

Thursday evening when the Tigers knocked
off the Air Force Academy in extra innings.

The game proved to be the most exciting

game of the year, and marked the first time in

1 1 years that a CC baseball team beat a
Falcon baseball team. It also proved another
point. The 1977 Tiger baseballers were for

real. After scoring big wins over some ques-
tionalbe teams, the Bengals were ready to

prove their mettle against a highly regarded
team. And prove, they did!

In the opener of the day-night double-
header, the Tigers were hurt by walks and
errors in the second inning. Dave Hall turned
in a creditable pitching performance, giving

up four hits and striking out six. The final

score was 6-3 in favor of the falcons.

The nightcap was all Colorado College.

The Tigers opened strong with two runs in the

first inning and held a 3-2 lead through five

innings. Then, in the top of the sixth, rightfiel-

der Deacon Winters rilled a two run shot over
the centeriield fence to give the Falcons a 4-3

lead. The Tigers then tied the score in their

half of the sixth on a double by Zeke Zoellner

and single by John Caron, The Falcons went
ahead in their top of the eighth Inning, only to

see Rick Byrd line a bases-loaded frozen

hope up the middle in the bottom of the

eighth.

The Sunday doubleheader with Western
State in Gunnison proved to be anticlimactic

after Thursday's heroics. The Tigers split

there in two ho-hum games, CC won the first

game 14-9 and erred their way through a
miserable 2nd game 1 2-3, It wasn't exactly a

fitting ending for the Tigers, but should not

overshadow the stellar performance turned

in all year by the Tigers. Congratulations to

Coach Frasca and his men on one of the best

years ever.

for Mrs. Gray's classes during the past four years,

is a senior graduating from Colorado College this

spring. An original composition of Paul's will bring

the program to lis conclusion.

Mrs, Gray has been, assisted throughout the

semester by Whitney Aderson, and has been

joined in the final weeks of preparation by her

daughters Sherry Gray and Lisa Gray Fisher from

Boston, and by Steve Gray, a professional dancer

with the Rudy Perez Dance Theater in New York

City. Steve is a Colorado Springs native who has

danced with Mrs. Gray for many years.

Entitled "Spring Encore" the program promises

to be a joyous encore in Mrs. Gray's well-proven

and popular career. The concert is presented free

of charge to the public.

SOUTHERN COLORADO'S "ONLY" TENNIS

SPECIALITY STORE
TENNIS RACQUET BALL SQUASH

RACQUETS BY:

• Bancroft

• Dunlop

• Wilson

• Prince

• Yonex

• Head

• Aldila

508 NORTH TEJON

BILL BERBER. Owner

SHOES BY:

• ADIDAS
• TRED 2

• K-SWISS
• TRETORN
• LOTTO

•PONY

•RATA

COLORADO SPGS., 473-0150

24-Hour Restrlnging Service Joel Herzog - Manager

^bucan call

some companies toll-free.

Many companies today Inave long distance numbers
you can call at no ctiarge So before you call a

company m a distant city, call us at 1-800-555-1212

If file company you want does have a toll-free
" number, we II tell you what il is Incidentally, our 800
number IS also free So even that won t cost you a cent

I Mountain Bell
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Jf^e Awesome Rick Lewis Bows Out On Top

Dreadful Lemon Pledge Tops Triviality

By William G. Miller

n inspired religious composer once wrote

song "All Things Bright and Beautiful,"

ji
evidently he had no idea what an im-

gasurable amount of material that bracket

jntained, for he had never attended a

jlorado College Trivia Bowl.

The tenth annual event held in Olin Hall

a week was doubtless a religious experi-

)(^ for some, but more it was an impressive

iplay of the trivia-bent mind. Questions

jched about every categoryof existence

jn music to batting titles, cantelopes to

jlorado College. They were staggered in

igree of difficulty from beginning rounds to

the finals, so that the last questions were
answered far less than regularly.

Even the audience of contestants and
spectators who had fired off answers instan-

taneously earlier in the three-day ex-

travaganza was stumped consistently

It was in this separate - the - men - from -

the - boys atmosphere that the mighty Rick
Lewis showed once again that he is the un-
disputed trivia king of Colorado College, Hav-
ing won three times previously, his fourth title

was a runaway in the final round. The Healing

Scabs who had battled respectably through
earlier rounds were no match for Lewis and
his Dreadful Lemon Pledge, who, even
though they did not answer every obscure

CC's version of Art Fleming, Rich Greenslade, presides over a round of the Tenth
finual Trivia Bowl.

Marshall Robison to

Ipeak a^ommencement

query, were always lightning quick on the
buzzer to answer those items for which there
were several answers.
This year's organizational credit goes to a

dedicated nucleus of trivia sophisticates
headed by a hard-working Mike Sonano. A
successful contestant in years past he
provided many of the questions along with
Dan Reubin, Bill Kawasima and M.C. Rich
Greenslade Greenslade's sparkling com
mentary and spontaneity helped make the

show the event that it is and kepi the cards
rolling at a bnsk pace. Says Greenslade,
"The approach shouldn't be tense, but more
educational and fun. This is a good chance to

dredge your brain."

The bowl was the true fulfillment for some
people who "pay more attention to less im-

portant things."

"Less important" might be considered un-

derstatement in the wake of such questions
as "What are Bodiddley's and fvluddy Wat-
ers' original names?" Elementary: Ellis

fulcDaniel and Henry fulorganfield, Norv
Brasch, respected authority on Classical
music and member of the winning team
complained of the lack of physics and math
questions who along with Lewis would have
liked to cash in on some fringe benefits of

their major - physics. He said that the final

round had some "brilliant questions" which
were known at one time or another by
everyone in the house but could not be an-
swered without "massive cerebral hemmor-
age," such as the name of the 'guy thai ran
into Ford's car." In further deference to the

"Pledge's" leader he stated "the team ran on
Lewis."

It was suggested by Brasch that the bowl
symbolized a fitting satire to the block system
in which a man with a stopwatch endlessly

Trivia Bowl contestant, Tim Beaton
tries to "dredge" his brain tor an answer
to one of Greenslade's trivial queries.

dniled the students without really finding their
true knowledge on the subject in such short
periods. Others suggested that it was a true
learning expenence, a way to pick up in-

teresting lacts to impress people with at
cocktail parties, and a far more exciting subs-
titute for Jeopardy with Art Fleming.
One was amazed by his own unconscious

control of literally thousands of needless ker-
nals of information that become caught in the
brain. The Tenth Annual Trivia Bowl in all its

cheap excitement without a doubt proves
that we are all walking files of trivia which
someday might mean something t(

someone. Until that day we'll be stuck with a'

those interesting facts. But don't worrv, thi

time will come. Only about 360 more day
until the Eleventh Annual Trivia Bowl-

By Andrew McGown

The Colorado College Commencement
remonies for 1977 will be attended this

'.i( by Dr. Marshall Robinson, Vice-

esident of the Ford Foundation, who will

the role of guest speaker.

Robinson's address to the Commence-
3nt IS entitled, "The Ecology of Mistakes."

Jbinson, who has been Vice-President for

isource and Environmental Affairs of the

Kcl Foundation since 1973, has held many
sitions'in academia. He has also authored
teles for several publications.

After receiving a Ph.D. in Economics from
^10 State in 1950, Robinson joined the

Jane University faculty, and then moved to

;1mouth College in 1953. Robinson later

d positions at the Brookings Institution,

is Dean of the Graduate School of Busi-

es at the University of Pittsburgh, and has
fin with the Ford Foundation since 1964.
Juan Reid, Director of Alumni Affairs

'eritus, points out that the Ford Foundation
ibeen a generous contributor to CC. In the
il lorty years, it has donated several mil-

'T dollars to the College, and has financed a
dy of the block plan in the relatively recent
51.

^vvo other formal graduation activities pre-

de the Commencement, which is sched-
uler fulonday, May 30, at 8:30 a.m. These
'vitiGs include the senior and parent recep-
*iand dinner dance, to be held at the Four
^sons Inn on Saturday, May 28, at 6:30
Tl,

^*ie not-so-incidental baccalaureate is

teduled for the following day. Sunday.
29. at 3:00 p.m. in Shove Chapel. As-

tiate Professor Kenneth Burton of the

igion department is the scheduled
«aker.

fjonorary degrees will be conferred on two
^ients this year: Dr. David Brower of Ber-

^y, California will receive the degree of

"^'or of Science, and, to Professor Ruben
^5 Qf the University of New Mexico, the

8'ee of Doctor of Humane Letters will be
^red. Brower's degree will be presented
'^ean Richard Bradley, while the degree of

will be presented by Associate
'fessor Joseph Gordon of the English

^artment,

"rower is president and founder of Friends

•^6 Earth International and is widely ree-

led as perhaps the foremost spokesman
t^nservationists in the United States. He

^co-edited dozens of books, and received
Serous other honorary doctorates. He
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Edwards Receives CCCA Honor

Dr. Marshall Robinson

has been a featured speaker at three differ-

ent CC symposia. He also is a former execu-
tive director of the Sierra Club, His is co-

author of a soon to be published book. Soft

Energy Paths, and has been active in ad-

vocating increased funding for solar energy
research.

Cobos is a renowned scholar of Mexican
and Southwestern culture and language. He
has held a substantial number of academic
positions, written prolifically for journals, and

acted as a consultant for many private and
public organizations. He has also lectured

abroad, and written three books. Cobos is

currently indexing his famous folklore collec-

tion, which he graciously plans to give to

Colorado College.

The Commencement period would not be
complete were it not for the perennial as-

sortment of alumni activities. Lloyd Worner,

president of the College, will address the

alumni Fifty Year Club in the Bemis Dining

Room at noon on Sunday, May 29.

At 3:00 p.m., on Friday. May 27, in Ras-
tall's W.E.S. room, a National Alumni Council

meeting is scheduled. Special reunions of

the classes of 1917, 1922, and 1927 are

planned. Dinner for these classes will be re-

spectively held at the Antlers Hotel, Kissing

Camels Golf Club, and the Stewart House.
These dinners are all scheduled for Satur-

day, May 28. As this abundance of planned

activities indicates, Commencement week
promises to be both exciting and hectic, by

the standards of either the young or the

once-young.

By Colin Crawford

CC students, faculty, and administration

filled the pews of Shove Chapel on Friday,

May 13 for the twenty-first annual Honors
Convocation.

The Convocation was opened with an in-

vocation by Professor Kenneth Burton, who
was followed with music from the college

choir, under the direction of Professor

Donald P. Jenkins. Senior Elizabeth Mancke,
current President of Blue Key , the honorary

student organization sponsonng the Convo-
cation, gave some introductory remarks, and

turned the podium over to Dean Richard

Bradley, who handled the order of presenta-

tion of the awards.

Alice Louise Atencio, and Margaret Liu,

received the Dean's Award as the seniors

best combining scholastic excellence with

participation in extra-curricular activities.

Laura L. Golden, assistant professor of

physical education, and Arthur G. Pettit, as-

sociate professor of history, were given the

Blue Key Award as the members of the fac-

ulty who contributed significant lime and ef-

fort to the student body of Colorado College

and also contributed significantly to the col-

lege and Colorado Springs community.

Special recognition was given to Mary
Alice Hamilton, professor of biology, on the

occasion of her retirement after 25 years as a

dedicated teacher and advisor. President

Lloyd E. Worner announced the establish-

ment of a fund in her name benefiting the

Department of Biology.

Recipients of other all-college awards
were:

Patricia Ann Freudenburg, the Mary
Stearns Barkalow Award to a senior woman
for contribution to residence halls and cam-

pus life through positions in leadership.

Nancy Ellen Vine. Josephine Van Fleet

McLaughlin Award for interest in public af-

fairs.

CC geology professor John Leais pre-

sents a rock pick to Kimball Forrest, win-

ner of the Rocky Mountain Association of

Geologists Award, at last week's Honors

Convocation.

Hugh James Byers, senior, Tulsa, E.K.

Gaylord Award tor continuing contributions to

Colorado College publications; and Rick

Winter, freshman, Denver, Cutler Publica-

tions Award for an outstanding freshman or

sophomore.

Jeffrey Hayward Wengrovlus, senior,

Colorado Springs, and Jack Edwards, as-

sistant professor of art, Colorado College

Campus Association Awards for outstanding

contribution to the Colorado College com-

munity.

(Continued on page 2)
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Library Booksale Today
The annual book sale to benefit Tuti Li-

brary will bP held from noon to 6 pm Friday.

May 20, in Cossit Gym on campus.

A large collection of cook books and gar-

den books will be the special feature of this

year's sale. Cook books available will include

donations for members of the Women's Edu-

cation Society as well as old and interesting

books from local estates.

The sale is sponsored by the new Friends

of the Colorado College library organization,

a group which was recently organized by the

Women's Educational Society. Items will be

offered for purchase only at the time of sale

giving members of the public equal opportu-

nity for 'rare finds."

Over 5,000 books tiave been marked for

sale at the event, according to George V.

Fagan, Tutt head librarian. f\1ost come from

large collections which were donated to the

library this year, gifts that were surplus to the

needs of Tutt library.

Buyers will be able to purchase books of

artistic and historical value at a flat rate or by

sealed bid. Most of the books and

paperbacks will be sold at a flat rate. Special

prices will be marked on some items, espe-

cially those relating to Colorado and
Colorado history and those books and pam-

phlets which would be regarded as collec-

tor's choices.

Three tables of books chosen for their

value or rarity will be available for inspection

and will be sold under a sealed bid system.

Among these items will be fragments from

bibles: a leaf from a 14th Century French

Bible; a leaf from a 1 6th Century French book

of hours; and a backing leaf from a 1 3th Cen-

tury book which is an Italian lectionary frag-

ment on vellum.

Categories of books available at the sale

will Include: children's literature, fiction.

Colorado history, gardening, education, cook

books, foreign literature, philosophy, applied

science, art and music, political science,

biography and autobiography, religion, edu-

cational psychology, economics and busi-

ness, periodicals (such as "National Geo-
graphic"), reference and bibliography, En-

glish literature and miscellaneous.

Symposium On Aging
^ i2'

Finley Conducts Canadian Studies

This week's Old

Age Symposium
organized by
Micheal Schneidei
attempted to deal

with Community
problems. In this

picture an artist

n the Senior

ICitizen Art Show
paints a watercoloi

BY Rowan Sage lingual policies will give a speech on the sub-

This summer. The Colorado College will ject and General Adamson at NORAD will

have as one of its institutes a program fully give a briefing on Canada's role in NATO
devoted to the study of Canada and her af- defense.

fairs. The institute, under the direction of CC One of the additional purposes of the

Professor Dave Finley, is being conducted Canadian studies institute will hopefully be to

for the lirst time, and is believed to be the first bring attention to Canadian studies in the

academic program at CC devoted to hope that they will be introduced into ours as
Canadian study. a regular CC course. To facilitate this goal.

The institute will cover the major issues the Canadian consul has given S350 books
affecting Canada today as well as the culture, to Tutt Library and all proceeds for the insti-

the economy, the people, the politics, and her tute will be used to improve CC's holding of

relations with the conglomerate to the south, Canadian information,

the United States. According to Dr. Finley, Presently, there are 1 1 students signed up
the issues shall range from the Quebec for the institute, one of whom is a Canadian.
Secession Movement To Canada's struggle The number hopefully will increase when the

to maintain cultural, political, and economic summer starts arrive, with about 20 ending
independence from the U.S. In addition, the up in the class.

institute plans to study the problems Canada The institute is sponsored by the William
faces as a third world developing nation as Donner foundation. Continuation of the insti-

well as those encountered sustaining the first tute in the years to come depends upon the
world living standards Canadians enjoy. interest generated. All presentations put on

Also, the bi-lingual and bi-cultural expert- are open to the public,

ence encountered by French Canadians will

be extensively looked at, with the Mexican-
American experience in the American south
West being kept in mind. To aid the students.

Dr. Finley plans to relate parts of the Cana-
dian institute to "Southwest Studies" and the

"U.S. as a Developing Nation" Institute.

Adding to Dr. Finley's expertise will be
Ronald Sutherland, Professor of Compara-
tive Literature at the University of Sher-
brooke. who will devote two weeks of time

to French and Anglo Canadian literature,

and art. Robert Monroe, Professor of Polit-

ical Science at Radford College, John
Hudson, economics professor from Water-
loo University, and Francois Beaulne,
Vice-Consul at the Canadian consulate in

San Francisco, California.

Dr, Beaulne will be here for a week in late

to conduct Canada week, an informative af-

fair sponsored by the U.S. Canadian consul-
ate, in addition. Mr. Keith Spesser. regarded
by many as the architect of Canada's bi-

r GRE Test Changes
PRINCETON. NJ - College seniors plan-

ning to take the Graduate Record Examina-
tions (GRE) Aptitude Test next fall will see
some changes in the exam. A new section

designed to measure analytical skills will be
added to the traditional areas that test verbal
and quantitative skills.

The change, the first since the current form
of the Aptitude Test was introduced in the
1940's. is based on an extensive research
effort initiated by the Graduate Record
Examinations Board that showed that analy-
tical skills can be distinguished from verbal
and quantitative skills and are related to

academic success.

Students, faculty members, and adminis-
trators from all over the couhtry were con-
sulted in the various planning stages of the
change in the exam.

Educational Testing Service (ETS), which

P/?/ Beta Kappas Announced
Forty CC students including four from

Colorado Springs and 17 others from
Colorado, have been elected to Phi Beta

Kappa, it was announced today by Dr. Owen
Cramer, president of the Colorado College

chapter and associate professor of classics

at the College.

The students were chosen for the honor on
the basis of knowledge, intellectual insight,

communicative ability, and motivation.

Initiation will be held following a brunch at

11 a.m. Sunday, May 29, in the ballroom
of the Broadmoor Hotel.

The new Phi Beta Kappa members from

Elizabeth Chapman. Paticia Elaine Coen,
Barbara Genet D'Arcy-Gomez, Martha Fran-

cis Farish, James D. Hamilton. Linda Gay
Hare, Mary Jo Henderson, Kirk Richard
Hoffman, Sarah Church King, Scotty Peck
Krob, Albert Lee Mehl, Susan Elizabeth Sa-
dler, Milissa Anne Sedar, and Laura Louise
Snapp.

Also elected to the honorary society are
Elizabeth Carolyn Beaman, William H. Bir-

chard, Jr., Maria Elaine Borowski, Anne'
Draper Brataas, Marjorie Marie Connors,
David William Fenza, Marlys Gengler,
Michael Lloyd Gerlach. Stephen Bonsai

Colorado Springs are Judith Ann Laux, Paula Johnson, David Kirchheimer. Fay Mariko
June Olmstead, Elizabeth Lee Rocks, and Matsukage, Sheila Lorraine McDowell,
Jeffrey Haward Wengrovius. Melanie Kay McEvoy, Elizabeth Anne

Other Coloradans in the group include McGlynn, Sarah Dickenson Mott, Susan
Timothy James Beaton, Bruce Nedrow Louise Stacey, Daniel Thorndike, Anthony
Calonge. Thomas Patrick Casey, Robin Joseph Wall, and Peter A. Williams

administers the exam for the GRE Boai

explained that the additional measure
enable students to demonstrate a wider arr

of academic talents when they apply for

mission to graduate schools.

Janis Somervilie, GRE program direclor

ETS, said. "Students will be able to sN

their ability to recognize logical relationshi[

draw conclusions from a complex series

statements, and determine relationships
ti

tween independent or interdepemje
categories ot groups."

She explained that, like the tradition

measures of the GRE, the new test will ui

various kinds of questions.

"Three types will be used in the analytic

section; analysis of explanations, logical di

grams, and analytical reasoning queslion

each designed to test a different aspect

analytical ability," she said.

"Some analytical skills are required ai

developed in virtually all fields of study," si Woo

explained. "And, like verbal and quantitalii miss

skills, analytical skills are developed over

long period of time and are not believed tol end

improved to any significant degree by inte Ihe

sive study in a brief period of time."

Somervilie also noted that the 1977-i

GRE Bulletin of Information will descnbell appli

new measure and will include sample que

tions and explanations of the answers. TI assu

Bulletin is sent free to all students regislerii

fortheGRE.
In addition, a Sample Aptitude Testco

taining the same number and types of que

tions as the actual exam can be ordered

one dollar per copy. Both publications will

available on August 1.

Despite the new addition, the GRE will

main a three-hour test since the verbal a

quantitative portions have been shorten

and the time saved allocated to the nf

measure.

Honors Convocation AwardsContinued
Rachel C. Wood, Ann Rice Memorial

Award to a junior woman for personal contri-

butions to the college through her apprecia-
tion for and dedication to the goals ot the
liberal arts college.

Margaret Liu. Alpha Lambda Delta Book
Award as the senior woman with the highest
average who was also a member of Alpha
Lambda Delta during her freshman year.

Christina Louise Werner, American
Association of University Women award to a
senior woman from the Denver area lor high
scholarship and citizenship.

Harry Anthony Mosco, Van Diest Award
to a prominent athlete on the basis of charac-
ter, scholarship and citizenship.

Linda Gay Hare, a senior from Denver,
Stephanie Jo Kay, a junior from University
Heights, Ohio, and Sally Ann Rice, a junior
from Dallas, Jeannine Gibbs Memorial
Award for special study in France.

Keith Patrick Gardner. Cajori Hils
Schneider Award to a student who has
demonstrated unusual interest and ability in

language and literature, mathematics or the
sciences.

DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS
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Departmental awards were given as fol- for the Evelyn May Bridges Prizes in poetry,
'ows; Forensics: Timothy Beaton. Apollonian

Art: Sheila I. McDowell, excellence in art Award for excellence in debate.
history; Marjorie M. Connors, honors in art Geology: Kimball Forrest. Rocky Moun-
studio; and Katherine Johnston, citation for tain Association of Geologists Geologic Pick
art. Award to the outstanding senior geology

Biology: James Wolfe, outstanding senior major; Albert H. Hofstra, Getty Oil Company
in the department; and Anne Jennifer Stone, grant.

winner of the Summer Marine Scholarship of German: Charles Madsen, Patrick Casey,
the Robert Stabler Fund. Barbara Taeuber, and Margaret Remple,

Chemistry: Robert M. Rifkin. analytical German Department service awards.
chemistry award; and Susan Sadler, Merck History: Edward Quinn Fox, Arthur
Index Award and Barnes Award for an un- Nethercot Prize for excellence in Asian his-

dergraduate participation stipend. tory; Milissa Ann Sedar. Clyde Augustus
Economics and Business Administra- Duniway Prize to the outstanding student

tion: Mark D. Hughes, Robert W. Kaye Prize majoring in history.

to the outstanding student in business admin- Mathematics: Peter W. Strickholm, and
istration; and James D. Hamilton, the Ken- Michael D. Soriano, first and second Thomas
neth J. Curran Prize to the outstanding stu- Post Rawles Prizes in mathematics,
dent in economics and the Kenneth J, Curran Music: G. Bruce Lemmon, David and
Prize to the student in economics or business Karen Smith Cowperthwaite Prize for excel-
administration with the highest academic lence in music.
average in courses in the natural sciences Organ: Jeffrey Wengrovius, Stannard
and humanities. Publishers Organ Prize.

English; Lisa N. Peters, Harry Hanson. Physics: Richard Alan Lewis. David and
and David Fenza, with David Mason, a junior Karen Smith Cowperthwaite Prize for excel-
•rom Seattle, first, second, and third place tie lence in physics.

Political Science: Maria Elaine Borows

Edith Bramhall Award for excellence in poll

cal science.

Pre-Medical: Margaret Liu. Frank Hen

John Figge Award for the outstanding si

dent in pre-medical studies.

Psychology: Jonathan A. Fuller, WilUa

A. Blakely Memorial Award in psychology

Religion: Mary Jo Henderson, Abel

Gregg Award to graduating senior for exci

lence in religion.

Romance Languages: Rives B. Collin

Nanci Ann Hill, and Cynthia Gordon Mac

awards for excellence in French; Sally -i^'

Antweiler. and Michele Lynda Feingol

awards for excellence in Spanish; and Gay

Anne Hall, and Mary Carrington Shepaf

awards for excellence in Italian.

Awards in athletic excellence were gi"'

as follows; Bob Blaik, Bruce Carson Awaf

football; Ed Hermann, Craig Nelson Awa'

basketball; Wayne Holmes, Steve Ebertar

Cheddy Thompson Awards, hockey-

A special luncheon honoring recipients

awards given during Honors Convocati'

was held immediately following ceremom

in Bemis Dining Room.

has



j2% of Applicants Accepted

Freshman Class of Questionable Academic Caliber
By Ross Barker

Dick Wood. Colorado College Admissions

pirector since 1961, defended next year's

,g5hmen, "We think this incoming group is

^ry good," said Mr. Wood. "150 of tfie

.gshmen will fiave fionors at entrance by

jging at the top 5% of their high school clas-

hes."

Aspersions against the Class of '81 have

pgen made by the members of the Admis-

;ions Policy Committee. Sid Wilkins. commit-

tnember, read out of state applications

,nd reported a high incidence of 3.0 grade

Ijini averages and often less, board scores

averaging at the 400 level and "very, very

jverage" writing ability. English Professor

Rgth Barton, another committee member,
^ported that the "quality of the sample I

.ad was distressingly lower than ex-

ecled" with "remarkably low scores and
jginarkably mediocre writing," though
jgrne applications were "splendid."

Both Wilkins and Barton read an average

lumber of folders for members of the Admis-

sions Policy Committee, approximately

ighty to one hundred out of 2100 applica-

tons, or about 4%.
Dick Wood, with his Admissions Depart-

ment, reads all the folders, just as he has

(jone every year since he entered the busi-

ness in 1952. Wood sees no decline in the

average applicant and points out that no
lember of the Admission Policy Committee

fias more than two year's standing.

Scholastic Aptitude Test scores are down
all over the country, but many administrators

believe the SAT to be only a partial reflection

oi an applicant's academic capacity.

CC is not hung up on qualifications but the

criteria is that the student be able to handle it

academically, as judged by recom-
mendations. SAT's writing, grade point, et-

cetera," says one Admissions Department

member.

The number of applications to Colorado

College has declined since the peak years of

1971 and 1972 when 3500 were received

annually. This year's 21 00 applicants equals

1969 levels.

The high attrition of applicants during

Ihose peak years is partially responsible for

less applications now, according to Mr.

Wood.

Self-selection is stronger now," says Mr.

Wood, CC's reputation for competitive ad-

missions weeds out many potential applic-

ants of lesser caliber. Wood also cited the

end of the post-World War II baby boom and
Itie abolition of the Army's draft for the dec-

ine in the application rate.

In contrast to 1972. when one in seven

applicants enrolled, Colorado College now
offers admission to half its applicants on the

assumption that half of those accepted will

enter. This calculation leads to accurate en-

rollment predictions with the notable excep-
tion of the oversized Class of '78. Mr. Wood
and his staff mailed 1012 offers of admission
with hopes to enroll an optimal new freshman
class of 525- 528 have responded affirma-

tively. Those who have been in the game for

twenty-five years like Mr. Wood play with

accuracy.

Sixty-five summer starts are anticipated to

respond to 130 offers. Summer start admis-
sion is assigned when a student's interests

correspond to a summer program, though
often the choice between offenng summer or
fall admission is arbitrary.

The summer starts, with the new fall matri-

culants and fifty-five transfers will give ap-
proximately one-third new faces to the cam-
pus population of 1850.

Increased numbers of minority students

will also be noticeable next September.
Since 1967. the Admissions Department has
recruited minority students in the Colorado-
Southwest region with the main thrust of the

effort directed toward Chicanes. Associate

Director of Admissions Ed DeGeorge figures

the present CC Chicano population at se-

venty and approaching one hundred next fait.

Mr. DeGeorge credits Assistant Dean of the

College Rudolph De la Garza for the sue-

Allegations that next year's freshman class is sub-human are basically false .

^rT^por\ed 0,

\M\nes

Weber St. Liquor

cessfully large Chicano enrollmenl.

There's no question that there is a strong

Chicano community on campus here."
DeGeorge says. It may not be Utopian, but

there is a solid feeling in MECHA. We have
not achieved this level in our black recruiting

at this time."

Black enrollment is not to the satisfaction

of the Admissions Department or faculty

sponsor James Coleman, but it is improving.

Twenty-tour black students were enrolled at

the start of this semester and it is anticipated

that there will be twenty new black students

next year, bringing the total to forty.

The most effective minority recruitment

tool." says Mr. DeGeorge, "has been one
satisfied minority student informing another
prospective applicant." The small percent-

age of black students at CC, far below the

10-11% Negroes represent in the national

census, is a main point of black student dis-

satisfaction.

It has been noted by one black student that

a black attending CC enjoys a broader expe-
rience than a white student. The black stu-

dent can observe upper-middle class white
student life, while the reverse observation is

not possible for whiles.

"We have never believed in a quota sys-

tem, " according to Mr. DeGeorge. "We only

want to increase the black enrollment until

the black students and faculty feel comtorta-

ble."

Recruitment of minority students is deter-

mined largely by geography. Rarely does the

effort extend beyond the Southwest. Chicano
and black applicants throughout Colorado

are contacted personally. In an unusual
nation-wide effort James Coleman and eight

black students wrote a form letter that has
been mailed to prospective blacks around

the nation who excelled on the SAT's.

Orientals form but a small percentage of

CC's student body because there are few

pockets of Oriental population in Colorado

and the Southwest. However, Native Ameri-

cans are under-represented at CC while a

large population lives in nearby states. "T-

here is a black dean and a Chicano dean,"

notes Mr. DeGeorge in reference to Deans
Turner and De la Garza, "but no Native

American dean to aid our recruitment. Our
resources are limited to word ot mouth con-

tact from former Colorado College Native

Americans, ' One school at Laguna Acoma,
New Mexico, consistently sends students to

CC; three will enter next fall.

The minorities at CC, representing 6-7% of

the student body, received 27% of the

$886,000 College administered grants in

1976-77. according to William Ferguson,

Director of Financial Aid. Mr. Ferguson ex-

pects similar figures next year.

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER . . .

DON'T TAKE ANY WOODEN
TICKETS!

beev^

71 2 N.Weber
Open til 12 p.m.

475-9533
OS Taylor

Sherlock

pipes

tobaccoB

in

Travel aiS North Tejon
636-3871

r tka BLorF/

4062 Templeton Gap Blvd

Coloiodo Springs, CO 80907

(3031 598.4444

Colorado Leather

Goods has:

Something
for you

'Coral & Turquoise inlay

buckles

•Leather Chokers

'Deerskin gloves, men's &

women's

•Billfolds

•Belts

•Travel Bags

Stop in Soon!!!

GoLoxaao

Jlsain£.i

731 N. Tejon 473-9312

r'
<^f\f* > I tf^f*

Leave some of

your hair in C.

Springs before

you go.

Have the

COLLEGE
BARBER
SHOP

remove some for

you
HAVE A
COOL

SUMMER
827 N Tejon 633-1606

-^T"*-^
Jinxes Place
Platte and Tejon Streets '•

^ PLEASURABLE
^0*^ PONG-POOL &

POTABLES

i>uttou-M0o
t>IE; ART/ .Of JgWfbRi!

RING 471-7075

22 EAST BIJOU

HAND-MADE
JEWELRY .POTTERY

AND GIFTS

SPECIALISTS

IN FINE

LIGHT-WEIGHT
BACKPACKING EQUIP-

MENT
BOOTS

SLEEPING BAGS
• TENTS
• PACKS
•FOOD

• OUTDOOR CLOTHING

^"

226 N. TEJON

633-0732
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Although this semester's Catalyst was somewhat hindered by

an uncertain financial status, overall The Catalyst this serpester

has been a worthwhile learning experience for the majority of the

staff. However, despite the positive points of being on The
Catalyst staff, there are numerous frustrations since The
Catalyst still exists under less (much less) than ideal circum-

stances

The question has been debated before, but it still remains true

that the quality of Colorado College publications will continue to

suffer until some sort of journalism and basic writing skills instruc-

tion is available to students. Next semester's editor, Chris

Nordlinger, has the full support of the staff this semester for his

proposal to initiate a journalism course at CC. We can only hope
that CC has finally evolved to the poini where we can see the

need for such a course.

Finally, special thanks should be given to this semester's as-

sociate editor. Dee Dee Carlson. Dee Dee's competence, diplo-

macy, and consistent support through this semester made the

task of attempting to produce a weekly paper appear almost
feasible.

Photo Editor, Peter Bansen, also deserves to be commended.
Peter's initiative in getting photos, his talent as a photographer,
and his many hours of hard work, were a source of encourage-
ment for much of the staff. —Elizabeth Collier

Faulty
Information

MARSUtliS /»^ MtfiM-^'v ri^r r—
"PUASE— TAJ; ME Olfl" Of HIS MISEeyiir'"

irLettei*s=

By Eric Weaver
RE: Andrew fvlcGowen's article: "Noise
from the CC Cemetary."

Interpreting politics is something most of

us attempt witfiout botfiering to learn ttie

facts, fvlost of our opinions are based on
faulty one sided information. Ttle five pm
news and the local B-rate newspaers fomi
the bulk of our information resources. We let

Walter Cronkite and the Annstrongs edit and
capsulize our news for us so that we don't

have to spend too much of our precious days
keeping informed.

Over the years people have come to rely

on columnists, editors, "informed sources",
and "expert observers" for interpretations of

political events. There are many limitations to

relying on these sources pnmarily due to their

background and their motivation.

Informed sources and observers tend to be
members of government. Under the protec-
tion of anonimity they "reveal" vast amounts
of specious and ridiculous information which
is given credibility by the label of "inside

source." Editors and columnists tend to be
trained as journalists rather than political ob-
servers and although their pieces are styisti-

cally correct they are often factually absurd.
Every nation has a political mythology

which deviates from its political reality. Most
newspaper and TV journalism promotes the
myth and obscures the reality.

If one listened only to the official line one
would believe the constant propaganda proc-
laiming the American fight for freedom ag-

ainst the insidious Russian slave mas
Russian and American imperialism
remarkably similar, however. The leyj
human freedom in Eastern Europe

i!
lower than the human freedom enjoyei
workers on American banana plantation,
Central and South America. In each case
motivation is profit, the means force, anj
result is exploitation.

Perhaps the most prevalent and the ^
distorted myth is the comparison of the m
licent benefits of capitalism with the tie!
socialism. The intensity of their argument
outweighed only by their ignorance and

I-

of understanding of modern socialist thouiWe are constantly told that capitalism
lows people the freedom to make decist
with their dollars and to compete equalhT
rational individuals.

The primary obstacle to freedom, so
i,

argument goes, is that government pijj
loo much regulation on business to allowt
market to operate freely. But, how doest,
explain the phenomena of the rise ol n
great trusts which strangled competiiio
used violence to secure markets and i
stroyed new innovations with price fixing, b
fore the age of massive government remi
tion. The history of the consolidation ol Sta
dard Oil and the corruption of the railroi

barons provides an interesting view of B
benefits of free market capitalism.
Never mind that people worked for pennia

a day in horrible conditions. Never mind iii

children slaved for 1 to 1 4 hours a day and
many cases were chained to their machine
It is apparently irrevalent how much peop
suffer as long as there are no obstacles
making money.
The paranoic fear of government ol iti ars

free market capitalists is understandabL

(Continued on page
I
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Olympic Success

entire student body.

Thanks again.
The Panhellenic Council

Better Behavior

Begged

Senioritis Phenomenon Analyzed
Dear Editor: ing, lucrative and secure. For four years it

In all the commotion during the past tew served me well as a goal to work towards Dear Editor-
weeks, no one has ventured to explain the Aiming towards law school was a tremen- This is a note of thanks to all who oartici-phenomenon ;seniontis'. Senioritis strikes dous yet deceiving ego boost. I was always pated in the Special Olympic Games of Mav 7most seniors in the spring. It reduces nor- uneasy about it because I had to believe on Washburn Reld. The day was a total suc-mally studious and conscientious seniors to there was something I could look forward to cess thanks to the energetic support of themere sun-tanned drones who audit their last after graduation rather than fear. ="ti,= o..,^„„. ^.^.. ^ ="Mpo" ui iiie

two blocks and get blasted every other night. Carol Leavenworth in the Career Counsel-
However, senioritis is the symptom, not the ing and Placement Office helped me to do
disease itself. The cause is raw fear. whaf I couldn't do for myself naturally. "Carol

Generally, two situations seem to cause who? Where the hell is the Career office''"
this fear. The first Is that many seniors are (Cossit Hall, by the way). Only the few
pnvately petnfied about being thrust, not into "hustlers " and especially motivated people I

the "real world ", but out of their comfortable know have ever mentioned it, much less use
social scene here. Most will be forced to as- i'- Dear Editor:

semble a new circle of acquaintenances, '
started at point one to evaluate myself This is directed not at you but at the student

whether it be in grad school or 'oul there." "''I' Carol's help. For the first time in years I who took the calculator from my unguarded
Unlike being at CC, we seniors will have to i"^' 'an'asized about what I might want to do briefcase in Room 209 Rastall Center last
lild personal relationships in situations that

'°' ^ '"""9' ^o ''"^ "ly aptitudes, skills, needs Thursday, May 1 2, and departed with it un-
II ijkoiw Qiimin^to tK« ^h _* „.— ahd valucs I dug irtto my past. This persohal noticed.

process was the first step.
I would be interested in knowing how thatThe next step was a big shock. I had person feels this behavior fits with the notion

deluded myself to think I could write an im- of being liberally educated. Presumably he
pactful resume, that I knew what searching has spent many hours here studyino ttie
lor a job was and that what specifics I didn't great creations of mankind, he has earnedknow I could fake or learn quickly. Searching how to think about things in many different
for a career and a job is a job in itself. ways, and understands the complexities ol

It was an excruciating process for me to civilized life; he may even have taken
admit I was not satisfied with my almost pre- courses in ethics and committed to memory

auoui ineir supposedly secure futures, determined career. That is senioritis. Hope- some of the celebrated teachings of Socrates
including parental and peer pressure. The '""V P^^OP^ ""'H see it coming before their and Christ, and almost certainly he is oreoar
college seems to accept the fact that most senior year. Hopefully the Career Counseling ing himself for a leadership role in our society Trinia n Aincoming freshmen have determined their ^"° Placement Office will be funded next ten or twenty years from now But of what

"/-"f"V^ At
life-Dlans helom ontonnn ,.oiio„„ ,»,„ ,„ year. Hopefully the CC atmosphere wont avail is all this if by his deeds he knowinolv rnmmanHaH

,t°r/°';L' 'f
"'"

*,r=^'"«='
^^P^'^'^Hy i' ^"^ consciously impairs the human condS '^Ommenaed

they have the luxury of time and resources to rather than Improve it?

*'' °'^'
P,

. . _ - .
There is nothing very unusual about the

"^'"'' ' Bering calculator. It could perform the usual opera-

build personal relationships in situations that
will likely eliminate the chance of retreat.

Seniors are beginning to feel that we will

have to take social risks for the first time in a
long time. Sentimentally "looking back" over
(our years only serves to remind seniors how
easy it has been. This issue has been argued
enough recently.

Seniors fear even more that they are trap-
ped in their own future plans. There are a
variety of reasons why seniors feel unsure
about their supposedly secure futures.

tions of arithmetic and not much more, and

course it can be replaced at no financial a .,..,

to anyone but myself. But there are olt "?,,

costs to asocial behavior besides llranc

ones, costs which both he and I will stiai

Taking something simply because it is llie

and no one is looking, is the mentality

Watergate. It is really-no different in princlp

from doing any number of other far mo
terrible things - like smashii
IVIlchaelangelo's Pieta simply because 11

unguarded, or bombing a defenselei
people simply because you have the pow !'";

to do so.
"'"

There was evidently nothing in the admi ' ^^]

sions file of this student to suggest he hi u
'

asocial tendencies, and there will be nothlr ,.

on his transcript. He will recieve his diploi

and best wishes from the College this sprii ,

or next (or whenever) and will henceforth tP^'
deemed a liberally educated man. But will

all have been worth it? Will he use the oppo

lunities that come his way to enhance tii

manity or to diminish it, to improve the quail

of life or to impoverish it? At this point, wt

can say? I do suggest, though, that botli li

and I will feel much better about the wtiol

thing if he simply returns the missing item

Rastall Desk.

Slncerel]

Richard C. Bradia

Dean of the Colleg

Incoming freshmen have determined their
life-plans before entering college. We are
bombarded with a liberal arts college milieu
here, there is no doubt. Yet, Colorado Col-
lege is as good at turning out graduates on
their way to law, medical and graduate
schools as any large university.

The thought of graduation spurs
onslaughts of sentimentality even in the most
unemotional senior. We start to remember
what we and others were like four years ago.
We start wondering II we would have done
things differently given what we know now.
As graduation draws near, these thoughts
become desperate self-doubts. "Do I really
want to go to grad school? Maybe I ought to
take a year off before more years of torture,
or will the summer be enough? Do I have
what it takes?" These are questions many
seniors echoed this spring.

Over last block break I decided to bag law
school at least for awhile. I knew that I was
loo unsure of it as a career, and unsure of
myself now to go. What I had no idea about
was what I would do instead.

I had adopted law school as a way ol avoid-
ing challenging myself to find out what really
made me tick. Law is prestigious, challeng-
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Dear Editor.

I would like to commend the CCCA (or ..

award to Professor Jack Edwards at la!

week's Honors Convocation. Jack has mai'

a unique and lasting contribution to the IKe -

this college and to the education of its slu
^ g .„ ,,,„ ^.^juwuiiuii UI ...^ —

||co^J

dents and faculty. I can think of no niori ^..^j

In CI
appropriate way to commemorate the joy an(

i,^ ^
pain of one of the most remarkable teachlni m ^^
careers I have known and have beei f^ ^
privileged to share in. mc

Sincerely „j,j

Stephen A. Scot
,j„j,

Rumor Denied
Editor:

There seems to be a nasty rumor arount

campus that only three students have beei

accepted to medical school this year. I
wouli

like to set the record straight. As of May 13.__—,
1977, fifteen of thirty-three students have eem

been accepted. Additionally three more slU' lianc

dents are on waiting lists.

Ron Haihaway .„

For The Health lag,

Professions AdvisofV »iild
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A PORTION OFTHE CATALYST STAFF:
Sitting Down - Janel Odiaug, Rick Winter,

Carol Barlow, Jim Collins, Colin Crawford.

Dee Dee Carlson, Kris Lau, Gail Bradney,

Peter Bansen. Top Row: John Kuhlman,
Andrew McGown, Thorn Shanker, Kim King,

Elizabeth Collier, Craig Silverman, Mike

Slade. William 'Bo" Miller, Rich Adams. Dog,
Sara Lee Wilhelm, Not pictured: Eric

Weaver and Alene Marcum among others.

lepression and the CC Student: Help is Available
By Janet Odiaug

Barbara MacDougald is a counseling

i^chologist who has worked at CC two
'3rs at the Counselling Center located

Boettcher Health Center. Employed
rough the Mental Health Center of

)lorado Springs, she worked in other

eas of that Center before providing

tfchological services here. In coordi-

iljon with psychiatrist Dr. Rose, Ms
icDougald offers free and confidential

lunse/ to students confronted with
notional and social difficulties.

you know and take advantage of

lur services?

Yes, I see numerous students throughout

eyear. My time isn't used as well as it could

however, as a result of the number of

ancellations that arise from schedule
hanges and student's second thoughts;

eople tend to back off after they have made
n appointment.

to most people come to you on a regu-

ir basis?

II varies from once to a long time. Primarily

ur goal is not to deal with students on a

flg-term basis, although occasionally it

crks out that way. Generally speaking, it

il(es around 6-8 weeks (6-8 sessions) for

eople to acquire the certain necessary so-

ialor emotional skills.

lave many of these people. seen psy-

bloglsts or psychiatrists before?
Some have seen other psychologists and
sychiatrists before, but they are usually not

Jfning to me as a continuation of that.

At some point in their lives, they may have
DJght outside counseling because of a
ath in the family or some other strongly

ecipitating event, although these problems
Efe not long-range ones. I would say that

majority of problems that come up involve

Jsthat, upon coming to college, face situa-

|ns that have a different flavor than any-
ing they've ever experienced before; prob-
"is that are both social and emotional.

Students find, for example, that they've

'd the safe structure of doing the best in

eif high school and they have trouble if they

''Counter a situation in which they cannot be
e "best."

In coming to CC they may find that they are

Wable to measure up to the top of the list

"d as a result, may come to the irrational

["icluston that they're worthless; they often

^dto feel that they're really not that good as
^individual. Their overgeneralizations elicit

^ir states of depression and they end up
'eking up from a number of things because
^V're just not used to this idea.

Would you attribute this depression to

^'^ething specifically CCish, such as the
^ '^onomic or academic nature of this

^hool or, do most of these problems
^m to occur in response to a general
^ange in environment as students move
"ay from home?
^fom my experience with other college

-3ents, I would say it's a mixture. You
uldn't just experience these problems at

students at any school will compare

themselves to other people's experiences

and ranges of knowledge and start reading

themselves; the real problem lies in reading

yourself correctly.

In economic terms it may be sort of a
shock; academically, CC certainly has the

value of being a high academically rated

school, and generally speaking, the students

are high academic achievers.

When students come here from a high

school, they are literally thrown in with lots of

other excelling students who were also in

accelerated programs in high school. They're

not just one of the few; now, they're one of

many. They see that they're not alone, so to

speak, at the top; they have to, then, learn to

cope with that.

This isn't the primary problem, however.

emotional management and assertiveness

skills; they need to know how to handle
anger, and low frustration tolerance and how
to manage inner and productive anxiety.

Some may particularly need to increase their

self-esteem, while others particularly may
need to know how to act and feel indepen-

dently from their parents. In general, there is

an overall need for the skill of rational, self-

counselling.

My whole orientation is that in the course ot

human development, all persons, at no mat-

ter what age, need particular skills to guide

them through life successfully. Emotional

and social skills must develop alongside

physical ones.

How do you approach these different

problems?

^\

Overall, students need to develop emotional

skills for dealing with different types of situa-

tions. People are not equipped emotionally to

deal with certain circumstances - divorces,

new social situations, separation from fam-

ily structure and deaths, for example. I'm

particularly surprised at the number of de-

aths kids here are dealing with.

What kinds of solutions would you
suggest?

I would suggest more services for the

school of an outreach nature through which

students could acquire social and emotional

skills.

CC is providing tremendous amounts of

academic and intellectual type building skills,

but is ignoring other types of building skills

that are just as essential. People require

Generally, students acquire counselling on

a one-to-one basis. Basically, my orientation

is rational and motive education, so to speak;

they actually go hand in hand.

If you came in, I would ask you what your

overall reaction is to that and what kinds of

feelings you are having. Your response

would be depression, anxiety, or whatever. 1

would try to get some idea of what activating

events took place and from there, would be

able to construct a rough picture of that stu-

dent's general philosophy of life. That philos-

ophy IS usually, for all of us, both rational and

irrational.

I try to point out wha* :'^e student is thinking

and assuming about a t rtain situation, how
the Student is e^id'ng uij teeling and whether

that individual p.iilosophy is working for
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them. I don t just tell them; I try to make them
realize that it's how they approach a situation

and how they assess a situation that affects

their emotional reaction.

It that's not working lor them, 1 help them
challenge any irrational kinds of beliefs that

they have - that people shouldn't treat them
unfairly, etcetera. People don't seem to have

much training in our society to deal with

things as they really are. They go around

thinking that things shouldn't be the way they

are - "I shouldn't be imperfect," "I shouldn't

make mistakes," or 'Other people shouldn't

do other things because that's bad,"

So when you talk about dealing with

things the way they really are, you're talk-

ing about looking at something straight In

the face without guilt?

Or not catastrophizing about it, I guess.

Awful-izing is a better word,

Students have a lot of different reli-

gious beliefs here. Do you find a number
of people facing religious dilemmas?
On occasion, but it is not something l .see

as a real pattern, 1 see a fair amount of value

clarification.

People come to CC and they re not clear

when faced with situations of sleeping with

someone, situations involving alcohol or

drugs or other situations in which some reli-

gious values may be involved.

I deal with people living with or associated

with people who are very strongly religious

about a particular belief. These students

either have to examine their own values or

need to learn to cope with other people

whose values they may question. This is only

an occasional problem, however,
' You touched upon problems with al-

cohol and drugs. Do you encounter

problems of the nature frequently?

No. Problems of that sort rarely occur.

Some drinking, but very rarely drugs.

Do professors ever come In to see you?

No. mostly referrals Uom professors. If a

student is particularly upset about some inci-

dent and seems to be having trouble dealing

with it (the problem can be either an

academic problem or an academic problem

with personal or family overtones) the

professor will call me.

Professors tell the students that I am here,

and that the sen/ice is free. Quite a number of

students come in to see me in this manner.

Do you find more depressed people In

the winter than In the fall and spring?

It does go in cycles to some extent. Right

before Chr;stmas and in February-March

more peopi'; come in. People may come in

speaking ol depression, saying, "I just don't

have any m )tivation," or "I'm not interested

in anything,' although it may not be depres-

sion, but anxiety.

Do ycu see students ot all ages, or

mostly from one specific age group or

class?
There is a wide range, with no definite pat-

tern. Sometimes in the spnng, though. 1 do

get more seniors. They look forward to leav-

ing yet leaving CC tends to be anxiety

producing. Especially when you have been in

(Continued on page 9)
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Brenda Rau: Get Your Head Set
After attending school at the University of that keeps you going on big causes where

Massachusetts are going to Graduate you dont see the effect ot your work. Little

School at Harvard, coming to Colorado Col- things mean a lot." Rau explains the value of

lege as Hall Director of fvlathias was quite experience and how knowledge without

a change for Brenda Rau. experience can be useless. "So much can be

Ms, Rau, the articulate and active woman said for experience. Nobody ever said learn-

behind many new Mathias programs and

workshops, candidly examined life at CC on

Wednesday night before leaving for

Washington, D,C. fvis- Rau will not be return-

ing as the Director of Mathias next year, and

although working with a residence hall work

was something she always wanted to do. and
it has been a great experience Ms. Rau plans

to tum her talents toward other avenues.

Ms. Rau comments that the fact that CC is

such a self-contained community disturbs

her. "CC is such an isolated little spot in the

city." Rau states. "You can stay on the CC
campus and never leave, but we should be

out there, out in the city
"

Rau praises students who have become
involved in community affairs. "If you do or-

ganizing on a small scale you gel satisfaction

ing was easy.

Id like to see more students involved in

mote social action," states Rau. "I think the

New Age Coalition is neat, and I was happy to

see Frank Lane's protest."

In addition to being concerned about the

isolated CC community. Ms. Rau also

speaks of relationships at CC: "I would like to

see more social things happen here. I would

like to see more people making commitments

to relationships. We all are busy, but being

busy is a great excuse."

'Id also like to see more craziness. I'd like

to see us be more spontaneous and playful. I

think we need this in the world, too. not just

here at CC." Rau comments that students at

CC are not as "loose" or relaxed as at the

colleges she has come in contact with in the

East. She basically sees CC as a conserva-

tive school.

'In the 60'£ we weren't hung up at all about

jobs. I was into Viet Nam and relationships. I

think this attitude gave people more meaning
in their lives, and more satisfaction. I fear for

the meaningfulness of life."

Rau sees the difficult of attaining a balanr

between being assertive and agressiv.

However, she feels that the Dori Doorm
and Iris Indirect syndrome is more of a Drr!tm
lem at CC. ' ic^

"Women need to express their emoli
and physical needs. How is anybodyIC I r itrai III ly luri IC30 yji nic. — — f-f — •^^--j. i^-- .-. u,.juuuy g.

Rau emphasizes Ihat relationships be- going to l<now what you need if you cij,

tween people require commitment and effort,
"

"The potential for community here is so great

OUtl'

rent

Ttie

Tills

Faulty Information Continued

CC is a really small place. But relationships

don't just happen because people are in the

same place at the same time. You've got to

put energy into it."

"You have to get your head set. We need
to begin by understanding people, getting

closer to people, getting down from our

heads and into our guts"
Rau sees a need for both more assertive

women, and men who feel comfortable deal-

ing with assertive women. She uses four

types of wom^n as examples of the roles hurt, but itgivesyouabasisforarelationsh
[^e,

women can have today: Dori Doormat, Iris when you express your needs. Whenevf iialli

Indirect, April Assertive, and Agatha Aggres- you start a relationship you run the risk

sive. having it end, and that hurts."

express it?" Rau also suggests that the
dii H

satisfaction with male-female relationships*^"

CC could be partially caused because moM
aren't sure how to react to more assertiv

^'

women. "Men could be assertive or aggre,
sive when we were doormats or Iris Indirg '"na
and this aggression would complement

oi
^

behavior," but now that women are becon
ing more sure of themselves it is almost as
men and women are switching roles,

wji

men becoming more passive, Rau explaji

"It comes back to being expressive of wh; ualh

you are feeling," states Rau. "You can gi ^^m

They're only experience of government is an

exterior force which destroys their freedom.

They cannot conceive of a government in

which they play an active decision making

role because it is outside their experience.

The U.S. government is a regulatory force

manned by bureaucrats who are protected

from the will of the people by a government

interested in self-preservation rather than the

interests of the people.

What is the socialist alternative? Socialism

is the mechanism for allowing the people to

take part in decisions. It gives working people

a chance to take part in the establishment of

priorities in their employment {note: working

people include all people who make the eco-

nomy run, nurses, laborers, truck drivers,

teachers, and secretaries as well as adminis-

trators, corporate chiefs and politicians). It

allows people to decide how their neighbor-

hoods will be run and how schools should

teach. It makes the people the government
rather than creating a government as a sepa-

rate entity.

The problem is that there are no true

socialist models to follow. The free market

supporters hysterically point to Russia as an

example of the failure of socialism. The Rus-

sian example is merely a state capitalism in

which the decisions are still made on the

basis of profit but the means of production

are controlled by the state. The workers have
no say in the means and goals of production

and so the basis of a socialist workers state

does not exist. It is merely an extreme form of

authoritarian capitalism.

The sorry state of England is another false

example of the failure of socialism. In En-

gland as in the U.S.. the only industries which
are nationalized are the ones which no longer

function profitably in the private sector. The
government cannot help but go broke when
they own bankrupt businesses such as Rolls

Royce and the Concorde SST. England is a

capitalist welfare state in precipitous decline

because it can no longer exploit the cheap

raw materials and guaranteed markets of its

once vast empire.

The bas!C contradictions of a capitalist

economy, its inability to maintain stable

production, full employment, and stable

prices, are all exacerbated by the end of the

artificial economic environment of the colo-

nial structure- The inability of capitalism to

survive when it can no longer exploit under-

developed nations is the true lesson of the

English decline.

The liberal myth states that everyone has

an equal opportunity to succeed and a free

choice of destiny based on viable alterna-

tives. The reality is that equal opportunity

does not exist because of the handicap of

poverty vs. the educational and economic
advantages of affluence.

Free choice exists only as the right to

choose between predetermined alternatives.

The choice between a Ford and a Chevy is a
cosmetic choice between two essentially

similar products. The choice between Safe-
way and King Soopers is the same kind of

choice. Being able to decide to stop building

cars in favor of busses and trains is a real

choice which only socialism can offer

because only under socialism do people
guide society rather than follow it.

The opponents of socialism are afraid of

loosing their privileged position in society.

Socialism does not destroy success.
Socialism only insures that everyone, regard-
less of background, has an equal chance to

succeed and an equal opportunity to work
and earn a decent living. Socialism is not a
free ride for lazy people nor is it a work free

Utopia. Socialism is merely the tool with
which to insure that everyone works for his

own benefit and the benefit of society rather
than work for a small elite.

[ The American Experience
Colorado College will offer a week-long program

in July which invites alumni, friends of the College,

and parents lo [Oin in a week of continuing educa-

tion designed to view broadly the major facets of

"The American Experience."

The emphasis of the program will be on further-

ing an understanding of the nation's present in

anticipation of its future as it enters its third century

of history.

Formal presentations by Colorado College fac-

ulty members of various disciplines will be aug-

mented by presentations from various experts

representing working areas in which problems of

modern society center, Among the visiting profes-

sionals will be Harris Sherman, director of Ihe

Colorado Department of fslatural Resources, a

1963 graduate of Colorado College, who will offer

a hard look at resources as they relale to the past,

present and future of America.

The program, scheduled July 24 lo 29, will pre-

sent all the aspects of an intellectual vacation as a

variety ot activities have been designed to take

advanlage oi the Rocky Mountain West, recrea-

tional and academic campus facilities and cultural

events sponsored by the College such as the per-

lormance of Verdi's "Aida" by the Colorado Opera
Festival

Participants will have a choice of living on or off

campus and special recreation programs are

being arranged for children to attend while their

parents are in class. Campus accommodations will

include housing lor children adjacent lo or with

their parents according to their age.

There will be social events and time tor individual

pursuits and exploration of the campus and its

surrounoings. inlormalion regarding lours, ac-

tivities, and exhibits in the Pike's Peak region will

be available. All campus facilities wili be open for

participant use: tennis courts. Schlessman Pool, El

Pomar Sports Cenler. Tutt Library, and the music
and an facilities of Packard Hall. Activities wilh

other alumni, friends and faculty members of the

College will be arranged for those who are in-

terested.

The College staff lor the vacation offering wi

consist of Fred A, Sondermann. professor an

chairman of political science; George A, Oraki

professor of history; and Arthur G. Pettit. associat

professor of history. Visiting lecturers will include,

Glenn Gray, professor of philosophy; Chnslophf

L, Gnffiths. asislant professor of economics, ari

Albert Seay, professor and chairman of music.

)Ud I

lEr
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Anot
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;senlations will include "The American Trad

lion in World Affairs," "The American Charads SSS

from an Historical Perspective," "American Cfiri: lod,

tianity: New World - Old World," "Individualiiyvi jnds,

Individualism in America," "The American E«
nomic Experience." "Critics of America," and Tli

U.S. as a Developing Nation." Ivlusic and ari Irof

the American perspective will be explored Rows

Boothe, well-known New York artist and a

graduate of Colorado College, will join the vn

faculty.

Discussion portions of Ihe program will be di

signed tor small groups to permit maximi

ticipation and interaction. All resources and slutj

collections al Ihe College will be available for sel

study opportunities, including slides of America

an, tapes and records of American music and ret

ords on American history. Related campus even

are arranged pertineni to the theme of the summf

college.

The event is not conceived by Colorado CoHec

as an adventure lor alumni only, but rather as

experience available to any interested adult see

ing intellectual enrichment.

Tuition for Ihe program will cost $60 per persoi

$40 lor spouses or second family member, S'Oli

books. Room and board on-campus accommofli

tions will be $17 per day per person. $15 If

spouses and children over 12. $10 for childn

under 12.

Registration blanks and program informali

are available through the Office of Alumni Atfai'

The Colorado College, Colorado Spring

Colorado. 80903; telephone 303/473-2233, e

tension 204.
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TEACHERS WANTED
West and other slates. Placements
since 1946. Bonded, Southwest
Teachers Agency. Box 4337, Al-

buquerque, NM 87106,

Budget Tapes
& Records

Constant everyday

discount prices

also

paraphernalia

& cleaning accessories

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

10-7 Mon, thru Thursday

10-6 Friday

10-6 Saturday

12-5 Sunday

Budget Tapes & Records

204N.Tejon 471-4419

m Murco Druq Co.
PHONE 634-4861 • B32 NORTH TEION ST.

COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO. 60902

FOX PHOTO "^

Springtime Special

,^A COUPONS
i »xio ^"° ^

Color Enlargement $|99

3 for
f^l from your favorite

M SLIDES QQ(
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Style Farewell

jummeTD
By Mike Slade

^5 this years version of The CC Experi-

^e draws to a close, varying reactions to

,[
another year of academia can be found

lujnd campus. This school has many dif-

(enl types of people enrolled, which ac-

^nls for the wide diversity of opinions

ynd on the year past.

The most common refrain heard, of

ijrse. is the old song-and-dance about

jod an^ '
9'3d school's almost over. It's just

tiing to be such a big drag! fVIan, am I

.^na have a great summer and this and

This all - too - familiar lament can be heard
corners of the campus. Sometimes

jse people are genuinely sick of school

Ihe line about THE GREAT SUMMER is

yally a bit exaggerated- Most of us face the

jomy prospect of either a lousy job or even

jrse, no job al all this summer, which is

ually just like last summer, accounting for

battle cry of bored CC socializers, "Man, I

n\ got no bread."

Alliterative and Decadent Activities

Of course there are the lucky BMW-owning
who sail on the sound, lounge on the

,

play in the pool, surf in the sun, and
gage in other equally alliterative as well as

cadent activities. These lucky ones are the

pud owners of a brand new pair of RICH
[RENTS, and we congratulate them on
ijf goddamned nepotistic good fortune.

Another tune played by the 9th-blockers

olves a much different melody. These
iguided souls actually like CC, and ex-

3SS their concern somewhat like this:

Od, I wish school wouldn't end. All my
inds, and the beautiful green grass, and
trees are blooming, and everybody's
ing frisbee and oh my, oh me, this and
These deluded folk somehow find this

siched rape capital of the world attractive.

even enjoyable! Many of these folks

jy live in those areas of scientific

enomena known as TOWNS WORSE

Huiuor=

Tfs Time To Sai

Semi-humorous Catalyst writer, Mike Slade, demonstrates good-bye technique
frequently used by some departing CC students. Says Slade, "This Is my Will - 1 - see -

you - in - September - or - lose - you - to - a - summer - love?' pose."

THAN THE SPRINGS. Pity them, forgive

them, they know not what they miss.

Anyway, these people also fail to realize

just how far their prized G.P.A.'s would
plummet if we had two or three 9th blocks

every year. But why waste further ink on
these apparently contused Tigers?

The third major factor is the all-busines.-^

type. These humanoids cannot even be

called Tigers, for most ot Ihem are probably

unaware of CC's athletic epithet. Instead,
they pay more attention lo periodic tables.
The Wall Street Journal. MLA style sheets,
and other equally summer-like bits ot insor-
mation. To them. 9th block is |ust like any
other block at CC Only one question need be
asked: A or B'^' When pressed tor comment,
the best you can get is a mumbled, garbled
"Can't talk. Gotla get lo the library,"

Goodbyes
So there you have it Without the benefit of

any generalizations, without offending
anyone, and. best ol all, without interview-
ing anyone, this bnlliant, upcoming reporter
has accurately stated the feelings ol all 2,000
CC students as regards to the end of school.
Oh, by the way. send me a postcard from the
sound and WAIT! 1 forgot something Good-
byes.

Now CC students (excluding those lucky

enough to graduate) are separated from one
another tor the interminable period of about
thirteen weeks. During that lime an average
(statistics show) ol 2.8 letters are received by
official (reported to the Deans ottice) best

friends.

Yet. when departure time comes, this

comparatively short vacation is viewed as a
ventable Sahara of time, across which loneli-

ness IS forced to crawl, without benefit of

water, Coors, or even an occasional hockey
game. Consequently incredibly mushy
goodbyes from people you used lo watch
NFL football with in the TV lounge and can't

quite recall the name ot must be endured. Oh
well, pretty soon it'll be Block One again. The
war will start anew;

"God, what am 1 doing here?"

"Gee, isn't it GREAT to be back?!"

"Could you tell me, um. the way, to er.

Loomis (is that right?) hall?"

"Hows the soccer-football team look?"

"Did you see iho* *>"*= mow iiesnman hockey
player?"

Can't wait, huh? Well, I can. Drive-fly-

hitchhike-windsurf carefullyl

THE MASTER'S CLOSET

FOR TUXEDOS

Weddings

And Other Special

Occosions

20% Discount

On Tuxedo Rental

with Student I.D. Card

415 NORTH TEJON

TELEPHONE 473-9065

RESUME SERVICE
WE WILL PROVIDE A RESUME THAT WILL SHOW YOUR

1

ORGANIZING AND PLANNING ABILITIES.

WE OFFER CONSULTATION. PREPARATION AND PRINTING
ON QUALITY PAPER WITH MATCHING ENVELOPES

LET US HELP YOU!

THE PROFESSIONAL QOILL
597-8779

WEEKDAYS & WEEKENDS

I

(conoco)

CAR CLINIC

MOTOR
TUNE-UP
SPECIAL

InclndaK timing «!, chvch
vacnnm advance and PCV
rmlT«, adinst dUe BPM, Idle

InsI air ratio, Inbrlcatc
exhanit control valve, In-

p«ct Ignition wirai. IN-

STALL and adjait NEW
SPARK PLUGS, NEW
POINTS, NEW CONDENSER.

Most American Made Cars

6 cylinder Resistor Plugs Extra S cylinder

88 Expires

June 5, 1977

COUPON!
3488

Front End Alignment
with

Front Tires Balanced
Check Steering Linkage
Check Ball Joints

' Set Toe-In

i" COUPON I

$12.88
(Most American Cars)

Exp.
• Set Caster (i Camber
Bubble Balance Front Tires

Mastercharge

830 N. NEVADA
471-9200

JUST S.E. OF COLLEGE
Bankamericard

Gutii/ijei
SINCE 1904

FABRIC CARE

Sloroge
for the summer!

We will clean

all or part of your

wardrobe and

then store it for no extra

charge in our locked vaults.

At the beginning of next year just give us a call and come

pick up and pay for your clothes.

{2 locations in the neifihborhoodj

801 N. Tejon

219 N. Cascade
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Student Art Abundant; Borra Show Superb
By Sheila McDowell

II you are out catching rays In the quad this

week and the clouds start rolling in, there is

an abundance of student art all over the

campus that definately deserves attention.

In Packard Hall currently on display is a

show of unrelated works by Sharon Butcher,

Da;iel Dodge, Connie McCombs, and Jane
Ubell. The advantages of having four artists

exhibit together ties in the number of different

mediums shown and in that the participants

were all necessanly very selective in terms of

what to exhibit.

Consequently the show represents the

best examples of work in a wide range of

mediums which include natural fiber

sculpture, photography, gaphics and oils.

Highlights of the show are a self-portrait by
Sharon Butcher, natural fiber sculptures by
Jane Ubel, a photographic study of chains by
Dariel Dodge and a beautiful Klimt-like etch-

ing of a woman by Connie McCombs.

^f^^f^p:ooc^gnr
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Dazzling Show By Borra!

The Great Hall of Armstrong is the location

tor a dazzling show by Ro Borra. Those of

you who know Ro's work only through her

Catalyst cartoons will be delightfully sur-

prised by the range of her talents.

The studies of still-life, nudes, and birds

from Olin Hall's bird room are exceptionally

well executed- Her forle though remains in

cancature and cartoons, which illustrate a
perfectionists temperament as far as techni-

cal excellence. This show is one not to miss,

it is well documented and cleverly put

together.

While playing at the Flagrant Firkin Festi-

val today, by all means wander over to the

Olin Hall Fishbowl to the opening of Marj

Connors and Bono Bernard's art show enti-

tled "Send in the Clowns: Art in the Afternoon

and Spontaneous Festivities." It opens at

four o'clock and not only sounds like a lot of

fun but there will be some very enjoyable art

by both women.

Photos By Peter Sanson "In the Tub" -- a selection from Ro Borra's senior art show in Armstrong's Great Hail

jnvirc

Ro Borra's charicature of one- of the
infamous men in blue. Ms. Borra has done
numerous cartoons for Air Force
Academy publications, some of which are
exhibited in her art show.

A nude contour from the combined art shows of Marj Connors and Bono Bernard,
currently on exhibit at OUn Hall.

Education Notes
Wright-lngraham Institute announces the

annual field workshop in Integrative Studies

Running Creek Field Station. Running Creek F

Station is the Institute's 960-acre grasslandsc '^^

pus in southwest Elbert County, between Den
'^^

and Colorado Springs. This year's program wii
« 3 P

ottered from 20 June to 20 August 1977,

nine-week core course focuses on the scien *9'°^

observation and study of the natural and hurr
''^''^

built environment. Studies emphasize key pti
°'^ ^'

pies of the physical sciences, earth sciences,

sciences, abstract systems, cultural sysle

human-built physical systems, and language,

search projects are carried out in-field. Studi ^^^'^

come from a wide range of disciplines.

faculty and students are drawn from i

sities and colleges across the country, Cred ^^'^^

granted for one semester or quarter of acade '
^'

work. The workshop is open to junior/senior

dergradutes and graduate- leva I studenls. F

{$750/student) include all expenses (exceplli; ^P^M

to and from the Field Station). Students live

study at the Field Station dunng the works! '^^"^

Scholarships are available. For further informa

call or write: Wright-lngraham Institute, 12281

race Road, Colorado Springs, Colorado 809 '^P''

(303) 633-7011.

Now appearing

THE STILL

FALL RIVER ROAD

575 Garden of Gods Road

News from Career Counseling
THE CAREER COUNSELING AND PUCEMENT CENTER WILL BE CLOSED FOR THE
SUMMER AT 5:00 P,M. ON MAY 31, 1977.
Today in Rastall Center get first hand information on Vista and Peace Corps from the

Action representatives.

Job openings • Clerk-typist in main library, Aurora, Colorado.
Sound Technician - Scottsdale (Arizona) Center for the Arts.

Business Manager - City of Scottsdale, Arizona.
General/Business Manager - Mountain Dance Company, Fort Collins.
Youth Director - Corpus Christi Church, Colorado Springs,

Attention All Seniors. If you have not already done so, you should pick up faculty
recommendation lorms from the Dean of Students Office and distribute them to the faculty
members whose recommendations you would like to have in your permanent tile. Do it now! II

you wait until you need them, it may not be possible to contact the people from whom you
most want recommendations.

Ideas, People,All Professional Faculty

Spend a few weeks (or the whole bioomin' summer) In
Kansas City, at the top of the arts.

Rve weeks or ten, Daytime and Nighttime, Part Time
and Full Time, undergraduate credit in Design, Ceramics
Fiber, Painting, Printmaking, Photo/Cinema/Vldeo, Sculp-
ture, Woodworking. Sessions begin June 13 and July 18

For complete information inquire;

SUMMER STUDIO WORKSHOPS

Kansas City Art institute
4415 WARWICK BLVD. KCMO 64-ni 816 561.4852

Kansas city Art institute admits students of any race, color, national
or etnnic origin, sex or religion to all college administered programs.

Dial directandsave.
The cost of having an Operator place your Long Distance
call IS two to three times higher than the cost of dialing

it yourself So remember It you keep dialing it

yourself, you keep saving money And. if you don't know
the area code, look on the area codes page in the

Call Guide that appears in the front of the white pages of
your telephone directory Its worth it

IVIountaJn Bell

.^'s
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Fear and Loathing With Cosmo
By John Kuhlman

All right, while I am writing this, outside my room In the hall there's a girl making
the worst kind of nonsense so awfully loud, she got ideas about her progress that
do not jibe with course requirements, she got a greased line from her forehead to
her jowls, she's shaking with the fever that comes from too much electricity

consumption, she's licking the wall now, her tongue coated and creased, she
cracking her arms up and down like a steam kettle making the noise but I just don't
give a star spangled shit about it anymore.
Because really kids, Its just too hot outside for this kind of feverish giggly

anymore and If I can just take a small space once more this week on time, I'd

use that time to draw your sleeve aside and say without smiling that the age
of miracles is not yet upon us, it will be here soon, and if this is the message
I've tried to give for so long, well, I've never been able to stand up and say it

before. But I will now.
And I know that a lot of people are going to laugh, but that's all right too, because

I've been laughed at before, but to them I say that a battered old newspaperman
does know a few tricks himself, and they'll stand there bemused, waitingfor an
obvious fraud and with a nimble twist of my fingers in my right hand astonishingly
agile for my age, I've puloined their tiny collar button Into my left hand, and it

dangles there invisible In my palm, they can't see where It is at all, and with a short
gyration at my wrist, my hand then is empty except for two small paper dice, done in

small white cubes of typing paper, and I let these fall from my palm, and they come

up two threes before the dice themselves begin lo unfold like the paper llowers
from Japan in water, and they exude two kinds of smoke both that take Ihe shapes
and sizes of all the forgotten romances of a hundred countnes. the pungent scents
of cocoanuts on andon, the audience in tears tor the missing sluds, hall blinded by
the smoke, oh they're leading themselves lo Ihe mostly awlul conclusions, and
they are Ihe worried ones, now Ihey are, his collars awry and when they are that
sure that the age of miracles has passed them by, maybe looking lor a more
relifious attitude, then I let the small bird from my sleeve and he'll walk that short
yard from my arm lo yours with a grace that defines his purposes, and up yours until
hereaches Ihe shoulders, and he will spit right up that missing button and with an
eye that shimmers like a painted almond touched with pepper he'll say. While I'm
writing outside of my room in the hall there's a girl making the worst kind of
nonsense so awtully loud, she go ideas about her progress that do not jibe with
course requirements, she got a greased line from her forehead to her jowls, she s
shaking with Ihe fever that comes from too much eleclncity consumption, she's
licking the wall now, her tongue coaled and creased, she cracking her ams up and
down like a steam kettle making the noise but I just don't give a star spangled shit
about It anymore.
And you knew it all along. Now you get the idea, the sound that reaches you only

after reflection, we call that the echo, and that's what you can take with you.
Next week - there ain't going to be no ne)rt week, this Is the last week we

have.

)epression Continued
invifonment as structured as CC.

\CC you are living with people, and you

ja well-defined structure. It is difficult to

ea place where you have existed with a

pof people having similar interests and
(grounds. It is particularly difficult when

" no idea where you're going. Many
ors find it hard to adjust to this loss ol

ronment, especially ones who do not go

J graduate school,

main problem I encounter involves the

:lance on the part of students to come in

jetlcher.

udenis have a strong kind of anti-medical

lework or association in their heads. They
; 'SICK, SICK, SICK," and attach a

onto coming into Boettcher.

il easier to deal with students at this

period and at this time In their life?

B, possibly it is easier to do short range

lem solving with the population here than

k), say, deal with other populations,

iidents here are not acting out in socially

ceptable ways, one pattern which is hard

'eak. The population here is intelligent:

an absorb a lot of education about emo-
very quickly.

nd many students dealing with their par-

ents because their parents are paying for

their education on a value issue and that

becomes a real problem.

They don't know what to do instead, and
yet they feel somehow guilty and therefore

feel they have to do something extra to repay

their parents. I've seen that quite a bit.

Do the people who come to see you
have serious problems?
Yes and no. They are often serious for the

most part because many of the students are

really very unhappy and their lives are not

working the way they want. I call that serious.

They are also some fairly serious problems
that I refer to other psychologists and psy-

chiatrists. At the same time there are success
stories. And that is an exciting pan of my
work.

With some people you start giving them
feedback on their problems and suddenly a
light seems to go on and they come back the

next week and say, "I've been thinking

through all this and about what you said about

such and such and I've got it all together."

Then you test it out and ask them what is

different and they really have figured out a

whole lot about how they were facing life. And
that is exciting I

(FAIR TOMORROW
^e Ruth Washburn Cooperative Nursery
:ol Mayfair will be held Saturday, May 21 , from
2 pm at the CC Ice Rink. The annual fund-

ng event will include a magic show. Tickles the

m, boutique, plant and bake sale, and more.
ission is 25«.

?;:^^ssm

spaghetti Dinner Special At
\

Sitra^v hat
Saturday, May 21 Bring your

CC ID to Straw Hat and
your Spaghetti Dinner is only

^1.49
(Regular gl.89)

DESnVER INCLUDES
• All the Spaghetti you can eat!

• Tossed Salad!
• Large Soft Drink or Beer!

STM^ISailJ
Pizza Palace

1732 VV. UINTAH
(Only 1 Mile West of Campus)

THE COLORADO COLLEGE SUMMER SESSION
June 13 to Augusi 5, 1977

UNDERGRADUATE INSTITUTES

Ecosystems ol Ihe Pikes Peak Region: Architecture, EnvironmenI
Plains-Montane Geology-Ecology and Society
Field Studies

Urban Studies: Cities in Transition 1^" V"".*'' LT " *

Developing Nation

Photography: Technique, Creativity,

Critique jhe Conversation of Mankind:
Studies in "".—<•.««>,

Canadian Studies Science and Social Science

The Conversation of Mankind:
Studies in "".—<•.««>,

Science and Social Science

Organized in cooperation with Crinnell and Knox Colleges. Each under-
graduate Institute includes a series of integrated courses in which students earn

3 CC. units, the equivalent of lOVj semester credits. Frequent lectures by dis-

tinguished specialists, field trips, and independent research are included.

COMPLETE LIBERAL ARTS CURRICULUM
Special Features:

5th Year Master of Arts in Teaching Elementary School

for Recent College Graduates

Southwest Studies: Nation Building in the Southwest

Film, Concert, and Lecture Series

Hanya Holm School of Dance

Colorado Opera Festival and Workshop at Colorado College

Tht Catalyst • May 20, 1977 -9
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Lacrosse Ends: All in All, Not a Bad Seasor
The 1977-lacrosse season ended last

Saturday as the Tigers were delealed by

the Denver Lacrosse Club by the score of

8-4, for the Rocky Mountain lacrosse

Association consolation championship. It

was a bitter defeat for the stickmen, who
feit that they were the second best team in

tt-'e league next to Air Force The CC scor-

ing was led by Tim f^/lcNamara with two

goals, Jim Vaughn with one goal and
Drew Thwaits with one goal. Goalies Brice

V^/hitlock and Dan Cathcart each turned in

stellar performances along side the excel-

lent defensve play of Terry Leyden. The
services of Dave Stanton and Warren

were severally missed as both were out

with iniunes. The loss put the Tigers final

season record at 10 wins and 5 losses,

which placed them fourth over-all in the

Rocky I^ountain Lacrosse Association.

All in all. not a bad season.

At the awards picnic the next day, at the

home of Robert (Doc) Stabler, the follow-

ing awards were handed out:

Leading scorer. Dave Stanton; most
improved, Dan Cathcart; Coach's Trophy.

Bob Kline; most valuable, Dave Stanton;

Robert Stabler Award, Kirk Hoffman.

Todd Anderson; Captain 1978, Jim
Vaughn.

The team also awarded presents to

coaches Doc Stabler. Jim Soran and Flip

Naumburg, Overall, the players seem to

be optimistic about next y^ars season and

are hopeful that they will improve on their

league standing. Seniors Kirk Hoffman.

Todd Anderson. Greg Harpel. Stuart Rif-

kin and Andrew Willie will be missed but

hopefully there will be some new faces to

step in'o their vacancies. The Tigers

would again like to thank the league's

number 1 fans for their excellent support

throughout the season.
The CC lacrosse team will play next season without graduating seniors Andr sent

Wille. Greg Harpel, Kirk Hoffman, Todd Anderson, and Stuart Rifltin. PhoioBvPni^e jfti.

Ted

Women's Soccer Sports Successful Spring Season
The Women's Soccer Club, coached by

"75 grad f^like Young, concluded the spring

'77 season with three wins fwlay 12, 16, and

1 8 against teams from the city women's soc-

cer league.

Sally Turner scored the only goal of the first

35 minutes against the Shamrocks, firing in

the rebound from Sue Whittlesey's post-shot.

Pholo by John Wm
CC Winger Caroline Warren moves to

the ball displaying her usual quickness.

The Women's team finished their Spring
season with an 8-2-2 record.

COLORADOS LARGEST seleclion

ol low cost, governmenl bonded
round Irip charier flights 10 EUROPE
(S259 (rom NVC S3B9 Irom Denver)

AFRICA (S299) PERU (S399) HAWAII
(Sl?9) ASIA{S479) a\

THE TRAVEL COMPANY
1310 College Avenue

Boulder 80302
1-443-3580 weekdays

USED
LENSES
SLIDE

PROJECTORS
DA.RKIIOOAC
EQUIPMENT
A.CCESOR,IES

FTLAl
SFECIikLS
SNA.PSXIOT
CAJ^ERiVS
ACOVIE

PROJECTORS
SHEiiimeiitR's
• CAMERA SHOP*

30N.T<fon
Ph 636-1696
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In the second half, the Shamrock goalie was

bewildered by four goals by Laurie Jones on

passes from Pam Rinehart. Marly Cardozo,

Nancy Nettleton, and Caroline Warren: two

goals by Alida Chandler; and a goal each by

Caroline. Sue, and Nancy. The final score

was 10-0.

Against Doherty the CC ladies, always a

second-half team, again held a slim 1-0 lead

at half-time, on Dee Dee Carlson's 25-yard

drive- After the five-minute interval and the

change of ends. Pam Rinehart scored on a

penalty kick; Nancy Bristow volleyed an in-

terception from the goalkeeper into the net;

. Sue Whittlesey netted two goals on passes

from Caroline Warren; and Cindy Flores

scored two from Laurie Jones and Nancy

Nettleton, for a final score of 7-0.

In Wednesday's game, Dee Dee Carlson

again gav/e CC a 1-goal lead at half-time

against ivlancnyater United, and Sue
Whittlesey with two. Caroline Warron. Nancy
Nettleton, and Cindy Flores scored tor a 6-1

win.

Graduating seniors Laurie Jones and Sue
Whittlesey, elected Captains of the team at

the start of the season, justified the confi-

dence of their teammates by topping the list

of scorers. Laurie was the hat-trick specialist,

scoring 7 of her 9 goals in two games; with 4

assists, she chalked up 22 points. Sue estab-

lished her dependability with 14 goals in 9

Photo bv .

Captain Sue Whittlesey clears the ball

away from the CC end in action against

diffe7enl''games,' scoring against llTbut'lwo ^^^ ^''^"^ ^'eek High School team.

teams. With three assists, Sue had the team Dee Carlson, 3 and 2, and Nancy Nettleton, 2

high of 31 points, and scored a four-season and 2. .

College career record of 31 goals. Frestiman Sally Turner, voted Most Valu-

Twelve other players scored goals, paced able Player by the team, played sweeper
by right wing Cindy Flores, with 7 goals and 4 faultlessly throughout the season, anchoring
assists; left wing Caroline Warren. 5 and 6; a defense which rarely allowed the oppo-
halfbacks Alida Chanter, 4 and 1 ; and Nancy nents a shot on goal; she was ably flanl<ed at

Bhstow, 4 goals; and all-around players Dee various times by Ruthie (ylerrell, Jane Schap-

PEACE CORPS
LATIN AMERICA

OPENINGS IN AGRICULTURE, EDUCATION,
BUSINESS, PUBLIC HEALTH, COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT, SOCIAL WORK, RECREA-
TION.

For more information call;

Phil Hernick, collect,

Denver -303-837-4173

iro, Marly Cardozo, Mini McNiff, and K

Ake.

The club has a record this season

wins, two losses, and two ties, scorint

goals while allowing the opposition only

with 6 shutouts by four different goalkeep

led by Ann Oatman's three. Wiih

freshmen and half a dozen juniors relum

the Women's Soccer Club of CC can

forward to a strong team and possible va

status next year, and continued excellerii

Colorado women's soccer.

Tournament

Suffers

Springtime S/oi/i

The All Campus Open Tennis Tour

ment, 77 Spnng Edition, just keeps ro

along like the Mississippi River at se

miles an hour in some divisions, four milei

hour in others, and some back wash Horn

and log jamming in others -- bring oul

dynamite!

Men's Championship Singles was

solved, however, with Mike Bird delea

Dave Krantz 6-3, 4-6, (5-1) for the sp

throne. Bird's open doubles partner,

Chris (12 years old, 4 ft. 4 in.), came up si

literally, against Ryer Triezenbert (6 ti, 4

losing 6-3, 6-2 in opeh singles. John S

defeated Doug Nishimoto and will now

either Bill Villanueva or Tom Paich. Of

action, the winner plays Triezenberg tor

overall open title.

Brad Fry and Mike Robeloth defeated.

"Squash" Snell and Tim Beaton and

face Claude Cowart and Bob Brougtilc

the finals of open doubles for the ' Toi

ment in a Tourney" crown. Dan Thorr

and Barb Edfelslon are scheduled in Iht

match of the Mothers Day mixed ag

Diane Harper and Tim Black. The winnt

then play open mixed winner, either S

Smith - Dan Dickinson or Ann Woodw

Kenny Miller. Incidentally Diane Hailey

Cody Kelly are waiting in the wind scree

jump on any team stepping on the court

opponents.

Finally. Dave Kranz - John Simons,

queror of Dick Hilt - Jose Ortega. 6- 1 ,
6-i

waiting for Paul Hudnut - John Stelso

Cody Kelley - Tim black with winners du

for the Men's Championship Dou

honors. Most, if not all, at least si

matches are expected to be comptetet

weekend, next weekend and next yei

mile), maybe.
Have fun. don't hurry, but please, bec

jtthi

jtth

RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TO
CATALYST FOR NEXT YEAR.
NAME
ADDRESS

_$12 for The Catalyst

.^$22 for Catalyst, Nugget,
Leviathan

Send check (payable to Cutler Pl

cations) to:

Central Services

Armstrong Hall

Colorado College

Colorado Springs. Colo. 80903

ited.

Vi
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Senior Athletes Recall Their CC Thrills
By Craig Silverman

^ often, in the aftermath of a hotly con-

led t)Ut disappointing athletic competition,

(or that matter, any competition), one

ilhelp but wonder if it is all worth it. After

yvfiy suffer the agonizing depression of a

^vveek of practice which has culminated

yin personal and/or team failures?

flie answer is the same for virtually every

tilele.
It is that "thrill of victory" that, once

i^rnplished, seems to cancel out all the

jt
"agonies of defeat." It is a feeling un-

,,3llelled and which, when achieved,

(omes a primary goal to be realtained as

pn and as often as possible. There is no-

ng
phony about the joy involved in athletic

liievement.

Ted Swan: A Great Comeback

ft
number of senior athletes were asked

past week to recall this sensation and to

scribe the circumstances that surrounded

;in.

Ted Swan, the record setting kicker tor the

jfootball squad had little trouble recollect-

jhis biggest thrill. "Athletes are often told

jtlhe last game of their career is the one

jl they will remember the most," Swan
lied. "This is definitely true for me."

Record Setter Ted Swan

As you might recall, the Tigers final game
of the 1976 season was against a very good

Trinity squad, with the soccer-style Swan
needing only one more point to break an

existing NCAA scoring mark. The CC grid-

ders put it all together that day. scoring a
21-17 come from behind victory in a game
that "was almost like a dream come true" for

Swan.
Obviously savoring his record setting per-

formance of that day once again, the likeable

Denver product explained, "It was a great

comeback, a great game to set a record, and

a fantastic way to end a college career.

'

Harry Mosco:
Memorable Accomplishment

The Trinity game was not only memorable
to Ted Swan, but to the rest of his team-

mates, particularly the seniors, as well. Foot-

ball captain Harry Mosco summed up the

significance of this victory to him and the

other players. "What we accomplished was
against an outstanding team," Mosco
reminds. "It is the game that I will remember
the rest of my life."

It seems obvious that all the pain and
disappointment that has to accompany four

years of varsity football are made insignifi-

cant in the face of such physical, mental, and

emotional accomplishments. It is what sports

anywhere is, (or at least should be), all about.

Frank Lane: Halloween 1976
Athletic achievement can be a very per-

sonal memory as well. For Frank Lane, a

senior soccer player, his fondest memory
came on Halloween of 1976. "I was a reserve

player so when Horst Richardson put me in,

(with ten minutes left and CC in control ag-

ainst Metro State, 4-1 ), I was really psyched,"

Lane recalled.

"I was playing fullback and ran back to

cover the goal when our goalie, Ron Ed-
mundson, ran out to block a shot. Metro cros-

sed the ball in front of the goal and their

forward had a point blank shot that was head-

ing for the top of the net. I didn't have time to

think about it, I just jumped and was able to

block the shot with my head. I came down on
my feet in timp to coo tho ban bounce ilylpl

back to the forward who was only ten feet

away. I knew I couldn't stop another one but I

didn't have time to consider it. The forward

choked and blasted the ball right at my chest,

it dropped at my feet and I booted it way out. It

was a simple case of being in the right place

at the right time . . . and it felt great!" You can

just feel the excitement that Lane experi-

enced as he relives the event and can be

sure that that short bit of hectic action will be

something that he never forgets.

Stuart Rlfkin: Beating Air Force

For Stuart Rifkin, a fine senior lacrosse

player at CC, his most memorable moment
was the thrill of "beating Air Force last year

Van Diest Award Winner, Harry Mosco.

for the league championship. It gave the
zoomies a whole year to think of their embar-
rassing loss."

Another highlight of Rifkin's career was an
hellacious bench emptying brawl that the Ti-

gers had against CSU earlier this year. The
stickman recalls, "I scored two TKO's to

equal a goal and an assist that I already had;
that was very gratifying." This sounds like a
story that not only will remain forever in

Stuart's memory, but one that will no doubt
get better as the years go by.

Tom Beckman: Through the Bottom?
Tom Beckman, an outstanding senior

guard for this years Tiger cagers, said he will

always remember the lighter aspects of play-

ing basketball at CC. "Seeing Squeek {David
Adams) shoot a shot up through the bottom
of the basket i$ going to be hard to forget and
I'll always remember last year in Chicago
when Jim Deichen got confused, went up to

shoot at the wrong basket and got fouled in

the act."

Ed Herman: Winning Games
Senior center, Special Ed Herman gave a

great deal of thought to considerino ^'-^

greatest basketball thrills at oc. in his inimit-

able style, the big man explained: "The
grcaiesr moments without going into seman-
tics or basketball philosophy, are in winning

games. For me. these moments came this

year against Panhandle State and the Col-

lege of Santa Fe. Beating Santa Fe at their

place meant thwarting the overly biased

noise from a male cheerleader using the

gym's P. A. system.

"We overcame the noise ~ quieted by our

magnificient effort - to carry away a well

deserving and hard fought victory. Panhan-

dle was different. We had lost to them in two

previous encounters: definitely a humiliating

factor for us to contend with. The third en-

counter was like a vendetta. Their spell

ended that game, when we gave them a dose

of their own medicine We shot, played
defense and rebounded extraordinarily well.

Throughout the game, some highly ques-
tionable decisions were made by our quasi-
hometown referees, but at least they were
consistent (or both teams. In the end, we
were victonous and as for Panhandle, well,

they had to eat crow!"

Sports at CC has given some important
moments to many of the seniors who will be
graduating next week. Harry Mosco. winner
of this year's prestigous Van Diest Award,
expressed his gratitude for having had the

opportunity to play at CC. "It's not
everywhere that a person would receive no
financial aid for competing in athletics, and
still be associated with a highly competitive,

'

top-notch program. The girl's basketball
team is a prime example, it's very low-key.
but yet the girls went to the national playoffs
this year. I believe that is a tribute to Jerry
Carle, Laura Golden, and everyone else as-
sociated with the athletic department,"
Mosco summed it up well, sports at CC are

a good thing, requiring hard work and dedica-
tion, but rewarding Its participants with those
priceless thrills that seem to transcend time.

Effriede and Defwyn Fisher

THE ONLY MAJOR
INDEPENDENT BANK
LEFT IN THE PIKES
PEAK REGION

The Colorado Springs
lUational Bank

With Over

88 Million Dollars

in Assets

Owned & Operated by

The People Of

The Pikes Peak Region

25N.Tejon 475-1330

recyclem)recnrds

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE
Quality Records and Tapes

At Two Locations

2425 W.Colorado
633-7678

Gift Certificates

Available

219 N.Union
632-8372

"Special" Ed Herman

.: Athens, Tel Aviv, London,

S Tokyo, Johannesburg. You

:; name it! Budget flights to al-

5; most anywhere. Weekly
S departures on major air-

Si lines. Europe from $299.00

I (R.T. from Chicago). Eurail-

S passes, train schedules, etc.

I Specialists in foreign eco-

i nomy travel. Intercontinental

I Travel Service, 443-7584.

S Outside Colorado this sum-

iimer? Call 1-800-525-2830

?; toll free.

iS!;>aiK>»xx«<;<*X5»x •-«< •;«- ^r«'

iGadec's
i 9 SOUTH WEBER

(S)tifino§
473-2859^ 333N.TEJ0N

COLO. SPRINGS. COLORADO

oM.rican a„J Ht^iian
In the Agora Mall

^ fining

»>^v»x viwc !«SBirvsiK iasr
jj

Phntn I

Supply I
Phone 63« 8833 ^

AGFA GOSS£N NI20
GITZO NIKON
HASSELBLAD OLYMPUS
HONEYWELL OMEGA

BELL & HOWELL ILFORO PATTERSON

BESELER KODAK
BOGEN KONICA POLAROID

BOLEX LEICA SANKYO
MAMIYA SINAH

CANON MINOLTA SUPERSCOPE
CONTAX MINOX ROLLEI

DURST MIRANDA VIVITAR

Colorado Springs #1 Camera Store

With Free Customer Parking

En)Oy Natural Meals

711N. Tejon 634-9843
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